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THE KATYN FOEEST MASSACRE
THURSDAY,

OCTOBER

11, 1961

House op Representatives,
The Select Committee on the
Katyn Forest Massacre,
Washington, D. C.
The committee met at 9:30 a. m., Hon. Ray J. Madden (chairman),
presiding.

Present: Messrs. Machrowicz, Dondero, and Furcolo.
Also present: John J. Mitchell, chief counsel.
Mr. Madden. The meeting will come to order.
might mention for the record that this special committee was au
thorized by Congress to make an investigation of the Katyn massacre
but has not been completely organized as yet as far as the office per
sonnel and office location is concerned.
The original intention of the committee was not to start formal
hearings until after the Congress reconvened in January.
wish at this time to state that a quorum is present, Mr. Machro
wicz, Mr. Dondero, Mr. Furcolo, and myself, and owing to the fact
that this hearing was rather impromptu, Congressman Flood and
Congressman O'Konski were unable to be in the city this morning.
I might also state that the committee wishes to thank the Secretary
of Defense and the Department counselor of the Army, Mr. Shackel
ford, and Mr. Pace, the Secretary of the Army, for their cooperation
in making available our witness this morning.
The reason for the hearing being called this morning is that our
witness, Lt. Col. Donald B. Stewart, was about to be assigned to
Tokyo, was leaving in 2 weeks, and owing to the fact that it would
cause considerable inconvenience to have the Army return Colonel
Stewart next year, we decided to hold this hearing in order to obtain
his testimony.
might also state that Mr. Sheehan, a member of the committee,
was also out of the city, and it is hoped that he may be here before
the committee adjourns.
Without objection, I will submit for the record House Resolution
390, authorizing the Special Committee for the Investigation of
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Katvn.
(Й. Res.

390 is as

follows:)
[H. Res. 300, 82d Cong., 1st sess.]

RESOLUTION
Resolved, That there is hereby created a. select committee to be composed of
seven Members of the House of Representatives, appointed by the Speaker, one
of whom he shall designate as chairman.
Аду vacancy occurring in the member
ship of the committee shall be filled in the same manner in which the original
appointment was made.
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The committee is authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete inves
tigation and study of the facts, evidence, and extenuating circumstances both
before and after the massacre of thousands of Polish officers buried in a mass
grave in the Katyn Forest on the banks of the Dnieper in the vicinit3T of Smolensk,
which was then a Nazi-occupied territory formerly having been occupied and under
the control of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Upon completing the necessarv hearings, the committee shall report to the
House of Representatives (or the Clerk of the House, if the House is not in session)
before the adjournment of the Eighty-second Congress the results of its investi
gation and its study, together with any recommendations which the committee
ehall deem advisable.
For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the committee, or any subcom
mittee thereof is authorized to sit and act during the present Congress at such
times and places within the United States, whether the House is in session, has
recessed, or has adjourned, to hold hearings, and to require, by subpena or other
wise, the attendance and testimony of such witnesses and the production of such
books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents as it deems
necessary.
Subpenas may be issued under the signature of the chairman of the
committee or any member of the committee designated by him, and may be served
by any person designated by such chairman or member.

Mr. Madden. Now, the witness

we have here this morning, is
Stewart.
Colonel Stewart, you have no objection to being sworn, have you?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, just before you swear the witness
in, may
just make the statement that Colonel Stewart was my
West Point appointee in 1936. I saw him yesterday for the first
time in 15 years and was not aware or conscious of the fact that he
was one of the two American officers taken by the German army up
into Russia to see the Katyn massacre site.
Mr. Madden. I might also state that Congressman Kluczynski of
the city of Chicago is present at the hearing this morning.
(Whereupon, Colonel Stewart was duly sworn.)
Mr. Madden. The committee wishes to thank you, Colonel Stewart,
for your cooperation and your willingness to come here to testify
this morning, and I might say that you and others who were prisoners
of war, at the time of the investigation and the observations that you
made at the Katyn Forest, are just a few of the unsung heroes of
World War II. The committeo appreciates your great record as a
soldier and the sacrifices that you have made in the cause of liberty
but throughout your
and freedom, not only during World War
active career as a military man, and continuing through to the
present time.
Would you state your name, please?

Lt. Col. Donald B.

I

II

TESTIMONY

OF LT. COL. DONALD B. STEWART, UNITED

STATES ARMY
Colonel Stewart. I am Donald B. Stewart, lieutenant colonel in
the Regular Army.
Mr. Madden. Where are you stationed at the present time?
Colonel Stewart. St. Mary's University, San Antonio, Tex., ROTC

duty.

Mr. Madden. For the record, you may state where you were born.
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Colonel Stewart. I was born in Detroit, Mich., March 17, 1915.
there until I joined the Army.
Mr. Madden. Did you attend West Point?
Colonel Stewart. Yes. After enlisting in the Army in 1934 and
serving 2 years, I received an appointment to West Point from Mr.
Dondero and entered in 1936.
Mr. Madden. And after you graduated from West Point what was

I lived

your assignment?
Colonel Stewart. After

months of schooling at Fort Sill, in 1940,
Most
Field Artillery at Fort Bragg.
of my service there was as a battery commander.
Mr. Madden. Just proceed to narrate.
Colonel Stewart. After the unit had trained at Bragg it was trans
Wo went to England in August of 1942
ferred around to other points.
and to Africa in November of 1942.
In January 1943 my bat talion was moved up to the front of Tunisia.
On the 14th of February 1943 we were hit by a German attack, and on
the 15th I and a number of my men were captured while trying to
make our way out. I was taken to the city of Tunis on about the
I was flown to Naples, Italy, on the 19th or 20th. We spent
19th.
approximately 2 weeks at Capau, Italy, before going into Germany.
I arrived then at Oflag, IX A/Z, about the 15th of March.
Mr. Madden. What year?
Colonel Stewart. 1943. That was the British prison camp,
four hundred-odd officers, to which 125 or 150 Americans were added.
was there when I first heard about Katyn in April of 1943.
Air. Madden. Just proceed in a sort of chronological review of
what led up to your visit to the Katyn Forest.
Colonel Stewart. The Germans told the senior British officer and
the senior American officer that British and American officers would
be sent to Katyn as a committee of investigation to judge who killed
some 10,000 Polish officers.
Mr. Madden. Let me ask you this: How long had you been a
prisoner up to that time?
Colonel Stewart. I was captured on the 15th of February. This
was the last of April. • I had been a prisoner approximately 2%
months.
Mr. Mitchell. When was that?
3

I was assigned to the Seventeenth

I

Colonel Stewart. 1943.
Mr. Madden. 1943?
Colonel Stewart. Yes.
The British senior officer, Brigadier Nicholson, and the senior
American officer, Colonel Van Vliet, both protested against any Allied
officers being sent to Katyn.
Mr. Madden. How far were you from the Katyn location at this
time; how many miles, approximately— not exactly?
Colonel Stewart. Roughly, I would say around 900 miles.
It
could be determined accurately from the map, but that would be a
rough estimate.

Colonel Van Vliet and Brigadier Nicholson both submitted written
protests to the Swiss, as the protecting power, against any Allied
prisoners being involved in this propaganda effort of the Germans.
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The Germans told Colonel Van Vliet that he and one officer would
have to go. Colonel Van Vliet said that he would go only under guard.
He found that he had to go. One other officer had to go. He asked
me if would go with him if it was necessary to go.
told him that
would.
His decision to ask me to go along with him was based on the
fact that he knew me because his battalion was in the same location
as my battery when we were in combat.
had also had some dealings
with him in a prison camp on a matter pertaining to prison admin
istration, and he knew that
was Regular Army.
He felt that if
an officer was in the Army for the duration of the war and were to
get mixed up in propaganda by the Germans, and after the war he
came home, some of the people in his home town might believe that
he was mixed up in it voluntarily, and some people might hold it
against him.
He felt that because of our permanency in the Army
we would not run into any trouble about people thinking that we
were tools of the Germans.
Mr. MADDEN. Let me interrupt right there. Did you receive an
order for this trip, a military order, to go?
Colonel STEwART. Yes. After the German camp security officer,
Captain Heyl, told me that
would go, we received a written order.
We insisted that it be in writing. It was marked “Depruft,” meaning
“censored,” and that meant that it would never be taken from me.
kept it all through the war, through all
He gave me that order.
the searches that
went through, and no German took it from me.
have that order here.
cannot translate the German very well
because
did not like the Germans and I felt that if they wanted to
talk to me they could talk to me in English. What it says roughly
is that Lieutenant Colonel Stevenson of the British Army and Lieu
tenant Colonel Van Vliet, American, and Captain Stewart, American,
were to go to room 136 at 2145 hours for a search. They would be
given rations for 4 days; that on the orders of the Commandantur,
Oflag, IX A/Z, these people would go to Katyn by airplane.
Then
on the back it says that this order would not be taken from the
They would be allowed to keep
prisoners.
Mr. MADDEN. Interrupting you further: What was your rank at
that time?
captain, sir.
Colonel STEwART.
was
presenting that order,
Mr. MADDEN. Now, would you object
an exhibit for the purpose
this hearing?
The same will be
you.
returned
(Colonel Stewart handed the order
the committee counsel. The
order follows:)
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Mr. MADDEN. Clarifying the record, the Lt. Col. John Van Vliet
that vou referred to is not General Van Fleet?
Colonel STEwART. No, sir. It is V-a-n V-l-i-e-t.
Mr. MADDEN. Where is the Van Vliet that you refer to at the

present time?
Colonel STEwART.
understand that he is in Tokyo.
Mr. MADDEN. What is his rank now?
Colonel STEwART. He is a lieutenant colonel, also.
Mr. MADDEN. Proceed.
Colonel STEwART. We gathered our stuff together and went down
for our search. They issued our rations, cans of meat and a loaf of
bread.
We left in the evening. I went to Kassel, where we were
supposed to meet British General Fortune.
r. MITCHELL. What date was that, approximately?
Colonel STEwART. The night of the 10th of May. The only way
that I can be sure of that date is the order says we will do it on the
10th, and we generally did what they said, so am certain that it was
on the 10th .# May.

I

I

Mr. MITCHELL.

1943?

Colonel STEwART. 1943.
When we reached Kassel, we looked around the railroad station
and were surprised to find it had not been bombed.
Mr. MADDEN. When you reached where?
Colonel STEwART. Kassel, Germany, about 25 or 30 miles north
of our prison camp at Rotenberg on the Fulda, just a short trip.
was in this prison camp at Rotenberg on the Fulda River. On
Sunday night, the 10th of May 1943, we went by train from Rotenberg
to Kassel.
Mr. MADDEN. A distance of how far?
Colonel STEwART. Approximately 25 to 30 miles. We were sup
posed to meet General Fortune, a British officer from another prison
camp, at Kassel.
He was not there. The Germans put Colonel
Van Vliet, Colonel Stevenson, and myself on the train, and we made
an overnight trip by train to Berlin.
Mr. MADDEN. How far is that, approximately?
Colonel STEwART. About 200 miles. We arrived at Berlin during
the daylight hours of Monday the 11th.
Upon our arrival there we were taken to what the Germans called
an arbeits commando, a work camp, an apartment house prison on the
Spree River. It was in one of the suburbs of Berlin.
We stayed there that night and found that at this prison camp there
were already some men gathered who were all supposed to make the
trip. There were several American soldiers. One of them was from
Colonel Van Vliet's unit, Taussig.
I did not know Corporal Taussig
but I had a number of my men captured at the same time.
hen
talked with him I found that he knew one of my corporals,
Corporal Denoid, and that these American prisoners had come from a
POW camp in the vicinity [pointing to map). They had been brought
to Berlin to the same camp where we were. There were also British
enlisted men present that had come from some camps in Germany
that I do not know. There was a British civilian who was an internee,
a prisoner of war.
This British internee had lived on one of the Chan
nel islands, either the Isle of Guernsey or the Isle of Man.
I do not
which one. All these people had been ordered here to go to
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British Medical Corps, came in from a camp down at Rottweil. We
were a little suspicious of Captain Gilder. It turned out that he could
speak German and also he could speak a little Russian.
As we checked
on him we had our confidence established, and we felt that he was really
a British officer—as he turned out to be.
In a prison camp you are
always suspicious of everybody.
We do not believe anyone is who
he says he is until we can find positive proof that he
We wanted
make sure nobody was planted on
listen
what we might say.
Tuesday afternoon,
far
can recall—and that would
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May 1943—the Germans held interviews with
one
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downstairs rooms of the commando.
Colonel Stevenson was the senior
officer. The Germans usually dealt with
senior officer, and we felt
speak
that he should
for all
us.
We had agreed that we would tell
the Germans exactly how we felt, that we would not participate
propaganda effort.
However, the Germans wanted
speak
each
us, and from our conversations with each other later, we found
one
that the Germans had about the same routine.
go down. As walked into the room
was junior and the last
there was
mixture
German officers and civilians sitting around
table about the size
the one
this room
room twice this large.
gave my name and my prisoner-of-war number, KGF 1581. One
the Germans that spoke English very well said, “Captain Stewart,
Katyn and investigate the mas
go
since you have volunteered
sacre
those Polish officers, am glad
see you.”
told him that had not volunteered; that was there under orders;
propaganda effort and,
any event,
that felt the matter was
political
propaganda.
was
effort.
He said
was not
“We just
repeated that
want
show you the facts.”
considered
be
political affair,
political matter.
was
the Army and
had
get mixed up
any international political complications.
no desire
thing
Then the next
said was, “You are an officer
the Regular
Army. Surely you must have an interest
what has happened
officers
the Polish Army.”
told him that had no desire
have anything
do with propa
political matter. They stopped talking and saluted
ganda effort
and went back
the room. Back
the room the people asked me
jibed with what
what
had been asked and what
had said, and
had happened
them.
The Germans apparently had asked Colonel Stevenson would he
give our parole for the trip, not
Katyn.
escape, from Berlin
Mr. MADDEN. How far that?
day
Colonel STEwART. That must be around 700 miles.
light flight. The exact distance
miles,
600
700
that the total
Katyn
probably 900 miles. Since
distance from Rotenberg
Colonel Stevenson convinced the Germans we would not give our
parole, the Germans said that they would have
send some guards
along; therefore, they sent the two American prisoners back
their
prison.
do not know why they sent the Americans back instead
the British enlisted men, but they did.
The party,
we finally left for the plane, and the party that visited
Katyn, consisted
the graves
four officers: Lieutenant Colonel
Stevenson
the British South African Forces; Lieutenant Colonel
Van Vliet
our Army; Capt. Stanley Gilder
the British Medical

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
The names of the three British enlisted men and
Corps, and myself.
the British civilian I do not remember.
So, the total visiting party
consisted of eight of us.
In addition to that there were the German enlisted guards, German
civilians from the Propaganda Ministry, and some German inter
The total crew in the plane
preters, plus a German officer or two.

was about 20 men.

Mr. Mitchell. Do you know the name of the interpreter?
Colonel Stewart. He said that his name was Von Johnson.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know anything about his background?
Colonel Stewart. He was very pleasant, quiet spoken, and spoke

not English. He said that he had lived in that part of
Germany that after World War I became Poland, and when Poland
was established he and his mother left and came to America.
He
said he spent 19 years in Texas and that he came back to Germany
in the late 1930's.
I do not remember the reason he gave for saying
he came back, but he spoke the American idiomatic language. •
Mr. Mitchell. Was he with you all during the trip?
Colonel Stewart. All the way through.
When we left the Arbeits
Commando, we got into a bus and drove out to the airport. We
and Public Information.
stopped at the Ministry of Propaganda
That is where the officials of that organization got on. One of them
brought a little carton of cigarettes with him. We drove to the
Templehof airfield, got on the plane, and we flew, making a stop at
Breslau, which is roughly in this vicinity [indicating on map] — ap
parently just a refueling stop — flew on and made a lunch stop in
Poland at a town called Biela-Podlacka. Lunch consisted of a hardThen we continued on
boiled egg, a bowl of soup, and a slice of bread.
the flight following the railroad tracks and came into Smolensk — so our
flight generally went in this direction [indicating on map]. We got
into Smolensk in the late afternoon.
Mr. Mitchell. Could you see out of the airplane?
Colonel Stewart. Yes. The Germans did not blackout the air
For instance, we flew by Warsaw from some miles distant so
plane.
we could not identify any particular building, but we could see the
built-up section of the town and see smoke rising from the chimneys.
As we got further along the old Polish-Russian border, flying along
the railroad, every so often on each side we could see entrenchments,
shell holes and craters which had been put there apparently when the
Germans drove in on their attack on Russia.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you follow the railroad tracks all the way?
Colonel Stewart. Practically all the way. The plane did not seem
American,

to get more than two or three hundred feet above the ground.
We
This country is flat. There were no hills
were always very low.
over the area we went through and the plane was always low.
When we landed at the airfield at Smolensk the Germans loaded
us into the equivalent of one of our command cars and took us to an
apartment building which was still in fairly good shape. Apparently
they were using it for barracks, and they put us four officers in one
room and the civilian and the British enlisted men in another room
with the guard in the hall. While we were in that room we of course
could not talk because we felt it might be wired so that anything we
As a matter of fact, we never talked
would say would be overheard.
to each other inside of any room about any matter except the weather.
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Mr. Madden. Are you

referring now to Colonel Van Vliet?
Colonel Stewart. The four officers. We did not talk with the
enlisted men except to tell them they were in a tight spot and they
must never say anything among themselves or to the Germans that
would get them into trouble.
Shortly after we had arrived there, we were put in the room where
I looked out the window
there was some singing taking place outside.
Captain
and there seemed to be a company of German soldiers.
He had been at
Gilder, the Scottish doctor, said they were Russians.
a prisoner-of-war hospital, and among his patients were some Russians,
so he learned some Russian.
The Germans came over and invited us to go to the officers' mess.
As we left our room and went to the other room that was the officers'
mess, they asked us if we would like to talk to the Russian soldiers.
Nobody did particularly, but Colonel Stevenson asked them a ques
tion, so Captain Gilder asked the Russians, "What will happen to
you if you are captured by the Russians?", and he was told that they
There the
would be executed. We went on to the officers' mess.
room was about twice the size of this one. It had a couple of tables
and a few chairs in it. It appeared to be the dining room of a service
unit, or supply unit. At that time the east front was about 40 miles
There were no combat troops to speak of in the
beyond Smolensk.
Smolensk area that we could see. At first the Germans did not talk
about Katyn at all. They were just passing the time of day, making
themselves interesting and telling us about the Battle of Smolensk
and how Smolensk was captured.
Supper was very meager — a piece of cheese and a slice of rye bread
and tea. That was it. They gave us the supper they themselves
Then after supper they brought out a couple of bottles of some
a_te.
sort of liquor, but we did not dare drink any for fear we might say
something.
We returned to our room as soon as we could.
The next morning they loaded us into another command car and
That is about 12 miles from
Smolensk itself.
did not see any built-up area around it although
there was a village there.
All there was, was a small knoll covered
with pine woods. The pine woods were not very thick. There were
some trees possibly 6 to 8 inches in diameter and a number of smaller
trees.
It was more like a park land than a forest of woods.
We drove into the area and got out of the vehicles. They took us
over to the graves. All this time each one of us was trying to give
absolutely no indication by expression that we were interested in
what we were seeing.
The Germans were taking movies; they were taking still pictures,
and if we looked at anything with too much interest we felt they might
make some propaganda out of it. If we indicated too much interest,
we felt we would be playing into their hands.
We felt this was a
German propaganda effort and we did not want to be involved in it
any more than they could force us to be.
Mr. Madden. The committee will recess for 15 minutes while the
Members go to the House to answer a roll call.
_____
(Short recess.)
Mr. Madden. Colonel, we will now proceed from where you were
testifying when we were interrupted by the roll call, which, I believe,
is that you are about to go out to the forest, out to Katyn Forest.

I
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Colonel Stewart. Yes.
Mr. Madden. The burial place.
Colonel Stewart. We arrived at this Katyn woods, this pine
knoll, got out of our command cars and the Germans escorted us
over to the graves.
We passed a couple of soldiers in what appeared to be Polish
uniforms, guarding the area, apparently, as a guard of honor; went
up to the graves. The smell was pretty bad.
Mr. Mitchell. May I interrupt for a moment? Were all of you
transported together?
Colonel Stewart. I cannot remember; the four of us were in one
Whether the civilian and the other men with us were in
vehicle.
do not remember, but I assumo they were in
the following vehicle,
two vehicles because those vehicles had only three seats.
Many of the exact details I cannot remember because this occur
rence took place so long ago that I have to depend on what my impres
sions were, and only the strongest, most important impressions stayed
with me; details that were not important at the time slipped.
We approached the grave site. This area was sand, a light yellow
colored sand, like we find on the beaches of Lake Michigan, and South
Carolina; the ground was rather high but just slightly rolling.
We walked over to the graves. There were tliree main graves
The largest one was shaped like an L. We estimated indi
open.
vidually the sizes of the graves — I have forgotten the exact dimen
sions now — but I know that they were approximately the size of a
swimming pool. There were just three of them, and one was Lshaped, the size of a swimming pool.
As we walked along the edge of the graves, the Germans were
giving us a certain amount of explanation.
Mr. Machrowicz. Pardon me, Colonel, I would like to ask you
a question so that we could have an estimate of the size of the grave.
It has been estimated by someone that this L-shaped grave was about
Could you tell us whether, to your recollection, that
30 by 50 yards.
would be close to what you thought the size of the grave was?
Yes, sir; that would be about as close as
Colonel Stewart.
could judge on it.
The Germans walked us along, and showing us the various graves,
giving us an explanation of their theories on the murders.
Then, they took us down into one of the graves for a closer exami
nation. We went down the side of the bank and walked across the
bodies to see more closely what they were trying to make us look at.
Now, in general, in all the graves the bodies were laid out in rows
Practically all bodies were
across the narrow dimension of the grave.
There were layer after layer; they were practically all
face down.
headed the same way.
It was obvious that they had not been tossed into the graves from
the banks; they had been apparently thrown down in there after they
were killed, and then packed in very tightly.
The grave in which we walked, the officers were mostly dressed in
overcoats, overcoats of heavy material, a little darker and a little
distinctly remember the overcoats because
longer than our own.
stepped on one Polish officer's head, and his scalp came off, and
cleaned my foot on the overcoat of the man next to him.
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There were a few men in that grave dressed in the black robes of a
Catholic priest.
Individually, we tried to form an estimate as to how many bodies
From the surface of the ground to the top layer
were in those graves.
of the bodies exposed is roughly about my height, which would be 5
to six feet.
Mr. Madden. The depth of the grave?
Colonel Stewart. To the layer that was exposed.
Mr. Madden. I see.
Colonel Stewart. Then, since one of the graves had been dug all
the way down in the ground to the bottom layer of the bodies, we
were able to get an estimate as to how many layers there were, so
we counted the number of men in each row, we counted the number
of layers, and we counted the number of rows individually- Later,
when we confirmed, when we checked with each other, we found that
we arrived at an estimate of about 10,000 bodies.
That may or may
not be correct, but our individual estimates were running about nine
or ten thousand, based on the calculation of how many bodies in a
row, how many rows in a grave, how many layers in a grave.
Mr. Machrowicz. I would like to ask you this question: Did you
come to any opinion as to how many layers there were?
Colonel Stewart. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of bodies?
Colonel Stewart. I counted them exactly then, but I cannot
would say there were five,
remember the exact number closely.
six, or seven layers, and I could not say how many there were across
now or how many rows there were. All I can remember is at the end
of my figuring that there must be about nine or ten thousand men in

I

those graves.

Mr. Machrowicz. And these layers, were they tightly packed or
was there ground between one layer and another?
Colonel Stewart. No ground between them that I could observe.
They were just tighfty packed. The only dirt that was in between
layers or between individuals appeared to be sand that had sifted
down.
Mr. Machrowicz. There was one body on another?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, packed very, very tightly, like cigars.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Stewart, did these men wear boots or did
they wear shoes?
Colonel Stewart. In the grave that I walked on, I do not remem
ber. Their overcoats stick in my mind because of standing on it.
After we left that grave, I walked over toward the autopsy table.
We went up to a little path where the Germans had already removed
Very few
several hundred bodies for their examination and reburial.
of those bodies had overcoats on, and all of them were tied. Their
hands were tied behind their backs with strings, the equivalent of
binder cord, sunk into the flesh so that it was obvious that it had
been put on when they were alive; it was not a recent addition.
As we walked up to that grave it was not pointed out to us by the
Germans, but each of the four officers noted that these men were very
well dressed. They had boots on, black boots, of very good leather.
You can look at a piece of leather and you can tell whether it is
good or not. Those boots were good. They had leather heels on their

12
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boots, and the leather heels were not worn down; the heels were in
good shape.
Most of them were in breeches of elastic material similar to our
prewar Army officer breeches. That material was of very good quality
and showed practically no wear.
Now, when I say that they showed no
The blouses were darker.
wear, the material did not look new, but it was not frayed or worn.
They were dirty and stained from the graves and from the bodies
themseves, but the material was not worn, and the boots were not
worn.
The clothing fitted; they looked like they were tailor-made
clothes.
That group of bodies did not have overcoats on, the others
did.
We passed those to go to the autopsy table. Now, the Germans
had insisted that we point out a body at random in the grave, so
Colonel Stevenson pointed to one. They pulled that body out of the
grave and brought it to the autopsy table.
They performed the autopsy on it so that we could see what had
caused the death, and to show us how they searched each body for
purposes — in order to identify it. The surgeon made a circular
incision around the head and pulled the scalp off.
The body had in the back of the head — in the back of the head was
a smaller bullet hole, and in the front of the head was a larger bullet
hole.
The Germans said that practically all the corpses had that same
small bullet hole in the back, and larger bullet hole in the front.
Mr. Madden. By the front of the head, you mean the forehead?
Colonel Stewart. The forehead on that particular corpse- — about
right in here [illustrating on own head]. The Germans said some of
it was up in here [further illustrating], and various places in the fore
head, and the entry was always in the back.
Mr. Madden. Right at the base of the skull?
Colonel Stewart. I have a little bump back here, and that was the
So that on that particular corpse, the
approximate place of that hole.
bullet hole probably went in here and probably came up in a slight
The exit hole was easily identifiable
up path from the rear to the exit.
it was a little larger.
The German doctor then gave us a theory that there was some way
to determine the length of time a man had been dead by what hap
pened to his bones. He had some theory about the thickening of the
bone around the exit hole.
We were not doctors and we could not tell whether there was any
thing to the theory or not. Dr. Gilder had never heard of
so he
did not know whether there was any truth to it.
Mr. Madden. Do you know the name of that doctor?
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Colonel Stewart. That would be Dr. Budz.
Mr. Madden. How do you spell that?
Colonel Stewart.
am not sure —
either B-u-d-z or B-u-h-t-h.
never had the spelling to recall.
It was just Dr. Budz of forensic

medicine, professor of forensic medicine.

I

I

Mr. Madden. From what university?
Colonel Stewart. Vienna, believe;
do not know for sure.

After he got through with his explanation and theory, then they
performed the examination of the body for identification. The body
was in blouse, breeches, and boots, so they cut open the pockets to see
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whether there was anything in the contents — any contents in the

All they could find on
pockets — and they cut open the side pockets.
could not have read, anyway,
that body was a piece of paper, that
but 1 don't believe anvbody could have read because of the long time
in the grave which had made the writing illegible.
They started to remove the boots. They said they always removed
the boots and cut them open because the prisoners often had things
concealed in them.
They pulled off one boot, and the foot came with it from the ankle
They pulled off the other boot
on down, leaving the bone sticking out.
and it came off, and when they cut it open they did not find anything.
They removed the rest of the clothing from the corpse. The body
The flesh was black and hard,
looked as if it were mummified.
pressed into the bone. It looked as though it had been under pressure
for some time, and when they removed the clothing, the body, the
chest area, was covered with a liquid that looked like melted butter
or light yellowish grease.
Then the Germans said that they took every identification from the
body and filed it. Later on they would take us to the place where
they kept the records.
Now, the Germans would give us a theory about this or a theory
about that. We did not accept them because it would appear to me
that we could not prove it. We could not prove anything.
If the Germans would say that, as they told us, no papers or doc
uments had been found on these prisoners dated later than April or
May of 1940; there was no way we could check it. We felt that if
they did find a document such as that it would be very easy for them
just to destroy it.
There were a considerable number of newspapers lying around that
they said had come from the grave, a lot of the prewar Polish money
They asked us if we wanted some for souvenirs, and
lying around.
we told them "No."
The Germans said that practically all the bodies were killed by
being shot, but that there were a few that they had found bayonet
wounds in, and they showed us some material, overcoat material, that
as
had been made by one of
had a sort of triangular hole in
our muzzle-loading rifles with that old-fashioned bayonet, sort of
not straight cut as our present bayonet makes,
triangular hole in
not knife cut.
There was
tree there that had possibly
dozen bullets embedded
in it. The German officer went over and put his head against the
to indicate that very probably the
tree and put his hand up behind
man lean his head
persons that had done the killing had made
could
against the tree and then shot him. One of the officers said
very well have been just somebody doing target practice. However,
small-caliber weapon.
appeared to us that the men were shot by
Mr. Madden. Pardon me, do you know the name of that doctor
that mentioned — did you say that
German doctor told you that
a

a

a
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Mr. Machrowicz. An officer.
Colonel Stewart. What was that,

98744—52

3

it

a

sir? There was
British
doctor with us, who was Dr. Gilder.
Mr. Madden. Who was
that called your attention to the fact
that
Colonel Stewart. There were bullet holes in the tree?
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Mr. Madden (continuing). There were bullet holes in the tree?
Colonel Stewart. That was just one of the Germans; I do not

re

member which one.

Mr. Madden. Yes.
Colonel Stewart. What had happened,

it

if

it,

apparently the bullet
holes were in the tree, and they had peeled the bark away so that you
could see the bullets.
Mr. Madden. Yes.
Colonel Stewart. They were larger than .22 caliber, but they were
I do not know the exact caliber, but they were not
not .30 caliber.
as big as the .30-caliber bullet.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, if the record shows this, he need not
but
does not show it, when and in what year and at
answer
what time of the year did you actually examine the graves, you and

a

your party?
Colonel Stewart. On Thursday, the 13th of May 1943. It was
certainly the second week in May.
At that time the Germans said the graves had been opened month
or more, and they had done some removal of bodies.
The weather at
that time was getting warm, and the Germans felt that they — they
said that they would have to rush the job up before the odor got too
bad.
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The day we were there started out a sunshiny, rather cool day, and
was getting
by 10 o'clock or so, when we were at the grave site,
was wearing
blouse and trousers, and was warm; so
quite warm.
was about the second week of May we were there, 1943.
After we had been around these three graves, the Germans took us
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through another area adjacent to the woods and showed us where they
were hunting for additional graves.
They said they were making
do not know how they made their soundings, but in some
soundings;
places they dug a narrow trench across
clearing, some places they
dug a well, a few places they dug these wells down, and they showed us
down at the bot tom or around he top where some bleached bones and
some black rubber overshoes were there.
We looked at those, and they did not mean anything to us because
we knew the Germans could have put them there, just as well as any
They might have been real or might not have been.
body else.
The graves themselves were in
The Germans told us
clearing.
that there had been small trees on the top, and they attempted to
establish the date by the size of the tree. That did not mean anything
to us because you can transplant trees, and besides we did not see the
original trees there.
number of different points, many
The Germans kept bringing up
of them logical, but there was no one point that they could not have
duplicated themselves. Everything they said, "Now, this shows
so and so";
could have been very well that they planted that par
ticular bit of evidence.
They brought up R*ussian peasant — Dr. Gilder could speak little
Russian, so the Germans asked him to talk to them. The Russian
claimed that he had lived in the vicinity a long time, and that this
was an area used by the Russian secret police for executions oven be
He claimed that frequently truck loads —
fore the war started.
Dr. Gilder, being British, said "vans" — truckloads of prisoners or
people would come from the railroad station into the woods, and they
would hoar shots and then hear nothing more.
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We asked Dr. Gilder what he thought of his testimony, what the
Russian said, and Dr. Gilder said that he was untrustworthy; that if
you would give him a pound note he would say the opposite thing.
Mr. Madden. Who was Dr. Gilder?
Colonel Stewart. Dr. Gilder was the British medical officer, sir.
So possibly it could be that the Russian was telling the truth and it
could be that he was not. In other words, most of the stuff we saw
But the things
there — most individual items — could be discounted.
that struck us, other than the fact that a large number of Polish

officers had been killed, was the fact that many of those bodies, those
in the larger grave, were in overcoats and in good condition; Polish
overcoats.
We saw several hundred bodies of the Polish officers in uniforms
of very good quality that had not been worn.
Each one of
was a prisoner myself, and my clothes got worn.
us noted that individually, and the conclusion that we drew from
our examination of those uniforms was that those officers could not
have been prisoners very long at the time of their deaths.
Mr. Madden. Did that same thing apply to the boots, the shoes,
too?
Colonel Stewart. The boots; yes, sir. The boots were not worn
at all; very little wear on them. They could not have been worn,
those boots, very long without showing more wear than they did.
They were less worn than the heels on my shoes right now, and those
things made a very strong impression on us.
W hen we left the grave site, the Germans
Mr. Madden. That circumstance or fact regarding the newness of
the uniforms and the boots and shoes was not called to your attention
by the Germans?
You see,
Colonel Stewart. No, sir; we noticed it individually.
we did not talk as long as there were any Germans near us, and we
tried to keep any expression from being shown on our faces.
For instance, in spite of the stench, we tried to keep from wrinkling
up our faces so that they could not take a picture of us and show us
expressing disapproval or distaste or something like that.
Mr. Madden. Were there any pictures taken?
The Germans took still pictures and
Colonel Stewart. Yes.
movies, both.
They had told us that no propaganda use would be
However,
made of these pictures, and so far as I know they did not.
they did give us a set of pictures to be, as they said, souvenirs; they
believed the Americans are very souvenir hungry, and they gave us
have those pictures.
pictures as souvenirs.
Mr. Madden. Have you those pictures here?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Madden. Would you mind presenting them to the committee
counsel and have them used as exhibits?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir.
I have seven pictures, of which — —
Mr. Mae den. If you will identify each picture.
Colonel Stewart (continuing). Two are unimportant.
One shows a picture of a typical Russian village, according to the
Germans, near Smolensk, and has nothing to do with this.
Mr. Madden. That picture will be marked "Exhibit 1."
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 1," and is shown

I

I

below:)
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Colonel Stewart. Another one shows the picture of the old city
wall at Smolensk, which 1 saw. That has nothing to do with this.
Mr. Madden. That picture will be marked "Exhibit 2."
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 2," and is shown
below:)
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Colonel Stewart. There is one picture here which shows our party
standing on the edge of one of the graves, and it has been taken from
the opposite side of the grave. You can see the layers of bodies, and
you can see the Germans giving us their explanation or their theory.
Qn the cover I have put down numbers to indicate each person,
aaid on the sheet in front of that, the names of the individuals, so far
as I can recall them.
Mr. Madden. We will proceed now, and I will ask you if you can
give us the names of the persons in that picture there.
Colonel Stewart. In this picture it shows the partially empty
grave; a German officer whose name I do not remember, a German
interpreter whose name I do not remember; Captain Gilder, British
medical officer; Lieutenant Colonel Stevenson, South African Army;
Lieutenant Colonel Van Vliet, myself, and in the background you can
see some of the British enlisted men, whose names I do not recall.
In the picture itself you can see the bodies in the overcoats, and from
the picture you can determine the nature of the soil, which, as I said,
is sandy.

Mr. Madden. We will mark that picture "Exhibit 3."
Mr. Furcolo. Might I interrupt for one question? With reference

I
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it,

is

in your own hand?
to the writing, that, I take
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. On these papers that are appended to each picture,
when were those notes made by you?
Colonel Stewart. In September 1950.
Mr. Furcolo. That would be true of the writing in all these photo
graphs, approximately that time?
Colonel Stewart. Yes; except for Captain Gilder's name, which
just put in. But all the sort of bluish ink was September 1950.
shown
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 3," and
below:)
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Colonel Stewart. The next picture shows a part of our party down
in the grave, and you can see the corpses in their overcoats.
There is the German interpreter from Texas, Von Johnson; a Ger
man civilian from the Ministry of Information in Berlin; Captain
Gilder, of the British Army; Colonel Stevenson; and the German
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officer who was in charge of the excavation, whose name
cannot
recall.
Air. Madden. We will mark that picture "Exhibit 4."
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 4," and is shown

below:)
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Colonel Stewart. The next picture shows an autopsy being per
The people I can identify in it are
by a German doctor.
Colonel Stevenson, Dr. Gilder, Colonel Van Vliet, and in the back
ground you can see a British civilian internee, and a British sergeant,
whose names I do not remember.
The corpse on the table is the one that was pointed out at random by
Colonel Stevenson.
You can get a little idea of the mummification of
formed

the body from the picture.

Mr. Madden. Mark that picture "Exhibit 5."
(The picture referred to was marked

as

"Exhibit

5," and is shown

below:)

Mr. Mitchell. Was that the same doctor that you had referred to
previously in your testimony — Dr. Budz?
Colonel Stewart. That I do not recall. My impression is that the
man performing the autopsy is not Dr. Budz, but he was the one who
was put there — this particular one was put there — by the Germans to
do the work.
The next picture is a group of us surrounding the table next to the
autopsy table, when the Germans were giving us an explanation of their
theories as to how the deaths took place.
In the picture are Colonel Van Vliet, Captain Gilder, Colonel
Stevenson, myself, two British enlisted men, and the British civilian
attorney.
Mr. Madden. Mark that picture "Exhibit 6."
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 6," and is shown
below:)
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Colonel Stewart. The last picture I have shows Captain Gilder
talking to the old Russian peasant who claimed to have known about the

closed vans being taken to the Katyn Woods, and hearing the shots.
It shows Colonel Van Vliet, Captain Gilder, Lieutenant Colonel
Stevenson, the peasant, a German from the Ministry of Information,
and another German whose name I have forgotten.
Mr. Madden. I will mark that picture "Exhibit 7."
(The picture referred to was marked as "Exhibit 7," and is shown
below :)
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Colonel Stewart. You will find me in very few of those pictures,
because I was convinced this was a propaganda effort, and every
time I saw someone pointing a camera in my direction, I moved out
of range or got around on the other side, where possibly my back
would show.
I was in only those pictures that I could not avoid, because I did
not want to be used for propaganda purposes. The other people
were not quite so fortunate.
Mr. Madden. When did you get those pictures?
Colonel Stewart. Late that afternoon at Smolensk — either that
afternoon in Smolensk or shortly after I returned to Berlin, I do not
remember.
Mr. Madden. In connection with your statement a minute ago
regarding propaganda, after you and the other officers saw these
things, did you still think that it was a German propaganda effort or
did you change your opinion as to your thoughts when you first went
to Katyn after you saw what took place there?
Colonel Stewart. I can best answer that in this way: I was still
convinced that the Germans were going, to get the utmost publicity
I had formed an
and propaganda effect out of these murders.
opinion as to who had killed these officers. I was convinced they
I thought there were about 10,000. My opinion
were Polish officers.
was exactly the same as the other three officers in the party.
We arrived at those opinions independently because there were too
many Germans around for us to talk, and we had to arrive at our con
clusions by ourselves because we could not compare notes to talk it
over and argue one another into it.
I left Katyn Forest convinced that the Russians had executed those
men.
I cannot base my decision on any particular fact that would
stand up in a court of law, because there were so many things that I
knew the Germans could have introduced, or they said this or they
said that, and that we had no way of checking, but that massacre,
in my opinion, and in the opinion of others, just could not have been
falsified and planted.
We did not like the Germans; those who had been prisoners longer
had a more intense dislike.
The longer I was a prisoner, the more I
hated the Germans; and yet in spite of the animosity I had toward
the Germans at the end of the war, and in spite of what we have found
out about their concentration camps, in spite of everything that I
learned about the Germans while I was a prisoner, it did not change
that conviction that I formed then, that in this one case — I do not
know about any others — in this one case the Germans were not
responsible; that these men had been executed by the Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can I ask a question there?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you not tell us what were the reasons
that made you come to this conclusion?
Colonel Stewart. After all these years it is a little difficult to pick
out the exact reasons. You must realize that any particular minor
thing could be discounted, but probably the chief thing that formed
my opinion was the condition of the boots, the condition of the
clothing, the quality of the material, the fact that it showed no wear,
the fact that these officers were in overcoats, that were good over
•
coats
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Mr. Machrowicz. Well, Colonel, for the benefit of those who arenot familiar with the significance of that item, will you explain why
that item led you to believe that the Russians were responsible?
Colonel Stewart. When my unit was in North Africa, I had a
When we moved up to
considerable number of uniforms along.
Sebeitla, before going into position, I put on a pair of old trousers,
older clothes, the first time up in action, because I did not want to
ruin my better clothes. I was captured in those, and they wore out.
Now, the Polish Army was hit by the Germans in 1939, and the
Russians moved in from the east the same month.
The Polish officers
had a very distinctive uniform.
At that time I had not seen any Polish officers; later on I ran into
some and recognized the uniform as being the same as those at Katyn.
The material was good, and if they had been mobilized, they would
go into combat

wearing

the uniform

in which

they were dressed.

Now, it would be possible for some men to have gone into combat in
old clothes; but a prisoner does not have much luggage. Those men
were wearing the uniforms in which they were captured.
The uni
forms did not show the wear that would have been necessary if they
had been prisoners from September of 1940 until after the Germans
took Smolensk.

Mr. Machrowicz. You mean September 1939, do you not?
Colonel Stewart. September 1939; sorry.

The Germans started their eastern fighting against Russia in June
1941.
They had their campaign against the British in May 1940,
and it was not until the next year that they went against the Russians.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, could you give us the approximate time
that this Smolensk area was occupied by the Russians?
Colonel Stewart. The Russians were driven out of Smolensk in
the fall of 1941, and the Germans were holding it in May 1943, when
I was there. The Germans lost it that summer, and the Russians
were able to retake it in their late summer and fall offensives of 1943.
Mr. Mitchell. You stated that this territory was occupied by
of

the Russians,

I

believe, in September 1939?

Colonel Stewart. It was part of Russia.
Mr. Mitchell. That was the time that the Russians moved into
Poland.
Colonel Stewart. The exact date would be in the history books;
do not remember, but the war started about Labor Day of 1939.
Mr. Machrowicz. As a matter of record, Colonel, the attack on
Poland started September 1, 1939.
Colonel Stewart. And the British entered on the 3d.
Now, it was just those men who were in those graves could not have
worn those uniforms more than — without showing more wear if they
had been prisoners longer. The uniforms were in too good a shape.
Mr. Madden. Do you have any knowledge personally as to whether
the Germans ever
associates' visits for
propaganda purposes?
Colonel Stewart. When I returned to the prison camp, naturally
we kept watching the German papers, and I never heard of any such
use, never heard of any newspaper report, magazine article, or radio
broadcast in which there was any mention made of our party being
up there at Katyn.
They did have articles about other people being
there, but not us.
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Mr. Madden. Did you ever make any official report to your supe
riors on this trip to Katyn?
Colonel Stewart. When I returned to the prison camp we, of
course, had written nothing down that the Germans might use, and
we told nothing to our other prisoners.
It was agreed that at the end
of the war, reports would be made to our own governments, and this
was in May of 1943.
Colonel Van Vliet and I stayed in the same camps. When the
Russians took Warsaw in January 1945, our prison camp of about
It was quite
just under 1,200 officers started out on foot westward.
so as they could, the
cold and a number of the people could not make
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Germans loaded them in boxcars and sent them off. .
Colonel Van Vliet did not complete the march, and he wound up in
prison camp in Luckenwalde, south of Berlin.
completed the
march and
wound up in Hammelberg down east of Frankfurt.
My notes on the Katyn trip had been censored by the Germans and
marked "Gepriift," but when
entered that camp and was searched
there they took away my notebook.
They left me with the pictures,
because each individual picture was stamped, and they left me with
my orders because that said, "Do not take it." But the notebook
believe they took the notebook because they thought
they took.
might have written something else in
and they wanted to check it.
The Fourth Armored Division sent company of tanks and infantry
in there and liberated the camp overnight, but we were prisoners again
The Germans yanked us out of the camp suddenly,
the next day.
never got the notebook back.
The pictures and the orders had
and
never left my possession.
Having lost my notes of the detailed names and individuals and
would have to rely on my memory.
times,
was liberated in April
down near Munich, taken to Lucky Strike near Le Havre, and there
found that Colonel Van Vliet had already checked in. He had gone
to Paris, so
did not say anything about this.
knew that he
would make the report.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Stewart, how long were you
prisoner of
the Germans?
Colonel Stewart. Two years, two months, and two weeks.
Mr. Machrowicz. And too long.
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
When returned to the States,
did not make
report to the War
could do was confirm what Colonel
Department on
because all
Van "Vliet reported.
knew
they wanted the confirmation they
could get in touch with me, and, thereiore,
made no formal written
report.
Mr. Madden. Did you have any knowledge about any report that
Colonel Van Vliet made?
Colonel Stewart.
knew that he would make it, and since the
ran into him at Fort
matter had international implications, when
Benning in April of 1947,
found out that lie had made the report.
Mr. Madden. Did you know anything about what was in his report?
do not know any of the details that were in it,
Colonel Stewart.
but
am sure — am sure that his conclusions would be the same as
mine because they were the same at the prison camp.

I

see.
Mr. Madden.
Colonel Stewart. We did not discuss his report.
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Mr. Madden. When you were at Katyn, did you notice any other
investigating groups around there?
Colonel Stewart. No large group that
would know of. There
was a Polish Red Cross doctor, I guess.
never talked to him.
cannot speak Polish. There was no other group there at the time
was there that I recall.
Mr. Madden. Some of the records regarding the Katyn massacre
state that there were a dozen or more doctors who made investigations
Would you be familiar with any proceedings along that line?
there.
Colonel Stewart. That took place and was reported in a German
That would be the only knowledge I would have of it.
newspaper.
Now, as to whether it was before we went or after, I cannot recall. I
believe it was probably before we went.
Mr. Madden. From your conclusions which you have already
testified to, you would state — and on what you observed there, you
would state — that these bodies were placed in there, considering their
clothing and what not, during the colder part of the season rather than
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the summer months?
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Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir, We were there in May, and it was
Now, we would not have worn overcoats that day.
getting warm.
Mr. Madden. Yes.
Colonel Stewart. They had certain days when it was chilly,
but it was beginning to get hot.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Stewart, did you have any information
that the Russians claimed that these men were buried or killed in the
in August?
summertime,
Colonel Stewart. I have not done any reading on this
Mr. Dondero. You did not hear anything about it there?
Colonel Stewart. I had heard that the Russians refused to par
ticipate in any investigation, and later on they made an investigation,
but I do not know anything about the details of theirs.
Mr. Dondero. Was there any evidence while you were looking
at the graves that the Germans were reburying these men?
Colonel Stewart. These men were being reburied after they had
been exhumed, and the Germans were putting up a wooden cross,
a general wooden cross, over the graves. But they were not reburials
in that original grave. They had been there a long, long time. The
bodies were hard.
Mr. Dondero. The bodies were hard?
Colonel Stewart. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Colonel, I might inform you that the claim of
the Russians, so far as I know
that these officers" were murdered
sometime about August 1941, while they were working on the road
there anything about what you found that would
camps. Now,
indicate that this claim
true or false?
Colonel Stewart. Murdered by the Germans on the road camps?
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes.
Colonel Stewart. The Germans- — do not know of any cases where
the Germans worked officers. It was impossible for me, for instance,
to go on work detail, but know nothing about that.
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, wouldn't the fact that they were in winter
uniform indicate that that claim had no actual foundation in fact?
Colonel Stewart. The fact that they wore the heavy woolen uni
form indicated to us that they had been shot in the winter, or at least
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iri the cold months of the spring.
They would not have been in
overcoats in the summer months, not there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes; and I believe it was your conclusion that
they must have been killed sometime in 1940?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you know, do you not, from what you have
since heard and read that in 1940 the Russians were in possession of
that part of Poland; is that not right?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir; they were; and the Germans, for in
stance, told us where the prison camps were located where these men
came from — I have forgotten — they told us they found railroad cards
with these men's names written on them, and were going home, but
I never saw them, and anybody could have written it.
Mr. Machrowicz. You actually saw only three graves?
Colonel Stewart. Three graves. Plus these
Mr. Maddex. Three mass graves.
Colonel Stewart. Three mass graves.
Mr. Machrowicz. Three mass graves.
Colonel Stewart. Plus the old circular excavations where they
dug up old bones, or said they did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you informed that there were actually
found by the Germans seven mass graves there?
Colonel Stewart. I saw a chart the other day; that was the first
time I knew of it.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you informed by the Germans then that
they did find remains of Russian officers from back in 1929 or 1930?
Colonel Stewart. I do not recall being told that. Where these
old bones were found, they indicated that those were probably Rus
sians, but they did not put any name or label on them.
Mr. Machrowicz. One other question: You did not volunteer to
testify here today, did you?

Mr. Machrowicz. You were ordered to testify?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you instructed by anyone

should testify?
Colonel Stewart.
what I knew.

Yes, sir; to this extent, that

I

as to how

you

was told to tell

Mr. Machrowicz. Were you told to tell whatever conclusions you
arrived at, and whatever facts
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir; on what I could remember.
Mr. Machrowicz (continuing).
You saw?
Colonel Stewart. From the time that has gone by. The restriction
Mr. Machrowicz. So that

your own conclusions?

Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are they

these

facts that you

tell us now are

at all biased because of any instruc
tions given to you by anyone?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. One other matter: I believe you said that when
you left for Katyn you had a preconceived prejudice toward the
'Germans.
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
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. Mr. Machrowicz.
That was because before you started out you
had the suspicion that the Germans were the ones responsible for this
crime, and that they were using this as a propaganda effort.
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir; I was sure of that.
Mr. Macrowicz. At that time Russia was our ally?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you feel this was just an effort of the
Germans to cause disruption among us and our allies?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. However, as I understand
after your trip
was concluded you did come to a different conclusion?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir; reversed it.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that your independent conclusion?
Colonel Stewart. It was the conclusion
arrived at by myself.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you, before you arrived at that conclusion,
discuss the findings with any of your fellow officers?
Colonel Stewart. We had no real opportunity to discuss
with
each other, as jury might.
We tried to avoid anyway all semblance
of
jury. There were always Germans around.
We did not want
them to know what we were thinking; therefore, each of us had to
The first opportunity that we had
form his own individual opinion.
to talk to each other outside of building, as soon as we began to talk,
we found that all four of us had formed the same opinion.
Mr. Machrowicz. But the opinion that you arrived at was your
individual opinion, not based upon conclusions of anyone else?
Colonel Stewart. Before
found out what the others thought,
had that conclusion.
Mr. Machrowicz. One further question:
believe you testified
there were some bodies in clerical uniforms?

Stewart. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were those in the garb of Roman Catholic
Colonel

priests, would you say?

Colonel Stewart. They were face down, and were in long black
Now, whether they were Roman Catholic priests or another
kind of priests,
could not say.
did not see an insignia, only the
long black robe, but obviously clerical.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you give us any idea as to how many of

I

I

robes.
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Colonel Stewart. My recollection
just two or three blaek-robedclad bodies scattered around the grave; very possibly they were
chaplains.
Mr. Madden. Did Colonel Van Vliet keep any notes that you know
of?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir. We all kept our own individual notes
in little notebook we had. We wTere careful to put in there nothing
but dates and times and the identification of some Poles who were
medical men, and, therefore, registered with Geneva; nothing about
opinions or conclusions.
Colonel Van Vliet had the same notes that had; maybe some of the
We
names were different.
do not recall — did not read his notes.
checked on the spelling of
name, but that was about all.
Mr. Madden. You do not know whether the colonel, Colonel Van
Vliet, has those notes now or whether they were taken from him;
do you?
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Colonel Stewart. I do not know what happened to them, but he
would have had them when he returned.
Mr. Madden. Is there anything further?
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Stewart, did you ever see the report of
Colonel Van Vliet?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Of the supplemental report that he made after the
original was found?
Colonel Stewart. The only thing I have seen is the press release
of last year.

Mr. Machrowicz. Has the reading of that report influenced your

here to any extent?
It has not influenced the testimony. All it has
You see, it still goes back
done is been a refresher as to a few names.
can never forget. My decision was
to this: The decision I reached,
that those men were killed by the Russians while they were prisoners
The exact facts that piled up to give me that de
of the Russians.
cision, the details may be a little bit blurry — I remember my decision.
do not remember the details.
Colonel Van Vliet's report helped refresh my mind on a few details,
say, is a young
nothing on the decision. Colonel Van Vliet, may
officer who is rather brilliant, has a sharp mind, a very quick intellect.
He thinks much faster than
do, and he was the one who was always
suspecting possible tricks on the part of the Germans.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Stewart, then you state for the record that
yo\i and Colonel Van Vliet were the only two American officers whoactually were on the ground and saw these graves and these bodies?
Colonel Stewart. The only two of whom I have ever heard.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Van Vliet is not now in this country?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir; he is in— —
Mr. Dondero. You are the only person in the United States who
knows about this personally?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir.
Mr. Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Furcolo. If he has completed his formal statement — if you
have completed your formal statement,
would like to ask a couple of
Did you finish your statement?
questions.
Colonel Stewart. So far as J. know.
Mr. Furcolo. Well, now, during the 2 years or more that you were
there, can you tell us as best you can recall when the weather would be
cold enough during each year so that you might want to wear an over
coat or heavy clothing in the event that you had any such clothing?
Colonel Stewart. My prison camp from June 6, 1943, to January
20, 1945, was up in Poland, about a hundred miles south of Danzig.
Mr. Furcolo. Maybe I can expedite this a little bit by asking how
far your camp was from the location of the forest itself.
Colonel Stewart. You can see this on the little map.
Mr. Madden.
think he covered that in his original statement.
Mr. Furcolo. Did he?
Colonel Stewart.
spent from June 6, 1943, to January 20, 1945,.
in a prison camp south of Danzig in Poland. It was near the Polish,
town of Bydgosser — the Germans called it Romburg.
testimony

Colonel Stewart.
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Now, in this area it is roughly as far north as the Hudson Bay,
and very cold in winter. Overcoats were desirable from October to

April or May.
This area up here, Katyn, I was in just that one time there in May.
Mr. Furcolo. To the best of your knowledge and recollection,

was anything said about any letters or other papers that were on
these bodies that bore any dates?
Colonel Stewart. Yes; but that is another one of those things
that the Germans could have taken care of. The Germans said all
They said they had
these newspapers had such and such a date.
letters and diaries all ending in a certain date. All their talks, all
their figures, all their dates jibed with the dates that they were trying
to show that the executions took place. There was no conflict there,
but that is one of those things that they could have said without it
being so.

Mr. Furcolo. Did they at any time show you any of those diaries
or any of the letters or any of the other papers?
Colonel Stewart. Yes, sir. They took us to a house between
Katyn Woods and Smolensk, and the porch of that house and the

front room had showcases in them full of newspapers, letters, diaries,
rank insignia, Red Cross cards, exhibits, they said were taken from
the grave, and from the odor it appeared as though they had.
The back rooms of that house were the filing — the system in which
they took the identification from his body and put it in a file. They
told us we could look through any of the files, but I was not par
ticularly anxious at that time.
Mr. Furcolo. I think that is all I have.
Mr. Machrowicz. One question: Do you know what happened
with the German movies that were taken there?
Colonel Stewart. No, sir; and they took some from several views
around the graves, but I do not know; I never heard of them.

Mr. Machrowicz. You never saw them?
Colonel Stewart. Never saw them.
Mr. Madden. Colonel, have you anything further that you would

like to add to what you have said?
Colonel Stewart. Nothing in particular.
Mr. Madden. Well, speaking in behalf of the committee, we want
to thank you for your testimony here today, and I believe and hope
that the future and the further hearings that this committee is going
to have regarding all the essential aspects of this massacre that took
will show that your testimony is very highly
place during World War
valued.

II

I would like to have the record show that Congressman Sieminski, of
New Jersey, was present at the hearing, and also Congressman Sadlak,
of Connecticut.
If there are no other questions, the hearing will now adjourn.
(Whereupon, at 12:05 p. m., the special committee adjourned subject
to the call of the chairman.)
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THE KATYN FOEEST MASSACRE
MONDAY, FEBBUABY

4, 1963

House op Representatives,
The Select Committee on the

Katyn Forest Massacre,

Washington, D. C.
The select committee met at 1:45 p. m., pursuant to call, in room
445 of the House Office Building, Hon. Ray J. Madden (chairman)

presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden, Flood, Furcolo, Machrowicz, O'Konski,
and Sheehan.
Also present: John J. Mitchell, chief counsel to the select committee.
Chairman Madden. The select committee will come to order.
This special committee to investigate the Katyn Forest massacre
was unanimously authorized by the Congress September 18, 1951.
This is in reality the second meeting of this committee. Before
Congress adjourned in October, Lt. Col Donald Stewart, one of the
two American prisoners of war who were taken by the Nazis to view
the Katyn Forest, testified here. Today we have as a witness Colonel
Van Vliet, who was a companion of Colonel Stewart, and who was a
prisoner of war and taken in 1943 by the Nazis to view the Katyn site.
might announce that tomorrow morning at 10:30 the youngest
Polish prisoner of war which the Soviets had held as a prisoner will

I

testify.
The purpose of this committee is to record evidence, data and facts
which will officially establish the guilt of the nation that perpetrated
the greatest crime of genocide in all recorded history. It is the hope
that the testimony, data, and facts recorded at this hearing and future
hearings will some day serve as evidence in an international court
which will bring just punishment to the murderers and their accom
plices who committed the Katyn Forest massacre.
Former Nazi dictators and their henchmen who were found guilty
of similar mass murders have already received just punishment.
We
know now that the Communist dictators by the rule of fear, through
slave labor camps, murder, and mass genocide, now are trying to keep
under subjection millions of people, and spread their influence through
out the world.
Since this committee has been organized, information as to its pur
poses has spread to the underground behind the iron curtain, and it
has given them great encouragement to know that the Congress of
the United States has taken steps to uncover this international crime,
although it happened at the beginning of World War II.
All members of our committee have agreed that every scintilla of
evidence, facts and data leading up to and pertaining to the Katyn
massacre must be presented to this series of hearings.
Two weeks
31
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full committee visited President Truman and told him about
the purposes of this committee, and he heartily endorsed the purposes
of these hearings and stated that he had issued instructions to all
departments of the Government to cooperate 100 percent in present
I want to say further that
ing evidence and files to this committee.
all members of the committee ask and invite testimony, data or facts
from anybody, anywhere, any place, to testify before this committee.
I might present the members of the committee. On my left is
Flood, of Pennsylvania; Congressman Furcolo, of
Congressman
Massachusetts, and Congressman Machrowicz, of Michigan; and on
my right, Congressman O'Konski, of Wisconsin, and Congress Sheehan, of Illinois, in Chicago.
Congressman Dondero is a member of
this committee, but is unavoidably detained this afternoon, but he
will be here during the progress of the hearings.
1 want to thank Colonel Van Vliet, our witness who has come here
from Tokyo; Colonel Van Vliet is a former Nazi prisoner of war.
He
is today contributing patriotic services to his country by serving his
country in the Far East in order to overcome Communist aggression.
Mr. John J. Mitchell, who is counsel to the committee, will conduct
I ask our witness. Colonel Van Vliet, to state his name
the hearings.
and his military location.
Colonel Van Vliet. My name is John H. Van Vliet, Jr., colonel.
United States Infantry, presently stationed in the Far East Command.
Chairman Madden. Do you solemnly swear the testimony you
will give iiv this hearing now in trial will be the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth, so help me God?
Colonel Van Vliet. I do.
ago, the

OF COL. JOHN H. VAN VLIET, JR., UNITED STATES
INFANTRY, FAR EAST COMMAND, DEPARTMENT
OF THE
ARMY; ACCOMPANIED BY FRANCIS SHACKELFORD, DEPART
MENT COUNSELOR, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

TESTIMONY

Chairman Madden. Now, Colonel, do you have any prepared
or would you want to proceed in a general way as to the
situation that led up to your being taken by the Nazis over to view
the Katyn Forest, or would you rather have the testimony revealed
statement,

through

a series

of questions?

Colonel Van Vliet. I am prepared to do it either way you desire,
sir, and the only prepared statement I have is the statement that I
submitted to the Public? Information Office of the Department of the
Army, four copies of which are in the possession of the committee.
I am prepared to repeal that from memory and add to it as desired by
the committee, or give it in narrative form, as you suggest.
Chairman Madden. I would suggest that you proceed, and if
counsel wants to interrupt you at any time, or any member of the
committee wishes to interrupt you at any time, they are at liberty
to do so.
You will proceed, giving your own verbatim remembrance
of the circumstances leading up to your imprisonment, and go on in
your own way with your narrative.
Colonel Van Vliet. Very good, sir.
I was taken prisoner by the Germans in Tunisia
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Mr. Mitchell. May I interrupt one minute? When you reach the
stage where this question of the Katyn Forest was first brought to
your attention — will you stop when you get to that phase of it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes.
I was taken a prisoner of war by the Germans in Tunisia, and taken
from Tunisia through staging camps until I reached Rotenburg, in
It was known
Germany, at a prisoner of war camp primarily British.
as Oflag, IX A/Z.
Mr. Mitchell. When were you taken prisoner?
Colonel Van Vliet. I was taken prisoner in February of 1943, and
reached Rotenburg in the middle of March 1943.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did you say you were taken prisoner?
Colonel Van Vliet. In Tunisia, North Africa.
Mr. Mitchell. How did you get from Tunisia to Germany?
Colonel Van Vliet. From Tunisia to Italy by air, and from Italy
to Germany by train.
While in Oflag, IX A/Z, I was the senior American officer of a
group of approximately 125 American officers, and in the camp were
many British officers under Brigadier Nicholson.
Mr. Mitchell. Approximately how many British officers were
there?
Colonel Van Vliet. Approximately 300 to 350.
Mr. Mitchell. Was the subject of Katyn mentioned to j^ou as
the first individual, or to the British?
Colonel Van Vliet. It was announced to the camp initially through
the German press, in the last weeks of April 1943.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you mind repeating that statement, please?
Colonel Van Vliet. During the last weeks of April 1943, the
German press had a very large splurge on the Katyn atrocities, com
This was the first news that reached the
plete with photographs.
Thereafter, the German security officer, Hauptmann
prison camp.
Heyl, announced that British and American officers would be required
to go to Katyn as part of a committee to investigate the circumstances
of the alleged murder of many thousand Polish officers.
He expressly
stated that an American or two, and one or two British officers would
go and that the selection would be made by Brigadier Nicholson
and myself.
Mr. Mitchell. Did he make that statement in general to all of
the occupants of the German camp?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. He made that to Brigadier Nicholson
Brigadier
and myself through the front office of the prison camp.
Nicholson and I protested that no member of that camp would go as
an individual, as a representative of the prison camp or as a repre
sentative of his own particular army or country, except, under duress,
and then only as an individual under guard, under protest, unwilling,
and would express no opinion and act in no way as any member of an
investigating group.
•This protest by Brigadier Nicholson and myself was reduced to
writing and copies were furnished the Germans and to the Swiss
protecting power, to no avail.
Mr. Mitchell. Did thev accept that statement in writing from
you?
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Colonel Van Vliet. The statement in writing was presented them
by Brigadier Nicholson. I read it after it had been tvped; but I did
not present it to the Germans.
Brigadier Nicholson did.
They took it and they read
and they shrugged
off and said
that
specifically, would go; that Lieutenant Colonel Stevenson
would go, and that would select one other American officer to go.
Mr. Mitchell. Would the Swiss protecting power have
copy
of that today?
Colonel Van Vliet.
don't know whether they maintained files
this long or not, sir. It my belief that they did receive that protest,
because they received other communications from Brigadier Nicholson.
Mr. Mitchell. You believe they actually received it?
Colonel Van Vliet. That
my belief, based, as say, on the fact
that they had received other communications.
do not know that
they received that one.
As the other American officer,
selected then Capt. Donald B.
Stewart to accompany me, and we were taken under guard.
Mr. Mitchell. Why did you select Captain Stewart?
Colonel Van Vliet.
selected Captain Stewart for several reasons.
First, because knew him and he had been with my battalion support
with field artillery in Africa.
ing
knew him to be in the Regular
Army, and
knew him to be
felt that
graduate of West Point.
anything that came of this later would perhaps better be in the
knowledge of someone who was in the Regular Army rather than some
one who might return to his civilian occupation after the war and who
might be criticized by his fellow civilians for having taken part in
political or propaganda move.
felt that
Regular Army officer
member of
could stand that criticism better than
community,
such criticism should develop.
Mr. Mitchell. Were there any other Regular Army officers in
that camp that you know of, American Army officers?
Colonel Van Vliet. There were three or four others.
Captain
Stewart as recall, was the senior of them, and the one known best to
me.

be observant,
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and he was
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him to be intelligent and
knew him to
man of unquestioned integrity.
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Mr. Mitchell. That was your primary reason for selecting him?
knew; knew
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
He was
man that
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Mr. Mitchell. May we pause here for
moment until
identify
some maps that we have procured?
Mr. Chairman, credit for these maps should go to the Army Map
Service through the kind offices of the Army Department counselor's
office, Mr. Shackelford.
This strip of pictures that you see up here are captured German
film. This top strip up here are pictures taken in 1944.
This group of three that you see down here were taken in 1942 by
the Germans.
Those maps that you see here in the middle were first charted out
in 1924, and they were brought up to date in August of 1943 by the
German Army.
The map and the pictures show the territory from the city of
Smolensk to Katyn City, or rather,
should call
village, because
Katyn itself
small village.
There are two main highways, and
am going to ask the colonel to identify his route.
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Colonel Van Vliet. My route [indicating on map] was from
Rotenburg to Bedin by train, and from Berlin to Smolensk by air.
Here is Smolensk [pointing].
And from Smolensk by road to Katyn.
Now, changing to this map
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, will the committee look at this
other map.

Colonel Van Vliet. This [indicating on map] is the location of the
prison camp at Rotenburg; then to Kassel; then by train to Berlin;
and from Templehof Airport at Berlin to Smolensk was an air flight.
From Smolensk to Katyn was a car ride. 1
Chairman Madden. Pardon me. What is the distance from Roten
burg to

Katyn?

I

Vliet. The way I traveled, sir, would estimate it
was about 200 miles from here to Berlin, the way we went by train.
Chairman Madden. How far to Katyn?
Colonel Van Vliet. By air, it is about 650 or 700 miles to Smolensk.
The route that we followed was a little south of a straight line, passing
within sight of Warsaw and Breslau and Minsk and Pinsk.
Mr. Mitchell. When was that?
Colonel Van Vliet. That was in the first week of May 1943.
remember the date, because after we had visited the graves at Katyn
and before our departure from Smolensk, the German press carried
the announcement of the final fall of Tunis, in the north African
am within
So
campaign, which came about the 13th of May 1943.
plus or minus 2 days on that date, sir.
The route followed from the airfield at
Mr. Mitchell. May I interrupt a moment? Was the airplane
blacked out?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, the airplane was a German trimotor job,
arranged to carry passengers, and it was not blacked out. In other
words, we had free access to the windows.
Mr. Mitchell. You could see the terrain you were flying over?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes. We flew rather low, and probably never
more than a thousand feet, usually much closer to 300 or 400 feet.
The pilot seemed to delight in going close to the ground and laughing
when he chased the plowing horses below.
Mr. Mitchell. Can you identify, for the benefit of the committee,
the individuals who were on that plane with you?
Colonel Van Vliet. Some of them aboard the plane with me were
then Captain Stewart, United States Armv; then Lt. Col. Frank
Stevenson, British; and Capt. Stanley Gilder, British; and three
British enlisted men, of other ranks, as they were called; and one
British civilian internee. Their names were once known to me and
have since forgotten them. There were, in addition, Captain Bentmann of the German Army
Mr. Mitchell. How do you spell that name?
Colonel Van

I
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I

Colonel Van Vliet. B-e-n-t-m-a-n-n. And Sonderfuhrer Von
Johnson. Those were the names given me; I cannot say that those
were their actual names.

Chairman Madden. You may sit down, Colonel.
Could you identify the route of the airplane in
relation to Warsaw?
Colonel Van Vliet. Only that we passed within sight of Warsaw,
and not over it, but whether it was to the north or south, at this time

Mr. Mitchell.

3G
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can't recall.
We could see the shape of the city, some smokestacks,
and just an outline but not enough to identify streets or buildings.
Mr. Mitchell. I take it the plane never stopped after you left
Germany until you got to Smolensk?
Colonel Van Vliet. The plane made two stops, one at Breslau
and one at Biala.
Those were for fuel and food, and we didn't
leave the airstrip at all.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you proceed with the story from the time you
reached Smolensk, using the second map?
Colonel Van Vliet. From the airfield at Smolensk, we were taken
in German military vehicles to Smolensk, itself
Mr. Mitchell. How far is that?
Colonel Van Vliet. About 5 miles, sir — and were billeted in what
appeared to be the remains of an apartment house. There were not
many entire buildings left in Smolensk at that time, although the
fighting front was about GO or 70 miles, I was told, further toward
Moscow. There appeared to be few troops in Smolensk, mostly of
The service-type troops had a mess, and billeting
a service type.
arrangements, and we were billeted by them in a former apartment
house in Smolensk for one night.
From Smolensk, the next day, we traveled to Katyn, which could
be better shown on this map, on a road that leads from Katyn to
Witebsk. This is the road [indicatingl.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you point that out on the photograph?
Colonel Van Vliet. This is Smolensk, and this is the road. We
followed it out to about here [indicatingl and turned into the woods
at Katyn.
Mr. Mitchell. What is that river?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is the Dnieper River.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you, on that road on the way to the graves, at
any time see a railroad?
Colonel Van Vliet. I didn't pay any attention to a railroad on the
On the way back, a railroad was specifically
way to the graves.
pointed out to me by the Germans, and it was pointed out at this
They made the statement
crossing and at this station [indicatingl.
that there was a place that boxcars had been stopped, and that
Polish prisoners of war had been unloaded from the boxcars and
That was the German state
taken by van to the woods at Katyn.
ment.
Mr. Mitchell. In proceeding from Smolensk to the forest, you
traveled in what type, of vehicles?
Colonel Van Vliet. Very similar to the United States Army com
mand reconnaissance car, three-quarter ton.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was in the particular vehicle that you were in?
Colonel Van Vliet. Captain Stewart, Colonel Stevenson, Captain
Gilder, myself, a driver, and I don't recall the name of the German.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were the enlisted men of the British?
Colonel Van Vliet. They followed in different transportation.
Mr. Mitchell. But they were close behind?
Colonel Van Vliet. There were several vehicles; yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you tell us what happened at the graves,
then, please?
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Chairman Madden. We will recess for a minute.
(Short recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will resume.
I might mention that Congressman Sadlak, of Connecticut is
present at the hearing, and former United States Ambassador Grew,
and former Polish Ambassador Romer is also present.
If you will proceed, Mr. Witness.
Mr. Mitchell. I believe that you were testifying that you were
about to be taken into the forest; is that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is correct.
We dismounted and proceeded on foot from the main road up a
small dirt road, a country-type road, through a small gate. At the
gate there were guards, young armed soldiers in what was said to be
Polish uniforms.
Mr. Mitchell. How far did you proceed on that road from the
main road?

Colonel Van

Vliet. I

would say not over 500 yards.

Mr. Mitchell. In other words, from the gate to the main road, you
would estimate it at about 500 yards?
Colonel Van Vliet. Less than that, probably.
At the gate we

were told that these young soldiers, in what was stated to be Polish
uniforms, were an honor guard, and that the flag Hying there was a
Polish flag, and that it was the German intention to make this a
national Polish shrine.
It was very difficult to stand the smell. The graves had been
opened, and even before we came within sight of them the smell was
The weather was rather warm, and we did not
almost overpowering.
require overcoats.
Together with the warmth of the walk and the
smell from the graves, it was rather a difficult proposition.
Continuing to the site of the graves, we noticed that there were sev
eral graves opened; that in the vicinity of one of the graves there was
what appeared to be a doctor with an autopsy-type table, and seated
The doctor was examining
beside the table a clerk with a typewriter.
individual corpses brought from the grave, and recording the findings
by announcing them to the clerk, who typed them up.
Mr. Mitchell. How deep were these graves?
Colonel Van Vliet. The graves were only partially dug, so I can
only answer for the part that I saw. It appeared that the bodies
themselves had been covered with about 5 feet of sandy soil, and that
after they dug down to 5 feet and found the first layer of bodies, there
were then about seven more layers of bodies to the bottom of the grave.
So I would estimate that the grave was somewhere in the vicinity of
12 feet deep.
Mr. Mitchell. Twelve feet, in all, from the top of the ground?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Were there layers of dirt between these bodies?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. The bodies had been stacked in, just
like sardines in a can, and the only dirt was the dirt that had been
thrown in to cover the last layer. The bodies were stretched out face
down.
Mr. Mitchell. Was there any evidence of anything but dirt
around these bodies, as though sawdust or anything like that were
present?
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Colonel Van Vliet. I didn't observe anything except the bodies
and the normal amount of dirt that would be incident to digging them
out and moving them. Some dirt had filtered down among the
bodies, but it was plain to see at one time it had been a great hole,
and the bodies had been stacked in, and then covered with one thick
layer.
Mr. Mitchell. But they were sandy?
Colonel Van Vliet. It was sandy soil, the bodies were quite well
preserved, and thev appeared to be mummified.
Mr. Mitchell. Were there any insects?
Colonel Van Vliet. None in the grave, and I don't recall any
insects outside.
There were a few flies. The procedure of digging
out, identifying, and reburying the bodies was being rushed because
the workers knew that hot weather was coming on, and that both the
smell and the insects woidd soon be unbearable.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you or your party go into the graves at all?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir; we were required to enter the graves,
and it was necessary to climb over a number of stacks of bodies to
do so, rather awkward walking, because in some cases it was slippery.
And we were required to select one body and follow it through the
process of identification.
Mr. Mitchell. Who selected the body?
Colonel Van Vliet. I believe it was selected finally by Lieutenant
Colonel Stevenson.
None of us were eager to do this, but it is rather
hard to argue with a man who has a gun. We finally did select, and
It didn't make any
believe it was Lieutenant Colonel Stevenson.
difference to the group of us which body it was, and he finally pointed
to one.
Mr. Mitchell. Was that body taken from the top of a pile, or did
they have to dig down to get it?
Colonel Van Vliet. The body was only partially uncovered, and
it had to be dragged out rather forcibly to get it on the home-made
litter that was there to carry it out to the doctor.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you describe the body, and what happened
from that point on, please?
Colonel Van Vliet. You have a photograph of that particular
body, and the only description can give of it was that it was a male
human corpse with a hole in the back of the head, here [indicating],
with an exit hole through the forehead; that the face had fallen back
It was rather an unpleasant sight, and the description of the body
in.
think, better done
the picture itself, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, would like to ask the witness to
identify this exhibit which we took at the testimony of Lt. Col.
Donald B. Stewart.
he can.
Chairman Madden. The witness may identify
as follows:)
(The exhibit referred to
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I recognize this picture as being one that was
photographer at the time.
It shows Colonel Stevenson, Captain Gilder, and myself, watching
the German doctor, who at this point appears to be removing the
scalp of the corpse, the better to show the entrance and exit wound
of the bullet.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you mind describing, for the benefit of the
committee, exactly how they performed this autopsy?
Colonel Van Vliet. This particular autopsy — and we watched it
from start to finish — was said by the Germans to be the same as the
treatment accorded each corpse.
Mr. Mitchell. Was this body clothed?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, it was clothed in the uniform of a Polish
officer whose rank 1 have forgotten.
Mr Mitchell. Did it have a regular uniform, like you have on now,
or was it an overcoat, or exactly how was it clothed?
Colonel Van Vliet. I don't recall that it had an overcoat.
Perhaps
had on breeches,
blouse
the picture will show.
For the rest of
and shirt, and believe
had dog tags.
Mr. Mitchell. And boots?
Colonel Van Vliet. Boots to the knee.
The clothing was removed from the corpse. They had sharp instru
ments and cut the pockets so as to remove the contents of the pockets.
Mr. Mitchell. Were any documents taken out of the pockets of
this particular corpse?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir, there were. They were badly dis
colored, somewhat moist, and
couldn't have read them in any case,
because they were,
believe, in Polish; or at least, in some language
that couldn't read.
Van Vliet.
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a German
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Mr. Mitchell. Would it be possible to put those documents in the
pocket of that particular corpse as it was in the grave when it was
selected?
Colonel Van Vliet. Ко, sir; it would not. That body had not been
It was plainly evident that it had not been tam
entirely exhumed.
pered with. The Germans continued with a very thorough search,
This was of interest to us
removing the contents of all pockets.
prisoners, because we had been searched before by the Germans and
had made efforts to secrete various things about Лиг persons and in
our shoes.
They continued to strip the body entirely, and they
removed one shoe and had some difficulty removing the other.
The
leg came off with this boot, and I don't believe they finally searched
that particular boot. We had observed this process continuing with
a stream of bodies being processed.
The stripped corpse having been identified and searched, was dis
posed of by being carried a short distance and dumped into a new
grave which had been recently dug. It was announced by the Ger
mans that it was their intent , having dug up and identified and docu
mented all of these bodies, to rebury them in this nearby new mass
grave, and then later erect a suitable monument.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, there was another area there
where the}' were putting these bodies back in after they exhumed
them?
Colonel Van Vliet. Within 100 yards.
Mr. Mitchell. How many graves were open when you were there?
Colonel Van Vliet. As I recall, there were .three graves open at
that time, and several other so-called test holes that had been dug in
search for other graves.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you at any time make any estimate of the
number of bodies that might have been in the graves that you saw?
Colonel V.w Vliet. Yes, sir; I did. By counting the number of
bodies in a layer, and the number of layers, and then the dimensions
of the grave, 1 arrived at a figure of approximately 10,000, and
thought that this was a conservative figure.
I later had an opportunity to compare my estimate with the esti
mates made by the other Americans there and the two British officers,
and we all had around 10,000. Some, of them hit 9,000 and some hit
11,000, but that was our estimate.
Mr. Mitchell. But was that arrived at independently?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. When?
Colonel Van Vliet. At the grave site.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you verify the number with the other
members of your group?
Colonel Van Vliet. I have to disgress a minute there, Mr. Mitchell,
because it is necessary to explain that we were, not talking to one an
other at the grave site, and when we returned to our billet, we re
frained from discussing the matter because we recognized that this
We
was a matter that could have great political implications.
wanted no part of it, and felt that the Germans were making every
effort to implicate us and suspected that they might have the room
that we were in wired with microphones to overhear our conservations
It was not until we had an opportunity afterward, outside and away
We made every
from German guards, out of earshot, to discuss that.
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effort to have such discussions, both the next day and later when we
So it was over a
were held in Berlin, after our return to Berlin.
period, sir, of several days, before we had a chance to compare notes
fully as a group.
Mr. Mitchell. Were any moving pictures or still pictures taken
of your group?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. German photographers took still
pictures and motion pictures of the party climbing in and out of the
graves and observing the autopsy, and we were later each given copies
of the still pictures.
Mr. Mitchkll. When was (hat?

Vliet. In Berlin.
Mr. Mitchell. After you returned?
Colonel Van

We never saw or
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir; within a few clays.
heard anything more of the motion pictures.
We were perturbed for
fear that the Germans would make propaganda use of those pictures,
but to our knowledge they did not. We never saw or heard anything
more about those pictures, although we had access to some German
daily newspapers.
Mr. Mitchell. You were telling us about the documents taken
from the bodies of these men in the graves.
What happened to those
documents?
Colonel Van Vliet. The clerk recording the findings of the doctor
took the documents and placed them in an ordinary manila envelope,
such as this, marked on the outside with the identification of the
corpse. The manila envelopes were then taken and kept in a filing
room in a field museum established by the Germans about a mile from
the graves.
We observed this autopsy and had an opportunity to see
a number of other bodies that had been laid out, apparently for
display purposes, and they had been selected, I believe, because in each
case the hands were tied like this behind the body [indicating], and
knotted with cord which was deeply embedded in the flesh.
Mr. Flood. Suppose the witness designates on counsel how the
hands were tied, and I would like to see that more clearly.
Would
you show that on Mr. Mitchell here?
Colonel Van Vliet. The hands were behind in each case, crossed,
and bound with a rather intricate knot around the wrists, and evi
dently very tightly because the cords were embedded in the flesh.
Mr. Flood. Will you show each member of the committee exactly
how those hands were tied, and where the bullet was in the back of
the head?
Colonel Van Vliet. The entry point of the bullet was here at the
back of the head like this [indicating].
Mr. Mitchell, may I turn you
around?
Mr. Flood. Show us one at a time. This is important.
Colonel Van Vliet. The hands were crossed like this, and tied this
way and this way [indicating], with an intricate knot, and the cords
Each body had a small bullet hole,
deeply embedded in the flesh.
said to be 7 millimeters in diameter, with the exit wounds in the fore
head usually having knocked out a much larger piece of bone than
the entry.
There was a larger hole where the bullet came out.
And may I back you up, now, Mr. Mitchell?
Mr. Mitchell. Did you say that it was cord that the body was
bound with?
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Colonel Van

Vliet. It

was more nearly like a thin clothesline, a
think parachute risers would be about the best descrip
tion that I could give at this time. It seemed to be a very stout
woven, about like a parachute riser.
The thing that we noticed most, and a point which I felt to be most
important, was the condition of the clothing, and particularly the
This was a point which was not pointed out to us by the
shoes.
woven type.

I

Germans.

Mr. Mitchell. Which point is that, that was not pointed out?
Colonel Van Vliet. The condition of the clothing and the shoes.

The Germans only pointed out that it was a fine grade of uniform
material, and that these were unquestionably Polish officers.
Our own observations, my own and I confirmed later with the other
officers of the group, the observations I considered most important
were these: The uniforms, as pointed out by the Germans, were of
high quality, and they were tailored; and the footwear, both shoes
and boots, usually boots over breeches, was of high quality, and in
many cases apparently made to order.
Now, I don't qualify as an expert on footwear, but I have had to
wear uniforms for quite a while now, of both sorts, and I know what
I should pay for them, and I think I could recognize good boots and
breeches when I see them.
The heels
They were not much worn.
were not worn.
There was no sign of patching, tatters, or fraying on
the uniforms.
Some of the corpses had an overcoats and some did not.
We did
not have an opportunity to examine many of the corpses in the grave,
I imagine we
but we did notice the several layers in the grave.
probably saw in the vicinity of 100 clearly visible bodies, and then
outside many more, the ones that had been, dragged out to show.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, to bring out a point, how many bodies
would you say you examined; roughly, those that you actually saw
yourself?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is hard to make a very accurate estimate
on, sir, but I would say that it was somewhere between 2,000 and
3,000 bodies that I saw that I could identify as individual bodies.
Mr. Sheehan. In noticing the hands tied behind the back, were
they all tied with the so-called parachute cord, or did you not notice
too closely?
Colonel Van Vliet. The only ones I saw were tied with that kind
of cord, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Thank you.
Colonel Van Vliet. If I may continue about the shoes, sir, which
I think is the most important thing that I have to tell this committee,
this was in May of 1943.
The Germans' story, which I did not want
to believe, and I was understandably against the Germans, was that
I wanted
these bodies had been buried in April and May of 1940.
to believe that the Germans had overrun these Polish prisoners of
war and had killed them themselves and tried to plant the blame on
the Russians.
Mr. Mitchell. Why did you particularly want that?
Colonel Van Vliet. Sir, at that time, like many others, I wanted
to consider Russia as a friend and an ally.
was where I could work
up a very good case of dislike for the Germans.

I

Mr. Mitchell. Why?
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Colonel Van Vliet. As a prisoner of war, I had a personal grudge
against them, and as an American Army officer I had a professional

That doesn't leave much more room for grudge,
grudge against them.
was just about filled up. So the German story was one that
and
did not want to believe, and yet from my observation of a point
which they did not point out to me, I was forced to believe them.
That was the point that the shoes and the clothing did not show much
reasoned this way: If those Polish officers had been alive
wear, and
and in prison camp until the Germans overran the Polish prison
camps, and if the Germans had in fact killed these Polir.h officers,
then by the very virtue of the fact that those clothes had been worn
and those shoes had been walked in, they would show much more wear.
Mr. Mitchell. How long a period of time was it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Well, the German story, which I didn't want
to believe and which I finally came to believe, was that the Polish
An
officers had been killed at some time prior to May of 1940.
examination of history shows that the war started in the summer of
1939, and that the Russians occupied a portion of Poland that same
year, and gained control of a large portion of the Polish Army, includ
The Germans did not then again occupy
ing these Polish officers.
that part of Russia around Smolensk — I think the first German units
didn't get in there until July and August of 1941. So had the story
been as the Russian press and radio claimed, that this was a German
hoax and that those officers had been recently killed, then the shoes
and the clothing would have shown much more wear.
Mr. Mitchell. Well, that would have been a period of almost 2
years, then?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. MitchEll. From the time that these Poles were taken prisoners.
Colonel Van Vliet. I have my own personal experience to draw
from ; that of a prisoner of war. I had one pair of shoes when I was
I was never issued any clothing by the Germans; I was
captured.
nearly barefoot at one time in prison camp before some more shoes
were produced by the International Red Cross.
Actually, they were
United States military shoes.
I wore out two pair of shoes in prison
camp in 2 years; and that 2 years is the time, very close to the 2
years' differential in the Russian and German claim as to the length
of time these people had been killed.
Mr. Mitchell. Did the Germans at any time in their story try to
refute the charges made by the Soviets that these officers were working
on a road camp, slave labor?
Colonel Van Vliet. I never heard that story, sir, until just now, so

I

I

I

I

don't know.

Mr. Machrowicz. Do I understand then, Colonel, that your con
clusion or your position is this: that if the Russian story were true,
and these prisoners were killed at the time that the Germans occupied
that portion of the country, then the uniforms and the shoes would

have shown more wear and tear?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir, much more.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that your final conclusion was based among
other factors upon the fact that as a result of the condition of this
clothing, and these shoes, it was quite obvious that these people could
not have been in a prison camp a very long time?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
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Mr. O'Konski. In the examination of those bodies, and the evi
dence that was laid out or taken from these bodies, sueh as letters and
newspapers, did you see anv documents on those bodies dated after
May

1940?

Vlibt. No, sir; I did not. At the grave site itself we
were shown a number of odds and bits of things like torn pages of
diaries and Polish bank notes, and such.
Later, at this field museum —
which itself was permeated with the odor of the mass graves, seeping
from the back room where the envelopes were full of belongings re
moved from corpses — there were glass cases in which were displayed
uniform insignia, types of rank, and many diaries, letters, clippings,
and so forth, none of which were dated after May of 1940.
Chairman Madden. We will recess just a moment.
(Short recess.)
Mr. O'Konski. I would like to proceed further with my question.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order, please.
Mr. O'Konski. If the contention is true, as the Germans indicated,
that the crime was perpetuated in May of 1940 or thereabouts, and
the Russians claimed that the Germans did
means that the
Germans had no other time to do
earlier than August 1941;
that
correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. That
correct, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. And yet all of the evidence, all of the documents
and diaries that you saw did not date back later than May of 1940;
that correct?
correct, sir.
Colonel Van Vliet. That
Chairman Madden.
would like to ask, did
understand you
correctly when you stated that you estimated viewing about 10,000
bodies?
was my estimate that the
Colonel Van Vliet. No, stated that
did not see that many because
graves contained 10,000 bodies.
there were portions of the graves not yet opened. It was like trying
portion
to tell how many eggs are in
crate when vou can see onlv
of it.
Chairman Madden. But from the graves that were exhumed and
the remaining area that contained bodies you would estimate that
there was approximately 10,000?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
all.
Chairman Madden. That
take for granted my colleagues will
Mr. Flood. Mr. Chairman,
another
develop generally this scene of the alleged offenses. There
that interests me very much. This first came to my
phase of
long time ago.
attention back in the Seventy-ninth Congress,
raised an inquiry at that time and subsequently in the first session of
Your name has become
the Eighty-first Congress about your report.
rather famous as identified with what we refer to here in this com
mittee as the Van Vliet report.
After you left the scene of this offense what did you do that —
Where did the Ger
Where did they take you?
night, that week?
mans take you when you left the scene?
Colonel Van Vliet. We were returned to Smolensk, and spent that
afternoon sightseeing, matters that had nothing to do with Katyn.
We were shown
think, one of the furthest,
monument that marked,
model village
advances of Napoleon when he invaded Russia;
it
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Mr. Flood. That is very interesting, but after you left the scene,
Smolensk-Katyn, where did you go then?
Colonel Van Vliet. We were returned to a jail in Berlin
Mr. Flood. By "we" do you mean
Colonel Van Vliet. The entire group, sir. The entire group was
returned to a jail in Berlin, where we stayed about a week wondering
what was to become of us.
Mr. Flood. That includes you and the Scotchman, the Australian,
and the other Americans?

Colonel Van

Vliet. Substitute

South African for
What happened to him?
Yes, sir. Colonel Stevenson,

Mr. Flood. South African.

Australian.

the South
Colonel Van Vliet.
African, was bundled off on very short notice.
Mr. Flood. Was lie the ranking officer?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes. sir. He was originally from the same
prison camp at Rotenberg that 1 had come from with Captain Stewart.
I never saw him again. The Germans took him some place else, and
I don't know to this day what became of him. Captain Gilder was
returned to the prison hospital where he worked, and Captain Stewart
During the remainder of the time
and I were returned to Rotenberg.
that T was a prisoner of war, and by agreement reached among the
eight of us who had made this trip, I never divulged my opinion that
the Russians had killed 10,000 Polish officers, or thereabouts.
Mr. Flood. Was that your opinion?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir, that is my unshakable opinion, and I
reached it very reluctantly.
Mr. Flood. Tt was then and is now?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.

Mr. Flood. All right, how were you relieved as a prisoner of war?
When and where and by whom were you liberated?
Colonel Van Vliet. I was in a different prison camp at LuckenThis prison camp was overrun
walde south of Berlin in April of 1945.
by the Russian Army, and after some, turmoil I made my way back to
the American lines.
Mr. Flood. When was that?
Colonel Van Vliet.
reached the American lines on the 5th of May

I

1945.

Mr. Flood. Then what happened?
Colonel Van Vliet. Upon reaching the American lines I had three

main interests.
The first was food, the second was to get rid of the
I went
report that I felt I ought to make, the third was to get home.
to G-2, intelligence officer.
Mr. Flood. What outfit and what was his name, if you remember?
Colonel Van Vliet. 1 don't remember his name. It was the
One Hundred and Fourth Infantry Division.
Mr. Flood. The One Hundred and Fourth Infantry Division.

What Armv?
Colonel Van Vliet. I believe that was part of the. American First
Army, sir. I can't say for sure.
Mr. Flood. Where were thev based at the time you first contacted
the G-2?
Colonel Van Vliet. This was in the vicinity of Duben, on the
Mulde River in Germany.
1 showed the G-2
Mr. Flood. What was his rank?
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Colonel Van Vliet. I believe he was a colonel, but that is just be
I don't know.
cause G-2's are habitually colonels.
Mr. Flood. You would make a very good one.
Colonel Van Vliet. I showed him my copy of the photographs
that I had been candying ever since Berlin. These photographs had
been stamped "Gcpruft"
Mr. Flood. By the way, what was your rank at that time?
Colonel Van Vliet. I was a lieutenant colonel at that time, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you have any other notes other than just the
photographs?
Colonel Van Vliet. Not at that time. The notes that I had pre
viously taken were very brief and only had names and dates, so that
I could relate my travels.
Mr. Mitchell. You didn't have them when you were reporting
in to G-2, then?
Colonel Van Vliet. No,
didn't. I managed to save the photog
raphs, but my notes which were with some other belongings I had
abandoned when we were marched from
Mr. Flood. Just at this moment I want to develop what happened
to G-2.
You reported to this G-2, this colonel.
Now what hap
pened?
Colonel Van Vliet. I told him who I was, what I was, showed him
the photographs.
I said that I wanted to have words with somebody
in either the War Department or the State Department and no one
He provided transportation from his headquarters to Leipzig,
else.
which was the next higher headquarters, Seventh Corps, United
At Leipzig I spent the night, and before night fell I
States Army.
had gone to the headquarters of General Collins.
Mr. Flood. General who?
Colonel Van Vliet. Gen. J. Lawton Collins, commanding general
of the Seventli Corps.
Mr. Flood. The present Chief of Staff?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. I made my presence known to his
assistants and stated that I would like, if it was convenient, to see
the general and that I had known the general when I was a youngster
and I had something to tell him.
They arranged for me to see Gen
eral Collins the following morning, which I did.
Mr. Flood. You talked with General Collins in person?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes.
Mr. Flood. At Leipzig.
Colonel Van Vliet. "Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. When was this, about?

I

Vliet. May 6, 1945.
Mr. Flood. All right.
Colonel Van Vliet. I showed General Collins my photographs and
Colonel Van

I said
told him that it was my opinion that the Russians were guilty.
that in my opinion it was a matter for the War Department or the
He countered by showing
State Department and asked his advice.
me his recent photographs of some of the German atrocity camps
that had just been overrun and agreed that my report should be made
higher and provided me with transportation to headquarters, First
Army, then at Weimar.
Mr. Mitchell. You mean to зал" he didn't ask you to put some
thing in writing at that time?
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Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. I believe that it was General Collins'
view, as it was mine, that the place to make the report was in Wash
I can't say what was in his mind, but that was the impression
ington.
that I had at the time and still have. He provided me transportation
to headquarters, First Army told me who to see there to get further
transportation, and I did. I arrived back in the United States
Mr. Flood. Did you report to any general officer at First Army?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. I reported to a General Kean, I
don't recall how many stars he had up.
Mr. Flood. Did you report this story?
Colonel Van Vliet. Only the fact that I had a story to report, sir.
didn't tell him my conclusions.
Mr. Flood. You were in transit then?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were interested in transport there?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You got it and where did you go?
Colonel Van Vliet. I went to Eisenhower's headquarters at Reims
where I didn't report to anyone except the billeting officer and told
him I wanted transportation to Paris. They provided me with trans
portation to Paris. After I had gotten to First Army I switched to air
and was flown from First Army to Reims and then was further flown

I

to Paris.

Mr. O'Konski. You didn't get to see General Eisenhower himself?
Colonel Van Vliet. I had no occasion to see anyone there at all,
sir.
I just passed through.
Mr. Mitchell. From the questioning that Congressman Flood has
asked so far, the only person you ever mentioned this Katyn affair to
was General Collins?
Colonel Van Vliet. The only person to whom I expressed my
opinion as to the guilt. I had to mention the affair and show the
photographs to the G-2 at the One Hundred and Fourth Infantry
Division.
Mr. Mitchell. To whom there?
Colonel Van Vliet. I didn't understand.
Mr. Mitchell. Who at that place? What was the name of the

individual?
have already stated, sir, I don't know the
Colonel Van Vliet.
name of the G-2 at the One Hundred and Fourth Division.
He was
the one I first spoke to, then General Collins, then General Kean, and
then finally I wound up in Paris. But of them all, Collins is the only
one that I expressed my opinion to.
■ Mr. Flood. Did you talk to any general officers in Paris?
Did
you talk to any G-2's in Paris?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. I talked with a General Barker, who
was in the G-l business in the headquarters of ETOUSA, if I recall
I told him I had a story which I believed should go back to
correctly.
Washington. It was known to me that at that time there were some
beginnings being made in Paris, this was just before VE-day, there
were beginnings on war crimes investigations and that I didn't want
to go to Washington and have to turn around and come back to Paris.
Mr. Flood. Did anybody at this time, any place, anywhere in the
American service tell you they knew what you were talking about,
that they had heard about this offense or add anything to what you

I

knew?
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Colonel Van Vliet. They added nothing to what I knew, but they
had heard about it because it did get a world-wide press coverage
initially. It appeared to dry up awful fast after the first smear in the
German papers. I only know that from looking at back files of United
States papers.
Mr. Flood. Who ordered you to Washington, by what authority
did you leave Paris and how did you get to Washington?
Colonel Van Vliet. I went to Paris on authority of ETOUSA.
and arrived in Washington the 17th of May 1945.
1 flew to Washington
Mr. Flood. Alone?
I reported to the Pentagon and
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
went to see the office of G-2.
Mr. Flood. Were you directed ,by anybody overseas to report
to the office of G-2 or did you from' your Army experience decide that
was where you should report?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is where I decided to go. I went to the
office of G-2 and told enough of my story to convince
Mr. O'Konski. To whom?
It was in one of the
Colonel Van Vliet. Sir, I don't remember.
I don't know whom I spoke to. It was one or
outer offices of G-2.
two down from the G-2.
Mr. O'Konski. What was his rank, a colonel?
Colonel Van Vliet. I believe it was a lieutenant colonel, sir, but
I am unable to say who or what. They said I should see General
Bissell
Mr. O'Konski. You mean to tell me when you came in there he did
not introduce himself to you or who he was? He did not tell you what
his position was nor did you inquire?
Colonel Van Vliet. His position was known to me at the time, sir,
but that has been 7 years ago, and it wasn't at the time important to
me to remember whom I talked to in that office.
I am sorry, I don't
remember.
Mr. O'Konski. Isn't it customary in military
Mr. Flood. Mr. Chairman, if my friend does not mind I will pursue,
this line for a few minutes.
I will be glad to yield later.
Mr. O'Konski. I yield to the gentleman.
Mr. Flood. You went to the Pentagon. You went to G-2. You
talked to some lower echelon officer.
You don't know his name.
Thev thought you should talk to General Bissell.
Was General
Bissell the CO in G-2 at that time?
Colonel Van Vliet. He was G-2 at that time. He was not avail
able to me.
Mr. Flood. Could you remember the day at this time, the date?
Colonel Van Vliet. May 17, sir.

Mr. Flood. May

17.

All light.

Colonel Van Vliet. So I waited until General Bissell was available.
I do not remember now what his business was at the time except that
part of that time until I saw him on the 22d of May he was not in
town. When he was available I reported to him.
Mr. Flood. Between the 17th and the 22d of May did you report
to anybody else or make any statements orally or in writ ing to anybody
else, officially or otherwise, about this mission?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. I kept quiet until I could see General
Bissell.
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Mr. Flood. On the 22d you saw General Bissell?

Colonel Van

Vliet.

Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes,

Yes, sir.

Mr. Flood. Where, at the Pentagon?
sir.

Mr. Flood. What happened?

Colonel Van Vliet. I told General Bissell substantially the same
story that I have told hero.
Mr. Flood. Who was present when you talked to Bissell?
Colonel Van Vliet. No one, sir.
Mr. Flood. You were in General Bissell 's private office?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes.

Mr. Flood. You and the general?

Colonel Van
-

Vliet. Yes,

Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Colonel Van Vliet. After

sir.

1 told him the same story, in effect, that
am telling you, he said that it was of importance and that he wanted
it reduced to writing. He provided me with a female stenographer,
and the stenographer and I closeted ourselves in an empty room across
the hall where I collected my thoughts and dictated to her. I suppose
we were there an hour or so.
Mr. Flood. Do you know her name?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. She then transcribed her notes and
I read the report that I had made and signed it.
Mr. Mitchell. All on the same day?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
ask a question at this point, please?
Mr. Machrowicz. May
You say the notes were transcribed and submitted to you?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were they in one or more copies?
Colonel Van Vliet, I cannot recall, sir. I signed the one copy for
Whether there were carbons I don't remember.
To clarify
sure.
your question, Mr. Mitchell, at this time I can't say for sure that it
was the same day or the next morning that the notes were typed.
It is my opinion that it was the same day. It may be that you could
find other evidence.
Mr. Mitchell. Do yon recall what time of day you started
dictating, in the morning or the afternoon?
Colonel Van Vliet. It was in the morning, sir, and as I recall, I
was through, because I left Washington that day to return to Kansas.
Mr. Flood. Let's get back again. You talked to Bissell. Bissell
said, "Go in there and dictate your story."
You took the stenogra
pher into this room across the hall; you dictated the story.
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Subsequently that day or the next morning, you are
not sure which.
Colonel Van Vliet. I believe it was that day.
Mr. Flood. That day you were given a transcript of what pur
ported to be your statement to the stenographer.
Colonel Van Vliet. It was my statement, sir; to the stenographer,
and affixed to it were the photographs, copies of which Mr. Mitchell
now has.
Mr. Flood. Did this stenographer hand this statement to you?
This transcribed statement was handed to you by the, same stenog
rapher that took your statements?

I
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sir.

Mr. Flood. And affixed thereto were the exhibits, the pictures yon

Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You sat there and read it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. It was your statement?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Had it been altered?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. It was an exact reproduction?
Colonel

Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes,

sir.

Mr. Flood. You wouldn't change that statement now?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. That is the statement I signed.
Mr. Flood. Who was present when you signed it? Where did you

sign it and who was present?
Colonel Van Vliet. I signed it in General Bissell's office and as I
recall, sir, the stenographer and General Bissell were both present at
the time.

Mr. Flood. Nobody else?
Colonel Van Vliet. None that I can recall.
Mr. Flood. As far as you know, General Bissell, the same stenog
rapher, and you signed it in his office?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. There was one document with the exhibits, as far as
you know?

Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. If there were copies you don't remember copies?
Colonel Van Vliet. I don't remember whether there were or not.
Mr. Flood. As far as you know, there were not. You won't say

one way or the other.

Colonel Van

Vliet. I

can't remember.

Mr. Flood. You signed them all?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. What did you do when you signed it?
Colonel Van Vliet. I cannot state whether I turned them over to

it

I

it,

General Bissell or whether the stenographer
Mr. Flood. Turned "them" or "it"?
Colonel Van Vliet. Turned it, the document.
Mr. Flood. All right, over to General Bissell.
Colonel Van Vliet. It was turned over to someone there in the office
and that office has a double door.
Whether it was the stenographer,
General Bissell, or one of the other office assistants I don't know, sir.
I had signed it and I was through with it.
Mr. Flood. What did you do immediately upon signing the docu
ment in this office at that time?
Colonel Van Vliet. I was directed at that time by General Bissell
to remain silent on this matter.
Mr. Flood. What did he say?
Colonel Van Vliet. I have the paper that he gave me at that time,
which is its own best evidence.
sir.
think I can produce
Mr. Flood. Will the clerk mark this as an exhibit and let me have
back, please.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 1.")
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I

Mr. Flood.
have been shown by the witness what is now marked
as "Exhibit No. 1," a letter on War Department heading dated May
will ask counsel to read this for
22, 1945, signed by Clayton Bissell.
the record and show it to the members of the committee when it is read.
Mr. Mitchell. This letter is on official War Department stationery:

I

War Department General Staff, Military Intelligence Division, G-2,
Washington

Up in the left-hand corner the initials "MIL 907", the date May
22, 1945.
Memorandum for Lb. Col. John H. Van Vliet, Jr.
Subject: Special report to War Department.
a special report covering a
1. You have furnished to the War Department
certain part of your experiences.
These have been recorded exactly as dictated
bv you and will be held available for such use as is considered appropriate by
Due to the nature of your report and the
United States Government activities.
possible political implications, it is directed that you neither mention nor discuss
this matter with anyone in or out of the service without specific approval in
writing from the War Department.
2. This confirms verbal orders given to you by the Assistant Chief of Staff,
G-2, in Washington, on 22 May 1945. Your signature on a copy of these in
structions left with the Assistant Chief of Staff, G— 2, indicates that you under
stand these instructions.
By direction of the Chief of Staff:

Major

Clayton Bissell,

General,

GSC, Assistant Chief of Staff, G-S.

Mr. Flood. Were yon given those instructions orally, as this
letter indicates?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. I was, and I might add that it was
rather at my request, for this reason: There were a number of prisoners
of war that knew that I had been forced to go to Katyn, that knew
that I had flatly refused to discuss the matter after my return to
prison camp, and I did feel that sooner or later someone would
approach me and ask for my opinion. It might be a newspaper
I felt that having rendered this report to proper
reporter or anyone.
authorities,

it would then be

a mistake

for me to go around

the

country talking about the matter or answering questions. I specifically
asked General Bissell what should I do in the event that I am later
questioned about this, since it appears to be a matter that should
only be handled at top levels. It was at that point that he gave me at
my request these instructions, and they have been very handy since.
Mr. Flood. I should imagine. He gave you this oral command at
Did you request that it be reduced to writing, too?
your request?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. I asked for his instructions, and he
confirmed them in writing.
Mr. Flood. Did you sign the copy indicated in that communication
subsequently?
Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes,

sir.

Mr. Flood. You have kept this in your possession ever since
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Until you produced it from your brief case here todav?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Then what did you do at that point? After you had

received this memorandum and after you had signed the copy thereof,
what did you do?
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Colonel Van Vliet. 1 returned to my home with father and mother
in Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
Mr. Flood. You are a Regular Army officer?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You are now a full colonel?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Did you in your Regular Army experience up until

this time encounter an incident of that sort before where you were told
a general officer to stand silent and have it confirmed in writing on
any such matter?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. Did it strike you at that time and — well, strike that
Out.
In fairness to you I will not ask that.
Colonel Van Vliet. I will answer that question, sir.
Mr. Flood. You know what I am going to ask you, of course. Did
it strike you that that was rather unusual and extraordinary for a
general officer to a lieutenant colonel of the line, to give such instruc
tion to stand silent on a matter that you felt was loaded with such
potential or propaganda results?
Colonel Van Vliet. I felt it was appropriate and 1 welcomed
sir.
Mr. Flood. You asked for it.
Colonel Van Vliet.
asked for it.
have since been glad that
■
had it.
have had
Mr. Flood. As far as you are concerned personally.
So far as whether that
usual
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
or unusual thing
can't say because
have only made one visit to
one set of mass graves and have been involved in only one thing like
this before.
Mr. Flood. We hope nobody else has had the same experience.
Have you ever seen the original document that you signed that day
since that time?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. Have you ever been interrogated by anybody in con
nection with
since?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. By whom and where?
Colonel Van Vliet.
received
telephone call from an officer who
stated that he was
was stationed at Fort
Captain Semple while
Lewis in 1949. He said that the report that
had rendered to the
War Department was not available and would
write another report.
told him on the long-distance phone that didn't know who he was
and
was official he could write me and
later
hung up on him.
letter signed "Maj. Gen. Floyd L. Parks, Chief of In
received
was Captain Semple who had tele
formation," confirming that
phoned and authorizing me in writing to make one exception, and one
exception only, to General BisselFs written directive and to reproduce
from memory as near as
could another report to be used until they
could find my original report.
Chairman Madden. We will take
brief recess.
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(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will now proceed.

I

a

I

Mr. Flood. Colonel, at the moment of recess
was about to ask
copy or the original letter that
you did you have here for us today
you had received from the — General Parks, was it?
have it.
Colonel Van Vliet.
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Mr. Flood. Instructing you to disregard in part General BisselPs
written order to you?
Colonel Van Vliet. I have a copy here, sir.
Mr. Flood. You have a copy.
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Where is the original, if you know?

Colonel Van Vliet. I believe, sir, that I destroyed that, together
with my carbon copy when I left with the Second Division to go to
Korea. I didn't want to leave any personal effects behind that
I think probably the original
would be embarrassing to anyone.
However, T will
letter from General Parks has been destroyed.
certify that this is a copy.
Mr. Flood. Where did you get what purports to be the copy?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is from a news release which in turn
was made from my own report to the War Department.
Mr. Flood. I will ask counsel, Mr. Mitchell, if and when the situa
tion arises that it is necessary to produce the original I can take for
granted that you will ask the Department to produce the original of

this document to the colonel.
Mr. Machrowicz. They couldn't have the original.
Mr. Flood. Their file copy or whatever they have, that they sent to
the colonel.
Anyhow, for reasons that you state you don't have the
original, and you have now what you will certify is the letter you got
from General Parks?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood.
will ask counsel to identify this as exhibit 2 and to
read it for the record and exhibit it to the members of the committee.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2.")
Mr. Mitchell. This is exhibit No. 2, taken at the testimony.
It
is dated April 26, 1950.

I

Subject:

Request for Intelligence Report.

To: Lt. Col. John H. Van Vliet, Executive Officer,
Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Washington.

23rd

Infantry Regiment.

2nd

1. Reference is made to telephonic conversation of 24 April 1950 with Captain
Malcolm M. Semple, Public Information Division, and Mr. Thomas F. Connor,
Consultant to the Chief of Information.
2. A thorough search has been made in the files of G— 2, and the report which
A search
you made to General Bissell on 22 May 1945 has not yet been found.
is being continued with the various intelligence agencies: however, until such time
as the report is located, it is requested that another report l>e rendered on your
experience with the Ivatyn case.
3. The memorandum addressed
to you on 22 May 1945 by the then Assistant
Chief of Staff, G-2, General Bissell, directing you to silence regarding the Katyn
How
case, is rescinded for the purpose of rendering the above-requested report.
ever, it must be pointed out that the exception to silence is valid only for this
particular report, and, until further notice, the order directing you to silence wfll
again become effective.
4. Request the report be classified "Secret" and returned to me personally.
F. L. Parks,

Major

Oencral,

USA,

Chief of Information.

In the lower left-hand corner is "Incl #1."

On the reverse side of this exhibit in the upper left-hand corner is:
AMBAG-O201
Van Vliet, John H. (O), 1st Ind., .IJM/f.

Subject: Request Made of Lt. Col. Van Vliet for Summary of Certain
Observations.
Hq., 2d Infantry Division, Fort Lewis, Washington, 20 September 1949.

War

-
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Thru: Commanding Officer, 23d Infantry, Fort Lewis, Washington.
To: Lt. Col. John H. Van Vliet, Jr.
For compliance with paragraph 3, basic communication.
By Command of Major General Collins:
(signed) J. J. Maloney, J. J. Maloney, 1st Lt. AGD, Asst. Adj. Gen.
Incl. n/c.

Incl

#2,

"Montgomery Green and related papers."

Mr. Flood. Would you show that, Counsel, to members of the
committee.
After you received this communication from the general, what did
you do?
Colonel Van Vliet.
typed out a letter to General Parks.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of that letter?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Will you show that to counsel, please, and have it
marked as "Exhibit No. 3"?
How many pages comprise this third exhibit?
Colonel Van Vliet. Eight pages, sir.
Mr. Flood. Instead of having counsel read it for the record at this
time, we will have submitted to members of the committee and made
For the purpose of my examination
part of the record this reply.
now I just want to ask you two or three other questions.
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 3" and is as
follows :)

I

Exhibit

Subject:

To

:

THE KATYN CASK
F. L. PARKS,

3

Quarters 165
Ft Lewis, Washington
11 May, 1950

Major General, USA
Chief of Information
1. Pursuant to your letter of 26 Apr 1950 (incl # 1) I an? personally typing this
I am retaining one
report of my recollections concerning the KATYN Case.
carbon copy for my personal file.
2. Since five years have elapsed since I made the first report to Maj Gen Bissell,
this report will have to omit some details such as names which I have forgotten.
In order to assist in locating my original report here are the circumstances under
which it was made:
On 22 May 1945 Gen Bissell discussed the case with me alone in his private
office in the Pentagon for about 20 minutes.
He decided that it was important
and directed his civilian female assistant (secretary ? stenographer ?) to go
I dictated my
with me to closed room across the hall and take dictation.
The
report, she typed it up and we added the photographs as inclosures.
General read the finished report, directed that it be marked "Top Secret" and
filed. He then dictated the letter directing me to silence, and had me sign
He explained the importance of my remaining
a copy of it in his presence.
silent, gave me my copy of the letter and thanked me.
'
3. Narrative: I was a prisoner of war at Oflag IX/AZ in Rotenburg, Germany
in April, 1943.
It was primarily a British Officers prison camp headed by Briga
I was the senior of the
dier Nicholson (who had been the defender of CALAIS).
At this time the German press began
125 (approx) American officers in the camp.
a big splurge on the KATYN case.
So also did the German radio.
(note: mention of this radio violates the certificate I had to sign upon being
processed as a returned POW)
Hauptman HEYL, the German camp commander, told Brig Nicholson and me
that he had orders to send two American officers and 1 Brit, officer to the RR
station at KASSELL, Germany where they would be met by British Maj Gen
FORTUNE (from another nearby POW camp. He had commanded the Brit 1st
Div in France) .
Hauptman Heyl stated that I would be one of the two U. S. officers; that I would
select the other one; that together with other Allied prisoners we would be a
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"Board of Inquiry" to investigate the Katyn Massacre. I flatly refused to have
any part of it. Brig. Nicholson backed me up on this and together we wrote a
letter to the Swiss Protecting Power which stated that no officers from the camp
would make any visit to Katyn or make any investigation, or express any opinion.
That if we were forced to go it would be only as individual prisoners under guard
and against our protest.
That we could not be considered as representatives of of
the prison camp, our army, or our nation, and that we protested violently this
apparent attempt to use us for German Propaganda Purposes.
Our protest did no good. Using armed guards, the Germans took me and Capt
Donald Stewart, FA (regular army) to the Kassel RR station where they expected
He did not arrive, to the surprise of the German
to meet Maj Gen Fortune.
guards. We were then taken to Berlin and jailed in an Arbeits Kommando
—
a building overlooking the Spree River, housing PWs of several nationalities
(sp?)who were performing labor in Berlin.
In this Jail we met several U. S. soldiers who had been brought from a nearby
PW camp for the same reason that we had. One of these 1 was a CPL TAUSSIG
who had been in the same regiment with me for the invasion of ALGIERS by the
168th Inf. There were also several british soldiers and a british civilian (internee)
as well as 2 LT COL STEVENSON (british, South African, Sig corps) and a british
captain, medical corps, whose name I cannot now remember. In my opinion
these men were actually what they appeared to be and did not include any
"plants". We prisoners of war were very careful in our efforts to make certain
identification.
Soon we were taken, one by one, to the jail office where we were interviewed by
several German staff officers and some civilian officials who appeared to be from
both the foreign office and the propaganda ministry.
The procedure appeared
about the same for all of us: "Since you have volunteered to investigate this terrible
Katyn atrocity, we are taking you to the scene. You will of course sign a parole
not to escape."
"The hell we did volunteer. We dont want to go. Send us back to our
Then the same
camps."
Great suprise and much chatter among the Germans.
thing over again.
Finally they announced that since we wouldnt give our paroles they would have
to place guards on the airplane with us. This meant that some prisoners would
not make the trip, to make room for the guards. The American soldiers were left
back.
Lt Col Stevenson was the senior in the group. We cautioned the entire group
to do no talking, to give no indications of opinion, and not to cooperate in any
way with the Germans.
All agreed.
It was evident to all of us that we were
involved in an international mess with terrific political implications.
An english-speaking german captain was placed in charge of the group together
with an english speaking Sonderfuhrer (sp?) who gave the name of Von Johnson,
spoke idiomatic American, and said he had attended school at Rice in the USA.
We were flown from Templehof to Smolensk about the 6th of May, 1943.
At
that time Smolensk was about 60 miles from the front and appeared to contain
We were billeted in some of the remaining intact buildings,
only garrison troops.
of which there were only a few. Some sort of a German service unit maintained
an officers mess where we all ate.
While in Smolensk we were taken on a sight
seeing tour by the local service unit commander and a major who appeared to be
an agricultural expert and enthusiast who was trying to re-habilitate the land with
the remnants of the Russian peasant population.
His efforts included a model
village.
In my opinion this "hospitality" was spontaneous and was prompted
partly by his own enthusiasm for his work and partly because he hadnt had many
visotors.
It didnt appear to be organized on orders from Berlin.
A German Lt (spoke no English) appeared from the g_roup that was in charge
of operations at the scene of the Mass Graves in KAT\ N Forest.
He acted as
our guide. We were driven to the site where there was a gate, guarded by young
soldiers in Polish uniforms.
A sickly-sweet odor of decaying bodies was every
where.
At the graves it was nearlv overpowering. There were several graves.
Professor Herr Doktor BUTZ (BOOTZ ?) a German expert in forsensie. medecin
was present together with other technicians.
Several Polish Red Cross workers
were present.
Civilian labor was being used to remove bodies from the graves.
Each body was searched very carefully, examined, identified, and re-buried in a
nearby mass grave which was to become a national shrine with suitable monu1 1 knew Taussig personally.
• Lt Col Stevenson was from (lie same camp as Oapt Stewart and myself.
We knew him.

He had come to Berlin with as.
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The articles removed from each body were placed in a large manilla
ments.
envelope for safekeeping. The search of the bodies was very thorough, including
removal of shoes or boots where it was possible,
(sometimes the whole leg from
The examiners wore rubber aprons and
the knee down came off with the boot)
A typist was present recording the findings on each body.
rubber gloves.
We followed our guide right into each of the graves — stepping on bodies that
were piled like cord wood, face down usually, to a depth of about 5 to 7 bodies
About 300 bodies were laid out beside one
covered with about 5 feet of earth.
These all had their hands tied behind them with cord. The rest
of the graves.
appeared not to have been tied. All bodies had a bullet hole in the back of head
near the neck with the exit wound of the bullet being in the forehead or front
upper part of the skull.
The graves on the down-hill part of the slope were more moist than the others.
Oeiman photographers were
One end of one grave had standing water in it.
present and took both still and motion pictures of our party while we inspected
the graves. Copies of the still pictures were later given to us.
We never saw or
heard anything of the movies.
After we inspected the graves we were shown several other test holes which
had been due in the vicinity, together with very old human bones, ie, no meat left
I am inclined to believe
on them, which were said to have been dug up there.
The Germans made much of the fact
the story, although there was no proof.
that this wooded knoll was a long-standing burial side used bv the Russian secret
There
police. I forget whether they called them the OGPU, XKV'b. or MVD.
was a rustic lodge on the low bluff overlooking the small landing on the river
(Dneiper river, I believe). This lodge was allegedly the scene of frequent tor
tures, drinking parties, and various other orgies held by the russian police as mat
The Germans
ters of amusement and recreation as well as routine business.
produced an old peasant, Russian, who claimed that this forest of Katyn had an
evil reputation — it was forbidden ground — that he had seen big closed vans go
from the railroad siding (some miles distant) into the forest and that there were
This was supposed to con
stories of shots being heard very often in the woods.
firm that the Russians had brought the victims to the mass graves by rail and
truck some time before the Germans occupied the area.
The british medical captain in the group understood German very well and a
little russian which he had learned while taking care of russian prisoners.
About a mile down the road the Germans had taken over a house as a field
The porch and front rooms were filled with glass showcases
museum and office.
containing items removed from bodies in the graves.
There were sample uniform
insignia ranging from General to Lieutenant, there were several Geneva arm bands,
These
many letters, photographs, diaries, news clippings, personal souvenirs etc.
In the back rooms of the house there were the
items were just the better sampels.
This
individual envelopes
containing the items removed from the corpses.
building was also permeated with the smell of the graves, coming from the show
cases and the envelopes.
At this point the Germans produced two small drinks for everyone and then we
returned to our billets in Smolensk.
We were flown back to the same Jail in Berlin and stayed there about 10 days.
During this time the Germans were apparently trying to decide what to do with
us.
(The british soldiers and the civilian internee were returned to their respec
tive camps before the end of this ten day period — or so we were told — leaving us
four officers to wonder what it was all about . An English speaking German soldier
or Sonderfuhrer Von Johnson would take us for walk through the Tiergarten every
day, along with guards. It was during this walk period that we had a chance to
talk without fear of microphones.
Our discussion while in the Jail always avoided
any mention of what we thought about who had committed the murders at, Kaytn.
During these walks, Lt Col Stevenson did a lot of talking with the gennans.
Told them that he had once published a book and that as soon as he returned
home he was going to get permission from his superiors to write a book about this
We couldnt get him to shut up about any subject at any time except
experience.
He claimed to be a
the big question of " Whodunnit ? "
He was a windbag.
He even carried
member of a group of amateur investigators of the supernatural.
a feather in his wallet which he said was from the headress of the American
Indian Chief (spirit) whom he had contacted through a medium in S. Africa.
We gathered from the Germans that the front office didnt know what to do with
us.
There was some hopeful implication that we might be released, possibly
through Spain.
One afternoon Lt Col Stevenson was bundled off by the Germans on about ten
minutes notice. He seemed very surprised and quite uneasy as he left the Jail.
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We never saw or heard of him again. That night Capt Stewart and I were re
We
turned to our original prison camp, where we were met by Hauptman Heyl.
asked him what kind of a story he had told us about going to meet Maj Cen
He replied that Fortune had been seriously ill with bronchitis.
Fortune.
(I later met Maj Gen Fortune and he had not been sick at all)
Prior to leaving Berlin we were told that Germany had not and
I Insert ]
would not make any propaganda use of our visit to the graves or
I have never heard of their doinz so.
the pictures taken of the visit.
Throughout the rest of our time in prison camps ('apt Stewart and I refused to
discuss our experiences concerning Ratyn and never stated what opinion we had
formed.

I reached the American lines in the sector of the 104th Inf Div near Duben,
Germany at the MULDE River line on 5 May 1945, still carrying the photographs
given me at KATYN.
I showed the photographs to G-2 of the 104th Div. (I had previously showed
these to only one other person apart from the German prison camp security per
sonnel who conducted periodic searches, but always allowed me to keep the photo
This other person was Col
graphs because they had been stamped "Gepruft".
Thomas D. Drake, Senior officer in Oflag 64 who was repatriated for stomach
Before he left the prison camp to be repatriated Capt Stewart and I
ulcers.
talked with him, showed him the pictures and asked that he report the matter to
He laughed at me and said that I had been taken in completely
the War Dept.
I dont know if he ever mentioned the
by the German Propaganda Experts.
matter when he reached the States.)
G-2 of the 104th Div recognized that my report was one of interest to both the
State and War Depts and provided transportation to Hq VII Corps in Leipzig.
General J. I<s,wton Collins then commanded the VII Corps.
Gen Collins (who has known me since I was a child) discussed the matter with
me and set the necessary wheels in motion to get me back to the Pentagon with
all haste.
In Paris I stayed with Gen Barker and at his suggestion discussed the matter
with a full colonel (whose name I have forgotten) connected with War Crimes
He decided it was a matter for the War Dept and the State Dept
Investigations.
and took no action.
COL DRAKE^ GEN COLLINS, GEN BISSELL, AND GEN GISSELLS
STENOGRAPHER ARE THE ONLY PERSONS I HAVE EVER TOLD OF
MY CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING WHO MURDERED THE POLISH
(except, of course, the other members of the party
OFFICERS AT KATYN.

who visited the site with me)
4. CONCLUSIONS: I believe that the Russians did it.
The rest of the group
that visited the site stated to me that they believed that the Russians did it.
I dont know
(Cs.pt, now Major, Donnld Stewart , FA, can be asked to verify this.
his present, address. He is regular army.)
5. Discussion: At the beginning
of the newspaper publicity concerning
KATYN I believed the whole thing to be one huge, well managed, desparate
lie by the Germans to split the Wester Allies from Russia.
I hated the Germans." I didnt, want to believe them. At that time, like many
others, I more or less believed that Russia could get along with us.
When I became involved in the visit to KATYN I realized that the Germans
I made up my mind
would do their best to convince me that Russia was guilty.
not to be convinced by what must be a propaganda effort.
The apparent weak spot in the German story was the fact that Germany had
occupied the ground around Smo ensk for a "long time before announcing the
discovery of the graves.
(The exact dates are a matter of record. I don't have
the facilities to look them up for entry in this report.)
I wanted to believe that whole thing was a frame-up. Could these be bodies
from an extermination camp, dres-ed as Polish officers and "planted"?
Could the letters, diaries, identification tags, news clippings — all be forgeries?
What about the state of decomposition of the bodies? Did it appear to agree
with the German story of when tl ey must have been buried? After all, I'm no
expert on body-decomposition.
What about the temnerature, moisture, soil
bacteria?
What about the German statements that Polish families had been
trying to locate their relatives, known to have been imprisoned when Russia
occupied part of Poland?
Was it true that these Polish relatives ceased to get
answers from their imprisoned relatives — that a cloak of mystery descended all
at one? Where is PROOF of who killed these men? Who saw it done?
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And so on and so on — I tried every way I knew how to avoid believing that
Russia had done it. I tried every way to convince myself that the Germans had
done it. I wanted to believe that the Germans had done it.
Since the graves were already opened when we were there, it was not possible
to see for ourselves what sort of growth had existed on top of the graves, in order
to see how long the graves had existed. And if we had been present, how could
we know that the Germans hadnt cleverly transplanted older bushes to give the
appearance of age to the gravps?
So you see that we pursued every line of attack to weaken the German story
and avoid the conclusion that the Russians had done the killing.
It was only
with great reluctance that I decided finally that it must be true; that for once
the Germans werent lying, that the facts were as claimed by the Germans.
I
have thought about this a lot in the past seven years, and freely admit that there
never was presented to me any single piece of evidence that could be taken as
an absolute proof.
But the sum of circumstantial evidence, impressions formed
at the time of looking at the graves, what I saw in peoples faces — all forces the
conclusion that Russia did it.
The uniforms on the bodies were obviously of the best material and tailor
made. The footwear appeared to be of the best and included many pairs that
were obviously made to order.
The uniforms and footwear all were obviously
well-fitted. This convinced me that the bodies were truly those of Polish officers.
The degree of wear on the clothing and particularly the wear on the shoes led
me to believe that these officers had been dead a long time, otherwise the shoes
and clothing would show much more wear. This was a point that was not called
to our attention by the Germans. It is one of the strongest arguments by which to
fix the date of the killing.
6. Last summer I received some letters from Mr MONTGOMERY
M.
GREEN. I wrote the Dept of the Army for instructions on how to reply to
Mr Green. In order to clear my files and possibly to be of assistance to Captain
GREEN and
Semple, I am enclosing some papers marked: "MONTGOMERY
related papers"
John H. Van Vliet Jr
(signed)
JOHN H VAN VLIET JR

LT COL.,

Incl
Incl
Incl

# 1:

I

#

23d

Infantry.

Ltr, Request for Intel. Rpt. Gen Parks to Lt Col V. V.

"MONTGOMERY GREEN and related papers"
3: Cert, true cpy, Directive from Gen Bissell to Lt Col V. V.
2:

Mr. Flood. You wrote this letter, then, to the general in reply to
his letter, is that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Where were you at the time you got the general's
letter?
Colonel Van Vliet. Fort Lewis, Wash.
Mr. Flood. Fort Lewis, Wash.?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You were stationed on duty there with the Second

Division?
Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes,

sir.

Mr. Flood. Did you mail the letter from the division?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. What date, if you recall, was this letter mailed in

reply to the general's letter?
Colonel Van Vliet. I believe

I have my registered mail receipt
may take a minute to find it.
Mr. Flood. Don't bother. We will get to that.
Colonel Van Vliet. It was mailed the dav I wrote it or the dav
It is dated May 11, 1950.
after.
Mr. Flood. Very well. If you have a registered receipt for that
communication of yours to the general, will .you have it marked by
the clerk as an exhibit and made part of the record at this point.
Colonel Van Vliet. If I have
yes, sir.
It

it,

here, sir.
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Mr. Flood. Was thi9 letter that you wrote to the general in reply
to his letter to you what now has become known as the second Van
Vliet report?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You mailed that to the general at the Pentagon?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mi'."Flood. Did anybody in the armed services or anybody identi
fied with any civilian arm of the United States Government or any
body else at any time, any place, anywhere, order or ask you or suggest
or imply that you change any part one way or the other of your origi
nal or copied or subsequent report, known as the second report?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. May I ask a question at this point?
Colonel, could you tell me when you went to General Bissell in the
first place and the other general, is there anything in the Army
regulations which states a certain amount of reports should be made
out, in duplicate or triplicate, or is it just as many copies as they ask
you to make out? Aren't there Army regulations on reports of this
nature?
Colonel Van Vliet. There are regulations on correspondence, sir,
but whether or not there is a regulation that applies in this particular
I don't know of and didn't of
case I am not prepared to state.
at the time.
can't say whether
was habitual
course know of
in one, two, or six copies.
to make
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, as far as you know, there no gen
eral Army regulation stating they should be made in duplicate or
triplicate or anything like that?
Colonel Van Vliet.
cannot answer the question either way, sir.
do not know.
Mr. Furcolo.
have just one question, Mr. Chairman, which
should like to put in at this point.
Colonel, we are trying to locate or to trace your original report.
Do understand correctly that the last you saw that original report
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is

I

I

I

it

I

it

I

I

if

it

it

it,

was when you left it apparently in the office of General Bissell, the
head of G-2, and that from that time right up to the present time
that is the last you have seen of your report?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. Can you be of any help whatever to us in any way
as to what might have happened to that report from the time you
left it with General Bissell?
Or does your testimony leave
as you
have, that the last you saw that report
was with General Bissell
we want to trace the chain of where
and
may be now you can't
help us any further than that?
Colonel Van Vliet.
can't help you any more than that, sir.
was physically in his hands.
It was in his office.
can't say that
Mr. Furcolo. It was in the office of General Bissell?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. To bring you right up to the minute, Colonel, what was
the next communication you had, written or oral, from anybody
after you mailed that letter at Fort Lewis to General Parks on the
date upon which you mailed it? What was the next communication?
Who got in touch with you next and when, as best you recall?
had been contacted prior
Colonel Van Vliet. Unofficially, sir,
to the letter to General Parks, by Mr. Montgomery Green, and had
referred his questions to the Department of the Army, cited my
directive from General Bissell and requested that they handle Mr.
or direct me how to answer
Montgomery Green's question, answer
it. They replied and told me that
could tell Mr. Green that he
should address his questions to the Public Information Office and that
could not discuss such matters informally, which did.
Mr. Flood. After you mailed the letter to General Parks, which
my question.
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir, the letter from Green preceded my
letter to General Parks.
is

Mr. Flood. What that?
Colonel Van Vliet. That had happened before

is

is

I

I

I

I

mailed this letter
to General Parks. Since that time
Mr. Flood. Since you mailed the letter to General Parks who has
been in touch with you?
don't recall their names, sir. Two news
Colonel Van Vliet.
paper correspondents in Japan tried to contact me in September of
told them the same that
had told Mr. Montgomery
1950, and
Green.
Mr. Flood. That was subsequent to your letter to General Parks?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Anybody in the armed services?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
the first time that you heard anything about
Mr. Flood. What
the first time after the Fort
your report, your second report; when

I

received some per
Colonel Van Vliet. In late September 1950
mail from friends and relatives in the States that enclosed
press release
clippings from newspapers which appeared to bo from
of about September 18 from the Department of the Army.
Mr. Flood. That the first you heard about it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
is

a

sonal
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Mr. Flood. Did you do anything
clippings?

Colonel Van

Vliet. No,

as a result

of those newspaper

sir.

Mr. Flood. What was the next step you heard?
Colonel Van Vliet. Later, from reading the newspaper clippings
I learned that this committee had heen formed and that it had ques
tioned Lt. Col. Donald B. Stewart.
Mr. Flood. Between the mailing of the letter to General Parks and

between the day you picked up a paper and saw that this committee
had been formed by the House of Representatives that Colonel Stewart
had been examined, you had been approached by no one except news
paper reporters in one instance?
Colonel Van Vliet. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Flood. By telephone or in person or anything else, is that

right?
Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes, sir. After I learned that this committee
had been formed and that it had interrogated then Lieutenant Colonel
Stewart, it became apparent to me that the committee might want to
My own particular position at the time was I was
interrogate me.
stationed in Japan and my family was about to sail from the United
States to Japan.
I wanted if possible to avoid having them sail in
one direction and me fly the other way.
So I sent a radiogram ad
dressed to Representative Madden asking whether my testimony was
I received a reply from Mr. Mitchell which stated that it
desired.
was and that I would be notified.
Mr. Flood. I take for granted we have such communication, Mr.
Mitchell, and that will be made part of the record at this point.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes; we have them in the file.
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit 5" and are as
follows:)

[Radiogram]

Tokyo,

November

Congressman Uay J. Madden,
United States Congress, Washington, D. C:
Will I be called to testify concerning Katyu Investigation?
Col. Van

CAS

General

19, 1951.

Vliet,

Headquarters,

Tokyo.

[Cablegram]

Col.

John

H. Van

C^1<S, General

Washington,

Vliet, Jr.

Headquarters,

Committee desires
You will be notified.

Tokyo,

your testimony

November 20, 1951.

Japan:
after Congress reconvenes late January.

John J. Mitchell,

Committee Counsel, Select Committee To Conduct an Investigation and
Study of the Facts, Evidence, and Circumstances of the Katyn Forest Massacre.

Mr. Flood. That is how you came in touch with

us, is that right ?
sir.
Mr. Flood. When did you arrive in Washington for this hearing?
Colonel Van Vliet. The 1st of February, sir.
Mr. Flood. To whom did you report?
Colonel Van Vliet. The Office of Legislative Liaison in the
Pentagon.

Colonel Van

Vliet. Yes,
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Mr. Flood. I show you exhibit No. 2, and for the record I direct
your attention to the back thereof and that line which is marked at
the bottom thereof "Enclosure No. 2," and in quotation is "Mont

gomery Green and related papers."
Mr. Flood. Who is Montgomery Green, if you know?
Colonel Van Vliet. Sir, I can answer that this way, A Mr. Epstein
was trying to write a report of some sort and had evidently published
some newspaper articles.
As a result, a former prisoner of war named
Harry Schultz whom I knew and who knew had been to Katyn had
apparently written to Mr. Epstein or Mr. Montgomery Green, who in
turn wrote me and said, are you the Colonel Van Vliet that Mr. Schultz
mentioned, and if so, what is the story.
Mr. Flood.
developed that only because of what is on the back
of the enclosure.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.

I

I

Mr. Fuhcolo. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Flood asked you one question which brings to my attention
this next one. Did I understand correctly that from the time you last

filed your report with General Bissell, your original report, from that
time up until the present time you at no time heard either directly or
indirectly that there were some broadcasts of one kind or another
pertaining to the Katyn massacre that might be in conflict with the
report that you had filed? Had you at any time heard anything
about that?
Colonel Van Vliet. The only radio broadcasts that I heard about,
sir, were in letters from friends and relatives that mentioned the press
and radio reaction in September of 1950, the press and radio reaction
to the press release from the Department of the Army, which included
my second report.
Mr. Fx'rcolo. No;
am referring now to whether or not you had
ever heard, either directly or indirectly, of any radio broadcast that
might have been made either by private broadcasters or by some
agency of the United States Government, the Office of War Informa
tion, or some other department, referring to the Katyn Forest mas
sacre.
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Fuhcolo. In other words, from the time you filed your report
up until the present time you have not heard of any such broadcasts
emanating from this country?
Colonel Van Vliet. I have never heard of any such broadcast, nor
did I know whether or not this Government or any of its agencies
had an official view on the matter, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, from the time you filed your report
up until the present time you were not aware of any statements made
by any one in authority in this country that might be in conflict with
\our version on the Katyn Forest massacre, up to the present time?
Is that true?
Colonel Van Vliet. I still don't know of any such.
Mr. Machrowicz. I have one question. Can you state now,
Colonel, whether the second report dated May 11, 1950, a copy of
which you have presented to the committee, contains substantially
the same information that was contained in your first report?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything that you know of your own
knowledge that was in the first report that has not been included in

I

this report?
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Colonel Van Vliet. Nothing material, sir.
think there were
perhaps some more names in the first report.
Mr. Machrowicz. In this report you also include your con
clusions, do you not?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Those conclusions are the same as those which
were included in your original report?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Mr. O'Konski. Colonel, just so that some people may not mis
understand your position, when you viewed those bodies at Katyn
and came to your own conclusion that it was the Russians who did
what impelled you most to immediately seek G-2 so you could tell
in protection to yourself because you knew you
your story? Was
were sitting on keg of dynamite from the standpoint of international
politics, or was
because you felt so strongly that that was the case
and the freedom-loving people of the world would not be living under
he? Which of the two was uppermost in having you to seek out
G-2 to give them your report immediately when you got contact with
the American Army again?
Colonel Van Vliet. Sir,
don't believe that personal protection
was
factor at all.
Mr. O'Konski. That
asked that question because
why
believe
wasn't and that ought to be brought out.
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. It was just matter that had been
should render
report on what
there and felt that
had seen and
state my conclusions for what they were worth.
Mr. O'Konski. As a good American soldier you felt that the
freedom-loving people of the world were entitled to know the truth
as you saw it;
that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet.
felt that
should render
report to my
military superiors, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Under the circumstances that
the only thing
think you are great
admire you for it.
you could do, Colonel.
American.
do not want anv misunderstanding on that.
still with G-2?
Major General Bissell
He
Colonel Van Vliet.
cannot answer that question, sir.
not
still the G-2 and don't know his present assignment.
Mr. O'Konski. You do not know
with the military set-up
he
at all, then, do you?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir;
don't know.
Mr. O'Konski. The secretary that you dictated this note to, or
brief description of her?
your report to G-2, could you give us
believe we have her name here; do we not, Counsel?
Mr. Mitchell. Is her name Mrs. Mildred Meeres?
don't remember her name, sir.
don't
Colonel Van Vliet.
believe that
could describe her.
don't think
could identify her
you produced her.
now
Mr. M itchell. Did you ever hear of Lieutenant Colonel Holloman
when you were giving the report to Major General Bissell?
the name of the
Colonel Van Vliet. It
possible that that
cannot
assistant to General Bissell, who had the adjoining office.
state so under oath.
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Mr. O'Konski. After you gave your report, did General Bissell
show any concern about the report?
Did he indicate in any way that
he was going to follow through to get additional information from the
other witnesses, or did he create the impression that as far as he was
concerned your report was a dead issue? What impression did he
Was he eager to get the additional information and
create with you?
get at the truth of the matter, or did he seem more eager to label it
top secret and just forget about it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Sir, that calls for an opinion, and I don t
believe I have enough information even to form an opinion.
I have
the impression that General Bissell agreed with me that it was a
matter as much for the State Department as a matter for the War
Department, but that is just what I think these many years later.
Because I thought so at the time I may be just wishing that he had
I really don't know what was in his mind, sir.
agreed with me.
Mr. O'Konski. That is all I have, except to say I think you are a
great American and a credit to the United States Army.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, I have a couple of questions I would like

to ask you, please.
No. 1, I think when a top secret document is made out ordinarily,
and I am not sure of the Army procedure, is it not the procedure to
Do you know anything
give it a document number or something?
about that? To identify it in some way.
Colonel Van Vliet. It is registered,
The handling
believe, sir.
of top secret material, sir, is covered in detail in Army Regulations
think
380-5, and to try and give you a specific answer on that
would be a mistake on my part.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, we should consult the regulations.
Let's put the question in this way: Do you remember any particular
document number given to the report when you gave it to the General
Bissell you mentioned?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir; do not.
Mr. Sheehan. You would not hazard a guess, would you, as to
why General Bissell thought such top secrecy should be given to the
report? Did he make any reports to you about top secrecy?
sir.
can tell
Colonel Van Vliet.
don't believe we discussed
as
did
General Bissell saw
you whv thought so, and
Mr. Sheehan. We would like to have your opinion on it.
later
Colonel Van Vliet.
was of top-secret value.
thought
had this confirmed by reading Dr. Goebbels' diaries, that this was
matter that the Germans exploited to the hilt in attempting to separate
the Western Allies from Russia. That immediately puts
in my mind
into State Department business and therefore top secret.
Mr. Sheehan. This was in 1945 after the war was all over and may
be that same opinion didn't hold.
Colonel Van Vliet. No comment, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. One other question: When you visited the graves
at Katyn did the Germans bring any newspapermen along with you
whose names you might remember?
Colonel Van Vliet.
can't say what anyone's name was at the
have already identified, none of whom were
grave other than those
There were people there, believe, from the German
newspapermen.
Press Relations Bureau, but
don't know their names, sir.
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Mr. Sheehan. Were there any there from the International Red
Cross?

Colonel Van Vliet. There was a man there in a Red Cross arm
band.
Whether he was strictly International Red Cross or not
can't state.
It was reported by the Germans that the Red Cross was
don't believe
supposed to have been invited to inspect this scene.
they had.
Mr. Sheehan. My last question, Colonel.
You stated that in the
interim between your original report in 1945 and the report in 1950,
to the best of your knowledge you put in all you did know. Has
your memory been refreshed or have any new names been presented
now that you might think of that wasn't in the 1950 report, or new
facts?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Thank you, sir.
Chairman Madden. We will recess for a minute.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will now resume.
Congressman Dondero.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel Van Vliet, did you read the testimony of
Colonel Stewart, who was with you at the Katyn graves?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Is it your recollection that that report corresponds
pretty squarely with your own?
Colonel Van Vliet. Exactly, sir. I would sign Colonel Stewart's
statement as my own.
Mr. Dondero. Did you come to your conclusion as to the guilt or
innocence of the government responsible for this act, alone or in
concert with the others who were at the grave with you?
Colonel Van Vliet.
reached my opinion alone and reluctantly,
then discussed it with the others, and we jointly tried our best to
discredit our opinion.
We tried not to believe that the Russians
had done this thing.
We didn't want to believe it. We wanted to
believe that the Germans had done it and were trying to hoax us.
Mr. Dondero. At the time you were prisoners of the Germans.
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Naturally you would not be feeling very kindly or
friendly toward them.
Colonel Van Vliet. That is correct, sir, and having reached that
conclusion independently, having confirmed it in discussion with the
others, we then spent a lot of time trying to break down our own
conviction because we were so reluctant to believe that the Russians
had done it.
Mr. Dondero. How long had you been a prisoner of the Germans
at the time you visited the graves?
Colonel Van Vliet. About 2% months.
Mr. Dondero. How long in all were you a prisoner of the Germans?
Colonel Van Vliet. Two years, two and a half months.
Mr. Dondero. Both you and Colonel Stewart were prisoners
about the same length of time?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. When you say that you tried to break down your
owti conclusions I want to ask you whether or not you were basing
your reasoning upon the things that 3-ou saw at the graves.
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Colonel Van Vliet. The things that saw at the graves, sir, were
the unshakable thing that made me continue believing that the Rus
sians had done it.
Mr. Dondero. At the time the Russians were allies of the United
States?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. But from what you saw you came to the coDviction
and conclusion that it was the Russian Government and not the Ger
man Government responsible for what had happened?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. At the time you filed your report with our Govern
ment did you file any other reports?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Do you personally know — and this may be an un
fair question — do you personally know of any other reports either
marked "top secret" or "secret" that were lost at the time that you
filed your report?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Dondero. You do not?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Did you file it in duplicate or a single copy?
Colonel Van Vliet. I tried to answer that question before, sir.
am sorry.
Mr. Dondero.
did not hear all of your testimony or
would
not have asked you that.
don't recall whether there was one or more
Colonel Van Vliet.
than one copy made.
signed one and do not recall if there were
carbons.
Mr. Dondero. You do not recall whether carbon copies were made
by the stenographer?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir; do not recall.
Mr. Dondero. Did you sign the report?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. Did you sign more than one?
Colonel Van Vliet. I only remember signing one.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, at any time were you questioned by the
State Department on this matter, or any official from the State
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Department?

Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, at the time that General

Bissell was
listening to your story did he ever ask you to look at any other report
on Katyn?
Colonel Van Vliet. None that I remember, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. On the statement which you were taking the
copies from here, which is an official release of the War Department,
"For immediate release on September 18, 1950," the statement is
made, and I will read it for the record :
The Department of State has no record of having received the memorandum of
Lieutenant Colonel Van Vliet on May 25, 1945, and the Department of the Armyhas so far found no receipt for it and no covering letter of transmit tal. The only
letter sent on May 25, 1945, from General Bissell to General Holmes was on
another phase of this subject, and it contains no reference to transmitting the
Van Vliet memorandum.
General Holmes has been reached with reference to
the matter and does not recall ever having seen Lieutenant Colonel Van Vliet'a
memorandum, though General Risscll remembers having sent it to him.
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What is the other phase of this subject?
Do you know anything
pertaining to that?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. That is the first I have heard of it,
when I read that same paper that you are reading.
I didn't know
and I still don't.
Mr. Mitchell. Have you ever heard of a Lieutenant Colonel
Szymanski, Regular Army?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. In yesterday's newspaper I think
was the first time I had seen his name.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know what his official duty was during the
else

war?

Colonel Van

Vliet. No,

sir.
to come back, Colonel, to your findings
I would like to ask you whether you
at the time you were at. Katyn.
found that all the bodies were in military uniforms.
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. There were a few, perhaps two or
three in what appeared to be priests' robes, black robes.
Mr. Mitchell. In civilian clerical uniform, is that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. You say two or three of those that you inspected,
is that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. In the field museum established by
the Germans there were Geneva arm bands and priests' insignia and
military insignia.
They had a representative sample displayed in
their showcase, but of course I don't know for sure that they came from
They looked and smelled like they came from the graves,
the graves.
but in the grave I only saw a couple of the corpses which appeared to
have on long black robes like a monk would wear.
Mr. Mitchell. You at least saw two or three corpses with what
appeared to be civilian clerical uniforms, and these corpses had the
same bullets as you have described previously?
Colonel Van Vliet. As to the bullets, I can't say, sir. I didn't
inspect them that closely.
Mr. Mitchell. But they were in the graves with the military?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you find on any of the corpses any bayonet
wounds?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. The Germans reported that they
had discovered bayonet wounds.
They showed us pieces of cloth
I have no
that had triangular holes allegedly made by a bayonet.
way of knowing what made that tear and couldn't identify a bayonet
wound from any other kind of puncture wound in that kind of corpse.
Mr. Mitchell. I believe you testified in answer to Mr. Dondero's
question that you read Colonel Stewart's report and subscribed to it
completely.
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. Do you remember a reference in that report to the
finding of the remains of some Russian officers killed back in 1929
or 1930?
Colonel Van Vliet. I don't recall that Colonel Stewart's report
said that those were Russian officers, but of by own knowledge, sir.
we were shown several other holes in the vicinity, test holes that had
In the bottom of
been dug apparently in a search for more graves.

Mr. Furcolo.

I would like
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these. test holes there were bones that appeared to be very old.
They
had no meat left on them.
They were scattered human bones.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you see those bones yourself?
Colonel Van Vliet.
saw those bones.
had no way of knowing
whether the hole had been dug and the bones thrown in just to impress
us or not.
We were told that they were the bones of Russians who
had been executed over a period of years by the Russian secret police
who used the woods for a disposal ground.
Mr. Furcolo. Would the fact that in that same location there
were bodies found of Russian officers or of some persons killed back
in 1929 or 1930 tend to indicate that it must have been the Russians
who did the other murders?
Colonel Van Vliet. It would if that were the fact.
cannot
testify that that was the fact.
Mr. Furcolo. You do know however that bones were found which
seemed to be of longer duration that those than you described pre
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viously?
Colonel Van

Vliet. I was shown bones in the test holes, and they
appeared to be much older because there was no meat left on them.
However, wasn't there when they were dug up.
Mr. Dondero. Will my colleague yield for a brief question?
Were there any women found among the bodies?
Colonel Van Vliet.
saw none.
Mr. Dondero. Or did you see any?
•
Colonel Van Vliet. I saw nothing that I could identify as a woman.
don't recall if any were reported.
Mr. Mitchell. Did the Germans tell you there had been?
Colonel Van Vliet.
don't remember that, Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one other question, and that is to clear the
record:
believe you testified that you received a letter from General
Parks on May 26, 1950. The letter is actually dated April 26, 1950.
Did you mean May 26, 1950, or April 26?
Colonal Van Vliet. The date should be 1950.
believe for the
record,
made a mistake and said 1949 earlier.
Mr. Machrowicz. It was on the Uth of May that you prepared
the new report on the basis of that letter, isn't that correct?
made a
Colonel Van Vliet. Please let the record show that
mistake and that it is correctly April 26, 1950, for the date of General
Parks' letter to Colonel Van Vliet.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, may I ask a question regarding these bones
that you think or were told were the old Russians from 1929. Was
there any indication that they were massacred in a smiliar fashion?
Were their arms tied behind them or anything, or was it just a bunch
of bones scattered together?
Colonel Van Vliet. Just a few scattered arm and leg bones lying
in the bottom of a hole is all that I saw, and how the owner met death
was not evident, nor was it explained by the Germans.
Mr. Furcolo. At the beginning of the testimony, the question was
asked whether or not some corpse was selected as the Germans
You answered saying "We did. We could not argue
requested.
with a man who has a gun." 1 assume that you used that figuratively
rather than literally?
think you ought to clear it up for the record
so there won't be anjT question at all about it.
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Colonel Van Vliet. We were on a conducted tour under armed
German guard.
I didn't mean to imply that anyone drew a weapon
on us and menaced us with a weapon, but when insistence is made that
you do something with a man who is armed it is pointless to argue too
long.
Mr. Furcolo. Then you selected the corpse that you wanted to.
They didn't tell you to select any particular one?
Colonel Van Vliet. Free choice.
They would have dug anyone
out of the grave.
Mr. Fukcolo. You have answered this, I believe, with reference
to whether or not you found or saw any books or papers purporting
to be diaries of the Polish officers.
You didn't actually see any of
those yourself, but were told about them?
Colonel Van Vliet. I saw diaries in the German field museum.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you see any that bore a date later than 1940?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir; I did not. I think had there been
any, the Germans would have been sure that I didn't see them.
Mr. Furcolo. Yes; they could have done that. At any rate, you
didn't see any that bore a date later than 1940?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. With reference to the bindings on the hands of these
Polish officers, at any time did you see anything that looked at all
like barbed wire? Were the bindings that you saw simply of the
rope or parachute binding that you mentioned, or at any place did
you see anything that looked like wire or barbed wire?
Colonel Van Vliet. I don't remember seeing anything but cord
used to tie their hands with.
Mr. Mitchell. How deep in the flesh was the cord?
Colonel Van Vliet. In places the cord had penetrated its own
diameter and was flush with the flesh.
Mr. Furcolo. At any time or place did you see any bodies that
were shot other than in the head?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. You didn't see any bullet holes any place in the back
other than in the base of the skull, that you recall?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. In his testimony Colonel Stewart said that he* had
kept a notebook and he made some notes as he made his observations,
that he kept that notebook until finally it was taken away from him.
Did you at any time yourself take any notes on the scene or did you
keep any sort of notebook as you went along?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir. Neither did Colonel Stewart.
The
notes that we had, which we later compared, merely had the names of
the party, the address in Berlin, and the dates of departure and arrival,
no comments as to what we saw or our conclusions.
Mr. Furcolo. 1 have just one final question. Colonel: You covered
in your testimony your observations at the scene of this massacre in
Katyn Forest. 1 want to quote briefly for you from the testimony
of Colonel Stewart.
I read as follows:
We did not like the Germans; those who had been prisoners longer had a more
intense dislike.
The longer I was a prisoner, the more I hated the Germans; and
yet in spite of the animosity I had for the Germans at the end of the war, and in
spite of what we have found out about their concentration camps, in spite of
everything that I learned about the Germans while I was a prisoner, it did not
change that conviction that I formed then, that in this one case — I do not know
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about any others —in this one case the Germans \were not responsible; that these
men had been executed by the Russians.
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That is the end of Colonel Stewart's testimony.
As I understand
you subscribe completely to that statement and
that more or less represented your own frame of mind, too?
Colonel Van Vliet. Absolutely, sir.
absolutely clear,
Mr. Furcolo. Just to make
think that
should also be pointed out that when you yourself were
perhaps
was more or less as
freed from prison camp,
result of the Russian
advance that you were freed,
that correct?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. So in spite of that fact, which perhaps might make
the ordinary person feel little kindness toward them, your statement
and your belief
still as have just quoted it?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. Colonel, in conclusion
want to join with the
sentiments expressed by Congressman O'Konski in his commendation
of you for the way in which you handled yourself not only here as
witness but for the observations you have made and
too subscribe
to the theory that you have acted in all ways as a patriotic citizen in
whom not only the armed services but also this country can have
great pride.

Colonel Van Vliet. Thank you, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Just one more question,

Colonel:

Would

you
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describe to us the attempt that was made by the Russians to cover
up those graves and plant trees on them,
understand, so that no
body would ever find them? Would you give us description of the
more or less
terrain.
Wouldn't the type of tree that was found on
testify to the fact that they must have been planted when the Rus
sians were there rather than the Germans?
Do you have any know
ledge of that?
Colonel Van Vliet.
can testify as to the condition of the ground
saw
as
didn't see the trees that were on the graves.
sir, but
The graves had already been opened.
Mr. Sheehan. May ask one question, please, Colonel.
On the
examination you made of the bones, we have been talking contin
uously about the shot in the back of the head coming out of the fore
Were there anv bodies that didn't show those particular
head.
marks, that may have been killed or died some other way or thrown
in there alive?
Colonel Van Vliet. Not that saw, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. They all had the bullet hole?
Colonol Van Vliet. Without exception.
Mr. Flood. We may have some other testimony along this line,
and just for the record,
we can protect it.
Does your report indi
cate the names of the members of the post mortem teams?
Colonel Van Vliet. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. Do you at this point recall the names of any of the
members of the German post mortem teams that might have been of
other nationality,
you know or recall?
Colonel Van Vliet. This
ever heard of the German
the first
post mortem teams.
can't answer that question.
Mr. Flood. They didn't discuss that with you at any time? You
were present when the Germans conducted post mortem teams on the
bodies?
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Colonel Van Vliet. I see what you mean. I was present while
they examined in detail one body and was at the grave site while
1 do not know
they were continuing the process of body after body.
the names of anyone who was present other tban a Dr. Butz.
I
believe that is spelled B-u-t-z.
Mr. Flood. I just wanted to know if you did.
Secondly, were you briefed at any time by the Germans at your base
prisoner of war camp at Katyn or Smolensk, or were comments made
by Germans to you officially subsequent thereto?
Colonel Van Vliet. Prior to inspecting the graves we were given
a continual bombardment of what amounted to briefing or propa
ganda, if you will. It was just at that time we thought one more
phase of the anti-Russian propaganda that we were constantly ex
They told us what we
posed to. We were very definitely briefed.
who had done it.
we were going to see, where we would see
We
off. They failed to point out that the shoes and cloth
tried to shrug
ing weren't very worn. That was the thing that we observed our
selves and which we think was the most important single observation.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, just so we won't have to call you back
would like to point out that on exhibit No.
which you have
again,
the statement
to the committee, page
made by you,
befjiven
will quote
for the purpose of the record:
ieve.
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In Paris
stayed with General Barker, and at his suggestion discussed the
matter with a full colonel (whose name have forgotten) —

You have already given that testimony —

it

He decided
was a matter for
in connection with war crimes investigations.
the War Department and the State Department and took no action.
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would like to put this on the record and have
certified.
Who
We didn't discuss him during the testimony.
was Colonel Drake?
Colonel Van Vliet. Colonel Drake, Thomas D. Drake, was the
senior American prisoner of war in Oflag 64.
He was repatriated
on the Gripsholm, matter of stomach ulcers.
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Mr. Mitchell. When?
Colonel Van Vliet.
don't recall the exact year, but he' got out
about year before the end of the war. Prior to his departure from

saw him alone, the three of us
64 then Captain Stewart and
Stewart and
told Colonel Drake of our conclusions about
Katyn and requested that he pass that information to the War De
partment. Colonel Drake shrugged the matter off. He rather acted
as though he thought that both Stewart and
had been completely
hoaxed by the Germans and brushed
off.
Whether or not he made
not known to me.
a report upon his return
Mr. Mitchell. Did you say he was senior American officer?
Colonel Van Vliet. He was the senior American officer in that
prison camp.
Mr. Mitchell. Did he have any way of knowing anything about
Katyn other than what you told him?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir. He had opportunity to hear the
English language broadcasts that the Germans piped into the prison
The Germans had put posters in the prison
camp, Lord Law-Haw.
camps shortly after the discoveiy of the mass graves at Katyn,
as
great blast
blown-up photographs of the corpses, and had used
anti-Russian propaganda.
He«knew about it.
a
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Mr. Mitchell. Do you know where Colonel Drake is today?
Colonel Van Vliet. He retired and left the service. I don't know

his present location, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. But he stated to you that he thought you had been
taken in by the German story; is that right?
Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know any particular reason why a brother
officer would make such a comment to you, especially a prisoner of
war of the Germans?
Colonel Van Vliet. Captain Stewart and were both disappointed
in the fact that we were unable to convince Colonel Drake that the
two of us had reached a conclusion that was worth passing on to the
War Department.
don't know his reason for brushing us off.
don't know of my own knowledge that he did brush us off. He may
I don't know. He didn't act
have made a report upon his return.
as if he thought it was of any importance at that time.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel, about what time was that conversation
that you had with Colonel Drake, the year and the month?
Colonel Van Vliet. It was 1944. I don't recall the month, sir.
It was shortly before the Gripsholm returned with a load of American
repatriates.
Mr. Dondero. Do you know Harry Thomas Schultz, of Hanover,
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N. H?

Colonel Van Vliet. Yes, sir.
Chairman Madden. Any other questions from the committee?
Colonel, I want to commend you on your straight-forward testimony
here this afternoon and thank you for coming across the Pacific to
Your testimony has been very valuable and
testify at this hearing.
the committee appreciates your presence here and the testimony
which you have recorded.
Let me ask you one final question. Your testimony has been very
emphatic and direct after all the extenuating circumstances that you
witnessed while visiting the exhumed graves at Katyn, and you were
alike emphatic and convinced that the Russians committed these mass
In your original report that was submitted to General
murders.
Bissell were you as emphatic as to the guilt of the Russians as you were
generally speaking in your testimony here today?
Colonel Van Vliet. Except for a possibly different choice of words.
and in my opinion was,
had the same feeling at the time I wrote
sir.
Chairman Madden. That
all.
Tomorrow monung at 10:30
might make this announcement.
will ask the members to be here
the committee will reconvene, and
on time because we have decided not to have an afternoon session.
We have two witnesses tomorrow.
We will endeavor to complete
we have a late lunch.
the testimony of both witnesses even
Mr. Mitchell. For the purpose of the witnesses for tomorrow
and for those present,
would like to say that the first witness tomor
row morning will be Mr. Marion (Alike) Gawiak, who was the youngest
Polish prisoner of war of the Soviets.
He
an escapee from the
where most of these bodies that were
camp at Kozelsk, which
identified at Katyn came from.
The purpose of his testimony
to
show that he knew these people whose bodies were exhumed.
is
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will be Prof. T. Thaddeus Romer,
McGill University in Montreal. He was the

The second witness tomorrow
a professor at

[)resently
ast Polish Ambassador and the man who was handed the notes by
Molotov at the time of the breaking off of the Russian-Polish relations,
which was in AprU 1943. He will be the second witness tomorrow.
Chairman Madden. The committee is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 4:15 p. m., the committee was recessed until 10:30
a. m., Tuesday, February 5, 1952.)

THE KATYN FOKEST MASSACRE
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY

5,

1952

House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the
Kaytn Forest Massacre,

Washington, D. C.
The select committee met at 10:30 a. m., pursuant to recess, in
room 445 of the House Office Building, Hon. Ray J. Madden (chair

man) presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden (presiding), Flood, Machrowicz, Furcolo,
O'Konski, and Sheehan.
Also present: John J. Mitchell, chief counsel to the select com
mittee.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
I might announce that immediately after the hearings this morning
there will be an executive meeting of the committee.
Mr. Counsel, I understand this morning we have one or two
witnesses.
Mr. Mitchell. We have two witnesses this morning, sir. I would
like to run one witness with a translator now, and then we can swear
the other witness after this witness finishes his testimony.
Chairman Madden. Which witness is to be sworn?

Mr. Mitchell.

Mr. Marion Gawiak.
Chairman Madden. Stand up, Mr. Gawiak.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give in the
hearings now being held will be the truth, the whole truth, and noth
ing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, I do.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, I would like to have you swear in
Mr. Roman Pucinski, translator, from Chicago, just in the event we
have any difficulty with language this morning.
Chairman Madden. Will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the interpretation you will give to
the testimony of the witness at the hearing this morning will be tho
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Pucinski.

I

do.

Chairman Madden. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.
t
TESTIMONY OF MARION (MIKE) GAWIAK, PORT
CANADA

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell.

COLBORNE,

What is your full name, please?

Gawiak. My name is Marion Gawiak.
Mitchell. Will you spell your last name?
Gawiak. G-a-w-i-a-k.
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Mr. Mitchell.

G-a-w-i-a-k.

Where

do you live at the present

time?

Mr. Gawiak. Right now I live in Canada.
Mr. Mitchell. You live in Canada at the present time.

abouts in Canada?

Where

Mr. Gawiak. A small town

This room
Chairman Madden. If you will, speak a little louder.
is a little difficult to hear in.
If you will just raise your voice a little
louder.
Mr. Gawiak. I live in a small town named Port Colborne, which
is about 20 miles out of Buffalo.
Mr. Mitchell. Port Colborne? How do you spell that? P-o-r-t
C-o-l-b-o-r-n-e ?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. How many miles out of Buffalo was that?
Mr. Gawiak. Around 20.
Mr. Mitchell. About 20 miles from Buffalo.
Mr. Gawiak, I understand that you were a prisoner of war of the
Soviets during World War II, is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; I was a prisoner of war for 2 years.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us where you were born in Poland?
Mr. Gawiak. I was born in Krakow.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you spell that for us?
Mr. Gawiak. K-r-o-w
Mr. Mitchell. K-r-a-k-o-w?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.

Mr. Mitchell. Were you an officer?
Mr. Gawiak. No. I was in officers' school, at the time war broke

out.

Mr. Mitchell. How were you referred to while you were in officers'

school?
(Witness conferring

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

with interpreter.)

Gawiak. In English,

Mitchell.
Gawiak.

I

Cadet.
was 19.

a cadet.

How old were you at that time?

Mitchell. When did war

break out in Poland?

Flood. Let's get the date, Counselor.
Set the time.
Pucinski. The 1st of September is what the witness said.

Mitchell. The 1st of September 1939. Could you give a
statement of what happened at the time war started in Poland on
September 1, 1939?
Mr. Gawiak. On September 1, 1939, I was, like I said before, in
cadet school in Voremahoest.
That is in the eastern part of Poland.
Chairman Madden. Speak louder, please.
Mr. Mitchell. In the eastern part of Poland you were in cadet
school.
Mr. Gawiak. Actually we didn't see any action at all.
Mr. Mitchell. You were not in the action at all?
Mr. Gawiak. At the beginning of the war?
Mr. Mitchell. At the beginning of the war.
Mr. Machkowicz.
think probably we can make some arrange
ments to have these others hear the testimony.
Can you turn toward
the audience, probably.
Maybe that will help.
Chairman Madden. Are the mikes arranged properly?

I
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From the floor. Yes sir, but it is not a public-address system. It
is only for recording purposes.
Chairman Madden. Let me say this for the counsel and the witness
both. Try and raise your voice just a little higher because it is hard
for the committee to hear.
Mr. Flood. May I suggest this, Mr. Mitchell: Will you instruct
the young man to talk to that picture on the back wall. If he thinks
his voice strikes that picture on the back wall, everybody will hear
him.

I
I

I

will do that, sir. I believe he heard it. May
Mr. Mitchell.
ask a person in the back row to raise his hand, if he is getting it?
It is the witness' you are
am sure you are probably getting mine.

having difficulty with.
Mr. Gawiak. When the Germans were moving east of Poland we
were preparing in military camp in case they encroached on us
further. As everybody knows, the war was too fast for the Polish
On the
The divisions weren't there, as everybody knows.
troops.
15th of September German troops were very near our city.
Mr. Mitchell. Could you give us on the map approximately where
you were located at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; I can.
Mr. Mitchell. Was it in the eastern or western section of Poland?
Mr. Gawiak. It was in the center and east.
Mr. Mitchell. Maybe this other map would be of a little more
assistance to you here.
Which is the section where you were located?
Mr. Gawiak. We were located in this section [indicating].
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, you were located in the section
which was about 100 miles from Warsaw?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, around that.
Mr. Mitchell. South and east, 150.

Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Let's see if we can pick that up on the other map

now.

Mr. Gawiak. I can't see the town, but it is not very far from Lwow.
Mr. Mitchell. That is spelled L-w-o-w. What happened? Were

you captured, or who was with you when you were captured?
Mr. Gawiak. Actually it was during the fight of Wojemy-Wolynski.
We kept fighting
We didn't have any chance against the Germans.
for 14 to 15 hours without a rest. I was in the artillery.
Mr. Mitchell. How far from your own personal home was this
place, would you estimate?
Mr. Gawiak. Around 150 miles.
Mr. Mitchell. West or east?
Mr. Gawiak. East.
Mr. Mitchell. East?
Mr. Gawiak. I lived on the Russian border.
Mr. Mitchell. You lived on the Russian border?
Mr. Gawiak. Fifteen miles from
Mr. Mitchell. Fifteen miles from the border?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were your own family at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. My own family was home. My father, mother, and
sister.
Also we had refugees from the western part of Poland.
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Mr. Mitchell. You had refugees from the western part of Poland?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Then I take it in the 14 to 16 hours of fighting

which you were engaged in, you were engaged in with the Germans,
is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you surrender to the Germans or did you sur
render to the Russians?
Mr. Gawiak. No. After our commander, when he realized there
was no use fighting against the Germans because their forces were to
powerful compared to ours
Air. Mitchell. The German forces?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. We got orders — May I say it in Polish?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes.
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter).

We received orders to de
mobilize and to return to our homes.
Mr. Mitchell. Who gave those orders?
Mr. Gawiak. Our commanding officer.
Mr. Mitchell. Your commanding officer.
Mr. Gawiak. Really it wasn't demobilization.

Mr. Mitchell. Demobilization?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
He realized it was no

use to fight because
we would be captured by the Germans just the same.
So he told us to
go east.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, to return to your homes tempo

rarily?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak.

That

Gawiak.

Yes,

Mitchell. Did

is right.

you return to your home?
did.
Mitchell. Were your folks still there?
Gawiak. Yes. All my family was there, and there were about
15 old men and children, refugees from western Poland.
Mr. Mitchell. Fifteen old men and
Mr. Gawiak. No; women and children.
Mr. Mitchell. Mostly women and children and older men?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Where was your father at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. My father was home.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened when you returned home after
this so-called demobilization?
Mr. Gawiak. To give exactly the picture I would have to tell you
that my father was very wealthy before the war.
Mr. Mitchell. Your father was very well off financially?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
He owned property, around 4,000 acres of
forest land near Wlodzimierz Wolynski.
Mr. Mitchell. Have the record show that Congressman O'Konski
asked what his father's business was, to which the reply was just made.
Had the Soviets moved into Polish territory at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. That was on September 17 when we heard
Soviets attacking us from behind.
At that time I wasn't home yet.
Mr. Mitchell. You were not home?
Mr. Gawiak. I was with my troops.
Mr. Mitchell. You were still with the troops then?

I
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Mr. Gawiak. Yes.

The date exactly was 18th of September when
on my way home.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, what you are saying is that when
you started home after the so-called demobilization order, it was on
September 18.

I started

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Had you heard at that time that the Soviets had

moved in?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes, we knew right away by the radio.
Mr. Mitchell. By radio.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.

Chairman Madden. September 18, 1939?
Gawiak. Correct.
Mitchell. Did you still continue to proceed home, though?
Gawiak. Correct. I got home, on September 19.
Mitchell. September 19, 1939, to your home, which is 15
miles from the Russian border?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. I rode 45 miles and I walked the rest of the
way home. On the way I changed my clothes from military to
civilian.
Mr. Mitchell. On your way home you changed your clothes.
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. From military to civilian.
For
Mr. Gawiak. I was stopped by Russians and investigated.
tunately I could speak Russian, not Russian but Ukrainian.
Mr. Mitchell. You were stopped on your way home? You
changed your clothes, and you were stopped by Soviets or Russians?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. You can speak Ukrainian. Is that how you man
aged to get by the investigation?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What did you tell them at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. I didn't tell them much. I just told them where I
came from, that I was going on my way home.
I managed somehow —
I didn't go through big towns or villages, mostly through the country

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and bush.

Mr. Mitchell. Your route home, then, was on the country roads,

what we would refer to

country roads.
As I said before, 1 got home on the
19th of September, in the morning at 5 o'clock.
Mr. Mitchell. Five o'clock in the morning on the 19th of Sep
tember you arrived home?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened when you got homo?
Mr. Gawiak. All territory was already occupied by Russia.
Mr. Mitchell. The territory at that time was occupied by Russia.
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. I heard myself on the way home — usually
as

Mr. Gawiak. That is right.

when they occupied
up on a car

a town

they had meetings and an officer stood

Mr. Mitchell. XKVD, is that?
Mr. Gaviak. Yes. Stand on a truck or car and he was talking
to the public, naturally big propaganda.
Mostly they were telling

us that freedom was from

Chairman Madden.

I didn't get

that.
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Mr. Mitchell. Go ahead.

Will you repeat it. They freed you.
other words, what the witness just said is that the Russians were
announcing in the squares and in the various cities and localities
that they had freed the local people.
Mr. Gawiak. At the same time they were arresting all military
Also they arrested all men working for the
men, especially officers.

In

Government.

I

a

a

is

a

I

I

is,

Mr. Mitchell. In other words, what you are saying is that while
they were making these statements that they were freeing the peo
ple
Mr. Gawiak. At the same time they were arresting the people
who were in their opinion
Mr. Mitchell. Military people and Government officials.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Sheehan. Who were they freeing them from?
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Sheehan wants to know who they
were freeing them from.
Mr. O'Konski. Fascists and landowners.
Mr. Pucinski. He said they informed the populace, sir, that they
were freeing them from the capitalists and Fascists.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you proceed to tell us some of the details
of what had happened to your family when you got home since the
territory was occupied by the Russians?
Mr. Gawiak. I will go back a day ahead. On the way home I was
about 5 miles — I was working through a small town, the nearest
town near our home, name of Mesech.
Mr. Mitchell. You arrived at about 5 miles from where your home
at the nearest village to it?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
met friend of mine,
believe,
young chap,
and
asked him did he ever hear what happened with my family.
Mr. Mitchell. You met
young fellow you knew on the road?
Mr. Gawiak. That
right. He said that all of them are killed.
Mr. Mitchell. This young chap told you that all your family
were killed?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; by the Reds.
Mr. Machrowic/. By whom?
Mr. Gawiak. Reds; the Soviets.
Mr. Machrowic?. By Reds you mean the Russians.
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Let's clarify that point.

How do you refer in your
Russian Soviets? Do you refer
Reds or how are they referred to in your own home town

part of the country to what
to them as

we call

is

I

of Poland?
(Interpreter and witness conferring.)
Mr. Gawiak. Bolsheviks.
Mr. Mitchell. Do they use the word "Red"?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). Yes; we do.
Mr. Mitchell. You were telling us that this young fellow had
informed you that your family had been killed.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. So
That wasn't true,
hurried home.
what he told me, because all of them were alive.
Mr. Mitchell. You found your family to be all alive?
Mr. Gawiak. That
correct.

Mr. Mitchell.

Your father was there?
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Gawiak. Yes, sir.

Mitchell.

How many more members of your family?

Gawiak. There was only my mother and sister.
Mitchell. Just your mother and sister.
Gawiak. And, like I told, around 15 wives of Polish officers

evacuated from the western part of Poland.
Chairman Madden.
did not get that.
Mr. Mitchell. Fifteen wives of Polish officers who had emigrated
from western Poland, being pushed back by the Germans.

I

Mr. Gawiak. Emigrated.
Mr. Pucinski. Evacuated.
Mr. Mitchell. Evacuated from western Poland, at the time,

I

presume, when the Germans invaded it.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right. So I realized I can't live at home
because sooner or later we would be captured and taken to Russia.
told my father, "we have to get the women out." At that time we
had two cars, but
didn't like the idea of going by car because we
would be captured even before well away from our home. So we got
four wagons, and I told all the women to get dressed plain, not fancy,
to get the children and collect all the valuable things like jewelry,
and so on.
packed them and I sent them to Zdobunov, with the
intention that they should get to the other side of the front.
Mr. Mitchell. When you said the other side of the front, what
way did you mean then, toward the German side or toward the
Russian side?
Mr. Gawiak. I meant the German side.
Mr. Mitchell. Toward the German side.
Mr. Gawiak. Already occupied ——
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me ask a question there. At that time the
Polish Army was fighting the German Army, is that correct?

I

I

I

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. And the Polish Army was not at war at that time

with the Soviets?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. No, they weren't.
Machrowicz. Yet you were fleeing toward Germany?
Gawiak. Correct.
Machrowicz. Why?
Gawiak. It is hard to explain myself, but if you know the

Russians like

I

do you would flee, too.

Mr. Machrowicz. I happen to know.
Mr. Gawiak. I didn't talk about nvyself. I am talking about the
In the western part of Poland — —
women.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, you had more reason to fear the

Russians than the Germans.
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. The women.
Mr. Machrowicz. And the women had more reason to fear them?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Even though the Russians were technically our
allies at that time.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right. At that time we had other family
relations in the city of Krakow.
Mr. Mitchell. Did the women go on these four trucks?
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Mr. Gawiak. Yes. They all left, and later on when I was a prisoner
of Russia I found out they went through.
Mr. Mitchell. How did you find out that they had got through the
lines all right?
Mr. Gawiak. Through letters.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were vou when you received the letter?
Mr. Gawiak. I was in Kozielsk.
Mr. Mitchell. You were in Kozielsk? Where is that on the map?
(Witness indicating.)
Mr. Mitchell. When did л'ои get those letters?
Mr. Gawiak. Could I go back. I will come to that point later.
Mr. Mitchell. Sure thing. Let's change that. I would like to

have the record show that we stopped where he received letters at
Kozielsk, and stopped when I questioned him as to when he received
the letters.
You have told us about your family and that they safely
I would like to know what happened to you and your
got through.
father.
Mr. Gawiak. As I said, my father decided not to go with the
It would make the trip too suspicious if there were men
women.
around.
So we sent the women alone, just with the drivers.
Myself
and my father, who was walking in the same direction. .
Mr. Mitchell. Which way were you walking, east or west ?
Mr. Gawiak. West. Our home was at that place [indicating], and
my destination was the city of Zdobunov.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, he was walking from his home
toward the west to get behind the German lines, too.
Mr. Gawiak. No; my idea was maybe I can get through to Ru
mania.
Mr. Mitchell. Oh. The idea of you and your father was to go to
Rumania. How far did you get?
Mr. Gawiak. I didn't get far, about 15 miles, and we were captured
by Russian troops.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell the committee exactly what hap
pened at the time you were captured?
Chairman Madden. We will have a recess for just a minute.

(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden.

The committee will come to order.

I ask one question to correct a statement
made.
I stated before that at the time of this occurrence Russia
was technically our ally. Actually the United States was not at war.
Russia was technically neutral, is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. But they were not at war with Poland.
Mr. Machrowicz. May

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. No.
Machrowicz. They were technically neutral.
Gawiak. Yes.

Mitchell. Before that last question I believe you had just
been captured, is that correct, at about a distance of 14 or 15 miles
from your home town?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. Could you tell

us the name

of the town that you

were picked up in, captured?

Mr. Gawiak. It wasn't a town,
Mr. Mitchell. A village?

it was a village.
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What was the name of that, can you recall?
Gawiak. Dorscczuwka.
Mitchell. Would you kindly spell that one for us, please?
Pucinski. The correct spelling is D-o-r-s-c-c-z-u-w-k-a.
Mitchell. For the record, I would like to point out that that
is where the witness was captured by the Russians, which is approxi
mately 14 or 15 miles from his own home town in Poland, which is
approximately 15 miles from the prewar Russian border.
Chairman Madden. What date?
Mr. Mitchell. What date were you captured?
Mr. Gawiak. The 19th of September.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Mitchell. You were captured on September 19, 1939?
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you now tell us what happened to you at

that time?

Mr. Gawiak. From Dorscczuwka they shipped us to the city of

Ostrow.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. Will

you spell that, please?

Gawiak. O-s-t-r-o-w.

Mitchell.

What happened to you at that city?
5 o'clock in the afternoon, myself

Gawiak. We arrived around

and father.

Mr. Mitchell. Your father was with you at this time?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. The NKVD investigated us in

a building,
military building which used to be Polish border guard.
Mr. Mitchell. The NKVD had set up headquarters in this Polish
outpost or border guard post?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened at the time of this interrogation?
Mr. Gawiak. Before they even talked to us they stripped us.
They told us to take our clothes off.
a

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. All

clothes off?

Gawl\k. All clothes off except shorts.
Mitchell. You had to take off all your clothes except shorts.
Gawiak. That is correct. They asked us many questions.

Mitchell.

What type of questions were they asking?
Do you own property

Gawiak. Are you a capitalist or not?
or not? May I speak in Polish?
(Interpreter and witness conferring.)

Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). During the interrogation if our

answers did not comply with their theory, then they would beat us.
Mr. Mitchell. What form of beating was it? What
mean by
that, was it with sticks or their hands or how?
Mr. Gawiak. With their fists.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did they hit you?
Mr. Gawiak. In the face, right in the face. If that didn't work
they used sticks, usually they hit you on the back, where your kidneys
are.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, they had sticks, too, with which
they hit you on the back?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Correct.

Mitchell. In

the region of the kidneys?

Gawiak. Correct.

Mitchell.

Were you subjected to that?

THE
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Gawiak. Yes.

Mitchell. Why?
Gawiak.

I had

Mitchell. In

marks for about a month later still on my back.
other words, you still have marks on your

mouth from that?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. No.

He said he had marks for

1

month later

from that.

Mr. Mitchell. For 1 month later.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, they beat you because your father
is that right?

was a landowner,

Mr. Gawiak. Yes. May I say something in Polish?
Mr. Mitchell. You can say it in Polish to him, too.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). If my answers didn't conform

with

the ideas that they were trying to convey, then they would subject
us to beatings.
Mr. O'Konski. If you had said that you were not a landowner and
if you had said that you were a Communist, they wouldn't have beaten
you, is that right?
Mr. Gawiak. believe so but never said that.

I

I

Mr. O'Konski. All right.
Mr. Mitchell. How many beatings did you have in this particular

city?

Mr. Gawiak. I had practically every week.
Mr. Mitchell. How long were you in this city?
Mr. Gawiak. I was in prison — it used to be before the war a
Polish prison — I was there for a month.
Mr. Mitchell. In this same city, Ostrow?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. I lived by myself in one cell, the same thing

my father.

Mr. Mitchell. In other words, you were in individual cells, your
father had one and you had one?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. In the cell we didn't have anything,
Like I told you before, we had only
just the floor and the walls.
shorts.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. All

this period of time you only had shorts?

Gawiak. That is correct.

Mitchell.
Gawiak.

prison.

It

What time of year was this?
was exactly

September

22

when

I

got

to the

Mr. Mitchell. In other words, you were put in the prison Sep

tember 22, 1939?

Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Нолу were you clothed at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. Just shorts, no shoes, no stockings, no trousers, no

coats.

Mr. Mitchell. What is the weather in that particular part of
Poland at that time of year?
Mr. Gawiak. It is cold, getting really cold.
Mr. Mitchell. When you say getting really cold, you live in
Canada, could you compare it for us?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; it is just the same climate in Poland.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, in September and October in
Canada it is the same as it was there?
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Mr. GAwIAK.

noW.

I

am talking about the part of Canada where I live

Mr. MITCHELL. That is 25 miles from Buffalo.
Mr. GAwIAK. That is correct. The temperature

I

imagine, as
would be around 60.
Mr. MITCHELL. How old were you at that time?
Mr. GAwIAK. Nineteen.
Mr. MITCHELL. How old was your father?
Mr. GAwIAK. My father was 67 years old.
Mr. MITCHELL. At that time?
Mr. GAwIAK. Correct.
Mr. MITCHELL. What did you get in the way of food? What was
given to you?
Mr. GAwIAK. In the morning we used to get a bowl of boiled water.
Mr. MITCHELL. A bowl of boiled water?
Mr. GAwIAK. That is all. At noon they gave us a small bowl,
they called it soup, with 400 grams of bread.
Mr. MITCHELL. At noon you received a small bowl of soup with
approximately 400 grams of what kind of bread?
Mr. GAwIAK. Rye, dark bread.
Mr. MITCHELL. A rye, rye dark bread. What else did you receive
during the day?
Mr. GAwIAK. At night they gave us water again. That is all.
Mr. MITCHELL. That is all?
Mr. GAwIAK. That is all.
Mr. MITCHELL. At night you received only wate, again?
Mr. GAwIAK. Just the water.
Mr. MITCHELL. No more food?

I remember,

Mr. GAwIAK. No.

Mr. MITCHELL. How long were you in this prison?
Mr. GAwIAK. In the single cell I was for 3 weeks, and I am telling
you it was really cold.
Mr. MITCHELL. Were you being interrogated?
Mr. GAWIAK. Yes.
Mr. MITCHELL. How often?
Mr. GAwLAK. Three or four times during my stay in prison.
Mr. MITCHELL. Was your father interrogated?
Mr. GAwIAK. He was, I found out later. I had no contact with
my father during our stay in the prison.
Mr. MITCHELL. Did you have contact with any other Polish
prisoners at that time?

Mr. GAwIAK. No, I didn't. After 3 weeks—it is hard for me to
say what was the reason—they transferred me to a public cell.
Mr. MITCHELL. What do you mean by public cell, being transferred
to a public cell?
Mr. GAwIAK. It was a room about one-third the size of this room.
Mr. MITCHELL. One-third the size of this room.
Mr. GAWIAK. Yes. There were 65 men.
Mr. MITCHELL. How many?
Mr. GAwIAK. Sixty-five.
Mr. MITCHELL. Sixty-five men. How long were you in that room?
Mr. GAwIAK.
was a week.
Mr. MITCHELL. What happened to you while you were in there in
that room?

I
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Mr. Gawiak.

I

was called for investigation about 3 days before
was told they would give my clothes back
and the things I had with me before if I answered the questions.
Mr. Mitchell. You were told that you would get your clothes
back and the things you had before at this time

I

I

left Ostrow Prison.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Correct.

Mitchell. If

you answered the questions correctly?

Gawiak. That is right.

Mitchell. Did

Gawiak. No.

you do so?

Mitchell. When

wanted them?

you say correctly,

Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. Since you didn't

pened to you then?

Mr. Gawiak.

consciousness.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

get

you mean the way they

your clothes back, what hap

was beaten by two Russian soldiers until

Mitchell. You

I

lost

were beaten by two Russian soldiers.

Gawiak. Correct.
Mitchell. Until you lost consciousness.
Gawiak. That is correct.

Mitchell. Regular army soldiers? Who was in charge of
this prison that you were in?
Mr. Gawiak. It was a major or colonel — I don't remember the
rank of the man — a high officer, anyway, of the NKVD.
Mr. Mitchell. A high ranking officer in the NKVD.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Is it customary — what is the distinction between

the regular Russian Army officer and a NKVD officer?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). The distinction, the actual
distinction is the different emblem on their caps.
Mr. Mitchell. What is that emblem?
Mr. Gawiak. Red, red color around the hat.
Mr. Mitchell. Ask him if it is a red band.
Mr. Pucinski. It is a red band around the cap?
Mr. Gawiak. With a blue top.
Mr. Mitchell. That is the identification of the NKVD officer?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. Then they have insignia on the uniforms.
Mr. Mitchell. These two officers who were beating you — were
they dressed like that?
Mr. Gawiak. No. But he was questioning me. He sat behind
a desk just like you do and asked me to sit down.
He gave to me a
didn't smoke at that time. He was very polite to me.
cigarette.
Mr. Mitchell. I trust don't appear quite like he did or ask the
same type of questions.
Mr. Gawiak. I am quite sure of that.
Mr. Mitchell. We left it where you had lost consciousness. How
many times were you beaten like that while you were in this public
prison?
Mr. Gawiak. When I was alone in the cell I was investigated
twice a week, mostly at night.
Mr. Mitchell. Mostly at night.

I

I

Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. Why at night?
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Mr. Gawiak. For the simple reason that they figure if they wake
•you up

you are half asleep and you don't know what you are doing.

They will scare you and you will tell them what they want.
Mr. Mitchell. What time of night did they usually wake you up?
Mr. Gawiak. Between 1 and 2 o'clock.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you ever released from this prison? What

happened to you after the prison?
Mr. Gawiak. They shipped us by trucks to a town that was a
military camp in Russia, Szypytowka.
Mr. Mitchell. This was in Russia proper, and what was the name
of that? Could you show us where it is approximately? You were
being shipped there in trucks.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. It is between Ostrow and Szypytowka.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is S-z-y-p-y-t-o-w-k-a.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. This may be 40 miles.
Mr. Mitchell. That would be about 15 miles on the eastern side
of the Russian border, the Russian-Polish border, at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. It was a big military camp for Russian
troops.
Mr. Mitchell. For Russian troops?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. When you were shipped, how many others were

shipped with you, Polish?

Mr. Gawiak. From Ostrow were shipped around 200 men.
Mr. Furcolo. What was the date of this?
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Furcolo would like to know what

date.

Mr. Gawiak. I got to the prison 20th of September; around 20th

of November.

No.

Mr. Mitchell.

October.

In other words, you arrived at this main Russian

camp approximately October 20, 1939?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. And there were approximately

people with you, is that correct?

200

other

Polish

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Were they officers or civilians or who were they?
Mr. Gawiak. No. They were all mixed. Practically everyone

who owned land in the district was there, police forces, military men
soldiers, and officers.

Mr. Mitchell. When you say these owners, big landowners, police
officials, Government officials were there, what do you mean by there,
at this main Russian camp at Szypytowka?
Mr. Gawiak. No. I am talking' about at Ostrow, who were with
me.
Mr. Mitchell. Were these same individuals shipped with you?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. You arrived there on October 20?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened at that camp?
Mr. Gawiak. We found around 8,000 Polish officers and privates

in that camp.

Mr. Mitchell. 8,000?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Officers and privates?
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Correct.

Mitchell.

Any Polish civilians?
There were around two or three hundred.
Mitchell. These landowners and property owners that you
referred to — were they civilians or were they officers in the Polish
Army at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. No; mostly they were civilians. It all depends on

Gawiak. Not much.

how old they were.

Mr. Mitchell. Was your father still with you at this time?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; he was with me. My father and my nearest

neighbor, who died in

Mr. Mitchell. When you were being interrogated at Ostrow, did
they take photographs of you at that time?
Mr. Gawiak. No, not in Ostrow.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened when you reached this other main
Russian camp at Szypytowka? What happened to you there?
Mr. Gawiak. We were held for about 3 weeks.
Mr. Mitchell. Held for 3 weeks at this camp?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What were the accommodations at this camp?
Mr. Gawiak. The accommodations were very poor. It used to be

old barracks of the Red army.
Mr. Mitchell. Old barracks of the Red army.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. No bed or anything, just the concrete floor
and the walls.
Mr. Mitchell. What did you have for clothing at this time?
Mr. Gawiak. At that time I did get pants, before I left Ostrow and
a

jacket.

Mr. Mitchell. In other words, when you left that public prison

you had received

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

camp?

a

pair of trousers and

a

jacket?

Gawiak. Correct, not mine, somebody

Mitchell.

else's.

Somebody else's.
Gawiak. Correct. I had no shoes.
Mitchell. No shoes?

Gawiak. No

shoes.

Mitchell. Will

you tell us what happened in the main Russian

You were there for approximately how long did you say?

Mr. Gawiak. Three weeks.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us what happened?

Tell the commit

what happened during that period of time.
Mr. Gawiak. During that period they fed us what you call here a
hot meal once a day around noon.
Mr. Mitchell. A hot meal once a day around noon.
Mr. Gawiak. By "meal" I mean the soup, with potatoes and barley
or something like that.
To get the food you have to have your own
dish.
Like myself and my father, we didn't have that.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, to get any of this so-called hot meal
that you received you had to have your own dish, and you and your
father didn't have any?
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Flood. Had you up to this point been identified by anybody
else or had you identified yourself as military personnel or a cadet
tee

student officer?

Mr. Gawiak. At that time

I

told the truth, what

I

was.
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Mr. Mitchell. They knew you were a cadet officer?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you placed with military personnel, were you

placed with other Polish officers at this new camp?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; that is right.
Mr. Mitchell. They divided the civilians from the military?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawuk. No.

Mitchell.

Had they divided the officers from the privates?

Gawiak. No.
Mitchell. All right,

Mr. Gawiak.

I

go ahead.

Mr. Gawiak,

or a bowl.
could not find anything for

us about the lack of

a dish

уод1

were telling

a period of a day or two.
thatused to be
Mr. Pucinski. He found an old can.
Mr. Gawlak. Like we have here. It was all rusted. I cleaned it
up with sand, polished it.
Mr. Mitchell. Sand? You mean sand on the ground?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. To get the rust off because you couldn't
I fixed one bowl for my father, one for
get it off with your hands.
Usually we spent time in the lines directed to the kitchen.
myself.
You go through and they would pour you some soup in the bowl.
Mr. Mitchell. Then it depends on how large a bowl you had as
to how much you got?
Mr. Gawiak. No, you are mistaken, because they had a spoon.
Mr. Pucinski. They had a spoon to dish it out.
Mr. O'Konski. You got one, not two?
Mr. Gawiak. Only one. They had the system, you couldn't go
twice to repeat and get some more soup,' because usually they divided
You get your food
the children and men on one side, a line of soldiers.
and go to the other side.
Mr. Flood. At this point you had been taken into Russian territory
and placed in a Russian military camp, and you were being treated
as prisoners by the Russians.
Russia at this point wasn't at war with
anybody, was she?

Then

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I find a old can

Mitchell. Your

stay at this camp was for how long?

Gawiak. Like I said before, I was there 3 weeks.
Mitchell. Your father was still with you?
Gawiak. He was with me.

Mitchell.

What happened to you?

Mitchell.

Were you photographed

Gawiak. From this camp we were shipped on train.
Pucinski. Freight train.
at this camp?

Gawiak. Not at this camp.
Mitchell. You were shipped out of this camp approximately

what day?

Mr. Gawiak. Approximately, let me see, November 7.
Mr. Mitchell. On a freight train. Where did you go from there?

Can you show us the route you had from there on the map?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, I can. It was along a road. [Witness indi
cating on map]. We were shipped from Szypytowka through Kiev.
Mr. Mitchell. To Kiev.
Mr. Gawiak. To Poltawa, to Starobelsk.
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Chairman Madden. Let me ask you when you arrived at Starobelsk,
what did they do upon your arrival? What did the Russians do?
Mr. Gawiak. They stopped the train on the tracks across the camp.
They didn't tell us to get off the cars. They kept us for 6 to 7 hours,
and they moved again.

Mr. Flood. How far was Starobelsk from the old camp?
Mr. Gawiak. About six or seven hundred.
'
Mr. Flood. Six or seven hundred miles further into the interior of

Russia?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Around 600 miles.
Mr. Mitchell. You were stopped at Starobelsk

6

hours you say on a train?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened?

there?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

for from

4

to

Did you ever get off the train

Gawiak. No, nobody got off.
O'Konski. How many days were you on the train?
Gawiak. When we got to Starobelsk it was around 8 days.
O'Konski. That was in November, and it was cold?
Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. How many in a boxcar?
Gawiak. In my boxcar there were 75 men.
O'Konski. Seventy-five men in one boxcar?
Gawiak. Correct. We couldn't sit down, all of us.

Chairman Madden. We will recess now for a minute.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Mitchell. I think it is time to step up the tempo of the
I personally know that he and his father and these
testimony now.
75 men who were crowded into these freight trains only paused for 4
to 6 hours at the Starbolesk which is down at the bottom, and then he
proceeded up to Kozielsk, which he will show you now on the map.
In other words, the most important part of this testimony is the fact
that he was taken from within 15 miles on the western side of the
Russian-Polish border through down into the Starobelsk, which you
And then later
can see, which is in the main part of Russia proper.
That is where we will pick up the story. He is
up to Kozielsk.
going into Kozielsk.
Mr. Furcolo. Ask him if he confirms that statement.
Mr. Mitchell. Is that your route?
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. I want to go here to this other one map. You have
Katyn up here. The distance is approximately 35 miles.
Mr. O'Konski. Mr. Mitchell, may I interrupt for just one second.
Could you tell us why they took such an indirect route to get you to
Why didn't they ship you direct from the
your final destination?
camp where you were to Kozielsk instead of taking you the indirect
way, giving you a 1,400-mile ride when they could have done it with
Was there any purpose behind that?
about 400 miles?
Mr. Gawiak. I believe there was one. Can I say it in Polish?
Mr. O'Konski. Yes.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). We learned late that the reason
they took us first to Starobelsk and then subsequently to Kozielsk is
because at the time they were taking us to Starobelsk they didn't
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Then they transferred us from
know that that camp had been filled.
Starobelsk to Kozielsk.
Mr. Gawiak (in English). From the day we started the trip we
were 19 days in the car.
Chairman Madden. What time did you arrive at Kozielsk, what
day?
Mr. Gawiak. Around — we left the 26th
Mr. Mitchell. No, the
Mr. Gawiak. Around the 26th of November.
Chairman Madden. The 26th of November.
What happened
What did the Russians do when you
when you arrived at Kozielsk?
arrived there?
Mr. Gawiak. They placed us — Kozielsk was a monastery.
They
I was in
had there four churches. They placed us in a church.
block No. 5. There were 600 men. May I say it in Polish?
Chairman Madden. How many prisoners in total were at Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. A little over 5,000.
Chairman Madden. How long were you at Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. At Kozielsk I was through the winter, and I was
shipped in the spring next.
Chairman Madden. What month in the spring?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). Around May.
Chairman Madden. Could you tell us when you arrived
Mr. Machrowicz. I didn't get that answer. Then you were shipped
in May where? From Kozielsk where?
Mr. Gawiak. To Pavlischev Bor.
When you arrived at Kozielsk were you put
Chairman• Madden.
■
i

1

*\

n

Mr. Gawiak. Yes, everybody went through an examination.
They took everybody's pictures, side, front, and the other side, profile.
Mr. Mitchell. From the side and the front and the other side?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. Thev took us all fingerprints, for every man

in the camp, and they had all the records of all the men in the camp.
Chairman Madden. Did they place you under questioning and did
they beat you or punish you or threaten you?
^ Mr. Gawiak. Yes, they did.
Chairman Madden. Just tell the committee about that.
PMr. Gawiak. About 2 weeks later when we arrived at Kozielsk I
was called at 1 o'clock to headquarters for investigation.
Mr. Machrowicz. One o'clock in the morning or what?
Mr. Gawiak. At night. When I got into the room there were two
NKVD officers. They were very nice to me in the beginning. They
fed me coffee, the first coffee since I left Poland, and cigarettes. They
started to work on me telling me I am a young fellow, my whole life is
ahead of me, what I think about communism.
Chairman Madden. About communism?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. I told them what I think. So I was beaten.
1 couldn't walk to my barracks.
Chairman Madden. After this beating you couldn't walk to your
barracks?

I say it in Polish, please?
Yes, go ahead.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). During the interrogation the
method was as follows: First, they were very pleasant and friendly,
Mr. Gawiak. No.

Chairman Madden.
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and they asked me questions and they suggested that I be converted
to communism.
When
answered them that
had no interest in
political matters because
am a soldier, the interrogator's attitude
changed considerably.
He pounded the desk with his fist and assured
me that sooner or later he would get me to make certain admissions.
Later he calmed down and tried another method. He knew that I had
my family in Poland. He asked me if loved my family.
told him
“Yes.” Do want to improve their welfare?
said “Yes.”
He then
assured me that he would do everything possible to improve their living
conditions if
would subscribe to their political views. Naturally
realized that these were lies. They were just tricks that he was
using to get me converted.
His behavior again changed radically. He jumped from his chair.
He struck me upon the left and right side of the face.
fell to my
knees. At the same time I realized there were two other Russian
soldiers in back of me, and I was afraid to move. He asked me again
if have decided to give him a definite answer.
said “No,” and he
waved to the other two soldiers. And the routine beating began.
First they predominantly struck me in the sensitive spots, kidneys,
twisting of the arms, and similar tactics. Later I was carried out of
this building. They didn’t take me to the barracks. They carried
me to a special barracks.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Punitive barracks.
Mr. PUCINSKI. Punitive barracks.
got to
Mr. GAwlAK (through interpreter).
In which barracks
acquainted
know or became
with their modern and new tactics of
torture. When I regained consciousness they took me to a cell, to a
cell which was lower than
am. The ceiling was lower than
am.
had to remain stooped during my entire stay there. I could not sit
because the cell was filled with water up to my knees and the refuse
of those who had preceded me to this room.
Chairman MADDEN. What month was this?
GAwlAK (through interpreter).
It was 3 weeks after arrived
there.
Mr. O'KONSKI. No heat?
Mr. GAw1AK. No.
Mr. GAwIAK (through interpreter). They kept me in this room
24 hours. When I came out I couldn't either move my legs or my arms.
They returned me to my own barracks. And they left me alone.
They applied these procedures predominantly to the younger people.
Mr. MITCHELL. How much did you weigh when you were taken
prisoner?
Mr. GAwlAK. weighed 180 pounds.
Mr. MITCHELL. How much were you at this particular time?
Mr. GAwIAK. It is hard to answer, but I lost quite a bit of weight.
Later on I was living, as I told you before, with 500 men in a church.
We had tiers in ours, nine, one on top of the other, nine high. We
called them towers. We climbed that by ladder.
realized my father
was getting weak, so I decided to manage to work in the kitchen.
Mr. MITCHELL. You decided to work in the kitchen?
Mr. GAwIAK. Correct, to get in somehow.
Mr. MITCHELL. To arrange
Mr. GAwlAK. To steal some food.
took me pretty near
week
peeling potatoes and
from the time went
on until got
the
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kitchen and started to be second cook. At the time I was cook we
had sanitary inspections made by a Russian doctor. She was a woman,
around 25 or 20 years old.
Chairman Madden. This Russian doctor was a woman about
25 years old?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Chairman Madden. Who made inspections in the kitchen?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Chairman Madden. Where you were working?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right. At that time I was speaking quite
good Russian. During the inspections I had the feeling that that girl

wanted to tell me something.
Mr. Mitchell. The girl wanted to tell you something?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. May say it in Polish?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). During my contact with this
woman doctor I felt that she took a liking toward me, and I wanted
to find out what was happening to the people being removed from this
It was our opinion that the camp was being subdivided into
camp.
smaller camps or that the prisoners were being sent to farms. .
Chairman Madden. Now ask him this: Were these prisoners
being taken out of there in small numbers, like 100 or 200 at a t ime?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right. The transports were between 150
men to 200 a day.
Mr. Mitchell. When did this begin?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). The shipments began in March.

I

Mr. Mitchell. 1940?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). Toward the end of March and

the beginning of April.

Chairman Madden. Let me ask you this: Were there any prisoners
leaving or being taken away from the camp along in, say, midwinter,
like in the last part of December or January?
Were there any dieappearing then or being taken away?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, there were, and among them was my father.
Chairman Madden. Your father was one of them?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Chairman Madden.

About how many would they take each day?

You say about 150 or 200?
Mr. Gawiak. With my father they took only three men.
Mr. Mitchell. With your father they took only three men?

What did they do to your father?
Mr. Gawiak.- I found out later they moved them to another camp.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know which other camp they moved them
to?

Mr. Gawiak. Ostashkov.
Mr. Mitchell. Ostashkov.

Could you show us where that is on

the map, please.

Mr. Gawaik. It is right here [indicating] .
Mr. Mitchell. They took your father fromKozielsk to Ostashkov.

When, approximately, was that?
Chairman Madden. What month was that, January, December?

Mr. Gawiak. That was the beginning of December.

About how far,
Chairman Madden. The beginning of December.
approximately, is Ostashkov
Mr. Gawiak. It is approximately around 300 miles.
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Chairman Madden. Coming back to this woman doctor.
You
can proceed with your narrative about her.
You stated you got
Proceed with your conversation to her.
acquainted with her.
You
may speak in Polish.
,
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). One day while she was making
her inspection it developed that there was no one else around except
she and I.
When I asked her why I was not being shipped out she
told me that I ought to be happy and satisfied that I was not being
removed from this camp in the early transports from Kozielsk.
Mr. Machrowic?. Just a moment before you go any further. Did
you ask her why you should be happy or not?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; I did, but didn't get an answer.
Mr. Furcolo. She didn't say anything else except that?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Chairman Madden. She was a Russian doctor?
Mr. Gawiak. She was a Russian.
Mr. Mitchell. Was she a regular army doctor of the Russians or
one of the NKVD variety?
Mr: Gawiak. I believe, sir, she belonged to the party.

I

Mr. Mitchell.

NKVD.

When did your father leave? Do you know what month your father
was taken from the camp?
Chairman Madden. He said December.

Mr. Gawiak. I said December.
Mr. Mitchell. I didn't hear that.
Mr. Furcolo. If I might interrupt, Mr. Chairman, did you talk

with this woman doctor at all

as to where these

other prisoners were

being shipped to?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. When

she told you you should be happy that you
weren't being shipped, didn't vou ask her where the others were being
shipped and why you should be happy?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; I did ask, but I didn't get an answer.
Mr. Furcolo. By that you mean she didn't say a word or that she
said, "I can't tell you" or what?
• v Mr. Gawiak. That is exactly what she said, "I can't tell you."
Mr. Furcolo. She said what?
Mr. Gawiak. "I can't tell vou."
Mr. Furcolo. "I can't tell you."
Did you ask her anything else after that?
Mr. Gawiak. No.
' Mr. Furcolo. Had you heard anything about where these others
i"

were being shipped to?

Mr. Gawiak. Like

shipped them to
that opinion

I

told you before, we had the opinion they
Russians found out we were of

a farm, and when the

Mr. Furcolo. Did you ask that women doctor if that was where

•they were being shipped to?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.

<">

Mr. Furcolo. What

did she say?

Mr. Gawiak. She doubted it.
Mr. Furcolo. She said "I doubt it"?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
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Mr. Ftjrcolo. I think it would be helpful if you would tell us all
the conversations that you had with her about this point that you can
remember, even though it might not seem important at this timej.
anything at all that you said to her or that she said to you. Is there,
anything else that you remember?
:
can give you almost a ver
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter).
■ ,
batim conversation between her and myself.
Mr. Furcolo.
for one would like to have
Mr. Chairman, but,
that
subject to whatever you wish.
verbatim he can
Chairman Madden. If the witness remembers
in Polish.
to the interpreter and say
give
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). When we began our conversations
realized that something was happening as far as we prisoners
were concerned.
asked her "Why aren't they removing me?" She.
then asked her
answered that she cannot give me the reason.
ought to leave in the early transports, but there was no control as to
Her reply was, "You are
how you could get on these transports.
lucky star that you are not being
very lucky; you were born under
removed now."
received no reply. She replied in circles, giv
asked her why.
ing me no direct answer.
Mr. Flood. From the time you arrived at Kozelsk in the latter
part of November all during November, December, January, Feb
ruary, and March, the time you are telling us about now, had the
Russians divided any of the prisoners, the 5,000 at Kozelsk?
Did
they separate the military from the civilians, did they separate the
officers from the enlisted personnel?
Mr. Gawiak. No, they didn't, but they separated the two camps,
each camp — may
in Polish?
say
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). They separated the camp into
two subdivisions, and each of the two subdivisions had officers in the
It also had civilians.
range from general down to sergeants.
Mr. Flood. Then there has been no dividing of the personnel be
tween civilian, military officers, enlisted or noncommissioned?

I

it

I
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I
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Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Flood. All kept together no matter where they were.

;

a

a;

a

One
camp, two camps, three camps, they were still all together?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. When these shipments that you are talking about were
being made every day did they select any particular kind of personnel
to go in those shipments, officers, noncommissioned officers, enlisted
personnel, or civlians, or did they take just
group mixed up?
Mr. Gawiak. No; they mixed everything, but they usually had
list of the names.
Mr. Flood. They had
list of names, but whoever they shipped
were still in one batch, all mixed up, no division.

!•

is

is

Mr. Gawiak. All right.
Chairman Madden. Let me ask you this. How far was your
camp from the Katyn Forest?
Mr. Gawiak. This
approximately,
Kozelsk, and Smolensk

^

is

it

Mr. Gawiak. Between Smolensk and the Katyn Forest

miles?

,

would say, 100 or 150 miles.
Chairman Madden. 150 miles.

15,
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Chairman Madden. Was there any talk or any suspicion among
the prisoners that these groups that were being taken away in trucks
were going to be executed or harmed in any way?
Was there any
conversation or talk among the prisoners as to what might be happen
ing?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). Definitely. We were very
much concerned about what was the reason for removing us from
these camps in such small groups.
We knew from experience that
every transport leaving the camp went through a very rigid inspec
tion.
Chairman Madden.

1

Did they search the prisoners at your camp
before they took them away in trucks?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). The procedure was as follows:
A Bolshevik officer would come along with a list of names. He would
In
go from barrack to barrack and call out the names from this list.
15 minutes every one was to be ready to respond to the call.
When
he completed calling out these names the entire group on that list was
then assembled in a special building. We had no contact with this
group once it went into this building.
Mr. Flood. Let me ask you this at that point. You were obvi
ously a Russian prisoner several hundred miles inside of Russia.
Did
the Russians tell you why you were prisoners of the Russians?
Did
you Poles wonder or talk about why are we in here? Are we at war
with Russia or is Russia at war with the Germans?
Who is at war
with whom?
Did you talk about what this was all about, how you
got there, what the Russians said about it? Did you have a chance
to talk to any Russians beside that woman doctor?
What was the
attitude and the state of mind of the Poles there at that time or during
all this time?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. If you answer that in one sentence you are

a good man,

I want to know what was going on, why
but I want the atmosphere.
Л did you think you were there, what was this all about. Tell us someJust make a statement about what it was all about.
j thing about that.
Chairman Madden. We will recess for a minute.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Flood. You understand what I want, Mike. Just tell me
what the situation was at this camp, what was the attitude, conver
sation, the point of view, the discussions among the Poles at Kozielsk.
Tell us in your own way.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). The main accusation against us
by the Bolsheviks was that we are white, that we are in the capitalistic
*
world.
Mr. Flood. By "white" you meant that you are Fascist as opposed
to Red Communist?— — — -— _
Mr. Gawiak. No, democratic.
Mr. Pucinski. By white he means that they were democratic.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). They accused us of conspiring
to start the war of 1920, and they accused each of us, including myself,
of spying.
They would accuse one of one thing and the other of
another thing, but the main point was that we are opposed to
)

communism.
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Mr. Flood. As far as the officers, the cadet officers, and the civilians,
all the Poles at Kozielsk, they were all experiencing this same kind of
treatment as far as you know, were they?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The conversations were pretty much like you are telling
us now as between you and the Russians, the interrogators, the
NKVD, or the Russian military?
Mr. Gawiak. Right.
Mr. Flood. Was there military as well as NKVD at Kozielsk,
Russian military, was it all NKVD, all of it?
Mr. Gawiak. Mostly.
Mr. Flood. These interrogations were going on regularly every

week?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Every week.
Flood. All categories of Poles were getting the same thing?
Gawiak. That is right.
Flood. The treatment was pretty generally the same.
Gawiak. That is right.
Flood. How were the Poles resisting, how were the Pol

reacting?

Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). From our side the Russians
met with tremendous resistance to their efforts.
Mr. Flood. They were not making any converts. In American
slang, they weren't "getting any place."
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Mitchell. Were there any Polish women in these camps?
Mr. Gawiak. There was one.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was she?
Mr. Gawiak. She was a flier, a pilot.
Mr. Mitchell. , A Polish Army flier?
am not sure if she was Army, but she wore an
Mr. Gawiak.
Army uniform.
Mr. O'Konski. Of these people who were taken away from that
camp during the months of January, February, March, and April,
did anybody ever hear of those people again or did they just disappear?
Mr. Gawiak. Just disappeared, nobody heard of them.
Mr. O'Konski. Nobody ever heard from or of those people again?
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. O'Konski. So it is assumed that they were killed somewhere?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. O'Konski. There is no other conclusion.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened to your father? He was taken
awav in February.
Mr. O'Konski. Your father finally got back, and so did уби, but
of all these people who were taken away in these small groups, when
they were taken away from there during those months — and this is
very important because this is about the time that they were killed,
the months of January, February, and March — these groups that
were taken away, nobody ever heard of those people again?
Mr. Gawiak. Nobody.
Chairman Madden. He stated that there were groups taken away
earlier than January.
Mr. O'Konski. Yes.

I
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Chairman Madden. As early as the last part of November and
December, groups being taken away?
Mr. O'Konski. Of your group there were about 5,000. How many
of you got away that were not sent the way of those small groups that
disappeared?
Mr. Gawiak. 172 men.
Mr. Mitchell. How many?
Mr. Gawiak. 172 men.
Mr. Mitchell. 172 men. How do you know that?
Mr. Gawiak. Because they came for us.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you taken from Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. From Kozielsk they took us through Smolensk.
We
stopped in Smolensk for about 6 hours, and we arrived at Pavlishev

Bor.

Mr. O'Konski. The dates are very important here. They started
to take them away in December, didn't they, right after you got
there?
Mr. Gawiak. They started about a month later.
Mr. O'Konski. In December.
Mr. Machrowicz. You got there in November.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. In November.
Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. So during the month of November

1939, December

February 1940, March 1940, they were taking
They started taking them away in February?
them away?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. That is the group that nobody ever heard from
1939,

again?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

January

1940,

0

Gawiak. Correct.
O'Konski. Of the 5,000 in the camp only 175 survived?
Gawiak. That is right.
Flood. Of course they had removed your father and two or

three others in December, you told us before.

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. But of the groups that were removed from then on in
you went to the next camp — what was the name of that camp?
Mr. Gawiak. Pavlishev Bor.
•
Mr. Flood. With how many men from Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. 172.
Mr. Flood. So far as you know, only 172 men of the 5,000 that were
at Kozielsk ever got to the next camp with you?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Correct.
Flood. You are positive of that?
Gawiak. There was left in the camp about 150 men after I left.
Flood. During the time you were at Kozielsk there were about

5,000 Poles there?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. That is right.
Flood. Of all categories?
Gawiak. That is right.
Flood. At the time you left Kozielsk there were only

remaining at Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. There went with you

100 — and

how many?

150

Poles
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Gawiak. 172.
Flood. 172.
Gawiak. That is correct.
Flood. About when, the month and the year, did you leave

Kozielsk?

Mr. Gawiak. I left the first part of May.
Mr. Flood. The first part of May 1940 you, with

others, went to— — ■

100 and some

Mr. Gawiak. Pavlischev Bor.
Mr. Flood. In that month and that year there were about

at Kozielsk?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

1939,

150

left

Gawiak. Correct.
Flood. Between that month in 1940 — What was the month?
Gawiak. May.
Flood. Between May of 1940 going backward to November of

just short of

5,000 men had been taken

from Kozielsk?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. Where they went you don't know?
Mr. Gawiak. I don't know.
Chairman Madden.

170 were
Gawiak. 150.

the remaining

Mr.

Have you any explanation or any reason why
not executed?

Chairman Madden. Why you, the remaining 150, were not taken
away as the others had been, and instead you were taken to another
camp?
Mr. Gawiak. have no idea.
Have you
Chairman Madden. You have no idea or no theory?
any theory why they might have kept you?

I

Later
Chairman Madden. You can answer that to the interpreter.
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter) . Later in Pavlischev Bor we dis
After we arrived from Pavlischev Bor to
cussed this matter widely.
Gryazovets after determining and becoming convinced that the others
had just disappeared, we had contact through the mails with families
in Poland of these men. There were many inquiries from the wives
and mothers of these men. From these persistent inquiries we con
cluded that these men had either been executed or that they had com
Now I will answer the question posed by the
pletely disappeared.
chairman.

Mr. Pucinski. He is asking what was the question.

Chairman Madden. What is your theory or what is the theory that
you feel you 150 were spared?
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). Later in Gryazovets we con
cluded, after determining that these other soldiers had disappeared
or had been killed, the reason for our survival was that the Russians
We discussed this
wanted to have proof by permitting us to survive.
matter frequently among ourselves, and we came to the conclusion
that sooner or later there will be an investigation by the Western
Powers or the Red Cross, and it was our theory that anticipating this
investigation they decided to preserve at least some of us.
Mr. Flood. I just want to straighten the record out on these dates
and camps again.
About this time, between 1939 and 1941, there
were many Polish prisoner of war camps and internees in Russia.
They were at Kozielsk, Starobelsk, Ostashkov, is that right?
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Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Three of them.

You told us that at Kozielsk between
November of 1939 and when you left in May of 1940 there were in
round numbers about 5,000.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. At Kozielsk there were three different camps, you
told us.
Mr. Gawiak. Two.
Mr. Flood. Two different camps, all right, and in the camp with
you there were what, about 4,500, the big camp?
Mr. Gawiak. No, the small camp was around 800 men.
Mr. Flood. Around 800 men. Then that would leave, say, about
4,500 at camp No. 2.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. In camp No. 2 at Kozielsk, officers and cadet officers,
there were about 4,500 men. Of that 4,500 men, in May of 1940
there were left 150 when you got out of there.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. And there was about 170 went with you?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Adding these two figures together I now want to
inquire — Mr. Mitchell, can you tell us at this point how many bodies
were discovered at Katyn?
Mr. Mitchell. According to the published data of the Refugee
Government in exile in London and the Polish Red Cross figures, the
total number of bodies exhumed by the Germans during their investi
gation from the period April 7, 1943, until June 3, 1943, there were
4,243.

Mr. Flood. 4,243.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one moment.

I would like to complete
that statement so we will have it complete for the record. However,
is it not true that that same source gives the total number of Polish
Isn't that correct?
officers who had disappeared, about 15,000?
am aware of that. I am concerned at this moment
Mr. Flood.
only with the numbers of persons at the one camp at Kozielsk. The
records indicate there were two other camps, as I just mentioned, and
as this man confirmed, at Starobelsk and at Ostashkov, but as far as
Kozielsk is concerned I repeat — you tell me 4,243 bodies were dis

I

Katyn.
Mr. Mitchell. Were exhumed.
Mr. Flood. Were exhumed at Katyn.
Mr. Mitchell. By the Germans in conjunction with the Polish

covered at

Red Cross.

Mr. Flood. I want the number just now.
Mr. Mitchell. 4,243 as of June 3, 1943, when the work was

interrupted.

I

Mr. Flood. Just at this minute want to get the record on Kozielsk.
One hundred and fifty were left at the camp when this man left in
May of 1940, and 150 or 170 went with him. Adding 4,243 to those
two figures seems to me to check with the 4,500, approximately —
these numbers are all approximate — approximately 4,500 that were
at camp No. 2 at Kozielsk between November and when this man left.
That certainly ties in as far as figures are concerned.
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Mr. Sheehan. However, Mr. Chairman, 10,000 bodies, according
to Van Vliet's testimony and Stewart's testimony, were in the graves.
Mr. Flood. Yes. Of course, Mr. Mitchell just specified the dates
on which the bodies were exhumed, and that satisfies me as far as this
one figure is concerned.

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, that
matter of the difference of opinion between Colonel Van Vliet's
testimony of yesterday, where he said there was between 10,000 and
12,000 and the figure that I have given today, namely 4,243, is what
was definitely exhumed from these grades at Katyn for the period
April 7, 1943, through June 3, 1943.
Mr. O'Konski. And the Russians came in and they couldn't exhume
any more.
Mr. Mitchell. We were going to get to that by virtue of other
witnesses at a later date who are not available in this country at this
time, namely, German representatives at the graves themselves, when
we will extract from them the truth of exactly what they think, how
many bodies were actually in those graves, because the matter is
something that is still up in the air, and we
Mr. Flood. Mr. Mitchell, we will get to that. I still want to tie
this record down on Kozielsk.
Mr. Mitchell. You have tied it down.
Mr. Flood. Therefore, only about 245 men got out of Kozielsk of
all categories at any time, including your group, into the next camp,
Pavlishev Bor. You got there in May 1940. Do you have any idea
how many men were at that Pavlishev Bor when you got there in

May, about? You have no idea?
Mr. Gawiak. There was nobody there.
Mr. Flood. When you got there there was nobody there. You
All right. How long were you
were the first crowd that got there.
there?

Mr. Gawiak. We found out they were there before.
Mr. Flood. Others had been there before. About how long were

you there?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. About a month or a month and a half.
Flood. Then where did you go from there?
Gawiak. From there they shipped us to Gryazovets.
Flood. How many went with you to Gryazovets, approxi

mately, in June of 1940?
Mr. Gawiak. Three hundred.
Mr. Flood. How long did you stay at Gryazovets?
Mr. Gawiak. In Gryazovets we stayed until war broke out between
Russia and Germany.
Mr. Flood. Until the Russian-German war broke out. About
when was that?
Mr. Sheehan. Pardon me. Could I interrupt to ask how he got
How did they transport you?
to the other camp?
Mr. Gawiak. From Kozielsk to Pavlishev Bor, you are asking?
Mr. Mitchell. He wants to know from Pavlischev Bor to Gryazo
vets.

Mr. Gawiak. In trains.
Mr. Mitchell. How?

Will you kindly

exactly how you all were transported?
wish.

describe to him just
You can do it to Polish if you
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Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). The freight cars in which we
were being transported were very similar to previous freight cars that
we had used for transportation, with this difference
Mr. Flood.
don't want to yield to how they were transported.
At this point that isn't important. You can follow that up as soon as
finish.
You got to Gryazovets in June 1940 from Pavlischev Bor. How
long did you stay at Gryazovets?
Mr. Gawiak. In Gryazovets we stayed
Mr. Flood. Until the Russian-German war broke out?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. When was that, about?
Mr. Gawiak. don't know exactly.
Mr. Flood. Did you leave Gryazovets about June of 1941?
Mr. Gawiak. We went south to, the name of the place
Mr. Flood. For what purpose? You were free then.

I

I

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Yes.
Flood. You want down and you joined the Polish Army?
Gawiak. Correct.
Flood. The Polish Army in Russia.
Gawiak. Correct.
Flood. From у our testimony thus far and the figures you have

I have

developed, from the time you entered Kozielsk
until the time you left in May of 1940, 97 percent
of the men who were with you at Kozielsk disappeared.
Mr. Gawiak. Right.
Mr. O'Konski. These Army officers who were in the other camp at
Kozielsk — were they dressed in the regular army uniform?

given me and as

in November

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

1940

O'Konski. And boots?
Gawiak. Except the civilians.
O'Konski. The army officers had their overcoats.
Gawiak. I can describe it exactly.
O'Konski. The}7 had their boots?
Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. Were the boots in good condition?
Gawiak. Yes ; very good condition.
O'Konski. Very little worn?
Gawiak. That is right, because we didn't use them
O'Konski. Let me ask you this question. You have heard

the description of the bodies that they have exhumed describing
Does the
the overcoats that they wore and the boots that they wore.
description of those exhumed bodies fit the description of those soldiers
as they were taken away from that camp?

Mr. Gawiak. Exactly.
Mr. Furcolo. I wanted to ask him a question about the same thing.
Chairman Madden. Just a moment.
Congressman Sheehan had a

question.

Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Chairman, my question was on the basis of
trying to find out when they transported him from Pavlischev Bor to
Gryazovets, Was that in a train or in vans?
Mr. Pucinski. They were in prison cars, by train.
:
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. By train.
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Sheehan. This was only the 170 or so left in the camp?
Gawiak. That is right.
Sheehan. In one car or more than one car?
Gawiak. It was a little more than. At Pavlischev Bor we got
small transport from Ostrashkov. Among those men was my father.
There were only about 30 or 35.
met him again.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, one important point there
Chairman Madden. Is Congressman Sheehan through?
wanted to ask you about back in the camp itself
Mr. •Furcolo.
was interested in the same point Congressman
at Kozielsk.
O'Konski spoke about, and that is with reference to whether or not
you saw what these men were wearing when they were taken from the
camp when you saw them for the last time, with particular reference
As I understood your answer your
to the overcoats and the boots.
answer was that

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

I

I

Mr. Gawiak. I was answering that.
Mr. Furcolo. You go ahead and answer that.
Mr. Gawiak. In the camp we didn't use our boots.

We realized
I am talking now
that maybe we were stuck there for a long period.
We had something like wooden shoes instead of
about precautions.
using our own military shoes. I had them, too. We used to use our
If we could save our
wooden shoes or rags or something like that.
uniforms we were proud.
Everybody was proud of his army uniform.
We didn't wear them. That is the reason at the time the transport
started we had everything in very good condition.
Mr. Fttrcolo. In other words, you wore clothing other than your
good uniforms most of the time you were in the camp, but when these
men were being taken away for the last time that you saw them, at
that time they put on their best uniforms, their only uniforms?
Mr. Gawiak. You see, we figured we were going out of the camp,
and we had to be dressed up like soldiers.
Mr. Furcolo. I also understand from your answer that the same
thing is true about your boots, that you didn't wear your boots most
of the time while you were in the camp.
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Furcolo. But that when these prisoners were being taken
away and you were seeing them for the last time, at that time they
were wearing their boots.
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct. I did the same thing.
Mr. Furcolo. You did the same thing. Did you see any of the
bodies afterward or have you seen pictures of the bodies that were
found?
Mr. Gawiak. I just saw the pictures.
Mr. Furcolo. You have seen the pictures. I would like to get
your best opinion as to whether or not the bodies that you saw had
the same clothing and boots of the same type that the men were
wearing when thev left and you saw them for the last time.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right, they had exactly the same clothes.
Mr. Furcolo. I want to find out this: You testified something
about the identification that was made of the prisoners when they
were brought into camp.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. You are probably familiar with the fact that the
Russians claimed for a long, long time that they didn't know about
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these prisoners.
Tell us whether or not anything else was done in
addition to pictures that were taken of each prisoner, and a card that
was made out with his name on it. Was that done?
Mr. Gawiak. They had all the records of each man who was in the
I saw my records. It was a file that high [indicating]. They
camp.
had all the details, where I came from, what I was doing, what my
father did, and so on.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, your own card had your name, your
identification, your picture, your fingerprints, where you came from?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. What you were doing?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you see any other cards there that were like

yours?

Mr. Gawiak. Certainly, I saw a pile of them.
Mr. Furcolo. So jour evidence is that there were files for all of

the men?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. All of them.
Furcolo. You saw piles of cards like that?
Gawiak. That is right.
Furcolo. At any time did you have any talk with anyone in

I

I
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the camp there other than that woman doctor that you have already
told us about, any other Russian in the camp there, about either
records or what was happening to these persons?
Mr. Gawiak. No; I didn't ask.
Mr. Furcolo. The only other thing that I want to ask you is this:
after you were free you and others who were in the
As I understand
camp had inquiries from families of these men who had been with you,
and you learned that they hadn't heard anything of your former
buddies or comrades who had been with you.
What want to get
thjs: Did you have any talk with any of them from which you could
give us any idea at all how frequently their husbands and sons and
How often were you folks
brothers had been writting to them?
allowed to write from the camp that you were in? In other words,
what
am trying to get at
this: If they had been accustomed to
sudden they stopped in
receiving letters fairly regularly and all of
April of 1940, that might or might not mean something.
Mr. Gawiak. It was exactly what you say. It took them around
weeks by the time we could write letters home, exactly the time.
We knew the place, the address in Kozielsk, the Province of Smolensk.
remember
On the letters sent home we never could put that address.
and that
all.
right now the address was Moscow, box
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, you learned that they had been in
communication with their families up until a certain time, probably
March or April of 1940, fairly regularly?
Mr. Gawiak. That right.
Mr. Furcolo. Then after that date all communication with the
families apparently stopped?
We had some kind
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; until we got to Gryazovets.
of boycott we stopped eating for or
days.
Mr. Furcolo. am not talking about the families of you men who
am talking about the families of the men
went to this other camp.
who left Kozielsk and who were never seen again and who subsequent
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events have proven were killed. Those families had heard regularly
from their men up until about April or May of 1940?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Furcolo, And then it stopped?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you have any letters or post cards of your own
that you received while you were in these various camps?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, have.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you have them with you?
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you be willing to surrender those at this
date to the committee at least for photostating purposes?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, I would.
Mr. Mitchell. Then you will send them to the chairman of the
committee at a later date?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Mitchell, I want to get this. When you were at
Pavlischev Bor, secondly when you were at Gryazovets, did you meet
any Poles who had been at any other camps in Soviet Russia other
than Kozielsk?
Mr. Gawiak. I met them in Pavlischev Bor.
Mr. Flood. At Pavlischev Bor, the first camp you went to after
you left Kozielsk, in May of 1940, you met other Poles?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. Who had been prisoners of the Russians at other camps
in Russia?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. What other camps?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Ostashkov and Starobelsk.
Flood. Both?
Gawiak. Both.
Flood. About how many?
Gawiak. From Ostashkov we got about 30 men.
Flood. Did you ever hear how many men, how many Poles
Did the Ostashkov men tell
had ever been prisoner at Ostashkov?
you how many had been there?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak. Yes.
Flood. Yes.
Gawiak. Over 6,000.
Flood. Over 6,000 had been at Ostashkov,

That
6,000 Poles.
was a different camp from the one you were at?
Mr. Gawiak. Oh, yes.
Mr. Flood. Thirty got to Pavlischev Bor with you, is that correct?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. Did they tell you what had happened to the 6,000 who
had been at Ostashkov?
Did they ever say to you that they had been
taken

off the same way your friends

Kozielsk?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

had been taken

away

from

Gawiak. The same way, the same story again.
Flood. The same identical story.
Gawiak. Correct.
Flood. How many men from Starobelsk got to Pavlischev Bor

at the time you were there, about?

Mr. Gawiak. Between

120 and 130.
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Mr. Flood. About 120 to 130. About how many, if they men
it at all — did they mention how many Poles had been at Staro-

tioned
belsk?

Mr. Gawiak. It was between three to four thousand.
Mr. Mitchell. May I interrupt here for 1 minute. We are going

I

would like to ask the
to have to cut off for the recorder anyway.
chairman to recess for 1 hour and bring the witness back at that time.
Mr. Flood.
don't want to recess for 1 hour; I don't mind a few
It will take only a couple of
minutes, until I tie these camps up.
minutes.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will be in order.
Mr. Flood. At the time we recessed I asked you how many Poles
came from Starobelsk to Pavlischev Bor, and you told me about 130.

I

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did they have any conversations with you or did they

say anvthing about how many Poles had been at Starobelsk?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. Like I told you, the top figure of around 4,000.
Mr. Flood. About 4,000 top. Did they say anything about what
happened to the 4,000 who had been at Starobelsk?
Mr. Gawiak. The same story.
Mr. Flood. The same story at Kozielsk, the same story as happened
at Ostashkov, as those men who came from Ostashkov, taking away
groups and they disappeared.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct, during the same time.
Mr. Flood. During the same period of time. Then you men went
to Gryazovets and you joined General Anders forming the Polish
Army in Russia?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. At the risk of being redundant,

I want you to follow
me now as I recite these figures myself, and you just interrupt me and
say no if I am wrong.
Mr. Gawiak. Very well.
Mr. Flood. Now listen. In November of 1939 you got to Kozielsk.
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. During the period of time that you were at Kozielsk
between November of 1939 and May of 1940 when you left Kozielsk

there were about 5,000 Polish citizens there, officers, cadet officers,
police officers, and civilians.
Mr. Gawiak. No; police.
Mr. Flood. No police, all right. Officers, cadet officers, and some
civilians.
About 4,500 were in the one camp and several hundred in
another camp.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. About 175 left Kozielsk and went to Pavlischev Bor
in May of 1940 with you.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. In May of 1940 when you and the other one-hundredand-seventy-some Poles left Kozielsk there were about 150 left in

Kozielsk.

Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You heard me say,

for the committee,

Katyn.

that about

as
4,243

I

was advised by the counsel
Polish bodies were found at
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Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. When you got to Pavlischev Bor in May of
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1940 and

during that month there were
about 130 Poles who came to Pavlischev Bor from a second camp
in Soviet Russia at Starobelsk.
Mr. Gawiak. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. You had conversations with these Poles who came to
Pavlischev Bor from Starobelsk and they told you there were about
4,000 top Poles at Starobelsk during the same period of time, is that

you stayed there untU June of

correct?

Mr. Gawiak.

Starobelsk.

I

1940,

am not sure about how many men there were from

Mr. Flood. In round numbers between three and four thousand?
Mr. Gawiak. No; 4,000.
Mr. Flood. You also had conversations with about 30 Poles who

came to Pavlischev Bor during the months you were at Pavlischev
a third camp in Russia of Poles, Ostashkov, is that correct?

Bor from

Mr. Flood. You beard in these conversations that there were
about 7,000 Poles at Ostashkov?
Mr. Gawiak. My father told me that.
Mr. Flood. He was one of the men who had been taken from
Kozielsk in December to Ostashkov?
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Flood. He came to Pavlishckev Bor in June of 1940, when
you were there?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. O'Konski. May I ask

a question.

You spoke at the beginning

Since that time,
of your mother and your sister fleeing to Germany.
am I correct in saying you learned that the Germans killed your
Is that correct?
mother and your sister.
Mr. Gawiak. Later on.
Mr. O'Konksi. Later on you learned that.
Mr. Gawiak. Later on.
Mr. O'Konski. You and your father went the Russian way, and
you were both freed?
Mr. Gawiak. My mother and sister were killed round 1944.
Mr. O'Konski. By the Germans, though.
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, in your heart, with the experience
that you and your father had in Russia, tough as it was, and with
what you know happened to your mother and to your sister, you
would have every reason to hate the Germans far worse than you
hate the Russians, wouldn't you?
Mr. Gawiak. I hate them just the same, both.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, your opinion here is not prejudiced.
You are telling us just what you saw, because you have an equal
right to hate the Germans as you do to hate the Russians.
Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. have two questions.
I don't know whether you remember names or not, but do you
know a man who was a prisoner at Kozielsk, and who apparently was
His name was W. Jan Fertik.
one of the last to leave.

I
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Mr.

Gawiak. Fertik.

Furcolo. I probably

say it wrong.

Gawiak. That is my friend.
Furcolo. That is your friend?
Gawiak. That is my friend.

Mitchell.

Gawiak.

I

Where is he today?

couldn't tell you.
Furcolo. Do you know such a man?
Gawiak. Yes, I do.
Furcolo. This man has a book published in the library which
you have probably read, Mr. Mitchell.
Was there such a man there at the camp when you were there?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. He was one of the last to leave, the same as you
were?

Mr. Gawiak. That is right. He was a cadet, too.
Mr. Furcolo. Do you remember the name of a lieutenant colonel

also at the camp, named Prokop?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, I do.
Mr. Furcolo. That man was also there at the same time you
were?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Furcolo. To the best of your knowledge they were men of
good character and in whose word truth could be placed?

Mr. Gawiak. Good patriots.
Mr. Furcolo. The only other question I have

is this: Whether or
not in February, March, and April of 1940 from your observations
did the Russians have either a scarcity or a plentiful amount of over

coats and boots for their own soldiers?
Mr. Gawiak. Could you translate that, please.
(Interpreter translating the question.)
Mr. Gawiak (through interpreter). No, they were lacking.
Mr. Furcolo. I want to be sure I get this correctly now. In other
words, in January, February, and March of 1940 at Kozelsk you saw

Mr. Gawiak. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. Do I understand your testimony

to be that they
had plenty of overcoats and boots for those Russian officers, or that
they were lacking in the overcoats and boots for those Russian
officers?
said before, they were short of
Mr. Gawiak. I know. Like
clothing.
Mr. Mitchell. The Russians were short of clothing?

I

Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Probably the reason they didn't take them was

because they didn't want to wear any capitalist boots, is that right?
Mr. Gawiak. That could be.
Mr. O'Konski. In your experience in these camps and subsequent
experience later did you come across any names of Poles who became
traitors to the Communist cause, who are now in high position in the

Polish Government?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes; I did.
Mr. O'Konski. Could you give us those names? Did these people
know that their fellow Polish soldiers were killed at Katyn Forest?
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Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. In other words, they are accomplices to the crime.
Gawiak. Yes.
O'Konski. Could you give us the names of some of those

Polish Government at the present time who would be
in this crime and helped cover up? Could you give us

•officers in the

Accomplices
the names?

I

knew one who was a pilot, navigator. His
Mr. Gawiak. Sure.
don't remember his first name.
name is W-i-c-h-e-r-k-i-e-w-i-c-z.
Mr. O'Konski. Where did you meet him and under what cir
cumstances?
Mr. Gawiak. I met him in Szypktowka.
Mr. O'Konski. Did you know then that he was in with the Com
munists?
Mr. Gawiak. No. I didn't have that idea. Gradually during
the investigations he switched.
Mr. O'Konski. When you talked to him in this camp was he of
the opinion, as you were, that the Russians murdered these Polish

I

■officers?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Gawiak.

Yes.

O'Konski. Yet he turned to them?
Gawiak. Later on.
O'Konski. Later on. He is now with the Government?
Gawiak. General of aviation.
O'Konski. He is general of aviation in Poland.

Chairman Madden.

Mr. Mitchell.

I

Anything further?

would like, Mr. Chairman, to recess for about
We still haven't finished with
•an hour, and to call the witness back.
this witness as yet.
We will be
Chairman Madden. I think we ought to have lunch.
back at 2 o'clock.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, you had better make it 2:30 if
you can.
told the others to be
Chairman Madden. No, 2 o'clock because
back at 2.
(Whereupon, at 1 p. m. the committee recessed until 2 p. m. the
•same day.)
AFTERNOON SESSION

I

(The hearing was resumed at

2

p. m., upon the expiration

of the

: recess.)

Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
might make this announcement: Tomorrow morning's hearing
will be in the caucus room in this building, the large caucus room,

I

at 10:30.
Proceed.

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Witness, I believe that you were identifying
for Congressman Flood the names of prisoners of the Soviets who are
today high ranking members of the Polish Government in Poland.
Will you repeat for the record the name of the general of the air
force, and then carry on with the answer to the question for Congress
man Flood?
Mr. Gawiak. Fider Kiecz.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you spell that once more?

по
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Mr. Pucinski. The spelling is F-i-d-e-r K-i-e-c-z.
Mr. Flood. That question was originally asked by the gentleman
What I wanted to ask was: Do you
from Wisconsin, Mr. O'Konski.

know of any other personalities now prominent in the Polish Govern
ment, in the civil or military arm, whom you knew at the same period
of time? Are there any others?
Mr. Gawiak. Colonel Berling.
Mr. Flood. And what is the status of Colonel Berling in the Polish
Government today?
g|Mr. Gawiak. I don't know exactly.
Mr. Flood. But he is active and prominent in the Polish Govern
ment; is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What camp was he in?
Mr. Gawiak. I am not sure, but I think he was in Starobelsk.
Mr. Mitchell. Are there any other individuals you know who are
in the present Polish Government, who were in these various camps
Are there any
that you have been telling us about this morning?
others outside of these people, just these two?
Mr. Gawiak. No. Or, yes. But they don't have any high
position.

Mr. Mitchell. But there are others?
Mr. Gawiak. Oh, yes.
Mr. Sheehan. May I interrupt for a couple of questions, here?

I

would like to have you pursue the line of thought that I tried to go
In the conveyance in which you were taken
into this morning.
from one camp to the other camp, and you said it was quite crowded,
and that that was the residue of prisoners who were left at the camp,
roughly 150 or 170, who were crowded into this particular bus or
van.
Would you give me a little description before I proceed with
some more questions, on how you were put in there?
Was it crowded?
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Sheehan, I would like to clarify for
the benefit of the witness that at that point it was the transporta
tion that was provided from Pavlischcv Bor to Gryazovets that is
referred

to.

Will you pick it up and explain to the Congressman what happened

from the time you left Pavlischev Bor until you got to Gryazovets?
Mr. Gawiak. We were shipped usually in prison cars. That was
from Pavlischev Bor to Gryazovets.
But before we got to Pavlis
chev Bor from the station, we were transported by trucks.
Mr. Sheehan. By a truck?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct. ' That was to Pavlischev Bor. And
remember clear, when we get off of train, we were packed in to stand
very close to each other just like sardines in the cars.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you prefer to say it in Polish?
Mr. Gawiak. I would rather.

I

Mr. Mitchell. Go ahead.
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter).

They ordered us to mount
trucks, the platforms of these trucks, in an upright, position,,
standing, very close, one to the other, and we were standing in the
trucks, one right next to the other, so that you couldn't even put a
pin in between the men, they were packed in that tight in the truck.
Then they closed the gate, the back gate, of the truck. Two of the
these
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is

Gawiak. Yes.
Sheehan. That
all.
Dondero. Just one question. How did you escape being shot?
Gawiak. Like told you.
Dondero. Was that your answer, just a minute ago?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

I

is

is

;

I

a

I

a

a

I

I

is,

I

I

Russian guards stood on top of the cab of the truck, and we were
given an order to sit down.
It is easy to see how packed we were when this order came. We
virtually were sitting on each other's laps in the truck. This trip in
this condition took 4 to 5 hours.
When we arrived at Pavlischev Bor, they ordered us to dismount
from the truck. They opened the back gate of the truck and ordered
It was impossible to do. We were all stiff. We
us to dismount.
couldn't move our legs or our hands after this trip.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was sitting on you?
Mr. Gawiak. On my legs was sitting particularly a Polish pianist.
His name is Jrzybowski.
Mr. Mitchell. That would be J-r-z-y-b-o-w-s-k-i.
Mr. Sheehan. Is he still alive?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. He is in Poland now.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know what he is in Poland now?
Mr. Gawiak. Where? Or what he is doing?
Mr. Mitchell. Where and what he is doing.
but
know he continues
Mr. Gawiak.
don't know where he
there.
Mr. Mitchell. Is he a Communist sympathizer today?
Mr. Gawiak. That's what hear; yes.
Mr. Sheehan. May ask you this question: It seems to me from
Congressman Flood's questioning before and from your statements,
with the small number of gentlemen left from the original 5,000 pris
certain purpose,
oners, they must have kept you fellows apart for
or we could assume
purpose.
Would you go on and amplify on that, or may guess and say that
maybe they thought they might make good converts out of you to
Was that possibility?
communism?
Mr. Gawiak. No
would rather say they would save us for proof
in case
any investigation from outside.
Mr. Sheehan. But you also say that this pianist who was with you
now, would you say, favorable to the party?
Mr. Gawiak. am not sure, but heard later.
Mr. Sheehan. You just heard it?

6

a

a

if

a

convert out of you?
They thought they would make
Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you arrive in Gryazovets? What month,
you can recall?
Mr. Gawiak. Let me see. We came out in July.
Mr. Mitchell. How long were you at Pavlischev Bor?
month
Mr. Gawiak. Wasn't long. Was between
month and
and a half,
weeks at the most.
Mr. Mitchell. At Pavlischev Bor?
Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Let's see. You told us this morning that you had
left Kozelsk the early part of May, so we can assume, say, the 10th
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Six weeks. That would mean that you left Pavlischev Bor
How long were
and were in Gryazovets the latter part of June 1940.
you there from that time on?
Mr. Gawiak. I was there till the war started between Russia and

of May.

Germany.

fot

Mr. Mitchell. You remained at Gryazovets from the time you
there, in June of 1940, until war started

between Germany and

Russia?

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. When did the war start between Germany and

Russia?

Do you know?

I

is,

I

Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). The summer of 1941.
am still
Mr. Flood. Before you develop that line, Mr. Mitchell,
That
do
not satisfied with the answer given me this morning.

a

is

is

if

not quite understand the answer.
Why do you think the Russians permitted you to survive? Why do
you think the Russians took you and 169 others out of the 5,000 Polesyou have any idea,
who were in this camp?
Why do you think,
they permitted you and the friends they took with you to Pavlischev
Bor to escape whatever happened, this killing at Katyn? Do you
Why do you think
have any idea?
What did you fellows talk about?
you got out of it?
Mr. Mitchell. Do you want that translated?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
translated to Mr. Gawiak.)
(The question
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). That
very difficult
answer.

I

a

I

Chairman Madden.
think he went into that this morning.
Did you not? The decision that you and your friends arrived at
was that the Communists thought there might be an investigation,
and they did not want
complete wiping out of everybody.
Mr. Flood.
understood that, Mr. Chairman, but that does not
make sense to me.
If they were going to wipe them out, in my
opinion they would wipe them out, and they would not worry about
150 people.

Now, you were there from about November of

1939 to

about

May

1940?

Mr. Gawiak. That right.
Mr. Flood. And there were, in round numbers,
is

of

5,000

Poles there

a

a

it

with you. And you and your friends saw these Poles being taken
away in small groups day after day, month after month, untfl finally
there was only about three or four hundred of you left.
And then
in May of 1940, they took you and 170 others to Pavlischev Bor,
Now, ш view of that, do you have any
leaving 150 at the camp.
other reason than the one you have just indicated, and that Mr.
Why did
Madden has repeated? What did you men talk about?
you think you were left? What did you say? Is that the only
reason you have?
Tell
in Polish.
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). Naturally, there was a
great deal of debate amongst us as to why we were being retained,
and there were many of us who felt that the Russians had planned
to send us through
training course, in order to convert
schooling,

Mr. Flood. Now, that

is

us to communism.

beginning

to make sense.
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Was such a course or schooling ever given to you or the rest of you
men who survived, as far as you know or recall?
Mr. Gawiak. Not to me, but, like I told the men before, JFider
Kiecz and General Berling and a few others went to Moscow directly.
And they came back to our camp in Gryazovets about 5 or 6 months
later altogether changed.
Mr. Flood. Now, after you left Pavlischev Bor, you went to

Gryazovets.
While you were at Gryazovets, then the Russians took several of
your colleagues, several of your friends, and took them to Moscow ;
is that it?
Mr. Gawiak. That's right.
Mr. Flood. For some kind of a training course?
Mr. Gawiak. That's right.
Mr. Flood. And that was consistent with your idea and the idea
of your friends, in the conversations you had had at all of the camps,
as to why you survived.
They were trying to break you down.
They were trying to train these survivors.
They did take some to
Moscow. How many, about?
Mr. Gawiak. That's hard to say, because they were taken not
only from one camp, but from all of them.
Mr. Flood. Let me ask you this, then. During the time you were
at Gryazovets, about how many men were at Gryazovets during the
time you were there?
Mr. Gawiak. Only four or five.
Mr. Flood. Did they come back while you were still at Gryazovets?

Mr. Gawiak. All of them.
Mr. Flood. What was their point of view, their attitude,

as far as
you recall, when they left Gryazovets to go to Moscow?
Mr. Gawiak. In my opinion, they were strictly patriots.
How long were they gone,
about, if you remember?
Mr. Gawiak. Five or six months.
Mr. Flood. They were gone 5 or 6 months. When they came back,
what was their attitude? What was their conversation?
Mr. Gawiak. I remember very good

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. First of all, had they changed?
Gawiak. Completely.
Flood. Had they become Communists?
Gawiak. That's right.
Flood. Did they talk communism?
Gowiak. That's right.
Flood. Did they try to convert you to communism?
Gawiak. (through the interpreter).
They started

forming
Communist clubs or cells in the camp.
Mr. Flood. They went away loyal, patriotic Poles. They came
back Communist agents?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
(Short recess.)
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to make a point. Congressman
Flood has questioned the witness somewhat on the reasons why a
Now,
small group was saved from the eventual fate of the others.
of course, this witness cannot answer that question except as to his
But I want to say that he gave two reasons, as I undersupposition.

I
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stand it. One was that the Russians wanted to maintain some sort
of an alibi and some sort of a semblance of the continued existence of
And secondly, they wanted to create cells and prob
these prisoners.
ably educate, using their own term, some of them into communism.
I want to say that I don't discount the first version at all, because
subsequent historic events have shown that that first version might
be the real reason why they were kept; because I think the next witness
will bring out the fact that the Polish Government was frequently
given various numbers, various figures, of witnesses in various camps,
and it is quite logical to assume that the Russians probably main
tained 150, 300, or 500 and exaggerated the amount in those camps
and thereby created a series of confusions among the Poles.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Machrowicz, anything is possible. I will agree
with you.
Mr. Machrowicz. There is one point I wanted to bring out. The
witness has testified that for a while his clothes were taken away.
Correct?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. Where those clothes returned to you?
Mr. Gawiak. No. I am talking just for myself.
Mr. Machrowicz. Your own clothes. All right. Now, can you

tell me what was done by the Russians with the Polish officers as far
their clothes were concerned?
Were they taken away from them?

as

Mr. Gawiak. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. So the Polish officers kept their clothes and

their boots?

Mr. Gawiak. That's right.
Mr. Machrowicz. So you did not mean to infer, did you, in your

previous testimony, that the clothes and the boots of the Polish
soldiers and the Polish officers were taken away from them?
Mr. Gawiak. No. I was just speaking about myself.
Mr. Macrowicz. I did not want there to be any question about
that.

Mr. Gawiak. You see, they captured me in civilian clothes, so
they treated me like a civilian.
Mr. Machrowicz. But the Polish officers who left the camps for
fate unknown left with their full uniforms and shoes?
Mr. Gawiak. Full uniforms and shoes.
Mr. Dondero. What kind of clothes did they give you in place
of them?
Mr. Gawiak. Well, got a pair of trousers and a jacket.
Mr. O'Konski. I would like to have him elaborate on the question
you raised, Dan, an important one, as to why he survived.
Of these 175 who left this camp, were there any high-ranking
officers among you of those who survived?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, there was.
Mr. O'Konski. About how many?
Mr. Gawiak. There was one general, and if I remember there
were three or four colonels, and gradually down.
Mr. O'Konski. Were there any leaders of the Polish Government
that survived that were in high office, civilians? Did any of them
survive?
Mr. Gawiak. It was, yes.
Mr. O'Konski. There were some?

I
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Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Gawiak, when my line of questioning

was
slowed up for clarification of the record, you had stated to this com
mittee that you had been at Gryazovets until approximately June
1941.

Mr. Gawiak. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. When the German and Russian Armies became

Can you tell us what happened to you from
involved in conflict.
that time on?
Mr. Gawiak. We remained in the camp for a period of 2 weeks of
time.

Chairman Madden.
that is satisfactory.

If

the witness cares to speak in Polish on this,

Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). We remained in the prison
camp for about 2 weeks, and then we were transferred to the south.
Mr. Mitchell. Could you show us the route on which you were
transferred from Gryazovets and where you ended up, please, on the
map?
Here is
[Indicating Gryazovets.]
Mr. Gawiak. Yes;
can.
am talking
Gryazovets, way up north, and we moved to Totskoye.
about where went.
Mr. Mitchell. That is where you went to?

I

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

Gawiak. Yes.

Mitchell.

Was your father with you at that time?

Gawiak. Yes, he was.

Mitchell. How many others of you made the trip from
Gryazovets to there?
Mr. Gawiak. That was a big transport. At that time in a camp
Now, you ask me question where they come
we have around 1,500.
from, those 1,500 in Gryazovets. I would rather say it in Polish.
Chairman Madden. Let me say to the witness:
Any time you have a statement that you feel is easier for you ш
Polish, go right ahead.
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). When we arrived at Grya
Those were those who
zovets, our transport consisted of about 400.
Three months later they attached
were brought from Pavfischev Bor.
another transport of about 1,800 soldiers from Estonia and Latvia.
Mr. Mitchell. Then that made a total of approximately 2,200 in
Gryazovets in June 1941 ; is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. And then all of you were transported from there
to Totskoye at the same time?
1 mean, one after one.
Mr. Gawiak. No. We had two transports.
Mr. Mitchell. How many officers were in the group? Polish
officers.

Mr. Pucinski. You had better restate that question.

think he understood you.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

don't

Gawiak. You ask me how many officers was in the transport?

Mitchell.

From Gryazovets to Totskoye.

Gawiak. Approximately about 95 percent.
Pucinski. Ninety-five percent of those from Gryazovets to

Totskoye were officers.
Mr. Mitchell. When you arrived at this camp at Totskoye, would
you give us now a description of your life there, who was there, and
who you met, and so forth? You may do that in Polish.
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Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). Our transport was the first
to arrive there.
Returning to Gryazovets, 1 week after the Poles
and the Russians agreed, made their agreement, our camp was visited
by General Anders.
Mr. Mitchell. When was that?
Mr. Gawiak. That was in June.
Mr. Mitchell. No, June was when they went to war.
Mr. Gawiak. Later, in August.
Mr. Pucinski. August 1941.
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter).

There was a review there
and a parade and a reception for the general, and he informed us
that we were going to be transferred to Totskoye, and there we would
be organized into a Polish army.
From that moment, we all began
registering.
And we didn't resign, but we were still in the Army.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, when General Anders announced
to you that a Polish army was going to be formed in Russia proper to
fight with the Russians, how many officers were at Totskoye at that
time in all, a rough guess?
Mr. Gawiak. A rough guess? About twelve or thirteen hundred.
Mr. Mitchell. Twelve to thirteen hundred officers. I now want
you to tell for the record and to this committee what happened about
the conversations that went on in the camp among all of you officers
and the people in this camp relative to the missing officers.
Accord
have read in relation to this whole matter, pub
ing to the records
lished by various groups, it seems that you all were recording the names
of those officers who had been with you.
Would you just give the
committee a more or less brief description of what took place at that
time?
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). As soon as we regained our
freedom while still at Gryazovets, we all began compiling lists of
names of people who were with us at the various camps in which we
That was on the orders of our high command, and
were interned.
also on our own initiative.
Having carried on communications with relatives of some of our
friends in Poland, we knew that these men were not in Poland. This
was before the Germans invaded Russia. Each of our units compiled
as complete a list as it could, and these lists were then forwarded to
our high command.
As far as I recall, these lists were then forwarded to the Russian
Government. We received answers while at Totskoye, that the
Russian Government had no knowledge of the whereabouts of these
officers. There were rumors that some of these officers were trans
ferred to the St. Joseph Islands.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,
believe that develops the story
from this witness's point of view.
I would like to go on quickly and
just tell you what happened to him from there on in.
He remained with General Anders' army
Chairman Madden. I think the witness should testify to that.
Mr. Mitchell. Well, it will take us about another 10 or 15 minutes.
Chairman Madden. He could just terminate briefly.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us right now the route your army
iollowed, where you ended up, and how you got over here to Canada?

I

I
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Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). They took us from Totskoye during the winter to Uzbekistan in the Soviet Republic. We
remained there several months.
We were then transferred to Persia
and from Persia through Iraq to Palestine.
In Palestine, we received
further training in the English methods of warfare. From there we
were transferred to Egypt, as Polish units, and from Egypt to Italy.
We remained in Italy until the end of the war, and came to Canada

directly from Italy.

I

Mr. Mitchell. May I ask where your father is at this time?
Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). My father is at Welland,

Canada.

Mr. Mitchell. How old is he?
Mr. Gawiak. Seventy.

Chairman Madden. Let me ask if any members of the committee
have any further questions of the witness.
Mr. I?lood. Yes.
Were there any priests at the Kozielsk camp with you, Roman
Catholic priests or Orthodox priests, that you know of, Polish
prisoners?

Mr. Gawiak. I remember four priests, or, I believe, five.
Mr. Flood. What happened to them, if you know?
Mr. Gawiak. From the records I have heard, they found them
all at Katyn.
Mr. Flood. They found them all at Katyn?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes. There was one Jewish priest, one Orthodox
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean a Jewish rabbi?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Two Roman Catholic priests, an orthodox priest, and a

Jewish rabbi?

Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter). And one Protestant.
Mr. O'Konski. I would like to develop one point further that is
very important. You testified earlier this morning as to the condition
of the shoes, the soles, of these Polish soldiers.

Evidently when war broke out, they were all issued new uniforms
Is that correct?
and new shoes.
Mr. Gawiak. That's correct.
Mr. O'Konski. When they were captured, they had evidently worn
those shoes slightly before they were captured.
Mr. Gawiak. That's right.
Mr. O'Konski. And they were taken out of these camps during the
months of January, February, and March of 1940; is that correct?
Mr. Gawiak. That's correct.
Mr. O'Konski. Now, if those soldiers had those shoes and those
uniforms until August of 1941, almost a year and a half later, would
those shoes and those overcoats have shown far more wear than they
had shown?

Mr. Gawiak. Naturally; yes.
Mr. O'Konski. From the condition of the shoes

as described by the
witness, yesterday, and by the pictures you have seen of the autopsy,
would you say that the condition of the shoes and the clothes indicates
that they were with the soldiers for a period of 6 months, or a period of
2 years?
Mr. Gawiak. would say 6 months.

I
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

O'Konski. There is no question in your mind about that at all?
Gawiak. No question about that.
O'Konski. That clarifies that.
Flood. As far as you know, what percentage of the officers

who were with you from the time you came to Kozielsk until the time
you left Kozielsk, if you know, were reservists of the Polish Army, or
regular army officers?

Do you know what I mean by reservists, as distinguished from regu
lar army or recent recruits?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, I know. It is hard to say, but as I remember,
in this district it was about 50-50.
Mr. Flood. But at Kozielsk, of the 5,000 Poles there, at least half
of the officers were reservists, of all ranks?

Mr. Gawiak. That's right.

Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Considering your statement as to your feeling, antipathy, toward the
Nazis and toward the Russians, have you, in line with the testimony
that you have narrated here, and with your experience as a prisoner
over that long period of time, and all these extenuating circum
stances — have you in your own mind made a decision as to what
countrv or nation was responsible for the murders at the Katvn
Forest?
You can answer that "Yes" or "No." Have you made up your
mind?

Mr. Gawiak. Yes,

I

did.

Chairman Madden. Who would you say committed the mass mur
der at the Katyn Forest?
Mr. Gawiak. Russia.
Chairman Madden. Now, I want to thank you, Mr. Gawiak, for
your testimony here.
Mr. O'Konski. May I ask just one more question?
When you met with General Anders, and all these people came from
these various camps and survived, you were all interrogated as to
what you thought happened to all these officers, and was there any
body that had a different opinion than that the Russians did the
murdering?

I don't — I doubt it.
Chairman Madden. I wish the record to show that Congressman
Joseph Carrigg of the Fourteenth District of Pennsylvania, is present
at the hearing.
I wish to thank you, Mr. Gawiak, for your testimony. I want to
say that you have made a great witness. You have made a very sincere
witness, and you have created a very good impression on the com
mittee, coming down here from Canada, away from your business,
and offering this testimony voluntarily.
I know that in the future the value of your testimony will be
known not only to yourself and to your countrymen, but to the
people and to the public generally, because your testimony will, I
think, eventually serve to possibly give to the minds of the people not
only in the free countries, but behind the iron curtain, what a criminal
Mr. Gawiak.

background is behind the leaders of this communistic movement.
And the testimony that you have revealed I think will serve a great
purpose, to bring to the minds of the people generally throughout
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the world what the free peoples of the world are up against in this
scourge that is trying to aggress throughout the globe.
And know speak in behalf of the committee in thanking you for
the great service that you have rendered in coming here today to testify.
Mr. Dondero. Just before he leaves the stand,
want to ask a
question?
Did you have any papers or any documents in your possession to
show that you were a prisoner in these various camps?
Mr. Gawiak. Yes, have.
Mr. Dondero. Have you got them with you?

I

I

I

I

unfortunately.

send them here.

Chairman Madden.
you mail them to us.

They will be made

a

But

I

will

part of the record when

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, the witness would like to make

statement.

Mr. Gawiak (through the interpreter).

a

I

am very deeply moved
the attitude and the action and the undertaking of this com
have been waiting for this moment for 10 years, and
mittee.
am
certain that just as some day we will get the satisfaction, by the same
token the people in this country at last will understand what Russia
is.
Chairman Madden. The next witness is ex-Ambassador T. Romer.
There will be a recess for a minute.
(A short recess was taken.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
might announce that -Congressman Edmund Radwan of New
York is present at the hearings.
Will you proceed, Mr. Counsel?
First, I will swear the witness.
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give ш ше
hearing now in session will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Romer.
do.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you try and speak as loudly as you can? And
for the purpose of the record, may have your full name and address?

■with

I

I

I

I

I

TESTIMONY

OF TADEUSZ ROMER, FORMER POLISH AMBASSADOR
TO RUSSIA, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA

Mr. Romeh. My name is Tadeusz Romer. My address is Mon
treal, Province of Quebec, Canada, 495 Prince Arthur West.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you tell us something about your own
personal background, beginning at the time you left school, briefly,
please?
Mr. Romer.
was born on December 6, 1894, in Antonosz, par
titioned Poland under the Russian domination. I was at school and
went through my matriculation in
high school, in Cracow, Poland.

I

I

1913.

I
I

Then
was at the university in Switzerland, Fribourg, and Lau
sanne.
studied law, science, philosophy, and politics.
I graduated in 1917, and then went to Paris to serve in the Polish
National Committee under Roman Dmowski, one of the foremost
Polish statesmen of that time.
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Mr. Mitchell. When did you first enter the Polish Career Diplo
matic Service?
Mr. Romer. I first entered the Polish Career Diplomatic Service
in 1919, in Paris, as first secretary of the Polish Legation.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you give us a short history, a brief history, of
your various assignments as a Polish career diplomat?
Mr. Romer. I was in Paris from 1919, until 1921, then from 1921
to 1927 in Warsaw at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Mitchell. You were at the Ministrv of Foreign Affairs?
Mr. Romer. Yes; from 1921 to 1928. From 1928 until- 1935, I
was first conselor of the Polish Legation, and then the Polish Embassy
in Rome, with the Italian Government.
From 1935 until 1937, I was Polish Minister in Lisbon, Portugal.
From 1937 until 1941, 1 was Polish Ambassador to Japan, in Tokyo.
And then, after the rupture of diplomatic relations between Japan
and Poland, under German pressure, 6 weeks before Pearl Harbor, I
left Japan with my family and the staff of the Polish Embassy and
went to Shanghai, China, in order to pass through the United States,
to London, to reach the Polish Government in exile.
was impossible because of lack of communication, and I stayed
dining the Japanese occupation until the diplomatic
exchange between the western powers and Japan.
'
Mr. Mitchell. When was that?
Mr. Romer. It was in August 1942.

It

in Shanghai,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. August
Romer. Yes.

1942?

Mitchell. Where did you go in August 1942?
Romer. I went to eastern Portuguese Africa. And there I
received my appointment as Polish Ambassador to Soviet Russia.
Mr. Mitchell. You received that appointment while you were in
South Africa?
Mr. Romer. In eastern Portuguese Africa.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did you proceed from eastern Portuguese
Africa?
Mr. Romer. I took a plane, and I proceeded through Egypt into
Iran to Teheran and then to Soviet Russia directly.
Mr. Mitchell. What year was that?
Mr. Romer. It was in 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. What month?
Mr. Romer. It was either in September or in the beginning of
October.

Mr. Mitchell. Whom did you see en route who might have given
you instructions as to your duties in Moscow?
Mr. Romer. I had not received any instructions during my traveL
just received a few telegrams from my Government in London,
containing general information. And I saw in Teheran my predeces
I saw him in
sor, Mr. Kot, former Ambassador to Soviet Russia.
Teheran, and I saw also General Anders and a lot of Polish officers.
Mr. Mitchell. One moment.
You stated that you saw your predecessor, who was Ambassador
to Moscow? What was his full name?
Mr. Romer. Prof. Stanislaw Kot, K-o-t.
Mr. Mitchell. He was your immediate predecessor?

I
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Mr. Romer. Yes; my immediate predecessor, but he left Kuibyshev

July

1942.

Mr. Mitchell. Where was the Polish Embassy located, in Kussia?
Mr. Romer. In Kuibyshev, formerly called Samara, on the Volga

River, where the whole diplomatic corps was located since the wartime
evacuation of Moscow.
Mr. Mitchell. You stated that you saw him in Teheran.
Is that
correct?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Romer. Yes.
Mitchell. When?
Romer. At the end of September or the beginning of October.
Mitchell. What did Ambassador Kot tell you about condi
tions in Moscow, or Russia, with relation to your new assignment at
that time?
Mr. Romer. He gave me all his own files and archives, and he
told me about his own experiences there.
Mr. Mitchell. This committee is particularly interested in any
reports that he may have given you in connection with the missing
Polish officers.
Mr. Romer. I received the full evidence list of the missing officers,
the list prepared by different Polish officers and numerous Polish
refugees and personalities in Soviet Russia, and the minutes of all
conversations and all Polish interventions as to the Russian authorities
concerning this matter.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. Did

you see General Anders?
saw him several times.
Mitchell. Where?
Romer. In Teheran, also.
Mitchell. What did he tell you about it?
Romer. He told me also about all his experiences concerning
these questions and others, too.
Mr. Mitchell. Did he tell you the name of the individual who
had been assigned the responsibility of ascertaining where these
officers were?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What was that individual's name?
Romer. Yes;

I

Mr. Romer. Joseph Czapski.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is Mr. Czapski today?

Mr. Mitchell. Where is Ambassador Kot today?
Mr. Romer. He must be in Paris, too, I believe.
Mr. Mitchell. Is it your opinion that this committee

should
hear the testimony of those individuals?
Mr. Romer. Definitely so.
Mr. Mitchell. Where are the official records today, if you know
where they are, of the conversations that took place between Kot
and the Russian authorities?
Mr. Romer. The originals must be with the Polish state archives
and many copies in different hands.
Mr. Mitchell. Who else did you see of note in Teheran? Who
Kot and General Anders
else did you see outside of Ambassador
Did you see Czapski? Did you see Czapski in Teheran?
Mr. Romer. Yes; he is my great friend ever since childhood, and
I saw him several times there.
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Mr. Mitchell. Did yon see General Sikorski in Teheran?
Mr. Romer. No; General Sikorski was not in Teheran at that time.

saw him much later, in London, when I went there in January 1943.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you leave Teheran for Kuibyshev?
Mr. Romer. In the early or middle part of October 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you receive your official papers appoint
ing you to the Soviet Government?
Mr. Romer. I received only a telegram appointing me, and
went to Moscow
awaited my credentials in Kuibyshev, with which
to present them to the Soviet Government.
Mr. Mitchell. How long did you have to wait in Kuibyshev?
Mr. Romer. Approximately 10 days.
how long from then until
Mr. Mitchell. When you received
you presented them?
went to Moscow with some person from my staff,
Mr. Romer.
and
presented my credentials on the 2d of November 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. Whom did you see at that time?
Mr. Romer. The President of the Supreme Soviet.
Mr. Mitchell. What was his name?
don't remember at this time. He died
Mr. Romer.
years ago.

I

I

Is

it

I
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I

I

it,

I

Kalinin?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell. Who

a

a
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it

I

if

I

it

I

was the next person you saw in the Soviet?
Romer. Mr. Molotov, of course.
Mitchell. Did you present your credentials to Molotov?
had to present them to the Chairman of the
Romer. No;
Supreme Council.
Mr. Mitchell. Would you give us the gist of your first conversa
tion with Mr. Molotov?
was only
formal conversation at this time.
Mr. Romer. Oh,
Mr. Mitchell. What was his position at the time?
Mr. Romer. He was the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you first meet Marshal Stalin?
Mr. Romer. This shall tell you later on, with my general state
ment,
you allow me. It was a political conversation, and
think
would be interesting to know all the details about it.
Mr. Mitchell.
would like to have you make a general statement
at this time, unless the committee, the chairman or any members of
the committee, have any questions to ask up to this point.
Chairman Madden. Without objection, the witness will make
general statement.

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Dondero. Before he does so, Mr. Chairman, would like to
know whether you have any reports left of what took place between
Ambassador Kot and the Russians which he reported to you? Have
you any papers in your possession on that point?
have no papers, Mr. Congressman, but the
Mr. Romer. No;
results of the conversations are in the Polish state documents.
Mr. Dondero. Where are they?
don't know where the state archives are at present.
Mr. Romer.
was not in the Government at
They were moved somewhere. But
don't know about the respective arrangements.
that time, and
Mr. Machrowicz. However, they are now under the jurisdiction
of the Polish Government in London?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
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Mr. Machrowicz. And their whereabouts are known to the Polish
Government in London?
Mr. Mitchell. Of course.
Chairman Madden. You may proceed, sir, with your statement.
Mr. Romeh. When I was Polish Ambassador in Japan, one of the
main problems I had to deal with was the fate of the hundreds of
thousands of Polish deportees in Soviet Russia who were deprived of
any assistance whatsoever on the part of the Polish authorities, owing
to the fact that diplomatic and consular relations between the two
countries were broken off after the invasion by Russia on September
17, 1939, of the eastern part of Poland.
In the first part of 1941, 1 had published already a first list of nearly
10,000 names and addresses of Polish deportees in Russia, with whom
some kind of contact had been established.
Already, then, in the
was receiving,
letters
could find many signs of fear on the part of
the families in regard to the fate of the Polish prisoners in the three
camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov.
When I came to Russia, as Polish Ambassador, in October 1942, the
relations between the Russian and the Polish Governments were
The battle for Moscow was lost for the
already seriously strained.
Germans, the tide of the battle for Stalingrad was changing in favor
of the Soviets, the American supplies were flowing to Russia in very

I

I

large quantities.

The Polish-Russian agreement of July 1941, which had been sub
sequently enlarged during General Sikorski's visit to Russia in Decem
ber of the same year, was becoming a liability to the Soviet Govern
ment owing to the favorable change of war events. The Soviet
Government apparently considered those agreements as temporary
expediencies.
My predecessor had left Moscow in July 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. Excuse me one minute. Do you have any reason,
to your knowledge, as to why he left?
Mr. Romer. He was recalled to London to take part in the Polish
Government in London, and this was the main reason.
Mr. Mitchell. Why he left Kuibyshev at that time?

Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Thank you.
Mr. Romer. And in the meantime

a great number of Polish relief
workers and representatives of the Polish Embassy throughout Russia
were arrested and many offices closed, so that the vast relief organiza
tion planned for the Polish deportees in Soviet Russia was slowed, if
not completely jeopardized.
The Polish Army Corps formed in Russia under General Anders had
to be withdrawn during the year of 1942 to the Middle East because of
Notwithstanding the fact that
lack of food and adequate equipment.
this decision had been approved by Stalin himself, the Soviet Govern
ment bitterly criticized later on this move accusing the Poles that they
were not willing to fight with their Russian comrades the common
German enemy.
One of the main problems I had to examine on my arrival to
Kuibyshev, in the light of previous correspondence, was the question
of the missing 15,000 Polish war prisoners from the three aboveAnd these camps were Starobielsk, with maiidy
mentioned camps.
93744— 52— pt. 2
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4,000 prisoners, servicemen, Kozielsk, with, roundly speaking 4,500
officers of various ranks, Ostashkov, with more than 6,500 or 6,600
various military personnel. In all, around 15,000 Polish war prisoners.
Why do I call them Polish war prisoners? We were not at war,
formally speaking, with Soviet Russia. But Soviet Russia invaded
Poland in September 1939, and at that time relations, diplomatic and
all relations, between Poland and Soviet Russia, didn't exist any more.

Mr. Mitchell. Russia?
Mr. Romer. Yes, Russia, on the 17th of September, just at the

back of the Polish retreating armies before the advancing German
armies. And at that time several different Polish units had battles,
and very severe battles, with the incoming Russians.
This is why in the press, in the newspapers, in the Russian news
papers themselves, they gave the number of what they called Polish
war prisoners was published. The number given in the Russian news
papers corresponded in all to 200,000 people captured by the Russians
during that advance.
All of them, or most of them, were put into camps of war prisoners,
and a great number of them later on were transferred to the deportee
camps inside Russia, in Siberia, and so on. And only these three
great camps, Ostashkov, Starobielsk, and Kozielsk contained the most
important, the most well known, of those people.
That is why we were very much concerned with these three prisoner
of war camps. Among them were top and high ranking Polish Army
officers captured by the Russians in September and October 1939.
Among those prisoners were also well known scientists, politicians,
lawyers, physicians, economists, and even clergymen.
In other words, they were the flower of the Polish intelligentia.
These men were, of course, badly needed, not only for our war
effort, but also in connection with future plans for mutilated Poland.
hardly know of any family in Poland, which was not alarmed by
the fate of missing members of the family, or close friends.
The evidence lists I had at that time I received from my predecessor
and from the files of the Polish Embassy, and the evidence lists I had
proved that since the spring of 1940 no sign of life had come from
those men to their families, and that the correspondence had suddenly
ceased.
I looked over the numerous minutes of conversation between Polish
diplomatic and military representatives in Soviet Russia when unsuccess.ul inr uiries on the whereabouts of those prisoners were made.
I was particularly struck by a remark that the top ranking Soviet
security executives, Beria and Merkulow, made already in October
1940, to Colonel Berling and to a small group of Polish officers who
joined him. These were Beria's words at that time: "In regard to
them we made a great mistake."
My Embassy and myself were receiving hundreds of letters from
Poles anxiously inquiring over the fate of the disappeared men.
did not lose any occasion to question those arriving from remote
Russia regions in order to trace any possible sign of evidence of the
Everything was in vain.
missing prisoners.
I had no instructions to continue conversations on this subject with
the Soviet Government, because we saw clearly after our numerous
previous unsuccessful attempts that the Russians were unwilling to
was mostly
Apart from that,
help us in finding these prisoners.

I
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over the fate of the Polish deportees numbering about
million Polish citizens living in appalling conditions in remote
regions of European and Asiatic Russia. The help of our Embassy
in food, clothing, medical, and other supplies, which were provided
for some 270,000 of those we have been able to contact, was threatened
to be completely suppressed.
My line of thinking about the war-prisoner problem was, on the
basis of my studies, the following: There was no doubt for me already
at that time that the great majority of these men were not alive,
because we had sufficient evidence lists of all the deportees being
spread all over the territory of the Soviet Union, and not a single
name out of the Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or Ostashkov camps was among

concerned
1%

them.

Obviously, I am not speaking of the group of some 450 exprisoners
from the Gryazovets camp and Moscow prisons, who were with us and
helped us greatly in the search for their friends and comrades.
The
first witness today, my countryman, Mr. Gawiak, is one of them.
My personal guess was that at the time of the German-Soviet
friendship, some sort of liquidation of these leading groups of the
Polish intelligentsia was agreed upon by the two totalitarian partners,
whose final aim was the definite destruction of the Polish nation.
never excluded the possibility that the Naxis would be capable of
committing such a mass murder, knowing only too well their methods
in occupied Poland and elsewhere, but we had sufficient evidence from
the Polish underground in German-occupied Poland to be certain that
no mass exchange of prisoners or individual escapes into Germanoccupied Poland had taken place.
1 came then to the evident conclusion that the responsibility for the
fate of these 15,000 men layed on the Russian side. I must say that
at that time I was still very far from suspecting the full tragic truth.
I had an idea that these prisoners maybe were sent to some Arctic
regions, and had died of starvation and unlivable climatic conditions.
In December 1942 I was called by my Government for consultation
to London, and when leaving my Embassy in Kuibyshev I received a
formal assurance from Vishinsky, at that time Vice-Commissar for
Foreign Affairs, that during my absence from Russia no unilateral
decisions or changes would take place in regard to the status of the
Polish deportees in Russia, this having been the main subject of our

I

negotiations.
As soon as
arrived to London in January 1943, I found to my
amazement that by order of the Soviet authorities the Poles in Russia
had been deprived of their national status and forced, under threat of
After having con
arrest and torture, to accept Russian passports.
tacted my Government I flew back directly to Moscow, and on
February 26 and 27, 1943, 1 had a night-long conversation with Stalin,
brought him, under instructions of my
in the presence of Molotov.
Government, a far-reaching and rather sensational offer of the Polish
underground.
Chairman Madden. We will have a short recess.
(A short recess was taken.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will proceed.
Mr. Romer. And so, coming back to Moscow, I saw Stalin in tne
presence of Molotov on February 26 and 27, 1943, and I brought him,
under instruction of my Government, a far-reaching and rather

I
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sensational offer of the Polish underground to proeeed on a given date
for 3 to 5 days to the simultaneous destruction of every German line
of communication in occupied Poland just behind the* German side
of the front line.
Chairman Madden. Would you repeat that, please, and talk just
a little slower?
Mr. Romer. 1 brought him
Mr. Mitchell. You brought who?
Mr. Romer. Stalin. I brought him, under instruction of my
Government, a far-reaching and rather sensational offer of the Polish
underground to proceed on a given date for 3 to 5 davs to the simul
taneous destruction in occupied Poland of every German line of
communication just behind the German front line.
This offer was the best, although a very costly, proof of the potential
possibilities of the Polish underground, and of its readiness and willing
ness to contribute to the Russian offensive.
On the other side we considered this offer as a possible counterpart
for a change of Russian policy in the Polish deportee problem and
other pending difficulties in Polish-Russian relations.
Stalin seemed to be struck by this offer, but apparently fearing its
political implications preferred to sidetrack it for the time being, and
all I was able to obtain from him was the renewing of the negotiations
with Molotov in regard to the legal status of the Polish deportees.
And so I continued negotiating in Moscow this time, and was
absent from my Embassy. I took from Kuibyshev several persons
from the staff of the Embassy to help me. We lived in a hotel ia
Moscow. I was negotiating with Molotov on the status of the
Polish deportees in Soviet Russia after the decree of the Soviet
Government, which deprived them of their Polish national status.
It was during those negotiations that the bombshell of Goebbel's
propaganda revelations of Katyn exploded.
The news about Katvn was announced in a German communique

on April 13, 1943.
Forty-eight hours later we had the Russian answer. We had waited
nearly 2 years, from the latter part of 1941 , through the whole of 1942
and the early part of 1943, for any precise answer, about the where
abouts of the Polish war prisoners in these three camps. None of our
diplomatic interventionists with Soviet authorities on every level,

numbering more than 50 had any answer.
And yet, after 48 hours an answer came. The answer was the follow
ing one. I have here the offcial statement of the Tass Agency, dated
April 15, 1943. It was published in every Russian newspaper. I give
This was the text of the statement
you here the English translation.
of the Tass Agency.
Chairman Madden. Now, if you will let me interrupt you there,
this statement was made within 48 hours after the Germans announced
the discovery of the graves?
Mr. Romer. Yes. And this is the statement of the Tass Agency,
dated February 15, 1943:
The Polish prisoners in question were interned in the vicinity of Smolensk in
It was impossible to
special camps and were employed in road construction.
evacuate them at the time of the approach of the German troops, and as a result
they fell into their hands. If, therefore, they have been found murdered, it means
that they have been murdered by the Germans, who, for reasons of provocation,
claim now that the crime has been committed by Soviet authorities.
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to make Mr. Chairman a few remarks about this text.
concerns this work on the roads imposed on the Polish
war prisoners. They were officers and under the Geneva convention,
the officers are exempt from manual labor.
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean officers?
Mr. Romer. Officers. They were never forced to labor before in
those three camps, and we couldn't see any reason for this change of
attitude of the Russian Government.
My second observation is: How can we explain, if this were true,
that no information about this fact had been given to the Polish
Government in answer to their 50 or more inquiries about the where
abouts of these officers?
And my final remark is that if they really had stayed the whole of
this time, from the month of April 1940 until the German occupation
of the Smolensk region in July 1941, it would be quite impossible that
through different channels we would not have received news about
their fate and about their whereabouts.
Why were they not allowed
to correspond with their families and come into contact with the Polish
officials in Soviet Russia? We were then in friendly relations with the
Russian Government.
can see no reason for this state of things.
And so you understand, Mr. Chairman, that the explanations in
the Russian communique were not only lacking in sincerity — they were
not only unconvincing to the Polish Government in London, but they
rise to very great alarm in the whole of Poland and to all the
'oles abroad.
You can well understand the feeling of horror which
fave
has pervaded Polish public opinion after the German discovery.
I must underline here that we did not, in any way, exclude the
possibility of the Nazis committing such a crime. The different camps
of extermination in Poland are the best proofs that the Germans, the
Nazis, used similar methods of mass extermination.
But in this case
we considered it necessary to study this question in a very objective
manner through reliable channels in order to discover the truth.
Not one move has been made by the Polish Government to accuse
All that was asked for was the truth. And this is why
the Russians.
the Polish Government, on the 17th of April, requested the Inter
national Red Cross, as a neutral organ, an organ which was instituted
by the Geneva convention, to study problems concerning war prisoners,
to organize for an impartial and exhaustive inquiry.
Mr. Dondero. The 17th of April of what year?
Mr. Romer. It was 2 days after the Russian answer, the 17th of
have,

My first remark

I

April 1943.
Mr. Machrowicz. You say 2 days after the Russian answer?
Mr. Romer. Two days after the Russian communique, after the

Tass statement answering
covery of Katyn.

Goebbels'

first communique

on the dis

Mr. Machrowicz. I understood your previous testimony was that
Russia had announced that on February 15.
Mr. Romer. No, no. It was April. If I made a mistake, will you
please [correct it? It was April 13, 1943, the date of the German
communique; and the Russian answer was on April 15. The Polish
Government's appeal to the International Red Cross was on April 17.
And on the same date the Polish Government in London decided to
send a note to the Soviet Ambassador accredited to the Soviet Govern
ment in London, Mr. Bogomolow, asking him to advise the Russian
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Government to give all possible information and all possible explana
tions about this case to the Polish Government. This note was
handed to Mr. Bogomolow on April 20, 1943, in London.
We went through those five or six hectic days in Moscow, during
which I saw quite clearly that the Soviet Government was only pre
paring to use this question of Katyn as a pretext for rupture of rela
tions between Poland and Soviet Russia.
The International situation had already changed considerably from
the time of my arrival in Soviet Russia. The battle for Stalingrad
was won by the Russians in early February.
The Russian armies
advanced steadily, every day, step by step, toward the Polish frontier.
The American armies in western Africa and the British armies in
northeastern Africa advanced, toward each other, and later converged,
battling through Italy to attack central Europe; but they were very
far away from Poland at that time, and the Russians were each day
nearer.
I believe that at this very time the Soviet Government had
already made up their plans about the future of Poland, had prepared
for a new occupation of Poland, and made plans to set up a Communist
regime in our country.
During the night of Easter Sunday, on the 25th of April at 11 p. m.
was awakened, and was told that Mr. Molotov asked to see me at
midnight or quarter past midnight, whichever time I preferred.
Chairman Madden. That was 1943?
Mr. Romer. 1943. My choice was the earlier time. I answered
that I was coming to see him at midnight. I dressed and went to the
Kremlin.
I had to wait until 15 minutes past midnight. It was
already Monday, the 26th of April 1943.
Mr. Molotov read to me a note prepared and addressed to me, a
note containing misstatements and false accusations.
I shall read you only a few excerpts of this note and hand over to you
the full text.
It was, of course, like all the other Russian notes we
received, written in Russian. Our answers were as a rule, in Polish.
I will give you some excerpts of the English translation of this note.
The following is one of them :

I

Not only has the Polish Government failed to counteract the base Fascist
calumnies about the U. S. S. R., but it has not even found it necassary to address
a question to the Soviet Government or ask for explanations in the matter.

I

repeat, we asked more than 50 times for explanations, and the
20, addressed to Ambassador Bogomolow,
have quoted.
preceded by 5 days, this note which
Here is another excerpt:

Polish note dated April

I

The fact that a hostile campaign against the Soviet Union has started simul
taneously in the German and the Polish press and is conducted on an identical
platform can leave no doubt of a plot between the common enemy of the Allies,
Hitler, and the Polish Government.

I

it

if,

at any
May draw your attention, gentlemen, to the fact that
time, the American press makes any statement the American Govern
ment, will be held responsible for
by the Soviet Government in your
dealings with them.
And the last excerpt:

is

The above circumstances force the Soviet Government to state that the present
Polish Government, having descended to the level of plotting with the Hitlerite
authorities, has in fact as an ally violated its relationship with the U. S. S. R.
In con
and has adopted an attitude which
hostile toward the Soviet Union.
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have decided to break off relations with the

My comment is that Poland, which was the first to be in war with
the Germans, the first to oppose the German aggression, a country
which has endured the most appalling losses and sufferings in this
war, was accused here of plotting with the Hitlerite authorities by a
Government which, during the whole of the first part of the war was
an accomplice of Germany, helping the German armies not only to
conquer Poland but even to overpower France and Great Britain.
wish to remind you of the Molotov-Ribbentrop arrangements and
of the flow of war supplies then sent by Russia to Germanv.
Chairman Madden. As a matter of fact, the only conflict between
the Soviet and the Polish Government was the fact that the Polish
Government wanted to know where these thousands of Polish officers
disappeared to.
Mr. Romer. Not only did the Polish Government insist on knowing
the truth about the Polish officers, but also the Polish press and public

I

opinion.
On hearing the text of the note I declared that nothing was left to
me but to express my great regret at this decision, for which the
Soviet Government will have to take full responsibility. At the same

I

time,
emphatically protested against the suggestions and conclusions
contained in the note read to me. It inadmissibly accuses the Polish
Government of conduct and intentions which are contrary to fact,
thus rendered the note itself unacceptable.
also pointed out that, contrary to statements in the note, the
Polish Government has, for the past 2 years, made numerous unsuc
cessful efforts to obtain an explanation from the Soviet Government
concerning the fate of the lost Polish officers, and lately has again
repeated this request in a note of the 20th instant addressed to Am
bassador Bogomolow in London.
That is why refused emphatically to accept this note and left
it on the table of Mr. Molotov. I told him that, in accordance with
international rules and procedure, if he wants to send such a communi
cation to the Polish Government, he has to make it through his own
channels, through Ambassador Bogomolow in London.
said, that shall not take such a slanderous note.
When I left Molotov and returned to my hotel, I received 1 hour
This
later, a sealed envelope from the Soviet Foreign Ministry.
had refused to take from Molotov.
envelope contained the note
which
will hand you written, as
made immediately a copy of
sent back this note in my own envelope, with an
was, in Russian.
shall give you the full text of the Russian note
answer in Polish.
in Russian and its English translation, and the full text of the English
translation of my answer, dated April 26.
Chairman Madden. The committee will accept those exhibits, and
they will be part of the record.
Mr. Mitchell.
want to identify them by exhibit numbers,
Will you give me the note that was handed to you by Molotov?
may.
The note from Molotov to Romer and the translation of the Rus
sian note become Romer exhibits
and
The other one
Romer reply.
Romer exhibit
(The documents described above were marked "Romer Exhibits
and 3," and made
part of the record.)

I

I

I

I

it,

it

I

I
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I
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Копия .
Москва,

Господин

25 апреля

1043

года.

Посол!

Союза Советских Социалистических
По поручению Правительства
Республик я имею честь довести до сведения Польского Правитель
ства нижеследующее:
в отношении СССР в послед
Поведение Польского Правительства
считает совершенно ненормальным,
нее время Советское Правительство
все правила и нормы во нзаимоотноаениях двух союзных
нарушающим
государств .
кампания, начатая
Враждебная Советскому Союзу клеветническая
по поводу ими же убитых польских офицеров в
немецкими фашистами
районе Смоленска, на оккупированной германскими войсками терри
тории, была сразу не подхвачена Польским Правительством и всячески
разжигается польской официальной печатью. Польское Правительство
не только не дало отпора подлой фашистской клевете на СССР, но даже
с какимине сочло нужным обратиться
к Советскому Правительству
либо вопросами или за раз 'яснениями по этому поводу.
Гитлеровские власти, совершив чудовищное преступление над
польскими офицерами, разыгрывают
следственную комедию, в инсцени
ровке которой они использовали некоторые подобранные ими же сами
элементы
из оккупированной Польши, где
ми польские профашистские
все находится под пятой Гитлера и где честный поляк не может откры
то сказать своего слова.
привлечен как Польским Правительством,
Для "расследования"
так и гитлеровским правительством
Международный
Красный Крест,
обстановке
в
террористического
режиме с его
который вынужден
вновлвцаыи и массовым истреблением мирного населения принять
частив в этой следственной комедии, режиссером которой является
? итлер. Понятно, что такое "расследование", осуществляемое к то
не может вызвать до
Правительства,
же за спиной Советского
му:
честных людей.
верия у сколько-нибудь
То обстоятельство, что враждебная кампания против Советского
Союза начата одновременно в немецкой и польской печати и ведет
не оставляет
ся в одном и том же плане, - это обстоятельство
сомнения в том, что между врагом союзников - Гитлером и Польским
Правительством имеется контакт и сговор в проведении этой враж
дебной кампании.
В то время, как народы Советского
Союза, обливаясь кровью
в тяжелой борьбе с гитлеровской
Германией, напрягают все свои
силы для разгрома общего врага русского и польского народов и
всех свободолюбивых демократических стран. Польское Правительство
в угоду тирании Гитлера наносит вероломный удар Советскому Союзу.

Господину Т.РОнЕРУ
Чрезвычайному н Полномочному Послу
Польской Республики
Москва.

-2известно, что эта враждебная кампа
Советскоыу Правительству
ния против Советского Союза предпринята Польским Правительством
клеветнической
для того, чтобы путем использования
гитлеровской
с целью
Фальяивки произвести нажим на Советское Правительство
вырвать у него территориальные уступки за счет интересов совет
ской Украины, советской 1 елоруссии и советской Литвы.
Псе эти обстоятельства
вынуждают Советское
Правительство
признать, что нынешнее правительство
Польши, скатившись на путь
сговора с гитлеровским правительством,
превратило на деле со
отношений
юзные отношения с СССР и стало на позицию враждебных
к Советскому Союзу.
этого советское Правительство
На основании вовго
решило
с Польским Правительством.
прервать отношения
Прошу Пас, господин
высоком уважении.

Посол,

принять

/-/

уверения

В. молотов

в моем

весьма
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2

Irom Russian]

People's Commissariat fob Foreign Affairs
Mr. Ambassador,

Moscow, April

26th, 1943.

On instruction of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
have the honour to inform the Polish Government of the following:
The Soviet Government finds the behaviour of the Polish Government during
the last period of time absolutely abnormal, infringing all the rules and norms
of mutual relations as between two Allied States.
The Polish Government has been eager to pick up, and the Polish official press
is in every way inflaming, the calumnious campaign launched by German fascists
regarding the Polish officers killed by the German armies in the district of Smo
lensk which they were occupying.
Not only has the Polish Government failed to
counteract the base fascist calumnies about the USSR, but it has not even found
it necessary to address a question to the Soviet Government or ask for explanations
in the matter.
The Hitlerite authorities, having accomplished a monstrous crime on Polish
officers, are now enacting the comedy of an investigation, in which they are using
Polish fascist elements whom they have carefully selected in occupied Poland, a
country thoroughly dominated by Hitler and where no honest Pole can openly
express his opinion.
The Polish Government on a par with the Hitlerite Government, has called
on the International Red Cross to carry out an "investigation" staged by Hitler
against the background of bis terroristic regime with its gallows and mass destruc
Obviously, such an "investigation",
tions of peaceful populations.
carried on
behind the back of the Soviet Government, cannot inspire confidence in anyone
possessing even a modicum of honesty.
The fact that a hostile campaign against the Soviet Union has started simul
taneously in the German and the Polish press and is conducted on an identical
platform, can leave no doubt of a plot between the common enemy of the Allies:
Hitler, and the Polish Government.
At a time when the nations of the Soviet Union, shedding their blood in the
desperate fight against Hitlerite Germany, unite for the defeat of the common
enemy of the Russian and Polish peoples and of all freedom-loving democratic
countries, the Polish Government bowing to Hitler's tyranny aims a treacherous
blow at the Soviet Union.
It has been brought to the notice of the Soviet Government that the Polish
Government have taken advantage of Hitlerite falsifications to start hostile
campaign against the Soviet Union, so as to extort concessions at the expense of
the Soviet Ukraine, Soviet Byelorussia and Soviet Lithuania.
The above circumstances force the Soviet Government to state that the present
Polish Government, having descended to the level of plotting with the Hitlerite
authorities, has in fact as an Ally violated its relationship with the USSR, and has
adopted an attitude which is hostile towards the Soviet Union.
In consequence, the Soviet Government have decided to break off relations
with the Polish Government.
Please accept, Mr. Ambassador, the expression of my highest respect.
Signed: V. Molotov.

I

Mr. T. Romer

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the Republic of Poland
Moscow.
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Exhibit
[Translated

To Mr. V. Molotov
People's Commissar
for Foreign Affairs
Moscow.

3

from Polish]

April

Sir,

26th,

1943

Today at 0.15 a.m. you were good enough to invite me with the purpose of
reading to me a note signed by you, dated the 25th inst., informing me of the de
cision of the Soviet Government to break off diplomatic relations with the Polish
On hearing the text of the note I declared that nothing was left
Government.
to me but to express my great regret at this decision for which the Soviet Govern
ment will have to take full responsibility.
At the same time, I emphatically
protested against the suggestions and conclusions contained in the note read to me.
It inadmissibly accuses the Polish Government of conduct and intentions which
are contrary to fact, thus rendering the note itself unacceptable.
I also pointed out that, contrary to statements in the Note, the Polish Govern
ment has, for the past two years, made numerous unsuccessful efforts to obtain an
explanation from the Soviet Government concerning the fate of the lost Polish
officers, and lately has again repeated this request in a note of the 20th inst.
addressed to Ambassador Bogomolow.
In spite of my firm refusal to accept your note I find that it has been delivered
to my hotel in a sealed envelope of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.
I therefore have the honour to return it in accordance with my position as set
out above.
I have the honour to be, etc.
Signed: Tadeusz Romer.

Chairman Madden.

When you get through with your statement,

Mr. Witness, let us know so that the members can ask questions.
You may proceed.
Mr. Romer. I have nothing more to add concerning what happened

to me and to my embassy later on. We went to Persia after that, and
that has nothing to do with the question we are studying here. I
just want, if you will permit me, Mr. Chairman, to make two general
remarks at the end of my statement.
You will probably understand my very deep emotion in testifying
on this problem.
For to me, as a Pole, it is not the sad story of an
anonymous victim. It is one of the most tragic episodes of the whole
tragic story of the Polish nation, a tragedy in which the flower of our
manhood was involved. I hardly know, as I told you, of a Polish
family that was not directly or indirectly affected by the loss of one
of his dearest members or friends, and, as for myself, I have found on
the list of victims several relatives and close friends of mine.
And my other remark, Mr. Chairman, is the following one: When
was honored by the invitation to testify before this select committee
of the House of Representatives, a friend of mine asked me about the
You will not, said he, bring back to life
purpose of such a hearing.
the victims of the Katyn Massacre, nor bring its perpetrators to
repentance.
My answer was that in the pursuit of the truth we are
not seeking vengeance nor inciting hatred, but promoting justice.
Sooner or later the day. will come when those responsible for this
unprecedented war crime will be called before a regular court of
And
justice.
hope,
pray, that we shall avoid the repetition of
such horrible things.
We are rightly told, Mr. Chairman, that peace, freedom, and
firmly believe that decency, justice,
democracy are indivisible.
and truth are indivisible, too. And this is wby I am thanking you
veiy heartily for the fine work you are doing.

I

I

I

I
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Chairman Madden. We -will take a 1 minute recess.
(Short recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
I wish to commend you, Mr. Witness, for that statement and your
The Committee appreciates it very much, and especially
testimony.
the sentiments that you expressed in your closing remarks.
During these numerous conferences that you and others had with
Stalin and Molotov, previous to the announcing of the finding of the
Katyn graves by the Germans, at any time during these conferences,
did Mr. Stalin or Mr. Molotov or anybody connected with the Soviet
make any statements whatsoever about these prisoners working on
roads or doing any manual labor for the Nazis, for the Germans?
Mr. Romer. Never, Mr. Chairman. But I have never spoken
with Stalin and with Molotov about the conditions of these prisoners.
As I told you, this question was put by my predecessor and by General
Anders, and when I was present there, I received no instructions
and had no intention of asking this question, because I had other very
important problems to deal with, and was convinced that the Soviet
And so I re
Government was unwilling to give any explanation.
ceived no answer at all of this kind from any Soviet authority.
Chairman Madden. There have not been any records that were
turned over to you by the Soviet, through Mr. Stalin or Mr. Molotov
or otherwise, as to these prisoners of war working on roads or in the
fields or any place else?

Mr. Romer. Definitely not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Ambassador, how long were you in Moscow

aa

representing the Polish Government?
Mr. Romer. Part of my stay in Russia was at Kuybyshev. But
was
And then later on, when
stayed until the end of April 1943.
Foreign Minister of the Polish Government in London in 1944, went
twico to Moscow, in an unofficial mission, because our diplomatic
relations with the Soviet Government were already broken in order to
try to negotiate some arrangement.
The first time
went there, with the Prime Minister of the Polish
And
Government, Mr. Mikolajczyk, it was at the end of July 1944.
my second unofficial visit to Moscow was during the visit of Mr.
Churchill in October 1944.
Mr. Dondero. At the time that you were in Moscow, however,
was that the occasion when you received the note from both Stalin
and Molotov, that you have described to us?
Mr. Romer. This was when I was there as ambassador, in April
the Ambassador

I

I

I

I

1943.

Mr. Dondero. Were you staying at the Polish Embassy at that

time?

,

I was at a hotel in Moscow. It was
the National Hotel. I did not return to my Embassy in Kuibyshev,
as I had to negotiate with Molotov on the national status of tho
Polish deportees.
Mr. Dondero. Do you know where the Savoy Hotel is?
Mr. Romer. No ; at that time

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Romer. Yes.
Dondero. You did stay there?
Romer. No.
Dondero. What was the population of your country at the
time it was divided by Germany and Russia?
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Mr. Komer. Thirty-five million.
Mr. Dondero. This question of the note

being;

handed

to you:

Nothing was done by Russia until the Germans announced that they
had found the graves

;

is that correct?

Mr. Romer. Quite correct.
Mr. Dondero. Although you had tried for

a year and a half or
years to get Russia to make some statement as to the where
abouts of the Polish officers?
Mr. Romer. Definitely, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. Dondero. And then you were accused, or at least your
Government through you, the moment that that announcement came
from Germany, that they had found the graves, that you had entered
into a plot with Germany against Russia, and they accused you of it
in this note when they broke off relations with the Polish Government
in exile, in London?
Mr. Romer. Yes, sir.
Mr. Dondero. But nothing prior to that time?
Mr. Romer. Definitely not.
Mr. Dondero. And they were silent?

nearly

2

Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. That is all.
Mr. Machrowicz. I wanted to add my compliments and commen

dations for your very informative and complete statement, which no
doubt will cast much light, particularly on the good faith of the
Polish Government and the bad faith of the Soviet Republic in dealing
with the fate of these lost prisoners.
There is one question I wanted to ask you. It is this: You say
that these 50 or 60 incidents of negotiation occurred all during the
Is that correct?
time that Mr. Kot was ambassador.
Mr. Romer. Yes, not only on the side of the Polish Embassy but
also of General Anders and his staff, through the military as well as
the diplomatic channels.
Mr. Machrowicz. For that reason, you consider it important for
this committee to contact both General Anders and Minister Kot?
Mr. Romer. I consider it quite essential.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you over seen the correspondence inter
changed either between Mr. Kot or General Anders and any Soviet
officials on this matter?
Mr. Romer. Of course.

Mr. Machrowicz. Now, in the Soviet answers to the inquiries,
did they at anytime give the number of prisoners or give any infor
mation about their whereabouts?
Mr. Romer. No; never.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was the nature of their answer?
Mr. Romer. The nature was always evasive. They always tried
to say that they had liberated every one of them, and that it was
none of their concern nor interest to know what happened to them
later on; that they were freed. The only conversation which was a
little bit more specific was the conversation between General Sikorski
and General Anders on one side and Stalin himself on the other.
Stalin made the supposition that perhaps some of these officers fled
from Russia through Manchuria.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was a supposition only?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Did they ever refer in any of their answers to
Katyn?
Mr. Romer. Never.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, one other question. Are you familiar

with the incident of one of the consular officials of Poland in Russia
being taken by the Russians?
Mr. Romer. Yes. Just at the beginning of the war.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you give us the man's name?
Mr. Romer. Mr. Matusinski, a consul general of Poland in Khar
kov, Ukraine, was kidnaped and disappeared without leaving a trace.
Chairman Madden. Would you spell the name?
Mr. Romer. M-a-t-u-s-i-n-s-k-i, Matusinski.
Mr. Machrowicz. When was this?
Mr. Romer. I was then in Japan, and I know it only through the
files and through the records.

Mr. Machrowicz. You had access to the files and records?
Mr. Romer. Yes. It must have been just at the beginning of the

war.

Mr. Machrowicz. That would make it in 1939?
Mr. Romer. In 1939, yes, probably before the Russian invasion of

Poland.

Mr. Machrowicz. And at that time1, what was the relationship of
the Polish Government and Soviet Russia?
it,

Mr. Romer. A normal neighborly relation.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, will you relate the incident
from the official records?

as you

know

Mr. Romer. The only thing we knew

I

if

is

talk,

a

a

J,hen was that he was invited
car was sent for him.
Some officials invited him to come
see them.
He took his own car, with his own chauffeur, and we
never heard of him later. He disappeared.
His widow — believe
—
he must be dead
at present in Montreal, Canada.
Mr. Machrowicz* Were representations
made to the Soviet
Government by the Polish Government?
Mr. Romer. Of course.
Mr. Machrowicz. And were there any satisfactory answers?
Mr. Romer. None at all.
Mr. Machrowicz. And so, in addition to these officers we are
talking about, there was at least one incident where a Polish consul
was actually kidnaped by the Soviet authorities?
Mr. Romer. That's right.
Mr. Machrowicz. And never heard of since?
Mr. Romer. Never heard of since.
Chairman Madden. Congressman O'Konski?
Mr. O'Konski. When you first found out you were not getting
anywhere with the Russian officers on the location of the Polish officer
prisoners, you went back to London, did you not, for consultation with
your Government?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. And they gave you instructions to go over there
with an offer, and the offer that you gave them was that the Polish
underground would strike and knock out every piece of communica
tion that the Germans needed in their offensive against Russia
they
would tell you' where these soldiers were? Is that correct?

for
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Mr. Romer. It was not connected, Mr. Representative,

with the
It was connected with the national status of
soldiers in war campsi
the Polish deportees in Soviet Russia.
Mr. O'Konski. And even with that offer, which probably would
have meant the Polish people had lost another 25,000 lives, they
refused to give you any information on Polish prisoners?
Mr. Romer. I didn't ask for information on Polish prisoners at
that time. I discussed the status of the Polish deportees in Soviet
Russia, numbering one million and a half of Polish men and women.
Mr. O'Konski. And they would not give you any information even
on that?
Mr. Romer. No; not even on that.
Mr. O'Konski. All right. Now, when Goebbels announced over
the German radio, in a broadcast, that they had discovered these
graves in the Katyn Forest and blamed it on the Russians, the Polish
Government even with that information did not accuse the Russian
Government of the crime, did they?
Mr. Romer. Not at all.
Mr. O'Konski. You did not accuse the Russian Government of
the crime?
Mr. Romer. Certainly not.
Mr. O'Konbki. Nor did the Polish press accuse the Russian
Government of the crime?
Mr. Romer. This I cannot answer, because I was not in London
at that time.
Mr. O'Konski. But to your knowledge, no official of the Polish
Government in exile accused, the Russians of murdering these soldiers
at Katyn?
Mr. Romer.

I

have never heard of it.

Mr. O'Konski. In other words, all your Government did was to

say that it heard the German propaganda radio announce to the
world that they had found these graves. That is all they said?
Mr. Romer. They said that the identification of the bodies was
quite definite, and so they knew that these were the Polish officers.
And so, their death was ascertained at that time.
Mr! O'Konski. But there was no impression or no implication of
any kind that the Polish Government believed it?
Mr. Romer. Certainly not. We asked for an inquiry.
Mr. O'Konski. And all you did was ask for an independent survey
by the International Red Cross to establish the guilt?
Mr. Romer. Of course, Mr. Representative.
Mr. O'Konski. That is the only request you made?
Mr. Romer. The only request we made.
Mr. O'Konski. Now, in that request, did you get any help from
For example, the American
the other embassies in Moscow?
Embassy? Were they not concerned with these soldiers?
Mr. Romer. This request was not made from Moscow but from
London, the Polish Government in London.
Mr. O'Konski. To your knowledge, no other government made the
Just you made the request?
request?
Mr. Romer. To my knowledge, the German Government made
another request to the Russian Red Cross, and we knew not of it at
the time we made our request.
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Mr. O'Konski. In other words, they did not sever diplomatic

with Poland because Poland took the same position as
They severed diplomatic relations with Poland because
you asked for an international independent Red Cross examination;
is that correct?
Mr. Romer. In the note they pretended also that the Polish
And I
newspapers accused them of being responsible for this crime.
told you that I considered this quite unfair, to accuse the Polish
Government of some opinions that perhaps — I don't know for cer
tain — have been put forward by some Polish newspapers.
Mr. O'Konski. And this is important: They did not talk, or never
gave you any information whatever, about these people, where they
were, particularly these Polish officers.
They gave you no informa
tion whatever until Goebbels broadcast the finding of the graves in
Katyn Forest?
Mr. Romer. Definitely not.
Mr. O'Konski. Then they said they were slave laborers working

relations

Germany.

on roads?

Mr. Romer. Of course.
Mr. Mitchell. I would like to ask the question: What was the

name of the Government official who made the petition to the Inter
national Red Cross? Am I correct in the assumption, or in your
statement, that the request came from London, the Polish Govern
ment in London?
Mr. Romer. Of course, yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What was the name of the individual who made
that request?
Mr. Romer. General Kukiel, who was the Minister of National
Defense of the Polish Government in London.
Mr. Mitchell. Is General Kukiel alive today?
Mr. Romer. Yes; he is alive today, and he is in London.
Mr. Mitchell. He is in London today. Do you feel that this
committee should take his testimony relative to this incident?

Mr. Romer. Definitely so.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Romer,

I have several questions to put to you.
It relates to the Korean situation
The first one is a matter of opinion.
In your testimony, you spoke of all the pro
as we know it today.
crastinations or the stalling of the Russians in dealing with you and
You probably
giving you an answer to this prisoner of war question.
know from reading the papers that we, in the United States, have run
into the same snag in Korea, where for 7 months this stalling has gone
In your
along, and most of it is concerned with the prisoners of war.
opinion, do you suppose there is any relationship or correlation be
tween these two events?
Mr. Romer. It is very hard for me to say. I do not know very
much, only through newspapers, of what happened in Korea, and I
have some doubts whether the subject of my testimony has any con
It would be only a supposition on my
nection with this problem.
I don't know whether I can give you any useful answer to this
part.
question, Mr. Representative.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you not find similarity in the method that
is being used now by the Soviet authorities in dealing with the prisoner
question in Korea, and that which was used with your Government
at that time?
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Mr. Romer. I don't know whether Russian and Soviet authorities
are dealing with the American prisoners at present.
Perhaps they
I am not sufficiently in
are Chinese Communists. I don't know.
formed on the situation there.
Mr. Sheehan. Would you say, Mr. Romer, that it follows any
particular pattern, similar to the one you encountered?
Mr. Romer. The pattern is quite similar; but I don't know who is
responsible for it.
Mr. Sheehan. Another question I have: Who was the American
Ambassador in Moscow while you were there?
Mr. Romer. Admiral Standley.
Mr. Sheehan. Admiral Standley?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. Do you know, to your personal knowledge, whether

or not he was acquainted with any of the facts or the problem of the
missing Polish officers?
Mr. Romer. I know that my predecessor, Mr. Kot, saw his Amer
saw him also a lot, and we spoke
ican colleague quite often, and
about this question.
Mr. Sheehan. He was fully cognizant of the problem?

I

Mr. Romer. I think so.
Mr. Sheehan. Another question I would like to ask you: A gentle

man by the name of Father Leopold Braun has been brought into this
Do you know anything about
investigation through the newspapers.

him?

Mr. Romer. Yes, I know him very well and have

of him.
him.

He was in Moscow at the time

Mr. Sheehan. Was

he

I

a

very high opinion
I saw a lot of

was there, and

pretty well acquainted with the entire situa

tion?

Mr. Romer. Oh. definitely.
Mr. Sheehan. Another question: Did you know, yourself, of any

discussions with American representatives, especially of the press,
about this problem, while you were in Moscow?
Did you talk to people of the press with regard to the problem?
Mr. Romer. At the time of the rupture of relations with the Soviet
Government in 1943, I was, of course, interviewed by all the repre
sentatives of the American and British press in Moscow, and I told
them all I knew.
Mr. Sheehan. Was this in reference to the rupture, or the missing
prisoners?
Mr. Romer. The reference was to the rupture and to the prisoners.
Mr. Dondero. Did you immediately leave Moscow after you re
ceived the paper in Molotov's office?
Mr. Romer. A few days later, because I had to prepare the travel
of my whole embassy, with a staff of about 1.50 persons, together with
It was a long affair. It took at least 1 week or 10
their families.
We had to travel through Asia, through Asiatic
days to organize it.
Russia, through Turkestan, and the mountains of Iran, to reach
Tehran. It took us a long time.
Mr. Furcolo. I understood you to say that you had been in close
touch with many of the families in Poland who had sons and husbands
Is that right?
and so on in the service.
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Mr. Romer. Yes.
tees

Polish families, for the most part of the depor
in Soviet Russia, and they were inducted when they were in

Soviet Russia.
.Mr. Furcolo. The point I was getting at was" this: If you were in
touch with many such families, I wanted to ask you whether or not
any of them, to your knowledge, had relatives who had been in any
of these prison camps and who had disappeared, and who, as it later
developed, had been murdered?
Mr. Romer. I know a lot of them.
Mr. Furcolo. You know a good many of them?
Mr. Romer. A good many.
Mr. Furcolo. Had you had any talk with any of them along the
lines of whether or not they had been in correspondence with their
men in the service while they were in the service?
Mr. Romer. Yes; there were such talks.
Mr. Furcolo. What I am interested in finding out is whether or
not, to your knowledge, any of those families had any communication
or correspondence of any kind, or any knowledge of the whereabouts
of their menfolk, at any time after May of 1940?
Mr. Romer. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Furcolo. Do you know whether or not they had been in regu
lar correspondence with their men in the service before that time?
Mr. Romer. Yes. I knew of numerous cases of that kind.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you know of numerous cases where the families
had been in touch by correspondence with the officers during the years
of '39 and '40, and then the correspondence and contact ceased after
May of 1940?

Mr. Romer. Definitely; yes.
Mr. Furcolo. With reference now to the part that the Soviet

a

I

is

I

I

it,

Government played in connection with the request for Red Cross in
the Polish Government and the Ger
vestigation; as I understand
man Government each requested an investigation by the International
Red Cross, each one making that request independently and acting
on its own.
Mr. Romer. Yes.
have been given to understand that one of
Mr. Furcolo. And
Either the Soviet Government refused or
two things happened.
know that later on they broke off diplomatic
simply did not answer.
But what am trying to establish for the record
whether
relations.
or not the Soviet Government did really refuse, or simply did not
Now, are you in position to be able to tell us that for the
answer.
record?

I

Я

ПЯ744— 52— pt.

2

jurisdiction?
Mr. Romer. No.

I

is

not of my own experience, but
Mr. Romer. This
have heard
and read that the Soviet Government made pressure on the Inter
national Red Cross in Geneva and stated that they would not consent
to any inquiry, and under this pressure, the Red Cross refused to
undertake such an inquiry.
understand that.
Mr. Furcolo. Yes;
But are you able to tell
us any more definitely than that, other than simply by what you
heard some place?
In other words, did that come within your responsibility or your
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I

I

I

Mr. FURcoLo. see. Now, the last question, think, that have,
is this, and I will have to read a quotation to you from the publica
tion that have here.
It has to do with a conference that is supposed
to have taken place between Colonel Berling, who was going to
organize a volunteer Polish army, and Beria and Merkulov. As
understand
Beria was
the NKVD.
Mr. RoMER. That's right.
Well,
Mr. FURCOLO.
several months before the outbreak
the
German-Soviet conflict:
-

I

of

in

it,

I

in

say:
hearing this remark

Now, without giving the names

of

Three witnesses have testified

to

goes on

to

Then

it

a

in

of

to

of

A

of

to

in

to

a

to

to

a

to

a

of

The Bolsheviks transferred
number
Polish staff officers, including Colonel
Berling,
new camp and suggested
them that they organize
Polish army
fight against the Germans. Berling was willing,
principle,
accept the
proposal. However, he set one condition: such an army was
include all officers
and men, irrespective
their political creed.
conference was held with Beria
and Merkulov.
“Of course,” they agreed; “Poles
all political parties will be
“Well,”
join
army.”
Berling,
able
the
said
“we have excellent army cadres
Whereupon Merkulov replied with
the camps
Starobielsk and Kozielsk.”
great blunder
some constraint: “No, not these men; we have made
connection
With them.”

Merkulov.

it
in

to

-

us

no

of

us

of

in

I

in

I

p'

to

a

in

to

be

at

of

a

of to

I

to

to

in

to

at

in

It

as

in

at

of

in

is

In

at

I

in

in

I

I

of

o

if

do

if

of

at

those witnesses
this time, do
know
there are any such witnesses available any place today?
#" you know who those witnesses were, and so,
you know they
are still living?
my general
Mr. RoMER.
knew
this incident and referred
statement.
know only that Colonel Berling has recently fallen
into disgrace with the present regime
Poland and disappeared.
think, are also somewhere
They are not
The others,
Poland.
present.
traceable
help you can give
Mr. FURcoLo.
other words, there
on that?
Mr. RoMER. But you will know through Joseph Czapski—I men
my testimony-C-z-a-p-s-k-i, all the details con
tioned his name
cerning the news we possess, about this conversation.
Because Colonel
Berling and his friends
the conclusion
the Sikorski-Stalin arrange
July
ment between the Soviet and the Polish Government
1941–
although previously indoctrinated by the Communists, entered the
Polish Army under General Anders. As long
General Anders
stayed
Soviet Russia, they served under his orders.
was only
the moment when General Anders and his army moved
the
Middle East, that Berling and
few
his comrades remained
Only then, were their true convictions ascertained.
Soviet Russia.
Mr. FURcoLo.
want
know whether you can tell
the
your knowledge, whether there are any
present time
the best
witnesses,
that conversation who would
available
this
committee.
Mr. RoMER. Not witnesses who took part
this conversation.
Chairman MADDEN. There will be
1-minute recess.
(Short recess.)
Chairman MADDEN. The committee will come
order.
Congressman Sheehan?
may have, through my language
Mr. SHEEHAN. Mr. Romer,
before, not drawn you out
the sense
this correlating with
the Korean thing, because what
was primarily interested
was
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If you do not want to,
getting your opinion, if you want to give one.
of course, you do not have to. But seeing the similaritv in our pres
ent Korean talks over 7 months, that being one of the big stumbling
blocks, and you probably noticed it in Canada, would you want to
hazard a guess or give an opinion in your own mind, whether we call
them Russian Communists or Chinese Communists,
whether you
think the Communists are behind the Koreans from the standpoint
of advising them, in your opinion?
Mr. Romer. Definitely ; yes.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, it is Communist led, so to speak?
Mr. Romer. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. To

go a little further, on the basis of your experience,
would you say in your opinion that these were the Communist tactics
which were followed by the Communists in dealing with your Govern
ment on the prisoner-of-war question?
Mr. Romer. I presume so, yes.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, the similarity between the Korean
situation today, the Russian or Communist tactics today, assuming
the Russians are guiding the Chinese or Koreans, however you may
want to put it — the similarity between the situation we in America
find in Korea and the situation that you and your fellow Government
officers of the Polish regime found, is very plain.
Mr. Romer. It is very close.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, you would say there is a definite

correlation?

Mr. Romer. I think so.
Mr. Flood. Of course, Mr. Ambassador,

as far as the jurisdiction
of this committee is concerned, and the investigation that we are
conducting, the most interesting analogy coming out of Korea, rather
than the political, is the execution of the American prisoners during
the early days of the war, and of Koreans, which is taking place yet.
Directing your attention specifically to pictures appearing in the
Washington press of the American soldiers or United Nations soldiers
with their hands bound behind their backs and the wounds in the back
of their heads, and so on, in the jurisdiction of our purpose that is the
most interesting and fitting analogy we have.
Now, you might be- interested to know that at least I think, and
think some if not all of the comimtte,e here think, that the Russians
and the present Polish Government should be invited to testify at this
hearing.
What would you think about that?
Mr. Romer. It is not my business, Mr. Congressman.
Mr. Flood. That is a good answer.
Mr. O'Konski. I would be fearful of that. The Soviets might
break diplomatic relations with us.
Mr. Flood. I am sure tht would not cause a great deal of heartache

I

here.

Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
The committee wishes to thank you, Mr. Ambassador, for your
testimony, and assure you that we apprecite it very much.
We will adjourn until 10:30 tomorrow morning in the caucus room.

(Whereupon, at 4:15 p. m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene
in the caucus room, Wednesday, February 6, 1952, at 10:30 a. m.)

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

6, 1962

House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

Washington, D. C.
The select committee met at 10:30 a. m., pursuant to recess, in the
main caucus room of the House Office Building, Hon. Ray J. Madden
(chairman), presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden (presiding), Flood, Machrowicz, Furcolo,
Dondero, OKonski, and Sheehan.
Also present: John J. Mitchell, chief counsel to the select committee.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
might announce that the witness to be heard today by this com
mittee is a witness who was a personal observer of the murdering which
took place in the Katyn Forest in Russia in the early part of World
War II. This witness, in order to inform the world as to what took
place there, was willing to appear before this committee allowing his
identity to be known if necessary. But it had been the unanimous
decision of the committee that the family of this witness who are now
behind the iron curtain, have already paid a severe penalty and
suffered greatly under dictator rule.
The witness has consented to
appear here masked because the committee has unanimously recom
mended this procedure.
Our committee felt that we owed it to his sister and brother, who
now reside behind the iron curtain, that his identity be not made
known publicly; because from what this committee has already dis
covered in the testimony already offered by other witnesses, that the
leaders in control of the communistic regime would not hesitate at all
to commit immediate reprisals upon this witness' brother and sister
and family who are behind the iron curtain. We all believe that not
only this committee but Congress owe that duty to the witness we are
about to hear.
Owing to the fact that this witness does not speak English, it will
be necessary to have an interpreter.
might say that each member
of this committee has talked to this witness.
We are familiar with
his identity, his place of birth, and all the facts and circumstances
connected with bis veracity and identity.
Will the interpreter stand up and be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the interpretation you give of the
testimony of the witness to be heard this morning, in translation from
English to Polish and from Polish to English, will be true, so help

I

I

you God?

Mr. Pucinski.

I do.

Chairman Madden. Now, will the witness stand up?
you, Mr. Interpreter, stand and repeat this to the witness?

And will
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Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you give at the hearings
this morning will be true, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I do.
Chairman Madden. I might state that the acoustics in this room
are not of the best, although we have a public address system here,
and I will ask the folks gathered in the committee room to be as quiet
as possible during this testimony.
Mr. Interpreter, will you ask the witness how old he is?
TESTIMONY

OF JOHN

DOE

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

Forty-four years of age.
Chairman Madden. Where were you born?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). In Poland.
Chairman Madden. Were you ever at the Katyn Forest in Russia?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Chairman Madden. Will you ask him now to narrate slowly, so
that you can repeat at intervals, what happened to him immediately
preceding his visit to or his viewing the incident at the Katyn Forest?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I was taken prisoner by the
Russians.
After being held captive for 2 days on the Polish terrain, a
Russian general visited us.
Chairman Madden. What date?
Mr. 'Doe (through the interpreter). The 17th of September 1939.
Chairman Madden. Now, narrate what occurred after that.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I was in a Russian prison camp
in the area of Smolensk, Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, I don't think that the witness under
stands the original question.
Do you want him to start from the
beginning and go right through his narration?
Is that correct?
Chairman Madden. I suggest that the counsel propound the ques
tions in a chronological manner.
Mr. Mitchell. You have just stated that you were taken prisoner
by the Russians on September 17, 1939.
Is that correct?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us what happened to you for the next
few days?

Mr. Doe (through

Smolensk,

the interpreter).
Pavlishchev Bor.

I

was taken

to the area of

Mr. Pucinski. lie doesn't understand your question.
Mr. Mitchell. About what time was he in the Smolensk area?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I was captured on the 17th.
For 2 days we didn't move. We stayed in the same area.
Shall

I

tell about the passes that we received?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

I don't understand the Russian
ranks, but the high Russian official gave us passes.
Mr. Mitchell. For what purpose?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). These permitted us to go to our
homes.
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I

was walking in the direction
was near Bialystok.
Mr. Mitchell. How long were you free?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
was free for about 3 days.
cannot tell exactly.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you arrested again?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
was arrested on the road
near Bialystok.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you taken from there?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They took me to Slonim.
Mr. Mitchell. Slonim.
What happened at Slonim?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). At Slomin they gathered a large
number of us. They grouped us into groups of 500, and they forced us
to march by foot to Stopce.
Mr. Mitchell. Stopce. What happened at Stopce?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They loaded us into wagons in
groups of 100.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you taken from there?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). To a camp in the area of
Smolensk, Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know how many other Polish prisoners
were at this camp?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). did not count them, but the
estimates ranged between 35,000 and 40,000.
Mr. Mitchell. At what station near Smolensk were you unloaded
from the train?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
don't recall the name of the
station, because the cars in which we were transported were dark, and
it was dark there.
Mr. Mitchell. How many people were in each car, approximately?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). 100.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask the witness to narrate his meeting
with the Catholic priest in the camp at Pavlishchev Bor?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). As was in a cell block, a priest
We
came to visit us.
He asked us: "Why are you so depressed?"
said, "Something is happening to our officers."
Chairman Madden. The committee will recess for just a minute.
(Short, recess.)
Chairman Madden.
might say that Congressman John Kluczynski is sitting with the committee.
Proceed.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could interrupt for a moment?
understood the witness first to testify that they were put into
Now, would like to ask the interpreter to explain whether
wagons.
or not the word "wagon" in Polish means a car on a train.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness used the word "vagon" which literally
would mean wagon, but which is used to mean a freight car also.
They arrived at Pavlishchev Bor in freight cars.
Mr. Machrowicz. So when he referred to wagons, he meant
freight cars? Is that correct?
of my home.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Pucinski. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Witness, will you tell us now what happened

while you were talking with the Catholic priest at Pavlishchev Bor?
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). The priest asked us, "Why are
you so worried?"
We asked, "What is happening to our officers?"
He said, "It's too bad, but they are not going to be on this earth
anv longer."
We said, "Why?"
He said, "That is their fate. They fell into the hands of the Reds."
Mr. Mitchell. Will you just continue to narrate your story.
Mr. Machrowicz. Would you yield for a question here?
Will the witness explain whether or not this priest informed him
how he knew that these officers were to be killed?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He received some good informa
tion.

Mr. Machrowicz. Would you ask the witness from whom?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Apparently from those who

were holding us captive.

Mr. Machrowicz. Did the priest relate to him who gave him the

information?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). At first he said, "I have in
formation, but I can't tell you from whom."
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he later explain from whom?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Later he told us.
Mr. Machrowicz. From whom?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He said that he got the infor
mation from one of the NKVD officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will he tell us how he got that information?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He got the information that
"all of your officers are going to be executed."
Mr. Dondero. Ask him if that was a Polish priest.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). A Polish priest.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did

to tell him that?

he explain how this

NKVD

officer happened

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I was not with the priest, so
I'don't know.
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, did the priest tell you anything about who
this

NKVD

was and why he told him that story?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He told me that the officer

told him that he felt sorry for this priest.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you find out whether or not this NKVD
officer or guard told the priest why he felt sorry for him?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Because the priest said the
officer told him that he also was a Catholic, but because he was in
the hands of the Reds he had to do as they ordered him.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did this officer or guard advise the priest what
to do?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He told the priest to make
efforts or to make an attempt to escape from the prison.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened after this conversation you had
with the Catholic priest?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). The priest brought us a drawing,
a sketch, of how he could effect an escape from the prison.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, I will now ask the witness to
describe the escape.
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We escaped in this manner.

a kitchen in the camp, and near the kitchen was another
old and tattered building. There was a culvert leading into this old
building, which was made of a mixture of sand, stone, and cement.
The culvert was packed with soil and sand. We had to clean it out,
and the sand was removed in our pockets at night, a distance away
from here, so that nobody would see where we were putting it. When
we finally cleaned the culvert, we had reason to believe that we had
already cleared the wire fence around the camp.
Mr. Mitchell. How did they get out of this culvert?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There was a crack in the cul
vert, and with the aid of a fork, we were able to loosen the crack and
make a larger hole in the culvert and make a hole large enough for a
head.
One night during a severe storm, when the guards were unable
to or were not watching that area, we made our escape through the
hole in the culvert.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you describe the kind of night it was?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There was a storm. It was
raining, and there was a strong severe wind.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were the guards at this camp of Pavlishchev
Bor located?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). The guards were in the other
direction in the camp, not in the direction from which we were making
But those in the watch towers were there. But the storm
our escape.
was so severe that they coidd not observe accurately.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were the famous Russian Watch dogs?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They were in the watch towers
with the guards.
Mr. Mitchell. Was there any kind of a roving patrol around this
prison?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There were no roving guards.
The watch towers were relatively close together, and they were up in
the watch towers, and the camp was illuminated with reflectors at

There was

night.

Mr. Mitchell. How did you proceed once you were outside the

fence?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We crawled on our stomachs
and our elbows toward a woods.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Mitchell, ask him: Did the priest escape with him?
And who did escape? Who was in this escape party?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There were three of us.
Mr. Machhowicz. The priest was one of them?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). The priest was one of them.
The priest was with us all the time.
Mr. Dondero. Was this a stockade or a building? He mentioned
something about a cell. Will you ask him that?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
There was wire around the
entire camp, and it was very high.
Mr. Machrowicz. While you were in the camp, did the guards
give any orders as to how close you could approach to these wire
fences?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Three meters to the fence.
Mr. Machrowicz. And were there any instructions given to you
as to what would happen to you if you came closer than three meters
to the fence?
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They would kill

They would shoot

us immediately.

us immediately.

Mr. Machrowicz. Were you told that you would be shot if you
came nearer than 3 yards to the fence?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They would shoot us im
mediately.
Mr. Mitchell. Will the witness proceed to tell the committee
what happened the next day after they escaped?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We could then proceed by foot
farther away from the camp.
Mr. Mitchell. How long did you proceed by foot? How long
until you met any person?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We met a shepherd 3 days
after our escape.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened witn the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He asked us, "Where are you
going"? We told him that we were going to find work. He said,
"There is no work for you here."
Mr. Mitchell. Why not?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Because "There is no work
here. There are no factories here. These are just poor farmer tenants
in this area."
Mr. Flood. May I interrupt again? Will you set the date of the
Does he know? Does he
escape, if you can, the month, or the year?
recall?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). It was in October.
Mr. Flood. October of what year?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Around the 20th of October
1939.

Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel, would you be kind enough to ask him
what language he used in talking to the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). In Russian.
Mr. Sheehan. Does the witness speak Russian, too?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Perfect.
Mr. Mitchell. What did you use for food during the 2 or 3 days

before you met the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We had some dry bread with
us, and we gathered some water as we went along. We had to depress
our feet against the ground in the moist areas, and we got water that
way.
Mr. Mitchfll. Who did the speaking with the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). ЛИ three of us. But mostly
myself, because
spoke the best Russian.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask him to tell us what the conversation
was with the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). First he asked us where are
we going, and we said, "We are going to find work."
And he said,
"That can't be, because you are not Russians.
You are prisoners.
You better not go in that direction [indicating], but you can go in that
direction [indicating].
If you go in that direction, they will catch
ou and they will beat you."
He took us in, and he gave us some
read and cheese, and again he admonished us not to go in that

I

direction.

Mr. Mitchell. Did he say why?
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
He did. He said that "in
that direction they are murdering your compatriots."
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he say, "They are murdering the Polish

officers"?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). He didn't say "officers." He
used the word "Bojdce," which is comparable to "officers."
Mr. Sheehan. Did the shepherd name the place for him?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
He said that it is known as

Katyn.
Mr. Mitchell. "What did you do after leaving the shepherd?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
The priest said, "We have
to

go there.

Maybe we will find something there."

Mr. Mitchell. Did you go there?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

tion.

Yes, we went in that direc

Mr. Machrowicz. What did the priest mean when he said,
"Maybe we will find something there"?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). If we survive, so that we can

tell the world what the Russians are doing.
Mr. Machrowicz. And do I understand that the priest asked you to
accompany him to this place in order to be witnesses of this alleged
massacre?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. After you left the shepherd, what happened?
Did the shepherd give you food?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Did they go in the direction that the shepherd
told them to go in, or the direction he told them not to go in?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
We went in the direction that
he told us not to go, because we wanted to see if it was true, and we
wanted to get the facts.
Mr. Mitchell. How long did they proceed in that direction?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We walked an entire day and

half of

a

night.

Mr. Mitchell. What caused you to stop proceeding on your way?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). A large ditch.
Mr. Mitchell. Will the witness describe the surroundings of the

general area?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). It was a forest.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask the witness to tell us what they did
when they reached the forest?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We walked around, wandered
around the forest, but we didn't know exactly which way.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Mitchell, would you mind asking the wit
ness what kind of a forest this was?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). This was a mixed forest.
There were evergreens and birch and oaks and various trees, and
there were some young trees.
Mr. Dondero. Why not let the witness from there on just tell what
he did.
Mr. Mitchell. That is what I was going to ask.
Will the witness proceed and tell all the details, slowly?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I didn't have a watch, but the
priest had a watch, and at about 10 o'clock at night a path became
considerably illuminated.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell.

Where were they then?
We were up in a tree.
Mitchell. How did they come to be in a tree?
Doe (through the interpreter). We had seen the open pit
there, and we thought that that might be a grave and this might be
the area we were looking for.
So we decided to climb up into a tree
and wait.
And so we climbed up into the tree.
Mr. Dondero. How large a pit?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot estimate exactly. It
could have been as large as this room.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was there any ground that was excavated, on
the sides, piled up?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes. We saw. ground around
the pit.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you find out how close they got to the pit?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). About 120 meters.
Mr. Machrowicz. Why did they not get any closer?
We feared that
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We couldn't.
The hole was in a clear
we might be seen, and there was a clearing.
ing, and we feared detection.
Chairman Madden. What kind of a tree?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). It was dark, and I cannot tell
exactly what kind of tree it was, but it had a very thick and heavy
bark, that you could rest your hands into the cracks.
Mr. Mitchell. Were the three of them in the same tree, or different
trees?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yos. We were all in that one
tree.
One was on one branch a little lower, a little below the other.
Mr. Dondero. Ask him who the third person was. We know the
But who was the third person?
priest was with him.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Chairman, I do not believe we should
It might be very dangerous for this person.
divulge any names here.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask him to proceed to tell us and demon
strate generally what he saw during the night?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We saw lights go on down this
path, and the lights illuminated the people up to about their necks,
from their necks down.
About 10 minutes after these lights, these
floodlights, went on, we saw that they were leading two Polish
officers in our direction.
They were tied to each other's hands.
The two officers had their hands bound together.
Mr. Mitchell. How many Russian officers?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There were four of them.
They were not officers- they were Russian soldiers. When the first
two approached the ditch, momentarily the two Russian soldiers
took one of the Polish officers, and the other two took the other
Polish officer, and placed their hands in the back.
Mr. Mitchell. Will the witness demonstrate on Mr. Burke,
there, how it was done, please?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness is saying that two of them seized the
prisoner by the hands, seized their hands and held them in the back,
and one of the Russian soldiers lifted his chin up, took him by the
head, opened his mouth, and shoved a handful of sawdust into his
mouth.
[Mr. Doe demonstrates.]
Mr. Mitchell. What were they using for cords, for binding?

Doe (through the interpreter).
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They were using wire.
Mr. Mitchell. How does he know they were using wire?
Mr. Doe (tlu-ough the interpreter). Because I knew that they

would tie their hands differently if they were using rope, and differ-

Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask him to turn around and demonstrate
to the committee just exactly how he knows that it was wire?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Using a rope, you would tie
the hands differently, and using wire, vou would tie them differently.
With a rope you would have to bind the hands at least twice
around, but with a wire I could see them twisting the wire, this way
[demonstrating].
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask ]}im to demonstrate how the prisoners
were being shot?
Chairman Madden. Ask him if he saw any prisoners shot.
Mr. Mitchell. Did he see any prisoners being shot?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes; I saw it.
Mr. Mitchell, at this point you have
Mr. Flood. Just a minute.
At that point,
two Polish officers only, and four Russian soldiers.
Now,
demonstration.
for
this
what
interrupted
happened to
you
those two officers, and then what happened next?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). One was shot, and the other
one, who made no resistance, was just pushed into the grave.
Mr. Mitchell. That is all for the demonstration.
Thank you.
Did both of them have
Chairman Madden. Wait just a moment.
their mouths filled with sawdust, or just one?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They both had sawdust in their
mouth.
Mr. Fukcolo. Where did the sawdust come from?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They had it there.
Mr. Pticinski. The witness said that one of them was gagging.
One of the officers was gagging with the sawdust in his mouth.
Mr. Flood. You say one of them was shot. Now, if he can, if he
saw, will he demonstrate how the shooting took place?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Two of them were holding him,
Then one of them held the officer, and the other
but he was resisting.
one pulled out a gun and shot him.
Chairman Madden. We will recess for a minute.
(Short recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
I might announce that Congressman Radwan, of New York,
Springer, of Illinois, Green, of Pennsylvania, and Price, of Illinois are
present at the hearing.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Mitchell, before you proceed, ask him how he
That has not been brought out.
knew these people were Russians.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Witness, will you identify for the benefit of
the committee how you knew these people were Russians?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Because I could tell a Russian
soldier.
You can tell a Russian soldier very easily. And during the
past few days I had occasion to get to know them fairly well.
Mr. Machkowicz. You mean during the few days befoie this
incident?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
and all the way to the camps.

As soon

as

I

was taken captive,
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Mr. Machrowicz. And in the camp in which he was captive, he
saw many Russians?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. Flood. I think a Pole knows a Russian when he sees one.
Mr. Furcolo. Before you get too far away from the matter
asked about, I would like to ask the witness this question:
You apparently were about a hundred yards away up in a tree.
You have testified that they put some sawdust in the mouths of these
I would like to know first of all whether you are
two Polish men.
certain it was sawdust, or something that looked like sawdust, and
how sure you are of what the substance was, and where it came from.
"Were they carrying anything?
Mr. Doe (tlirough the interpreter). It was not sand or ashes. I am
certain that it was sawdust.
Mr. Furcolo. What makes you so certain it was sawdust?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Because I had occasion fre
know sawdust when I see
and
quently to work with lumber, and

I

soil?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

I

when

saw it.

it,

farmer, so that he would know

Yes.

Yes;

I

Mr. O'Konski. Was he not also

a

I

would know soil

a

is

a

1,

I

I

I

it

I

it

it

a

is

I

wish you would ask the witness to
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel,
make sure of his statement* that he has made that their hands were
bound with wire, because in all other testimony so far, in all readings,
in all documents, and in the testimony of Colonel Van Vliet the other
the
day, all the bodies he observed were tied with a cord, and this
first instance that was brought to the attention of anyone that wire
was used. Is he sure of that?
Mr. Mitchell. Are you sure that this was wire that was used in
the tying of the hands of these victims?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). With
rope you would make
If were rope, wouldn't have been cut into
the knot differently.
the lengths that they were using.
make an observation that Colonel Van
Mr. Machrowicz. May
Vliet and Colonel Stewart testified only as to the witnessing of a very
few bodies, and testified also to the existence of about nine to eleven
thousand bodies, according to their estimate, but many of them were
So
not exhumed.
might be that some could have been tied with
cords and some with wire.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness earlier had said, as we were inter
rupted, that the appearance of rope would have been different.
Mr. Machrowicz. May ask question? Were there any bodies
in the grave before you got there?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We didn't see anything. The
only thing we saw was the ground around the ditch.
might remind the committee also that Colonel
Mr. Machrowicz.
Stewart's and Colonel Van Vliet's testimony was that there were some
seven layers of officers lying one on top of the other, and this obviously
was the lowest layer, which was not reached.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, would like at this time to put in
as exhibit
standard Russian-type revolver.
The standard name
N-a-g-a-n, Nagan.
of this revolver
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On this gun is recorded indelibly the initials СССР 1928. The
number of this gun is 18530.
When I first started on this
investigation as counsel for the committee, I had no indication of any
type of weapon that might have been used in these mass murders,
fiowever, our witness tomorrow, Colonel Grobicki, G-r-o-b-i-c-k-i,
will testify that these revolvers were issued to the Polish Army officers
when the Polish Army was being formed in Russia under General
Anders' command; and it is to him that we are indebted for such
information.
(The revolver was identified as John Doe exhibit No. 1.)
Mr. Mitchell. I am going to ask the witness at this moment, with
your permission, to demonstrate two things: (1) the tying of the
hands, because it has become a significant feature; and (2) to take this
gun and demonstrate just how it was used.
Chairman Madden. The gun will be admitted as exhibit 1 in
official

evidence.

(The revolver previously identified

received in evidence.)

as

I

John Doe exhibit No.

1,

was

if

a

a

I

a

I

a

a

a

I

*

I

I

a

I

is

a

is,

Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, think that the counsel should tell
the committee what caliber of gun that
because the testimony has
small caliber revol
already shown that these men were all shot by
ver or rifle or some other instrument.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Dondero, the purpose of this gun at this
only for purposes of demonstrating.
particular time, at this moment,
there are any ballistics experts
am not ballistics expert.
doubt
here in this room.
am putting this in here only for the purpose of
demonstrating the method of shooting, at this moment.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
was showing before, the
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). As
head was tilted back by the other guard. The guard took the^ hands
in this manner [demonstrating], and here he twisted the wire in
circular manner.
First, they tied his hands together, and then they tilted the head
If he
back, and they packed the sawdust into the victim's mouth.
showed signs of collapsing while in their hands, then they just kicked
him into the ditch. And those who showed signs of resistance, or
resisted this procedure — then
guard would put
gun to his head,
in this manner [demonstrating], and he shot him. Then he would spin
him around and throw him in the ditch.
Did you hear
would like to ask one question.
Mr. Machrowicz.
the report of
gun?
heard it.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
Mr. Machrowicz. Can you tell us about how many reports of
gun you heard?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Very many.
Mr. Mitchell. How many people were shot like this?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). More or less, the bigger half of
those present were shot. Those who appeared to be weaker or in
weakened condition — those who appeared to be weaker immediately
became gagged with the sawdust, and they were immediately thrown
into the grave.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness said, "They choked themselves."
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Mr. MACHRowicz. While these two first officers were being escorted
to the pit or grave and subsequently either pushed in or shot, where
were the others? Where were the remaining?
(through the interpreter). The others were about 5 meters

"'

#Dor

1Incl.

Mr. MACHRowicz. And could you

altogether?

Mr. DoE (through
counted them.

the interpreter).

see

how

many

There were

200,

there
because

were
we

Now, was the light on these entire 200?
the interpreter). No.
How, then, could you count that it was 200?
the interpreter). As they approached the ditch,
and as we saw them dumped into the ditch, we were counting them.
Mr. MACHRowicz. All three of you?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. And did the three of you reach approximately

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

.

MACHRowicz.
DoE (through
MACHRowicz.
DoE (through

the same estimate?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Now, while these remaining officers were stand
ing behind, when the two were shot, were the others gagged, or
anything?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). They were gagged only as they
approached the ditch.
MACHRowicz. Did not any of the others make any outcries?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). They were not permitted to
make any sounds. They had a guard on either side of them with
machine guns.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Did you not hear any outcries of any of them,
despite the orders?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). You could hear them virtually
crying and moaning.
Mr. MACHRowicz. And what happened, if any of them made too
many loud outcries?
(The witness appears unable to continue.)
Mr. MITCHELL. Recess.
s
Chairman MADDEN. We will take a recess.
(Short recess.)
Chairman MADDEN. You might mention to the witness that the
questioning is coming to an end. It will not last very long.
might announce that Congressman Clemente, of New York, is
here at the hearing.
Now,
you
question
Mr. MACHRowicz.
asked a
to
which occurred
to me. If these two officers were being killed, and the others stood a
few meters behind, there naturally would be some outcries.
And
understood you to say you heard some.
Is that correct?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). That is correct.
Mr. MACHRowicz. What did these Russians do to these officers if
they made any outcries? .
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). The Russian soldier would then
come up to the prisoner and poke his gun at him and subdue him.
Mr. MACHRowicz, Did they do anything else?
Mr. DoE (through the interpreter). The prisoners did then calm
down.

''

I

I

I
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I want to get the story about these trees
This was in November.
Is that right?
Mr., Doe (through the. interpreter). At the beginning of November.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now

again.

Mr. Machrowicz. Any snow on the ground?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). No. Only it was very cold and
damp.

Mr. Machrowicz. It was cold.

What kind of

a tree was this

were on?

you

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot tell definitely. It was
night, and the only thing that I remember is that the bark was very
heavy, and we could put our fingers into the cracks.

Mr. Machrowicz. Were there any leaves on the trees?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). As we reached the branches of
the tree, it was not a dead tree. You could see that it was a live tree.
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, was it or was it not of the evergreen

family?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot be certain. I repeat
that it was at night, and as I grabbed the bark of the tree, it was of
the coarse type of bark.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of course, you know, as a farmer, do you not,
Witness, that most trees are pretty bare in winter?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about this tree?
Mr. Pucinski. He said, "In November, how could you find leaves
on a tree?"

Mr. Machrowicz. Did this one have leaves?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We didn't see any leaves.
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, what protection did you have from these

lights that were shining?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
would be yellow at this time of the year.

On an oak tree, the leaves

Mr. Machrowicz. Were there leaves on this tree?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). On this tree, there were no

leaves.

of

Mr. Machrowicz. What protection did you have from the lights?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). There were other trees in front

They were lower trees. The
us, which shaded us from the lights.
tips of the trees in front of us were just about our level.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was this a sandy soil?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). No. It looked more like clay
than sand.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you give us for the record the name of the
prinson camp from which you escaped?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). The Smolensk area, Pavlishchev

Bor.

Mr. Machrowicz. If you were a witness to this massacre, can you
explain whether you ever told this story you are now telling to any
But do not give names,
body before telling it to this committee?
of course.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). When I returned from
Russia

Mr. Machrowicz. Returned where from Russia?
«3744— 52— pt. 2

9
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). To Iraq. I told the men, but
"This is not the time to discuss this. We will have to

he told me,

wait."

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. Was this man a military, or a civilian man?
Doe (through the interpreter). A military man.
Machrowicz. Polish?
Doe (through the interpreter). A Polish officer.
Machrowicz. When was this?
Doe (through the interpreter). In 1942.
Machrowicz. All right. And what did this man tell you?

Doe (through the interpreter). He told us, "We are at war
We have to wait our time."
Mr. Machrowicz. All right. Did you ever at any time after that
report this story to anyone else?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). -Not until I came to America.
Mr. Machrowicz. What were you doing in Iraq in 1942?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I was in the Army.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, I wanted to ask this. I do not want you
to relate names of persons you recorded this to, if you did report it,
after you arrived in the United States, but did you relate this story
to other organizations after your arrival in the United States?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I wrote a letter.
Mr. Machrowicz. All right. You wrote a letter to a certain
Correct?
organization.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How long ago?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). About a week after I arrived
in this country.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that was several years ago?
Mr. Mitchell. I think that is sufficient questioning along that
now.

line.

Mr. Machrowicz. I think he can answer that question.
Mr. Mitchell. There is always immigration. It is easy to obtain

those things, Congressman.

Chairman Madden.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Doe (through the interpreter).

Mitchell.

It

ago.

Mitchell.

1951.

was in 1951.

Before September?

Puctnski. He is telling me when

want that?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Ask him if it was several years

Machrowicz. Ask him if it was before September of
he

arrived

here.

Do you

Xo.

Machrowicz. Was it more than

2

months ago?

Doe (through the interpreter). More.
Machrowicz. .And have you been awaiting an opportunity to

testify before a proper committee as to these facts?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, may I take over the witness now
for a minute?

Mr. Dondero. Mr. Counsel, I want you to ask him two questions.

How many did he see actually shot by the Russians,
did it take them to do it?

and how long

Mr. Mitchell. I believe he has stated that he saw the majority of
200, and that the 200 were actually shot.
would like to ask, in your
am not clear on either.
behalf, a question which

I

I
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Did all these bodies land in this pit?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). All of those that I saw.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, I would like to proceed for

a few
now by asking the witness what happened after all of the
victims had been shot.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). At daybreak, we climbed down
from the tree and began running away from the woods, running out
of the woods.
Mr. Mitchell. How long after that, until you met anyone?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We ran through the forest all
of that day. Toward the evening, we saw the open fields. No longer
We saw a Kohos.
were we in the forest.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Interpreter, will you kindly explain what a
Kohos is?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness is using the word "kohos", which is a
Russian word.
It is a hut-village used by tenant farmers. It is
tenants living on collective farms.
Mr. Mitchell. There is a picture referring to that type of village
in Colonel Stewart's testimony, dated October 11, 1951, I believe it is

minutes

exhibit No.

1.

Will vou proceed with what happened?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We halted in our path and

avoided getting too close

to the kohos, and proceeded on our way, and
we met another shepherd, similar to the one that we had met pre
viously, but not the same.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened at that time?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We were at that time starved,
tired, and we decided to risk asking him where we were and which way
we were going.
We had no maps or any knowledge of the directions
in the area. He looked at us, and he said, "I feel sorry for you.
Come along with me." He led us into a barn.
Sheep were in the
He had a storm cellar there, a coal cellar, where he had bread
barn.
He had tobacco in there,
and cheese and some meat stacked away.
He gave us a handful of tobacco, each of us a handful of tobacco,
too.
We asked him more or less in which direction we were going, and he
said, "Well, where do you want to go?" So we said, "Well, where
can we go? We doubt if we can get across the border, because they
will never let us cross the border." Because in the condition we were
in, we wondered how far we could go. And so we started ret urning in
the direction of the Polish border.
Mr. Mitchell. How long did you proceed in this direction?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot say exactly, but we
walked for about 6 or 7 days.
Mr. Mitchell. Who were the next people that you met?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
We came across a poor
disheveled hut. We did not notice another hut a slight distance away.
So we approached this hut and asked for food.
The lady gave us a
cup of milk. She said, "Wait here, and I will bring you some bread."
But she did not bring us bread. She brought with her the NKVD.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened at that time?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
They arrested us immediately,
placed handcuffs on our hands, on our wrists.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did they take you?
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
They took us to a railroad
station near Schepetowka.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, I would like to spell that name for
the benefit of the record.
S-c-h-e-p-e-t-o-w-k-a. And it is very near the Polish border.
Will the witness proceed with his story?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). And they then took us to
Kriwoi-rog.
Mr. Pucinski. The spelling is K-r-i-w-o-i--r-o-g.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us what happened there.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). At Kriwoi-rog, they attached
us to other transports, which they were taking, to the White Sea,
some islands in the White Sea.
Mr. Mitchell. Did he reach the White Sea?
Yes.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
Mr. Mitchell. Where was he located in that area?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We were on the Kola Penin
sula.

Mr. Mitchell. How long were you there?
Six days.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
Mr. Mitchell. When did you leave there, and where were you

taken from there?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They took us to Kumyussa,
which is along the Yukta River.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is that located, in Russia? Eastern, or

western?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter)

.

part of Russia.

That will be up in the northern

Mr. Machrowicz. Witness, is that beyond the Ural Mountains in

Siberia?

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
near the village of Siubjuch.

Yes, beyond

the mountains,

Mr. Mitchell. S-i-u-b-j-u-c-h.
How long were you in this prison camp?
Fourteen months.
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
Mr. Mitchell. What wore you doing?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Some of us worked in the
What
woods; others crushed stones; some worked on the rail tracks.
ever work he was most suited for, the Russians assigned him to. We
worked 14 hours a day.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you

escape

from this camp, or were you re

leased?

No, they removed us, the en
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).
tire group, from this camp, and they took us by rail to Tatischevo.

Mr. Pucinski. That

Mr. Mitchell. Who

is

T-a-t-i-s-h-c-h-e-v-o?

did you meet at Tatischevo?
the interpreter). I saw General

Bierut there
Mr. Doe (through
Fifth Polish Army.
Mr. Mitchell. Was this where the Polish Army was being formed?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes, this was where the Polish
Army was being formed.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was the Polish Army formed with the
from the

consent of Soviet Russia, the army that General
that correct?

Anders headed; is
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Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Would he tell us briefly where he went from this

camp and where the army that he was attached to went?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). We went to Jenabat.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did this army go first?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). From there they took us to

Iraq.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,

I believe that that just about
testimony, because of the fact that he did join
General Anders' army and fought with it from there on in.
Chairman Madden. Let me just ask one final question.
These
approximately 200 Polish soldiers that he saw shot or shoved in this
pit on that evening: were they shot or shoved in by Russian soldiers?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). By Russian soldiers.
Chairman Madden. That is all.
Mr. Mitchell. One more question. Where did you leave the two
people who were with you on your trip?
Air. Doe (through the interpreter). We were separated, and I lost
track of them at Smbjuch. That was the camp in Siberia.
Mr. Mitchell. One question I forgot to ask, which Congressman
O'Konski has just pointed out to me, is: How were these victims
dressed at the time of the shooting?
Mr. O'Konski. Did they have overcoats and boots on?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). They were in Polish uniforms.
finishes the witness'

Mr. Mitchell. Boots?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

not.

Some had them and some did

Mr. Dondero. Just one question, on something that is not clear.
Did the Russian soldiers who did the shooting have the sawdust in

their pockets, or was it in a pail, or a basket?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot be certain whether it
was a bag or a box, but there was a container standing beside them.
Mr. Machrowicz. About how long did the shooting take place,,
this entire procedure of shooting and pushing these officers into the

graves, about?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). I cannot say exactly, but
after the lights went out, after the executions, in our discussions, we
asked the priest how long he thought this whole thing took.
And lie
don't know for certain, but I think it was about an hour and
says,
a half."
I am not certain, because, of course, I was very excited,
and the priest said, "I am just as excited as you are." And it might
have been an hour and a half.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, did you remain in the trees all night, or
did you leave after the shooting?
Air. Doe (through the interpreter). We remained in the tree until

"I

daybreak.

Mr. Machrowicz. And then what did you do?

and escaped?

Mr. Doe (through
began running.

Then you got down

the interpreter). We climbed

down,

and we

Mr. Machrowicz. Did you give us a figure approximately
many Russian soldiers guarded these officers?

of how

Mr. Doe (through the interpreter).

were four.

At the immediate grave, there

Then the next two victims were brought by two more
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Russian soldiers, who immediately turned around and went back;
and further back it was dark, and it would be difficult to estimate.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, let me ask you: Did any one make any
promises to you or any threats to you or do anything else to get you
to testify here today?
Mr. Doe (through the interpreter). No. It has been my ambition
that when I get to America — I had pledged that I would be loyal to
this country before I came to this country, and I came here so that I
can tell my story, so that the American people will know what sort
of people are in Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Chairman Madden. If there are no further questions, I ask you
to tell the witness that the committee and the Congress and the
country generally are very thankful for his coming here today and
testifying.
Mr. Doe. Thank you very much.
Chairman Madden. The security officers will take the witness from
the room.
The people in the room will remain until the witness
leaves.
The next meeting of this committee will be tomorrow morning at
10:30 in this room.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel Grobicki will testify, and probably Father
Leopold Braun and Henry Cassidy, now of NBC, news editor, formerly
AP, in Russia, at the time of the Russian investigation.
Chairman Madden. The committee is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 12:25 p. m., the hearing was adjourned until 10:30
a. m., Thursday, February 7, 1952.)

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

7, 1952

House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

Washington, D. C.
The select committee met at 10:30 a. m., pursuant to recess, in the
main caucus room of the Old House Office Building, Hon. Ray J. Mad

den (chairman), presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden, Flood, Machrowiez, Furcolo, Dondero,
O'Konski, and Sheehan.
Also present : John J. Mitchell, chief counsel to the select committee.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
The witness the committee will hear this morning is Col. George

Grobicki.

Will you stand up and be sworn, Colonel? Do you solemnly swear
that the testimony you will give at the hearing about to be held will
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help vou
God?
Grobicki. I do.
Mr. Mitchell. The name of the witness this morning is Col.
Colonel

George G-r-o-b-i-c-k-i.

Chairman Madden. Will the counsel proceed with the testimony?
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, will you state your full name, please?

TESTIMONY OF GEORGE GROBICKI
Colonel Grobicki.

My

name is George Grobicki, G-r-o-b-i-c-k-i.

Mr. Mitchell. Will you state your age, Colonel, please?
Colonel Grobicki. Sixty.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you born?
Colonel Grobicki. I was born in Warsaw, Poland, on the 1st of
Januarv 1892.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell the committee briefly what your back
ground was from the period 1892 until 1939?
Colonel Grobicki.
was a professional soldier in the Austro-Hungarian Army and served from November 1918 in the Polish Army.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, are you Polish, yourself?

I

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.

Mr. Mitchell.

Proceed, please.
I was аМасЬё in Budapest, Hungary, from 1921
to 1923, regiment commander, brigade commander of cavalry in the
Polish Army, and then military attache' in Prussia, 1932 to 1936, on a
special mission in the Middle East, in Greece, and in 1939, at the be
ginning of the war with Germanv, I was the commander of a special
group on the western Polish border.

Colonel Grobicki.
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Mr. Mitchell. Can you identify just exactly where you were at
the beginning of the German-Polish war?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes ; I was in a place called Vielun. It is on the
western Polish border, about 60 miles west of Luch.
Mr. Mitchell. That place is spelled
Colonel Grobicki. V-i-e-l-u-n.
Mr. Flood. Colonel, you were

a

Regular Army officer and not

a

Reserve officer?

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.

Mr. Flood. A professional career soldier of the Polish Army?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us the nature of the Polish Army group

you commanded on the western border in 1939?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. It was a special group which was comof an infantry brigade, a cavalry regiment, and three artillery
Eosed
atteries and all kinds of different troops.
Mr. Flood. All kinds of what?
Colonel Grobicki. All kinds of troops, technical troops, and other
kinds. It was a group of about 4,000 men.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you proceed to narrate what happened from
the time war began, what happened to you?
Colonel Grobicki. After the war started, in the morning of the 1st
of September 1939 we proceeded in 3 days to the border, and then we
were forced to retreat.
As for my group, it went through Pawianicze,
Skierniewicze, Warsaw, and then we crossed the Vistula and took a
defensive position on the eastern bank of the Vistula.
Mr. Mitchell. What large city in Poland is that near?
Colonel Grobicki. It is a place called Garwolin.
Mr. Mitchell. That is spelled G-a-r-w-o-l-i-n?
Colonel Grobicki- Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Proceed.
Colonel Grobicki. In this position we were for some days, and then
retreated to the east, and were in the neighborhood of Lublin, when
we got the news that the Russians had crossed the border and attacked
us in the rear.
Mr. Mitchell. What date was that?
Colonel Grobicki. It was the morning of the 1 7th of September.
Mr. Mitchell. What instructions did you receive from your Gov
ernment or your military commanders at the time of the Russian

attack?
Colonel Grobicki. We got news that we could not resist both ene
mies, the Germans in the west and the Bolsheviks in the east.
Mr. Flood. At that point, you say "at the time of the Russian
attack." Do you mean when the Russians crossed the Polish border
there were open hostilities, firing, combat?
Colonel Grobicki. Sure. Because they said that they crossed the
border to help us, but at the same time, they disarmed our troops, they
shot officers, and so on. Therefore we have seen that it was not a
friendly act, but aggression.
Mr. Flood. I mean, Colonel, at the time the Russians crossed the
Polish border, at the time you are speaking of, in the fall of 1939, you
Do you mean the word literally in the
used the term "attack."
military sense, that there was open military combat between Russian
and Polish military units?
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Colonel Grobicki. Yes. Because on the eastern border, on the
border between Poland and Russia, we had blockhouses which guarded
•our eastern frontier against the Bolsheviks.
And therefore when the
Soviet troops crossed the border, without any knowledge of us, the
block houses, the frontier guards, resisted, and there was fighting from
the first moment.
And, therefore, as wc knew the character of this Soviet movement,
we knew that we couldn't resist both the Russians in the east and the
Germans in the west.
Mr. Flood. Who knew this? You, or your Government?
Colonel Grobicki. Every soldier.
Mr. Flood. At that point, what information was given to you, and
as far as you know to the Polish troops in east Poland, with reference
to the entry of Russians into Polish territory at that time?
For what
purpose was it? What did the Russians say they came in for? What
information did you get when you heard the Russians came in, as to
why they came in? What did you hear from the Polish Government?
What did you hear from the Russians? What did you think?
Colonel Grobicki. I personally heard nothing from the Polish
Government, because I was not in liaison at this time. I know only
what General Anders, who was my close commander, told to me per
sonally; that the Russian troops had crossed the Polish border without
And it was
any invitation from Poland, from the Polish Government.
proposed that we wouldn't attack the Soviet but would resist on any
occasion if they wanted to disarm us.
And as we could not fight, as I said before, both the Germans in the
west and the Bolsheviks in the east, therefore we were going to Hun
gary, past the Polish-Hungarian border, to try to go to France to join
the allies in France.
Mr. Flood. Was General Anders active in command of a division,
or a •corps?
Colonel Grobicki. General Anders was in command of the Cavalry
Corps, which consisted of three Cavalry brigades.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you under his command at that time?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; of one of the three brigades.
Mr. Mitchell. When?
Colonel Grobicki. Beginning with the 9th of September.
Mr. Mitchell. What year?
Colonel Grobicki. 1939. I came under his command after we
crossed the Vistula.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us when you were first captured, and
where, and by whom?
Colonel Grobicki. As I said before, we were riding toward the
Hungarian border.
Mr. Mitchell. On a truck?
Colonel Grobicki. From Lublin to Krasnystav, Tomaszow, in the
direction of the border.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you in a wagon, a truck, a motorcar?
Colonel Grobicki. No; we were mounted troops, all mounted
troops.

On the 26th of September, we were fighting the Germans on the
general line along the railway from Lwow to Przemysl.
Mr. Mitchell. That is spelled Lwow?

■
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Colonel

Grobicki. Yes.

It

was about

3

o'clock

in the afternoon

that I got a message from General Anders to join him in a small ham
I took my adjutant, my second lieutenant, and
let for a conference.
two orderlies.

Mr. Mitchell. What was the name of the adjutant?
Colonel Grobicki. His name was Antonin Kaminski.
He was from

the Field Artillery Regiment 30.
Mr. Mitchell. Proceed.
Colonel Grobicki. It was not far from my headquarters during
the fight, to the headquarters of General Anders, but it was a small
forest between us.
It was a very foggy day. It was raining. The
visibility was very low. And when we entered the forest, which was
very dense, with many shrubs, the road on which we were riding was
not very broad, and in the middle of the forest some .40 people jumped
out at us, crying, "Surrender," and a hand grenade was thrown under
my horse. The horse was wounded and fell down and fell on me. I
could not move, and had a fractured hip.
Mr. Flood. I notice that you use crutches now.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Is there any connection between that and this injury?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. Because I was never treated by the
Bolsheviks after I was caught.
Mr. Flood. Have you been permanently injured as a result of
that?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Because it was a dislodgement of the

joints.

Mr. Flood. You used the word "people" that jumped out of this
forest.
Were they in military uniform?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Sure.
They were soldiers of a motorized
brigade or division.
Mr. Flood. Of w hat army?
Colonel Groricki. The Soviet Army, which infiltrated between our
troops and our headquarters during this day.
Mr. Mitchell. They were in this forest?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened to you when you were taken by
them?
Colonel Grobicki. Then I was taken, and in the first moments
they wanted to kill us, but the official commanding them asked who
We said a second lieutenant, colonel, and
we were.
Chairman Madden. Let me say to the witness: These microphones
and the acoustics in the room are not so good, and it would be better
if you talked just a little slower and louder.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Then they took us with them.
Mr. Flood. I take for granted you and your party were in the
uniform of the Polish Army?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
And as I could no' walk, after some
hundred yards I just sat down.
Then the soldiers that were with us
in the convoy said to me, "Go on, or we will shoot you."
I tried
It was very difficult, and I sat again. Then one of them
again.
came to me and said, "Go on, or I will kill you."
I was very nervous
and down.
"All right," I said, "kill me, you hero of the Red army."
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Mr. Flood. Just a minute; Mr. Chairman, can we have those
doors closed, or typewriters stopped, or a combination of both?
Chairman Madden. If the witness just talks a little louder and a
little slower,
think we will overcome that.
Colonel Grobicki. And then after I said this to him, he took his
gun and just put his bayonet into me.
Mr. Mitchell. Where on your body did he put it into you?
Colonel Grobicki. In my back. And as I had a very thick over
coat and thick belt, it just happened that the bayonet struck the
belt and went into the belt not more than half an inch. It scratched
my back very badly. I was bleeding like a pig. But nothing more
fell down, and he was very astonished and said
happened to me.
"Comrade Lef tenant, I struck him with the
to his commander,
bayonet, and he is sleeping. What am I to do with him?"
The leftenant said, "Oh, don't kill him. He is a colonel, and he is
very important. We have to bring him to the headquarters of the

I

I

brigade."
Then they took me and put me on a truck and brought me to the
Soviet brigade commander of the motorized brigade in a place which
is called Grodek.
• Mr. Flood. By the way,
Colonel, do you talk and understand
Russian, and did you at that time?
Colonel Gkobicki. I speak and understand Russian very well.
speak Russian like Polish.
Mr. Flood. Did you at that time?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. But I did not speak with them in Russian.
Mr. Flood. You understood it perfectly?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. I speak Russian the same way as I am
speaking Polish.

I

At the brigade headquarters, they interrogated me, asked

me about

all kinds of things. Some of them I answered, and some of them I did
not answer. And then they took me out, together with my adjutant.
They put us in a garden and just wanted to shoot us.
Mr. Mitchell. They put you where?
Colonel Grobicki. They put us in the shrubs before a wall.
Mr. Mitchell. How many other people were with you at that time?
Colonel Grobicki. Only my adjutant, the second lieutenant.
Mr. Mitchell. Were there an\' other people near this wall?
Colonel Grobicki. No, just the two of us, and there were three
Soviet soldiers, with a commissar.
Mr. Mitchell. What was the purpose of that?
Colonel Grobicki. They wanted to shoot us.
Mr. Mitchell. Did they line you up against the wall?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, they lined us up, and the commissar drew
a gun.

Mr. Mitchell. Were you facing the man with the gun?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. They wanted us to turn to the wall, but
we said, "No," that if they wanted to shoot us, to shoot us in front.
Mr. Flood. You spoke of a commissar. Do you mean a commissar,
from a Russian officer?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You knew it was a commissar?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.

as distinguished
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Chairman Madden. I think we will have the members of the
delay their questioning until the witness concludes his
narrative.
Colonel Groricki. Then, when he put his gun on us, there came a
And they brought
•soldier and told him, "The execution is canceled."
us back, put us in a barn, and closed it up.
The next day, m the morning, they brought us to a place which
is called Yavovov.
and after
There was again an interrogation,
this interrogation they again brought us into the forest and wanted
But then there came a messenger from the command
to shoot us.
committee

where

we were interrogated,

who

said

again,

"This shoooting

is

canceled."
The next day they brought us to Lwow. And there was prison
there, and then, again, the third time, the same thing happened.
After the interrogation we were put before a wall, but at this time
five of us, and they put a machine gun before us and said we would
be shot.
But at the time when the soldier who was to shoot us just
pointed the gun at us, from the window somebody said, "Stop for a
moment.
There will be more." And they brought two chaps more.
And when he started again to try to shoot, they did it again: "Oh,
"wait.
There are more coming."
After 5 minutes, there were about 10 lined up around the wall.
Then we thought it was all finished, and then the commissar came
again and said something to the soldier, who was sitting on the
machine gun, and they just took us away, put us in a cell, and it
was finished.
The next day, they brought us by truck to a place which is called
Tamopol, and from there, after, I think, 2 days, we were brought to
a place which is called Woloczysko, the first prisoner camp.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, the colonel is familiar with maps
from his background.
Is it your desire that he trace on a map the
route that he was taken over from the time he crossed the Russian
border?
Chairman Madden. I think that the committee would be very
much interested if the colonel would proceed with a chronological
narrative, slowly and clearly; and then Ave can clear up these other
points when lie completes his statement.
Colonel Gromcki. And so, in Woloczysko, I was about 3 or 4
days, and then we were brought by train to a place which is called
Puiivl. It is east of Kiev. This Putivl, we were at about 6 weeks,
and from Putivl they brought us to Kozielsk.
In Kozielsk we came
about the 15th of November.
Then in Kozielsk I remained until,
I believe, the beginning of May 1940.
Chairman Madden. Now, what is the name of this place?
'Colonel Grobicki. Kozielsk.
Chairman Madden. That is a prison camp?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. I left Kozielsk by prison train, a special
prison car, for an unknown destination.

Chairman Madden. When?
Colonel Grobicki. It was about the 1st of May 1940.
Some of
We were told that there were two different versions.
the commissars, of the political officers, said to us that we were going
to be exchanged with the Germans, and therefore we would be brought
into the neighborhood of Smolensk, where there was a big camp where
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It means the Germans bring in people who
Russia, and the Soviets give to the Germans the
prisoners who are living in the part of Poland occupied by the Germans.
And other political officers said that, "The camp of Kozielsk is too
They have too great difficulties in supplying food for us. And
big.
therefore the camp will be divided into smaller camps."
In reality, when we left Kozielsk, we did not know where we were to
go. Inside the railroad car, we saw inscriptions from our comrades
who left Kozielsk before us. I personally left Kozielsk in one of the
last transports.
And these inscriptions told us that our comrades
before us were taken in the general direction of Smolensk, but did
not arrive at Smolensk.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who gave you that explanation?
Colonel Grobicki. There were different inscriptions inside the car,
Mr. Machrowicz. Oh, writings in the car?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, done by our comrades who were trans
ported before us. And one of these inscriptions was very interesting,
because they told us the railway station by which they were taken.
And this station mentioned by these people was the railroad station at
Gniezdowo.
Chairman Madden. How do you spell that?
Colonel Grobicki. G-n-i-e-z-d-o-w-o, Gniezdowo. And at this time
they saw black cars, black automobiles, which means they were prison
people were exchanged.

want to live

in,

automobiles.

Chairman Madden. Automobiles?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, automobiles used by prison authorities totransport prisoners.
And since they were taken out of the train and put into these cars,
this was the last inscription.
After this, there were no inscriptions more. It means that all
inscriptions ended at this railway station of Gniezdowo.
Chairman Madden. Now, how far is that from Katyn?
Colonel Grobicki. As I say, at this time we did not know, but at
present 1 know it is the railway station of Katyn.
But our transport did not arrive at Gniezdowo. We stopped
earlier, at this railway station which was called Babuvino.
There was
big excitement at this railway station, and we saw the people did not
know what to do with us. The commissars and the officers of the
convoy were running here and there and talking together and did not
know what to do. And then, after 30 hours, we were disembarked r
put into trucks, and brought into a prisoner camp which was called
Pavlishchev Bor.
Chairman Madden. Pardon me. During this 3G hours that the
commissars did not know what to do with you, what did you do?
Colonel Grobicki. We were inside the cars. We were closed. We
were shoved in the cars.

Chairman Madden, The doors were shut?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
The prison cars are pullman cars with
bars, and compartments, every compartment for G men; but at this,
time we were 12 to 15 men in one such compartment.
Then, after 36 hours, they let us Out.
In Pavlishchev Bor, we wore about G weeks, and then we were
transferred to the camp of Gryazovets.
In Gryazovets, I remained
till the Polish-Soviet treaty and was released on August 25, 1941.
I
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was nominated second in command of the Fifth Polish Infantry Division and was sent at once to organize a division in a place called
Tatishchevo near Saratow on the Volga.
There I remained for
3 months, and after the arrival of General Sikorski, our commander
in chief, to Russia, I was nominated second in command of the Polish
troops in Tobruk.
Chairman Madden. When was this?
Colonel Grobicki. That was in December 1941. Then I left Rus
sia by plane on the 31st of December 1941.
I crossed Russia by plane
on the 7th of January 1942.
I arrived at Teliran and was sent from
Tehran to Cairo, where I joined the Polish troops under British com
mand.
That is all.
Chairman Madden. Counsel, do you have some questions now?
Mr. Mitchell. Witness, I would like to go back and establish for
the record some dates as to where you were and what time you were
captured, and so forth. Would you tell us for the record what date
you were captured?
Colonel Grobicki. I was captured at 3 o'clock in the afternoon on
the 26th of September 1939.
Mr. Mitchell. Where was that? Can you tell us the name of

that location?
Colonel Grobicki. The exact name of the place was Sadowa WiszIt is a place on the railway between Lwow and Praemysl.
nia.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us what date you were taken to
Tarnapol?
Colonel Grobicki. About the 3d or 4th of October.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us the date you were taken as a
prisoner across the Polish-Russian border?
Colonel Grobicki. About the 7th of October.
Mr. Mitchell. What date did you arrive at Kozielsk?
Colonel Grobicki. About the 15th of November 1939.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel, may I interrupt there?
Before you arrived at Kozielsk, were you separated in any cate
gories, such as officers and enlisted men, or was evervbodv sent to
Kozielsk?
In the camp before I came to Kozielsk,
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
at Putivl, we were about 2,000 men, officers, and enlisted men. And

then after about 2 weeks, they said that we officers had a bad influence
The officers, about 250
on our men, and therefore we were divided.
in all, remained in Putivl, and the enlisted men and noncommissioned
officers were taken away.
Mr. Sheehan. Where were they taken to Colonel — the enlisted
men?
Colonel Grobicki. They were told that they were to be brought
But after, in Kozielsk, we learned
back to Poland and to be released.
that they were brought to a place called Kriwoi-rog.
Mr. Sheehan. At that point, I would like to call to the attention
of the other committee members that our hooded witness yesterday
said, at the separation he was an enlisted man and that he was sent to
Kriwoi-rog, which bears out the testimony of the colonel.
Mr. Mitchell. That is correct. Wasn't that the place where the,
Polish enlisted men were supposed to be working in iron mines, or
salt mines?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; there are big iron mines there.
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Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, when you stated the reason why you were
separated was because you were a bad influence on the rest of the men,
were you told what this bad influence was? How were you a bad
influence on the enlisted men?
Colonel Grobicki. Because we incited the men to resist and to
remain good Polish and not hear about the Communist propaganda.
And they said that was why we were influencing our men in a bad
Because, they said, we should tell them to become Com
way.
munists, and so on. And this did not happen, and therefore they
wanted to separate the men from the officers.
Mr. Dondero. Counsel, I wish you would ask this witness what he
knows about the shooting of these men.
We found him to be located
That is what this committee
at Katyn, but that is all that he has said.
wants to know.
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Dondero, I don't believe that this
witness stated that he was at Katyn.
Mr. Dondero. He stated that he learned that it was Katyn after
wards.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; afterwards.
Mr. Mitchell. I would like to have the witness describe some of
For instance, why he was
the incidents that happened at Kozielsk.
in prison, what treatment he received at Kozielsk, was he in the
hospital at Kozielsk, was he treated there, and particularly did he
recognize any of the Russian officers or men in charge of this camp at
Kozielsk.
Colonel Grobicki. When

I arrived at Kozielsk — Kozielsk is a big
monastery, and there are inside the walls about 28
And in
barracks, some of them built of wood and some of bricks.
The transports
these barracks were imprisoned about 5,000 officers.
arrived in a different way. When I arrived there, on the 15th of
November, there were already some people there, which were brought
out, and other people kept in.
And it was so during all the time.
Chairman Madden. When you arrived there, and immediately
afterward, were they bringing prisoners, in, and bringing prisoners
out?
camp, a former

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Chairman Madden. During that time?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; they were bringing in and bringing out.
Chairman Madden. That was in November?
They were bringing in
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; in November.
bigger parties and taking out smaller parties, or even individuals.
It is difficult to say how many they brought out, because they
made it always during the night, and we were not allowed — -—■
Chairman Madden. This was in November, and did any of the
prisoners in Kozielsk know or suspicion or have any conversation as
to where they were taking these prisoners that they were taking out
of the camp?

Colonel Grobicki. No. We heard never any word about this.
And nobody said anything about it. The people were taken away.
They just disappeared.
Air. Machrowicz. When you arrived at Kozielsk, who was com
mander at that camp?
Colonel Grobicki. It was, I will say, a brigadier general.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was his name?
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Colonel Grobicki.

It

NKVD

officer, Zarubin.
the same Zarubin who is now
Soviet Ambassador to the Court of St. James in London, England?
I was shown,
Colonel Grobicki. This I cannot say quite definitely.
I said at
a picture in London and was asked, "Who is this man?"
once, "It is General Zarubin."
Mr. Machrowicz. And that was the picture of the Soviet Ambas
sador to the Court of St. James in London?
Mr. Machrowicz. And that was the picture of the Soviet Ambas
sador to the Court of St. James in London?
Afterward, General KukieL
Colonel Grobicki. Just a minute.
"No, that is not Comrade
said,
Defense,
and
Minister
of
the
laughed
Zarubin. This is Mr. Zarubin, the Soviet Ambassador."
I cannot remember where, in Canada or in fjondon.
Mr. Machrowicz. Had you also heard of the Communist spy
activities in Canada?
Colonel Grobicki. At this time, no.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you hear there was a Zarubin who was found
to be in charge of the Communist spy activities in Canada?
Colonel Grobicki. I learned about it , but much later.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know whether or not that is the same
Zarubin who was commander of the prison camp at Kozielsk?
Colonel Grobicki. As I said before, the name is the same, and the
likeness is a very great one.
Mr. Machrowicz. The likeness is great.
I did not speak
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. But I don't know.
to him.
Mr. Mitchell. How do you spell Zarubin?
was an

Mr. Machrowicz. And

Colonel Grobicki.

Mr. Machrowicz.
Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Machrowicz.
Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Mitchell. I

is

that

Z-a-r-u-b-i-n.

What are you doing now?
One other question.
Me? I am working in a wine shop.
Where?
In Toronto, Canada, 526 Palmesteron Boulevard.
have one question.
Where is that picture you
were shown in London? Do you think that picture is still in the
files in London?
It must be with General Kukiel or those
Colonel Grobicki. Sure.
people who wrote the book about Katyn, a Polish book about Katyn.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, you just mentioned a little while ago the
fact that small groups were taken out of Kozielsk and disappeared
during November 1939. Did you personally know some of these
officers who were being taken out, their names?
Colonel Grobicki. No; it was not possible, because they were taken
out during the night, and we only saw trucks full of people which were
But as we were not allowed to visit the other barracks,
brought out.
we did not know the name.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel, I think we ought to call the attention
of the committee at this time to some similarities between the testimony
The colonel
being presented here today and yesterday's testimony.
states that these small parties were taken out early in November 1939,
and apparently disappeared.
The witness yesterday, if you will
remember, stated that he arrived in Katyn early in November,
Now, all the previous knowledge we have of the
believe, of 1939.
Katyn massacre seems to place the dates of the massacre at approxi
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think, about
mately March and April, the spring of 1940, and here
the first time we are having testimony or evidence that these killings
apparently started much earlier than the spring. The murders were
or
cumulative process.
months,
apparently was
not in
We failed to bring that out in questioning our witness yesterday, and
we probably should have brought that out
believe your point
Mr. Mitchell.
very well taken at this
particular time, and there will be additional meetings later on that will
probably verify that.
Mr. Furcolo. Colonel, beginning from the time you left Kozielsk,
1940
which was, as understand it, about May
Colonel Grobicki.
left Kozielsk in May 1940, yes.
Mr. Furcolo. And at that time there were not very many Polish
officers or men left in Kozielsk?
was one of the last transports.
There were
Colonel Grobicki.
very few left.
Mr. Furcolo. After you had left there, as understand
you still
were, naturally, interested in what had happened to the men that had
gone before you?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. From that time on, did you ever hear from any of
the families or friends of those men?
Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Furcolo. What am getting at this, and
may help you in
your answer: We have been interested in knowing whether or not any
of the families of those men contacted any of the people who had been
prisoners with them to find out what had happend to their husbands
and sons and so on.
Colonel Grobicki.
can give you a very plain explanation.
When
we were in the camp of Gryazovets, about the month of September
And
1940, we got the permission to write letters to our families.
already, in the first letters, which came as an answer to our letters,
were questions about other officers who were with us in Kozielsk.
And all the time we were in correspondence with our families in
Poland, until month before the German-Soviet war, always in every
letter came questions about different people who were with us in
Ko/ielsk.
And they were asking, "Why only from the Kozielsk camp,
there are letters?" And we were only very few. So there were
don't know how many other thousands of men.
questions about
"Why only you write letters, and the others don't write them?"
Mr. Furcolo. That
the point
want to get to.
The evidence we have had so far has been that the families and
friends of most of the Polish officers and men, in other words, all those
other than those that had been sent to
camp such as yours — that all
those families and friends constantly were writing letters and inquiring
what had happened to their husbands and sons and were pointing out
that they had not heard from them in any way in 1940 and after that.
They had simply disappeared.
Is that about
To make
short, did you have the same experience?
the way
happened, from your own experience and that of your
friends?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, when the prisoners were taken from Kozielsk,
93744— 52- pt.
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different shipments went out while you were there?
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Colonel Grobicki. That's right.
Mr. Furcolo. I want to know how they were dressed when they
were shipped out, and if there was any change in their clothing when
they were shipped out.

Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Furcolo. What were they wearing when they were shipped

out?

Colonel Grobicki. Everybody was dressed as he was caught, as he
Most people were in overcoats.
Mr. Furcolo. Tell us what kind of overcoats, and if they had any
thing on their feet, what they had on their feet.
Colonel Grobicki. Boots.
Mr. Furcolo. And what kind of overcoats? Polish Army

was taken prisoner.

overcoats?

The infantry had
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, Polish Army overcoats.
the lower boots, and the others had the long boots, cavalry boots.
Mr. Furcolo. And what was the condition of those boots with
reference to whether they were worn or not worn.
Colonel Grobicki. That's difficult to say. One might be new, and
one old.
Mr. Furcolo. Did they look as if they were relatively new?
Colonel Grobicki. No, some people had new boots which they took
when they were going to war.
For instance, myself, when went to
took quite new boots.
war,
Mr. Furcolo. Can you tell us whether they had worn those boots
in the camp while they were there as prisoners?
Colonel Grobicki. No, it was not possible, because they were too
short
Mr. Furcolo. At any rate; when you saw them for the last time,
they had on the overcoats of Polish soldiers and officers, and boots?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. Only very few were in civilian clothing.
Those that were taken from homes direct, not taken prisoners as
troops but were taken out of homes, civilians — there were those.
Mr. Furcolo. Can you tell us from your observations while you
were at Kozielsk whether or not the Russians, not the Polish, but the
Russians, seemed to have plenty of overcoats for their own men?
Colonel Grobicki. No; they were clothed as ordinary soldiers' are
But the difference between the Russian uniform and the
clothed.
Polish uniform is so great that you cannot mistake them.
understand that, but the point at which
was
Mr. Furcolo.
getting is this: I want to know whether the Russians seemed to have
plenty of warm clothing for their own men and whether they seemed
to have plenty of boots and shoes for their own men. And to make
clear why I ask the question, it is this:
A good many of these bodies that were found, of the Polish soldiers
and men, were apparently clothed in overcoats, boots, and shoes that
were in very good condition, and I was interested in knowing whether
or not the Russians had enough clothing and shoes for their own men.
You have answered that they apparently did have enough.
If
they did not, I want you to tell me.
Colonel Grobicki. The difference between Russian and Polish
clothing is so great that you cannot compare them.
Mr. Furcolo. That is right. There is a vast difference.
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Now, Colonel, I wanted to ask you this: When yon were in the
train, or the conveyance, that took you from Kozielsk, as I under
stand
some of the men who had left before you had apparently
way up high in the conveyance either written or scratched some
And have read some literature that indicates that there
messages.
was at least one message that was written there that told exactly
where those Polish men had gotten off the train or the conveyance.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, am trying to locate this, here, and may ask
from my reading,
recall
says that they
you a little later, but as

1

I

if

I

a

station two stations west of some other place.
got off at
Does that refresh your mind?
Colonel Grobicki. The inscription told us that they were taken
out of the train at the station of Gniezdowo.
Mr. Furcolo. There were such messages that apparently had been
written way up high, where you men could see them?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. Because some of the windows were
You could read
scratched out, and you could look through them.
the name of the station.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, were any of those signed, or was there any
sort of identification on them, so that you could tell, "Oh, yes; that
was So and So, who
knew"? Do you get what am driving at?
want to find out
you can tie that in with anybody who was
at the camp.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. Because some of these inscriptions were
signed with some names.
Mr. Furcolo. Good. Did you recognize the names of any of
those that were signed as being the names of any people who had
been there at Kozielsk at the time you were there?
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Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, want to ask you this, too. Do you, by any
chance, recognize the name of Jan Furtek or Lieutenant Colonel
Prokop, P-r-o-k-o-p?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; they were together with me in Gryazovets.
Mr. Furcolo. Had they been at Kozielsk, too?
don't know, because he was a second
Colonel Grobicki. Furtek?
could not contact him.
But Lieutenant Colonel
lieutenant, and
Prokop, yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, Colonel, can you help me out in connection
read the London report of 1946 of the massacre, and in
with this?
referred, on page 51,
man named Maj.
believe, to the diary of
A. Solski, S-o-l-s-k-i, and there was
date in there of April 7.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, did you by any chance know anyone in
Kozielsk by the name of Maj. A. Solski?
know him very good, because he was in 1920
Colonel Grobicki.
know him very good. And when he left
my subordinate officer.
Kozielsk, shook hands with him and said to him, "I hope to see you
in some weeks in some, camp in Germany."
don't
Mr. Furcolo. Now,
want to ask you this question.
assume that you saw this diary, but this same report referred to
had some dates in
diary Major Solski apparently had kept, and
will get this later on for the record,
there, and one date was April 7.
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the exact wording, but later on he outlined the fact that they were on
a train, and they were getting off, and they could see the forest of
Katyn apparently in the distance.
You knew a man named Maj. A. Solski, and your are able to tell us.
under oath here today that there was such a man who was in Kozielsk,
apparently in April of 1940?
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. FURcoLo. And who left Kozielsk some time in April of 1940,
to vour best recollection?
olonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. FURcoLo. Now, one other question; there was another young
man, who testified the other day.
He is here today; Mike Gawiak.
Do you know him?
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. FURcoLo. Did you hear his testimony the other day?
Colonel GROBICKI. No.
Mr. FURcoLo. Do you see him sitting back there?
Mike, would you stand up?
Chairman MADDEN. Stand up, please, Mr. Gawiak.
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. FURcoLo. Now, you saw him in Kozielsk when you were there?"
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. FURCOLO. He was at that camp?
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes.
Mr. DONDERO. What is the difference in color between the Polish
uniform and the Russian uniform?
Colonel GRob ICKI. The Polish uniform is uniformly of yellow green
color, like khaki color, like the British color.
Mr. DONDERO. What is the Russian?
Colonel GRORICKI. The Russians have dark blue trousers, a green
blouse, and a butternut overcoat.
Mr. DoNDERo Did you see the graves at Katyn?
Colonel GROPICKI. No.
Mr. DONDERO. Did you see among the prisoners who were taken
away and who never returned any priests or clergymen or ministers.
with their robes on?
Colonel GROBICKI. There were about a hundred priests in Kozielsk.
Mr. DoNDERO. And they were prisoners with you?
Colonel GROBICKI. Yes. There were priests of all denominations,
Roman Catholic and Protestants and Jews.
Mr. DONDERO. But you do not know what happened to them?
Colonel GROBICKI. No.
Mr. DONDERO. Never heard from them?
Colonel GROBICKI. No. There
were two priests with us in
Gryazovets.
Mr. Flood. When you got to Kozielsk, in 1939, and during the
period of time you were at Kozielsk, you tell us that in round numbers
there were about 5,000 officers at Kozielsk, between November of
1939 and May 1, of 1940, when you left Kozielsk by convoy.
Colonel GRoPICKI. Yes.
Mr. Flood. About how many Polish officers were left at Kozielsk
on May 1, 1940, when you left, about?
Colonel GROBICKI. As I say, it is very difficult for me to say the
exact number, because we were not allowed to visit the barracks.
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Mr. Flood. I don't want an exact number. About.
Colonel Grobicki. Not more than a hundred.
Mr. Flood. Not more than a hundred left on May 1, 1940?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What reason do you give, if you have any — why do

you think you survived during all those months?
Colonel Grobicki. I survived by accident.

Mr. Flood. By accident?
Colonel Grobicki. by accident; yes.
Mr. Dondero. Of course, you bad only been lined up against the

wall three times.
Colonel Grobicki. Oh, that is quite a different story. But my
surviving at Katyn is another thing.
About the 15th of April, I was ill and was taken to the hospital.
Mr. Flood. About the 15th of April 1940?
Colonel Grobicki. About the 15th. I was taken to the hospital,
and after 3 days came a guard and wrote some names of us who were
in the hospital, to take them away to leave Kozielsk. And the doctor
said to him, "This man cannot go, because he is seriously ill, and he
has to say in the hospital."
Mr. Flood. At the time you were in the hospital in Kozielsk, was
your name on this list to leave Kozielsk?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And it was taken off the list?
Colonel Grobicki. Then the guard went to the office and came
back and said, "Yes, this man can stay."
Mr. Flood. And the reason you were taken off the list is because
the doctor said you weren't fit to go?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That was in April?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were you ever placed on any other list, if you know,
•after April 1, 1940, until May 1, 1940?
Colonel Grobicki. After 2 weeks, I left the hospital, and was
taken away in the next transport .
Mr. Flood. During the time you were at Kozielsk, did the Russians
make any attempt to convert you or your colleagues to communism?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; everyone.
Mr. Flood. What was the method' used? How was it done,
•generally?
Colonel Grobicki. They explained to us that our life, bourgeois, is
a bad one, that the right way to live is the Communist, all kinds of

stupidity.

Mr. Flood. During all the time these 5,000 officers were in prison,
•during the time you were there, and in face of this Russian effort to
propagandize you in favor of communism, do you know of any success
that they had with these 5,000 Polish officers?
Did they make any converts at that time?
Colonel Grobicki. Sure, there were some; but very few.
Mr. Flood. Very few?
Colonel Grobicki. Very few.
Mr. Flood. You left on May 1, 1940, and you ultimately got to
Pavlishchev Bor. Did you know that you were going to Pavlish•chev Bor when you left Kozielsk?
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Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Flood. During the period of time you were at Kozielsk, and
during that period of time you told us periodically or daily or weekly
small and large groups were taken out of Kozielsk, what was the con
versation, if any, among the remaining officers as to what was being
done or what was happening to your brother officers?
Colonel Grobicki. As I said before, the Bolsheviks inspired all
kinds of ideas about the goal of the departure of the groups.
Some

said that they were brought

to other smaller camps, and others said,
These were the two versions

"They are exchanged for the Germans."
we knew.

Mr. Flood. Was there any conversation

or talk or rumors going
the camp at Kozielsk among the Polish officers that any of
their brother officers being removed from Kozielsk were being
executed?
Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Flood. During none of the time you were there did you hear
such kind of talk?
Colonel Grobicki. No. But I heard personally some remarks
told between the Bolsheviks, which at this time I did not understand;
but at present, as I know about the Katyn Massacre, I interpret very
clearly.
Mr. Flood. You understood the Russian language?
around

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.

Mr. Flood. You heard Russians

disposition of Polish
Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Flood. What
that talk?
Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Flood. What

at Kozielsk

talking about

the

officers?

Yes.

did you construe or deduct from any or all of

I

At that time understood it not at all.
do you understand at this point?
Colonel Grobicki. For instance, when one of the parties was
leaving, they were very happy to leave Kozielsk, because they thought
that they were going to a German camp, and everybody preferred to
stay in the German camps rather than to be in the Soviet camps.
Therefore, the people were happy to leave Kozielsk. And I was just
looking at the party when it was leaving, and before me stood two
political Soviet officers, one a political commissar. Colonel Urbanowitz, and also a Jew from Moscow called Sirotky. And heard such a
conversation, when Sirotky said to Urbanowitz: "Oh, yes. They are
But if they
laughing.
They are laughing.
They are happy.

I

knew"
Chairman Maddent. Say that a little slower.
Colonel Grobicki. "Oh, they are very happy. They are laughing.
But if they knew where they are going, they would not laugh."
And therefore we discussed the question, but we could not get what
it meant. We thought that the Bolsheviks meant we would have a
worse, life in the German camp.
Mr. Flood. Up to this day, have you ever had any information
from any source whatsoever that any of the Polish officers at Kozielsk,
during the time you were there, and removed from there, ever were
transferred or transported to German Army camps within the German

zone?

Colonel Grobicki. No.
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Mr. Flood. What was your answer?
Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Flood. What was the nature, the description,

the kind of
convoy that you were taken in from Kozielsk to Pavlishchev Bor?
Describe the kind of vehicle.
Colonel Grobicki. I will describe to you the full procedure of
leaving Kozielsk. The guard came into the barrack and called the
people who have to leave. Then they were assembled and taken into,
a special barrack, where they were searched.
The search was very
inquisitive. They took away nearly all we have. For instance, I
had a fountain pen, which I cherished very much, because it was a
gift. It was a very good fountain pen. And it escaped the former
searches. This time the Soviet soldier who was performing the search
took the pen away.
Mr. Flood. These were

Colonel Grobicki.

No,

NKVD, and not army troops?
NKVD. And I complained to

the major
of the NKVD, who was presiding over the search. And he looked at
me with scorn and said, "There where you are going, you don't need
any fountain pen."
Mr. Flood. Then they took you out of the barracks?
Colonel Grobicki. Then we were taken into trucks, and by these
trucks we were brought to the railway station of Kozielsk, and in the
railway station we were put into prison cars, which I described.
Mr. Flood. Prison cars on a railway train?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. In Soviet Russia, there are special prison
cars, railway cars for transporting prisoners.
They are big cars, with
iron bars, and compartments for six men.
Mr. Flood. Now, if you recall, about how many brother оЖсеге
of yours left Kozielsk with you at that time, about?
Collnel Grobicki. I can't say exactly.
About 96.
Mr. Flood. Ninety-six. You left Kozielsk. The first stop you
made was at the railway station for Katyn, the village of Katyn?
Colonel Grobicki. I left Kozielsk for destination unknown.
Mr. Flood. Yes?
Colonel Grobicki. And then we proceeded.
Mr. Flood. How long did you stop at the first stop?
Colonel Grobicki. Half an hour.
Mr. P'lood. Then you went on to the second stop?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; and so on.
Mr. Flood. What was the second stop?
Colonel Grobicki. Oh, I don't know.
I don't remember.
Mr. Flood. How long was it before you reached the railway station
for the village of Katyn, after you left Kozielsk?
Colonel Grobi ki. After we left Kozielsk, about 24 hours.
Mr. Flood. About 24 hours?
Colonel Grobicki. About 24 hours.
We were stopped at a station
called Babuvino.
Babuvino is a railway station southeast of
Smolensk.

Mr. Flood. Is that the railway station for Katyn?
Colonel Grobicki. No.
Mr. Flood. Well, how long did it take you to get from Kozielsk
to Gniezdowo, the station for Katyn?
Colonel Grobicki. I was never at Gniezdowo, because that is
behind Babuvino.
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Mr. Flood. What is the name of the railway station for Katyn
village?

Colonel Grobicki. Gniezdowo.
Mr. Flood. You never reached it?
Colonel Grobicki. No. We were stopped at Babuvino, which is

not so far before.

Mr. Flood. And then you went from that station to the next
station?
Colonel Grobicki. No; from Babuvino, we were brought by trucks
to Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Flood. Oh, they took you off the train,
taken by truck to the camp at Pavlishchev Bor?

and then you were

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now, when you got to Pavlishchev' Bor, which was
about the second or third of May 1940, did you meet there any
Polish officer prisoners from any other Russian camps?
Colonel Grobicki. When we arrived at the camp of Pavlishchev
Bor, there was nobody there. The camp was not prepared to admit
prisoners.

Mr. Flood. How long did you remain at Pavlishchev Bor?
Colonel Grobicki. About 6 weeks. And during these 6 weeks,

there arrived a party from the StarobeFsk camp.
Mr. Flood. StarobePsk?
And a party from the Ostashkov
Colonel Grobicki. StarobePsk.
camp.
About how many arrived from both
Mr. Flood. Ostashkov.
camps during the 6 weeks you were at Pavlishchev Bor?
Colonel Grobicki. I don't know how many arrived from Staro
bePsk or how many arrived from Ostashkov, but when we were leav
ing Pavlishchev Bor, about the 15th of June 1940, we were about 450.
Mr. Flood. About 450. So during the period of 6 weeks that you
were at Pavlishchev Bor, with you there were about 450 brother
Polish officers, the survivors, if I could use that word, of Kozielsk and
the other two camps.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. During the period of time you were at Pavlishchev
Bor, you had conversations with your brother officers, naturally,
from the other two camps. Can you tell us, first, how many Polish
officers, if they said, did they say were at either of the other two camps?
Take the second one, now. Ostashkov — how many were there?
Colonel Grobicki. There were about 5,000 people in StarobePsk
and more than 5,000 in Ostashkov.
Mr. Flood. Could it be 7,000 at Ostashkov?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. During the period of time you were at Pavlishchev
Bor, did you meet — Mike, will you stand up again — did you meet
this young man at Pavlishchev Bor?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. .During the period of time you were there?

a

Collnel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And that was during the months of May and June?
Colonel Grobicki. May and June of 1940.
Mr. Flood. What was the percentage, if you know, or can give us
reasonable percentage, of reserve officers, as contrasted to regular
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army officers, of the Polish officers at Kozielsk, during all the period
of time you were there?
Colonel Grobicki. The percentage of regular officers was, I thinkr
about 25 percent.
Mr. Flood. 25 percent which way?
Colonel Grobicki. For regular officers.

Mr. Flood. 25 regular?
Colonel Grobicki. And 75 reserve officers.
Mr. Flood. About 75 percent of the 5,000 officers at Kozielsk,

during the period of time you were there, were reserve officers of the
Polish army?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now, from the time you were captured, in September
of 1939, until you were dismissed at Gryazovets, in 1941, Russia had
never declared war on Poland and was not at war with Poland legally;
is that correct?
Colonel Grobicki. They said all the time we were not prisoners of

warMr. Flood. What is the answer to my question? "Yos," or "no?"
Colonel Grobicki. I can't answer this question in that way, be

cause it is more complicated.
Mr. Flood. Let me ask you this one. As far as you know, there
had been no actual declaration of formality of war?
What is the
answer to that?
Colonel Grobicki. Therefore, they said
Mr. Flood. Wait a minute. What is your answer? Had there
been, or had there not been?
Colonel Grobicki. I cannot answer it that way.
Mr. Flood. You do not know? Then go ahead.
Colonel Grobicki. No, excuse me, sir.
can't answer it in this
way, as you ask me. It is quite complicated.
Mr. Flood. You go ahead in your way.
Colonel Grobicki. Russia never declared war on Poland, but they
meant to make war on us, and there were big rights. And therefore
officially, they said, we were not prisoners of war. For instance, on
our letters, we were not allowed to write "such and such prisoner of
"
war camp." They told us to write, "contained in the NKVD
Mr. Mitchell. Say it in Polish.
Colonel Grobicki.
will say it in Russian.
Miesto otdyda.
It means a place of a holiday resort, a rest house.
Mr. O'Konski. May I ask one question? In other words, Poland
was no more at war with Russia at that time than we are at war
with Korea now. Is that right?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. And officially, we were not prisoners of
war.
But inside the camp they called us prisoners of war, and they
said to us that we are prisoners of war. When we say "on one side you
say wc are not prisoners of war, and on the other side you say we are
prisoners of war, and why is this?" — they answered so: "We were
not at war with Poland, but you were at war with us. Because we
crossed the Polish border to liberate Poland, and you opposed us.
Therefore, you personally were in war with us, and therefore you are
a prisoner."
Mr. Flood. Wc are finding out all about that kind of reasoning.
That's why I wanted to go back to the beginning of it with you..

I
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But you, and, as you saw, other Polish officers were mistreated. You
were threatened with death.
Colonel Grobicki. We were mistreated before we came to the
But inside the prisoner of war camps, we
prisoner of war camps.
were not mistreated in the physical way. We were mistreated morally.
Mr. Flood. Let me ask you this: During the weeks before you
were taken to Kozielsk and were being interrogated and examined' by
the NKVD, you were threatened with death, as you testified, on
several occasions. At least you were stood up against the wall three
or four times and had the very definite impression you were going
Is that right?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now, I want to ask you this. I want your opinion.
Did you think this was merely torture technique by the NKVD,
putting you up and taking you down, putting you up and taking
Or did you think they were
you down? Was that torture technique?
actually going to kill you?
You were a colonel, an intelligent man. What did you think was

going on?

Colonel Grobicki.
might be so.

It

was 50-50.

It

might

be so and so, and it

Mr. Flood. It was uncomfortable, anyhow, was it not?
But at this moment, I thought I would

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
be shot.

Mr. Flood. By the way, during the period of time you were at
Kozielsk, were there any female Polish prisoners there of any category,
women?

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.

There was one woman higher officer,

a

flyer.

Mr. Flood. A flyer, a Polish flyer?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Military, or civilian?
Colonel Grobicki. A woman lieutenant.
Mr. Flood. Was she in Polish uniform?
I know her
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; she was in Polish uniform.
She was the daughter of a very well
name; Mrs. Lewandowska.
known Polish general.
Mr. Flood. Did you know what ever happened to her?
Colonel Grobicki. She was found in the graves of Katyn.
Mr. Flood. The body was found in the graves of Katyn?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, you will recall that yesterday I
said at the time that Colonel Grobicki was the individual who told me
about the type of revolver that was given to him when General Anders'

army was being formed in Soviet Russia.
would like to hand this gun to the colonel and ask him to describe
since he
military man and am not, for the benefit of the com
mittee, the type of gun this is, the ammunition that can be used in it,
and where the ammunition comes from, as well as who in Russia
usually has such a gun in their possession.
Colonel Grobicki. This
Negan revolver.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you spell that "Negan"?
is

a

is
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a

it,
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Colonel Grobicki. N-e-g-a-n. It is a type of revolver which is
generally used by the Russian troops.
Mr. Mitchell. Do the enlisted men have such a gun?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. The noncommissioned officers.
Mr. Flood. Will you hold that up in the air, so that we can see it?

Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
And after we left Gryazovets and started for Tatishchevo, the
Polish troops, the officers, were issued these guns, with about 21
rounds of ammunition and some more rounds for target practice.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, I would like to hand the witness
one piece of live ammunition.
And would he identify it, please, to
the best of his ability, as to whether this was the general type of bullet
used in such a gun, or not?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. This is the type of ammunition for the
Negan revolver.

Mr. Mitchell. Who was that manufactured by? Do you know?
Colonel Grobicki. The main ammunition factory in Russia is the
Tula factory.
But for the Negan revolver they used also foreign ammunition.

I

don't know why, but they used Belgian and German ammunition.
And especially when we were in Tatishchevo, during the target prac
tice, our ammunition officer told us, "The ammunition which was used
by us was not of Russian production.
It was foreign ammunition.
And therefore, the gun was not shooting as straight as it should."
Mr. Dondero. Is that a Russian gun?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you hold up both the gun and the bullet?
Because the bullet isn't the type used in America.
Mr. O'Konski. Is that the kind of a gun you plav Russian roulette
with?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Colonel, you spoke of the Russian officer taking
your fountain pen away from you.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. I can tell you that
sold my fountain pen to a
Russian officer when I was over there. They wanted to buy two
things from us, fountain pens and wrist watches.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, I have several questions I would like to put

I

to you.

You mentioned in talking to Congressman Flood, that at Kozielsk,
there were roughly 5,000 prisoners, of which, you stated, the regular
Now, as
officers were about 25 percent and the reserves 75 percent.
to these reserve officers, who were they composed of? Were they
doctors, or priests, or teachers, or who were they?
Colonel Grobicki. There were about 400 doctors, specialists from
all kinds of hospitals.
There were all kinds of professors, university
men; I would say about 100 priests; and there were teachers, and so on;
all kinds of professions.
Mr. Sheehan. We have heard these men referred to quite fre
quently in our hearings here and in our readings as the intelligentsia
of Poland. Would you agree with that statement?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. The Russians took prisoner the rear of
the armies; and the rear of the armies has all these kinds of installa
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tions.
So therefore, in Kozielsk there was concentrated the brain of
the Polish nation.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, the death or the massacre of this
so-called brain of the Polish nation would really affect the Polish
nation.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
A case of genocide. Because by killing
these men, they wanted to put away the brain of the Polish nation.
It is much easier to handle the people when the intelligentsia, the
brain of the nation, is put away.
Mr. Furcolo. They were eliminating the leadership.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. Would you say in your opinion that the Communists
are practicing genocide in the sense you talk about it in any of the
other nations of Europe?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; especially in the Baltic States — Estonia,
Lithuania, and Lat via — -and in Bulgaria, and Albania, all those states
that had about 120 millions of population.
Mr. Machrowicz. May I just interject one thought in connection
with that?
I might say that only today, received a request from
the Slovenians to investigate a like killing of 10,800 anti-Communist
Slovenians in the Forest Slovetzky Ruk, near the capital of Slovenia.
So evidently that has boon practiced not only in Poland but in other
countries.
Mr. Sheehan. To pursue that a little further, we do know that in
Korea our soldiers have been found murdered in a manner similar to
the way the Polish officers were massacred in Katyn.
Would you say it was similar to what you would describe as the
Communist practice of genocide?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. Do you think it will have any important effect on
the citizens of the United States?
Colonel Grobicki. I think their purpose may be a little other than
as done with the peoples in Europe, because the United States and
America is in another situation. But the technique of genocide is
quite the same in Korea as in the other states, in Europe. And my
opinion is that it is done with the purpose of frightening the American
The Russians, looking at it themselves, as Asiatic people,
people.
want the Americans to be out of Asia.
And therefore, by this means, they want to terrorize the people of
the United States, especially the families of the soldiers who are in
Korea, and therefore to make an influence on the brain of the Ameri
cans and to force them to leave Asia.
Mr. Sheehan. Were you ever stationed in Asia yourself, Colonel?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. When and where?
Colonel Grobicki.
was military attach6 in Persia, 1932 to 1936.
Then I was military attache" in China in 1945. I was for a period of
time in the Middle East, too, with the Polish forces.
Mr. Sheehan. Thank you, Colonel.
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to refer to the questioning of Con
gressman Flood with regard to the number of officers who were con
vinced by the Russian propaganda.
And I would like to ask you, in
connection with that: Did you know Lieutenant Colonel Berling?"
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
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Mr. Machrowicz. And
Army?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz.
Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Machrowicz.
Colonel Grobicki.

he was a
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lieutenant colonel of the Polish

That is В-е-г-1-i-n-g; correct?

Yes.
Was

he

with you at Kozielsk?

No; he was not with me at Kozielsk. I don't
He arrived at Pavlishchev Bor with one of these groups. I

know.
think he was in Starobel'sk.

Mr. Machrowicz. I might tell you that according to the records
he was at Starobel'sk. And did you contact him at any time?
Were
you in contact with him while he was in the prison camp?
Yes.
carried it on many times with him at
. Colonel Grobicki.
Pavlishchev Bor, and also at Gryazovets.
Mr. Machrowicz. And did he give any indications as to whether
or not he was agreeable to the Russian propaganda?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes. He wanted us to join the Bolshevik
forces and to become Bolsheviks.
Mr. Machrowicz. And he later became, an officer of the puppet
"Russiaa Government of Poland; is that correct?
Colonel Grobicki. He did not leave Russia with the troops which
He remained in Russia and organized the
went to the Middle East.
army that was led to Poland by the Russians.
Mr. Machrowic7. And you have heard, have you not, the reports
.that as a compensation for his loyalty to the Communist cause he
now has been or is about to be purged in Poland?
Colonol Grobicki. I cannot say quite assuredly, but it is said
that he was imprisoned and maybe he is shot.
Mr. Machrowicz. I want to read to you a paragraph from the
so-called white book of the Polish London Government, the Polish
•Government in London, and ask you what you know, if anything,
about the facts stated here.
I am reading from page 99 of the official so-called white book of the

I

Polish Government in London:

Whilst preparations for the convoy that left Starobel'sk in the night of April
25-26, 1940, were under way, a "special group" of sixty-three prisoners was
selected, who were to leave the camp on the same day, but separately from the
Some of the prisoners noticed that among this special group
normal convoy.
there was a comparatively high proportion of those who had claimed German
extraction, and of those who had evinced a more favorable attitude towards the
(Among these was Lieutenant
propaganda in the camp conducted by the Soviets.
■Colonel Berling.)

Do you know anything about this special convoy of 63 prisoners
who showed themselves amenable to the Communist propaganda?
Colonel Grobicki. As it is a transport from Starobel'sk, 1 know
nothing about it.
Mr. Machrowic7. Anyway, it would be quite significant, would it
not, to you, that of the total large number of prisoners that you
Tecited, they were able to find only 63 whom they could trust to take
with them to some other place?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes — than the place where the men were killed.
Mr. Machrowic7. Another thing which I think is of interest to
this committee and some others, as being strange, is why you were
spared and why you were not sent to Kozielsk but to some other
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would like to read to yovi also another section of this
location.
same report, on page 102, which seems to bear out your testimony.
After a comparatively long delav, which lasted from the end of April 1940, the
Polish POW camps in Kozielsk, Starobel'sk, and Ostashkov were finally closed
Only the last convoys of prisoners from each camp,
in the middle of Mav 1!)40.
like the "special" convoys of April 26th-28th, were directed to the camp at
All the other convoys, which preceded them in May, vanished
Pavlishchev Hor.
And the correspondence, which the prisoners
like those of April, without trace.
had up to then maintained with their families in Poland, ceased from that time.

That is correct, is it not, that for some reason which neither you
nor anyone else apparently can explain, other than the Russians,
it was in the latter part of April that they stopped sending them to
Katyn and sent them to Pavlishchev Bor?
Colonel Grobicki. We thought many times about this problem,
why these last transports were spared. There are three explanations.
The first one is that in the last month they wanted to have some
specimens of the Polish officers, to show them to the people outside of
Russia if the necessity would appear.
The second one is that from the beginning they tried to organize
Therefore, they spared
a Polish army, a Polish communistic army.
some hundreds of men. They thought maybe at some time they
would use them. And their problem at this time was the German
offensive in France. The German offensive started much quicker
And they were afraid a little about it. There
than thej' thought.
fore, they tried to spare some Polish for a case they did not know of,
And because, as I told you before, the
when they might be used.
stopping of the train at Babuvino was quite unexpected, unexpected
for the guards at Kozielsk, and for the train guards that are quite
independent from Kozielsk, and it was quite unexpected for the guards
it was a great command from
at Pavlishchev Boro. Therefore,
Moscow, which came suddenly and unexpectedly by anyone.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you mean that you think personally that
at the time the last convoy came, the one you were in, you were
actually on the way to Katyn, to meet the fate these other officers
met, but en route the orders were changed?
That is what you think?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Colonel, I wanted to ask you specifically now a
couple of questions with reference to quotations I was giving from
memory a few minutes ago.
Again quoting from this Polish white book, page 101, it refers to
the fact that when the graves at Katyn were discovered, diaries were
found on some of the bodies.
This was in 1943, and it quotes from
the last sentence of two such diaries.
That is the officer
One was from the diary of Maj. Adam Solski.
you said you knew quite well.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, I want to read something from the diary,
and then I will want to ask you a question about it.
April 8, 1940, 3:30 a. in., departure from Kozielsk station, moving west.
9:30 a. m., at Yelmia station.
April 8. Since 12 noon we have been standing in a railway siding at Smolensk.
April 9. In the morning some minutes before five, reveille; in the prison trucks
and preparations to leave.
We are to go somewhere by car, and what next?
April 9. It has been a strange day so far. Departure in prison coach in cells,
Неге a
terrible; taken somewhere into a wood, something like a country house.

THE
special search.
a wedding ring.
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was relieved of mv watch, pointing to 8:30 a. m.
Rubles, belts, and pocket knife taken away.
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Asked about

That is the end of the quotation in the hook, and there the diary
breaks off. Is that the Maj. Adam Solski that you knew?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Then there is another dairy here that we probably
will put in the record later on, but before that I want to ask you another
I referred in my original questioning of you to some in
question.
scriptions that had been written in the railway coaches. Now, with
reference to that, I want to read now from a book called Death at
Katyn, where the author of the book refers to certain writings. He
says:
Lying on one of the top bunks. I saw scribbled on the wall with a match or a
pencil, "the second stop after Smolensk we get out and climb into trucks."

Then that is the end of the writing.

It

then says:

There was a date, but it was hard to make out the second figure.
It n-ight
This inscription aroused a great
have been April 12th or perhaps April 17th.
deal of dis ussion amrng us, and we tried to find out what it meant. Lieutenant
Colonel Prokop, who was with us, thought it might have been written by Colonel
Lukia, who had promised to leave clues if he could.

You testified, you had known, I think, of a Lieutenant Colonel
Prokop, who was with you at the camp in Kozielsk at the same time
you were there.
Colonel Grobicki. Yes; he was there at the same time.
Mr. Furcolo. What I was interested in was finding out if you had
heard of any person named Kuyba, K-u-y-b-a, or whether you can
tell us of your own knowledge whether some of the men who left the
camp before you, did leave word with some of the men, "Well, we will
try to leave some sort of a clue one way or the other."
What I am trying to do is to sec whether I can establish by some
witness who is here before us today whether there is am* authenticity
to these statements that wc find written by people who have made a
close study of this matter.
Can you help us. as a witness who is here under oath?
Colonel Grobicki. I personally saw those writings.
I cannot remember their names, and it is quite clear that the people
did not quite clearly sign their names under these inscriptions.
But I
know that some of my friends in Pavlischev Bor and Gryazovets
recognized the writing of other people that they knew.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, may I leave it this way: Arc you
willing to have the record show that under oath you are morally
certain and arc swearing that you yourself had seen some writings
such as that, and that you yourself firmly believe it was written there
by one of the men who had been at Kozielsk about the same time
you had been, in 1940, and that that was written in the railroad coaches
m which vou traveled in that direction?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Then I want to ask you this.
One of the witnesses who had been at the camp, the young man
named Mike, whom you said you saw there, and who testified here the
other day, in answer to questions, testified that when he and other
prisoners were first brought there, the Russians went to great length
to make sure they were identified properly. They took their age,
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where they were horn, what they were doing, and a general description.
They also took photographs of them and even fingerprints.
Your testimony would be about the same on that point?
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Colonel Groiucki. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Now, can you help us any further on it along these
lines: As you know, from your own experience and also from what
you have read, the Russians had given varying stories as to what
had happened, and they had also indicated that due to wartime stress
•or strain they were not able to keep too accurate records on prisoners
But as I understand
your testimony, as an eye witness
they took.
who was there, and to whom this happened, was that your name and
other information was taken in full, together with photographs and
fingerprints. And did the Russians keep good records of the prisoners
they took?
Colonel Grobicki. Absolutely. In every hearing they had to
testify again from the beginning.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, the usual experience of all prisoners
was that time after time after time they would be called in to give
data, and the Russians were very careful to keep good and accurate
data?
Colonel Grobicki. It was absolutely impossible, with the system
■of the NKVD, to lose somebody who
imprisoned in Russia. It is
absolutely impossible.
Mr. Furcolo. That
all.
Chairman Maddkn. Any further questions?
would like to have the record show that Congressman Radwan,
of New York Congressman Kluczynski, of Chicago, 111.; and Congress
man Clemente, of New York, are at the hearing.
Mr. Flood. This may not be a question, Mr. Chairman, but this
«uch an intelligent witness that would like to get his reaction to this
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observation, this suggestion, this theory.
It inconceivable to the mind of an American citizen, citizen of
the United States of America, how this kind of mass killing could take
We cannot think of any reason for
other than these facts
place.
that are being developed.
Now, we know that in 1939, when the Russians crossed the Polish
border, we don't know of any reason for that at the time
happened.
Thev just moved in, as you know.
Now, this testimony, and the investigations of this Katyn business,
have developed
lot of facts showing capture, imprisonment, mis
treatment of Polish officers, with no reason we can understand.
Then
all of these facts that you tell us and other witnesses tell us, and the
investigations have developed, show
pattern, an object. So
begins
to look to us as though this was
the word used
"Genocide"
plan.
now; that the Russians had in mind taking over, acquiring, annexing
Poland or any part of
deal with the Germans,
they could get in
later fighting them and taking them all.
And the NKVD moved in.
made
point in your examination of pin-pointing the NKVD. as
Knowing that
you noticed, as contrasted to regular army troops.
would be important
they were going to take over Poland, knowing
to accelerate or speed up its propagandizing, the Katyn massacre, 75
percent of the troop officers being reservists, and reservists generally
in any nation being doctors, lawyers, businessmen, professors, the
middle class and the intelligentsia, the backbone of the economy and
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the politics and the government of a nation, appears in the light that
they destroyed the reserve officer corps for the purpose of accelerating
and aiding then- conquest of Poland.
Had that occurred to you, that kind of thinking?
Colonel Grohicki. Yes. Absolutely. By destroying the intelli
gent people hi a nation, they try to facilitate the taking over of a coun
try. Because it is much easier for the rule over a people without in
telligentsia, without brain, than to rule over a people with some class
there which has been ruling, directing the nation.
Mr. Flood. Is that the kind of thinking that would produce this
atrocity at Katyn, other than mere frightfulness and mere terror, more
than just that?

Colonel Grobicki. Absolutely.
the first place, they tried to convert

In
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us to communism.
After
then they said, "These are people that
they saw they could not do
are not only not necessary for us but are. dangerous for us. There
fore, we will annihilate them.
Because
there are less intelligent men
of the higher class in Poland,
will be easier for us to rule the masses."
Mi . Flood. And our experiences and the information we have from
behind the iron curtain down through the years since Katyn, do you
feel indicates a pattern, a continuing conspiracy,
continuity of
thought and conduct, predicated upon the same object and purpose
with other nations as well?
Colonel Grobicki. Absolutely. They did the same in Hungary,
in Bulgaria, in Czechoslovakia, and especially in the Baltic States.
The Baltic States lost,
think, about 40 percent of their full upper
classes.
Mr. Furcolo. From your own observations, this apparently was
.very carefully calculated and cold-blooded plan to deprive Poland
not only of her best leadership but also of every effective means of
resistance.
Now, would you be willing to say that that had been done to some
extent because through the terrible crimes at Katyn
great part of
the potential leadership and the most effective leadership of the Polish
people had been, in effect, destroyed and done away with?
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Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. When you got to this camp where they were
organizing this Polish army, and all these people came from various
camps, you were all naturally concerned about the disappearance
and the nonreporting of some ten or twelve thousand Polish officers?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Naturally, many questions were asked of you in
the various camps;
that right?
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Was
the general consensus of opinion of every
body questioned that those ten or twelve thousand Polish officers
were executed by the Russians? Was there anv other belief bv any
body?
Colonel Grobicki. At this time, we thought they might have
We did not
been in Siberia, in Franz Joseph land, or somewhere.
think they were shot. We thought some individuals might have
been shot by some small groups, but we did not think of such
colossal massacre.
We only realized
after the first news we got
in the Middle East, after the Germans found the graves.
11
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Chairman Madden. In furthering the question of Congressman
O'Konski, did you see the names of the people that were killed or
buried at

Katyn?

Colonel Grobicki. Yes. There is a full list of about 4,000 names
of the corpses, that were identified.
Chairman Madden. Men that you knew that were in the prison
camps with you?
And one thing which startled us was
Colonel Grobicki. Yes.
that in Egypt, in 1943 and 1944, when we read the lists of the men,
of the corpses, which were brought out of the graves, we found out
that they were put into the graves in such groups as they were leaving
Kozielsk.
For instance, such a group as you men here have, left Kozielsk;
This
and they were taken from the grave quite in the same group.
startled us very much, and at once we said, "They were shot just a
Otherwise it was not possible
short time after they left Kozielsk.
to put them together in such a way."
Chairman Madden. Colonel, after this testimony of yours today,
which was very factual and enlightening, from your opinion, who
would you say was responsible for killings or massacre at Katvn.
Colonel Grobicki. From my point of view, I have no slightest
hesitation

to say that

it was the Soviet.

We want to thank you, and I speak for the
whole committee when I say tliis, for coming down here from your
business up in Canada and spending this time to present your testi
mony; your evidence was indeed very valuable, and you not only
have the thanks of this committee but the thanks of the Congress
and the thanks of the free countries of the world generally for pre
senting this evidence here today.
Colonel Grobicki. Mr. Chairman, it is a very happy day for me,
because I waited 10 years to have the possibility to testify and to say
I feel it not only is my duty to the free countries
what I said today.
of the world to warn them against all those things which happened,
but also a duty to my comrades that are now in their graves.
• ■
Chairman Madden. Thank you.
The committee will now adjourn and reconvene at 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12:45 p. m., a recess was taken until 2 p. in., this
same day.)
Chairman Madden.

afternoon session

(The hearing was resumed at
recess.)

2 p.

in., upon the expiration

of the

Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
The first witness this afternoon will be Father Leopold Braun.
Will you take the witness chair, please, Father Braun? Will you
state your full name, please?
Father Braun. Father Leopold Braun, Augustinian of the Assump
tion, presently stationed in New York City.
Chairman Madden. Do you solemnly swear that the testimony
you will give in the hearings now being held will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Father Braun. I do.
Chairman Madden. Counsel may proceed.
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Mr. Mitchell. Father Braun, it is my understanding that you
were stationed in Moscow as the representative of the Roman Catholic

Church.
Will you kindly tell us when you went to Moscow, and under what
conditions?

TESTIMONY OF FATHER LEOPOLD BRAUN, A. A., NEW YORK, N. Y.
Father Braun. Mr. Chairman, could I be allowed to make a short
preliminary statement?
Chairman Madden. Yes, you may proceed with your statement.
Father Braun. I just want to say that I am here of my own volition,
and I volunteer very gladly, to help to the extent of my possibility
in clearing up the question of the Katyn Forest massacre.
I am not
representing any church or any body of any kind. I am here purely
as an American citizen, as an individual who spent 12 consecutive
years in Moscow, and I shall gladly cooperate with the committee
to the extent that I can.
Thank you.
Mr. Mitchell. Father Braun, will you tell the committee when
and under what conditions you first went to Moscow?
Father Braun. I was allowed, as a clergyman, entrance into the
Soviet Union, thanks to a religious protocol signed at the time of
recognition between President Roosevelt and Maxim Maximovich
Litvinov, on the 16th of November 1933.
I entered the Soviet Union as chaplain to the American Catholics
who were from that time on to reside temporarily or on a permanent
basis in the Soviet Union.
I remained in Moscow from the 1st of March 1934, uninterruptedly,
until the 27th of December 1945.
Mr. Mitchell. With relation to the Katyn massacre affair, it is
my understanding that you knew most of the allied press correspond
ents who were taken to the graves at the time of the Russian investi
Is that correct?
gation.
Father Braun. That's right. I knew them.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you know them personally?
Father Braun. I knew them all. I don't know if I can recall the
names of all the correspondents who were there at the time, but I shall
attempt to name those that come back to my memory at the present
moment.

Mr. Mitchell. Will you kindly do so, Father?
Father Braun. I remember distinctly Bill Uawrence, I think, who
was with the New York Times, Ed Aingley, who has now departed

this world a short while ago. I think he was with the Chicago Tribune.
I don't quite recall.
There was Dick Lauterbach, who departed this world since that
time:
There wras Henry Cassidy of the Associated Press. There was
Eddie Gilmore of the АР. I don't quite remember if Myer Handler
was there at that time.
There was Henry Shapiro from the United
Press, Alexander Worth from the Manchester Guardian, Jean Champenois of the former Havas agency, Mr. King of the Renter's agency,
and at the present moment I can't recall any other names.
Mr. Mitchell. Was James Fleming there?
Father Braun. James Fleming was there. That's right.
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Mr. Mitchell. What was his capacity?
Father Braun. He was Radio Broadcaster for the CBS, if

1

recall

correctly.

Mr. Machrowicz. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Do you remember the name of another correspondent, a Russian
name, which I cannot just recollect, who was later expelled from
Moscow?
Father Brai n. Oh, Robert Magidoff was there also.
Mr. Mitchell. Was Professor Davies of the Toronto Star there?
Father Br\un. I didn't know him under the name of "professor."
I knew him under the name of Raymond Arthur Davies, Toronto Star
correspondent, and CBS man for the Canadian Broadcasting System.
Incidentally, this last one was a member of the Communist Party.
Mr. Mitchell. Was Mr. Duncan Hooper of Renter's there?
Father Buaun. As I recall, he was.
Mr. Mitchell. Was Miss Kathleen Harriman present in Moscow
at the time of this Russian investigation?
Father Braun. Most certainly she was present, but not in the ca
pacity of a newspaper reporter, as I recall it.
Mr. Mitchell. Was Henry Cassidy, the New York Times repre
sentative,

there?

Father Braun.

Mr. Mitchell.
Father Braun.
Mr. Mitchell.
Father Braun.
Mr. Mitchell.
Father Braun.

I

I

believe
mentioned him. Yes, he was.
Was Henry Salisbury there?
Harrison Salisbury, I believe.

Ralph Parker?
Ralph Parker of the London Times; yes.
Jean Champernois?
Yes, I mentioned him. He was from the Havas
agency, later AFI, Agence Francaise Independante.
Mr. Mitchell. Harold A. King?
Father Braun. Of Reuter's; yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Henry Shapiro?
Father Braun. Of the United Press; yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Eddie Gilmore?
Father Braun. Yes; I named him.
Mr. Mitchell. Edward Stevens?
Father Braun. Ed Stevens, Christian Science Monitor, yes; who
wrote a very beautiful book, Pulitzer prize.
Mr. Mitchell. Father, this committee is also interested in any
conversations that you may have had with Ambassador S. Kot, who,
this committee understands, was the Polish ambassador stationed in
Moscow, from the time of the resumption of relations between Poland
and Russia, August 1, 1941, through July 1942.
Could you tell us what discussions you may have had with him in
connection with the missing Polish officers or the Katyn affair?
Father Braun. Yes, I believe I can. If the Chair will allow me,
I will give a short preliminary historical гёвшпё, because there is a
question of resumption of diplomatic relations with Poland.
Chairman Madden. Just proceed in your own words.
Father Braun. Thank you.
On August 23, 1939, Vyacheslav Molotov signed a pact of nonin
aggression with Joachim von Ribbentrop of the Wilhelmstrasse
Berlin. The pact was signed in Moscow. Almost immediately fol

lowing that,

as
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you will recall, the war started,

and Poland was

On the 17th of September of that year, after the collapse, the
military collapse, of Poland, Molotov launched a public proclamation
saying that he was sending into Poland a detachment of the Red
Army "to establish order." I am quoting from his words. From
that time on, in that part of Polish territory occupied by the Russian
Red Army, the rank and file soldiers of the Polish Army were peace
fully disarmed and allowed to return home.
to the best of my knowledge, piecemeal, some in a body.
Apart from that, the Soviet Government proceeded to evacuate
from its section of occupied Poland a sum total of 1,750,000 Poles,
civilian Poles.
They wore brought into Moscow, and they were not
allowed to penetrate the city, out they were shunted on railroad
tracks outside the capital and sent from there to various points of the
concentration and deportation and exile, not particularly and speci
fically, not exclusively, in Siberia, but a great number were sent to
the Kazakhstan.
Chairman Madden. What is that?
Father Braun. The Kazakhstan, one of the very expanded terri
torial regions of Russia, bordering on the Caspian and Black Seas.
In that number were doctors, professors, innumerable members
and representatives of the clergy, people high up in the social and
administrative government of Poland.
Following the pact of nonaggression with Germany, there was a
rupture of diplomatic relations, and the Polish Ambassador of the
His name was His Excellency
time was forced to leave the U. S. S. R.
Pan Grzybowsky. There were no diplomatic relations between Russia
and Poland from that time on.
Mr. Mitchell. What time was that?
Father Braun. Shortly after the collapse of Poland, after the
military collapse of Poland. The military collapse of Poland, as you
will recall, took place in the weeks that followed the German invasion.
Mr. Mitchell. What month and year?
Father Braun. September 1941 — I am sorry, I meant 1939.
Across the street from the church I operated, there eventually
arrived a delegation, of course under NKVD escort, of some remnants
of the Polish Army. In the number was General Anders, who sub
sequently commanded the seven divisions of Poles formed on Russian
territory, and allowed to be formed only after the U. S. S. R. had
been attacked by the Wermacht.
Mr. Mitchell. Does that place have any name, where they were
taken to, these Polish prisoners?
Father Braun. It sure does. The place where these Polish officers,
a hand-picked few of them, were relegated, under duress, was called
That is the name of the street on which
the Malay, Lubianka.
It is only a stone's throw, less than a stoue's
this building is located.
throw, from the church that I operated in Moscow. In
was put
small hand-picked group that turned out to be his
Anders and
chief staff group, after the Poles were allowed Jto form the first seven
divisions.
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There arrived in Moscow after that, Stanislaus Kot, who was
representing the Polish Government in exile in London, and he
resumed diplomatic relations with the Kremlin.
Mr. Mitchell. About what time?
Father Braun. In August, if
recall well, July or August 1941.
Because the Soviet Union was attacked, as vou know, on the 22d of

I

June

1941.

I

know, if you will allow me to continue, please, from direct
personal conversations with Stanislaus Kot, the Polish Ambassador,
that his greatest preoccupation, and one of the biggest and most
important objectives of his mission at that time, was to find out what
the Soviet Government had done with a group of Polish reservist
officers that had been lost complete track of since the collapse of
Poland. He told me personally that he had had successive dealings
with Vyacheslav Molotov, with General Antonov. Antonov was the
military liaison officer of the U. S. S. R. And Kot, the Polish am
bassador, did everything on earth to find out what had become of
these Polish officers.
Never at any time, and this is important for
the committee to know — never at any time did the Soviet Govern
ment nor the military liaison give Stanislaus Kot a definite answer.
They told him that since General Anders had been allowed to form
seven Polish divisions on Soviet soil, they assumed that these Polish
officers were among the new divisions being formed.
The Polish ambassador actually became almost mentally ill, obsessed
with the idea of finding these Polish officers, of whom he had a list.
He spoke to me of a list, numbering a certain number of thousand
of these officers, and at one time they thought perhaps these officers
had been relegated to the Franz Josef Islands up in the Arctic Circle.
That was never established.
In the meanwhile, there came into Moscow a young Polish officer
by the name of Jan Czapski, Jan in Polish meaning John, as you
know, John Joseph, but I knew him under the name of Jan Czapski,
who was allowed to go through the U. S. S. R. in search of these
Polish officers.
In my estimation, and this is the expression of a personal opinion,
Jan Czapski was given what is called in vernacular the merry-goround. He was never allowed to find out what had happened. But,
as the search progressed, no progress was being made whatever.
All of a sudden, during the war, Herr Doktor Goebbels of the DNB,
Deutsche Nachristen Buro, the German news agency, came forth with
a startling broadcast,
announcing that several graves had been
found in the forest of Katyn.
Chairman Madden. Mass graves?
Father Braun. Mass graves. But this is according to the German
Mass graves had been found in a forest area not far from
broadcast.
the city of Smolensk, which had fallen into German hands as early as
July 1941, less than a month and a half after the invasion.
The Germans claimed that they had discovered thousands of bodies,
and that these represented the Polish officers that had been lost
track of.
The German Government invited an international investigation,
which would be conducted partly by the International Red Cross of
Geneva and also with the collaboration of nonbelligerent
nations.
Because the Poles listened to that broadcast, and because they had
Now,
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been obsessed with the idea of finding their men, they paid heed to
this broadcast, to the extent of finding out what truth there was in it.
Now, it is important for the committee to know that immediately
the London Polish Government found out about these graves, they
began, of course, to be a little bit excited about it. And that was quite
natural. They were looking for their own men. And because they
got excited about it and began diplomatic procedures to find out where
these people were, immediately Vyacheslav Molotov accused the
Polish Government in exile in London of having collusion with the
enemy; and on the basis of that assumption, there was a second
rupture of diplomatic relations, under the aministration of His
Excellency Taddeus Romer, who at that time was the Polish Ambassa
dor.
By that time, Stanislaus Kot had returned to London and been
replaced by Taddeus Romer. That is what allows me to speak to a
certain extent about the Katyn Forest.
was never there myself,
but
knew the people who went there at the time, and
knew that
Molotov lied to the world when he said that instead of listening to the
German broadcast they should have come to him to find out what had
happened to these Polish officers. They had been doing it for several
months without any success whatever.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was the American Ambassador at the time
Ambassador S. Kot, representing the Polish Government, was there?
Father Braxjn. At the time Stanislaus Kot was representing the
Polish Government in exile in London, to my recalling, it was Am
bassador Lawrence A. Steinhardt, who was Ambassador at the time.
This was 1941, when the war started in the Soviet Union.
Steinhardt was in turn replaced by William Harrison Standley,
admiral of the United States Navy, ex-Chief of Naval Operations.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know if the American Ambassador ever
had any knowledge of these missing prisoners of war?
Father Braun. Yes; because in intimate conversations with the
Ambassador, we of course exchanged news once in a while, and he
had certain indications about these things, but they were not official,
because the Soviet Government were systematically keeping mum
about the entire question of imprisoned Polish officers.
There is one point which I will ask the Chair permission to elucidate.
The Polish officers were captured not by the Red Army. That
thing has to be exploded completely.
The Polish officers were captured by special detachments of the

I

I

NKVD.
NKVD,

nix Diel.

as

you know, stands for Narodny Kommissariat Vnoutiren-

Mr. Mitchell. If you

understand,

I

Father.

Father Braun.

I

speak a little louder,

am speaking of the

NKVD,

it will

be easier to

a special detachment

which deals with
political prisoners, Politicheski Zakliouchonny.
Nobody who ever falls into the hands of the NKVD, as a general
rule, lives to tell his experiences. As a general rule.
Mr. Mitchell. How do you know that, Father?
Father Braun. I know it from direct dealings intimately with the
families of victims, thousands of them, that
encountered in Russia
during my 12 years.

I
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Mr. Mitchell. How many American citizens were there in Mos

cow in 1941, in

July

1941?

I

I

I

is

a

is

it,

Father Bratjn. I cannot give you an exact answer as to the number
of Americans who were in Moscow in 1941. At the beginning of the
war, in 1941, the American Embassy had its normal staff, approxi
mately 35 to 40 people. There were no wives, as I recall, very few
wives, in Russia at the time. This took in the Ambassador, the coun
selor of the Embassy, the Navy, military, and air attaches, and the
code clerks and the various people connected with the consular section
of the Embassy. These were the American Embassy people.
Now, there were a few, a handful, of American engineers who were
carrying on industrial jobs, and of course there was the body of the
Anglo-American press, very few residents in Moscow.
Mr. Mitchell. Was there an American general by the name of
John R. Deane in Moscow in 1941?
Father Braun. To my knowledge, Gen. John R. Deane — which is
his correct name — who eventually turned out to be Chief of the
American supply lend-lease mission, did not arrive in Moscow that
I am
He must have come in in 1942, if I recall correctly.
early.
not sure about that, but we did have an MA, a military attach£,
there, previous to General Deane's arrival.
Mr. Mitchell. Of your own personal knowledge, did you ever
have information, or did you have any conversations with General
Deane, with respect to the missing Polish prisoners of war?
Never was the question
Father Brattn. Only in a casual manner.
officially discussed.
I had, of course, no official capacity to discuss the question in the
first place.
Mr. Mitchell. I have no further questions.
the Russians have given
Mr. Furcolo. Father, as I understand
different answers as to what happened to these Polish officers and men,
ranging from the fact that they didn't know what happened to them,
or they may have left through Manchuria.
Father Braun. No, never. The answers were all identical.
One
At no times were the
stereotyped answer was given at all times.
Poles informed that these Polish officers might eventually escape
through Manchuria. That
thing unheard of in the Soviet Union.
No one escapes the Soviet Union that easily.
One of the
Mr. Furcolo. Here
what
am getting to, Father.
answers, at least, that read some place was that they had accounted
for the various Polish prisoners.
But read also that there was a
bulletin that was issued on April 18, 1943, a Soviet Information
Bureau bulletin, which said:
There were some former Polish prisoners in 1941 in the area west of Smolensk.

They fell into the hands of the Germans.

That comes from page

I

a

if

I

a

is

31 of the book Rape of Poland, by former
Premier Mikolajczyk.
Father Braun. Stanislaus Mikolajczyk, yes.
If at one
Mr. Furcolo. Now, here
what
am interested in.
time the Russians indicated they had no knowledge of that, and later
on they issued
booklet, that would contradict their statement, and
am wondering whether you ever heard of such an information bul
letin, of April 18, 1943, or
you ever saw copv of the Tass bulletin
of April 18.
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Father Braun. No;
don't recall having seen any such bulletin.
I will tell you this: that following the German invasion of Russia,
the confusion inside the U. S. S. R. was so terrific, to give you an
that supply trains, on the strength of the pact of nonexample of
aggression between Ribbentrop and Molotov, Soviet supply trains,
were still leaving the U. S. S. R. in the direction of Germany after the
S. R. That
an
Germans had begun their occupation of the U.
example of the confusion that existed inside the country.
Now, let me amplify that, please, by telling you this. The in
numerable concentration camps that exist in Russia felt
lot of that
They felt lot of that confusion.
Because the Soviets
repercussion.
were extremely busy transporting from one region to another the
hundreds of thousands of political prisoners that they had when the
Germans entered Russia, to get them out of the German hands and
to get them away deep into the country.
And, as you know, they had
lot of territory to run on and lot of
a

a

a

a

is

S.

it,

But

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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places to hide in.
There may have been certain instances where one or two or three or
small groups of Polish officers might have escaped in the confusion
that followed the German invasion; yes.
was interested in, and
Mr. Furcolo. No. What
think you
have answered the question by saying you have never seen any such
bulletin, was brought out for this reason.
If, on the one hand, the Soviets had said at one time that they did
not know anything about this, and then later on they had issued the
bulletin,
would at least tend to contradict this story. That
what
was interested in.
The other question
would like to ask you
this: You probably
have, in various books, of conversation that
have heard or read, as
reported to have taken place between Marshall Stalin and some
representatives, apparently, of the Polish Government and the Polish
And Stalin
people, when they were looking for these Polish officers.
is supposed to have made telephone talk, and then later on the report
was that at some time previously, Stalin
supposed to have written
out the word "liquidate" with respect to the Polish officers, which
meant one of several things.
Now, do you know, or have you heard anything about that, from
anyone who was present?
In other words, what am driving at
that
know
have seen
books about that, but
am anxious to find some witness who talked
to some one there or who was there himself.
Father Braun. No;
have no direct or indirect knowledge with
regard to that matter whatever.
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to pursue that line of questioning.
Did you know General Sikorski while you were in Miscow?
Father Braun.
only saw him, without meeting him personally.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were there in 1941, in December?
Father Braun. Indeed,
was.
Never left the city at all.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know that on December 23, 1941,
General Sikorski conferred with Stalin with regard to the whereabouts
of these Polish deportees?
Father Braun.
know only indirectly, through the chaplain general
of the Polish Army, who was the Bishop Joseph Gawlina, that Marshal
Sikorski had had direct conversations with Stalin with regard to the
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Polish officers, but had had no better results as a consequence of these
conversations than his predecessors or the Ambassador or anybody
else officially charged with finding out where these officers were.
Mr. Machrowicz. We might state for the record that General
Sikorski has since, on September 23, 1941, when he conferred with
Stalin on the whereabouts of these prisoners, told this:
When he stated that it was rumored that these prisoners were being kept in the
They have fled."
extreme north, Stalin replied, "That is impossible.
Where could they have fled to?
They have certainly been released.
It is just that they
Well, to Manchuria.
The Soviet Government has no reason for detaining even
have not yet arrived.
a single Pole.

Have you ever heard that statement made?
Father Braun. I never heard it made that way. I heard from
general hearsay that conversations of that nature had taken place
Stalin and Marshal Sikorski, but I didn't
between Generalissimo
know it had been worded that way.
And I still maintain my assertion, my declaration, that it is physi
cally impossible for anyone to get out of the hands of the NKVD
in Russia.
Mr. Furcolo. Father, I would not want to have you feel that
the members of the committee were perhaps questioning what you
said.
I think what these questions are intended to indicate is perhaps
that what the Soviet Government had said would indicate one thing
I more or less share your
one time and another thing another time.
views as to the

NKVD.

is

it

it

it,

Father Braun. I understand that you do. Because you must
take not with a grain of salt but with a mountain of salt words coming
out from the mouth of Stalin. It is time to realize that little piece
doesn't necessarily mean that
of wisdom now. If he said
true.

Mr. O'Konski. Father, at the time that this Polish Army was
being organized, the seven divisions, or right before that, prior to
that, when these questions were being raised, of the Russian Gov
ernment, as to the fate of these missing Polish officers, at that time
according to your recollection was there considerable consternation in
Russia as to the success of the German drive, that something might
Was there considerable consternation at that
happen to them?
time as to the outcome of the war?
Father Braun. In the layers of the Russian population, do you
mean?
Mr. O'Konski. Yes.
Father Braun. Not quite

I

is

if

I

a

is

so much in the Russian population, but
there was a great deal of concern manifested, naturally, in that part
And that
quite understandable.
of the population of Polish origin.
Mr. O'Konski. At that time, in the formation of those armies,
Russia was really more or less in position where they wanted military
help, were they not?
Father Braun.
should say they were.
at that time they could have pro
Mr. O'Konski. Therefore,
duced these 12,000 or 10,000 missing Polish officers, they were in a
psychological position at that time where they should have done so,
because they needed the help.
concerned, yes. As far
Father Braun. As far as cannon fodder
don't quite
as directing heads and influential officers are concerned,
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agree with that, because it was always the policy of the Soviet Union
in its general attitude of genocide of potential enemies to do away
with the heads. They decapitated the heads of the nations that
they tried to absorb.
Mr. Flood. Have you any idea, Father, where that chaplain bishop
of the Polish Army who had a conversation with Stalin might be
today, if he is alive?
Father Braun. The chaplain bishop who had a conversation with
Stalin? Well, the one referred to had a conversation with Marshal

I

Sikorski.

is

a

a

a

is

it

it,

Mr. Flood. Oh. You do not know whether or not that Polish
chaplain had a conversation with any Russians in Moscow?
Father Braun. Yes, he did have, a whole series of conversations
with Russians in Moscow, but not on an official level.
Mr. Flood. Do you have any idea if he is alive today?
Father Braun. Yes, very much.
Mr. Flood. Do you know where he is?
Father Braun. Yes, he is at the Via Botteghe Oscure in Rome
at the Church of Santa Susanne.
I don't know if it is Santa Susanne
or Santa Clara. At any rate, it is the Polish national church of Rome.
Hehas been stationed there ever since.
Mr. Flood. Because of your calling, I do not want to get you
involved in any political discussions here this afternoon, and if I seem
to, just stop talking, which you would do anyhow, I am sure.
We have difficulty in trying to understand how any people would
commit such a heinous offense as this thing was, or is; outside of
sheer f rightfulness, or terror, for some purpose.
And having been so
long in Moscow, and knowing the Soviet, the Bolsheviki, and the
NKVD generally, maybe you can tell us: Why would they do this
thing at that time to these officers?
Father Braun. What I will say now, of course, is a matter of
personal opinion.
Mr. Flood. Entirely.
Father Braun. But it is based on what you just said yourself, on
my 12 years of uninterrupted stay in Russia. I have seen them, these
Soviet NKVD, act with equal ruthlessness with regard to their own
All the more so will they act in a similar manner with
people.
I have seen, during
people whom they consider as a potential enemy.
the purges of 1936 and 1937, under the administration of Comrade
Yezhov, for example, NKVD, succeeded by Yagoda, also NKVD,
Beria's predecessor — I have seen the Russians do away with their own
people in the most unthinkable cold-blooded manner that you can
think of. And for me it is no cause for surprise to see them act in a
similar manner with people whom they want to absorb in any case.
Don't forget what the clauses of the pact of nonaggression were
And having in the Soviet Union
between Ribbentrop and Molotov.
the concentration camps that they do, writing off the lists of the living
very small
thousands of people, and thinking nothing of
group of
matter,
very small matter, for them to act likewise with
influential Poles who were doctors, lawyers, professors, teachers,
clergymen, and people of organizational power in Poland, to do away
with them. That
part of their general plan of genocide.
Mr. Flood. Had you been in Moscow or in Russia any place
during the years of the Cheka? Were you there that early, before
their successors came in? They changed the name generally.
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Father Braun. They sure did.
Mr. Flood. But under the other name, were you there?
Father Braun. I entered Russia when the former OGPU was in

existence.

Mr. Flood. It started with the Cheka?

Father Braun.

It

started

with the Cheka.

Then it became the

OGPU, then NKVD, and in 1946 MVD. And the Russians keep
saying, "The more it changes, the more it's the same thing."
But nevertheless, I was there all the time from 1934, when they
Yes, I was.
changed the name from OGPU to NKVD.
Mr. Flood. And this concept, this pattern typical of this kind of

police work, was a continued pattern, a continued course of conduct,
during the years you were there?
Father Braun. It is a prototype to which they adhered without
any reservation or restriction. It carries on. The onlv change is in
the amplification and development of the methods.
They also are
using electronics, you know, and a few other things in their police
work, and they also use machine guns, and whatever science develops
they apply to their torturing methods, of course.
Mr. Flood. And from that time, meaning the time of the Katyn
incident, and from your time, which was before Katyn, down until
the present time, is there indicated by what we know and/or have
heard that the Soviet are continuing the same pattern, the same con
tinuity of conduct, in the captive nations or the satellite nations as
was perpetrated in Poland, without declaration of war, when they
crossed the border into Poland?
Yes,
Father Braun. Undoubtedly the answer is in the affirmative.
most emphatically yes. And to amplify your own statement, I will
tell you that 2 weeks before the war started in the Soviet Union

Mr. Flood. What war?
Father Bkaun. The war in Soviet Russia,

1941.

2

weeks before

June

22,

Mr. Flood. Before the Russo-German war?
Father Braun. Before the Russo-German war. Two weeks before
that time, 36,000 Lithuanians were taken out of their homes — this is
in one of the Baltic countries, as you know— were taken out of their
homes, the cream of the population, and sent into Siberia, and the
Kazakhstan — in peacetime.
Mr. Flood. That is before the German hostilities broke out?
Father Braun. Exactly.
But it is part of the genocide program.
Mr. Flood. We have had witnesses indicate, and of course you
know, that at the time the Russians crossed the Polish border, while
the Poles were fighting the Germans in the west, and moved toward
the German troops, these atrocities, the Katyn incident, these im
prisonments, these cruelties, this arresting wholesale of intelligentsia,
the bourgeoisie, officers corps, of the Poles, all through eastern Poland,
where the Russians were moving, continued.
That pattern was fol
lowed, you say, in the Baltic provinces about the same time?
Father Braun. Antecedent to that. It had already been started.
The operation of that program began before.
Mr. Flood. You were in Moscow during this period?
Father Braun. I never left the city, even during the siege.
Mr. Flood. Was there anything in your conversations with any
Russian which indicated to you that they expected the Germans to
attack them in July or 1951?
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Father Braun. Most assuredly.
Mr. Flood. Yes?
Father Braun. Yes. The answer is yes.
Mr. Flood. Was there anything in your conversations or your
analysis of the Russian scene, drawing upon your experiences, which
would indicate to you that the Germans jumped the gun on the
Russians and that if the Germans had not struck, the Russians were
going to?

Father Braun. In a certain way, the Russians jumped the gun on
the Soviets.
am establishing the distinction here between the
And here is my basis for arriving at that
Russians and the Soviets.
conclusion.
After the 17th of September 1939, when the Red army invaded
Poland, there came a time when the Red army came nose to nose
with the Deutsche Wermacht, the German Army. The Soviets
trusted the Germans so much that they evacuated part of the com
would say
mon frontier territory to the depth of 40 kilometers,
approximately 25 miles. They evacuated that territory entirely and
began forthwith establishing military fortifications in anticipation of
the German attack. And through that area, a few Poles managed to
They were accepted in a friendly manner by the Germans.
escape.
But from that empty territory that resulted from that sudden evacua
tion — mean, these people were taken lock, stock, and barrel out of
their houses overnight. This is where the 1,750,000 Poles came from.
Mr. Flood. And you feel that this action of the Russians at Katyn,
if this was done by the Russians at. Katyn, was an incident in an over
all plan of annexation of Poland? And this was part of what we now
call the practice of genocide, to eliminate whatever resistance would
This was a liquidation proc
be most likely to retard the annexation?
ess, and the Katyn massacre is merely one phase of a whole general
Is that correct?
scheme?
Father Braun. Decidedly so. Furthermore, the Chair and the
committee probably like to know another trick that the Soviets pulled
off in that general evaucation of these three quarter million Poles.
Either 2 years in political
They gave them the choice of two things.
imprisonment, or the acceptation on the spot of a Soviet passport,
whereby they were requested to renounce their Polish nationality.
I saw with my own eyes passports given out by the Soviet Govern
ment to these Poles, who had to accept them willy-nilly, who received
passports antedated 1935 and '36; so that later on, when the Lublin
government was established, and they came to a treaty allowing
Russians living ;n Poland to return to Russia and vice versa, Poles
living in Russia to return to Poland, many of these evacuated Poles
went to the so-called Polish Embassy in Moscow, thinking they would
ticket back home where they came from, where they belonged,
'hey were asked to show their passports, and they had these fake,
phony, artificial passports given them by the NKVD. And the
Poles were told, "What business have you got coming into this
Polish Embassy? You are not Pole. You are Russian."
Mr. Flood. Do you have any idea, and you do not, would like
on the record at this point, of the total population in round
to have
numbers of the Republic of Poland in September of 1949?
Father Braun. The entire nation?

I

I
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Mr. Flood. Yes.
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Father Braun. Approximately 34 to 36 million.
Mr. Flood. Do you have any idea from all causes, what the loss
was at the end of the war to that population, in round numbers?
Father Bratjn. Of killed, you mean?
Mr. Flood. Yes.
Father Braun. Some say seven, others eight, others nine.
Mr. Flood. Nine what?
Father Braun. Million. Of killed. You must also consider a loss
for Poland of the number of Poles who were taken out of their homes
and brought into Russia against their will.
Mr. Flood. I am speaking only of casualties in the category of

dead.

Father Braun.
that, about.

I

see.

Well,

I

would imagine it would run up to

Mr. Flood. You spoke of the Lublin government.
Father Braun. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you identify for our record the
ment, at that time?
Father Braun. You mean nominally identify it?
Mr. Flood. As distinguished from the Republic of
tember 1939; as distinguished from the London free
ment; as distinguished from the existing regime.
Lublin government?
Father Braun. As distinguished
Chairman,

government

I don't

Lublin govern
Poland, in Sep
Polish Govern
What was the

from the existing regime, Mr.
think there is much difference between the Lublin

and the existing regime.

The Lublin government, as everyone knows, is the puppet govern
ment installed by Stalin, after the throwing overboard, shall I say, of
the true Polish Government in exile that had been forced to go to
London and was operating from there.
The Lublin government, today, is not recognized by the Polish
people as being their true government.
Mr. O'Konski. Father, the genocide at Katyn was, then, according
to your knowledge, and on the basis of your 12 years in Russia, one
of a series? They had already completed one genocide in Lithuania
They had completed another in Estonia. They
before that time.
had completed another in Latvia.
Father Braun. Not with the same violence. There were no mass
graves discovered, to my knowledge, of Lithuanians, Latvians, or
Kerelians or Lithuanians.
Mr. O'Konski. They were more in the category of deportations,
were they not?

Father Braun. Yes. And I believe you will agree with me that
that general consideration enters into the concept of genocide. Be
cause people who are put into a concentration camp in the U. S. S. R.
under NKVD or MVD government arc stricken off the books of the
living. And what is called in Russian the Michelnik is the only one
answering for their disappearance.

Mr. O'Konski. In other words, they merely stepped up the tempo
and the mercilessness of their executions, but they have followed a
similar pattern of breaking down the opposition in Latvia, Lithuania,
Estonia, before they started on Poland. Is that not right?
Father Braun. That would be my deduction from the facts as
understand them.

I
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Mr. Furcolo. Father, I had one more question.
do not know
whether you can help us on this or not. I was trying to find someone
who perhaps can.
want to read you very briefly from a book,
Death at Katyn, page 46. It refers to a conversation that took place
apparently in the early part of 1941. I had better read you this
introductory part first.

I

Several months before the outbreak of the German-Soviet conflict, the Bolshe
a number of Polish staff officers, including Colonel Berling, to a
new camp, and suggested to them that they organize a Polish army to fight against
the Germane. Berling was willing, in principle, to accept the proposal.
How
ever, he set one condition: such an army was to include all officers and men,
A conference was held with Beria and
irrespective of their political creed.

viks transferred

Merkulov.

You know Beria from the NKVD.
"Of course," they agreed; "Poles of all political parties will be able to join the
Army." "Well," said Berling, "we have excellent army cadres in the camps of
Starobiel'sk and Kozielsk."
Whereupon Merkulov replied with some constraint:
"No, not these men; we have made a great blunder in connection with them."
Then it goes on to

say:.

Three witnesses have testified to hearing this remark of Merkulov.

a

it

it,

it,

Now, Father, what I have been interested in finding, and I do not
want you to mention any names here at all: Do you have any knowl
edge either of such a conversation, or, if you yourself do not have any
personal knowledge, do you perhaps, without mentioning any names,
know of any one who might be alive today and available to this com
mittee who heard or could testify to such a conversation?
Father Bkatjn. I believe I do. But you asked me not to give any
names, and I refrain from doing so.
Mr. Furcolo. That is all I want to ask you.
Mr. Sheehan. Father, one of the purposes of this investigation of
the Katyn Massacre is to eventually get to the American people the
lessons or the implications which it might bring to us as United States
citizens.
And along that line, I want to ask you a question which will
affect the citizens here, and yet you may not be able to answer it
offhand.
If you cannot, I would as soon have you not answer and
think about
insofar as
affects our people here, and on the basis
of your 12 years' experience in Russia.
In 1933, when we recognized
Russia, one of the stipulations of said recognition, according to letter
from Franklin D. Roosevelt to Mr. Litvinov, in 1933, was the question
that they expected the following:
We will expect that religious groups or congregations composed of nationals of
the United States of America in the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics will be given the right to have their spiritual needs ministered to by
clergymen, priests, rabbis, or other ecclesiastical functionaries who are nationals
of the United States of America.

a

is a

I

In the light of your experience, has that part of the treaty been kept?
Or would you prefer not to answer that question?
Father Bratjn. On the contrary,
am very glad you came forth
with the question.
That treaty has been to certain extent observed
with a certain amount of rigor. But there
sad interruption that
occurred in 1950, when the American chaplain officially named to
Moscow, who had an official entrance visa stamped with the Soviet
Embassy approval, had that visa unilaterally canceled by the Soviet
Embassy here in Washington, and was not allowed to return to his
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post for a period of 11 months approximately; and for the period of
that time, the American people, that
of the faith that
пате the
honor of representing outside this court here, were damaged you might
say by the nonapplication of that treaty for that period of time.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, insofar as representation of the
Americans by an ecclesiastical representative of their own nationality
concerned, that act really abrogates the treaty.
Father Braun. It does not abrogate it. It interrupts it.
Mr. Sheehan. Do you suppose, Father, that there
certain
connection between the murders at Katyn and the murder of our
American boys in Korea, or
just happenstance that the circum
stances surrounding each appear similar?
don't know whether that question has
Father Braun.
direct
very similar.
bearing on Katyn, but the procedure employed
Mr. O'Konski. Father, when you were in Russia in these 12 years,
did you in Moscow ever come across the name of Boleslav Bierut?
Father Braun. Boleslav Bierut. Yes; indeed.
Mr. O'Konski. Where was he when the Germans attacked Poland?
Father Braun. As far as recall, he was one of the secret emissaries
now called the Cominform, which has
of the Comintern, which
never been dissolved, operating in Moscow.
Mr. O'Konski. During all this time that this genocide was going
on of the Polish nationals, Boleslav Bierut, the present President of
Poland, was in Moscow helping the Russians carry on this genocide of
the Polish nationals;
that correct?
Father Braun. To my knowledge; yes. To my knowledge.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, the present President of Poland
had
direct hand with the Russians in tins criminal genocide that was
going on?

as

I

Father Braun. As far

can understand;

yes.

Mr. O'Konski. Did you ever come across the name of Klement

is

is

it

is

Gottwald in Moscow?
Father Braun. Oh, heavens, yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Did you ever come across the name of Togliatti,
from Italy?
Father Braun. Oh, yes, Togliatti, and Anna Pauker of Rumania,
and Earl Browder and William Z. Foster of the United States.
Mr. O'Konski. During all this time these people were in Moscow
helping carry on the genocide program and being schooled in the art of
that correct?
going in there and taking over after the war was over;
Father Braun. They were not permanently in Moscow. The last
time those people were together in Moscow was for the Seventh World
That was the
Congress of the Cominform in the summer of 1935.
last world conference on the record. Earl Browder was there, and
William Z. Foster was there.
Mr. O'Konski. But particularly with respect to Poland,
should
be known, and the world should know, that the present President of
Poland was in Moscow, that he never helped Poland fight the Ger
mans, that he never helped Poland fight the Russians when they came
in from the other side. He was in Moscow helping the NKVD deport
these people and helping the acts of genocide among these people, and
he
at the present time the President of the country of Poland.
That
all.
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Chairman Madden. Father Braun, the date of discovery of the
mass graves at Katyn was April 13, 1943.
Previous to the discovery
of these graves, representatives of the Polish Government in exile,
representatives of General Anders, and representatives of his army,
had conferences with Stalin and the Russian leaders regarding the
Is that not true?
disappearance of thousands of Polish officers.
Father Braun. Very true.
Chairman Madden. For how long a period of time were those con
ferences continuing previous to April 13, 1943, when the Nazis an
nounced the discovery of the graves?
Father Braun. To my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, the Polish
Government in London never ceased looking for these people.
am talking about previous to
Chairman Madden. I know, but
April 13, 1943, when the Germans announced the discovery; these con
ferences and requests from the Soviet as to the whereabouts of these
men had progressed then for a year and a half approximately ; is that
not true?
Father Braun. Very true.
Chairman Madden. And how long, how many days, after the
German radio announced the discovery of these graves did the Moscow
radio anounce their disappearance?
Father Braun.
am unable to recall the lapse of time that took
place between.
Chairman Madden.
mean, was it a day, a week, a month, a year,
after the Germans announced the discovery of these Katyn graves?
Did not Moscow announce that these Polish officers might have been
murdered by the Germans during their occupation of that particular
territory around Katyn?
Father Braun. It was later in the year, several months after, that
the Soviet government made any official statement.
Chairman Madden.
know, but there was an announcement over
Is that not true?
the radio immediately afterward.
Father Braun. To my recalling, yes; but
don't remember how
many days.
Mr. Furcolo. They spoke about archeological excavations at the
time,
think, if that is any help.
Mr. O'Konski. Out of that group of names mentioned, Klement
Gottwald, Togliatti, and so on, think omitted one. Tito was there
at that time, too?
Father Braun. Broz Tito, yes.
Mr.*0'KoNSKi. Along with Dimitrov, the butcher of Bulgaria.
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Father Braun. And Dimitrov.
Mr. Sheehan. One question which I would like to ask you, as a
matter of personal opinion: Do you suppose Russia permits anyone
to come into her country to study anything, unless they are friendly?
Father Braun. I have seen several cases where scientists have been
invited to Russia on a purely scientific basis, but where propaganda
had a large role to play.
Mr. Sheehan. Let us say, maybe, for the sake of argument, there
is a labor union man or a religious man. Is he allowed in if he is un
sympathetic?
Father Braun. Certainly not.
Mr. Sheehan. I mean, to study in their universities.
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Father Braun. As a method of general procedure, the Soviet Gov
ernment allows into that country people on whom they can rely for
propaganda purposes exclusively.
Mr. O'Konski. Father, do you believe the Soviets would permit
representatives of this committee to go to Moscow to hear the Russian
side of the Katyn massacre?
Father Braun. Under no circumstances will they do such a thing.
want to say do not want to be included in
Mr. Machrowicz.
that committee, if it goes.
would like to ask you, Father: While you were in Moscow, were
you acquainted with Mr. Averell Harriman there?
Father Braun. Yes, indeed. Mr. Harriman succeeded William
Harrison Stanley as American Ambassador.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that was in what year?
Father Braun. As far as recall, it was in 1942, close to 1942, per
haps, that Harriman arrived.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were there at the time?
was.
Mr. Harriman made an earlier appearance
Father Braun.
in Moscow, but not in the capacity of an ambassador.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you knew his daughter, Kathleen Harri
man?
Father Braun.
knew them very well.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did she have any diplomatic post at the time?
Father Braun. To my knowledge, Miss Harriman had no diplo
matic post as such.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did she hold office, any office that you know of,
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I

in Moscow?
Father Braun.

some undetermined

I

Information.

am inclined to think that she was employed in
manner in the OWI, which was the Office of War

Mr. Machrowicz. You say you are inclined to think that she was.
Do you know whether she was?
Father Braun. I don't definitely know whether or not she was offi
cially employed, and if she was, in plain English, on the payroll, if
that is what you mean.
Mr. Machrowicz. What leads you to that conclusion?
Father Braun. Well, because she was the Ambassador's daughter,
you see.
Mr. Machrowicz. Other than that, was there anything else about
her activity that led you to that conclusion?
Father Braun. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. All right. Now, I believe you testified that
you knew of the delegation of foreign correspondents who were taken
to the Katyn Forest.
Father Braun. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did Kathleen Harriman join that group?
Father Braun.
know that when the press body was invited to
go to the Soviet demonstration, shall we call it, or investigation, the
Ambassador's daughter got to know about it and manifested an
interest in accompanying this press body there. That I happened to
know.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything else that you know that you
can tell this committee of any value relative to that group that went
to the Katyn Forest?

I
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Father Braun. Not having been there myself,
nothing to say that could elucidate that question.
Mr. M achrowicz. Is there anything you know
conversations you had with any of the group that
Forest?
Father Braun. For example?
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, did any of the group
conclusions?
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have

on the basis of any
went to the Katyn
indicate

to you its
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Father Braun.
know this, that practically every one of the
American gentlemen who represented the American press, having
returned from this trip — not a single one was convinced of the Soviet
That I know. I talked to those people directly.
demonstration.
But I never talked to Miss Harriman following her trip, and have
nothing to say with regard to her testimony, not having spoken to
her directly.
Mr. Machhowicz. That is exactly what wanted to know. You
have answered my question.
Mr. O'Konski. To proceed a little further, do you know, Father,
if officially the American Government, through the Ambassador's
office, was asked to designate a representative to go on this trip in
an official capacity representing the United States of America?
Father Braun. I don't know the answer to that question.
Mr. O'Konski. This young lady that went there, then, did not go
at the request of the Russian Government to the American Govern
ment or at the request of the American Government?
Father Braun. I don't know, but I wouldn't think so.
Mr. O'Konski. But you think she was employed by the Office of
War Information, which I have always heard referred to as the Office
of Wrong Information.
Father Braun. That is your statement, sir, not mine.
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Father Braun, we want to thank you for coming here to testify.
Your testimony has been very valuable to this committee.
And
might ask, and of course, I do not know whether you are in a position
to make a suggestion or a recommendation or not, but considering
your long residence and experience over in the Soviet Union, would
you have, offhand, any suggestions as to possible witnesses that might
be of value to this committee that we have not heard already, Father
Braun?
If you have any suggestions along those lines, we would be glad to

I

I

I

receive them.

Father Braun. Have you contacted Captain Czapski?
would like to have him just list
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,
the names of the individuals he thinks testimony should be received
from.
Chairman Madden. He probably can give that to the counsel.
Father Braun. In a private manner.
Chairman Madden. I want to thank you, Father Braun, for coming
Your testimony has been very valuable, and the committee
here.
thanks you.
thank you very much for your courtesy in con
Father Braun.
ducting this hearing the way you did.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Harry Cassidy?
Will you state your full name, please?

I
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Mr. Cassidy. Henry Clarence Cassidy.
Chairman Madden. Will you be sworn?

Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you will give in the hear
ing now in session will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Cassidy. I do.
Chairman Madden. You may proceed, Mr. Counsel.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY CLARENCE CASSIDY
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Cassidy, would you kindly tell the committee
when and in what official capacity you were sent to Moscow?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes. I went to Moscow on August 3, 1940, as AP
correspondent, and remained there until August 3, 1944.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you the chief of the AP delegation?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes; I was a AP chief of bureau and also broadcasting

for NBC.

Mr. Mitchell. Did you make the trip to the Katyn Forest graves
at the time of the Russian investigation?
did.
Mr. Cassidy.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Cassidy is probably one of the most out
standing newspapermen in the country.
might even say inter

I

I

nationally.
think the committee might be interested in just hearing his narative without interruption as to what led up to this trip and what took
place, and any information he might have to give the committee.
Mr. Cassidy. All right. Yes.
It was a standard performance, there had been a great many trips
This was
to the front to occupied cities, to regions behind the lines.
the first atrocity trip conducted for foreign correspondents by the

I

Russians.
We received notice, as was the usual manner, by telephone call to
each correspondent from the press department of the Foreign Office
that we were to be taken to Smolensk in Ratyn Forest, and that we
were to get food together for 2 days, and we were going to take cars
and drive there.
when the notice came from the Foreign Office,
As
recollect
several of us were at Spasselhouse, the Embassy residence.
We received notice of the trip. We were with Ambassador Harriwhen the notice came, and Miss Harriman, her
man, as recollect
That word was conveyed to
self, expressed interest in going along.
the press department of the Foreign Office and then we were told that
we would not go at the original tune fixed, but would go
couple of
days later by train, which we were very pleased to hear, because
rough ride in winter from Moscow to Smolensk.
We took the train in the evening, as recollect, in January of 1944,
The trip
rode overnight to Smolensk, and got there in the morning.
well organized manner.
We
was organized, as they always were, in
took Tbrief trip around the city, went to the region called Goat Hill,
which
Ratyn Forest, saw the open graves, saw work being done on
the bodies, and then were taken back into town for what was set
forth to be meeting of the Soviet Atrocities Commission investigating
the Ratyn Forest massacre.
a
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We were shown documents, buttons, personal possessions which
we were told had been taken from the bodies in the graves.
We were put back on the train that night, arrived in Moscow the
They were held for about 2 days
next morning, and wrote our stories.
without censorship, and were then released without much change.
The stories appeared in the press here, and am sure they were avail
able to the committee.
That is a very quick and summary report as to what happened.
think perhaps
am not sure as to what part of it interests you, so
from here on, if you would like to ask me, what part interested you,
can then answer any questions.
Chairman Madden. You may proceed.
Mr. Mitchell.
would like, for purpose of the record, to have you
enumerate, to the best of your ability, the other members who went
with you on this trip.
believe you have the names
Mr. Cassidy. That is very difficult.

I
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from Ed Angly.

Mr. Mitchell. Well, yes. Ed Angley gave me names.
May I run it down just to have it verified by you?
William H. Lawrence, New York Times.
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. James Fleming, CBS.
,
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Eddie Gilmore?
Mr. Cassidy. No, Eddie and I worked together. He stayed in

Moscow and

I

went to Katyn.

Mr. Mitchell. Eddie Gilmore did not go to Katyn?
Mr. Cassidy. Did not. He was in Moscow at the time, but did

not take this trip.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mitchell.

Henry Shapiro?
Cassidy. Yes.
Mitchell. Harrison Salisbury?
Cassidy. No. At that time, Shapiro and Salisbury both
worked for UP, so only one or the other would have taken the trip.
Salisbury is now back there for the New York Times, but at this time
they worked together.

Mr. Mitchell. Ralph Parker?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. He is with the London Times?
Mr. Cassidy. Early in the war he was with London Times and New
York Times. He has changed his affiliation several times since.
Mr. Mitchell. Jean Champernois?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Harold King?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Edward Angly?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Lauterbach?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Alex Worth?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Edward'Stevens?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
93744— 62—pt. 2
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Mr. Mitchell. John Melbe?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, but not as a correspondent.
Mr. Mitchell. What was his official position?
Mr. Cassidy. I believe John was third secretary of the Embassy and

came along as a sort of chaperon for Miss Harriman.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know if he had any official

OWI?
Mr. Cassidy. Well,

capacity in

I would be inclined to think that as third secre
tary of the Embassy, he would not.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about Kathleen Harriman?
Mr. Cassidy. As Father Braun told you, she was working for
it,

OWI.
Mr. Machrowicz. She was working for OWI?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes. We, as correspondents, would visit Spasselin
house. The OWI, at that time, had its offices, as I recollect
the gallery of this mansion, and Kathleen was working in the office
there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did they join you on this trip to Katyn?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. And then when you visited the graves

I

think we ought to establish the date of your
Chairman Madden.
visit as compared with when the graves were originally found.
The graves were discovered on April 13, 1943.
Mr. Cassidy. By the Germans.
Chairman Madden. When was yoUr visit?
Mr. Cassidy. In January 1944.
Chairman Madden. In January 1944?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Chairman Madden. Your visit was subsequent to these numerous
visits that were made to the graves, and under the auspices of the
Germans?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

Chairman Madden.

The Germans were in control of this area in

April 1943, the Katyn area?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

one found in the graves?

...

,

Mr. Cassidy. No.
Mr. Mitchell. That

is,
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Chairman Madden. And when did the Russians first get control
of the area where the Katyn graves were discovered?
Air. Cassidy. In September 1943, in the counteroffensive.
Chairman Madden. September?
Mr. Cassidy. September of 1943.
Chairman Madden. September 1943; yes.
Now, will you proceed, Mr. Cassidy?
Mr. Furcolo. To clear up the record, Mr. Chairman,
think
should be clear that the Russians had control of that territory before.
Mr. Mitchell.
believe, for the record, you will find that the
Russians got control of this territory on about August
1943.
Mr. Furcolo. For the second time.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, for the second time. They had the territory
from the day war started until July 1941.
believe the Germans
moved into the territory in late July or early August 1941.
When you were taken to these graves, did you have the privilege
of selecting
body?
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Mr. Cassidy. No.

The performance that we saw was entirely
When we drove out to this Goat Hill
Chairman Madden. I did not understand you.
Mr. Cassidy. It was entirely staged. When we drove out to the
Goat Hill area, which is what the Russians called the actual scene
of the burials, there was, as I recollect, about four open graves.
Russian Red army labor troops were at that moment in the act of
taking bodies out of the graves, but we did not see or examine those
staged.

bodies.

We were taken to a tent, a heated tent, in which Red army doctors
were in the process of — can only phrase this crudely, because it
was crude —in the process of slicing the brains of tbe bodies that were
exposed in the tent.
Mr. Mitchell. You had no opportunity or any member of your
party had no opportunity to walk into the grave and select a body?

I

Mr. Cassidy. No.
Mr. Mitchell. Were any documents

taken from any body in
your presence? '
Mr. Cassidy. Not that recollect. I do recollect that the pockets
on all the uniforms that we saw had been cut, whether by the Ger
mans or Russians, I do not know. But we saw no documents being
removed from uniferms, and we didn't examine them as they were

I

found.

Mr. Mitchell. Where were any documents that might have been

shown to you?

Mr. Cassidy. In a sort of museum that was set up in a building in
the town, adjoining a room in which we had seen the Soviet Atrocities
Commission at work.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know of any medical commission composed
of anything but Russian doctors which may or may not have been
taken to these graves during the period September 1943 through
January 1944?
Mr. Cassidy. No;

I

don't know.

Mr. Mitchell. Did you have an opportunity

witnesses?

to

interrogate

I

Mr. Cassidy. As recollect, we did not do the interrogation but we
attended a meeting of the Soviet Atrocities Commission consisting,
must say, of the most distinguished people that could be found in
Soviet society at that time, and we listened to them interrogating
witnesses.
Mr. Mitchell. But you people had no opportunity to interrogate
these witnesses?
Mr. Cassidy. No ; and my recollection is reinforced by the fact that
what we were supposed to be witnessing was not a press conference
but the Soviet Commission actually at work. Therefore,
am quite
sure that we would have intruded into its operations.
Mr. Mitchell. Could you testify as to anything with respect to
the quality of the shoes, the boots, or overcoats?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes; we all thought that they were in remarkably
good condition.
Mr. Mitchell. Did the members of your commission or press
group come to any definite conclusions, either at the time, on the
train on the way back, or later among your own group, as to who you
think committed the massacre?

I

I
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Mr. Cassidy.
will say this, that we were not convinced by what
the Russians showed us that the Germans had done it.
On the other hand, we could not be expected to be convinced by what
the Russians showed us that the Russians had done it. Therefore,
believe that I, I know, among American correspondents, we came back
with the feeling that what the Russians had shown us had not proved

I

their

case.

Mr. Mitchell. Did you have the feeling that it was planted

I believe you said that.
testimony or a staged demonstration?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. How many bodies did you actually see — approxi
mately?
Mr. Cassidy. I think we were told that about 400 had been exposed,
but that the Russians estimated there were 11,000 in the area, and
that at that time there were still graves that they had not yet found,
they thought, and there were graves that had been discovered that

had not been opened.

is,

it

is

is

I

I

it

is

I
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Mr. Machrowicz. The Russians did estimate the number of bodies
in those graves at 11,000?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was in your presence?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. So then, that figure corresponds with the figure
or estimate given by Colonel Van Vliet and Colonel Stewart?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. I believe you referred to this performance, as
The performance was staged.
as staged.
think those
you called
were the words you used.
Would you explain what you meant by that?
think there
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
precedent in Russian history,
the Pamshunkin village.
and that
Mr. Machrowicz. Would you explain that?
have forgotten what
but the Czarina,
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
think, was traveling to the south of Russia, and since she was to be
convinced that her people lived beautifully, villages were constructed
by one of her ministers, Pamshunkin, along the road, so that she would
That an accepted practice, perhaps not only
see beautiful scenery.
of the Soviet Union, but of Russia of all times, to create illusions.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that
the analogy which you want to
that correct?
bring to this committee,
Mr. Cassidy. That practice was followed in this case.
Mr. Machrowicz. In this particular instance?
Mr Cassidt . Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was your conclusion, was it?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that as far as you have been able to

determine

the conclusion

of the others who accompanied you?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you find among the correspondents

who
you any who did not come to that conclusion?
Mr. Cassidy.
don't remember any.
Mr. Machrowicz. First of all, let me ask you this: You were not
here when Colonel Van Vliet testified?
Mr. Cassidy. No.

I

accompanied
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Mr. Machrowicz. Or when Colonel Stewart testified?
Mr. Cassidy. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. I might inform you, then, that they testified
that when they came to the Katyn graves where they were brought
by the Germans, the Germans permitted them to select at random

any body in the grave and inspect it. Was that opportunity given
you members?
Mr. Cassidy. It was not. I read that particular testimony, and
it struck me as one of the most interesting points of difference between
the trip they took and the trip we took.
I would say, though, that as an explanatory factor, we were
reporters who might not have been too desirous of getting into this
thing, whereas a scientist or military man might handle it a bit
differently.
Mr. Machrowicz. But at any rate, you were not given that
opportunity, were you?

Mr. Marchowicz. The only bodies that you saw were those that
the Russians brought to you?
Mr. Cassidy. The only bodies we examined were those that were
already there, and we were brought to them.
Mr. Machrowicz. As compared to the situation before the German
committee ■where the people who were brought to the graves were
permitted to select at random any body?
Mr. Cassidy. Exactly. That was not done in this case.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, how were these Polish officers clothed?
Did you find any in overcoats?
have for
Mr. Cassidy.
remember that was a moot point, and
gotten whether they were.
My recollection is that they were not.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you note whether any were in winter
uniforms?
Do you recollect the fact that one of the correspondents
asked the Russians how it happened to be that they were not in

I

I

uniforms?
Mr. Cassidy. That is too important a point for me to pass on with
out recollecting, and I frankly don't remember which way the point
went.
The question that seemed more to the point to some of us, at the
time, was the question of the boots.
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes; I will get to that.
Now, do you want to explain the question of the boots?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

On the way back, on the train, we discussed what had been pre
sented to us very frankly with the Russian censors and conducting
officers, and told them that we had not been convinced by the case
they presented. We told them more or less as a joke that if there
was any one thing we were shown that would convince us this had
been done by the Germans, that all these bodies had boots on, and
that they had been killed by the Russians, it would be quite possible
that the boots would be removed.
Now, we told them, more or less ribbing them. The fact was that
we all realized that this murder, had it been done by the Russians, it
would have been done by the NKVD which is quite a different matter
than being killed on the battlefield.
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On the battlefield, you lose your boots when you lose your life. In
this case, it would have been quite possible for the Russians to do it
and have the boots remain.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is the point
wanted to make.
As you
probably know, the Russians have made some point of the fact that
some
whom — that were on
that trip, made a point of the fact that these Polish officers wore good
boots and good clothing; and that if the Russians had done it they
would have undoubtedly removed those boots and clothing.
Mr. Cassidy. It is true that some of us made that point.
Mr. Machrowicz. But that was said jokingly?
Mr. Cassidy. It was done perhaps as much jokingly as a form of

I

irritant.

Mr. Machrowicz. As a form of what?
Mr. Cassidy. Irritant, because we anticipated struggles with the
censorship over our stories. But it was not meant as a serious judg

ment on the merits of the case.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know of any member of your committee
that took that position seriously?
Mr. Cassidy. I do not. In fact,
would say that
know that
none took it seriously.
Mr. Machrowicz. And just as you have pointed out a while ago,
your theory is that if it was on the field of battle undoubtedly the
Russians would have taken the boots and everything else of value,
is that correct?
Mr. Cassidy. That we have seen; yes. I have seen.
Mr. Machrowicz. But that from your experience, is not the in
stance in case of deaths or massacres by the NKVD?
Mr. Cassidy. That would be my theory. I have never seen any
bodies apart from these, executed by the NKVD.
Mr. Machrowicz. So then -you, yourself, do not consider the fact
that these Polish officers had boots and shoes on as indicative of the
fact that it was not the Russians?
Mr. Cassidy. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. O'Konski. You made a statement that interested me quite a
bit. You said it was more or less of a result of being irritated and
anticipating difficulty with the censorship on your story.
In that respect, would like to ask you, concerning the stories and
the findings that you saw at this visit to the Katyn Forest, was your
story censored?
Mr. Cassidy. It was held by censorship for about 2 days, but my
recollection is that it was not cut badly, if at all.
Mr. O'Konski. But, it was cut?
Mr. Cassidy.
do not recollect.
Mr. O'Konski. You read the story subsequently, since you have
That did finally arrive in America?
gotten back.
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Did that more or less fully represent your point of
view?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, because the only two points made in the story
were as an objective reporter, A, that we had seen the graves, and had

I

I

I

I

I

I
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В, that we were told by the Russians the following
drew no conclusions in the story.
O'Konski. That story was censored by the OWI?

seen the bodies, ало!,

things.

Mr.

I

Cassidy. Certainly not.
O'Konski. By what agency?
Cassidy. By the press department of the Soviet Foreign Office.
O'Konski. The Soviet Foreign Office?
Cassidy. Yes. The OWI in Moscow had no censorship func
tion on American dispatches.
Mr. O'Konski. That answers my question. Thank you very much.
Chairman Madden. Congressman Sheehan.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Cassidy, I have a couple of questions I would
like to put to you.
No. 1: In your investigation there, while you were there, did they
allow you as reporters to roam around and look around, and do what
ever you wanted, or was it more or less a closely watched or controlled
affair?
Mr. Cassidy. We stayed in a group because, as we moved around,
there were explanations being given through an interpreter. We
stayed in the group to hear what we were being told.
Mr. Sheehan. Did anybody try to get away?
Mr. Cassidy. No.
Mr. Sheehan. I have one other thing. In the papers and so forth
that you said they showed you as evidence, were these in a state of
repair or condition, or were they more or less as if they were taken
Eood
•om bodies beingin the grave for a while?
Mr. Cassidy. They were stained, weatherbeaten.
Certainly, they
would have not shown us anything that would tend to disprove any
thing they wanted us to believe. It was a fairly convincing looking
set of relics that we were shown.
Mr. Sheehan. I have one other question.
After this was all
through and you went back to Moscow and you were ready to send out
your reports, of course, you did say, believe, that they gave you the
facts and you just reported what they gave you.
Were you allowed to then write whatever you wanted and send it
out right away?
Mr. Cassidy. No. As far as writing what we wanted was con
cerned, I for one certainly didn't try, and I don't think anybody else
did, because as practical reporters we knew what could go through
Soviet censorship and what could not, so we did not write anything
that we knew would not go through and would antagonize them any
more than they were at that point, anyway.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, you practically wrote the statement
that they gave you?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

Mr. Sheehan. None of your own personal observations?
Mr. Cassidy. No; except a description of what we had

seen.

when you got to Moscow, I assume, as a
reporter, you were able, like all the reporters do, to rush out and
try to beat everybody to the scoop and get the material out as fast

Mr. Sheehan. Now,

Mr. Cassidy. We all wrote our stories, as
started writing them on the train on the way up.

I

recollect it. We
We turned them in,
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normal custom then, to the censhorship, and waited until
they were passed back to us from the censorship.
My recollection is that we had pointed out some of the loopholes
in the case that they had shown us.
Mr. Sheehan. You pointed this out to the Russians, you mean?
Mr. Cassidt. To the Russians, in discussing with them the kind
of stories we were going to write when we got back.
Thereupon, the text of the Soviet Atrocities Commission report,
which was to be released simultaneously with our dispatches, was held
up for a couple of days, I suppose to be rewritten, and our dispatches
were released when that report was finally ready, and it was then that
we got our copy into the telegraph office.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, as I understand the situation, after
you got through kidding or talking to those Soviet boys, and showing
them where the loopholes were, they probably decided to rewrite it,
held it up a couple of days, and allowed you to send it out 2 or 3 days
later after they got their versions set?
Mr. Cassidy. No, I believe our version went when theirs was re
as was the

leased.

Mr. Sheehan. It went as released?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Mr. Cassidy, the Soviet commission's

report re
ferred at one place either to a diary or some newspapers that were
supposed to have been found on some of the bodies that were dated
as late as 1941, August and September of 1941.
Now, they are supposed to have had that in this exhibit to which
you referred.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Cassidy. Yes.

Furcolo. Did

they show that to you?

Cassidy. Yes; they did.

Furcolo. Did they show you more than one paper document
that would be dated some time after July of 1941?
Mr. Cassidy. As I recollect, there was one on which they placed
most emphasis, and that was a letter, an unmailed letter.
Mr. Furcolo. Did they have that under glass some place?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes. We did not see these things taken from graves
or from uniforms.
They were in cases.
Mr. Furcolo. I understand that. They were already in a glass

that?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. What did

I
it

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. But what

want to know

is,

case somewhere?

did you people

see

look like, and how many of such docu

ments were there?

I

Mr. Cassidy. There were very few. That was one of the points
we made to them in saying we had not been convinced.
recollect
one that seemed to be, to them, quite important, and very few others.
Mr. Furcolo. When Colonel Stewart and Colonel Van Vliet were
at Katyn, they, of course, also saw various papers and documents
that had been taken from bodies right at that time, and they testified
about the odor of such documents that indicated to them that they
had just been taken from bodies.
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What
want to know
this paper or document that you people
that would
saw, being under glass, was there anything at all about
in any way with the bodies of the Polish officers?
let you associate
In other words, am trying to see you had any sort of test as to
was genuine or not.
whether
realize that both sides may have
staged it.
Mr. Cassidy. Yes. Well, believe that they did try to establish
the connection between this letter that we saw and
body, because
was signed by
man whose name was on the list of the dead,
letter he had written, believe, to his wife, and had not mailed.
But we had no way of establishing that had actually come either
from the graves or from uniform.
Mr. Furcolo. And was there anything at all, actually, that you
were able to see that meant anything to you, other than the boots
that you mentioned?
Mr. Cassidy. No, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. That all.
Chairman Madden. Congressman Machrowicz.
Mr. Machrowicz. In connection with the inquiry just made,
want to point again to the lack of similarity between the way your
group was treated and the way the other group was treated.
In your instance, as believe you have testified, you did not see
any documents taken from the bodies of any prisoners?
Mr. Cassidy. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Whereas, Colonel Van Vliet and the others
testified that they were permitted to take documents right from the
bodies of the prisoners.
Mr. Fitrcolo. And even select the body, and this group did not'.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were aware, were you not, of the fact that
between the time that the first committee went there, of which Colonel
member, and the time you went there, the Polish
Van Vliet was
Red Cross had been working on exhuming these bodies?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And they had exhumed something over 4,000

bodies?

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

it
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would like to say there, on the 'point that
you raised with Father Braun, that almost immediately after the
was known in
Germans announced the findings of the graves,
Moscow because the clamor immediately arose against the Polish
Government in London for having paid heed to the German charges.
was known in Moscow almost immediately.
So
want to get
this:
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes. Now, the point
There were about 4,200 bodies exhumed before you got there. That
that right?
was the figure that was told to you,
Mr. Cassidy. When the Germans had possession of the territory.
right.
Mr. Machrowicz. That
Mr. Cassidy. That, of course, would have no way of establishing
front.
was on the other side of
in Moscow.
this way. Did you see anything about
Mr. Machrowicz. Put
the condition of these bodies in the graves which would indicate that
they had been placed back in the graves?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Explain that to the committee.
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Mr. Cassidy. Of the four open graves think we saw, one or two
of them had the bodies stacked up, like cordwood.
Mr. Machrowicz. In an orderly way?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes. The other two or three were a jumble, as
though the bodies had been tossed in. My own impression was that
the graves containing orderly bodies had been opened, closed, and
opened again, whereas perhaps the ones that were jumbled were
being opened for the first time.
Mr. Machrowicz. So that these bodies had quite obviously been
under the control of whoever it was who was exhuming them and
putting them back in order?
Mr. Cassidy. In the orderly graves.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that was done during the German's time?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, these documents that were presented to
you, you do not know where they came from, do you?
Mr. Cassidy. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Chairman Madden.

Congressman

O'Konski.

Mr. O'Konski. The group was there, under German supervision,

I think,

and selected something like 400 bodies at random so they had
opportunities to observe.
Did this supervisory group under which you went permit you to

400

take pictures?

Mr. Cassidy. I believe the pictures were taken by Red army photog
But there were no American photographers in the Soviet

raphers.

Union.

Mr. O'Konski. Did they give you any pictures after the trip was

over?

Mr. Cassidy. That was not the normal process. We did not handle
American news bureaus in Moscow were excluded from the
pictures.
film business and any pictures taken, and there were some, recollect
quite well, would be distributed in the usual way by Self-foto.
Mr. O'Konski. But they did not give you any as observers, any
pictures?
Mr. Cassidy. Not that recollect. I recollect never having received
any.
Mr. O'Konski. In contrast with the other group, they gave them
a full and complete set of pictures of everything they observed.
believe there was a Soviet photo organization of
Mr. Cassidy.
pictures of us at the graves, but we at no time had anything to do with
taking them or distributing them.
Chairman Madden. Congressman Sheehan.
ask this question in reference to try
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Cassidy,
ing to establish or find out the credence that we as American citizens
can attach to the copy or to the coming out of Russian dominated
areas and Russia itself, in this respect: That when you answered the
question before about how you wrote the story, you were careful to
state that you put in your story the facts that the Russians told you,
No. 1 ; and, No. 2, you put in your story the things you thought the
Russian censorship would pass.
Was that statement right, up to that point?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, sir.

I

I

I

I
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Mr. Sheehan. Therefore, is it then generally true that you, as a
very good correspondent, you know you can only get certain things
through, therefore we might say that all of the American corre
spondents in Russian territory are careful not to state the facts as
they know them but the things that are given to them, and the things
that they know will pass censorship?
Mr. Cassidt. Yes.
would say, as a rule, as an absolute rule,
that American correspondents in Soviet dominated areas do not tell
untruths, that everything they say is true. But it cannot possibly
be all the truth.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, just what the Russians want to go
out as the truth?

I

Mr. Cassidt. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. Thank you.

to know that.

Chairman Madden.

It is

very good for the American people

Congressman Furcolo.

Mr. Furcolo. This committee, of course, has the duty of trying to

hear all of the evidence in an impartial and unbiased way.
As nearly as
can determine, from what you and other corre
spondents who were there saw, when Russia and the Soviets were
attempting to justify their position in this matter, and were attempting
to show to you evidence that would indicate that these men had been
killed when the Germans had control of the territory, gathered from
your testimony that what it all comes down to is that the most they
could show you in that light was under glass, some paper bearing a date,
when you had no way of knowing where that paper came from, whether
it was authentic or not.
Now, is that about what it comes down to?
Mr. Cassidy. That is so, and would say that their case had an
added disadvantage, and that was that what we were shown by their
own admission had been arranged and rearranged so many times that
even had they taken documents from bodies in our presence, we could
not be convinced that those documents were there originally.
Mr. Furcolo. Yes. But, of course, you testified that they did
not take anything from bodies in your presence. So that their case,
as it stood, the best that they could make out as a case in trying to
convince you of their side of the story was, in effect, showing you,
under glass, paper that you people had no way of knowing where it
came from, whether it had just been put there or not.
That is what it comes down to, is it not?
Mr. Cassidy. They went into their own evidence a good deal
farther than that; for example, medical evidence, which
would be
in no position to judge, the state of the body, also testimony by not
eyewitnesses but secondary witnesses.
Mr. Furcolo.
am familiar with their case that way, but
am
talking now with reference to what they showed you, that you could
see and determine for yourself.
That seems to me, from your testi
mony, to come down more or less to one or more documents that you
have no way of knowing where they came from.
Mr. Cassidy. They put much more emphasis on the medical evi
dence, in other words, the state of the bodies as shown to us was such
that they must have been buried at a certain time. Those are things
that couldn't judge, that none of us could judge.

I

I
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There we were taking their doctors' testimony.
I am talking with reference to documentary
evidence, not the evidence of the bodies themselves.
In other words, I am trying to draw some kind of a parallel that the
committee later on will make between documentary evidence that
was shown in the examination by Colonel Stewart and Colonel Van
Vliet, and the type of documentary evidence that you people saw.
I gather from your testimony that the tvpe of documentary evi
dence that you people saw, the best that the Russians, apparently,
could present to you, I gather, was a couple of these documents under
glass that you had no way of knowing where they came from or how

Mr. Furcolo. No;

they got there.

Mr. Cassidy. That is correct.
Chairman Madden.

Are there any further questions?

Mr. Cassidy, these Katyn graves were discovered on April

13,

How long were you in Moscow previous to the discovery
of those graves in April 1943?
Mr. Cassidy. I arrived there on August 3, 1940.
Chairman Madden. You were familiar, as a newspaper man there,
with the various requests and conferences that the Polish Government
in exile and the representatives of the Polish Government made upon
Stalin, Molotov, and the leaders of the Soviet regarding the disap
Were you familiar
pearance of these thousands of Polish officers.
with that?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes, sir.
Chairman Madden. I will ask you if you remember how long, a
day or 2 days, or a week, or a month, whatever it was, after the
German radio announced the discovery of these Katyn graves, was it
when Moscow announced their theory of the existence of the mass
1943.

graves?

Mr. Cassidy. I think that it was

as early as the next

morning or

perhaps a dav after.

Chairman Madden.

Immediately after?
But it was not presented in a positive form.
It was presented, as I recollect, as a Tass dispatch denouncing the
Poles for having — perhaps I am wrong about that time.
My first
information, as I recollect it, was a Tass dispatch published in Moscow
papers, denouncing the Poles for having gone along with an atrocity
charged by the Germans to the Russians, which the Russians said had
been done by the Germans.
Chairman Madden. But as I recollect
the record shows that the
Moscow radio announced or explained the disappearance of these
Polish officers who were found in these graves, and accused the
Germans of killing them, and this announcement came out of Moscow
within 24 hours after the Germans announced these findings of the
it,

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

graves.

Mr. Cassidy. That

a

a

a

is

my recollection, too, because, you see, there
continuing press campaign in Russia then against the investiga
tion that was conducted at Katyn.
Chairman Madden. And for almost
half prior to that
year and
time, the Moscow authorities said that they knew nothing about the
whereabouts of those bodies?
Mr. Cassidy. That was my understanding as a reporter.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Machrowicz?

was
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Mr. Machrowicz. Along those same lines, before the discovery of
these graves, you knew, as a journalist, that the explanation given
by the Soviet authorities to the Polish Ambassador and to various
Polish representatives was either that these prisoners had been
released or that their whereabouts was unknown. Is that correct?
Mr. Cas8idy. My earlier recollection was that the Poles were
getting no answer whatsoever, and their first efforts were to try to
get some answers.
Father Braun's information about that goes beyond what
remember.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did it not occur to you that if they knew that
these officers were taken prisoners by Germans, that they would have
said so to the Polish authorities sooner than they did?
Mr. Cassidy. Of course, at this period that you are talking about
now, we in Moscow, as
said, the diplomatic corps and the press
corps, did not know that these men were dead. The effort then was
to find out where were the missing men.
Mr. Machrowicz. What want to bring out is the significant fact
that the first time that the Soviet authorities informed anyone that
these Polish officers were taken prisoner by Germans was the first
or second day after the announcement by Goebbels of the finding of
the graves?
Mr. Cassidy. Yes; would consider that.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is true, is it not?

I

I

I

I

Mr. Cassidy. Yes.

Chairman Madden.

Are there any further questions?

Mr. Cassidy, the committee wants to thank you for coming here

today, and we feel somewhat guilty in insisting upon your presence
here because of the value of your testimony and the knowledge that
you have of this Katyn incident. We feel guilty for this reason,
because it has denied you a trip for your broadcasting company to go
over to England and report the crowning of the Queen of England.
will still hope to do that later.
Mr. Cassidy.
Chairman Madden. You made a special sacrifice by coming here
today. But if you can still go on the trip, we will all be happy.
want to announce that during the hearings, Congressman
Clemente, of New York, Denton, of Indiana, Canfield, of New Jersey,
and Busbey, of Illinois, were here as attending the hearings.
This week is the second period of hearings that this committee has
held.
The committee will now adjourn and further hearings will be
held later on at a date set by the members of the committee.
As time passes, there are additional witnesses and evidence made
known to the committee, and we are unable now to determine when
the next meeting will be held.
But it will be announced at a future
date.
So, with that, the meeting is now adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 3:58 p. m., Thursday, February 7, 1952, the hearing
was recessed, subject to the call of the Chair.)
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House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

Chicago, III.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10 : 15 a. m., room 247, United
States Courthouse, Hon. Ray J. Madden, chairman, presiding.
Present: Representatives Madden, Flood, Machrowicz, Furcolo,

CKonski, and Sheehan.
Also present: Representative

Kluczynski; John

J.

Mitchell, chief

counsel, and Roman Pucinski, investigator.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
might state at the opening that this series of hearings in Chicago
is the third in a series of hearings held by this committee. This com
mittee was created by the Congress last September 18, to investigate
the Katyn Forest massacre.
might introduce the members of the committee. On my right
is Congressman Flood, of Pennsylvania. Next to Congressman Flood
is Congressman Machrowicz, of Detroit, Mich. On my left is ConO'Konski, of Wisconsin, and on his left is Congressman
§ressman
heehan, of Chicago.
Congressman Dondero, of Michigan was unable to be present at the
Chicago hearings, and Congressman Furcolo, of Massachusetts, will
be here later today for the hearings.
might further state that this is the first time in the history of
Congress where a committee has been organized or authorized to in
vestigate an international crime committed beyond the borders of our
own country.
The committee has maintained since its opening hear
ings a firm desire to hear everyone, including representatives of any
organization or the representatives of any nation, who has any factual
testimony to offer which will contribute to the solution of the murder
massacre of approximately 14,000 Polish officers and civilians in the
Katvn Forest in the Smolensk area of Russia during the early phases

I
I

I

of World War

II.

People have inquired or asked why are these hearings being held at
this late date. Let me say that the world in the future will wonder
why an effort had not been made by some government or international
authority lonir ago. to officially determine the mass murderers.
There were mass murders, helpless peo
They ask "Why Katyn?''
ple burned in ovens, wholesale tortures, and other kinds of killings
of human beings by both Nazi dictators and Communist dictators.
The Nuremberg trials were held. Some of the international criminals
have received their penalties.
This committee is trying to make an
honest effort to assemble all the possible evidence in order that the
221
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responsibility for the Katyn killings can

be placed where

it rightly

belongs.

Our hearings are not anywhere near complete. We will have fur
ther hearings before the Congress finally adjourns, not only in this
country but also we hope, across the ocean. Since our committee has
been organized there have been a great number of letters and infor
mation regarding numerous witnesses, approximately 50 to 60, who
want to testify regarding the Katyn massacres, in the London, Berlin,
and Paris areas, and in other parts of the world. This committee has
issued an invitation to the Russian Government to testify and present
That invitation, as most of
any evidence about Katyn it may possess.
Nevertheless our committee feels that at any
you know, was rejected.
time the Russian Government or the present Polish Communist Gov
ernment, or any other Nation has any evidence to offer»to our com
mittee on solving these mass murders, they are welcome to testify.
If any members of the committee have any statements to make, we
would be glad to have them made at this time. If not, we will proceed
with the first witness.
At this time will submit House Resolution 539 to be recorded in the
record of this hearing.
It is an amended copy of House Resolution
390, Eighty-second Congress, first session.
(H. R. 539 is as follows:)

I

[H.

Res.

539, 82d Cong., 2d

км.]

RESOLUTION
Resolved, That the second, third, and fourth paragraphs of H. Res. 390, EightyCongress, are amended to read as follows :
"The committee is authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete
investigation and study of the facts, evidence, and extenuating circumstances
both before and after the massacre of thousands of Polish officers buried in mass
graves in the Katyn Forest on the banks of the Dnieper River in the vicinity
of Smolensk, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which was then a Nazioccupied territory formerly having been occupied and under the control of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
"Upon completing the necessary hearings, the committee shall report to the
House of Representatives (or the Clerk of the House, if the House is not in
session) before January 3, 1953, the results of its investigation and study, to
gether with any recommendations which the committee shall deem advisable.
"For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the committee, or any sub
committee thereof, is authorized to sit and act (luring the present Congress at
such times and places within or outside the United States, whether the House is
in session, has recessed, or has adjourned, to hold hearings, and to require, by
subpena or otherwise, the attendance and testimony of such witnesses and the
production of such books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and
documents as it deems necessary. Subpenas may be issued under the signature
of the chairman of the committee or any member of the committee designated by
him, and may be served by any person designated by such chairman or member.
second

Chairman Madden. I will ask counsel to submit further information
for the record.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, for the purpose of documentation

I

would like to put on the record and read in open session your letter
which represents the committee's letter of invitation to the Soviet
Government to testify.
Chairman Madden. It will be accepted in the record.
Mr. Mitchell. The letter is dated February 21, 1952, addressed to
His Excellency, the Ambassador of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
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Chairman Madden. The letter will be made part of the record.
(The letter referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 1" and is as fol
lows :)
House of Representatives, United States,
Select Committee To Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre,
Washington, D. C, February 21, 1952.
His Excellency the Ambassador of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

My Dear Mr. Ambassador : The House of Representatives of the United States
of America on September 18, 1951, unanimously passed House Resolution 390 ; a
copy of this resolution is attached for your information.
This resolution authorizes and directs a committee of Congress to conduct a

full

and complete investigation and study of the facts, evidence, and extenuating
circumstances both before and after the massacre of thousands of Polish officers
buried in a mass grave in the Katyn Forest on the banks of the Dnieper in the
vicinity of Smolensk, U. S. S. R.
This official committee of the United States Congress respectfully Invites the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to submit any evidence,
documents, and witnesses it may desire on or before May 1, 1952, pertaining to
the Katyn Forest massacre.
These hearings and the taking of testimony from witnesses are being conducted
in accordance with the rules and regulations of the House of Representatives of
the United States of America.
Very truly yours,
Ray J. Madden, Chairman.
[H. Bee. 380, 82d Cong., 1st sees.]

RESOLUTION
Resolved, That there is hereby created a select committee to be composed of
seven Members of the House of Representatives, appointed by the Speaker, one
of whom he shall designate as chairman. Any vacancy occurring in the mem
bership of the committee shall be filled in the same manner in which the original
appointment was made.
The committee is authorized and directed to conduct a full and complete inves
tigation and study of the facts, evidence, and extenuating circumstances both
before and after the massacre of thousands of Polish officers buried in a mass
grave in the Katyn Forest on the banks of the Dnieper in the vicinity of Smo
lensk, which was then a Nazi-occupied territory formerly having been occupied
and under the control of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Upon completing the necessary hearings, the committee shall report to the
House of Representatives (or the Clerk of the House, if the House is not in
session) before the adjournment of the Eighty -second Congress the results of
its investigation and its study, together with any recommendations which the
committee shall deem advisable.
For the purpose of carrying out this resolution the committee, or any sub
committee thereof is authorized to sit and act during the present Congress at
such times and places within the United States, whether the House is in session,
has recessed, or has adjourned, to hold hearings, and to require, by subpena or
otherwise, the attendance and testimony of such witnesses and the production
of such books, records, correspondence, memoranda, papers, and documents as
it deems necessary. Subpenas may be issued under the signature of the chairman
of the committee or any member of the committee designated by him, and may
be served by any person designated by such chairman or member.

I

would like to read your letter addressed to Mr.
Mr. Mitchell.
Acheson, Secretary of State.
February

21, 1952.

Hon. Dean G. Acheson.
Stcrciary of State, Washington, D. C.
My Dear Mr. Secretary : On behalf of the Katyn Forest Massacre Com
mittee, it is requested that the attached note be delivered to the Ambassador
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
It is further requested that the
committee be advised when the letter has been delivered.
Sincerely yours,
Ray J. Madden, M. C, Chairman.
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The Chairman. That will be made part of the record.
(The letter referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 2," and is as
follows :)
February

21, 1952.

Hon. Dean G. Acheson,
Secretary of State, Washington, D. C.
My Dear Mr. Secretary : On behalf of the Katyn Forest Massacre Committee,
it is requested that the attached note be delivered to the Ambassador of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
It is further requested that the committee
be advised when the letter has been delivered.
Sincerely yours,
Ray J. Madden, M. C, Chairman.

I

Mr. Mitchell.
would like to read the letter dated February 25 to
the Honorable Kay J. Madden from the Department of State.
My Dear Mr. Chairman : Reference is made to your letter of February 21,
1952, in which you request the Department

to deliver a letter from the Select
Committee To Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre to the Ambassador of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The committee's letter was delivered to the Soviet Embassy at 2 : 21 p. m.
today.
Sincerely yours,

Jack K. McFall,

Assistant Secretary

(For the Acting Secretary of State).

Chairman Madden. This will be made a part of the record.
(The letter referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 3" and is as
follows :)
Hon. Ray J. Madden,
Chairman, Select Committee To Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre,
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C.
Department of State,
Washington, February 35, 1952.
My Dear Mr. Chairman : Reference is made to your letter of February 21, 1952,
in which you request the Department to deliver a letter from the Select Commit
tee To Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre to the Ambassador of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The committee's letter was delivered to the Soviet Embassy at 2 : 21 p. m. today.
Sincerely yours,

Jack K. McFalt,

Assistant Secretary

(For the Acting Secretary of State).
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,
would like to read the memoran
dum from the U. S. S. R. to the Department of State, dated February
This memorandum was in Russian, and it has been trans
20, 1952.
It states as follows :
lated by the Department, of State.

I

The Embassy is herewith returning Madden's letter transmitted by the Depart
ment of State with the text of the resolution of the House of Representatives of
September 18, 1952, enclosed therewith, as violating the generally accepted rules
of international relations and as an insult to the Soviet Union. The Embassy
points out that —
1. The question of the Katyn crime has been investigated in 1944 by an official
commission and it was established that the Katyn case was the work of the
Hitlerite criminals, as was made public in the press on January 20, 1944.
2. For 8 years the Government of the United States of America did not raise
any objections to such conclusion of the commission, until very recently.
In view of this, the Embassy considers it necessary to stale that the raising of
the question of the Katyn crime 8 years after the decision of the official com
mission can be solely for the purpose of slandering the Soviet Union and thus
rehabilitating the generally recognized Hitlerite criminals.
The above-mentioned report of the official commission on the Katyn crime
is enclosed herewith.
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That memorandum was merely initialed when it was sent to the
Department of State. The attachment was in Russian and consisted
■of a great number of pages which have been translated and are being
This attachment, Mr. Chairman, is the
made part of this record.
document which was submitted by the Soviets at the Nuremburg trials
in support of their allegation that Germans were responsible for the
Katyn massacre. Included in this exhibit, Mr. Chairman, are the two
-documents in their original Russian language.
Chairman Madden. They will be accepted as part of the record.
(The letters and translation referred to were marked "Exhibit
No. 4" and are as follow :)
Department of State Division of Language
[Translation]

Services

TC No.

48660

T-18/R-XIII

Russian

[Seal of the V. S. S. R.J
No. 12
The Embassy is herewith returning Madden's letter transmitted by the De
partment of State with the text of the resolution of the House of Representatives
of September IS, 1951, enclosed therewith, as violating the generally accepted
rules of international relations and as an insult to the Soviet Union.
The Embassy points out that —
1. The question of the Katyn crime had been investigated in 1944 by an
official commission, and it was established that the Katyn case was the work of
the Hitlerite criminals, as was made public in the press on January 26, 1944.
2. For 8 years the Government of the United States of America did not raise
any objections to such conclusion of the commission until very recently.
In view of this, the Embassy considers it necessary to state that the raising
of the question of Ihe Katyn crime 8 years after the decision of the official
commission can be solely for the purpose of slandering the Soviet Union and thus
rehabilitating the generally recognized Hitlerite criminals.
The above-mentioned report of the official commission on the Katyn crime
is enclosed herewith.
Embassy of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
(Initialed) A. P.

Washington, February 29, 1952.
I hereby certify that the foregoing translation

bearing TC No. 48660 was pre
the Division of Language Services of the Department of State and
that it is a true and correct translation to the best of my knowledge and belief.
John W. Perkins,
Chief, General Section,
Division of Language Services.
pared

by

Makch

19, 1952.
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Report of Special Commission fob Ascertaining and Investigating the Cir
cumstances ok the Shooting of Polish Officer Prisoners by the GermanFascist Invaders in the Kattn Forest
The Special Commission for Ascertaining and Investigating the Circumstances
of the Shooting of Polish Officer Prisoners by the German-Fascist Invaders in
the Katyn Forest (near Smolensk) was set up on the decision of the Extraordi
nary State Committee for Ascertaining and Investigating Crimes Committed by
the German-Fascist Invaders and Their Associates.
The Commission consists of Academician X. X. Burdenko, member of the Extra
ordinary State Committee (chairman of the Commission) ; Academician Alexel
Tolstoy, member of the Extraordinary State Committee: Metropolitan Nikolai,
member of the Extraordinary State Committee ; Lt. (Jen. A. S. Gundorov, president
of the All-Slav Committee; S. A. Kolesnikov, chairman of the executive com
mittee of the Union of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. Academician V.
P. Potemkin, People's Commissar of Education of the Russian SFSR: Col. Gen.
E. I. Smirnov, Chief of the Central Medical Administration of the Red Army;
P. E. Melnikov, chairman of the Smolensk Regional Executive Committee.
To accomplish the task assigned to it the Commission invited the following
medico-legal experts to take part in its work : V. I. Prozorovsky, chief medico
legal expert of the People's Commissariat of Health Protection of the U. S. S. II..
director of scientific research in the Institute of Forensic Medicine: Doctor of
Medicine V. M. Smolyaninov, head of the faculty of forensic medicine of the
Second Moscow Medical Institute ; P. S. Semenoysky and Docent M. D. Shvaikova,
senior staff scientists of the State Scientific Research Instiute of Forensic
Medicine under the People's Commissariat of Health of the U. S. S. R. ; and
Prof. D. X. Voropayev, chief pathologist of the front, major of Medical Service.
The special Commission had at its disposal extensive material presented by the
member of the Extraordinary State Committee Academician X. X. Burdenko, his
collaborators, and the medico-legal experts who arrived in Smolensk on Septem
ber 2(5, 1943, immediately upon its liberation, and carried out preliminary study
and investigation of the circumstances of all the crimes perpetrated by the
(iermans.
The special Commission verified and ascertained on the spot that 15 kilo
meters from Smolensk, along the Vitebsk highway, in the section of the Katyn
Forest named Kozy Gory, 200 meters to the southwest of the highway in the
direction of the Dnieper, there are graves in which Polish war prisioners shot
by the German occupationists were buried.
On the order of the special Commission, and in the presence of all its mem
bers and of the medico-legal experts, the graves were excavated. A large number
of bodies clad in Polish military uniform were found in the graves. The total
number of bodies, as calculated by the medico-legal experts, is 11.000. The
medico-legal experts made detailed examinations of the exhumed bodies and of
■documents and material evidence discovered on the bodies and in the graves.
Simultaneously with the excavation of the graves an examination of the
bodies,
the special Commission examined numerous witnesses among local
residents, whose testimony establishes with precision the time and circumstances
of the crimes committed by the German occupationists.
The testimony of witnesses reveals the following:
THE KATYN

FOREST

The Katyn Forest had for a long time been the favorite resort of Smolensk
where they used to rest on holidays. The population of the neighborhood
grazed cattle and gathered fuel in the Katyn Forest. Access to the Katyn Forest
This situation prevailed in the
-was not banned or restricted in any way.
Katyn Forest up to the outbreak of war. Even In the summer of 1941 there was
a Young Pioneers' Camp of the Industrial Insurance Board in this forest, which
was not disbanded until July 1941.
An entirely different regime was instituted in the Katyn Forest after the cap
Notices
ture of Smolensk by the Germans. The forest was heavily patrolled.
appeared in many places warning that persons entering without special passes
would be shot on the spot.
The part of the Katyn Forest named Kozy Gory was guarded particularly
strictly, as was the area on the bank of the Dnieper, where 700 meters from the
graves of the Polish war prisoners there was a country house — the rest home
of the Smolensk Administration of the People's Commissariat
of Internal
people,
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When the Germans arrived this country house was taken over by a
Affaire.
German institution named Headquarters of the Five Hundred and Thirty-seventh
Engineering Battalion.
POLISH

WAR PRISONERS

IN THE bMOLENSK

AREA

The Special Commission established that, before the capture of Smolensk by
the Germans, Polish war prisoners, officers and men. worked in the western
district of the region, building and repairing roads. These war prisoners were
quartered in three special camps named : Camp No. 1 O. N.. Camp No. 2 O. N.,
and Camp No. 3 O. N. These camps were located 25 to 45 kilometers west of
Smolensk.
The testimony of witnesses and documentary evidence establish that after the
outbreak of hostilities, in view of the situation that arose, the camps could not
be evacuated in time and all the Polish war prisoners, as well as some members
of the guard and staffs of the camps, fell prisoner to the Germans.
The former Chief of Camp No. 1 O. N., Major of State Security V. M. Vetoshnikov, interrogated by the Special Commission, testified : "I was waiting for
the order on the removal of the camp, hut communication with Smolensk was
cut. Then I myself with several staff members went to Smolensk to clarify the
situation.
In Smolensk I found a tense situation.
I applied to the chief of
traffic of the Smolensk section of the Western Railway, Ivanov, asking him to
provide the camp with railway cars for the evacuation of the Polish war prison
ers. But Ivanov answered that I could not count on receiving cars. I also tried
to get in touch with Moscow to obtain permission to set out on foot, but I failed.
By this time Smolensk was already cut off from the camp by the Germans, and
I do not know what happened to the Polish war prisoners and guards who re
mained in the camp."
Engineer S. V. Ivanov, who in July 1941 was acting Chief of Traffic of the
Smolensk section of the Western Railway, testified before the Special Commis
sion : "The Administration of Polish War Prisoners' Camps applied to my office
for cars for evacuation of the Poles, but we had none to spare. Besides, we
could not send cars to the Gussino line, where the majority of the Polish war
prisoners were, since that line was already under fire. Therefore, we could not
comply with the request of the camps' administration.
Thus the Polish war
prisoners remained in Smolensk region."
The presence of the Polish war prisoners in the camps in Smolensk region
is confirmed by the testimony of numerous witnesses who saw these Po'es near
Smolensk in the early months of the occupation up to September 11)41 inclusive.
Witness Maria Alexandrovna Snshneva, elementary schoolteacher in the vil
lage of Zenkovo, told the Special Commission that in August 1941 she gave
shelter in her house in Zenkovo to a Polish war prisoner who had escaped from
camp.
"The Pole wore Polish military uniform, which I recognized at once, as during
1940 and 1941 I used to see. groups of Polish war prisoners working on the road
*
*
*
under guard.
I took an interest in the Pole because it turned out
that, before being called up, he had been an elementary schoolteacher in Poland.
Since I had graduated from a pedagogical institute and was preparing to be a
teacher, I started to talk with him.
He told me that lie had completed normal
school in Poland and then studied at some military school and was a junior
lieutenant of the reserve. At the outbreak of war between Poland and Germany
where he was taken prisoner by
he was called up and served in Brest-Litovsk,
*
*
*
He spent over a year in the camp near Smolensk.
Red Army units.
"When the Germans arrived they seized the Polish camp and instituted a strict
regime In it. The Germans did not regard the Poles as human beings. They
oppressed and outraged them in every way. On some occasions Poles were shot
without any reason at all. He decided to escape. Speaking of himself, he said
that his wife, too, was a teacher and that he had two brothers and two
*
*
*"
sisters.
On leaving next day the Pole gave his surname, which Sashneva put down in
In this book. Practical Studies in Natural History, by Yagodovsky,
a book.
which Sashneva handed to the Special Commission, there is a note on the last
page: "Juzeph and Sofia Loek. House 25, Ogorodnaya St., town, Zamostye."
In the lists published by the Germans, under No. 3796, Lt. Juzeph Loek is put
down as having been shot at Kozy Gory in the Katyn Forest in the spring of
1940.
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Thus, from the German report, it would appear that Juzeph Loek had been
shot 1 year before the witness Sashneva saw him.
The witness, N. V. Danilenkov, a farmer of the Krasnaya Zarya collective farm
of the Katyn Rural Soviet stated : ''In August and September 1941 when the
Germans arrived, I used to meet I'oles working on the roads in groups of 15
to 20."

Similar statements were made by the following witnesses : Soldatenkov, former
headman of the Village of Borok ; A. S. Kolachev, a Smolensk doctor; A. P.
Ogloblin, a priest ; Т. I. Sergeyev, track foreman ; P. A. Smiryagin, engineer ;
A. M. Moskovskaya, resident of Smolensk ; A. M. Alexeyev, chairman of a col
lective farm in the village of Borok ; I. V. Kutseyev, waterworks technician ;
V. P. Gorodetsky, a priest; A. T. Bazekina, a bookkeeper; Б. N. Vetrova, a
teacher; I. V. Savvateyev, station master at the Gnezdovo station, and others.
BOUND-UPS OF POLISH

WAS PRISONERS

The presence of Polish war prisoners in the autumn of 1941 in Smolensk dis
tricts is also confirmed by the fact that the Germans made numerous round-ups
of those war prisoners who had escaped from the camps.
Witness I. M. Kartoshkin. a carpenter, testified : "In the autumn of 1941 the
Germans not only scoured the forests for Polish war prisoners, but also used
police to make night searches in the villages."
M. D. Zakharov, former headman of the village of Novye Bateki, testified that
in the autumn of 1941 the Germans intensively combed the villages and forests
in search of Polish war prisoners.
Witness N. V. Danilenkov, a farmer of the Krasnaya Zarya collective farm,
testified: "Special round-ups were held in our place to catch Polish war prison
Some searches took place in my house two or three times.
ers who had escaped.
After one such search I asked the headman, Konstantin Sergeyev, whom they
Sergeyev said that an order had been received
were looking for in our village.
from the German Kommandantur according to which searches were to be made
in all houses without exception, since Polish war prisoners who had escaped
After some time the searches were
from the camp were hiding in our village.
discontinued."
The witness collective farmer Т. Б. Fatkov testified : "Round-ups and searches
for Polish war prisoners took place several times. That was in August and Sep
tember 1941. After September 1941 the round-ups were discontinued and no
one saw Polish war prisoners any more."
SHOOTINGS OF POLISH

WAR PRISONERS

The above-mentioned Headquarters of the Five Hundred and Thirty-seventh
Engineering Battalion quartered in the country house at Kozy Gory did not en
Its activities were a closely guarded secret.
gage in any engineering work.
What this headquarters engaged in, in reality, was revealed by numerous wit
nesses, including A. M. Alexeyeva, O. A. Mikhallova, and Z. P. Konakhovskaya,
residents of the village of Borok of the Kntyn Rural Soviet.
On the order of the German Commandant of the settlement of Katyn, they
were detailed by the headman of the village of Borok. V. I. Soldatenkov, to serve
the personnel of headquarters at the above-mentioned country house.
On arrival in Kozy Gory they were told through an interpreter about a number
of restrictions : they were absolutely forbidden to go far from the country house
or to go to the forest, to enter rooms without being called and without being
escorted by German soldiers, to remain on the grounds of the country house at
night. They were allowed to come to work and leave after work only by a definite
route and only when escorted by soldiers.
This warning was given to Alexeyeva, Mikhailova, and Konakhovskaya,
through an interpreter, personally by the Chief of the German Institution,
Oberstleutnant [Lt. Col.] Arnes, who for this purpose summoned them one at
a time.
As to the personnel of the headquarters, A. M. Alexeyeva testified :
"In the Kozy (lory country house there were always about 30 Germans. Their
chief was Lieutenant Colonel Arnes. and his aide was First Lieutenant Rekst.
Here were also a Second Lieutenant Hott ; Sergeant Major Lninert ; noncommis
sioned officer in charge of supplies Rose; his assistant Isikes ; Sergeant Mnjor
Grenewski, who was in charge of the power station ; the photographer, a corporal
whose name I do not remember; the interpreter, a Volga German whose name
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seems to have been Johann, but I called liim Ivan ; the cook, a German named
Gustav ; and a number of others whose names and surnames I do not know."
Soon after beginning their work Alexeyeva, Mikhailova, and Konakhovskaya
began to notice that '^something shady" was going on at the country house.
A. M. Alexeyeva testified :
"The interpreter Johann warned us several times on behalf of Ames that
we were to hold our tongues and not chatter about what wi' saw and heard at
the country house.
"Besides, I guessed from a number of signs that the Germans were engaged
*
*
*
in some shady doings at this country house.
"At the close of August and during most of September 1941 several trucks
used to come practically every day to the Kozy Gory country house.
"At first I paid no attention to that, but later I noticed that each time these
trucks arrived at the grounds of the country house they stopped for half an
hour, and sometimes for a whole hour, somewhere on the country road connect
ing the country house with the highway.
"I drew this conclusion because some time after these trucks reached the
Simultane
grounds of the country house the noise they made would cease.
ously with the noise stopping, single shots would be heard. The shots followed
Then the shooting
one another at short but approximately even intervals.
would die down and the trucks would drive up right to the country house.
"German soldiers and noncommissioned officers came out of the trucks.
Talking noisily they went to wash in the bathhouse, after which they engaged in
drunken orgies. On those days a fire was always kept burning in the bathhouse
stove.
"On days when the trucks arrived more soldiers from some German military
Special beds were put up for them
units used to arrive at the country house.
in the soldiers' casino set up in one of the halls of the country house. On those
days many meals were cooked in the kitchen and a double ration of drinks was
served with the meals.
"Shortly before the trucks reached the country house armed soldiers went
to the forest, evidently to the spot where the trucks stopped, because in half
an hour or an hour they returned in these trucks, together with the soldiers
who lived permanently in the country house.
"Probably I would not have watched or noticed how the noise of the trucks
coming to the country house used to die down and then rise again were it not
for the fact that whenever the trucks arrived we (Konakhovskaya, Milhailova,
and myself) were driven to the kitchen if we happened to be in the courtyard
near the house ; and they would not let us out of the kitchen if we happened to be
in it.
"There was also the fact that on several occasions I noticed stains of fresh
blood on the clothes of two lance corporals.
All this made me pay close at
tention to what wns going on at the country house.
Then I noticed strange
also
intervals in the movement of the trucks and their pauses in the forest.
noticed that bloodstains appeared on the clothes of the same two men — the lance
corporals.
One of them was tall and red-headed, the other of medium height
and fair.
"From all this I inferred that the Germans brought people in the truck to
I even guessed approximately where this
the country house and shot them.
took place as, when coming to and leaving the country house, I noticed freshly
thrown-up earth in several places near the road. The area of this freshly
thrown-up earth increased in length every day. In the course of time the earth
in these spots began to look normal."
In answer to a question put by the Special Commission — what kind of people
were shot in the forest near the country house — Alexeyeva replied that they
were Polish war prisoners, and in confirmation of her words, stated :
"There were days when no trucks arrived at the country house, but even s*
soldiers left the house f«r the forest from which came frequent single shots. On
returning the soldiers always took a bath and then drank.
"Another thing happened. Once I stayed at the country house somewhat
had already left. Pefore
later than usual. Mikhailova and Konakhovskaya
I finished the work which had kept me there, a soldier suddenly entered and
told me I could go. He referred to Rose's order. He also accompanied me to
the highway.
"On the highway loO or 200 meters from where the road branches off to the
country house I saw a group of about .40 Polish war prisoners marching along
the highway under heavy German escort.
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"I knew them to be Poles because even before the war. and for some time after
the Germans tame, I used to meet Polish war prisoners on the highway wearing
the same uniform with their characteristic four-cornered hats.
"I halted near the roadside to see where they were being led. and I snw that
they turned toward our country house at Kozy Gory.
•■Since by that time I had begun to watch closely everything going on at the
I went hack some distancecountry house, I became interested in this situation.
along the highway, hid in bushes near the roadside, and waited. In some 20 or 3f>
minutes I heard the familiar, characteristic single shots.
"Then everything became clear to me and I hurried home.
"I also concluded that evidently the Germans were shooting Poles not only in
the daytime when we worked at the country house, but also at night in our
absence.
I understood this also from recalling the occasions when all theofflcers and men who lived in the country house, with the exception of theseutries, woke up late, about noon.
"On several occasions we guessed about the arrival of the Poles in Kozy Gory
*
*
*
from the tense atmosphere that descended on the country house
"All the officers left the country house and only a few sentries remained in
it, while the sergeant major kept checking up on the sentries over the tele
*
*
*"
phone.
O. A. Mikhailova testified: "In September 1Я41 shooting was heard very often
in the Kozy Gory Potest. At first I took no notice of the trucks which arrived at
our country house, which were closed at the sides and on top and painted greeii.
They used to drive up to our country bouse always accompanied by noncom
missioned officers.
Then I noticed that these trucks never entered our garage,
and also that they were never unloaded. They used to come very often, especially
in September 1941."
"Among the noncommissioned officers who always sat with the drivers I began
to notice one tall one with a pale face and red hair.
When these trucks droveup to the country bouse, all the noncommissioned officers, as if at я command, went
to the bathhouse and bathed for a long time, after which they drank heavily
in the country house.
"Once this tall red-headed German got down from the truck, went to thekitchen and asked for water. When he was drinking the water out of a glass
I noticed blood on the cuff of the right sleeve of bis uniform."
O. A. Mikhailova and Z. P. Konakhovskaya
witnessed the shooting of twoPolish war prisoners who had evidently escaped from the Germans and had
been caught.
Mikhailova testified :
"Once Konakhovskaya and I were at our usual work in the kitchen when weheard a noise near the country house.
On coining out we saw two Polish war
prisoners surrounded by German soldiers who were explaining something to Non
commissioned Officer Rose.
Then Lieutenant Colonel Arnes came over to them
and told Rose something.
We hid sotue distance away, as we were afraid that
Rose would beat us up for being inquisitive.
We were discovered, however, and
at a signal from Rose the mechanic Grenewskl drove us into the kitchen and thePoles away from the country house.
A few minutes later we heard shots. The
German soldiers and Noncommissioned Officer Rose, who soon returned, were en
gaged in animated conversation.
Wanting to find out what the Germans had done
to the detained Poles, Konakhovskaya and I came out again. Arnes' aide, who
came out simultaneously with us from the main entrance of the country house,
asked Rose something in German, to which the latter answered, also in German,
"Everything is in order." We understood these words because the Germans often,
used them in their conversation.
From all that took place I concluded that these
two Poles had been shot."
Similar testimony was given by Z. P. Konakhovskaya.
Frightened by the happenings at the country house, Alexeyeva, Mikhailova,.
and Konakhovskaya
decided to quit work there on some convenient pretext.
Taking advantage of the reduction of their wages from it to 3 marks a month at
the beginning of January 104:;. on Mikhailova's suggestion they did not report
for work. In the evening of the same day a car come to fetch them, they were
brought to the country house and locked up in a cell by way of punishment —
Mikhailova for S days and Alexeyeva and Konakhovskaya for 3 days each.
After they had served their terms all of them were discharged.
While working at the country house Alexeyeva, Mikhailova. and Konakhov
skaya had been afraid to speak to each other about what they bad observed of
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Only after they were arrested, sitting In the cell at night,

did they share their knowledge.
At the interrogation on December 24, 1943, Mikhailova testified :
"Here for the first time we talked frankly about the happenings at the country
house. I told all I knew. It turned out that Konakhovskaya and Alexeyeva
I
also knew all these facts but, like myself, had been afraid to discuss them.
learned from them that it was Polish war prisoners the Germans were shooting
at Kozy Gory, since Alexeyeva said that once In the autumn of 1941, when she
was going home after work, she saw the Germans driving a large group of
Polish war prisoners into Kozy Gory Forest and then she heard shooting."
Similar testimony was given by Alexeyeva and Konakhovskaya.

(On comparing notes Alexeyeva, Mikhailova, and Konakhovskaya arrived at
the firm conviction that in August and September 1941 the Germans had engaged
In mass shootings of Polish war prisoners at the country house in Kozy Gory.
The testimony of Alexeyeva is confirmed by the testimony of her father,
Mikhail Alexeyev, whom she told as far back as in the autumn of 1941, during her
work at the country house, about her observations of the Germans' activities at
"For a long time she would not tell me anything." Mikhail
the country house.
Alexeyev testified. "Only on coming home she complained that she was afraid to
work at the country house and did not know how to get away. When I asked her
why she was afraid she said that very often shooting was heard in the forest. Once
she told me in secret that in Kozy Gory Forest the Germans were shooting Poles.
I listened to my daughter and warned her very strictly that she should not tell
anyone else about it, as otherwise the Germans would learn and then our whole
family would suffer."
That Polish war prisoners used to be brought to Kozy Gory in small groups of
20 to 30 men escorted by five to seven German soldiers, was also testified to by
other witnesses Interrogated by the Special Commission : P. G. Kisselev, peasant
of Kozy Gory hamlet ; M. G. Krivozertsev, carpenter of Krasny Bor station in the
Katyn Forist; S S. Ivanov, f rmer station master at Gnezdo о in t'u Katyn
Forest area; I. V. Sawateyev, station master on duty at the same station; M A.
Alexeyev, chairman of a collective farm in the village of Borok ; A. P. Ogloblin,
priest of Kuprino Church, and others.
These witnesses also heard shots in the forest at Kozy Gory.
Of especially great importance in ascertaining what took place at Kozy Gory
country house in the autumn of 1941 is the testimony of Professor of Astronomy
В. V. Bazilevsky, director of the Smolensk Observatory.
In the early days of the occupation of Smolensk by the Germans, Professor
Bazilevsky was forcibly appointed assistant burgomaster, while to the post of
burgomaster they appointed the lawyer, B. G. Meushagin, who subsequently left
together with them, a traitor who enjoyed the special confidence of the German
command and in particular of the Smolensk Commandant von Schwetz.
Early in September 1941 Bazilevsky addressed to Menshagin a request to solicit
the Commandant von Schwetz for the liberation of the teacher Zhiglinsky from
war prisoners' camp No. 12C. In compliance with this request Menshagin ap
proached von Schwetz and then informed Bazilevsky that his request could not
be granted since, according to von Schwetz, "instructions had been received from
Berlin prescribing that the strictest regime be maintained undeviatingly with
regard to war prisoners without any easing up on this matter.
"I involuntarily retorted," witness Bazilevsky testified, " 'Can anything be
stricter than the regime existing in the camp?' Menshagin looked at me in a
strange way and bending to my ear, answered in a low voice : 'Yes, there can be.
The Russians can at least be left to die off, but as to the Polish war prisoners, the
orders say that they are to be simply exterminated.'
" 'How is that? How
should it be understood?' I exclaimed.
" 'This should he understood literally.
There is such a directive from Berlin.'
answered Menshagin, and asked me 'for the sake of all that is holy' not to tell
*
*
»
anyone about this.
"About a fortnight after this conversation with Menshagin, when I was again
received by him, I could not keep from nsking: 'What news about the Poles?'
Menshagin paused for a moment, but then aswered : 'Everything is over with
them. Von Schwetz told me that they had been shot somewhere near Smolensk.'
"Seeing my bewilderment Menshagin warned me again about the necessity of
keeping this affair in the strictest secrecy and then started 'explaining' to me
the Germans' policy in this matter. He told me that the shooting of Poles was
one link In the general chain of anti-Polish policy pursued by Germany, which
93744
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with the conclusion of the Russo-Polish
Treaty."
Bazilevsky also told the Special Commission about his conversation with
Hirschfeld, the Sonderfuehrer of the Seventh Department of the German Com
mandant's Office, a Baltic German who spoke good Russian :
"With cynical frankness Hirschfeld told me that the harinfulness and in
feriority of the Poles had been proved by history and therefore reduction of
Poland's population would fertilize the soil and make possible an extension of
Germany's living space.
In this connection Hirschfeld boasted that absolutely
no intellectuals had been left in Poland, as they had all been hanged, shot, or
confined in camps."
Bazilevsky 's testimony is contirmed by the witness I. K. Yeflmov, professor of
physics, who has been interrogated by the Special Commission and whom Bazil
evsky at that time, in the autumn of 1041, told about his conversation with
Menshagin.
Documentary corroboration of Bazilevsky's and Yefnnov's testimony is supplied
by notes made by Menshagin in his own hand in his notebook.
This notebook, containing 17 incomplete pages, was found in the tiles of the
Smolensk Municipal Board after the liberation of Smolensk by the Red Army.
Menshagin's ownership of the notebook and his handwriting have l>een confinned both by Bazilevsky, who knew Menshagin's hand well, and by expert
graphologists.
Judging by the dates in the notebook, its contents relate to the period from
early August 1041 to November of the same year.
Among the various notes on economic matters (on firewood, electric power,
trade, etc.) there are a number of notes made by Menshagin evidently as a
reminder of instructions issued by the German commandant's office in Smolensk.
These notes reveal with sufficient clarity t lie range of problems with which
the Municipal Board dealt as the organ fulfilling all the instructions of the
German command.
The first three pages of the notebook lay down in detail the procedure in
organizing the Jewish "ghetto" and the system of reprisals to be applied against
the Jews.
Page 10, dated August 15, 1941, contains the following note:
"All fugitive Polish war prisoners are to be detained and delivered to the
commandant's office."
Page 15 (undated) contains the entry: "Are there any rumors among the pop
ulation concerning the shooting of Polish war prisoners in Kozy Gory (for
Umnov)."
It transpires from the initial entry, firstly, that on August 13, 1941, Polish
war prisoners were still in the Smolensk area and, secondly, that they were being
arrested by the German authorities.
The second entry indicates that the German command, worried by the pos
sibility of rumors circulating among the civilian population about the crime it
had committed, issued special instructions for the purpose of checking this
surmise.
Umnov, mentioned in this entry, was the chief of the Russian police in Smolensk
during the early months of its occupation.
became especially marked in connection

BEGINNING

OF

GERMAN

PROVOCATION

In the winter of 1942-4:5 the general military situation changed sharply to the
The military power of the Soviet Union was
disadvantage of the Germans.
continually growing stronger. The unity between the U. S. S. R. and her allies
was growing in strength. The Germans resolved to launch a provocation, using
for this purpose the atrocities they had committed in the Katyn Forest, and
In this way they intended
ascribing them to the organs of the Soviet authorities.
to set the Russians and Poles at loggerheads and to cover up the traces of their
own crimes.
A priest, A. P. Ogloblin, of the village of Kuprino in the Smolensk district,
testified :
"After the events at Stalingrad, when the Germans began to feel uncertain,
they launched this business. The people started to say that 'the Germans are
trying to mend their affairs.'
"Having embarked on the preparation of the Katyn provocation, the Germane
first set about looking for 'witnesses' who would, under the influence of per
suasion, bribes, or threats, give the testimony which the Germans needed.
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"The attention of the Germans was attracted to the peasant Parfen Gavrilovich
Kisselev, born in 1870, who lived in the hamlet nearest to the country house
in Kozy Gory."
Kisselev was summoned to the Gestapo at the close of 1942. Under the threat
of reprisals, they demanded of him fictitious testimony alleging that he knew
that in the spring of 1940 the Bolsheviks shot Polish war prisoners at the
country house of the administration of the People's Commissariat of Internal
Affairs in Kozy Gory.
Kisselev testified before the commission :
"In the autumn of 1942 two policemen came to my house and ordered me to
report to the Gestapo at Gnezdovo station. On that same day I went to the
Gestapo, which had its premises in a two-story house next to the railway station.
In a room I entered there were a German officer and interpreter. The German
officer started asking me through the interpreter how long I had lived in that
district, what my occupation and my material circumstances were.
"I told him that I had lived in the hamlet in the area of Kozy Gory since 1907
and worked on my farm. As to my material circumstances, I said that I had
experienced some difficulties since I was old and my sons were in the war.
"After a brief conversation on this subject, the officer stated that, according
to information at the disposal of the Gestapo, in 1940, in the area of Kozy
Gory in the Katyn Forest, staff members of the People's Commissariat of In
ternal Affairs shot Polish officers, and he asked me what testimony I could give
on this score. I answered that I had never heard of the People's Commissariat
of Internal Affairs shooting people at Kozy Gory, and that anyhow it was im
possible, I explained to the officer, since Kozy Gory is an absolutely open and
much frequented place, and if shootings had gone on there the entire population
of the neighboring villages would have known.
"The officer told me I must nevertheless give such evidence, because he alleged
the shootings did take place.
I was promised a big reward for this testimony.
"I told the officer again that I did not know anything about shootings, and
that nothing of the sort could have taken place in our locality before the war.
In spite of this, the officer persistently insisted on my giving false evidence.
"After the first conversation about which I have already spoken, I was
summoned again to the Gestapo only in February 1943. By that time I knew
that other residents of neighboring villages had also been summoned to the
Gestapo and that the same testimony they demanded of me had also been
demanded of them.
"At the Gestapo the same officer and interpreter who had Interrogated me
the first time again demanded of me evidence that I had witnessed the shooting
of Polish officers, allegedly carried out by the People's Commissariat of Internal
Affairs in 1940. I again told the Gestapo officer that this was a lie, as before
the war I had not heard anything about any shootings, and that I would not
The interpreter, however, would not listen to me, but
give false evidence.
took a handwritten document from the desk and read it to me. It said ttiat I,
Kisselev, resident of n hamlet in the Kozy Gory area, personally witnessed the
shooting of Polish officers by staff! members of the People's Commissariat of
Internal Affairs in 1940.
"Having read this document, the interpreter told me to sign it. I refused to
do so. The interpreter began to force me to do it by abuse and threats. Finally
he shouted : 'Either you sign it at once or we shall destroy you. Make your
choice.'
"Frightened by these threats, I signed the document and thought that would
be the end of the matter."
bater, after the Germans had arranged visits to the Katyn graves by various
"delegations." Kisselev was forced to speak before a "Polish delegation-' which
arrived there.
Kisselev forgot the contents of the protocol he had signed at the Gestapo, got
mixed up, and finally refused to speak.
The Gestapo then arrested Kisselev, and by ruthless beatings, in the course of
6 weeks again obtained his consent to make "public speeches."
In this connection Kisselev stated:
"In reality things went quite a different way.
"In the spring of 1943 the Germans announced that in the Kozy Gory area in
Katyn Forest they had discovered the graves of Polish officers allegedly shot in
1940 by organs of the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs.
"Soon after that the Gestapo interpreter came to my house and took me to the
forest in the Kozy Gory area.
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"When we had left the house and were alone together, the interpreter warned
I must tell the people present in the forest everything exactly as it was
written down in the document I had signed at the Gestapo.
"When I came into the forest I saw open graves and a group of strangers. The
interpreter told me that these were 'Polish delegates' who had arrived to inspect
the graves.
"When we approached the graves the 'delegates' started asking me various
questions in Russian in connection with the shooting of the Poles, but as more
than a month had passed since I had been summoned to the Gestapo I forgot
everything that was in the document I had signed, got mixed up, and finally said
I did not know anything about the shooting of the Polish officers.
"The German officer got very angry. The interpreter roughly dragged me away
from the 'delegation' and chased me off.
"The next morning a car with a Gestapo officer drove up to my house. He found
me in the yard, told me that I was under arrest, put me into the car and took
*
*
*
ine to Smolensk Prison.
"After my arrest I was interrogated many times, but they beat me more than
they Questioned me. The first time they summoned me they beat and abused me
mercilessly, stating that I had let them down, and then sent me back to the cell.
"The next time I was summoned they told me I had to state publicly that I had
witnessed the shooting of Polish officers by the Bolsheviks, and that until the
Gestapo was convinced that I would do this in good faith I would not be re
I told the officer that I would rather sit in prison than tell
leased from prison.
people lies to their faces. After that I was badly beaten up.
"There were several such interrogations accompanied by beatings, and as a
result I lost all my strength, my hearing became poor and I could not move my
right arm.
"About 1 month after my arrest a German officer summoned me and said : 'Yon
We have decided to execute
of your obstinacy, Kisselev.
see the consequences
you. In the morning we shall take you to Katyn Forest and hang you.' I asked
the officer not to do this, and tried to convince him that I was not fit for the part
of 'eyewitness' of the shooting as I did not know how to tell lies and therefore
The officer continued to insist. Several min
1 would mix everything up again.
utes later soldiers came into the room and started beating me with rubber clubs.
"Being unable to stand the beatings and torture, I agreed to appear publicly
After
with a fallacious tale about the shooting of the Poles by the Bolsheviks.
that I was released from prison on condition that at the first demand of the
*
•
•
Germans I would speak before 'delegations' in Katyn Forest.
"On every occasion, before leading me to the open graves in the forest, the
interpreter used to come to my house, call me out into the yard, take me aside to
make sure that no one would hear, and for half an hour make me memorize by
heart everything I would have to say about the alleged shooting of Polish officers
by the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs in 1040.
"I recall that the interpreter told me something like this : 'I live in a cottage
in Kozy Gory area not far from the country house of the People's Commissariat
of Internal Affairs. In the spring of 15)40, I saw Poles taken to the forest on
various nights and shot there.' And then it was imperative that I must state
literally that 'this was the doing of the People's Commissariat of Internal
me that

Affairs.'
"After

I had memorized what the interpreter told me, he would take me to the
open graves in the forest and compel me to repeat all this in the presence of
'delegations' which came there. My statements were strictly supervised and
directed by the Gestapo interpreter.
"Once when I spoke before some 'delegation' I was asked the question : 'Did you
I was not
personally see these Poles before they were shot by the Bolsheviks?'
prepared for such a question and answered the way it was in fact, i. е., that I saw
Polish war prisoners before the war, as they worked on the roads. Then the
interpreter roughly dragged me aside and drove me home.
"Please believe me when I say that all the time I felt pangs of conscience, as
1 knew that in reality the Polish officers had been shot by the Germans in 1941.
1 had no other choice, as I was constantly threatened with the repetition of my

arrest and torture."
P. G. Klsselev's testimony regarding his summons to the Gestapo, subsequent
arrest, and beatings are confirmed by his wife Aksinya Kisseleva, born in 1S70.
his son Vasili Kisselev, born in 1011, and his daughter-in-law Maria Kisseleva,
born in 1918, who live with him, as well as by track foreman Timofey Sergeyev,
born in 1001, who rents a room in Kisselev's hamlet.
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The injuries caused to Kisselev at the Gestapo (injury of shoulder, consider
able impairment of hearing) are confirmed by a report of medical examination.
In their search for "witnesses" the Germans subsequently became interested in
railway workers at the Gnezdovo station, 2% kilometers from Kozy Gory. In
the spring of 1940 the Polish prisoners of war arrived at this station, and the
Germans evidently wanted to obtain corroborating testimony from the railwaymen.
For this purpose, in the spring of 1943, the Germans summoned to
the Gestapo the ex-station master of Gnezdovo station, S. V. Ivanov, the station
master on duty, I. V. Savvateyev, and others.
S. P. Ivanov, born in 1882, gave the following account of the circumstances in
which he was summoned to the Gestapo :
"It was in March №43. I was interrogated by a German officer in the presence
of an interpreter. Having asked me through the interpreter who I was and what
post I held at Gnezdovo station before the occupation of the district by the
Germans, the officer inquired whether I knew that in the spring of 1940 large
parties of captured Polish officers had arrived at Gnezdovo stntion in several

trains.

"I

said that

I

knew about this.

"The officer then asked me whether I knew that in the same spring, 1940, soon
after the arrival of the Polish officers, the Bolsheviks had shot them all in the
Katyn Forest.

answered that I did not know anything about that, and that it could not
in the course of 1940-41, up to the occupation of Smolensk by the
Germans, I had met captured Polish officers who had arrived in spring, 1940, at
Gnezdovo station, and who were engaged in road-construction work.
"Then the officer told me that if a German officer asserted that the Poles had
been shot by the Bolsheviks it meant that this was the case. 'Therefore,' the
officer continued, 'you need not fear anything, and you can sign with a clear
conscience a protocol saying that the Polish officers who were prisoners of war
were shot by the Bolsheviks and that you witnessed it.'
"I replied that I was already an old man, that I was 61 years old, and did
not want to commit a sin in my old age. I could only testify that the Polish
prisoners of war really arrived at Gnezdovo Station in the spring of 1940.
"The German officer began to persuade me to give the required testimony,
promising that if I agreed he would promote me from the position of watchman
on a railway crossing to that of station master of Gnezdovo Station, which I had
held under the Soviet Government, and also to provide for my material needs.
"The interpreter emphasized that my testimony as a former railway employee
at Gnezdovo Station, the nearest station to Katyn Forest, was extremely impor
tant for the German command, and that I would not regret it if I gave such
testimony.
"I understood that I had landed in an extremely difficult situation, and that a
sad fate awaited me. However, I again refused to give false testimony to the

"I

be so, as

fiprman officer.
"After that the German

officer started shouting at me, threatening me with
beating and shooting, and said I did not understand what was good for me.
However. I stood my ground.
"The interpreter then drew up a short protocol in German on one page, and
gave me a free translation of its contents.
"This protocol recorded, as the interpreter told me. only the fact of the arrival
When I asked that ray testi
■of the Polish war prisoners at Gnezdovo Station.
mony be recorded not only in German but also in Russian, the officer finally was
beside himself with fury, beat me up with a rubber club, and drove me off the
*
*
*"
premises.
I. V. Savvateyev, born in 1880, stated:
"In the Gestapo I testified that in spring 1940. Polish war prisoners arrived
at the station of Gnezdovo in several trains and proceeded further by car. and
I did not know where they went. I also added that I repeatedly met these Poles
later on the Moscow-Minsk highway, where they were working on repairs in small
groups.
"The officer told me I was mixing things up, that I could not have met the Poles
on the highway, as they had been shot by the Bolsheviks, and demanded that I
testify to this. I refused.
"After threatening and cajoling me for a long time, the officer consulted with
the interpreter in German about something, and then the interpreter wrote a
short protocol and gave it to me to sign. He explained that it was a record of
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my testimony.
I asked the interpreter to let me read the protocol myself, but
he interrupted me with abuse, ordering me to sign it immediately and get out.
hesitated a minute. The interpreter seized a rubber club hanging on the wall
and made a move to strike me. After that I signed the protocol shoved at me.
The interpreter told me to get out and go home, and not to talk to anyone or I
would be shot * * *"
The search for "witnesses" was not limited to the above-mentioned persons.
Tile Germans strove persistently to locate former employees of the People's

I

Commissariat of Internal Affairs and extort from them false testimony.
Having chanced to arrest K. L. Ignatynk, formerly a laborer in the garage of
the Smolensk Regional Administration
of the People's Commissariat of Internal
Affairs, the Germans stubbornly, by threats and beatings, tried to extort from
him testimony that he had been a chauffeur and not merely a laborer In the
garage and had himself driven 1'olish war prisoners to the site of the shooting.
E. L. Ignatyuk, born in 11)03, testified in this connection :
"When I was interrogated for the first time by Chief of Police Alfercllik, lie
accused me of agitating against the German authorities, and asked what work
I had done for the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs. I replied that I
of the
had worked in the garage of the Smolensk Regional Administration
People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs as a laborer. At this interrogation,
Alferchik tried to get me to testify that I had worked as a chauffeur and not asa laborer.
"Greatly irritated by his failure to obtain the required testimony from me.
Alftrchik and his aide, whom he called George, bound up my head and mouth
with some cloth, removed my trousers, laid me on a table and began to beat me
with rubber clubs.
"After that I was summoned again for interrogation, and Alferchik demanded
that I give him false testimony to the effect that the Polish officers had been
shot in Katyn Forest by organs of the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs
In 1040, of which I allegedly was aware, as a chauffeur who had taken part in
driving the Polish officers to Katyn Forest, and who had been present at their
shooting. Alferchik promised to release me from prison if I would agree to give
such testimony, and get me a job with the police, where I would be given good
living conditions — otherwise they would shoot me. • • •
"The last time I was interrogated in the police station by examiner Alexandrov, who demanded from me the same false testimony as Alferchik about the
shooting of the Polish officers, but at this examination, too, I refused to give
false evidence.
"After this interrogation I was again beaten up and sent to the gestapo. • • *
"In the gestapo. just as at the police station, they demanded from me false
evidence about the shooting of the Polish officers in Katyn Forest in 1940 by
Soviet authorities, of which I as a chauffeur was allegedly aware."
A book published by the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and containing
material ahout the "Katyn Affair," fabricated by the Germans, refers to other
"witnesses" besides the above-mentioned P. G. Kisselev : Godesov (alias Godunov), born in 1N77 ; Grigori Silverstov, born in 1K91 ; Ivan Andreyev, born in
1917; Mikhail Zhigulev, born in 1915; Ivan Kri\ ozertsev, born in 1915; and
Matvey Zakharov, born in 1893.
A check-up revealed that the first two of the above persons (Godesov and
Sll»erstov) died in 1943 before the liberation of the Smolensk region by the Red
army; the next three (Andreyev, Zhigulev, and Krivozertsev)
left with the Ger
mans, or perhaps were forcibly
abducted by them, while the last — Matvey
Zakharov — formerly a coupler at Smolensk Station, who worked under the Ger
mans as headman in the village Novye Bateki, was located and examined by the
special commission.
Zakharov related how the Germans obtained from him the false testimony they
needed about the "Katyn Affair":
"Early in March 1943 an employe of the Gnezdovo gestapo, whose name I do
not know, came to my house and told me that an officer wanted to see me.
"When I arrived at the gestapo a German officer told me through an inter
preter: 'We know you worked as a coupler at Smolensk Central Station and yon
must testify that in 19-40 cars with Polish war prisoners passed through Smolensk
on the way to Gnezdovo, after which the Poles were shot in the forest at Kozy
Gory.' In reply, I stated that in 1940 cars with Poles did pass Smolensk west
ward, but I did not know what their destination was. » « •
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"The officer told me that if I did not want to testify of my own accord he would
force me to do so. After saying this he took a rubber club and began to beat me
up.
Then I was laid on a bench, and the officer, together with the interpreter,
I do not remember how many strokes I had, because I soon fainted.
l>eat me.
"When I came to, the officer demanded that I sign a protocol of the examina
I had lost courage as a result of the beating and threats of shooting, so
tion.
After I had signed the protocol
I gave false evidence and signed* the» protocol.
*
I was released by tiie gestapo.
"Spveral days after I had been summoned by the gestapo, approximately in
mid-March 194;}, the interpreter came to my house and said I must go to a Ger
man general and confirm my testimony in his presence.
"When I came to the general he asked me whether I confirmed my testimony.
I said I did confirm it, as on the way I had been warned by the interpreter that
if 1 refused to confirm the testimony I would have a much worse experience
than I had on my first visit to the gestapo.
"Fearing a repetition of the torture, I replied that I confirmed my testimony.
Then the interpreter ordered me to raise my right hand, and told me I had taken
an oath and could go home."
It has been established that in other cases also the Germans used persuasion,
threats, and torture in trying to obtain the testimony they needed, for example,
from N. S. Kaverznev, former deputy chief of the Smolensk Prison, and V. G.
Kovalev, former staff member of the same prison, and others.
Since the search for the required number of witnesses failed to yield any
success, the Germans posted the following handbill in the city of Smolensk
nnd neighboring villages, an original of which is in the files of the Special
<"ommission :
'•Notice to the population.
"Who can give information concerning the mass murder of prisoners, Polish
officers and priests, by the Bolsheviks in the forest of Kozy Gory near the
Onezdovo-Katyn highway in 1040?
"Who saw columns of trucks on their way from Gnezdovo to Kozy Gory, or
"Who saw or heard the shootings? Who knows residents who can tell about

this?

"Upwards will be given for any information.
"Information to be sent to Smolensk, German Police Station, No. 6, Muzeinaya
Street, and in Gnezdovo to the German Police Station, house No. 105 near the
railway station.

"Foss,
"May

.?,

"Lieutenant

of Field Police,

1943."

6,

A similar notice was printed in the newspaper Novy Put, published by the
1943.
in Smolensk — No. 35 (157) for May
The fact that the Germans promised rewards for the evidence they needed
on the "Katyn Affair" was confirmed by witnesses called by the Special Com
Bychkov, G. T. Bondarev, E. P.
mission: О. E. Sokolova, E. A. Puschchina,
I.
I.

■Germans

T7stinov. and many other residents of Smolensk.
PREPARING

KATYN GRAVES

;

Along with the search for "witnesses" the Germans proceeded with the prepa
ration of the graves in Katyn Forest they removed from the clothing of the Polish
prisoners whom they had killed all documents dated later than April 1940 —
that is, the time when, according to the German provocational version, the Poles
were shot by the Bolsheviks — and removed all material evidence which could

:

disprove this provocational version
In its investigation the Special Commission revealed that for this purpose
the Germans used up to 500 Russian war prisoners specially selected from war
prisoners' camp No. 126.
The Special Commission has at its disposal numerous statements of witnesses
on this matter.
The evidence of the medical personnel of the above-mentioned camp merits
•special attention.
Dr. A. T. Chlzhov, who worked in camp No. 126 during the German occupation
,
of Smolensk, testified
"Just about the beginning of March 1943, several groups of the physically
stronger war prisoners, totaling about 500, were sent from the Smolensk camp
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No. 126 ostensibly for trench work.
None of these prisoners ever returned to
the camp."
Dr. V. A. Khmyrov, who worked in the same camp under the Germans, testi
fied:
"I know that somewhere about the second half of February or the beginning
of March 1943, about 500 Red Army men prisoners were sent from our camp to
a destination unknown to rue. The prisoners were apparently to be used for
trench digging, for the most physically fit men were selected • » •.**
Identical evidence was given by medical nurse O. G. Lenkovskaya, medical
nurse A. I. Tlmofeyeva, and witnesses P. M. Orlova, E. G. Dobroserdova, and
B. S. Kochetkov.
The testimony of A. M. Moskovskya made it clear where the 500 war prisoners
from camp 126 were actually sent.
On October 5, 1943, the citizen Moskovskaya, Alexandra Mikhailovna, who
lived on the outskirts of Smolensk and had worked during the occupation in
the kitchen of a German military unit, Hied an application to the Extraordinary
Commission for the Investigation of Atrocities Perpetrated by the German In
vaders, requesting them to summon her to give important evidence.
After she was summoned she told the Special Commission that before leaving
for work in March 1943, when she went to fetch firewood from her shed in the
yard on the banks of the Dnieper, she discovered there an unknown person who
proved to be a Russian war prisoner.
A. M. Moskovskaya, who was born in 1922, testified :
"From conversation with him I learned the following:
"His name was Nikolai Yegorov, a native of Leningrad. Since the end of 1941
he had been in the German camp No. 12(5 for war prisoners in the town of
Smolensk. At the beginning of March 1943 he was sent with a column of several
hundred war prisoners from the camp to Katyn Forest. There they, including
Yegorov, were compelled to dig up graves containing bodies in the uniforms of
Polish officers, drag those bodies out of the graves and take out of th:'ir pockets
documents, letters, photographs, and all other articles.
"The Germans gave the strictest orders that nothing be left in the pockets on
Two war prisoners were shot because after they had searched
the bodies.
some of the bodies, a German officer discovered some papers on these bodies.
"Articles, documents, and letters extracted from the clothing on the bodies were
examined by the German officers, who then compelled the prisoners to put part
of the papers hack into the pockets on the bodies, while the rest were flung on a
heap of articles and documents they had extracted, and later burned.
"Besides this, the Germans made the prisoners put into the pockets of the
Polish officers some papers which they took from cases or suitcases (I don't
remember exactly) which they had brought along.
"All the war prisoners lived in Katyn Forest in dreadful conditions under the
open sky, and were extremely strongly guarded. ♦ * •
"At the beginning of April 1943 all the work planned by the Germans was
apparently completed, as for 3 days not one of the war prisoners had to do any
work. * * *
"Suddenly at night all of them without exception were awakened and led
Yegorov sensed something was
somewhere.
The guard was strengthened.
wrong und began to watch very closely everything that was happening. They
marched for 3 or 4 hours in an unknown direction. They stopped in the forest
at a pit in a clearing.
He saw how a group of war prisoners were separated
from the rest and driven toward the pit and then shot.
"The war prisoners grew agitated, restless, and noisy. Not far from Yegorov
several war prisoners attacked the guards. Other guards ran toward the place.
Yegorov took advantage of the confusion and ran away into the dark forest,
hearing shouts and firing.
"After hearing this terrible story, which is engraved on my memory for the rest
of my life, I became very sorry for Yegorov, and told him to come to my room,
get warm and hide at my place until he had regained his strength.
But Yegorov
refused. * • * He said no matter what happened he was going away that very
night, and intended to try to get through the front line to the Red Army.
But Yegorov did not leave that evening. In the morning, when I went to make
sure whether Yegorov had gone, he was still in the shed.
It appeared that
during the night he had attempted to set out, but had only taken about 5<>
steps when he felt so weak that he was forced to return.
This exhaustion was
caused by the long imprisonment at the camp and the starvation of the last few
days. We decided he should remain at my place several days longer to regain
his strength. After feeding Yegorov I went to work.
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"When I returned home in the evening my neighbors Maria Ivanovna Baranova
and Yekaterina Viktorovna Kabanovskaya told me that in the afternoon, during
a search by the German police, the Red Army war prisoner had been found,
and taken away."
As a result of the discovery of the war prisoner Yegorov in the shed, Moskovskaya was called to the Gestapo, where she was accused of hiding a war
prisoner.
At the Gestapo interrogation Moskovskaya stoutly denied that she had any
connection with this war prisoner, maintaining she knew nothing about his
presence in her shed. Since they got no admission from Moskovskaya, and also
because
the war prisoner Yegorov evidently had not incriminated Moskov
skaya, she was let out of the Gestapo.
The same Yegorov told Moskovskaya that besides excavating bodies in Katyn
Forest, the war prisoners were used for bringing bodies to the Katyn Forest from
other places. The bodies thus brought were thrown into pits along with the
bodies that had been dug up earlier.
The fact that a great number of bodies of people shot by the Germans in other
places were brought to the Katyn graves is confirmed also by the testimony of
Engineer Mechanic P. F. Sukhachev, born in 1912, an engineer mechanic of the
Rosglavkhleb combine, who worked under the Germans as a mechanic in the
Smolensk city mill. On October 8, 1S)43, he filed a request that he be called to.
testify.
Called before the Special Commission, he stated :
"Somehow during the second half of March 1943 I spoke at the mill to a Ger
Learning that he was carrying flour
man chauffeur who spoke a little Russian.
to Savenki village for the troops, and was returning on the next day to Smolensk,
I asked him to take me along so that I could buy some fat in the village. My
Idea was that making the trip in a German truck would do away with the risk of
being held up at the control stations.
The German agreed to take me, at a price.
On the same day, at 10 p. m., we drove on to the Smolensk- Vitebsk highway, just
myself and the German driver in the truck. The night was light, and only a low
mist over tile road reduced the visibility. Approximately 22 or 23 kilometers
from Smolensk, at a demolished bridge on the highway, there Is a rather deep
We began to go down from the highway, when suddenly
descent at the bypass.
Either because our brakes
a truck appeared out of the fog coming toward us.
were out of order, or because the driver was inexperienced, we were unable to
bring our truck to a halt, and since the passage was quite narrow we collided
with the truck coming toward us. The impact was not very violent, as the
driver of the other truck swerved to the side, as a result of which the trucks
bumped and slid alongside each other.
The right wheel of the other truck, how
ever, landed in the ditch, and the truck fell over on the slope.
Our truck remained
upright.
The driver and I immediately jumped out of the снЫп and ran up to
the truck which had fallen down. I was struck by a heavy stench of dead bodies,
evidently coming from the truck. On coming nearer, I saw that the truck was
carrying a load covered with a tarpaulin and tied up with ropes. The ropes had
snapped with the impact, and part of the load had fallen on the slope.
It was a
horrible load — human bodies dressed in military uniforms.
"As far as I can remember there were some six or seven men near the truck :
One German driver, two Germans armed with tommy guns — the rest were Russian
war prisoners, as they spoke Russian and were dressed accordingly.
"The Germans began to abuse my driver and then made some attempts to right
In about 2 minutes' time two more trucks drove up to the place of
the truck.
A group of Germans and Russian war prisoners, about
the accident and stopped.
*
*
*
By joint efforts we
10 men In all, came up to us from these trucks.
Taking advantage of an opportune moment I asked
began to raise the truck.
one of the Russian war prisoners in a low voice : 'What is it ?'
He answered very
quietly : 'For many nights now we have been carrying bodies to Katyn Forest.'
"Before the overturned truck had been raised a German noncommissioned
officer came up to me and my driver and ordered us to proceed immediately.
As
no serious damage had been done to our truck the driver steered it a little to one
side and got onto the highway, and we went on. When we were passing the two
covered trucks which had come up later, I again smelled the horrible stench of
dead bodies."
Sukhachev's testimony is confirmed by that of Vladimir Afanasievich Yegorov,
who served as policeman in the police station during the occupation.
Yegorov testified that when, owing to the nature of his duties, he was guarding
a bridge at a crossing of the Moscow-Minsk and Smolensk- Vitebsk highways at
the end of March and early in April 1943, he saw going toward Smolensk on
93744 О — 52— pt. 3
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several nights big trucks covered with tarpaulins and spreading a heavy stench
of dead bodies.
Several men, some of whom were armed and were undoubtedly
Germans, sat in the driver's cabin of each truck, and behind.
Yegorov reported his observations to Kuzma Demyanovich Golovnev, chief of
the police station in the village of Arkhlpovka, who advised him to "hold his
tongue" and added : "This does not concern us. We have no business to be mix
ing in German affairs."
That the Germans were carrying bodies on trucks to the Katyn Forest is also
testified by Frol Maximovleh Yakovlev-Sokolov (born in 1806), a former agent
for restaurant supplies in the Smolensk restaurant trust and, under the Germans,
chief of police of Katyn precinct. He stated that once, early in April 1943 he
himself saw four tarpaulin-covered trucks passing along the highway to Katyn
Forest.
Several men armed with tommy guns and rifles rode in them.
An acrid
stench of dead bodies came from these trucks.
From the above testimony it can be concluded with all clarity that the Germans
shot Poles in other places, too. In bringing their bodies to the Katyn Forest
they pursued a triple object : first, to destroy the traces of their crimes ; second,
to ascribe their own crimes to the Soviet Government ; third, to increase the
number of "victims of Bolshevism-' in the Katyn Forest graves.

"excursions" to the katyn graves
In April 1943, having finished all the preparatory work at the graves in Katyn
Forest, the German occupationists began a wide campaign in the press and over
the radio in an attempt to ascribe to the Soviet Power atrocities they themselves
had committed against Polish war prisoners.
As one method of provocational
agitation, the Germans arranged visits to the Katyn graves by residents of Smo
lensk and its suburbs, as well as "delegations" from countries occupied by the
German invaders or their vassals. The Special Commission questioned a number
of delegates who took part In the "excursions" to the Katyn graves.
K. P. Zubkov, a doctor specializing in pathological anatomy, who worked as
medico-legal expert in Smolensk, testified before the Special Commission : "The
clothing on the bodies, particularly the overcoats, boots and belts, were in a good
state of preservation.
The metal parts of the clothing — belt buckles, button
hooks, and spikes on shoe soles, etc. — were not heavily rusted, and in some cases
the metal still retained its polish. Sections of the skin on the bodies, which could
be seen — faces, necks, arms — were chiefly a dirty green color and in some cases
dirty brown, but there was no complete disintegration of the tissues, no putre
faction.
In some cases bared tendons of whitish color and parts of muscles could
be seen.

"While I was at the excavations people were at work sorting and extracting
bodies at the bottom of a big pit. For this purpose they used spades and other
tools, and also took hold of bodies with their hands and dragged them from
I did not see a single case of
place to place by the arms, the legs or the clothing.
bodies falling apart or any member being torn off.
"Considering all the above, I arrived at the conclusion that the bodies bad
remained in the earth not 3 years, as the Germans affirmed, but much less.
Knowing that in mass graves, and especially without coffins, putrefaction of
bodies progresses more quickly than in single graves, I concluded that the mass
shooting of the Poles had taken place about a year and a half ago, and could
have occurred in the autumn of 1941 or the spring of 1942. As a result of my
visit to the excavation site I became firmly convinced that a monstrous crime
had been committed by the Germans."
Testimony to the effect that the clothing of the bodies, its metal parts, shoes,
and even the bodies themselves were well preserved was given by numerous
witnesses who took part in "excursions" to the Katyn graves and who were
questioned by the Special Commission.
The witnesses include I. Z. Kutzev, the
manager of the Smolensk water supply system : E. N. Vetrova, a Katyn school
teacher ; N. G. Shchedrova, a telephone operator of the Smolensk communications
bureau ; M. A. Alexeyev, a resident of the village of Borok ; N. G. Krivozertsev,
a resident of the village of Novye Bateki ; I. V. Savvateyev, the station master
on duty at Gnezdovo station; E. A. Pushchina, a citizen of Smolensk; T. A.
Sidoruk, a doctor at the Second Smolensk hospital; P. M. Kessarev. a doctor at
the same hospital ; and others.
GERMANS ATTEMPT

TO COVER

UP TRACES OF THEIR CRIMES

The "excursions" organized by the Germans failed to achieve their aims. All
who visited the graves saw for themselves that they were confronted with the
crudest and most obvious German-Fascist frame-up.
The German authorities
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accordingly took steps to make the doubters keep quiet. The Special Commission
heard the testimony of a great number of witnesses who related how the
German authorities persecuted those who doubted or disbelieved the provocation.
These doubters were discharged from work, arrested, threatened with shooting.
The Commission established that in two cases people were shot for failure to
"hold their tongues." Such reprisals were taken against the former German
policeman Zagainev, and against Yegorov, who worked on the excavation of
Testimony about the persecution of people who ex
graves in Katyn Forest.
pressed doubt after visiting the graves in Katyn Forest was given by M. S. Zubareva, a woman cleaner employed by drug store No. 1 in Smolensk ; V. F. Kozlova,
assistant sanitation doctor of the Stalin District Health Department in Smo
lensk, and others.
F. M. Yakovlev-Sokolov, former chief of police of the Katyn precinct, testified :
"A situation arose which caused serious alarm In the German commandant's
office, and police organs round about were given urgent instructions to nip in
the bud all harmful talk at any price, and arrest all persons who expressed
I, myself, as chief of the area police, was given
disbelief in the 'Katyn affair.'
instructions to this effect at the end of May 1943 by the German commandant
of the village of Katyn, Oberleutnant Braung, and at the beginning of June by
the chief of Smolensk district police, Kametsky.
"I called an instructional conference of the police in my area, at which I
ordered the police to detain and bring to the police station anyone who expressed
disbelief or doubted the truth of German reports about the shooting of Polish
In fulfilling these instructions of the German
war prisoners by the Bolsheviks.
authorities I clearly acted against my conscience, as I, myself, was certain that
I became finally convinced of that
the 'Katyn affair' was a German provocation.
when I, myself, made an 'excursion' to the Katyn Forest."
Seeing that the "excursions" of the local population to the Katyn graves
did not achieve their purpose, in the summer of 1943 the German occupation
authorities ordered the graves to be filled in. Before their retreat from Smolensk
they began hastily to cover up the traces of their crimes. The country house
occupied by the "Headquarters of the Five Hundred and Thirty-seventh Engi
neer Battalion" was burned to the ground.
The Germans searched for the three girls —Alexeyeva, Mikhailova, and Konakhovskaya — in the village of Borok in order to take them away and perhaps to
kill them. They also searched for their main "witness," P. G. Kisselev, who,
together with his family, had succeeded in hiding. The Germans burned down

his

house.

They endeavored to seize other "witnesses" too — the former station master
of Gnezdovo, S. V. Ivanov, and the former acting station master of the same
station, I. V. Savvateyev, as well as the former coupler at the Smolensk station,
M. D. Zakharov.
During the very last days before their retreat from Smolensk, the GermanFascist occupationists looked for Profs. Braztlevsky and Yeflmov.
Both
succeeded
in evading deportation or death only because they had escaped in
good time. Nevertheless, the German-Fascist invaders did not succeed in covering
up the traces of or concealing their crime.
Examination by medico-legal experts of the exhumed bodies proved irrefutably
that the Polish war prisoners were shot by the Germans themselves.
The report
of the medico-legal experts' investigation follows :
REPORT

OF

THE MEDICO-LBGAL EXPERTS' INVESTIGATION

In accordance with the instructions of the special commission for ascertaining
and investigating the circumstances of the shooting of Polish officer prisoners
by the German-Fascist invaders in Katyn Forest (near Smolensk), a commission
of medico-legal experts was set up, consisting of V. I. Prozorovsky, chief medico
legal expert of the People's Commissariat of Health Protection of the U. S. S. R.
and director of the State Scientific Research Institute of Forensic Medicine;
Doctor of Medicine V. M. Smolyaninov, professor of forensic medicine at the
Second Moscow State Medical Institute; Doctor of Medicine D. N. Vyropayev,
professor of pathological anatomy ; Dr. P. S. Semenovsky, senior staff scientist
of the thanatology department of the State Research Institute of Forensic
Medicine under the People's Commissariat of Health Protection of the U. S. S. R. ;
Assistant Prof. M. D. Shvaikova, senior staff scientist of the chemico-legal depart
ment of the State Scientific Research Institute of Forensic Medicine under the
People's Commissariat of Health Protection of the U. S. S. R. ; with the partlcipa
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tion of Major of Medical Service Nikolsky, chief medico-legal expert of the
western front ; Captain of Medical Service Bussoyedov, medico-legal expert of
»
•
»
Army; Major of Medical Service Subbotin, chief of the pathological
the
anatomy laboratory No. 92 ; Major of Medical Service Oglobltn ; Senior Lieutenant
of Medical Service Sadykov, medical specialist ; Senior Lieutenant of Medical
Service Pushkareva.
During the period between January 16 and January 23, 1944, these medico
legal experts conducted exhumation and medico-legal examination of the bodies
of Polish war prisoners buried in graves on the territory of Kozy Gory in Katyn
Forest, 16 kilometers from Smolensk.
The bodies of Polish war prisoners were
buried in a common grave about 60 by 60 by 3 meters in dimension, and also in
another grave about 7 by 6 by 3% meters.
Nine hundred and twenty-five bodies
were exhumed from the graves and examined.
The exhumation and medico
legal examination of the bodies were effected in order to establish : (a) Identity
of the dead; (b) causes of death ; (c) time of burial.
Circumstances of the case : See materials of the special commission. Objective
evidence : See the reports of the medico-legal examination of the bodies.
CONCLUSION

On the basis of the results of the medico-legal examination of the bodies, the
commission of medico-legal experts arrived at the following conclusion :
Upon the opening of the graves and exhumations of bodies from them, it was
established that :
(a) Among the mass of bodies of Polish war prisoners there were bodies in
civilian clothes, the number of which, in relation to the total number of bodies
examined, Is Insignificant (In all, 2 out of 925 exhumed bodies) ; shoes of army
type were on these bodies.
(b) The clothing on the bodies of the war prisoners showed that they were
officers, and included some privates of the Polish Army.
(e) Slits in the pockets, pockets turned Inside out, and tears in them discovered
during examination of the clothing show that as a rule all the clothes on each
body (overcoats, trousers, etc.) bear traces of searches effected on the dead bodies.
(й) In some cases whole pockets were found during examination of the cloth
ing and scraps of newspapers, prayer books, pocketbooks, postage stamps, post
cards and letters, receipts, notes and other documents, as well as articles of value
(a gold nugget, dollars). Pipes, pocketknlves. cigarette papers, handkerchiefs,
and other articles were found In these pockets, as well as In the cut and torn
pockets, under the linings, in the belts of the coats, and In footwear and socks.
to
(e) Some of the documents were found (without special examination)
contain data referring to the period between November 12, 1940. and June 20, 1941.
(/) The fabric of the clothes, especially of overcoats, uniforms, trousers, and
tunics, is in a good state of preservation and can be torn with the hands only
with great difficulty.
(i7) A very small proportion of the bodies (20 out of 925) had the hands tied
behind the back with woven cords.
The condition of the clothes on the bodies — namely, the fact that uniform
jackets, shirts, belts, trousers, and underwear are buttoned up, boots or shoes
are on the feet, scarves and ties tied around the necks, suspenders attached,
shirts tucked in — testifies that no external examination of the bodies and ex
The intact state of the
tremities of the bodies had been effected previously.
skin on the heads, and the absence on them, as on the skin of the chests and abdo
mens (save in 3 cases out of 925) of any incisions, cuts, or other signs, show
convincingly that, judging by the bodies exhumed by the experts' commission,
there had been no medico-legal examination of the bodies.
External and internal examination of 925 bodies proves the existence of bullet
wounds on the head and neck, combined in 4 cases with Injury of the bones of
the cranium caused by a blunt, hard, heavy object. Also, injuries of the abdomen
caused simultaneously with the wound in the head were discovered in a small
number of cases.
Entry orifices of the bullet wounds, as a rule singular, more rarely double,
are situated in the occipital part of the head near the occipital protuberance, at
the big occipital orifice or at its edge. In a few eases entry orifices of bullets
have been found on the back surface of the neck, corresponding to the first,
second, or third vertebra of the neck.
The points of exit of the bullets have been found more frequently in the frontal
area, more rarely in the parietal and temporal areas as well as in the face and
neck.
In 27 cases the bullet wounds proved to be blind (without exit orifices),
and at the end of the bullet channels under the soft membrane of the cranium,
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in its bones, in the membranes, and in the brain matter, were found deformed,
barely deformed, or altogether undeformed cased bullets of the type used with
automatic pistols, mostly of 7.65 millimeter caliber.
The dimensions of the entry orifices in the occipital bone make it possible to
draw the conclusion that firearms of two calibers were employed in the shooting :
in the majority of cases, those of less than 8 millimeter, i. е., 7.65 millimeter and
less: and in a lesser number of cases, those of more than 8 millimeter, i. е., 9
millimeter.
The nature of the fissures of the cranial bones, and the fact that in some
cases traces of powder were found at the entry orifice, proves that the shots
were fired pointblank or nearly pointblank.
Correlation of the points of entry and exit of the bullets shows that the shots
The bullet channel pierced
were fired from behind with the head bent forward.
the vital parts of the brain, or near them, and death was caused by destruction
of the brain tissues.
The injuries inflicted by a blunt, hard, heavy object found on the parietal
bones of the cranium were concurrent with the bullet wounds of the head, and
were not in themselves the cause of death.
The medico-legal examination of the bodies carried out between January 16
and January 23, 1944, testifies that there are absolutely no bodies in a condition
of decay or disintegration, and that all the 925 bodies are in a state of preserva
tion — in the initial phase of desiccation of the body— which most frequently and
clearly was expressed in the region of the thorax and abdomen, sometimes also
in the extremities; and in the initial stage of formation of adipocere (in an
advanced phase of formation of a dipocere in the bodies extracted from the bottom
of the graves) ; in a combination of desiccation of the tissues of the body with
the formation of adipocere.
Especially noteworthy is the fact that the muscles of the trunk and extremities
absolutely preserved their macroscopic structure and almost normal color; the
internal organs of the thorax and peritoneal cavity preserved their configura
tion. In many cases sections of heart muscle have a clearly discernible structure
and specific coloration, while the brain presented its characteristic structural
peculiarities with a distinctly discernible border between the gray and white
matter.
Besides the macroscopic examination of the tissues and organs of the bodies,
the medico-legal experts removed the necessary material for subsequent micro
scopic and chemical studies in laboratory conditions.
Properties of the soil in the place of discovery were of a certain significance
in the preservation of the tissues and organs of the bodies.
After the opening of the graves and exhumation of the bodies and their ex
posure to the air, the corpses were subject to the action of warmth and moisture
in the late summer season of 1943. This could have resulted in a marked progress
However, the degree of desiccation of the bodies and
of decay of the bodies.
formation of a dipocere in them, especially the good state of preservation of the
muscles and internal organs, as well as of the clothes, give grounds to affirm
that the bodies had not remained in the earth for long.
Comparing the condition of bodies in the graves in the territory of Kozy Gory
with the condition of the bodies in other burial places in Smolensk and its near
est environs — Gedeonovka, Magalenshchina, Readovka, Camp No. 126, Krasny
Bor, etc.
(see report of the commission of medico-legal experts dated October
22, 1943) — it should be recognized that the bodies of the Polish war prisoners
were buried in the territory of Korey Gory about 2 years ago. This finds its
complete corroboration in the documents found in the clothes of the bodies,
which preclude the possibility of earlier burial (see point d of paragraph 36
and list of documents).
The commission of medico-legal experts — on the basis of the data and results
of the investigation —
Consider as proved the act of killing by shooting of the Polish Army officers
and soldiers who were war prisoners.
Asserts that this shooting dates back to about 2 years ago, 1. е., between
September and December of 1941 ;
Regards the fact of the discovery by the commission of medico-legal experts,
in the clothes on the bodies, of valuables and documents dated 1941, as proof
that the German-Fascist authorities who undertook a search of the bodies in the
spring-summer season of 1943 did not do it thoroughly, while the documents
discovered testify that the shooting was done after June 1941 ;
States that in 1943 the Germans made an extremely small number of post
mortem examinations of the bodies of the shot Polish war prisoners ;
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Notes the complete identity of method of the shooting of the Polish war prison
ers with that of the shooting of Soviet civilians and war prisoners widely prac
ticed by the German-Fascist authorities in the temporarily occupied territory
of the U. S. S. R., including the towns of Smolensk, Orel, Kharkov, Krasnodar,
and Voronezh.
(Signed)
Chief Medico-Legal Expert of the People's Commissariat of Health
Protection of the U. 8. S. R., Director of the State Scientific Re
search Institute of Forensic Medicine under the People's Commis
sariat of Health Protection of the U. S. S. R., V. I. Prozorovsky ;
Professor of Forensic Medicine at the Second Moscow State Med
ical Institute, Doctor of Medicine V. M. Smolyaninov ; Professor
of Pathological Anatomy, Doctor of Medicine I). N. Vyropayev ;
Senior Staff Scientist of Thanatological Department of the State
Scientific Research Institute of Forensic Medicine under the Peo
ple's Commissariat of Health Protection of the tl. S. S. R., Doc
tor P. S. Semenovsky ; Senior Staff Scientist of the Forensic Chem
istry Department of the State Scientific Research Institute of
Forensic Medicine under the People's Commissariat of Health
Protection of the U. S. S. R., Assistant Professor M. D. Shvaikova.
Smolensk, January 24, 1944.
DOCUMENTS

POUND ON THE BODIES

Besides the data recorded in the protocol of the commission of medico-legal
experts, the time of the shooting of the Polish officer prisoners by the Germans
(autumn, 1941, and not spring, 1940, as the Germans assert) is also ascertained
by documents found when the graves were opened, dated not only the latter half
of 1940 but also the spring and summer (March-June) of 1941. Of the docu
ments discovered by the medico-legal experts, the following deserve special at
tention :
1. On body No. 92 :
A letter from Warsaw addressed to the Central War Prisoners' Bureau of the
Red Cross, Moscow, Kuibyshev Street, House No. 12. The letter is written in
In this letter Sofia Zigon inquires the whereabouts of her husband
Russian.
Tomasz Zigon. The letter is dated September 12, 1940. The envelope bears the
imprint of a German rubber stamp "Warsaw Sept. 1940" and a rubber stamp
"Moscow, Central Post Office, ninth delivery, Sept. 28, 1940" and an inscription
in red ink in the Russian language : "Ascertain camp and forward for delivery,
November 15, 1940" (signature illegible).
2. On body No. 4 :
A post card registered under the number 0112 from Tarnopol stamped "Tarnopol November 12, 1940."
The written text and address are discolored.
3. On body No. 101 :
A receipt No. 10293 dated December 19, 1939, issued by the Kozeisk camp testi
fying receipt of a gold watch from Eduard Adamovich Lewandowski.
On the
back of the receipt is a note dated March 14, 1941, on the sale of this watch to
the Jewelry trading trust.
4. On body No. 46 :
A receipt (number illegible) issued December 16, 1939, by the Starobelsk camp
testifying receipt of a gold watch from Vladimir Rudolfovich Araszkevicz.
On
the back of the receipt is a note dated March 25, 1941, stating that the watch was
sold to the Jewelery trading trust.
5. On body No. 71 :
A small paper ikon with the image of Christ, found between pages 144 and 145
of a Catholic prayer book.
The inscription, with legible signature, on the back
of the ikon, reads : "Jadwiga" and bears the date "April 4, 1941."
6. On body No. 46 :
A receipt dated April 6, 1941, issued by camp No. 1-ON, showing receipt of 225
rubles from Araszkevicz.
7. On the same body, No. 46 :
A receipt dated May 5, 1941, Issued by Camp No. 1-ON, showing receipt of
102 rubles from Araszkevics.
8. On body No. 101 :
A receipt dated May 18, 1941, issued by Camp No. 1-ON, showing receipt of 175
rubles from Lewandowski.
9.

On body No. 53 :
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An unniailed postcard in the polish language addressed Warsaw Bagatelia
47, to Irene Kuczinska, and dated June 20, 1941. The sender is

15, apartment

Stanislaw

Kuczinski.
GENERAL

CONCLUSIONS

Prom all the material at the disposal of the special commission, namely, evi
dence given by over 100 witnesses questioned, data supplied by the medico-legal
experts, documents, and material evidence found in the graves In the Katyn
Forest, the following conclusions emerge with irrefutable clarity :
1. The Polish prisoners of war who were in the three camps west of Smo
lensk, and employed on road building up to the outbreak of war, remained there
after the German Invaders reached Smolensk, until September 1941, inclusive;
2. In the Katyn Forest, in the autumn of 1941, the German occupation authori
ties carried out mass shootings of Polish prisoners of war from the above-named
camps ;
3. The mass shootings of Polish prisoners of war in the Katyn Forest were car
ried out by a German military organization hiding behind the conventional name
of "Headquarters of the Five Hundred and Thirty-seventh Engineer Battalion,"
which was headed by Lieutenant Colonel Arnes and his assistants. First Lieu
tenant Rekst and Second Lieutenant Hott ;
4. In connection with the deterioration of the general military and political
situation for Germany at the beginning of the year 1943, the German occupation
authorities, with provocational aims, took a number of steps in order to ascribe
their own crimes to the organs of the Soviet power, calculating on setting Rus
sians and Poles at loggerheads ;
5. With this aim :
(а) The German-Fascist invaders, using persuasion, attempts at bribery,
threats, and barbarous torture, tried to find "witnesses" among Soviet citizens,
from whom they tried to extort false evidence, alleging that the Polish prisoners
of war had been shot by the organs of Soviet power in the spring of 1940 ;
(б) The German occupation authorities In the spring of 1943 brought in from
other places bodies of Polish war prisoners whom they had shot and put them
into the opened graves in the Katyn Forest, calculating on covering up the traces
of their own crimes, and on increasing the number of "victims of Bolshevik
atrocities" in the Katyn Forest;
(c) Preparing for their provocation, the German occupation authorities started
opening the graves In the Katyn Forest in order to take out documents and
material evidence which exposed them, using for this work about 500 Russian
prisoners of war who were shot by the Germans after the work was completed.
6. It has been established beyond doubt from the evidence of the medico-legal
experts that :
(a) The time of the shooting was the autumn of 1941 :
(b) In shooting the Polish war prisoners the Gernian executioners applied the
same method of pistol shots in the back of the head as they applied in the mass
execution of Soviet citizens in other towns, e. g., Orel, Voronezh, Krasnodar, and
Smolensk itself.
7. The conclusions drawn from the evidence given by witnesses, and from the
findings of the medico-legal experts on the shooting of Polish war prisoners by
the Germans in the autumn of 1941, are completely confirmed by the material
evidence and documents excavated from the Katyn graves ;
8. In shooting the Polish war prisoners in the Katyn Forest, the GermanFascist invaders consistently carried out their policy of physical extermination
of the Slav peoples.
(Signed:)

Chairman of the Special Commission, Member of the Extraordinary State
Committee Academicin N. N. Burdenko.
Members :
Member of Extraordinary State Committee, Academician Alexei Tolstoi,
Member of the Extraordinary State Committee, Metropolitan Nikolai.
Chairman of the All-Slav Committee, Lt. Gen. A. S. Gundorov.
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Union of the Red Cross and
Red Cresent Societies, S. A. Kolesnlkov.
People's Commissar of Education of the Russian SFSR( Academician
V. p. Potemkin.
Chief of the Central Medical Administration of the Red Army, Col. Gen.
E. I. Smirnov.
Chairman of the Smolensk Regional Executive Committee, R. E. Melnlkov.
Smoi-ensk, January 24, 1944.
Translasted from the Russian.
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кими оккупантами

Смоленска

в

западных

что

.

до вахвата

немец

области на строи

районах

дорог работали польские военноплень
солдаты. Размещались эти военнопленные поляки в

трех лагерях особого назначения,
и №

537-го

шоссейных

и ремонте

офицеры и

2-ОН

даче рас

"Штаб

именовавшееся:

Специальной

№

этой

в

немцев

приходе

учреждение,

ПОЛЯКИ

ВОЕННОПЛЕННЫЕ

ные

дом отдыха Смолен

батальона".

строительного

тельстве

ко

могил

мтр. от обнаруженных

польских военнопленных, находилась дача
ского Управления НКВд.

Хатынского леса,

а также территория на берегу

именовалась "Ковьи Горы",

торая

251

лагерь

именовавшихся:

№

I-0H,

от

3-ОН, на расстоянии от 25 до 45 клм.на вапад

Смоленска.
свидетелей

Показаниями

новлено,

после

что

обстановки,

допрошенный

никами

быть своевременно эвакуированы и

Комиссией

Специальной

безопасности

быв.

BETOlilj.iiiCOb

ожидал приказа о ликвидации

Смоленском

сложившейся

и

сотрудников

плен к немцам.

майор государственной

"...Я

в силу

поляки, а также часть охраны

все военнопленные
в

действий,

уста

материалами

документальными

начала военных

лагери не могли

лагерей попали

и

прервалась.

выехал

нач. лагеря
В.М.

лагеря,

N5

I-0H

показал:
но связь

со

Тогда я сам с несколькими сотруд

в Смоленск

для выяснения

ленске я застал напряженное

положение.

обстановки.

Б Смо

Я обратился к нач.
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движения

Смоленского участка

д. ж. т.к^лпОбУ

Гападной

с

просьбой обеспечить лагерь вагонами для вывоза военно
пленных поляков, по т . МЬАниЬ ответил, что рассчитывать
на получение вагонов я не
же

"осквой для получения

с

рядком, но
К

этому

лагеря
ся

и

Смоленск

времени

в

июле
ж.

Западной

пешим

двинуться

разрешения

так
по

это не удалось.

мне

-

лагере охраной

в

связаться

пытался

Л

был

уже

что стало с военнопленными

Замешавший

участка

могу.

194

отрезан немцами от
поляками

и

оставшей

я не знаю".

I г.

начальника

д. инженер iibAiiOb

Смоленского

движения

СВ.

покачал

Специальной

Комиссии:
"

для

мне в отделение

гСо

польских военнопленных,
поляков,

правки

того,

подать

вагоны

поляков,

находилась под обстрелом.

поляки

остались

Нахождение

видели

пации

до сентября

м-ца

I<#4i

Свидетельница САШЬЬА
школы

близ

г.

было,

не
было

где

мы

Поэтому
Таким

йомимо

больше все

могли

не

образом,

выполнить

военнопленные

области".
в

Смоленска

лагерях Смоленской
свидетелей,

ntj-вые

в

месяцы

ко

окку

включительно.

Мария

дер. Зеньково,

нас

многочисленных

показаниями

этих поляков

торые

у

могли, так как эта дорога

польских воеж-.опленных

подтверждается

начальной

лагерей.

в Смоленской

получить вагоны для от

Гусино,
не

мы

лагерей

администрация

вагонов

на трассу

просьб администрации

обл.

чтобы

но свободных

го военнопленных
уже

обращалась

Александровна,

рассказала

учительница

Специальной

ломиссим
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о том,

что

в дер.

Зеньково бежавшего

в

августе

"...Поляк

какие-то

работы

бу был

в

Польше

завела

и

потому
окончил

военной

школе

на действительную
в

находился
Когда

плен к частям

пришли

за людей,

режим.

о себе,

ни

и

он сказал,

что у него есть два брата

Уходя

на другой день, поляк

Комиссии

книге

в

а затем учился

запаса.
он был

призван

Больше

где
он

года

книге.

Немцы

лагерь,

польский
не

надевались

считали поляков
над ними.

странице

что жена его также учитель
и

две

сестры..."

назвал свою фамилию,

В представленной

имеется

Были

Тогда он решил бежать.

САШкЁЬОк

которую

Специальной

"Практические занятия по естествознанию"

ского на последней

С

Брест-Литовске,

Армии...

за что.

ница,

записала

в

то

что

мне,

рассказал

они захватили

немцы,

случаи расстрела поляков

CAlflhhibA

Он

находился

всячески притесняли

Рассказывая

быть учительницей,

под Смоленском.

нем жесткий

в

установили

служ

Так как я сама

школы.

с Германией

Красной

вели

на военную

подпоручиком

Польши

службу,

в лагере

был

и

на шоссе

ааинтересовал то-

семинарию,

учительскую

начала военных действий

попал

меня

готовилась

ним разговор.

с

в Польше

в какой-то

и

Поляк

я сразу

под конвоем

которые

начальной

учителем
и

в доме

которую

1940-41 г. г. видела

поляков,

окончила Педтехникум

у себя

форме,

как выяснилось, он до призыва

что,

пому,

военной

шоссе...

на

она приютила

лагеря военнопленного поляка.

иа

течение

в

военнопленных

группы

г.

1941

в польской

был

так как

угнала,

м-це

запись:

Ягодов-
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7.
"jIOEK
If

Юзеф

и Софья.

Замостье улица Огородная

Город

доы

25й.
В

опубликованных немцами списках под

лейтенант,

значится,

Катынском

как расстрелянный на "Козьих Горах"

образом,

Лисп каеф

был

по немецкому

расстрелян

в

г.

1940

лесу весной

Таким

3796 ЛОьл л,зеф,

К

год до того,

за

получается,

сообщению

что

как его видела

сви

детельница CAiiiiiiLflA.
„AjilL..EiiK0b п.

Свидетель

В., крестьянин колхоза "Красная

Заря" латинского сельсовета,
"В 1941 г.
я встречал

в

показал:
м-це,

августе-сентяОре

полякоь,

работающих

когда

на шоссе

немцы,

nj ишли

группами

по

lb-Zv

чел.".
Такие

показания ,,али свидетели:

же

роста де^.Борок,
-священник,
женер,

КОЛЯЧКВ

Ciii-rfciiiB

.'.'OC.-iOjCKA/i

Т.*!.

A.M.

-

А. С.

-

-

дорежны!*

жительница

Гнеядово

мастер,

i..b. -

лУ^Ь

ал.

гочисленных

военнопленных

подтверждается

о'.лав на этих

поляков
тг-кже

водопроводный

b.lulk А. Т. - бухгалтер,

осенью

фактом

декурныР

19ч

I г.

проведения

военнопленных,

ин

А.". -

по

ст.

др.

Наличие
Смоленска

-

i..A.

CLaii.M'ilh

- учительница, ОАЬьАТ^Ь ii.B. и

быв. ста

Смоленска, А^.чСд&Ь

i oi o^cl^iu. Ь.П. - священник,

ЬьТГОЬА

-

врач Смоленска, uL.uBj.kh А. П.

председатель колхоза дер. Зорок,
техник,

Cu.<vvnXui..tUb

v

раГоьах

немцами мно

бежавших из лагерей.
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И.К., плотник, показал:

Сввдетель iiAFTOfiuulH

только
ков

в

в

лесах,

194 1

поляков осенью

"Военнопленных
но

г.

ненцы

привлекалась полиция

и

искали не
ночных

для

обыс

деревнях".

ЗАлАРОЬ U. д. показал, что
староста дер.. Новые Батеки
1941 г. немцы усиленно "прочесывали" деревни и леса в

Быв.
осенью

поисках польских военнопленных.
.^AHJUiLriiiOb п.

Свидетель

Заря"

,

показал

В., крестьянин колхоза "Красная

:

облавы

"У нас производились специальные
жавших

из-под стражи воен!

поляков.

опл^-нных

в моем

два или три раза были

по розыску
Такие

бе

обыски

доме, iioane одного обыска я

Константина - кого ищут в нашей
спросил старосту СЬРГьЕЬА
из немецкой
деревне. CfcJTbiB сказал, что прибыл приказ
по которому во всех без

комендатуры,
должен быть

военнопленные

скрываются
рез

время

некоторое

чкТЪ,\ОЪ

Свидетель
"Облавы

колько раз.
сентября

обыск,

произведен

1941

г.

было

в

такие

польских военнопленных

в

нашей

домах
деревне

бежавшие из лагеря.

Че

прекратились".

колхозник,

пленных

по розыску
о'то

поляки,

обыски

Т.Е.,

так как

исключения

показал:

поляков производились нес

августе -сентябре
облавы

i^4i года, иосле

прекратились

не видел".

и

больше никто
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9 ,

i-ACC'i

на дече

тельных

в

1.04^..лл1.>.

Ъо.и.

выше

Упомянуты''
щавшиГся

t

"ГтаС ос 7 строительного

"лозьих i'opax",

hp

батальона"

п{Окььодил

его Cant, тщательно

„оятельность

р^Сот.

iiu— -....из

nwe-

,

/каких ст; ои-

н

законспирирова

на.
Чем на cavov *елс

свидетели,
ЬА 0, л.

и лиЬА^лЬСлк,!

были

рнспоряж

-

2.11.

нию

H' wet:

ctrjocto!"

направлены

для хоботы

J:. .L* л.!

л.

:

чительнкчы

., -j

«< р .

и-

i

i'oj ок латынского

кого коуе.г.дакта посг.лка
д< г«

по обслухирбкик

м;и

.' 0{

ok

-

Хатынь они

1-.,.

.о

"ит»"р"

личного coe^ai-e

ка

упзкяму-

даче.

в

лес,

заходить бея

ночное

время,

ilj

ких солдат в комнаты

пути

сто щ оду рождение

только

от дачи

бея сог.ровож«ения

немец

аспололо кии

в

в

j

дачи

ja.-ij сижлось

р?.;,оту

сопровождении

по

солдат.

,„lu.., !j-.^...^u..

селено

через переводчика непос; едствеыо самим начальни
уч$ екде ния

этой

поодиночке

"О вопросу

о

цели

,

ком немецкого

зала:

и

не

уходить

было

и

аО.^и^Сли..

во на

дачи, останаться

иходить

строго определенному

вы

пос

Сыл

было запр эдна вовсе у;,нлн?)ск

:

ь

и ходить

nf : t.KOA4Hr-u

через

и

ряд оггеничени?

им

лично)-

обе{ ст-ле/тенантоу
выбывал

их

к

тавлен

"лояьк Гош"

в

прибытии

и

•ю

для

лъницы

с*ид«

пюгие

покакали

.

По

Tof:

ток числе

и

к

с/с

занхуался зтот "ш?ь(<",

Ai..~JuL,

кото(ы!'

сеСе.

составе "штаба"

А..<^..о:л.ЬА

А....

пока
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"iia даче
30 немцев,

старшим у них бил оберст-леРтенант

ад"ю?антом

являлся обер-ле.Ртенант }екст.
..отт,

также лейтенант

1р*невский,

|?«бель

,

обер-е:}рейто[

вали Иваном,

после

b'jLi.A.-iObA
ся

имя

повар

имена которых
Вскоре

,

немец 1устав

и ряд

нльд-

фотограф

переводчик из
его назы

мы

других,

фамилии

и

.

своего поступления на работу .АЛь.^льЯ,
стали замечать,

.tOiiAi.uLC.-Cft/l

и

Иоганн, но

его кажется

нсизнестны"

мне

об<-р-с;

электростанцией,

которого я не помню,

Фамилию

ьемцев-Поволжья

Там находились

его помощник кашке,

ведавший

его

пРпьС,

унтер-офицер по

Люмерт,

вахмистр

делам Ьозк,

хозяйственным

около

Горах" постоянно находилось

"лозьих

в

что

на даче

совершают

нас

несколько

"какие-то. темкые „ела".
А. Г. показала:

кл&лС'ы&к

"...Переводчик Иоганн,
рая предупреждал
зубами"

не

и

ото!'

даче

Б конце
на

года

что

о том,

я по целому

немцы

августа

дачу

том,

болтать

лроме того,
на

о

тнорят
и

в "гСозьи

имени AfrtibCA,

от

мы

что
ряду

должны

видим

"держать
и

слышим

моментов

какие-то

за

язык
не.

д&че.

догадывалась, что

темные

дела...

большую часть сентября месяца

Юры" почти ежедневно

L9il

приезжало

несколько грузовых машин.
Сначала

тила,
эти

час,

я

не обратила на это внимания,

что всякий

машины,

раз,

они предварительно

останавливались

от шоссе

к

93744 О— 62— pt. 3

когда на территорию

даче.
4

где-то

на

полчаса,

на проселочной

но потом
дачи
а то

заме

заезжали
и

дорюге,

на

целый

ведущей
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LI.
й сделала тако!*

стрельба,
но,

роткие,

стрельба стихала

и машины

разговаривая

после

чего пьянствовали
дни

между

маоин

приезда

.
не

дачу

койки

ь

в

одной

из зал

дием

уходили

ЕмесТ'

п,
как

ес.:и

с

затихает

и

кахды?

iiA,.OwO.-J>i.

дились

р

кухни,

•

с,

очевидно

солдатами,

вероятно,

би

Л'

1'аиин
к

ч?.сти

и
:

то

не

.

бы

доя, а

к

раз,

когда

!.LJi.-.u^i/
емя

не

столу подава

на

эти солдаты

дачу

шум

и

не

д-горе у дачи,

заметила

н-

кашины,

кухне.

или

ж-.

этих

маши

даче.

не

<.ы,

«асин,

на дачу

приоинакких

приезжали

на

с ору

гесту остановки машин, так

нас

не загоняли на кухню,

ели уи находились

на кухне

непитков.

не'улидеть

возобновляется

„ля них спе

эти „ни

Ь

поотоян1 о ниьикмк

стала

баню,

солдатского казино,

дачи.
обе

в

дополнительно

полчаса или через час возвращались

как чегея
нах

в

помещении

спиртных

мыться

прибывали

воинскоР

количество

до прибытия

унтер-офицеры,

и

яти дни всегда топилась.

в

ставились

Ненадолго

даче.

.;&ня

циально

лась удвоенная порция

сатем

они шли

немег.коР

большое

ко

через

собой,

из како?-то

готовилось

самой

к

одиноч

времени,

промежутки

солдат

солдаты

организованного

начиналась

машин

пэ„"еяжьли

Kf ме"ки«

кумно

Ь

через не

территория дачи утихал.

н>

одинаковые

выходили

шум машин

следовали один за другим

выстрелы
примерно,

>1з машин

их

с прч к; 'are кием шума

Одновременно
ная

заеа,,а

после

которое время

что

потоку,

вывод

не

/меня,

если

ми

м-

нахо

выпускали

из
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Это обстоятельство,

а также

замечала следы свежей

то,

что я несколько рае

на одежде двух ефрейторов,

крови

заставило меня внимательно присмотреться
на даче.

происходило

машин,

в движении

следы

их остановки

двух ефрейторов. Один из них
роста,

Из всего
возили

с дачи,

свой

С

в

следующее

Я даже

это происходило,

землей, ежедневно

времени

земля

так как,

площадь,

в

прихо
нес

занятая

увеличивалась

этих местах

в

при

приблизи

от дороги

землю,

свеженабросанную

ъ

приняла

зид".
ломиссии,

Специальной

поляки,

и

в

что за

ответила,

подтверждение

люди

расстрелива

что расстреливались

своих слов рассказала

:

"Были дни,

когда

машины

менее солдаты

уходили

тая

стрельба,

одиночная

1".

но шли

ь

вот

баню
был

и

затем

еше

с

на дачу

дачи

лес,

а тем не

оттуда слышалась
солдаты

час

обязатель

пьянствовали.

такой

ухе ушли, л еде

в

не прибынали,

ho возвращении

случай,

даче несколько позже обычного
C.-iA/i

нь.- машине

немцы

расстреливали.

лесу близ дачи АЛ&лСьььА

военнопленные

-

же людей

высокий, рыккй, другой

был

я замечала недалеко

течением

обычны/

На вопрос

лись

где

свеженабросанной

длкнну.

их

и

тельно догадывалась,

этой

тех

и

блондин.

людей

кольких местах

л заметила также,

лесу,

в

этого я заключила, что

на дачу

дя и уходя

заметила странные перерывы

были на одежде одних

крови

-среднего

и

тем, что

не

я как-то
времени.

задыхалась на
..j-ji.^.u^A
..о.^...О£-

успела закончить

и

что

Тогда я

за

сноей

работы, ради
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несколько pas'
по

догадывались

о

Ьесь

офищ

лось только

по

т>

лефону.

месяце

i'j'ii

года

в

ния на под"еп»йвшие

даче

крытые с боков

L-ти

разгружается.
в

заходят

сентябре

рядом с шо'^рами,
лицом

и

в

я

raftix

в наш

и

долго

мылись,

после

внима

цьет, всегда

заметила,
и

в

что

то не время

при '.-эк ал и очень

года.

1^41

,

очень

автокалины,

.челеный

Г-'атем

всегда ездили

волосами. !.огма эти

даче, то нее унтер-офицеры
не!1

.

которые

к

в

грузовые

стала замечать Одного

я

рыжими

,

обращала

автомашины

грузовые

унтер-о фицеров

Среди

ным

не

я не

окрашенные

унте! -офицерами

никогда

особенно

к наше!'

сверху,

и

сопровождавшиеся

часто,

беспрерывно

лесу "лозьи Горы"

Сначала

не

остава

здании

."

.

часто раздавалась стильба.

машины

мы

показала:

"с сентябре

эти

в

несколько караульных, а вахмистр

О.А.

l.'.'tCA'.S.Ohk

дачи,

из

i оры"

которая цприла

...

рскиг состав уходил

посты

проверял

"лозьи

в

обстановке,

напряженно"

это время на даче

в

поляков

прибытии

как

в

кабинах

высокого с блед

уа.чины

по команде,

иод"ез.<али
шли

в

баню

чего сильно пьямство?али

на

даче.
Однажды

направился
кана

воду,

мундира"

.

:>тот

высокий,
и

рыжи?

попросил

нгмец, вы!;„я из махины
во,да .

.:огда

в

кухню

я

увидела кровь на обшлаге

,

он пил из ста

правого рукэва его
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15.
Cl.A.

кЖлА^ОЬА

как

были

шие

от немцев

об этом
как

что-то

обычно,

я

спрятались

сторону,

Ij-i.^^CAVu.

полчков пэяел

в

снова

вышли

как

на улицу.

е

порядке".

употряСляли

в

немцы

что

показания

г>ти

с

Одновременно

ад"ютант

слоза

разговорах

го я .-'аключила,
Аналогичные

> ти

что

я

затем

iuot.
заметили,

и

на кухню,

а

.-.

и

мы

солдаты

и

глн^чмаСгм,

ааде]*анними поляка
с

нами кытедди!'

Ai-ii_oA по-немецки

что-то

также по-ьемецки ответил:

собо^!.

дна поляка

по ртоиу

Мы

несколько минут

поняла, так как

между

ним

к

за проявленное

нр.с

р«.згова| икали.

спросил ruc.J( на что последни!'
"Ьсе

солда

ьскорь неуепкие

поступили

главны!» вход дачи

через

немецкими

сказал

i-u'cz, загнал

вернувшиеся

Ю5Е оживленно

выяснить,

увиде

все-таки

но нас

сторолу от дачи. Через

выстрелы,

унтер-о1«цер

что-то

и

тек как боялись,

по знаку

,

окруженных

л>пьС

на кухне
мы

унтер-о: ицеру ЬиЗг.,

нас изобьет,

любоштство

ми,

бежав

работали

за дгерь,

оыйдя

шум.

поляков,

раз"яснявшими

в

ЛиадлиаС.ьАл

и

от дачи

подошел оберст-леРтенент

желая

видели,

лично

поляка, очевидно

военнопленных

ли двух военнопленных

услышали

рлз

показала:

недалеко

услышали

механик

один

затеи пойманные.

и

"Однажды,

тами,

2.K.

KOhAi.oaCriAn

дра

расстреляны

IiI*L,>A.w.u„A

и

■

^з

их

немцы

часто

нсего происшедше

расстреляны".

вопросу дела такхе

лил-.ип-

СлАл З.Г..
напуганные
ДиЬА

и

riui

тем,

что происходило

jC. Jul решили

под

на

даче, л..-лС„ьЬА,

Ljl.^..-

каккм-кибудь удобным предлогом
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оставить

Воспользовавшись

работу на даче.

ты" с 9 марок до 3-х марок
предложению
же

день

Ы1лА).л0В0;.

зание посадили
■

в

-

снижением

г.,

на работу.

в

МИлА^ОвУ

как

они

этот срок,

отсидели

своей работы

на даче

том, что на даче

сидя

холодног,

"Здесь

мы

впервые

лается на даче.
что

и

й

лОл/и.иоСлАл

но тоже,

происходило.

ночью

они

АЛлЛСЬЁВУ

как

я,

и

Лишь

1^43

все,

и lux. лСьйЬА

боялись

том, что немш

также

"д'озьих

знали
мне

о

том, что де
но оказалось,

нее эти -,акты,

об этом.

о

именно

польских военнопленных, так как лльлСьыэА
что она

однажды

но видела, как

н< мцы

группу военнопленных

я

:ке

1ут

Горах" расстреливали

194 I

осенью

аресто

года показала:

что знала,

говорить
в

будучи

об этом.

поговорили откровенно

рассказала

и

своими наблюдения-

узнала
зала,

тот
нака

в

лУииьлОйА

поделились

на допросе от 24 декабря

MiiAA'.J-Oi<A

в

по

их всех уволили.

А^КлС^ьВА,

мв обо

в

суток, а

на 6

боялись делиться друг с другом

ванными,

За ними

привезли на дачу

,

"зарпла

начале января 194*

ЖШАлОЬСКАл
всем

им

3-е суток.

того,

За время

на машине

холодную

КШАлОЬСКУЮ на
После

в

они не вышли

,

приехали

вечером

в месяц

года

шла

расска

с работы

загоняли

в

лес "лозьи 1оры"

поляков,

а затем слышала

е

и

лич

большую
stom

мес

те стрзльбу".
Аналогичные

показания об этои дали ?акхе л—ьлСиь~А

и

лОил.-

ХОВСлАЯ.

Сопоставив свои
СлАЯ

пришли

к

наблюдения,

твердому

убеждению,

иЬА и ..Онл^.^Ь-

А,-ллСь~ьА,
что

в

августе,

и

сентябре меся
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17.

opax" немцами

i

оказания л*.^лО_,_ли.. подтверждается

немцами

"Оне-

на

i:

го сг.раш1'*ал,

дупредил, чтобы

11,

Г. -

и

дали

Г..

плотник

Г.

-

"..ояьк

станции

в

вел

-си-ЬО ч<ло'-ек,

под

о>:Ч

этом

гэг

ила, что

очень
н>

домог,

nj идя

нек:а^

строго

ьоеннопл' hhl.x

поляков

ж vt цких

охрано!

.lovv.c-

-^ецкальноГ

iopu",

1атынском л«су,

-,лЬ

i.^A..ot

:.« ннк.-*

'.упр

•

кнеко!"

:
•
:

,

А,;.. - сь

,»се„ат<л1

кол-

кии

Lth свидетели
"козьих

1орчх".

слышали

и

.

и

Д]

ui'..ol'..'.».:.

^.1-*..

i..L.

в

- быр.ннч. ст . Гиеядово
ра!:оне латы некого .-< са,
- деуурны'1 по то" ». ^танг-ии, л,._ .
!..А. - п:
хоаа дор.. Порок

пре

рас^ка:ы)-ьла,

семьи",

ны.е

мопр ошенные

!'ор

ьырм.тгся.

оттуда

естьянкн хутора ".:oaiH
драены"

н<? др.че

су "..опьи iop»."

ofj

оры"

кр

что

идне^ды,

„очь,

ниг-огу

стд» тели,

другие

<■гл

что

пост] ь„ьст
hp.

е!"

стр-льба.

;

-р-ивод*

группами

:Ъ

ckv.V:

о

i.

оказания

небольшими

нем:гу

узнеют

по.-э-

1:0

— aJ:-lc

пэ-сяпал

1."-ра:;:но,

г.ысл.'шр.

больше

онр

е

иначе

f::'

почему

поляков,

как

->нкет,

сказала vise по секрету,

расстр олкврх-т

солдат,

не

-

->:лт елась,

..">•">'•

часто слышится

лгпу очень

они

он»-,

го:-ор 1ма"

н'

приходи

и

в

я

работать страшно
,1огда

нгч< го

- атольхо

Михаил,

няб.т-- ,;>„нилх

..сл.

диче

лолго

i»Ht

с-оих

-

т?'Ори»их

расскпяы т-ала

года

на

работы

е;

ду

i'.'-ii

ci--)<\!'

период

a

че осенью

е:ге

о

др

:-'Отор D-y

в

Михаила,

-

от-;а

>
с

поча.чан;:я»-и

!.

А--ь.£:.^_.А

экянодилксь

пэлнксв.

военнопленных

сстр<лы

г.,-

10яьих

,

"

p

даче

•
.

p
•

vaccoEue

не

л

I'-'-ii года

пах

выстт»лы,

раяд?.

»а*-к

ся

и:-

л<

са не
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Io.

на даче

1"и г.,

"лоаьих Горах" осенью

в

сора астрономии,

того,

для выяснения

исобо важное значение

обсе] ватории

директора

что происходило

инеют показания
Смолннске

ь

профес

- шю*_л.В-

СКОГО Г;. В.

ленска

мистра/,

начальником

а

Б. Г.,

'...dib^'i'i.t:

города

был

Ь начале

к »Ji»iLLiAi/.i.>'

лагеря военнопленных

из

Выполняя

просьбу,

передал

ПА;

i-/.h.BC.iuii

так как по словам
пт

,

!

вопросе"

К

с

обратился

коме: дантом

просьбой
об

<{он-шиь1,

let, педагога (г.АГ.л.ЬОлШ'и.

bilLuAi'ftii обратился

и,

к c{/OH-i~iv~Mj/

затем,

что его просьба не может быть удовлетворена

[joh-^ilL/A "получена директива

едписываю1':ая неукоснительно
военнопленных,

отношении

перед

в

и

к.

— C.iiu.

- ходатайствовать

податель,

командования

>,OH-±~a.L,'

г.

сентября IV41

освобождении
эту

вместе- с ниыи,

у немецкого

Смоленска

коменданта

у

назначен немцами адвокат

впоследствии у шедши?

пользовавшиеся особым доверием
частности

начальника горо„а /бурго

зам.

ими

немцами Смо

дни оккупации

в первые

назначен

насильно

был

JjCaL.

2kl:,.j.

Профессор

не

проводить

из Берлина,

самы/ жесткий

допуская никаких

р'жим

послаблений

в

в

этом

.

"Л

"что

невольно
же

возтазил,

может быть жестче

IbtfiliAi'iiii странно
тихо
будут

- показал свидетель

ответил:
умирать,

уничтожить"

.

посмотрел

"'"ожет
а вот

быть!

существующего
на меня

Русские,

военнопленных

и,

в

13А1<»~лЬ0л*и.,

лягере р. жима?"

наклонившись

по кра!<нев
поляков

-

ко мне,

мере, сами

предложено

просто
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IS.
"Как так?
"Понимать

- ответил :.i..LUu7...

всего святого"

я,

:'.LtiL__-.i
и

спросил:

а потом

ска"

"Что слышно

мок-,

рянность,

i аст<

ин сказал,

обще!'

цепи

бенно

обострившееся

- прибалти!;счиу
IVj

так>:е

не

ш'.'< льд

Т0[ ически

в

'..j.i.l^

удержал
помедлил,

.-он-^гд,

поко.ччено.

где-то н»мелеко

от Смолен

ы.^илГы. снова предупредил
это дело

в

строга

линию поьеденин

мне

1 ерчани<

Р

секрете

i>uieM

н»мцев

в

ртом

з сеном

в

антипольско? политики, осо

снязи с заключением

рассказал

7-го

с циничноГ

мохазвна

в

Ь

лольше

немепкоР

русско-польского

это!:

ot-:j

неселения
для

р

интеллигенции

и

заяшл
их

мне,

и

послужит

удобрением

в

лагери".

,

а

почвы

пространства

осталось совершенно,

зкклкчена

что ис-

кеполноценность

;,г_шр ^ния жизненного

н<

своей бе

Г^^.ь-.Ь^и*

l.x....L„ с бахвальстюм

связи

она повешена, расст] л ляка

о

комендатуры

ов» нностьк.

Польши

комиссии

по-гусски:

в{едность по.-.яхов

создаст возможность

Германии".

отдела

Специальной

«тем, хорошо говорящим

пот wy уменьшение

что

не

1Ю{"а" .

с зондерфот е.ром

и

с

разговора

что рксстрел поляков является

прородимеч-

Лл^«и.л^.Сл^.

"

'.

держать

стал "об"яснять"

затем

Еопросе.

седе

"С ни»/и уже

что они 1<асст;еляны

меня о необходи»юсти

дого

выме

поляках?"

о

меня

попросил

говорить..."

не

описанного

директива

.

"Ьидя

и

же

такая

снора у него на приеме,

будучи

все же ответил:

сказал «не,

г.сть

тут

и

об этом

никому

через дне после

"Недели

ся

буквальном смысле,

в

надо

из Берлина",
"ради

- воскликнул я.

это понимать?"

лак

рассказал,
так

как
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Показания

подтверждены

БАГ-У^ьЬСлОГО

же осенью
которому БАЗкиЕЬСШй! тогда
своем разговоре с KEhbLAriiikiL!.

подтверждением

документальным
ш

им

в своем

содержащий

ле его освобождения

Красной

сде

себе

неполных

17

страниц,
пос

Армией.

указанного

Принадлежность

в

Городского Управления Смоленска

в делах

обнаружен

показаний 3A3i^£,DCi-;0i и

блокноте.

Ътот блокнот,
был

о

собственноручные записи IjnibujJ'KriA,

E*iJ.:0t,A являются

ланные

г. рассказал

1941

К.Е.,

а^ШОШМ

свидетелем-профессором физики

альной Комиссией

Специ

опрошенный

блокнота t.jM.biLATijJ'

и

его

Бк Liu^iiCKui и , хорошо
как показаниями
почерк удостоверены
и грасологическо!*
экспер
знающего почерк f.x:.Luj.r*.i^, так

тизой.
Судя

относится

по имеющимся

В

числе

записеР,

вопросов,

сделанных

записей

которыми

выполнявший

аУ41

года до

заметок по хозяйственным вопросам

различных

как указания немецкоР
Из этих

дне;( августа

года.

об электроэнергии,

/о дровах,
ряд

-же

его содержание

блокноте датам,

от первых

к периоду

ноября того

в

торгорле

и

проч./ имеется

'UmiiikAriuLJi, очевидно,
комендатуры

для памяти,

Смоленска.

достаточно четко вырисовывается круг

занималось Управление

все указания

немецкого

города,

командования.

как орган,
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21.
па пе| вых трех страницах блокнота

организации еврейского "гетто"

порядок

которое долкни

^

ha странице

значится

На

ci-реям

применяться.

lO-of,

помеченной

бг;карших

доставлять

система ]епресси?,

к

х.-и года,

аьгуста

/бея маты/
населения

ср^еди

лоя. гор.

в

поляки

военнопленные

года

во-вторых,

л<нска и,

иных

задерживать

что

яппксано:
слухи

о

»;г;*

польских

рисст[еле

/-мнову/".
ьо-;:о вых,

явствует,

записи

n^ppof

военнопл<

кот/г ндатур у" .

р

военнопленных

V;t'i

поляков

странице 1Ь-ой
"лодят ли

Кя

1Ь

изложкы

:

"Есех
и

под; ооно

что

в раГоке

находились

они к; «-с^оньи-алксь

августа

Н( vt.-цкими

Смовлас

тями.

запись свид- т^льстнует

Ьторая
мандование,
О

об( спокоеЛ'
им

совершенном

ния, специально
положпния

тот,

воз voxh остью

суплени

нр <.

в

давало указания

п.

что ж цепкое

ко

они;шоьен;".я

слухок
насел';-

с:

t ду

о

npohcjKe

в

записи,

был

начальником

месяцы

то

оккучации.

гражданского

ртого своего п{«д-

.

У1шиЬ ,

русское

оо

о

который

полиции

упоминаемся

Смоленска

в

первые

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE

г. г.

Зимой

лась не

в

ливалась,

в

Со^г

единение

лесу,

.лтынском

и

мо;:;ь

с сою?никани

цели

злодеяния,

совершенные

поляками

с

власти,

иэветско;1

органам

го!тм

дошили

1емцы

крепло.

и.<

приписав

Советского Uomsa все уси

поссорить п"сских

отик они рассчитывали
следы

иоенная

использовав ,-ля зтои

на лгшокацию,
ими

немцев,

польв*'

оостаноькч резко измени

военная

общая

269

ч

;<амести

своего преступления,
овяи'.енчик села

Смоленского р-на А.П.Оглоблин

\уприна

пока

зал:

"...После
ли

что

"немцы

l.pacrvnxB
пучз

;<

сноп

населения

рогали

поправляют".
поово-гаци.*

роисжамн "свидетелей"

''говоров,

под воздействие»»

дела

гоч^встьова-

немцы

дело. Сгедя

подготовке катынско..

Занялись

очетедь.

ато

они подняли

HevBereHHOCTb,

разговоры,

событие, когда

Сталинградских

подкупа

,

или "гг>оз

,

немцы,

.<oTopi.o

дать

в

гогли

чушке

пегбы

чемчаи

показания.
лчимчние
всв<

вич,

<

даче

1о70

в

ненцер

"глаьих

года

лиселева

привлек

соек хуторе

на

Сличе

селен .".ар^:н J аьрило-

iopax" крестьянин

рождения.

вк?вали

н

гестапо

*ая пепрессчями, трг&оцллч
том, что ewvt

якобы,

на даче

р

У^.лс,

прочив.. вши

"

<vr

известно,

еше

н.гго дать
как

1Уп*. года,

в конце

вы!

весн Уч

лпьих ,'орах" расе. 'челяди

пленные
года

и, vrno-

показания

о

больш :в;!'<и

но( ннопл'-нных

:;оля<ов
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I9ii< года ко

"Осенью

явиться

"редложили
я

день

в гестапо,

погаел

ходились немецкий

рассказал

Гор" с 1407 года
ном положении

как сам я

в

После

явил,

что

1'.-<-х0

год"

польских

и

я

ьоз::о<шо,
открыто^

Ск/.'-хьр

ния,

1

что

как

тчк

эС-j':. iho

все

6ь знало

об этом

отроил
это,

Сольное
CHOF8

-этого

а сын '.чья

заговора

что

• ль;

3Tv тему, оуиг.ер

на

и,

что

ч

i , • и:-о,:о

так

за
в

сотр"днаки

"..озьих iop" расстреляли

какие

я

югу

д..ть

вообще нико!'да

так

материаль

волне.

на

"юзьих *оре.х",

в

»лсе |>мяе

яко'

-

гене

>.'';сто

пни,

положение.

тр"дкостн,

испытьвпть

приходятся

я u..t'.:;^pv ,

многолюдное

в

своем

спросил

оС"яснил

через

ли я прокивчю

давно

гестапо сведениям,

(«.ест!

офицер,

на

и

/. ответил,

производило

ачпел,

шйоне "лозьих

лесу на "частке

«атынскок

а

доме

в

возрасте,

н

же

xvTope

что

имеюплиыед

и

в еноем хозяйстве,

непродолжительного
по

я

»ое материг.г.ьное
на

проживаю

работаю

преклонно!'

вопросу показания.

но

,

оказал,

я

офицеров,

л. .я,,

что

пеня

какою

и

лемецкри

-

о тот

в двухэтажном

комнате, куда

Ь

переводчик,

и

районе, чем занимаюсь
Я

нто

станциек.

полицейских

Гнездо но.

которое помешалось

одицер

etrr

припли два

станцию

на

стал расспрашивать

переводчика,
этом

догой

мне

гестапо

в

с железнодорожной

рядом

бы

показал:

этом Киселев

Об

MASSACRE

кчк

"

«-лкхал,

не
да

.озьи

этог у

по

.i

-ряд

юрь"

что

ли

совершен

там расстреливали,

'-ели Ct

то

Слиз;;о--^,и.< лмл.ьень,
ьсе

rf-

цэлжс-н

:ес?о.

чти

.

7,iTb

T.ib'in

покаг-.ния

iiOKaauинь

бкло

нойлагрглч.^еиие.

РЧЯгИЛ 0._ИК<;"г,

ь')0С":е H'j

f.oj..j

-""О

">:?4

НИЧ'ТО

;.о ьо..нь:

Э

t'f.C ' ГЧ :].<..'.

в н -i;. ,

НО

ЯН-.гЧ

ivcth.cth.

и
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t4.

нястаивал,

смотря на это, офицер упорно

я дал

чтобы

ложнке

по

казания.
первого разговора,

После

гестапо

вторично

вызван

мени

было известно

мне

в

кители окрестных
казания,
Ь

что

то«,

о

что

л

котором я

них таюче

я был

К атому

гестапо выливались

в

от

показал,

уже

19ю года.

в феврале

лишь

деревень

и от

как

о

и

вре

другие

трябовали такие

по

меня.

гестапо тот не офицер

переводчи-с,

и

которых

у

я

был на

опять требовали от геня, чтоб* .ч дал показания
о той, что являлся очевидцем расстрела польских офицеров, произ
гестапо,
веденного, якобы, i.itt,, в 19-*и г. <i снова заявил офицер"
ничего не
что это ложь, так как до войны ни о каких расстрелах
nepeov допросе,

слыпал

что

прочитал его.

на хуторч

трудники

.1Ги>;,

это сделать.
угроэчуи.

или

гы

это»:

дело

по

переводчик

от

руки

написанной

бкло

сказано,

ч?о

расст-эолгр^лч

польских

г.радлоичл

ч,

видел,

..иселев,
как

o^.tr. ;р.>в.

документ

проживая

в Г.;-*о

год" со

Прочитав .этот

мл; его плдп/сатя.

'

п

>ткаэ"лся

Тогда переводчик стал юнтодать пеня к это!1'.' бранью
зая?;:;:: "лли чк се!.час н_- год.тиглте,
Год конец он

вас "i;:i4TO:::i!/.

.Ioi.'T'it

стану,

со стола

iop", car

переводч;:::

не

ваял

"..лзьих

ь pal.^HQ

документ,

и

нем

о

давать

показаний

ложных

стал меня сл"шать,

не
•л

и

г

ись

выбирайте

"Г"оа,"я

!"

подписал

этот документ,

реййв,

что

кончится".

а дальнейшем, после

зличньми

катынских когил

рр

выселить

прабывгао!;

п

[.<-д

того как немчь организовали
"дел-. рациями"

"польской

,

поселение

^чселвва заставили

делегацив!." ,

на
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Киселев, ачбьв сог,^'-ачие г.олгисчвного - гестапо пготочола.,

ст'Т'лся

отказался

пол коннц

и

говорить.

Тогдч гестапо чрестовало
течечяе поп^тот

месяцев, в':оьь

весной

ckov лесу

1У<ю

р

по;;"чилось

якобы

повел

:

"чояыи iop"

то согласия

вьпли

мы

ЧТО

Я

Д0ЛКС1

как

в

и

на

и»' и

лткн-

в

польских

о<. и-

году.

в

п*Р':волчик

г-

стчпо

lop".

осталась

вдвое*',

сс/ччс pacCKa.--.Tt
Оь-ло

что

могилы

гом пришел

".чоаьих

дома

иа

точности,

в

огычоужень

птого хо vne

после

Меня,

людям все

тог,

о

расстрелянных оггчн^ки

еня в лес в рчнон

,х»гл,а
ррпДИЛ

н

в

так.

не

гола нею'.ь оповестили

районе

Вскоре
и

-обилось от

его

Киселев показал:

этом

"Ь деист в.'.тмльности

церов,

чвбивчя

нс-^адно

вист"пления" .

"публичные
Об

i

.чсел«ра и,

изложено

в

г,:-,

сродник

ЛГЙГУТГ.ТЬУУГ.ИК

пэдгяса

:: ;•• и

npefv3

Л^:Cr

юю в

гестапо документе.
иридя
мн<

лес,

я

лиц. Лоревог,ч»к

чогда
стал;:

\'В'.гдел

сказал уче,

vb подоили

зад ^вать

мне

к

у^гилам,

я забыл

все,

татр-ся,

а под i-онец
не

могял»

и

ггл'пп"

что что "польсч-е

что

"делегаты"

различите роппось

так как со р-шмени моего

церов

разрытые

неизвестных

делегатк",

для осмотоа ;/сг;»л.

п^ибквпке

Но

ь

по

на

г.очог.'.'

p"CCKOv

рагстоела поляков.

т.г.овг'. в гестапо про.ло

было в подписанно:-

ска?ал,что

1<:юю

ничего

я?ы::с

.-,оку».'ен?е,

болеи

стал

расстреле польских

о

гесчг.а,

п"о..,и-

знаю.

лекецкик

о.ицер очечь разозлился,

а

п-:гн во,-.ч/к

"rp'fco отта
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шил

был

•«■отопо!1

что

гг.вкскав меня во дворе,

в машину

посадил

под"ехала ишпяиа,

моему деору

увеа

и

в Смоленскую

обитали,

подвел,

заявляя,

что

я их

вызова

»:не

сказали,

он об"явпл,

тюрьму...

нч допросы,

вызывался

рае

били, чем допрапивали. пепрьш паз

ня больше
и

к

соего ареста я много

после

били

прогнал.

гестапо,

офицер

арестован,

я

и

следящий день, утром,

.;«.

в

от "делегации"

»еня
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вы?

вали,

но ме

сильно

и

потом

я

должен публично

из
в

отправили

камеру.
;.ри следуцщем

ваявлять
•;ов

о

том,

являюсь

что

большевиками

что

и

до

очевидцем

тех

это буду добросовестно делать,

/1

заявил оденет)*,

людям

в

глаза ложь.

1;осле этого

Тчких допросов,
в

двигать

вызвал

меня

упоямотьо.
я

повесим".

что

я

и
. ы

сказал:

после

сильно

из

тюрьсы.

говорить

чем

в тюрьме,

иябили.

побоями, было несколько,
стал плохо

слыьать

не подхожу
и

ооичора

для роли
поэтому

5

к чему

вас. Утром повезем
но

делать

"очевидца"

итого,

несколько минут

в

и

не мог

в

дубинками.

привело

ваше

..атьнски»;

лес

его,

так как вообще

напутаю.

кабинет

одецер

стал убеждать

расстрела,

снова что-нибудь

начали waCnviTb меня резиновыми
О— 52— pt. 3

яреста немецки!,

моего

"Ьот видите, oubw.^c,

решили казнить

ивчл на своем. Черев

93744

меня

обессилел,

через месли

Я просил

врать не умею

сидеть

освобожден

что

рукой.

привои

ириг'ерно

гестапо не убедится,

я не буду

сопровождавшихся

я совершенно

результате

6"ду

польских о^ице-

расстрела

пор, пока

я

что лучпе

что

Офицер нг.ста-

вошли

солдаты

и
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r.e

побоев

выдержав

П"блично с

выны- л~ннгг

камч. :.ог-ле этого
т^ -бов'.ник

bokv

и

истяяччии

г-чсска.-о»

f-кл осьобо

я

номцев

выступать

ььот^пчть

поляков

/я тюпьм;

с

о

ден

сэглчсие

я

,

',чсст';ле

"тел

перед

vr

больв: ^к-

- "о

эт-.яем

пер

в

.-лткнсяси

к

раскоп

•-гс."я»,ми"

Лб С,г • . ■

чтоо^

рчст чвлял вчучяечть

я

-Л,

уч..
4T'j

с пэлг.-'о?
был

х.-ч-г.

в

'er'vroe:

с
чч::

..

^, .

!;оч ;v

го

.'-'.явить,

отловно

отих

так кчк онч "-(.откля
>•

ье*>ить,

сто

что

r.f- СТЬ

).:••

»'опя

-се

'?':.:Ь.чОС7.1,

до

псль.'-ких

.на

го:

г*.г.гн .л
он»

;:.''С-.

к-ч ."

ч

боль

ответил,

как

военнопленные

опх.

до« о»

яада-

мне
их

рчсстрела

вот ocv

тч-Юк-v

Ь'.гел

.-ст'.по.

"делегацией"

поля-сов

что

ре.сскч.т оттого

..оя

г,- .

юг-

■

ьодч :кон

'к,

лонг.,- ять

рч(.'Т . -лял

"д>.л<.-г.цн;.".
п^р<

п'-г^ьо:

г

т.е.

«л .и.

какэ!:-то

перед

г. и. гоь>;ял

ч

но

ибьвпчх

лично

что

и

гчр-;.ть:

подготовлен

отт-«-.ил

'ir.o-'v
.:•

я

а не был

ао».нк,

го-о^ить

.

совесть,

ро;;ь<--г/>.

о

т

j гг-бо
ц-.
кчк

г°г

действчтельности

ло начала

л

о

б!-'ло

в

шевиками",

то,

-:чрт.-.влялись

ли

"пидел

вопрос:

л».

н-ччо

льна

вл'Ч1В.л

выступал

ь

ли

Я

чочтюлироылись

в

о-

:леко

*.

присутствии

однажды

on"

ч

как
г

;

>гчя

i

б-,дет

о. .ип-.-рор

г

что

все

в

во.-, ил

™

обя.--

.'.

Г"К

1!осль того,
он от

козьих

от

полг'часа

ти^е-ч.

гя

горог>ил

во двор,

.

ЛО

я

Г'

к

"ЭТО

"

плел, как cj-озхл:*

я

рчсстр ляьчли".

там

ЧТО

мни

}■ г/.

о

их

г.

'ч*.

н'/жно

кн>.

.;

I

.сно;;

волчик

пег.

я

Ь

х"Тоге

нч

•-'иву

что

л

"а

в течение

и

что

лес

в

ы/яывал

пчсстп-;лв «..л,- польских

место

и: -евшем

рстоугнав,

,!

HansvcTb все,

г

я'гэбы

о

(.'.юл,

н.

чикто

в
г.

BcrorO!iv>

Eo:oi:

ко гн-

гоихо.-ил

к

водил

П'.-"»:волчик

•:

гил,

,

кам

тем, как ьести мепя

п- ре,-

л

каждой г-д^чае

к

.к

•:•(-•

тр
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в

немцами

производился

году,

19*1

но у меня

не

выхода

другого

было, так как я постоянно находился под стрг;хок повторного аре
пнток."

ста

и.Г.

Показания гиЮьлиоА
апесте

избиениях

и

I9II

buk Насилием,

Iyib

года

1о7о

а тчкке

наотвтады

гестапо,

в

проживали»

его

невесткой

я

скном г^Хл«д-

ком

ча хуторе

I&UI

.'.ванбвичем,

Тигю^еем

илпей,

.-Uioi.^ou*.

занимают иг v ../Ол-.-ол

Сергеевым

последующем

внести с ни!' его

и

года рождения,

рождения,

года

рождения,

нату коровник

его вкэове

подтверждаются

гйОиЛ^ЛО* Аксиньей,

женой

о

года

рождения.

Увечья,

янач-телыпя

потеря

в гестапо

ллС^и^оУ

причиненные

ил'^а/,

г.леча,

/повреждение

а*тог вг'.чебно-мег.л-

подтверждены

цингкого обследования.
b

поисках

работника»1:!

"свидетеле::"

ПОЛЯКИ,

зт"
И

стчнчяю

НеУЦаН,

были вызваны

jlcik..ub
Об

t.b.,

]неядоьо,

l.fiu

в;сно;:

ОЧ'.ВИДНО,

и

гестапо

обстояте^ь^т

пг.ибкьчля

года

двух

военнопленные

ПОЛ"ЧИ*Ъ C-OOTBeTCTBV|or;He

ХОТеДОСЬ
■> этих

целях

Iv^o года

ь-.снои

начальник станции

ьгыин».

uouf.i^o

станиич

дежурный по

в

находящейся

".ляьих .ot>".

от

показания железнодо: ожни-:ов.
цами

дальн- -ипем заинтересовались

ь

желеянолопогчо.. станции

с половичо.. километрах
.;ч

немцы

ак\ своего вмзома

в

»i.a.

гестапо

и

нем

Гнеадочо

-

дплггие.

»...л

i\ja

Ь.а, i

.лс

гола почдмччя, гол-апал:

"....-то м.ло

в

о«..»чер в присутстьч*

чика

о

тог,

г .'•те

года,

перевогчика.

кто я Т-.коь

и

i

i

ечя

допрашивал

поспросив

ке-1я

немо"к;ч.

че>.ея

перевод

как"т долуность зинчгнл л\ станции
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.

• » о

нл?яою

h'-стно

лч ».нч

ПОЛЬСКИ

i'orr.

i

otr тал,

* н .8 до

Й!

во
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.1 ЧТО
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ч«
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ни
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•н

ее

р

".то
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>'Л*н;.
:•; о

В

>
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I'V

гг

?

i.f"

;.

\*rv;i,

о.гч-.л о ::;

гь,

:!.;••

>'.ч'.

.1

л\

<ч

•

к:мч,

-.олы'.

соь

;ч
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о

"кк

..и.
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гулто-ол,

ть
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ч;,т ? .к

то

■ и,
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...ьп

!
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ь

ЧТ'ГО".

!'
•

"

г ;■ •

•- »
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'т< л

оно П'мс.1.л<

i

год

толь-)

га

.

и

-о--".- -.ть,

н

ст .,гар

т»

1 > ;Я

. ч-

что

то-о

.

Риргчнс

*-

<">■ ->

j(-'.;u i«

сто* о<:а

в

поло

н>-. tir.pt

.н -рдою,
1ч.чя

.-и"-

со г-по *о;но.

О'"

поля:-'/.

•

ч

-

•:

,

;~>т.х.

голье

нч».«

•.

t

% ;. о.

что

г.окарчнйя,
лолхно. т

-Ь

годч

I

<*v.

•

•

что

.-:;,ил

.тал

1 .'ч^

чили

л '

стно

">(;.». г

".odto-"",

О. iTb

*огд

г

С>ли

/.о1--'*

EOi ччопл

э(

::

.-еде.

ЯчЛЯЛ,!

ВЫ

.^гьнскО!
'<т

чяв

•

ь

вы vox -то

и

•

i-'T -H

ч .
г.

•

■:.• -.--ил

.''.Ь.

-к\р.,

к.--

вплоть

О ;..:*:>■.-• тогл ч ;

чд- f-t ,

i\

п.'тия'а,
:

я
•

II-'.:.:

"о,--.,

hion.x-.iii»

нии

r

> .'
t

•» .

*

гольтм-и

ТЬ "ОТО?",

ЬЗ!"

ch;>

>?г>-

I.-iv.

ticc-:

-

I .' ,

.

Ь

ч"ер
i:

•• • ::

)■

что

,

ЧТО

и<

!о>'-.;Т

Hfe

'»

.

- с но

-'в

bctix

„!-i::

О

СКЦГ-ЧЛ,

.

то:

> гп!

гто:д:.х,

>«.скольких

ь

;••

"i:> "ИИ

гч.т^

■'ото

гт ..I

'.»

«ильчо.

.'
я

• .:г.

ль нон с;:«ч'.е

ат

ся;.«

i -j •

:1'-..'-.н.1и::ть
г

„чиелл

пгв

i. .

г:--:

ем ста

дол>:

с )Ы.-тп

"! •»••*.-

;. .т»

:ч'-ть
-•

•

•■ с
»ч

-ль-п-

ста,

а
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переводчик тю;,ч^рк:^л,
":Л"Ч ЧГИГО

РНОДОПОЖНОГО
ГО

ATCHOKOMV ЛЪС»

<f

довшля

что

и

что

попал

ожидает

лить

реоичнскоиу о
ЭТОГО

и

0>.'-ЛЦ1 г

н^.ч

я

,"ЛЯ

т,

и.ио

го ч-,-ле-

кв-

ь-лкжо

Г'51»»ИНС.МГО

KOt'4.1-

нока.-'чния .
:;олоч<

ло

тем не

но

Ь> вс:

г-' сполпкомио;.

ели дчк тг.кяе

гын.».-

я

ь

ни-.-

что

я

ювь откчг<члоя

поха^чния.

л,-

вкт-ыш.и.мн

что

у.ъл
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КПИЧ'ТЬ, TJ'O:-'
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сустч
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A.
Офицер ааявял мне,

что

п"таю, что

я

не мог

я

встречать по

ляков ча шоссе, так как они расстреляны большевиками,
чтобы

После
о

об этом

именно

я

длительных

показал.

и

угров

чем-то с переводчиком

что здесь изложено
чика дать

ся

и

дубинку
мне

подсунутый
домой

и

никоьп'

;.оиски
Немцы

"свидетелей"

дать

их.

Случайно
ской

нужные

д'.ть

не рабочем

а

По

гаража,

немцы

подписал

я

убирался
лигчми.

сот' ",*чи/ов ...чп„

и

поча?ания.
У г. -ш,,

п"тек угроз

возил

и

Смолен
избиений

он, якобы,

что

о то» ,

лично

и

шо<;^ером

я

названным:!

оыврих

упорно

показания

вбирать

и

являлся,

ча расстрел военно

поляков.
этому

"погда
Алуеочика,
спросил, кем
раже

чтобы

арестовав бывшего рабочего гаража

добивчлись от него

пленных

р>. аыс.-сать

для чих ложнке

области iiriiATi^ri a..ji.,

его

обор

расстреляют..."

не ограничились

настокччво отарчлись

зчстарить

меня

перевод

но тот

пеня. ..осле этого

на

ингхче

А. попросил

подписать

аереводчик сказал,

болтал,

об"яс;1ив,

схвчтил висевлуо на стене

минуту, переводчик
замахн^'лся

.

прочесть протокол,
ate

тогда

переводчик

показаний

приказал немедленно

:»

и

на подпись,

его

моих

самому

протокол,
не

языке,

дал мне

содеглкание

вон. л помедлил

рез/новуч

уговаривания офицер посоветовался

и

и

пне возможность

вал меня бранью

откавался.

Я

на немецком

написал короткий протокол

требовал,

и

я

был

в

пьрвыи

он, обвиняя меня
я

ч.л.

воппосу Игнатюк

работал

Управления n.iiv.

а^'тачки

в .1лЬ*.

Смоленской

п

v

начальника

против

ему ответил,
обл .сти

рокдетя, показал:

года

на допросе

раз
ч

1УОо

в

немепкчк

полиняй
вл'^стек,

что я работал

в

качестве рабочего.

га
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ъг.

на этом

Алферчжк

дал показания о том,

env

АЛуьгЧйл,
и

раздражен

вместе со
пне

офицеров

ских

ле,

офицеров

изв-стно.

обещал
где

голову

чтобы

и

рот

какой-то
бить

в датынском

чае они меня реестр.
Последний

и

юыьгЧАл

участвовавшему
и

в

ив

хорошие

и

на

устроить

при их

расстре

Ал^ерчик
полицию,

в

работу

в противно!.:

"слоьия жчяни,

Гли г.

перевозке поль

присутствовавшею'

тюрьмы

тре

что поль

n.ioj, в

согласии дать такие показания,

При моем

созданы

палками.

резиновыми

допрос,

с меня

сняли

тряпкой,

лесу рассто^ляли органы
лес

латинский

в

на

был сильно

показаний,

дал ему ложные показания о том,

я

освободить меня

мне будут

Управлении ЬлЬа не

которого он называл

ад"ютантом,

якобы, как nic.-epv,

чем мне,

в

нужных

атого меня опять вызвали

бовал от меня,

о

с чоим

на стол и- начали

полонили
После

ских

работал

я

не получив от пеня

корж, завязали
брюки,

что

я

а акх^ером.

гаража,

рабочим

чтобы

допросе стал от меня добиваться,

же

слу

же

ля>от.

рае меня

н

полиции

следователь лл^л-

«опрашивал

рчестрэле

требовал от меня таких же ложных показании о
польских э^ицоров, как и Ал^^ЧАл, но и у него на

допросе

отказался

ULb£POii,

ч

меня опять ивбилч

этого допроса

...

гестчпо от меня требовали так те,

b

показаний

IjtO

году

изв(;стно"

которое,

о

расстреле польских

и

отправили
как

о.<иц ;роь

советскими властями, о чем мне,

ь

:•

в

в

гестапо.

полиции,

/лтынском

как иоферу,

.r.ecv

якООы,

.

b веданной
в

давать вымы ленные показания.

После

ложных

•

которкй

были

германским
помечены

министерством иностранных

сфабрикованное

немцами

дел книге,

мат'.чиалы

по
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нагнаны

гола

^cnv"

ъоку.'-.ляя

i.'I7

/Ibih,

-соне "по>янутого

,

голо,

пван,

.■u>'.DUw^i'b,^i>

^.ло *.ихаил,

рождения,

Сьли

/он »р

ipinKKHu, i

Uuubouc vA'Oa

,

u*.

вьше

стве "свидетвл-;!!"

кпч

e
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тога ро#ге)ия

■»/,...

годг-.

гоудечия,

l^lo

год--,

«ллллг'-.&

и

.

1с'"7

.•>«/,

л.,,,; .,

Ji

[Юхдения,

лтвей,

года

рождения.

устанор; оно,

Проверкой
внпе

/Годезов

ьИП'лнв,

.п :зоарр1',ев/

рены нлслльно,
на

UlTtiKR,

ПОВЫе

c.xii
чукчкг-1

1,0

"И начале

не

Згг\ю,

f'bJI

-.чссказал,

»'ч"

Ч
•

«льчая

.пг-.юялись

цию Гнездом) ,

поел!

"ор".
в отр ;т

де1'.сть^Т' .'.ьно
ГДс:

Ь

ГеСТЧПЭ,

и

дол*чь

В'

гон),

что

р

"«.р.

.ЛМИССИг.1! .

пол,гч»и:;1

."оь,

^

О

показать,
с

тог

-

«■

н.;го

ч

р.
Л

яе"- ьо;.чи-

"Г 'JS'r?

что

юенноплеч

ко пне на

им/гил его

л г? .ли с.'- ir

^

уве

я>'ч

сгнтг- як

донского гистчло,

Ht-! Ы'ААш.

были

делу":

и.г-- чл !■» >.•'.•

не: "i.av ичрестно,

Цгол1-нск-центр
н

ПГИ'"-Л

меня

/андр^-в,

старо

немцы

".«чтынскок"

j икр

r^oe

ОП- '!ИЧЛЬЧ01.

cocotoi:

по

осносокгл.ния

-

чтьс-и

годч, - показал

та 1;'чо

что

.

ДЗПрлрл.-и

*к:г:'

,по

ч уокьт оьть

при неыг'.х

чг.

!

рЧВЫСХан

скя'-ал,

и

кя заявив

НО

рнботчр.

пр::.,-!Л сотг.^дник

."ОГДР.

окэлкнск

- оах'.ров

последний

ло'ччя: 'гока?ч":'я

и;*

KBnrT'iov

r

г.

несший,

с

пс -ч/сленчых

из

лр|>ие». ; c.isr.vxx.a

ушли

Смоленск,

стпнцни

е двое

^ильь'^рст op/ уиег ли в

t

облчсти .»расноя

имоленскок

что

в

i ! ■•

.."ii/

чеьеа

ro,p.v

ло;:я--'.»'Ч

чтго поля/.; г.ьли очсстре/ьни

ст.

ov на

;

в л>

с

я ;

у

стан
"

озг-

.
нч ото

я

г-,

п. о ;о.г;1ла

ЬЬЛ. . СТЧН';ИЯ

яьил,

что

ьчп.ч

<ч-ч:г

ьы ъ»

.иск

г1Ч';КЧЧ':чия

-

Я

Ч-

■■ г; >?>,■
г-аул

по

ь

илпр» -п. :*ник

ГНиЬ...

i.-i^ ror.v
на

а.пад,
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мне,

Офицер скапал

казания,

то он заставит

на скамейку,

по

»-еня

г.

избирать,

uafeti

т.к. вскоре

помню,

не

ме

били

с переводчиком

вместе

по

дать

Госле этих

гшинужденяю.

ч .начал

и::ер

не келаю

по-хорошем^

"даров,

нанесено

бнло

Сколько

1'эня.

о*

и

я

это

сделать

оеаинов"» дубину

слов он взял
ня положили

если

что

по

терял совнание.

л

погда

протокол допроса,
и

После

подписания

несколько

Черс-а

но в середине

чик

сказал,

и

дить

1:'чо

что

долнен

показания.

догда

прппли

ли я свои

показания,

показания,

то

к генерал",
п

сказал,

испытаю

еще

гестапо,

1

вызова

на квартир"

что

подтнерждаю,

что

< ели

я

пример

пришел перевод

генерал"

*■

он сипооил

:еня

-

т.к.

подтвер

и

подтверждаю
ev;e

в

пути

отка«"СЬ подтвердить
чем испытал

гораздо худшее,

в

первый

гестапо.

в

ьоясь повторения пыток,
тверждаю.
р'*ку

протокол.

подписал

к немчиком"

пойти

переводчиком,

был предупрежден

паз

я

мне

ко

ч

гестапо отпуиен...

моег-о

года,

парта

там срои
г.ы

после

дном

из

бкл

я

протокола

побоев

под воздействием

показания

дал ложные

подписать

потребовал от кеня

я, смалодушничав,

и

угроз расстпела,

себя, омичер

в

прииел

и

;.ото»' переводчик

сказал mhj, что я

Установлено,
зания,

от

бывшего

.xAti.i-^A^^.. и, С.,

прикаяал
п-

немцы

уговоры,

ппиуеняя

в частности

что

я ответил,

инял присяг"

свои показания под

поднять
и

могу

пктались пол"чить

"грозы

помощника

бывшего

мн*.

что

истяачния,

и

вверх

»ти домой".
нужные

и

от

раьотии'/а

же тюрь> ы

им

пока

др"Гих лии,

начальника оеоленско»!
то»,

прчвую

тюрьмы

.юп.и.^ш.

ъ.1.
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oo.

тд«
гуюсж!:

подготовке гогил
ига

"битых

рл\рно нег

•• 'о;

большевиками

»:эгу-пих

польских

;

всех

к ".".оленин

гн"ть Tv *

опрове

П--ЛИ

до аоо

число?
плениьх

ч«-..эвнк,

нгаятию

покл'ггнтон,

nove-

"огл-

кг>е>ечи,

,

доказательств,

НВНХ

в*:гс:чо.

пои/ссии

установлено,

"ССКйе

что

для

ЬООНЧОПЛ-.ЧНЫО

отобтчннье из Л1Г-гя

специально

N

поля -и была п'.сстр ::я-

,

еств

\

соот-

ьоенно-

V

Спе"яяльн

лкисоия

.я

тельекамн показаниями
К>

веи

ЧГ.П0,.Ь30Ь .HI

были

НОЮГ1МИ

т.е.

л->овокч,,:!он-г,н-.

;

Расследованием Опег.ичльно;.
ЭТОГ.

все*,

гогл,
ы.гс;:а

к

лесу:

ко? ннопл(:ннкх

ппэвокадаэн-ю..

к

некцы ппиступили

,

.itkic-co'

ь

тля

>

поздн'-е

г.атамч

чь

"снадстелеи"

с поисками

чих особого

о'.сполчг.

внимания

и

сидр-

огочисле^)ы.:и

вопросу.

это»г-'

по

.т

показания врачебного

заслуживают

пеосонала упомянутого лагеоя.
врач
ции

л. Т.,

4iir.UD

работавший

Примерно

ского лигеря

в

I*-ti

I?

лагере

тптя.

начлле

военнопленнкх

<- 1«-о,

месяга 19*3
из числи

гола

Соле,

кг.епких

плойчьх, отобрчно было несколько п.гта;:,

чеством

до оои

пчбэты.

апоолеястьаа никто

ч

оккупа

в дня

показал:

немцами Смоленска,

"...

в

:лов«к,

для направления,
ия

лти/.

яхто;:,

пленные

в

Смолен

из

фиемческм
обг;и>:

-

Нч

кола-

ОК<ЭП)НМ

акгопь но ьорнул-

ся" .

dw«

и.».

,

так-:;;

naftOTMjraii

п.'-а' я».м»*ах

ь

тог
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'-!.лч усл.: -нч.

о<-оСК!

ч

л
■

отчл

.-хо-.нч

ах

аз" я"ч

яг:

.ОТ ..;ЛЯЛЧ

олт.'т ho'jb'.j
поя--.па.

ела

ч

II.

Я

X

,

л.!'.КМО,

и-

кач:н»-то

ПОЛ

»..:я

о»! 1'кп;

<Л .<;ТЬ

-a^i

codoi.

"ОЛОВаях,

НОЛЛеЧНЬ

х.

ьол )иопл-.;нн(

.i |ГИ'-.л
HeV'-.I'M

svi"

ж.1.г> в-.ть

из прив.'.ч-.пнь/.
!->ое

Г»"Н1Г

к

/

эго того,

ач.ст .чляла

i::oc?"i~'

СТЬ

Ч

ПЛ- 1Г1ГЧ

;

ЛЯЛИ

"

i

;:о vt'QSTl!

о

е'чк

ь

яч то, что i.Of/.o
того,

НЧ<И''ЧТЬ

:-.

И».

Л

г/

oj г.е

J?

И

сникая, чтог.к

.«

ТО

МЯЧ

ст-.охч. ;.ч:

С» л

а

TfJvnDE

.-в

л!

0?0/Л1<ТОЧгГИ

ч

оо с-торонн нет:

ПКСЬ."-'л,

?р«'|»Н
НА

-Hailf-RE^f.H

uiuuj*,

к

ъ

ZOiryUHW.,

ОГ Л

.
.

tW.rV4.H0B

01

ОТИ TV" ПЬ

года он

ЧЧЛОВУ*

тог числ*

в

11 -ГОТО.'ЖХ

РЬТ VCK-'.KvTb

г.ч. та

i-

-И'!/ ООН,

н

ИХ

О

МОГИЛЫ,

н

ПОЛЬСКИХ

0 ЯСКЛЯЫИНТЬ

СОТ

•

НЕСКОЛЬКО

из лагеря в
.лтынскш. лес. Тчу их,
СТЯВЛЯЛИ

начале

н

а

;•

В

;

НЧ1 X

н

ЧО'^ИОПЛ

^нол!;ноке.

■

городе

:

н

,

С КОЛОНЧОК

а

Ii-f-

■.:
:
.

л"*

в

ннкх

о

пл
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на какой-то

полянке

у ямы.

от общей массы,

отделили

MASSACRE

увидел,

Он

как

а затем стали расстре

к яме,

погнали

военнопленных

группу

ливать.
заволновались,

Военнопленные
ко от

несколько чрловек военнопленных

^ГОРОпА

охрану,

этим

темноту леса,

его заьти ко

Он

аа собок крики

слыша

скааал,

Но

мне

пока

старается

что

в

мне

комнату

он оказался

тался уйти,

бы

д.ы

длительное
решили,

окрепнуть.
логда

сапае

что
был

с собой" .

что

лак
пр

к

<^<онта

ьГОго^л,

и

яабановская

обнар^кен

пленный

я просила

и

меня

у

в лчгире

я

частям

шагов

шел

когда

я

побудет

угала

ньмеикчни

красноармеец

по

пошла

пятьдесят,

голод

и

лрмии.

.чрасном

возвратиться,
и

до

согласился...

выяснилось, ночью он

.жатерина

днем во время облавы

не

:& утро,

он еще день-два

Накормив

clvrva

вынужден был

истощение

жчль

Сгсрььаться

пы

почув
'видимо,

последних

у меня с тем, что

на работа.

вечеров я возвратилась домой,

а: ия Лвановна
мне;,

что

как

и

ho

не ушел.

сарае,

но поело того,

ствовал такую слабость,
сказалось

в

в

ь мою

врезался

стало сегодня ночью уйдет

ни

этот вечер Лчг'ив

в

бросился бежать

и

который

отогреться

бы то

во что

вос

ьГО^Оо

выстрелы.

и

он не наберется сил.

ппдп вл

набросились на

месту.

стало очень

ьИМОал.

пробраться через линию-

проверить,

дней,

ваме: ат< льства

моментом

на в с:о живнь,

тех пор,

к этому

этого странного рассказа,

После
память

побежали

другие охранники

пользовался

задвигались,

зашумела,

мои

соседки

Ьиктопэяна

c-'JouiObA

сообщили

полицейскими
,

в

моем

которого они увели

•■
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связи с обнаружением

В

военнопленного

ЬОСкОвОлО»!

сарае

в гестапо,

она вывивалась

ьГОРОйА
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ее обвиняли

где

в

укрыватель

стве военнопленного.

либо

отношение

Не добившись

поена

Тот же ьГоРОЬ

пов,

от Московской,

прианания

а также

кОЬлиЬСлУ^

видимо,

потому, что во

и

не выдал,

она

была вы

гестапо.

ив

пленных

ей, она ничего не внает.

принадлежавшем

лГОРОВ,

еннопленных

отрицала какое-

военнопленному, утверждая, что о нахож

к атому

в сарае,

его

дении

гестапо упорно

в

на допросах

МОСКОВСКАЯ

,

Пршвезенные

в

привозом

тр^пы

латынский

сваливались в

что

,

лесу,

латинском

в

работавших

занималась

ViOCKOBOiiUii

рассказал

помимо

выкапывания

тру

трупов иэ др^г/х мест.

лес

вместе

ямы

часть военно

с вскопанными

ранее

трупами.
Факт доставки

пов расстрелянных
показаниями

Il.u.

"Росглавхлеб"

. ,

могилы

немцами в л^угих

191^

года

работавший

мельнице,

большом

в

местах

СУлл4лЬА

инженера-механика

СУХл4д,В

городском

катынсеие

в

рождения,

количестве Tpv-

П. у.
инженер-механик

при немцах

также

подтверждается

мапинистом

подал 8 октября

года

системы

на Смоленской

заявление с поось

бой о вызове.
Будучи

вывван

"...Как-то
1943

года

ч

ленск,

раз

с

Выяснив

для воинской части
я

попросил

комиссией, он показал:

на мельницею

ваговорил

русским языком.
венки

Специальной

его

немецким
у него,
и

второй
шофером,

что

на другой

захватить

половине
немного

он везет mvkv
день

владевшим
в дегнвню

возвращается

меня с собой,

месяца

марта

Са-

в Смо

дабы иметь

воз-
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купить

м.ожнооть

в

вал, что проввд
тот

Ь

се Смоленск
.

гаофер.
ман

ч

на немеикоЬ

же

-

Ьитебск.

лас

очь ci ла светлая,

с довольно

об" вед, как

нам

вая машина.

То ли от того,

порядке, то

от

ли

мозить

нашу

узкий,

столкнулись

ну,

ив

навстречу

машину

тумана

что

и

вследствие того,

с

шедшей

так как яо.ер

нчветре-

встр^чыои

Однако,

встречи

.я

и

кодер

лившейся
шедший

От

ото

удара
был

ма^инк.

гр"80м,

поразил

покпьтым

виражи лопч"ли,

страпньи rpvg.

с.чч"Х"
и

ито

ч.асть
Сь.ли

я

затор

отоп.кнонение
в

Ььл<

сторо

vr.b-p

бокоььх

сторон

пранкм

колесом

в

машина

ост-.лась

трупньи

vb/дьл что

Opt-згнто!

,

м

коле

н:х

подорли

к сва

очивиг.но,

с.^.ин^

был* за

затянутым

людей,

кан**у,

запах,

гр-за вкьчлипась
трупы

ли не

довольно

Г<ьл

успел взять

кабинки

из

сильней

олижв,

..одоЬдя

машины

б»

че сумели

уу-

у машччои.

паша

глечно выскочил:'

..еня

мякине.

от

полнена

нем>

'-аминь

что об"езд

попав

свалилась одним бочом на косогор,

сах, л

но

с шоссе на

показалась гр"эо-

у чагей

скользящий

машина,

устроен об"езд

был

внезапно

шо..ег)а,

от

километпс

сп'С/аться

уче

неме'д-

и

о

посев,

тормоза

неопытности

вследствие чего произошел

машин.

стали

!..н

на

ричерно
на

я

на шос

устклавиик допог" ту

однако

костяка

спуском.

крутые

,

-

бнло двое

в машине

лк

панк

мы

быть

риск

согл :гзлся за

рсч.-ср

часу вечера,

несколько снижал иидимэсть.

не сильным,

:;емечкик

л"ннчя,

Смоленска, у разрушенного

в

для меня исключал

машине

в десятом

д^-нь,

:.ри jtom я учиты

пполукты.

мировые

на пропускное пункте.

задержанным,

плат".

дер вн

веревками.
-tocorop.

лл

од .тнх

в

военную

1,х>рму.

Около
из

мамины

находилось,

них один неиеи-иОДер,

дьг.

насколько
вт рмченнкх

я

помню,

челочек

автомат .ми

о-''.,

немца,

а
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остальные

были

ч

одеты

русски

соответству ет/, обрчао»-

били

приняли
к месту

с руганью

под"е1вли

аварии

всего человек 10.

пленных,

ного

из

русских военнопленных:

тихо

мне ответил:

"'-Соторую

май и на еще не

Оваливыаяся

подошел немецкий

немегленно

ни

повреждений

рону,

вкбрался на шоссе,
.»' s»мо

в качестве

oloPOi показал,

оостояимего

моему

л

нам

приказание

машине никаких

серь

в сто

дальше.
• анин,

двух

крытых

запах".

трапный

^iu^oda

показаниями

в период

бреве»-

ъла-

на службе

оккупации

полицейского.
что

неся

моста на перекрестке шоссейных
-Витебск,

ко мне

отведя ей немного

позднее

страшный

лес?

Латынскии

в

как

отдал

н?л\е\.

ОУллЧ^Лл подтверждаются

..сьевичч,
димира л^пн
в полиции

и

у vt. поехали

том, я также почувстьовал
Показания

была поднята,

то сю.ер,

подошедших

я тихо спросил од

воаим трупы

ночь

Так как на

было,

езных

стали поднимать

"Что это такое ?" Тот также

унтёр-о^ицер

ехать дальше.

Проезжая

уж

все

моментом,

удобнкн

Воспользовавшись

военно

русских

усилиями

Общнхч

кашину.

и

немцев

этих малин к нам подошла группа

пофсру

.

ват«м пред
набросились на моего шо^ра,
колеса. '.инуты через две
попытка поставить mwjkhv нд
и остановились.
мпршнн
еще две грозовых

Немцы

С

так как говорили по-

военнопленными,

русским-!

он нисколько гае

г.ьоеч

по роду

дорог

ночью

я

.

сдужбь

осква-1.инск

конце

марта

и

охрану
и

Смоленск

в лервке

дни

по направлению к Смоленску про
аппеля iOtc года нгбнодал, как
ыашинк, крктые брезентом, от которых
езжали

большие

шел сильный

гр\-80вке

трупный

03744 О — 52— pt. 3

в

запах,

b кабинках

ма^ин

и

саади

поверх

-
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?роаента сидело
ли

ГО

cfohx

V44CTKU

не касается,

нас

том,

0

что

.atkhckhi; лес,
сиуович,

н.чего

че»т:ы

лчл тчю»е

1о9о

..»8Ие

путчться

чч»'

тр'т.ь;

Ьъ

-

полицекско-

~0>'b*H04!14V,
ч

агент

а пел

.

д^ла".

-^мх :*и;ччх

ча рт

бчвш.

добчв».г:

.if re"*!!

ь

.o^.-.d-ul. .^.о.:

гочг-.г.ания

-

лор

в

лк-

по

сн'.бж^нию

столовкх

-•еуцих

-

начальник

полиции

ъ:::ея один раз

в

н^ч -.лч

рождения,

года

н'.ч льнику

язкк зч av6ina"

еопиля

пор

х некоторые

\

-ь-мци'л.

/.рХИПОРКЧ ГОЛОЧНЧРУ

Д 5Г> РНе

В

кото

из

^югид доловил

наблюдениях

посов- тоьал ем*' "дескать

котэр!
то

человек,

ччск.">;:ь-су

и, несомненно, являлгкь

во^р,г<*ень
0

по

FOREST MASSACRE

Смоленского траста столоз:.х,
латинского уччеткч.
показчл,
с fO':ce

как

гр' ао?!

воор'-женнкх
тр"пиг>.
,1а

1'ожчо

зр.

гестах,

.чтьнехи*.

чртог'Ч:„ян)

к

ipto: атчуи.

ь

кото; ьх сидело

винтоькчмч.

я

и? ятих

»;

;грсля I'.'-i*.
ьткх бре-

несколько человек,
качич

пел резкий

запах.
принесенных
«сличить,
^возя

св'т,"''-т^лвских

что

во-е-'орчх,

иертв"

в-^етьих,
в

;

влод'-яни).

;

во-пепвкх,

ckvk) влпеть

неи'ы расст^

их тр^'пк

яку*, 1-рль:

ских

,

лес прошля четь-

■

гогилах

.

окаячнчи

лив^ли

лтычекик лес,

vnii4TO-*-'/Tb

свалить

следы

/.тьнского

всеи

поляков
онч

ясностью
других

пр^елегов-.л;»

своих

тро

собственных

преет*'::.-- нля на оовет-

свои

увеличить

со

'•:

Еенто»'

в

лично

в

годч,

что

э

0ч

кол''ч. ство

леса.

"6ольпнр:тст-
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44.

"ЗКСч'^С"'"

нч

иогилах

к широко?

1И

гскоГ.

агитации

(теллыа

в

лечат::

качестве

В

по по иго

и

,

над все-пноэто:;

лрсЕока-

катииокял могкл

его окрест:!сстг? ,а также

и

.

питаясь приписать

саывв!

пук

поксту-

оккупанты

одного из методов

"делега^;!..,

;:

захьатч::каып,клг

стран, окгупирова:;ш;х немец::;^:;

аз

подготовительные

организовал:: посеменил

, немцы

Сиоленска

все

лесу ,н*.жгцкие

власти зверства, совершенные

агнт?.:;::::

:о::ной

-атинско;'

в

валякаив.

яенными

l^S гола, закончив

месяце

апреле

К0ГШЫ

HA KATL-НСКИЕ

нахсдд^пхсл

вассально!' зависимости от них.

в

опросила пял свидетеле? .участьовпр-

Спош'ольн 1/. -г>к.::есия

IX

"->кск;,'1'с;ых"

б

Свидетель

яе

метилы.

кптынские

ЗУБКСВ К. П.

п~толого-анатом, работавши*

врач

зкелерта

судебно-медицинского

ъ

Смоленске

,

показал

Комиссии:
'...Одеида
зьольно
ппянки
не

хорошо

шинели, сапоги г реынг.

трупов .особенно

сохранившееся. Четялличесгие

ремней , пуговицы, крючкя.оипы

тезке вь;*йьннул

сохраняли блеск

г«навчину к

в

некоторых

металла. Доступнге

осмотру

лица, шеи, руки имели преимущественно
в

отдельных

)",

гниения

Fie

i

было.

3 отдельных

белесоватого иьста

прочее

и

ткени

т«-лв

зеленоваты!'

полного

о

ли

часть

н

...

трупов цвет,

опушения

случаях были видны
и

-

случаях местчми

грязныП

случаях грязнокоричневы^.но

била

части оде ЯДЫ

ботлнкях

на

,

С.

Во воьмл

-
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Поэтом" сс стс^оны

со слутбь,,3"а',тг1-'

гасп^пва
и

п"С5ок'--

др.ли,

нп1 "ГОТ.}!!''

над биваим

А.Ч.

яз;.г на

"теп-ч*?:,

ненецкий

,г>або?аыг.::<

на

н,~к-

полицей

ппсколка/

лесу.
свои

преследсЕалии немцами л.:де!!,в:.:~а:.-авЕих

Смоленске.
pu>

могил

Катинскок лес/.ллли:

27? .'P'l'ih П.

л;;раьотд.:.ла

.помощник

Смоленска

убопци-

'иь- та пи го
с

nocci^e .нал

В!.чч1 CjtjiKhCKoro

учичена

уволь

V?.

Кок;:соия уста

^1сст^ело1!,

неумгияе

н'.иег.кие

КСТСВА

3.'.

и

'"

1

сокления после

била

пгст:а"Л.;!:::.

рпо -".ли

за

целого ^ячч

;-е^ил

не

о

Показания

о

Катшсноч

показан::;!1:::

теслг -'-зал:*

С.

3

АГ Ail

в

поел

том, гак

в

такая

:

аязк"

ца аптеки

или

случая пасст">.ла

лва

мог;:л

свое"

ппиникалкс* ие«и

Г:

пасека .пли

о

,

леи котопые

новила

ским

ласте"

«пеполтает

власти тех, кто сомневался,
няли

чостиг?ли

нпиецко-^пешетская

нг-ноцки*

Комиссия

Опечкчльччя
г>«те

не

наставить сс;л'пг'."х:ахся молчать.

тому.чтобн

евп

явнчя

:'.

спч"я г^"'бея

2rc^:ii'.::

vCe -дались в то*', что

мог^лтг

у

ция.

но

:■

цели. Все побдеавгие
ними налицо

"экскурсии"

немцахг

Организованные

сзж

с;?г.?ц

к

полиж ныуя за:Пст::
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,
;

"Создалась оСстаиоики
r.tuci^o'.i

кз::е.|Дат^ре,и

на

кзиьаьиая

»;сста

сер^езнуго

лелеце'еккм

треьсгу

аппаратам

ъ

пока. чал

участка .ЗССЬ.'.Т:3-С":-:С"СВ

:

Б-ь..»5ч.п=л;:цкй KiTi-нсгОгс

срочно
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4*.

били

дани

чтс

укьзанЕл.БО
и

разгоьорь

тс nz стало пресечь все

Си

tccx лг.ц.ьисказг

арестовать

Е~<.дкие

Ba::u#x кеверсе ь "xaTi-i

сксе дело".
"не лично, как нач.уч^стнсво;.
в
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БРАУ!:Г

IC'iC

в

начале

и

КА'ТЖ/К"/.
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-

и«эня

сДатинь
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Смоле нско"

нь

'квзания
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сСср-ле^ тенои:
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.
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и
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зрцс -г-пть

пгоддг-ил

к отечем

сообщений

<5ии

ненецкий,

созвал EhCT^yKTi'P.HCe

Л

стка,

г.

мая

полиции, такие

своего уча

дсс?-;:лять

к

соинеряч';*гося

в

в лслицик

пэчвпоподо-

болььечик&'м польских военно

пленных.
Зилслилл

ду£о;.,так

как сак

провокация.
нп

Зидя,что
не.

г.

1943

в Ка'»ннскои

лосткга-т

зант^л "итаб

на до тла.

и

у ни

что чить

в
.

-

этом, когда л::чно

в

::сцоцкал
побивал

клтынские

власти летом

iti: когилн.
и? Сиол^нскч

зе.м^тать

следы

5? 7 строите-плюго
27

аеп.Еооок.чтоЗи
^изисм'ь^л;;

на

оккутчт'очгце

немецкие

деьуис* - А-ЗССТ

пазись- квали

неуцк
быть

Трех

,

отступлении
носпг:<

деле"

y.pr.nzr.

лесу".

запить

ппепопялилг.сь

власти стали

которую

цели

се

местного нчееленли

"-жскутэсии"

^епед свои»:
ное

уверен, что "кз тыне:

Полность" я убедился

"якс^псии"

могкли

был

лгче

властс1',г.

указания некецккх

эт!'.

;к.м~,ь

чрмг1:кие оккупацион

своих

злолеуниГ.Лача,

батальона ".была

соль

и ХСПЛУСЬСКУ:.

увезти с cofc.,;,a vn :ет
;:

сьоего глаьпего "сье-
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детбдяг КИСЕЛЕВА
скоыться.

Немцы

Збиць

П.Г.,но
0 ожгли

старалась

чальника станции

со своей сеиьеЕ успел

вместе

его дои.

схватить

Гнеадово

САВВАТЕЕВА

станции

тот

И. В.,

С. В.

ИВАНОВА

а

бьв. на

других "свидетелей"-

и

и

бив. дечупного по этой

6t. в. сцепщика

такмге

ст. Смоленск

ЗАХАРОВА
3

саиые

последние

немецко-фаисстские
и КЛИМОВА.

пу, чтй

перед

дни

Обоим удалось избегнуть

Однако, замести следы

уволч

рел

и

скпкть свои

поляков

военнопленных

Нине приводится акт

По указанию

был

пото

лишь

преступления немецко-

экспертная эксгумиро

произведен

обстоятельств

самими

ненцами.

судебно-медицинской экспертизы.

Специальной

в Катынском

акспЕРТхгь.

Комиссии

по уста-ноьленкм

расстрела немецко-фашистский

а

рас
захват

лесу (близ гоп. Смоленска) военноп^енних

польских офицеров, судебно-мединкнскал
в составе:

смептч

ясностью доказывает, что оасст-

акт игдано-мвдицинско."

чиками

ил::

захватчикам не удалось.

трупов с неопповепжимой

следованию

Смоленска

скпылксь.

Ппояаведенная судебно-медицинская
ванных

-ин

искали профессоров -ЕАЗИЛЕВСКСГО

оккупант.*

они заблаговременно

фашистским

отступлением

экспертная комиссия
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"лабного сулебно-гедииинского
директора
та

сулебно? медицины Наркоманией

наук

инсткту-

O'JT - З.'Г.ТГГГС^С-С'.ОГС;
~-ро

-оскоюкгго Государст

института, -октопа к^лшкнсккх мнук -

венного медицинского

Ппс^ессопе

гети'н;

суяебно.

ССС,

Нирьы.вдрасС

&^ЧпС-!'сс;1*-;'св:1г."е;.ьскгго

Государственного

"гос'вссота

г-уепетгь

пвтологиче

скс::

г-рг/.ш: исках

аи?.тс«;11:,"октсоа

- Г.К.КЛДлЕВА;
Стъ^оего

научного сотрудника

На7чно-"ссле лсьа-^льского

Государственного
иедицини

ССС4,

Наркоиздраьа

Стаоиего нау чного сс
"ос^д:^

?анато.11Сг'-":-сюро

инс:;.т"Тй

су-ейно)

доктор Ч.С.СГТ': С'^У.ГС;
С. r»tw.:c-7».i .)ч«.Гг.огс

и;

v

отделения

спекаемо Л^у-ыо-Гсслвдсь

«ьс:.т"

-тдс

:;нс-;'т;'?г«

при участии:

Глаьнсго судебнс-;:г,-кцинск'.го

т

c^'i

><o",ki;hhcko

цинско:

.!...

т1атс1Лгго-аит;'.с;,":ческг)."

и*-г,ш.;инскоГ слухбк

-

•.риаи.с^ллт-пс.

»:<

она мелит- неге,

СЛ,"1-1'СЗА;

лч£_""-

•

-

т.;:

..'а

СУЕГТТГ11А;

Врача-сйециалкста
*Сь>

&кс.;сг.тй

слу :5ы ЕГССТСЗА;

Начальника

• ■е

'tich.'j,

.

слу"*к

Судс-Сно-м<зди:;:::;сг<сгс

гкслегта ^нпагнрго

с;.;-

?i;

, ст". г ^>-г'

А;
7.с'

. <.д?..,». licks'

сду-
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50.

Стариего леПтенанта
с 1б-го

в период

медицинской

службы ПУНТСАРЕЗОк;

янвапя 194* г. ппоиввела эксгумацию

по 23-е

судебно-медицинское исслелование тоупов польских военно
пленных .погоебенш.х в могилах на теопитории "Козьи "от:"
и

в

лесу,

Катьнском

в

польских военнопленных
оом около
мером

60x60x3

около

от гор.Смоленска.

15-ти километрах

метра

и.кголе

7х6хЗ,5 кетпа.

в

погребены

были

Иэ

того.в

могил

обшеГ

могиле

Трупы

пазме-

могиле

отдельно.,

эксгумировано

и

раз

исследо

вано 925 трупов.
?ксгумащ'я
произведены

и

судебно-мадицинское исследование трупов

для установления:

а) личности покойных;

*

б^

причины

в)

давнооти

смерти;
погребения.

ОБСТОЯТЕЛЬСТВА

,ТЛА:

см. материалы

Специальной

Комиссии.
ОЕ-ЖГ'.ЗНЬЗ1: ДАН1Ш:
ских

исследовани.':

см. протоколы
трупов.

судббнс-медицин-
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FOHEST

MASSACRE

Mr. Machrowicz. Since that communication has been read into the
think it sliould be made clear that when they speak of an
record
official investigation, what they mean is an all-Russian investigation.
1 think that should be made clear so there will be no misunderstanding.
Chairman Madden. That is right. The remarks of the gentleman
from Michigan are part of the record.
The first witness will be Dr. Edward Miloslavich. The doctor will
fake the chair.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Edward Miloslavich is a witness
before your committee this morning. He was a member of the Inter
national Commission of Medical Authorities taken to the Katyn mass
Will
graves in April 1943 at the time of the German investigation.
him
in.
swear
you
Chairman Madden. Doctor, if you will stand to be sworn. Do you
solemnly swear the testimony you will give in the hearing about to
be held will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth,
so help you God ?

I

Dr. Miloslavich.

I do.

TESTIMONY OF DR. EDWARD LUCAS MILOSLAVICH,

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, will you state your full name for the pur

of the record, please.
Dr. Miloslavich. Dr. Edward Lucas Miloslavich, spelled L-u-c-a-s
M-i-l-o-s-l-a-v-i-c-h.
Chairman Maddkn.
might state for the record that the Doctor is
appearing here under subpena.
Chairman Madden. Doctor, would you like to make a general
statement, or would you like to start your testimony and then have
the counsel or the members interrupt you from time to time?
The
committee wants you to select whichever way you would like to pro
pose

I

If

ceed.
you wish you may make a general statement as to wl\en
you first became familiar and knew about the Katyn massacres and
then what transpired immediately after and proceed from there with
out interrruption.
Whatever way you would like to proceed is satis
factory to the committee.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,
would like to suggest that the
doctor identify himself and give the committee a statement of his own
Then would like to ask the doctor to make a
personal background.
statement without interruption and the committee may interrogate
later.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, where were you born ?

I

I

Dr. Miloslavich. Oakland, Calif.
Mr. Mitchell. When?
Dr. Miloslavich. December 1884.
Mr. Mitchell. December 1884?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you give the committee a brief history of your
own personal background from the date of your birth until the time
you returned to Europe?
Dr. Miloslavich. My father took me back to Europe to Austria
when I was a child of approximately 7 years to give us an Austrian
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I

studied
He sent me to the University of Vienna and
education.
medicine at the University of Vienna from the year 1903 up until the

year

In

1908.

Since my
December 1908 1 graduated as doctor of medicine.
student time up to date, which means now approximately 45 years,
am studying mainly the dead human body. During the year of the
was there with
Second Balkan War in the summertime of 1913,
the European war authorities studying the effects of the gunshot
I had opportunity to perform my first
wounds upon the human body.
exhumation at that time. Then when the First World War started
in July 1914 went to Serbia at that time in January 1915, and had
also opportunity not only to do my pathological studies but also to
exhume several bodies for the purpose of establishing criminal actions.
At that time
exhumed two women who had been buried, one,
3 years and 3 months and the other one, 3 years and 7 months^ ample
opportunities to see how the human body decomposes and decays.
Then afterward, after the end of the First World War, returned
to the land of my birth and assumed a position as professor of path
ology and medico-legal pathology at the University of Marquette,
Milwaukee, Wis., in which State
was working up to July 1934.
Prior to that time had great opportunities to work as a criminolo
gist in the State of Wisconsin as medical adviser to different district
attorneys and as coroners' physician throughout the State of Wis
consin and was very well familiar not only with the criminal actions
performed and establishing how to examine a criminal affair, but at
the same time to exhume the bodies after they had been buried a
certain period of time, endeavoring to establish the cause of death
and to establish the wounds which the interred individual suffered.
In the year 1934 received a call from the University of Zagreb,
Croatia, a province which used to belong to the old Austro-Hungarian
was called by the
Empire, and
accepted that position because
Government to establish an institute of legal medicine and crimi
nology, because that country didn't have methods how to investigate
crime scientifically. 1 had opportunity to organize an efficent, wellequipped institute and to show to my assistants, to the youngsters, how
crime should be investigated, always in a firm endeavor to return to
America as soon as finished my work.
Chairman Madden. Could 1 interrupt you. Doctor, if you get
tired standing, you may take the chair.
talk bet
Dr. Miloslavich.
am very comfortable, thank you.
ter standing.
was completely independent
In the middle of my work, while
from anybody, the Hitler war started.
Mr. Mitchell. When you say in the middle of your work, where
was your work at that particular time %
Dr. Miloslavich. In Zagreb.
Mr. Mitchell. In Zagreb.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Macrowicz. Zagreb is where?
Dr. Miloslavich. Croatia, now a part of Yugoslavia.

Mr. Mitchell. What was your official position there at that time?
Dr. Miloslavich. I was professor of legal medicine and crimi
nology and director of those institutes at the University of Zagreb.
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legal medicine at the theological

was teaching

faculty, the significance of legal medicine to the clergy.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, will you give us your definition of the term
"legal medicine" as it pertains to the European meaning of the word
and the American meaning of the word ?
Dr. Miloslavich. In our country we have here the expression foren
sic medicine, which corresponds to the European conception of legal
medicine, the application of theoretical and practical legal medicine
to law.

Mr. Mitchell. Will you continue your statement ?
Dr. Miloslavich. In the year 1940-41 throughout that territory
had again
of Yugoslavia there were many cases of slaughtering.
opportunity to exhume those bodies and to prove what kind of atroc
ities were performed.
One day — don't remember exactly when it
wa9— it was approximately around the 14th or 15th of March 1940 —
I read in the papers that the Germans discovered big graves where
hundreds, maybe thousands of people, Polish soldiers and officers had

I

I

been buried.

Chairman Madden. Did you say that was in 1940?
Dr. Miloslavich. 1940, correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are you sure it wasn't later?
Dr. Miloslavich. Excuse me. I made a mistake.

You are right.

1943.

Chairman Madden. 1943.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did you read that, Doctor?
Dr. Miloslavich. In a local paper.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you at that time ?
Dr. Miloslavich. In Croatia, in Zagreb.
Mr. Mitchell. What was the approximate date?
Dr. Miloslavich. I don't know exactly. I have no notes or any
thing.
Mr. O'Konski. At that time Croatia was occupied by the Germans;
is that correct?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct . That newspaper notice, I think
it was somewhere around the 13th, 14th, 15th, something like that, of
April 1943. I think 1 have that straight.
Mr. Flood. You say you read that in a German paper?
Dr. Miloslavich. No; in a Croatian paper. Then was greatly in
terested to see those graves, greatly interested to see the decay, the
decomposition of human bodies, to study that and to endeavor to estab
lish for how long a time they had been buried. I went to the diplomatic
said I would
representative of Germany and offered my services.
be very happy if he would help me to go to Smolensk or Katyn so

I

I

I

could examine those graves.
He was very kind, but he said to me, "I have no instructions from
Berlin that you can go."
In the meantime, Professor Walz, W-a-l-z, a German, a professor of
international law, who was a good friend of mine, arrived at Zagreb the
next day, and I was talking to him if he could help me so that could
go to Katyn. The next day I received permission to go. The Germans
said, "We have no authorization to pay your expenses."
I replied, "1 don't care for that. will pay my own expenses."

I

I
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I arrived

in Berlin on the 27th —
1943. They had tele
maybe
Then
and
knew
was
them
they said to me and
coming.
they
phoned
informed me that a commission has been put together of internation
ally known men in Europe, and they will put me as a member of that
knew personally
Since more than half of those men
commission.
was very glad to be together with them.
The next day we left by airplane for Smolensk.
Chairman Madden. This was a voluntary mission on your part?
Dr. Miloslavich. For my part, yes; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, can you recall, or would you prefer to tell
us later, the names of the individuals who went with you to Katyn, the
doctors or anybody else in your party ?
can tell you a few of the
don't recall, but
Dr. Miloslavich.
So the next day

I

and

am again mistaken — the 27th of April

I

I

I

I

I

names.

Chairman Madden. He can put that in the record later.
Mr. Mitchell. Go on with your story and the committee will inter

rogate later.

Dr. Miloslavich.

I know some

of the names.

All right, if

Chairman Madden.

you can recollect them, all right,

fine.

Dr. Miloslavich. Professor Palmieri, from Italy, from the Univer
sity of Naples. Then Professor Orsos, Franz O-r-s-o-s, from the Uni
versity of Budapest.
Mr. Flood. Is that the professor who may now be at Heidelberg?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right, Congressman..
Mr. Flood. An authority on legal medicine.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes ; all of these men are specialists in legal medi
cine and criminology. All of them have chairs in the leading univer
sities of Europe.
Mr. Flood. Dr. Palmieri is an Italian ?
Dr. Miloslavich. He is an Italian.
Mr. Flood. Where might he be ? Naples ?
Dr. Miloslavich.
suppose he is either in Naples or in Rome.
Then Buerckle, B-u-e-r-c-k-l-e, from
Orsos is from Budapest.
Bucharest.
Mr. Sheehan. If it might help, have the official names in the list

I

I

here.

I

I

Dr, Miloslavich.
remember. Then,
would like to name those
Markoff, M-a-r-k-o-f-f , from Sofia, Bulgaria. Then Professor Naville
from Geneva, Switzerland.
Mr. Flood. Is he at the University of Geneva now ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes; think so.
left Europe several years ago.
don't know exactly what is going on.
Then Tramsen, if am not mistaken, from Helsingford, no, Copen
hagen, T-r-a-m-s-e-n. Then there was Speleers, if am not mistaken.

I

I

I

Mr. Mitchell. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you speak

I

I

I

a little louder?
think there are
objections from those attending that they can't hear.
Dr. Miloslavich. Speleers, S-p-e-l-e-e-r-s, from Belgium. There
are several others and don't remember the names.
Then there was the representative from the French Government.

I
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Mr. Mitchell. Of the French Government ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Of the French Government.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know who that was?
Dr. Miloslavich. Costedoat, C-o-s-t-e-d-o-a-t.
Mr. Flood. Would that be the Vichy French j
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, did these other members that went with
j'ou at any time tell you how they came to be selected ? You have told
the committee that you voluntarily asked to go because of your basic
interest, that you had been studying this for a long time.
Did anv of
these other doctors whom you have just named tell you personally how
they were selected to go to Katyn ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No; we didn't talk about that, so far as remem
ber, but
know that all of them went of their own initiative.
Mr. Mitchell. Of their own initiative ?
Dr. Miloslavich. So far as know.
am not sure of that.
Mr. Sheehan. May ask the witness about these other doctors who
Do you remember a doctor by the name of Saxen,
were there?

I

I

I

I

I

S-a-x-e-n ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr. Sheehan. From Finland?
Dr. Miloslavich. He was in uniform.
know him very well, a
wonderful gentleman.
Mr. Sheehan. And a Dr. de Burlett, B-u-r-l-e-t-t, from the Nether

I

lands.

Dr. Miloslavich. I don't recall that name.
Mr. Sheehan. Dr. Subik, S-u-b-i-k, from Slovakia.
Dr. Miloslavich. No, he was from Czechoslovakia, from Prague.
Mr. Sheehan. Then there was a Dr. Buhtz, B-u-h-t-z.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.

Mr. Sheehan. Official of the Gorman Government ? ■
Dr. Miloslavich. Buhtz was quite prominent criminologist and
He gave us enormous help at Katyn Forest.
medico-legal expert.
am sorry to say he was killed.
He was a very Hue gentleman.
Mr. Sheehan. That is all. Doctor. Counsel, all the witnesses the
doctor remembers plus the ones he didn't remember are all listed in

I

the official German documents as being present there.

Mr. Mitchell. Yes.
Dr. Miloslavich. Then when

I

arrived in the Katyn Forest to
gether with those men, 12 of us, we were given a short description of
the position of the graves.
One big grave, a very large grave,
would estimate larger than this room. It is in the form of an L. The
horizontal part of the L was don't remember now how many meters
or feet long. And in the L here — anyway they were in threes like this,
in rows up to 12. So in estimating the number of dead, killed, mur
dered Polish officers it was a little less than .'5,000 in that grave.
Mr. Flood. Would you describe the size of the grave with reference
to the size of this room, for instance?

I

I
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would say it was longer than this room. It
Dr. Miloslavich.
three bodies
was narrower. It was just as wide so that you could put
like this.
Mr. Machrowicz. Three bodies lengthwise.

I

Dr. Mhoslavich. No; transversely.
Mr. O'Konski. About 20 feet wide?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. You estimate how many, 15 to 20 feet?
Dr. Miloslavich. The width?
Mr. Machrowicz. The width.
Dr. Miloslavich. I think it would be.
Mr. Flood. About 20 feet wide and longer than this room; is that

right?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. What about the depth?

a

I

it,

Have you any idea about the
about?
How deep was
here?
ceiling
depth with reference to the
this
would
depth.
say
Miloslavich.
Dr.
Mr. Flood. About as deep as this room and little longer and about
20 feet wide.

?

is

Dr. Miloslavich. In the shape of an L.
Mr. Flood. Can anybody here tell us how high this ceiling
From the Floor. Twelve feet.
Mr. Flood. Never mind. We will get that.
—
(Note. The custodian of the United States courthouse in Chicago
is

18 feet high.)
informed the committee that the room
of how many
estimate
a
accurate
Dr. Miloslavich. To get pretty
time,
that
at
asked
that
they should
that
were
grave.
placed
bodies
in
of
the
horizontal
limb
end
of
the
to
the
close
down,
dig deep
order to see how many layers of bodies are present. Then we counted
remember that photograph was taken of
12 layers of dead bodies.
that part of it, because the Germans didn't have enough help and
am
time to exhume all the bodies. Just the superficial layers, if
removed
six
or
seven
were
layers
around
somewhere
mistaken,
not
and the rest remained in original position.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were these layers one solidly on top of another
or was there any ground between one or the other?
Mr. Sheehan. Counsel, would the Doctor like to identify this pic
This is the German version of Katyn.
ture
it.
Dr. Miloslavich. Exactly, that
that there was no ground between
Mr. Machrowicz. Your answer
Solid, one on top of another
that right
them
right.
Dr. Miloslavich. That
Mr. Sheehan. Exactly like that picture?
right.
Dr. Miloslavich. That
Chairman Madden. We will make this Exhibit No.
?

5.

is

is

?

is

;

is

is

?

I

I

a

L

I

in

subsequently
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(The photograph referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 5" and is
follows:)

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Sheehan, would you mark that "Exhibit 5."
Mr. Sheehan. I will turn it over to the committee as soon as we are

through. We may refer to it further.
Dr. Miloslavich. One body was placed on top of the other one, with
their faces down. They were close together, nothing between them.
All the bodies were dressed in Polish officers' uniforms, the clothing
being winter clothing, underwear and the uniform, and coats on some(
The heads were downward. One body like this, the next one like this,
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and the next one like this [indicating].
This was the width of the
Then 12 layers down, and then multiply by the length.
grave.
don't remember how many we found in the length. Anyway, at that
was examining and making my own estimations
didn't
time when
follow anybody, and no one tried to give me any advice because
knew what to do.
estimated approximately 2,870, something^ like
that, a little less than 3,000 officers.
They were packed completely
together by decaying fluids of the human body, the decomposing fluids,
which started to penetrate, to imbibe, to infiltrate every dead body
in there. That was a solid mass in which you just saw skulls you
could recognize and that they were human beings.
Then went into the graves and studied which ones of them would
give me the best information, what, the dead body could tell us. With
the help of two Russian peasants
picked a body, and slowly and
gradually — it took them close to an hour — they removed the body and
examined it very carefully to find out two main
brought it out.
points. First, what was the cause of death. Second, how long a
time was this individual buried. Third, who he was?
In examining the body found a gunshot wound at the boundary
between the back of the neck and the head. The Germans gave the
That is the precise description of the
expression "nacken schuss."
shot which was fired. The majority of them had just one shot, because
it entered in here [pointing with finger] and came out here at the
root of the nose, which means the head was bend downward. It was
administered with such precision that the medulla was completely
destroyed.
Mr. Flood.
tell you what you do : You take Mr. Mitchell here,
if your gun isn't loaded, and demonstrated on him for us, will you,
just at what point at the base of the skull this missile entered and on
what part of the face was the point of exit.
Dr. Miloslavich. The position of the head was like this [demon

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

strating].
Mr. Flood. In what position would the living man have to be in
your judgment, from your experience, at the time the shot was fired,
standing, kneeling, lying down, or what, mostly likely.
Dr. Miloslavich. Most likely kneeling.
Mr. Flood. In what position, show us.

Dr. Miloslavich. Like this.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, you have to tell me what to do.
Dr. Miloslavich. I will guide you. It was shot in here.

If I

You have

to figure that the bullet is going always straight.
take this line
The head
and put it this way you see it comes out here [indicating].
was not like this and then shot.
Mr. Flood. Why?
Dr. Miloslavich. Because the bullet would come out here.
Mr. Flood. Witness demonstrates with finger at the base of the skull
of counsel, bullet on a straight line shot up, coming out at the middle
of the hairline. If shot down as you indicated in your testimony,
where would the bullet exit on the fact of the exhibiter?
Dr. Miloslavich. The bullet exit would be approximately in the
neighborhood of the root of the nose.
Mr. Flood. Between the eyes.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right, or a little above or a little below,
but in this region here.
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Mr. Flood. In the area of the forehead oe between the eyes.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. That would indicate great precision and skill at the
time of the discharge from the base of the skull ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. With the face pointing down toward the ground and
the victim in a kneeling or bent forward position ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Machrowicz. One question there : You do not mean they neces
sarily had to be in a kneeling position?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Flood. Most likely, in any case.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
wasn't present.
don't know.
Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, you just demonstrated on me how you
would like for you to tell the commit
thought that bullet traveled.
tee why you say that bullet would come out here in the forehead as
you demonstrated ?
Dr. Miloslavich.
have shown with this how the bullet travels.

I

I

I

I

Mr. Mitchell. Is there any obstruction ?
Dr. Miloslavich. He has the gun in a little slanting position, like
this, and consequently if it goes like this it has to come out here

[indicating].
Mr. Flood. Of course, Doctor, you didn't examine all ef the bodies
in the grave and it is possible because of that fact that many of these
killings resulted from other kinds of position of the gun. In other
words, some of them may have been shot standing up, some of them
may have been shot kneeling down, or some not snot at all as far as
you know.

Dr. Miloslavich. Sure.
Mr. Flood. But what you saw you describe as you are now pre
senting it.
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood. On how many bodies did you make a post mortem I

Dr. Miloslavich. I made a post mortem on one.
Mr. Flood. Yourself.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now that I have interrupted you, you said the Kussian

peasants took an hour to get this one body, that you performed the
post mortem on, out of the grave.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. How many peasants helped you ?

Dr. Miloslavich. Two.
Mr. Flood. Why would it take two peasants 1 hour to get one body
out of one grave?
Dr. Miloslavich. Because they were all packed in one big firm
mass.

All

the bodies were packed together.

М. Flood. You mean the body fluids, as a result of the decomposi
tion, composed a huge sticky mass of all these bodies; is that it?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right, in cold weather.
Mr. Machrowicz. When was it that you were there?
don't think
you set the time. What month was it that you made this post

I

mortem

?

Dr. Miloslavich. When

I was

in that grave it was

April

29, 1043.
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Mr. Mitchell. Doctor, did you yourself select the body on which
you did the post mortem or the autopsy ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr. Mitchell. You were given that opportunity freely ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Absolutely.
Mr. Mitchell. What layer was the body in that you selected ? You
said that there were a lot of layers. What layer?
Dr. Miloslavich.
couldn't tell you that exactly. It was about,
would guess
Mr. Mitchell. The top, the middle, the bottom ?
Dr. Miloslavich. The middle of the grave, the middle counting
from up down, the middle of the grave.
Chairman Madden.
believe it would be well now if the doctor
would finish about his investigation of the skull and also state in your
opinion as a doctor what you think, after the investigation that you
made, was the approximate time of the killing?

I

I

I

Dr. Miloslavich. At the time when

I

finished the post mortem ex
dictated my findings right there at the burial place and
gave my expert opinion as to the cause of death and about the main
cadaveric changes of the body. Then the next day. late in the after
noon, all the experts, 12 of them, together with Dr. Buhtz — and there
were two more German specialists there —got together and every one
of us expressed opinions as to our findings, and we all agreed that the
bodies were buried, approximately, not less than 3 years ago.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you say you all agreed to that ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes. It was pointed out upon which facts that
opinion was based. All of us reported that death was caused by the
gunshot wounds fired from the immediate proximity, close to the line
of the back of the head and back of the neck, so-called nacken schuss.
repeat that name because it is the best name for it. They were fired,
of course, from behind in the direction to the front, with a shattering
of the entire skull due to explosive action of the near shot. Powder
found it also. In some
marks were found on the skull itself, and
instances in the skulls we found three gunshot wounds, but in instances
if there was a real, well-placed nacken schuss, there was just one shot
because — want to explain what just came to my mind — because the
bullet wound which enters in here and comes out here passes through
the — have to give it in technical terms.
Mr. Mitchell. Please give it in technical language.
Dr. Miloslavich. Medulla oblongata and pons cerebri. Those are
the two vital points in the human brain.
you destroy any one of
those two, death is instantaneous.
you miss that, the individual
might live a few hours, maybe 1 day or 2 days. That is the reason
why in a few cases there are three shots, because the first one was not
iired correctly.
Mr. Flood. Since you stopped there, it is entirely possible that
anybody shooting into the head under those circumstances, if there
were many shootings at the same time and everybody was very busy
and in a hurry, many of those bodies may have been thrown into that
grave before they were dead?
Dr. Miloslavich.
don't know that.
Mr. Flood. That is entirely possible.
am not asking your opinion.
Dr. Miloslavich.
have no opinion on that.

amination

I

I

I

I

I

If

If

I
I

I
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Mr. Flood. You wouldn't say it was not possible
You have no opinion about that?
Dr. Miloslavich. Very well.

?

Chairman Madden. Doctor, could you explain very briefly for the
record how you could scientifically determine by the wound to the
skull the approximate time that that wound was* inflicted after several
years had passed ?
Dr. Milosavich. Sir, that is impossible in instances where the wound
was inflicted 2 or 3 years ago, because the ape of a wound is judged by
the changes one can see.
the body is completely decayed and the
brain mass is completely dissolved, you can only state that that
is a bullet hole and here is a bullet exit, but how old that is from the
wound alone you cannot tell that.
Mr. Flood. However, from your experience as a pathologist over
many years and from the statement that you have placed on our record
now, you could, as an expert pathologist, be able to determine from
all the circumstances of the body otherwise, in addition to the wound,
how long that body had been dead ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. Later on, will ask you how long, but at this point
wTill ask you to finish your statement.
But that could be done and
you can so do.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Sheehan. In order to get these dates straight for the committee,
you say all the bodies were buried not less than 3 years, and you place
this date at April 28, 1943 ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Sheeiian. Which would mean that all bodies were put in the
grave prior to April 28, 1940?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct, approximately. One month more

If

I

or

less.

I

I

think it would be good to call to the attention of
the committee members that at this time the Russians were in control
of the Smolensk area and the Germans did not capture the area until
August of 1941, approximately a year later.
Chairman Madden. Doctor, did you observe the boots and cloth
ing on the soldiers and officers, as to the type, whether they were in
good condition or bad condition, if you know ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Senator,
don't remember exactly, but
know
the boots were in pretty good condition. The heels of some of them
were a little bit worn out, but the uniforms were perfectly fitted.
They fitted the dead body completely, very nicely buttoned and every
Mr. Sheeiian.

I

I

thing.
Chairman Madden. Were all of the dead soldiers officers?
Dr. Miloslavich. So far as
saw, what
saw, all of them were
officers.
remember two generals,
remember even the names because
was deeply impressed to see them. One was General Bohaterowicz,
and the other one was General Smorawinski.
Chairman Madden. Did you observe any bodies there that had
clothing on other than army officers ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes, saw one. That was a chaplain.
Chairman Madden. How many bodies did you have a chance to
observe as to clothing, just roughly?

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

Dr. Miloslavich. At that time when was there they removed 980
and some, close to 1,000.
Chairman Madden. Close to a thousand. Doctor, is there anything
else that you would like to add to your testimony before the members,

if

they desire, have any questions to ask ?
don't know.
everything that is necessary.

Dr. Miloslavich. Senator,

I think I have

I

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman,

covered

I

would like to recess for a minute.
the doctor would like to have a short rest.
Chairman Madden. The committee will recess for a few minutes.

I believe

(Brief

recess.)

Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Chairman, before the witness resumes may
make an observation that after the ruling
think there has been a
little misunderstanding among some of the photographers and the
As under
press as to the extent of the so-called ban on the pictures.
stand the ruling to be— and
would like to be corrected if
am
wrong, Mr. Chairman — it is that if a witness is testifying and he has
no objections to his picture being taken, pictures may De taken of
him while he is testifying ?
Chairman Madden.
the witness does not object, that is permis

I

I

I

I

sible.

I

If

But if the witness objects

I hope the photographers will respect the wishes
Chairman Madden. I might say if the Doctor cares to he may sit
down while he is testifying. We will proceed.
Mr. Flood. Doctor, I think I will call you Professor instead of Doc

Mr. Machrowciz.
of the witness.

tor, is that all right?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is okay. It makes no difference.
Mr. Flood. You correct me if I am wrong. I have some biography
on you, and you correct me if this is not correct: "Prof. Edward L.
Miloslavich, MD. F. A. P. H. A." I suppose that means Fellow of
the .American Public Health Association.
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood. "F. A. A. A. S.," fellow of the American Academy for
the Advancement of Science

Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood (reading) :

Diplomate. American

?

Board of Pathology

University of Vienna, Austria.

;

doctor of medicine, honoris causa,

Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood (reading) :
Doctor of medicine, honores causa,

University

of Breslau,

Germany.

Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood (reading) :
Director, department of pathology, DePaul Hospital, St. Louis, Mo. Formerly
associate professor, pathologic anatomy, University of Vienna, Austria.
Pro
fessor, pathology and bacteriology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wis.
Professor, legal medicine and criminology, University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
Honorary professor, pastoral medicine, theologic faculty, University of Zagreb,
Croatia.

By "pastoral medicine," you refer to that part of your teaching
which connects legal medicine witli theology ?
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Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You have had in your experience as pathologist and as
an authority on legal medicine in Europe and America many years
of experience in the exhumation and the post mortems of the human
body

;

is that correct

?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Did you have such experience in those two categories
before your investigation of the bodies at the Katyn Forest massacre?
Dr. Miloslavicii. Yes: I did.
Mr. Flood. Is it possible for you and is it possible for an experienced
pathologist by examining the human body and its condition at the
time of exhumation to be able to determine within reason the date of
the burial, the time of the burial?
Can you tell about how long a
body has been in the ground by examining it after it lias been exhumed,
from the condition of the body at that time, based upon your ex
perience as a pathologist and similar exhumations and examinations in
the past

?

I

Dr. Miloslavich. Yes;
can.
Mr. Flood. You can.
Dr. Miloslavicii. I can.
Mr. Flood. You told us that you did make such post mortems and
exhumations of the bodies at Katyn ?
Dr. Miloslavicii. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. You made such an examination upon one body your
self?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. Will you describe for us, without going into complete
detail, but some detail, what examination you performed upon that
corpse at Katyn?
Dr. Miloslavich.
paid particular attention to the process known
as

a

di росе re

I

I

Mr. Flood. May interrupt to point out, this answer will of neces
Will you make it as technical as you
sity have to be highly technical.
wish, and take time to spell out for the clerk whatever technical ter
minology you wish to use.
Dr. Miloslavich.
am sorry I have to use that.
Mr. Flood. Do it your way.
Dr. Miloslavich. Adipocere, a-d-i-p-o-c-e-r-e, in plain English
would be saponification.
In other words, it will be the formation of
soap. When a body decays in an environment, in a soil, in the earth
which is humid or contains water, ground water
Mr. Flood. Were any of those elements present at the grave at
Katyn ?
Dr. Miloslavich. You mean adipocere ?
Mr. Flood. Humidity or water.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Which one or both ?
Dr. Miloslavich. On the outside water, inside humidity.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Dr. Miloslavich. They form adipocere. Adipocere alone is not

I

conclusive as to the exact time when the body was buried, because adi
pocere under certain circumstances can develop within the first year.
But then you have to study the musculature, cut into the muscles and
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if

the muscles contained adipocere, because adipocere will appear
That is point one.
at the end of the complete decay.
I examined that.
examined that, Senator.
Mr. Flood. Did you find that element to be present ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes, did, in the muscles of the gluteal region,
in the muscles in the depth of the thigh, and in muscles known as ileo
psoas.
Mr. Flood. That first element was present, and was it present in a
sufficient degree to permit you to make a conclusion ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Quite.
Mr. Flood. What was your second element ?
Dr. Miloslavich.
may continue with the element.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
removed parts of
Dr. Miloslavich. To be absolutely positive.
those adipocere muscles and took them along to my institute, to my
see

in the muscle

I

I

If I

I

laboratory.
Mr. Flood. You took part of the body with you ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No, no, the muscles.
Mr. Flood. Part of the muscle. That is part of the body.
Dr. Miloslavich. Sure.
Mr. Flood. You took it where?
Dr. Miloslavich. I got it at Katyn and took it down to Zagreb.
Mr. Flood. After you left the forest.
Dr. Miloslavich. After left.
Mr. Flood. All right, go ahead.

I

Dr. Miloslavich. In order to make miscroscopic examinations of the
see if there is any structure of the muscle still present.
Mr. Flood. Did you take any other part of the body from the Katyn

muscle to

Forest, that same body, to Zagreb with you, other than the muscle?
did.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes,
Mr. Flood. What part ?
took the skull.
Dr. Miloslavich.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Dr. Miloslavich. In examining microscopically, the muscle, which
was changed by adipocere,
noticed that the entire structure of the

I

I

I

I

muscle was completely destroyed by the saponification.
could not
see any muscle fibers, no striatlon of the muscle substance.
Mr. Flood. Wait a minute. That examination that you made micro
scopically you made at your laboratory in Zagreb ?

Mr. Flood. Some time subsequent to your examination at Katyn?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Did the microscopic examination you made at Zagreb
some time subsequent to the examination you made on the scene at
Katyn confirm the conclusion you reached at Katyn?
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Dr. Miloslavich. My microscopic examinations proved that my
diagnosis, and the diagnosis of my colleagues, was correct.
Mr. Flood. What is the second element present at the exhumation,
at your post mortem ?
Dr. Miloslavich. The second element was the presence of a peculiar
change found in the cavity of the skull, which was detected by Pro
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is

3

is

II

The body
examined didn't have
but the body of
He was standing close to me when he was making his post
mortem examination, and he called me over and
had opportunity
to examine also that change, which
more or less, will say, absolutely
conclusive that the body was more than
years under the ground.
Mr. Flood. Palmeiri, Orsos, yourself, and some of the other experts
present were performing post mortems upon different bodies?
Dr. Miloslavich. That
right.
Mr. Flood. Were you all close to each other in the same immediate
fessor Orsos.

Orsos did.

a

Dr. Miloslavich. Yes, correct.
Mr. Flood. A few feet apart, few yards apart
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.

?

area?

it
?

a

?

a

Mr. Flood. Was the body on table, on the ground
Where was
Dr. Miloslavich. On table.
Mr. Flood. Did you have instruments for the purpose of making

the post mortem?

Dr. Miloslavich. Sure.
Mr. Flood. You had them with you.
Dr. Miloslavich. No. They gave them to me.
Mr. Flood. Did you search for any other element besides the two

you have indicated?

a

I

3

a

a

is

a

it

I

it

3

I

a

I

examined, of course, the entire organs and found
Dr. Miloslavich.
processes of drying and mummification.
Mr. Flood. Based upon your experience as pathologist, based upon
the record you have given us of your experience at exhumations and
post mortems performed upon exhumed bodies before you went to
Katyn, based upon the statement you have just made as to the post
mortem you performed upon this particular body, in addition to
the examination you made of the skull of the body being posted by
Dr. Orsos and brought to your attention and examined by you. what
in your expert opinion would be the period of time that the bodies
were buried at Katyn, about?
Dr. Miloslavich.
estimated more than
years.
Mr. Flood. Doctor, asked you why
took two Russian peasants
so long to remove one body from the grave at the time that these
bodies were first observed by you, and you told us that
was because
the bodies were packed in as
result of certain body fluids present
and decomposition.
Dr. Miloslavich. That
correct.
Mr. Flood. Would you say that the fluids which emanated from
fluid and of such a nature
these decomposed bodies would be such
and of such degree of fluidity at that time as to confirm your estimate
that they were present in the grave about years?
will not pay very much attention
Dr. Miloslavich. Congressman,
to that in the estimation of time.
Mr. Flood. The fact remains that they were in
mass because of
the fluids from the bodies?
is

is

Dr. Mtloslavtch. That
rightMr. Flood. That
not contributory to your conclusion?
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Flood. You were in Zagreb at the time the Germans moved into

Zagreb?
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Dr.
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Miloslavich. That is right.

Flood. You are a Croat ; your ancestry is Croatian ?
Miloslavich. That is correct.
Flood.
suppose you are a Koman Catholic if you are

I

a

Croa

tian, aren't you?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Did you continue to teach in the University at Zagreb

when the Nazis were in there ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr. Flood. Were you a collaborateur with the Nazis?
Dr. Miloslavich. No ; had nothing to do with them.
Mr. Flood. How did you hold the job if you were not?
did nothing but teach at the university.
Mr. Miloslavich.
Mr. Flood. Did anybody ever charge you or accuse you or identify
you of being a collaborateur with the Nazis ?
Dr. Miloslavich. It may be people who didn't like me.
Mr. Flood. Were you ever screened or examined by the American
forces after we took over on that charge?
can remem
was screened, so far as
Dr. Miloslavich. Oh, yes.
ber, four times.
Mr. Flood. By Americans?
Dr. Miloslavich. By American authorities.
Mr. Flood. Intelligence officers.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right, CIC.
Mr. Flood. CIC.
Mr. Mitchell. Where?
Mr. Flood. You were so screened ?
was screened in Cell Am See. Then
Dr. Miloslavich. Oh, yes,
was screened in Vienna. Then again
wras screened in Salzburg then
was screened by the Army in Salzburg.
Mr. Flood. Were you ever a member of any Nazi societies?

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.

I

Miloslavich. No.

Flood. Academic, scientific, or political of any kind?

Miloslavich. No.

Flood. What was the result of the screening?

you?

Did they pass

Dr. Miloslavich. Every American who was over there during
war had to be screened.
Mr. Flood. You are an American citizen.
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.

the-

Fixiod. You were screened.
Miloslavich. Yes.

Flood. What was the result of the screening?

Miloslavich. That is right.

Flood. What was the result ?

Miloslavich. Nothing was found against

home any time

I wanted

to.
were okay, is that it?

me.

So

I

could go

Mr. Flood. You
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr. Flood. I asked these questions because it is interesting to me
to find out when you got to Berlin you were named on this commission
that the Germans were going to send to Katyn.
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Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Did you approach them
Mr. Flood. How* were you approached?
or did they approach you ?
Dr. Miloslavich. I approached them.
Mr. Flood. Did you know there was going to be a commission ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Surely.
Mr. Flood. Did you ask them to go on it?
Dr. Miloslavich.
told them Г would like to be present, that
would like to have an opportunity to examine those bodies and they

I

I

said

Mr. Flood. What was your interest? What did you care about it?
Dr. Miloslavich. I went there from a purely scientific point of

view.

Mr. Flood. You want us to believe that as soon as you heard this
story in Zagreb as a student of pathology and of legal medicine, you
merely wanted to go there to see what this looked like?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is the point.
Mr. Flood. That is how you got to Berlin ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. At your own expense ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
want to find out when you got to Berlin were you
Mr. Flood.
Were you taken into a room? Were you
briefed by the Germans?
give a sales talk ? Were you high pressured '. Was your arm twisted ?
Were you briefed or threatened ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No, no.
Mr. Flood. They just put you on the commission and away you

I

went.

Dr. Miloslavich. The German pathologist and experts on legal
was at Marquette and when
medicine knew me very well when
attended their scientific meetings.
returned to Europe because
lectured at their meetings. They knew me very well.
Mr. Flood. Are you telling us — and you are under oath — that there
was no pressure, no duress, no threats, and no intimidation as against
you or anybody identified with you by the Nazi Germans at any time
during the time you served on the German Katyn Commission or to
get you to sign or make a report favorable to the Germans and against
the Russians?
can say that regarding my
Dr. Miloslavich. Mr. Congressman,
was not intimidated, and all those words you used.
own person
went there only for the purpose of scien
Nothing was done to me.
didn't care who killed them, what killed them,
tific examination.
was just interested to establish how those men had
what happened.
That is all my
been killed and how long a time they had been killed.
My interest was just exhumation and study of the exhumed
interest.
did not contribute anything to save the Germans,
human body.
to give a reputation to the Germans or anything of that kind.
didn't do anything to mention who did it or how it was done.
Mr. Flood. The answer is "No" ?
Dr. Miloslavich. The answer is "No."

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Witness, I believe you mentioned that one
of the experts who was there with you was Dr. Markoff.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. He is from Bulgaria ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Machrowicz. You knew him personally ?
Dr. Miloslavich. I met him there. I knew him by reputation.
Mr. Machrowicz. You did not know him until you arrived at
Katyn ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he also conduct an autopsy ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes; he did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he also make a finding?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes; he did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you remember what his findings were ?
Dr. Miloslavich. I don't recall. It was similar to our findings.
Mr. Machrowicz. It was not contrary to your findings or you would

have remembered it?

Dr. Miloslavich. No. He didn't say anything. He agreed with
everyone who was there, all 12 men.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he sign the report which you signed ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes; he did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was there any compulsion upon you or anyone
else to sign the report ?
Dr. Miloslavich. There was no compulsion on me.
Mr. Machrowicz. Or upon Dr. Markoff, if you know ?
don't know.
Dr. Miloslavich.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he indicate to you or to anyone else in your
presence at any time that there was any compulsion upon him to sign
the report?
Dr. Miloslavich. He didn't say anything to me.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you at any time had the opportunity to
read the proceedings of the International Military Tribunal at Nurem
berg with reference to this particular matter?
saw it just yesterday.
Dr. Miloslavich.
didn't have time to

I

I
I

I

read it.
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to call to your attention and to the
attention of the committee that Dr. Markoff, who subsequently be
came a witness of the Soviet authorities at the Nuremberg trial, did
testify as follows, on page 334 of volume XVII of the proceedings of
July 1, 194G. In speaking of the committee which examined these
bodies he states as follows :
They were the following, besides myself: Dr. Iiirkle, chief doctor of the Min
istry of Justice, first assistant of the Institute of Forensic Medicine and Crimi

nology at Bucharest; Dr. Miloslavich, professor of forensic medicine and crimi
nology at Zagreb University, who was representative for Croatia —

And then follow other names which have already been previously
mentioned which I don't think it necessary to repeat at this time.

Dr. Markoff did confirm the fact which you testified to today,
that you were actually there.
would like to call the committee's attention, referring to page 340
of the testimony of Dr. Markoff on July 2, 194(5, the following is
This, I want to say, is a witness produced
quoted in his testimony.

I
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This is
by the Soviet authorities to disprove the German version.
the testimony he gave.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Machrowicz, would you identify for the record
who was doing the cross-examining?
Mr. Machrowicz. Cross-examining at that time was Counselor
Smirnov, who was the representative of the Soviet authorities. In
answer to Counselor Smirnov's questions at Nuremberg, Professor
Markoff testified as follows:
The only one who gave a different statement in regard to the time the corpses
had been buried was Professor Miloslavich from Zagreb, and he said it was 3
years.

I

want to confirm the fact that the testimony given by this
witness is evidently truthful because it corresponds exactly with the
want to say
testimony produced even by the Soviet authorities.
further that he followed that with the following sentence:

Here again

I

However, when the German book regarding Katyn was published, I read the
result of his impartial statement regarding the corpse on which he had performed
the autopsy.

I would like to call

to the committee's attention that even Markoff, the
witness for the Soviet authorities, confirmed the fact that the report
of Dr. Miloslavich was an "impartial statement" and did confirm
the fact that the deaths occurred at least 3 years before the time of
the examination.
Is it correct that you were the only one who confirmed the fact
that it was 'Л years?
know that Professor Orsos also pointed it out
Dr. Miloslavitch.

I

very emphatically.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were there others besides him?
Dr. Miloslavich. I remember when we had that conference and
discussed the findings at the graves, Orsos had the skull of that
Polish officer and pointed to those characteristic changes in the skull
cavity, and several doctors mentioned in that report were present.
All of us were there. So far as know, none of them objected to the
interpretation or the findings.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of course you know, do you not, Dr. Milosla
vich, that Professor Markoff is now behind the iron curtain?
Mr. Miloslavich. Yes ; know that.
Mr. Machrowicz. And he was in 19-iG at the time he testified at the
Nuremberg trials?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Dr. Machrowicz. Coming back to the reasons given by you which
you claim resulted in your determining that the death occurred about
;i years before the examination,
will ask you were there any insects or

I

I

insect remains on the corpses?

I

Dr. Miloslavich. I didn't see any.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did that have any significance to you?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes. I would say that the bodies were buried

during the wintertime.
Dr. Machrowicz. I am reading now from the report of the German
Medical Commission, which reads as follows:
There were absolutely no insects or insect remains on the corpses that could
have stemmed from the time of the burial.
From this it can be concluded that
the executions and burial took place in a cold and insect-free time of the year.
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Is that correct?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Machuowicz. Do I understand,

then, from your testimony
now that this lack of insect or insect remains led you to the conclusion
that the deaths took place at a season of the year when it is cold ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Machuowicz. Was that the conclusion of the other doctors
there also

?

Dr. Miloslavich.

ment to that effect.

I could

not tell you that.

They signed the state

Mr. Machrowicz. Of course you know that the Russian version of
the charge was that the deaths occurred some time around August
1941. That would be in the middle of the summer, would it not?
Dr. Miloslavich.
think August is in the summer.
Mr. Machrowicz. So the lack of these insects or insect remains
was at least to you an indication that that charge was not correct.

I

Dr. Miloslavich. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.

I

Chairman Madden.

might announce that Congressman

of Massachusetts is now present.

Furcolo

Are there any other questions from any other members of the
committee?
Congressman Sheehan.
Mr. Sheehan. Professor,
have several inquiries
would like to
put to you. No. 1, you talked about four different screenings by our
American officers, the С. I. C, and the Army. Approximately when
did they take place ?
Dr. Miloslavich. It was between the end of May 1945 and March

I

I

1946.

Mr. Sheehan. At any time during the screenings did they ask you
about your participation in the Katyn investigation ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No. They knew that.
Mr. Sheehan. They knew that.
Another thought, which was brought out in the previous testimony
by Mr. Henry Cassidy, who is now head of the NBC News Service.
He was one of a number of about 14 correspondents who were taken
by the Russians to Katyn in January 1944. When he came back he
testified that the correspondents were all agreed that the Russian
affair was a staged affair. The correspondents felt that the bodies
were selected and everything was done on the basis of a staged affair.
Your testimony has already proved that yours was not a staged affair
in any sense of the word, is that right?
Dr. Miloslavich. No; it was not.
Mr. Sheehan. You signed the German protocol,
understand,
this particular instrument here, is that right?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Sheehan. When and where did you sign the German protocol '?
have forgotten the name of the town where it
Dr. Miloslavich.
was signed ; east of Warsaw.
Mr. Sheehan. That is your signature, is it not, on the German
protocol ?
Dr. Mhx)8Lavich. Yes; that is right.

I

I
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Mr. Sheehan. Who drew up this protocol, do you know offhand?
Dr. Miloslavich. The commission.
Mr. Sheehan. The members of the commission.
The German
Army or the Nazis didn't draw it up.
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. She£han. You drew it up yourself ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes. Of course they collaborated in that. Pro
fessor Buhtz.
Mr. Sheehan. In previous testimony it was brought out by one of
our witnesses, who was an eyewitness, that he saw the soldiers before
Do
they were killed, and their hands had been tied with barbed wire.
you remember any bodies with wire instead of rope ?
Dr. Miloslavich. All that saw were with rope, cords.
Mr. Sheehan. You are an American citizen. You have come back
from Zagreb. Have you ever attempted or did you ever want to
go back there for any of your belongings or anything?
Dr. Miloslavich. No; I cannot go back.
Mr. Sheehan. You cannot go back ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Sheehan. Since you came back to this country has any official
of the State Department asked you to verify vour version of the Katyn
affair?
Dr. Mtloslavich. No.
Mr. Sheehan. Anybody in the Army?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, no Government official at any time
has asked you for your opinion of it?
Dr. Miloslavich. No, no.
Mr. Sheehan. I think that is all have, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
Mr. Furcolo.
have some if
understand it at
may. Doctor, as
the time you were doing your scientific work on the bodies you were
using what was then the most up-to-date medical knowledge and

I

i

I

I

I

I

*

medical science?

Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Furcolo. You have had long experience in that field.
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes; I have.
Mr. Furcolo. Would it be your opinion that you were up-to-date

on the latest medical knowledge at that time?

Dr. Miloslavich. Oh, yes.
assume you have continued on in
Mr. Furcolo. Since that time
your medical studies?
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. As in every other branch of medicine, suppose there
will ask you this :
also has been additional knowledge in that field.
Is your present opinion today, in the light of any new medical knowl
edge that you may have obtained in the past 8 or 10 years, the same
as your opinion was back at the time you saw these bodies ?
Dr. Miloslavich. My opinion today is just the same as it was at
that time. There is nothing new so far as know, so far as follow
the scientific literature in my field. Nothing new was put out.
Mr. Furcolo. So your opinion today is the same as it was at that

*J

I

I

I

time?

I

I

^
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Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Furcolo. When you were examining the bodies did you at any

time see any papers or documents or diaries or anything of that nature
that were found on some of the bodies ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Oh, yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Do you remember either any newspapers or any
diaries with notations that would be of any help to us as far as dates
are concerned?

Dr. Miloslavich.

I

saw newspapers with the dates of March 1940.
that I found in the pocket of the young officer that
am
cannot recall the names.
don't recall his name.
examined.
cannot keep it in my
have no notes.
not sure about the name.
mind now for 9 years. That card was also around March 1940.
Mr. Furcolo. Let me ask you this question, if may : Did any of
the papers that you saw or any of the documents that you saw have, to
the best of your recollection, any date that would be after April or
May 1940?
Dr. Miloslavich. So far as remember, not, as long as was there,
because exhumations have been performed after that time.
am referring now only to papers or documents that
Mr. Furcolo.
you yourself saw.
Dr. Miloslavich. All that
saw, the latest were somewhere in

Then

a card

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

April

I

1940.

Mr. Furcolo. At any time when you were examining these bodies
did you detect the presence of sawdust in the mouths of any of the

bodies?

Dr. Miloslavich. No;

dust.

I didn't

see that.

I

didn't notice any saw

Mr. Furcolo. You only saw two bodies ?
Dr. Miloslavich. I saw maybe several hundreds there, but

sonally autopsied, performed

a post mortem

examination

I

per

in detail

on one.

Mr. Furcolo. You testified that as far as you yourself were con
cerned, there was no force or compulsion or intimidation of any kind.
want to ask you if you saw anything in any way to indicate any
force or intimidation of any of the other men who signed the docu
ments for that commission.
Dr. Mhoslavich.
didn't notice anything.
Mr. Furcolo. As far as you know, you didn't see any ?

I

I

Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Furcolo. At the present time do you have any feeling or bias

or prejudice toward either Germany or Russia or toward the German
or Russian people ?
Dr. Mhoslavich. No.
Mr. Furcolo. As you testify here today you don't have any feel
ing of any kind toward either group ?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
have testified as a scientist, from my sci
entific examinations and the results of my research, and nothing else.
Mr. Furcolo. That is all.
Mr. Flood. Do you speak German?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes ; do.
Mr. Flood. Did you speak German then ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes;
did.

I

I

I
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Mr. Flood. You never валу me until this morning, did you ?
Dr. Miloslavich. What is that ?
Mr. Flood. You never saw me until this morning, right'
Dr. Miloslavich. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. You are under subpena here.
Dr. Miloslavich. That is right.
Mr. Flood. How did you get here, anyhow? Who found you?
Where did you come from? How did you come to the attention of
this committee < Who brought you to our attention ?
Dr. Miloslavich. Mr. Pucinski.
Mr. Flood. Have you been offered any favors or any pay or any
emoluments or any inducements of any kind by anybody to be here
this morning?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Flood. By the Government or any individual?
Dr. Miloslavich. No.
Mr. Flood. All right, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Machrowicz. One question : I believe you testified, Doctor, that
this L-shaped grave had about 2,8(X> bodies.
Dr. Miloslavich. Something like that.
Mr. Machrowicz. You do not mean to say that that was the only
grave there, do you

?

Dr. Miloslavich. There were seven of them.
Mr. Machrowicz. Seven graves?
Dr. Miloslavich. Seven graves, including this big one
Mr. Machrowicz. This was the largest of all ?
Dr. Miloslavich. That was the largest one ; yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you arrive at any estimate of your own as

to how many bodies were in the other graves ?
didn't examine them.
Dr. Miloslavich. No ;
didn't have that
much time.
Mr. Machrowicz.
just wanted to make clear it isn't your testi
mony that there were only 2,800 bodies altogether.
Dr. Miloslavich. Oh no, my estimate included all the graves. It is,
of course, an approximate estimate. In that respect,
disagree with
the Germans.
They said 11,000. Buhtz was talking to me about it

I

I

I

I

later that night.
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean Dr. Buhtz?
Dr. Miloslavich. Yes ; said to him, "I think according to my esti
mate would judge somewhere between 13,500 and 14,000.
Mr. Machrowicz. But of course that was only a rough guess based
on the size of the graves?
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Of course, assuming that in the other
graves they had been buried in the same way as in this grave, because
it was a burial, if may compare it so you can understand
like in
sardine box.
They were like this, one close to the other, one on top
of the other, 12 layers from up down, in three's to the side, and the
don't remember.
have forgotten the number.
length
Anyway in
that big L-shaped grave were more than 2,800 officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. One other question, Doctor: At the Nuremberg
trial Counselor Smirnov asked Markoff this question and received this

I

I

answer

:

I

I

a

it,

I

;

Therefore, you were shown already opened Knives near which the corpses were
already laid out is that right?
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And Markoff answered:
Near these open graves were exhnmed corpses already laid out

Quite right.
there.

I

understood your testimony to be that you actually had a corpse with
drawn from the grave which had not been touched.
Dr. Miloslavich.
I may explain that?
Dr. Machrowicz. Will you explain
please.
Dr. Miloslavich. When arrived there found approximately 980,
if am not mistaken, bodies which had been already exhumed from
the
that way, and placed in that vicinity.
grave,
may speak of
They were lying there, enormous masses of dead bodies. Then when
looked in the grave,
asked permission,
am permitted to go in
the grave myself and select
want to examine, and not the
body
bodies which have been taken out.
wanted to oe absolutely critical
in every detail. They said, "Yes, go ahead, Professor. Do anything
you want."
So went down in the grave, going around, looking, studying which
should select.
selected one just in the middle of the grave
body
where the bodies were firmly packed together. It was difficult to re
move.
helped those two old farmers to remove that body to be sure
as
was in the original position, so
that had
helped to remove
from the depth of the grave.
Mr. Machrowicz.
wanted that made clear in the record when
Markoff testified about those corpses which were already laid out,
there were about 900 and some already laid out, but the bodies that
you inspected were not from among those 980 bodies.
Dr. Miloslavich. No, no.
selected my own.
Mr. Machrowicz. Right from the grave.

I

it

if

I

it

it

I

I

it

I

I

I

II

a

I I

I

I

I

I

L

if

I

I

it,

If

examined those, too,

walked around them and

I

I

Dr. Miloslavich.

examined them.

is

a

?

Mr. O'Konski. Doctor, when did you get back to the United States
Dr. Miloslavich. The first week of August 1946.
Mr. O'Konski. With your scientific knowledge as
professional
man — and that
your only interest in this matter — when you got

is

I

I

a

I

I

I

I

I

it,

is

I

a

I

I

back to the United States what was your reaction when you learned
that the people of America had the impression that the Germans
committed the crime rather than the Russians? What was your re
action to that general opinion that the American people had?
Dr. Miloslavich. Congressman O'Konski,
tell you honestly
never spoke to anybody about this.
Nobody knew it. Once in
while
asked somebody if they were familiar with the name Katyn,
saw that the people didn't
and the answer was "What
that?"
so
know
didn't want to discuss it. This
the first time now, in
the last 10 years about, that am talking about this.
am sorry that
could
don't have any documents or notes and nothing. Maybe
little more about it.
am relying completely upon my
elaborate

Mr. O'Konski. And

a

professional man,

scientist only.

as

a

your scientific knowledge as
Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.

a

that all

based on
scientist.
is

I

Mr. O'Konski. The reason
am asking that question
of the testimony that you have given here this morning

is

memory.
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Dr. Miloslavich. Correct.
Mr. Sheehan. May ask one further question?
Professor, as long as we are looking into the scientific aspect of
this, in your experience have you ever gone into any other graves
or seen any other bodies of military or civilians in any other place
behind the iron curtain which might lead to conclusions about the
method of killing?
Dr. Miloslavicii. Yes.
Mr. Siieehan. Where was that?
Dr. Miloslavicii. In the Katyn Forest on the left side of the main
road there were several — it would be better to say many — small
1 asked Professor Buhtz to examine one of those graves.
graves.
Then we found that those men were Kussians who had been killed
maybe 10 or 15 years prior to the Katyn affair and buried in that
con
place. The technique of the gunshot wound, the so-called as

I

I

tinue to mention the name, "nacken schuss,' was exactly the same.
The hands had been bound at their backs just exactly the same and
the, winter coat put upon their head just exactly the same in the graves
on the left side of the main road in the Katyn Forest.
Mr. Sheehan. They were not Polish officers, though. They were

civilians?
Dr. Miloslavich. Civilians.
Mr. Siieehan. In other words,

the similarity to the way these old
graves were, the killing, the "nacken schuss" and the hands tied behind
the back, was similar to the way the Polish officers were killed ?
wouldn't say similar.
would say identical.
Dr. Miloslavich.
Mr. Siieehan. Identical. In other words, the Russians have al
ways held this particular territory, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. Flood. Professor, did you ever see any pictures in American
newspapers and American newsreels or any place within the past 2
years of the bodies of American soldiers killed in Korea with their
hands tied behind their backs? Did you observe or any place see such
pictures?
Dr. Miloslavich. Mr. Congressman
Mr. Flood. You didn't? Did you or didn't you ?

I

I

I

didn't.
Dr. Miloslavich. No,
Chairman Madden. Any further questions ?
Doctor, on behalf of the committee I want to pay this compliment
to you by reason of your actions back in 1943, -when you devoted your
own time and expense and services in going to the Katyn graves to try
to ascertain through scientific study for the benefit of the future the
You also have
facts regarding the execution of these Polish officers.
made a great, sacrifice in coming up here today from your home. Your
actions on both occasions have been highly patriotic. In behalf of
the, committee and the Congress we want to thank you for coming here
and testifying. As long as there are no further questions, you are
excused.

Let me make this announcement: This afternoon we will hear three
witnesses and the committee will now adjourn until 1 : 30.
(Whereupon, at 12: 15 p. m., the hearing was recessed until 1: 30
p. m., the same day.)
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AFrEKNOON SESSION

Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
The first witness this afternoon will be Mrs. Irena Hajduk Metelica.
Irene Hajduk is the maiden name and the present name is Mrs. Irena
H. Metelica.
The witness will be sworn.
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give at the hearings
now being held will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mrs. Metelica.
do.

I

TESTIMONY

OF MRS.

IRENA HAJDUK METELICA,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Chairman Madden. Proceed, Mr. Counsel.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, for the record I would like to advise
the committee that our witness came to us voluntarily this morning.
The committee staff did not interrogate her. This is her own state
will pro
ment. She would prefer to tell the story as she knows it.
ceed by asking her a few questions as to where she was born, if
may,
sir.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Mitchell. What is your present address?
Mrs. Metelica. 2(>47 South Kedzie Avenue.
Mr. Mitchell. You said your present address is 2(>47 Kedzie
Avenue, Chicago?
Mrs. Metelica. Chicago.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you born?
Mrs. Metelica. I was born in Poland in the town of
Mr. Mitchell. Swear the interpreter in, please.
Chairman Madden. Do you solemnly swear you will interpret the
testimony the witness gives to be the truth, so help you, God?
Mr. Roman Pucinski.
do.
Mr. Mitchell. Let's conduct it this way. She will tell her story
in Polish and the interpreter will repeat it for the benefit of the

I

I

I

committee.
(The remainder of Mrs. Metelica's testimony was given through the

interpreter, Mr. Roman Pucinski.)
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you born?
Mrs. Metelica. Hel, Lubeiski.
Mr. Mitchell. When ? What date ?
Mrs. Metelica. 15th of January 1926.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you living in September 1039 ?
Mrs. Metelica. In Lomza. That is near Bialystok. The town is
L-o-m-z-a, the province is B-i-a-l-y-s-t-o-k.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you living with your parents at that time?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you tell us the full name of your father and
mother?
Mrs. Metelica. My father's name was Pawel Hajduk, H-a-j-d-u-k,
and my mother's name was Janina, J-a-n-i-n-a.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you have any brothers and sisters?
had one brother.
Mrs. Metelica.

I
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Mr. Mitchell. Where is he now ?
Mrs. Metelica. He is in England.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is your mother?
Mrs. Metelica. My mother is in England also.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is your father?
Mrs. Metelica. He was killed in Katyn. He had

been at

Staro-

bielsk.

Chairman Madden. Starobeilsk prison camp?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What was your father's occupation before the war?
Mrs. Metelica. He was a professional soldier. He had always been
in the Army.
Mr. Mitchell. Which army?
Mrs. Metelica. The Polish Army.
Mr. Mitchell. Where was he in September 1939 ?
Mrs. Metelica. He was in Lwow, L-w-o-w.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you last see your father?
Mrs. Metelica. The 13th of September 1939.
Mr. Mitchell. That was the last day you saw your father?
Mrs. Metelica. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. Where?
saw my father was in a little vil
Mrs. Metelica. The last time
lage near Rowne, R-o-w-n-e.
Mr. Machbowicz. At that time where were you living?
Mrs. Metelica. We were evacuated from Lomaz.
Mr. Macheowicz. Where were you evacuated to ?
Mrs. Metelica. Lubielski.
Mr. Machrowicz. To the Lubielski Province ; is that it ?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. By Lubielski Province you mean the Province
of Lublin, the province surrounding the city of Lublin?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.

I

And then we retreated eastward as the German armies advanced.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you recollect when the Russians invaded

Do you remember the date?
Poland?
Mrs. Metelica. 16th of September.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of 1939?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes. That is correct.
Mr. Mitchell. How old were you at that time ?
was 13 years old at the time.
Mrs. Metelica.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where was your father then?
Mrs. Metelica. In Lwow.
Mr. Mitchell. With the Polish Army ?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How long were you in the Province of Lublin?
Mrs. Metelica. We were there about 10 days.
Mr. Machrowicz. And then from there where were you taken ?
Mrs. Melelica. We then were evacuated to Rowne.
But we didn't
because
the
Russians
our
to
Rowne,
flight.
intercepted
get
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to you then?
Mrs. Metelica. We remained in the same village, and then the Rus
sians ordered us to return back to our original homes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you do that ?

I
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Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then what happened to you ?
Mrs. Metelica. We returned to Lomza 2 months later.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to you in Lomza ?
Mrs. Metelica.
resumed attending school, and my brother was
engaged in some construction work.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to your father after the Rus
sians invaded Poland ?
Mrs. Metelica. We had no knowledge of my father until the end

I

of October.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of 1939?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then did you

see him or did you
from him ?
Mrs. Metelica. A friend of my father had written a
wife.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where from ?
Mrs. Metelica. From Starobielsk.
Mr. Machrowicz. And Starobielsk was one of the
prison camps in which the Polish officers were held by
that correct?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did this friend of yours say that

was there also

?

get a letter
letter to his

three major
Russians, is

your father

Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you hear from your father after that?
Mrs. Metelica. No. My mother wrote first.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did she write?
Mrs. Metelica. It was either in October or in November that she
wrote her first letter.
Mr. Machrowtcz. That is still 1939?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you get an answer? Did your mother get
an answer from your father?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes ; we received an answer before Christmas.
Mr. Machrowicz. At that time where was he ?
Mrs. Metelica. At that time my father was at Starobielsk and he
had inquired through the Red Cross as to our whereabouts.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did your mother hear from him after that?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes ; we received two subsequent letters from him.
Mr. Machrowicz. On what dates and from where?
do not recall exactly, but the letters
Mrs. Metelica. The dates
were from Starobielsk.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can you tell what month and what year?
Mrs. Metelica. The two following letters were received in January
and March of 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. After March 1940 when your mother heard from
your father at Starobielsk did you ever hear from him again ?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes. We had one more letter from him.
Mr. Machrowicz. When?
Mrs. Metelica. That was in June from Russia. We received a
letter when we were in Siberia in June of 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was the date of that last letter?

I
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Mr. Metelica. His letter was dated the 4th of April 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. At that time you and your mother were in

Siberia ?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How did you happen to be in Siberia?
Mrs. Metelica. We were deported to Siberia as members of a Polish
officer's family.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did the Russians deport the families of the
Polish officers to Siberia?
Mrs. Metelica. That is correct ; yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was the rank of your father, by the way ?
Mrs. Metelica. My father was a major.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was an officer until the last time you heard
from him ?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. What was your father's first name I
Mrs. Metelica. Pawel.
Mr. Machrowicz. After the letter dated April 1940, did you ever
get another letter from him?
Mrs. Metelica. No, we did not.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you or your mother write to him again ?
Mis. Metelica. Yes, my mother wrote another letter.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you remember approximately what date ?
Mrs. Metelica. No, do not recall.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do vou recall what time of the vear? Was it

I

1940?

Mrs. Metelica. It was in June of 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to that letter ?
Mrs. Metelica. The letter was returned with a postscript, a nota
tion, that "You will not find him again."
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know who made that notation?
Mrs. Metelica. No,
do not. The notation was written in the
Russian language.

I

Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to that letter?
Mrs. Metelica. The NKVD took the letter away from us when

leaving Russia.
Was that the last time you ever had any further
information regarding your father's whereabouts?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then, as understand, you say that the last time
your mother ever heard from your father was a letter dated some time
in April 1940?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you write any letters yourself ?
Mrs. Metelica. I had written letters to my father from Poland.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened to those letters ?
Mrs. Metelica. My father did not receive those letters. He received
only two from my family.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you write to anybody else?
Mrs. Metelica. My mother had written several letters to friends,
my father's friends, from the same regiment that he was in.
Mr. Mitchell. What information did your mother receive as a
result of those letters?
Mrs. Metelica. All of the letters were returned with the same Rus
sian inscription, "You will not find him."
we were

Mr. Machrowicz.

I
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Mr. Machrowicz. Did you make any attempts through any au
thorities, Polish or Russian, to locate your father?
Mrs. Метеысл.
had written a letter to Stalin.
Mr. Machrowicz. When ?
Mrs. Metelica. Around Christmas of 1941.
Mr. Machrowicz. What result did you get from that letter?
Mrs. Metelica. We received a copy of an order addressed to the
general headquarters of the NKVD at Minsk, which requested the
address of my father.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you get any further response after that?
Mrs. Metelica. Two months later we received a letter from Minsk
advising us that they cannot supply us with my father's address be

I

cause they cannot locate him.

Mr. Machrowicz. How long have you been in this country?
Mrs. Metelica. One year. March 5 has been 1 year.

Mr. Mitchell. When did you and your mother first hear about
your father after 1940?
Mrs. Metelica. We learned of my father in Teheran in 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. How did you learn that?
Mrs. Metelica. General Anders had been making inquiries as to
the whereabouts of the Polish soldiers, and he was told that they were
taken to the Island of Franz Joseph.
Mr. Machrowicz. Other than the fact that no further information
was received from your father after April 1940, is there anything
else that you have to add to this committee which would shed some
light on the Katyn incident?
Mrs. Metelica. No ; cannot.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you or your mother ever informed officially
by any government about your father?
Mrs. Metelica. My mother had written letters to Major Czapski
and to General Anders, and she received replies informing her that
my father had been murdered at Katyn.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is your mother today ?
Mrs. Metelica. In England.
Mr. Machrowicz. You have never seen the official list of the prison
ers of the Soviet forces in Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostashkov?
Mrs. Metelica. No,
did not.
would like to state that have
Mr. Machrowicz. For the record
this official list of the former Polish prisoners at the three prison
mentioned, and there appears at the bottom of page 256
camps that
the name of Pawel Hajduk, major of infantry.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, would like at this time to introduce
the book Mr. Machrowicz is referring to as exhibit 5-A and have it
It is the most authoritative list
placed in the appendix of this record.
of Polish prisoners in these three camps that we have found to date.
Mr. Madden. The book will be admitted as exhibit 5-A.
(The book Katyn List was marked "Exhibit 5-A" and appears in
the appendix of these hearings.)
Chairman Madden. Will you take a look at this and see if that is at
the bottom of the page as underlined with that pencil mark?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes. My father was a major.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is that the first time you have seen his name
on this official list of prisoners interned at these three camps?
Mrs. Metelica. Yes.

I
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Mr. Furcolo. You said one envelope was returned marked "You
will not find him again." What happened to the other letters t Were

they also taken from you when you left Siberia ?
Mrs. Metelica. All of the letters, including the letter from Stalin
and including my father's photographs, were taken away from us at
the time that we were leaving Russia.
Chairman Madden. The committee wishes to thank you for coming
here.
Your testimony is very valuable, and we appreciate your sin
cere effort to help the committee.
Mr. Bronislaw Mlynarski, do you solemnly swear the testimony you
will give in the hearing now on trial will be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?

Mr. Mlynarski.

TESTIMONY

I do.

OF BRONISLAW

MLYNARSKI, LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, Mr.
Mlynarski has volunteered to testify before this committee. He was
one of the officers assigned by General Anders to investigate the miss
ing Polish Army officeis during 1941 and 1942 after amnesty had been
granted, which was on August 1, 1941. An associate in conducting
this search was Joseph Czapski. The witness has requested that he
be permitted to make his statement and then be interrogated after he
has concluded.

Mr. Machrowicz. Before he tells the story, will you question the
witness as to his present address, and what he is doing, and then we
will let him tell the story. Identify the witness.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you state your full name for the record?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mlynarski.

Bronislaw Mlynarski.
is your present address?
Mlynarski. 7203 Franklin Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
Mitciiel!,. When were you born ?
Mlynarski. Twenty-first of October 1899.
Mitchell. Where were you born ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Warsaw, Poland.
Mr. Mitchell. What was your occupation before September 1939 ?
. Mr. Mlynarski.
was vice director of the Polish Gdynia American
Lines.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you have any experience in the army before

Mitchell. What

I

September 1939?

Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. In what capacity ?
Mr. Mlynarski. I will have to go back to the Russo-Polish War of

1919-20.

Mr. Mitchell. Were you an officer at that time
Mr. Mlynarski. I started as a private and

lieutenant.

?

I

ended as a second

Mr. Mitchell. Where were you on September 1, 1939?
Mr. Mlynarski. In Warsaw.
Mr. Mitchell. In Warsaw.
Chairman Madden. Will you speak a little louder? The audience

cannot hear.

Mr. Mitchell. When did you come to the United States?
Mr. Mlynarski. On January 5, 1946.
Mr. Mitchell. What is your citizenship today ?
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Mr. Mlynarski. United States of America.
Mr. Mitchell. You are a citizen of the United States?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. You stated that your present address is Los Angeles ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Correct.
Mr. Mitchell. What is your occupation?
Mr. Mlynarski. I am a broker in commercial affairs.
am run
ning my own little enterprise.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you start with the date September 1, 1939,

I

and tell Mr. Madden and the members of the committee your

periences, please

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ex

?

Flood. Were you

a reserve officer

or regular army officer ?

Mlynarski. I was a reserve officer.
Flood. When were you called to active duty ?
Mlynarski. I joined the army on the third of September 1939.
Flood. In what capacity did you serve, what branch of the

service.

Mr. Mlynarski. In the engineers, the sappers.
Mr. Flood. Where were you called up to duty?
Mr. Mlynarski. I started in Warsaw. That was the original nu

cleus of my battalion.
Mr. Flood. Were you a line officer or a staff officer?
was then a line officer, but because of my
Mr. Mlynarski. Well,
age — was then 39, almost 40 — became a staff officer.
Mr. Flood. Will you go ahead in your own way, then ?
will ask you, if you please, to tell me or rather
Mr. Mlynarski.
to indicate to me, how far shall go into the details of my first period
am afraid that my story
and my second period, and so on, because
may be too lengthy if go into great detail.
will say, we are glad to have you here and we
Chairman Madden.
would like to have all testimony that will aid this committee in pre
senting evidence to the Congress regarding the Katyn massacre, and
if your testimony takes 30 minutes or 10 hours, we will listen. We
would like to hear all the facts. So our time is your time.
Mr. Mlynarski. Thank you.
will try to be concise and to the point and omit those facts which
will try to go ahead with the most important
are not too pertinent.
facts.
The beginning has been repeated many times in books and is known
drifted and fought the Germans con
to the world. With my unit
would
siderably. We drifted eastward. On the crucial day — and
like in this manner to correct my predecessor, the young lady. The
was at
17th of September is a historical date. It wasn't the 16th.
that time stationed in a town called Dubno, D-u-b-n-o, about 60 kilo
meters in a straight line from the Soviet border. The first flash of the
news crossed the border just in no time because we saw airplanes flying
in a most strange direction. We were used to the German planes
flying and maneuvering in the early hours of the morning in a certain
very precise routine. This morning at about 7 o'clock we saw a for
mation of about 30 airplanes strong that were heading straight from
We thought that perhaps that a new maneuver,
the east, westward.
but we heard ack ack and silence
so Ave didn't pay much attention to
after few rounds, our own in the vicinity. We rushed to those boys
who were specialists in reading the skies, which we were not, and in

I

I

I

I

I
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I
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a matter of minutes we discovered that those 30 airplanes were Soviet
planes.
will never forget, a mo
That same instant was a moment which
ment of great enthusiasm and happiness. We thought that despite our
throughout not only the last decades but cen
misunderstandings,
turies, that the two Slavic nations would come together to fight the
Teutonic foe. That was a mirage that lasted for exactly only a few
hours because we heard news coining from the front line that on the
same day at 5 o'clock in the morning on that whole enormous line
starting from the Lithuanian border, about 550 miles long, the Soviet
Red Army crossed the Polish border in great strength on that same
morning, and crossed the border with force and with no aspect of

I

friendship.
From tliere on

I

we started changing our plans.
Of course was a
subaltern of my experience, and we did what we were ordered.
In
other words, we went approximately southward in order to be in a
belt between the squeezing Germans, who were rushing from the west,
So we had a narrow
and the new forces that were heading westward.
belt that by the hours was getting narrower and narrower.
Unfortunately, my lot and the lot of those who were with me, like
in a river with many tributaries, became a mass of about -25,000 men.
Ultimately on the 19th, that is 2 days later, we could not reach either
the Hungarian border through mountain passes down there or the
Rumanian border which was still further away.
Mr. Flood. At that point do you know whether or not — because of
your low rank you may not have known at that time — but do you know
or have you heard since that the Polish high command had given
instructions that all Polish troops, if possible, should escape into
Hungary ? Are you aware of any such order?
Mr. Mlynarski.
will try to reply to that question.
On the 17th, on that crucial day. a little later in the afternoon, about
1 or 2 o'clock in the afternoon,
our then superior, a general by the
name of Bohaterowicz. B-o-h-a-t-e-r-o-w-i-c-z
Mr. Machrowicz. Incidentally. Mr. Witness, that is the same gen
tleman who was testified to by Dr. Miloslavich this morning.
Mr. Mlynarski.
didn't hear that. That is the same man who is
among the four generals that were inmates of the Kozielsk camp.
That general told us in a very wonderful speech, short, that despite
the fact that we hear now with our ears that the Russians have entered
our lands not as friends, but foes, yet we have to obey orders that
come from high headquarters which he conveys to us that we have
no right to oppose the Russian forces if we meet them on our road
on which we are headed. We did not hear any other orders, sir —at
least
did not — with regard to reaching this or that or other outlets

I

I

I

of Poland.
Mr. Flood. But because of the pressure you were being channeled
into that direction.
Mr. Mltnarski. That is right. We never were told, like a sinking
ship, you know, do what you can. the best. We did not get that kind
of order. However, many did, naturally. Anyway, on the 19th of
September in a little hamlet in the southeast of Poland at about 7
o'clock in the evening the head of that enormous chain, that enormous
serpent, was furiously attacked by cannon fire and machine guns, and
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I

was very near the head. We
We staged a small defense.
scrambled out of the car as best we could. We had no arms, except
I had a pistol. So did my colleagues. Very few even had actual car
bines. We staged a defense, a hopeless defense that lasted 45 minutes.
A little
We had a river in front of us, a small river, and a bridge.
later we had a lot of wounded, and also we had bad explosions of gaso
line, because they were throwing us incendiary bullets from the
machine guns.
Mr. Flood. Who was firing on you ? What troops ?
did not know, al
Mr. Mlyxarski. May tell you in a minute ?
think. A few minutes later we sent our dele
though we guessed,
gation across the bridge, parliamentaries, that we give in because
That is the first time
saw the Soviet
we can't defend ourselves.
men, fully armed, who took us from there on.
Mr. F loou. At that point, and on that date in September 1939 there
had been no declaration of war; there had been no declaration of hos
tilities, as far as the Soviet and Poland were concerned?
so on.

I

I

I

I

Mr. Mlynabski. Correct, sir.
Now I will shorten my story,

dull.

because

that is rather grim, but also

I

would like to ask one question there. You said
Mr. Mitchell.
members of your organization went over to talk with the group of
Soviets?

Mr. Mlyxarski. Yes: two officers.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know who they were?
Mr. Mlyxarski. 1 recollect them very well, but

I

wouldn't remem
ber their names. It lasted a few minutes. We saw them in the darken
ing day on the other side of the river.
Mr. Mitchell. What happened to you from there on?
Mr. Mlynakski. From there on
may only add as a matter of
record that I and all the thousands with me were treated most brutally
in the first days. We were stripped of everything which we had on us,
which as a matter of fact made things lighter for me because
had to
march afterwards 175 kilometers.
Otherwise
would have thrown
away even my little bag, if had one. From there on we crossed by

I

foot

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Flood. May interupt again.
am very sorry that we have to
do this this way, but you are obviously a very intelligent witness and I
don't want to upset you any.
Mr. Mlyxarski. Not at all.
Mr. Flood. When you say we were forced to march 175 kilometers
and we were stripped of our accoutrements, and we were treated very
brutally, do you mean officer personnel and enlisted personnel or was
there a separation of officer personnel from noncommissioned officer
personnel ?
Mr. Mlyxarski. In the very first heat of being taken prisoners of
war there was no distinction between officers and men at all.
Mr. Flood. Was one made subsequently?
Mr. Mlyxarski. Yes, very soon afterwards.
Mr. Flood. How soon afterwards?
Mr. Mlyxarski. Twenty-four hours exactly, on the road while we
were marching, after the first night we spent in the open. They
segregated the officers and men quite separately to such an extent that
we lost sight of those men afterwards.
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. They separated them. Who separated them ?
Mlynarski. Pardon me. That means the Soviets.
Flood. Were they military officers or NKVD?
Mlynarski. At the first moment and from there on until we
crossed the Eussian border, which is about, to be right in days, about
3 to 4 days; we were only under the guard of the Russian Soviet Army,
which is a mighty difference. From there on we were in the care of

the armed police forces.
After crossing the Russian border we camped for 2 days
want to make this clear. Twenty-four hours after you
Mr. Flood.
were taken prisoner the Russian military escort separated the officers
from the enlisted personnel ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, as best they could do.
Mr. Flood. As best they could. Then your crowd were marched
175 kilometers over the Russian border as bflicer personnel ?

I

Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You mean the Russian military compelled officers of the
Polish Army to walk 170-some kilometers?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes. The 175 is the total length of my journey by

foot, you see.
Mr. Flood. From Poland into Russia.
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, from the spot, that hamlet where was taken
prisoner.
Mr. Flood. Right. But the important thing T want to bring out is
that as officers, identified as officers of the Polish Army, with which
the Russians at that time had no controversy legally, you were marched

I

as captives 175 kilometers.

Mr. Mlynarski.

as

Quite correct, and we were distinctly separated,
after we were taken.
Mr. Sheehan. What date was that?
Mr. Mlynarski. That was on the 20th of September.

I say, about 24 hours

Mr. Mitchell. 1939.
Mr. Mlynarski. 1939.

We were always in that time now. When
we arrived at an intermediate spot where we stayed about 2 days we
am speaking now only of
had already met batches of other men.
officers because meanwhile on that march
lost the enormous queue of
the privates.
never saw, because
How long that was
would say without ex
aggeration on the rolling land of the border on the other side of the
Bug River you could see sometimes three or four kilometers distance
From that spot we were
easily and you saw the line never ending.
loaded into trains
Mr. Mitchell. You are now inside Russia.
am now inside of Russia, about 70 or 80 kilo
Mr. Mlynarski.
meters inside Russia on a railroad junction.
have it in my notes but
1 don't remember the name. It is not pertinent.
We were loaded into
trains on a dark night. Those things are done only at night. At that
time — am underlining, gentlemen, from now on
am talking about
officers alone — the strength of that tiny little intermediate camp was
well over 2,000 men. We counted ourselves very easily because there
was a roll call and we knew the number pretty close. That night — it
would be aproximately the 26th of September — we were loaded into
one big train consisting of cars, box cars, very well known in Russia,

I
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without any partitions: in other words for the men who travel in those
care this way, boards in two layers, making things easier. They were
am underlining that
just straight cars without any boards at all.
am stressing that subject a little bit for a certain purpose.
fact, and
It was pretty rough and tough.
In the car in which was loaded there were 88 men. You can
visualize the conveniences. From there we were traveling as far as
we could understand, according to the beams of sun and so forth, we
Because of the holes in that
were heading very distinctly eastward.
of
course quite a lot of land,
of
we
saw
form
conveyance
particular
We passed Kiev ; we
and it was easy to keep our bearings correct.
passed a number Of smaller places. In fact, in two spots we were
ever had in
think that was one of the most decent dinners
fed.
Russia, which was not especially out of any courtesy paid to us. It
was simply that they existed. Those are enormous organizations that
Russia has at certain railroad junctions where they feed those who

I

I

I

I

travel

I

en masse.

As you gentlemen are probably well aware, there is

a lot of mass
movement in Russia since the early twenties.
Nations have been
moved from place to place, and those in responsibility had to feed
them. So we were enjoying that hospitality in those places twice at

night.

Finally, on the 30th of September at about 7 o'clock, on a rather
coolish though pretty sunny morning — there was frost then already
there — the train stopped at a station called Starobielsk. That name
didn't mean much to us. Neither did we know whether that was the
end of our journey or not. But soon we were ordered to leave the cars
witli an order which afterwards became immensely familiar to our
ears.
will just make a little disgression here.
There are two orders which sound this way.
will say it in Russian
and translate it into English. One is Sobiraysia, just one word, and
the other is Sobiraysia S Vieshchami. Those two expressions differ
immensely in their final course of events. The first, Sobiraysia, means
"Be ready." That means "Be ready without your things." That had
applied probably to millions of Soviets for the last 30 years, in their
homes, and so forth, where they are called for interrogation by dif
ferent bodies of the period. The other word is much more grim.
"Sobiraysia S. Vieshchami" means that you will be moved somewhere
else, that it is not for interrogation purposes alone, but that you will
be moved with your little personal possessions, whatever you have,

I

I

somewhere else.

In that particular case at Starobielsk we all heard the order "Get
out of the cars with your things." Which meant that we were going
to stay at that station.
Mr. Flood. Do you understand Russian?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did you at that time?
Mr. Mlynarski.
did.
From there on we were in pretty good order. We were pretty tired,
but that was all right. We marched through the little city in daylight.
That was quite an amazing sight, because for the first time we saw the
local population of that remote village; not a village, it is a town, in
the eastern confines of the Ukraine Republic. We marched through

I
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the town with a lot of onlookers, mostly women and children, with no
Curiosity was the most significant thing we saw in their eyes.
From there on, not far away at all, on the street called Kirov, a very
popular street in all towns in Russia, we were led into a compound
surrounded by a very tall wall about 3 meters high.
Mr. Flood. About how many men were in that contingent, if you
know or can guess. At that moment how many marched through the

town that day?

I

would say three or four thou
Mr. Mlynarski. Quite a few now.
sand at least, although it was a working day.
Mr. Flood. Were you still in uniform ?
Mr. Mlynarski. We were in full uniform.

Mr. Flood. What kind of uniform?
Mr. Mlynarski. Polish Army uniforms.
Mr. Flood. What did it consist of?
Mr. Mlynarski. Most of us still had our greatcoats.
Mr. Flood. What do you mean by "greatcoats"?
Mr. Mlynarski. Overcoats. Many of us had these.
Mr. Flood. Polish Army winter uniform?
Mr. Mlynarski. No; I wouldn't call them winter at all.

Those

overcoats were winter. Otherwise our tunics and our breeches were
not at all. Mine was very, very thin, tropical.
Mr. Flood. Did you wear boots?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes ; had high boots. That is the type.

I

Mr. Flood. What color?
Mr. Mlynarski. The boots were black.
Mr. Flood. Did most of the other officers dress about the

you did?

same

way

Mr. Mlynarski. About the same, but they varied, naturally. Boots
are something which have to be very good for a long march, and we
had to walk on those roads with their sharp stones, which wore out
the boots pretty soon, you know.
Mr. Flood. One more question before you go on. Now that you
have reached the prison camp of Starobielsk, if you know, if you
had an opportunity at that early moment to discover, what percentage
of these officers that walked through the town with you that first day
were reservists as contrasted to regular army ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes;
can tell you that precisely, although it
is a very sharp cut.
would say generall}', because it is based on our
further knowledge of our inmates, there were more than 50 percent
reservists, and out of that 50 percent there was a very high percent
of quite young men, well under 30.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Mr. Mlynarski. That first trainload consisted of over 2,000 men.
We were the very first on that day, the 30th of September 1939, to
enter the Starobielsk camp.
you will allow me to show you a little piece of paper, it is my

I

I

If

strictly private affair
Chairman Madden. Let

I

me say this :
think the witness is making
very good presentation, and unless there is something really im
portant, will ask the members not to interrupt until you get through
with your presentation, and then we will ask you questions.
a

I
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If

am speaking now about the
Mr. Mlynarski.
you please, sir.
Starobielsk monastery, because that is what it actually was. Unfor
Perhaps you
haven't the legend down here in English.
tunately
did
this
myself from
this.
wishes
to
see
if
he
ask
may
your colleague
can assure you gentlemen that the precision of it is
memory, but
very right.
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Machrowicz, will you interpret what
that
please?
sketch of the camp at Starobielsk;
Mr. Machrowicz. This
not?

I

I

a

is

is

it

is,
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?

is

is

Mr. Mlynarski. That correct.
Mr. Furcolo. What the date
Mr. Mlynarski. Thirtieth of September

5

about

a

a
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is

a
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is 8

I

it

a

a

a
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a

4
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That was early
1939.
or o'clock
morning, gentlemen. A few hours later, think about
in the afternoon, new batch arrived, about 2,500 strong, all officers,
and they were spilled into the same camp.
On the following day, which was the 1st of October, the camp was
am saying that emphatically. The camp was then
almost bursting.
So the
filled with at least 4,500 officers, and at least 6,000 privates.
camp was well over 10,000 men. If you look at my little map there
and use your imagination, there was hardly
spot in that confine
that was not filled with human bodies somehow or other. Certainly
there was no room under roof.
In those days, in those first days the camp was hardly built at all.
few remnants of buildings, half destructed, with
There were only
the exception of the middle center church and
kind of additional
— which we later
religious building — don't know the name of
called the circus because our boys lived there in the number of 600
and lived exactly like apes can live, in layers
stories high.
am underlining, gentlemen, this which
to my modest under
fact which
standing of events,
important. Just a while ago
explained the question of Mr. Flood whether we were separated or not.
That means officers and men. We were. Now all of sudden we are
again mixed all together. This did not last long. The privates which
were then about 6,000 were deported, and the deportation started in
the very first days of November. In other words, we were together
month.

To give tribute to those boys whom

a
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2
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a
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I

is
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it
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never saw afterward,
can
assure you gentlemen that not only myself but many other of my col
leagues, officers, who were treated much worse than they were — by
"they" mean our soldiers — they had plenty of all sorts of little com
forts which they gave us most generously.
don't want to become
saved my hands and legs from frost and so forth,
pathetic, but
was due to the fact that those boys gave me all the necessary things
to wear.
They left the camp in several batches starting in the very first
The lot of those men
of November.
very interesting story in
itself.
am told that some of them were returned, brought back to
Poland.
have never personally had any confirmation of that fact.
But let's suppose that that was true, that certain number may have
been returned to Poland.
However, later — have to jump now
—
when
was
ahead
years
working in the so-called front line in one
of the rallying points of the Polish Army then being reinstated in
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Soviet Russia, and quite a number of my friends — we called ourselves
working in the front lines. The front line consisted of simply stand
ing in a certain place and waiting, and receiving those hundreds and
thousands of Polish soldiers who were streaming from all the hun
dreds upon hundreds of penal servitude camps all over Soviet Russia
to join the Polish Army.
The very first question which we always
asked of our boys in the receiving front line was, "Were you among
the first batch of 5,000 or 6,000 that left Starobielsk No. 1 Г
will come to an enumeration, gentlemen, which am afraid you
will have to learn. There was a Starobielsk No. 2. Never did I have
a word of knowledge about those boys that left that camp in early
November 101)9.
But, gentlemen, as your wonderful task is to con
centrate and confine your work on the one specific tragedy of the
Polish Nation,
think we should disregard those others which were
lost in this way or that way, who amount to innumerable thousands
of men, both in army men and in the civilian population, of whom
this young lady was one of the examples.
Life then was applied in that particular camp only to officers.
When the privates left we were much more comfortable, and not only
that, due to the amazing energy of— listed his name on the very
first page — Major Zaleski, a sapper also, who became the Polish camp
commandant, only in the capacity of easing our affairs and being in
touch with the Russians daily and nightly, to get the food, to distribute
the food, to build kitchens, et cetera, and to build additional barracks
because we virtually had nowhere to live. We got the material, slowly,
but we did. Amazingly, we got some nice lumber, and we got some
nails which are weighed in Russia, I think almost as gold, and other
things so that we could erect a few buildings.
made a note of that in my book.
Let me say you have been
Chairman Madden. Let me interrupt.
now testifying for some time.
If you want a couple of minutes recess
indicate your desire at any time.
am men
can go on. Why
Mr. Mltkarski. That is all right.
tioning that the life had changed since the boys left is this, and
would like you gentlemen to use a litte bit of your imagination. You
see, the officers in Poland in those days still b3longed — by no means
misunderstand me — not to a class, but they were formed by virtue of
the fact that they became officers and they were members of the
Polish so-called intelligentsia. The other boys were wonderful boys,
In other words,
but they lacked just that moment of education.
whatever happened at the camp to us from the point of view of the
endeavors to indoctrinate us could not be applied to those boys be
cause there are other ways of teaching those boys and other ways
of teaching us. So from there on we were in a kind of cauldron and
were continuously under the pressure of somehow teaching us what
life should be and what a wrong life we led in our previous days.
That thing, gentlemen — I am shortening this — ran into all forms
We were flooded with a vile Polish press, which
you can imagine.
One paper was edited in Kharkow and the
never knew existed.
other was edited in Kiev, all in the Polish language, a most awful
distorted language; anything that was written in those papers pub
lished on the Soviet soil for the many, many Poles, persons of Polish
extraction that lived in those parts of the Ukraine. So we had those
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papers which made our blood boil. We had quite a few newspapers,
Pravda and Izvestia and the Red Stars, the military organ, that were
distributed to us from the Russians.
am underlining the press, gentlemen.
In those days the Russian
press had but bad things to tell us about ourselves, and that is very
Those moral flailings are sometimes more painful than
painful.
physical ill-treatment. This went on for many months.
Besides, there were other means, too. There was the radio. The
radio was installed, as it is probably now, in any place, almost, that
had four walls. The only difference from the radio in the world in
which we are living here is that the radio in the Soviet Union is not
removable and not detachable in many cases. We called it the black
plate because it was just a kind of a black plate, a loud-speaker
attached to the Avail, and that was that.
It started its noise from
7 o'clock in the morning and ended at midnight, without stopping.
There were some very nice hours which we all enjoyed like the trans
missions, the broadcasts of excellent music. Otherwise it was mostly
propaganda which that enormous poor country is fed continuously
day and night. That propaganda was very painful ; underline and
about our
gentlemen, •because
emphasize,
il
П '
ел
a. Tl 'a
1 T
allies, then Great Britain and France, was fine. Anything that con
Our men, our
cerned Poland was just the worst you could imagine.
statesmen, the statesmen of our allies, were slandered in every form
of speech or print. The sinking, just to give you an example, of a
ship of our line well known in the United States because it spanned
the Atlantic since 1935, the motorship Pilsudski, sunk in middle No
vember 1939, was quite a nice little sensation in the Russian press,
where they said that the ship found the right place at the bottom of
the sea.
That was really, gentlemen, a
We had also moving pictures.
selection that is hard to relate and to give you an idea of. It only
showed the completely low level of those onlookers who comprised
have nothing
the untold millions of the Soviet Union.
Of those
to say. They were fed on those awful pictures that from the begin
ning to the end were alwavs some completely fantastic, out-of-thisworld propaganda stuff. We were showed those pictures. Even so,
we were shown quite a few little beauties concerning our war in 19-20,
which they had a right to do, but still looking at those pictures was
not too agreeable to us.
There was tlien the person to person, every day and into the night
contact and indoctrination by the always kind of growing strength
of the police forces in uniform, the so-called politruks, which is an
abbreviation. Those are the boys who are especially taught and in
structed how to expose around them in their environment, wherever
those environments may be, the gospel and the ideology of the Soviet
Those men are supposed to talk. They are not
school of thought.
They watched us and they had to talk, com
supposed to be silent.
the
from
members of the Red Army which we wore
different
pletely
first surrounded with, who didn't talk at all because they had nothing
we first asked them a few questions, they always
to talk about.
refrained, saying that they knew nothing about anything. Some of
those politruks were very clever, some of them were just smart, and
would call not to the level. However, they dragged
a few of them
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us into conversations.
Then those conversations went on at consider
able length.
you can imagine the camp at that time, over 40,000
strong, of intelligent men, many of them prone to talk too much, too,
the conversation sometimes lagged to the complete defeat of us. "Of
us" means the Polish officers. As far as challenging and attempting
to criticize the Soviet order you have to be very well-versed in the
matters to counteract.
you don't, you lose.
In many cases we lost. But that of course am putting a little
bit in a joking manner because, after all, we did not change our views,
and on the contrary,
think we remained pretty faithful to our old
wav of thinking.
Finally, gentlemen, there was the interrogation individually by
the members of the NKVD in their special buildings. One building
was located in the heart of the camp itself.
made a note of it.
The actual number of the building was No. 10. It was a little bit of
a house always surrounded by barbed wire and a few watchmen.
So
we only learned about the inside of it when we were invited at night
to have a talk. The other buildings, quite a few of them as a matter
of fact, were over the road, in the buildings where the administration
of that camp held its quarters.
Gentlemen, yon probably have heard much about interrogation in
the Soviet Union.
It is quite an experience. My first interrogation
had the pleasure of writing in the form of memoirs, and it forms
It lasted from midnight until
one of the chapters of my memoirs.
think 4 or 5 o'clock in the morning. There was no physical ill-treat
ment, not at all. Those things are done in different ways in different
In an open place like this camp or the
quarters of the Soviet Union.
Kozielsk camp those things are not done. They are done in different
places where ill-treatment can be performed with complete ease. How
ever, a gun was of course on the table. All sorts of lamps were shining
straight in your eyes. They were smoking cigarettes right in your
was interrogated
eyes and not allowing you to smoke, et cetera.
think about 5 times in Starobielsk, and probably about
personally
15 times in mv later days in other camps.
Chairman Madden. Were all those interrogations at night?
Mr. Mltnarski. Always. Not once was interrogated in the day
time.
Chairman Madden. In the early momine?
Mr. Mltnarski. In other words, you were dragged very rudely out
of your bunk in your sleeping quarters.
Mr. Flood. How long were you at Starobielsk, how many weeks or
months ?
Mr. Mltnarski.
was the first to arrive and the last to leave.
Mr. Flood. How many months?
Mr. Mltnarski. From the 30th of September 1939 until the 12th
of May, noon, 1940.
Mr. Flood. During the time you were there what was the highest
number of Polish officers at Starobieslsk at any particular time you
were there?
told you gentlemen a while
Mr. Mltnarski. The very beginning.
ago that there were about 2,000 in the first batch and 2,500 in the second
officers' batch.
Mr. Flood. You were under pressure to be converted to Communism
during all that time ?
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Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did the Russians succeed in converting many Polish

officers to communism

?

Mr. Mlynarski.

I

wouldn't know one single case because
Factually
never had the opportunity to know who was 100 percent converted,
but judging and knowing a little bit how people behave and what they
do, there were maybe a few who were, let's call them, Reds, and then
different shades of red that slides into light pink. That is all
can
say. The percentage was immensely low.
Again it is a guess, gentle
men, but
may say that if ever it was higher than 5 percent, that

I

I

I

was the maximum

Mr. Machrowicz.

toDS.

I

ask a question with reference to the num
May
ber of officers there?
would like to refer to your history of that
camp. On page 5 it states that the highest number was 3,95!0.
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And they consisted as follows, and correct me if
am wrong: Eight generals, 150 colonels, about 230 majors, about 1,000

I

I

captains,

and about

about 2,450 lieutenants, about 30 noncommissioned officers,
52 civilians, judges, prosecutors, and various civil officers.

Mr. Mlynarski. Correct, Sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Total, 3,920. Is that a correct statement?
Mr. Mlynarski. That is very correct. However, later perhaps

I

have slightly changed on my continuous work to arrive at the most
However, gentlemen,
precise figure.
may tell you the figure you
am a little bit proud to say, humbly, the 3,920 concerning
mentioned,
the Starobielsk camp is my figure from the very start of any revela
tions concerning that camp in this world.
Mr. Flood. Were there any Polish priests there?
Mr. Mlynarski. There were 25 who were deported when the boys
were still there. They were all deported at about the end of October.
Mr. Flood. Any women there?
Mr. Mlynarski. Incidentally there was one, the wife of a man, but
she disappeared very soon afterwards.

I

I

Mr. Flood. Rabbis?
Mr. Mlynarski. Oh, yes. They were all deported. There was the
head rabbi of the Polish Armed Forces, Doctor — don't remember.

I

I

There was quite a number of Jews.
have his name somewhere.
There was not one rabbi, there were a few. There was also the ortho
dox chaplain. May say about the figure that to my understanding it
is immensely important.
Chairman Madden. We might have a couple of minutes recess.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Mlynarski, you reviewed your experience on being interrogated

I

at Starobielsk.
Mr. Machrowicz.
understand
May 12; is that correct?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

you left with the last group on

Mlynarski. That is very correct.
Machrowicz. How many were there at that time?
Mlynarski. Eighteen men, plus 10 ; that is 28.
Machrowicz. Prior to that they were taken away in groups of

about 200 each

;

is that correct

Mr. Mlynarski.

bit on that matter?

Yes.

May

?

I have

permission

to elaborate a

little
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Chairman Madden. Yes; proceed.

Mr. Mlynarski.

To make the correct answer to you, sir, arriving
had to start from a certain date. You cannot
at that figure 3,920,
just improvise figures. Figures remain. That pertains to the date
which chose to be the right date for the Starobielsk camp, which was
met similar survivors as myself
the 5th of April 1940. Later when
also checked possibly the strength of their two camps, which would
be Kozielsk and Ostashkov, to find and determine the strength of the
camps. The strength of the camps originally during those long 7
months varied and was certainly much higher than the number which
has been established in the reports that exist today, the 5th of April

I

I

I

I

1940.

Mr. Machrowicz.

What number are you referring to that has been

established?

Mr. Mlynarski. Established by

us, those through all ways and
means tried to be correct to establish the strength.
Mr. Machrowicz. Give us the number. What is that number that
you are referring to ?
Mr. Mlynarski.
am speaking with complete knowledge about
the Starobielsk camp, and
will try to explain why have the right
to do so.
do not speak so precisely about the other camps because
was not an inmate of those camps. The total figure of the camps on
that particular day, the 5th of April 1940, was Starobielsk, 3,920;
Kobielsk about 5,000 : and Ostashkov about 6,780.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is the total?
Mr. Mlynarski. The total is 15,700 men. The total approximately,
if you wish to know
Mr. Machrowicz. You are approximating the figures in the other
two camps. Will jrou tell us how you arrived at those approximate
figures in the other two camps?
Mr. Mlynarski. My meeting the men who were in those camps as
was in Starobielsk.
was interested in that problem from the very
start.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me ask you. to make it short, were you as
signed by General Anders to any particular task ?
Mr. Mlynarski. That was much later, sir, 2 years later. When
was with the Army staff.
Mr. Machrowicz. Two years later, what were you assigned to do?
Mr. Mlynarski. First of all. that assignment was initiated by my
self. It wasn't a command.
was the first man, the first officer to
report to General Anders in writing on the 1st of November 1941.
have a copy of that report here right in my file.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. You were at Starobielsk. You left
Starobielpk with the last group of men to leave?
Mr. Mlynarski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. Where did you go when you left Starobielsk? First of
all, what was the date when you left Starobielsk?
Mr. Mlynarski. The 12th of May 1940.
Mr. Flood. Where did you go from Starobielsk?
Mr. Mlynarski. Gentlemen, if you don't desire to listen to my
elaboration, it will make it a little bit cloudy.
Mr. Flood.
would like to know where you went from Starobielsk
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in May of

I

1940.
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Mr. Mlynarski. I went to a camp that was called Pavlishev Bor.
Mr. Flood. You went to Pavlishev Bor from Starobielsk?
Mr. Mlynarski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. How long were you there ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Twenty-eight days.
Mr. Flood. Where did you go from Pavlishev Bor?

Mr. Mlynarski. Gryazovets.
Mr. Flood. Gryazovets. How long were you at Gryazovets

?

What

was the date when you arrived at Gryazovets?
have it all here, sir.
Mr. Mlynarski.
Mr. Flood. You arrived at Gryazovets about when ?
arrived at the camp Gryazovets on the 18th of
Mr. Mlynarski.

June

1940.

J
I

Mr. Flood. And you left when ?
Mr. Mlynarski. We left Gryazovets all together. When the
barbed wires were cut from in front of us, we left as free men on the
2d of September 1941.
Mr. Flood. On the 2d of September 1941 you left as free men?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And you went from Gryazovets to where?
Mr. Mlynarski. To the rallying point of the Polish Army under
the command of General Anders.
Mr. Flood. Where was that?
Mr. Mlynarski. There were several.
Mr. Flood. You went to join General Anders where?
Mr. Mlynarski. There were several points.
went for the first 7
days or so to a little place called Totzkoye, T-o-t-z-k-o-y-e.
Mr. Flood. This was after Russia had" entered into the war and she
was forming an army of former Polish officers?

I

Mr. Mlynarski. Correct.
Mr. Flood. After all that was done, did you ever join General An

Did you ever join General Anders' command yourself?
Mr. Mlynarski. From the very first time, the first day the initi
ation, or rather let's call it a little bit pathetically, the resurrection of
the Polish forces was announced by General Anders personally, who
flew from Moscow to Gryazovets on the 25th of August 1941.
Mr. Flood. And you responded to this call from' General Anders?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. And the purpose was to form a Polish Army under the
command of General Anders, is that correct?
ders?

Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. Flxwd, For an army you must have soldiers and you must also

have officers.

Mr. Mlynarski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. You had the soldiers, and you couldn't find officers.
Mr. Mlynarski. At that time we had no soldiers at all.
Mr. Flood. They were going together.
Mr. Mlynarski. We believed that they were alive, which was true
to a certain extent.
Mr. Fia)od. You told my colleague that you had volunteered for
duty with General Anders. To do what? What specific thing did
you offer yourself to do ?
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Mr. Mlynarski. Gentlemen,
am a little bit troubled with answer
don't want to but because don't know
ing that question, not because
how to answer it. First of all, being an officer, was straight under
his command. There were some intermediates between him and

I

myself.

Mr. Flood.

I

I

I

understand that, but it has been indicated that you
certain
mission and that mission was in conjunction with
performed
another officer
a

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mlynarski. Correct.
Flood. To look for missing Polish officers; is that correct?
Mlynarski. Not quite, sir.
Flood. What is correct?

Mlynarski. What is correct is this, that by the mere fact that

my colleagues — here is one sitting right here
am one of those — don't
want to brag or anything, but was just one of those who was studying
by the methods of deduction the whole affair.
Mr. Flood.
understand that very clearly, but did you go looking
for Polish officers?
Mr. Mlynarski. Actually did not go looking.
Mr. Flood. Do you know of anybody who did?
Mr. Mlynarski. Maj. Joseph Czapski did, personally.
Mr. Flood. Did you know Major Czapski?
Mr. Mlynarski. He is a very old friend of mine.
Mr. Flood. Did you talk to him at that time about this problem ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Many times before and after.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever get to Tehran?
Mr. Mlynarski. No, didn't go to Tehran.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever hear of Colonel Syzmanski of the United
States Army?
Mr. Mlynarski.
had the pleasure of meeting him in Cairo.
Mr. Flood. Where did you meet him?

people

around

me,

m front of me — came to the conclusion that
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Mr. Mlynarski. In Cairo.
Mr. Flood. What did you talk about ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Different affairs, and then he asked me to write a
certain report, which gladly did.
Mr. Flood. Did you at any time talk with Colonel Syzmanski, of
the United States Army, in Cairo about any of the problems related
to the Katyn affair?
Mr. Mlynarski. Oh, yes.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Mitchell. To your knowledge while you were at Gryazovets
and General Anders, as you said, announced that the Polish Army
would be formed in Russia, how many officers were there at that time
at Gryazovets, to your own personal knowledge ?
Mr. Mlynarski. There were approximately 200 officers, including a
batch of let's say 25 to 30 —those figures, gentlemen, exist very pre
do not have them in my memory. Let's say approximately
cisely.
200 men of the 400 original survivors, plus approximately 900 officers
plus, about 350 NCO's and a few privates, which enlarged the existing
Gryazovets camp, which was to become the only camp in the Soviet
Union called a prisoner-of-war camp at that time. Those 900 officers
plus those 350 NCO's arrived in the Gryazovets camp. Please make it
a strong note.
request that.
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Mr. Mitchell. How many?
Mr. Mlynarski. On the 2d of July

1941, that means 11 days after
the war was declared between the Soviet Union and Germany, those
men which originated from the so-called internment in Latvia and
Estonia and were in prison in the Kozielsk camp — have the dates
right here — from June 1940 until the date of their arrival in the camp
of Gryazovets on the 2d of July 1941, that batch which was much
have just disclosed, namely 1,250 men, that
higher than the figure
batch was well over 2,500 men in the beginning of their deportation or
their change in place of imprisonment from Latvia and Estonia to the
Kozielsk camp No. 2. That has nothing to do with Kozielsk No. 1.
Kozielsk No. 1 at that time on the 12th of May 1940 was completely
empty, and it was filled, not to the brim but approximately 2,500 men
from those two Kepublics just told about.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now let me ask you a question which bears on
the very issue which we must determine here. Of those officers with
whom you were in the prison camp did you ever hear from any of
them after May 1940?
Mr. Mlynakski. Never, not a word.
Mr. Machrowicz. As a result of that, have you come to the con
clusion that they had been liquidated no later than May 1940 ?

I

I

Mr. Mlynarski. Decidedly so.
Mr. Machrowicz. Because at that time the Russians were the ones

in possession of that territory, it is your conclusion that they were
liquidated by the Russians ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Decidedly so, only never knew the place.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you meet Colonel Grobicki?
Mr. Mlynarski.
met Colonel Grobicki in the intermediate little
camp called Pavlischev Bor and from then on we spent 15 months
together in the Gryazovets camp.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was with you at Pavlischev Bor?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, because he was in Kozielsk originally. Pavlis
chev Bor was the spot where we met. That means the remnants of the
three big camps.
Mr. Machrowicz. One other question, Witness : Also referring to
want to ask you whether or not you know of any
your memoirs,
officers who escaped from the prison camp in which you were.
Mr. Mlynarski. No.
Mr. Machrowicz.
refer to page 5. You refer to the fact that in
the early days of the camp there were about 10 or 20 who did escape.
Mr. Mlynarski.
think
referred to officers ?
Mr. Machrowicz. Starobielsk.
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Mr. Mlynarski. I meant officers?
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes.
Mr. Mlynarski. If they ever escaped, they escaped in disguise with

the boys, putting on the clothes, the uniforms of the privates.
Mr. Machrowicz. In the early days there was a very small number

that did

escape.

Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, but

I

I

don't think
can elaborate very much
about that word ''escape," because that means really that they left
the gates of the camp. What happened to them later don't know.
tell you frankly
think
met once a fellow somewhere in London
long years after, who did escape actually and was found alive after
ward.
met him afterward.
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Mr. Machrowicz. I understand those are very exceptional cases.
Mr. Mlynarski. So exceptional cases.
Mr. Machrowicz. What I want to bring out is that there were at

least a few exceptional cases that escaped.
Mr. Mlynarski. There were.
don't deny the fact that there
were. There were another two cases which would not call an escape
in the way of running away from the camp.
No; there were two cases which originated in an entirely different
fashion. There were two high aristocrats.
One was Prince Radziwill, and the other was Prince Jan Lubomirski, in the camp of
Ultimately they both were sent home, and we were glad
Gryazovets.
to hear that, that was all, through the very, very highest authority,
through the King of Italy himself and all the rest.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
Mr. Furcolo. You were at Kozielsk for some time ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Never.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you ever know of a man named W. Jan Firtek ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes; he was a young boy; an ensign.
Mr. Furcolo. An officer cadet?
Mr. Mlynarski. Officer cadet.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you know him by any chance yourself ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes;
knew him at Gryazovets ; yes.
He wrote
some memoirs,
remember.
Mr. Furcolo. We had a witness whose first name was M-a-r-i-o-n,
He went by the name
and his last name was Gawiak, G-a-w-i-a-k.
of Mike.
don't know how you would pronounce the last name. He
also was at Gryazovets.
Does that name by any chance mean anything
to you at all ?
know the offi
Mr. Mlynarski.
don't recollect him personally.
cers much better because we lived in the same quarters.
don't know
the boys. They lived in different quarters.
Although those 400 knew
each other.
Mr. Mitchell. Of the total number of officers that were with you
at Starobielsk, how many survived to your knowledge after the war?
Mr. Mlynarski. Today of course there is only a very few alive.
They were decimated afterward by all sorts of fevers, and so forth,
during our stay in Russia, and they were decimated by war casualities
in the campaigns. So today there are very few. In the United States
am one, and there
know of only three. Here is one [indicating].
is one in New York. That is about all. The numbers were these at
the time. There were 63 men that left the Starobielsk camp in one
of those many batches. But that was a specific case. They left on the
was a member of con
25th of April 1940. The little batch which
sisted originally of 18 men. There arrived at the intermediate camp
at the station of Babinino only 63. Two men were taken out of those
awful little cabins we were imprisoned in. Sixteen and 63 is 79,
plus — Congi'essman Machrowicz lias my notes there — mentioned
think 6 or 7 men who originally were in the Starobielsk camp and
were individually deported during those first 7 months, and they
afterward through a great deal of luck somehow or other survived
and joined our forces, which makes
think the total, if now
could
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would know better, ^something a little bit over 79
be something around 85.
Mr. Mitchell. You have seen the lists of the individuals who have
been identified as having been exhumed at Katyn. Do you recognize
any names there of any officers or individuals who were with you at
Starobielsk ?
didn't find a single
Mr. Mlynarski. Not to my knowledge, no.
could only cover the limited number which my
Of course
one.
you want to see a little
limited brain could embrace, you know.
and
and
very intimate work of
very personal
bit of a very private
mine, here it is. Here on this page are the names of my closest friends
with whom was sharing the lot in the Starobielsk camp. Those men
were all put down in different periods of time on little scraps of paper
reworked that many, many times to
which
lost, so afterward
arrive at a certain precision. Down the line up to about here [indicat
ing], which includes about 100 men, would dare to say could tell
the story to their wives, mothers, or daughters pretty well. This list
derived from differ
includes further, of course, many more which
am speaking now, gentlemen, of men who
ent sources afterward.
are dead. That is how my work started.
Mr. Mitchell. Нолу do you know they are dead?
Mr. Mlynarski. That is my own way.
read my notes

plus

It would

6.
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Mr. Mitchell. Your assumption t
Mr. Mlynarski. My assumption.

I

am not condemning anyone.
no right to do so. The only thing is that in this limited way
think we have the
of life which we are all leading in this world,
right to call someone at least missing forever, or, if you please, dead
or murdered or not alive if that person or, in this case, a strength of
15,300 men have had their mouths silenced by some unknown way.
According to the laws of large figures, it is unbelievable that a batch
of 15,300 men, out of which 50 percent were young men, did not try to
escape in the course of events, not to try to escape, really to escape.
If, according to the Soviet Union's statement of January 1944, those
15,300 men were confined in completely unknown 3 localities differ
ent from the many statements which you have received, gentlemen,
from me and from others alive, with names and dates and geographical
positions, with precision if the Soviet Union can only tell us that
there were 3 camps from 35 to 45 kilometers west of Smolensk,
numbered 1 OX, 2 ON, and 3 ON, and that those men worked on re
pairing roads or doing something of that nature.
would like to
draw your attention, gentlemen, to the fact which make a statement
of. Although our lives in the congested camps at Starobielsk, Ostashkov, and Kozielsk were not too easy, and later in the little cam])
Gryazovets in the north on the railroad to Archangel, however, we
were never — this is my own personal interpretation — confined, we
were never ordered to do penal-servitude work according to the meth
ods which are very well known and written in volumes here in these
United States and applied to the millions that worked elsewhere in
camps specifically and especially organized for that purpose.
Yes,
true, we had to work and we did some very filthy work and under un
pleasant conditions, in the rain and snow and mud, et cetera, but all
that was almost 99 percent in some way or other connected with the
improvement or enlightenment of our own lives in those confinements.

I have
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In Gryazovets, in the small camp, where we were living together al
most 15 months, life became much more easy to study for us, for
those who lived to study, that kind of life. There was an order, and
that order was adhered to with all precision, that all officers from
major upward — there were not many, who occupied just one little
building — were completely free of any work whatsoever. Excuse me,
ladies, if
may say so, there were some ugly little things which we
had to do, cleaning spots which someone should do always himself.
Even those officers, majors and higher up to the colonels, were for
bidden even to do that work. So let's compare this fact. They had a
maid who swept their rooms in that little building of theirs. There
was one general, a few colonels, and Colonel Grobicki was among
them.
Let's compare the official statement of the Soviet Government telling
us that 15,300 men were laboring, working in different seasons of the
year because that went on since April 1940 until probably August 1941,
when those lands were occupied by the German forces. They were off
working for a full summer, through the full winter, through a full
spring, and again almost through a half of a summer, working and
digging trenches. That means it comprised eight generals, et cetera,
down the line to the NCO's.
Chairman Madden. Are there any other questions ?
Mr. Mitchell. No further questions.
Chairman Madden. From all that you have related here to us, from
the information you have received, and with the acquaintances that
you had in these camps, would you be in a position to say who was
responsible for the murders at Katyn ? Would you, yes, or no.

I

Mr. Mlynarski.

Yes.
Chairman Madden. Who would you say was responsible for the
killing of the people at Katyn?
Mr. Mlynarski. The highest authorities of the Soviet Union.
Chairman Madden.
there are no further questions, the commit
tee thanks you for your testimony.
Your testimony has been highly
valuable.
On behalf of not only the committee but of the Congress,
want to thank you for coming here and presenting your testimony.
You have contributed a great deal toward officially establishing the
responsibility for the Katyn Massacre.
Thank you- very much.
Dr. Srokowski, will you be sworn? Do you solemnly swear that
the testimony you will give in the hearings now on trial will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ?

If

I

Dr. Srokowski.
TESTIMONY

I

do.

OF MIECZYSLAW

SROKOWSKI, CHICAGO, ILL.

Chairman Madden. Just give the reporter your full name and ad
dress, please.

Mr. Srokowski. My name is Mieczyslaw Srokowski, M-i-e-c-z-y-sJ-a-w, S-r-o-k-o-w-s-k-i ; 5225 Blackstone Avenue, Chicago.
Chairman Madden. Counsel, you may proceed with the witness.
Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the
witness has requested that we refrain from asking him too many queswill
iions about his life in Poland before the war. Consequently,

I
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proceed by asking the doctor if he was at Starobielsk with the pre
vious witness.
Dr. Srokowski. No.
was in Kozielsk.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was the previous witness, for the record ?
Dr. Srokowski. Mr. Mlynarski.
Chairman Madden. Speak a little louder, please.
met him only in Pavlischev Bor.
Dr. Srokowski.
Mr. Mitchell. That is the first time you saw him ?
Dr. Srokowski. No ; knew him before.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you know Grobicki ?
Dr. Srokowski. Grobicki ; yes ; knew him.
Mr. Mitchell. At Kobielsk ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you know Colonel Grobicki before Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. No ; met him only in Kozielsk.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you know Mr. Gawiak ?
remember his name. Maybe if
saw him
Dr. Srokowski.
would know him.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you first get to Kozielsk !
Dr. Srokowski. The first of November 1939.
Mr. Flood. Before you get that far, were you with the Polish,

I
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Army?
Dr. Srokowski. was.
Mr. Flood. In what capacity ?
was mobilized. Before the war
Dr. Srokowski. I was a surgeon.
was chief surgeon of Polish Red Cross hospital in Warsaw.
Mr. Flood. When you were sworn they called you "Doctor." Doc
tor of what ?
Dr. Srokowski. Of medicine, medical doctor.
Mr. Flood. You were a Polish doctor ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were a medical officer in the Polish Army ?
Dr. Srokowski. No. I was only mobilized.
Mr. Flood. What was your rank when you entered service ?
Dr. Srokowski. When I entered service I was a lieutenant, and

I

I

I

I

finished as major.
Mr. Flood. You went in as lieutenant and finished as major ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were you a reservist or a regular army officer?
Dr. Srokowski.
was a reservist.
Mr. Flood. At the time the Germans crossed the Polish border were

I

Dr. Srokowski. I was.
Mr. Flood. Were you in the line opposite the Germans in that part

of Poland when the Germans came in ?
Dr. Srokowski. I was in Warsaw.
Mr. Flood. You were in Warsaw.
Dr. Srokowski. Yes. I was a surgeon in a hospital.
Mr. Flood. Were you ever captured by the Germans?
Dr. Srokowski. No.
Mr. Flood. Were you later captured by the Russians?
Dr. Srokowski. By the Russians.
Mr. Flood. Where?
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Dr. Srokowski. Seventeenth of September 1939 at Grembowla,
G-r-e-m-b-o-w-l-a.
Mr. Flood. Were you on active duty at the time you were captured?
Dr. Sbokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were you in a hospital ?
Dr. Srokowski. I was.
Mr. Flood. You were working as a surgeon?
Dr. Srokowski. In a military hospital ; yes.
Mr. Flood. Attending wounded Polish troops?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes. Polish wounded, because we only became
mobilized the morning of the 17th of September.
Mr. Flood. On the morning of the. 17th of September 1939?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes. I was in the hands of the Bolsheviks in the
afternoon of the same day.
Mr. Flood. On the 17th of September 1939 you were on active duty
as a Polish medical officer in a Polish military hospital ?
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You were then captured by the Russians?
Dr. Srokowski. Right.
Mr. Flood. Subsequently you got to Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. No.
Mr. Flood. Where did you go?
Dr. Srokowski. Subsequently, because before
was taken to the
south of Russia it was a small camp.
Mr. Flood. But you did get to Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. After a few weeks we stayed there we were trans
ported to Kozielsk the 1st of November 1939.
Mr. Flood. November 1, 1939, you arrived at Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. Right.
Mr. Mitchell. While you were at Kozielsk, were you permitted to
In other words, were you attending the wounded
practice medicine?

I

there

?

No, not wounded too much. There were only sick
people there. It was a small hospital directed by a Russian lady.
There was some Polish doctor to take care of his friends, of course,
under the supervision of this Russian doctor.
Mr. Mitchell. Officially you were not permitted to tend your
Polish officers?
Dr. Srokowski.

Dr. Srokowski.

No.

Dr. Srokowski.

I cannot

Mr. Mitchell. How many doctors did they have at Kozielsk?
say exactly, but

I think

about 500.

Mr. Mitchell. Five hundred Polish doctors at Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.

Chairman Madden. Were they in the army as officers?
Dr. Srokowski. Reservists, mobilized.
Of course, there were even
some civilians.
Mr. Mitchell. How long were you at Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. To the second part of April 1940.
Mr. Mitchell. The latter part of April 1940. Where did you go
from Kozielsk?
was taken to Pavlischev Bor.
Dr. Srokowski. From Kozielsk
Mr. Mitchell. How were you transported ?

I
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train.
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By walking to the station and afterward by the

Mr. Mitchell. How many went with yon?
Dr. Srokowski.

I cannot

Dr. Srokowski.

Yes.

say exactly, but about

Mr. Mitchell. One hundred Polish officers ?
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. Were they all officers ?

100.

Mr. Mitchell. You walked from the camp to the train
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.
Mr. Mitchell. What kind of train was it?
Dr. Srokowski. It was specially built for prisoners.

?

I

have seen
the cars in Europe, with coupes with a small corridor. It had only a
small window in the coupe with grates. We could not go out even
from the coupe.
Mr. Mitchell. Grates. You mean bars?
Dr. Srokowski. Iron bars.
Mr. Mitchell. Were they individual cells?
Dr. Srokowski. Coupe, passenger cars in Europe, where you have

corridor.
Mr. Machrowicz. Compartment?
Dr. Srokowski. Compartment.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you see anything in those cars, these trains?
Dr. Srokowski. We looked for some writing, and we saw some
place where it was washed out. Finally in the corridor we saw some
notes probably by one of the officers who had left before.
Mr. Mitchell. Def t where ?
Chairman Madden. This notice was written in these prison cars?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes, on the wall of the car.
The Chairman. On the wall of the car.
Dr. Srokowski. Written by a prisoner who could write. It was
very high in the corridor so it was not noticed by the Bolshevik guards.
We saw some place where it was washed out.
Mr. Flood. You were in Kozielsk with a lot of other Polish officers?
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.
Mr. FfooD. You probably knew that other brother officers of yours
were being removed from Kozielsk from time to time ?
Dr. Srokowski. Eight.
Mr. Flood. 1 suppose you were wondering what was happening to
them. You talked among each other, "Where are they going?"
Dr. Srokowski. The Bolsheviks made suggestions that we were
to the Germans.
going to be gi
Mr. Flood. Yes, out you were discussing among each other, "Where
are these fellows being taken to? Where are they going?"
Dr. Srokowski. A lot of people believed that they were going back
to Poland.
Mr. Flood. Certainly. So when you got on the cars in which other
officers from Kozielsk had been taken away.
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Naturally you thought that other officers from the
same camp, and friends, may have put something on the wall to tell
you something or give you some message, is that right ?
Dr. Srokowskl Yes.
a
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Mr. Flood. You were looking for those writings!
Dr. Srokowski. Prisoners of war always make notes.

I

remember
we made some notes on the walls of the camp.
Mr. Flood. That is like the American expression "Kilroy was here."
You were looking for that. Did you find it ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What did it say ?
Dr. Srokowski. It said that one of the transports which left, don't
would say about the 7th of April
remember exactly the day, but

Mr. Flood. 1940.
Dr. Srokowski. 1940.

I

I

Was one
who wrote this couldn't write the
only that it was the first stop after
Mr. Sheehan. Which is Katyn,

station after Smolensk.
The man
name of the station, but he wrote
Smolensk.
is it not !

Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. The first station past Smolensk is Gniezdovo, is

is not ?
Dr. Srokowski.
Mr. Machrowicz.
Dr. Srokowski.
station, he wrote.
station.

I cannot say.
However, Katyn is near the first stop.
I don't know, only the train stopped
'

at the first
He wrote in the letter the first stop after the big

There is no railroad station at Katyn, but the
which is the first station past Smolensk.
Dr. Srokowski. He did not mention the name of the station.
Mr. Machrowicz. It just said the first stop.
Dr. Srokowski. It is very difficult, you know, because before they
were taken off the cars maybe he couldn't see the name.
Mr. O'Konski. Did he sign his name?
Dr. Srokowski. No.

Mr. Machrowicz.

nearest is Gniezdovo,

Mr. O'Konski. All you saw was the writing but no name?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. How long were you on this train ?
Dr. Srokowski. We traveled about a half day. We stopped in a
station and we didn't know what station it was. We were kept in the
station about 20 hours.
At the end of it we saw the station, from
which it was about 35 kilometers to the camp, Pavlischev Bor.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you get to Pavlischev Bor ?
Dr. Srokowski. The second part of April 1940.
Mr. Mitchell. The latter part of April 1940 ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Mitchell. How many Polish doctors were at Pavlischev Bor

when you got there

Dr. Srokowski.

?

I would say a few

I

cannot exactly
; not too many.
remember one dentist and there was one who before the war
say.
was one of my friends. He was a colonel in the Polish Army. Before
the war he was professor of surgery in Kharkov University. He spoke
Russian very well and the Bolsheviks gave him some information.
was very friendly with him because he was at the hospital where
was chief surgeon before the war. He had some friends among the
Bolshevik officers who explained to him this group of officers will go
to another camp which will be much more comfortable and with fewer
officers we will have a much better condition of living.

I

I
I
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Mr. Flood. What reason can you give for escaping? Do you have
it is true that the other brother officers
any idea why you escaped ?
of yours at Kozielsk were killed at Katyn — and the evidence so far in
dicates that is what happened — if they were all killed at Katyn, how is
it that you were not ? Do you have any idea ?
was married to French,
Dr. Srokowski. It is difficult to explain.
and my wife left Poland one day before war broke out. She wrote me
wrote to her from Kozielsk, and have the letter.
a letter.
Mr. Mitchell. He wrote this letter from Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. That is the letter wrote to my wife.
Mr. Flood. To your wife from Kozielsk.
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Where was she, in France?
Dr. Srokowski. In France. Af course they knew that someone
might later be asking about me.
Mr. Flood. Have you ever met any of your brother officers who were
in the prison camp at Kozielsk with you during all the time you were
there ? Have you ever met any of them alive since, except the ones
that went with you to Pavlischev Bor ?
Dr. Srokowski. do not get your question.
Mr. Flood. Since the war have you ever heard anything, or have
you ever seen alive any of the brother officers of yours who were in
the Russian prison camp with you at Kozielsk other than the ones who

If

I
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Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
Dr.
Mr.

Srokowski.

No.

Flood. You have never
Srokowski. Never.

seen any

of the others

?

Flood. Have you ever heard of them ?
Srokowski. No.
O'Konski. In connection with and following his question
through, you saw a list of the exhumed bodies that were found at Katyn
grave; haven't you?
didn't see exactly a list.
Di* Srokowski.
Mr. O'Konski. You heard the names and those names you recog
nized as being at that camp at that time ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes. There was one lieutenant who was in civilian
lived in the
clothes because he had not time to make his uniform.
same room with him and he told me that he had all his military papers
found his name exactly.
hidden in his jacket.
Afterward, finally
saw his name in this German report, identified by his first name and
second name, and even his grade in the Polish Army.
Mr. Sheehan. Doctor, the previous witness and practically every
witness before the committee so far who was captured by the Russians
all stated that at many times they were questioned or interrogated
with a view toward seeing if they could convert them to communism.
Were you ever interrogated that way ?
Dr. Srokowski. was interrogated several times.
Mr. Sheehan. What was their main purpose?
Dr. Srokowski. First of all, to know everything about you, because
some Polish officers were in the soldiers' camps.
It was not per
mitted, of course, and they did everything in order to find who were
officers and who were not.
Therefore, several times they asked me
several questions, where
was born, who was my father, and so on.
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the beginning we thought it was a stupid investigation, but finally
found it was very intelligent because after 50 or GO times they would
It was really difficult to memorize, if you
put one question different.
wanted to give the truth. A lot of officers were hidden, and they finally
were discovered.
Mr. Sheehan. Will you tell us why you think they wanted to sepa
rate the officers '. What was their end purpose ?
Dr. Srokowski. I think, my personal opinion, that they didn't want
The
the Polish officers to have influence among the Polish soldiers.
first day in the prison camp they started propaganda, sometimes very
was interested
listened to the propaganda.
low.
1 remember
It was
how they would try to change the minds of our soldiers.
I
of
the
Bolshevik
officers
remember
one
talked
very
poor.
something
to the soldiers, peasants, countrymen, and told them that here is really
the best country in the world, where the miners can work sitting down
in there and the machine works for them. The people were offended
by so low propaganda.
Mr. Flood. Do you have any idea how many of the officers were
reservists who were prisoners with you, and how many were regular
am very anxious to find
army, not the number, but the percentage ?
out al>out what the percentage of reservists was of those that were at
we

I
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Kozielsk.
Dr. Srokowski.

I

couldn't answer that question.
Among doctors
there were more reservists.
Mr. Flood. Most of the prisoners were reservists '.
Dr. Srokowski. Reserves.
Mr. Flood. Among the doctors, you knew the doctors, and the
chances are the percentage was just as high among the others, but you
don't know that?

Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. We are trying to discover that because in nations where
there is universal military conscription and where nearly everybody
of any stature is a reserve officer, the destruction of the reserve officer
corps is not only the destruction of military officers but it is also the
destruction of the intelligentsia. The economic, the professional, the
banking, the commercial, the entire leadership of a nation in central
Europe is in the reserve officer corps.
you destroy the reserve officer
corps you have killed two birds with one stone, not only the military
officers but the entire intelligent leadership of a nation.
That is the
reason we are trying to find out what happened.
Dr. Srokowski. Among the doctors there were a lot of professors
from universities.
One was a professor in this Krakow University.
It is very hard to remember. From the point of view of education'
remember also a professor of polities, Professor Morowski.
Mr. Furcolo. While you are on that point, there were a Professor
Pienkowski who was a neurologist; Dr. Stefanowski who was personal
physician to Marshal Pilsudski, and an eminent neurologist ; Professor
Zielenski, and Professor Nelken; and there was Dr. Wroczynski,
former Vice Minister of Public Health. Do you remember them?
used to know them before the war.
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. They were at Kozielsk ?
Dr. Srokowski. They were ; yes.

If
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I

want to ask you something else, if
may.
by any chance you knew a man named Jan

Mr. Furcolo.

to ask yon
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I want

Firtek,

I

remember the name.
Dr. Srokowski.
Mr. Furcolo. Let me try to refresh your recollection by mentioning
this.
He apparently published something in London in the Polish
Daily in which he gave some of his experiences at Kozielsk. Let me
read briefly one thing and see if it refreshes your recollection in any
way at all.
Did you know anybody there named Lieutenant Prokop ? Was he
at Kozielsk ? Was there a Colonel Kuyba, K-u-y-b-a at Kozielsk ?
Dr. Srokowski. I don't remember.
ask is because
want to quote from
Mr. Furcolo. The reason
something which was written by Jan Firtek. He refers to some of the
One quotation, and they are on the train, is:
prisoners leaving.

I

I

From here on we traveled northeast. Lying on one of the top bunks you saw
scribbled on the wall with a match or a pencil, "the second stop after Smolensk
There was a date, but it was hard to make
we get out and climb into trucks."
out the second figure. It might have been April 12 or perhaps April 17. Their
inscription aroused a great deal of interest among us, and we tried to guess
what it meant. Lieutenant Colonel Prokop, who was with me thought it might
have been written by Colonel Kuyba, who had promised to leave clues if he could.

I

What
want to ask you is this: As some of these prisoners were
being taken out of Kozielsk was there any sort of talk among them
indicating that they would try to leave some clues for those who might
follow them ? Do you remember anything like that ?
Dr. Srokowski. No.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you by any chance know a man named Marion
Gawiak, called Mike ?
Dr. Srokowski.
remember the name. He must have lived in the
other barracks.
was in Kozielsk
was in the
Most of the time
barracks for the doctors, all the doctors. Afterward in Gryazovets
there was a barracks for officers and the soldiers.
Mr. Furcolo. Did you know a Colonel Grobicki?
Dr. Srokowski. Not before the war.
met him for the first time
in Kozielsk. After
was released from Gryazovets together with
him. we went together to fight with the Fifth Division of Polish Army.
Mr. Furcolo. He was in Kozielsk?
Dr. Srokowski. That is right.
Mr. Furcolo. That is all.
Chairman Madden. Further questions?
Mr. Mitchell. How many doctors did you say there were at Grya
zovets when you got there?
You said you were in the quarters with
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doctors.
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I

Dr. Srokowski. Not only one. There were,
think,
this small house. Possibly there were 500 doctors.

200 people

in

Mr. Mitchell. At Gryazovets?
Dr. Sroskowski. No; Kozielsk.

Mitchell.

Mr.

there

?

Dr. Srokowski.

I am talking about Gryazovets. How
I don't know. Maybe 10, no more.

many were

Mr. Mitchell. When General Anders was forming his Polish

Army, how many Polish doctors reported to him, reserve officers or
regular, medical officers of the Polish Army?
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couldn't say in the Polish Army. After the visit
Dr. Srokowski.
was known as chief medical officer of the Fifth
of General Anders
went to the
Division.
went with him to Moscow and afterward
There
was for a certain time chief
south of Russia, Kharkov.
think about this time there were 30
medical doctor of the division.
doctors from the other camps.
Mr. Mitchell. How many doctors did you say you had under you

I

I

then?

I

I

I think about seven in the beginning.

Dr. Srokowski.

Mr. Mitchell. Where did those doctor officers come from

?

From the other camps with the soldiers.
Mr. Mitchell. Do you know the names of those camps ?
Dr. Srokowski. There were several.
can remember there was one
cannot remember now the names, though.
These
east of Moscow.
In the Polish Army the doctors
camps were only for the soldiers.
sometimes have the rank of soldier.
Very often there were soldiers
Dr. Srokowski.

I

I

who were doctors.

Mr. Mitchell. How many Polish doctors in all? Can you give
this committee an idea how many there were with General Anders at
the time the Polish Army was leaving Russia ?
Dr. Srokowski.
was with the Fifth Division, which
couldn't.
was a different place. The Sixth Division was in another place.
Therefore, cannot exactly tell you.
Mr. Furcolo. From the time you were at Kozielsk from November
1939 to the latter part of April 1940 were you and the other prisoners
there allowed to write to your families ?
Dr. Srokowski. First was permitted to write and wrote a letter
November 25, 1939. We had some trouble. We didn't have paper, no
money for stamps. Finally some Polish officers sold their watches, a
thing which is always looked for in Russia, and from this transaction
it was possible to buy some paper and stamps.
Mr. Furcolo. You were permitted to write to your families?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes; only one time a month it was permitted to
write.
Mr. Furcolo. Once a month ; but they would write to their families

I

I

I

I

I

once a month.

Mr. Sheehan. Doctor, you just mentioned you went to Moscow
with General Anders.
Dr. Srokowski. Not exactly that, because he came to Gryazovets
and there was a very big ceremony. He gathered us together and told
us we were free. Of course he flew, and went by train. But the next
day met him in Moscow at an assembly or meeting of officers to make

I

I

plans.

Mr. Sheehan. Did you

see Russian officials in Moscow ?
Dr. Srokowski. Yes.
Mr. Sheehan. What did you talk about ?
think General Anders
didn't talk with them.
Dr. Srokowski.
and some delegate from the Russian Army.
Mr. Sheehan. What was your purpose in going to Moscow?
Dr. Srokowski. Mine? We went afterward to Pavlischev Bor,
nearby Kharkov, where we started to reorganize the Polish Army.
We Делу from Moscow to Kharkov.
Mr. Sheehan. In other words, you never questioned any Russian
officials about the lost prisoners or anything?

I

I
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I

I
I

told you,
Dr. Srokowski. No.
met some afterward when, as
was chief of the medical service in the division in this camp m the
south.
They gave me officers to help me organize the hospital.
didn't speak about this question at all because we always had some lack
of confidence in these men because we had had a very hard time when
we were prisoners of war.
want to call your attention to something
Mr. Furcolo. Doctor,
that was in the Polish White Book at page 101. It refers to the fact
that when the graves at Katyn were discovered, diaries were found on
some of the bodies. This was in 1943. It quotes from the last sen
want to read you from one diary and then
tence of two such diaries.
want to ask you a question about it. This diary begins :

I

I

I

April 8, 1940, 3 : 30 a. m. Departure from Kozlelsk station moving west. 9 : 30
a. m. at Yelmia station. April 8, since 12 noon we have been standing in a rail
way siding at Smolensk. April 9, in the morning some minutes before 5, reveille,
In the prison trucks and preparations to leave. We are to go somewhere by car
and what next. April 9. It has been a strange day so far. Departure in prison
coach is terrible. Taken somewhere Into a wood, something like a country house.
was relieved of my watch pointing to 8 : 30 a. m. Asked
Here a special search.
about a wedding ring. Rubbles, belts, and pocketknife taken away.

I

That is the end of the quotation from the book and there the diary
breaks off.

That diary is one of Maj. Adam Solski. Did you know such a man ?
Dr. Skokowski. Personally I didn't know him, but he was a very

stout man.

I met him during

my walks.

Mr. Fttrcolo. Was his name Adam Solski ?
Dr. Srokowski. As I remember; yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Was he a prisoner in Kozielsk in

1940 at the

time

you were there?

Dr. Srokowski. Yes.

I

If

there are no further questions, Doctor,
Chairman Madden.
want to note for the record that you have made a great sacrifice in
appearing here today. The Doctor originally suggested and thought
it would be best that he be what you might term "a secret witness"
or give his testimony not in executive session because of the personal
risk involved, not to himself but to others. He has made a special
sacrifice in coming here today.
Doctor, the committee and the Congress want to thank you.
Dr. Srokowski. Thank you, sir.
have done so because it was my
friends who were killed.
Chairman Madden. Not only have you made a special sacrifice dur
ing the war period, but think that sacrifice and appearance here to
day has been a great exemplification of your patriotism not only to
your motherland but to the free liberty-loving nations everywhere.
The. committee will recess for a few minutes.

I

I

(Brief recess.)

Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
might say that the witness we are about to hear has consented to
offer his testimony but refuses to testify in public. He makes this
refusal for the reason that he has relatives behind the iron curtain and
he feels in his own mind there would be reprisals against his relatives.
He is a very important witness. He is a Catholic priest, a DP, a
former chaplain in the Polish Army.

I
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It

has been the policy of this committee since its organization that
not hold hearings in executive session. Other committees of Con
gress occasionally hold hearings in executive session. Because this
lias been the only committee taking testimony concerning an interna
tional crime, the committee feels that it cannot be accused by some
of the countries beyond the water of holding star chamber sessions or
of having testimony taken behind closed doors, and we have decided
to maintain our policy of not holding meetings in executive session.
All members of the committee present here have interviewed this
witness and have talked to him.
We know his identity and his name
and address.
For that reason the witness will testify behind the
board which you see there.
will swear the interpreter when
The witness has been sworn.
the witness is brought out.
Will you raise your right hand. Do you swear that the testimony
you will give from the witness now to be heard will be a true transla
tion of his testimony, so help you God ?
Mr. Roman Pucinski.
do.
л\ е

I

I

TESTIMONY

OF JOHN DOE

Mr. Mitchell. Father, м-here were you born
Mr. Doe. I was born in Poland.

?

Chairman Madden. Speak loud so the committee can hear.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you ordained ?
Mr. Doe. In Poland in 1934.
Mr. Mitchell. Were you in the armed services of Poland during
the war?
Mr. Doe. Yes,
was a prisoner of war, a German
was, and
prisoner of war.
Mr. Mitchell. Father, what information do you have about Katyn
that would be of interest to this committee, of Congress?
Mr. Doe. Yes; do have information that is pertinent to the Katyn
was not an eye witness to the massacre.
investigation, although
am a material witness, and
possess information on Katyn.
In the beginning of June 1945 I was a pastor, a chaplain, in a
German DP camp for Poles named Verdan Am Allen, V-e-r-d-a-n,
A-m, A-l-l-e-n.
Mr. Mitchell. Proceed.
Mr. Doe. At that time a Russian appeared at this camp and reported
to Major Gruber, G-r-u-b-e-r, and asked him for protection.
Major Gruber was a Polish Army officer serving as liaison officer
with the British forces'.
When Major Gruber heard this man's name and when he had heard
this man tell him that he is a key witness to the Katyn massacre, Major
Gruber's immediate reaction was one of doubt. However, he decided
to interrogate the man at length.
When he completed his lengthy interrogation of this Russian, he
came to the conclusion that the Russian was an authentic witness to the
Katyn murders.
Major Gruber then came to me as the pastor of the camp for advice

I
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I

as to how to proceed.

I

I
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We decided that Major Gruber should send a telegram to the
Foreign Ministry of the Polish Government-in-exile in London advis
ing them of this man. Major Gruber did this, but we received no
reply from London.
Major Gruber then notified General Kudnicki, K-u-d-n-i-c-k-i, who
was the commanding general of the First Polish Panzer Division.
General Rudnicki appreciated the value of this Russian's information,
but he said that he could take no part in it or take any action on it
because it is purely a political matter.
General Rudnicki advised us
to wait a little longer for a reply from the Polish Government-in-exile
in London.
In the meantime secured the services of a competent Russian trans
lator and interrogated the Russian personally. The interview lasted
approximately 2 hours. The Russian was a man, a middle-aged
person, between 40 and 45 years of age, medium build, blond, had the
appearance of a typical Russian peasant, and he had a characteristic
Russian name.
do not recall exactly at this time what that name
was, but do know that it was a typical, characteristic Russian name.
The Russian told us that he had his home in the area immediately
adjoining the Katyn Forest. He told that in the location where
later were found the graves of the Polish officers he grazed his cattle.
do not know whether at that time he was the sole owner of his own
property or whether he was the member or partner of a collective farm.
One day, according to his information, the Russian authorities
banned anyone from entering this particular area of the forest and
surrounded it with a heavy guard.
It was published throughout the
area that entrance into this area or trespassing in this area would

I

I

I

I

subject a person to immediate death.
Some secret work and construction beean in that area. The entire
population in the area, including this Russian, believed that it was
some project that had some connection with the war effort.
Conse
quently, at first they did not pay too much attention to this construc
tion work or project.
Whether this work, this unusual activity in the forest, began toward
How
am not certain.
the end of 1939 or the very beginning of 1940
ever, as recall, this Russian's observations centered primarily around
the very early spring of 1940.
This Russian said that the populace, the neighbors around there,
had begun talking about the fact that trucks were starting to arrive
in this forest during the late night hours and that during the very
early morning hours these same trucks left the area. The Russian
That is why
peasant became very much interested in this movement.
one evening he hid himself in the bushes near the road leading into
the Katyn Forest. He observed that at night — don't recall exactly
what time at night, but it was late at night — he had observed a large
The trucks were covered,
column of trucks driving'into this roadway.
but the Russian was close enough to the road to have heard the con
versations and discussions emanating from these trucks. But he could
not distinguish at the time what language the people in the trucks
were speaking.
He remained in his secluded spot for several hours until the trucks
Then on the return trip he
made their return trip out of the forest.
no longer heard any voices, and the back gates of the trucks were

I

I

I
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open so that he could determine and establish that the trucks were
There was no doubt in his mind that the Russians had left
empty.
these people somewhere in the forest.
He became extremely interested in what the Eussians did with
these people.
As a result, on several occasions he crawled into the
forest on his hands and knees to the location where these trucks had
He said that he had to be extremely careful in this observa
stopped.
tion because the area was closely guarded and that his life was in
danger. He was close enough to the actual scene to be able to see
with the help of large reflectors and searchlights in the forest, that
These
the Russians were removing these people from the trucks.
people were formed into columns and then in these columns they were
marched a considerable distance from the tracks.
They were guarded
do not recall whether he said whether these
by Russian soldiers.
Russians were NKVD soldiers or whether they were regular Russian
soldiers.
As these columns of people were inarched away from the
tracks he could hear shouts and screams for mercy, and also swearing^
He could see that the people who had been removed
by the Russians.
from the trucks were not dressed in civilian clothing but rather in
When the
army uniforms. The whole action lasted several hours.
action was completed and the shouts subsided the Russians returned
back to their trucks and went away.
For this Russian it was a great experience, for he had convinced
himself and established that in that forest were committed great
murders or crimes.
The second thing that he had convinced himself
of was that these were not civilians but rather people in uniforms, in

I

army uniforms.
During the day

he tried to get as close as he could to the area with
out being suspected, to observe what was happening during the day,
and he had seen activity there in the form of certain people planting
trees, young saplings in the forest.
The population in the area knew that in several tens of kilometers
away from Katyn Forest are large concentration camps in which they
had Poles, and as a result this Russian then began to suspect that
these men being brought into the forest actually were the Polish
soldiers.
He was further convinced of this fact when he realized that the
shouts and screams and beggings for mercy that he had heard had
been in a language which he could understand very briefly and some
words could have sounded like Russian, some words in a language
similar to Russian.
But he could not be certain that they were soldiers from these par
ticular camps, because in Russia it was customary to transfer prisoners
from one jail to another. They could have been soldiers from some
other camps.
Toward the very late part of spring all this activity ceased, but the
terrain, the immediate area of the forest continued to be under heavy
guard and trespassing was prohibited.
This situation existed until the Germans invaded the territory. As
soon as the Germans invaded the area the local population began
telling them of the murders in the forest. This Russian told me that
he went to the German Commission and told them of his observations
The Germans investigated the forest
as to the activity in the forest.
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area and made copious notes and sketches of the area but took no
further action at that time. It wasn't until 1943 when the Germans
began uncovering or digging up the mass graves. At that time he told
me that he was one of the key witnesses in the investigation conducted
by the Germans.
Because he feared recriminations from the Kussians for his testi
The Ger
mony, he had asked the Germans to give him protection.
to
then
took
him
the
of
city
Verdun,
him
to
Berlin
and
mans first took
where he had worked for a German master, this Russian told me during
my interview with him.
Since we received no reply from the Polish Government-in-exile in
How
London, Major Gruber sent another cable to the Government.
We could not conceal
ever, the second cable also went unanswered.
this Russian too long in our camp, because he was tremendously fear
ful that the Russians would find him. He feared that if the Russians
He realized the value of his
ever found him he would be murdered.
information to the Poles, so, consequently, he came to the Poles for
The Russian remained in this camp for
assistance and sanctuary.
about 1 month.
After this time Major Gruber and began debating
very seriously what to do with him. So we decided to notify the
British Intelligence of the man that we were concealing. Major
Gruber went to the British Intelligence and told them of this man and
of the information that he had given the major and myself.
Within less than an hour an attractive, luxurious limousine came to
our barracks and removed this Russian and his friend.
The British Intelligence thanked Major Gruber and told them how
grateful they were for his services.
am convinced that this Russian must be alive today somewhere
in England, and it is my belief that the British authorities will bring
this man forward when they consider the time is appropriate.
Major Gruber, after completing his work in the camp, returned to
believe that he can be found in London through the Polish
England.
am certain that he must have complete details
Government-in-exile.
on this Russian, including his name, because at the time of our inter
rogation he made extensive and copious notes.
That is all that know in this matter.
Chairman Madden. Are there any questions?
Mr. Flood.
have one or two ; but, first of all,
would like to have
some dates established, if it is possible.
Secondly, will you ask him
whether or not the Russian peasant who heard the screams and shouts
and swearing heard any gunfire.
Just those two items, to begin with.
Any dates that can be fixed, and did the Russian peasant say anything
about any gunfire when he was in the forest.
Mr. Ptjcinski.
have told the witness that Congressman Flood
wants additional information as to dates. So the first question we will
put to him is when exactly did this Russian peasant come to this
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I

I

priest.

Mr. Doe. He first came to the camp and then reported to Major
Gruber, who in turn brought him to nie, and this was in the begin
ning of 1945.
Mr. Flood. When was he turned over to British Intelligence?
Mr. Doe. It was either the very end of June or the very beginning
of July 1945.
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Mr. Flood. Did the Russian peasant use any dates or indicate by
year, month, season, or in any other way to Gruber or to the witness
dates or time element as to what he saw {
Mr. Doe. As near as can recall, he made these observations in the
Katyn Forest during the very early part of the spring of 1940. The
populace in the area of course thought at that time that this was
some project that was connected or associated with the war effort.
Mr. Flood.
know that. What about gunfire ?
Mr. Doe. Yes ; he had heard revolver shots. Revolver shots differ
don't recall that he de
considerably from rifle shots. However,
scribed in detail the exact method used in executing these people.
Mr. Flood. The witness says that he was a chaplain in a DP camp
for Poles in June of 1945. Where was that!
don't want to know
camp he was in, but what country he was in.
Mr. Doe. It was in Germany.
Mr. Flood. Did the witness ever report to the superintendent or
commandant of the DP camp or to the DP commission any of the
facts revealed to the British Intelligence or revealed here?
Mr. Doe. This is the first time that am making these statements.
had not given this information to anyone else, including the Polish
Government-in-exile in London, because
felt that in view of the
fact that they did not reply to -our two telegrams then apparently
they were not interested.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Furcolo. Did the Russian peasant tell you that he actually saw
any of the murders committed ?
Mr. Doe. The exact details of the technique used in murdering these
Polish officers the Russian did not describe, but he did describe the
screams and the pleas for help, and he did describe the hearing of
the shots and he did describe seeing these trucks arrive in the forest
with people in them and then leaving the forest with their tail gates
down and empty.
Mr. Furcolo. Did he say whether or not he had seen any of the
executions ?
Mr. Doe. He saw the way these people were removed from the
trucks, the way they were organized and lined up into columns, and
the way they were led away, and he could see this because of the
search lights and the reflectors that were used to illuminate the
area.
Mr. Furcolo.
understand that part, but did the Russian peasant
say whether or not he saw the actual killing of any of the prisoners.
Mr. Doe. He heard the shots, he heard the screams, he heard the
pleas for help, but the actual technique, the actual act of executing
these people, the actual fact of observing the actual execution of these
people, I do not recall that he described to me.
Mr. Mitchell. When did you last see Major Gruber ?
Mr. Doe. The last time saw him was in the fall of 1945. We had
corresponded frequently.
Mr. Flood. This Russian peasant was in this DP camp for a month
or more, and he was a very important witness to this crime. How
many times during the month that the Russian peasant was in the DP
camp did the witness talk to him about this matter.
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I

Mr. Doe.
talked to him once for 2 hours. On the other hand,
Major Gruber talked to him very frequently because this Eussian was

secluded in a private room and he did not go outside the room ; he did
not walk the streets or participate in any of the camp activities.
the witness knows, does Major Gruber speak Russian ?
Mr. Flood.
Mr. Doe. No, Major Gruber talked to this witness through an in
terpreter.
Mr. Flood. Does the witness talk Russian ?
attended Russian schools
Mr. Doe.
understand Russian because
prior to 1914.
Mr. Flood. Did the witness attempt during the 2-hour interview
with the Russian peasant to interrogate him and cross-examine him
in such a way as to search out the veracity of the story ?
used various methods and techniques and efforts
Mr. Doe. Yes.
to ascertain the veracity of his statements and to establish whether or
not he was some false witness.
Mr. Flood. Since the witness is a Roman Catholic priest and is also
under oath and should be experienced in talking to peasants, is it his
considered judgment, under all those circumstances, that the peasant
was telling the truth ?
Then
am convinced that he was to have been believed.
Mr. Doe.
of course there is the other consideration that this Russian realized
the value of his testimony to the Poles, and consequently he came to
the Poles for help when he needed it.
Mr. Flood. Is there anything in the record of that Russian peasant
while he was in that camp that would indicate any psychiatric or emo
tional instability or anything which would affect the credibility of his
statement ?
Mr. Doe. This man apeared to me to be of a very sound mind and
a sound outlook on life, and it did not appear to me that he could have
fabricated the statements that he gave me.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions ?
Mr. Mitchell. When did the witnes last hear from Major Gruber ?
Mr. Doe. saw Major Gruber in the fall of 1945.
Mr. Mitchell. Has he heard from him since?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness answered that on the basis of the fre
quent conversations between Major Gruber and myself during the
ensuing months regarding this particular Russian, Major Gruber also
was convinced that this man's testimony is reliable.
Mr. Doe. have never seen nor heard of Major Gruber since the fall

If
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of

I

1945.

Mr. Mitchell. What nationality was the interpreter that both you
and Major Gruber used to speak to this Russian?
Mr. Doe. He was a Pole, a former prisoner of war.
Mr. Mitchell. Prisoner of war of whom ?
Mr. Doe. Of Germany.
He was a former German prisoner of war.
Mr. Mitchell. Does he know his name ?
Mr. Doe. Unfortunately
do not.
Mr. Mitchell. Does he have any idea or could he advise the com
mittee where to contact such a person today?
Would he be in Ger
many or where ?
Mr. Doe.
do not know. He conceivably might have returned to
Poland.
do not know where he could be found. But
am quite
certain that Major Gruber can be located in England.
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Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
Mr. Mitchell. No further questions.
Chairman Madden.

Will

you tell the witness we are very thankful

for his testimony here this afternoon.
Mr. Doe. May I say a few words ?
Chairman Madden. Yes.

Mr. Doe. The murders at Katyn Forest of the Poles were a very
important and very serious incident because in the Katyn Forest there
were murdered so many thousands of the Polish intelligentsia. The

investigation of this committee of the United States Congress is being
observed very carefully and with great interest by all Poles, not only
here but also in Poland, if the information is getting through. The
work of this committee is giving hope and confidence not only to Poles
but to all of the oppressed people that the objectives of the United
States are not only for peace in the whole world but for a just peace
am certain that the names of the committee, includ
for all nations.
ing the chairman, Mr. Madden, shall remain gratefully inscribed in
the minds of all Poles.
Chairman Madden. Tell him that we wish to thank him and we do
hope that the work of this committee will serve a great deal to bring
about a situation so that a thing like this can never occur again.
Mr. Doe. Thank you very much.
Chairman Madden. The committee will now adjourn until tomor
row morning at 9 : 30.
(Whereupon, at 5:40 p. m., the hearing was recessed until 9:30
a. m., Friday, March 14, 1952.)
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1952

House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

Chicago, III..
The select committee met at 10 a. m. .pursuant to recess, in room 247 r
United States Courthouse, Hon. Ray J. Madden, chairman, presiding.
'
Present: Representatives Madden, Flood, Machrowicz, Furcolo,
O'Konski, and Sheehan.
Representatives Kluczynski and Sabath.
Also present: John J. Mitchell, chief counsel; and Roman Pucinski, investigator.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
The first witness this morning will be Mr. Ershov. The interpreter
will be Mr. Mlynarski. The witness does not want to be photo
will swear the interpreter first.
graphed.
Do you solemnly swear that you truthfully will interpret the testi
mony given by the witness in the cause now on trial correctly, so help
you God?

I

Mr. Mlynarski. I do.
Mr. Mitchkll. Mr. Mlynarski, now repeat the oath for the witness

as the chairman states it.

Chairman Madden. Raise your hand. Do you solemnly swear that
the testimony you will give in the hearing now on trial will be the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God ? •
Mr. Ershov (through interpreter).
do.
Chairman Madden. Let me say to the photographers that the com
mittee at these hearings respects the right of a witness as to whether
he wishes to submit to photography or otherwise.
This procedure
is very important because in this type of an investigation a witness
may have very important reasons for not wanting to be photographed.
he insists on not being photographed, a witness is entitled to that
protection. His relatives living behind the iron curtain are also en
titled to that protection.
hope that the photographers will cooper
ate with the committee and the witness.
Counsel, will you proceed.

I
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TESTIMONY OF VASILI ERSHOV (THROUGH THE INTERPRETER,
BRONISLAW MLYNARSKI)
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask the witness, please, to state his full
name.

Mr. Mlynarski. Vasili Ershov, V-a-s-i-l-i E-r-s-h-o-v.
375
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Mr.

Mitchell. Where

Mr.

Mitchell. What

was he born ?

Mr. Mlynarski. Ukraine.
Mr. Mitchell. When?
Mr. Mlynarski. 1906.

was his occupation before the war?
he was executive director or man
ager of a plant and of a sovhoz, an abbreviation for a land state
owned and conducted by the Soviet Government.
Mr. Machrowicz. Sovhoz is a farm operated by the state.

Mr. Mlynarski. Before the war

Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, sir.
The witness wants to give additional information.
Chairman Madden. All right.
Mr. Mlynarski. The plant was a kind of a meat plant.
Mr. Mitchell. Slaughterhouse?
Mr. Mlynarski. Not quite a slaughterhouse.
They made some food
out of meat, sausages.
Mr. Mitchell. A production plant ?
Mr. Mlynarski. A processing plant; yes.
Mr. Mitchell. Where was he during the war?
Mr. Mlynarski. In the face of Leningrad until Berlin he was
continuously on the offensive line.
Chairman Madden. Offensive?
Mr. Mlynarski. Offensive.
Mr. Mitchell. Was he in the Russian Army during the war?
Mr. Mlynarski. In both times during the war and after the war
until 1949.
Mr. Mitchell. When did he enter the Russian Army?
Mr. Mlynarski. He was called on the 22d of June 1941.
Mr. Mitchell. Was he a commissioned officer or an enlisted man
or what was his rank or rating?
Mr. Mlynarski. He was the deputy commanding officer in the rank
of colonel of the division commander on the general supplies. That
think.
means ordnance,
Mr. Mitchell. Of the Russian Army?
Mr. Mlynarski. No ; of that particular division.
Mr. Mitchell. What place in Russia was he mobilized?
Mr. Mlynarski. In the city of Leningrad.
Mr. Mitchell. Will yon ask him to repeat that date again and
what rank he had at that time.
Mr. Mlynarski. The beginning of his military service was on the
22d of June 1941 in the rank of captain of an intendant, which is a
supply officer of technical intendant of first class.
Will you ask the witness when he
Mr. Mitchell. Quartermaster.
left the Russian service and where?
Mr. Mlynarski. In the eastern part of Germany, at the beginning

I

of the year 1949.
Mr. Mitchell. What was going on in Germany at that time ?
Mr. Mlynarski. What happened particularly to him or to
Mr. Mitchell. To him, and was there any important event at that
time?

Mr. Mlynarski. Surrounding him, he asks ?
Mr. Mitchell. Ask him about himself.
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Mr. Mlynarski. He, like many thousands, tens of thousands of
others like himself, was awaiting after the war was over for freedom,
but we didn't be able to find freedom. We were victorious but we
didn't get freedom. And why ? We did not betray our nation, but
we have betrayed Stalinism.
Mr. Mitchell. How did he come to leave Germany and the Russian
Army?
Mr. Mlynarski.
pation forces.

On an airplane with the aid of the British occu

Mr. Mitchell. Did he go from Germany to the British zone ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes. He arrived in the British zone and settled
his matters in the headquarters of the British forces.
Mr. Mitchell. Who was with him on this airplane ?
Mr. Mltnarski. His wife and his child.
Mr. Mitchell. What is his status in the United States today ?
Mr. Mltnarski. He has not yet quite settled himself, but he feels

himself completely free like an American citizen.
Mr. Mitchell. Was he ever any time during his days in Russia
associated with the NKVD ?
Mr. Mltnarski. No.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you ask the witness now to tell the committee
when he first heard about Katyn ?
Mr. Mltnarski. The first time he heard :-bout Katyn, rather, read
about Katyn was in the Russian papers dated January 1944.
Mr. Mitchell. Which Russian paper was it ?
Mr. Mltnarski. Pravda.
Mr. Mitchell. Is that a copy of it ?
Mr. Mlynarski. The same as this one.

Mr. Mitchell. That is not the same paper, though ?
Mr. Mltnarski. But is is the identical paper today of the date past.

Mitchell. Will

you ask him to narrate anything he knows

Katyn for the benefit of the committee, how he heard about

it,

Mr.

about
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what he may have heard later on, who he knew who was in any way
connected with Katyn
Mr. Mlynarski. When he was the deputy of the commanding offi
cer of the division on behalf of the supply, excuse me, of being
quartermaster
quartermaster, in the capacity of
Mr. Mitchell. Shorter sentences, tell him.
Mr. Mltnarski. He supplied the division and the army with food,
In
clothing, footwear, ordnance, gasoline, the technical equipment.
In the
my division, as in any other division, there were penal units.
a gendarme system, AIP, military police. In the
Polish Army there
civilian name. In the
the NKVD. NKVD
Soviet Army there
exists under the name of Smersh.
army
Mr. Mitchell. Can you spell Smersh?
Mr. Mltnarski. It
an abbreviation or linking of two words,
which means the death of spies, and
spelled, S-m-e-r-s-h.
Within the headquarters of a division the unit of Smersh
included
which
not subservient, not under the orders of the CO or the com
missar.
Mr. Mitchell. Generally how many people are in that unit
Mr. Mltnarski. About 25 or 30 men. It was not strong.
Mr. Mitchell. Continue, please.
12
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Mr Mlynarski. They take orders only from Beria.
Mr. Mitchell. Who is Beria?
Mr. Mlynarski. A member of the Politburo, Minister of the Na
tional Security, state security. Within that body, that unit consisting

of 25 or 30 men, is incorporated the commander [witness writing on
paper].
explain to you, sir? Here is that body
Mr. Mltnarski. May
Below
Here is the chief, the head of that Smersh.
called Smersh.

I

third party.

Mr. Flood. The answer
"No"?
Mr. Mlynarski. The answer
"No."
is

is

of

a

?

if

a

I

a

I

a

it,

there is a man who is also an executive, but he undergoes the orders of
the chief who is here. The line topward, upward is Beria.
Mr. Mitchell. In other words, they take orders direct from Beria.
Mr. Mltnarski. Yes, through the man who is heading the Smersh,
down the line to another chief.
Mr. Mitchell. Continue.
Mr. Mlynarski. Out of the number of 25 or 30 men the comman
dant which is down below has under him about 12 or 15 men. The
duties of that commandant is the execution of all directives of Smersh.
They execute the directives of Smersh. We may call those men and
their superiors — their commandants —executioners or henchmen — the
The commandant of Smersh in my division
head of the henchmen.
He didn't make the impression
was Captain Borisov, B-o-r-i-s-o-v.
of a normal person because during his lifetime he has executed — trans
lating correctly, shot — more men than he had years in his life. When
Borisov used to sleep he used to wake up every half hour, and behind
his bed — the leg of the bed — he used to get a vodka bottle, drain
and then go to sleep again. Without the liquor lie could not sleep. He
vision during the night hours of the executions which he had
had
But taking into consideration the fact that
was the
perpetrated.
deputy on supplies, and on the strength of secret order from Moscow,
before every execution the henchmen received an established amount
of vodka, before and after. The vodka was supplied or delivered from
the stocks which the colonel was in charge of.
As Borisov could not wait for the moment to get the vodka in time
before the execution, he used to come every day to the colonel begging
him to give him the vodka in order to make him still alive. Before
the execution or the shooting of four men in approximately November
1941 on the territory of Poland in the district of Malkinia-Gorna,
M-a-l-k-i-n-i-a — G-o-r-n-a, Borisov came to the colonel asking him to
issue or release him some vodka before the execution, and he wants to
tell the story.
He says the Natchalnik, which means commander — superior, in
other words — drank vodochka.
What does that mean? A liter of
vodka.
We have drunk vodochka.
imagine, for myself, vodochka
means vodka in the diminutive,
Swedish word. We have drunk
He was, of course, drunk and
plenty of vodka in the days Katyn.
he bragged.
Mr. Flood. At that point will you ask the witness
anybody else
was present at the time of the conversation between Borisov and the
colonel
Mr. Mlynarski. Such matters are never discussed in the presence
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1940 Borisov and his unit — he and his men or unit — have
tried not to
or
shot over 400 Polish officers in Katyn.
destroyed
listen to him too much because Borisov could have on a following
occasion tried to testify whether the colonel is not getting too much
interested in that matter, but nothing happened of that kind. He
simply was drunk and told the story.
Apparently Borisov did not personally do any shooting, as the
stories are told that the victims were led to the edge of the hole and

In April

shot.

I

e

They have built or made a fox hole. They used to bring, to fetch
the Polish officers into the fox hole where they did the shooting in

order to avoid any resonance — any noise.
Mr. Machrowicz. Does he mean soundproof

in mind?

?

Is that what

he has

Mr. Mlynarski. Less than it would be in the open. That is what
he knows about Katyn from the mouth of a man who has executed —
performed the executions of Polish officers in Katyn.
Mr. Shekhan. Will you ask him whether Borisov placed a date on
these shootings?
Mr. Mlynarski. In the month of April 1940. He cannot recite
the date in the month of April.
He would like to say something else.
Chairman Madden. Go ahead.
Mr. Mlynarski. How those atrocities — am translating literally —
have been received bv the Russian people.
Mr. M.tciiell. Wiat atrocities?
Mr. Mlynarski. The Bolshevik atrocities concerning Katyn. The
Soviet Union nations are fully convinced that the killings, the shoot
ings of 13. maybe 14 — the figure is unknown
Mr. Machrowicz. Thirteen or fourteen thousand?
Mr. Mlynarski. Thousand — is at the hand of the NKVD.
Why do we think that way? Why do we talk that way? Let us
make that matter clear, why we had to destroy thirteen or fourteen
thousand Polish officers.
We have to understand that thirteen or
fourteen thousand officers represent the strength of 250,000 men, that
men of the strength of 150,000 to 250,000 are denied officer leadership.
That is No. 1.
Second, that they had to destroy the bulk of the Polish intelliensia.
That was something to think about. In other words, to
estroy potential enemies that may be active someday in the future.
Furthermore, the Russian nations were fully aware of the atrocities

I

in Winnitza.
Mr. Flood. By the "Russian nations" does he mean the various
component states of the U. S. S. R. ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Using their expression "Russian nations" he un

derstands that that expresses actually, as you said, sir, the nations
which comprise the Soviet Union.
Mr. Flood. The answer was "Yes" ?
Mr. Mlynarski. Yes, sir; but may add what he explained to me.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Mr. Mlynarski. That when he uses the expression "Soviets" let's
say briefly, then he means the henchmen of the regime, and he men
tioned the name of Stalin himself.
During the Second World War against Hitler in all the areas where
the Red army was on the defensive the Red army was burning and

I
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For
destroying completely, flattening all these towns and villages.
that purpose there were special units that were walking with torches.
The communities which were to be burned by the Bolsheviks
Mr. Flood.
Did he say in all areas where the
beg your pardon.
Russians at that time were on the defensive or the offensive?
Mr. Mlyxarski. Defensive; in the retreat.
Mr. Flood. Ask him is he not describing what has been referred
to as the Russian "scorched earth" defensive policy. Is that it?
Mr. Mlyxarski. He takes the Lenin formula, which says that the
victory of the proletariat in the whole world is inevitable.
Mr. Flood. Now just a minute. He was describing the burning
of certain areas along a defensive front. Was that in execution of
or carrying out the Russian scorched-earth policy of defense at that
time? "is that answer "Yes"?
Mr. Mlyxarski. He is going to reply.
The Soviet Government had in mind that all the populace, the people
that lived in those areas who haven't yet succeeded to retreat are the
traitors of the nation and the accomplices of Hitler, and therefore they

I

had to be destroyed.

Mr. Flood. What relationship does that have to Katyn Massacre of
the Polish officers at this point?
Mr. Mlyxarski. He wants to explain that the Bolshevik system is
based on blood, and without blood cannot live.
Mr. Fli on. That may very well be. He does not have to convince ns
We have reasonable cause to believe that is prob
very much of that.
He gave us one reason why it
ably so under certain circumstances.
was necessary from the Russian point of view to destroy the Polish
officers. He was about to give us a second reason. What is the second
reason ?
Mr. Mlyxarski. He repeats that he has said that before, that one
is to deny the leadership of the Polish Army by officers.
Mr. Flood. He gave one reason in two parts. Part 1 of the first
reason was military necessity or advisability, and part 2 of the first
reason was the destruction of the intelligentsia leadership of a nation.
Mr. Mlyxarski. With regard to the second point he explains that
this would be the destruction of the highest grade, if we may say so,
of the Polish intelligentsia, and then by doing so only the lower grade
would remain.
Mr. Fi ood. In other words, the answer was again "Yes." We un
derstand that ?

Mr. Mlyxarski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Does he have any other reason besides the ones just given
that at this time he can suggest to the committee would be the motive
for the Russian killing of those Polish officers? What other motive
could they possibly have, in his opinion?
Mr. Mlyxarski. It was a coordinated plan to annihilate the living
substance of the Polish Nation in perfect accord with Hitler.
Mr. Flood. We seem now to understand his opinion of what the
motives were. I would like to ask one or two questions about his
conversations with the commandant of the execution squad or the
Smersh unit, Captain Borisov. Will you ask the witness if he ever
talked to Borisov after the first conversation that he described with
Borisov ?
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Mr. Mlynarski. He had been seeing him until 1945, and, in short,
now and then they both touched that subject.
Mr. Flood. So between 1944, the date of the first conversation, and
1945, he held different or several conversations with Borisov and
talked about the Katyn shootings ?
Mr. Mlynarski. "Yes ; and not only with him.
Mr. Flood. What does he mean by "not only with him" ?
Mr. Mlynarski. He had also a conversation with one of the promi
or rather members, of Smersh.
nent workers, as he says
Mr. Flood. Of Smersh or of Captain Borisov's commandant squad
Mr. Mlynarski. No he says was with Smersh, nothing to do with
Borisov.
Mr. Flood. Then he had conversation with some member of the
unit.
Smersh
"
Mr. Mlynarski. That right.
Mr. Flood. Who was that member,
he recalls
Mr. Mlynarski. He remembers very well.
Mr. Flood. What was his name and rank
Mr. Mlynarski. Please put
down.
Lieutenant Ilyasov, I-l-y-as-o-v. He was the head of Smersh, the Fifteenth Motorized Division.
Mr. Flood. Then this was not the Smersh unit of the colonel's own
division
Mr. Mlynarski. No;
wasn't his division.
Mr. Flood. What was the nature of that conversation with Ilyasov?
Mr. Mlynarski. He will tell you. The officers used to talk among
themselves about
not
member of the Allies
saying that Poland
because the Poles have suffered
great from the Soviets, and because
of that
future war the Polish nation
may become, ensue, that in
will stand not with but against the Soviet Union. And Ilyasov
replied, "Before that we will give them notice that the way we have
done
executed as in Katyn."
That
the second example for the committee.
Mr. Flood. In other words, Colonel Ilyasov was going to use the
massacre at Katyn as
warning to the Poles to stay in line with the
that it?
Russians;
Mr. Mlynarski. He says that the Bolsheviks don't say that, they
don't speak that way, but they think that way.
Mr. Flood. Was
common talk about Katyn among the Russian
officers in his command, in his division or in his area?
com
Was
mon talk about Katyn in their private conversations?
Mr. Mlynarski. No;
was not
common subject because our
nation aware of atrocities of much higher and greater scope. Katyn
just peanuts.
Chairman Madden. What does he mean by saying Katyn
just

I

is

?

Mr. Mitchell. Did he actually say "peanuts"
Mr. Mlynarski. No; that my expression.
want to correct that.
He says trifle.
a

if

The Polish people who live here and elsewhere, Americans of Polish
extraction who live here, about 35,000,000 strong, in freedom, that we
not directly with
don't realize here that the Bolsheviks
bullet, they
destroy or have destroyed 25,000,000 people with other methods.
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Mr. Flood. Will you ask him if Captain Borisov ever denied to him
the story that he first told him, drunk or sober, in any conversations
he had with him after the first time ?
Did Borisov ever say, "Forget
about it. Forget
said it"'?
Mr. Mlynarski. Xo, sir. He would like to reply to your first
He wants to explain further
question about using the word "trifle."
the word "trifle," referring to Katyn.
Let's take Rumania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Albania, East Ger
many, East Austria, China, the people of the Soviet Union, and the
Korean affair. The Korean affair is a problem of the strength of
the American nerves, whether they will stand it or not.
the Amer
ican nerve fails to stand that pressure, then it will spread both east
ward and westward.
would like only to warn the people and the
distinguished committee that it is not the Russian nation that does
that.
The Russian nation is a nation that is friendly; the Russian
nation is a member of the friendly nations to whom we all belong. The
13 members of the Bloody Kremlin — know that
will not live long,
but
am not afraid.
have to try to save the whole free nations.
have to sajr the truth what bolshevism is represented by. Otherwise,
would be an unworthy man if I would not have said that. That is
my resolution.
think that all the free nations of the world are bound to, have the
duty to, to join hands around the the free world and around the free
United States, the country which first now steps out for the, fight, the
struggle against the bad man.
Mr. O'Konski. May ask a question. Ask him in connection with
that word "trifle" if it isn't an established policy of the Kremlin
criminals to liquidate opposition wherever they go. that Katyn is only
Ask
a small sample of what they have done wherever they have gone.
him if it isn't their firm and established policy wherever they go to
kill off the opposition and the leadership.
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If
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I
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Mr. Mlynarski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Ask him also if all the people were added up, the

murders and the various purges in the various countries they have
taken over, if the figure would not reach over 25 million people that
they have alread}- murdered.
'
Mr. Mlynarski. For the period ?
Mr. O'Konski. Ever since they took over in 1917.
Mr. Mlynarski. He means to say that what he implied was that
since 1939 and through the march over through Poland throughout
the period of the war.
Then he added that free Poland does not
exist, that Marshall Pokossovski governs.
Chairman Madden. Any more questions?

Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Ftjrcolo. Several books and documents refer to

that is supposed

to have taken place between

a

conversation

I think another
else— I don't have

Beria and

man something like M-e-r-k-u-l-o-v, and someone
the book with me at the present time — in which a prominent and high
Russian official was supposed to have said with reference to the Polish
Do you
prisoners at Katyn, "AVe made a great mistake about them."
know anything about such a conversation?
Mr. Mlyxakski. He only expresses and tells what he knows. He
may think differently about matters, but he will not expose them as
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long as lie doesn't know thoroughly what he has to say. In other
words. understand that he doesn't know enough to say "'Yes" or "No"
to that.
Mr. Fuhcolo. That is certainly the attitude we want him to take as
a witness.
My question is. have you at any time heard anything
about such a conversation.
Mr. Mlynarski, He starts by saying the psychology of the Krem-

I

I

Mr. Furcolo. I don't mean to interrupt you, but think you could
probably answer this question very briefly.
Chairman Madden.
think he said he didn't know.
Mr. Furcolo. I am merely asking.
understand that you your
self were not present at such a conversation.
My question is, At any
time have you heard about such a conversation from anyone?
Have
you heard any reference to that ? You can answer it either "yes" or
no," and then can go ahead from there.
Mr. Mlynarski. He says that he is trying to reply to your question
for the first time and vou don't, let him tell it.
Mr. Furcolo. Go ahead and answer.
Mr. Mlynarski. He is not a gramophone and he can't repeat him
self identically each time.
Mr. Furcolo. Tell him he is doing all right. Tell him to go ahead
in his own way.
Mr. Mlynarski. He said before, the psychology of the Kremlin,
those who know everything, the henchmen who know everything,
geniuses, is that what the Kremlin is doing is always correct and never
to admit any faults.
Chairman Madden. If you will pardon me, think the first question,
the question of Congressman Furcolo was answered when he asked
whether or not he knew anything about Stalin or Molotov making the
statement, "We don't want to make the same mistake that we made at
think he said he didn't know anything about that, did he
Katvn.'"
!
not?
Mlynarski.
Yes,
Mr.
he did.
Chairman Madden. I think he answered that.
Mr. Furcolo. Let me ask you this question : Various books and
documents have referred to a conversation that is supposed to have
taken place between Stalin and someone else in which Stalin, with
reference to the prisoners at Katyn. is supposed to have written out
I realize that you were not present at such a
the word "liquidate."'
T merely asked, have you at any time heard anything
conversation.

I

I

I

I

I

about such an occurrence.

Mr. Mitchell. Either from Russians or from any other nationality.
Mr. Mlynarski. There is no such thing as a virtue, but there is an

order set by the Bolsheviks that every one has to be liquidated who is
against Bolshevism, and that the Polish Army represented by the
Polish officers was the potential enemy of the Soviet Union. There
fore, it had to be liquidated.
Chairman Madden. Any more questions?
Mr. Mitchell. No further questions.
Chairman Madden. We want to thank you, tell him.
would like to have a few minutes with the com
Mr. Mitchell.

I

mittee and the witness.
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Chairman Madden. Mr. Interpreter, we would like to tell the wit
thank him for coming here and testifying today. His testi

ness we

mony is very valuable to the committee.
Mr. Mlynarski. He wishes to thank you and he appreciates the
opportunity, and he says it was his duty to do it.
Chairman Madden. The committee will recess for 10 minutes.
(Brief recess.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Casimer Skarzynski. Will you be sworn. Do you solemnly
swear that the testimony you will give in the hearing now being
held will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so
help you God ?
Mr. Skarzynski. do so swear.

I

TESTIMONY

OF CASIMER SKARZYNSKI,

CALGARY, ALBERTA,

CANADA
Chairman Madden. State your name to the reporter.

Mr. Skarzynski. Casimer Skarzynski, C-a-s-i-m-e-r S-k-a-r-z-y-n-

s-k-i.
Chairman Madden. And your address ?
Mr. Skarzynski. My address is Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
Chairman Madden. Let me ask the witness, do you have any ob
jection to being photographed?
Mr. Skarzynski. Not during the hearing, if possible.
Chairman Madden. Let me say to the photographers that this wit
ness does not object to being photographed before he testifies. Natu
rally it is against the rules of the committee to take photographs of a
witness when he is testifying, but he hasn't proceeded with his testi
mony and there is no objection to photographs as long as the witness
does not object.
will say to the photographers there is no bar against their remain
ing in the courtroom as long as the witness doesn't object.

I

Counsel may proceed.

Mr. Mitchell. Mr. Skarzynski, will you state to the committee
where you were born and when ?
was born in Poland.
Mr. Skarzynski.

I

Mr. Mitchell. Where in Poland ?
Mr. Skarzynski. In Warsaw, in a small village near Warsaw, in

1887.

I am 65 years old.

Mr. Mitchell. Where did you go to school ?
Mr. Skarzynski. In Austria near Vienna. I finished my high
Then
school and college in Kalksburg, near Vienna, Austria.
was
1 year in the Ecole des Sciences Politiques, in the School of Political
Sciences in Paris, France; and then 2 years in the Institute Superieur
de Commerce in Antwerp in Belgium.
Mr. Mitchell. What was your occupation immediately before the
war?

I

Mr. Skarzynski. In the last 15 years before the Avar I was the vice
president of the Polish Pulp & Paper Co., Ltd.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you on September 1, 1939: in what city
and town

?

Mr. Skarzynski. In Warsaw.
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Mr. Mitchell. What happened? Will you kindly tell the commit
tee what happened to you as an individual from that time on?
Mr. Skarzynski. From that time on stayed in Warsaw for a few
days and then there was an order to evacuate the male population
went east to the place of my wife's family and then
from Warsaw.
the Germans advanced. Then came back to Warsaw and went back
to my office and stayed there until December 1939, at which time was
fired by the Germans. The whole board of directors of this company
was fired by the Germans because the plants were taken over as private
was then without employment.
property of the German Reich.
volunteered to the Polish lied Cross in the first days of January 1940.
Mr. Mitchell. You volunteered ?
offered my services to the Polish
volunteered;
Mr. Skarzynski.
had nothing to do up to then. Then the
Red Cross, with which
Polish Red Cross told me that 1 am nominated general secretary be
cause the board of directors was being completed. The general secre
couldn't tell
tary and the chairman were in London or in Geneva.
you that. Anyhow they were abroad at the beginning of the war and
could not come back. So the corporation nominated me general sec
continue?
retary. That is how started my war work. Shall
Mr. Mitchell. Continue, please.
Mr. Skarzynski. During the first days of my presence in the office
had especially to organize the financial
of the Polish Red Cross
life of the Red Cross because it was a new situation, and in the
held the meetings of the board of directors.
meantime, of course,
heard then that at the end of January 1940 we had been told by
the Germans to prepare camps to receive Polish officers who were
Since No
supposed to come back from interment in Soviet Russia.
vember already the families of these officers started to get letters from
them, and we know more or less where they were. We knew about the
three camps. We didn't know
Mr. Flood. What three?
Mr. Skarzynski. Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov. We didn't
know much about them, but we knew they were at three camps some
knew personally the names of Kozielsk and Staro
where in Russia.
bielsk.
didn't know then the name of Ostashkov, but
suppose the
others did. When the Germans told us that we were supposed to
prepare camps to receive them, of course this news electrified the
families and the whole nation, 14,000 families, a figure which we didn't
know exactly then. There was feverish work started at once. We
organized refugee camps at Terespol, at the border of the then zone
between Germany and Russia. We sent there nurses, doctors, supplies,
all that we could. It was not much but we did what we could. We
were expecting these officers.
In the meantime we started correspondence with the International
Committee of the Red Cross in Geneva and with the German Red
Cross, which was to a certain extent our controlling authority since
the occupation.
The Germans told us that Russia not having ratified
the Geneva and The Hague conventions about the Red Cross and
about the methods of warfare, we could not expect any news from
our men in Russia and that we must wait for the individual men to
write first, that no inquiries could be made to Russia.
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Mr. Flood. At that point there were communications directed in
writing by the Polish Red Cross, which you know as a fact as general
secretary, to the German Red Cross in Berlin ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And to the International Red Cross in Geneva?
Mr. Skarzynski. There is no International Red Cross. There is
only an International Committee of Red Crosses, which is the linking
bodv of all National Red Crosses.
Mr. Flood. With headquarters at Geneva ?
Mr. Skabzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You wrote letters to Geneva and to Berlin
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. For the purpose of soliciting information about these
Polish officers?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. When were those letters written ?
Mr. Skarzynski. They were written since December 1939 because
we started at once to send them what we knew about the list of
families.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. You started to write these letters we
have just talked about as far back as December of 1939?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes ; the first letters.
Mr. Flood. Dr. Gorczycki
Mr. Skarzynski. He was the general manager of the Polish Red
Cross.

Mr. Flood. At the time you were identified with it ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes; the whole time between 1940

he was already
there, until 1945.
Mr. Flood. Counsel for the committee has handed me what pur
ports to be a letter to the Committee of the International Red Cross,
War Prisoner Agency, Geneva, in care of the German Red Cross,
dated Warsaw, Marcli 18, 1941, with the letterhead of the Polish Red
Cross, Information Bureau, with certain Polish writing, signed by the
Director of the Polish Red Cross, Dr. Gorczycki. Will you have this
marked as an exhibit ?
(Letter referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 6" and filed for the
record.)
Mr. Flood. This obviously is a copy of the letter this purports to
refer to.
now show you exhibit 6, and ask you if you can identify
this letter yourself or, if you cannot identify this exact exhibit, does
it represent the type and nature of letter that you tell us was written
by the Polish Red Cross through the German Red Cross to the Red
Cross International Committee in Geneva at the time ?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is exactly a copy of the letter, one of the
many letters.
Mr. Flood. Do you know of this particular letter of that exact date?

I

Mr. Skarzynski. No.
Mr. Flood. It, however, represents the nature of the letter to which

you refer

?

Mr. Skarzynski. Exactly.

There were many others before and
after during the whole war to the International Committee.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Chairman,
think this should be made a part of
the record.
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(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 6" and is
follows :)
Exhibit No. 6
Polish

as

Red Cross,

Information Bureau,
Warszawa Ulica Czerwonego Krzyza,
Warsaw,

40,

March 18, 1941.

of the International Red Cross War Prisoners Agency —
of the German Red Cross.
information bureau of the Polish Red Cross acknowledges
dated 29.1.41. Mil. Pol. G.P. 133, enclosed In the letter of the
German Red Cross dated 11.11.41, No. VII/4-Br./HC and submits the following
details collet-ted by us concerning the Polish prisoners detained in Soviet Russia.
Ad. 1. The Polish Red Cross has received a large amount of letters from pris
oners detained in officers prison camps in Russia until Spring 1940. From then
on, until November, all correspondence with officers interned in Russia ceased.
Since November, some letters, but in negligible quantity, were received again.
Ad. 2 and 3. We suppose, basing all our conclusions on our informations, that
prisoner camps In U. S. S. R. are divided into three classes.
The camps situated in Russia at Starobielsk, Kozielsk, Ostaszkow were mainly
used for members of the Police Force, Military Policemen, Officials of the Courts
of Justice, Attorneys, Judges, and members of civil courts. Letters from Staro
bielsk and Kozielsk were received until spring 1940. Since then they ceased
completely. Camp Ostaszk6w was mailing always the smallest quantity of letters
and was the first to stop all correspondence. It can be assumed from families
of the detained and from the descriptions given by the prisoners themselves and
by the civilian refugees which have been liberated and were allowed to return
to Poland, that the camps of Starobielsk and Kozielsk's were slowly liquidated
from March until end of May 1940.
The prisoners, by groups, were sent to an unknown destination.
We have
received no news from Camp Ostaszkow.
It was learned in July 1940 that two camps for officers were organized at
Grlszowiec, district of Wologda, where 400 officers from camps Starobielsk,
Kozielsk, Ostaszkow, and also Pawliszczew Bor were transferred. We know very
little about this last concentration camp.
We have a list of addresses of prisoners camps in U. S. S. R. besides the fron
tier camps mentioned at the beginning of this letter.

To the Committee
Geneva, in Care
Gentlemen : The
receipt of the letter

1. Moscow central post office, Box ll/C-12.
This is the address of pris
oners of Kozielsk camp.
This address has not been
2. Moscow central post office, Box ll/C-15.
verified yet. Only one letter from a prisoner formerly at Starobielsk was

received.

Two kolkhozs near Kozielsk, Poplelewo and Kombinat, are reserved for civil
ian prisoners, there are no military in both cities. During August, September,
and October the Polish Red Cross using question forms issued jointly with the
German Red Cross using 500 inquiries to Moscow to the Commisary of the Inte
rior, war prisoners central agency. Those inquiries concerned persons arrested
In January 1941 we have received
by the police or detained at different camps.
from the Union of Red Crosses and Red Crescents of the U. S. S. R. 87 replies, all
of them negative.
Dr. Wl. Gorczycki,
The Director of the Polish Red Cross.
Mr. Flood. Go ahead.
Mr. Skarzynski. We waited at this camp ready to receive the
don't remember exactly if it was in
officers for several months.
April or in May 1940 that the German authorities told us to close
the camps, telling us that the officers won't come back.
Mr. Flood. What German echelon of command told you that, mili
tary or German Red Cross ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Military. That was the representative of the
German General Government.
You know the Germans when they
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invaded Poland they took over a part of western Poland and incorpo
Russia
rated it into the Reich, against of course all the conventions.
took the eastern part, and the middle was some territory left under
I he name of General Government.
Mr. Flood. This was a German military occupation government.
Mr. Skarzynski. Л German military occupation government.
The}' didn't want to use the name Poland. They just called that
General Government.
Mr. Flood. Were those instructions given directly to you or did you
hear about them?
Mr. Skarztnski. The instructions were given by a representative of
the German Government to Dr. Gorzcvcki.
Mr. Flood. What was tbe date of that directive or that order?
Mr. Skarzynski.
don't remember. It was about- April or May,
or maybe the first day of June, but not later, 1940.
Mr. Flood. Was that the substance of the order?
Mr. Skarzynski. It was the substance of the order. It was a verbal
order.
Mr. Flood. A verbal order.
Mr. Skarzynski.
was simply notified that the camps should be
closed and that we are not supposed to expect an}' officers to come back
From then on the correspondence with the families,
from Russia.
first, and the International Committee became more and more active
during these 2y2 years which had elapsed since that moment and
the discovery of Katyn.
To realize the atmosphere under which
we were at the moment of the discovery of Katyn, you must remember
that the Polish nation and Hitler's, too, the part of the nation under
Germany, was subject to the most bestial atrocities of the Germans,
and we were witness to atrocities which are beyond description.
won't take your nerve and your time to describe them, but we were
all the time under German most atrocious pressure. At the moment
when the Katyn discovery was made we were just witnessing perhaps
(he most atrocious move of the Germans in Poland, which was the
liquidation of the Polish citizens of Jewish descent. It started in the
winter of 1942-43 just in the time when Katyn was discovered. All
of these atrocities created an atmosphere of hate for the Germans, and
it is strange to say but the whole Katyn story on behalf of the Polish
Red Cross is a story of a struggle not with the Russians but with the
German authorities under which rule we were. It is normal and
human.
We knew about Russia, but we knew not much, and we were
under the Germans.
Chairman Madden. What year are you referring to?
Mr. Skarzynski.
am referrring to the 2 years, more than 2 years
from the beginning of the Avar to the discover}' of Katyn, to make you
understand the atmosphere under which we were.
Chairman Madden. That is about 4 years?
Mr. Skarzynski. No; between, say, January 1940 and April 1943.
Chairman Madden. About 3 years?
Mr. Skarzynski. About 3 years. On the ninth of April 1943, be
fore anybody knew about the Katyn affair, the chairman of the
Polish Red Cross had a phone from the propaganda department of
the German Government in Warsaw, and he was summoned to come
at once to a meeting where a special envoy of Dr. Goebbels of the
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Propaganda Ministry in Berlin, was supposed to have a speech.
The chairman refused to go under the pretext that he couldn't go
immediately and that it was a propaganda move. To his surprise
the German received his refusal very politely, for the first time since
the beginning of the war, and he told him, "It is all right if you
will come to you in the afternoon and
can't come, and
will tell
you or phone you what was the result of the meeting."
In the afternoon he phoned again the chairman and he told that
an envoy of the German Propaganda Ministry, of Dr. Goebbels, made
a speech to all kind of Polish institutions and organizations and that
he told them about the discovery by the German military authorities
of a mass grave of Polish officers allegedly massacred by the Russians
and that he is of the opinion and the German Government is of the
opinion that the time had come for reconciliation between the Polish
and the Germans under the sign of the joint effort to fight for the
civilization of Europe against the barbaric East.
The German couldn't expect the Polish nation, after all this terrible
atrocities they committed, to join them enthusiastically in their fight
against Russia because Germany was guilty of their own crimes. But
that is what they expected. In the beginning we had the best co
operation from the German authorities, which was news for us, until
the moment they saw that this hope that the Polish nation was going
to jump to the neck of Germany because the Katyn crime was dispelb-l. S;nce that time we worked under different conditions.
When the German representative had come back after this pho:ie
call he told the chairman of our Red Cross that on the following day
a plane is leaving Warsaw and there are two seats reserved for the
Polish Red Cross Board of Directors, and that this envoy of Dr.
Goebbels is going to fly with them. The chairman refused again
because he said that is a pure propaganda move, and the Red Cross
must keep away from any propaganda.
He was received again very
We waited for 2 days, and in the meantime
politely by the Germans.
we got in contact with our underground authorities, and the public
didn't know yet about Katyn. It was not yet official.
Mr. Flood. You got in touch with what underground authorities?
Mr. Skarztnski. With the Polish underground authorities in
Poland.
Mr. Flood. Who were operating during the German occupation?
Mr. Skarzynski. During the whole time of the German occupation;
We had one liaison officer, only one man in link with them, because
He was the only
the need for secrecy, and he was Dr. Gorczycki.
one who had a contact between the Red Cross and the underground.
Nobody at first wanted to know. In the secrecy of the underground
one man has one task, and he was the liaison. The underground
told us that, whatever happened, we must take part as much as we
can, and we decided to exhume the bodies to enable the families to get
a list of the identified officers and to try to know who did the murder.
must tell you, gentlemen, our first impression was the absolute
and that we had to do with a
impression that the Germans did
German provocation, after seeing what we saw during these 2y2
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who was there. He came back and told us that it was his duty to
report to the Polish Red Cross as the last remnant of Polish sover
eignty, which we really were.
Mr. Flood. Can you give us his name?
Mr. Skarzynski. It was Ferdinand Goetel. He is now on this side.
Mr. Flood. Where is he now ?
Mr. Skarzynski. As far as know, a few years ago he was in Italy.
couldn't tell you where he is now.
From the Floor. In England.
Mr. Skarzynski. He is an intelligent man. He gave information
From his
personally to me because he was my good acquaintance.
point it seemed to appear that it was a crime really; that there are
the bodies of a thousand Polish officers over there ; and that the crime
seemed to him to be committed by Russia. We still had our suspicions,
and we still did not quite believe who did the crime.
On the 14th of April Dr. Grundman, from the propaganda depart
ment of the German Government, came personally to see me and told
us that the plane had already left Krakow, and two high officers of
our Red Cross, the Krakow branch, were already in the plane with a
delegation of the Polish clergy, and that we are supposed to join the
flight and to send a delegation of the board of directors to inspect
Katyn.
Chairman Madden. There will be a 30-second recess.
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(Brief recess.)

Chairman Madden. Will you continue, please?
Mr. Skarzynski. We were told the fact that the plane was leaving
and that two high officers of the Polish Red Cross in Krakow were
already on the way. The Krakow branch of the Polish Red Cross was
important because the capital of the general government was Kra
kow, not Warsaw. The branch of the Polish Red Cross there was
under immediate pressure of this main military of Krakow. We had
to decide in a very short moment.
We refused to send a delegation of the board of directors for the
same reason that
told you, not to further propaganda, but accord
ing to the instructions received by the underground we decided to
send a skeleton exhumation crew to be left to start to work immedi
ately, if necessary, and one member of the board of directors who was
supposed to head this group and who had the power to decide what
ever he thought necessary to do the work, start the work or to abandon
or to refuse to do it. It happened that the board of directors nomi
nated me for this task. That
why flew to Katyn.
Mr. Flood. At this minute when you left Warsaw to join the two
Red Cross Poles from Krakow to go to Katyn
Mr. Skarzynski. joined them in Warsaw.
Mr. Flood. It was your understanding, even though you went with
this skeleton crew, that no decision had been made by the Polish Red
Cross at that point to actually cooperate.
Mr. Skarzynski. No.
Mr. Flood. That decision was to be left to you as the chief of the
delegation after you were on the field at Katyn and decided then and
only then whether or not you would recommend that the Polish Red
that it?
Cross proceed
is

;
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had the right to leave this skeleton
crew or not. It was on the 14th of April at 3 p. m. that we left War
saw in a plane. On this plane was not a delegation of the Polish
clergy as the Germans told me, but just one priest sent by the Arch
bishop of Krakow to give the benediction to the bodies and to pray,
just one priest. Then there was a German head of the delegation,
of course, Mr. Zenzinger. Three Germans were there at the airport
who were told to me as being members of the Berlin criminal police.
They were supposed to go there because they were interested in the
legibility of documents, the ability to be read, legibility of docu
ments found on the bodies.
suppose they were members of the
can't tell you that. Three very suspicious young Poles
Gestapo, but
were serving the Germans, one a doctor of the only German paper pub
lished in the Polish language, one a movie operator, a man who took
pictures, one only, and another young fellow who was an employee.
Mr. Flood. By suspicious you mean you were suspicious that they
may have been collaborating with the Germans ?
Mr. Skarzynski. They certainly were, especially the man who was
a doctor of this paper.
Mr. Flood. By doctor you mean editor?
Mr. Skarzynski. Editor. Certainly he was collaborating. The
We flew
others were just physical employees hired by the Germans.
2 days to Smolensk. We spent the night in Minsk, and then we came
to Smolensk in the afternoon on the 15th and spent the night again
without being permitted to go to the graves.
Mr. Flood. The 15th of what?
Mr. Skarzynski. Of April. Of course Smolensk was a wholly
militarily occupied town, and we had to take our meals with the Ger
man officers, which was not very pleasant to us, but we couldn't help
it. We were invited to the officers mess of a unit which was called
the propaganda company. It was a unit which the German divisions
or armies had, which was supposed to keep up the Nazi spirits among
the troops. This propaganda company was the unit which discovered
believe the commanding officer was not an important officer,
Katyn.
but just a subaltern level. Lieutenant Slovencik from the late Rus
sian Army, and Second Lieutenant Von Arndt, who told me he was a
lawyer in Berlin before the war — these two gentlemen were the hosts
and received us in this mess. We had a very frugal meal. After the
meal Lieutenant Slovencik spoke and explained first his version of
how the Germans discovered the Katyn graves. He started with a lie.
He stated that in 1939 the Germans conquered Poland and gave a part
of the conquered land over to Russia, and that is how it happened that
many Polish officers got into the Russian Army.
Mr. Flood. What language did he speak?
Mr. Skarzynski. German, of course.
Mr. Flood. You all understood German?
Mr. Skarzynski.
understood German.
Some of us did and some
didn't.
Mr. Flood. You did?
Mr. Skarzynski.
did, of course, and that he, being the CO of this
company, heard in Smolensk that in 1942 some Polish workers hired
by the German authorities for some work in contact with the native
population heard about a massacre of Polish officers and that this
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Russian peasant showed them the place. These Polish workers were
supposed to have made some digging and found some bodies, and
being afraid of the number of bodies, they covered the graves up again
and put three birch crosses on the spot. Then they went away with
their units somewhere east with the advancing German armies. That
is the version of Lieutenant Slovencik.
He said that these rumors grew in intensity during the year he was
in Smolensk and that he then decided on his own accord to investigate
what was the matter about these rumors, and that he discovered these
seven graves in Katyn.
Being deeply shocked by the tragedy of these
Polish families, he wired about his discovery to his superiors in Berlin,
and he is very proud to state that the Feuhrer answered.
Mr. Flood. He wired his superiors in Berlin directly from the field,
did he say ?
Mr. Skarzynski. From the propaganda company in Smolensk
where the headquarters of his company were.
suppose it went
Mr. Flood. Through channels.
Mr. Skaezynski. Through channels. And that the Feuhrer him
self gave him the answer and was satisfied with his initiative, of which
he was very proud, and that the Feuhrer gave him the order to coop
erate with the Poles and to do everything possible to enable the fam
ilies to get the names of the victims and to get everything on the bodies
of the victims.
He finished his speech by an appeal to the Polish nation about the
necessity to join again the Germans in their fight against Russia.
w-as the only one to answer, and
answered him that
came here
talked about
just for the purely technical purpose of exhumation.
half an hour about some details as to the organization of that eventual
exhumation to be decided tomorrow. He promised me his full coopera
Then
could not help,
had to
tion, and he was very cooperative.
told him it wasn't true that the
rectify his mistake in his speech.
German Armies conquered all of Poland and then gave over one part
of the territory to Russia, but that Russia entered Poland during the
fight on the basis of the pact between Von Ribbentrop and Molotov.
told him then that as to the appeal to the Polish nation must state
and have the right to reply that every Pole would be deeply shocked
by this discovery, but inevitably will link this matter with the fact
that it was done at a time when Russia, the present enemy of Germany,
was their friend and ally, on the basis, again, of this pact.
must say that the German officers didn't answer a word.
Chairman Madden. A little louder.
Mr. Skarzynski. That was the end of this meeting, and we went to
sleep. On the day after that we were driven to the graves which, if
am not mistaken, is only about 15 kilometers wTest from Smolensk.
The approach to the site was terrible because we saw already 300 bodies
exhumed, lying around the grave. The grave was open, the upper
layers emptied and lying around. There were huge red crosses flying.
They were not red crosses of our type. They were hanging vertically,
not horizontally. They were just for propaganda purposes. With
this one priest we went around, our crew, and we saw all these bodies,
and we stated then that the 300 bodies were all shot by a shot through
the head.
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Mr. Flood. At that point, was the group that went from Smolensk
with the Germans to the graves in the Katyn Forest on that day only

your Polish group?

Mr. Skarzynskl It was a group which was in the plane, our Polish
group plus the Bed Cross group, plus the priest from Krakow, plus a
doctor I had with me. I didn't know him. Maybe
wanted his ad
vice. Plus the three Berlin policemen, the chief of the delegation,
and the three young Poles in the service of the Germans.
Mr. Flood. Eight.
Mr. Skarzynskl We saw all these 300 bodies were certainly shot
didn't see
dead, killed by a shot through the base of the cranium.
any other ones, just the ones with the classical wound. We saw some
bodies which were tied with a rope. The men had winter clothes; the
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coat covered the head.
Mr. Flood. How do you mean?

Mr. Skarzynskl The particular bodies which were tied.
Mr. Flood. How was the coat over the head? What do vou mean

by that?

Mr. Skarzynskl The winter coat
Mr. Flood. Overcoat, we call it here.
Mr. Skarzynskl The overcoat was taken off the body and covered
the head and then tied with a rope. At the same time the hands were

tied backward with the rope.
Mr. Flood. Did you see the hands tied behind the back yourself?
Mr. Skarzynskl Yes; several bodies.
Mr. Flood. Was it a rope or a wire?
Mi-. Skarzynskl A rope. T never saw a wire. Then there was a
rope joining this rope of the neck with the rope which tied the hands.
It was a perfect hobble. The coat was put over the body in a way
that the slit at the end of the coat was exactly at the place where the
revolver had to be put. You saw the head in a narrow patch on the
back on the place where the revolver had to be applied.
saw one
didn't
body with the mouth filled with something like sawdust.
try it with my fingers, of course. It looked like sawdust.
was told
afterward that there were some others.
saw then the bodies of two generals, Smorawski and Bohaterowicz.
The bodies were quite well preserved. The hands were perfectly
preserved, even the fingernails.
Mr. Flood. How do you know those were the bodies of two generals?
Mr. Skarzynskl The generals had a special stripe alongside the
trousers and, of course, with shoulder straps.
Chairman Madden. These bodies where the mouth was filled with
sawdust
Mr. Skarzynskl
saw one.
Chairman Madden. Did they have a bullet hole in the back of the
neck the same as the others?
Mr. Skarzynskl The same as the others.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Madden, would like to point out for the mem
bers of the committee that is a significant bit of testimony, the saw
dust in the mouths, because the secret witness we had in Washington,
the hooded witness, who was an eyewitness, stated that in many of
the shootings he saw apparently the Russian officers would reach down
into a box of sawdust or something and stuff their mouth before they
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either shot them or threw them in the grave. This gentleman cor
roborates that evidence, which is the first direct testimony we have
had of that fact.
have been told by the Ger
Mr. Skarzynski.
saw one body, and
don't know how many others.
mans that there were others.
The priest took his liturgical dress, and we all joined in the prayer.
He immediately fainted after the prayer. He was a very poor man.
He couldn't stand the smell. We had to revive him in about half an
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hour.

We continued to inspect the bodies. After seeing 20 or 50, it is
There is no difference. They
about the same for 300 or a thousand.
were all in the same condition.
Mr. Flood. Did the Germans have medical officers or medical corpsmen there pointing out to you ?
Mr. Skarzynski. No, not with us. They were in another place
that will tell you about in a minute. The uniforms were well pre
served, all the distinctions. The distinctions in the Polish Army are
could tell the generals, not only
on the shoulder straps. That is how
the trousers but also the shoulder straps. The Polish eagles on the
officers' caps, the buttons and the decorations were in a perfect state.
The uniform, which was of very good quality in the Polish Army in
mean the upper
1939, was in a very decent state. The boots, too.
part of the boots, because the soles were certainly worn out through
this month of life in Kozielsk and the internment.
refused three times to talk for
We stayed there for several hours.
the broadcast.
They wanted me to broadcast my impressions.
Of
course
refused.
told them
am going to do that under the con
dition that am not going to join the German propaganda.
Mr. Mitchell. This is right at the site of the graves*
Mr. Skarzynski. Eight at the site of the graves. Then had two
talks with Russian peasants. The day before at this famous meeting
saw pictures taken of depositions of the Russian peasants which say, as
suppose you all know, that in April and May 1940- there were cars
coming to the station of Gziezdovo, that in these cars were Polish
officers, that these officers were taken into special trucks which are
The population called these
made in Russia to transport prisoners.
trucks the Black Raven. That was the name in Russia, Bbck Raven.
That these trucks took the Polish officers to the place of Katyn—
Mr. Machrowicz. Are you telling us now of your conversation with
these Russian peasants?
Mr. Skarzynski. What read the day before. And that from this
forest they heard shots and cries.
talked to them.
knew, of course, that these people told the
truth.
had that impression.
talked with two of them, and they
repeated the same thing which
saw the day before in the paper.
Mr. Machrowicz. You say you talked with two peasants. Were
these talks with the peasants arranged for you by the Germans?
Mr. Skarzynski. The peasants were there waiting.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that arranged by the Germans?
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Skrazynski. Certainly.
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Flood. What language did they speak?
Skarzynski. Russian.
Machrowicz. Do you speak Russian ?
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Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were there any German officers present while
you talked to them ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Lieutenant Slovencik was present. I didn't have

the impression of any of these Russian peasants being under pres
sure, certainly not.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did anything happen there that would indicate
to you that there was any pressure used upon them by the Germans?
Mr. Skarzynski. No; then talked to the second Russian peasant
talked with him for maybe 3 or 4 minutes
without any assistance.
alone, and he repeated the same thing to me in Russian with the
clear eyes of a Russian peasant, and you could see he was telling the
saw a Ger
truth. Then the Germans started to crowd around us.
man with a microphone aproaching, wanting to take this conversa
tion. Then stopped at once and went away.
Mr. Furcolo. At the time you were talking to him, Slovencik pro
bably couldn't talk Russian anyway, could hef
Mr. Skarzynski. He couldn't.
suppose he had some knowledge
of the Russian language. He knew some words, but he didn't speak
Russian. Some of the other Germans could.
Mr. Mitchell. When you were interrogating these Russian wit
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nesses could you ask them any questions you wanted to

Mr. Skarzynski. Sure, certainly.

?

There was not pressure there.
place near the graves, about one mile and a half,

Then we drove to a
This police station was under the
where there was a police station.
command of a Second Lieutenant or Lieutenant Voss, a police officer;
V-o-s-s.

Mr. Furcolo. Before you get to that, had

these Russian peasants
thing that was in the depositions ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The same thing. Especially in this short conver
sation where we were alone, in a very short and rapid way to get it
out of him, he confirmed that exactly.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you happen to remember the names of any

told you the

of

same

these peasants

?

Mr. Skarzynski.

I

remember one named Kisielev, K-i-s-i-e-l-e-v.
Then we went to the station ; we drove to the station where we found
this police officer Voss, and Dr. Buhtz. Dr. Buhtz was there, and he
had a kind of small laboratory which was installed to make legible
some documents which could not be read.
Those documents and
decorations were exposed on a kind of a table, and all those docu
ments were really prior to May and April 1940. Of course that was
not proof for us because the exhumation was done without us, but we
saw that. I once again refused to broadcast. Then was asked by the
Germans privately and personally to express my opinion about what
saw, and I told then that
was of course deeply shocked and that
must underline with satisfaction the spirit of the army.
In the
meantime I had already decided to leave the three men in Katyn, and
leaving them at the mercy of the German Army alone on foreign
territory occupied by one of our eneirties, I couldn't imagine they
could work out the full cooperation of the Germany Army. I wanted
to make a good start.
The German Army was cooperative in
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Before leaving talked to the head of the three-man crew which
left in Katyn, Lieutenant Rojkiewicz, volunteer worker of the Red
Cross in wartime, R-o-j-k-i-e-w-i-c-z, that he has to organize these
exhumations according to the instruction of the Germans as arranged
with Lieutenant Slovencik, that he has to comply of course with all
instructions given by the Germans, with one exception, that if he
should be deprived of the right to read the documents and to see docu
ments immediately at the exhumation as well as at the police station
where they were stored, if he had not full freedom to do that, he was
supposed to pack his things and come back to Warsaw, because we had
the impression — we didn't know then that we could in the future
make a medical-legal investigation of the documents. We didn't know
the amount of documents that were going to be found there. We
thought that the only possibility to have an idea about the date of the
murder was to read the documents on the bodies as the bodies were
exhumed. That is why told them, not knowing exactly the organiza
tion of the work, how the Germans would do
in spite of their
told him that in case the Polish crew should be de
cooperativeness,
prived of the right to read the documents, to have insight to them,
then they should simply refuse to continue and come back to Warsaw.
They didn't have to do that. There was friction between them and
the Germans, but they had the right to look at the documents on the
That was
bodies and to look at the documents at the police station.
came back to Warsaw, leaving this
the most important thing. So

I

I

it,

I

crew.

Flood. How long were you at Katyn, in hours
Skarzynski. About hours, not more.
Flood. Did you ever go back
Skarzynski. No.
will tell you why
came to Warsaw, and
on the 17th the Board of Directors met again, and we prepared a
statement to be given to the Germans,
necessary, and this statement
had been there; that
contained only eight laconic points: That
stated the shot wounds
stated the presence of these 300 bodies that
through the head that the murders had not been committed for rob
bery because the pockets were full of money, wallets, purses, docu
ments, et cetera; that the documents which had been shown to us
seemed to prove that the date of the murder was April and May

I

I

I I

;

;

if

:

I

?
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?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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was true.
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Air. Flood. You stressed the word "seemed."
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Why did you use that word at that time
Mr. Skarzynski. Because we didn't take the documents ourselves.
They were presented to us by the Germans.
Mr. Flood. This was
report that the Polish Red Cross directors
were preparing in case the Germans asked you for one?
Mr. Skarzynski. That it.
Mr. Flood. Did they ever ask you for one
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes the same day. And as the last point, that
we were ready to take the task of exhumation but of course this task
only possible with the fullest collaboration of the German Army,
stated, that the German Army
impossible otherwise. The last point
was very cooperative, was on purpose, as
told you, to make
good
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Flood. Do you have a copy of that report ?
Skarzynski. Yes ; have it here.
Flood. Will you let me see it ?
Skarztnski. It is in Polish.
Flood. Let me see it anyhow. [Document handed to Mr. Flood.]

I

AFTER RKCESS

Chairman Madden.
TESTIMONY

The hearing will come to order.
OF CASIMER

SKARZYNSKI—Resumed

I

was asking you if you had a copy
recessed,
the Polish Red Cross report that you had prepared in anticipa
tion of a German request for such a report.
Mr. Skarzynski. Correct.
Mr. Flood. And you told me you had prepared such a report —by
mean the board of directors of the Polish Red Cross at War
"you,"
saw— and that you had it here, and you presented me with a document
which you say is a copy of such a report, written in Polish.
have presented that to my colleague, the gentleman from Michigan,
Congressman Machrowicz, who reads and understands Polish, and he
tells me it is such an instrument as you say.
Will you find there for me that part of this document which con
tains the eight points which you gave the Germans ?
Mr. Skarzynski. It was prepared to be given eventually.
Mr. Flood. Prepared to be given eventually, and
understand it
was afterward given.
Mr. Skarzynski. It was given afterward.

of

Mr. Flood. When we

I

I

I

There it is [indicating] .
Mr. Flood.
have shown page 12 to Congressman M:tchrowicz, and
he confirms your statement that pages 12 and 13 do contain the eight
points that you have detailed for us.
would like these two pages to be translated from Polish into
English and inserted at this point in the record. Will you, Mr. Pucinski [addressing the investigator for the committee], see that those pages
are so translated and inserted at this point ?
Chairman Madden. Will you mark that as an exhibit ?
Mr. Flood.
want that incorporated as part of the record.
(The pages referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 7," and are as
follows :)
Exhibit No. 7

I

I

I

[Translation

from Polish, pages 12 and 13]

The next morning I submitted an oral report on my journey to the Central
Board. The report was given in the minutes of the Presidium's meeting No. 332.
From this report the following facts emerged :
1) At the locality of Katyn, near Smolensk, there are partially excavated
mass graves of Polish officers ;
2) Relying upon the examination of about 300 bodies so far exhumed, one
may state that these officers were killed by bullets fired into the back of the
head. The uniform nature of the wounds in all [the bodies] proves beyond
4oubt [that the executions were] mass executions.
3) The murder was not motivated by robbery, because the bodies are In
uniforms, in boots, with distinctions, and a considerable number of Polish coins
jind banknotes were found on the bodies.
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4) The murder took place in March-April 1940. This judgment is based upon
the documents found on the bodies.
5) Up to now, only a small number of the murdered persons (150) have been
identified.
6) If identification and registration of the murdered people is desired, the
team sent to Smolensk should be increased by 5 or 0 persons.
7) The work of our Technical Commission can be developed and carried on
only jointly with the work of the German military authorities competent in this
area.
8) Our Commission received the kindest and fullest collaboration from the
German military authorities in this area.
With regard
The first 6 of the above points do not require any discussion.
to point 7, the performance of an independent investigation by the Polish Red
Cross alone at Katyn Forest was absolutely impossible. That the Polish Red
Cross undertook the work of exhumation on such a scale outside the frontiers
of Poland, in a foreign country devastated by the war and occupied by our
enemies, and moreover near the front (Smolensk is now only 30-40 km. from
the front line), might [indicate that they] might have had in mind/ati investiga
tion undertaken only with the assistance of the German army. (,It should be
borne in mind that in the Katyn affair, as in all other affairs, the ends of German
policy and those of the Polish Red Cross were totally different^ The aim of the
Polish Red Cross was to bury the bodies of the Polish officers in new graves as
soon as the wearisome and complex work of exhumation and identification had
been accomplished.
The German authorities, however, were interested in prop
aganda. This discrepancy of aims has led to frictions which will be discussed
infra. It was beyond any doubt that the German propaganda would give up the
control of the work in order to ingratiate itRelf with Polish public opinion.
Although this undertaking was in the interest of propaganda to some degree,
[propaganda] was nevertheless a secondary motive. The Polish Red Cross
was to choose either to give up the work or to accept a modest executive function
on the spot, under German control.
For reasons mentioned above, the Polish
Red Cross has decided to choose the latter alternative.
With regard to point 8, the Central Board having its Technical Commission
near Smolensk in full dependence upon the German army, and having in mind
the importance of the work of the Commission, it[the Central Board] deemed It
advisable to give . . .
[Translated by: Dr. Peter Siekanowscz, Foreign Law Section, Law Library,
Library of Congress May 14, 1952.]

Mr. Flood. You told us this morning that one of the things that
encouraged the Polish Red Cross to cooperate with the Germans and
go to Katyn, or at least to determine if you would cooperate, was the
urging of the Polish underground so to do.
Mr. Skarzynski. That is right.
Mr. Flood. Did the Polish underground expect you to report back
to them ?

Mr. Skarztnski. Certainly.
Mr. Flood. Did you make such a report to the Polish underground?
Mr. Skarztnski. The day after my return from Katyn.
Mr. Flood. You will have to talk a little louder.
Mr. Skarzynski. The day after my return from Katyn.

Mr. Flood. What day did you return from Katyn to Warsaw ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The 17th of April 1943.
Mr. Flood. The 17th of April 1943. What is the date of the Polish
Red Cross report to the Germans?
Mr. Skarzynski. The 17th of April, the same date, in the morning.
came back from Katyn in a German aircraft on the 16th at night
without stopping, from Smolensk to Warsaw. On the 17th, in the
morning, we had this meeting of the board of directors of the Polish
Red Cross, and we elaborated the eight points. Then in the afternoon,
was summoned to appear before the Germans, the propaganda de
partment of the government.

I

I
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Mr. Flood. You were?
Mr. Skabztnski. I was personally.

I met

there Dr. Grundman, the same man who informed me first
about Katyn, Dr. Heinrich, who was the official supervisor of the
Red Cross, an SS man, and two Gestapo men presented to me as such.
They told me these two gentlemen belonged to the Gestapo, the Geheime Staats Polizer.
They asked me to report what saw at Katyn, and then they sum
refused. When
moned me to give an interview to the press, which
they heard my refusal, Dr. Heinrich told me, "All right, you can
refuse, but then you must write a letter to the press, and this letter
"
we intend to send to London
Mr. Flood. What press ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The German press, of course — "send to London
to make.your compatriots from London know what is in Katyn."
Mr. Flood. By "compatriots in London," what did he mean ?
Mr. Skarzynski. After having refused the interview, they wanted
me to write a letter, a report about my Katyn visit, and this report
was supposed to appear in the whole of Germany; and, of course,,
necessarily appear also in the English press, the British press, in
order to open the eyes, as they said, of my compatriots in Londonr
to make them understand what Germany was after.
Mr. Flood. By "compatriots in London," do you mean what we
refer to as the Free Polish Government?

I

I

Mr. Skarzynski. Exactly.
Mr. FbooD. Did you do that ?
Mr. Skarzynski. No, I refused.

I

I

must say this time
was a little
scared in refusing.
Mr. FijOOD. It was about time you got scared refusing.
refused because, "first of all, it
told them
Mr. Skarzynski.
would be the same thing as an interview ; and secondly, because am
convinced that it wouldn't have the effect you expect, because my
had the
compatriots in London would have the impression that
choice between sending the letter or being sent to a concentration
camp." That was the moment when was scared.
Dr. Grmtdman, of the propaganda, saved the situation because he
started to laugh aloud, and he said, "The man is right." So that is
what finished it.
Then Dr. Heinrich, in a rather angry tone, told me, "Well, then,
I, as supervisor of the Polish Red Cross, summon you to give me
today by 5 p. m. a report of your visit."
Mr. Flood. And that is the report we have just placed in the record?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is what has been placed in the record, and
nothing else has been given to the German propaganda.
Mr. Fi.cod. That is all the Germans got from the Poles?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You say you did make a report to the Polish under

I

I

I

I

I

ground

?

Mr. Skarzynski. And that took months, and that is this document.
Mr. Flood. Did you make the same report to the Polish under

ground that you gave to the Germans?

Mr. Skarzynski. No.
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Mr. Flood. Did you make a report to the Polish underground ?
met
Mr. Skarztnski. I did, the same day I did to the Germans.
the chief of what was called the civilian service.
Mr. Flood.
thought you told us this morning that only the presi
dent of the Polish Red Cross had a contact with the underground.
How did you get it ?
Mr. Skarztnski. I got it when a friend of mine, who was manager
of a Polish bank, phoned to me the same day after my return from
Katyn, and told me, "You are going to meet today the chief of the
civilian fighting forces of the Polish underground," and that was Mr.
Stefan Karbonski, who is today in America. Stefan Karbonski was
the chief of the civilian defense, not in the passive meaning but the

I

I

active meaning.

I

In this

Katyn.

I

of this bank director, my friend,
met him, and
verbal report, amout 2y2 or 3 hours, about my visit in

office room

gave him

a

Mr. Flood. Did you ever prepare a written report for the Polish
underground ?
Mr. Skarzynski. No. We always avoided anything in writing.
Mr. Flood. Was there a liaison or a direct connection, or were they
the same units, that is, the Polish underground, the Polish defense
forces, and the London Free Polish Government ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The same.
Mr. Flood. The same outfit?
Mr. Skarzynski. The same outfit.
Mr. Flood. What was the difference, if there was a difference, be
tween the oral report you gave to the representative of the under
ground that day in your friend's banking office, and the report that
you officially gave the Germans in writing?
Mr. Skarzynski. The Germans we pave only the laconic eight
repeated what I told you today, perhaps
points; and to Karbonski
in a little more detail, because
had 3 hours* time.
Mr. Flood. You reported to Karbonski. the underground repre
sentative, everything von have told us thus far today, but not so much
detail?
Mr. Skarzynski. More detail, because had more time, but nothing

I

I

I

more.

Mr. Flood. Exactly. In this report to the Germans you told me this
morning that your conclusion was that from your observation it
seemed that the Russians had done the killing at Katyn, from the

German

report.

Mr. Skarzynski. It seemed that the killing was done on those dates.
Mr. Flood. It seemed on those dates. What did you say to the chief
of the underground or the underground representative with reference
to that ? Did you qualify it to him, or were you more decisive ?
Mr. Skarzynski.
was more decisive.
Mr. Flood. What did you say?
Mr. Skarzynski. My personal intimate conviction is that the Rus
sians did it.
Mr. Flood. Was that your conviction then?

I

Mr. Skarzynski. It was.
Mr. Flood. Did you so report to him then?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
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Mr. Flood. Is it your conviction now ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Has anything occurred between that day and this to

change your opinion?
Mr. Skarzynski. No.

want

?

I

I

it,

Chairman Madden. Have you finished?
Mr. Skarzynski. Not yet.
Mr. Flood. Just to emphasize
what was your opinion?
that repeated.
Mr. Skarzynski. At the moment came back from Katyn
Mr. Flood. Yes.

Mr. Skarzynski. My personal impression —

?

I

it,

a

a

I

it

wasn't an opinion,
because
couldn't dare have an opinion about
complicated thing
such as
murder, but my personal impression was that the Russians
and that repeated to Karbonski. It wasn't an opinion. It "was
did
an impression.
A person could have been proven false.
Mr. Machrowicz. Has that impression been strengthened by any
thing since then

Now, would you consider that your considered

?

Mr. Machrowicz.
opinion

forgot to tell you

I

I

one very important thing.
When was at the
asked the German officers how could they imagine
that there are 11,000 corpses there when saw, out of the seven gra ves,
The Germans
thought something between four and six thousand.
told me very naively, "Yes; we know there are more than that here,,
because we multiplied the coefficient of the density of the bodies in
how we
the graves by the whole area which you see here, and that
get the 11,000."
That was, of course, nonsense, because they wanted the figure ll,000r
knowing there are about 11,000 officers in Russia.
They discovered
the graves of the officers, and they wanted to make the propaganda
story a bigger one, and they launched the figure of 11,000.
has been indicated on the
Mr. Flood. Of course, you know, and
record of the committee by several reputable witnesses at other hear
ings, that the number of Polish officers moved from Kozielsk coincides
almost exactly with the number of bodies found at Katyn.

it

is

I

1

I

Katyn graves,

Mr. Skarzynski. Exactly.
Mr. Flood. The number at Starobielsk and the other camps was

I

it

;

a

I

?

?

not an issue at Katyn. at least so far.
Mr. Skarzynski. Not at Katyn
Mr. Flood. Let me ask you one more question. Why did you tell
the Germans one story and the Russians the other, with reference
to the decisiveness of your conclusion
never told the Russians.
Mr. Skarzynski. The Russians
You told the Free
Mr. Flood.
beg your pardon, the Free Poles.
wateredPoles one story with decisiveness, and you told the German
down version of it.
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes and we continued to tell that to the Germans,
because we didn't want the Germans to have the impression that we
joined them in their opinion. As long as we could, as long as the
wasn't finished officially on
investigation wasn't finished — and

'

Mr. Skarzynski. Definitely; my conviction.
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the 1st of September 1944, when the Germans retired from Poland —
we always told the Germans "we don't know, because we did not
finish the investigation," always with the same psychological intention
not in the slightest to join the German propaganda and be cause to
sign or to declar something according to German wishes.
Mr. Mitchell. You just stated a few minutes 'ago that the Germans
knew that there were about 11,000 officers.
How did they know?
Mr. Skarz.nski. There was a conference between Germany and
Russia in December 1040 in Cracow about the repatriation of the
We didn't know what was the
Poles under Russian domination.
object of this conference, but after the conference we had been told
to prepare the camps to receive the officers.
We know that at that
Russia had already three camps
time Russia had the exact number.
open. We are sure that the Germans knew it. and the proof of it
is that Goebbels anonymously determined Katyn as the mass grave
of all the officers which were in Russia, and he stated 1 1,000. He must
have known this figure.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
want to ask you this, Mr. Witness:
Mr.' Furcolo.
understood
you to say that in preparation for the officers that you expected to come
back again, your group was preparing some camps in the expectation
t hat they would return.

I

I

Mr. Skarztnski. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. Then understood you to say that in April or May
or June of 1040, you were notified the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk,
and Ostashkov had been closed, and you were not to expect any
officers back from Russia ?
Mr. Skarztnski. No. We were notified simply by the Germans
that we have to close our reception camp.
Mr. Furcolo. That was the Germans who said you should close
yours ?
Mr. Skarztnski. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, you never got any word from Russia
in any way that, they had closed their camps?

I

Mr. Skarztnski. No.
Mr. Furcolo. As part, of your duties in the Red Cross, you learned

that the families of
once

a

these prisoners had been getting letters from them
month, or something like that?

Mr. Skarztnski. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo.
am referring полу to the prisoners in the camps
at Kozielsk, Starozielsk, and Ostashkov.
You did learn that those
families had been getting letters from their menfolk who were pris
oners, at least in the latter part of 1930 and the first month or two of

I

1940?

Mr. Skarztnski. Yes.
Mr. Furcolo. I am interested in finding out whether any of those

families heard from any of the prisoners at any time after, say, Anril
or May of 1940? Did you, in the course of your duties in the Red
Cross, have occasion to be in touch with the families of those men
sufficiently so that you can give us an answer to that ?
Mr. Skarztnski. Certainly.
Mr. Furcolo. What would your answer be?
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Mr. Skarzynski. The answer would be that after June, the end
or June 1940, no more letters came from the three camps.
Mr. Furcolo. As part of your duties, you naturally made it your
business to inquire around among the families so you could be fairly

or May

certain of it?

Mr. Skarzynski. The families came to us asking us about the
whereabouts of their dependents, and we could do nothing else but
write to the International
answer from the German Red Cross that if a man disappeared from
one of the three camps, the only way to do is to write to the police
authorities of the given nation, and many families wrote to the police
authorities and received a letter back with a stamp, "Departed. All
the men evacuated," or "His present address is unknown," or "The
camp has been closed. Present address unknown."
Chairman Madden. The hearing will recess for about 30 seconds.
wish to announce that the dean of the Congress has just come
in the hearing room, Congressman Sabath.
Congressman Sabath is
the oldest man, in point of service, of any Member that ever sat in the
House of Representatives in the history of the Nation.
Forty-four years, is
Judge
Mr. Sabath. Forty-six years.
Chairman Madden. And he does not look to be over 46 years old.
?

it,
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[Applause.]
Mr. Machrowicz. Since we have introduced Congressman Sabath,
think
would be fair to Congressman Sabath also to let
be known
that
was to
great extent thanks to the assistance and guidance
of Congressman Sabath that this committee was established by the
think we should give proper credit to Congressman
Congress.
Sabath for his efforts to probe this Katyn massacre. [Applause.]
Chairman Madden.
will say further that Congressman Sabath
was
great aid as chairman of the Rules Committee in passing the
resolution which cleared the way for this investigation to get on the
floor of the House.
The hearing will now proceed.
Mr. Furcoeo. Would
be fair to say, then, Mr. Witness, that in
the course of your duties in the Red Cross, you came in contact with
have
many hundreds of families of prisoners of the three camps
mentioned who had been receiving mail from them in the latter part
of 1939 and the first or months of 1940, but who, after April or
May of 1940, no longer received correspondence from their menfolk
Mr. Skarzynski. That would be correct except the contact wasn't
personal between me and the families. It was just in exceptional
cases.
It Mas between the information bureau of the Polish Red
Cross, with about 270 employees, and we created lot of files about the
wounded and missing men which would fill this room. These files
were all burned during the Warsaw riots.
had. better preface this question by
Mr. Furcolo.
very brief
statement. Of course, as you know, we are trying as much as possible
to document everything m this committee.
The case that we make
out eventually
going to be stronger in accordance with the degree
want to ask you this question: In the
of documentation we have.
have many times come across
course of my study into this matter,
the statement that immediately after the discovery of the massacre,
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the Polish Government asked the International Red Cross Committee
to investigate impartially, and that the German Government asked
the International Red Cross Committee to investigate impartially.
For some reason, such an investigation was not held. The books and
have read all practically unanimously
papers and documents that
indicate that the reason it was not held was because of the fact that
the Soviet Government also would not participate in that request.
asked former Ambassador Romer, when he was on the stand,
whether or not such a request had been transmitted to the Interna
tional Red Cross Committee by the Polish Government, and whether
a similar request had been transmitted by the German Government,
have of other wit
and the answer was, "Yes."
then inquired, as
nesses, whether or not the Russian Government had ever refused to
join in making such a request. Up to this point we have not been able
to locate a witness who has been intimately enough connected with it
to be able to tie it down that the Russian Government either did or
did not.
wonder if you, as an official of the Polish Red Cross, and who was
can help us on that point, because
intimately associated with
of vital importance.
Mr. Skarzynski. A few days after my return we had knowledge of
the fact — through, of course, the secret radio — that the Polish Gov
ernment-in-exile sent
telegram to Geneva asking for an interna
The German Government didn't, because the
tional commission.
German Government didn't want in this way indirectly to acknowledge
the existence of the Polish Government-in-exile, and the German
Government wanted us, the Polish Red Cross, to send
telegram to
Geneva, whose counterpart would be sent by the German Red Cross
to Geneva.
They avoided the government in order not indirectly to
acknowledge the other one.
We refused for
long time. We said, "We are not in position to
nation or for
act for
We are just the Polish Red
government.
national association,
private association of the Red Cross,
Cross,
and we are not able to send wire to Geneva."
Then they told us, "The German Government didn't, but the German
Red Cross did, so your way
open."
Finally we had to give way. Again, we didn't send telegram ask
ing for an investigation, which was not our role and not our right,
but we simply gave an extract of these eight points to Geneva.
Three days afterwards we got
in this same docu
reply, which
ment, from the international committee. This reply stated that. "We
have received already from two different sides the same demand, the
same news about the discovery of Katyn.
We are ready to send an
International Commission, and the members of the Commission are
already chosen, but according to
circular letter we sent to all bel
ligerent nations at the beginning of the war, in the first
weeks of
the war, we are able to undertake the task of an investigation in our
name, in the, name of the International Committee of the Red Cross,
only in the case of the agreement of all interested parties, and the
agreement of Russia never came."
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Mr. Furcolo. That is the point I want to get to. I want to find
out definitely. Whatever preliminary steps may have been gone
through, is it true that at some time or other shortly after the mas

sacre, the Germans, either through the Bed Cross or their Government
or some informal organization, and the Polish, either through their
Eed Cross or their Government or some informal organization, did
ask for an impartial investigation through the cooperation of the
International Red Cross Committee, but that the Russians either re
fused to ask for that or simply didn't join in the request which, because
of this international situation that you have mentioned, in effect meant
that there could not be any impartial, unbiased investigation by the
International Red Cross Committee?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is exactly it. The Russians never asked to
give access. Certainly they didn't give it. Or maybe there was a
kind of a telegram from Geneva to Russia — but that only Geneva could
couldn't tell you about
tell you about — and then refused by Russia.

I

that.

it,

Mr. Furcolo. Was it a situation such that in the absence of a re
quest from Russia for action by the International Red Cross Com
mittee, the International Red Cross Committee would not be able to
take steps to make an impartial investigation ?
Mr. Skarzynski. It couldn't do
according to its charter, with
out the agreement of all interested parties.
Mr. Furcolo. It could not make an impartial investigation in ac
cordance with its charter without the agreement of all the interested
parties?

is

Mr. Skarzynski. That
right.
Mr. Furcolo. And Russia and Germany were both interested par

is

a

is

ties in the sense that the circumstances showed that either one or the
that right?
other was responsible,
Mr. Skarzynski. Certainly, to certain extent.
Mr. Furcolo. The next step in the situation
that Russia, by not
asking for one, in effect prevented any such impartial investigation?

I

Skarzynski. Exactly.
Furcolo. That
all have.
is

Flood. You told

me that you left an investigating team
Red Cross on the field at Katyn under your orders.

of the

Skarzy nski. Yes.

Mr. Flood. Did that team of the Polish Red Cross ever make

a

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Polish
Mr.

port back to you?

re

if

if

is

a

Skarzynski. Certainly.
Flood. Do you have copy of that report?
Skarzynski. Yes. It in there, too.
Flood. Will you select from that document and have them
marked as an exhibit, Mr. Mitchell, those pages of the document which
constitute the report of the field team of the Polish Red Cross which
made the investigation at Katyn and reported back to Mr. Skarzynski?
Will you show them to Mr. Machrowicz, Mr. Mitchell, and see
they
are what the witness says they are, and
Mr. Machrowicz says they
are, will you have them translated and inserted in the record?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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(The pages referred to were marked tbExliibit No. 8" and are as
follows :)
Exhibit
[Translation

No. 8

from. Polish]

C. Report of the Technical Commission on the Progress of Work at Katyn
The following is the text of this report :
"On April 17, 1!)43, the Commission, provisionally composed of three persons,
undertook the work, which was divided in the following way :
1) Mr. Rojkiewicz Lndwik — examination of documents at the Secretariat of
Field Police ;
2) Messrs. Kolodziejski Stefan and Wodzinowski Jerzy — searching for and
securing of documents found on the bodies in Katyn Forest.
On this day, however, the work was interrupted because the delegation of
Polish officers from German prison camps arrived. [They were:]
1) Lieutenant Colonel Mossor Stefan, cavalrv, Ollag
E/K No. 1449.
2) Captain Cynkowski Stanislaw, Oflag II E/K Xo. 1272.
D. No. 770/II/b.
3) Sub-Lieutenant Gostkowski Stanislaw, Oflag
D:
4) Captain Kleban Eugenjusz, Oflag
C. No. 1205/H/B.
5) Sub-Lieutenant Rowinski Zhigniew, flier, Oflag
C. No. 902/XI/A.
6) Captain Adamski Konstanty, armored division, Oflag
The members of the Polish Red Cross Commission had the to see the pits and
documents jointly with the officers (who had arrived from German camps].
The behavior of the Polish officers toward the Germans was full of reserve and
During a short talk apart, they acknowledged with apparent satisfac
dignity.
tion that the Polish Red Cross had undertaken the technical functions of the
exhumation, separating itself entirely from political [work].
On April 19, the members of the Commission were trying to got in touch with
Lieutenant Slovenzik in order to settle the details of the operation. Since they
had no means of transportation,
these endeavors were unsuccessful.
After
waiting in vain until 14 o'clock on April 20, Mr. Ludwik Rojkiewicz went on foot
to the Secretariat of the Field Police in order to get in touch with him. He turned
back, however, having met a motorcar on the way, on which the members of the
Polish Red Cross Commission, Messrs. Kassur Hugon. Jaworowski Gracjan, Goilzik Adam, were riding. These members Гof the Polish Red Crossl left Warsaw on
April 19 at 12:15 o'clock, together with representatives of the foreign press
composed of a Swede, a Finn, a Spaniard, u Belgian, a second Flemish Belgian,
an Italian, and a Czech, besides one Russian emigrant from Berlin and Professor
Leon Kozlowski, former Prime Minister of the Polish Republic who lived there
in Berlin, and three clerks from the Berlin Division of Propaganda.
Mr. Kassur assumed leadership of the Technical Commission of the Polish Red
Cross. During conversations held on that day with Lieutenant Slovenzik. the
following questions were raised :
1) the quarters for the memhers of the Technical Commission;
2 ) the spot of the work ;
3) the means of communication for the members of the Commission ;
4) the organization of the work of the Commission ;
5) the preserving of documents;
rt) the choice of a place for the new graves.
Because of the distance from Katyn to Smolensk (14 km.) and to the lack of
means of communication, the members of the Commission were quartered in a
separate barrack in the village of Katyn, on the estate Borek, which was owned
This estate was 3.5 km. away
by a Pole, Mr. Lednieki, before World War I.
from Kozie Gory.
At this time the field hospital of Todt's organization was
located there. The members of the Commission remained on this estate until
May 20, and from May 21 to June 7, 1943 were quartered in the house attached
to a village school near the station of Katyn. The members of the Commission
were receiving food all day on the spot at the officers' mess of the Todt's organi
zation. The rations were of the sort assigned to the nearby front detachments.
It should be noticed that this food was sufficient.
Because of the lack of suitable accommodations in the forest, the work of
taking out and examining the documents had by sheer necessity to be divided
in such a way that the taking out of the documents and the reburial of the bodies
was performed on the spot, i. е., in the forest of Katyn. A preliminary exami
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nation of

the documents was carried on at the headquarters of the Secretariat
the Secret Police a few kilometers away from the forest of Katyn in the
direction of Smolensk.
Lieutenant Slovenzik expressed his opinion that the Polish Red Cross should
bring its own means of communication to Katyn. After the explanation that
all the Polish Red Cross' automobiles were requisitioned long ago, this problem
was solved in the following way r
a) in order to get from the quarters to the forest of Katyn and back [the
members of the Polish Red Cross Commission J were allowed to stop the military
and private cars on the highway ;
b) a motorcycle was delivered to furnish transportation to the office of the
Secretariat of the Field Police.
The work was divided in the following way :
a ) one member for the exhumation of the bodies ;
b) two members for searching the bodies and removing the documents;
c) one member for examining the successive numbers of the bodies, which
were then taken away to fraternal graves ;
d) one member for the burial of the bodies ;
e) two to three members for reading the documents ;
f) since April 28, i. е., from the very moment of the arrival of the rest of
the members of the Commission, Messrs. Wodzinski Marian, Cupryjak Stefan,
Mikolajczyk Jan, Krol Franeiszek, Buczak Wladyslaw, Plonka Ferdynand, the
doctor of forensic medicine Dr. Wodzinski and his assistants from the Krakow
dissecting laboratory were performing examinations of the bodies not identified
by means of documents.
The procedure of the operation was as follows :
a ) the bodies were exhumed and laid upon the ground ;
b ) documents were removed ;
c) a doctor performed an examination of the bodies which were not identified;
d) the bodies were buried.
The work used to last from 8 o'clock to 18 o'clock every day, with one and
a half hour for lunch.
The Commission states that the exhumation of the bodies has met with great
difficulties.
The bodies were pressed, [having been] chaotically thrown into
tire pits. Some bodies had their hands bound behind. The heads of some bodies
were wrapi>ed in overcoats, which were bound about the neck with a string.
The hands were also bound at the back, in such a manner that the string was
attached to the string tightening the overcoat at the neck.
The bodies bound
in this way were found mainly in one special pit which was inundated by
subterranean water. The victims were extracted from this pit exclusively by
members of the Commission.
The German military authorities, because of the
difficult working conditions, intended to refill this pit with earth.
In one pit there were found about 60(1 bodies laid face downward in layers.
The lack of sufficient number of rubber gloves caused great difficulty [in the

of

work].
The exhumation of the bodies was being performed by the local inhabitants,
who were driven to work by the German authorities.
The bodies carried out
from the pits on the stretchers were laid one beside another. Then the work
of searching for documents began, in such a way that each body was searched
individually, in the presence of one of the members of the Polish Red Cross
The workers unstitched all the pockets, pulled out their contents,
Commission.
and handed over all articles thus found to the member of the Polish Red Cross
The documents and the articles were placed in envelopes marked
Commission.
with a successive number. The same number was impressed on a small plate and
fixed to the bodies.
Roots and even linen were unstitched in order to search for
documents in a more thorough manner.
Supervised by Dr. Vladimir
(Translated by: Dr. Peter Sieflanowicz.
Gsovski, Chief, Foreign Law Section, Law Library, Library of Congress,
May 14, 1952. )
If no documents or souvenirs were found, monograms (if any) were cut from
the clothing or underwear.
Members of the Commission charged with the collection of documents had no
right to examine or separate them ; their duty was limited to placing in envelopes
the following objects :
a) wallets with their contents,
b) all loose papers,
c) [military I decorations and souvenirs,
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d) religions medallions and crosses,
e) one epaulette [from each body]
f ) change purses
g) all valuable objects.
They were instructed to remove loose Polish banknotes, papers, coins, tobacco
pouches, cigarette paper, wooden or tin cigarette cases. These instructions were
Issued by the German authorities so as not to overload the envelopes.
The
envelopes so prepared were tied with string or wire, numbered consecutively,
and placed on a special table. They were handed over to the German authorities,
who sent them twice daily by motorcycle runner to the Military Police Secretariat.
If an envelope could not hold all the documents, another with the same number
was used.
At the office of the Military Police Secretariat documents brought in by the
motorcycle runner were taken over by the German authorities.
The preliminary
investigations and the ascertaining of names were done jointly by three Germans
and representatives of the Technical Commission of the Polish Red Cross. The
envelopes were opened in the presence of Poles and Germans. Documents found
on the bodies had to be carefully separated with small wooden sticks from dirt,
rotted matter, and fat.
First, documents were sought which would establish beyond doubt the identity
of the victim. Identity was established on the basis of identity tags, identity
cards, service cards, mobilization cards, even inoculation certificates issued in
Kozielsk.
In the absence of these, other documents were examined such as cor
Wallets and purses contain
respondence, visiting cards, notebooks, notes, etc.
ing Polish National Bank banknotes and coins were burned, and foreign currency,
except Russian, and all gold coins and objects were deposited In the envelopes.
Names which had been established and the contents of the envelopes were
described by one of the Germans on separate sheets of paper in German, and the
original numeration was maintained. The Con. mission gives the following
explanation why the initial lists were only in German. Namely, the German
authorities declared that they would immediately dispatch lists of the names
The
to the Polish Red Cross as well as the documents after they were used.
Commission saw no reason to prepare a second list, especially since in the
initial staf-'e the personnel of the Commission was very small. If there were
difficulties in establishing personal data, the notation "not recognized" was en
tered under the corresponding number, and documents discovered were listed.
Such documents were sent by t lie German authorities to a special chemical labor
[There,] when a positive result was achieved,
atory for a detailed examination.
the name of t lie victim was noted under the same number but on a separate list.
It must be stated, however, that corpses without documents or souvenirs were
present among the victims also. These were also given a number and a notation
of "not recognized" was entered.
After the contents of an envelope were noted on a sheet of paper, all documents
and objects were put into a new envelope under the same number, on which its
Envelopes
This was the duty of the German members.
contents were noted.
examined, separated, and numbered in this way were put into packing cases.
I^ists,
They were placed at the exclusive disposal of the German authorities.
typed in German, could not he checked by the Commission with t lie manuscript
This system was followed
because it was not at the Commission's disposal.
from number 0421 to number 07!)4 In the presence of Mr. Ludwig Rojkiewicz.
During the identification of numbers from 07!).") to 030(H) Messrs. Stefan Cupryjak.
Gracjan Jaworowski, and Jan Mikolajczyk were present. The working method
of the above-mentioned was almost identical with this difference, however,
that they prepared their lisls in Polish, which as occasion arose were sent to
the Headquarters of the Polish Red Cross. From number 03901 to 04243 Mr.
Jerzy Wodzinowski was present, and the same procedure was maintained.
Identification of bodies numbered 1 to 112 and 01 to 0420 was performed exclu
The Com
sively by Germans before the Polish Red Cross Commission arrived.
mission states that during the examination of documents, diaries, army orders,
some correspondence, etc., were removed by the German authorities for trans
lation into German. The Commission is unable to state whether such documents
were returned and placed in their corresponding envelopes.
During the work of the Technical Commission of the Polish Red Cross in the
Katyn forest, in the period from April 15 to June 7, 1943, 4,243 bodies were ex
Of these, 4.233 were taken out of 7 excavations placed closely together,
humed.
which were discovered by German Army authorities in March 1943. The eighth
grave was found on June 2, 1943, and only 10 bodies were removed from it. They
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were burled in the No. 6 grave, which was still open at that time. German
authorities stopped exhumation work from the summer until September, and the
eighth grave after the exhumation of the ten bodies was covered up again.
Careful soundings by the Germans in the entire area were made for they were
anxious that there should be little discrepancy between the announced figure of
10,000 to 12,000 victims and the reality.
It is reasonable to suppose, therefore,
that no more graves will be discovered. In grave No. 8, judging by its dimensions,
the number of bodies should not exceed a few hundred. Soundings in the area
have discovered several mass graves containing Russian bodies in varying degrees
of decomposition.
All 4,241 exhumed bodies were reburied In six new graves which were dug in
the vicinity of the murder graves. The only exception was made for the bodies of
two generals, who were buried in two separate graves. The ground on both sides
of the new graves is low and wet but the graves themselves are in an elevated
and sandy location. The size and depth of these graves are unequal owing to
local and technical conditions encountered during the work.
The bottoms of all
graves are dry, and each grave contains, depending on its size and depth, several
groups of bodies, each group placed in several layers. Upper layers were placed
at least one meter below the surface so that after the graves were covered with a
mound one meter above the ground, upper layers are covered with two meters
of earth. All graves have a flat surface, sides covered with sod. On each grave
a cross two and a half meters high was placed, under which some forest flowers
were planted. On the surface of each grave a cross of sod was placed. The
graves are numbered as they were made in order to maintain the order of the
numbered bodies.
Bodies were placed in the graves with heads towards the east,
one close to the other, heads slightly elevated, hands crossed. Each layer of
bodies was covered with 20 to 30 centimeters of earth. In graves No. I, II, III,
and IV the bodies were placed starting from the right side as they were brought
In from the left side. The list of bodies placed in each grave is enclosed with
this report as well as a map of the burial site, which covers an area of 60 X 36
meters, i. е., 2,160 square meters.
On the day the last members of the Technical Commission of the Polish Red
Cross left Katyn, they placed on the dominating cross of grave No. IV a large
metal wreath made from sheet iron and barbed wire by one of the members of
the Commission.
This wreath, although made by hand and under field condi
tions, is of esthetic form and painted black ; there is a thorn crown of barbed
wire in the center with an eagle badge of solid metal from an officer's cap affixed
to the cross. After placing the wreath, the members of the Commission honored
the memory of the victims, standing in silence and saying a prayer ; then took
leave of them in the name of the Nation, their families, and themselves.
The
Commission thanked Lt. Slovendzik, 2nd Lt. Voss of the German military police,
noncoms, enlisted men, and Russian workers for two months of very heavy
exhumation work.
The Commission summarized its findings as follows :
1. Bodies exhumed from the graves were in a state of decomposition, and direct
identification was impossible. Uniforms, however, in particular all metal parts,
badges of rank, decorations, eagle badges, buttons, etc. were in a good state of
preservation.
2. Death was caused by a shot in the base of the skull.
3. From the documents found on the bodies it appears that the murders took
place in the period from the end of March to the beginning of May 1940.
4. The work at Katyn was under the constant supervision of the German
authorities, who always detailed a guard to each group of the Commission at
work.
5. All work was performed by the members of the Technical Commission of
the Polish Red Cross, the German authorities, and inhabitants of local villages,
numbering 20 to 30 persons. Some 50 Soviet prisoners detailed daily were used
exclusively to dig and cover the burial graves and in leveling the ground.
6. General working conditions were difficult and nerve racking.
Decomposi
tion of the bodies and the polluted air contributed to the difficulty of the work.
7. The frequent arrival of various delegations, the daily visits to the area by
a considerable number of military personnel, dissection of the bodies by German
doctors and the members of the various delegations, made the work still more
difficult.
Dr. Hugo Kassur, the leader of the Technical Commission, was unable to return
to Katyn after his departure on May 12, 1943, and his duties till the end of
the work were taken over by Mr. Jerzy Wodzinowski.
93744— 52— pt. 3
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The Commission states finally that the requirements of German propaganda
were a serious obstacle in its work. As much as two days before the arrival of a
more important delegation work was slowed, and only 7 to 10 workers were
detailed, the official explanation being that local inhabitants had failed to api>ear
in spite of orders issued.
When professors of medicine from Germany or other states co-operating with,
the Axis, were scheduled to come, the bodies of higher officers or bodies which
in addition to the bullet marks bore also marks of bayonnetting or had their
hands tied were reserved for them.
Numerous intercessions of the Commission's
leader were not respected.
No attention was paid to the task of the Commission,
and during the burial of bodies in the second grave gaps occurred in the numera
tion of bodies.
Dissection of bodies by foreign professors took place without
being co-ordinated with the work of the Commission, which in some cases made
identification difficult.
In order to avoid major complications in its work, the
Commission was forced quite often to disregard German instructions which re
served certain bodies for other purposes.
German troops from the centra! sector of the front received an order to visit
Katyn.
Hundreds of persons visited the site of the crime daily. Through the
Commission's intervention visiting was limited to a few hours daily, and military
police were detailed to maintain order.
A few words of explanation to this report :
I have already mentioned the fact of German supervision. On one occasion
Mr. Cupryjak, a member of the Commission, was ordered to show notes made
in his notebook while examining the documents.
An incident which occurred between Mr. Kassur and Lt. Slovenczik cannot
be omitted. On one occasion he саше to us and declared that German authorities
were informed that some of the Polish officers were of German origin or "Volksdeutsche." He demanded that they should be buried separately or at least in
a dominating
position in burial graves.
He was given the answer that all
murder victims were Polish officers, that it was impossible to determine their
nationality, and that

*******

(Translated by Dr. K. Grzybowski, Supervised by Dr. V. Gsovski, Chief
Foreign Law Section Law Library, Library of Congress May 14, 1953.)

Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one question to clear the record.
Witness, did you appear before this committee voluntarily?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you explain how you made connections with
the committee to appear, and how it happened that you are here today?
Mr. Skarzynski. I got the first letter from Mr. Romer, who told
me that Mr. Mitchell was investigating this matter, and that they
decided together, Mr. Mitchell as the counsel for the committee and
Mr. Romer as a man who knew the Poles who were at Katyn, to ask
from Canada these three or four Poles, of which am one.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, what you want to tell us is that
you appear before this committee through the intercession of Ambas
sador Romer as a voluntary witness?
Mr. Skarzynski. And then
got a letter from Mr. Mitchell, in
the record already, to which
answered, of course, positively.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
Mr. Skarzynski.
didn't finish, sir, am sorry.
Chairman Madden. Do you have something further to add ?
Mr. Skarzynski. When we came back to Warsaw, we had to organ
ize the whole commission.
We want you to understand how this
work was done. We sent nine more men to Katyn. We increased the
members of the commission from 3 to 12. The work was such, accord
ing to our instructions, that 1 man was present at the exhumation
which was done daily by 20 to 30 Russian civilians given by the
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This man gave an indication of how to cut the
extract the documents. They cut even the under
and
how
to
pockets
wear and cut even the boots to see if there were any documents in
the boots. He handed the documents, looking at them only just
quickly, to another member who put them all in an envelope, a wired
envelope, and a third member put the same number on the envelope
A fourth was supervising the burial in the new
as on the body.
Three or four members were always present at the police
graves.
station where the documents were stored, and where twice a day a
German motorcycle brought these envelopes over. There they were
received by Dr. Buhtz, our three crewmen, and, of course, some Ger
mans. The documents were there cleaned of fat, blood, and dirt, by
small sticks of wood. Those which were legible were put into new
envelopes with numbers, and the name of the officer put on the official
list with the numbers of all objects or documents found on him. Those
who were not identified were sent to the laboratory of Dr. Buhtz.
who sometimes succeeded in reading the name of the man, thanks to
special tools and instruments he had.
So, slowly, the first official list of the victims was built up. These
documents and the documents which went straight through up to the
box, or which went through the laboratory, with the same number,
were all placed in boxes. Those boxes were received at the end of
the exhumation from the Germans, and on these boxes we started
the proper and scientific medical-legal work on the date of the murder.
This medical-legal work we divided in two parts : First, the work of
identification, to increase the number of identified officers. The second
part was to try to know who was the murderer.
In this last part, the documents and 22 diaries which were found on
the bodies, in all, 22 of them, of which read all of them, were a big
help for the identifying of a number of them, the date of their de
parture from Kozielsk, and the date of their arrivals in Gniezdovo.
Mr. Flood. Your conclusions were reached from no pathological
examination, but from an examination of documents, and so forth?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is right. These 22 diaries were, of course,
very interesting, although tragic to read. One of them had a note
which was nearest death. There was another one by a coroner
whose name don't remember, who wrote that a party of Polish officers
left Smolensk in a railway car. "We left this morning,"' he said, "and
unhappily the sky is cloudy and we cannot see the direction, which is
very important for us. A moment later, we are stopped at a station
called Gniezdovo. T suppose we are to be unloaded here, because there
are some militiary Russians on the platform."
Mr. Fi,ooi>. How far is this Gniezdovo station from Smolensk?
Mr. Skarzynski. I should say about a mile and a half or two miles.
Mr. Furcolo. That last diary from which you quoted also pointed
out — did it not? — that he could see some of the prisoners being
German Army.
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unloaded?

Mr. Skarzynski. No.

I

That is another one. That is a man who
met in London and whom the committee certainly will hear.
won't
interfere with that.
Mr. Mitchell. Where are these documents today ; do you know ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The story about the documents is absolutely a
movie story. The prosectorium — that means the anatomical depart
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ment of the university — under the care of a specialist, a Polish spe
cialist like Dr. Buhtz, the German specialist, the best specialist, Dr.
Albricht, was already then in the camp of Dachau, together with all
the university professors from the University of Cracow, who had
been sent to the concentration camps by the Germans.
There was first
a lecture, and then from this lecture were sent to a concentration camp.
He assisted; a very capable man, too. According to the deal we made
with him, he was to do as quickly as possible the investigation work
as to the authors of the murder, and as slowly as possible the official
investigation in identification work, not to force us to give the Germans
the completed work, because we thought they were not the judges to
receive the result of our work.
We succeeded not to give it to them.
These documents and these envelopes were in nine huge boxes which
were — remember one of them which was about 1 yard and a half to 1
yard and three-quarters in length, about 2 feet wide, about 3 feet high.
There were nine of them containing these 22 diaries. The nine boxes
were numbered.
We were afraid that these diaries came there by

I

mistake, and that the Germans wanted to keep them, because they were
full of anti-German implications. But the Germans didn't mind.
They gave it to us.
We told the doctor to start at once the one part of this work, the
statement of the murder, and that he finished, and he told us. We
didn't know then exactly what maybe the London government knew
already, the exact number and the exact names of the officers in
Kozielsk; but he told us that, out of his scientific researches and out
of at least the identified officers.
know that in Kozielsk there must
be a little less than 5,000 officers, and not more ; and
suppose that the
unidentified names which we noted can simply be replaced by any
name of an officer who was in Kozielsk.
The whole of Kozielsk is dead.
One very important detail is that we were, of course, interested in
digging in this meadow in the forest of Katyn to find if there are more
graves than seven, which is the number which the Germans incidentally
discovered in just one spot, one very near to the other.
But the
Germans were more interested than we were, because they put this
figure of 11,000, and during the 2 months our crew was in Katyn the
Germans sent every day about 50 Russian prisoners of war who did
nothing else but work at the new graves and dig all around to look for
an eighth or a ninth grave, different graves.
Chairman Madden. In other words, the Germans were very inter
ested in making all the excavations possible to see if they could find
any further graves or mass graves?
Mr. Skarzynski. That is right.
On the 2d of June, at the moment when the seven graves were already
all empty, when one of the six new graves was still open and a row
of corpses still lying to be put in the new graves — we had dirt between
all the layers and between all the rows — the Germans found an eight
grave about 200 yards away from the first seven ones.
They opened
this grave, and they made some digging alongside, and we stated
with them that these graves may contain about 100 to 200 bodies.
Mr. Maciirowicz. In connection with this eighth grave, is that the
grave which was reported to have the bodies of Russians buried prior
to 1939, or do you know of any such grave?
Mr. Skabzynski. No. These graves were discovered by the Ger
mans during their work, all kinds of graves.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know of any grave that was uncovered
here which contained bodies which had obviously been there longer
than a few years ?
Mr. Skarzynski. The members of our crew told me that, in this
work of the Germans in looking for Polish graves, they were all the
time finding some Russian graves in an old state of decomposition,
skeletons included.
Mr. Machrowicz. What want to point out is a fact which think
has not been very frequently publicized : namely, at this very place
of Katyn, there were graves found which indicated that Katyn had
been used as a burial place for Russians even prior to 1939.
Mr. Skarzynski. According to the reports given by the press, that
is right in this case ; exactly.
Mr. Sheehan. Dr. Miloslavich reported that yesterday.
Mr. Skarzynski. As our crew was ready and busy at filling these
last graves, they started at once to take bodies from this eighth grave.
They took eight of them. Then the Germans came. Lieutenant Slovencik, obviously following orders, told our men that we had to stop
the work ; that in June it is too hot to make any important exhumation
work; that it is dangerous for the sanitary conditions of the army,
and that we had to recover this eighth grave and go home and start
work again in the fall of the year. So, it was that we exhumed 4,233
bodies out of seven graves, plus 10 bodies out of the eighth grave,
and that we left undiscovered, unexhumed, about 290 bodies in the
eighth grave.
want to protect the record here with just an incident.
Mr. Flood.
At the time asked you if the task force that you left at the field at
Katyn had made a report to you, you said "Yes." There were only
three men there at the time you left Katyn ?
Mr. Skarzynski. Yes. sir.
Mr. Flood. Subsequently, you sent others back, as you later told us.
The report that 1 have just placed in the record, the report from your
task force in the field, the "crew," as you called
made to the Polish
Red Cross at Warsaw, was composed of those three originals plus
others
Mr. Skarzynski. Plus others.
Mr. Flood. How many others?
Mr. Skarzynski. Nine others, and three came back in the mean
t
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time.

conclusions

as to the

approximate date of the burial
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Mr. Flood. So, there were more than the three; all right.
Did that task force, when
reported to you at Warsaw, make any
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Mr. Skarzynski. They reported that during the whole work —the
main instruction
gave them and we gave them — during the whole

so states

?
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;
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work they never found document or newspaper with date anterior
to April 1940.
Mr. Flood.
want you to use
different word than "anterior."
Mr. Skarzynski. After — after April or May 1940.
know the report will speak for itself but to empha
Mr. Flood.
size
you say that that report of the Polish Red Cross task force

Mr. Skarzynski. So states. They gave me this report when they
came back. The last men left on the 11th and 12th and came to War
saw and then made the report.
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Mr. Flood. Do I understand that your Polish Red Cross task force
full and complete cooperation of the Germans at all times?
Mr. Skarzynski. There was some friction, of course.
Mr. Flood. I mean outside of that.
Mr. Skarzynski. They had the full cooperation.
Mr. Flood. Were there any fears or threats, or intimidation of any

had the

kind, made that would in any way intimidate them i
Mr. Skarzynski. No. The characteristic thing was that I expected
that these men near the front line would be guarded by armed guards
and followed by the guards everywhere, but. these men were working in
a village about iy2 miles from the graves. They had the right to stop
any German motorcar on the highway, and that is the way that they
came to the work, and that is the way they went back, without any
escort. On Sundays they were free, and they were talking to the
This tnlk
peasants, certainly without any presence of Germans.
confirmed
it.
with the peasants
Mr. Flood. Has any member of the Polish Red Cross at that time,
or any member of the task force which filed that report, repudiated
that report or its contents in any way since, that you know of?
Mr. Skarzynski. Not up to now.
Mr. Mitchell. I don't believe you answered my question as to
where those documents in those nine cases are today.
Mr. Skarzynski. I was interrupted. Those documents were in
told you; and when the Russian Army ap
these huge boxes, as
proached Poland we, who maybe up to now believed that the Allies
would stop the war before Russia had the heart of Europe — when we
saw them approaching, we thought that the fate of the documents
was in danger, and we — not "we," but our man — there was no con
nection then between Warsaw and Krakow — our chief officer of the
Red Cross in Krakow, who was a man of the Intelligence Service and
a very capable man, decided to hide these documents in a hike.
He
succeeded in bringing copies of these boxes, boxes of the same dimen
sions, into the department where the original boxes were, but these
boxes were filled with tin inside, with tin lids, and he had the intention
to transport these documents from the original boxes into new ones,
to seal hermetically the lid, to put some stones inside, and either by
ruse or by force, which was very often clone with the underground
forces, enter this laboratory, which was surrounded by the SS bar
racks, and to bring these boxes to a lake. He was partly successful,
because he had these new boxes in and lie started to put the papers into
the new boxes ; and then, through the indiscretion of a physical worker,
absolutely incidental, of this department, the Germans had knowledge
of it. It was already near the end of the German domination of
Poland. They sent a special detachment of SS soldiers, and made no
punishment, no repression then. It was too late already for them.
They just hurriedly took these boxes into a truck and, together with a
doctor who was the chief of the medical-legal department from the

I

This doctor broke his leg and
German side, these two cars went west.
came back to Krakow to a hospital. AVe only knew the detachment
went west, but our officer knew that they were going ahead to Breslau. Of course, he couldn't move then.
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When the Russian Army took Breslau and when the Russian Armies
already had the whole of the Russian occupation zone in Germany,
our man followed to Breslau and he found out that these German
trucks came to Breslau, and the boxes were unloaded on the first floor
of the Breslau University. The smell of the boxes was such that the
whole floor was filled with the smell, and they were there until the
moment when the Russians had already surrounded Breslau from
three sides. The sick doctor was already there in Breslau, too, after
the recovery of his leg.
Then, at the last moment, a detachment of SS came from the west,
loaded these boxes, and disappeared westward with the doctor.
Our man made an inquiry through the union of doctors in Russianoccupied Germany whether this doctor was there, and he received
the answer that the doctor was not to be found in the Russian-occupied
zone, which can lead us to the conclusion that the Germans taking
these documents westward didn't stop on the Elbe near the center
of Germany, but probably hied it west into safety. These documents
must be somewhere, if they are not destroyed, in the German occupa
tion zone.
Chairman Madden. But nobody knows where the boxes are now?
Mr. Skarzynski. We don't know where the boxes are now. There
are three possibilities: They could have been dumped on the way;
they could be found by the Allies; they could be in the hands of the
Germans.

Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Skarzynski, want to say that this committee has heard a great
number of witnesses, and your testimony has been highly valuable.
speak in behalf of the committee when
say that the work and the
sacrifice and the time that you spent in this Red Cross work and in
know the future
your investigations have been a contribution that
will treasure very highly.
In coming down here to spend this time before this committee you
have made a major contribution to the cause of liberty. On behalf
of the committee and on behalf of the United States Congress, want
to thank you.
Mr. Skarzynski. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
considered
it simply my duty.
Chairman Madden. We will have a 5-minute recess.
(Short recess.)
Chairman Madden. Let me make this announcement : The colonel
lias graciously consented to have the cameras, and before the hearings
So, if there are
start the photographers can take their photographs.
any photographers here who desire to have photographs, they can
take them now before the hearing starts.

I

I

I

I

I

I

(Off the record.)

Chairman Madden. The next witness is Colonel Szymanski. If you
will stand up and be sworn, please. Do you solemnly swear that the
testimony you will give in the hearing now about to be held will be
the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God %
Colonel Szymanski.
do.
Chairman Madden. Colonel, you can either sit down or stand up,
whichever way is most convenient for you.

I
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TESTIMONY OF COL. HENRY I. SZYMANSKI, UNITED STATES ARMY,
ACCOMPANIED BY FRED KORTH, DEPUTY COUNSELOR, DEPART
MENT OF THE ARMY

Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, where w ere you born ?
Mr. Machrowicz. I think you should identify Counselor Fred
Korth, of the Army Department.
Mr. Korth. It is on the record, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Fred Korth is here representing the Depart

ment of the Army.

Mr. Korth. Right, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you state your full name, please, Colonel?

I

Chairman Madden.
might make this statement : that Colonel
Szymanski is now in the military service, and Fred Korth is here
representing the Department of the Army in company with the colonel.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you state your full name, Colonel?
Colonel Szymanski. Henry Szymanski. colonel, Infantry, United
States Army.
Mr. Mitchell. What is the date of your birth ?
Colonel Szymanski. July 4, 1898.
Mr. Mitchell. Where were you born?
Colonel Szymanski. Chicago. 111.
Mr. Mitchell. Where did you go to grammar school?
Colonel Szymanski. Chicago.
Mr. Mitchell. Did you attend the Military Academy at West

Point?

Colonel Szymanski.

I am

a

graduate, class of

191$).

Mr. Mitchell. How were you appointed to the Academy?
Colonel Szymanski. By Congressman Gallagher of the Eighth
District of Chicago.

Mr. Mitchell. Where were you immediately assigned before the
?
United States entered World War
Colonel Szymanski. Thirty-third Infantry Division, Camp Forrest,
Tenn.
Mr. Mitchell. Colonel, do you prefer to tell the committee your
straight through and then have
experiences during World War
cross-examination at a later moment, or how do you prefer to have it

II

II

handled

?

I

Chairman Madden.
might say, Colonel, that it is the practice of
the committee to allow the witness to pursue the method which he
thinks best to present his testimony.
If you desire to make a general
summary of your testimony, you may do so. If you desire to have
the members of the committee interrupt you occasionally, we will
follow that procedure.
will give a narrative summary.
Colonel Szymanski.
Mr. Mitchell. Will you proceed, Colonel?
Colonel Szymanski. In January 1942 received orders to report to
Washington for orientation as an intelligence officer.
spent approxi
mately a month and a half in Washington and left with orders as a
military intelligence officer with assignment as assistant military attache\ Cairo, Egypt, specifically as the liaison officer to the Polish
and Czechoslovakian forces in the Middle East. My verbal instruc
tions were to join the Polish Army then being organized in Russia.

I

I

I
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I

I

was informed that
would get my visa when
got to Tehran.
arrived in Cairo about mid-April, reported to the military attache, and
proceeded immediately to make contact with the Poles.
arrived there shortly after the first evacuation of the Poles out of
Russia, so made my contact with the Poles, and joined whatever rem
nants there were of the Poles in Palestine, with headquarters in Rehovot.
From then on
traveled considerably between Cairo, Pales
tine, and Iran, awaiting, shall we say, the second evacuation of the
Poles which was anticipated daily, a large number at that.
In May 1942 I met General Anders, who then had just arrived
from Russia, and received perhaps the first information on the Polish
troops in Russia. It was then that heard for the first time, among
other things, about the size of the Polish Army, the hopes and also the
disappearance of a large number of the armed forces, particularly
officers and noncommissioned officers.
stayed in Iran a considerable
length of time because the second evacuation was expected momen
acted in whatever capacity
could
tarily. During my stay there
to extend American help to the Poles.
also performed such func
tions as interpreter for Americans who had arrived there. Among
them was Mr. Willkie, who was on his way to Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean Wendell Willkie?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
General Scott of the American Army, several correspondents who
came out of Moscow for a breather in Tehran. Then finally,
ar
rived at Pahlevi, which is on the Caspian Sea, where the Poles began
arriving in large numbers from Krasnovodsk, which is slightly north
saw for the first time the
east from Pahlevi. It was then that
miserable condition of the Poles arriving out of Russia.
stayed
throughout the evacuation when some 80,000 arrived. Among them
were quite a number of civilians, including children.
Then sometime in September
was called to Washington to make
a report on my observations and was directed to proceed by way of
could get. In London
London to tie in whatever information
talked with the British War Office, with General Eisenhower's head
quarters, which was then formed, with officials of the Polish Gov
ernment, that is, President Raczkiewicz, General Sikorski, then Pre
mier of Poland, almost all the members of the general staff, also
wish to remind you again that
with President Benes and his staff.
was liaison officer with the Czechoslovakian Army as well as with
the Polish Army.
could not
might say now that I never did get to Russia because
waited in Iran, and the Poles came to me
get a visa. Meanwhile
instead of my going to the Poles.
When tied in all the information,
finally arrived in Washington sometime in the early part of No
vember 1942, and made several reports to G-2.
spent the entire
month of November because
had a good-sized field to cover.
When finished
turned all the reports over to G-2, then left for
the Middle East by way of England to again tie in the work
was
doing and continued with my activities with the Poles in the Middle
East, traveling considerably until we got to a point where the Poles
were getting ready to be prepared for action.
They were then stationed in Iraq, not far from Mosul and KhanaOn one of my trips to Cairo, which was April 1943, 1 was called
qin.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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in by General Brereton, who was then commanding general of the
Middle East, and was shown a directive which came from Washington
make an investigation of the Katyn affair.
directing that
proceeded first to Palestine and then Iraq, and General Anders,
commanding general of the Polish forces, made everything available
to me of the documents and whatever personnel he had who had any
information concerning the disappearance of the Polish officers and
noncommissioned officers in Russia.
Captain Czapski and Captain
Mlynarski were of considerable help to me in getting together docu
True copies were made
ments, testimony, and things of that nature.
of conversations held between high Government Polish officials and
high Russian officials in Moscow concerning the disappearance of

I

I

some 15.000 officers and noncommissioned

Mr. O'Konski. Would it

record at this time

be possible

officers.

Mr. Mitchell. Wait until

submitted

to insert that report

?

back to it.

I

we hear the whole story.

the

in the

We will come

Colonel Szymanski. The troops were getting ready, and in January
joined the Poles in Italy in the combat theater. My intelli
gence activities of course ceased at that time.
Mr. Mitchell. When?
Colonel Szymanski. In January 1944.
In my last year overseas, 1945, I was with SHAEF as a sort of
trouble-shooter on Eastern European problems, particularly, as it
1944

I

POW's and the refugees.
Mr. Mitchell. Anything else?

concerned the

Colonel Szymanski.

I

came home in December 1945.
am sure that all of the members of the committee
have a number of questions they want to ask this very important
witness, and will yield to them.
want to ask just one or two.
Who was USA G-2 during this period of time ?
Colonel Szymanski. General Strong, Major General Strong.
Mr. Flood. Major General what Strong? Do you know his first
name?
Mr. Korth. We don't have it, sir.
Colonel Szymanski. We remember people by their last names in the
service.
Mr. Sheehan. George V. Strong.

I

Mr. Flood.

I

I

is'

Colonel Szymanski. That
right.
Mr. Flood. You told us that General Brereton. who was USA С. O.
in the Middle East, called you in and told you or showed you
Colonel Szymanski. Showed me.
Mr. Flood. A written order?
Colonel Szymanski. A cable.
Mr. Flood. Do you remember who signed the cable?
Colonel Szymanski. It was signed by Marshall.
Mr. Flood. What Marshall?
Colonel Szymanski. General Marshall, George Marshall.
Mr. Flood. What was his capacity at that time?
Colonel Szymanski. He was Chief of Staff.
Mr. Flood. USA.
Colonel Szymanski. Of the United States Army.
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Mr. O'Koxski. George C. Marshall.
Mr. Flood. So your order to make an investigation and report on

the Katyn incident was given to you by General Marshall, is that right,
as far as you know ?
Colonel Sztmanski. It was signed by him.
Mr. Flood. That is all for the time being.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Chairman, I think before any further ques
tions are had, in order that we can all question the witness intelli
gently, I would suggest that probably the counsel should introduce
the reports in evidence so that whatever further questions are asked
we may have proper reference to them. I know Congressman O'Konski had that in mind, but I thought we would wait until he completed
his statement.
(Discussion

I

off the record.)

Mr. Shekiian. In order to clarify where we stand on this report,
will read this : .

If it is desired to publish these documents on an unclassified basis, a covering
memorandum, enclosure No. 1, has been prepared detailing the deletions which
will lie necessary to protect individuals who are mentioned in this report. We
would appreciate hearing from you if you decide to release the documents on
this basis.

I

also would like to put this letter in the record and read from it
paragraph 2, a letter of March 10 from the Department of the Army.
The second paragraph states :
The only criterion in the classification of any part of these documents is the
protection of the life and safety of individuals behind the iron curtain subject
to reprisals. The names of those individuals who have already testified or who
are alive in the United States or the United Kingdom are now declassified. The
names of individuals possibly subject to reprisals have been excised on the copies
of the attached reports.

Mr. Flood. There is no reason we can't put it in.
Mr. Shekhan.

The only thing secret about the report is the names

they have not declassified.
Mr. Koktii. There is one

report

further thing.

There is

a top-secret

Mr. Flood. We have all agreed that those two communications
should go in at this point.
Mr. Kortii. No objection to that, sir.
Mr. Flood. In view of those communications, why can't the whole
report go in ?
Mr. Mitchell.
can explain that.
believe
The chairman and
other members of the committee on the 7th of March had a meeting
with the Department counselor and the assistant G-2 of the Army
for the purpose of trying to ascertain what names would be permitted
to remain in the report. At that time we made photostatic copies of
these reports. On the two copies up there on the bench the names have
been taken out and that is what
would like to put in the record.
have the original reports here.
Mr. Flood. Let me say this for the record. This committee doesn't
need any advice from the Army as to how to protect the best interests
of people behind the iron curtain. We have done that long before
the Army thought about it. That is not going to help us a bit. What
we want to know at this point
Can we, put that report in now with

I

I

is,

I

the names stricken

out.

I
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Mr. Mitchell. You can.
Mr. Sheehan. And everything in the report.
Mr. Flood. All right ; then put it in.
Mr. Furcolo. Get it in from the colonel.

I

Mr. Machrowtcz.
might say for clarification we had the meeting
with Colonel Schmelzer. There were a number of names referred to
in the report and we came to a satisfactory conclusion,
thought —

am

I

correct?

I

I

Mr. Korth.
am sure that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. With Colonel Schmelzer

as to what names would
remain in the report and what would be eliminated.
wanted to ask
you now, has that been followed and does the report now contain the
deletion of only those names which we agreed on ?
Mr. Korth. That is my understanding. Is that right? [To Mr.
Mitchell :] You were at the meeting.
Mr. Mitchell. That is correct.
might say that it is the consensus of the com
Chairman Madden.
mittee where those deletions were made that the people who were
deleted should be protected.

I

I

Mr. Korth. Right, sir.

Chairman Madden. Without any further remarks, T don't see any
objection to putting the report in the record.
Mr. Mitchell.
would like to clarify this whole matter, Mr.
Chairman.

I

At the time

we had this declassification meeting it referred to reports
been sent to the committee, and it itemized appendixes and
attachments to a letter which
would now like to put in the record.
would like to read this for the record so there will be no confusion

that had

I

I

about it.

Chairman Madden-. Proceed.
Mr. Mitchell. Let me have that photostatic copy.
I would like the record to show, Mr. Chairman, that the original of

Colonel Szymanski's

reports has been turned over to the committee.

is,

Chairman Madden. The record shows it.
Mr. Mitchell. This is a letter dated May 29, 1043. The heading is
"Legation of the United States of America, office of the military
attache, Cairo, Egypt."
In the right-hand corner are the initials "HIS/esj." The letter is
directed to "Maj. Gen. George V. Strong. A. C. of S." — that
Assist
ant Chief of Staff — "G-2. Military Intelligence Service, War Depart
ment, Washington, D. C."
it

Dear General Strong: Enclosed in this envelope is the material dealing with
the "Katyn AtTair." All of
was turned over to me by General Anders of the
Polish Army.
It includes the following:
APPENDICES

Account of Captain Czapski (original and translation).
Report by Captain Czapski of supposed statement of Beria of the famous
N. W. K. D. and list of depositions (original and translation).
3. Summary of facts (original sent to General Strong).
4. Excerpts of conversations between
General Sikorski, General Anders, and
Joe Stalin and Molotov.
Exhibits А, В, C, D, and E, containing photostatic copies of original type
written copy of the original and translation of original depositions made by
parties having knowledge of the officers in three prison camps.
5.

1.
2.
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Report on Polish prisoners of war in Russia.
Report on prison camps in Russia.
Report on conscription for Bolshevik army of Poles living in the occupied
section of Poland.
9. Bulletin No. 3 in French put out by Communists and freely distributed in
Cairo.
6.
7.
8.

Second page, continuing

:•

No conclusion and no opinion is expressed by me.
The duplicate copy of this, less the photostatic and original copies, was put
in the form of a report and sent through channels.
Delay In forwarding this material was due to, first, sand-fly fever, which caught
me en route and, second, the translation for which extra help had to be gotten.
Respectfully,

Henry I. Szymanski,

Lieutenant

Colonel, GSC, Assistant Military Attach^.

"Nine enclosures," in the left-hand corner.
Mr. Flood. Was that letter in our possession at the time we had
our meeting with Colonel Schmelzer ?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes ; this letter was.
Mr. Machrowicz. And we made all the deletions that were agreed
to at that time?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then is there any objection to whatever is in
that file being made a part of the record today with the deletions
agreed upon at our meeting with Colonel Schmelzer?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me get that straight. There is no objection
to that entire report as it stands, with the deletions made, being
correct?
offered in evidence. Am
Mr. Korth. You have a letter of authority right here, sir.
Mr. Mitchell.
would like to read the full letter of authority.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Mitchell. In fact, would like to read both letters we have
received in connection with this referred to by Mr. Sheehan.
Will
you mark this exhibit 9 ?
(The letter referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 9" and filed for

I

I

I

the record.)

Mr. Mitchell. This is a letter from the "Department of the Army,
Washington, December 17, 1951. Office of the Department counselor."
The letter is addressed to "Mr. John Mitchell, counsel, Select Com
mittee To Investigate the Katyn Massacre, House Office Building."

I

Dear Mr. Mitchell:
am enclosing herewith five documents which are
copies of appendixes of a report made in May 1943 by Col. Henry I. Szymanski
when he was assistant military attache' in Cairo, Egypt.
You will note that these documents contain security Information and aTe
They are released to the committee on this basis, and regu
classified secret.
lations require me to state that these documents contain information affecting
the national defense of the United States within the meaning of the espionage
Transmission or revelation of their contents in any manner to an un
laws.
authorized person is prohibited by law.
If it is desired to publish these documents on an unclassified basis, a covering
memorandum (enclosure No. 1) has been prepared detailing the deletions which
will be necessary to protect individuals who are mentioned in these reports.
We would appreciate hearing from you if you desire to release the documents
on this basis.
If we may be of further assistance, please call on us.
Sincerely yours,
F. Shackleford.
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Exhibit
Mr.

9

Department of the Army,
Washington, December 17, 19U.

John Mitchell,

Counsel, Select Committee to Investigate the Katun Massacre,
House Office Building.
Dear Mr. Mitchell: I am enclosing herewith 'five documents which are copies
of appendixes of a reiK>rt made in May 1943 by Col. Henry I. Szymanski, when
he was assistant military attache In Cairo, Egypt.
You will note that these documents contain security information and are
classified secret. They are released to the committee on this basis, and regula
tions require me to state that these documents contain information affecting the
national defense of the United States within the meaning of the espionage laws.
Transmission or revelation of their contents In any manner to an unauthorized
person is prohibited by law.
If it is desired to publish these documents on an unclassified basis, a covering
memorandum (enclosure No. 1) has been prepared detailing the deletions which
will be necessary to protect individuals who are mentioned in these reports.
We would appreciate hearing from you if you decide to release the documents
on this basis.
If we may be of further assistance, please call on ue.
Sincerely yours,
F. Shackelford,
Department Counselor.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is the letter we had prior to our meeting.
Mr. Mitchell (reading) :
Six enclosures, one
Szymanski's report.

covering

While the Congress was in

memorandum,

2

to 6 appendixes

Colonel

to

I

received this information which
recess
four appendixes.
There were nine total appendixes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is Colonel Schmelzer's appendix in there? Is
it in that list ?
Mr. Mitchell. No. For the record am trying to make a chrono
logical transaction out of this.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is the significance ? We have already com
plied with that. We have notified them we want this declassified.
We met with them. We made the deletions.
want to put in the
Mr. Mitchell. That is the next step which
contained

I

I

record.

The next step is that the chairman of the committee instructed me
to contact the War Department and to arrange a meeting with the
officials in keeping with their suggestion in the letter
have just read.
We had that meeting and the members of the committee were present
and the committee was sent all the appendixes, and reviewed
and
this letter would now like to put on the record.
•Mr. Machrowicz. That was subsequent to our meeting
Mr. Mitchell. Subsequent to our meeting. The letter
dated
is

?

I

it,

I

March

10.

(Reading:)

March 10, 1952, Department of the Army, Washington, Office of the Department
Counselor.

7,

is

addressed to —
The Honorable Ray J. Madden. Chairman. House Select Committee To Investi
gate the Katyn Massacre, House of Representatives.
Dear Mr. Madden: In accordance with the verbal understanding between the
House Select Committee to Investigate the Katyn Massacre and Colonel Schmelzer, Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, on the afternoon of March
1942,

The letter
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Col. Henry I. Szymanski's report and appendixes have been reviewed in con
junction with Colonel Szymanski with the object of completely declassifying
the documents for release to the newspapers.
The only criterion in the classiiication of any part of these documents is the
protection of the life and safety of individuals behind the iron curtain subject
to reprisals.
The names of those individuals who have already testified or who
are alive in the United States or the United Kingdom are now declassified. The
names of individuals possibly subject to reprisals have been excised on the
copies of the attached documents. The two copies of the report and all appen
dixes are transmitted herewith in a declassified form ready for transmittal to
the newspapers.
Sincerely yours,

F. Shackelford,

Department Counselor.

I

Mr. Machrowicz.
still do not know what the exception is.
they are available for the record, are they not?

I

Korth. That

is

Mr.

understand
no objection

to

?

is

Mr. Korth. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is all this about ?
Mr. Korth. All appendixes are now available.
Mr. Furcolo. Let me ask you this question : As
Mr. Mitchell, whatever you are introducing there
from anybody.
Is that right, Mr. Korth

Now

it,

One enclosure, two copies of report and appendixes.

right.

is

Mr. Furcolo. And you represent the Department?
Mr. Korth. That
right.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is that
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz.

them in the record.

There

a

think Mr. Mitchell was just trying to form
compilation of all the reports we have?

is

I

Chairman Madden.

the record on this.

no objection

to these

two.

Let's get

is

?

I

a

it

I

it

I

is

Mr. Korth. There
no objection.
Chairman Madden. Are they identified?
Mr. O'Konski.
wonder how the deletion of this top identification
of where the letter comes from has anything to do with protecting
somebody behind the iron curtain.
Mr. Korth. It probably stated "secret" up there. That was the
It was cut out. Therefore,
not classified.
classification.
Mr. O'Konski.
accept your explanation.
Mr. Mitchell. Here is.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can we get those in evidence?
Mr. Mitchell. They will be in evidence as ehxibit 10.
Mr. Machrowicz. You said you had some more.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel, are there any more to go in evidence?
believe you should have
statement from the rep
Mr. Mitchell.
resentative of the War Department Counsel's office.
Mr. Machrowicz. Before we have that statement let's proceed or
derly now. Is there any objection to these being offered in evidence?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let's get them identified and put in the record.
There are two reports, are there not

Mr. Mitchell. Two photostatic copies.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are they both photostatic

report?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes, plus the original.

copies

of the

same
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Mr. Flood. Let me see them a minute. What is the next number of
your exhibits ? Mark that as "Exhibit No. 10.'^
(Documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 10" and filed for
the record.)
Mr. Flood.
have been handed by counsel for the committee what
is marked as "Exhibit 10."
now show this to the witness, Colonel
Szymanski, and ask him if this is a proper photostatic copy of the
reports we have been discussing, just "yes" or "no." Take a look at

I

I

them.

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Now they are offered in evidence.
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 10" and
later changed to "Exhibit 10 A" and will be found on p. 426.)
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, my question is going to be along the line
of some of the things in the reports and you may keep them in front of
you and refer to them as the questioning goes along.
No. 1, is your letter of April 30. 1943, to Major General Strong.
Would you be kind enought to read that for the committee here.
Colonel Szymanski. April 30?
Mr. Sheehan. Your covering letter.
Colonel Szymanski. That is May 29.
Mr. Sheehan. You wrote a letter on April 30, 1943, from Cairo,
read the letter and you try to identify it. It was the
Egypt. May
which is included in this group of
covering letter for appendix
reports :

I

III

"The enclosed memorandum contains too much dynamite
through regular channels, so it is being sent direc tly to you."

is

sir.
remember
assume
part of those records

it

I I

place.

it,

I

Colonel Szymanski.

Mr. Sheehan.

to be forwarded

there some

is

I

a

it

if

is

will see
in there.
Mr. Mitchell.
Mr. Sheehan. The Army sent flock of other records.
Mr. Machrowicz. That why suggested you get them all in the

it

I

is

a

I

is

I

is

I

record so when any questions are asked we know what we are referring
to.
Mr. Sheehan.
assume the general statement, Mr. Chairman, in
cluded everything that the Army had sent.
Mr. Korth. It has not.
Mr. Mitchell. That why wanted to clear
up.
what
wanted clear and we have just a
Mr. Machrowicz. That
part of the record in evidence. Let's understand why certain portion
is not in evidence, so then we will know where we are.
will correct the record, please. It
Mr. Mitchell.
appendix

is

it

is

I

is

if

I

is

I

I

No. 3.
Mr. Furcolo. May
give you exhibit No. 10. As understand it,
that introduced in evidence, and assume
any questions are going
to be asked at this point they are going to be about exhibit No. 10.
Mr. Korth. That
correct, sir.
Mr. Flood.
would imagine so. We will get to something else when
we get to it.
Mr. Furcolo. This letter
not in there.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes,
in appendix No. 3.
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Chairman Madden. Is that included in the exhibit ?
Mr. Korth. That is my understanding, sir. It is here in the
original.
have read that into
Mr. Sheehan. He has it in the original there.
the record, Colonel, for the purpose of making it plain that you your
self recognized the minute you were investigating the Katyn affair
as you so aptly ex
that it had quite a great bit of dynamite in
pressed it.
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. For the record, from your letter, under date of May
29, your letter to General Strong, would you be kind enough to read
the last paragraph, starting off with "A duplicate copy of this"
would like to have counsel show me where in
Mr. Machrowicz.
have been trying to point out
these exhibits these letters appear.
patiently that we have not yet all the records.
Mr. Sheehan. It in there.
would like to have
in the record that
has
Mr. Machrowicz.
been introduced.

Mitchell. It

marked "Appendix No. 3."

is

Mr.

it

I

it

is

I

I

?

it,

I

it

Mr. Machrowicz. You have introduced something entirely different.
Mr. Furcolo. You have over there what has been introduced.
In these
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me have
again, Mr. O'Konski.

conference

it

it

is

?

it

I

it

is

is

I

it

it

is

is

it

is

is

exhibits you have offered in evidence
Mr. Korth. It not in there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Certainly.
Mr. Mitchell. That one particular letter not in there.
Mr. Mvchrowicz. Then
not. You said
was.
Mr. Mitchell. It referred to here, summary of facts.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let us get in the record.
Mr. Flood. Let's do
this way.
Mr. Mitchell. It has been put in.
Mr. Flood. We understand it. Let me have exhibit 10. Is this it?
Exhibit 10 has been offered in the record.
am advised that exhibit 10
does not contain a letter that the gentleman from Illinois wishes to
that correct?
question about;
Mr. Korth. That right, sir.
Mr. Flood. Let's get the letter that the gentleman from Illinois
wishes to refer to and we will attach
as part (A) to exhibit 10. Is
there any objection to that from anybody?
Mr. Korth. The only thing can say
that
was not approved
at that conference, apparently.
Mr. Flood. Is there any reason why
cannot be approved at this

I

Mr. Mitchell. That letter was present at the conference.
Mr. Machrowicz. Counsel,
think Congressman Dondero, Con

I

and you were there, and

I

I

Mr. Flood. All right.
Mr. Korth.
mean there was no objection to

it,

gressman Madden, and myself,
say the letter was there.

want to

understand,

at

3

93744— 52— pt.

,"

it

is

I

that time.
Mr. Machrowicz. No objection as far as know.
Mr. Flood. There
no objection.
Now will you take that letter,
mark as "Exhibit 10 (A) either that letter or copy of it.
15
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Mr. O'Konski. To get it chronologically it should precede the
exhibit.
Mr. Flood. This is ready for introduction.
want this letter
marked as "Exhibit 10," and
want the documents submitted hereto
fore marked as "Exhibit 10 (a)" for chronological reasons to comply
with the request of the gentleman from Illinois.
(The letter of April 30, 1943, was marked "Exhibit No. 10," and the
reports, previously marked and received in evidence as Exhibit No.

I

I

10 were re-marked

"Exhibit

10

(a).")

Exhibit

10

Legation ok the United States of America,
Office of the Military Attache,
Cairo, Egypt, April SO, 194$.

Maj. Gen. George V. Strong,
G—2, War Department, Washington, D. C.
Dear General Strong : The enclosed memorandum contains too much dynamite
to be forwarded through regular channels, so it is being sent directly to you.
This will be followed by a detailed statement including conversations on this
subject with Stalin, Berea, and Vyszynski.
It is being prepared for me and
will be sent you directly within two weeks.
Respectfully,
Henry I. Szymanski,
Lt. Colonel, OSC,
Assistant Military AttauM.

Exhibit

10A

Mat

HIS/esJ
29, 1943.

Major General George V. Strong,
A. C. of 8., 0-2,
Military Intelligence Service, War Department, Washington, D. C.
Deas General Strong : Inclosed in this envelope is the material dealing with
the "Katyn Affair"'.
All of it was turned over to me by General Anders of the
Polish Army. It includes the following :
APPENDICE8

Account of Captain Czapski (original and translation).
Report by Captain Czapski of supposed statement of Beria-of the famous
N. K. W. D. and list of depositions (original and translation).
3. "Summary of Facts" — original sent to Gen. Strong.
4. Excerpts of conversations between
General Sikorski, General Anders, and
Joe Stalin and Molotov.
5. Exhibits А, В, C, D and E containing photostatic copies of original, type
written copy of original and translation of original depositions made by parties
having knowledge of the officers in the three prison camps.
6. Report on Polish prisoners of war In Russia.
7. Report on prison camps in Russia.
8. Report on conscription for Bolshevik Army of Poles living in the occupied
section of Poland.
9. Bulletin No. 3 in French put out by Communists and freely distributed in
Cairo.
No conclusion and no opinion is expressed by me.
The duplicate copy of this less the photostatic and original copies was put in
form of a report and sent through channels.
Delay in forwarding this material was due to, first, sand fly fever which
caught me en route and, second, the translation for which extra help had to be
gotten.
Respectfully,
Henby I. Szymanski,
Lt. Colonel, O. 8. C,
Ass't. Military Attache".
1.

2.
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Katin Affair
Captain Joseph Czapski of the Polish Army was detailed

by General Anders
immediately after the signing of the Polish-Russian
Agreement to conduct a
search for hundreds of Polish officers known to have been in the three prison
camps mentioned in attached report and from one of which he personally was
released. His account of the search is substantially as related to me by other
officers who from time to time aided in the search.

Captain Czapski

HIS

I am one of the group numbering from 70 to 80 people who were In the Starobielsk camp and have been found. Since October 1040 till April 1941 I have
continually been searching for my missing colleagues. I know this matter
thoroughly and. I could say about it all that we afe aware of, I must state though
that the question is still obscure.
Said problem has been given publicity to by the German wireless and then
by Reuters. These informations concern the murdering of Polish officers in the
Three camps come into question and namely : Starobielsk,
Smolensk area.
Kozielsk and Ostaszkowo. We on our part have no precise informations, we base
ourselves on particulars gathered by us.
When in September and October 1039 a part of the Polish troops fell into
Soviet captivity, Officers and a certain number of Privates, but Officers in the
main had been placed in three camps: at Starobielsk, at Kozielsk and at Ostasz
kowo as well as in a number of camps located throughout the entire territory of
The total number of those placed in the three above quoted camps
Russia.
amounted to 15-16 thousand — in this 8,600-8,900 Officers. Out of this group only
400 persons in all have been found, of the remaining prisoners every trace had
vanished since May 1940. I want to observe here that, when speaking of the
Starobielsk, Kozielsk and Ostaszkowo camps and of my colleagues placed there,
1 Intend those prisoners who had been sojourning there until May 1940. At that
time these camps underwent a complete reorganization and Starobielsk was
changed into a prison where Polish political prisoners were detained and to
Kozielsk had been brought the officers interned up to then in Lithuania. From
the latter group almost all have been found and are now in the ranks of the
Polish Army. Those of the interned in the above three camps until May 1940,
and who have been found, belong to the group of officers and soldiers arrested
(luring their sojourn in the camp at the aim of bringing an action against them,
as well as to the small group transferred to the Gryszowiec camp on the Vologda
river.
Who was in those camps?
We tried to obtain the full list of the names on the base of our own notes and
remembrances. We have compiled lists out of memory and possess flies con
taining over 10,000 names. We had 12 generals. Out of this number only two
came back.
300 colonels and Lt. Colonels, 5 thousand lieutenants and 2nd lieut.
2,500 captains are missing.
In the Starobielsk camp alone there was a group
of 600 pilots aud in all the three above mentioned camps there was a total of
800 physicians of which 3 percent Jews.
Half of the Officers were professionals,
I can affirm here in all certitude that it
the remaining were Reserve Officers.
was the flower of the Polish "Intelligentzia." There was there a group of
about ninety University Professors.
I may quote here for instance that 80%
of the members of the Armament Institute have disappeared, as well as 80%
of the graduated of the Warsaw Polytechnic High School, working in the arma
ment branch. The whole staff of the Gas Institute with at their head Major
Brzozowski are missing. Among the missing are among others such eminent
scientists as: Prof. Plenkowski,
Dr. Stefanowski,
Prof. Zielinski, Nelken,
Wroczynski
(formerly Minister), Prof. Godlewski a distinguished scientist.
Investigator of the brain, successor of Prof. Rose. Neither have made return
many famous specialists of the technical area, among these: engineer Antonl
Kiger who was also vice-chairman of the Antihitlerite Association In Poland,
Lecturer Prof. Tucholski, in the camps also there were two editors of "Nasz
Przeglad" (Jewish paper in Polish language) who made an application request
ing the right of "asylum" and they never reappeared. In Starobielsk there
were among others the chief Rabbi of the Polish Army — Mjr. Stajuberg, the
Reverend Aleksandrowicz and a great number of eminent physicians.
Among
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others did not make return Dr. Dadej head manager of the sanatorium for the
poorest children at Zakopane, the distinguished scientist Dr. Nttera, laureate
of Rockefeller's fund, Dr. Skwarczynski, Prof. Pitrowski from the Academy
of Science, Prof. Ralski, Piwowar — poet from Cracow and many others.
When after the catastrophe we found ourselves wrecked in the camps, I intend
speaking chiefly of the states of mind at Starobielsk, when thousands of us were
crushed within the narrow limits of the camp, a great deal of strength of char
acter and of courage was needed not to succumb, not to break down, not to lose
faith. And it was Just owing to the above-mentioned men who had shown so
great a strength of character and of courage that the camp did not lose its moral
They were continually working at the maintaining of all the moral
aspect.
values. I was looking at them with genuine admiration.
They were among
They represented all what is most beautiful and
the most noble — the noblest.
sublime in the Polish Nation.
And just no one from these people —our educators
I should mention here Major Soltan, head of
and intercessors has returned.
General Anders' Staff in September 1930, who had a splendid heroic record
during the fight, Lieutenant Checinski, a fanatic Federalist who was dreaming
about a new and beautiful Poland, Rabbi Stejnberg, Reverend Aleksandrowicz
who were giving a fine example of religious tolerance and moral assistance to all
the internees. These together with Pastor Potockl had been deported for the
first and according to rumors that had reached us they were kept apart in a
tower at Kozielsk.
On the 5th and 6th April 1940 simultaneously in all the camps one was pro
ceeding with our deportation.
We were taken away in small groups. The Soviet
authorities were purposely spreading false Informations to lead us into error
and keep us in a complete ignorance as to our future fate.
And so we were told
to have been ceded to France where we would be sent through Roumania and
From many members of the
Greece.
Half of us believed these informations.
NKWD it was heard that we were going to Poland. The inducing us into error
was of such consequence to the Soviet authorities that we were finding when
walking about leaflets with a would be course of journey written on them.
We
were waked at night and examined about our knowledge of the Hungarian or
Roumanian language. We were explaining to ourselves all these moves as facts
indicating that we would be really transferred abroad and that the Soviet
authorities were in need of interpreters.
I was one of the last deported from Starobielsk. When speaking of brutality
one can state that the treatment experienced by us during the transporting action
was the most monstrous and most abject. We were, of course, driven in prison
cars. We were landed in the same brutal way somewhere near Smolensk. In
those environs were brought all from the above-mentioned camps.
Several weeks
after 400 persons were deported among these 200 officers to Griszowiec by
Wologda. During our journey we found on the ceilings of the railway carriages
inscriptions made by our colleagues previously deported : "We have been landed
near Smolensk, three stations to the west of the town."
Out of 15,000 people, only those taken to Griszowiec and some other ninety
persons have remained in life, the latter had been detained in prison in isolated
cells and had been submitted to investigation.
Those of us who found them
selves at Griszowiec were convinced that our colleagues were placed in similar
small camps in different parts of Russia.
We had the right once a month to
correspond with our families.
We were getting news from Poland and were
surprised that every one of us was receiving at least 10 questions about what
had happened with our colleagues with whom we had previously been in the
three above-mentioned camps.
The Polish-Soviet agreement was signed in July and at the end of August the
formation of a Polish Army was already in course. We were sent to the there
abouts of Kujbyshev, Tock, and other centres and since the first moment we
began to investigate about the fate of our comrades.
General Anders, immediately on his release from prison, started researchers
of his collaborators and, above all, of Mjr. Soltan. We thought that the fact
that our colleagues were still missing was caused by their deportation into some
remote place.
We were thinking of them with the utmost optimism and were
expecting their return from day to day.
At that time, by order of General Anders,
was investigating in the matter
of our missing colleagues. All the privates and officers arriving to the camp
were very scrupulously examined by me about the names of our men who still
remained in the camps or prisons. Every one of the newcomers was quoting
at least 10 names requesting they would be reclaimed. I had myself examined

I
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several thousand i>ersons and I received . no concrete news about the missing
comrades, all these pieces of news were unclear informations, got from second
er even third-hand. Thus we were told that a group of prisoners was deported
to mine works on Francis Joseph Land, that 630 persons had been sent to Kalym,
•others to the Far North by Norymsk at the outlet of the river Jenisej.
Our scanty informations and a number of particulars gathered in the army
-were sent by us to the Polish Embassy in Kujbyshev.
In October and November 1041 Ambassador Kot had interfered in this mat
ter directly l.y Stalin. He had with him the material gathered by us and asked
Stalin what was happening with these people.
Stalin was indignant or pretended to be so and in Mr. Kot's presence rang up
the NKWD, declaring that the "Amnesty" was concerning everybody and that
all or these people should be sent to the Polish Army. In December 1941 ar
rived the C. in C. General Sikorski to whom we handed the lists containing
Said material was taken by General Anders who accom
5 thousand names.
panied Gen. Sikorski in his travel to Moscow. Both Generals interfered with
Stalin in the matter of the missing officers.
General Anders laid down on the
table before Stalin a bundle of documents and materials.
Stalin's attitude
was different than the one adopted bpfore Ambassador Kot. He answered :
"What can I know what became of о thousand men? Maybe they ran away
to Manchuria."
To this General Amlers replied that he was too well acquainted with the
Biethods of working of the NKWD to be able to suppose that such a consider
able number of people could have disappeared somewhere without they know
ing it.
Stalin smiled at this.
The Polish Generals declared further that they could suppose that those
people were doing some pressing work in the Far North and that the chiefs of
the camps did not want to release them and were detaining them on their own
responsibility.
Stalin then declared that such a thing is inadmissible saying
textually that "such chiefs would be broken down by us" ("taklch naczelnikow
ill у budiem ich lamat").
General Anders returned to the army in an optimistic state of mind. Decem
ber 1941 was over and no one of the missing had been found. I learned that
the central board of the camps, the so-called "Ludag" was in Oakalowo.
Such
being the саке I went there.
It was in the period, let me use the expression —
•of the "honey-moon" of the Polish Soviet pact.
I had with me very energetic
letters referring to Stalin's declaration and I addressed myself to General
Masietnik, Chief of the "Ludag," requesting him to let me look through the
lists of the persons sojourning in the camps. But the only result of my visit
■was the looking at a big map in Nasietkin's
studio with the camps marked
on It and disseminated throughout the entire territory of Russia.
The camps
were grouped in the main on the Kola Peninsula in Kalym and in the Wier^hoiansk district.
On my return from Czkalowo one of the Soviet Liaison Officers, a Colonel,
addressed General Anders with the observation that we could not communicate
ourselves with the single Soviet Authorities but that this should be done only
through the intermediary of the central office. General Anders answered that he
■quite agreed with him and that he was sending me to Moscow to the Central

Authorities.

I

was given letters written in

a

very categoric tone and was hoping to succeed

in getting in touch with Beria and other high representatives of the NKWD as
Kierkulov and Fiedotov. I think that had I arrived with such letters to London
I would have been received by the Prime Minister Churchill himself. In Moscow
I had waited for ten days and was at last called in the middle of the night

to General Rajchman occupying the fourth place in the NKWD hierarchy.
I
presented to him the description of the whole course of the events and with the
Rajchman read carefully the text presented by me, passing
detailed lists.
through every page with a pencil in his hand.
In completion of the memorial I quoted also a number of unconfirmed reports
about the fate of our colleagues and concluding I declared that we had been
thoroughly examined, every one of us had .his own file containing all the
materials and photographs.
In such a state of things nobody could suppose
that the place of residence of 1Г>.000 prisoners of war, in this number 8,000
officers, could not be known to the Soviet authorities.
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then added that Stalin's promises and then his categorical order to release
the case they would have disappear
ed to report in what conditions and where, should be carried into execution.
In face of these activities of ours, of the conversations of Ambassador Kot and
General Anders, of various memprials, the assertion contained in the Soviet
declaration that the Polish Government did not deem it proper to address
directly the Soviet Government — must seem at least surprising.
And what then were we doing the whole time : we Poles in Russia and in
Uninterruptedly
by all possible means we endeavoured to get any
London?
sort of informations.
Minister Raczynski had addressed a number of notes, he
called twice on the Soviet Ambassador in London — the answer was either silence
or very unclear promises never followed by any sort of action.
General Rajchmann's attitude during my conversation with him was very
characteristic.
He had taken an active part in all the more important investi
gations. He was entrusted by the NKWI) with the files of the Polish officers
and whilst speaking with me he declared that he was not at all acquainted with
the matter, that it was not his branch but — at the aim of obliging General Anders
he would try to give me some explanations.
He promised to receive me the next
day in order to settle the matter. Ten days passed on. I was waked at 1
o'clock of the night and General Rajchman told me by phone that he was very
sorry not to be able to receive me as he was bound to leave the town on the next
day and all the materials in this business have been sent to Comrade Wyszynski
I answered to
to Kujbyshev from whom I could get all the details I wanted.
General Rajchman that I' would get no news from Wyszynski as 1 was aware
of the fact that Ambassador Kot had interfered eight times by the latter and
had got no information whatever.
After this conversation with Rajchman
we had absolutely no other news.
Our further researches were simply gesture*
of despair. Ambassador Kot and our conversations with different people and
among others with some personalities of the NKWI) to whom we addressed our
selves inquiring about the fate of the missing officers stating that they were our
friends, or relations gave no result whatever.
Privately we were told — keep
quiet now. July and August will come and they will make their appearance.
It kept alive our hopes that they were sojourning somewhere on islands of the
Far North. I want to state here that we had two informations which caused
our anxiety.
Still before the outbreak of the Soviet-German war Merkalov
had had a conversation with a group of senior Polish Officers, to whom he pro
posed the organisation of a Polish Army In Russia.
One of the Polish Officers
asked Beria whether all the Polish Officers would be able to enter this army.
Beria declared to this that of course yes and that no political differences would
play a part in it. The Polish Officer said then that in that case everything
was in order as we would have splendid cadres with the enlistment of the officers
from Starobielsk, Kozielsk, and Ostaszkowo.
To this Merkalov observed: ''Oh,
those no, we have made a great blunder with them" (my z niemi zdielali bolshaju
oshibku).
The second information is the report of a woman who in June 1040 had been
deported to Komi (URSS) when sitting on the deck of the barge hauled by a
ship she burst into tears. A young man from the barge staff asked her the
reason of her tears. She replied that she was crying over her fate and the fate
of her husband, a captain of whom she had no news at all. To this the marine
said that she would never see her husband any more as just in that spot 7
thousand Polish officers transported on two large barges had been drowned. At
a certain moment the hauling ships detached the barges, which were pierced, the
Soviet staff passed on board of the ships, and the barges were sunk. To the
question of the Polish woman whether anybody had been saved she was answered
that nobody at all. An elderly man also from the staff of the barge confirmed
the narrative of his younger comrade and he cried together with the woman.
This had been during all these years a bleeding wound for us. If the Germans
have now given publicity to this matter I want to underline that they are the
last nation who has the right of talking about the matter using it for propa
ganda aims. The Germans have slaughtered thousands and thousands of the
Polish Intelligentzia, they have imprisoned Jews In ghettos where they system
atically murder them — they have no right to use the above facts to their own
advantage and pretend to be affected by them.
But the Polish Nation has shown the maximum of cold blood when during two
years it observed silence and did not speak of the matter outside. We were doing
this in the name of the allied interests, in the name of solidarity and of the

all our comrades wherever they were and for
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common struggle against Germany. But once these facts have been given world
publicity I should like that the press would be informed not of legends, but of
figures, of people who were in those camps, of facts based on datas collected by
their comrades of misery and who even had been in the administration of said
camps.
I believe that the discovery of the graves by Smolensk, the identification of
the remains of Generals Smorawinski and Bohaterowlcz, of Engineer Eiger and
of a number of others is but a fragment of this tragedy.
Whether the 15 thousand officers and soldiers have been murdered really —
I cannot answer to It now.
The fact is, that the flower of the Polish Intelligentzia, of young people, of
scientists, were sojourning in these camps. And since two years we not only
get no news about them but even not once their appeal for help has reached us.
According to the "lied Star"
The figure of 15,000 includes only three camps.
from October 1040 over 180,000 people were imprisoned. We do not know how
many are there the graves by Smolensk. The version of the drowning of officers
and soldiers in the White Sea does not contest in the least the news of the
slaughter by Smolensk, it only confirms that decision to liquidate the most
resistant element the most difficult to subordinate. The decision was taken in a
period when the Soviet similarly to Germany were certain that Poland would
never rise again. The decision of murder had been taken in cold reflection, by
the desk and is not the result of a revolutionary movement of indignation of
the masses as it had been in Russia in 1917.

Appendix
Report

by Captain

Czapski

of supposed

N. K. W. D. concerning the fate of the

officers

II
statement made by Beria
in the "Katin Affair."

of the

HIS

The informations possessed up to now about the fate of Polish Officers from
the War Prisoners' ('amps at Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostaszkowo; are very
scarce and fragmentary, they are based on the narratives heard from Russian
citizens.
Said informations can be divided into several groups — fragments.
To those
most positive, on account of the circumstances in which it was given and the
source from which it came, belongs the enunciation of the National Commissary
for Home Affairs (N. K. W. I).) Beria. expressed in October 1940 at the
Lubianka prison in Moscow in the presence of the following Polish Officers:
Colonel Eustachy Gokczynbki, ex Lt. Col. Leon Bukojemski and ex Lt. Col.
Zygmunt Berling.
According to the written declarations, in our possession, of Col. Gorczynski
and ex Lt. Col. Bukojemski — Beria, when asked about the fate of the Polish
Officers prisoners of war expressed himself as follows: "My zdielali balshulu
Oshibku" — we made a great blunder. This opinion Beria's had been corrobo
rated by the National Commissary of Public Security (Gosudarstwienno.) Biezopasnost) Merkulow.
Out of Beria's further words stating that the above offi
cers "were no more there" 1 it resulted that something had happened with the
Officers interned in Kozielsk, Ostaszkowo, and Starobielsk — even before October
1940.

Further informations confirm the initial supposition based on the words of
Beria and Merkulow — viz, that something tragical must have happened with the
Polish Officers.
In September 1941 on the arrival to the Polish Army of a group of Polish
Internees from the Kola peninsula, who had been handed down to the Russians
by Lithuanians and Letts and had been initially placed by the Soviet authorities
to the camp of Juchnowo (Smolensk District), pertinacious rumours were cir

among that soldiers, rumours concerning a tragedy happened with
of war on the northern waters.
At that time none of the
soldiers ever supposed that the missing officers would not reappear in the
ranks of the Polish Army.
Said rumours could not be put iuto the shape of documentary statements, the
informations being of too general a character and the access to their source
being rendered impossible to the parties concerned.
Besides, no special im
portance was attributed to those rumours (it was immediately after the proculating

Polish prisoners

1 Declaration

of Col. Gorezyneki.
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of the so-called

"amnesty"),

reckoning

that

at any moment the

Still none of
expected
thousands of officers would arrive from the camps.
the officers from Starohielsk, from Ostaszkowo, nor from Kozielsk had ever
This moment of expectation based on the faith in the good will
appeared.
of the respective U. It. S. S. factors had been the cause of the forfeiture of many
Informations which eventually could have been obtained at the time by means

of researches.
Information obtained later

on follow two clues :
К
and of the п. с. o.
(1) The declarations in our possession of : (i
W
Anton! seems to hint at the possibility of there being a grain of truth in
the rumours that were circulating among the 1'olish prisoners of war from the
Kola peninsula.
transferred in June, ev. in July 1940 to a camp in the
The п. с. o. W
town of Griszowiec, when inquiring on the fate of his comrades from Ostaszkow
where he had been previously detained, heard personally from the sentry that
According to the
the prisoners of the OstaszkowV) camp had been drowned.
some of the sentries gave to other Polish soldiers
declaration of the п. с. o. W
the same informations about the drowning of the Polish Prisoners of War.
К
G
, whilst travelling through the White Sea in a barge in June 1941,
burst into tears thinking of her fate and of the fate of her missing husband,
and was asked by one of the soldiers escorting the transport about the reason
of her tears. On explaining the cause of her grief she heard from her inter
locutor that the Polish Officers are no more there, with a jeering explanation
that they had been drowned exactly there in the White Sea.
The soldier explained further that he was escorting the transport of about
7.000 Polish officers and policemen placed in two barges, which had been de
tached from the hauling ship and were sunk. An old Russian, belonging to the
staff of the barge, who had listened to the conversation between
and
the soldier, after the latter had withdrawn, confirmed the truth of this news,
he expressed to the woman his sympathy and burst himself into tears relating
that he had been witness to the scene of drowning of the Polish Officers and police
men. The barges carrying the prisoners of war had been punched through whilst
the staff passed on board of the hauling ship and so all the prisoners were
drowned.
During her sojourn in the Starobielsk prison G
had seen in December
1940 in the prison vapour-bath a note written on the wall by her husband and
signed by him in which he was stating that he was in the Starobielsk prison and
was starling for an "Unkown Land".
li
.— This deposition is very characteristic
in con
(2) Deposition of К
nection with the news of the discovery of the remains of Polish Officers made by
the Germans at Katyn, near Smolensk.
В
since November 1940 was being detained in a camp of compulsory labour
the so-called "Kargopolskije Lagiera" — Arkhangelsk district.
From a superior
n.c.o. (1st Sergeant) who was sojourning in the camp as condemned for specula
tion, and was named Iwanow of Ukrainian origin, В
heard personally that
the said Iwanow had himself taken part in the execution of several thousand
Polish Officers ("wyzszyj konmndujuszczyj sostaw") which took place near
Smolensk. One had tired from tanks at the group of Polish Officers and all were
then buried in a common grave.
The latest information in our possession up to now comes from the wife of a
Captain of the Polish Army — W
P
and concerns the slaughter of a
certain number of Polish Officers in the Starobielsk Camp.
On March 26th 1942 P
by train from Djalal Abad to
, whilst travelling
Krasnowodsk, made the acquaintance of a Russian aged about 70, who in the
night when they were alone In the passage, confided to her that he was from
Starobielsk and stated that in Starobielsk in May-June 1940 a mass execution of
Polish Officers had taken place.
He got this information from his daughter who
at that time was working in the office of the Camp Authorities N.K.W.D. at
Starobielsk, and he himself had seen with his own eyes the remains of a Polish
Officer Col. Kwiecinski lying on the barbed wire. The daughter of the old man
was collecting particulars connected with the execution and deportation of Polish
Officers and passed some of these details to her father.
The Russian remembered
several names of the executed and handed them over to
.
The names are
reading as follows :
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(1) Col. KWIECINSKI

KULAKOWSKI

(2)

JANCZUROW1CZ-CZAPLIC
SZYMANSKI

(3)
(4)
(6)

SNIEZYNSKI
FRANKOWSKI,

(6)

(7) Col. MOLODINOWSKI

Eugeniusz, son of Adolph

LUCINSKI

(8)

MYSZAKOWSKI

(9)

LISOWSKI vel LESOWSKI
PIETKIEWICZ
MAJEWSKI, Bronislaw, son

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

CZERNIOW, Aleksander

of Stanislaw

WIETLEC
TURCZYNSKI, Bronislaw
MALANOWSKI
DABROWSKI

KAMIENIECKI
DOMANSKI

STANKIEWICZ
Appendix

"Summary

of Facts"

was prepared

III

by Captain

Mlynarski

and Captain

Czapski of the Polish Army, two of some 80 officers released by the Russians
from Starobielsk prison camp. Both officers are known to me personally.

HIS

Summary of Facts

By

a

Polish Officer, ex-prisoner of war in U.

S. S. R.

GENERAL RECOLLECTION

On Sept. 17th. 1939, the Soviet troops crossed the Polish-Soviet
border
on its whole length. Orders were given in all Polish units not to fire a shot and
to display no resistance, inasmuch as the Red Army enters Poland with the only
aim to fight against the Germans together with the Polish People. It happened
otherwise.
The Soviet troops started immediately to capture and disarm the

Polish soldiers and drive them hurriedly across the Soviet frontier.

Enormous
streams of officers and men were forced to march scores of miles to reach distant
railway Junctions in U. S. S. R., from where they were dispersed in smaller
batches eastwards and northwards.
P. O. W. CAMPS

During the early period all officers and men were gathered together in several
transit camps, but later the majority of officers as well as a considerable number
of NCO's were excluded out of the total lot and concentrated in three camps,
namely

:

Starobielsk, near Voroshilovgrad, Donbass district
Kozielsk, near Smolensk;
Ostaszkov, near Kalinin.
These were called Polish prisoner-of-war camps.
THE BULK

OF

;

THE POLISH ARMY

The bulk of the Polish Army captured In September 1939, amounting to 200,000 men were not considered as POW's, but treated as ordinary criminals —
"enemy of the people," thus confined to compulsory labor camps, penal servitude
and alike, scattered over the vast Soviet Land — from the Archangel area up to
the Alaska border.
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THE THREE

POW

MASSACRE
CAMP8

The only РОЛУ camps were the three mentioned above. That was in October
until April 5th, 1940. The strength of these camps on that crucial
date was approximately :
1939 and lasted

Mis

•
Gen
erals

Colo
nels,
lieu
tenant
colo
nels

cella
neous:
Majors

Cantains

Lieu
tenants, Total
2d lieu officers
tenants

Civil

ians,
civil
serv
ants,
priests,
cadets,

NCO's
only

Total

NCO's

Starohielsk
Koztelsk
Ostaszkov

5.300 /3.800
t 4.50П
390

120
500

6.180

3,920
5,000
6. 570

Total

8.690

620

6,180

15,490

160

380

Total "missinu"

8,490

620

6.020

15. 130

_

}

12

300

600

2. 100

Less the survivors at camp
Oriazovietz explained be
low

200

The паше» of the 12 Generals missing: Stanislaw Haller, Skierski, Lukowski,
Sikorski Fr., BiLLEWICZ, PlJSOWSKI, Kowai.ewski. Skoratowicz, Smorawinski,
Mi.nkiewioz, Bohatyrewicz, and Czernicki, Rear-Aduiiral.
DISBAND

April

1940, the Soviet Commandants of the 3 camps resriectively an
On
nounced the winding up of the camps.
It was explained that all POW'a will
be dispatched daily in groups of 100-200 men and sent "home."
The meaning
of this word was unintelligible and spiteful.
Those being sent to Gernmnoccupied territory would be obviously preys of the enemy, those, however, sent
to Poland occupied by the Red Army, once "free" would find themselves facing
a similar danger.
Father and sou in few cases were separated to leave ou
different days, same occurred to many brothers, close akin and friends.
Our
entreaties were replied : "Lists once formed cannot be changed, but don't worry,
you will all meet soon." Still, the overwhelming desire to leave these grim
camps was so great, that all parties being deported each day to an unknown
destination were heartily and almost merrily bade farewell by those who yet
vemained.
This process began on April 5, 1940. precisely timed in all 3 camps,
and continued until May 12th, 1940. when the last small group of officers was
deported. By sheer coincidence this date has been witnessed and confirmed
by a few who have survived.
5,

SPECIAL GBOI P

Each morning a list was read by the local guard of those POW's expected to
that same day. On April 25th and later on Slay 12th, a list was emphat
ically read and announced as a special group, comprising totally 360 officers
and men. This was performed simultaneously in all 3 camps, the fact being
checked by us later.
This group was sent primarily to a camp at "Paviliszezev
Bor" near Juchnov. Smolensk Oblast, and a month later to the camp "Oriazo
vietz," 25 miles South of Vologda. After a spell of 15 months these officers and
men were finally released, as a result of the Polish- Soviet agreemeut
of July
30, 1941, and actually left the camp on Sept. 2, 1941. to join the Polish Army
then being formed in USSR.
While at Griazovietz we were often told by the
guards: "Remember — you are here on special conditions," "We are taking special
care of you here" and so on, which was more or less true. We were treated
fairly well.
Soon afterwards it became known to everyone of us "survivors" that Griazo
vietz was the only Polish POW camp in USSIt since the disband in April W40 of
the 3 large camps mentioned above.
leave
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RESEARCH

Since the forming of the Polish Forces in USSR most zealous and detailed
Investigations have been carried personally by the Allied and Polish highest
■authorities in order to find and rescue the missing officers and NCO's, but alas
aH efforts have proved to be completely ; fruitless.
Not a single man out of the
missing mass had neither reported nor given any sign of life. During the
organization period of the Polish Army in USSR numerous reports received
from third parties, now compiled at Polish GHQ in the East, have given ample
evidence, that small and large batches of Polish officers were seen or heard
of in various northern districts including the Arctic Islands. All reports are
in concert as to the time: May, June, July 1040— which coincides with initial
Several reports tell us of an appalling
date of the deporting from the 3 camps.
story when 2 or 3 barges tilled with 2 or 3.000 men were deliberately abandoned
It must l>e added, that besides the
by the crew and sunk in the White Sea.
soldiers, who have perished in labor camps, and alike, and others being still
in USSR though alive but unable to join the Polish Forces. This terrific disaster
might be easily proved by merely comparing the total number of Polish soldiers
captured in September 1939 and the number enlisted anew into the Polish
Forces now in the East.
29.4.1943.

Appendix IV
Excerpts of conversations between

Sikorski, Anders, Stalin, and Molotov.

HIS

Conversation of the Polish Prime Minister Gen. Sikorski with the President
of the Council of the People Commissaries of the URSS Stalin, Which
Took Place at the Kremlin on the 3.XX.1941
Present : The Ambassador of the Polish Republic Prof. Kot, the People Com
missary for Foreign Affairs Molotov. the Commander i. c. of the Polish Armed
Forces in the URSS General Anders (he also served as Interpreter), and Molotov's Secretary.

extracts concerning the question of the missing officers
General Sikorski. But I return to our business. I here state in your presence,
Many
Mr. President, that your declaration of amnesty is not being executed.
and the most valuable of our people remain still in the Labour camps and in

prisons.

Stalin (making a note). This Is not possible as the amnesty concerned all
and so all the Poles are released [he addresses these last words to Molotov —
Molotov assents to them].
General Anders (quotes particulars at the request of General Sikorski). This
is not in accordance with the real state of things, as we have quite precise data
out of which it results that in the camps those released tlrst were the Jews,
then the Ukrainians, and lastly the Polish working elements chosen among those
physically weaker. The stronger ones were kept back and only a small part of
them were set free. I have in the Army men, who have been released from such
camps only a few weeks ago and who state that in the single camps remained
still hundreds and even thousands of our countrymen. The orders of the Gov
ernment are not being executed there, as the commanders of the single camps hav
ing the obligation of executing the production plan do not want to get rid of
the best working material, without the contribution of which the execution of
the plan could be sometimes impossible.
Molotov (smiles and makes a nod of assenting) .
General Anders. Those people do not understand at all the great importance
of our common cause, which in this way is being greatly prejudiced.
Stalin. Those people should be prosecuted.
General Anders. Yes ; so they should.
General Sikorski. It does not belong to us to present to the Soviet Govern
ment the detailed lists of our men, but the commanders of the camps are in posses
sion of such full lists. I have here with me a list with the names of about 4,000
officers who had been deported by force and who at present are still in prisons
and in labour camps and even this list is not complete as it contains only the
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names which could be compiled by us out of memory. I gave orders to verify
whether said officers were not in Poland as we are in permanent contact with
It has been proved that no one of them was there: neither have
our country.
These men
they been traced in the camps of our prisoners of war in Germany.
. .
Nobody of them has returned.
are here.
Stalin. It is not possible ; they must have run away.
Anders. Where to?
Stalin. Well, to Manchouria.
General Anders. This is impossible that they could have run away, all of them,
so much the more that with the moment of their deportation from the prisoners'
camps to the 1а1кшг camps and to the prisons every correspondence between them
I know exactly from officers who have returned
and their families had stopped.
even from Kolyma that a great number of our officers is still there, each of them
I also know that there were transports of Poles prepared
quoted by name.
already for the release and departure and that in the last moment these trans
ports have been kept back.
I have news that our men are sojourning even in
The majority of the officers quoted in this list are personally
Newfoundland.
known to me. Among these men are my staff officers and commanders. These
people perish there and die in dreadful conditions.
Stalin. They certainly have been released only did not arrive until now.
General Sikohski. Russia has immense territories and the difficulties are
also great. Slay be that the local authorities have not executed the order.
Those who arrive after having been released state that the others vegetate and
work.
Had anybody succeeded in getting out of the Russian borders he cer
tainly would report to me.
Stalin. You should know that the Soviet Government has not the slightest
motive to keep back even one single Pole: I have even released Sosnkowski's
agents who were organising attacks on us and murdering our people.
General Anders. Still declarations continue to flow in concerning people
perfectly known to us, quoting the names of their prisons and the numbers of
the cells where they are confined. I know the names of a great number of camps
where an enormous mass of Poles has been detained and is compelled to work

further

on.

*

»

•

CONVERSATION

AT THE KREMLIN ON THE IS. 111.1942

Present : The President of the Council of the People Commissaries of the
URSS Stalin, the C. in C. of the Polish Armed Forces in the URSS (Jen. Anders,
Colonel Okulickl, the People Commissary for the Foreign Affairs Molotov. a

stenographer.

EXTRACTS CONCERNING THE QUESTION

OF

THE MISSING

OFFICERS

General Anders. Besides many of our men are still in prisons and in labour
Those released in these last times continually report to me. Up to the
present time the officers deported from Kozielsk, fttarobielsk, and Ostaxzkowo
have not made their appearance. They should certainly he by you.
We have
gathered supplementary particulars on than [he hands two lists that are taken
by Molotov] what could have happened with themt
We have traces of their
sojourn- on the Kolyma.
Stalin. I already have given all necessary dispositions for their release. It
has been said that they even are on Francis Joseph land, and there, as it is
known well there are no such people.
I do not know where thcil are- Why
keep themt
should
Maybe that they are in some camps on territories now
occupied by the Hermans, they dispersed themselves.
Colonel Okulickl It is impossible, we would be aware of it.
Stalin. We have kept back only these Poles who are spies in the German
service.
We released even those who after passed to the Germans, as for
instance Kozlowski. * * *
camps.

I

Appendix V

Kxhibits А, В, C, D, and E containing photostatic copies of original, type
written copies of original and translation of original depositions made by parties
having knowledge of the officers in the three prison camps.
Particular attention
is called to Exhibit B.

HIS
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Mintjtes or Proceedings
Recorded, on April 18, 1043, In the Office of the Information Officer О. С. II., by
the Senior Cavalry Sergeant
, concerning the mass execution of senior
officers of the Polish Army in the thereabouts of Smolensk.
Has presented himself on summons [deleted].
In case of all depositions witness identified himself and testified as follows:
1 was arrested by the Soviet authorities as being the owner of an estate, during
the occupation in 1939/40 and was deported on November 2, 1940, to Kargopolskie Lagiery-Arkhangelsk
district where I worked at the felling of the forest.
In the above mentioned place I got acquainted among other people with an
Ukrainian Iwanow originary from the thereabouts of Kiev, who as a senior
sergeant "starszina" had been placed in Lagiery Kargopolskie for having bought
three suits of clothing in Grodno during the operations of the Soviet troops on
Polish territories. From my conversations with Iwanow I learned that he had
taken part in the mass execution of several thousand of Polish senior officers,
which took place in the thereabouts of Smolensk in 1940 (I do not remember thft
date nor the month and could not fix them even approximately).
The group of
the Polish Officers was shot at from tanks, Iwanow was serving in a tank unit..
The Officers were buried in one grave ("w odnu Kuczu pochronili" ) . The Senior
Sergeant Iwanow was living near Poltava.
He did not say how numerous was
the detachment of tanks that fired on the Polish Officers.
Neither did Iwanow
state wherefrom the Polish Officers had been brought to the thereabouts of Smo
lensk, he only expressed himself that the transport that had been dragged from
one town to another had been completely destroyed ("Otriad kotoryj byl piereganianyj z odnego miesta w drugoje — ostal uniestozen").
The above fact of the slaughter of several thousand of Polish Officers near
of the 7 Inf. Div., who was with me in
Smolensk can be confirmed by
Kargopolskie Lagiery and who could have heard my conversation with
or to whom I related the fact.
has a better memory than I and can
explain the matter in a more minute way. I cannot state exactly whether
have quoted correctly the name of Iwanow, I know only a "tractor man" of
Kruglica as a. professional specialist, and nothing more. And so have I stated.
I engage myself to keep in secret the circumstances on which I have been
examined.
Examined :

I

Read:
Conformable

to the

original:
Chief of the Outpost No. 5.

[Official Seal of the Mil. Command of the Polish Army in the East.]

Minutes of Proceedings
Recorded on the 26.1.1943 in the Office of the Outpost No. 5 by the

In case of all depositions witness identified himself and testified as follows :
Warned of the responsibility for presenting false depositions I state herewith :
In June 1941 I was going under arrest to the Labour Camps in Comi ASRR.
From Arkhangelsk our transport numbering about 4,000 men and women had
been loaded on a barge.
The barge was hauled by a ship. We were driven
through the White Sea to the estuary of the Pieczara river during the sailing
through the White Sea when I was sitting on the deck and crying, I was ap
proached by a young Russian soldier from the barge staff and asked by him
about the reason of my tears. When I explained to him that I was crying over
my fate, that my husband, a reserve Captain had also been deported, the man
declared to me that our officers were no more there. To my question where
they were being now he answered with a jeer that all of them they had been
drowned and precisely here in the White Sea. During further conversation on
this subject I learned that this Russian soldier had driven previously a transport
of our officers and policemen in two barges, the group amounted to about 7.000
persons. On a certain spot the ship hauling the barges was detached from them
and the two barges were purposely sunk.
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An older Russian also of the Barge staff was listening to the conversation
and after the young one had withdrawn — he came up to me and affirmed that all
this was true. This old man was showing me his great sympathy, he himself
cried and related to have been witness to the drowning of our Officers and of
our Police.
Before the sinking of the barges the whole Soviet staff passed from
the barges on the deck of the ship but previously they had punched the bargee so
that the water might quickly penetrate inside. When I asked whether nobody
had saved himself I was told that all went down to the bottom.
During my sojourn in the Starobielsk prison I saw on the wall of the vapour
bathroom the handwriting of my husband who put his signature and left a note
stating that he was in the Starobielsk prison and was departing for ''an unknown
I saw this note in December 1940. There was quite a lot of such notes
land."
and signatures on the wall — but the Soviet authorities destroyed immediately
those inscriptions painting the walls with lime. There were there also other
I engage
dates and other informations but today I cannot remember them.
myself to keep in secret the circumstances on which I have l>een examined today.
Examined

:

Conformable to the original.

Chief of the outpost No.

[Official Seal of the Pol. Mil. Command.]

Minutes of Proceedings
Recorded on the

1. VI. 1042

in the Women's Camp at Rehovot

In case of all depositions witness identified himself and testified as follows :
On the 26.11 1. 1042 going by train from D.lalal Abad to Krasnowodzk I made
the acquaintance In the railway carriage of a Russian of about 70 of age who
on the second day of the journey during his conversation with me confided to
me that lie was an adversary of the Soviet regime but that he could not betray
his opinions on account of the terror of the N. K. W. D. This man had con
fidence in me as I was in the Uniform of the Polish Women Service and that
talking with him I had mentioned that I was travelling for service matters. Be
sides he expressed himself with great feeling of the Polish Army who was being
During our talk he said that he was originally from Staro
organised then.
bielsk where there was a big camp of Polish officers.
He stated that the White
Guards were expecting a revolution with the outbreak of the Soviet-German war
and that in such an eventuality the Polish Officers would have been their
leaders. He also said that the ancient Russian "Inteligenzia" owing to the in
fluence of a certain woman had organised an assistance to our officers, but
this help lasted but briefly, only until the time of the deportation of said officers
from Staroblielsk or eventually until the time of their mass executions.
With
tears in his eyes he related to me about the executions of our officers, about
the sympathy of the local population and of the common graves of our officers
Owing to the circumstance that his daughter was working as
in Starobielsk.
typist or secretary in the office of the N. K. W. D. in the camp of our officers
at Starobielsk, she was collecting all the particulars concerning the executions
and the deportation of our officers which particulars she passed over to her
father and he had concealed the documents in question in his house.
Out of the documents received from his daughter he had remembered several
names of the officers executed by the Bolshevik authorities, he quoted them to me
requesting me to write them down and present the list to the respective Polish
authorities.
The names of the Polish officers which I have written down on a
slip of paper are: (1) Col. Kwiecinski — my Russian informator had seen his body
lying on the barbed wires, (2) Kulakowski, (3) Janczurowicz-Czaplic.
(4)
Szymanski, (5) Sniezynski, (6) Frankowski, Eugeniusz. son of Adolph, (7) Col.
Molodinowski, (8) Lucinski, (9) Myszakowski, (10) Llsowski or Lesowski, (11)
Pietkiewicz, (12) Majewski, Bronislaw, son of Stanislaw, (13) Czerniow. Aleksander, son of Wasil, (14) Wietlec, (15) Turczynski, Bronislaw, (16) Malanowski,
(17) Dabrowski, (18) Kamienlecki, (10) Domanski, (20) Stankiewicz.
I aeclude the slip of paper on which I have noted these names. Said informa
tions were passed to me by that man in the passage of the railway carriage in
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the night when all the other passengers were sleeping — when speaking about our
officers in that camp he cried. I felt confidence in that man especially as the
informations he gave me are true. The man declared also that if I or somebody
sent by me would forward a messenger to him he would deliver all the particulars
concerning the execution of our officers as well as the place of their deportation,
we then agreed that in order to make him identify the messenger who would come
to fetch the documents in question, said messenger should mention whilst talking
with him this journey and the fact that together with the old man was travelling
a woman in the uniform of a Polish soldier.
He asked me naturally to do it
with great prudence so as not to betray him before the Soviet authorities. The
address which he gave me reads as follows : [deleted].
I state that I did not make any use of these informations in Krasnowodzk,
as the ship with the Polish boys ( Junaki) was ready to start, I wanted to, hand the
paper with these information to col.
at Pahlevi but he told me he had no
time having a great deal of work to do and he instructed me to do it on my
arrival here. The journey of which I have spoken lasted four days and the
conversation with the Russian took place on the 4th day of travelling.
I enclosure [slip of paper].
Examined

wife of

Opt. on a. s.

:

Conformable

to the original

:

[Official seal of the Polish Military Command in the East.]

Minutes of Proceedings
Recorded on February 11th, 1943, In the Office of the Outpost No.
Evacuation Bnse Command of the Polish Army in the East, by the

5

of the

In

case of all depositions witness identified himself and testified as follows :
Warned of the responsibility of giving false depositions I declare herewith :
Since November 19.49 till the 12th of June 1940 I had been staying in the
camp of Prisoners of War in Ostaszkowo (U. R. S. S.).
In said camp there ware
about 0 thousand prisoners, chiefly men from the Polish State Police, from the
Military Police, from the Frontier Guards, Prison sentries and Custom House
functionaries, from almost all the Polish provinces. Together with us, privates,
there also was a group of Polish Officers amounting to about 2 thousand. On the
4th of April the Soviet Authorities started to remove the prisoners from the camp
in parties of 70 people.
Snid parties were led away through the bridge into the
I was in the hospital at that time and so I was removed with a party
forest.
of about seventy men only on June the 12th and conducted to the forest
(Pawliszczy Bor). It was almost the last group removed from Ostaszkowo.
After a fortnight we were taken to the Camp in Grazowiec. In this camp we
found no one of our fellow prisoners from Ostaszkowo. We were inquiring of
the sentries about what had happened with the other prisoners from Ostasz
kowo — the sentries were answering that said prisoners were now in other camps
at work, but other sentries told is in secret that we never would see our fellow
prisoners from Ostaszkowo as they had been drowned. I myself heard this
information from a sentry. I state here that among the Soviet sentries who
guarded us there were people friendly disposed towards us and these told us
that the Soviet Authorities had drowned our fellow prisoners from Ostaszkowo.
I engage myself to keep in secret the circumstances on which I have been
investigated.

Examined

:

Conformable to the Original :
[Official Seal of the Polish Command]
[

Signature illegible.

]
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Extract
Report
Mil.

Q. May 6th 1943
* When I mentioned to Commissary
*

BERJA the great number of our
first-rate line officers from the Starobielsk and Kozielsk camps, he replied:
Make a list of them, but many of them are not there any more, because "we
made a great blunder."
During a second conversation with the Commissary Merkulow, the latter re
affirmed once more the contents of the conversation of Commissary BERJA.
Conformable to the original. Mil. Q. May 14, 1943.
*

[Official Seal of the Pol. Mil. Comm.]

Extract
from the declaration

Leon in date of

of the

18.

III.

1943

*
*
*
I was not present when RERJA had made his statement about the
missing Polish Officers, I know it from the narrative of Col. Gorczynski who
According to what Col.
was then present with Berling and Bukojemski.
Gorczynski referred to me at the time BERJA was to say that "they had made a
»
*
*
great blunder"
Mil. Ы. Q. May 14, 1943.
Conformable to the original :

[Official seal of the Pol. Mil. Command.]

[Copy]

I

Application

for Pardon.

Jangi-Jul,

29.Ш.194.

Extract
To the Commander of the Polish Armed Forces in the U. R.

S. S. :

IN JANGI JTJL

I

report herewith that by sentence of the Court Martial No. 1. dated March
I have been condemned to the exclusion from the Officers' corps and
*
*
*
In Octo
to an arrest of one year and one month for the transgression
ber 1940 whilst being submitted to an interrogatory by the National Commissaries
Beria and Merkulow in the URSS, at my and my colleagues' requests concern
ing the release of our colleagues from Starobielsk and Kozielsk both Commis
saries replied at first that the above our colleagues had been sent by them to
Germany and then they unanimously declared to have committed a great blunder
*
* *
in connection with the above-mentioned officers. (Bolshyie oshybki)
On concluding his declaration
asks the Commander of the P. A. F. to
grant him pardon in the way of favour.
Conformable to the original :
Mil. Quarters 14 May 1943.
27th, 1942,

[Official seal of the Polish Mil. Command.]

Extract
from the record of the interrogatory
*

*

*

of

in the days from 21-25.XII.1942

When one came to speak of the question of Officers for this and for
other divisions and when one mentioned the Officers from the camps of Staro
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bielsk, Kozielsk and Ostaszkow, Вшл was to express himself in the follow
ing words: "We (thus had reported Berling and Bukojemski) made a blunder —
*
*
*
a blunder did we make.
(Zdielali ashybku — ashybku zdielali"
original
:
Conformable to the
Mil.Q. 14 May 1943.
[Official Seal of the Polish Mil. Com.]

Appendix

VI

Report on Polish prisoners of war in Russia.
Command of the

Polish

documentations

HIS.

Army in the East

office

The Question of Polish Soldiers in the USSR
I. HOW PRISONERS

WERE CAPTURED

The insidious and thus quite unexpected march of the Red Army into Poland
has ended for said Army with a "victory" of which the most plausible proof
became the great masses of the "Polish Prisoners of War." These expressions
of "Victory" and "Prisoners of War" in connection with the events which were
taking place on the Polish eastern territories in the second half of September
The Red Army entered Polish dissimulating
11)39 need some commentaries.
its aims and intentions. There were frequent acts of courtesy towards Polish
The assistance
detachments and towards single soldiers of the Polish Army.
given to Poles ie their struggle against Germany, the Polish Soviet alliance
were being spoken of freely, these and other similar assertions caused a gen
It is true that these words and gestures were at the 'same
eral disorientation.
time contradicted by cruel action towards smaller military detachments, and
above all, towards the Frontier Guards' detachment, ruthlessly and bloodily
liquidated, towards the police, the representatives of local administration auth
orities, but these contrasts so much the more intricated the whole question dis
orientating everybody.
There was no Polish-Soviet war in the sense of a planned campaign in Septeml>er 1939; there were some local frictions and encounters the result thereof be
ing a success for one of the fighting parties, but not deserving anyhow the defini
The number of prisoners captured in the lighting by one party
tion of "victory."
and the other was minimal. Thus the Soviet "Victory" was very singular indeed
as it altered the signification of the ideas accepted up to then. In general a \ ictory over the enemy results in taking great quantities of prisoners, in this strange
Polish-Soviet war in 1939 first had appeared "the prisoners of war" and then only
"the victory." As to the places where the greatest numbers of the Polish Prison
ers of war were being captured, they were not at all connected with battlefields
where grim fighting bad taken place but almost exclusively with larger towns
Lwow, Tarnopol, Kowel, Rowne. Baranowicz& —
and railway junctions stations.
those were the main sources of capturing the Polish prisoners by the Soviet
troops.
There were in the above places no combats with Red Army but instead there
were large "stoppage" points created by the retreating Polish troops fighting
against the Germans. In general the coming in touch with the Bolsheviks caused
on the part of the invaders the utterance of assurances of their quite pacific
intentions and of proposals to the Polish troops to depose their arms whilst full
personal liberty and freedom of moving would be warranted to every soldier.
The situation was rapidly altering after the given detachment had deposed their
arms. The Bolsheviks then led apart all the ofiicers putting t em into improvised
prisons and they let the privates free only to start hunting for them, killing them
and shutting them in prisons or in camps.
In Lwow, the Poles having in front
of them overwhelming forces of the united Soviet and German armies were
confronting the problem which of the armies were they to let into the town
They chose the Bolsheviks and started negotiating
Germans or Bolsheviks.
with them.
03744
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The Red General who was presiding the negotiations in the паше of Timoshenko warranted out of his own initiative — personal safety, preservation of
private property, freedom of moving and the leaving of the city authorities on
their posts.
To the explicit question of General Langer as to whether our
soldiers would be allowed to cross tlie frontier and go to Itoumania and Hungary
How firmly the as
the entire Soviet Delegation declared in the affirmative.
surances of the Soviet General were believed is proved by the fact that General
Langer spoke of the question of feeding our soldiers during their travel home
or abroad and stated that he would give them provisions for two days. The
Bolsheviks accepted this with great satisfaction assuring they would arrange
for the rest of the time. This agreement though had been entirely cancelled
by the Bolsheviks with the moment they got convinced of the loyal executing by
the Poles of their engagements concerning their disarmament.
The "capture" of "prisoners of war'' in such conditions became thus an easy
thing. The Bolsheviks put empty trains on the railway stations and were spread
ing rumours about these trains going for instance to Wilno.
There were always
plenty of people willing to travel and thus the train overcrowded to the limits of
possibility went straight on to the town of "Wilno"' which proved to be in result
Szepetowka, Ostaszkowo, Wologda or some other locality in the UltSS.
Thus were gathered the hundreds and hundreds of Polish "Prisoners of War"
in the NKWD camps.
II. THE PBISONERS' CAMPS

The fate of these prisoners was not identical everywhere, it depended of the
camp where this or other Polish soldier had been placed, of the category to which
Whilst treating all the pris
he was registered and of other quite secret factors.
oners as political transgressors the Bolsheviks divided them into two categories ;
under one category they inscribed all the officers, the frontier-guards, the police,
the frontier sentries, the military police, the penitentiary staff and all particular
"enemies of the Soviet", to the other the privates of the Polish Army.
But in
those groups there were still "under-groups" and individual exceptions which
rendered difficult to understand the behaviour of the Soviet authorities towards
the Polish prisoners of war. The camps of the prisoners were very different
among them as for what concerned the conditions of life and the attitude of the
There were (for a very short time)
camp authorities towards the prisoners.
some exceptional camps of the type of European camps where the prisoner of war
could enjoy the rights accorded to war prisoners by the deliberations of interna
tional European conventions, there were camps-prisons. There were also thor
oughly "Russian" camp that cannot be defined by any other name, there being no
establishments corresponding to them in the European States, not excluding even
the German concentration camps as even in the latter there are some binding;
regulations and prescriptions, completely unknown to many of the Bolshevik
Houses of Torture existing under the definitions of Camps of Prisoners of War,
Labour camps &tc.
A special attention was given by the Bolsheviks to officers, to the Police, &tc
who, as soon as they had been disarmed, were deported on the URSS territory.
A part of the privates has been left in Poland and improvised camps in private
estates in barracks of the frontier guards and in army b:irracks. in nonactive
factories &tc. A considerable number of privates had been placed in the Kozielsk and Szepietowka camps but after a month's sojourn there had been "re
leased," that Is, transferred to Poland and placed there in various camps pre
pared for them, a certain number of privates up to the sergeant's grade had
been really released by not for long.
The Officers were, first of all, placed in the famous Szepetowka, the fame of
which spread rapidly throughout Europe as that of n macabre camp.
They were
after removed to other camps, mainly to Starobielsk and Kozielsk.
In both these
camps a difference was made for Generals and Staff Officers who were getting a
somewhat better fare, apparently in consideration of the international conven
tions but in reality at the aim to eliminate their influence over the younger
Officers.

In all the camps the Bolsheviks were at that time spreading rnmours about a
near release of all the prisoners and their return home.
They were also speaking
about an exchange of the Polish soldiers originary from tlie territories of Western
Poland against those originary from the so-called eastern boundaries who were
in German captivity.
The prisoners were thus divided into 2 main groups
then they were segregated according to the
("Germans" and "Sowieciarze"),
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various provinces, lists and reports were being made, in one word all the prisoners
were kept in a continual expectation of their departure home.
The exchange of
prisoners with Germany had taken place, it is as yet difficult to state in what
A part of privates, as mentioned above, had beenconditions it had happened.
really put in liberty for a short time, but the majority remained in captivity and
many of them started being sent on singular journeys from one camp to another
Those "travels" caused a strong
on the immense spaces of the URSS territories.
reduction of the prisoners who, after having been judged by default, happened
to And themselves in camps of compulsory labour and got absorbed in the mass
of millions of nameless slaves slowly decaying on the boundless and unpopulatedspaces of Soviet Russia, especially on the northern territories.
The data possessed by the Independent Historical Office of the Polish Army
in the East, state that in 1940 on the territory of the part of Poland occupied
by the Soviet there were existing seventy-four camps of Prisoners of Wiar con
taining from several hundred to some 20 thousand Prisoners of War "Privates"
in each. On the URSS territory at that period there were 52 Prisoners' camps
and in each of them there were groups up to ninety thousand men.
The specifica
tions of the camps in our possession are not complete, the number of those in
captivity was still greater, and above all it is difficult to get the right orientation
as to the kind of some labour camps where near to civilian persons often Polish
soldiers were working in entire groups.

III.

THE NUMBER

OF

THE PRISONERS

OF WAR

The exact establishing of the total number of soldiers deported from Poland'
into Russia is rather a difficult matter. It can be defined though as overpassing
the 300,000. The official data of the Soviet authorities are far from enlightening
the question but rather create more confusion around it.
The first time the number of Polish prisoners of war had been mentioned by
Molotov. who at th" Extraordinary Session of the Soviet Thief Council in
the days of the 1 and 2 November 1939, presented a report of the URSS foreign
policy and specified in detail the booty captured as result of the "victory"
reported over the Poles. The total number of the Polish prisoners of war was
then defined by Molotov as amounting to over 300 thousand men.
According to the data published by the official Soviet paper "Krasnaja Zwietzda"'
the "Red Star" (No. 218 in date of 17.IX.1940) the total number of the Polish
Prisoners encloses 12 generals, about 8,000 officers, over 4,000 of п. c. officers and
some 220 thousand privates.
(The number of officers and privates amouting.
in total to 230,670.)
These data of course, although bearing an official character are not exact.
In reality the number of the prisoners was much greater and if we add to them
the Polish soldiers interned in Lithuania and Lettonia and deported in 1940
far into the depth of Russia as well as the soldiers caught singly and kept in.
prisons and labour camps — the number of Polish prisoners of war will not cor
respond to the figures quoted by Molotov but will exceed them greatly. The
Bolsheviks had arrested and reported a great deal of Polish officers especially
in the first days of the occupation. The simplest method of seizing them was
the registration of officers and ensigns or the receiving of applications for the
departure to the German occupied territories.
The officers and ensigns thus
Identified were arrested and deported far into the depth of Russia to prisons
or to labour camps. But the trace of many of them had been lost already in.
the prisons of Kharkov or Minsk.
Such was the state of things in 1940. What changes had occurred in thecourse of the year? We may find an answer to this question in the minutes of
proceedings of the first meeting of the Polish-Soviet Mixed commission, that,
on the 16.VIII.41 started to work at the establishment of the principle of theorganisation of the Polish Armed Forces in the URSS. We read in the Minutesof Proceedings :
General Anders. Please, give me the exact total number of the reckoned state'
on which we can count by the formation of the Army. Besides please supply
me with a list of officers indicating where they are sojourning at present.
General Panfilov. According to our data the reckoned states of the ex-Polish
Army are being concentrated in three main points :
(1) the Griszowiec camp — Vologda district (about 1,000 officers).
(Privates up
(2) the Juz and Suzdal camps district of Ivanovo Wozn.
to 10 thousand men.)
Besides this in Siberia and in the Ural country there is a certain number
of Polish citizens. The exact, number will be established later on..
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Thus, out of over a hundred Prisoners' of war camps in 1941 there remained
only three, and out of three hundred thousand and more prisoners but a small
group. It should he observed here that the 1,000 officers and 20,000 privates
restituted by the Bolsheviks are not entirely prisoners captured in Poland.
Among the officers an overwhelming majority was constituted by olticers interned
in Lithuania and among the privates also some several thousands came from

Lithuania.

IV. WHAT BECAME OF THE PKISONEBS OF WAR?

All of a sudden all the Officers and about three hundred thousand Privates
Prisoners of war disappeared somewhere.
A small number of them pot found later on and passing through numerous
camps and prisons reached the ranks of the Polish Armed Forces in the U. It. S. S.
In total out of the whole number of prisoners only about .'500 Officers and under
What became with 300 thousand
:5 thousand privates entered the Polish Army.
Polish soldiers? The privates had perished i«rtly, the mass of them has been
driven to compulsory work. The officers had perished all. The last informa
of the Starobielsk and
tion about them are connected with the liquidation
Said liquidation took place in April and in May 1940. In the
Kozielsk camps.
Starobielsk Camp there were about 4 thousand Officers, in the Kozielsk camp
about 5 thousand of them, in the Ostaszkowo camp there were several hundred
officers and about 7 thousand n. c. Officers from the Army, the Police and the
Frontier Guards (KOP). The liquidation of the camp in Kozielsk started on
the 3.IV.40, in Starobielsk on the 5.1 V, and in Ostaszkomo on the 6.IV.40. The
officers were taken away by small groups, from 65 to 200 persons (in the prison
railway carriages 65 persons were placed in each) ; they were assured that they
would be taken to a distribution camp and from there sent to Poland.
In
consequence
of such assurances the Officers were willing to get away and
those still remaining complained on the delay. The departing officers dressed
with accuracy and put on their best clothes, and so for instance General Smorawinski put on for the travel a new uniform, with quite fresh distinctives of his
rank (thus the good state of his uniform and distinctives is being explained on
the exhumation of his remains).
From Kozielsk the transports were sent away almost daily, causing many
comments among the prisoners, optimistic in the main, owing to the suggestions
On the 2C.IV had started a transport of about 150
spread by the Bolsheviks.
Officers among whom were General Wolkowicki, Colonel Grobicki, Col. Kunstler
and Boleslawicz, the Lieut. Colonels Tyszynski. Mara Meyer, and others. Said
transport had been directed to a near camp at Juehnowo (Pawlb-zczew Bor)
and after a sojourn there these officers were deported to Griszowiec near Vo
logda. Only this group had been saved and the officers contained therein enlisted
later on in the Polish Army organized in the V. IS. S. S. Where had all the other
groups been deported? The Officers sent to the Juehnowo Camp had read on the
ceiling of one of the prison railway carriages, an inscription, which, according
to Lieut. Col. Tyszynski was reading more or less as follows: "They have driven
us to one station behind Smolensk. Lorries are waiting for us. We get off now.
Lieut. Col. Kutyba."
Similar inscriptions had been seen on the walls of the Prison Railway Carriages
by other officers deported from different places and in different periods of time.
It is a trace indicating clearly the direction in which those from Kozielsk bad
been deported and stating that the place of their alighting was a station near
Smolensk. In Kozielsk itself remained on the kitchen wall near the taps with
hot water a small calendar of the transports that had been started from there.
It begins with the date of 3.IV.40 and ends on May 12th, 1940. The particulars
"We are here 5,000 Officers." Today has departed
on the camp are rather vague.
Direction unknown," etc. All the officers dis
the first group of 100 officers.
appeared near Smolensk.
In Starobielsk on the day of which the liquidation of the camp was started,
viz on the 5.IV.1940, there were about 4,000 people therein, 8 generals, over 100
colonels and Lieut. Colonels, about 230 majors, 1,000 captains, 2,500 lieut. and
2nd lieutenants, 380 physicians, about 30 Ensigns, and some ninety civilians
in the main judges, public prosecutors, and functionaries of the State Admin
istration.
Out of this number only S9 officers had been spared; they had been
sent in two parties to the camp at Pawliszczew Bor or deported individually to
other localities.
The inscrip
What became of the main group of the Prisoners?
tions on the walls of the prison railway carriages and the reports of the officers
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that they had been driven in the direction

Kharkov.
The Prisoners from Starobielsk were halted there

of

so that on the 1.V.40 had
formed there by the transitory prison a numerous camp of Prisoners of
war. The further route of Starobielsk prisoners was probably leading to the
North.
There are very few data about Ostaszkowo.
It has been possible to establish
some points concerning the movement of prisoners there only in the first period
of the existence of the camp, that is the organization in Ostaszkowo of a common
camp for Officers and Privates, the deportation of almost all the officers to
Kozielsk, and the bringing at their place of п. c. police officers and of Frontier
guards (KOP). The period of the camp liquidation is not known.
As mentioned before out of the great number of Prisoners of War only about 30O
Officers reported to the Polish Army ; the Bolsheviks foreseeing that they should
need for some scope a certain group of officers, chose 150 Officers from the Kozielsk
camp and selected from the Starobielsk camp at first individually 12 Officers
(one of them died and one was sent back to Poland), then they assigned a
"special group of 63 Officers and lastly at the definitive liquidation of the camp
16 Officers more were chosen by them.
Almost all of those officers had been sent
to Griszowiec.
The Officers had been selected in a way to represent the diagram
of oxir Officers' Corps.
Only this handful had been saved.
Since the first moment of the organising of the Polish Army numerous steps had
been taken to trace the missing men. These steps gave no result whatever. Even
the explanations of the Soviet highest authorities were in fact showing that these
people were no more there. What then had happened with them?
Various tracks attracted our attention towards the North. In Newfoundland,
on the Francis Joseph islands, in Kolym and in other northern localities rumours
said that prisoners In uniforms of Polish Officers had been seen. This is quite
It should be considered though that in the labour camps there were
possible.
not only our soldiers but also Lithuanians, Letts, Esthonese, Finns, and others.
The local population not knowing to discriminate between foreign soldiers could
put to our account the vicissitudes of other nationalities. At any rate it is certain
that all of them perished.
But one should not limit the numbers of those missing to 10 thousand officers
and 10-15 thousand n. e. officers.
The camps of Starobielsk, Kozielsk and Os
taszkowo do not alas contain them all.
The macabre graves near Smolensk as it seems have engulfed only the Prison
ers from Kozielsk and may be those from Ostaszkowo. The Starobielsk prisoners
perished probably in the North, but what of the mass of the 300 thousand
Prisoners of War?
One should underline once more that out of the mass of over half million
soldiers who had found themselves in the URSS less than 30 thousand entered
our Army. And this is not all. The Bolsheviks have taken over 200,000 of Polish
conscripts.
Our endeavours to incorporate those conscripts into the Polish Army
remained without any result. What is happening with this best Polish military
clement nobody knows it. Probably they are bleeding in the ranks of the Red
Army. Thus the problem facing us is the question of half a million of our
soldiers in the U. R. S. S.
been

Appendix
Report on prison camps in Russia.

VII
HIS

Whilst considering the fate of the Polish Prisoners of War in the U. R. S. S.
one should continually keep in mind the general state of things in the URSS
and take into account the methods used by the Bolsheviks towards prisoners,
prisoners of war, towards the deported, when investigating them or when es
corting them to tli-- place of their destined residence.
organised on the
1. Number of camps. — In November 193!) the Bolsheviks
URSS territory not three camps as it is stated in the Min. O. N. communique
in date of 10. IV. 43, but a great deal more of them. Besides the prisoners
of war were sent to the URSS and placed in the numerous Concentration and
Labour camps and especially to Szepetowka. In addition to transitory camps as
those in Frydrychowka, Woloczyska, Jarmolince and others through which had
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passed thousands of our soldiers, permanent camps had been created, of which
the largest were : Jelenowka ( Donetz basin ) , Juza ( I wanowo-Wozniesiensk area ) ,
Karakub near Stalino ; Kozielsk, to the south of Smolensk, Kozielszczyzna, near
Poltava; Krasnyj Luez (Woroszylowsk area) Kryzwy Ostaszkow, PawliszczewBor or Juchnowo (Smolensk area) Putywl or Tiotkino, near Sumy, Suzdal.
Since 1940 one started sending the prisoners of war to disciplinary camps,
Among the
where they were working together with the civilian population.
larger camps of that kind should be quoted Uchta No. 3 (Komi UKSS) and
Workuta (on the northern border of Komi and Arkhangelsk districts).
There existed and exist still a great number of camps on the immense spaces
of the northern territories of Asiatic Russia where there were and are still
Polish prisoners of war. We have no certitude as to how they have been
distributed.
In 1940 the number of camps where our prisoners of war were kept amounted,
according to the still incomplete lists, to 74 camps on Polish territory and
to 52 in the URSS.
Kozielsk, Ostaxzkowot — The
2. What main the denomitmtiotis: Starobielsk,
Bolshevik governing system uses among other measures the continual transfer
ring of people from place to place. The so-called free population is being trans
planted in mass from one place to another through vast spaces of territory,
the prisoners and the deported are continually travelling, the sense of these
travels is difficult to grasp. The Polish soldiers in the URSS made no exception
to the general rule and made quite unlikely, because deprived of any logical
motive, compulsory journeys.
Here are some examples thereof.
(The camps established on Polish terri
tories are italicized.)
Sergeant —
had resided in the following camps : 28.IX.-12.XI.39 — Ko
zielsk, 30.XI.30— 20.V.40— Krzvwy R6g, l.VI. -/1.VIII.40— Antopol, 1.IX.31 —
81.XII.40— Tudorow 10.I.30.IV.41 VVoloczyska, l.V. — 28.VI.41— Teofllpol, 10.
VII. — 26.VIII.41— Starobielsk.
Corporal
had been in the following camps : Dubno, Szepetowka, Nowograd Woiynski, Krakub, 92, 30, 25 "column" Komi URSS, Wiszniki.
Senior Private
: Kozielsk, Krzy wy R6g, Tuliglowy Czerlany Starobielsk.
Private
: Szepetowka, Busk, Ostra Oora, Plugow, Plotycze Tarnopol
Starobielsk.
Holownica,
Private
Tudorow, Ноту A, again Holownica
: Busk,
and
Starobielsk.
Senior Private
: Szepetowska, Zahorce, Werba Radziwillow, Brody,
Wielkie iufci, Zastawie, Starobielsk.
Sergeant
: interned in Lettonia,
then transferred by turn to PawlisPonoj harbour on the Kola peninsula Arkhangelsk,
zczew, Bor, Murmansk,
Suzdal.
Such examples could be quoted in a great number. But not only single per
sons and groups of prisoners of war and other deported were "travelling" thus —
entire camps were submitted to the same rule. It is why the tragically popular
denominations of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostaszkowo need some comments
so as to avoid misunderstandings.
And thus Kozielsk lias a threefold aspect.
Kozielsk had been organised at the end of September 1939 as a camp for Polish
prisoners of war. Privates of the Polish Troops in a number amounting as it
seems to 10 thousand had been sent there. Said camp had existed briefly, to the
end of October only.
All the soldiers were deported in Polish territory and
placed in numerous then camps on the territories of the voivodates of Volhynia,
Tarnopol and Lw6w.
In Kozielsk only 100 privates were left for husbandry
work. These privates remained there the whole time of the sojourn of the
Polish Officers.
Kozielsk No "second" is precisely the tragical camp of the missing Officers.
That camp had been totally liquidated in May 1940. Since July 1940 till the
end of June 1941 there had been a "third" Kozielsk that is a camp for Officers
п. c. officer, military police, the police for the frontier guards who were all taken
by the Bolsheviks from Lithuania and Lettonia where they had been interned
in local camps.
In the third Kozielsk camp there was no one left from the pre
vious camp.
Starobielsk has had also different groups of Prisoners of War. In Starobielsk
there was a permanent camp, a transitory camp and a prison. Thus in our Army
there is a great number of those from Starobielsk.
One should note in the first
line the Officers' camp in Starobielsk which existed from October 1940 to May
1941 — the Camp of the Missing Prisoners.
Besides this at the outbreak of the

—
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German Soviet war all the prisoners of war sojourning in camps on Polish terri
tory were sent to Starobielsk. In snch a way another camp came into existence,
a camp where 12 thousand Polish privates were assembled, who, after the con
clusion of the Polish Soviet agreement enlisted into the Polish Army in the
UPiSS. The definition "Starobielsk Camp" is not explicit enough as in the Staro
The Polish Recruiting Commis
bielsk region there exist several large camps.
sion whilst enlisting the soldiers to the Army that was being organised had
established the following figures :
5, 468
3, 760
2, 724

Camp No. 1
Camp No. 2
Camp No. 3

11, 952

In addition to those already mentioned there still was a fourth camp, where,
as the Bolsheviks declared, there were about 600 ex-Polish citizens who took the
In this camp were, as it became known later on, young
Soviet citizenship.
Poles incorporated by force to the Red Army. When speaking of Starobielsk one
should mention which of the camps is in question or rather which period of the
existence of the Starobielsk camp is being spoken of.
Ostaszkowo played mostly the part of a transitory camp. We lack of detailed
particulars about its existence and the evolution of its organisation.
3. How many have perished f — It is a very dangerous thing to operate with
The mass slaughter of the
"precise" figures concerning the perished officers.
officers is an appalling fact, but it should be remembered that a similar fate was
One should rather generalize
met by thousands of п. c. officers and privates.
quoting higher figures. As point of departure should serve the three official
declarations of the Soviet authorities concerning the number of prisoners of

war:

300,000
230,000
21,000

Molotow (1939)
The "Red Star"

General

(1940)
Panfilov (1911)

too striking difference between the data of 1939 and 1940 and the im
difference between the data of the two first declarations and those con
tained in the last one of the year 1941 is very eloquent indeed.
4. The murdering of defenceless victims. — The Bolshevik crime perpetrated
on the Polish officers is so macabre as to become unlikely in the eyes of a
European, but the mass slaughter is a common phenomenon in the U. R. S. S.
Every transport of prisoners or of deported is being transformed into a movable
cemetery, all the camps in the northern territories are living cemeteries from
where only very few come back. The sending of a condemned to Workuta, to
the Kola peninsula, to Francis Joseph's land, to New Found Land, to Kolyma,
to — is corresponding to a verdict of death — and our people are there now.
(dopros) which have nothing in common
5. Tortures.— By the investigations
with the usual investigating procedure, tortures are always applied. The cruelty
and the pathological inventiveness of the assassinators surpass the most morbid
fancy of a European. These investigations (dopros) became one of the factors
of the slaughter of the people.

The not

mense

Appendix
Report on conscription
section of Poland.

for Bolshevik

VIII
Army

of Poles living in the occupied

HIS.

The Polish Citizens in the Red Army

the conscription
had conscribed for the Red Army over 200,000 men. Out of
3,000 privates came to our Army.
How the figure of
200,000 is being reached?
One conscription class in Poland gave an average
The exact data give the following pictures :
200.000 conscripts.
The class of 1917 gave about 17fi.000 conscripts.
The class of 1918 gave about 180,000 conscripts.
The class of 1919 gave about 20r>,000 conscripts.
The class of 1920 gave about 250,000 conscripts.
The Bolsheviks

this number only about
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The figures of the following classes were higher than those of the 1!)20 class.
The Bolsheviks conscribed three full classes, viz the 1917, 1918, 1919 classes
and three further ones that is the 1920, 1921 and 1922 classes only in part as it
seems.
The conscription has certainly been effectuated in the regions of Lwow
and of Druskieniki and doubtlessly also in other parts of the Country.
On the occupied territory there were over 12.000.000 people, thus one class
was giving there an average figure of about 70.000 men.
The
The Polish Conscribing Commissions drew out up to 80% of recruits.
Bolshevik commissions were more inconsiderate and so they conscribed our of
It should be added that in this part of the
each class at least by 55,000 men.
Country there were many refugees from the western territories in Poland who
were also taken to the Red Army.
It was announced
The conscription was effectuated under a great terror.
that the keeping away from military service threatens the transgressor with the
capital punishment and bis family with deportation to Siberia and confiscation
of estate.
The conscription had the character of a mass deportation of young
The report No. 5451 states as follows :
people.
"On the 15.IV.1941 I had been incorporated in virtue of an illegal decision
of the Soviet Conscribing Commission acting in Lwow in the years 1940-1941,
The mass application of this system of "mopping" the
into the Red Army.
territories of Eastern Malopobka from the Polish element dangerous for the
Soviet Authorities, led to such a situation that in April 1941 only a minimal per
centage of Polish youth bad remained on said territories.
Independently of the Conscription Commissions the X. K. W. D. authorities
were pursuing on their own account an activity in that direction organising
"levies" to the Red Army, without any medical data nor even without verifying
(There were cases for instance of eonthe year of the birth of the conscript.
scribing men born in the years 19Э0, 1903, 1905.)
Such levies assumed a mass
character when Soviet troops withdrawing from the Germans were leaving
Polish territories.
I'.esides of this very many pyhsicians were forced to enter
the Red Army (About 200 in Lwow, about 20 in Rowne. there are no data
of the numbers of physicians incorporated in t lie lied Army in other Polish
towns).
Thus the total number of the conscripts taken to the Red Army certainly
surpasses considerably the figure of 200,000.
Travel and assignments. — -The conscripts were driven under a strong XKWD
During the way
escort in haired railway carriages into tin- depth of Russia.
they were suffering of the lack of water and food. They were given bread and
They were not told whereto were they being taken and
(ish in small quantities.
they were not allowed to get out from the carriage during the whole travel.
They were assigned to already formed regiments or to schooling centres in
various parts of the URSS (Uzbekistan, Caucasus, Bashkiria, Urkraine and
Central Russia). ЛУе have established the names of 36 localities. In some regi
ments the percentage of Poles was very considerable, for instance in the 123
reg. there were 2<Ю Polish Privates.
Conditions in regular detachments. — Accommodation in tents or in bug-infested
barracks, in big towns in barracks.
Food rather miserable: 600 grammes of
bread and soup, often prepared with stale products.
The monthly pay of a
Private amounted to 8 roubles and 50 cop?cks, of which 2 rbl. and 20 cop. were
deducted for armament needs.
The prices of products reached in that period
astronomic heights. The uniforms were old in the main, there were cases that the
soldiers were manoeuvring in winter dressed in uniforms of ticking.
The discipline was Draconian — on getting late when coming back from a day
off on pass — three to five years of prison, frequent cases of martial courts.
The Polish citizens were continually under observation, they were often called
for investigations, were asked about their family circumstances, the state of
their fortune, &c. Poles were often arrested and deported to an unknown direc
tion. In the 123 reg. stationed at Andizan (Uzbekistan) there were 2(>0 Poles
of which 50 had been arrested in the course of 9 months and driven in an unknown
(Tadjykistan), in a regiment of anti-aircraft
direction.
When in Kirowobad
artillery a Soviet Officer had been accidentally shot during the shooting ma
noeuvres, four Poles were arrested and submitted to tortures. Report Xo. 5450.
"First of all in the Kirowobad prison they beat us on the heels, then they twisted
the veins and tendons of our wrists with special implements of torture and they
put pins under our nails. When this did not help they took us into an open field
and after having blindfolded us they announced they would shoot us. Then,
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air and approached us asking:
you now say who did it?' After this they took us back into the barracks
and left us in peace for a month whilst keeping us under strong observation."
Notice : the above-described tortures were used frequently in the Soviet prisons
of which we have proofs in a number of reports.
In the army detachments the "Politnauka" (Notions of politics) was an
obligatory subject during the lectures Poland, England, and America were
abused and railed at. Antlreligious propaganda was being continually practised,
those wearing holy medals were boxed on the ears, the prayerbooks were taken
away and burnt. In the detachments where Poles were fewer in number the
treatment was slightly better. Many of the Polish citizens were sent to the
front, in the main those originary from Polish territories occupied by the Soviet
and who had no relatives in Western Poland.
The withdrawal of Polish Citizens from the line. — On the outbreak of the
Soviet German war all the soldiers originary from Polish territories had been,
on the base of a confidential order of the Soviet authorities, withdrawn from
the line. There are data that the Ukranlans passed over in mass on the German
side. Certainly not all had been withdrawn from the front, probably many of
them are lighting up to now in the ranks of the Red Army. Those withdrawn
from the line were treated as an unsafe element, they were chased to the rears
Arms were taken from them and their uniforms ex
as would-be criminals.
changed for tatters. The weaker ones who for lack of strength could not walk
were killed during the way. For instance in one party only, during the march
on the route Nikolaiev Starobielsk 128 Poles were given the finishing blow.
Larger groupings of those withdrawn from the front were: at Orel 4,000 men, at
Samarkand 5,(KI(), at Czelabinsk 2,500. At rallying points they were organised
in so-called working battalions, that were then sent to various localities to work
in factories, at the construction of aerodromes, at the cutting of forests and
so on.
The working battalions. — The working battalions were under the patronage of
NKWD. The life there did not differ at all from the life in the camps. The
conditions of accommodation were dreadful: unheated clay huts in many cases
without even board beds, or tents. Clothes completely worn out, lack of undercolthes and of shoes. The food was distributed according to the quantity of work
done In one day, the standard of which was screwed up to the utmost limits.
The only difference between a prisoners' camp and a working battalion was that
the working men were considered as Soviet citizens endowed with full rights
and thus every attempt to leave was being considered as desertion. The antireligious and anti-Polish propaganda were continually at the order of the day.
Disloyalty of the Soviet Authorities towards the Polish Government and the
Allied States. — Notwithstanding the conclusion of the Polish-Soviet agreement
and the engagements
assumed by General Panfilov in the presence of General
Anders C. in C. of the Polish Armed Forces in the U. R. S. S. (August 1041) the
Soviet authorities did not release the Polish citizens from the Working battalions,
but every attempt of escape on their part at the aim of joining the Polish Army
was being punished as desertion — by capital punishment. Only from the battalion
at the Niznyj Tagil locality (Sviedrlovsk district) a mixed commission released
the Polish citizens in a more considerable number. A part of Poles came also
from the battalions of Baku and Parylsk. Their number amounted in total to
about 3 thousand men.
The work conditions in the battalions as well as the treatment were of such
kind that in spite of severe punishments many were attempting to escape. The
enlisting to the Polish Army was the dream not only of the Poles but also of the
Wbiteruthenians,
of Ukrainians and of Jews, which fact is being proved by
numerous letters and applications addressed to our delegates and asking for
their intervention.
agreement the "Politruks"
Heedless of the existence of the Polish-Soviet
lecturers at the courses of '•Politnauka" (Political notions) did not stop their
slandering at the address of Poland of the Polish Government as well as of
Very popular were the expressions such as "the bandit
England and America.
Sikorski" "his band" &tc. or such informations that "the English and American
soldier is getting only 300 grams bread and soup once a day" that "a pick and a
One should consider
spade are prepared for the King of England in Siberia."
that these "lectures" of the Politruki had an official character as they were given
according to the precise instructions of the Soviet Authorities.
The requests for being released for the service in the Polish Army were an
swered cynically in words such as: "If we release you who then will work?"

'Will

a few minutes they gave several shots in the
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In many cases those attempting to escape were put before the martial court.
The intervention of the Polish Authorities gave no result whatever as it is shown
clearly in the reports of the [deleted.]
In these last times (since two months)
Polish citizens incorporated in various "drilling detachments" are being directed
to the station of Tatarskaia (east of Omsk) where now new drilling detachments
composed of foreigners, Polish citizens In the main part, are to be formed.
To
all the Poles which are being sent to Tatarskaia the Soviet authorities explain
that it is precisely there where the Polish Army is organised. The question of
releasing the Poles from the drilliug battalions becomes more and more urgent.
Always more numerous complaints reach us. Poles leaving the battalions for
enlisting in the Polish Army are punished as deserters. Two 19 years old Poles* —
Leszczynski and Pukas were shot in December 1941 under the pretext of an
attempt of escape from the 259 U. S. W. drilling detachment.
The Soviet military authorities (Gen. Panfilov) engaged themselves at the time
to release the Poles from the Red Army. I sent to General Panfilov a letter re
questing such release (dated 20.1.42 No. 124/42) I have received no answer up
to now.
Please inform me whether I am to continue to intervene or whether said
intervention will be done by the C. in C. of the Polish Army [deleted].
There exists an engagement of Gen. Panfilov assumed by him during his sec
ond conversation with Gen. Anders (in August 1941 — minutes of proceedings)
stating that the Polish Army in the URSS will be formed among others with
Basing himself on said engage
the Polish citizens mobilized to the Red Army.
ment [deleted] came out several times with the request of the release of the Poles
from the "Stroioddzialy" drilling detachments. Each time his intervention re
mained without any answer. ( »n the 8 or 9 inst. the "Narkomat Oborony" Cen
Dis
tral Defence Committee issued an order to all the Obwojenkomaty-Military
tricts in the URSS of registering all the Polish citizens being in the drilling de
tachments grouping them according to their nationalities.
The date of the
execution of said order has been fixed for the 17 inst.
Since some time in the drilling detachments are operating conscription com
missions with physicians etc. defining the categories of abilities for military
service of the soldiers of the drilliug detachments. The order of registration
caused the grouping of the Polish citizens most qualified for military service in
separate detachments which are being sent in an unknown direction.
These last
days have been sent from the drilling battalion No. 743 stationed at Krish about
GOO Polish citizens and every day from other drilling detachments from the
thereabouts of Kujbyshew groups of about 100 men representing the best ma
terial are being deported. According to existing tracks they are directed to
detachments where no registration nor evidence of nationality can be applied.
Probably the same thing happens in other Drilling Detachments in the URSS.
The slightest reaction or resistance on the part of the Polish soldiers is ren
dered impossible owing to most severe punishments applied for expressing even
the desire to join the Polish Army.
One should also state that in this area there is a great confusion and lack of
consequence.
There were some cases of the release of Polish citizens, without
discerning their nationality, from the drilling battalions and of directing them
to the Polish Army by the Soviet Military Authorities.
In Swerdlovsk at the
intervention of the Soviet registering officer (cpt. Kalaur) about 400 Polish
citizens were released from the drilling battalion and then, after they had been
formally accepted in the Polish Army by the Mixed Conscription Commission
they were again incorporated in the drilling battalions.
In that group about
*
*
*
90% were essential Poles.
The military attache with the Polish Embassy in Kujbyshev, the 15.111.42.
Simie cases of punishment by the Soviet Courts of the Polish soldiers in the
drilling battalions for their desire to join the Polish Forces :
1. The Court Martial in Glotowka
(by Uljanowska) sentenced to death two
Poles from the Lwow province, named Pukas and Leszczyuski for an attempted
escape from the 259 drilling battalion
(students of the Military Preparation
courses in Glotovka).
The sentence lias probably been effectuated, it had taken
place in November or in December 1941.
2. The Court Martial in Syzran condemned for 10 years prison and 15 years
of deprovation of rights a Pole from Silesia named
for an attempt to
escape to the Polish Army from the No. 257 Military Prep. batt. in Syzran.
The
■ has been shut in
detachment has now been transported to Czelabinsk ■
prison. This took place in December or in January.
3. In the Drilling battalion 757 in I'ozanczuk near Kujbqshev the Court Martial
issued sentences against several Polish citizens, condemning some of them to 8-10
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years of prison and two of them to death. The names of some of them are
and a few others. It is not known what sentence applied to which of them.
They were prosecuted for attempts of escaping and for expressing the desire to
join the Polish Armed Forces. They all have been confined and their fate is
tmknown.
According to information, cases as those quoted above are frequent.
For the General
.
It is not excluded that out of the Labour battalions individuals or groups will
be chosen and sent to the front or, that out of them will be organised (may be
that this organisation has already taken place) Units of the Polish Red Army,
the formation of which is claimed with such insistence by the Communist paper
(published in Polish in Moscow and subventioned by the Soviet Government) ;
"Glos Nardu" (Voice of the Nation) and by Wanda Wasilewska (Polish Com
munist Leader).
Appendix IX
1. The attached Bulletin No. 3, in French, was handed to me by the (G-2) of the
Polish Army in the Middle East. He stated that he got it in Cairo, that it is put
Bul
out by the Communists, but he does not know where, that it is anti-Polish.
letin No. 1, was against the Yugoslavs, and Bulletin No. 2, against the Greeks.

No. 4 has not been published yet.

HIS.

Partial Translation
The recent rupture of relations existing between Poland and Russia is not an
At the discovery
isolated event of discord existing between these two countries.
of the Polish graves outside Smolensk, and the offer made by the Nazis to the
Red Cross to impartially investigate the graves, the common sense of the people
was outraged. Their reaction was :
If the Nazis propose an investigation, that means that they have staged the
scene and are convinced they can convince the Red Cross Committee. Unfor
tunately, the Polish Government, without even asking Moscow for an exp'anation
Dr. Goebbels, above everything else, was
did accept the offer of Dr. Goebbels.
trying to split the Allies and sow the seeds of discord between them. General
Sikorski, on this occasion, played right into their hands.
To permit the general public to form an opinion on the Polish attitude, we are
obliged to go back and review the past 20 years of Poland's foreign policy. — (not.
translated).

The day that the Britisli Government had the impudence to demand an investi
gation by the I. R. C. regarding the discovery of 10,000 Polish corpses, the C. G.
in the M. E., Anders, already convinced, ordered his troops to hold a requiem
mass for the Polish killed in Russia.
Russia answered these Polish provocations as they deserved. They showed
that one cannot rupture with impunity the sacred spirit of the United Nations.
The public opinion of the world upholds it.
To escape the consequence of a just anger amongst the British troops In the
M. E. who hide neither their sympathy or their admiration for their Russian
comrades, they tried to camouflage the injuries done to the Russians by relating
in the English papers that the Polish Government had asked for an inquest to be
made with the sole object of proving the lie to the Germans.
The authority of the Sikorski Government, even if it is recognized in London
and Washington, is strongly contested in Poland itself.
For the last two years, the Polish Partisans have been helped, supplied and
directed by the Russian High Command.
Hand in hand, shoulder to shoulder, with their comrads-in-arms from the
USSR, they are waging this terrible battle behind the enemy's lines. They are
not interested in the political manoeuvers of General Sikorski, who is a rightful
successor to the Pilsudski, Beck, Smigly-Rydz Company, who have brought somuch misfortune on Poland.

Mr. Flood. 1 now show to the witness letter referred to by the gen
tleman from Illinois, now marked "Exhibit 10." Will you examine
that, please, and is that the letter to which we are now referring?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. We now offer that in evidence.
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It

is declared in evidence as exhibit 10.
proceed, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Siif.ehan. Colonel, referred to the letter of May 29.
believe
that is in here, too.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, sir. It is the covering letter for all nine appen
dixes which were marked "Exhibit 10-A."
Mr. Sheehan. The second from the last paragraph, Colonel, if you
will just read that for the record, so you will know what
am talking
about.

Chairman Madden.

Mr. Shef.han. Shall

I

I

I

I

Colonel Sztmanski (reading)

:

A duplicate copy of this, less the photostatic
the form of a report and sent through channels.

and original copy,

was put In

Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, was there a specific request that you had in
your orders to make this report in this manner or was this according
to Army regulations.
Colonel Szymanski. It was neither specific nor Army regulations.
Mr. Sheehan. You just did it the way you wanted to?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
In your
Mr. Sheehan. All right, that answers that question.
report you mentioned a little while ago that you talked about Wen
dell Willkie. You were interpreter for him ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. There is a part in your report where you refer to
a conversation with Mr. Willkie's secretary.
Mr. Mitchell.
don't believe (hat part is in the record, sir.
Mr. She/.han. Everything in there is in the record, is it not?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir. That is the point.
Mr. Sheehan. Let's get that straightened out.
Mr. Mitchell. We received quite a number of reports from the War
When we went over this for declassification purposes
Department.
to strike out the names, we did not have the part that you are referring

I

to now, present at that time.

Mr. Maciirowicz.

there or not.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sheehan.

May

I see

that

?

I will tell

you whether he had

I was not

it

there.
is the entire matter we had present that day.
Sheehan. It is part of Colonel Szymanski's report there.
Maciirowicz. May 20. 1943? That letter was present. We
had that letter.
The letter of May 29.
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, that one; but he is talking about the Willkie
matter.
Mr. Sheehan. There was a report attached, the colonel's report,
which was attached to these documents here, which referred to the
political and military Russian situation.
ask Mr.
Mr. Maciirowicz. Let me say this for the record. May
not
in
the
is
should
be
offered
there
reason
this
record I
Korth,
why
any
Mr. Korth. I don't know. sir. I haven't had an opportunity to
read that.
Mr. Maciirowicz. Have we had any indication from any one that
.they didn't want this to go in the record?

Mitchell. This

I

Mr.

Mitchell. No, sir.

Mr. Flood. Take

a recess

of

5

minutes and let him read it.
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Mr. Machrowicz.
suggest we take a recess.
that should not go in the record.
Chairman Madden. Recess for 5 minutes.
(Brief

453

I

see

no reason why

recess.)

The committee will come to order.
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman, this is exhibit 11.
Mr. Flood. I have just been handed by counsel for the committee
what will be identified and marked for indentification as "Exhibit
Chairman Madden.

No. 11."
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit No. 11" and filed
for the record titled "Polish-Russian Relations.'7)
now show the witness, Colonel Szymanski, exhibit No.
Mr. Flood.
11 and ask him to identify this as to whether or not this is part of the
so-called Szymanski report.
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. It is now offered in evidence.
Chairman Madden. It is accepted in evidence.
(The document marked "Exhibit No. 11" follows:)

I

Exhibit

11

Legation of the United States of America, Office of the Military Аттдснёг
Caieo, Egypt
WSMЛs
[Stamped:]

IG

Rec'd G-2 June

No. 3600

15,

1043.

Subject : "Polish-Russian
Relations."
To: Chief, Military Intelligence Service, War Department, Washington, D. C.
1. A deferred copy of letter submitted by Lt. Colonel Henry I. Szymanski,
covering 9 appendices pertaining to the "Katin Affair" is forwarded herewith.
William S. Moore,
Lt. Colonel, GSC, Military Attach^.
From М. A. Cairo, Egypt. REPort No. 4305. June 3, 1943.

Military Intelligence Division
War Dkpartment General Staff
G-2 Report, Poland

Subject : Polish-Russian
Relations.
I. G. No. 3850'
Source and Degree of Reliability :
1. Study of official documents.
2. Conversations with officials of Polish Govt.
3. Conversations with rank & tile of Polish Army.
4. Conversations with Polish civilian evacuees.
The report is organized as follows :
1. P.asis of report.
2. brief review of relations prior to Bolshevik invasion, Sept. 17. 1939.
.4. Relations
between
invasion and Armistice, September 17, 1939-July 30r

1941.

Relations from Armistice to October 30, 1942.
Future Relations.
Rasis of Report :
1. Study of official documents.
2. Conversations with officials of the Polish Government in the Middle East
and England.
3. Conversations with the rank and file of the Polish Army in the Middle East
and England (all former prisoners in Russia).
with hundreds of Polish civilian evacuees out of Russia —
4. Conversations
men, women, and children (all ages). These were sworn to silence by the Polish
Government and Army authorities in order not to jeopardize the Polish-Russian
They were released from their oath in order to tell their stories. Norelations.
other foreigner was accorded that privilege.
Date: November 22, 1942.
From: Liaison Officer to Polish Army.
4.
5.
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(November 23, 1942)

Polish-Russian
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Relations

Basis of report.
Brief review of relations prior to Bolshevik invasion, September 17, 1939.
Relations between invasion and Armistice, September 17, 1939-July-30, 1941.
Relations from Armistice to October 30, 1942.
Future Relations.
ENCLOSURES

1. Pictures taken by Lt. Col. Szymanski.
2. Case Histories taken by Lt. Col. Szymanski in Pahlevi and Teheran.
3. Copy of a letter written to an American communist by his brother,
spent 2 years in Russia as a deportee.
4. Copy of extract from Soviet memorandum on Polish Citizenship.
6.

who

Translation of memorandum prepared in London for Lt. Col. Szymanski
of General Sikorski on Polish Citizenship of non-Polish Nationals.

at behest

Poijsh-Rusbian
Relations

This chapter will

Prior

be very

to Bolshevik

brief

Relations
Invasion (Sept.

П,

X939)

because the subject matter is covered in
It does provide a background for an

various

pamphlets, and reports.
under
standing of subsequent relations.
1. There existed between
Poland and the Soviet Republic a pact of nonaggression dated July 25, 1932, which on May 5, 1934, was extended to December
books,

31, 1945.
2. Despite the strong misgivings occasioned by the German-Soviet Pact of
Aug. 23, 1939, a general impression of good will towards Poland prevailed on

the part of the Soviets.
3. On Sept. 17, 1939, the Polish Ambassador to the TJ. S. S. R. was read a note
in the Kremlin to the effect that : a. The Soviets regarded the Polish Government
as disintegrated, and the Polish State as having, in fact, ceased to exist ; b. That
consequently all agreements between the two countries were rendered invalid ;
c. That Poland without leadership constituted a threat to the U. S. S. R. ; d. That
the Soviet Government could not view with indifference the fate of the Ukrain
ians and White Russians living on Polish territory ; e. That, accordingly, the
Soviet Government had ordered its troops to cross the Polish border for their
protection ; /. And that the Soviet Government proposed to extricate the Polish
people from the unfortunate war into which they were dragged by their unwise
leaders and enable them to live a peaceful life.
4. The entrance of Bolshevik troops came as a distinct surprise to the popula
tion, the civil, and the military authorities.
From conversations, I gathered
that the Bolshevik commanders had two sets of orders — one, a directive for
peaceful entry as a supposed ally of the Poles, and the other, to be read when
certain points were readied, of an entirely different purport.
5. The entry of the Bolshevik troops was actually an invasion.
Relations between the Invasion and the Armistice

(Sept.

17,

1939-July

SO, 19^1)

1. The first impression which the Bolshevik invasion produced indicated that
Business was allowed to be carried
it might be limited to a military occupation.
on, and employees in private and public undertakings were ordered to remain
There was no visible interference with religion.
at their posts.
2. However, there soon followed an emigration from Russia of Officers' fam
ilies, civil administrators, commissars, and the O. G. P. U. (political police), and
it soon became apparent what was in store for the occupied land.
3. There began a confiscation of land, all church property, raw materials,
machinery, stocks of commodities, livestock, furniture, not only from factories
and government buildings but private dwellings as well, railway rolling stock,
farm produce ; these were all exported to Russia.
All bank and savings deposits
over 300 Zlotys (about $60,000) were confiscated. In Deceml>er 1939, the Bol
sheviks withdrew the ZIoty from circulation and made no provision for even a
nominal exchange against the ruble. The people were thus stripped of every
thing.
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4. All trade unions were abolished.
Workers' wages remained low despite
rising prices. The unemployment problem was solved by voluntary deporta
tion to Russia. The peasants and small farmers were forced to join the "Kolhoz," a form of collective farming, where they soon learned that they had no
liberty to exchange their product for industrial commodities.
5. Political persecutions were soon begun and directed against (1) all party

leaders, except communists;
(2) local educated people, and (3) well-to-do
peasants (mostly soldiers who had fought against Bolsheviks in 1920 and were
settled in Eastern Poland). The Russian language became the language of
these provinces.
6. Early in 1940 began the wholesale deportation of Poles to Kazakstan, Tur
kestan, Siberia, etc. Their number is estimated as between 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 men, women, and children.
There is every indication that this mass de
portation was not a haphazard affair.
Quite the contrary — it appears that
the plan was very carefully worked out, and its purpose was the extermination
of the so-called intelligentsia of Eastern Poland. Those deported were officers
and their families, all government officials and police, professional men, edu
cators, prosecutors, judges, and all former soldiers (those who fought against
the Bolsheviks in 1920) who were settled in Eastern Poland and had become
prosperous peasants. Families were broken up and in many cases the husband
shot. Very little time was given for preparation.
One or two suitcases were
all that was permitted to be taken. Fifteen minutes to an hour was the time
allowed for packing. The travel was mostly in trucks or cattle cars and the
journeys lasted up to 26 days without any sanitary conditions, means of exer
cise, facilities for sleep, purchase of food, etc.
7. Once the destination was reached in Siberia, Franz Joseph Island, Arch
angel, Mongol Provinces, or Malaria-infested Kazakstan, living conditions, and
working conditions became intolerable. The destinations were forced labor
camps, concentration camps, and prisons. Officers like Generals Anders, Boruta,
Tokarzewski, Rakowskl, etc., were either in solitary confinement or shared cells
with Russian political prisoners. General Tokarzewski was in solitary con
finement for 17 months, General Boruta was confined for seven months, and
was tortured repeatedly by denial of his daily portion of bread and soup (con
taining no fat) and then given a sumptuous meal, only to be denied even water
for 3 or 4 days.
8. The deportees
were assigned work in coal and iron mines, on the laying
of roads and railroads, on irrigation projects, in forests, on construction of
buildings, on farms.
No discrimination was shown between men and women.
A woman had to cut and pile as much wood as а man' she had to carry
15 ll>s. of bricks or mortar, she had to excavate 9M> cubic meters twice-shifted de
spite the fact thut the normal excavation was 6 cubic meters. That was the tusk
for the day. They were paid accordingly. The pay bought just enough bread
If anyone fell below the quota, he or she,
to keep body and soul together.
was docked and consequently could not buy enough bread. Soup was thrown
In, which, at times, had in it a few shreds of cabbage; meat, fat, vegetables,
and fruit were not to be had.
were overcrowded, sleeping was on the floor or ground, there
9. Quarters
was either no heat or very little, and no sanitary conditions were provided.
The sick were not isolated and medicines
Rats had the play of all dwellings.
Because of the lack of vitamiues. scurvy, beriberi, and
were not available.
many other diseases were prevalent. Night blindness and loss of memory re
The condition of the teeth of all Poles is very
sulted from the same causes.
This is also due to lack of vitamines. Pictures taken by me in Pahlevi
bad.
indicate the privations that those people had to undergo in the land of the Soviets.
It is estimated that 50% have already died
10. The children had no chance.
The other 50% will die unless evacuated to a land where
from malnutrition.
A visit to any of the hospitals in Teheran will
American help can reach them.
testify to this statement. They are tilled with children and adults who would
be better off not to have survived the ordeal.
11. Women not accustomed to hard manual labor and consequently not able
to earn enough for their daily bread had a choice of starving to death or sub
In one sense their condition
mitting to the Bolshevik or Mongol supervisor.
was bettered — they had something to eat. When asked by me whether they
worked hard, a reluctant answer of, "I wanted to live." would be given me. The
Polish military medical authorities are taking blood tests to determine the
The tests were not completed prior to
number of venereals among women.
my departure, but the results will be handed me.
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12. The so-called intelligentsia — the professionals,
the educators, the Gov
ernment officials, etc., were not used to manual labor, and consequently not as
able to take care of themselves as were the prosperous peasants. Hundreds of
Stalin has succeeded admirably in the extermination of this
these have died.
class — -the lenders of Poland.
Overwork and undernourishment plus unsanitary
living conditions have done the Job of bu'lets.
13. The lot of the prosperous peasants, most of them former soldiers who
fought against the В ilsheviks in 1920. was particularly hard. My contacts
Everyone of these former soldiers
must have numbered close to a hundred.
that I spoke to was given the 3rd degree and repeatedly tortured by the
Most of them were given severe prison sentences on
N. K. W. D. (Gestapo).
no other charge, except that they fought for their country against the Bolsheviks
in 1020.
14. With a few exceptions, no charges were made against the deportees.
There was no trial. Sentences were pronounced by the M. K. W. D. All were

doomed.

Relations

Between the Period

July

SO,

1941-Oct.

SO, 191,2

On July 30, 1941, the Polish1. On June 22, 1041, Germany attacked Russia.
Soviet agreement was concluded. The text is a follows:
"1. The Government of the U. 8. 8. R. recognize* the Soviet-German treaties of
J939 as to territorial changes in Poland as having lost their validity. — The Polish
Government declares that Poland is not bound by any agreement with any third
Power which is directed against the U. S. S. R.
2. Diplomatic
relations will be restored between the two Governments upon
the signing of this Agreement and an immediate exchange of Ambassadors will
be arranged.
3. The two Governments mutually agree to render one another aid and support
of all kinds in the present war against Hitlerite Germany.
4. The Government of the V . S. S. R. expresses Its consent to the formation on
the territory of the U. S. S. R. of a Polish army under a Commander appointed
by the Polish Government in agreement with the Soviet Government, the Polish
army on the territory of the U. S. S. R. being subordinated in an operational
sense to the supreme command of the Г. S. S. R. upon which the Polish army
will be represented. All details as to command, organization and employment
of the force will be settled in a subsequent agreement.
5. This Agreement will come into force immediately upon signature and with
out ratification."
"Proctoeol. — The Soviet Government grants an amnesty to all Poli*h citizens
note detained on Soviet territory either as prisoners of tear or on other sufficient
grounds, as from the resumption of diplomatic relations."
After the signature of the Agreement, the Pritish Foreign Secretary, Mr. Eden,
handed General Sikorski a note in the following terms:
"On the occasion of the signature of the Polish-Soviet Agreement of today's
date, I desire to take the opportunity of informing you that in conformity with
the provisions of the agreement of mutual assistance between the United King lorn
and Poland of August 25th, 19311, H s Majesty's Government in the United King
dom have entered into no undertaking towards the Г. S. S. R. which affects the
relations between that country and Pc land.
also desire to assure t/ou that His
Majesty's Government do not recognize any territorial changes irhich hare been
effected in Poland since August. 1939."
General Sikorski banded Mr. Eden a reply in the following terms:
'•The Polish Government take note of your Excellency's letter dated July 30,
1941, and desire to express sincere satisfaction at the statement that His Ma
jesty's Government in the United Kingdom do not recognize any territorial
chatves which have been effected in Poland since August. 1939. This corresimnds
with the view of the Polish Government, which, as it has previously informed
His Majesty's Government, has never recognized any territorial changes ef
fected in Poland since the outbreak of the present war."
II. 1. The Protocol has a significant l>earin'r upon the relations during this
period. The term "Polish Citizens" in the "Protocol" has caused considerable
friction in the relations and a great deal of misunderstanding.
In my study
of the official correspondence between Mr. Kot, Polish Ambassador in Russia,
and the Soviet Government, I observed that to the Poles the term "Polish Citi
zens." implied all citizens of Poland as recognized in its constitution, regardless

/
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of origin. That meaut that the socalled minorities, the White Bussians, Ukrain
ians and Jews living in Eastern Poland were citizens in the same sense as the
people of strictly Polish origin.
The Soviets, after about three months of the
existence of the agreement, gave the term the interpretation that it referred only
to the people of strictly Polish origin.
2. After the invasion of September 17, 1939, the Soviets had held a plebiscite
in occupied Poland. All the candidates proposed by the Soviets were elected.
There were no other candidates. Eastern Poland was thus joined to the Soviet
Republic.
Soviet citizenship papers were issued to all inhabitants of the Sovietoccupied part of Poland. All became citizens of the Soviet Republic. All papers
of identification of the deportees were taken away from them, and in their place

were issued the Soviet citizenship papers. Reference to the date November 1,
193!), in subsequent
paragraphs and in attached translations of Polish reports
is in effect a reierence to the plebescite and the issuance of citizenship papers.
In order to get help to the Polish citizsns liberated by the agreement of July
30th, the Polish Ambassador made several proposals such as the appointment of
Polish Consuls, the Polish Red Cross aid and the formation of committees to
deal with the civilians.
These the Soviets turned down. Finally, after a direct
appeal of General- Sikorski to Stalin in December 1941, the Soviets agreed to
grant the Poles a loan and to the appointment of 20 delegates who would deal
Of the 20 delegates, nine had dip
directly with the liberated Polish civilians.
lomatic status. The delegates and their assistants, numbering around 100 in all,
To them the liberated Polish citizens
were sent to various localities in Russia.
came for food, clothing, financial help, and instructions as to future action. As
a means of future identification the delegates issued Polish passports to the
citizens reporting to them.
However,
3. At first the delegates encountered no difficulty in their activities.
in April 1942, the Soviets began restricting the delegates as to the localities in
which they could work. The Soviet Foreign Office further demanded from the
Embassy that the delegates cease intervening and «еа^е peeking information
from the local authorities concerning the masses 'of Polish citizens still held in
camps and prisons. The Soviet authorities began to make it impossible for the
Polish embassy to render help to the Polish citizens of Jewish, White Russian or
Ukrainian origin. These the Soviets assumed to be citizens of the U. S. S. R.
by a unilateral declaration.
4. In June, 1942, the Soviets made difficulties for Polish couriers in their
About this time the Soviets began to
attempt to reach the Polish Embassy.
arrest some of the assistants to the delegates.
The charge was that these assist
ants were conducting propaganda against the Soviets.
to Vladivostok
-5. At the end of June the Soviets arrested the Polish delegates
and Archangel despite their diplomatic passports. On July 10. they were released
on protest of the Polish Ambassador.
About July 15. all the delegates and their
assistants were arrested, their papers, refiorts, and personal files confiscated.
6. On July 20, the NKWD
(Gestapo) notified the Polish Minister that the
work of the delegates must cense, on the charge that all the delegates and their
assistants were carrying on espionage and propaganda against the Soviets.
7. The NKWD liquidated such Polish agencies
as orphanages, homes for in
valids, and kitchens where free meals were served.
With I he delegates under
arrest and above agencies liquidated, the Polish civilian population in Russia
was left to its own wits or starvation.
8. The attempt of the Polish Government to persuade the Soviets to facilitate
the evacuation of 50,000 Polish children, whose lot was particularly difficult, was
also fruitless.
i). The Polish officials and our Minister in Teheran. Mr. Dreyfus, told me that
Stalin promised our President that 10,000 children (orphans) would be evacu
ated immediately.
That was not done prior to rav departure from England on
October 2:>. 1942.
10. Nine of the delegates were released in August
and came directly to
Teheran where I contacted them. The rest of them remained in prison, charged
but not tried.
11. For .Mr. Kot, Deputy Prime Minister and former Polish
Ambassador to
Russia. I translated to Mr. Wendell Willkie in Teheran.
In the translation was
a message from General Sikorski to Mr. Willkie asking him that he intervene
with Stalin on the following points:
а. Release of the delegates and the assistants.
б. E.acuation of the 10.0(10 orphans,
r. Evacuation of the !>0,000 children.
93744— 52— pt. S
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12. In Scotland on October 22, 1942, General Slkorski Informed me that he
had just received a dispatch that 70 of the delegates were released and that
the remaining 14 were held and will be tried on a charge of spreading antiBolshevik propaganda.
13. a. The Polish Ambassador, Mr. Kot, made repeated requests for the release
Promises were always made and not kept ;
from prison of Polish citizens.
6. the Ambassador made repeated requests that the Soviets give him a list
Again
containing the names and the places of detention of Polish citizens.
promises were made and not kept.
c. When finally Mr. Kot furnished the NKWD a list of some 4,500 of the more
promised Poles and their places of detention, he was furnished replies pertaining
to 1,500 of whom 1,000 were released, but the date and place of release were
not given.
d. The Polish Embassy knows the location of some 65 camps and prisons
where Poles are still detained.
c. In November, 1941, Molotov notified Kot that all Poles were released from
detention, and yet the Soviet Foreign Office in January, February and March, 1942,
notified Kot that Poles were still being released from detention.
/. When only few of the so-called minorities, all citizens, were permitted to
join the Polish Army, the protests from Kot brought forth the answer from the
NKWD that those were Soviet citizens and therefore not eligible for the Polish
Army.
g. When civilians of the so-called minorities made application to the Polish
Embassy for evacuation and were given passports due them as Polish citizens,
the NKWD detained them at Tashkent, Yangi-Yul, and Ashkabad, the points
of embarkation, to Iran.

FUTURE POLISH-SOVIET

RELATIONS

1. Polish-Soviet
relations are marked by differences which are in my humble
opinion irreconcilable.
2. These differences are irreconcilable at present because
(a) the Soviets did
not carry out their end of the Polish-Soviet non-aggression pact ; (b) the Soviets
are not carrying out the provisions of the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July
30, 1941; (c) Stalin's promises to Slkorski and Roosevelt are not being kept;
(d) there are still some 900,000 Polish citizens, deportees, in Russia, slowly being
exterminated through overwork and undernourishment;
(e) there are still some
50,000 Polish children slowly dying of starvation.
3. If the Soviets forsake their communistic and imperialistic aspirations, there
is a good chance that iKmce may reign in the Eastern part of Poland.
4. The Polish Government and army officials are making a determined effort
to reconcile the differences. The attitude of the Government is realistic.
5. Thousands of families broken up, deported, tortured and starved cannot
so easily forget the immediate past — young men just out of Russia, young men
six months out of Russia ask not for bread, but for rilles — willing to die, provided
they can bag their toll of Nazis and then of Bolsheviks.
Henry I. Szymanski,
Lt. Colotiel. Infantry,
Liaison Officer, to Polish Army.
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Relations, Lt. Col. H.
Nov. 22, 1942

I. Szymanskl,

U. S. Army,

Photo by Lieutenant Colonel Szymanskl, U. S. Army.
Six-year-old boy, Polish evacuee
(See par. 10 of Report on Polish-Russian

from Russia, August 1942.

Relations
p. 455)

Between Sept. 17, 1939-July 30, 1941,
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Photo by Lieutenant Colonel Ssymaneki, Г. S. Army.
Twelve-year-old

Photo by Lieutenant

boy, Polish

evacuee

from Russia, August 1942.

Colonel Szymanski, U. S. Army.

Ten-year-old girl, Polish evacuee from Russia, August 1942.
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Photo by Lieutenant Colonel Szymanski. U. S. Army.
Throe slaters, ages 7, 8, and 9, Polish evacuees
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from Russia, August 1942.

2

Relations, Lt. Col.
Nov. 22, 104l>

H.

Case Studies — Polish Evacuees

I. Szymanski,

D.

X.

Army,

in Teheran

fiii8i informant
I was employed as a gamekeeper on an estate and owned a small farm,
Upon the arrival of the Soviet authorities I was arrested,
approx. 5 hectares.
on the 14 December 193!), and emprisoned at Molodeczno.
After t> months there
I was transferred to the prison at Orsza. In prison during inquiries 1 was
accused of carrying out my duties too conscientiously, communicating witii the
Polish police authorities and officers belonging to the Polish Frontier Guard
During these inquiries I was subjected
Corps, finally for hiding Polish Officers.
to very cruel treatment, I was beaten and forced lo report about other Poles,
false statements. I was sentenced to S years of labour in cam]).
1 was de
During the journey, I learned that my wife was deported
ported to Ealyma.
to Swierdloskaja <(blast in February 1040.
In the Labour Camp I had to work
on (lie railway line.
The work was very heavy. Food received after the quota
of work was carried out : 700 gr. of bread ami twice daily oat soup made witli
1 was ill and had a rupture, but had to work on.
salted fish.
No salary.
Living dwellings in barracks very dirty and full of lice. Very bad treatment
and we very often were beaten.
1 was released when the Amnesty for Poles
was in force on the 215.9.1041.
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INFORMANT

I was arrested by NKWD authorities on the 14.8.1940 and imprisoned at Lida.
During the investigations I was
do not know what happened to my family.
accused of being a patriot, a deputy of the maire of the village and chairman
was accused of
of a village association and Cooperative Society. Further
belonging to the "rich class" as my father owned a farm of 45 hectares. The
I was sentenced
inquiries held for the larger part at night were very tiring.
I was deported to Komi on the
to 8 years imprisonment and Labour Camp.
I worked as a carpenter, 14 hours per day and one day rest per
5.3.1941.
month. During this day I had to work one or two hours.
The work was very heavy. Food very bad, in the morning, if the quota of
work was completed, 675 gr. of bread and hot water, the smallest amount of
bread received 250 gr. Dinner at 7 in the evening consisted of oat meal soup
with salted fish. Illness was not taken into consideration and not even with a
medical certificate of unfitness was one released from work. Only people who
Billets in
hadn't the strength to get up from bed were allowed not to work.
The
barracks were overcrowded : in a one-person bed, three men used to sleep.
camp authorities used to treat us very badly. They often repeated to us that
we were buried for the rest of our life. Criminals who were imprisoned to
gether with us were much better treated by the authorities and could torture
us and ill treat us. In the barracks where I was imprisoned was also the
I

I

Lithuanian Minister of Finance Petrulis.

Thieves had stolen all his clothes
and belongings and although he reported this fact to the authorities no steps
were taken. I was released by the Amnesty with 4 weeks delay on the 6.8.1941.
THIRD INFORMANT

After her husband was arrested she was deported from Pinsk on 20.4.41. Was
deported from hospital with 5 children.
She was in hospital after the birth of
her youngest child. The other children 17, 14, 8, 3, and 2 months old. The whole
family was transported to Semipalatynsk In cattle train. They were deported
Oblast, Bialagaezewskij Rejon, Bek-Kazjer,
to the Camp of Semipalatynskaja
and there had to work in a quarry.
Was released from work there as unfit, but
her sons aged 17 and 14 were forced to work. The work consisted of carrying
and loading blocks of stones from 7 in the morning to 4 in the afternoon. The
salary was 11 kopek for one cubic meter of stones and both the boys could hardly
load one cubic meter during one day. The loading of stones was often carried
out during the night. They used to earn 11 kopek daily but the daily expenses
for bread only wer.' of 5 roubles 25 кор. We had a separate lodging consisting
of one room with a lloor, a kitchen stove, one window 2 and half mtr. x 2 and a
half mtr. The children were ill, malaria and scarlet fever. The local authorities
of the quarry and the guards were severe but did not ill-tre:it the workers. Rela
tions between Polish and Russian prisoners were good.
After long efforts made
by the deported they were released by the Soviet authorities on 27 October 1941
and received amnesty certificates.
She left immediately ; fterwards for Farabu,
where she stayed 2 weeks, afterwards left for Dzambu'. Teren Uziuk.
There
her youngest child died, her daughter was seriously ill imd became deaf.
FOURTH INFORMANT

Lately lived and was employed at Grodno. After the Soviet occupation worked
On the 9.9.1940 was arrested upon the denunciation of two pris
oners who were in his charge in 193(i.
Was accused of carrying out loyally
his duties and was not working for the Soviets. Was sentenced to 8 years
Labour Camp. Transferred to the prison in Brzesc later to the camp at Workuta, where he had to work on the land. His family remained at Grodno and
up to March 1941 he was in touch with them. Work in the camp very hard as
the quotas of work claimed were extremely high. For instance : during the
hay harvest he only carried out 70% of the work demanded and therefore
received no salary. Food : 050 grammes of bread per day and soup made out
of hot water and noodles with no fat at all. 17 September 1941 was released
and in accordance with his wish was directed to join the Polish Army. Arrived
to Uzbekistan where no Army units were being organized. Worked in a Kolchoz,
sorting out cotton wool, received no pay for that, only 500 grammes of dry
biscuit bread with no hot soup.
After 13 weeks all Poles were transferred to
Kirgiz Republic where they had no work but still received 400 grammes of flour
as builder.
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daily.
He became seriously ill — inflammation of the kidneys
departure from U. S. S. R. i. e. March 1942 was in hospital.
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FIFTH INFORMANT
We were taken during the night and had only one hour to pack up and prepare
Upon our arrival we were transferred to a farm where we were em
to leave.
ployed on work consisting of making fuel bricks out of cows manure. As a result
of this work we all got skin disease. No medicaments were available. Living
conditions and hygenic ones nonexistent, very dirty lodgings full of insects.
In the barracks half of the premises were occupied by cattle. Pay for three
months — work of three women : 90 roubles. The authorities robbed us or made
mistakes in the accounts. Our only means of living was the exchange of our
private belongings for food. Later we had to work on the farm. My daughter
One day she was wounded by an ox
had to lead oxes during the ploughing.
and had one rib broken but had to work on. During the winter food very scarce
and bad. During the period 1st January 1941 and May 1941 twelve people out
of the 42 died. No heating nor light in the barracks in which we were lodged.
SIXTH INFORMANT
Arrested on 20.7.1940 for selling his own corn and under accusation of selling
Inquiries held at
too high prices.
Sentenced to 5 years labour camp.
prison at Lunowce during three months, afterwards transferred to prison at
Charkowica 27 March 1941. Later transferred to the camp in Kirowska Oblast.
Work under extremely hard conditions 14 hours daily. Food in full quotas of
work completed : 700 grammes of bread twice daily, soup made of oatmeal and
salted fish. Living and hygienic conditions very bad. Dirt and insects, no soap.
The camp authorities treated us worse than dogs. They considered us buried
for life and death sentenced.
Russian criminals imprisoned together with us
used to ill-treat us, beat us, and rob us. The authorities ignored this. I was
released on the 28.8.1941.

it at

SEVENTH

INFORMANT

Was arrested there by the NKVD on the 10.2.1940 together with his family,
four children. Deported to the Gorkowskaja, Oblast. We were given
half an hour to leave. We were taken to the station, put into goods vans without
The
heating.
The temperature was about 25 degrees below freezing point.
On the way we were given soup every second or third
journey lasted a fortnight.
day. We did not get any water at all. There were 45 people in the wagon.
We were not allowed to get out at all. Upon our arrival we were taken into the
The work lasted 12 hours daily and was compulsory, though
tajga to work.
none of us had been tried and there had been no sentence pronounced. The daily
pay amounted to 2 or 3 roubles, which were paid irregularly. The food for
the family cost from 20 to 30 roubles daily —one kilo of meat 16 roubles. To
feed the family we sold our belongings. Illnesses : malaria and cynga. There
were no medicaments. In a room of about 90 cubic metres 28 persons lived.
The room was dirty and infected by insects. There was very little soap and
no disinfectants whatsoever. The authorities treated us very badly. They had
no understanding of our needs.
We were told repeatedly "You will be buried
here under this tree." We were released in August 1941.
a wife, and

F.KiHTII

INFORMANT

Deported to the
Was arrested there with family, wife and three children.
Archangels-kaja
Oblast-Kotlas on the 10 February 1940. The journey in unheated and looked goods vans lasted 17 days. During the journey we got soup
twice. We were taken to a forest farm for forced labour. There was no trial
whatsoever and no sentence pronounced. The work lasted from 12 to 14 hours
per day and the pay for a 100% quota 2 to 3 roubles. The upkeep of the family
cost 20 roubles a day. We sold our belongings not to die of hunger. We lived in
overcrowded huts. Dirt and insects.
We were given soap once during the whole
year. We received then 50 grammes per person. Amongst the deportees many
Diseases : all suffered of swelling and cynga.
children and elder people died.
Upon arrival to Teheran the results of the swelling were such that I had to
have my leg nmputated above the knee.
During my stay in the forest three In
my family died : my two-year-old son, my sister and my mother. The authori
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ties ruthless and very strict. After the amnesty there did not want to release
us, and I escaped with my family in December 1941.
NINTH INFORMANT

a

.">

Went to Lwow with her children when the war broke out, wbei-e she was em
ployed as a clerk of (he Administration of the State Forests until the 13 April
1040. During that night came three NKWD men. one Militia man and one sol
dier. After search made in the flat she was given one hour to pack up, was
deported with two children 7 and 10 years of age and her mother 72 years old and
Arrived
ill. Deported in a goods van with 27 people, taken to Somipalatynsk.
there 30 April, 1940, and taken to a brick factory for forced labour. She worked
—
tw > children and old mother — the
alone for the three members of her family
work consisted in making bricks and the quota required 1500 bricks, which work
over 12 hours. The weight of the stencil and bricks was 20 kilos. After a month
In spite of this she was not allowed to
of work she got inflamation of tendons.
leave work and was told "That does not matter, you will get used to it." When
the frosts came, she worked at sawing and cutting wood.
The quota was 4 cubic
metres j>er day. The people were forced to do the job in frosts of 43 degrees
the freezing point, although according to the law it is not allowed to make the
workers work when the temperature reaches — 40°. Women Soviet citizens did
not go out to work. The pay was 5 roubles to
and-half for full quota. Food:
the quota for bread was 000 grammes for Lnszczynska and 300 grammes each
for the children and mother. In 1041 this quota was reduced Г>00 grammes and
250, respectively. The local factory authorities were brutal and inhuman. They
refused
doctor for the ill mother, they did not take into account her lack of
strength when carrying burdens etc. Released in the end of August 1041. then
was employed in the Polish Delegation.
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Szvmanski,

U. S. Army,
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Teheran, Sept.
1942.
Dear Brother
Several years have passed since we parted and
is a Ions
time that
haven't had any news from you.
wish to inform you now about
the fate of our family ami your father and mother-in-law.
Dearest brother, the war which commenced in 1939 has brought about the
tragic lot of our fellow countrymen.
In September 1939, our area was invaded
by the Soviet Army, which introduced many changes in the economic and political
system.
They created revolutionary committees which were joined bv the great
est criminals released from prisons, and by the scum of the minorities, such as
the Pelechs from Peltew at Romaniszynow and Bedryjow, and the Olenszuks at
Krzewiee, and these people were at the head of the administrative and economic
affairs.
They began their activity by dividing the land of squires and peasants
1939, they would
who still bad sown and reaped in 1939. After November
not even listen when we prayed them to let us stay in our homes.
On November
5th,
committee composed, among others, of Ukrainians arrived and within 15
minutes we were turned out on the street. We went to Gliniany we were re
ceived there and stayed for 10 days. By this time, everything was destroyed
and robbed so that there wasn't anything to return to. The interior of Jan
In
Haraz's bouse was entirely demolished, so were the bouses of other people.
the month of January 1940, the pacification began.
The N. K. W. D. together
with the militia fell upon our homes and we were beaten so that we fainted in
their bands. For fear of them we left our bouses with our wives and children
On February 10, 19-10.
we escaped to Lwow.
date we shall always remember,
they came one night in sledges, when the frost was severe, and took our families
Whoever
as they were, barefooted and naked, while the men were not at home.
learned that the families had been removed endeavored to join them, but some
did not succeed, among them, brother Janek, Romek, and many others. Dear
Brother, from here on started our pilgrimage.
We were carried off and our
travel lasted four weeks; what food we had taken along from home was con
sumed during the first days, and we cried, freezing in the locked cars: the
windows were blocked up, so were the doors. They placed 70 persons in one car.
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Even water was denied to us during two or three days at a time. We began
to throw out dead bodies on the way to Siberia.
Not a single child arrived at
destination ; my three children died, their bodies were placed on the snow beside
Many people became
the car and the train moved on; that was their funeral.
insane during this travel and of the lot of about 3,000 persons about 8% died or
went mad.
Finally we arrived at destination in the district of Irkutsk, region of Nizhni
Ydinski, from there they carried us in trucks for 36 hours and brought us to a
forest where we were placed in barracks, several families together, so that there
was no space whatsoever where one could lie down. The place was full of bugs
and lice and after three days we were sent to work. A workman received 700
grams of bread and his family 300 grams and water. At the beginning of our
work the frost reached П0 degrees, but they paid no attention to our bad clothing
and foot gear, and after two weeks the number of members of our colony began
to reduce.
Aniela Gorajowna died, all б Guz girls. Pasternak, Gron, Wojtko's
wife, Feret, Uncle Kot, three members of the Glodek family and many others.
We lived at that place over a year and a half In dreadful misery. We ate net
tles, grass and even resin. Meanwhile the families of 38 of us were taken away
and during several months we had no news whatsoever about them.
Finally the day came when we were given documents stating that we were
Polish citizens; this made us very happy and some of joined our families. From
then on we began to look for a better place.
We travelled for about 6 weeks
towaril the south and arrived together with others in Tashkent. This travel was
a calvary for thousands of our countrymen.
My dear brother, I am unable to
describe this travel, — history will tell about places and rivers, as for instance
the Amudaria, and about the tragedy and death of Poles.
In 1!>42, I placed the entire family and their neighbors on the collective farm,
Novy Put, in the region of Xovotrotz, district of Djambul, where we dragged on
our life in starvation, where we received for our work 300 grams of flour daily,
while in other collective and Soviet farms nothing at all was given, and where
the hot climate and hunger were the cause of very high mortality. When the news
reached us that a Polish army was being created, we reported for enlistment
in the army. Dear brother, I was very sorry to part with the family in such
conditions, leaving them so naked and bare-footed, that I was compelled to give
my last shirt, a pair of underwear and an old worn suit to my aged father and
mother.
In 1042, in March, 1 enlisted in the Polish army as a chauffeur, an automo
bile driver, so I am now working in the army. A few days ago I received the
news that my family, that is, my wife and my daughter, are still in Russia in a
hospital ; only sister-in-law Fela is already in Persia, and brother Paul with his
son are in the army, also on the Persian side.
A description of all details of what was going on with our Polish people in
Soviet Russia, woidd not have room enough to be written on the roof of your
house which you built in the colony and the space of which was little less than
20 square meters: about the camps and examinations under the threat of re
volvers pressed against the temples at nightly hours, several times in succession,
and always the same question ; about cells in which X ix?rsons were placed of the
majority of whom nothing is known. Dear brother, while working together
with the Fzbeck people, 1 learned that they were all waiting for liberation, that
almost every other family had someone of its members in a camp or prison,
this amounted to a total number of about 40 millions in 1941.
I wish to add that after a stay in 2-3 months, all Polish followers of Marx
definitely declared before their authorities that they preferred imprisonment in
Poland to liberty in the Soviet country. The life of an unqualified workman in
that country was such that I do not know if one could find another country where
a workman would work thus for nothing, go around naked, all tattered, and
Training
get such food that bread was luxury for a collective farm workman.
and propaganda was afforded by Russia herself, so that all followers of this idea
have been cured once and for all and now they are the most active adversaries
of the idea in which they had strongly believed before coming to this country. At
the present time the Polish people are being evacuated and every effort is made
to get out as many as possible, because the N. K. W. D. is watching this matter
closely so as not to let a single soul get out from there. Some of the sarriving
Poles look like walking ghosts. Dear brother, in conclusion of my letter I
want to ask you not to think that I am exaggerating the above described facts;
this is only a part of what I have gone through myself, and many other tragic
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incidents could be described in addition. Having received your address, I want
to lay before you my pains and to inform you of my experiences under that
regime.
Hearty greetings and kisses for you, your wife, and your children,
Your affectionate brother,
My address

:

Command of Evacuation Base, Teheran, Post Office.
Enclosure

Report

on

Polish-Russian

Extract of the

No. 4

Relations, Lt. Col. H. I. Szymanski,
Nov. 22, 1942—1. G. No. 3850

Memorandum of the Peoples" Commissar
Dated December 1st, 1941

U. S. Army,

for Foreign Affairs

All citizens of the western Ukranian and White Russian districts of the
S. R. R., who on November 1st, 1939, had been in these districts acquired the
U. S. S. R. citizenship in accordance with the U. S. S. R. citizenship Law of August
19th, 1939.

The readiness of the Soviet Government to consider as Polish citizens these
persons of Polish nationality who had lived ou these territories until November
1st, 1939, is a proof of the good will and compromising attitude of the Soviet
Government, but in no way can this constitute any basis for consideration as
Polish citizens other nationalities, in particular, Ukrainian, White Russian, and
Jewish as, the frontier question between the U. S. S. R. and Poland has not been
settled and will be a subject of discussion in the nearest future.
Enclosure No.
Report

on

Polish-Russian

5

Relations, Lt. Col. H. I. Szymanski,
Nov. 22, 1942—1. G. No. 3850

U. S. Army,

Polish Citizenship of Non-Polish Nationals
Polish-Soviet Treaty of July 30, 1941, provided amnesty for war

prisoners
The
as well as for political prisoners and referred to all detained Polish citizens
without making any differentiation among Polish citizens as far as nationality,
religion, or race were concerned. Nor did the order issued by the Presidium of
the Supreme Council of U. S. S. R. on August 12, 1941, granting amnesty to Polish
citizens who were voluntary or forcedly deported to or detained in the territory of
the U. S. S. R., provide any discrimination among Polish citizens of various
nationalities.
In accordance with this decision, a certain number of Polish citizens, among
them some of Ukrainian, White-Russian, and Jewish nationality, were released
from forced labor camps and prisons in the course of the first months following
the signing of the treaty, so that during the initial phase of the organization of the
Polish Army an appreciable percent of Polish citizens of Jewish, Ukranian, and
White-Russian nationality enlisted as volunteers in Polish units.
The iirst case of discrimination applied to Polish citizens of non-Polish nation
ality by Soviet authorities occurred in the Kazakhstan Republic in the month of
October. According to Information received by the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev
the Military Commissar of this Republic, General Sheherbakov, issued an order in
Alma-Ata directing that all Polish citizens who were deported by Soviet authori
ties from occupied Polish territories, and who according to documents issued to
them by these authorities from Ukrainian, White-Russian,
or Jewish nationals,
be sent to the Red Army if their age and physical conditions met requirements.
The Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev reacted to the above order by a note dated
10 November 1941, stating that it was inconsistent with the Polish-Soviet treaty
of July 30, 1941, or with the Polish-Soviet Military agreement of August 14, 1941,
demanding at the same time that every Polish citizen capable of carrying arms
be guaranteed the right of enlisting in the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R.
In their reply of December 1, 1941, to the above note the Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs stated that they disagreed with the viewpoint of the Polish
Embassy. According to this viewpoint the calling to the Red Army of Soviet
citizens who were Ukrainians, White-Russians, and Jews and had come from the
territories of Western Ukraine and Western White-Russia was inconsistent with
the treaty of July 30, 1941, or the agreement of August 14, 1941. The understand-
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ing of the Soviet authorities was that the text of either agreement afforded no
basis on which the viewpoint explained in the Embassy's note could be founded.
Further, the Soviet note stated that according to the order of the Presidium of
the Supreme Council of the U. S. S. R. dated 29 November 1939, all citizens of the
western regions of the Ukranian and White-Russian S. S. R. who remained in
these regions on November 1-2, 1939, had acquired U. S. S. R. citizenship under
the provisions of the law on U. S. S. R. citizenship, dated August 19, 1938. "The
willingness of the Soviet Government to recognize as Polish citizens such Polish
nationals who until 1-2 November 1939, had lived in the above-mentioned areas
Sives evidence to the good will and complaisance of the Soviet Government, but in
no way can it serve as a basis for other nationals, in particular of Ukrainians,
White-Russians, and Jews, to be analogically recognized as Polish citizens, be
cause the question of the frontiers between the U. S. S. R. and Poland has not been
solved as yet and is subject to future revision."
In a reply dated 9 December, 1942, to the afore-mentioned Soviet note, the
Embassy stated: (1) "That Polish legislation was based on the principle of
equality of all citizens before law without regard to their nationality or race" ; the
Embassy of the Polish Republic knows of no prescriptions of Soviet law intro
"None of the provisions of the treaty
ducing or approving such discrimination.
of July 30, 1942, or of the military agreement of August 14, 1942, concerning
Polish citizens (amnesty, military service) make any reference to nationality or
race, therefore they relate to all Polish citizens without any exceptions."
(2)
The fact of possessing Polish citizenship by a given person is based on Polish
law, in particular on the law on Polish citizenship dated January 20, 1920. For
this reason and in view of the considerations elucidated above, "the Embassy
cannot take notice of the statement that among the persons who resided on 1-2
November 1939 in the area of the Polish Republic, temporarily occupied by
Soviet armed forces, only individuals of Polish nationality will be be recognized
as Polish citizens by the Soviet Government.
(3) The U. S. S. R. law on citizen
ship of August 19, 1938, cannot be applied to Polish citizens because "its appli
cation in the territory of the Polish Republic which was occupied by the Soviet
Union from the latter part of September 1939, until June or July 1941, is con
trary to the resolutions of the IV Hague convention of 1907." In conclusion the
Polish Embassy stated that the Embassy does not connect citizenship with the
question of the Polish-Soviet frontier.
Soviet authorities, on the other hand,
set forth contradicting theses in stating that they do not recognize as Polish
citizens persons of Ukrainian, White-Russian, and Jewish nationality who pos
sessed Polish citizenship, because the question of the frontier between the
U. S. S. R. and Poland was not decided and was to be revised in the future."
Maintaining their attitude as stated in (1) to'(3) above, the Embassy called
attention to the fact that the Soviet viewpoint constituted a unilateral solution
by the Soviet Union of a matter which, according to the statement of the Peo
ples' Commissariat for Foreign Asairs, is to be revised In the future.
In reply to the above note of the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev the Peoples'
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs sent a note dated January 6, 1942, stating
that they did not see any ground for changing their attitude explained in their
note of December 1, 1941. As regards the reference made by the Polish Em
bassy to the Hague Convention, the Peoples' Commissariat is of the opinion that
the provision of the IV Hague convention refers to occupation of enemy terri
tory while the term "occupation" with regard to Western Ukraine and WhiteHu-isia had no foundation whatsoever either from a political or from an inter
national viewpoint, because "the entry of Soviet troops in Western Ukraine and
Western White-Russia in the fall of 1939, was not an occupation and the an
nexation of the said areas to the U. S. S. R. was a result of the freely expressed
will of the population of these areas."
In connection with the above-described attitude of the Soviet government,
Polish citizens of Ukrainian, White-Russian, and Jewish nationality, and also
of other nationalities or origin, as, for instance, Tartars and Lithuanians, are
not regarded by the Soviet government as Polish citizens.
The questioning by the Soviet authorities of Polish citizenship rights held by
Ukrainians, Jews, and White-Russians, was not limited to a theoretical legal
dispute but was followed by practical consequences of the greatest importance
to those concerned. Soviet authorities did not let them join the Polish Army
and, in addition, they were deprived of the legal help and assistance of Polish
The Embassy's intervention concerning the release of Polish citi
authorities.
zens whose confinement in prisons and forced labor camps continued in spite of
proclaimed amnesty, met with disapproval as far as non-Polish nationals (mostly
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Jews) were concerned. It has happened that some individuals who, being Polish
citizens, had approached delegates of the Polish Embassy were rearrested. The
Soviet authorities held these i>ersons responsible for violating Soviet laws
which prohibit, under threat of severe punishment, any communication of Soviet
citizens with agencies of foreign countries. Finally, of a most vital importance
to Polish citizens of Jewish nationality possessing families in Palestine, the
United States, and Great Britain, was the matter of departure which was made
impossible due to refusal of exit visas by Soviet authorities, although frequently
In
the applicants had already complied with all passport and other formalities.
many cases, Polish foreign passports with British. Palestine, and Iranian visas
were simply taken away from persons applying for U. S. S. It. exit vias.
The last paragraph of the afore-mentioned note of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs dated 1>ееешЬег 1, 1941, reads as follows: "As far as the
reference made by the Polish Embassy to General Szczerbakov's order issued at
Alma-Ata is concerned, information possessed by the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs indicates that no order has been issued calling the afore
mentioned citizens (i. e. Ukrainian. White-Russian and Jewish nationals) to the
ranks of the Bed Army; the order issued concerned their draft for labor in the
rear; this also applied to other Soviet citizens of the U. S. S. R.
According to information in the possession of the Polish Government. Polish
citizens called to perform labor in the rear, as stated in the above-mentioned
During the
note, were placed in so-called "special construction
battalions."
spring months of 1941, a conscription of 3 classes, 1!)17. 191S, and 1919 for the
Bed Army was carried out by the Soviet authorities in occupied Polish territory.
The recruits were dejwrted to remote areas of the U. S. S. B. Basing the cal
culation on the general number of the population of the Soviet-occupied Polish
territory, it is assumed that the number of recruits amounted to about 1ГИМНЮ
In the months of August and September. 1941, on the strength of an
men.
order issued by Soviet authorities, a part of Polish citizens recruited from
Polish territories were released from the ranks of the Bed Army and placed in
the above-mentioned construction battalions.
On August 1(>, 1941, the Commander of Polish Armed Forces in the U. S. S. R.,
General Anders, approached the representative of the Bed Army's High Com
mand, Major General Pantilov. requesting that Polish citizens who were taken
to the Soviet Army be turned over to the Polish Army.
On August 19, General
Pantilov informed General Anders that "desiring to satisfy the Polish Com
mand, the Bed Army Headquarters comply with the request of the Polish Com
mand regarding the voluntary release to the Polish Army of Poles who are now
It) Bed Army units."
(Protocol No. 2.)
However, it was proved by a number of letters received by the Embassy, that
the transfer of Polish citizens from the Red Army and from special construction
battalions bad not been carried out in practice; moreover, repressive meas
ures were applied to soldiers who, knowing that a Polish Army was lieing or
ganized in the U. S. S. R., had submitted applications for their transfer to the
Polish Army.
Only a few individuals from the 1917, 1918, and 19' 9 conscription classes
succeeded in getting over to the Polish Army, while t'.e note of the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs dated December 1, 1941, entirely confirmed the
fact that Polish citizens of Ukrainian. White-Russians and Jewish nationalitywere still detained in special construction battalions: this obviously had an un
favorable effect on the numerical strength of the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R.
This matter has not been satisfactorily settled, notwithstanding repeated, writ
ten, and oral interventions of the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev
(dated April
1С, and May 4) and of the Polish military authorities
(on January 21, February
28, and April 13), although the Peoples' Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in
their note of May 14, reiterated that only Soviet citizens were called to the Red
Army and to special construction battalions.
In their desire to force upon the Polish Government their viewpoints con
cerning the citizenship question of persons forcedly deported to the U. S. S. R.
from areas of the Polish Republic, the Soviet Government in addition tend*
toward restricting the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev in their right to issue pass
ports to Polish citizens, a sovereign right of any country. This tendency finds
expression in the note of the Peoples' Commissariat for Foreign Affairs dated
June 9, to the Polish Embassy. In this note the Peoples' Commissariat states
that they "think it imperative" that lists of individuals to whom the Embassy
wishes to issue Polish passports be sent to the Peoples' Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs and the latter, when returning the lists, will inform the Embassy "of all
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Politico-Military Russian Situation

4

3

1,

2. 1.

:

Basis of report
Conversation with Polish Army Leaders in Iran and England.
Conversation with Czech Army Leaders in Palestine and England.
3. Conversation with British War Office, London.
4. Conversation
with American War Correspondents recently returned
from Russia, in Iran.
It is generally agreed among the Czechs, Poles, and the British War Office
that the Soviets had available at the start of war around 21,000,000 men for
the armed services.
The Polish and Czech sources agree that the Russian casualties amounted
to around 7,000,000 to November
1042.
The same sources agree that the Russians now have mobilized between 13
and 15 million men.
The British War Office agrees with the above figures because its information is
from the same sources.
Of the 7,000,000 Russian casualties
million are dead or wounded (nonreturnmillion in German prisons.
able) and

%

is

0,

a

a

i),

objections made by competent Soviet Agencies to the issuance of Polish pass
ports to any of the persons included in the lists". The Soviet note adds that
"all persons included in the above-mentioned lists with regard to whom no
objections are set forth by competent Soviet agencies shall, upon exhibition by
them of Polish passports, be given certificates entitling foreigners to sojourn in
the U. S. S. R. Moreover, the above-mentioned Soviet note demands that lists
<if individuals to whom Polish passports had been issued by the'Polish Embassy
at an earlier date, lie also submitted to the Soviet authorities.
These lists, according to Soviet wishes, were to include the following infor
mation on every person listed : first and last names, year of birth, nationality,
religion, present place of residence, citizenship claimed and places of residence
prior to November 103!», whether amnestied by Soviet authorities, when and
where arrested and deported, if not a permanent resident of Western Ukraine
or Western White-Russia circumstances of arrival to Soviet territory, nationality
of parents, and present place of their residence.
In reply to the above note, the Polish Embassy in Kuibyshev in the name of
the Polish Government, stated in their note of June 24, that "in conformity with
fundamental principles of international law, the Polish Government declares that
decisions on matters of Polish citizenship were made by Polish authorities
within their own competence, and these authorities do not consider it possible that
the citizenship of Polish citizens who had lived in areas of the Polish Republic
and in the years 1939-1942, had arrived in the U. S. S. R., (not of their own
will, as it is known), shouid be decided upon by Soviet authorities by verification
of lists of Polish citizens requested from the Embassy. The note explains fur
ther that the issuance of passports to Polish citizens by the Embassy and their
Delegates, is carried out on the basis of existing Polish laws and regulations.
Under the constitution of the Polish Republic and Polish law, nationality, reli
gion or race, and place of residence within the boundary of the Stnte have no
In its last paragraph the Polish
influence on the citizenship of a given person.
note pointed out that the note of the Peoples' Commissariat for Foreign Affairs,
procedure of issuing passports not
dated June
was intended to enforce
practiced by sovereign countries and therefore the Polish Government did not
see any possibility for
meritorious discussion of the matter on the basis of the
suggested procedure.
did
The Peoples' Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in their reply of July
not discuss the arguments of the Polish Embassy's note of June 24, and re
stricted themselves to communicating that they still insisted on the acceptance
by the Poles of the procedure of issuing Polish passports as proposed by the
Soviet Government.
The above-mentioned documents and facts indisputably establish on the one
hand the Soviet's tendency toward restricting, contrary to international law,
the Polish State's sovereign rights, and on the other, their tendency
to count
Polish citizens of non-Polish nationality as citizens of the U. S. S. R.. which
inconsistent with international law.
London, 24, October, 1!>),2.
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2,600,000 are reported to have died while in prison.
by quoting the Russian ambassador to Poland who
said that there are no Russians in German prison camps, and by an answer the
German labor minister made in Nuremberg last February at a labor convention,

Of the 4 million prisoners
This figure the Poles confirm

when asked "How many Russian prisoners are available for work?" His answer
was that of the 4,000,000 some 2,600,000 are dead, 600,000 unfit for work and
800,000 available.
The statement of the Russian ambassador to Poland was
repeated (this from a British source) by the wife of the Russian ambassador
to Great Britain when she was asked by the British to head a Red Cross drive
for the relief of Russian prisoners in German camps.
Conditions in Russia are so bad that it is estimated that 20 to 40 million will
die from starvation in the coming year, but the army and the necessary workers
will be fed.
Russian political prisoners who shared cells with high-ranking Polish officers
have stated that there are some 15 to 20 million such political prisoners incar
cerated.
Losses, both military and civilian, are not taken into the considerations of
Stalin's communistic and imperialistic policy.
The Soviet Army is not broken and will not be broken despite loss of territory.
No source of information, be it Polish, British, or Czech, can tell or even guess
I doubt if the Bolsheviks themselves
the strength of the Soviets on any front.
know.
No source of information, be it Polish, British, or Czech, can tell or even
guess what reserves of supplies and equipment the Soviets have on hand, and
yet in August they were moving fully equipped antitank units across the
Caspian Sen from Krasnovadsk to Baku.
The Russians fight because :
а. in front the Germans take no prisoners
б. line of NKWD commissars permit no desertions
c. starvation awaits the deserter
d. the front line is well fed
e. a degree of patriotism has permeated the army.
The Communists are not fighting for democracy or Christianity because neither
one of these institutions exist in the Soviets.
They are fighting to preserve the regime.
When a month ago the commissar, a part of every command, was removed, it
meant one of two things :
(1) the regime has weakened and the army been strengthened
(2) or the communist party has taken the army into its fold, and thus
quieted Russia's most talked of leader — Timoshenko.
The Soviets themselves cannot defeat the Nazis.
The Soviets and the British cannot defeat the Nazis.
Our forces, our equipment, our supplies, our food will defeat the Nazis. We
must never lose sight of that certainty.
Our food and our supplies will finally rehabilitate Russia and all of Europe.
We must never lose sight of that post-war task.
In view of the above premises ami statements it is fair to ask two questions —
a. What are the Soviets' communistic imperialistic
aspirations?
h. What consideration should be given the Soivets at the peace table?
Question a. will be treated briefly from two aspects: (i) Communism within
Russia, and (2) Communistic imperialism.
(1) Communism within Russia
FREEDOM

in,

terms of President Roosevelt's "four freedoms"

OF SPEECH AND EXPRESSION

The Press throughout the Soviet Union is controlled by the government.
Controversial subjects do not appear in the Press. It is intended to be an
organ of propaganda rather than of information.
Only news items favorable
to the government are printed.
The two newspapers Phavda and Izvestia have
large circulations in the cities and reach all culture clubs outside. Local news
papers, restricted to localities, devote most of the space to criticism of local
labor output.
The tight censorship and control of the Press leaves the citizens in the dark
concerning foreign news of any nature. As a result, the young people with no
basis of comparison, assume the Soviet standard of living to be ideal. The Soviet
citizen attends all meetings and applauds the speakers, but he will not discuss
politics for fear of informers.
Instead, he discusses his output of work.
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The people pretend to take a very active part In public life. They choose
members of the local council and elect the chairman of their local meetings.
However, in the general elections they have no choice of candidate and the resolu
tions and doctrines preached are the same at all gatherings and dictated by the
NKWD (O. G. P. U.) and the Communist Party. Members of the party control
the non-Communist members occupying equal or higher positions.
It is extremely
cliffi ult to get a membership in the Party. Two-percent of the people belong to
the Communist Party which according to the constitution shares in the govern
ment. There is no other party, and therefore, no real freedom of representatives.
FREEDOM OF EVEBT PERSON TO WORSHIP GOD IN HIS OWN WAY

In

organizations are active. Even the Polish
agitation.
Immediately after the
signing of the Soviet-Anglo-American
Lend Lease Pact the Soviets stopped all
talks of religious freedom. Polish Military Chaplains were prohibited from
leaving the camps even for the purpose of conducting services for the families
of soldiers. There are some 150 Polish Priests in Russian prisons or concentra
tion camps.
Articles and pictures showing religious services in the Soviet Union
which appear in American magazines were propaganda.
Bishop Gawlina (Polish Army Chaplain) on a visit to Baku, Moscow, Kuiby
shev, Tashkent, Samarkan and Ashkabad saw but one church open for services.
Catholic, Protestant, Jewish and Russian Orthodox all shared alike. The few
churches opened for services were taxed out of existence in very short time.
Soldiers of the Soviet Army or their mothers approached Polish Chaplains
(mostly at night) and begged for religious medals and pictures to take along
to the front — Religious freedom does not exist.
towns and farms anti-religious

Army in Russia was subject to anti-religious

FREEDOM FROM WANT

It is expected that fully 20,000,000 Russians will die of hunger this winter and
coming spring. The plight of the Polish evacuees indicates the conditions exist
ing in Russia. This, of course, will be due mostly to the German occupation of
territories that produced 60% of the food products. Part of it Is due to the
dislocation of transport and to poor organizing ability.
But the "want" existed before the war. Government control of industry
brought about lower wages to cut cost, thus lowering the purchasing power
because not all produced equally but all suffered.
Black bread, a cereal and
beans with practically no fat constitute the workers daily diet. Clothing is
very scant, shoes not available and for housing, but one room is given to even
large families.
FREEDOM FROM TERRORISM

The entire U. S. S. R. lives under a constant threat of prison, concentration
camp and deportation.
Nearly every family mourns a member who is either im
prisoned, or had died in some prison or camp.
The threat becomes greater be
cause to inform is considered the highest virture of a citizen. The system of
spying and punishment without trial is so general that a victim puts up no defense. With the fatalism of the East, he simply accepts the enevi table. The
older generation still remembers the past, hut appreciate the tragedy of its posi
tion and keeps quiet for fear of spies and informers and the consequent jails and
concentration camps from which none return.
It is difficult to estimate the num
Suspects
The figure generally spoken of is roughly 20,000,000.
ber incarcerated.
Some are sentenced by courts,
and families of prisoners are likewise imprisoned.
some by the administration without trial.
Moreover, the Russian worker has no freedom of travel from place to place,
is subject to compulsory attendance at training schools for manual labor in
factories and on railroads, and under penalty of imprisonment, cannot change
The Workers' Committees,
He has no right to strike.
jobs without authority.
composed of members selected by the party, are not in practice concerned with
In
the interest of workers and are merely the mouthpiece of the management.
fact, the days of joint consultation between workers and managers are over.
(2) Communistic Imperialism
The Comintern is a political organization within the Soviet Government.
Its
task is to bring about a Communistic revolution.
It is particularly active at
present in U. S., England, France, Germany, and Poland.

.
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In the United States, the main effort of the Comintern is devoted to the popu
larization of Communism through the relief activity known as "Aid for Russia."
Every prominent Americas working for this relief is unfortunately pictured by
the Comintern in other countries and in Russia as a champion of communism.
In Germany, the Comintern is proclaiming that Hitler alone is fighting com
munism, defending the interest of German capitalists, and that after a com
munist revolution in Germany, cooperation will he established, Poland divided,
and Germany and Russia will decide on future conditions in Europe.
In France, the communists are conducting sabotage and preaching the doctrine
that Russia and France would decide the fate of Europe and not English and
American capitalists.
In Poland, the communists, dropped by parachutes, took advantage of the
populations depression caused by the German terror and the protracted war and
started propaganda against Polish leaders and advocating a premature uprising
Immediately after the Sikorski-Stalin negotiations, an
against the Germans.
underground communistic paper in Poland stated that a victorious Red Armywould not stop at the border of Poland, and not even at the liritisli Channel or
the Hay of Biscay.
In England, the Communists based their propaganda on the opening of a sec
ond front, nor in Africa or the Middle East, but in France. Holland and Belgium.
This attack would have entailed great losses to the Allies and the Germans alike,
which would enhance the chances of the Soviet Army.
The conquest of Latvia. Estonia. Lithuania, Poland, and Bessarabia was not
for strategic purposes, but a positive indication of communistic imperialism.
WILL THE RUSSIANS

FIGHT NEXT SPRINU?

Yes, if they find the Germans very weak. This winter they will conduct lim
ited offensives in order to straighten their lines. Behind these lines, they will
They will wait until the Allies
rest, reorganize, train and equip more divisions.
and Germans annihilate each other. They will wait until the German army
confronting them is so weak that their own effort will bring easy and huge
results. They will not stop their westward march until the American Army
stops them.
Europe is confronted with what seems to many of the powers an "either — or"
choice — i. е., either German domination or Soviet domination.
- There is little faith that the United States could control a victorious Russia
at any peace table conference.
One of Mr. Willkie's secretary's stated to me in Tehran, that Russia and the
United States will dictate the peace of Europe.
When I repeated this (without
mentioning the source) to a very prominent Pole in Tehran, he at first begged
me not to jest, and then very sadly said to me that, "In that case Poland has
lost the war and the Allies have lost the war."
The choice in Europe is not merely: Democracy vs. Hitler, as so many Ameri
cans seem to think it is.

HKNKY I. SzYMANSKI,
Lt. Col. Infantry, V. S. Army,
Liaison Officer to Polish Army.
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Mr. Machrowtcz. One question if you don't mind.
want to ask
counsel, Does that complete the so-called Szymanski reports which we
have received from the Department?
Mr. Mitchell. No, sir. There is one additional report.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where is it ?
Mr. Mitchell. That report is a report by a British officer ——
Mr. Machrowic z.
mean other than that.
Mr. Mitchell. That is all, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. There are no additional Szymanski reports with
the exception of the Lieutenant Colonel Hull's report, that we re
This completes the record. I will <ret
ceived from the Department.
to that later.
Mr. Korth. Just as a matter of record here which indicated in the
executive session a moment ago. in order to protect myself with refer

I

I
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have not had an op
ence to this last exhibit which was introduced
as to whether there
cannot
comment
and
therefore
it
to
read
portunity
is any objection to it.
Mr. Machrowicz. In fairness to Mr. Korth, that should be noted on
the record.

Chairman Madden. Yes.

But I would like to ask one question again in
that connection.
Mr. Korth. Yes, sir?
Mr. Machrowicz. When we received the Colonel Van Vliet report
we received with it also a copy of a letter of transmittal to the Depart
ment of State.
Mr. Korth. That is right, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. With any of these reports is there a letter of
to understand that
transmittal to the Department of State? Am
these reports so far as you know have not been transmitted to the
Department of State ?
Mr. Koitni. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. You are quoting for the record ?
am quoting for the record because, if
might
Mr. Sheehan.
make a short statement, part of the work of the committee is to
bring out the various things as we see them in the record and their
proper significance, which naturally cannot be evaluated now but at
a future time will all be tied together by the committee when they
I am reading from the. report. This is part of
make their report.
the report signed by Colonel Szymanski and I merely bring it to the
attention of the committee. I think I would prefer that the colonel
himself read the last three paragraphs.
Mr. Mitchell. What is the" date of this report, please, that par
ticular one that he is referring to?
Colonel Szymanski. November 23, 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. Please read it for the record. It is the last three
paragraphs, believe, that Congressman Sheehan asked for.
Colonel Szymanski (reading) :
Mr. Machrowicz.

I

I

I

I

There is little faith that the United States could control a victorious Russia
at a peace-table conference. One of Mr. Willkie's secretaries stated to me inTehran that Russia and the United States will dictate the peace of Europe.
When I repeated this without mentioning the source to a very prominent Pole
in Tehran, he first begged me not to jest and then very sadly said to me that in
that case Poland has lost the war and the Allies have lost the war. The choicein Europe is not merely democracy versus Hitler, as too many Americans think,

it

is.

Mr. Sheehan. Those were your opinions at that time?

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
I would suggest the colonel should have been the
Secretary of State and we would have been in a lot better position
than we are today.
Mr. Machrowicz. May I again ask, Mr. Korth, in view of the fact
that there were important conclusions not only of a military nature
but of a political nature, and in view of the fact that the report con
tains such important conversations as conversations between General
Sikorski, General Anders, Stalin, Mololov, why were those reports;
never transferred to the Department of State? Do you know?
Mr. Korth. No, sir ; do not know.

Mr. Sheehan.
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Mr. Machrowicz.
would say that if they were, and if they were
heeded there probably would have been no Yalta or Tehran.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Chairman, the next matter
Chairman Madden. Let me interrupt. Do you mean to say that
these reports were kept in G-2 ?
Mr. Korth. No, sir.
answered the question,
think correctly,
that
had no knowledge whether these reports were transmitted or
not to the State Department or anywhere else.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me tell you this. The previous reports you
have sent to us, as the Van Vliet report, you indicated were conveyed
to the Department of State.
Mr. Korth. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. This report shows no such conveyance.
Mr. Korth. And have no information.
Mr. Machrowicz. To that effect. Will you do this for the com
mittee

I

I

I

I

Mr. Korth. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. If you find in the Department of Defense or the
Department of War any place a letter or any indication that the

valuable information contained in these reports, including the con
versations between Stalin, Molotov, General Sikorski, and General
Anders was brought to the attention of the Department of State, will
you let this committee know about it?
Mr. Korth. certainly will, sir.
Mr. Flood. This might be a good time to observe —will the gentle
man yield ?
Mr. Sheehan. Yes.
Mr. Flood. This might be a good time to observe that if these
observations are true as a fact, and if these reports remained in G— 2
at the Army and never reached the Secretary of State, it would be
very difficult for the Secretary of State to act upon something he knew

I

Korth. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. What is the purpose of G-2 ?
Mr.

Maybe we ought to
save some money there.
Colonel, did you ever return to the United States in the interim
between 1943 and your other assignment later in 1944 or 1945 SI
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.

Mr. Sheehan. In other words you remained overseas all the time ?
Colonel Sztmanski.

Yes, sir.

Colonel Sztmanski.

No, sir.

Mr. Sheehan. In this interim between the end of the war and the
beginning of your reports, did you talk to any official of the Army or
the State Department in Europe about your Katyn report?
Mr. Sheehan. Or the Russian treatment of the Poles?

Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Are these all the reports that concern the Katyn
matter that you now have?
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. There are some cables, are there not? Did you have
a reply in cables from the Army ?
Colonel Szymanski. We differentiate between reports and cables,
so there may be and there were cables sent on the disappearance of the
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and made contact

April 1942.
Mr. Mitchell. Those cables he is referring to have not

been made
available to this committee to my knowledge, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Chairman, as remember in our covering letter
to the Army did we not ask them to make available all information ?
Mt. Mitchell. We never wrote a covering letter to the Army. They
offered it. They have had considerable difficulty finding all the
various reports connected with Poland.
you will recall, it was on
the directive of the President, when this entire committee visited with
him, that all reports anywhere in the Government of the United States
would be made available to this committee. Consequently, those re
ports have only begun coming in during the past С weeks or 2 months.
The committee staff has just not had time to sift down all the reports
that have come in at this time, but we have not received to my per
sonal knowledge anything in the way of cables signed by Colonel
Szymanski or referring to him in any way.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Chairman, would suggest you instinct counsel
to write the appropriate letter getting the necessary cables and any

I

If

I

Chairman Madden. I will order that procedure to be followed.
Mr. Machrowicz. In clarification, so that we won't get into another
impasse as we have today — I will have to ask one question if you don't
mind — I will ask the Colonel, you had other assignments besides the
problem of locating the disappeared Polish officers ; did you not?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. When you answered Mr. Sheehan's question that
this completes all the reports made by you to G-2 at that time, you
were referring only to all the reports made by you with reference to
the

Katyn massacre?

I

Colonel Szymanski. That was his question, as understood it.
Mr. Machrowicz.
just wondered if Mr. Sheehan got the impact
of that. There are other reports that you did file about that time
regarding the Russian-Polish situation, did you not?
'
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are those included in the reports we have?
haven't seen them in these reports.
Colonel Szymanski.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, then, the file that we have re
ceived from the Department of Defense is not a complete file of all
your reports on the Russian-Polish situation, is it?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
don't know whether the committee
Mr. Korth. Mr. Chairman,
is aware of the information and assistance that the Department of
have a list of the things that we have fur
the Army has given.
nished, if you would like that detailed.
think
Mr. Machrowicz.
might say in defense of your Depart
ment that probably our letter wasn't broad enough. These reports
which do not refer directly to the Katyn incident but which indirectly
have a great bearing on the Katyn incident probably were not fur
nished the committee by you because you had no specific demand for

I

I

I

I

I

them.

I

Mr. Korth. As indicated earlier, we had

a directive from the Pres
to
this
committee
all information that
we
make
available
that
ident
the committee desires in connection with its hearing.
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Mr. Macheowicz.
think you literally complied when you fur
nished us only tile reports which had a direct bearing on the Katyn
incident.
Mr. Korth. That is true.
Mr. Machkowicz.
am going to ask the. chairman now that in our
requests to the Department we request that they furnish us not only
the reports which have a direct bearing on the Katyn incident, but
also the other reports which understand are several in number.
Am
correct in that ?
Mr. Mitchell. Whose reports?
Mr. Macheowicz. Colonel Szymanski's reports on the Russo-Polibh situation which did have an indirect bearing on the Katyn inci
dent.
think Congressman Machrowicz made a good
Chairman Madden.
suggestion there, because if my memory doesn't fail me, we requested
all reports pertaining to the Katyn massacre.
believe the reports
indirectly referring to or that might affect the Katyn massacre are
essential to the committee. At the time we visited the President, if
remember right, we asked him for all reports pertaining to the
Katyn massacre. Any reports indirectly pertaining to the Katyn
massacre
think are essential and I believe that the committee agrees
that we should request all reports that indirectly refer to the Katyn
massacre.
Mr. Korth. We will be happy to furnish the committee whatever
the committee desires.
Mr. Mitchell.
might state on behalf of the War Department
that there are a great many other reports they have submitted to us
in the German, French, and Polish languages which have nothing
whatsoever to do with Colonel Szymanski in any shape, form, or
manner. They are statistics.
Chairman Madden. We are just referring to Colonel Szymanski's
reports.
Mr. Mitchell.
want the record to show we are referring to his
reports.
Chairman Madden. No doubt the colonel has made reports which
probably directly do not implicate or refer to the Katyn massacre, but
indirectly would, and think we should have those reports.
Mr. Machrowicz.
might say while Ave are at
specifically make
the request,
don't
mind noting
for report dated around
you
December
194?).
Mr. Korth. We have that right here, sir.
am sorry.
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8,

a

it,

I

it,
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if
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May
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Mr. Machrowicz.

Mr. Mitchell. This

see

it?

I

a

I

is

a

is

a

is

is

I

is

have never received.
report that
Mr. Machrowicz. We have never received this report.
Do you
have any objection to that report bein<r offered in evidence now?
Mr. Korth. It has just been handed to me, sir, by Colonel Szy
manski.
Mr. Macheowicz. Do you want to look at it?
Mr. Mitchell.
micht explain the position of the War Depart
not
ment counselor here. He
qualified declassifier as far as our
Government system
concerned. He
representative of the War
in no way connected with G— 2.
Department counselor's office. He
would like to have the record show that.
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Chairman Madden.
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do thinkmight make this statement :
me, sir. This report which Mr. Korth is
speaking of right now was handed to him in my presence by Colonel
Szymanski just before we started hearing Colonel Szymanski's testi
nor any member of this committee has seen such
mony. Neither
a report.
Chairman Madden.
feel that all the members of this committee
want to cooperate with the Department of Defense as far as secret
reports are concerned, but nevertheless the committee is going to insist
on the production of all reports.
can't conceive of any reports being
secret dating back 7 or 8 years ago. Reports pertaining to the Katyn
massacre directly or indirectly that should not be clasified as secret
at this late date. If they are classified as secret, they should be de

Mr. Mitchell. Excuse

I

I

I

classified.

I
I

Mr. Furcolo. May I say something at this point, Mr. Chairman?
think it probably has been made very clear but in the event it has not,

^

think every single member of this committee is determined that we
are going to do everything we can to find out the truth about this
massacre.
think we are determined to make available every paper
Secondly,
and document, whatever it may be, whether it helps or hurts the State
Department or the Defense Department or the Congress, Democrats,
Republicans, whatever it may be.
Mr. Korth. That is correct.
Mr. Furcolo. We are going to show that. In view of that, it seems
to me if there are any reports at all, whatever kind they may be, which
for one reason or another the Department of the Army thinks should
be secret or should not be given to this committee, it seems to me that
with the reports that you send over you should take it up perhaps
informally but in some way with the chairman of the committee or
whoever the chairman may designate, saying, "We do have certain
other reports that we think may have a bearing. We think they should
be secret," and then go on from there.
In other words, there isn't much sense in getting into a situation like
think.
this again,

I

I

Mr. Korth. I see your point.
Mr. Machrowtcz. The point I want made clear is why

these reports

it

a

I

I

a

I

a

I

it,

containing such vitally important matter affecting United StatesSoviet Russia diplomatic relationships were put away in a warehouse
somewhere and not found until we finally made a little noise about
and why they were never brought to the attention of the Department
of State.
hope sometime before our committee has completed its
work, the Department will give us satisfactory answer to that,
Mr. Korth. Sir; have made note of the request in that regard
can find that those reports or extracts
and will ascertain whether
from those reports were sent to the State Department.
Mr. Flood. Before the gentleman from Illinois proceeds, and on
this question of documents and authority, who was USA G-2 after
General Strong?
was General Bissell. Is that right?
Mr. Korth. think
Colonel Szymanski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. It was as matter of fact, General Bissell.

j
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Mr. Korth. I am almost certain there was no one in between the two.
Mr. Mitchell. Where is General Bissell today ?
Mr. Korth. I can't answer that.

I

Colonel Szymanski. He has retired, but don't know where he is.
Machrowicz. He is in the country, is he not ?
Flood.
know where he is.
O'Konski. He has a job with the Ford Foundation.
Mitchell. That is Bissell you are talking about.
Sheehan. May
proceed, Mr. Chairman?
Mitchell. Since Mr. Korth has indicated to the chairman that
he is perfectly willing for the committee to have this report,
believe
Colonel Szymanski should hand it to the chairman.
Mr. Machrowicz. You have no objection to that report?
Mr. Korth. No. That is the one of November 6, 1942, 1 believe it is.
Chairman Madden. Is this report from you, Colonel Szymanski ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. May it be made clear when you are offering that
exhibit that it is not the copy which has been furnished us by the
It is a copy furnished by the colonel, the original of
Department.
which has not yet been furnished by the Department but which hope
you will try to locate ; is that correct?
Mr. Korth. That is right, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to know whether you can locate that

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

I

I

I

I

report, too.

Colonel Szymanski. May

I

I

add that the Army said if
found any
documents, to make them available to the committee.
You are very cooperative.
Mr. Machrowicz.
understand.
Mr. Flood. Just mark this as "Exhibit 12." Mr.' Clerk.
(The document was marked "Exhibit No. 12" and filed for the

I

record.)
have been handed by the clerk what is marked "Exhibit
Mr. Flood.
No. 12," which purports to be an addition to the so-called Szymanski
now show that to the witness, Colonel Szymanski, and ask
report.
him if that is a fact.
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. We offer that in evidence, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Madden. It is accepted.
(The document marked "Exhibit No. 12" follows :)

I

I

Exhibit

12

Military Intelligence Division W. D. G.
Military Attache Report— Poland

S.

Subject : The Polish Army in England and the Middle East.
Date : November 6, 1942
From : M. A. Liaison Officer
Source and degree of reliability : General Wladyslaw-Sikorski ; Lt. General
Wladyslaw Anders.

The Polish Army
1.
2.

The Polish Army In England.
The Polish Army in the Middle East.
THE POLISH ARMY IN ENGLAND

The Polish Army in England, numbering around 20,000 exclusive of air .units,
was formed from units evacuated from France and from groups arriving from
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It

is charged with the defense of the area north and south of the Firth
in Scotland, stretching for approximately 60 miles along the sea. It
is well-equipped (except for some transportation which is about one-half com
plete), and is continually getting the latest equipment (tanks). It does not
get enough ammunition for target practice. All officers have had battle expe
Its outstanding generals are : Boruta, commanding corps ; Duch, com
rience.
manding rifle brigade ; and Maciek, commanding 1st Armored Division.
Its organization is as follows :
(a) 1st Armored Division.
(b) 1st Independent Rifle Brigade (Regiment, U. S. A.)
(c) 1st Heavy Artillery Regiment.
(d) Battery Antiaircraft Heavy Artillery.
(e) Brigade (Regiment, U. S. A.) of parachutists.
(2 bns. of 2 cos. each).
(f ) 309th Air squadron-cooperation with Army.
(g) Corps Troops.
In addition to the above Corps the Poles have in England 13 squadrons in the
air of which 7 are fighters, 4 are bombers, 1 is night fighter, 1 is the cooperating
squadron mentioned above.
As of October 30 they are credited with the destruction in combat of 498
German planes. The fighters are being equipped with the latest-type planes.

Russia.

of Forth

THE POLISH

ARMY

IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The Polish Army in the Middle East, numbering around 70,000, is concen
trated in the vicinity of Khanaqin, Iraq, about 125 miles north of Baghdad.
When
Headquarters are in Qizil Ribat, about 35 kilometers below Khanaqin.
the concentration of the Polish forces in Khanaqin is completed, and it should
be by now, there will be no Polish forces in Egypt, Syria, and Palestine and
nothing but a small evacuation base in Tehran, Iran, under command of Lieut.
Colonel Anthony Szymanski, who was also designated as the Military Attached
to Iran.
This force is composed largely of men and units evacuated from Russia in
April and August.1 Its 3rd Division was formed from the Carpathian Brigade
of Tobruk fame and from evacuees from Russia (1st evacuation).
The divi
It needs transport
sion is almost fully equipped (rifles and machine guns).
and considerable artillery.
The balance of this force, organized according to the attached table of organi
zation, is not equipped.
Training equipment was to have been on hand, but

was not as of October 5th. The balance of the equipment is supposed to be in
At least that is what Churchill and Sir Brooks promised General
transit.
Anders.
It is my opinion that despite promises the force will not be equipped
by the British. This opinion is based on the British past performances dating
back to April, which I followed closely, and upon the fervent pleas of some
members of the British Military Mission for American assistance, as well as
the prayers of the Poles.
The force can be increased by a further evacuation from Russia of a minimum
of 60,000 former soldiers organized into labor battalions, and now serving the
Russian Army. These are so concentrated that they can be evacuated to Persia
within two weeks.
There are also a minimum of 80,000 former soldiers whom
the Russians refuse to release because, though Polish citizens, they originate
from the so-called minorities — -White Russians, Ukranians, and Jews.
The Poles feel as I do, that pressure on Stalin oil the part of our President
and Mr. Churchill will bring about the evacuation of this potential force and
of the thousands of Polish officers still incarcerated, mostly in Siberia. The
total number may run as high as 250,000 men with battle experience. As it
is, they are slowly being liquidated by a process of overwork and undernourish
ment, under impossible living and climatic conditions. Every effort to locate
one group of 8.S00 officers who were supposed to have been deported to FranzJoseph Island has up-date been fruitless.
Very little cooperation is being given
the Poles by the Russians in this matter.
1 The Army has approximately 1,000 -women volunteers organized Into companies, who
serve In various clerical jobs, as nurses, and aids to nurses in field hospital units, and as
chauffeurs of passenger cars. They are seriously being considered as replacements for the
men in the kitchens.
Their camp life is similar to that of the men, they are uniformed,
are permitted no cosmetics, and are well-disciplined.
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The force in Khanaqin, however, is largely rehabilitated physically, after its
experience in Russia, and if given equipment can be made ready for battle within
sixty days of this receipt. Its discipline is excellent, its men are tough, being
the survivors of the Attest after two years of prison and concentration and labor
camp life in Russia.
The force is well officered with regular officers, the old ones having been weeded
out The Commanding General is Lieut. General Wladyslaw Anders ; second
in command is Lieut. General Joseph Zajac. The two make an ideal team.
Anders is the bold, imaginative and audacious leader, and Zajac the careful,
methodical planner and executor. The Chief of Staff is Major General Rakowski
of whom it is said that he knows the duties of every man in the ranks. Other
generals are Tokarzewski, Kopanski. Szyszko-Bohusz.
My impression is that
the Polish officer is militarily well educated and well qualified in his profession.
Given the necessary equipment for his men, he will lead them ably.
Henry I. Szymanski,
Lt. Colonel, Infantry,
Liaison Officer to Polish Army.

Mr. Sheehan. Colonel Szymanski, in your covering letter of May
1943, to Major General Strong, you list the items that you are

29,

sending him, and under appendix 4 you list excerpts of conversations
between General Sikorski, General Anders, and Stalin and Molotov.
Are those conversations part of this record here ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman, those are part of exhibit 10 (A).
Mr. Sheehan. Are those the originals there, or copies ?
Mr. Mitchell. Photostatic copies.
Mr. Sheehan. Mr. Counsel, have we been notified what happened
to the original?
Mr. Mitchell. You have them on the left-hand side, unclassified.
The names have not been stricken out. The original is over there

[indicating].
Mr. Sheehan.

I

for the sake of the record, that
Nuremberg trials as part of our docu
mentary evidence in building up the trials. Do you know anything
about that, Colonel?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Have you been informed anything about that, Mr.
also understand,

these excerpts were sent to the

Counsel I

Mr. Mitchell. Not officially, only on the basis of a pencil note on
the original letter which was on the letter when we received it from
the War Department.
Mr. Sheehan. To what effect?
Mr. Mitchell. "Documents sent to the Nuremberg trial," with an
arrow pointing to appendix 4 on Colonel Szymanski's original letter
of May 29, 1943, a photostatic copy of which is part of exhibit 10 (A).
Mr. Sheehan. The originals are in here, then, are. they?
Mr. Mitchell.
have in no way touched these reports as a part
of this exhibit because my instructions from the committee were that
they were to remain as they are. Whatever notes are on there, hand
want the record to definitely show that no
written notes, pencil,
one on the committee staff has in any way touched any of these re
do not know who placed these pencil notes on the original
ports.
but it was probably someone in the War Department.
Mr. Sheehan. Without studying exhibit 10 (A), is appendix 4
in there, the originals, Mr. Counsel?

I

I

I

Mr. Mitchell.

I will

see.
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Mr. Sheehan. For the sake of the record will you see if appendix
4 is in there, Colonel ?
Mr. Furcolo. It is page 20, in the photostats, if you have this
numbered right.
Mr. Mitchell. Congressman Sheehan, the colonel says that he
cannot find that appendix among the original reports. However, on
our photostatic copies we have it. But the photostatic copies were
made from the carbon copy of Colonel Szymanski original of appendix
4. We do have the carbon copy of appendix 4 but the original doesn't
seem to be here.

Mr. Machrowicz.

documents

4?

The photostatic copy

was

taken

from these

?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes ; from the carbon copies of the originals.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to the original of appendix

Mr. Mitchell. I don't know.
Mr. Machrowicz. In whose possession was the original report?
Mr. Mitchell. G-2.
Mr. Sheehan. Apparently G-2 sent this to us without the appendix
4 in it.
Mr. Mitchell. They sent the photostatic copies also.
Mr. Sheehan. Are we making the photostatic copies a part of the
record

I

?

Mr. Mitchell. Yes, they are now exhibit 10A.
Mr. Sheehan. Apparently the original of appendix 4 is not here.
had been given to understand it was sent as part of the original

I

documents in the Nuremberg trials.
may be wrong on that. But
now want to get at, at any time did the Department of
the point
the Army, the State Department, or the International Military Tri
bunal ever consult with you or ask you about these particular con
versations that you originally included in your report с
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Thank you.
Mr. Furcolo. Will the gentleman yield?
will be glad to yield to Mr. Furcolo for a minute.
Mr. Sheehan.

I

Mr. Furcolo.

I
I want

to ask you

a

question about those conversa

I

of exhibit 10A. As understand it they pur
port to be a verbatim transcript of conversations between Stalin,
Molotov, General Anders, and General Sikorski, is that right?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. Do not reveal the name if for any reason you should
not do so, but what I am interested in is where did that report of the
conversation come from? Did that come frome someone who himself
was present at the conversation ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Fukcolo. Did it come from General Sikorski, if you know?
Colonel Szymanski. This came from General Anders; but I dis
cussed this with General Sikorski.
Mr. Furcolo. That is what want to get. Those conversations have
been repeated in book after book and document after document. Up
to now have not been able to find any witness who has actually talked
with someone who was present at those conversations. Do under
stand correctly that one of the participants in those conversations
referred to in pages 20 to 25 is the source of that transcription ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
tions on page

20 to 25

I

I

I
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Mr. Furoolo. Secondly, do also understand that one of the other
participants in the conversation, General Anders in this case, talked
with you about it?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. In other words, what you are telling this committee
is that those conversations that are described took place with Stalin
and Molotov according to the information that was given to you by
the two men who were in on the conversations ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Furcolo. That is all I have.
Chairman Madden. Congressman Sheehan.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel,
seem to be the chief inquisitor for the
time being, but you will be through with me in a short while.
Colonel, for the sake of the record there are some things want to
have you read in as much as these are your reports.
Mr. Mitchell. That is exhibit No. 11 the Congressman is reading
from.
Mr. Sheehan. Is this already a part of the record?

I

I

Mr. Mitchell. It is.
Mr. Sheehan. I have marked the first one. If you will just read
that paragraph No. 4 and get it into the record at this time.
Colonel Szymanski (reading)

:

The entrance of Bolshevik troops came as a distinct surprise to the population,
From conversations I gather that
the civilian and the military authorities.
the Bolshevik commanders had two sets of orders, one a directive for peaceful
entry as a supposed ally of the Poles, and the other to be read when certain
points were reached of entirely different purport.

Mr. Sheehan. For the purpose of the record, Colonel, that bears
on the testimony which has been given to us previously that the
Russians supposedly came as allies into Poland, and when they reached
a certain point they were all set to take it over.
These were your
comments from the reports that were given to you, is that right?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. There is another thing interesting to the American
people.
Mr. Mitchell. Who do you receive those reports from ?
Colonel Szymanski. General Anders and different officials of the
Polish Government.
Mr. Sheehan.
you will read section 4, page 2, with reference to
unions.

If

Colonel Szymanski (reading) :
All trade unions were abolished. Workers'

wages remained low despite rising
prices. The unemployment problem was solved by voluntary deportation to
The peasants and small farmers were forced to join the Kolhoz, a
Russia.
form of collective farming, where they soon learned they had no liberty to
exchange their products for industrial commodities.

Mr. Sheehan. Thank you.

Again that bears out the testimony of witnesses that many of them
were sent to Russia.
believe. Will you be kind
Section 2, here, Colonel is the next one,
enough to read that for the sake of the record ?

I

Mr. Mitchell. The

same

exhibit.
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:

After the invasion of September 17, 1939, the Soviets had held a plebiscite in
occupied Poland.
All the candidates proposed by the Soviets were elected.
There were no other candidates.
Eastern Poland was thus joined to the Soviet
Republic.
Soviet citizenship papers were issued to all inhabitants of the Soviet
occupied part of Poland.
All became citizens of the Soviet Republic. All papers
of identification of the deportees were taken away from them and in their places
were issued Soviet citizenship papers. Reference to the date November 1, 1939,
in subsequent paragraphs and attached translations of Polish reports is in effect
a reference to plebiscite and the issuance of citizenship papers.

Mr. Sheehan. Thank you, Colonel.

I

think that speaks for itself.
The last part
want you to read is on future Soviet relationship.
Let's see if can get hold of that. Page 4. These are apparently ob
servations of your own, are they not*
Take a look at them before

I

I

you state that.

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Will you be kind enough to read into the record
your own personal observations of the evidence that was given to you %
Colonel Szymanski (reading) :
Polish-Soviet relations are maked by differences which are, in my humble
opinion, irreconcilable.
These differences are irreconcilable at present because
(a) the Soviets did not carry out their end of the Polish-Soviet nnnaggression
pact, (b) the Soviets are not carrying out the provisions of the Polish-Soviet
agreement of July 30, 1941, (c) Stalin's promises to Sikorski and Roosevelt are
not being kept, (rf) there are still some 900,000 Polish citizens deportees in Russia
slowly being exterminated through overwork and undernourishment, (c) there
are still some 50,000 Polish children slowly dying of starvation.
3. If the Soviets forsake their communistic and imperialistic aspirations there
Is a good chance that pence may reign in the eastern part of Poland.
4. The Polish Government and Army officials are making a determined effort
to reconcile the differences. The attitude of the Government is realistic.
5. Thousands of families broken up, deported, tortured, and starved cannot
Young men just out of Russia, young men
so easily forget the immediate past.
6 months out of Russia, ask not for bread, but for rifles, willing to die provided*
thci- can hag their toll of Nazis and then of Bolsheviks.

Mr. Machkowicz. Do you mind showing the prophetic qualities
of our witness by giving the date of that report?
Mr. Sheehan. What is the date of that report, Colonel Szymanski?
Colonel Szymanski. November 22, 1942.
Mr. Flood. The last conclusions you gave were all very clear. The
first two deal with actual treaties the Poles and the Soviet made.
Suppose you just tell us in a sentence or two what was the component
part of the treaty of 1932 between Poland and the Soviet and the 1941
amnesty agreement, so the record will show what you ment by the
first two points.
Colonel Szymanski. The first treaty of nonaggresion, the most
important part was that neither country would attack the other. The
agreement of 1941, July 30, 1941, was an agreement whereby all of
the Polish nationals then in Russia would be immediately released
and whereby an Army would be formed within Poland.
Mr. Flood. And the 1932 agreement between Poland and the Soviet,
the first agreement you gave, was extended in 1934 to run
believe
until 1939, wasn't it?
Colonel Szymanski. Twenty years, sir, which was broken by the
the invasion by Russia
Mr. Flood. But the original 1932 2-year agreement was actually in

I

existence at the time

it was breached.
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Yes.

Mr. Mitchell. I believe in 1934 it was extended to 1945.
Mr. Flood. I just want the colonel to show in the record what he

means.

It

is well done.

Mr. Sheehan. The purpose of

these secret reports and your being
liaison man with the Polish Government was to inform
our G-2, our intelligence of the actual facts, is that right or wrong ?
Colonel Szymanski. Kight, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Could
assume as a nonmilitary man that once the
of
are
informed of the facts, it is their business
G-2
proper authorities
to assess the facts, their importance and so forth, and to refer them
to higher echelon?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir. That is the purpose of intelligence.
Mr. Sheehan. Then could we safely assume that such reports as
know are substantiated by other reports, be
you submitted, which
know there is an English report that substantially reports to
cause
the English Government some of the findings you have here, can we
safely suppose that higher echelon such as General Marshall, who was
our commander in chief, would know about these if they were of suf
ficient importance?
Colonel Szymanski. Yer, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. In fact, didn't General Marshall ask you to make
the report ?
Colonel Szymanski. On one phaze of it only, sir.
should explain that when there is a signature on a cable it doesn't
necessarily mean that that cable or that message was composed by the
individual. The custom was that to a theater commander, as Gen
eral Brereton was, only the chief of staff would sign a message.
don't know.
Whether General Marshall actually wrote that or not
Mr. Machrowicz. Which cable are you referring to now?
Colonel Szymanski. The cable that directed me to make an investi
gation of the Katyn affair, in April 1943.
Mr. Sheehan. Colonel, would like to make just one or two state
ments here to sort of tie this thing up. Assuming this was dynamite,
as you said, and you knew it was,
have already stated we know of an
English report to the English Government which has been sent to the
United States Government where they say substantially the same as
you said, about the great importance of the Katyn massacre and Soviet
relations.
also know, which so far is not a part of our report here,
that there is a report from another military attache in a neutral coun
try who has seen the facts and figures about Katyn and Polish-Soviet
relationship and in that report he states the great importance of this
matter. We know that recently Colonel Van Vliet testified (he was
the American soldier who was brought by the Germans to Katyn),
believe 5 or 6 days after he was freed from a German prison
and
camp they flew him back to Washington. He stated that General
Collins said his testimony was so vital that nobody but the highest of
ficers should touch it. Do you remember that, Mr. Madden?
Chairman Madden. Yes, that is right.
Mr. Sheehan. With all your fine reports and your fine diagnosis,
plus all these other reports, it seems to me that either General Mar
shall, who we know from history had a very potent hand in making
many of the decisions with Russia, or somebody in G-2 was negligent,

appointed

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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in not bringing these reports to the attention of the proper
authorities, such as the State Department or the President. Is that a
right or a wrong conclusion?
would say that is a correct conclusion.
Colonel Szymanski.
think, Mr. Chairman, that ends my questioning of
Mr. Sheehan.
the witness.
Chairman Madden. Have you any knowledge that General Marshall
ever heard about these reports ?
Colonel Szymanski. ^io, sir.
Chairman Madden. Have you any knowledge as to how far your
report got after it arrived at the G-2 office?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Chairman Madden. That is all. Wait a minute. Who was at the

maybe,

I

head

I

of G-2 then?

Colonel Szymanski. General Strong.
Chairman Madden. When did General Bissel come in?
was away.
Colonel Szymanski.
don't know, sir.
Chairman Madden. But General Strong was the head of G-2 all
the time you were there ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Colonel Szymanski, one of the tasks which you
had assigned to you was the interrogation of these various Polish of
ficers in order to determine the fate of the lost Polish officers in Rus
sia, is that correct ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. You interviewed a number of them, is that
correct ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir; quite a number.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you give us a rough estimate of how many
you interviewed ?
Colonel Szymanski. A couple of hundred.
Mr. Machrowicz. In these voluminous reports that you sent you
included the depositions of quite a few of them, did you not?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir, not depositions of the officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. You have some depositions here.
Colonel Szymanski. But depositions from some noncommissioned

I

officers;

I

Of the officers that you interviewed— — Szymanski.
There are two depositions of officers who were
Colonel
in Russia at the time and had talks with Beria, the head of the Secret
Service of Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. I know we don't have the time nor probably do
you have an exact memory of what you found from all of them, but
would like to know whether or not you can give us a general idea,
a summary of what you found from examining these various officers
regarding the fate of the Polish officers in Russia.
Colonel Szymanski. Most of them explained briefly the treatment
they received in camps as POW's, that the officers as a whole were
not treated as prisoners of war but were treated as political prisoners
and were turned over to the Russian secret police. All the interroga
tion was done by the secret police. It was mostly to find out what the
political background was of these Polish officers. When I speak of
officers I should take into consideration other, shall we say, educated
Mr. Machrowicz.

I
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classes.

There was quite

doctors there.

a

number of priests there.

There were

Mr. Machrowicz. Without going into the detail regarding their
treatment at prison camps, which is included in the reports, can you
tell us, generally speaking, what the conclusion of these officers was
as to who was responsible for the Katyn incident?
Colonel Szymanski. There is no question about it as far as their
opinion is concerned.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was their opinion?
Colonel Szymanski. That the Russians did it.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of the several hundred that you interviewed
did you find one who had any other opinion than that?

Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. You have included in your report an appendix
4. Do you have it before you ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. These are excerpts of conversations between
understand from a
Sikorski, Anders, Stalin, and Molotov. As
previous question, you got this excerpt from whom?
Colonel Szymanski.
got this from General Anders.
Mr. Machrowicz. And General Anders was present and also served
as interpreter at the conversations, is that right?
Colonel Szymanski. That is right, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. First-hand testimony.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was present during the conversation and
acted as interpreter, and gave you a verbatim report of what hap

I

I

pened?
Colonel SzrMANSKi. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know how he happened

to get a ver
batim report?
Colonel Szymanski. Usually immediately after any kind of a meet
ing they make a memorandum of the meeting, and in an important one
like this General Sikorski and General Anders would naturally get
together and see that it was correct and that it was exactly what tran
General Sikorski also told me about this.
spired.
Mr. Machorowicz. In other words, immediately after the conver
sations they got together and wrote from memory the complete text of
the conversations they just had to the best of their memory ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Because believe this is an important document
would ask you if you would refer to that exhibit, starting from page
8, and read to us the text of that conversation, which is not very long.
Colonel Szymanski. Starting with "General Sikorski*'?
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes.
"
Colonel Szymanski (reading) : "General Sikorski: But
Mr. Machrowicz. What you are reading полу is the actual text of
the conversation between these people, right?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
General Sikorski. But I return to our business. I here state in your pres

I

I

I

Mr. President, that your declaration of amnesty is not being executed.
Many and the most valuable of our people remain still in the labor camps and
In prisons.
Stalin (making a note). This is not possible as the amnesty concerned all
and so all the Poles are released.
Molotov assents to them.)
(He addressed these last words to Molotov.
ence,
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General Anders (quotes particulars at the request of General Sikorski). This
not in accordance with the real .state of things, as we have quite precise data
out of which it results that in the camps those released first were the Jews, ttien
the TJkranians, and lastly the Polish working elements chosen among those physi
cally weaker. The stronger ones were kept back and only a small part of them
were set free. I have in the Army men who have been released from such canips
only a few weeks ago and who state that in the single camps remained still
hundreds and even thousands of our country men.
The orders of the Govern
ment are not being executed there, as the commanders of the single camps having
the obligation of executing the production plan do not want to get rid of the
best' working material, without the contribution of which the execution of the
plan could be some times impossible.
Molotov (smiles and makes a nod of assenting.)
General Anders. These people do not understand at all the great importance
of our common cause, which in this way is being greatly prejudiced.
Stalin. Those people should be prosecuted.
General Anders. Yes ; so they should.
Sikorski. It does not belong to us to present to the Soviet Government the
detailed lists of our men, but the commanders of the camps are in possession of
I have here with me a list with the names of about 4,000 officers
such full lists.
who had been deported by force and who at present are still in prisons and in
labor camps, and even this list is not complete as It contains only the names
which could be compiled by us out of memory. I gave orders to verify whether
said officers were not in Poland as we were in permanent contact with our
country.
It has been proved that no one of them was there, neither have they
These men are
been traced in the camps of our prisoners of war in Germany.
here. None of them has returned.
Stalin. It is not possible ; they must have run away.
Anders. Where to?
Stalin. Well, to Manchuria.
Anders. This is impossible that they could have run away, all of them, so
much more that with the moment of their deportation from the prisoners' camps
to the labor camps and to the prisons every correspondence between them and
I know exactly from officers who have returned
their families had stopped.
even from Kolyma that a great number of our officers is still there, each of them
I also know that there were transports of Poles prepared
quoted by name.
already for release and departure, and that in the last moment these trans
ports have been kept back. I have news that our men are sojourning even
The majority of the officers quoted in this list are person
in Newfoundland.
ally known to me. Among these men are my staff officers and commanders.
These people perish there and die in dreadful conditions.
Stalin. They certainly have been released, only they did not arrive until now.
Sikorski. Russia has immense territories and the difficulties are also great.
It may be that the local authorities have not executed the orders. Those who
arrive after having been released state that the others vegetate and work. Had
anybody succeeded in getting out of the Russian borders he certainly would
report to me.
Stalin. You should know that the Soviet Government has not the slightest
motive to keep back even one single Pole. I have even released Soskowski's
agents who were organizing a tax on us and murdering our people.
Anders. Still declarations continue to flow in concerning people known to us,
quoting the names of their prisons and the numbers of their cells where they
are confined. I know the names of a great number of camps where an enor
mous mass of Poles has been detained and is compelled to work.

is

Mr. Machrowicz. That conversation was dated December 3, 1941 ;
is that correct ?
Colonel Szymanbkt. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. It was held at the Kremlin ; is that correct?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. There is just one other very brief conversation
which you have reported and which would like to have you read into
the record, and that is the conversation at the Kremlin on the 18th
day of March 1942, at which were present Stalin, General Anders,
Colonel Okulicki, and Molotov.

I
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Colonel Szymanski (reading)

:

Anders. Besides, many of our men are still in prisons and in labor camps.
Those released in these last times continually report to me. Up to the present
time the officers deported from Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov have not
We have gathered
made their appearance. They should certainly be by you.
supplementary particulars on them.
[He hands two lists that are taken by
Molotov.]
What could have happened with them? We have traces of their sojourn
on the Kolyma.
Stalin. I already have given all the necessary dispositions for their releaseIt has been said that they even are on Francis Joseph lands, and there, as it
is known well, there are no such people.
I do not know where they are. Why
should I keep them? It may be that they are in some camps on territoriesnow occupied by the Germans. They dispersed themselves.
We would be aware of it.
Colonel Okulicki. It is impossible.
Stalin. We have kept back only those Poles who are spies in the German
service. We released even those who after passed to the Germans, as for
instance Kozlowski.

Mr. Machrowicz. Now a third one. I can't locate it right now,
but you probably can locate the report as to the conversations with
Beria, who was the head of NKVD.
Mr. Mitchell. Appendix V in exhibit 10A constains the conversa
tions you are referring to. They are in extract of report dated Mav
6, 1943.

Mr. Machrowticz. Do you have the conversation of General Beria
where he referred to the blunder that they made ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to have you read that. For the
purpose of identifying the report, General Beria was the general in
that right
charge of NKVD ;
?

"is

I

it

:

?

a

I

;

is

is

Colonel Szymanski. That
right.
Mr. Machrowicz. This conversation
of what date?
Colonel Szymanski. Before October 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was present at the conversations?
Colonel Szymanski. Present at the conversation were Gorczynski,.
G-o-r-c-z-y-n-s-k-i ex-Lieutenant Colonel Bukojemski, B-u-k-o-j-e-ms-k-i; and ex-Lt. Col. Sigmund Berling, B-e-r-l-i-n-g.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who gave you this conversation?
Colonel Szymanski. This was taken from the original document,,
and was given
true copy of
by General Anders.
Mr. Machrowicz. General Anders prepared the document?
Colonel Szymanski. Or his staff.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you read the contents of the statement madeby General Beria on that occasion
Colonel Szymanski (reading)

a

:

According to written declarations in the possession of Colonel Gorszynski,
Beria when asked about the date of the Polish officers prisoners of war, expressed!
great blunder."
himself as follows "We made

Beria,

?

a

Mr. Machrowicz. That was the statement made by General
when asked about the fate of the Polish officers?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. He said, "We made great blunder'*
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.

This opinion of Beria's has been corroborated by the National Commissar
of Public Security, Merkulov. out of Beria's further words stating that the aboveofficers were no more.
It resulted that something had happened with the officer*
interned at Kozielsk and Starokielsk even before October 1JHO.
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That is also part of the report that you filed with

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did you file that report?
Colonel Szymanski. In May 1943, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know Colonel Hulls ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who is he ?
Colonel Szymanski. Lieutenant Colonel Hulls is a British officer
who was my British counterpart with the Polish forces.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where ?
met him when he came
Colonel Szymanski. He was in Russia.
with the Poles to Iran.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know whether or not Hulls was assigned
to do any investigating regarding the Katyn incident?
Colonel Szymanski.
did not see him after the announcement of
the Katyn massacre.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know whether or not Colonel Hulls made
any report, knowledge of which was conveyed to you regarding this
Katyn incident?
Colonel Szymanski. Concerning the disappearance of officers ; yes,

I

I

sir.
Mr. Machrowicz.
in Russia.

Concerning the disappearance of Polish officers

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
How did you get notice of any report that he
may have made ?
Colonel Szymanski. He made copy of it available to me.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to that copy ?
Colonel Szymanski. That copy is in the possession of G-2 in the

Mr. Machrowicz.

Army. It is

a top secret British classified document and not available
to us in the sense that we can pass it on without its first being declassi
fied by the British Government.
am going to ask you a question. Before you
Mr. Machrowicz.
answer that would like to have you confer with Mr. Korth whether
or not you are at liberty to answer it.
Did you read that report ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. May
interrupt to indicate this?
think the record
should show that the full committee is aware of the existence of this
so-called Hulls report, and we have communicated our awareness to
that fact to the Department of the Army, and we have requested the
Department of the Army to get in touch with the British Governmen
immediately for the purpose of declassifying that document and mak
ing it available to this committee as an exhibit without delay. Is that

I

I

I

I

correct ?

Mr. Korth. Yes, sir ; I so understand.
Mr. Mitchell. I would like to have the record show that request

is made

as

of this date.

Mr. Korth. That is right.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all right.

Я3744—

з

it.

we have received assurances, which
will be made to have declassified.
19

I

The request has been made and
full faith in, that efforts

have
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it

?

is,

Mr. Korth. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Machkowicz. I have asked the witness to confer with you as to
Did
The question
whether or not he is free to answer the question.
read
that
you
report
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machkowicz. Do you know what he said in that report as to
the disappearance of these Polish officers? You had better discuss

your

is

1

it

I

is

(Witness and Department of the Army counsel conferring.)
know what
Colonel Szymanski.
generally in the report.
For
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know the date of the report?
information might say
June 18, 1942.
is

?

I

it

it

"Polish Army
Colonel Szymanski. June 18. 1942. The title of
to G-2 November 19, 1942.
in Russia,"
submitted
Mr. Machkowicz. So far as you know, Colonel Hulls submitted the
original to his superiors in London
Colonel Szymanski. Mine was one of five copies. One was given
to the British Government, one to the British Army, one to the Polish
Government, and one was his own copy, and the other one he gave
to me.

is

I

it

?

I

a

I

want to ask you whether or not you know or
Mr. Machkowicz.
whether you remember whether he stated in that report that the arrest
and the deportation of millions of Poles was not
haphazard but a
definite plan of Soviet Russia?
Mr. Korth. Mr. Chairman, in connection with that report, feel
that with another meeting, with the declassification of this, we can
submit the whole document to the committee.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you object to his answering that at this time
would prefer his not answering
Mr. Korth.
at this time. There
no desire to withhold information from the committee.

:

is

Mr. Machkowicz. All right.
Mr. Flood. Will the gentleman yield? Maybe we can accomplish
our purpose for the record at this point, although we are all in agree
to be done, by this kind of question
ment as to what
Colonel, are you aware of the connotation of this new term "geno
?

cide''
Colonel Szymanski.

same as yours were

?

a

?

Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. From your best recollection of the contents of the
so-called Hulls report, without directing your attention to any par
ticular part thereof, but from the four corners of the document, would
you say that the gist of the Hulls report dealt with the so-called crime
of genocide
Colonel Szymanski. Without
shadow of doubt.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one other question to clarify that. Would
you say that, generally speaking, his findings were very much the

a

it
?

a

is

a

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. From your discussions with these various people,
and from your own investigations, have you personally come to
conclusion as to who was guilty of the crime of Katyn?
Colonel Szymanski. It
personal opinion.
Mr. Machrowicz. All right. Have you come to
All of us have
only an opinion. Xo one of us has complete conviction.
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Colonel Szymanski. Based upon the conversations and based upon
the feeling of the Poles, there is no doubt about it but that, in my
opinion, the Russians committed it.
Mr. Machrowicz. Would you want to give the reasons which led
you to that conclusion?
(The witness conferred with Department of the Army counsel.)
Mr. Mitchell. Will you repeat that question, please?
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you give the reasons why you have come to

that conclusion

?

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. What are they ?
Colonel Szymanski. In the report which already is exhibit 11 and
indicates the condition of the refugees which were evacuated from
Russia to Iran in 1942,
specifically picked out pictures of children
took myself, and their condition, because if the children came
that
out in that condition it is certain that the adults perhaps suffered even
more.
Second, never in all the conversations concerning the disap
pearance of the officers did the Russians explain that they were cap
tured by the advancing Nazis. Third, why don't the Soviets account
for the balance of the 15,000 officers that disappeared in Russia?
Fourth, the Polish underground sources made a search in Poland
and could not find even one returnee, and they had exceptionally fine
contact with all of them. None of the relatives received any mail
after May 1940.
Lastly, I visited POW camps, Polish POW camps in Germany.
Mr. Machrowicz. How many prisoner-of-war camps of the Ger
mans in which Polish officers were confined, did you visit ?
visited two of them.
Colonel Sztmanski.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you have ample opportunity to see the
treatment of these officers?
wasn't
Colonel Sztmanski. Not the treatment so much, because
did
in prison when they were there, but saw the condition when

I

I

I

I

I

get there.

I

What was it?
Colonel Szymanski. They were not undernourished,
they were
fairly well dressed, they Mere depressed mentally because they had
been in for over 5 years, but they were certainly alive.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is an important question. Did they dis
appear eventually?
Colonel Szymanski. They were taken over by the Polish Govern
ment-in-exile.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, those Polish officers in German
prison camps did not disappear?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. And those Polish officers who were in Russian
camps did disappear, is that correct?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. May I have the report of December 8?
Mr. Korth. Yes, sir. It is right here.
more
Colonel Szymanski.
would like to clarify one point there.
or less may seem like defending the Nazis.
certainly don't want
am a Nazi in any way, because
also visited
the implication that
saw the treatment of the humans
Buchenwald and Dachau, and
there.
They did at least observe some rules of law concerning the
treatment of prisoners of war.
Mr. Machrowicz.

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Mr. MiTCHELb. Do you know of any instance where the Germans
violated the international agreement at The Hague governing the
working of officers who were PO W's ?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir ; do not know of an instance of that.
Mr. Machrowicz. This is not the report that wanted.
asked
for the report of December 8.
Mr. Korth. am sorry, sir.
thought that exhibit 12 was the one
to which you had reference.
Mr. Machrowicz.
want the one Mr. Szymanski brought in to

I

I

I

I

I

I

day.

Mr. Korth. That is the one.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is not December 8.
Mr. Kortii. That is the one he brought in today, sir; isn't that

right

?

Mr. Mitchell. It is the second page.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there another report besides this that you have

in your possession, which has not yet been brought up?
Colonel Szymanski. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. May ask you, did you ever file any report with
any recommendations of forming a military intelligence agency?
(The witness conferred with Department of the Army counsel.)
Mr. Korth. Mr. Chairman, I think that the witness must respect
fully decline to answer that, from what he has just told me. 1 did
not know the nature of the question prior to the time it was asked.
Mr. Machrowicz.
asked for the report of December 8, and you
gave me the report, of November something.
Mr. Korth. Sir, I was handed that report by Colonel Szymanski.
thought that was what you had in mind.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there another report or letter besides that.
will ask the colonel, which has not yet been brought to our attention ?
Mr. Korth. It is not a report, sir, that you speak of. It is a rec
There is
ommendation to G-2. Is that what you have reference to?

I

I

I

I

no other report.

Mr. Machrowicz. Every report has a recommendation.
Mr. Korth. As I understand from Colonel Szymanski, there is no

additional report. There is a recommendation.
Mr. Machrowicz. I do not care what you call it.
Mr. Korth. He did make a recommendation, as understand it.
Colonel Szymanski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do we have that ?
Mr. Korth. Do you have it with you ?
Could we have about a ."O-second recess, Mr. Chairman?
(The witness conferred with Department of the Army counsel.)
Mr. Machrowicz. I think the committee would like to know what
the content of that report or recommendation is.
have no objection to your seeing it in executive session.
Mr. Korth.
not
am
trying to hide anything.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let me follow that with one question, and then
we can see it in executive session.
Colonel, without reference to the contents of that recommendation,
there was a recommendation made by you on or about. December 8,
1943, to G-2?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.

I

I

I
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Mr. Machrowicz. Just one other question. Was that followed 11
<lays later with a cablegram, the contents of which we are going to
discuss in accordance with a previous agreement?
Mr. Koeth. It was the 23d, think.
Mr. Machrowicz. Let us get the date. You made a recommenda
tion to Gr-2 on or about December 8, is that correct ?
Colonel Szymastski. Yes, sir.

I

Mr. Machrowicz. 1943 ?
Colonel Sztmanski. 1943.
Mr. Machrowicz. And following that— on what date ?
Colonel Sztmanski. December 19.
Mr. Korth. You are right, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. That recommendation was followed by a cable
gram dated December 19 ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. As understand, we are not going to discuss that
cablegram at this time, but what do want to know is, that cablegram
followed a report and recommendation of December 8, 1943?
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood.
think the record at that point should show that the
entire committee is aware of the existence of that telegram and has
seen the telegram.
The Army has not had a chance yet to examine
A copy of the telegram
the original microfilm of the said telegram.
is now in the possession of the colonel, and the Army is going to meet

I

I

I

with the committee at a special open session at 10 o'clock next Wednes
day morning in Washington for the very purpose of examination on
the basis of the declassified telegram, is that correct ?
Mr. Korth. That is right, sir.
We understand that, and we will comply with the wishes of the
committee.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Mr. Flood. Colonel, I am a precisionist,

I want to have the record

as

far

as the record is con

I

in order on this point.
am now
reading from exhibit No. 11, part of your report, that part thereof
■described as "Polish-Russian Relations: Relations between the period
July 30, 1941-October 30, 1942."
quote as follows :
On July 30, 1941, the Polish1. On June 22, 1941, Germany attacked Russia.
cerned.

I

Soviet agreement was concluded.

This is

tation.

a quotation

within

The text is as follows:

a quotation,

with underlining in the quo

"The Government of the U. S. S. R. recognizes the Soviet-German treaties of
1939 as to territorial changes in Poland as having lost their validity.
The Polish
Government declares that Poland is not bound by any agreement with any third
power which is directed against the U. S. S. R."

I

Now,
go to that part of the
follows, and
quote :

I

This agreement will
ratification.

same

page, point 5, which says as

come into force immediately

Now, the protocol, quotation

upon signature and without

within a quotation

:

"The Soviet Government grants an amnesty to all Polish citizens now de
tained on Soviet territory, either as prisoners of war or on other sufficient
grounds, as from the resumption of diplomatic relations."
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Then I go to that page of the same exhibit, your said report, called
"Polish-Russian Relations; Relations prior to Bolshevik invasion,
September 17, 1939," and
quote point 3 thereof as follows :

I

On September 17, 1939, the Polish Ambassador to the U. S. S. R. was read a
note in the Kremlin to the effect that (a) the Soviets regarded the Polish.
Government as disintegrated and the Polish state as having in fact ceased to
exist; (6) that consequently, all agreements between the two countries were
rendered invalid; (c) that Poland, without leadership, constituted a threat to
the U. S. S. R. ; (d) that the Soviet Government could not view with indifference
the fate of the Ukrainians and White Russians living on Polish territory; (e)
that accordingly, the Soviet Government had ordered its troops to cross the
Polish border for their protection; (/) and that the Soviet Government proposed
to extricate the Polish people from the unfortunate war into which they were
dragged by their unwise leaders and enable them to live a peaceful life.

Do you recognize those statements ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Now,
want to go for a minute to perhaps a higher
realm of our discussion, but being a very intelligent intelligence
officer — and that does not always follow — let us see what we can do

I

about motives.
You have had extraordinary experience on this mission. You have
had vast opportunity to converse with military and civil leaders of
the Allied nations, with particular reference to the Poles and their
allies.
Directing your attention to the year 1939, 1 am trying to find
out why would the Russians from 1939 to 1941, if they committed this
offense, why, in the sense of motives, would they do it ?
Colonel Szymanski. Genocide.
Mr. Flood. Besides genocide, can you think of political reasons
specifically resulting from historic and traditional situations within
Russia? Why would the Russians want to kill 15,000 military offi
cers, separate from the fact that they were intelligentsia and the
recognized concept of genocide, from the military point of view?
Colonel Szymanski. They couldn't swing the officers over to their
way or their ideology.
They couldn't control the officers. Of the
15,000, only 20 defected, which is a tribute in itself.
Mr. Flood. It has been indicated by several reputable witnesses,
Polish officers from Kozielsk and Starobielsk who have testified be
fore this committee, that they were subjected to an unending barrage
of propaganda to convert them to communism, without success.
Does your conclusion follow from that kind of fact ?

Colonel Szymanski.

Yes, sir.

Mr. Flood. Do you agree, from your experience, that there was at

that time a conceivable counterrevolutionary situation existing be
hind the Russian line among the Russian people, the various elements
of the Russian people ?
Colonel Szymanski. Not from the stories
got from the Poles,
and that would be my only source.
Mr. Flood. Was there ever brought to your attention a situation
that was potentially revolutionary in the Ukraine?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. Would it be conceivable that the Russians would want
to liquidate an officer corps that, if released from prison camps,
could be the leaders of a revolution behind the Russian line ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.

I
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If

Mr. Flood.
that is conceivable, would it make an intelligent
motive for the Russians to eliminate revolutionary leadership ?
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Is that beyond the realm of reason in this case \
Colonel Sztmanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. It is conceivably, therefore, a motive ?
Colonel Szyman8ki. That is right, sir.
Mr. Flood. Now, let us jump to the other side of the line. No, let
us not j ump quite so quickly. Let us go back to the Russians.
It has been indicated by a Russian colonel today, and it is not un
known to intelligent historians, that mass executions, mass migra
tions, mass murder are not a novelty in the Russian political world,
back to the imperial days, perhaps down to date. Is that not so ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You were not surprised or stunned or shocked, or you
would not be, if it turned out that the Russians did this crime ?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir ; would not be.
Mr. Flood. It was indicated by a Russian colonel today that the
Katyn massacre was not a great subject of conversation among the
Russian officer corps because, from their point of view or thinking,
it was really a minor incident.
Colonel Sztmanski. Correct.
Mr. Flood.
that is all true, and if the Russians are more or less
experts at this kind of thing, why do you think they would commit
such a blunder within a hop, skip, and jump of the Folish border in
the Katyn Forest where somebody with his eyes open would stumble
over the whole thing ?
Colonel Sztmanski. The workings of the Russian secret police are
such that it is almost utterly impossible to get anything out of that

I

If

country.

Mr. Flood. Do you have any opinion as to why such skilled mass
executioners would perform such a mass execution in that area, under
the circumstances ?
Colonel Sztmanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood.
am sure you are aware of the geographical location

I

of Smolensk.

Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
direct your attention now to the dates of the alleged
crime. Would it be conceivable for the Russians to feel, keeping in
mind where the German lines were and where the Russian lines were,
that the Russians had no reason to believe or expect or think that
Smolensk would fall to the Germans and the crime be discovered ? Is
that not an intelligent thinking ?
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. It would not be unreasonable for the Russians so to
think, under the tactical situation that existed at the time of the

I

Mr. Flood.

alleged crime

?

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. The tactical situation was then and is now common

knowledge

?

Colonel Sztmanski. That is right, sir.
Mr. Flood. That could be one indication of why what might be
considered a stupid site was selected, that they felt secure, perhaps?
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
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Mr. Flood. Now, let us take a look at the Germans. Directing your
attention to the years that these crimes were perpetrated, no matter
am sure you know the
whose date you take, can you agree — and
facts — that Hitler was in a rather precarious position at that time!
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir ; he was not.
Mr. Flood. Comparatively, in '39 ? Do vou think that he was ex
periencing any trouble with the German General Staff vis-a-vis the
attack upon Russia ?
mean 1941. What did
mean the summer of 1941.
say — 1939 ?
Szymanski.
There were probably staff discussions and dis
Colonel
agreements which were finally ironed out, and perhaps they did ex
actly what Hitler said.
Mr. Flood. Not "perhaps." They did exactly what Hitler said, did

I

I

they not

I

I

?

I

I

wasn't there, and
Colonel Szymanski.
couldn't very well say.
Mr. Flood. Have you ever heard it indicated that the German Gen
eral Staff opposed violently the attack upon Russia, and it was only
by orders of Hitler that the undesirable creation of a two-front war
was instituted?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir
Mr. Flood. You never heard that. This has nothing to do, really,
with your type of testimony. If you mind this kind of thing
Colonel Szymanski. Maybe am not expert enough on this.
Mr. Flood.
think you are.
am trying to probe both sides to see
what was going on in their minds, if can, and then we will apply the
facts to what we find as motives, you see.
You have heard of panslavism?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You have heard it indicated that Russia was looked
upon by the smaller Slav nations as "Mother Russia," and the leading
Slav protector?
Colonel Szymanski. Except by the Poles.
Mr. Flood. Except by the Poles.
The Germans were not unaware of that state of mind or this geo
political phrase, "panslavism" ?
Colonel Szymanski. That is right, sir.
Mr. Flood. It would militate to the advantage of the Germans if
they could drive a wedge between any Slavic group?
Colonel Szy'manski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. And if the Germans were laboring under any impression
that the Poles and the Slavs were happily married, they might have
taken this kind of action as happened at Katyn for the purpose of
turning the Poles against the Russians?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. That is not beyond the kind of fantasy that am engag
ing in now, is it?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. In all of jrour experiences and in all of your conversa
tions, have you ever unearthed one scintilla of evidence which would
support that kind of German thinking or action ?
Colonel Szy'manski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood.
just wanted to know what you thought about those

I

I

I

I

I

things.

I

Chairman Madden.

Any further questions?
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Mr. Mitchell. Did you at any time during your discussions with
the Polish Corps, General Anders, Ozapski, those men that you have
reported to us here today, receive an explanation as to why, since the
Germans took over the Smolensk area in August of 1941 and held it
through August 1943, they delayed releasing this report until April
13, 1943, when they shocked the world with it? Have you got any
version that you could give this committee with respect to the delay?
haven't seen anything which stated that they
Colonel Szymanski.
did find the graves before more or less, say, April, when they first

I

announced it.

Mr. Mitchell. Did the Polish people that you may have talked to

have any information?

Colonel Szymanski. Not that

I know.

Mr. Machrowicz. Such as what, Mr. Counsel'?
Mr. Mitchell. As to why there was a delay from August

1941,

when the Germans took the Smolensk area, until April 1943.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you established when the Germans located
the graves ?
Mr. Mitchell. April 1943. That is when they announced it.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know when they found them?
Mr. Mitchell. April 1943, but they had this area from August
1941 until April 1943.
Why didn't they discover these graves sooner ?
Colonel Szymaxskt. That is probably operational there.
Mr. Mitchell.
just wanted to know if he heard anything from
the Polish officers or anybody else who may have been in Russia at
that time.
Colonel Szymaxski. No, sir.
Mr. Mitchell. After all, he was the American liaison officer as
signed specifically to it.
Chairman Madden. They could not announce it until they discov
ered the graves and there is no evidence that they had discovered the
graves any long period of time before they announced it.
Mr. Mitchell. We don'^ know that, sir.
Mr. Sheehan. Did not one of the witnesses yesterday state some

I

thing along that line ?
Mr. Mitchell. Yes, at Nuremberg they alleged they discovered it
much sooner. Dr. Miloslavich said something yesterday to that effect.
just wanted to see if this witness had any information or if he had
ever imparted that information to the United States Government.
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Colonel, am proud of you as one American to an
other, extremely proud for the way you carried on and the things that
vou did against great odds.
am going to give you a little experience
ask you a question to verify the importance of your testimony.
before
One of the most thrilling experiences
had when
was elected to
Congress and sworn in, in 1943, was to be invited to the Polish Em
bassy in Washington, at which the guest of honor was General Sikorski. He had just come back from Europe after several meetings
with Stalin on this mission that you describe in your report.
was
But noticed that, in our cross-exami
extremely happy to meet him.
nation of him, not once would General Sikorski say anything that
would even give one the slightest hint that he wanted to give the
Germans any propaganda value or any military value from the stand

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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point of what he might say. He was cautious never to say anything
that would be favorable to the Germans, politically, militarily, or any
other way.
The reason

I

I

mention that is that
want to ask you this question :
dealing with these Polish officers as a liaison man for the United
States Army, did you not likewise find that true of all Polish officers
and all Polish military personnel and the Polish Government all the
wanted to give any propaganda
value to the Germans or give anything to their advantage in this con
Did you not find that more or less to
troversy with the Russians.

In

be true?

Colonel

Sztmanski.

Yes, sir.

Mr. O'Konski. In other words, they actually leaned the other way

in many instances, actually to cover up for the Russians; not to give
the Germans any propaganda value.

Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Because inherently they hated the Germans with
equal vigor as they did the Russians ; is that not right ?
Colonel Sztmanski. That is right, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. So any reports coming from the Poles, from the
Polish Government, from the Polish military personnel, or from Gen
eral Sikorski, would not be a prejudiced report. It would be one based
simply on human justice.
Colonel Sztmanski. That is right, sir.
mention that because it brought out the experience
Mr. O'Konski.
recall one of the pictures that
very, very pointedly for me. because
shall prize for my entire life is the personally autographed picture
by General Sikorski himself. He was killed shortly after that, much
to our regret.
mention that because it shows that all the way throug this picture,
the Poles were extremely careful — as a matter of fact, my only criti
cism of them would be that they protected the Russians too much.
They did not want to give Hitler any propaganda value out of any
Therefore, the testimony
controversy they had witli the Russians.
that they gave is not a prejudiced testimony.
From the gleaning and the very little information we got from
General Sikorski — in other words, we asked him the question, "How
are conditions in Russia as regards the Poles?" and his only answer
was, "Bad, hard."
Then immediately when we cross-examined him, "What is the con
dition? Are they in prison camps? Are you having any trouble
with Joe Stalin about the treatment by the Russians!" his answer
don't care to talk about that."
was, "I don't care to talk about that.
In other words, you could see that the tendency there was not to
divulge any information that the Germans might pick up and make
Do you get my point?
propaganda out of against the Russians.
Colonel Sztmanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Judging from his conversation, we sort of got the
hint that things were not all right. At that time there happened
to be nine Members of Congress, Americans of Polish descent, who
and we did some digging. We knew in
had several meetings on
1944 that your report was sent in.
We knew that other reports were
being sent in. We tried to get the War Department to give us the

I

I

I

I

it,

I
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I

it

a

I

it

it

it

it it

it

it,

contents of those reports, but we were immediately clamped down
with the determination that it is secret.
We knew so by telephone conversation, and we got letters in writing
that your report, among other reports, was secret.
but
Then, of course, when the thing blew off, they couldn't find
In fact,
was top secret.
was so secret that when they
at first
secret, all right.
wanted they could not find it. They really made
It so happened that we did not want to do very much about
it, but just to give you an idea of what your reports were up
so happened that this uprising in Warsaw broke out in
against,
1944, and the begging and the pleading of the Polish underground
Come
Come to our rescue.
was, "For God's sake, nave mercy on us.
was during the month of July 1944, that
believe
to our aid."
we made an appointment — we tried to get an appointment with the
President of the United States to make plea on behalf of justice for
the Polish people in Warsaw and all over the world. We could not
get an appointment with the President, but we did get an appoint
ment with our Secretary of State at that time. He graciously saw
us, and at that time we told him that there were reports available iic
the War Department and there were reports available in other places
in the Government, to show that things were going bad for the Poles.
It seemed that our conversation was falling on deaf ears, because if
between the batch
the Secretary of State heard anything, he heard
of pills that he had on his desk.
After we saw that we were not getting anywhere,
believe that
just about every one of us had tears in our eyes. So we said, "In
the name of mercy and in the name of God, Mr. Secretary of State,
will you please convey our message to the President of the United
States to intervene at least so that the Russians will show
little bit
of mercy on the Poles in this great crisis?*' He said that that mes
And the next thing we heard, of course,
sage would be conveyed.
was the Yalta agreement, which meant that our message fell on
deaf ears.
In other words, Colonel, our personal intervention clear up to the
Secretary of State, pointing out to him that these reports were avail
able, our personal intervention on the part of Members of Congress,
did not get anywhere at that time. So do not be disappointed be
cause your reports did not get anywhere at that time.

a

I

is

a

is

?

a

a

I

is

That
all.
am sure that as
Mr. Flood. Colonel,
distinguished graduate of
distinguished colonel of Infantry,
our Military Academy, and as
the mere fact that you are fortunate enough to have in your veins the
proud blood of Polish ancestry that you have will not make you a
prejudiced witness, either as against Russians or as against Germans.
Is that not correct
Colonel Szymanski. That
right, sir.
Mr. Flood. You are sworn military officer doing your sworn duty.
Colonel Szymanski. That
right, sir.
Mr. Flood. Certainly no United States Army colonel of Infantry
after World War or World War
could be conceivably classified
friend of the Germans.
as
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. Colonel, in your wanderings on this mission of yours,
did you ever run into this situation? We have been listening to

II
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witnesses for several days, and we have all been intrigued by the
failure of the Soviet to reply to interrogations directed to their gov
ernment from the Poles, from other governments, and from other
We have
peoples, as to the fate of these prisoners, Polish officers.
been intrigued by the failure of the Russians to participate in the
German and other requests for international investigations.
We have been advised that from time to time inquires were directed
from various sources, individual, organizational, and governmental,
to the Soviet Government, asking for information about these miss
ing officers. You have heard of that ?
Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever hear that the Vatican addressed an in
quiry to the Soviet Ambassador at Istanbul for the same purpose?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Machbowicz. I just want to ask a question to correct any im
pression that may have been made on the record, either by my crossexamination or any other, namely, have you had any instructions
from your superiors as to what your reaction should be here today?
Colonel Szymanski. Full cooperation, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. I want to say that I believe that those instructions
were given you honestly so.

Colonel Szymanski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. I do not want any questions that I have directed
to you to be any evidence of any lack of faith in the leadership that
is in the Department of War as it is constituted today.
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
feel very strongly that full co

I

has been given.
Mr. Machrowicz. Because of questions which may arise later,
am going to ask you, in the preparation of your reports in 1942 and
1943, were you at any time directed by prejudice one way or the
other?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. At that time did you have any prejudice?
Colonel Szymanski. No, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. And they were unprejudiced reports?
Colonel Szy3ianski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz.
want to join with Mr. O'Konski in telling you
am very proud to have had the opportunity to have you as our
that
witness, and I would say if we had more people with the foresight that
you had in 1942, our country might not be in the precarious position
it is today. It is easy for us today to look back and say what was the
right thing to do : but to have had the opportunity and the foresight at
that time to predict things as you did. think is a great compliment
to .you, and certainly hope the Army will appreciate that.
Mr. O'Konski.
you never did anything else in your life, Colonel :
"In that case Poland has lost the Avar and the Allies have lost the war.
The choice in Europe is not merely democracy versus Hitler, as so
many Americans seem to think it is."
you never did anything else
in your life, Colonel, you have earned the right to be a real American
on that score.
Chairman Madden. Are there further questions?
operation

I
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Colonel Szymanski, you have had vast experience as a military
You are a graduate of West Point. You have faithfully car
ried out many assignments as a soldier in the United States Army.
You can certainly be proud of the record you have made in so loyally
and patriotically and faithfully carrying out your assignments. Your
testimony here today, even in spite of some of the opinions that were
existing 10 years ago reveals you had the proper analysis. I know that
voice the sentiment of this committee in stating that if the Army
and the Navy and the marines were composed of all Colonel Szymanskis, there would be no stopping our country in this battle against

man.

I

communism.

On behalf of the committee and the Congress,
Mr. Machrowicz. Before we adjourn, could

I want
I ask

to thank you.

Mr. Korth

a

question ?
Do understand that at the meeting Wednesday, you will try to have
available to us complete information as to what departments, if any,
these reports have been made available ?
Mr. Korth. That is right, sir, although the deadline you have set
is new to me.
will ask you to make an honest effort
Mr. Machrowicz.

I

I

Mr. Korth. I will, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. To get that information to

us by Wednesday;
not by Wednesday, as soon thereafter as possible.
Mr. Flood. Just one more thing.
concur in these very laudatory
comments made in connecion with Colonel Szymanski, but may
suggest that that part of the record dealing with these commendations
of Colonel Szymanski be forwarded by the committee to the Adjutant
General's office and be made part of his file ?
Mr. Korth. think it might be well also that the Secretary be in
formed of that through your official media.
Mr. Flood. You know what mean.
Chairman Madden.
instruct the counsel to carry that out.
The committee now stands adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 5:45 p. m., the hearing was adjourned.)
Note. —An executive session of the committee was held in Washing
ton on March 19, as directed by the chairman during the hearing on
March 14 in Chicago. At this session the committee was advised by a
Department of the Army spokesman that the letter written by Colonel
Szymanski on December 8, 1943, to G-2 and the subsequent cable reply
sent to Colonel Szymanski by G-2 on December 19, 1943, cannot be
declassified at this time. Consequently it will not be made a part of
this record.
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Opracowania tej ,,Listy Katyńskiej" podjalem sie jako jeden
spośród znikomej garstki pozostalych przy Życiu by lych jeńców
obozu Starobielsk.
Chcialem w ten sposób splacié Opatrzności Bozejczastke diu
gu wazieczności za whasne ocalenie, a równocześnie oddać te
niejako ostatnia poshuge tym wszystkim współjeñcom, którzy
tragicznym Zrzadzeniem losu musieli złożyć swe zycie w ofierze.
Członkom Rodzin zamordow anych i zaginionych moich kole
gów - współjeńców składam na tym miejscu wyrazy glebokiego
współczucia.
Za ewentualne omyłki, których geneze wyjasnia wstep, a któ
rych unikniecie w obecnych warunkach było niemožliwe, z góry
majmocniej zainteresowanych przepraszam.
Na koniec serdecznie dziekuje tym wszystkim, którzy okazali
miswa pomoc w opracowaniu tej dokumentacji.
Londyn,

w maju 1949 r.

ADAM MOSZYNSKI.

[Translation]

FROM THE AUTHOR

I

have undertaken the task of preparing this “KATYN
as one of only a handful of survivors among Polish
prisoners of war interned at Starobielsk.
In this manner, hope to repay Providence for sparin
my life and at the same time give this final service to al
those fellow prisoners of war who through the tragic
dictates of fate had paid with their lives.
To the members
families of my fellow prisoners of
war who were murdered
offer my deepest condolence.
apologize for any mistakes which may have crept into
this list and wish to call attention to the preface in which
explain why it is virtually impossible under prevailing
conditions to eliminate all errors.
also wish to take this opportunity to thank all those
who have given tireless cooperation toward the completion
of this list.

LIST"

I

'P

I

I

I

I

London, May

1949.

ADAM MOSZYNSKI.

w

STĘP

Lista Katyńska jest uzupełnieniem zbioru dokumentów, któ
re zostały zawarte w książce pt. „Zbrodnia Katyńska w świetle
dokumentów“*).
W rozdziale drugim wymienionej książki stwierdzono, że
w obozach Kozielsk, Ostaszków
i Starobielsk znajdowało się

w miesiącach zimowych 1939/40 około 15.000 polskich jeńców
wojennych. Kozielsk liczył około 5.000, Ostaszków około 6500,
a Starobielsk około 4.000 polskich jeńców wojennych. Z ogólnej
tej ilości pozostało przy życiu około 400 jeńców, przewiezionych
Bór, a stamtąd do obozu Griazowiec, skąd
do obozu Pawliszczew
we wrześniu 1941 zostali wypuszczeni na wolność. Jeńców z Ko
pomordowanych
katyńskich,
zielska odnaleziono
w grobach
a reszta zaginęła bez śladu, przy czym wszystko wskazuje na
to, że zaginionych spotkał ten sam los, co ofiary katyńskie.
W ten sposób, kto mówi lub pisze o Katyniu, ma w gruncie
rzeczy na myśli nie tylko te ofiary mordu, które w ilości powy
żej 4.000 odnalezione zostały w mogiłach lasku Katyńskiego
pod Smoleńskiem, ale ogół zaginionych z wszystkich trzech obo
zów, którzy od wiosny 1940 r. nie dali o sobie znaku życia. Lista
imienna winna przeto objąć nie tylko byłych jeńców kozielskich
czyli około 15000
z Katynia, a'e wszystkich zaginionych,
nazwisk.
Ogólne cyfry jeńców przebywających w trzech obozach po
kompetentnych. Opierają się
chodzą ze źródeł wiarogodnych
one na informacjach tych jeńców każdeoro z obozów, którzy unik
nęli likwidacji,
znaleźli się w obozie Pawliszczew - Bór, a na
stępnie Griazowiec. Już wtedy rozpoczęła się bowiem pomiędzy
jeńcami, pochodzącymi z trzech obozów zlikwidowanych,
za
nienokojonymi losem pozostałych kolegów, wymiana informacji
na temat ogólnej ilości zaginionych. Jak wiadomo, obozy jeńców,
które posiadały nieco odmienną organizację niż obozy pracy
przymusowej, czyli tzw. łagry, dopuszczały jeńców w szerszym
zakresie do współadministracji
obozów. Dlatego też jeńcy po
siadali konkretne
źródłowe informacje o ogólnej liczbie miesz
kańców zamkniętych w obozach. Podawane więc przez uratowa

-

i

i

i

i

*) „Zbrodnia Katyńska w świetle dokumentów",
Władysława Andersa, ,,Gryf", Londyn 1948.

z przedmową

gen.
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nych jeńców ogólne cyfry stanów zlikwidowanych
wiarogodne.
uważać za sprawdzone

obozów można

i

listy ogółu zaginionych, kompletnej
imiennej
niemożliwe,
odnaleźć ją możnaby chyba
dynie w moskiewskich archiwach NKWD. Lista Katyńska nie
jest pierwszą publikacją, ani pierwszą pracą polską tego rodza
ju. Były przeprowadzone już poprzednio
poza spisem niemiec
spisy częściowe
mniej zupełne,
kim „Amtliches Material“
na których lista niniejsza została oparta po przeprowadzeniu
możliwych
koniecznych poprawek oraz uzupełnień.
Żródła, na których opiera się poniżej ogłoszona lista, są na
stępujące:
Zestawienie

i bezbłędnej,

–

–

i

1)

je

i

jest

i

AMTLICHES MATERIAL ZUMI MASSENMORD

-

-

(URZEDOWY MATERIAŁ
WYD, BERLIN 1943
STR.

ZWŁOK

WON

KATYN

–

O MASOWYM
MORDZIE W KATYNIU)
167 DO 273
ROZDZIAŁ IV.; WYKAZ 4143
ZIDENTYFIKOWANYCH DO 7. CZERWCA 1943,

Wykaz ogłoszony przez Niemców w „Amtliches Material“
nie był alfabetyczny, a nazwiska, imiona, nazwy miejscowości,
adresy oraz inne szczegóły podane są często w brzmieniu znie
kształconym. Lista była sporządzana
ustalana ostatecznie przez
osoby narodowości niemieckiej,
to często może na podstawie
znalezionych przy zwłokach dokumentów, wystawionych w okre
sie niewoli w języku rosyjskim; prócz tego dokumenty te po
ekshumacji zwłok znajdowały się często w stanie daleko idącego
zniszczenia. Wszystkie te czynniki złożyły się na omyłki
nie
prawidłowości wykazu niemieckiego, których sprostowanie wy
magało krytycznej oceny na podstawie innych źródeł, oraz
uwzględnienia faktu, że listę sporządzali cudzoziemcy, nie zna
jący dokładnie języka polskiego, ani brzmienia polskich nazwisk
nazw. Prócz tego krytyczna ocena listy niemieckiej prowadzić
musi do jeszcze jednego zastrzeżenia: oto mordowane w Katy
niu ofiary nie zawsze musiały posiadać przy sobie swoje własne
dokumenty. Jeśli na przykład jedynym dowodem tożsamości
była kartka z nazwiskiem, lub z zaadresowaną kopertą, albo naz- .
wisko wypisane na notatniku lub kalendarzu, to nie koniecznie
musiały te dane dotyczyć zwłok, przy których ślad ten znalezio
wypadki tego
no. Niektóre,
aczkolwiek bardzo nieliczne,
rodzaju zostały już stwierdzone,
tak na przykład wiarogodne
informacje pozwalają przyjąć, że Franciszek Biernacki, właści
ciel książeczki oszczędn. PKO., znalezionej przy zwłokach w Ka
tyniu
opublikowanej
wśród fotografii niemieckiego zbioru,
a zreprodukowanej w książce „Zbrodnia Katyńska“, w rzeczy
wistości w obozie kozielskim nie był, ani też nie znalazł śmierci
w Katyniu. Zostało stwierdzone, że owa książeczka oszcz. PKO.
została przez niego pozostawiona w Wojskowym Instytucie Geo
graficznym w Warszawie,
następnie przy ewakuacji WIG.
z Warszawy została wywieziona przez innego oficera celem do
ręczenia właścicielowi przy spotkaniu, które jednak nie nastą
piło. W ten sposób dokument ów, opiewający na nazwisko Fr.
Biernacki, został znaleziony w grobach katyńskich przy innym
oficerze.

i

i

i
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–

2) WYKAZ
CZŁONKÓW B. ARMII POLSKIEJ, ZAMORDOWA
NYCH PRZEZ BOLSZEWIKOW W KATYNIU, ZIDENTYFIKOWA
NYCH DO DNIA 1. CZERWCA 1943 R.,
STR. 3 DO 55.
(BROSZURA
BEZ PODANIA WYDAWCY, AUTORA, ROKU I MIEJSCA).
Wykaz powyższy
jest mniej
w porównaniu z niemieckim
kompletny
kończy się na pozycji 2916. Układ, kolejność po
szczególnych, nie zawsze numerowanych pozycji, a wreszcie
wykazie,
danych, zawartych
pozwalają
treść
w tym
przypuszczać, że został on sporządzony przez Polaków pracują
cych w Katyniu przy ekshumacji zwłok. Nazwiska, adresy i in
ne dane zamieszczono w wielu wypadkach w brzmieniu również
zniekształconym.
Numeracja poszczególnych zwłok nie zawsze
pokrywa się z numeracją „Amtliches Material “;
tak samo
treść danych nie jest tażsama, lecz w pewnych wypadkach ob
szerniejsza, w innych szczuplejsza; niż w wykazie niemieckim.
Znajdują się w tym wykazie pozycje, których w niemieckim spi
sie w ogóle brak, względnie których odpowiedniki oznaczono
w wykazie niemieckim jako niezidentyfikowane. Wykaz ten ogło
szony został drukiem anonimowo, najprawdopodobniej w Kraju,

i

–

–

–

–

–

–

pod okupacją niemiecką.

-

3) LISTA
ZAGINIONYCH JENCOW Z OBOZÓW ROSYJSKICH
KOZIELSK, OSTASZKÓW I STAROBIELSK,
ZESTAWIONA PRZEZ
BIURO OPIEKI NAD RODZINAMI
WOJSKOWYMI DOWODZTWA
ZSRR.,
POLSKICH SIŁ ZBROJNYCH W
UZUPEŁNIONA
DODATKO
WYM SPISEM BIURA POMOCY RODZINOM WOJSKOWYCH
I JEŃ
COW WOJENNYCH DOWODZTWA WOJSK POLSKICH NA SROD
KOWYM WSCHODZIE. L. dz. 904/RW/45 z daty Egipt 30. listopa
da 1945.

Lista ta została zestawiona na podstawie: a) pisemnych re
lacji jeńców ocalałych, którzy przebywali w jednym z 3 zlikwi
dowanych obozów. Relacje te zostały złożone w r. 1941 po od
zyskaniu wolności; b) indywidualnych
zgłoszeń rodzin, albo
znajomych zaginionego jeńca, opartych na fakcie poprzedniej
korespondencji z zaginioną osobą w okresie pomiędzy jesienią
1939 a wiosną 1940 r. Lista powyższa została zestawiona po
czątkowo przez ocalałych jeńców z pamięci, a następnie uzupeł
niano ją stopniowo, w miarę napływu korespondencji z rodzina
znajomymi zaginionych. Listę, obejmującą 3848 nazwisk,
mi
wręczyli śp. gen. Sikorski gen. Anders Stalinowi w czasie roz
mowy w dniu 3. grudnia 1941 r., a następnie dodatkową, uzupeł
nioną do cyfry 4518, wręczył gen. Anders podczas bytności
u Stalina w dniu 18. marca 1942 r.
Ostatecznie ilość zesta
wionych tą drogą nazwisk doszła do około 9000. W rzeczy
wistości cyfra ta była zwielokrotniona, ponieważ w trosce o to,

i

i

–

by nikogo nie pominąć w poszukiwaniach, wpisywano nieraz na
listę zaginionych to samo nazwisko w kilku zniekształconych
wersjach, tak, jak były one przedstawiane przez poszczególne
podawane z pamięci, albo kreś
źródła. Nazwiska te bowiem
lone w listach pismem nie dość czytelnym lub wyblakłym,
ulegały nieraz przekręceniom. Wykaz powyższy, jak to już stwier
dzono w 7 wypadkach, w okresie publikowania .,Listy Katyń
skiej“ na łamach tygodnika „Orzeł Biały“,
nie może uchodzić
wyjątkowo co
za bezwarunkowo miarodajny. Mogą bowiem
prawda
znaleźć się w nim nazwiska niewłaściwie w swoim czasie

–

–

––

–
0

tam zarejestrowane, albo też należące wprawdzie do b. jeńców
Kozielska czy też Starobielska, ale z okresu niewoli po maju
przeważnie ocalałe
1940 r., które to osoby
w ostateczności
odnalazły się, czego następnie w wykazie powyższym nie uwi
doczniono.

–

–

–

4) DoDATKowE RELACJE wIARoGoDNYCH
osÓB.
Są to,
informacje indywidualne,
zresztą,
pochodzące
nieliczne
od
ocalałych b. jeńców jednego z 3 obozów, albo też od naocz
nych świadków przeprowadzonej
w 1943 r. ekshumacji zwłok
ofiar mordu w Katyniu, które to informacje dostarczono bez
pośrednio w okresie zestawiania tej Listy.
5) ROCZNIKI OFICERSKIE BIURA PERSONALNEGO
MINISTER
STWA SPRAW WOJSKOWYCH:
a) ROCZNIK
OFICERSKI 1932
WYD. WARSZAWA 1932., ORAZ b) ROCZNIK OFICERSKI REZER
WY,
WYD. WARSZAWA 1934.

–

-

Roczniki Oficerskie pozwoliły na skontrolowanie, poprawie
nie lub odtworzenie brzmienia nazwisk lub imion zaginionych
w wypadkach, kiedy zostały one przytoczone w źródłach w spo
jeśli
sób zniekształcony albo niezupełny.
tak na przykład
nazwisko lub imię były podane w źródłach w postaci nieścisłej
lub niejasnej, a inne dane odpowiadały Rocznikowi Oficerskie
mu, można było sprostować lub uzupełnić brzmienie, opierając
się na danym Roczniku.
Wymienione powyżej źródła stanowią wszystko to, co w obec
nych warunkach jest w tym zakresie osiągalnym.
Niemniej
ogłoszenie niniejszej Listy powinno być punktem wyjścia do dal
szego uzupełniania jej. Wykończenie tej pracy będzie oczywiście
możliwe dopiero w Kraju, to w Polsce wolnej, kiedy wszystkie
rodziny zaginionych jeńców będą miały pełną swobodę zestawie
nia nazwisk swoich bliskich, o których pobycie w latach 39/40
w Kozielsku, Ostaszkowie lub Starobielsku posiadały wiadomoś
ci,
oraz kiedy będzie można ustalić szczęśliwe a wyjątkowe
wypadki odnalezienia się osób, uważanych za zaginione.
Ogłoszenie tej Listy jest wyrazem hołdu pamięci ofiar te
go
masowego mordu jeń
rzadko spotykanego w dziejach
spełnieniem smutnego obowiązku wobec ich
ców wojennych,
rodzin. Lista ta jest równocześnie uzupełnieniem materiału do
kumentacyjnego, potrzebnego do aktu oskarżen'a przeciwko mor
dercom, którzy pozostali dotychczas bezkarni. Jest rzeczą nas
domagać się posta
Polaków ten akt oskarżenia przygotować,
wienia zbrodniarzy przed Trybunałem Wolnych Narcdów, który
zbierze się jeszcze dla ukarania winnych.
Niniejsze książkowe wydanie „Listy Katyńskiej“ jest dru
gim z rzędu, poprawionym
uzupełnionym.
Po raz pierwszy
„Lista Katyńska“ była ogłaszana na łamach tygodnika „Orzeł
Biały“, poczynając od Nru 41/327 z dnia 9. października 1948 r.

–

I
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(Translation

of Preface written In Polish)

PREFACE
The Katyn List constitutes an amplification of docu
ments which were included in the book The Katyn Mas
sacre im, the Light of Documents.
In the second chapter of the above-named book it has
been established that some 15,000 Polish prisoners of war
were interned in the three camps —Kozielsk, Ostaszkow,
and Starobielsk — during the winter months of 1939-40.
There were approximately 5,000 Polish prisoners of war
in Kozielsk, 6,500 in Ostaszkow, and approximately 4,000
in Starobielsk.
From this entire group only approxi
mately 400 Polish prisoners of war survived who were
first transferred to the prison camp at Pawliszczew-Bor ;
then to the camp at Griazowiec, and from there, in Sep
tember 1941, this group of 400 finally was liberated. Those
prisoners of war interned at Kozielsk subsequently were
found murdered and buried in the Katyn graves. Those
from the other two camps have disappeared without any
trace of their whereabouts and all indications point to
the conclusion that they met with the same fate as those
Polish prisoners of war whose corpses were found at
Katyn.

It must follow then, that whoever discusses or writes
about Katyn, must keep in mind not only those 4,000
victims whose bodies were found in the graves of the
Katyn Forest near Smolensk, but al1 of the prisoners in
terned at the three camps who disappeared and have given
no trace that they are alive since the spring of 1940. Of
necessity, then, this list of names must net only include
the names of those former prisoners of war interned at
Kozielsk and subsequently found dead at Katyn, but all
the names of the 15,000 Poles interned at the three camps.
The total figure of Polish prisoners of war interned at
the three camps is based on reliable and competent infor
mation. They are based, for the most part, on information
supplied by those prisoners of war interned in the camps
who escaped liquidation and found themselves in Pawlisz
czew-Bor and later in Griazowiec. Already at these last
two camps the survivors from the three liquidated camps
10a

began discussions amongst themselves in an effort to cor
rectly establish the total number of Poles interned at the
three camps. As it is known, these prisoner of war camps
had a somewhat different organization than the forced
labor camps commonly known as "Lagers'" and provided
for considerable self-administration by the prisoners. It
is because of this that the survivors of the liquidation were
able to compile definite and concrete information regard
ing the number of prisoners interned at the three camps.
The numbers compiled by these survivors can, therefore,
be accepted as correct and wholly reliable regarding the
total number of Poles interned at these three camps.
A complete and absolutely correct compilation of names
of all those who disappeared is virtually impossible and
probably could be accomplished only through a careful
search of all records in the archives of the NKVW head
This book titled The Katyn List is
quarters in Moscow.
neither the first nor the only Polish publication of this
nature. There have been lists prepared prior to this pub
lication. Some of them go beyond the scope of names
included in the German list titled "Amtliches Material" —
which in some instances was less complete than this list but
nevertheless served as the basis for this report after fur
ther checks and corrections were made.
Sources from which the following list was compiled
are as follows :
"Amtliches Material Zum Massenmord von Ka
1}
tyn — the official material about the mass murders in
Katyn published in Berlin in 1943, pages 167 to 273,
Chapter IV, table 4.143 of the corpses identified up to

June

7, 1943.

The German list of victims was not arranged in alpha
betical order ; first names, last names, names of towns, ad
dresses, and other details in the German

report frequently
appear to the illegible. This list, it should be remembered,
was prepared by Germans frequently on the basis of docu
ments which were written in Polish or Russian and also
the German list was prepared on the basis of documents
found on the corpses which were in an advanced state of
decay. All of these factors, justifiably account for the
mistakes included in the German report which was pre
pared by people who do not know the Polish language and
do not recognize characteristic signs in Polish names. A
critical and impartial appraisal of the German list must
also give consideration to the possibility that there may
have been cases where documents found on bodies of the
10b

victims did not necessarily belong to the corpse they were
for instance, identification was based solely
found on.
on the fact that a card or letter or penciled notation on a
note bore a name, it cannot be taken for granted that this
was necessarily the name of the victim. This has already
been demonstrated in some instances although these cases
were few in number. As an example it can be reliably
stated that Franciszek Biernacki, whose bank book was
found on a corpse in Katyn and reproduced in the book
Katyn Massacre, actually never was in Kozielsk and was
not murdered in Katyn.
It has been established that Biernacki's bank book was
left behind by himself at the Army Geographic Institute
in Warsaw and that it subsequently had been found by
another Polish officer at the Institute who took the bank
book with the hope of giving it to Biernacki if the two
ever met subsequently.
This meeting never took place
and as a result the bank book bearing Fr. Biernacki's
name was found on the corpse of another officer.
2) Report of former members of the Polish Army
murdered in Katyn by the Bolsheviks identified up to
June 1, 1943, pages 3 to 35. (This brouchure does not list
the publisher, the author, nor the date or place of pub

If

lication.)
The above report is less complete than the German re
port and ends with victim No. 2916. The format of this
document, along with the manner in which the names are
written plus the order in which the bodies were removed,
suggests it was prepared by one of the Poles who was sent
to Katyn to work on the exhumation of the bodies. In
many instances here, too, the names and other information
are illegible. The numerical order in which the bodies
apparently

are reported in some instances does not agree

with the German report. In some instances the additional
information regarding each corpse is not the same as re
ported by the Germans, i. е., frequently, the information
is more detailed and complete and in others less so. We
find in this document actual positions of the bodies which
were not listed in the German report and we find iden
tifications for bodies in this list which the Germans re
This list most probably was
ported as unidentified.
in
Poland during the German
published anonymously
occupation.
3) Official list of those prisoners who disappeared from
Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostaszkow as prepared by the
Polish Relief Bureau for Families of Polish Soldiers in
10c

USSR. The list has been supplemented with informa
tion provided by the Polish Welfare Bureau for Families
of Polish Soldiers in the Middle East, assembled Nov. 30,
1945, in Egypt.
This list was prepared on the basis of information
gathered from : a) written reports of surviving Polish
prisoners of war who were interned in one of the three
liquidated camps. These reports were prepared in 1941
after their liberation; b) individual reports of families of
the

prisoners interned in the three camps based on corre
spondence they carried on with the prisoners between the
fall of 1939 and the spring of 1940. The above list was
prepared first on the basis of memory of those who sur
vived liquidation and later by refreshing their recollec
tions through letters received from the families inquiring
about their dear ones. This list of 3,848 was handed to
Stalin by the late General Sikorski and by General Anders
during a conference Dec. 3, 1941. An amended and cor
rected list bearing 4,518 names was handed to Stalin by
General Anders on March 18, 1942. Eventually the total
number of names transmitted
to Russian authorities
through these conferences reached 9,000. This list was
increased somewhat because of duplications submitted by
the various sources. Also, because many of the names were
submitted from memory and others from poorly written
letters, in some cases the same name was spelled two or
three different ways and constituted two or three corpses
when in reality they all involved only one person. There
fore this list, which was published in seven installments
in the publication The White Eagle, cannot be considered
conclusive or absolutely correct, because in some instances
it includes names of prisoners in Kozielsk and Starobielsk
who were interned at these camps subsequent to May, 1940
and who have for the most part survived.
4) Additional reports of reliable persons — This is infor
mation from prisoners who survived liquidation from the
three camps or who participated in the actual exhumation
and supplied information for the preparation of this list.
5) Annual reports of the Personnel Division of the
Ministry of Military Affairs of the Polish Government ; a)
Annual Report of Officers from 1932 published in Warsaw;
b) Annual Report of the Reserve Corps published in War
saw in 1934.
The annual reports of Polish officers permitted me to
check for the correct spelling of names. Hence, if a name
was illegible but all the other facts pertaining to the vic
10d

tim were, we were able to establish the correct spelling
of a name through a careful check of the annual list of
Polish Officers.
The above-mentioned sources constitute all of the sources
so far as is known which may have information pertinent
to this subject. Publication of this list should afford the
opportunity to correct further any possible errors un
known to the author. The ultimate completion and cor
rection of this list will be possible only in Poland when
the country is free and when families of the victims are
permitted to make their full reports in complete freedom
regarding any correspondence or contact that they have
had with prisoners interned at Kozielsk, Ostaszkow, or
Starobielsk,

and also when it

will

be possible to locate any

survivors now listed among the missing, if any survived.
Publication of this list is an expression of tribute to the
memory of those who disappeared in this unprecedented
mass murder of prisoners of war and an expression of
condolence to their loved ones. This list furthermore con
stitutes a further documentation of material necessary to
bring an indictment against those guilty for this crime if
they haven't been brought to the bar of justice as yet. It is
our duty as Poles to prepare this indictment and seek to
have the murderers brought before the Tribunal of Free
Nations, which eventually will be formed to punish the
guilty ones.
The following book The Katyn List constitutes the
second publication of an expanded and corrected list. The
first Katyn List was published in the newspaper White
Eagle beginning Oct. 9, 1948.
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Lista zaginionych jeńców
obozów rosyjskich (sporządzona
przez Biuro Opieki nad Rodzinami Wojsk, D-twa Polskich Sił
Zbr.
ZSRR., względnie przez Biuro PomocyRodzinom wojsk.
D-twa Wojsk Polskich na Śr. Wschodzie) literą oznaczającą
obóz,
którym dany jeniec miał przebywać: K.
Kozielsk,
O.
Ostaszków,S.
Starobielsk. Są informacje,wedle których
dany jeniec był kolejno
dwóch wzgl. trzech obozach.

––

–––

Abramski Jan, 1905, ppor. art. (LZK)
Achtelik Paweł,
mundurze, karta szczepienia,
listy, kart
ka
zapiskami (AM 3752), 1912 (LZK)
Adam Franciszek,
–, por., list adresem: Adam
Franciszek, Kozielsk, karta szczepienia 1615, medalik
łańcusz
kiem (AM 1459)
Adam Władysław,
–,
mundurze, dwa różne bilety wi
zytowe: 1) Dr. Adam Władysław, 2) Zeman Rudolf,
kartka
adresem: Klimec Ludwik, Kraków ul. Bosaka 39, wieczne pió
ro, karta szczepienia (AM 2750)
Adamczyk
por. rez. (LZK)
Adamczyk Franciszek, por. K.O.P. (LZK)
Adamczyk Stefan, por. br. panc., 1897, znak tożsamości, list,
odznaka pułkowa, notatnik, pierścień
brylantem,
pocztów.
nadawcą: Adamczyk Genowefa, Warszawa, Czerniakowska
174 m.
(AM 2202)
Adamek Józef, na razie brak szczegółów (WO str. 3), ppor.
(LZK)
Adamski
chorąży (LZK)
Adamski
sierż. P.P. (LZK)
Adamski Franciszek, 1901
Feliksa
Justyny, por. K.O.P.
(LZK)
Ignacy, mjr lek., Dr. med., leg. ofic. (AM 3424),
(LZK)
Adamski Józef, nauczyciel, ppor., ur. 1.9.97 Bajki Stare, zam.
Michałowo
Niezabudka, ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. odznaczeniowa, wi
zytówka, pocztówki, karta szczepienia (AM 2255)
Stanisław,
Antoniego, mjr. Inst. Geogr. (LZ.
K) anki
Adamski Władysław, por. (LZK)
Adas B., ppor. lotn. (LZK)
Afelt Tadeusz, por, dowód osob, karta szczepienia, karta
mobil., ołówek
napełniania, pismo służbowe, kontrakt służ
bowy
Zarządem Miasta Łódź (AM 3398)
Aksamitowski Stefan, Aksamistowski Stefan, ppor., metryka
urodzenia, (AM 59), Aksamitowski Stefan (WO. str. 5), Aksa
mitowski ppor. (LZK)
Aksam Mikołaj, ppor., zam. Poznań,
zaświadczenie, prawo
jazdy AM 1526)
Alamas. Tadeusz Andrzej, ppor., ur. 11/IX.,
leg. ofic.
rez, karta szczepienia (AM 3921), Alamaa Tadeusz ppor. (LZK)
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Wykaz ofiar
członków b. Armii Polskiej, zamordowanych
przez bolszewików
Katyniu (sporządzony przez Polaków
obecnychprzy ekshumacjizwłok
Katyniu) cyfrą oznaczają
cą poz. rej. zwłok, względnieze stronicą wykazu tego.
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Amtliches Material zum Massenmord von Katyń (Urzędowy
wykaz niemiecki)
cyfrą, oznaczającą poz. rej. zwłok.
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Albrecht Leon, ewangelik, ppor., znak tozsamosci (AM 860).
(LZK)
Aleksandrowicz
Pawel, 1901, ppor. art. (LZK)
Aleksandrowicz
Wladyslaw, mjr. lek. (LZK)
Aleksiewicz
Zygmunt s. Jozefa, ppor.,
Zygmunt, Aleksewicz
lub Alecewicz
Zygmunt (WO
listy (AM 376). Aleksiewicz
str.
Alfer J6zef, oficer, s. Aleksandra (LZK)
Allery Antoni, (?) ppor., leg. ofic. (AM 3328)
Alonczyk Franciszek. 1900, ppor. art. (LZK)
Roman, ppor., znak tozsamosci (AM
Alpinski - Solowicki
1770), ur. 1909 w Warszawie (WO 1770 str. 24), Alpidski-Salowicki Roman, рог. (LZK)
Alaszejew Leon, Dr., mjr., powolanie wojenne, zaswiadczenie
medalik (AM 3278)
ze Starostwa,
list, karta meldunkowa,
Ambrozewicz
Wlodzimierz, Ambroziewicz
Wtodzimierz, Dr.
ur. 26.6.95 w Odesmed. w mundurze. Poznari ul. 3-go Maja
list, pismo
sie, dowod osob., prawo jazdy, bilety wizytowe,
Zwiazku Lekarzy Poznari (AM 2433), por. lek., 1895 (?), s. Katarzyny (LZK)
Amerik Jan, w mundurze, prawnik, pracownik Twa Ubezp. w
list (AM 4127)
Lublinie, metryka slubu,
Anasiewicz Jan, Anaziewicz Jan por., ks. ofic, medalik (AM
1942), Anaziewicz (?) Jan (WO 1942 str. 28), Anasiewicz Jan
kpt. art. (LZK)
Anc Jozef, aspirant, mgr., (LZK)
Androletti
Roman, w mundurze, ur. 5.6.06, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
listy,
poczt6wka (AM 1575)
Andrusewicz Wat-law. kpr. (LZK)
Andrzejewski
por., rozkaz wyjazdu, karta szczep.,
cwikier (AM 1286)
Bogdan,
Andrzejewski
ppor.,
pocztowki, kalendarzyk kieszonkowy (AM 1997), por. (LZK)
Andrzejewski Henryk, ppor., leg. urzedn., pocztowka, list, kwit
depozytowy (AM 4110), ppor. art., 1900 (LZK)
Marjan. ppor. piech., 1908 (LZK)
Andrzejewski
Stanislaw, w mundurze, ur. 1909, znak tozsa
Andrzejewski
mosci (AM 2995)
Andrzejkowicz Borys, ppor.,
leg. ofic. AM 1868), ppor. rez.
(LZK)
Andziak Jozef, kpt., rez., komisarz P.P., lat 44 (LZK)
Andziak
87),
Marcin, dowod osob., list, karta szczep. (AM
ppor. (LZK)
Anton Konstanty, kpt.,
nadawca:
Gata
Antonokoperty
wa, Wilno, Aukstaicio 12 (Kopanica),
telegramy (AM 9), rtm.
K.O.P. (LZK)
Antoniak Jozef, por., zam. Dublany wojew. Tarnopol, bilety
1415),
wizytowe, pismo urzedowe, karta szczepienia 3636 (AM
por. rez, 1894, syn Wojciecha (LZK)
Antoniak Stanislaw, ppor. art., 1906 (LZK)
Antoniewicz
Waciaw, w mundurze, kwit depozytowy, karta
szczepienia, medalik (AM 4089), kpt. art. (LZK)
Antonowicz
kpt. (LZK)

Anton Boleataw, kpt.,
zaswiadczenie, czesci legit, ofic. (AM
2113) kpt. piech., (LZK)
Antoezek Jozef, Antoszei ....
Jozef, oficer, legit ofic. (AM
dowod ofkeraki
(WO str. 5), ppor. rez.,
17), Antosze
1906 (LZK)
Antossewskl Lech, por., 1911 (LZK)
list,
krzyzyk
pocztowka,
Annfrjew Jerzy, w mundurze,
(nazwisko nieczytelne), Kowel, ul.
(AM 1962), list od Emila
str
m.
29)
Moscickiego
(WO 1962
Araszkiewicz
Wlodzimierz, ppor., lat 43 (LZK)
Arcichowski Mieczyslaw, dr med., (LZK)
Arcimowicz
Henryk, ppor. (LZK)
Arcimowiez Zenon, w mundurze,
zapispoczt6wka, kartka
kami (AM 2289)
Arciazewski Jan Piotr, por. rez. iand., 1894 (LZK)
Arct
pchor. lek. (LZK)
Arendarski
Antoni, 1901, ppor. art. (LZK)
Armata Wladyslaw Stefan, Armala, dow6d zwolnienia
wojska w 1935 r. w stopniu sierianta, karta szczepienia 230 (AM
2055), Armala (Armata)
syn J6zefa (WO 2055 str. 31), Armata,
ppor. rez., 1899, s. Jozefa (LZK)
w mundurze, ur. 1909, znak tozsamos
Astapczyk Adolf,
nadawca: Dorota Astapczyk (AM 3665), ppor. art.,
ci, list
Jozefa
Malwiny (LZK)
Auc Antoni, w mundurze, ur. 8.3. 907, dyplom prawniczy, me
tryka urodzenia, zasw. przynal. paristw., leg. sportowa, mon~
gram MA (AM 2711), (LZK)
lilt,
Augustowski KaroL ppor., ur. 1903, znak tozsamosci,
karta szczep., kartka
zapiskami (AM 2097), (LZK)
Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
Angtutynowicz
Aagnetynowics Mieczyslaw, sedzia, cywilny, rozne pisma sadowe (AM 1905), ofic. rez., medalik (WO 1905 str. 28)
Aziukiewicz
Aleksander, por. rez. art., 1901 (LZK)
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Babczuk Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Bablcz Rudolf, ppor., lat 25 (LZK), ppor., dowod osob., swiad.
szczepienia, telegram, listy (AM 221)
Babinski Zbigniew, kpt., karta szczep., rozkaz wyjazdu, za
swiadczenie (AM 1958), kpt. lotn. (LZK)
nazwisBabuchowski Marian, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., lista
kami, rozne kartki (AM 1487), ppor. (LZK)
Babnla* Jerzy, w mundurze, dowod osob., karta szczep., me
dalik (AM 2946)
Baczkowicz Szymon,
listy, naramiennik bez odznak, fotografia (AM 367)
Badeeld Fellka, kpt.,
pocztowki pisane do Wandy Badeckiej,
dwa listy, rozne kart
Wtodzimierz Wo)., ul. Listopada 115 m.
ki, naramiennik
cyfra 25 (AM 1875), (WO 1876 str. 27) kpt.
art. (LZK)
Badowski
Wiktor, kpt.,* znak tozsamosci
napisem: PKU
Bochnia, koperta (AM 255)
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Banabzewski Jan, kpt., wizytowki, karta na brori, fotografie,
zegarek kieszonkowy (AM 1722)
Banaszewski Wladyslaw, ppor., prawo jazdy
Warazawy, kar
ta szczep. 3355, kwit (AM.618)
Bandt
por. (LZK)
Bania Jozef Kazimierz, policjant, 39 lat, s. Rozalii, Czortkow
(LZK)
Bandurek Michal, ppor., znak tozs.,
rosyjska gazeta
kwietnia 1940 г., dwie odznaki pulkowe (AM 1724)
Baniewicz Henryk, por., ur. 25.10.909 w Petersburg!!, dowod
osob., listy, fotografie (AM 3470)
Baiikowski
at. post. PP. (LZK)
Baiikowski Bogdan znak tozs.
napisem: 198/34 Wilno Mias
to 1910,
184), Roman (WO
kalendarzyki kieszonkowe (AM
str. 5)
Bahkowski Czeslaw, por., 1905, s. Karola
Bronislawy (LZK)
Baiikowski
Roman, (AM
146), odnaleziono poczt6wke (WO
str. 4)
Bahkowski Zygmunt, por. (LZK)
Barabasz Jozef, Barabacz, ppor., leg. urzedn. panstw.,
pocz
towka .karta szczep.,
list, orzelek polski (AM 544). Barabasz
(WO str. 8)
Bsrsn Bronislsw, ppor., leg. szkolna, notatnik, swiad. Uniw.
Warsz., rozne swiadectwa, czesci dowodu osob.,
medalik (AM
1332), ppor. art. plot., 1910, s. Jana
Jdzefy, Lodz (LZK)
Baran Kazimierz, pchor., 1921,
p.p. (LZK)
Baraniecki Kazimierz.
por., leg. Virtuti
Militari,
medalik,
list (AM
519), Baranowski
(WO str. 8), Baraniecki — por.
piech., 1901, 57. p.p., Poznan (LZK)
Baranowicz
naramiennik
bez odznak, koperta,
Edward,
poczt6wki, karta szczep., odrecznie rysowana тара Europy (AM
275), (bez imienia) podpulkownik (LZK)
Baranowski
Adolf, pplk., dowod osob., karta szczep. 1240,
kartka
3-ma adresami
uwaga: „Prosze napisz mi pod tymi
adresami:
Warszawa, Stalowa
2) Milan6wek pod Warssawa, Chrzan6w ul. Pilsudskiego 63, 3) Warszawa, ul. Rydza Sraigm.
lego
(AM 248), (bez imienia) pplk. kaw., (LZK)
Baranowski Alekay, ppor. rez., Poznaliskie (LZK)
Baranowski Boleslaw, w mundurze, czesci legit. (AM
1470),
ppor. (LZK)
Baranowski
Jaroslaw,
list (AM
ppor., karta szczepienia,
2209)
Baranowski J6zef, w mundurze,
list (AM 2122), list
Nieswieza (WO 2122 str. 33), policjant, 1900, s. Michala (LZ-O)
Baranowski Kazimierz, dowod osob., pocztowka .telegram (AM
699), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Baranowski Ludomir. kpt. san., adj., Kmdta C.W.San. (LZK)
Baranowski Ludwik. por., czesc legit., pismo MSWojsk.,
pis
mo (AM 1876)
Baranowski Stanislaw, mjr. aud, (LZK)
Baranowski Tadeusz, ppor., ks. wojsk., karta szczep., notat
nik, odznaczenia (AM 507)
Baranowski Tadeusz, por., ur. 9.2.95, Kolomyja, zam. Warsza-
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Badowski Witold, (bez nazwiska), por., dowod osob., kalend.
kieszonkowy, lancuszek, odznaka Szkoiy Podchor. (AM 451), Ba
dowski Witold, nauczyciel, leg. Nr. 777/37 (WO 451 str. 19)
Badowski Zbigniew, por., zaswiadczenie, ofic. leg. (AM 1883),
(LZK)
Bagieriski Eugeniusz, kpt.,
pocztdwki, list, karta szczep.,
orzelek polski (AM
344), (LZK)
Baginskl Czeslaw, ppor. pilot (LZK)
Bagiiiski Edward, ppor., ur. 20.9.912 Czeladz, dowod osob.,
. w Czeladzi (WO 1394
listy, poczt6wki (AM 1394), ur. 20.2.1
str. 17), por. rez. 1912 (LZK)
Bagiiiski Wladyslaw, por., Toruri - Podgdrz, Mtynna
wy
„drzewa rodowego", czesc franc, dowodu osob.,
ciqg
listy,
medalik (AM 1594), por. rez. (LZK)
Bahr Marek, pchor. (LZK)
Bajan Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Bajkowski Jerzy, por. rez (LZK)
Bajonski Jan, Or
med., mjr., docent Uniw. Poznariskiego,
zam. Poznari, Patr. Jackowskiego. Krzyi
leg. Virtuti Militari.
wizyt6wka, listy, pocztowki, (AM 1484), mir dr (LZK-O)
Bajonski Jan, syn Jdzefa, w mundurzt,
pocztowka, karta
szczep. (AM 2568)
Bakoh Julian, w mundurze, poczt6wki, karta
ksiazeczkl
nadawca Michal Bnkori, Sanok
wojsk. (AM 1895), poezlowka
ul. Kosciuszki
(WO 1895 str. 28), pchor. rez., 1917, 20 p. utaniw (LZK)
Bakula Stanistaw, por., kartka
ofic. ks wojsk., krrtki
zapiskami, karta szczep. 1534 (AM 1881)
Balcer Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
Balinger Antoni Witold. mjr. ur. 13.6.86,dwie leg. osob., karta
szczep. 3596, pismo Min. Spr. Wojsk., wizytowka.
kartki
zapiskami (AM 300), mjr st. sp. (LZK)
Balko Antoni, mjr, karta szczep., leg. LOPP., poczt6wka (AM
2175), mjr., 1893 s. Stanislawa
Anny (LZK)
Balon Tadeusz, w mundurze. ks. wojsk., karta szczep.,
leg.
urzedn. (AM 1407), ppor. rez., 30 lat (LZKl
Balachowski Witold por., czesc leg. odznacz.,
zasw. wojskowe, list, karta szczep (AM 4115), por. (bez imienia) — (LZK)
Baldowski Wincenty strz. piech., 1914 (LZK)
Ballaban Kami. Dr med., kpt.,
listy,
poczt6wki, karta
szczep. 2229,
wizytowki, okulary (AM 905)
Banach Czeslaw, oficer (LZK)
Banach Eugeniusz (Ramach) zam. Lw6w, ul. Waska
(WO
839 str. 19), w mundurze (bez nazwiska), kartka
adresami,
medaliki (AM 839)
Banach Tadeusz, ppor., karta mobil.,
przepustka, karta stalej jazdy, zasw.
p.p., listy, kalend. kieszonkowy (AM 1486)
Banasiewicz Teodor, ppor. rez. piech., urzednik PKP Ostr6w
(LZK)
Banaszak Stanislaw, adwokat, ks. oszcz. PKO., czesci dowo
du osob., wizytowka, listy, karta szczepionia (AM
1209) (WO
1070 str. 15), por. rez. piech. Kepno, adwoknt
(LZK)
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notatnik, rozanier (AM
wa. ul. Kozielska 4., ks. oazcz РКП
2049), por. san., oficer gosp. CWSan. (LZK)
Lodz
(LZK)
Baranowaki Teodor, kpt. pilot,
Baranowaki Waclaw, kpt., rdzne pocztowki (AM 1879), poczt6wki od Baranowskiej Jadwigi, Warszawa, ioliborz. ul. Niego— (WO 1879)
lewakiego(?)
Baraiiski Tadeuaz, w mundurze, zam. Gdariak, ul. Chrzanowpocztowka
skiego 12, prawo jazdy, ofic. leg., telegram, listy,
(AM 2664)
Baraiiski Tadeusz, dowod osob., bilet wizytowy, notatnik, fo-
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Batycki Jan, mjr. (LZK)
Bauer Czeslaw, mjr. rez. lekarz, lat 50 (LZK)
telegram,
Bauer Jan, syn Jakuba, major,
poczt6wki,
Pauliny (LZK)
(AM 3520), mjr lek., 1884, s. Jakuba

z

list

tograrie (AM 93)
Baraiiski Waclaw, ppor. (LZK)
Militari, karta na
Barczyk Franciszek, chorqzy, leg. Virtuti
brori. wizyt6wka (AM 105). chor. kaw., 20 p. ul. (LZK)
szczepienia 1698
Bareiiiski
Waclaw, (bez nazwiska) karta
— por. (WO 241 sir. 19), Bareiiiski ur.
(AM 241), Barczyriski
10.1.0.3(ROR 34 str. 147)
pocztowki, karta szczep.
Bardczak Jan, (?) w mundurze,
— s. Jana (WO 2285 str. 37)
1174. plakieta (AM 2285), Bartczak
Bardziiiski Stanislaw. w mundurze (WO 1058 str. 19)
monow mundurze, torebka skorzana
Barowaki
cygarniczki (AM 733)
lekarskie zaswiadczenia,
gramem.
Barakl Kazimierz, kpt. lotn., 1906, Lo.lz (LZK)
Bartczak Janusz, kpt. (LZK)
odlisty przewozowe,
Hart, la Wladyslaw, Bartel — kpt.,
— kpt., Pulawy (LZK)
cinekr pocztowy (AM 2167), Bartel
Bartnik Stefan, 1905 (LZK)
pocztowki,
Bartkowiak
Czeslaw, w mundurze, dowod osob.,
list, medalik, dzienniczek (AM 581), Bortkowicz tub Bartkowiak
(WO str. 9)
ul.
Warszawa,
pplk. - aptekarz,
Kazimierz,
Bartoazynski
Czemiakowska 204 m. 37, pismo MSWojsk, karta na broii, swiad.
szczep., wizytdwka, karta jazdy (AM 277)
Bartys Jan, ur. 9.10.909, zam. Krakow, ul. Krupnicza 22, ks.
oszcz., kalend. kieszonkowy, zasw. na aparat fotogr., listy (WO
str. 3)
Heleny (LZK)
Baruch Kazimierz.
mjr., a. Pawla
Barwicz Kazimierz, w mundurze, listy, pocztowki, fotografie,
medalik (AM 2898)
Barwiiiskl
Waclaw, ppor. lek., 1904 (LZK)
pocztowki, bilety wizylisty,
Bastrzyk Jan, w mundurze,
towe (AM 3382), (LZK)
(LZK)
Baszkiewicz Ryszard, por., 1913, s. Franciszka
Baszkowski Edmund, w mundurze, ur. 25.7.03, leg. Zw. Ofic.
Re?...
listy. kartki meldunkowe (AM 2060)
Batorski Kazimierz, iniynier, ppor., zam. Anin, ul. Kr6tka 12,
pocztowki, bilet wizytowy
legitymacje, karta szczep. 2308,
*t
(AM 821)

Bauer Ludwik, oficer, ur. 11.10.08. znak toie., leg. urz«dn.
(AM 3514), ppor. art., 1908 (LZK)
Bauerfeind Gustaw, mjr rez. (LZK)
Baumfeld Guetaw, kpt., ur. 1879, leg. ofic, karta szczep.,
zaswiadczenie (AM 3523)
Bawbolski Reman, kpt. (LZK)
Bazakowski
podputkownik (LZK)
Katarzyny (LZK)
Bazarnik Ignacy, mjr., 1893, s. Jana
Witold,
ppor., koperta, odznaka putkowa, rfzaB^czkowski
adresaniec, medal pamiatkowy 25-lecia bitwy 70/71, kartka
mi (AM 2862), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Bijczkowski Szymon, 1910, (LZK)
— por., dowod osob., prawo
Badzyriski Tadeuaz, Bedzyfiski
rezjazdy, r6zne legit, czlonkowskie, pelnomocnictwo, lancuszek,
kaz wyjazdu (AM 1977) zam. Inowroclaw, list od Janiny Bestr.
1977
29),
Badzyn28.8.39
(WO
data, Warszawa
dzyliskiej
Heleny (LZK)
ski — por. inz. chemii, 1907, s. Stefana
Bakiewicz Marian, (LZK)
poczBatorrk
Jan, w mundurze, ks. wojsk.. leg. urzedn.,
list (AM 1904)
t6wki,
Beck Leonard, inz. ppor. ur. 6.11.04, zam. Lublin, leg. Aerowiz?
klubu, leg. urz. panstw., leg. cyw. pilota, karta na Ьгой,
t6wki, karta szczepienia 3477 (AM 983), (WO 934 str. 13)
kaw.
Bid brisk
(LZK)
chora^iy
Bednarczuk Piotr, pchor. piech. (LZK)
., ks. wojsk., wizytiwka,
Bednarek Leon, ppor. ur. 4.11.
medalik (AM 560)
w Wilnie, dowod osob.,
ur.
12.7.09
Bednarowicz Czeslaw, ppor.
2216
leg. urz«dn. poczt6wka. list (AM 2216), Bejnarowicz (WO
atr. 35)
Bednarz Jan, pchor. (LZK), w mundurze, leg. urzedn., karta
listy, leg. odznaoz.. papierosnica, zegarek nareczny
szczep.,
(AM 1657)
Bekainski Wladyslaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Beksulak
ppor. (LZK)
Belicki Wladyslaw, (?) cywilny, koperta (AM 2653), Belecki
(WO 2553)
,.,.„.
Belinski Zygmunt, w mundurze, karta szczep., poczt6wki (AM
1896)
Belohlavek Roman, Bieloglawok — kpt., pocztowka (AM 167),
— kpt. rez. (LZK)
Bietoglowek (WO str. 4), Belohlavek
Bel tows
Jdzef, por. (LZK)
Benesch Julian, ppor., obs.
p. lotn. (LZK)
2596), pUmo Dtwa
Benesch Michat, por., leg. PCK., (AM
2595
str.
47),
ppor., 1899, s. Izydora
Pulltu Radiowego (WO
Heleny -(LZK)
Bentle Jan, por., pocztfiwka, list (AM 2871)
— w mundurze, ur. 21.7.08,
Berczynaki Kazimierz, Berezynski
dowod osob., listy (AM 1519), Berezynski — lat 38 (LZK), Ber
ezynski ur. 21.7.08 (ROR 34 str. 116)
Bernstein Feiwel, cywilny, karta szczep., r6tne rosyiskie pis27. marca 1940 r. (AM 2649), Berensztein
ma,
gazeta rosyjska
19
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laricuszkiem (AM
karta szczep., fotografie, medalik
1625),
Bielaczyc — s. Antoniego, teg. czlonk. Kola Mechan. Stud. Poart.
1625
str.
litechn. Lwowskiej (WO
21), ppor.
(LZK)
Bielan Jozef, ppor. KOP (LZK)
Blelawski KonsUnty, Belawski — ppor., ks. oszcz. PKO., me
dalik (AM 1053) Bielawski (WO 969 str. 13)
Bieleckf Adam, ppor. ur. 1882 (2. Komp. sap.), cze^c wojsk.
karta (AM 2560), ppor. (LZK)
za£w., etykieta firmowa apteki,
Bielecki Henryk, por. (LZK)
Bielecki Jerzy, ppor., ur. 1.8.08, karta mob., wizytowka (AM
3253)
Bielecki Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Bielecki Wilk, ppor. (LZK)
Bielecki Wl., ppor. art. (LZK)
nadawBielejec J6zef, mjr, karta szczep., wizyt6wka, list
ea: Zofia. Sandomierz, ul. Mickiewicza 11 (AM 77). (bez imie
nia) mjr sap. (LZK)
Bielewski Jozef, kpt. art. (LZK)
Bielicz Wlodzimierz, przy zwlokach Czyzewski Jerzego znaleziono druga. karte, szczepienia na nazwisko Bielicz Wlodzimierz
(AM 2971).
Bieliriskt Bogustaw. por., leg. urz. paristw., karta na brori,
laricuszkiem (AM 1208), (WO 1069 str. 15)
listy, zloty medalik
Hillock A., dr lekarz, w mundurze,
kwit, znak tois. (AM
3144)
Bielski
Henryk,
kpt., ofic. leg., karta szczep., wizyt6wki,
swiad. lek., (AM 3204), syn Wincentego, 1896, (LZK)
Bielaki Robert, junak piech. (LZK)
Bielski Stanislaw. por.,
listy (AM 3020)
Bielos Julian, ppor. art. (LZK)
Bienia Jan, ppor. rez., 1902., (LKZ), porucznik .koperta (AM
55)
Bieniawa - Gabrvszewnki
Aleksander.
por,, ofic, legit. (AM
2753)
Bieri Stanislaw, oficer, ur. 22.12.91, Warszawa, dowod osob.,
okulary (AM.2269),
por. lek. (LZK)
Bieriko
ppor. rez., lek. - wet., Ostroleka (LZK)
Bieriko Kazimierz, por. kaw. (LZK)
Bienkowskl Adam, w mundurze,
pocztowki
(AM
2751),
Bierikowski — ayn Adama (WO 2751 str. 51), ppor. (LZK)
Bierikowflki Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
Bienkowski Stanislaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Bierikurieki Mieciyalaw,
ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
poczt6wka
(AM 2213). nad.wca poczt6wki: Michal Bierikuriski, Wilno (WO
2214 str. 35)
Bierer Izaak, oficer (LZK)
Biernacki Tadeusz, ppor., leg. urzedn.,
poczt6wki, fotogra
fia, zaswiedczenie (AM 2537), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Biernacki Zygmunt, kpt., szczeg6i6w brak (WO str. 9), 1883
г.. ayn Wilhelma
Michaliny, kpt. (LZK)
Biernacki Zygmunt, choreiy (LZK)
Hierzanek Remlgiusz Henryk, ppor., znizka kolejowa dla urz.

1
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fit-rent
ррог. (LZK)
Beresniewicz Jerzy, mjr (LZK)
BerlinerbUu
Leopold,
nich adres: ОЬбг
karty, na jednej
Fichnowsk, st. Babinka kolo Smoleriska (WO 473 str. 20), Le
on — por. lek., 1900 (LZK
Bernadziewicz
ppor. (LZK)
Bernatowicz Czeslaw, Francewicz Czeslaw Bernatowicz, kpt.,
poczt6wka (AM 174), kpt. (LZK)
Bernatowicz Stanislaw, kpt., Suwntki (LZK)
Berodrinski
Zygmunt, kpt., zaswiadczenie, dzienniczek (AM
214)
Bersowski Hipolit, mjr lek., wizyt6wki, karta szczep.,
pocztowki, kalend. kieszonkowy (AM 3461)
Berylka Tadeusz, por., ofic. legit, (nieczytelna), karta
personaliami zestawionymi wlasnorecznie, karta szczep. 1043 (AM
2018), Brylka, ur. 8.9.911 w Wieruszowie.
Lodzkie
woj.
(WO
2018)
Berzyriski Maks, ppor., leg. sluzb., pocztowki, odznaka pulkowa (AM 3619)
Beuth Jan, por., kartka
nazwiskiem (AM 783), (LZK)
Beuza Jozef, kpt., ur. 5.8.98, medalik
laricuszkiem, ks. ofic.
(AM 1216) Zeuze (?) ur. 6.8.908 (WO 1076 str. 15)
Bezucha Zygmunt August, asp. Str. Gran. (LZK),
por. ur.
22.4.12. ofic. legit., dowod osob. (AM 2210)
Bezuhly Jerzy, ppor. rez. (LZ. K-S)
Bezan Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Bialecki Leon, ppor. ur. 1896, ks. wojsk., prawo jazdy dla p.
Apolonii
Borek, ul.
Bialeckiej,
62, wystawione
Kiliriskiego
16.7.35,— notatnik, wizytdwka (AM 229)
BUtek Roman, kpt. dr, karta mob.,
listy, pocztdwki (AM
1337), (LZK)
Bialogrodzki Kazimierz, ofic. legit., poczt6wka, karta szczep.
(AM 2984), por. art. (LZK)
Biatokoe
pchor. (LZK)
Biatowiejski Maksymilian
Edward, int. ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
dowod osob., wizyt6wki, rozkaz wyjazdu, karta na bron, karta
na polowanie, medalik (AM 3113), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Ilialozor Boleslaw, prof. 'gimnazjalny (LZK)
Bialy Witold Edmund, ppor., ur. w marcu 09 w Jamiemyslu,
pow. Sroda, poczt6wka, fotografia (AM 213), (bez imienia) ppor.
(LZK)
Bicz Aleksander. w mundurze, karta na bron,'
listy
pocztdw
ki (AM 2053), (LZK)
Bicz Aleksander, leg. urzedn., fotogrnfin, rozaniec (AM
1884),
nauczyciel (WO 1884 str. 27)
Bicganik Stanislaw, sieriant (LZK)
Biegariski Tadeusz, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., karta szczep.,
list (AM 2135)
Biel Franeiszck, w mundurze, kier. firmy ..Arbor", Warszawa. ul. Grochowska 263, pismo tej firmy, karta ezczep. 262, rachunek, kwit, wizytowki, fotografie (AM 1218), (WO 1078 str.
15), ppor. (LZK)
Blclaczyc Wilhelm, Bietaczyk — w mundurze, leg. szkolnn,
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(AM
napisem „Kozielsk"
cygnrniczkn
,...*.*.»•„ wiiyt6wki,
999 str. 14)
(AM 1105). (W
—
Delka
рог., Warszawa, ul.
Stefan, Berzyriski
Blerzyiiski
nadnwca: Zofia Wordzijaszowa, War
m. 28, cztery pocztowki
karta
.plan Obozu Ko37
m.
szczepienia
28,
szawa, ul. Ztota
zielsk, leg. Zw. Kolon., odznaczenie woienne, odznaka pamiqtkowa (AM 756), Beczyriski (WO str. 11), por. piech. (LZK)
kartki
list, karta szczep.,
Biesiadowski
Konstanty. kpt.,
■ jez. ros. (AM 2047)
karta szczep.,
Bigoszewski Mieezyslaw, s. Leona, w mundurze,
Walerii
kwit depoz., fotografia (AM 4117), por., 1911 s. Leona
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(LZK)
Bilewicz Jozef, por. (LZK)
Bilewicz Witold. (LZK)
Bilewski Henryk Wiktor, por. (LZK)
Bile wski Jozef, kpt. art. (LZK), kpt. ofic. leg., karta szczep.,
wizytowki (AM 1856)
374). Bilmins (WO
Bilmin Stanislaw, dowod osob., (AM
str.
Bllwlo
mjr (LZK)
Binder Eugeniuaz, ppor., Krakow, ul. Lobzowska 52 m.
odznaczenie, wizyw
ksiazka
jez. niemieckim, karta szczep.,
t6wka (AM ЗвЗ)
pocztowek,
Binder Eugeniuaz, ur. 1904, oficer, ks. wojsk.,
Hen
wizytowki, fotografia, portfel (AM 452), Eugeniusz
listy,
ryk por. rez. (LZK)
Binder Stanislaw, ppor., leg. urzedn., wizytowki (AM 2057)
Biniakowski
Bronistaw, por. (LZK)
Birikowski
por. (LZK)
Birnbaum Mieezyslaw, w mundurze, pismo Urzedu Pracy.
odznaczenia, karta na
Virtuti
Militari,
Legitymacja
Krzyz
bron (AM 2579), por. (LZK)
Bisikicrski
Ignacy, ppor. art. (LZK)
1833), list
August, plk.. lekarz, leg. ufic. (AM
Biskupski
nadawcq: Maria Biskupska, Warszawa, Podhalaripoczt6wka
ska 24, wykaz otrzymanych
wyslanych Iist6w (WO str 19 20),
Marii (LZK)
dr plk.. 1890. s. JtSzefa
Heleny, Wolkowysk
1887, s. J6zefa
Bisping Kazimierz,
(LZK)
Aliny (LZK)
Bitner Witold, ppor. rez., 1897, s. Ryszarda
sedzia (LZK)
Bittner
dowod
osob., leg. leBittner Karol. por. dr med., znak to±3.,
list (AM 3367)
karska, leg. P.C.K.,
Blacha Wllhelm. ppor., leg. ofic. re». (AM 1992), (LZK)
Bladye Marian, (?) w mundurze, ur. 1909, znak tozs. (AM
3163), ppor. (bez imienia). (LZK)
Blatkiewirz
Karol. por., leg. Zw. Ofic. Rez., kartka kasowa,
karta szczepienia (AM 1494). (LZK)
Blecki Boleslaw, (LZK)
Blelcher Alekaander, pchor. (LZK)
Blicharski Tadeusz. por. ze Lwowa (relacja kpt. K.W.)
Blieharaki Wojciech, por., korpus V., кв. wojskowa, koperta.
jego nazwiskiem na odwrocie. Jego pismo do kmdta
fotagrafia,
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1940: „Dnia 8/..., 40
Obozu w Kozielaku, datowane 18. kwietnia
187),
(AM
paczke. .
Tarnopola
iona moja wyslala mi
(LZK)
Btaaiak Jan, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., karta szczepienia,
medalik (AM 3392)
por. aptekarz, leg. ofic. rez.,
Blaazczakiewicz
Wladyslaw,
zasw. przeszkolenia Obr. Plotn.
pismo wojsk., karta szczep. 3938,
(AM 2649)
lek., pocztowka
Glazewski,
pplk.
Bolealaw,
Blazejewski
Kowna, list, okulary (AM 484), Glazewski wzgl. Blazejewski
O.K. II. Lublin
San.
Szef
dr
plk.,
(WO str. 7), Blazejewski,
(LZS)
—
w mundurze, czesci doBlazejewski Roman, Wlaziejewski
Bla
wodu osobistego, karta na brori, karta szczep (AM 2073),
miniaturka
zejewski — oficer rezerwy, zniszczone fotografie,
wet. (LZK)
«wi?tego (WO 2073 str. 32), ppor. lek.
Blazewicz Aleksy, ppor. art. (LZK)
karta szcze
Bteazynski AndrzeJ, ppor., leg. Zw. Ofic. Rez.,
pienia, poczt6wki (AM 2136)
jego
Bledski Boleslaw, w mundurz£, rozkaz wyjazdu, kartka
nazwiskiem (AM 2972)
telegram,
karta szczepienia,
Bledzkj Brunon, Blecki, kpt.,
848 str. 11), Bledzki kpt. br.
poi koperty (AM 853), Blecki (Wo
pane, (LZK)
— w mundurze,
pocz
Btociszewakl
Lucjan. Lociszewski
—
list (AM 2691), Blociszewski — (WO 2691 str. 49)
towki,
Zofii
(LZK)
por. piech., 1906, s. Kazimierza
Blonski Kazimierz. ppor., 1910 (LZK)
Blnnski Stanislaw, ppor., 1911, s. Boleslawa, 45 p.p. (LZK)
Bninski Rafal, 1921, s. Konstantego (LZK)
Boher Antonl, dr med., w mundurze, Krakow, ul. Dtuga 88,
wizvtowki, karta szczep., notatki (AM 649), (bez imienia) ppor.
lek. (LZK)
Bober Wojciech, kpt., dowod osob., wizytowka (AM 143)
Boberski
por., 1900 (LZK)
Boberski Leon, ppor.. ur. 17.6.04 w Poznaniu. leg. ofic. rez.,
dowod osob.,
pocztowka (AM 4076)
Bobiatynski Stanislaw, ppor., 1910, s. Ottona (LZK)
Bobowski Teodor, ppor., ur. 22.10.89 w Berlinie, karta szczep.
1770, (AM 1345)
Jadwigi (LZK)
Bobrowicz Longin, kpt., 1905, s. Jozefa
Bobrowski Stefan, kpt., (LZK)
.Jozefa
(LZK)
Bochenek Mieezyslaw, s. Katarzyny
Bocheiiski Wladyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Bocianaki Maurycy, Bochanaki — oficer, dowod osob. (AM
41), Bocianski (WO str. S)
Boczek
ppor. (LZK)
., ppor. (LZK)
Bodnarowsld
Bodzlew Jerzy, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., karta szczep.
dowdd osob., listy (AM 4107)
legit., medalik (AM 637)
Boeniach Hlpolit Antoni. ppor.,
nazwiskiem:
BogdziewiBogdzewicz Eugeniuaz, wizytowka
karta szczepienia (AM
notatnik
adresem,
czowa Eugenia,
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1249), nicrozpoznany pplk. (WO 1100 str. 15), Bogdziewicz pplk.
1889 s. Piotra
M.S.Wojsk.
(LZK),
Klotyldy,
Bogdzewicz ur.
26.8.89, mjr - aud. (RO. 32 str. 309)
Bogobowicz Aleksander Romuald, рог., dowod osob., baretka,
karta szczep..
Hsty, legit, odznacz., prawo iazdy (AM 2339),
ur. 7.2.99, (WO 2339 str. 39), рог. 1899 s. Wladvslawa
Marii
(LZK)
Bogucki Kazimierz, kpt. (LZK)
Boguslawski Czestaw, ppor. (LZK)
Bogustawski Walerian, kpt. (?) (LZK)
Bogusz Marcin, w mundurze, wizytowki, karta szczep. 2824.
medalik
laricuszkiem (AM 1464), ppor., 1905 s. Jozefa
Amalti
(LZK)
Boguszczak Jozef, dr. ppor., dowod osob., leg. Zw. Ofic. Rez.,
wizytowki, karta szczep. 4002, r6zaniec w etui (AM 3142)
Bahaczewski Kazimierz, ppor. (LZ. K-S)
Bohaterewicz BroniHlaw, general, zam. w Warszawie, ul. Tej— 28, wlasny list,
towa
pisany w Kozielsku,
fotografie, wie/ksza gotowka (AM 2), gen. bryg., lat 68 (LZK)
Bohdziel Antoni. ppor., 1919 (LZK)
Bojatiowski Szymon, w mundurze, pocztowka
nadawca: Jadwiga Swiderska, maj. Mzurow, pocztowki (nieczytelne), medalik
AM
laricuszkiem
1455
adres nadawczyni pocztowki
maj.
Mazur6w (WO 1455 str. 18), рог., ur. 1902. s. Michata
Jadwi(LZK)
Bojarski
legit, sluzbowa 1884 (AM 862)
Bojarunas Dyonizy
Aleksander. ppor., dowod usob., medalik
laricuszkiem (AM 3317), ppor. ur. 1908. s. Dyonizego
Wladyslawy (LZK)
Bokontew.ski Stanislaw, cywilny, leg. urzedn., list, fotografie,
karta szczepienia (AM 3235)
Bolbat Antoni, w mundurze,
notatkami
poczt6wki, kartka
(AM 1254), (WO 1102 str. 16)
Boldok Tadeusz, sekretarz, Wnrszawa, ul. Grodzka, dowod
osob., notatnik,
AM 211
fotografie
ppor.. 1910, s. Jana
Julii, 36 p.p. (LZK)
Bolechowski Jan, kpt.. leg. ofic, wizytowki, list (AM 2723),
nauczyciel gimn. (WO 2723 str. 50), kpt. (bez imienia), profesor
Lodzi (LZK)
Bolesta Tymoteusz. kpt. (LZK)
Bothnia Anatol, pp0r. (LZK)
Bombel Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Bomsewicz Benedykt, ppor. (LZK)
Bomski Czeslaw, ppor., lotn. techn.
p. lot. (LZK)
Bonchowitz Simon (LZK)
Boricza - Pioro
kaw.
ppor.
(LZK)
Boras Alujzy, kpt. КОР. (LZK)
Borczynski Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Borczyriski Wiktor, kpt. art. (LZK)
Bordziak Leonard, kpt., leg. ofic, karta na brori, list, wizyidwki, (AM 4092),
R6wnego (LZK)
Borek Ludwik, ppor. (LZK)
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Borgowiec Alojzy, Borgowicz — w mundurze. oficer rezerwy,
okulary, medalik, cygamiczka, list (WO 881 str. 19 20)
Borkowski
ppor. (LZK)
Borkowski
kpt. st. sp. (LZK)
Borkowski Piotr, kpt,
list, karta szczep. 611, kwit depoz.
(AM 2283)
Borkowski Romuald, wachm. pchor. (LZK)
Borkowski Tadeusz, w mundurze, dowod osob., (nieczytelny).
list, koperta .medalik (AM 775)
fotografie,
Borodzicz Ignacy, Borodycz — w mundurze, poczt6wki (AM
1531), Borodicz — ppor., 1881 (LZK), Borodzicz — ur. 1.1.73
por. (ROR. 34 str. 254)
Bororiski Waclaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. paristw., odcinek
pocztowy, karta szczep. 2878 (AM 448), ppor. (LZK)
Borowicz Kazimierz, dr praw — por., urz^dnik Starostwa
w Bialymstoku (LZK)
Borowicz Waclaw, kpt. lek. dent., 1902, s. Piotra
Marii, Szpital Wojsk., Warszawa (LZK)
Borowicki
Waclaw, kpt., c-m,-scleg. ofic. karta szczep. 1408,
kartka
medaliki (AM 843), (WO 841 str. 11)
adresem,
Borowiec
Lucjan, Borowicz — ppor., leg. czlonk., karta
szczep. (AM 2044), Borowiec — syn Jozefa. l«g. C/,\. Zw. Naucz.
Pol. (WO 2044 str. 31)
Borowiecki Zygmunt Wiktor. Borowicki ur. 10.3.08, zam. War
ks. oszcz. PKO., (AM 4049),
szawa, ul. Marszatkowska 35 m.
Borowiecki ur. 10.3.08, por. (ROR. 34 btr. 105)
Borowski Piotr, metryka slubu (AM 64), por., 1911, s. Jozefa
Anny (LZK)
Borozdin
Konstanty,
mjr, leg. ofic, Hsty, pocztowki (AM
Marii (LZK)
3410), mjr ine. 1897, s. Jana
Bortkiewicz
por. (LZK)
BoriKki Teodor. mjr P.P. (LZK)
Borystawski
list, pismo urzedowe, karta
Mikotaj,
por.,
szczep. 2454, (AM 1917), ppor. (LZK)
Boryaowicz Romuald, mjr (LZK)
Borzuchowski
Tadeusz, w mundurze, listy, pocztowki (AM
1718), ppor. art. 1904, (LZK)
Borzym
ppor., nauczyciel Szkory Powsz. w Wolkowysku (LZK)
Borzym Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
listy,
poczt6wki (AM
3441), ppor. 1894, s. Bartlomieja
Sabiny (LZK)
Borzymowski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Bosiakiewicz Jan, por. (LZK)
Bowbetski Roman Tadeusz, mjr, я. Konstantego (LZK)
Boyd
por. (LZK)
Bozek Daniel, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn.,
list
(AM 3432)
Brachaczek Rudolf, kpt., swiadectwo,
karta
kartki, koperta,
szczep. (AM 108), kpt. (LZK)
Brancewicz Czeal*w, ppor. ur. 25.3.08, w Horodyszczu, ks.
oszcz. PKO., medal 10-lecia etuiby, zaswiadczenie
Politechniki
(WO 1390 str. 20), ppor. rez. 1908, a. Waclawa
Marii (LZK)
Brandwein Marek, ppor., dr med. (LZK)

1

к

i

Brylowaki Kaslmlerz, por. art. (LZK)
(AM
Bryzek Leazek, w mundurze, listy, poczldwki, fotografie
Stefanii (LZK)
3492), Leszek Aleksander, 1912, s. Jana
Brzana Kaiiraierz, por. (LZK)
kartka. rzezbione wieczko
Brzawa Kazimierz, w mundurze,
(AM 2978)
—
nadawca: Franci3zka
Brzezicki Mikolaj, w mundurze, list
art. (LZK)
Mlyndw, pow. Dubno, notatnik (AM 2149), ppor. karta mob., wiBrzezlhskl Adam Roman, ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
pocztowki (AM 3133)
zyt6wka, fotografia,
WilStefan, por., sekr. rachunkowy Urz. Woiew.
Brzezinski
pismo Urzedu
no, zam. Warszawa, ul. Kielecka 35 (Mokot6w),
115), por. (LZK)
Wojew. Wilno, rachunek, notatnik (AM
pocztowki, plakieta
Brzezinski
Zbigniew, ppor., wizytowki,

I

2

(AM 1467)
Brzezinski Zygmunt Leopold, metryka urodzenia. prawo jaz2040), metryka wystawiona
dy, karta szczep. 2082, list (AM
2040 str. 31)
przez Parafie Ewang. w Wilnie (WO
ofic. ks.
Brzoetek Aleksander, lek. kpt., ur. 5.3.92, w Biatej,
rdzne
pisma urzedowe cywilne,
dyplom rosyjski lekarski,
st.,'
fotografia (AM 1829) dr kpt. lek. (LZK)
ks. oszcz
Brzozowski Antoni, mjr inz., leg. ofic, przepustka.
nazwiskiem
PKO., wizytdwki, karta szczep., fotografie, kartka
2122 str.
(WO
ul. Czerw. Krzyza
(AM 2122), zam. Warszawa,
33), (bez imienia) — mjr (LZK)
Brzozowski Jan, kpt. (LZK)
— ppor.,
kartBrzozowski Tadeusz, por. (LZK), Bzozowski
ki, notatnik (AM 53), Brzozowski (WO str. 5)
Brzozowski Teofil, Berzowski — w mundurze, karta szczep
— syn Wojcie3168, dwa listy, medalik (AM 1961), Brzozowski
ul. Grodzicka 28
cha, dwa listy od Zofii Brzozowskiej, Grodno,
(WO 1961 str. 29)
Brzozowski Wladystaw Bogdan, metryka slubu, karta szczep
3396, pocztowka (AM 1697)
Brzozowski Zbigniew, ppor.. 1912 (LZK)
Bubik Witold, w mundurze, ur. 12.7.08, Zebrzydowice, dowdd
osob., metryka slubu (AM 2900), por. (LZK)
nazwiskiem
w mundurze, wizyt6wka
Bucevschi
Bucevschi,
fotografie (AM 3219)
StaTeodora
s.
Hurhalski Feliks, por., list (AM 47), 1897,
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nislawy (LZS)
Buchcik Julian, kpt., leg. ofic, wizytowki, dowod osob. (AM
755), Buchnik (WO str. 11), Buchcik Jan (7), kpt. (LZK)
Buchcik Robert, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., karta szczep., kar.
ta na brori (AM 3989)1 ppor. (LZK)
pocztdwka (AM
Buchholz Mieczyslaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
3462), Bucholc (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Buciaiiski Jan, rtm. (LZK)
Buckir Wojciech, mjr st. sp. (LZK)
Buczkowski Wactaw, por., Poznan, ul. Szwaicarska 29 m.
2027), mgr.,
lancuszkiem (AM
wizyt6wka, rozaniec. medalik
(WO 2027 str. 31), por. rez. (LZK)
Budkiewicz
por. (LZK)
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Brans
ppor. lekara (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Brqcki
Szpital Woj., Lodz, leg.
Franciszek,
Brdys — kpt.,
Brdys
ofic. (AM 709), Bradys lub Brandys (WO Str. 10) Brdys (bez
imienia), por. int. (LZK)
— por., karta szczep., polic. kar.
Brejdygant Karol, Brejdgant
medaliki (AM 1983) Brejdy
list, rozaniec,
ta, meldunk.,
gant (WO 1983 str. 30)
Brejte Waetaw, aptekarz (LZK)
Brenda Hieronim Edmund, ur. 10.10 . . (?), inz. dypl., pis1885), dypmo, dowod osob., karta szczep. 1728, plakieta (AM
lom Polit. Lwowskiej, (WO 1886)
Brendel Henryk. kpt. lek. (LZK)
Brendel Napoleon, dr por. (LZK)
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Breyte
Brodniewicz Teofil, por. rez., Drawsk (LZK)
pocz
Brodowski Zblgniew, por., leg. urzedn., karta mob.,
kart: Emilia Brodowska, Warszatowki (AM 2412), nadawca
str.
2412
40)
3/8
ul.
(WO
Malczewskiego
wa, Mokotdw,
— w mundurze, karta plat
Brojerski Mieczyslaw, Brojewski
1949), Brojewski lub Brojerski (WO
nicza. listy, medalik (AM
1949 str. 29), Brojerski por. lotn. (LZK)
Brondzinaki Jerzy, por. (AM 3908)
15.12.11,
w mundurze, ur.
Wiktor
Stanislaw,
Bronowicz
w Krakowie, dowdd osob., legit, odznacz., karta szczep., listy,
3406)
pocztowki, fotografia, plakieta, wizytowka (AM w
Husiatynie.
Marian, nauczyciel, ur. 22.10.10,
Bronowski
zam. Janow, ppor., ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 680)
Marii (LZK)
Brosek Jan, por. ini., 1900, s. Jana
Вгоня Marian, ppor. (LZK)
wizyAntoni
leg. sluzb.,
por..
Maksymilian,
Broszkiewiez
lancuszkiem (AM 939)
towki, list, okulary, rdzaniec. medalik
— audytor (LZK)
(WO. 904 str. 12), kpt.
lan
medaliki
listy,
Brozek Jan, w mundurze, wizytowki,
cuszkiem (AM 3333)
Brdzda Boleslaw, pchor. rez. (LZK)
nadawcq:
listy
Brudnicki Adam. por. (LZK), w mundurze,
Edward Brudnicki, Warzynek, gm. Bialiazewo, pow. Sierpce, kar
ta szczep. (AM 3671)
Marii (LZK-S)
Brudnicki Jan, por., 1897, s. Jozefa
Bruksztos Jan, Szkola Ofic. (LZK)
Bruksztus Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
Bruliriskl Wilhelnt. pchor. rez. (LZK)
Brunner
mjr dypl. art. (LZK)
Brus Pawet, ppor. (LZK)
Brych Czeslaw. st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Bryk Jozef. mjr piech. (LZK)
czesci leg. ofic.
Bryk Stanialaw, kpt., ur. 8.5.88. zam. Toruri,
ks. oszcz, PKO. (AM 2761)
Bryk Stanialaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
— jedna
nanich
Brykowlcz Stefan, kpt.. list, pocztowki
2032), (WO
dawca: H. Brykowicz, Kalisz, Kopernika 17, (AM
2032 str. 31), (LZK)
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Burdzihski Jerzy Jan, ppor., ur. 11.6.910, leg Zw. Ofic. Rez.,
notatnik (AM 2117), ppor. (LZK)
Burhardt
Mieczyslaw, kpt. aud. (LZK)
Burhardt Stanislaw, kpt. rez., Wilno,
bat. sap. (LZK)
Burka Jozef, dowod osob. (AM 323)
Burkacki Kazimierz. Kusman
(imie>, por., pocztowka (AY
44), Kazimierz (WO str. 5)
Burkacki Jan, por. rez. (LZK)
Burowski Romuald, pchor kaw. (LZK)
Bursa Wojcieeh. oficer, leg. ofic,
pocztowki, list (AM 2159)
Burza kpt., ur. 23.6.95 Bukowsko, szereg zasw. wojsk., legit. Legion6w Polskich (WO str. 45 oraz 2159 str. 34), (bez imienia)
kpt. art. (LZK), Bursa — ur. 23.4.95, kpt. art. (RO. 32 str. 185)
Bursa Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Bury Dominik, ppor. art. (LZK)
Bury Franciszek
Marian, ppor., ur. 18.9
.(?), ks. wojsk..
leg. urz. paristw. (nieczytelna),
pisma urzedowe (AM 837), ur
1908 (WO str. 11), ppor. art. (LZK).ur.
18.9.05, ppor. (ROR. 34
str. 80)
Burzynskt J6zef, ppor. bin., listy, fotcgrafie, odznaka putkowa (AM 3437), (LZK)
Buaiakiewicz
Apoloniusz, kpt. КОР., 1896, s. Lukasza
Doroty (LZK)
Butkiewicz
Aleksander, ppor., leg. ofic, karta szczep. kwii
depozyt. (AM 2288). ppor. piech. (LZK)
Butkiewicz
Ignacy, Budkiewicz — swiad. przynal. panalw.
rozkaz likw., odznaka putkowa (AM 2901), odznaka 22 p.p. (WO
2901), Butkiewicz — kpt. (LZK), Butkiewicz — ur. 15.2.95 kpt.
(RO. 32 str. 72)
Butkiewicz
Jozef, cywilny, karta na pobieranie bezptatnych
obiad6w w Gospodzie Federacji Obroncow Ojczyzny (AM 1643
WO 1643 str. 21)
Butkiewicz Wincenty, ppor. art. 1905 (LZK)
Butwillo Boguslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Butwillo Witold, w mundurze, leg. ofic. na nazwisko BupwilWitold, kapitan,
koperly na nazwisko: Radziszewski Leonard
(AM 3782). kpt. (LZK)
Buzyriskt
por.. czesc leg. urzedn.,
krzyzyk-(AM
1890)
Buerer
ppor. inz. (LZK)
Bychowiec Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Bychowiec Jerzy, Bychowicz — syn Michata, kpt.,
poczt6w
ki, legit, ofic. na nazwisko Swida/aki Tadeusz ЛАМ 4106), by
chowiec — kpt. piech (LZK)
Byczkowskl Mikolaj, pplk., dow6d osob., rozne pisma, wizyt6wka, nozyczki do paznokci (AM 292), pplk. st. sp. (LZK)
Bylina Aleksander, vide Ronowski, Dr pplk., przy zwlnkach
tych znaleziono m.in. znak tozsamosci na nazwisko Bylina Alek
sander, plk. lek., ur. 3.4. 76 (AM 997), (WO 941 str 13)
Bynkowski Kazimierz. w mundurze, leg. ofic, list (AM 1367),
Bankowski (WO 1367 str. 17)
Bysiewaki Toraaaz, dr kpt. (LZK)
Bzowskl Jerzy, por. rez., 1903 (LZK)
.
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budmer Wladvslaw, ppor.. ur. 1912,lee ofic. rez. (AM 2876),
Budner (WO 2876 str. 54)
Budyn Jozef, Budin, ppor., ur. 1904, znak tozs., karta na Ьгой,
karta szczepienia (AM 2996), Budyn, ur. 1.8.04 ppor. (ROR. 34
str. 87)
Budzicz Bolealaw, wachm. pchor. (LZK)
Budzik Jozef, kpt, leg. ofic, karta szczep. 1085, monogram
na ubraniu B.J. (AM 909), (WO 888 str. 12)
Budzisz
pchor. (LZK)
Budziiiski
Aleksander, w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
listy,
poczt6wki (AM 3515)
—
Budzin
ur. 1909, lekarz, naramiennik bez
Budzyn Julian,
odznak, dow6d osob., pakiecik opatrunkowy}
listy,
poczt6wka, dzienniczek (AM 260), Budzyn — (LZK)
Budzyriski Eugeniusz, Budziriski — mjr lek., ofic, ks., tele
gram w jezyku rosyjskim, wizyt6wki,
karta szczep., medalik
(AM 1863), lekarz Zaktadu Zdrojowego w Busku (WO 1863 str.
27), (bez imienia) Budzyriski, pplk. lek (LZK)
Bugajewskl Tadeusz, w mundurze,
nich jeden
adlisty,
resem: Laszkiewiczowa
Wanda, Krakow, ul. Kremszowska
14
m.
(AM 1930)
Bugajski Jan, naczelnik w Min. Oswiaty (LZK)
Bugajski Wladyslaw, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Bugajski Wtodzimierz, por. (LZK)
Bugajski Zygmunt, oficer, 1887, s. Waleriana
Emilii, naczel
nik Wydzialu w Min. Sprawiedl. (LZK),
cywilny,
pismo urz§dowe, leg. urzedn. ks. wojsk., pocztowki, list,
dyplom (rosyjski),
(AM 1906). zam. Pawia 21 m.
(WO 1906 str. 28)
Bujalskl Jan, ppor. rez. (LZK)
bujalskl Stanislaw, por. piech. (LZK)
bujnowski Zygmunt, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta mobil., rozkaz
wyjazdu, karta szczepienia, fotografia (AM
3014), por. piech.
(LZK)
Bukowski Romuald, pchor. (LZK)
Bukowy
kpt. lekarz (LZK)
Bulicz Kazlmlerz, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Bulik Plotr, ppor. art. (LZK)
Bullo
(Bullo ?), (Butto ?) por. (LZK)
Bulat Aleksander.
Bulaj — ppor., leg. ofic, karta szczep.
2711 (AM 2111), Bulat (Butaj) — (WO 2111 str. 33)
Bulczak
przodownik P.P. (LZK)
Buniakowskl
Bronialaw, por., ofic. ks. wojsk., leg. urzedn.
(AM 1529), por. piech. 1903 (LZK)
Burakowski Jozef Wladyslaw, ppor., ur. 18.3.99 (AM 597)
Burakowskl
Marcrll, kpt. (LZK)
Burakowski
Michal, ppor., ur. 21.4.12, karta szczep. 3516,
znak tois., czesc legit. (AM 1450), ur. 25.4.12 (WO 1450 «tr.
18),
ppor. (LZK)
Burba Jcj/.
ppor. art. (LZK)
Burczak Kazimierz, ptk. dypl. (LZK)
Burdajewicz Mieczyslaw, por. (LZK),
pocztowka
nadawca:
M. Burdajewicz, Moschen, Kreis Schrimm, Muehlenstr.
20, Hat
(AM 176)
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J6zefy,
Cabanowski Mleczyslaw. рог,. 1901, s. Waclawa
ul.. Suwalki (LZK)
Cakollnski Karol, (WO 1439 ttr. 45)
Ca
Cala Julian, ppor., leg ofic. rez., wizytdwki (AM 3083).
la — (LZK)
dr por. - lekarz (LZK)
Calka
na brori.
Car Wladyslaw, kpt.. leg. ofic, karta szczep.. karta
obraczka slubna (AM 3156)
nazwiskiem: Cebo
Cebo Kazimierz, w mundurze, wizyt6wki
kolo MysloKazimierz, na odwrocie adres: Antoni Cebo, Niwka
10
2411)
m.
(AM
wic, ul. Mickiewicza
adrelist6w
Ceimer Robert Karol, syn Hermana. ppor.,
m.
sem: Wladyslaw Ceimer, Warszawa, u). Jana Kazimierza
(AM 2470), ppor. 1908, 44 p.p., Chelm (LZK)
Cetaki
ppor. (LZK)
Militari,
Krzyz Virtuti
Cendro Wincenty Witold. rtm., leg.
— pa£karta szczep. 1811, ofic. legit., papierosnica ..Warszawa
k.s. oszcz. PKO. na jego nazdziernik 1932", monogram CW,
wisko,
protokol, dekret na nazwisko Symonowicz Wladyslaw
996), Cendor (WO 940 str. 13)
1528, wystawiony 1.5.35 (AM
Cendro Witold — mjr (rtm.) 1896 25 p. ul. (LZK)
Cepil Wadaw, ppor., 20 p. ul (LZK)
Cerecota Warlaw, kpt.. lot. Baon Szk. Lotn. (LZK)
Certowicz Jan. pplk. lek., czesci dowodu osob., swiad. szczep.
3990. cygarniczka, cwikier (AM 472)
nndawcg:
Jan, Chachianki — ppor.. pocztdwki
Chaciiiski
Chachiriska Z.. Kutno (AM 3940)
list (AM 3354)
Chadt Andrzej. w mundurze.
Chairiski Leon, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Chajeriski Wlodzimierz, ppor. art. 1881 (LZK)
Chajecki Wlodzimierz. dr kpt., karta mobil., wizytdwka, grzemedalik, naramiennik bez odznak, (AM
bieri, noiyczki, listy,
dr kpt.
381) Charjecki (WO str. 7), Chajecki (bez imienia)
z
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Warsz., (LZK)

1

TO

1,

31

(LZK)
Chocilowskl Wladyslaw, oficer, leg. ofic rez. (AM 2975)
Choczner Wiktor, ppor. posp. r. 1893 (LZK)
Chodakiewicz
Symeon Kazimierz, ppor. -nr. 18.2.900 w Ba1109), Kodakiepocztdwka (AM
bince, rdzne swiad. szkolne,
wicz, ur. w Rabince (Wo 1002 str. 14)
Chodan Tadeusz Stanislaw, ppor. ur. 19.9.14 w Grybowie, leg.
Szkoly Ofic, dowod osob., leg. Odznaki Strzeleckiej, lancuszek.
list (AM 2846)
Chotkowski — ppor. ur. 14.3.04 Dziatjrd,
Chodkowski Jozef,
laiicuszkiem (AM
swiad. szk.,
list, Krzyz Zaslugi, medalik
2832), Chodkowski — ur. 14.3.04, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 61)
Chodkowski Karol, por. lek. 1907, a. Antoniego, docent Uniw.

2

cuszkiem (AM 3793)
Chelchowski Tadeusz, por. laczn. (LZK)

i

(LZK)
Chalacinski Konstanty, ppor. (LZK-S)
Reginy. 10
Chantski Antoni Zbigniew, por. 1911. s. Adama
p. kaw. (LZK)
Chaniewski Henryk, ppor., kalend. kieszonkowy, karta szczep.,
odcinek pocztowy ze stemplem ..Horyri 2.6.39" nazwiskiem Cha
niewski Henryk. rdzne kartki (AM 463)
ppor. rez.. I'rzad Skarbowy Lubartow
Charbuziiiskl
(LZK)
Charkiw Piotr. Charkow — ppor., leg. urzedn., pocztdwki, fo— ppor. rez., nautografia (AM 3823), Chnrkdw (bez imienia)
Charkiw Piotr Jan. ur. 29.6.07, ppor. (ROR. 34
czyciel (LZK).
str. 88)
Chat Zenon. ppor., rozkaz stawienia si^, leg. ofic. rez., karta
jazdy. karta szczepienia (AM 3631)
Ianlist, medalik
Chadzyriski llronislaw, w mundurze.

Teofili. radioLudwik, kpt., 1900, s. Ludwika
Chelkowski
telegraf (LZK)
listy, lancuszek do zegarka.
Chiberski Wladyslaw. ppor..
odznaka (AM 1437), (LZK)
Piotr, (bez imienia), por., karta szczepienia (AM
Chlliriski
2892). Piotr, por. piech.. syn Piotra, КОР. Stolpce (LZK)
Chimenchik Grzegorz. (LZK)
Jan, por. dr (LZK)
Chirkowski
Chirkowski Stanislaw. pchor. sap. (LZK)
ppor., czesci dowodu osob., list, karta
Chlebny Czeslaw.
szczep. (AM 1684)
Chludziiiski Czealaw. por. 1905 (LZ. K-Sl
Wlodzimierz J6zef, w mundurze, zasw. Zwiqzku
Chludziiiski
Adwokatdw, rdzne wizytdwki, metryka slubu (AM 3672), (bez
imienia) ppor art. (LZK)
nadawcq: Chtopicka —
pocztowek
Chlopicki Stanislaw,
Warszawa, ul. Kaliska 17 (WO 929 str. 13), ur. 1893, s. Mariana
LZK)
Felicji, Modlin
Chmielewski Julian, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Chmielewski Kazimierz, kpt. lotn., leg. ofic, karta na bron,
listy
odznaki lotnicze,
karta mobil., rdzne wojskowe rozkazy,
adresoSchmidt — Lwdw, ul. Bulgaraka
nazwiskiem-Irena
1776), (WO 1776
(AM
Schmidt, Kozielsk
wany do: Edward
str. 26)
Chmielewski Stanislaw, ppor. 1904,' Ractawice, pow. Miechdw,
Zarzadu Miej46 p. strz. k. (LZK),
ppor., ks. wojsk., wyciag
skiego (AM 1176), (WO 1046)
Chmielewski Tadeusz, rtm. (LZK)
Chmielewski Witold, pplk., burmistrz m. Klecka (LZK)
Chmielewski Wladyslaw, pplk. (LZK)
1937, karta
Witold, w mundurze, legit. P.C.K.
Chmieliiiski
szczep., kalend. kieszonkowy (AM 2161), chorgzy 45. рл.к. (LZK)
Chmielnicki
ppor. lek (LZK)
Chmielowicz Franciszek. w mundurze, inz. ur. 13.11.09, ks.
oszcz. PKO., karta na brori (AM 3691)
Chmielowiec
Ppor. (LZK)
Chmieloweki Juliusz, w mundurze, leg. Krzyza Virtuti Mili
kaw. (LZK)
rtm.
tari, medalik (AM 991),
Julii, 44 p.p
Chochlewicz Jan, ppor. rez., 1904,s. Stanislawa
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Chodkowski
Stanislaw, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urz^dn.,
list (AM 2943)
Chodori Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Chodorowski Bronislaw, ppor. lek. wet. (LZK)
Chndorowski
Jozef, w mundurze, karta szczep. 2232 (AM
3572)
Chodorowski Stanislaw, mjr rez., ur. 16.12.87,zam. Rialystok,
ks. oszcz. PKO, okulary (AM 3434)
Chodorowski Wladyslaw, mjr (LZK)
Choiner Jan. por. (LZK)
Chojecki Edmund, Chojecki — mjr, leg. ofic,
pocztowki, leg.
Virtuti Militnri.
listy,
pugilnres (AM 480), Chojeriski (WO
atr. 7), Chojecki mjr kaw., Rej. Insp. Koni Luck (LZK), Cho
kl.) (RO. 32 str. 145)
jecki — ur. 18.3.92, mjr (VM.
Chojnacki Leon, w mundurze, karta szczep .1207, czesi? koperty ..Warszawa 17.1.40" (AM 963). (WO 922 str. 12)
Chojnacki
Wienczyslaw,
Mieczyslaw,
kpt. ur. 17.9.98, ks.
oszcz. PKO., ztota moneta 20-dolarowa (AM 655), Wienczyslaw
lub Mieczyslaw (WO str. 9). Wienczyslaw kpt., s. Stanislawa
(LZK),
Wienczyslaw Bohdan ur. 16.9.98 ,por. (RO. 32 str. 281)
Chojnowski Jan, (LZK)
Cholewiak
Wtadyslaw, ppor., kwit kasowy ,karla szczep.,
list (AM 3237), ppor. rez., s. J6zefa (LZK)
Cholewicki Stanislaw.
kpt., karta szczep., wizyt6wka (AM
4076). ur. 1893 (LZK)
Cholowiecki
Rudolf, oficer. Korpus W,
listy telegraficznc.
Baranowicz:
,,Odpisz jak Ci sie. wiedzie. Wyslalam pieniadze.
....
2ona", telegram
Gorodeja
lutego: Jestesmy zdrowi
Michalina
dzieci mieszkajg
Wanda",
Stefy Olechowskiej.
adresem: Cholowiecka Gorodaja, pow. Baranowicze:
pocztowka
„Dwa telegramy otrzymalem. Ciesze. sie. bardzo. List wystalem.
Zdr6w Caluje.. Cholowiecki" (AM 185), ppor. lat 53, syn Michala (LZK)
Cholowski Tadeusz, ppor., leg. ofic, leg. Krzyza Wojennego
(AM 2500)
Chomicki Ludwik, Antoni, kpt., karta szczep., koperta oraz
pokwitowanie Kolej. Kasy Chorych w Lublinie (WO str. 3), kpt.
lek. (LZK)
Chomicz Ostapiej, ppor. art., 1915 (LZK)
Chomin Wtadyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Choromanski
ppor. (LZK)
Choroszewski
Wladyslaw, Choronewski — w mundurze, leg.
ofic rez., poczt6wka, leg. urz^dn. (AM 2375), ppor. rez. 78 p.p.,
zam. w powiecie Nowogr6dzkim, aresztowany w 1940 r. (LZK)
Choroszucha Jozef,
inz., w mundurze, ur. 21.3.98 w Rudks. oszcz. PKO., (AM 2469), por. inz.
nicy, zam. Choszcz6wka,
(LZK)
Choynowski Jan, w mundurze,
Hat
nadawcg: Antoni
Chsynowski, Krak6w, ul. Dluga 54 (AM 3713)
Chromlk Walerian, ppor. (LZK)
Chroetowski
Tadeuaz, w mundurze, pocztdwka, koperta, гбzaniec (AM 513), ppor. art. ur. 1899 (LZK)
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Chroecteiewski Stanislaw.
kpt., poczt6wki, kwit, wisytdwki,
notatnik (AM
Baonu Pane.
2145), ur. 1891, kwatermistrz
(LZK)
Chruszczewski
rtm. st. sp. (LZK)
Chrzanowaki
por. dr, docent L'niw. Wileitskiego
(LZK)
Chrzanowaki
ppor. (LZK)
Chrzanowski
Bogdan, por., 1900 (LZK)
Chrzanowaki Edmund, ppor. ur. 23.7.191
(?), leg. Armklubu, list, pocztowki
nadawcq: Roza Minejko, Warszawa, odznaka pulkowa
Chrzanowaki Lubomlr, rtm. (LZK)
Chrzanowaki Mlroalaw, kpt. (LZK)
Chudyba
ppor. (LZK)
Chudzicki Antoni, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedh., poczt6wki, karta szczepienia, papierosnica (AM 3290)/ ur. 1900 (LZK)
Chudzikiewicz
Wiktor, Chudykiewicz — w mundurze, karta
szczep. 3520, kwit depozytowy, listy
poczt6wki (AM
3057),
— por. (LZK),
— ur. 18.12.900
Chudzikiewicz
Chudzikiewicz
por. (ROR. 34 atr. 30)
Chatlewski Antoni, w mundurze,
kartki knsowe.
kwit Zw.
Ofic, odcinek pocztowy,
medaliki (AM 2844)
Chwaiciszcwski
st.
wachm.
Jan,
rez., umyslowo chory (LZK)
Chworoszew'ski Wladyslaw, por.
r. (LZK)
Chyliiiski
1906 -6,
por. piech., К
Komp. Baon Stolp(LZK)
Chyliiiski Stefan, ppor., (LZK)
Cianciara Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Cichoblazihski
Zbigniew, (LZK)
Cichobrzyiiski Zbigniew. ppor. (AM 3225)
Cichocki Herman, ppor. inz., 1909, int. chemik (LZK)
Cichocki Hieronim, ppor., leg. szkolna,
fottgrafie (AM Б79)
Cichocki Jan, mjr piech. (LZK)
Clchowicz Mikolaj. ks. kpt., kapelan (LZK)
Ciekota Wladyslaw, (LZK), Ciekot — w mundurze. ur. 7.12.0T,
Czuryty, pow. Siedlce, dr med., dowod osob., wizyt6wka, karta
listy (AM 729)
szczep.,
Ciemnoczotowski Edmund, (?), por., leg. sportowa, plnkleta
medalik (AM 3663), ur. 8.10.02, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 56)
Ciemny Stanislaw, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Ciepielowaki Marceli, w mundurze, poczt6wki
nadawca: Alina Ciepielowska, Warszawa, ul. Marienstadt
m.
fotogra
fie kobiece (AM 2613)
Cieplak Wi talis, ppor., s. Aleksandra
Stefanii (AM 559)
Ciepluch Wincenty, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. (AM
4034),
Franciszki (LZK)
ppor., 1907, s. Stanislawa
Cieply Jozef, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., dowod osob., list (AM
2876), ur. 22.11.02 (WO 2876 str. 14)
Ciesielski Czealaw Jan, ppor., ur. 12.7.01, leg. ofic. rez., karta
zwolnienia
wojska, Krzyz Walecznych, medalik, odznaka pulkown (AM 3826)
Ciesielski Stanislaw. ppor. piech., 1913 (LZK)
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Cisly Józef, por, leg. slu%b., leg ofic., odznaka Piłsudskiego
(AM 3389)
Ciszewski Tadeusz, ppor., pocztówka, karta szczep. 4235 (AM
1690), ur. 1914 (LZK)
mundurze, dowody osob., karta członk.
Ciszewski Zygfryd,
list różne kartki (AM 1443), ppor., ur. 1902
##".
as
zašw.
Ciszkiewicz Stanisław. ppor., leg. PCK., wizytówki,
(AM 2406)
Ciundziewicki
ppor. (LZK)
Cnitkowski
ppor. (LZK)
mundurze, karta szczep. 997,
Curyłło Tadeusz, Curillo
(WO 2799 str. 52)
notatnik, pocztówka (AM 2799), Curyłło
ppor. lek. (LZK)
Cwajbaum

s.
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pocztówek,
listy,
plk.,
Cieciel Stanisław, Cencel
Marii, wi
Jana
plk, dr, 1885,
znaka (AM 3502), Cieciel
Woj.
(LZK)
Sadu
ceprezes
Cikowski Edward, nauczyciel, ur. 2.10.97, zam. Kraków, ul.
1092),
portfelu zaszyte (AM
250 dol. amer,
Szlak 39
(WO 990 str. 14)
Cimek Adam, ur. 1907 (LZK)
mundurze, dowód osob., plakieta, medalik
Cimek Roman,
(AM 3107)
Ciołkosz Jan, mjr 75 p.p., dowód osob., wizytówki (AM 777).
mjr (LZK)
(bez imienia)
jego
Ciosański Bronisław, kpt., ofic. legit., kawalek drewna
kpt.,
do
modlenia (AM 1645), (bez imienia)
nazwiskiem, ks.
brat majora (LZK)
Deblin, (LZK)
Ciosański Józef, mjr, inz. techn. Uzbr.
Zdzisław Józef, pp.or., znak tozs., ur. 28.10.08 (AM

w

z

1896 (LZK)
p.p. (LZK)
Elzbiety,
Cycon Stanisław, kpt., 1899, Jana
karta
mundurze,
Adam, syn Włodzimierza,
Cyganski
list (AM. 2297)
szczep. 2850, karta mobil, pocztówka,
Cymbalista Jan, ppor., 1901 (LZK)
lekarz (LZK)
Cyran
(LZK)
Cywinski Feliks, por lotn. Kowszun-Cywinski
12.1912, ppor. (AM
ur.
Czajka Bronisław, Czaska
dowód osob., (WO str.
191), Czajka
wizytówka.
Konarskiego
Czajka Józef, mir, Tarnów,
wieksza gotówka (AM 14)
Czajka Stefan, pp.or, leg, ofic, rez., leg. urzedn, karta na
lañc. (AM 2980)
broń, medalik
Piotrkowie.
Czajkowski Adolf, dr.med., por, ur. 16.4.86,
(WO
zašw., wizytówki, leg. Zw. Lekarzy (AM 1714) ur. 16.686,
1714 str. 23), kpt, dr, ur. 1886 (LZK)
Czajkowski Bohdan, ofic. rez, zam. Kutno (WO str. 3), por.
(LZK)
adresami, list,
Czajkowski Bogdan, syn Stanisława, kartka
6.2.40 (WO str.
Kutna
oraz pocztówka
Czajkowski Hieronim, kilka pocztówek, naramiennik bez od
krzyżykiem (AM 408), ppor, ur. 1911, Fran.
znak, laicuszek
Stefanii (LZK)
ciszka
ppor. (LZK)
Zygmunt,
Czajkowski
Czalej Józef, pp.or, art. (LZK)
dype, dowód
Czamański Adam, ppor rez. pil. (LZK), drina
osobi, karta szczep. 279, listy, bilety wizytowe (AM 1744), Czer
mański (WO 1744 str. 24)
Czapiewski Jan, chorazy (LZK)
Czapla Stanisław, post. P.P. (LZK)
ra
Czaplicki Stefan Cezary, ppor. ur. 27.804, karta mobil,
1904 (LZK)
chunek, legit. odznacz. (AM 3051),
wojsk,
ks,
16.2.04,
gimn,
ur.
Czapliński Antoni, ppor, prof.
leg. urzedn, paristw. (AM 782), Czapiński (WO str. 11)
mundurze, leg. urzedn. (nie
Alfons,
Czaprowski Alfred
ppor rez (LZK)
czytelna), (AM 1632), Alfons
kolejowy, stala karta jazdy
komisarz
mjr,
Czapski Bronisław,
kl, kolej, karta szczep. 2137, pocztówki, przepustka, karta na
mjr (LZK)
broń (AM 1603)
pismo wojskowe
Czarkowski Jan Bolesław, por, wizytówki,
por (LZO)
(AM 1420), Jan
senior (LZK)
Golejewski
Czarkowski
junior (LZK)
Czarkowski-Golejewski
(AM 4040), (LZK)
notatniki
mjr,
Stanisław,
"Czarliński
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Ciesla Jan, ppor. (LZK)
mundurze, wizytówki,
Cieslewicz Władysław, 1890 (LZK),
różaniec, medalik (AM 3170)
(LZK)
art.
pp.or,
Antoni,
Cieslicki
Lubelskiego (LZK)
Cieslicki Tadeusz, pp.or, art., 1911
Cieslik Bolesław, ppor., 1907, Baon Sap. (LZK
1907
(LZK)
Cieślik Bronisław,
mundurze, karta szczep.,
Ciesliński Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK),
pocztówek (AM 1761)
list, kwit rosyjski,
- - - - - Tarnowskie Góry
adwokat,
1888,
por.,

Lom
(AM 2746),
mundurze, znaktois.
cwalina Edward,
Mościcki (WO 2746
Prez.
pulku którego Szefem
zy, sluzył
str. 50), pp.or., (LZK)
pocztów
wojsk.
Cwykielski Maurycy, dr.med., mjrlek.,
wa, wizytówka, fotografia (AM 854)
adresami,
kartki,
mundurze,
Cyankiewicz Stanisław,
zapiskami (AM. 2084)
karta podatkowa, karta szczep, kartka
leg
ofic, pocztówka,
Cybulski Aleksander Antoni, pplk lek,
(WO 2705 str. 50), mjr lek.
etui na cwikier (AM 2705), mjr

1

a'"

madawca:
ppor., pocztówki
Ciesielski Stefan, ppor. (LZK),
Tartak Laski, poczta Hirschek, pow. Kempen, Warthegau, karta
szczepienia (AM. 3690)
Ciesielski Tadeusz, por lot., CWL. II. (LZK), por. lot., pasz
port, leg. sportowa, rozkaz wyjazdu, leg, ofic., pocztówki, prawo
jazdy, fotografie, zašwiadczenie (AM. 3024)
Ciesiński Zbigniew, ppor. (LZK)
Ciesinski Zdzisław, ppor. (LZK)
Cieszczyk Marian, pp.or piech., 1907 (LZK)
Michała, nauczyciel. Białystok
Edward, pp.or, lat 41,
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Czarnecki Czeslaw, рог., dowod osob.,
tymczasowa wojsk.
legit., karta szczep. 309 (AM 1493)
Czarnecki
Feliks,
oficer, leg. ofic. rez. (AM
2743), ppor.
(LZK)
Czarnecki Kazimierz, kpt. nr. 1892 (LZK)
Czarnecki Kazimierz. pplk. (LZK)
Czarnecki Stefan, plut. pchor. (LZK)
Czarnecki Zygmunt, pplk., Zast^pca D-cy 40 p.p.,
laricuszek
krzyzykiem, legit, osob. (AM
455), рог. 40 p.p. (WO
str.
Czarnek Zbigniew. pplk. lek. (LZK)
Czarnik Jan, (LZK)
Czarnowski
Stefan, kurator (LZK)
Czamuszewicz
Wladyelaw, st. sieri. (LZK)
Czarski Benedykt, kpt. lek., or. 13/ .
.,83, ofic. k.s. wojsk..
leg. Zw. Ofic. Rez., pocztowka (AM 1584), ur. 13.8.83 (WO 1584
atr. 44), kpt. dr (LZK)
Czeglik Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Czekaj Aleksander, ppor., wizyt6wka, notatnik (AM 3597)
Czekanski Stanistaw, w mundurze, karta szczep., wizytowka
na nazwisko Czekanski Stanistaw (AM 3991)
Czekot
por. lek. (LZK)
Czeplel Antoni, chorazy (LZK)
Czepurno Stefan, ppor. lek (LZK),
leg. ofic. (AM 3753)
Czerkawski
Marian, mjr, 1891, s. Antoniego
Albiny (LZK)
Czermak
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Czermanski Adam, ppor. pilot (LZK)
Czemiakowski
mjr (LZK)
Czerniakowski
Wlodzimierz, kpt., ur. 3.11.96, leg. ofic, karta
mobil., pocztdwka (AM 2545)
Czerniak6w
Leon, por., nauczyciel, leg. urzedn., karta czt.
ks. oszcz., odznaka putkow.i, dowdd osob. (AM
Ligi Kolon.,
3719), (bez imienia) ppor. (LZK)
Czernecki (Kazimierz),
ppor. art. (LZK)
Czernicki Kaawery, admiral, (LZK)
Czernik Maksymillan Michal, mjr, ur. 15.9.90, w Zawichoscie,
ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 2140), ur. 158.90. mr, ktp. apt. (RO. 32
str. 338)
Czerny Stefan, kpt. (LZK)
Czernyszewicz
pchor. (LZK)
Czerwiriski
Stanistaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Czerwiriski Zygmunt. por. art. (LZK)
Czerwonka Stanistaw, ppor.,
karta
ks. ofic,
pismo, kar
ta szczep. 2853 (AM 1683), pismo do Inspektora Szkolnego (WO
1683 str. 22)
Czerwonko Wactaw, w mundurze,
list (AM 3233)
Czesnik Marian, ppor..
nadawca: Czesnik —
pocztowki
Warszawa, ul. Piusa XI Nr 16, karta mobil., leg. ofic rez karta
szczep. (AM 2351)
Czobodziriski Adam. por. (LZK)
Czobodzinskl Romuald, por. (LZK)
Czotowski Antoni, kpt.. leg. ofic. mednlik (AM 1379)
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Dabihski Florentyn, Dabiriski — por. ofic. legit., wizytowka,
odznaczenia, fotografie, roianiec .notatnik (AM
1941
od
znaka pulkowa, pamietnik (WO 1941 str. 28)
Dachowski Wladyelaw, ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Dachtera Czeslaw, lek. ppor. rez. (LZK)
Dagilis Jan, ppor. rez.. 1908, s. Barttomieja, Korpus Uzbr.
Bintystok, (LZK)
Dajcxak
kpt. 1901. MSWojsk.. Warszawa (LZK)
Dajewski MarceM, ppor. piech., sedzia — Milostaw, Pozn. (LZK)
Dalecki Mich at, ppor., ur. 1901, zara. Warszawa, ul.
Farczyli— 28, ks. oszcz. PKO., karta
ska
szczep. 1944 (AM 1481)
Damochwa) Kazimierz, ppor. art. 1911 (LZK)
Danda Antoni, sekr. Zarzadu Miejskiego Krakow, dowod
osob.,
list, bilet wizytowy, notatnik (AM 85)
Danikiewicz
Edward, Daniekiewicz — kpt., ks. oszcz. PKO.,
odznaka, monogram DE (AM 2709), Danikiewicz (WO 2709 str.
50), kpt, ur. 1889, s. Franciszka
Marian nv (LZK)
Dankiew icz Jan, kpt. lek., ur. 1893, leg. ofic. rez., ks.
wojsk.
Legion6w Polskich
1-szej wojny gwiatowej 914/18, wizyt6wki,
pocztowki (AM 4096), (bez imienia), kpt. lek. (LZK)
Danyluk Jan, oficer, znak tozs., leg. ofic, list (AM 51), ppor.
1914, a. Bazylego
Marii,
p. art. (LZK)
Darmochowat Kazimierz, ppor., list, pocztdwka (AM
1148),
Darmochwal (WO 1028 atr. 14)
Darzecki Ryazan), w mundurze, karta szczep. 719,
list, me
dalik
lancuszkiem
(AM
2253), syn Boleslawa
(WO 2253
str. 3<)

4
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Czotowski - Dabczanski
Stefan, Czotowski - Dobczariski
(bez imienia), por., wizytowka
nazwiskiem Czotowski Br.__
Jaw major art. Rdwne, koszary wolyriskie (WO 928 str. 13).
Czotowski Stefan — (LZK)
Czomik Jan, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. (AM 2771)
Cxort Zygmunt, ppor., 1903, prof, gimn., Krak6w (LZK)
Cznba Franclszek, por. (LZK)
mat Jan, Czubernard — por., karta __
Czubernat
(AM
lafacuszkiem, notatnik
2919), Czubernat Jan — por.
(LZK)
Czubiiiski
Marian, ppor., kwit na nazwisko: ppor. Czubinski
(AM 273), ppor., ur. 1900, s. Leon
Pelagii, Poznari (LZK)
Czubiiiski
Stanistaw, mjr,
kalend. kieszonkowe
.okulary,
cygamiczkn (AM 464), Czubiiiski
mjr, (WO 464 str. 19), (bez
imienia), mjr (LZK)
Czyzewski
pocztowka
mjr,
Krakowa, karta
szczep. 753, (AM 734), Dzytewski (bez imienia) — (WO str. 10)
Czyzewski Antoni Eugeniusz, kpt., metryka sluhu,
listy,
poczt6wki, karta szczep. 4167, medalik
lancuszkiem (AM 828),
kpt. sap. (LZS)
Czyzewski Jerzy, Czysewski — ppor., karta szczep., pismo
urzedowe, wizyt6wki, blok notesowy, druga karta szczep. na naz
wisko Bielicz Wlodzimierz (AM 2971)
Czyzewski Kazimierz, kpt. piech. (LZK)
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Daszkiewicz Erwin.
list, rachunkl
kpt., odc'mki podtowe.
(AM 3189), (bez imienia). kpt. st. sp. (LZK)
(bez imienia)
ppor,, dow6d osob.,
Daszkiewicz Kazimierz.
— ppor. art. 1906 (LZK)
(AM 119), Kazimierz
1925), por.
pocztowki (AM
Dawidczyk Leon, w mundurze,
(ppor.). aptekarz, Gnbin (LZK)
Dabkowski Jan, mjr (LZK>
p. ul. (LZK)
Dabrowski
plk. d-ca
Czestaw, ppor., ur. 7.7.08, leg. ofic. rez., karla
Dabrowski
1908 (rezerwa), (LZS)
ur.
szczep. (AM М0&)« ppor. piech.,
adresem: Re
Dabrowski Ozeslaw, Dombrowski — notatnik
— plakicta
blntina Romanowna, Brzesc Litewski, Kulegia,
—
od
Romnnowskiej
Reginy
poczta
314), Dabrowski
chy (AM
(WO str. 7)
Dabrowski
Jan, mjr. Dombrowski, leg. ofic, karta szczep.
(AM 1867), Dabrowski (WO 1867 str. 27). Dabrowski mjr kaw
Kres6w (LZK)
ur. 1893, ziemianin
Dabrowski Jan, Dombrowski — w mundurze, listy, kwit deolowek do wykrecania (AM 3799)
wieczne,
pozytowy, pioro
Dabrowski Jan Henryk, Dombrowski — por., karta na bron.
2466
pocztowki, list, karta szczep. (AM 2465), Dabrowski (WO
str. 42), Dabrowski — por. sap. 1908, Szkola gar. w Traugutowie — Brzesc (LZK)
Dabrowski Jerzy, Dombrowski — ppor.. legit., odznacz., wizyt6wka, r6zaniec (AM 3684)
Dabrowski Jozef. Dombrowski — por., ofic. ks. wojsk., foto— (WO 1557 str. 44)
grafia (AM 1557). Dabroweki
Dabrowski Ludwik. Dombrowski — ppor., karta mobil., leg.
adresnmi (AM 2281). Dab
ofic. rez.. poczt6wka, list, kartka
nadawc$: W. Dabrowska, Warszawa, ul.
rowski — poczt6wka
Wilcza, (WO 2281 str. 37)
Dabrowski Mieczyslaw, por. inz., leg. urze^ln., karta szczep..
2114), inz. lesnik (WO
wizyt6wki, dowod osob.. notatnik (AM
2114 str. 33),, ppor. art., ur. 1900 (LZK)
Dabrowski Roman Stanislaw, Dombrowski — ppor., leg. ofic
—
rez., prawo jazdy, wizytowki, odznaka (AM 3703), Dabrowski
Marii, Lida (LZK)
ppor. 77. p.p., ur. 1908. syn Szymona
Dabrowski Stanislaw. przod. P.P. (LZK)
Dabrowski Stanislaw. ppor. art., ur. 1891 (LZK)
Dabrowski Tadeusz, kpt., aresztowany w Rydze (LZK)
pocztowka (AM 2924).
Dabrowski Zbignlew. w mundurze,
ppor. (LZK)
Roch, ppor..
Dambski Bronislaw Roch. Domski — Stanislaw
znpiskami
legit, odznacz., poczt6wki. list, fotografie, karta
—
r.
Karola
oficer.
Jozefy —
(AM 3490), Dambski Bronislaw
Boryslawia (LZK)
Dec Ignacy.
por.. koperta. poczttfwka (AM 3341)
Rzeszowa (LZK)
De* Wfadyslaw, kpt. piech., notAriusz
pulku Pilsudskiego (1 p.
Dejeweki Stanislaw Arkadiusz. por
list (AM
pocztdwki,
szw.), leg. ofic, wizyt6wki, karta szczep.,
2401). (bez imienia) — por. (LZK)
Delebowski Wladyslaw. por. (LZK)
Dembecki Stanislaw, dr por. lek.. dow6d osob', karta mobil..
z
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legit, odznacz., okulary (AM 3562), por. lek.. wziety do niewoli
w Kostopolu we wrzesniu 939 (LZK)
poczt6wka AM
Dembicki Jozef. por., ks. ofic
fotografia.,
2009)
Dembicki Witold Jozef, ppor.. ur. 15.5.900,ofic ks. wojsk., do
wod osob. (AM 1225), Dembiecki ur. 13.5.900,(WO 1084 str. 15).
Dembicki ppor., Lubawa (LZK-O)
Lublina (LZK)
Denieon
por. rez.
Denitryjuk Kugeniusz, kpt. lek. wet., 23 p. ul., Postawy (LZK)
Stanislaw,
cywilny, list, dow6d osob., uczniowska
Derczynski
22.
karta jazdy dla Marii Derczyriskiej, notatnik, polska gazeta
kwietnta 1940, zasw. w je,z. rosyjskim, ie MDerczyriski przebyNKWD"
Obozu
Kozielskim
wal od 24.11.39 do 21.2.40 w lazarecie
(AM 397), (LZK)
— kartka
legit.,
Deszberg Jerzy Jakub Wladyslaw, Deuberg
medalik (AM 2303)
zam.
ur.
2.3.92,
Deszczka Wladyslaw, kartograf
wojskowy,
Warszawie, al. Ujazd. 22 m. 20 (WO str. 3)
Deszert Boleslaw, rtm., 21 p. ul., R6wne (LZK)
Dewiiiski Henryk, adwokat, kpt., zam. Tarnowskie Gory, leg.
ofic rez., dowod osob., wizytowka (AM 2320), (LZK)
Bialegostoku
Dewojno Witold, ppor. rez. piech. s. Pawta,
(LZK)
Dewzind Witold, cywilny,
listy (AM 3911)
Debicki
wiceprezes S. O., Warszawa (LZK)
Debicki Witold. por. (ppor.),
p. lot. (LZK)
Debiec Michal, por. rez., s. Jana, Kierownik
Szkoty Powsz.
w Tlumaczu, woj. Stanislawowskie
(LZK),
nauczyciel, w mun
durze, leg. urzedn., listy. pocztowka, wizytowka, karta szczepienia (AM 1871)
Anatol, w mundurze, ur. 1906, znak
Dfbogori - Mokryjewicz
toie., dow6d osob., prawo jazdy (AM 3472)
rez*., karta
D?bowski Jan Stefan, por., lek. wet., leg. ofic
szczep.. medalik (AM 2077), lek. wet. w Brzesku (LZK)
Dienstl Franctszek, (LZK)
., kpt., bez nogi (LZK)
Dlugosz
p. lot. (LZK)
Dlugosz Jozef, ppor. lot., obs.
Dlugosz Mieczystaw, ppor., leg. ofic, legit, graniczna, list,
karta
2106)
(AM
szczepienia
poczt6wki,
Dmochoweki Antoni, Dmuchowski — ppor., ur. 21.6.02, ks.
oszcz. PKO.,
leg. urzedn., wizyt6wka, karta szczep., medalik
taricuszkiem (AM 3487), Dmochowski — pchor., 34 lat (LZK)
Dmochowski Jan, kpr. pchor., ur. 1907, s. Adama, Ostrol^ka
(LZK)
ToDmowski Franciszek.
kpt. art., st. sp., 1904, S.P.Art.
run (LZK)
Dmowski Marian, kpt. (LZK)
leg.
Dniestrzaiiski
Roman, por. art., 1907,
p. plot. (LZK),
urz?dn., karta szczep., telegram, wieczne pioro (AM 3721)
Dobak Stanislaw, mjr lek., dowod osob., karta czl. Zw. Lek.,
list (AM
zam. Bydgoszcz, ul. Gdariska
2250), (bez imienia),
mjr lek. (LZK)
39
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Domaradzki Antoni Leon, kpt.,
poczt6wka,
wizytdwki,
medalik
laricuazkiem (AM 2704), kpt. piech. st. ap. (LZK)
Domaradzki Tadeusz, pplk., dowdd osob. nn nazwisko Helena
Domaradzka, list (AM
2172), kpt. (por. ?), (LZK)
Domaradzki Tomasz, kpt. piech (LZK)
Donaj Stanislaw, ppor. 1905, Buk, woj. Poznariskie (LZK)
Dorczyk Stanislaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
poczt6wka, foto4067/, oficer, 1907, Jedwabne, pow. Gostyri, Poz
grofie, (AM
nanskie (LZK)
Dormanowski
Bogdan, w mundurze, ur. 9.10.08, Skokdwka,
zam. Poznari. ul. Starohetmariska 40/6, pocztdwki, list. ks. oszcz.
PKO. (AM 2631)
Dorobczynski Lucjusz. Dorotczyriski — ppor., ur. 11.2.02 w
299), Dorobczynski. — dr.
Baranowiczach, dowdd osob. (AM
11.2.02, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 169)
Doroezczak Jozef, w mundurze,
karty szczepienia: 1) Doroazczak J6zef, 2) Kazoba Jerzy, kwit depozytowy, listy (AM
na
2241),
jednym liscie podpis „Twoja Kazia" (WO str. 36)
Doroszewaki Edward, w mundurze,
rolist,
pocztdwka,
zaniec (AM 2064), karta
Wloclawka
dnia 24.2.40, (WO 2064
—
str. 32), Dorszew8ki
por. (LZK)
Dorosz Jozif. ur. 16.8.08, ks. uposaz. (AM 92)
Dorozynaki Aleksander. kpt., ofic. leg., karta szczep. 885,
list (AM 1791), Doroszyriski — (WO 1791 str. 25)
pocztdwki,
Dowbdr Michal, por.;
odpismo wojskowe, leg. ofic. rez.,
znaki (AM 3812), ppor., 1896, s. Michala
Weroniki (LZK)
Downarowicz
ur.
Jaroslaw
Kazimierz,
art.,
(LZK),
ppor.
Downazrowicz —
list, lancuszek, stownik niemiecko - rosyjski,
naramienniki bez oznak, piamieta (pamigtka
Czestochowy), (AM
306), Downarowicz — (WO str 7)
Drabczyiiski Dominik. brat Zakonu Reform. (LZK)
Drabczyhski Ignacy, por. (LZK)
Draczyiiski Michal, ppor. rez.,
Kupy (LZK)
Dragicl Wlodzimierz. ppor. art., 1911 (LZK)
Drajalaki. Krazm, ppor. rez., lek.^wet., 1905 (LZ. K-S)
Drapella Rudolf, mjr piech. (LZK)
Drapow Borye, ppor. knw. (LZK)
Drapow Edward, ppor. rez. art. (LZ.K-S)
Draczkowgkl Sylwester,
Druzkowski — mjr, karta szczep.,
Virtuti Militari, medalik (AM 698), Draczkowski — ur. 31.12.90,
kpt. (RO. 32 str. 67) Draikowski
(bez imienia) — mjr si. st.
(LZK)
Drecki Edmund, por., ur. 24.7.97, zam. Koacterzyna, lesniczdwka. leg. urzedn., dowdd osob., pocztdwki, listy, кв. oszcz. PKO..
leg. Dyr. Lasdw, karta mobil. (AM 1999), por. (LZK)
Dresdner Robert, por. lek. (LZK)
Dreakl Kami, inz., ur. 8.2.89, zam. Warszawa, ul. Wspdlna
19/7, (WO str. 19J
Dreazler Dyonizy, kpt. (LZK)
Drewski Karol, kpt., 1894 (LZK), ur. 8.2.94,(ROR. 34 str. 193)
Drewski Waclaw, mjr,
p. ul. (LZK)
Drobczyriskl Antenl (LZK)
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Dobek Czeslaw, kpt., ofic leg.,
Hsty, karta szczep. 1750 (AM
1806)
Dobek Jan, kpt. art., (LZK)
Doberski Adam, kpt., w6jt — Bielsko (LZK)
Oobija Michal, ppor. (LZK)
Doboaz Piotr, znak tozs.
napisem 102, W. Wilejka 1912
(AM 132), Dobor — ppor. art. (LZK)
Doboezyriski Jaroslaw,
ppor., znak tozs., odznakn, medalik
(AM
2186), ur. 1899 (WO 2186 str. 34), por„ inz. roln., pow.
Dzisna (LZK)
Doboazyiiski Julian, ppor. art. коп., 1904, s. Henryka. inz lesnik nad Narocza. (LZK)
Ooboazyiiakl Stanislaw, ppor. rez„ 35 lat (LZK)
Dobrautz Ryszard, ppor. (LZK)
Dobrogoyski Tadeusz, Dobrogonski — ppor., skierowanie cho
robowe. swiadectwo szczepienia (AM
39), Dobrogoyski — por.
piech. 1901,
Poznaiiskiego (LZK)
Dobrogowski Bohdan, ppor. rez., 1906 (LZK)
Dobrogtahski Kazimierz.
mjr. 1898, a. Alojzego
Herminy.
Mielec (LZK)
Dobrowolski Czeslaw, por. chemik, dow6d osob., wizytowka,
karta azczepienia, No. 3586,
list,
pocztdwki
nadawca.:
Dobrowolska, Warszawn, ul. Markeikarska
49, notatnik, taricuszek do zegarka, odznaka „SP" (AM 289), por. inz. (LZK)
Dobrowolaki Hieronim, (WO 586 str. 45)
Dobrowolski
czesc dowodu
Jan,
ppor. rez., Kalisz
(LZK),
osob., pocztdwka, prawo jazdv, wizytowka,
karta
fotografia,
szczepienia (AM 1114). (WO 1006 str. 14)
Dobrowolski Tadeusz. ppor. (LZK)
Dobrowolski Wlodzimierz.
pplk. lek., znak tozs.
napisem
pplk. 1889, sluchawka (AM 272), (bez imienia) pplk. dr (LZK)
Dobrowolaki
Zygmunt, rtm. dypl., Sztab Armii
gen. DabBiernackiego (LZK)
Dobrzanaki Zbigniew, ppor. piech.. 1909, Lwow (LZK)
Dobrzariski Zygmunt, kpt.,
kartki
nadawca: A. Dobrzan
ska, Radom. Parbatka 101 (AM 68)
Dobrzycki Stanislaw,
(LZK)
por.
Dobski
Prezes Sadu (LZK)
Dobuszyriaki Jaroslaw, (LZK)
Doczyriski Boleslaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., rdzne kartki,
medalik (AM 1981), Dobczyriski — (WO 1980 str. 29), Doczyn
ski — 1912 (LZK)
Dolecki Edmund, por. (LZK)
Domagata Tadeusz, ppor., 23 p.a.l., dowdd osob., karta na
bron, рек kluczy
tabliczka: Resta uracia da voi, Sosnowice —
pilnik (angielski), notatnik (AM 217)
Domagallo Winccnty. st. przod. P.P.,
plut. W.P.P. (LZK)
Domalcwski
Adam, por., pocztowka (AM
172), рог. КОР..
Dzisna (LZK)
Domanla Jan, w mundurze, kartka
zapiskami, list, medalik
(AM 3666)
Domaiiaki Eugeniuaz, por., karta szczcp., wizytowka, notatnik (AM 515), ppor. КОР. 1909 (LZK)
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Marii
Dudzinski Wladyslaw, podoficer, 1899, s. Wladyslawa
(LZK)
Dulae Milan, ur. 24.10.10, ppor., ks. upos. (AM 81)
Duleba Jan Wladyslaw. kpt., swiad. lekarskie, czesc ofic. leg.,
wizytdwki ,poczt6wka (AM 1912), (LZK)
Duleba 'ii.tr. kpt. (LZK)
Duleoowski Adam, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Dumania Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Dumianek Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Dunaj Juliusz, kpt., ur. 24.9.89, Krakdw, ofic. ks. upos., domedaliki (AM
1812), kpt. lek., Kra
wod osob., karta szczep.,
kow (LZK)
Dunikowski Stefan Jan, por., 1900 (LZK)
Dnnin - Borkowskl
kpt. dypl. art.. 1898, (LZK)
Dunin - Brzeziiiski Jan, por. (LZK)
Dunin - Brzezihski Jan, ppor. rez.,' lat 25 (LZK)
Duracz
(bez imienia)
kpt., karta
kpt. (LZS),
scczep., dwie wizyt6wki na nazwisko: Batorski Kazimierz, inz.,
Bogdan (AM 2128)
Andrzejewski
Duras Tadeusz. por., 1899 (LZK)
medalik (AM
Durek Czeataw Antoni, ppor., ofic. ks. upos.,
1816), Durok — (WO 1816 str. 26)
Duszyiiski Henryk, ksiadz kapelan (LZK)
Duszyiiski Henryk SUnislaw, kpt. aud., 1899 (LZK), kpt. leg.
taricuszkiem
Wojennego, swiadectwo, zloty medalik
Krzyza
(AM 1256), (WO 1103)
Duszyiiski Karol. 1912 (LZK)
Lucjan Stanislaw — por.,
Duszyiiski Lucjan, por. (LZK),
pocztowki (AM 5)
Dworakowski
Jerzy, w mundurze, wizytdwki, odznaka (AM
(WO 1944
Dworakowskiej,
1944), wizyt6wki wlasne
Haliny
str. 29). ppor. art. (LZK)
Dworakowski
Kazimierz, ofic, kartka
legit. Nr. 23378 —
innych szczeg6low brak, (WO 863 str. 19 20)
Dworakowski Wlodzimierz.
ppor.. ur. 1895, ks. woisk. (AM
173)
Dworczak Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Dworecki
mjr (LZK)
Dworecki Bolestaw, kpt., wizytdwka, leg. ofic. (nieczytelna),
karta
przepustka.
szczep. 1714, (AM 2272)
Dwornik Kazimierz, kpt., Inst. Topogr., 1899, s. Bartlomieja
list, kartka
(LZK),
zapiskami. negatywy (AM 3452)
Dworzccki - Bogdanowicz Jozef.
list,
ppor., karta wstepu,
(AM
4073),
wizytdwki
(LZK)
Dyba Roman, w mundurze, wojsk. prawo jazdy, leg. sportowa, wizytdwka, pocztowki, list (AM 3686), ppor. (LZK)
Dybada Jdzef, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Dybiec Boguslaw, por., leg. ofic, karta szczep. 3900 (AM
2259)
Dyga Jozef Ignacy, ppor., leg. Szkoly Pchor.,
kwity (AM
3357)
Dygnarowicz Jan, por. lek (LZK)
Dyja Kazimierz, por. piech, (LZK)
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list ГАМ 2205), ppor. piech.
ppor..
Drobiiiski Stanislaw.
(LZK)
1.05, w Buczaczu, karta szczep.,
Drojawaki Erazm, (?) ur.
nazwiskiem. notatnik (AM 178). ит. 23.1.06, (WO str. 5)
kartka
Drozd (Grzegorz ?). ppor. (LZK)
Drozdowski Jan, ppor. (LZK), list (AM 91)
Drozdowski Romuald, Stefan, karta szczepienin, kalend. kieMarii
szonkowy (AM 2.325), kpt. geogr., 1906. s. Wlodzimierza
(LZK)
Drucki Daniel, por., list, karton, swiad. Ickarskie (AM 2918),
(bez imienia), por. br. pane. (LZK)
w mundurze, ur. 15.1.910), metryka
Drugan Wlodzimierz.
taricuszek,
portmonetka (AM
slubu ze Lwowa,
pocztowki,
501). ppor. (LZK)
Druhowino Olgierd. mjr, inz. elektryk. leg. Obr. Plot., wizyt6wka (AM П0), ppor. inz. (LZK)
Druzbacki Franciszek. (LZK)
Druzbacki Jozef, Maurycy. ppor., ur. 19.3.06, leg. ofic rez..
Wandy, 10
pocztowka (AM 3482), ppor. rez.. 1906, s. Feliksa
p. art. (LZK)
Szczepan — poor., nauczyciet,
Drzewicki Stefan. Cerewicki
3387),
(AM
leg. ofic. rez., wizytowka, leg. urzedn., medalik
Drzewicki (bez imienia) ppor., (LZK), Drzewicki Stefan Eustachy — dr. ur. 20.9.98 .ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 144)
Drzewicki Stefan, por. lek. (LZK)
Heleny, WarDrzewiecki Jozef, mjr uzbr.. s. Bronislawa
szawa (LZK)
Drzewiecki Wladystaw Kazitnierz, por., ur. 22.11.98, leg. ofic.
odznaki pulkowe (AM 1378), Grudziadza (LZK)
karta mobil..
Drzewiecki Wladyslaw, ppor.. 65 p.p. (LZK)
Dubaniowaki Dyonizy, kpt., pocztowka (AM 99), wzgl. Dziubanowski — (WO str 6)
Dubas Tadeusz, ppor., prof, chemii, dow6d osob., karta na
poczt6wki (AM 188)
bron, wizytdwka, notatnik,
Dnblel
kpt. кар. (LZK)
Dubowski Jan, kpt.. fotografie. leg. urzedn. (AM 1532)
. 05, ks. oszcz.
Duchnowicz Antoni, instruktor O.K.. ur. 2/.
PKO., naramienik bez oznak (AM 282)
Duczak Tadeusz, ppor.. leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3926)
Duda
kpt. (LZK)
Duda Eugeniusz, ppor. rez. art- (LZ.K-S)
Dudek
kpt. lek. (LZK)
w mundurze, karta szczep.. kartka
jego
Dudek
— (WO str. 11)
nazwiskiem (AM 778). Dikk(?)
karta
Banku
Polskiego,
Dudynski Wladyslaw,
ppor., leg.
medalik (AM
szczep., dwie pocztowki. kalend. kieszonkowv.
2884), Dudzinski (WO 2884 str. 54)
—
Klubu
71
ks.
Nr.
czl.
Sport. CraDudzik Julian, Dzudzie
medaliki (AM 682), Dudziec lub Dudzik
covia. leg. stud..
WO str. 10)
listy, medalik,
Dudzinski Edward SUnislaw.
ppor., ks. upos.,
swiad. szczep., wieczne pioro (AM 429), ppor. piech. (LZK)
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Dyjas Augustyn, ppor. (LZK)
Dvlrwski
Tadeusz, 1908. (LZK).
stale karty jazdy,
ppor.,
karta szczep. 3008, list, pocztdwka, czesc dowodu osob. (AM
1404)
Dymczyszyn Erwin. ppor., nazwisko na drewnianei tabliczce
(AM 3556)
Dymitrow Narcyz, ks. oszcz. PKO„
listy
nadawcs;, Jozef
Dymitrow, PrzemySI, ul. Stowackiego 59 (AM 86), mir, 1898. s.
Jana
J6zefy (LZK)
Dyriko Tadeasz, Adam Tadeusz, cywilny, legit, odznacz., kar
ta szczep. 2174, (AM
2198), Tadeusz — mjr, (LZK), Tadeasz
Adam — ur. 11.10.94, kpt. ROR. 34 str. 135)
Dysna Adam, рог. КОР. (LZK)
Dyszlonek Ludwik, Dyszczylenko —
listy,
wizytdwki, rdzne adresy, medalik (AM
1107), Dyszczylenko Ludwik, Onnek
Kamizierz
1001 str. 14), Dyszlonek — ppor. rez.
?), (WO
(LZK), Dyszlonek ur.— 20.3. 95, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 123)
Dywer Wilhelm, dr, ppor. lek.
Przemysla (LZK)
Dzenajewiez Jozef, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta na brori,
pocztdwki (AM
2293), Drzenajewicz — pocztdwki
nadawcq:
Wanda Drzenajewiczowa,
Wilno, (WO 2293 str. 37), Dzenaje
wiez — ppor. art. (LZK)
Dzeii Edward, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Dziadek Jan, ppor., Dziegieldw (LZK), w mundurze,
listy,
pocztdwka
nadawcq: Maria Dziadek, Dzinochau, pow. Cieszyn — Slqsk (AM 3292)
Dziadul Bronlslaw, ppor.,
leg. ofic. (AM 2603), ppor. piech.
(LZK)
Dziarnowski Franciszek, pchor. (LZK)
Dziedzik Roman, w mundurze, karta polowania, dowod osob.,
karta szczep. 3179 rdzne kartki, oocztowki (AM
(nieczytelny)
1869), Dziedzik — karta lowiecka Nr. 33969, (WO 1869 str. 27)
Dziedziuk
por. 1911 (LZK)
Dziedziuk - Dziedziuk Romuald, ppor. КОР., 1908. s. Jdzefa
Heleny (LZK)
Dzielski Antoni, ppor., leg. ofic, karta na bron, list, wizytdwki (AM 4091). (LZK)
Dziepowicz Leonard, ppor., ur. 1904, w Warszawie, zam. w
Lublinie, ks. oszcz. ГКО., karta mobil., leg. urzedn., wizytdwki
(AM 3101)
Dzierzecki
Zygmunt, por., legit, odznacz., pocztowki (AM
2299)
Dzierzgowski
Michat,
por., dr fil., ur. 19.9.02, w Poznaniu,
dyplom doktorski, karta czt.,
list, fotografie (AM 2116), dyplom mgra fil. (WO 2116 str. 33)
Dzierzyiiski Kazimierz
Maria, ppor. 1908 (LZK)
Dzierzanowski
Ludomir, w mundurze, wizytdwka
nazwiskiem Dzierzanowski Ludomir, insynier (AM 900), (WO 881 str.
12)
Dzierzanowski
Ludwik, ins., w mundurze, leg. stuzbowa (AM
2982)
Dziewlcki
Tadeusz, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzfdn. (AM
3524)
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Eberhardt Tadeusz, ppor. 1914, s.
Henryka
Reginy (LZK)
Edelman Bernard, por., dr med.,
paszport (AM
2689), por.
rez., lat 65, s. Wincentego (LZK)
Eggerx Boleslaw, kpt., list, pocztowka,
legit.
(AM
1902),
karta
nndawcq: Helena (?), Warszawa, ul. Dobra 19/8, (WO
1902 str. 28)
Egierski
w mundurze, odcinek poczt.
nazwiskiem:
Cygan Stanislaw, — kartka
napisem: „Prosze. zawiadomic moione, Egierska Sabina, Lodz", medalik
laricuszkiem (Ail
1307)
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Ehrenkreuz
Wlodzimierz, dr med., ppor., ks. wojsk.,
listy,
recepty, (AM
1721), Ehrenkreutz, zam. Siedlce, ul. Sienkiewicza 14. (WO 1721 str. 23)
Eibel Konstanty, kpt., ur. 22.12.99. w
iywcu, zam, Sandomierz, ul. Mickiewicza
22, karta oszcz. PKO., wizytdwki (AM
592), (LZK)
Eiger Antoni, ррот/ pocztowki listy (AM
2493) ppor. ini.
(LZK)
Ejsmont Pawet. w mundurze, ur. 1882, dowod
osob., swiad.
szkolne, wizytowki, mctryka zgonu (AM
1803), Eismond Pawel
(LZK)
F.Ik,- Maksymilian,
ppor., zam. Wejherowo, ul.
Sobieskiego
20, koperta, wizyt6wka, fotografie
(AM 291), ppor. mgr. (LZK)
Emilianowicz
Stanislaw, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Engel Abraham, dr med., kpt., ks.
wojsk., rozkaz wyjazdu,
poczt6wek, wizytdwki (AM 337)
Engelkrels
Wilhelm, dr med., w mundurze, ur. 8.3.96
we

z
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Dziewulski Zdzislaw Zygmunt, por..
leg. urzedn., wizytdw
ki. fotografie, list, karta mobil. (AM 1923)
Dziezgowski Michat, por. (kpt.) pil. (LZK)
Dzlk - Dzikoweki Feliks, ppor. rez., lek. wet. (LZK)
Dzikowski Czeslaw, w mundurze, inzynier, Warszawa, ul. Asfaltowa 12, prawo jazdy, wizytdwka, ks. oszcz.
PKO., list, zlote okulary (AM 446). (LZK)
Dzinajewicz Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Dziubek Stanislaw, Dzenbek(?)
— <!r kpt., rozkaz
wyjazdu
(nieczytelny), (AM
1711), Dziobak — dr, (WO 1711 str. 45),
Dziubek (bez imienia) kpt. (LZK), Dziubek — dr, ur. 9.4.93
kpt.
lek. (ROR. 34 str. 217)
Dziubinski
Karol, Warszawa, ul. Radzyminska 10, ks. wojsk.,
listy, pocztdwki (AM 676), ppor. rez. 1897, s. Rajmunda
Rozalii, farmaceuta (LZK)
Dziurzynski Julius/.
(LZK)
Dziurzynski
Kazimierz,
pptk. dypl. (LZK),
Dzierzyiiski —
plk.,
legit, osob., karta tramwajowa,
poczt6wki,
wizytdw
ki, krzyz Virtuti Militari, (AM 286)
Dzwonek
ppor. 1906 (LZK)
Dzwonek Adolf, Dzwonka — ppor.,
pismo urzedowe, tele
gram, listy (AM
1882), nauczyciel, Dzwonka, (WO 1882 str.
27), Dzwonek — ur. 6.12.05, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 108)
Dzugan Wlodzimierz, ppor. rez. (LZK)

i

(AM
zasw.
Szpitala
dyplom doktorski,
Lwowic.
wizytowki,
1522), рог. rez. (LZK)
to is., karta szczep.,
Engiel N'ikodem, ppor., ur. 1908. znak
karta па brod, wizyt6wki.
21egit., odznacz., wojsk., prawo jazdy,
lis tow
pocztowek (AM 2529)
kpt., ks. wojsk., telegram, dowod osob..
Epstein Maurvcv.
znak toze., (AM 516), kpt lek. (LZK)
Etrych Franciszek, ppor. (LZK)

i

5

Fa be J6zef. pchor. (LZK)
Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
FaManowski
Faustyny (LZK)
Fabianowskf Jan, рог. rez., 1909, s. Jana
pocztowka, telegram.
Stefan, ppor.,
listy,
Fabianowski
monogramem (AM 3296)
medaliki,
cygarniczka
Fabianski Roman, ppor. kaw. (LZK)
Stanislaw, Fabiszewicz — w mundurze, koperFabisiewicz
611), Bisiewicz (WO
ta, wizytowka, karta szczep. 2480— (AM
ppor. (рог.), (LZK)
str. 9.), Fabisiewicz (bez imienia)
— por., ur. 7.4.93,
Fabrowski Zygmunt Stanislaw, Fabrawski
drzewa
dow6d osob., przepustka, list, pocztowka, r6zaniec
— ur. 27.4.93, рог.
(wtasnego wyrobu), (AM 3758), Fabrowski
(ROR. 34 str. 175)
Felicji
Fader Mieczyslaw. funkc. P.P., 1896, s. Aleksandra
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(LZK)
Krzyz
Fijewski Antoni, por., ur. 13.1.901, zam. Dubno. leg.
prawo jazdy, karta
Virtuti
Militari,
leg urzedn., (nieczytelna)
cxL, karta szczepienia, list,.plakieta (AM 3730)
Filak
ppor. (LZK)
Filip Jan, por. (LZK)
Witold, list, poczt6wka, karta szczepienia (AM
FUipczynski
2646)
adresami (AM
pocztowki, karta
Filipek Jan, Vilipek —
1321), Filipek — bliiszych szczeg6!6w brak (WO 1321 str. 16)
Filipetz Kami, kpt., Skoczow (LZK)
Filipinski Jan, ppor., 1911, s. J6zefa (LZK)
Kazimierz, w mundurze, karta szczepienia, leg.
Filipihski
ofic. rez., roianiec (AM 2633)
Filipowicz Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Filipowlcz Stanislaw, por., dr. med., dowod osob., stala karta
fotografiq, leg. urzedn., metryka &lubu, dyp.
jazdy 1-ej klasy,
lorn doktorski, listy, poczt6wka. fotografia, medalik, metryka urodzenia dzieci (AM 2877)
nadawca: FiliFilipowski Jozef. por., pocztowka, koperty
powska, Krakow (AM 2520), (bez imienia), por. (LZK)
lanFiliriiiski
Jan, w nr.undurze, pocztowka, list, medalik
cuszkiem (AM 2371), syn J6zefa, (WO 2371 str. 39)
Jan, pchor..
Filonowicz
Finger Edward, por. (LZK)
Edwin,
inz., oficer mar., prawo jazdy, wizytowka, leg.
Finger
ztota spinka (AM 2019), Kierownik
czt. Zw. Inz., fotografia,
Wydz. Techn., Vacuum Oil Company, Warszawa (WO 2019)
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(LZK)
Fezazonko Szymon, w mundurze (AM 2713)
Ficek Stefan, w mundurze, ur. 30.3.04, zam. Krakow, dow6d
osob., prawo jnzdy, karta szczep., listy, pocztdwki, leg. sportowa
(AM 3740)
Ficher
kpt. mar. rez. (LZK)
nadawca: Janina Fiedorowicz,
Fiedorowicz Tadeusz, kpt., list
Wilno, (AM 2291), Wilno, Pilsudskiego 741, (WO 2291 str 37)
Fiedorowicz
Zygmunt, kpt (LZK)
Figul Ludwlk, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Fihnel Zenon, (LZK)
Petroneli
por., 1906, s. Wawrzyrica
Fijalkowski Stanislaw

2

(LZK)
Fajner Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Falejewski Boles taw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Edward, kpt., ur. 9.6.86, dowod osob., гбгпе wojsk.
Falkiewicz
Wroc", Kilist, zasw. Lecznicy, ksiazka ..Przyjaciel
pisma,
j6w 1935, (AM 1568)
-., ppor. (LZK)
FalkowHki
Pawel, w mundurze, poczt6wki (AM 3005)
Falkowski
Fall Jan. dr. mjr lek. (LZK)
Familjer Leon. kpt. lek., ks. wojsk. (AM 1325), (LZK)
Anny (LZK)
Farny Aleksander. kpt. 1894, s. Karola
nadawca: Farny Helena, Biekpt., listy
Ferny
—
780
1807)
(AM
ul.
Sudecka
Nussdorf.
litx
wizyt6wki, rosyjski rachunek, poczFedecki Ryszard, ppor.,
nadawca poczt6wka od PCK.,
listy, fotografia (AM MNb
towki: Barbara Fedecka. Warszawa, ul. Markowskn 15'2. (WO
str.
1634
21)
Federowicz
per, (ppor) (LZK)
Fedorowicz Stanislaw,
рог., dowod osob., swiad. szczep. 564,
nadawca^ Ir-j.m Szymariska, Warszawa, ul. Dzienpoczt6wka
nikarska 12, laricuszek
plakietn (AM 525)
Fedorowicz Tadeusz, kpt. piech. st. sp. (LZK)
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Feinherg
Felnberg Nikodem Stefan, ppor., ur. 1899. karta mobil.. wi
ofic. rez. (AM 2842)
dowod
osob.,
leg.
zyt6wka,
Feiner Wladyslaw, Fejner — ur. 21.3.900, por., nauczyciel, ks.
1001), (WO 943 str. 13),
wojsk., fotografie, karta mobil. (AM
ppor. art. (LZK)

Felbel
Rudolf, w mundurze, pocztowka, rosyjski odcinek
poczt., krzyiyk (AM 1638), Felpel (WO 1538 str. 43)
Franciszki
Adam, ppor. rez. 1902, s. Adama
Fekzyiiski
(LZK)
Feldt Roman
Marcin,
ppor., ur. 28.6.16, zam. Lublin, ks.
oszcz. PKO (AM 1316)
Felicki Stanistaw, por., karta mobil., leg. urzedn., ks. wojsk..
?), (WO 1060 str. 15)
rozaniec. list (AM 1192), Eltein
Fernczy Pawel. por. (LZK)
dr, por. (LZK)
Ferstenberg
zasw., foFerszt Samuel, por. lek., ks. wojsk., karta mobil.,
Fersz — ppor. rez. (LZK)
zlote
691),
(AM
zeby
tografia.
Agaty
Fetliriski Stanislaw, szer. КОР., 1905, s. Wtadyslawa
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Finkelkraut Jerzv Izydor, ppor., lek., leg. ofic. rez.. przepustka (AM 2999)
Firczyk Karol, kpt. (LZK)
Firek Karol, w mundune, prof, gimn., ks. wojsk. (AM 667)
Firko
Henryk, por., pocztowka, kwit, fotografie (AM
319),
Marii (LZK)
рог. lek., 1889, s. Wladyslawa
FUchhof
mil. ppor. (LZK)
Fiszer
Adolf
Zygmunt,
mjr, leg. ofic, karta mob., karta
szczep. 3449, listy (AM 1840), (LZK)
Fitzki Jan, w mundurze, pocztowka, kartki
zapiskami (AM
2482)
Fizek Karol. (lub Fizyk), ppor. (LZK)
Fleszar Alfred, mjr, dowod osob., rozne zaswiadczenia, notatki, karta szczep. 1005 (AM 704)
Fleszlcr Juda, kpt. lek, dr med., zam. Kielce, ul. Sienkiewicza
73, leg. Zw. Ofic. Rez., wizytowki, leg. urzedn., paszport, listy,
legit, legionowa (AM 2309). (bez imienia) kpt. lek. (LZK)
Fliegel Tadeusz,
?), por., wojsk. prawo jazdy (AM
1823),
Fligiel — ppor., ur. 1907, (WO 1823 str. 26 45), por. (LZK)
Flis Adam. (LZK)
Flis Boguslaw, 1910 (LZK)
Klorczak Tadeusz, mjr (LZK)
Florkiewicz
Zbigniew, 1) znak tozsamosci
nazwiskiem
napisem 23.1. Lublin 1905, (WO str. 3), 2) ppor., zam. Lublin, ul.
Stawihskowskiej
10, dowod osob., koperta
jego nazwiskiem adresowana do Kozielska, swiad. lek., karta szczep. 26, wizytowka
na nazwisko Mikolaj Niewodski, inz. bud. drog
most6w, Lublin,
ul. Sklodowskiej 6/1, (WO str. 3). ur. 1905 (LZK)
Folejewski Boleslaw, por., ks. wojsk., pocztowka (AM
1801),
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Foltyn Waclaw. kpt. (LZK)
Folwarczny Roman, kpt. (LZK)
Forys Andrzej. w mundurze, adres: Forys Stanislaw, Krak6w,
ul. Bracka 13.
pocztiwki, medalik (AM 2845)
Fournier
Borys, mjr, leg. Virtuti
Miiitari,
leg. ofic, karta
•zczep. 3590, mjr piech. (LZK)
Franeiszczak
ppor. (LZK)
Franek Tadeusz. kpt. (LZK)
Franknwski
Waclaw, por., leg. odznacz., wizytowka, protok6l
(AM 4028), por. ini. (LZK)
Frariciszczak Jozef, w mundurze. s. Wladyslawa,
listy (AM
2452), Franiszczak — (WO 2452 str. 41)
Frazewicz
Antoni, cywilny, pocztowka, list, zloty krzyzyk
(AM 3186)
Frackowiak
Kazimierz, ppor. rez. lot. (LZK)
Frackowiak
Stanislaw, ppor. lekarz, karta mob., wizytowki.
opaska Czerw. Krzyza
franc, pieczqtka (AM 3750), Fronc
kowiak — ppor. (LZK)
Frackowiak
Stefan, ppor., ur. 20.8.01, leg. ofic r^z., list
nadawca: Herta Heppner
Feliksa Pohling, Pilchne, wojew. Poznnnskie (AM 2556), (LZK)
Frackowski
por. lot. (LZK)
Frejnkiel Izak. ppor. lek., karta mob. (AM 3911)
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Frelkiewicz
J6zef, ppor.,
listy, pocztdwka
nadawca.: Frel104
1127
(AM
kiewicz, Lodz, ul. A. Hitlera
1300), (WO
str. 16)
Frenkel Jozef, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Frenkiel Henryk, por., adwokat, Warszawa, ul. Zlota
leg.,
wizytowka, list, karta szczep. 1324 (AM 1118)
Freudenreich
ppor., pocztowka (WO str. 4), Fraidenrajch Janusz, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Freund Maurycy Leopold, ini. ppor., ks. wojsk., listy
pocz
towki od zony Teresy Freund, Boryslaw,
telegram (AM 1466)
Freundt Waclaw, w mundurze, karta szczep. 2118 (AM 2305)
Freyd
(Freidt lub Frajd) — kpt. lek. (LZK)
Fridzon Jakub, (Frydson) — ppor. (LZK), Frideon — w mun
durze,
listy
nadawca.: Felicja Fridson, Warszawa, ul. Mar
szalkowska 73, telegram,
poczt6wki (AM 2467)
Friesendorff
Felika, (LZ.K-S)
Frodyma Frandszek, por. (LZ.K-S)
Frodyma Tadeusz, post. P.P. (LZK)
Frojra Maurycy, ppor. (LZK)
Frola Francis л-к, por. (LZK)
Froraowicz
ppor. (LZK)
Fromowicz Jan, ppor., prawo jazdy, legit, odznacz. (AM 202)
Fromowic
Jan, nierozpoznany kapitan,
wizytowka na naz
wisko Promowicz Jan, inz., Warszawa, ul. Ustronie
m. 54 (AM
1048), jak wylej — wizyt6wka na nazwisko Fromowicz (WO
966 str. 13)
Frontk Jozef
Franciszek, Franik — por., ur. 30.6.05, znak
tots. (AM 3541), Fronik — ur. 30.1.05, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 91)
Michal
^udolf. ppor., ks. wojsk.,
Froeztega
wizytowki.
pocztowki, nich jedna w j^z. niemieckim, karta czl. Zw. Sport.
Lotn.,
list,
adresami (AM 902), (WO 882
fotografie. notatnik
str. 12)
Froaztega Rudolf. (Froktenga)
ppor. (LZK)
Frukelkraut
ppor., dr. (LZK)
Frydrych Roman, ppor.,
nadawca: Frydrych
pocztowki
Maria, Warszawa, ul. Mickiewicza
30, teg., wizyt6wki, karta
szczep. 2853 (AM 816). ppor. (LZS)
Frym Henryk, (Fruen lub Frym) por. (LZK)
Frymus Mieczyslaw. (WO 1103 str. 45)
Fryszberg Adam, kpt. (LZK)
Fuchlin Leonard, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez.,
notatnik,
dalik (AM P*~
Fudk Wiktor.
inz., kpt.. dowod osob., medalik, wizyt6wki,
list (AM 1963), (bez Iminfai') — 't
kpt (LZK)
Fuhrmann Jan, w mundurze,
pocztdwki
pocztdw!
listy, wizytowki
(AM 3847)
Fuks Jozef Mieczyslaw, (LZK).
Fuks Leon, por. dr (LZK)
Furkman Jan, (LZK)
Furman Wladyslaw. post. P.P. (LZK)
Furmaiiski
Roman, w mundurze, ur. 1900, znak tozs.. karta
jazdy (AM 2989), ppor. (LZK)
7,
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karta szczep. 2043 wiFusek Jozef, inz., oficer, leg. ofic. rez.,
1908 (LZK)
inz.,
3145).
ppor.
zytowka (AM
— kpt., karta szczep. 1623 (AM 1919),
Gabarski Jan, Gawarski
rim. (LZK)
Gabawski (WO 1919 str. 28), Gabarski
czl. karta mob., wizytowGabiiiski Jozef, leg. urzedn., karta
(AM 3428)
urzedn. uaristw., pocztdwGabrys Alojzy. w mundurze, leg.
(WO str 6)
ka.
listy, karta szczep. (AM 442), Gabrych
Gaczol Adolf, ppor. 1914 (LZK)
Gadkowski Leopold, por. Zand.. 1901 (LZK)
karta rybolowcza,
Gadnmski Feliks, kpt., dyplom odzn. stuzb.,
747), Omski (WO str. 10).
fotografie, kalend. kieszonkowy (AM
Weroniki (LZK)
Gadomski — kpt., ur. 1896, s. Jana
ul. Gdariska 57,
Gadomski Tadeusz, mjr, dr med., Bydgoszcz,
medaliki, rozmaite papiery (AM 1037),
wizytowki, dwa listy,
lek. (LZK)
(WO 961 str. 13), (bez imienia), mjr
pocztowki, karta szcze
Gadzata Stanislaw, w mundurze, list,
3078)
lek.
(AM
3632,
recepta
pienia
Gadzinowski Mieczyslaw. por. (LZK)
Gadzinski Ksawery, ppor. (LZK)
2358), prac.
list (AM
Gaik Kazimierz, w mundurze, leg.,
2368)
umysl. PZL w Kzeszowie, (WO
odznaka
marynarki,
ofic.
rez.,
Gajdzik Wtadyslaw, ppor., leg.
3833)
pioro wieczne, wizyt6wki (AM
ppor. (LZK)
Gajek
ofic. rez. (AM 3954)
Gajek Leon Stanislaw, leg.
ppor., ur. 1909 ILZK)
Gajewski
29.1.86, leg. ofic. rez., dowod
Gajewski Aleksander, ppor., ur.
Mnrii
2593), por. lek. dent., s. Teofila
weksle (AM
osob.,
(LZK)
mundurze,
jazw
prawo
int.
Gajewski Jan. ppor. inz. (LZK>,
zapiskarta szczep. 2976, kartka
dy. wizyt6wki, karta czl. Inz.,
kami (AM 1368)
adresami, mekartka
Gajewski Ludwik, kpt., karta szczep.,
dalik (AM 2581), kpt., ur. 1891 (LZK)
— por., ur. 2.4.08,
Gajewski Zdztslaw Pranciszek, Gejewski
— (WO str. 8)
leg., pocxt6wka, list (AM 533), Gajewski
napiw mundurze, fotografia
Gajowski Edward Stanislaw,
medalik
sem: Hanina Gajowska, Lwow, ul. £yzynska 24(?),
adresem
fotografia
(AM 892), nierozpoznane przy zwlokach
Janina Gajowkn, Lwow. (WO 874 str. 12)
Gajowski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
list, cygarniczka (AM 681)
Galas Antoni, ppor. (LZK),
choraiy (LZK)
Galewicz
lariGalilewicz Roman Czeelaw, choraiy, leg. osob., medalik
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szczep. (AM

2

(LZK)
Kazimierz,
ppor., karta
Gatkowski
kowski, (WO 840 str. 11)
Gauda Alojzy, (LZK)
Gaul
por. (LZK)

841) Gat-

i

leg. ofic. rez.,
kierownik
(LZK).
SA, w Katowicach

2

Marli

1

2

Antoniego

(WO 1723)
Gandziarski Zbigniew. ppor. (LZK)
Ganowicz Jan, por. 1911 (LZK)
— w mundu
Gantkowski Adam, por., 1900 (LZK), Gantowski
list w jez. niemieckim, karta szczep. (AM
rze,
poczt6wki,
2151), Gantkowski (WO 2151 str. 34)
Gapinski Jozef. oficer rez. (LZK)
Marian, ppor., karta szczep. 3001, zaraelGarbarski Ludwik
2651), ur.
dowanie policyjne, odcinek pocztowy, medalik (AM
Julianny (LZK)
1896, s. Jana
adresami, kar
Garbolewski Kazimierz, w mundurze, kartka
Warszawa,
ta szczepienia (AM 2350), adresy: Paulina Biernat,
ul. Orlicz - Dreszeul. Wilenska 5/23, J6zef Biernat. Bialystok,
ra
(WO 2350 str. 39)
Garbolewski Stanislaw, por. (LZK)
Garbowicz J6zef
ppor. LZK
Garbusihski Stanislaw, (LZK)
— dr med., w mundurze, karta
Gardula Kazimierz, Garduga
ur. 10.10.90, por. lek. (ROR.
szczep., listy (AM 3030), Gardula dr,
34 str. 304)
—
zasw., fotografie
Michal, Gardinski
por., dr,
Gardzinski
— ur. 23.6.06, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 161)
(AM 1318), Gardzinski
Gargolewski Aleksander, por. (LZK)
— poczGargula Staniataw, chor. mar., 1890, (LZK), Gargul
AM 36)
t6wka
karty szczep. 2484 (AM
Garlicki
Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
2031 str. 31)
2031), syn Juliusza, metalowa litera „W" (WO
fotografie (AM
Stanislaw.
por., dowod osob.,
Garlinski
str.
38)
2326
2326), ur. 1897, mi. architekt, (WO
lane.
medalik
znak
tots.,
ofic.
art.,
Garnowski
Mieczystaw,
(AM 3012)
Garstka Henryk, nauczyciel, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., listy
pocztowki. karta szczep. 263 (AM 1371), ppor. (LZK)
Militari, karta szczep.
mjr, leg. Virtuti
Garstka Kazimierz,
Zofia Garst893, wizyt6wki (AM 2186), wizyt6wka na nazwisko
kowa, (WO 2185 str. 34), mjr (LZK)
s.
J6zefa
Wtadyslawy
Bronislaw, por., 1898,
Garwoliiiski

z

cuszkiem (AM 1540)
Galazka Jerzy Eugeniusz, ppor., ur. 1912, s.
23 p.p. (LZK)
Galazka Jozef, ppor. LZK
Galazka Teodor. lat 55 (LZK)
Bronislaw, ppor.,
Gatecki Roman Ludwik
list (AM 3763),
poczt6wki,
pismo Banku,
Oddzialu Banku Zwiazku Spolek Zarobkowych,

w
wizyl6wki, zasw. Konaulatu
Gatecki - Jnnoexa Stanislaw,
zatrudnieniu w Konsulacie, karta szczepienia, pastBerlinie
(WO 2139 str. 33), ppor.
port, fotografie, (AM 2"39, mgr. prawa,
rez., ur. 1913 (LZK)
1376).
Galezinski Alojzy, w mundurze, karta szczepienia (AM
Galezinski — WO 1376 str, 171
Galka Kranciszek, ppor. 1909 (LZK)
Galkowski Roman, kpt. (LZK)
Gallaj Salomon, ppor. (LZK)
Galuszka Aleksander, por. (LZK)
—
— por. (AM
1723), Galuszka
Galuszka Alojzy. Goluszka
о

z
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1
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Gaska Aleksander. ppor. art. (LZK), cywilny, wisytowka, koperta, fotografie (AM 2788)
Gasoweki
K., w mundurze, rosyjski odcinek pocztowy na
60 ...(?)
nadawca: Nowak Anna, (AM 2627)
Gasoweki Kazimierz. ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta szczep., poczt6wki, list, opaska Czer. Krzyia, r64aniec (AM 3805)
Gdaniec Jan, oficer (LZ. S-K)
Gdula Pawel Mieczyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
poczt6wka
Gedroyc Eugeniusz, Gedroy — w mundurze,
w Sarnach, stempel 6.1.40list,
nadawcq: Stanistaw
str. 14)
996
karta
mob.
(WO
(AM 1099). Gedroyc,
wizyt6wka,
Gelpern Hirsz. ppor. rez. (LZK)
Gendzwil Stanistaw, w mundurze, poczt6wka, telegram (AM
3990)
Geneja Kazimierz, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Gensel Mikolaj, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Gerczak Mieczyslaw, 1899 (LZK),
por., dowod osob., karta
mob., wizyt6wka (AM 82)
(LZK)
Gergowich Zygmunt, ppor.
Gergowiek Marian, ppor. art. (LZK)
Gerk Gustaw Julian, ppnr.nrt. (LZK)
Gerlej Julian, ppor. (LZK)
Gerlicz Stanistaw, ppor., pismo
p.p., notatnik, odznaka putkowa, nozyk, medalik (AM 1358)
Gerlinski Zbigniew, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Germik Kazimierz, rtm. (LZK)
Gero Wladyetaw, por. (LZK)
Gertz Bronistaw, kpt. (LZK)
Gessner Roman, por. 1899,s. Mariana
Karoliny (LZK)
Getmisz Kaz. — Girej, por. (LZK)
Gebalski Wiktor, mjr, (LZK)
Gejbarowaki Antoni, Gembarowski — syn Wtadystawa, por..
kartka
adresami (AM 1475), nierozpoznane zwtoki w mundu
rze. (WO 1476 str. 19)
Gebski
Stanistaw,
ppor..
pocztowki, karta szczep. (AM
3902), por. lek., 1895, s. Wtadystawa
Bronistawy (LZK)
Gedzierski Zbigniew, ppor. kaw. (LZ. K-S)
ur.
1892
Franciszek.
(LZK)
Gkzej
Gidaazeweki Stanistaw, ppor., wizyt6wki (AM
2071), ppor.
lot. (LZK)
Gielarowski
w
naStanistaw,
mundurze, poczt6wki
listy
dawca: Gielarowska Maria, Debice, ul. Batorego
(AM 2203),
syn Ada ma. (WO 2203 str. 35), (LZ)
Gieizynaki Jan, Gielrzyriski (Gietczyiiski) — ofic. rez., znak
tozs. (WO str. 20), Gielzyriaki — ppor. art. (LZK)
Gierasiuk Borys, rtm., 27. p. ut. (LZ. K-S)
Glergielewicz Edward, 1903,s. Juliana
Zenobii, sedzia (LZK)
Gierka Stanislaw, mjr, dowod osob., legit. Virtuti Militari
(AM 670)
Gierlinaki Zdzistaw, nauczyciel, por., ur. 12.6. 12, leg. urzedn.
panstw, ks. wojsk., karta szczep. 712,
1149),
pocztdwka, (AM
(WO 1029 str. 14), ppor. (LZK)
Glerazanowski
form, w mundurze,
list
(AM
pocztdwki,
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Gauss Edmund, рог., karta polowania, dowdd osob.,
wizyt6wki (AM 1277), (WO 1Ц2 str. 16)
Gaura Jozef Stanistaw, ppor. (LZK)
Ganza Czeslaw, (LZK)
adGawdzihski Hipolit, przy szczatkach pulkownika kartka
resem: Karola Gawdziriska, Warszawa, ul. Instytutowa
(WO
str. 4), pplk. st. sp., art., ur. 1881, s. Feliksa
Pauliny (LZK)
adresem: GawGawdzlnski Wtadystaw, kalend. kieszonkowy
dzinska Karolina, Warszawa, Czerniak6w — Miasto Ogr6d —
„W razie nieszcze&cia prosze^zawiadomi£ Gawdzinskiego Wta
dystawa, ul. Gorzesiewska 31 m. 6", karta szczep. 891, (AM
1169), Gawdziriski Wtadyslaw (WO 1169 str. 45), (bez imienia),
рог. (ppor.) rez. (LZK)
Gawlik Jozef, pplk., leg. ofic, notatnik, listy, wizyt6wka,
legit., pamiatkowa odznaka PitsudskieKrzyi Virtoti Militari
ga (AM 995), (LZK)
Gaworski
Stanistaw, nauczyciel, w mundurze, leg. urzedn.
karta
(AM
jazdy, list. poezt6wka, fotografie
(nieczytelna),
1895), zam. Mogielnica, (WO 1985 str, 30), ppor. rez., 1903, s.
Jana
(LZK)
Heleny
list (AM 3707)
Gawron Marian, w mundurze,
Gawrori Stefan, por., ur. 1892. 30 pp. Brzesd (LZK)
Gawronski Lucjan, kpt., poczt6wka rosyjska (WO str. 30)
Gawronski Stefan, kpt. Str. Gran. (LZK)
Gawrys" Feliks, dr med., ppor., cz^sci dowodu osob., ks. wojsk.,
karta szczep. 3937 (AM 1554)
Gayda Alojzy, oficer., ur. 11.12.12 w Tucholi, leg. ofic, koperta, rysunek WQglem datq „Kozielsk 15.1.40", (AM 4), ppor. rez.,
Poznan (LZK)
Gazemlewicz Antoni, ppor., 1891 (LZK)
Gatkiewicz Waetaw, Gadkiewicz (bez imienia), pplk. (LZK),
Gatkiewicz
Waclaw Franciszek
Andrzej, ur. 15.4.90, (RO. 32
str. 348)
Gagolinski Jozef, por. (LZK)
Gagoliriski Karol, Biala Podlaska (LZK)
Gasierki Jozef, Gonsiecki — kpt., leg. ofic,
listy (AM 2246),
Gasiecki — kpt. (LZK)
Gasiewicz Edward, Gasiewiecz — mjr, pocztdwka (AM 126)
Gasiewicz
Henryk, Gonsewicz — por.,
poczt6wki, karta
szczep. 2963, plakieta (AM 1510). Gasiewicz — (WO 1510 str.
43), (LZK)
Gasiewicz Marian, mjr P.P. (LZ.O-K)
Gasior Leon, kier. szkoty, kpt., wizyt6wki, dyplom naucz.,
listy, fotografie, medalik, kwit depozytowy (AM
2290), (LZK)
Gasiorek Ludwik. por., czesci leg. ofic, karta urlopowa (AM
3570)
Gasiorek Stanistaw, pplk. (plk), (LZ. S-K)
Gasiorowski
Czcataw, ppor. 1908, Dabrowa Gornicza (LZK)
Gasiorowski Leslaw Konrad, ppor., dowod osob., wizytowki
(AM 4042)
Gasiorowski Stanistaw. ppor., swiad. Instyt. Chemii,
rachunki, telegram,
zloty pierscien (sygnet), (AM
1611), ppor. rez.
n.
1906, Jozefa
Zuzanny (LZK)
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Pomorski"
(WO
napisem „Starosta Kraiowy
1523), plakiela
1523 str 43)
Gletunski Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
Gil Jan, por. art. (LZK)
zasw. cztonk. Zw. Naucz., wizytowka,
Gil Stanislaw, ррог.,
—
73 p.p., Katowice (WO 2417 str. 41)
listy (AM 2417), ppor.
(LZK)
osob. AM 37)
Glmpel Ludwlk, oficer, dowod
Gimza Jozef, ppor. rez. (LZK)
adresem Kozielsk
Gitzer Karol, oficer, wizyt6wka, koperta
art.
(LZK)
33),
ppor.
(AM
kalend. kieszonkowy (AM
Gizycki Aleksander, leg-, urzedn.,
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liny (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Godek
weksle, znak tots.,
osob.,
Godel Dawid, w mundurze, dow6d
lancuszek do zegarka (AM 668)
szkolna, legit.
ppor., karta na brori, leg-it.
Godlewski
— (AM 3634)
ofic. (nieczytelna)

.

piech. (LZK)
Glab Wladyslaw. por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
ppor. dr, (LZK)
Giecki
Giodik Jakub, ppor. rez. (LZK)
3334,
pieczatka, karta szczep.
Gtogowski Waclaw, mjr, inz.,
ul. Hipoteczna
adresami (AM 1953), zam. Warszawa,
kartka
m. 24, (WO 1953 str. 29), mjr sap. (LZK)
Glowacki Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
zasw., lancuszek do zegarka.
Glowacz Piotr, w mundurze,
688)
plakieta Matki Boskiej. (AM
lawnik m. Siedlce (LZK)
Gtuchowski
ppor. kaw. (LZK)
Ghuzek
kaw.
(LZK)
Gluazen Jan, pchor.
Gmerek Antoni, dr, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Gniewosz Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Karos. Antoniego
Goczalkowski Staniataw Wlktor, 1910,

i

(LZK)
rez. (LZK)
Gojzewski Antoni, por.
pocztowka, karta szczep., ry
Gojzewski Bronislaw. cywilny,
— (LZK)
3486),
por. (ppor.)
sunek o!6wkowy (AM
(LZK)
ppor.
Henryk,
Gojzewski
lotn. (LZK)
Gojzewski Henryk. pchor.
124), Golabus (WO
Golabuz Tadeusz, mjr, dowod osob. (AM
str. 4)
telegram (AM 3418)
Golanskl Stanistaw, mjr, karta szczep.,
112)
Golda Antoni, legit, odznacz. (AM
por. wet. (LZ.S-K)
Goldberg Albert,
Goldlust Ignacy. kpt. (LZK)
dowod osob., fotografie (AM
Goldman Leon, ppor., ks. wojsk.,
1680 str. 22), (LZK)
1680), ppor. lek., dr med. (WO
Goldstein Dawid, por. (LZK)
ofic. rez.. leg. tekarska, wizyGoldstein Samuel, ppor., leg.
- asystenta Szpitala sw. Lazarza
lek.
2280),
leg.
tdwka (AM
w Krakowie, (WO 2280 str. 37)
naramiennik bez oznak, list,
Goldwicht Izaak, dr med., por.,
AM 288) — kpt. lek.
fotografie
wizytdwka,
kartka, telegram,
(LZK)
w mundurze, metryka slubu, metryGoledzinowski Czeslaw, —
(AM 3087), int. ppor. (LZK)
ka urodzenia (nieczytelna)
Goledzinowski Felika. ppor. (LZK)
Gollasz Ryszard, ppor. (LZK)
Golawski Edward, podoficer (LZK)
Golab Stanistaw, mjr (LZK)
Golab Tadeusz pplk. (LZK)
Gotab Tadeusz ppor. (por.) pane. (LZK)
Gotab Tadeusz Franciazek, mjr (LZK)
— naramienniki bez oznak, wizyt6wki na
Goiebiowskt Marian,
modlitwa,
mi. dvpl., karta
aMrian,
nazwisko Got^bieski
str. 7)
medaliki (AM 398), Golebiowski (W.O
Golembiowski —
Goteblowaki Mieczystaw, ppor. rez. (LZS),
4125)
adresami
(AM
kartka
listy,
w mundurze,
w mundurze, zam. Tomasz6w, ul.
Golcbski Antoni, dr med.,
wizytowki (AM 1499)
dowod
osob.,
m.
24
Krzyzowa
papierosnica, Hsta
Kazimierz,
pplk., wizytowki,
Gotkowski
nazwiskami (AM 4066), (LZK)

1

2329)
ur. 6.3.03, w Warszawie, znak
Gizycki Tadeusz, ofic. piech.,
inz., 13
medaliki (AM 959). (WO 919 str. 12), ppor.
tots., list,
p.p. (LZK)
J6zefy (LZK)
Glazor Karol, kpt., 1891, s. Adama
blok notesowy, medalik.
Glegier Tadeusz, ppor., karta szczep.,
n/B. 2.11.39, podpis pod nutarai: W.
kwity ze stemplem Brzes^
.str. 8)
Walewski (AM 550), Gregier (WO
karta szczep. 3954.
Glikman Leon, ppor. lek., karta mob.,
394), (LZK)
listy, poczt6wka. ks. wojsk. (AM ofic. rez.
(AM 2873)
Glinicki Stanislaw, ppor., leg
rozaniec, kartka
Kazimierz,
ppor., pocztowki, listy,
Glinski
adresami (AM 1452), (LZK)
GHszczyheki Jozef, por. lotn. (LZK)
ppor. kaw. (LZK)
Gliwinski
nich jedna
koperty —
guziki mund.,
Gladysiewicz Emit,
Domanowo. poczta Bransk, woj.
nadawca: Maria Gtadysiewicz,
— (AM 262), ppor. (LZK)
Bialystok,
zasw. (AM 4053), ppor.
GUzowski
Zygmunt, w mundurze,

Godlewski Tadeusz, pchor. piech. (LZK)
lek. (LZK)
Godlewski Zbigniew, ppor.
Baonu КОР.,
ks. wojsk.
Godlowski Wlodzimierz, dr, por.,
str. 7),
Godlowski lub Godlewski, (WO
502),
(AM
wizytowki,
Godlowski — lek. neurolog- (LZK)
por. (LZK)
Godowski
Godoz Zdzislaw, lekarz (LZK)
— ppor. rez. (LZK)
Godubo Wladyslaw, (Gordubo)
s. Ignacego
piech., ur. 1893,
Godycki - Cwirko Stanislaw, mjr
Michaliny, PKU Dubno (LZK)
— por., ur. 22.6.95.
Wladyslaw, Gadziszewski
Godziszewski
165)
dow6d osob., znak tois. (AM
prof, gimn., ks. wojsk.,
GoetKng Marian, por., 1909 (LZK)
Emmy
ur. 1900, s. Konrada
Goettel Konrad. ppor. zand.,
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Gotkowski Tadeusz, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Golog6rski Leopold Kazimierz, ppor., nr. 16/ .
., 1909, leg.
ofic. rez., dowod osob., (AM 3958)
Golyriaki Boleetaw, mjr (LZK)
Gotyszny Lotariuaz, Golaschni Lothar — w mundurze,
listy
w jez. niemieckim (AM 570),
Glaschny Lotar (WO str. 8), Goty
szny Lotar — рог.. Skoczow (LZK), ur. 28.3.99, (ROR. 34 str. 46)
Gomulicki
kpt. rez. (LZK)
Gomullriaki Wladystaw, kpt. laczn. (LZK)
Goncik Karol, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., dowod
osob., medalik (AM
3195)
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Gondek Zdzislaw. kpt., ur. 26.9.08,
Lw6w, ofic legit.,
odznaka putkowa, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
pocztdwki (AM
1824), zam. Wtodzimierz Wot., ul. 11-go Listopada 115, (WO
1824), kpt. art.
(LZK)
Gontareki Stanislaw, por., kwatermistrz,
leg. urzedn. paristw.,
zasw. wojskowe (AM 2480), (bez
imienia) рог. (LZK)
Gontkowski Adam, por. rez. (LZK)
Gorak - Osirowicz Kaawerv,
ppor., czesci leg. ofic rez., pocztdwka, medalik (AM 2265)
Gorbacz Antoni, ppor. art. (LZK)
Gorbik Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Gorczyca Franciszek, (LZK)
Gorgula Stanislaw, flotylla rzeczna Pirisk
(LZK)
Gorlrwy Jan, ppor., telegram, karta mob. (AM
2447)
Gorman Bronistaw, ppor. piech.
(LZK),
legit,
oficerska (AM
62)
Gortel Stanistaw, ppor.,
poczt6wki. karta szczep. 3111 (AM
631)
Gorycki
mjr, czeici legit, ofic, karta
szczep. 3401,
poczt6wka (AM 1485)
Gorywoda Jozef. ppor. (LZK-S)
Gorzechowaki
Henryk, por.. dowod osob.,
poczt6wki (AM
197), (LZK-S)
Goaiewak'
Zygmunt, kpt., leg.,
swiad. lek., notatnik (AM
1872), ur. 1897, a. Czesiawa
Emilii, Inatytut Geogr. (LZS)
Goalawski Jan, nauczyciel Szkotv
Powsz., dowod mob., karta
szczep. Nr. 3501, piamo Min. Spr. Wojsk. (AM
107)
Gostawaki Jan, w mundurze,
listy (AM 4126)
Goatomaki Jan,
kartki
zapiakami,
list, dowod osob. (nieczytelny) — (AM 3327), por. art., Poznari
(LZK)
Goezczyneki Zdzislaw, Goszyriski — kpt.,
leg ofic, leg. Virtuti Militari (AM 4128).
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Gotkiewicz Leon, pptk. piech., ur.
1885, a. Edwarda
Heleny (LZK)
Gotywaki
mjr lek. (LZK)
Gozdzlewaki Stanislaw, ptk. (pptk.),
(LZK)
G6ra
., por. (LZK)
Gora Andrzej, 1909 (LZK)
Gorak Ksawery, ppor. lek. (LZK)
G6ral Boleetaw, ppor., znak tots.,
pocztowki, koperta (AM
647), ppor. piech. (LZK)

Goralczyk Jan. Koralczyk — mjr, leg* ofic, medalik
lane
(AM 2104), G6ralczyk — mjr (LZK)
G6recki Antoni, por. piech. (LZK)
Gorecki Tadeuaz, Gurecki — w mundurze, poczt6wka
na
dawca: Gurecka
Bronistawa,
Piriczow, ul. 3-go Maja m. 24.
karta szczep. (AM 3885)
GArecki Zygmunt, por. (LZK)
Gorel Boles law, por. (LZK)
Gorka
por. (LZK)
Gorka Antoni, w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
prawo jazdy, karta
szczep. 1162, notatnik (AM 2860), s. Jozef a, zam. Kopyczynce,
woj. Tarnopolakie, (WO 2860 atr 53)
Gorniak J6zef, ppor. art. (LZK)
G6rnicki Felika.
por. (kpt.),
1894, s. Wladyslawa
Marii
(LZK), por. dr, karta na brori, wizyt6wki,
obrazki Mntki Boskiej, karta szczepienia 1366 (AM 751)
G6rski
., plut. pchor. (LZK)
Gorski
por. (ppor.) — (LZK)
Gorski Bronistaw, por. piech'. (LZK-S)
G6rski Franciszek, w mundurze. ur. (>.6.09,dowod
osob.,
Hat6w,
poczt6wka (AM 2002), karta
nadawca: Wanda G6rska, Wiesenwalde, poczta Dietersfelde, (WO 2002 atr.
30)
Gorski Marian, ppor., ur. 25.4.915, ks. wojsk., karta
szczep.
2859, papieroanica (AM 1669)
Gorski Wincenty, por., ks. wojsk.
telegram, karta szczep. Nr.
Krzyz Virtuti Militari wraz
legit., okulnry, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
kilka poczt6wek — jedna
nich
nadawca: Zofia G6rska. Warszawa. ul. Smolna 25, list, kartka
nazwiakami polegtych na wojnie, wzgl. rannych kotegdw: ppor. Janicki, 17 p. ut., chor. Kieszek, 15 p. ut., ppor. Daszkiewicz, chor. Czamecki
Marceli. chor.
Pluciriski 15 p. ul., mjr Majewski, por. Podhorski, 17
p. ul., ppor.
Porgowaki. 15 p. ul., —- arkuaz
aktem przej^cia grupy pray
wzieciu do niewoli przez bolszewik6w (AM
ur. 1899,
623),
por.
a. Wincentego
Wandy,
p. strz. (LZK)
Goerz Mkhal. kpt. art. (LZK)
Goett Edward, mjr dypl. (LZ. S-K)
Goettinger Tadeusz. por. rez. (LZK)
Goettinger Tomasz, ppor., pocztdwka
nadawcq: Jakowicz,
Lodz, ul. Ziemowicza 16, (Jankowicz),
kartka
nazwisktem (AM
1282), (WO 1114 str. 16)
Grabarczyk
Kazimierz,
oficer, wizyt6wki, ks. wojsk. (AM
1520)
Grabau Wadaw, ppor., wizytowki,
zaswiadczenie, fotografie,
poczt6wka (AM 2204)
Grabinaki Felicjan, mjr, 1896, s.
Ignacego
Alekaandry. Wilno (LZK)
Grabowaki Broniataw
Leon, ppor., ur. 20.2.08, legit., pocz
towki, notatnik (AM 1227)
Grabowaki Henryk, por.,
list (AM 3013)
Grabowaki Henryk, w mundurze, zam.
L6d£, ul. Skladowu 42,
legit, ofic, wizyt6wki, dowdd osob., poczt6wka (AM
2126)
GrBbowaki Henryk, rtm. (LZK)
Grabowaki Kazimierz. Krabowaki —
kpt., ofic legit.,
poczz
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naz1998), Grabowski — wizytowka
t6wki, wizytdwka (AM
Czuchldw Gertruda Grabowska, (WO 1998 str. 30)
wiskiem:
Grabowski Kazimierz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Grabowski
Konstanty, ppor. art. (LZK)
Grabowski Ludwik, por. (LZK)
Grabowski Stanislaw, mjr, ur. 1899 (LZK)
wlasnym
Grabowski Stanislaw. ppor., kalend. kieszonkowy
adresami (AM 2405)
nazwiskiem, kartka
Stefan, kpt., legit, ofic, karta mob., wizytowka
Grabowski
(AM 1496)
Grabowski
Wladyslaw Roch, ppor., ur. 16.8.94, dow6d osob..
1227), (WO
karta mob., dyplom inzyniera, karta na bron (AM
1085 str. 13), por. rez. (LZK)
ptatnik,
legit, ofic.
Grabowski Zygmunt Jan Wladyslaw, por.
(AM 3938)
Antoniny
Grabowski
Zygmunt, kpt., 1898, s. Wladyslawa
z
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(LZK)
Grabski
ppor. (LZ. S-K)
Grabski Jozef. por. rez., ur. 1S85 (LZK)
Grabski Jozef, oficer, legit, ofic. rez., wizytdwka, fotografie
(AM 2659)
Graduszewski Eugeniusz, w mundurze, pocztowki, listy, karta
szczepienia, odcinek pocztowy, fotografie (AM 2912)
Gradziuk Aleksander. w mundurze.
pocztdwka (AM 2725)
Graf Marcin, sierz. lotn. (LZK)
(AM
3949)
w
Gramil Jan.
mundurze,
pocztowki
Graniczjiy Jozef, ktp. mar. (LZK)
Emilii, Lodz (LZK).
Grapow Eugeniusz, por. 1897, s. Filipa
ur. 29.11.97. ks. wojsk., wizyt6wka, recepta lek., karta szczep
rdzaniec (AM
do
baretka,
niego,
1429, pismo okdlne Twa Ubezp.
263)
Greczyn Stefan Tadeusz, ofic. rez., ur. 15.5.02 Lwdw, zam.
Cieszyn, iniynier (WO str. 3), ofic. rez., ini. (LZK)
Grendus Franciszek. Greudua — w mundurze, leg. urzedn.
— ppo-. art. 1901 (LZK)
(AM 3465), Grendus
Grebocki Lucjusz, Grembocki Lucjan — w mundurze, karta
nadawca; Grembocka Zofia, N'owogrddek, ul. Kosszczep., list
cielna 66 (AM 2115), Grebocki Lucjusz — ppor. rez. (LZK)
Grinhaut Maurycy. ppor. larm., (LZK)
Grizer Boleslaw. pchor. piech., 1915 (LZK)
Grobelny Stefan, ppor., ur. 1909, znak tois., fotografie, list
(AM 960), (WO 920 str 12)
Grochocki Franciszek, Krochocki — ppor., rozkaz wyjazdu,
— ppor. rez.
leg. szkolna zaswiadczenie (AM 3022), Grochocki
1908 (LZK), ur. 24.6.08. (ROR. 34 str. 110)
nadawca: Grodecka Ce
Grodecki Jan, w mundurze, karta
m. 24, telegram otrzymany 23.3.940
Una, Warszawa, ul. Biala
Rozalii, Glogdw (LZK^
(AM 662), ppor.. 1910, s. Wladyslawa
Grodek Jakob, por. (LZK)
Grodnowicx
kpt. mar. (LZK)
ppor., karta mob., dowdd osob., karta
Grody Wladyslaw,
szczep. 966 (AM 401)
Grodzicki Roman, por. lot., lekarz (LZ. K-S)

— kpt., leg. ofic.
Grodziehski
Henryk Grzegorz, Grodzinski
2710), Grodzieriski — kpt. rez., ur. 1912
rez., pocztowki (AM
(LZK)
Grodzinski Adam, por., koperta (WO str.
Grodzki Edmund, dr, ur. 6.10.92, dowod osob., (AM 2998), ur.
pole
1892 (LZK),
dyr. Oddztatu Lwowskiego Banku Zwiazku
Zarobkowych, S.A. Poznari
Grohmann Karol, ppor. (LZK)
Grojelewski Czestaw, w mundurze, list, karta szczep. (AM
2086)
Groniecki Ludwik, w mundurze, wizytdwka, dr praw, War
szawa, ul. Mokotowska 44, list (AM 2829), ur. 1900 (LZK)
Gross Erwin Jan, dr med., ppor. lek., leg. Szkoly Sanit., kar
krzyzyta szczepienia 331 .wizytdwki, scyzoryk, lancuszek
kiem (AM 1004). (WO 944 str. 13), (LZK)
Gross Zygfryd, 1896 (LZK)
Grossman Aleksander, kpt.. prawo jazdy .karta szczep., foto
Eleonory (LZK)
grafie. (AM 1946). ur. 1889. s. Ignacego
Groszyhski Stanislaw, por.. leg. urzedn., dowdd osob., prawo
2928)
na
(AM
brori, wizytowka
jazdy, karta
prawo jazdy,
Grottkuz
Tadeusz, Warszawa, Akademicka
— (WO
leg. szk., mies. karta tramwajowa (AM 118), Grottkucz
—
str. 4), Grotus
ppor. rez (LZK), (Grotthus?)
Grodz Wladyslaw. ppor. art. 1901, (LZK)
Grubiriski
mjr (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Gruby
Grudniewirz Idzi. por.. dowod osob., kwit zastawniczy, notat
lane. (AM 1308). Ludniewicz — (WO 1308 str. 16),
ki. raedalik
Grudniewicz — kpt. mar. (LZK)
Grudzieh Longin, Grudien — por.. ur. 21.11.07, 'leg. urzedn.,
3569), por. lot.
prawo jazdv, list, karta mob., pocztowki (AM
(LZK)
Grudzien Stanislaw. Grucieri (?), w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
Franciszki
karta szczep. (AM
4060), ppor. 1909, s. Piotra
(LZK)
Grudz Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Grupow Eugeniusz, ppor., wizytdwka na nazwisko Grupow
zapiskami (AM 4064)
Eugeniusz, Lddz, ul. Gdanska, kartka
kartka
kpt..
(LZK),
kpt. КОР.
Gruszczynski Kazimierz.
—
Kazimjerz.
kapitan nie.mote
12.12.39:
..Gruszczynski
data.
1252),' (WO
zglosic si? do pracy'*, nieczytelna legitvmacja (AM
1101 str. 16)
w
ks.
oszcz.
PKO..
listy, pocz
mundurze,
Gruszyrieki Lukasz,
towka, wizytdwka (AM 3582)
Antoni, kpt., leg. ofic, medalik, karta
Gruener Kazimierz
1609), kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
szczep. 3828 (AM
Gruenhut
ppor. art. (LZK)
Grycewicz Witold. Gryzewicz — kpt. wet., rozkaz wyjazdu,
— ur.
czesci leg. ofic, kwit
pocztowy (AM 3288), Grycewicz
10.8.95, kpt. wet. (RO. 32 str. 344)
Gryko Wladyslaw, ppor.. ur. 1906, Wolkowysk. znak tois..
nadawca: Niemczynowicz Antoni
odcinki pocztowe rosyjskie
Stefanii (LZK)
Swislocz (AM 3053). ppor. art. 1906, s. Jana
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Gryniewicz Gennadij, Gryniowicz Gennadiusz — ppor., ofic.
ks., laricuszek
krzyzykiem (AM 794), Tryniewicz Janusz (WO
str. 11). Gryniewicz Gennadij — ur. 19.3.08, ppor. (ROR 34 str.
153)
Grynkiewicz - Sudnik Ludwik.
(bez Sudnik) — mjr, pismo
13-ej Djrw. Piech., listy, poczt6wki, notatnik (AM
1545), syn
Antoniego (WO 1545), mjr st. sp. (LZK)
Grzanka Jozef, ppor., leg. efic rez., wizytowka, medalik (AM
3140)
Grzegrzolko Adam Apoloniusz, Grzegczo (?), w mundurze.
znak tozs., ur. 18.4.99, dowdd osob. (AM 3976), — ur. 18.4.99,
ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 211)
Grzelak Jan, kpt. platnik int., 1892, s. Marcina
Jdzefy (LZK)
Grzeliriski
Eugeniusz, ppor., ur. 28.9.05 wojsk. prawo jazdy,
let ofic,
pocztdwka (AM 3698)
Grzeszezyiiski
dr. plk. lek.
Krakowa
(relacja kpt.
K.W.)
Grreskowiak
Maksymilian, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., pocztowki, karta szczep., list
nadawca.: Gadomska, Poznari, ul. Lukowa 14 (AM 2591)
Grzybowski
Andrzej, por. sap.,
pisma MSWoj.sk., karta
szczep., talizman (AM 3534)
Grzymajlo Jozef, wachm. Zand. (LZ.K-O)
Grzymalowski
Olgierd, рог. rez. (LZ. K-S)
Grzymanski
kpt. (LZK)
Grzywiriskl Jan, por., /am. Warszawa, Chmielna 16 m. 11.
ks. ofic,
pisma MSWojsk., tegit. Virtuti Militari, karta szczep.
(AM 1959)
Gnbala Jan, ppor., ur. 9.6.07, leg. ofic. rez.,
poczt6wki, karta
sxczepienia. list
nadawcq: Stefan Gubala, Sosnowiec, Tabelnn
45 (AM 3248)
Gudawiczoweki
ppor. (LZK)
Gufahll
ppor. komandor (LZK)
Gulkowski
Andrzej,
A., (imie),
kpt., list, pocztdwka (AM
4122), ur. 7.2.84, kpt. (ROR. 34 str. 134)
Gupieniec Anatoliusz, ppor. 1914 (LZK)
Gura Andrzej, znak rozpoznawczy (WO str. 45)
Gustowski
por. lek. (LZK)
w mundurze, leg. szkolna, list, poczGuszyriski
t6wka (AM 3706)
Gutkiewicz
Stanislaw,
por. lek., s. Woiciecha
Domiceli
(LZK)
Gutowski
Stefan, ppor., ini., Warszawa, Smolna 24 m.
kwity. poczt6wki (AM 683), por. art. plot., 1899, s. Wincentego
Heleny (LZK)
Gutsche Jeriy
w mundurze, poczt6wka,
August, Gucze kartka
adiesami (AM 3208), Gucze — por. rez. 1899 (LZK)
Guttman Izaak Salomon, ppor., poczt6wka,
opaska Czerw.
Krzyza, lane, do zegarka (AM 2542)
Guzdek
., ppor. (LZK)
Guzewski Ryazard, w mundurze, pocztdwki na nazwisko Zofia Guzewska, Warszawa (AM 2243), Guiewski — (WO 2243 str.
36), ppor. (LZK)
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Guertel Mieczyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Gwizdak Franciszek, ppor. P.P. (LZK)
Gwdzdz Czealaw, asp. Str. Gran., leg. urzedn., listy (AM
3003), ppor. (LZK)
Gzowski Wiktor. mjr (LZK)
Habdank - Korzybski Stanislaw, Korzybski — por., leg. ofic,
wizytowka, karta mob.,
leg., karta szczep. (AM 2080) Ko
rzybski • Habdank —
p. szw., wizytdwka: Warszawa, Smolna
19 (WO 2080 str. 32), ppor. (LZK)
Habela
Habeli — w mundurze .miesieczna karta
tramw.
Kuzielska (AM 1512). Habe
fotografia,,
protokol
la — chorazy (LZK)
Haczyiiski Waclaw, kpt., leg.
Krzyz Virtuti
Militari, fotografia, karta szczep. 2127, medalik
lade. (AM 2808)
—
Jozef,
Hajdenberg
Heidenberg
por., karta szczep. (AM
2504), (LZK)
Hajnowicz Kazimicrz,
ppor., leg. urzedn., prawo jazdy, leg.
ofic, karta czlonk. (AM 3157)
Hajzik Antoni, Hajcik — mjr, dowod osob., leg. ofic,
pocz
tdwki, list, wizytowki, ks. do modlenia,
medaliki (AM 495).
Hajdzik — (WO str. 7), mjr st. sp. piech.' (LZK)
Hakalla Stefan. Hakala — kpt., dr. ks. woisk. (AM 956), Hakala — (WO 917 str. 12)
Hakiel Michal, Hakich — kpt., leg. ofic, legit, odznacz., list,
pismo handlowe (AM
737), Hakiel — kpt. (LZK),
Hakiel ur.
29.9.94. kpt. (RO. 32 str. 58)
Halama Rudolf, pehor. (LZK)
Haldrewicz Stanislaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Halicki
Bronislaw, w mundurze. ur. 1914, znak tozs.. krzyiyk (AM 3450). ppor. (LZK)
Halka Wladyslaw. kpt. si. st. (LZ.K-O)
Halaciiiski
Andrzej, plk. (LZK)
Haltowski Czeslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Hamerski Marian Wladyslaw, mjr, 1900, s. J6zefa
Sabiny
(LZ.K-S)
Hammer Jozef, por., leg. ofic, karta na brori, karta czl. ZOR„
Bydgoszcz,
fotografie, kartka
nazwiskami oficer6w (AM 1006),
(WO 945 str. 13). (bez imienia), por. (LZK)
Jan.
Bernard, ppor., leg. ofic.
Handy
rez., notatnik (AM
2858). por. rez. (LZ. S-K)
Hanlel
szer. (?) (LZK)
Hannlg Konrad, ppor.. ks. wojsk..
adresem: Malisz
listy
Franciszek. Kozielsk (AM 1750), ur. 1909 (WO 1750 str. 24)
Hansow Zbyszko Waclaw, ppor., dyplom Uniw.
Lubelskiego,
dowod osob.
monogramy, medalik (AM 1395)
Hanualewicz Marian, Ganusiewicz — w mundurze, pocztowka
list (AM 2251), list
nadawca;
nadawca: Isabella Ganusewicz. Szczuczyn, Nowogrodzki, ul. Narbutta (WO
2251)
Hanyaz Waclaw. por. (LZK)
Harbuz Wladyslaw, por. sap. (LZK)
Harkawy Grzegorz, ppor. (LZK)
Harmacki
Wlodzimierz,
oficer, znak tois. (AM
703), ppor.
art. (LZK)
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pocztdwka (AM 2435), adrea nadawHarting Michal, ppor..
(WO 2435 str. 41)
,-y pocztowki: Smolna 19 m.
Hartman Kazimierz, рог., 1900 (Hartmann), zam. w Lodzi, leg.
(AM
551), (bez imienia) ppor. rez.
partyjna, pnszport, grzebieri
(LZK)
Wilhelm Hartmann Wilhelm,
Hartmann
kpt., wizytdwka:
pastor, rozne nieczytelne kartki (AM 1382)
wyjazdu, karta szczep.
Haschek Franciszek,
ppor., rozkaz
(AM 2862), ppor., 1914 (LZK)—
pismo shizbowe, kartka.
Hasiak Andrzej. Zaziak
рог.,
— ur. 7.11.84, por. Hon. 34 str. 372)
zapiskami, Hasiak
Haszek
ppor. (LZK)
Hausbrandt Jan. kpt., zam. Warszawa, Reja 5-6, wizytow
Kozielska (AM
27), nr. 18.1.95, (WO
ka, karta szczepienia
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(LZS)
Heurich Jan Feliks, ppor., ur. 19.7.09, teg. ofic rez., dowdd
listy (AM 2961)
osob., prawo jazdy, metryka slubu,
Hewal Michal, ppor. (LZK)
—
karta szczep., list
w
mundurze,
Hipsch Wlodzimlerz, Hipsz
— ppor., 1897, s. Feliksa
Heleny (LZK)
(AM 3854), Hipsch
listy, fotografie
Hirsch Antoni Marcin, ppor., ks. wojsk.,

z

i

(AM 535)
Iirael, w mundurze, aptekarz, pismo Urzedu Paw.
Hirschtritt
2137), Hirschlert
(AM
Krakdw, list, pocztdwka, fotografie
(WO 2137)
Htrsz Marcin, ppor. lek. dent., lat 33 (LZK)
— dr, ppor., ur. 7.Г2.94, Lodz,
Hirszberg Stefan. Hirschberg
81/16, karta mob., karta szczep. 345, ks.
ul. Marszalkowska
kart
narwiskami,
oszcz. PKO., karta czl. Czer. Krzyza, lista
901
ki
zapiskami, wizytdwka, listy, pocztowki (AM 934), (WO
str. 12), 1894 (LZK)
Hislocki Jan, ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Hodakiewicz Semeon, ppor. art. (LZK)
karty pocztoHofmann Ferdynand, por., leg. ofic. rez., list,
we, spinki (AM 2767)
Natalii
(LZK)
Hoffman Lucjan, ppor. 1913, s. Bronislawa
Wilhelm
Lucjan, Lubstow, gm. Sempolno, pow.
Hoffmann
karta
na brori
—
Baonu
Pane.
Poznari,
pocztdwek,
Kolo,
pismo
(AM 418)
Holuka Stefan, ppor. art. (LZK)
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(LZK)
nadawcq: Jadwiga HerHertz Stanistaw, ppor., pocztowki
tzowa, Michalowice obok Warszawy (AM 2425), (LZK)
jego adresem w Kozielsku.
Herzog Stefan, oficer, kartka
14
adresem: Lena Herzogowa, Grodno, ul. Mickiewicza
kartka
(AM 254)
zwolkarta
ur.
11.10.89,
Herzig Wtodzimierz Kazimierz, kpt.,
karta na bron
nienia
wojska, wizytdwki, karta mob., leg. ofic,
(AM 3476)
Hess Jan, por. (LZK)
w mundurze, nauczyciel w Pskowie, leg.
Kazimierz,
Hess
Jdurzedn., prawo jazdy, znak tozs. na nazwisko Krywoszariski
zef. porucznik 1901 (AM 3643)
Hetmanek Stanislaw, pocztowki, list (AM 3026), por. piech.

)
?
(

str. 5)
kwit rosyjski
Hawallo
(?), ppor., karta szczep.,
— (WO 2069 str. 32)
(AM 2069), Hewalto
—
czappor., zasw.
Hawranke Konrari Walerian, Hawranko
- Spandau, 31.1.35, swiad.
przyna).
sie. si. wojskowej. Berlin
— ur. 24.10.91, ppor. (ROR. 34
paiistw. (AM 2949), Hawranke
str. 190)
Hazatko Henryk Andrzej, por. 11 Dyonu Art., kalend., kartki
lee. wojsk. (WO str 20 poz. 1347)
Hebda Roman, ppor. (LZK)
Hedinger Adam, (LZK)
HeiUzer Maksymilian, kpt., leg. otic, notatnik, pocztdwki,
karty czl. Czer. Xrzyza (AM 3781), kpt. emer. (LZK)
Aleksander, w mundurze, wizytdwka, srebmu
Heimberger
10-zlot6wka (AM 947*, Al., (imnj) — pchor. sap. (LZK)
Heimowski Marian, oficer, pocztdwka, leg. ofic. (nieczytelna)
1267), Hejmowski (WO 1109 str. 16)
(AM
Hein Karol, mjr, karta szczep., 1144, pocztdwki, list (AM
1633), syn Franciszka (WO 1633 str. 21)
Hejbert Waldemar. ppor. (por.) (LZK)
Helicbrandt Witold. 1908 (LZK)
pocztowki, zloty krzyzyk, odHelbing Stefan Jozef, legit..
znaka (AM 834)
kpr. (LZK)
Hemberger
ppor. sedzia (LZK)
Hemerling
— cywilny, listy (AM 3015).
Hemmerling Erail, Hemerling
Hemmerling, ur. 30.6.04, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 107)
ur.
mi.,
14.8.97, w Zatorze, karta
Hener Zdzlslaw
Alfred,
fotograszczep. 2854, swiad. szk., wizyt6wki, metryka urodz.,
Matka Bosky, karta
fia, karta tramw., wieczne pidro, plakieta
1234), Hener
przynaleznosci, metryka slubu, papieroanica (AM
islaw Alfred — (WO 1089)
por. (LZK)
Heninger
Herbert Edward, kpt., (LZK)
— por., tekarz, karta mob.,
Hercenberg Stanistaw, Herzenberg
dr (LZK)
leg. ofic. rez., list, pocztdwka (AM 3663), por.
Herdegen Witold, kpt. art. (LZ. K-S)
Herduch Jan Stanlslaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., wizyt6wka, kar
ta na bron, list (AM 3641)

Hermach Roman, por. (LZK)
Hermach Waclaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
naHermann Jerzy, w mundurze, karta szczep., pocztdwka
dawc^, notatnik (AM 3893)
Herman Miron, dr med. (LZK)
(LZ. S-K)
Herman Wladyslaw, ppor. rez., lekarz
Hermanowicz Franciszek, rtm. emer. (LZK)
Hemes Karol, ppor. (LZK)
Hemes Tadeusz,
por., pismo urzedowe, pocztdwka, wizytow
ka (AM 2610)
Herold Ernest, kpt., pocztdwka, list (AM 2300), nadawczynt
2300 str. 37).
listu Hermina
?), Warszawa, ul. Potocka 45 (WO
z
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Idaszewski Jan, ur. 1911 (LZK)
Idyjan Szymon, por. rez. 1908 (LZK)
Igielski Roman, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Igielski Tadeusz, ppor. leg. Twa Ubezp., list wizytowka (AM
793)
w.ski Piotr, kpt. koperta, wizyt6wka, karta szczep., kalend.
kieszonkowy (AM 139), kpt. art. 1894, s. Jozefa
Marii (LZK)
Ilnow Mikolaj, ppor..
kwit rosyjski (AM 2455)
Imirski
asp. P.P. (LZK)
Inwentarz
Inwentasz
Henry
Henryk Haim — ofic. ksiai.
(AM
1172), ppor. lek., (LZK), Inwentarz
Henryk vel Chaim —
ur. 15.12.96, ppor. san. (ROR 34 str. 229)
Irlteht Bronislaw.
por., dowod osob.. przepustka, karta na
brori, wizyt6wki, pocztowka. karta czl. Touring
Club'u (AM
3879), por. (ppor.) rez. (LZK)
Irzyriski Aleksander, por., leg. ofic, pocztowka (AM 2143),
Iiyriski (WO 2143 str. 34)
Irzyriski Lech, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Iwanerikn Roman, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Iwanuszka Bazyli, por. (LZK)
lwaazkiewicz Wactaw, w mundurze, pocztowki, notatnik (AM
467), pptk. piech. (LZK)
Iwicki
ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Iworowski Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)

Hycyk Waclaw. w mundurze, wizytdwka na nazwisko
marek Stanislaw, ppor., ко perl я,
fotografie (AM 3454)
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Jabtoriski Adam, plut. rez. (LZK)
Jabtoriski
Feliks, por.. ur. 1896, leg. urzetln. paristw.. ks.
wojsk..
poczt6wki, karta meld., karta szczep., krzyzyk (AM
1063), (WO 973 str. 13», por. art. (LZK)
Jabtoriski Jan, ppor. int., dowod osob.,
pisma wojsk., ks.
upos., medalik (AM 726), (LZS)
Jabtoriski Jerzy Wiktor, por. 1890 (LZK)
Jabtoriski Mikolaj. kpt. (LZK)
Jabtoriski Stanislaw. ppor. (LZK)
Jabtoriski Wladyslaw. kpt., leg. ofic,
pocztowka (AM 2777).
(LZK)
Jaccak Stanislaw. Jacak — ppor. (AM
3913), Jaccak — nr.
1.1.04, ppor. <ROR. 34 str. 115»
Jachman Feliks. w mundurze. poczl6wki,
wizytowki, karta
szczep. odznaka putkowa (AM 2S07)
Jackiewicz
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Jacko Karol, kpt. (LZK)
Jackowski
Julian, por.,
pocztowki, karta szczep., metryka
alubu (AM 3571), Juliuaz — por. (LZK)
Jackowski
Kazimierz, mjr dypl. (LZK)
Jackowski
Wladyslaw. w mundurze, notatnik (AM
2558),
kpr. pchor. (LZK)
Jaczowski
Wladyslaw, pchor. (LZK)

1
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Hotub Bronietaw, mjr piech. (LZK)
Homola Zygmunt, ppor. (LZK)
Honkisz Edward, choraiy (LZKf
Honzatko Fryderyk, kpt. kaw. (LZK)
£>Hopensztadt
Szymon, Hopfensztadt — ppor., dyplom, ks.
oszcz. PKO., wieczne pidro, list (AM 2546), Hopenaztadt — ppor.
rez. (LZK).
dr, ur. 20.9.99, ppor. san. (ROR. 34 str. 224)
Hoppe Edward, w mundurze,
odznawizyt6wki, r6±aniec,
ki (AM 3025), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Horak Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Horak Stefan, ofic. rez. 1892 (LZK),
kpt.,
legit, (AM 491)
Horbowv Zygmunt Marian, Horbrzowy — por„ zam. Grodno,
ul. Piaskowa 15 m.
leg. ofic, leg. ZOR., wizyt6wka,
'listy
(AM 1299), Horbowy (WO 1126 str. 16), ppor. art. (LZK)
Horodyski Adolf, (LZK)
Horoezkiewicz Kazimierz, kpt. (LZK)
Hotowski
(?)
рог., karta szczep., notatnik, kartka
do kierownika pociagu (AM 2366)
Hrapkowicz Albin, kpt., wizytowka. leg. ofic, karta na brori
(AM 3779)
Hruby Zbigniew, ppor., leg. ofic,
listy,
pocztdwki, karta
szczepienia, Hrubij (AM 2624), Hruby, ppor. 43 p.p. (WO 2624
str. 48), Hruby — ppor. art. (LZK)
Hrut
Boleelaw, ppor., ks. wojsk., karta szczep. 2899 (AM
1232), (WO 1088 str. 15). (LZK)
Hryncewicz Gerardiusz, ppor. (LZK)
Hryniewicz Ludomir, ppor. re=. knw. (LZK)
Hryniewicz Wladyslaw, pchor. piech. (LZK)
Hrynicwiecki
Lucjan, ppor. (LZK)
Hryniewski Ludomir, w mundurze,
legit. (AM 1507), Hryniewtcki (LZK)
—
Hryrikow
Grinkow
Jaroslaw,
ppor..
listy (AM
3611),
Hrynk6w, ur. 24.4.02, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 68)
Hubakowski Zygmunt. ppor. art. (LZK)
Huczewski
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Hudcc Waclaw. kpt., leg., zawiadomienie
nadaniu odznaczenia,
poczt6wki, okulary, list
nadawca: Hudecowa W., Warszawa 2oliborz, Haukego 12, (AM 814)
Hudec Wladyslaw,
kpt., 1899, s. Jozefa
Heleny, 23 p.p.
(LZK)
Humanlcki Feliks, por. (LZK)
Hurczyn Michal. mjr, (LZ. K-S)
Hurman - Herman
Miron, Hurmann Hermann — ppor., dr
med., ur. 1895, znak tots., karta mob., wizytowki, karta
szczep.
3975, odznaka putkowa, maty slonik (AM 1071), ur. 17.10.95,dr.
ppor. san. (ROR 34 str 224)
Hussakowski
Wladyslaw, ppor. piech. (LZ. K-S)
Hutek J6zef, kpt., karta na brori (AM 28), ur. 1882
(LZK)
Huttman Szymon StanUlaw, por., ks. wojsk.,
listy, pismo
laciriskie, por. (LZK)
Huebner Stefan, ppor., leg. urzedn.
paristw., zaswiadczenie.
wizytowki. karta szczep. 1486 (AM 1124). (WO 1013 str. 14)
Huetter .......
kpt. (LZK)
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Jadczyk Wladyalaw, plut. (LZK)
wizyt6wki,
Jagletto Henryk, kpt., leg. ofic., karta szczep.,
1887 (?), s. Mi
kalendarz kieazonkowy (AM 2906), kpt. (radio).
Marii (LZK)
kolaja
Jagiellowlez Kazimierz, 1900 (LZK)
Wladyalaw, kpt. 1897 (LZK)
Jagodzinski
Jagoaz Alojzy, ppor. (LZK)
Jagoszewaki Tadeuaz, por. lek. (LZK)
Antoni, por. (LZK)
Jaholkowski
Jdzef, por. (LZK)
Jaholkowski
Waclaw, w mundurze, nr. 2.9.02, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
Jakimowskl
(AM 4056)
leg. urz., leg. Zw. In/., karta szczep., pocztowki
Jakowicz
.,('.') w mundurze, leg. czlonk. (AM 2857)
Malachowskich
41, leg. ofic.
zam.
Konki,
Jakobiec Jan, por.,
tozs. (AM 3391), ppor.
rez., leg. urzedn., ks. oszcz. PKO., znak
(LZK)
Henryk, ppor., ur. 1.11.10, dowod osob., legit,
Jakdbowaki
odznacz., karta szczep., zaswiadczenie (AM 3131)
pierscionki metalowe,
Boleslaw, mjr,
pocztowka,
Jakubiak
s. Wactawa
talizman (AM 1245), (WO 1096 str. 15), mjr, 1891,
4,
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(LZK)
Janktewiez
ppor., rozkaz wyjazdu, zaswiadczenie
(AM 2954)
Marian, w mundurze, ur. 6.4.900, leg. ofic rez..
Jankiewlcz
fotografie (AM 3720), ppor. (LZK)
Jankiewlcz
Zygmunt, 1909 (LZK)
Franciszek, ogniomistrz (LZK)
Jankowiak
Jankowski
kpt. (LZK)

3

Gti

2

zef, Kozielsk (AM 1850)
Kazimierz, dr med., w mundurze, dyplom doktorJanczewski
ski, czesc dowodu osob. (AM 3839), ur. 1906 (LZK)
pocztowki, lista
Mirostaw, w mundurze, list,
Janczykowski
nazwiskami (AM 888), (WO 871 str 12)
Janda Waclaw, por. (LZK)
ofic. rez., leg. StraJandy Franciszek, ppor., ur. 19.9.900, leg.
medaliki (AM 3343)
pocztowki,
listy,
zy Pozarnej,
1897,
Janlcki Jan, kpt., karta tozs., poczt6wki (AM 471), kpt.
Anny, Inst Geogr. (LZK)
syn Franciszka
Janicki
Marian, por., karta na brori, wizytdwki, kwit depoz.,
kartki
zapiskami (AM 3213).
kwit kasowy, kwit zastawniczy,
por. (LZK)
Stanislaw, por. (pchor.) (LZK)
Janiczak
63,
Janik Alfred, dr med., por.. zam. Lodz, ul. Sienkiewicza
— por Ar
karta
szczep. (AM 4070), (bez imienia)
wizytdwki,
(LZK)
kalend.
Janik Antoni, w mundurze, ur. 1902, znak tozs., list,
kiesz. (AM 722)
Janik Antoni, ppor., ur. 1892, dowod osob., rdzaniec (AM 720)
Krystyny (LZK)
Janik Jan, mjr, 1896, s. Micbala
Janik Jan, ppor. (LZK)
(LZK)
„ kpt.
Janiszewski
Janiszewski
Mieczyalaw, por., zaswiadczenie, legit. (AM 818)
Wandy
Jankielewicz Zygmunt, ppor. lotn., 1909, a. Zygmunta

1

i

(LZK)

listy (AM 3693)
ksiadz - кар. (LZ. K-O)
Janaaz
in
Janca Izydor, ppor. lek., ur. 22.5.04, dowod osob., recepta
nalista
bianco, zaswiadczenie ze Szpitala Woj., prawo jazdy,
zwiskami (AM 3584), ppor. lek. ze Starogardu (LZS)
2933)
Janczakowski
Wladystaw, ppor., list pocztowka (AM
Wlodzimierz, por. rez. (LZK)
Janczakowski
nadawca: ZoJanczar Jozef, naucz., ppor., legit., pocztdwka
listy, rysunek oldwkowy:
fia, Nowogrdd, ul. 3-go Maja
—
telegram do
—
Kozielsk,
Wielkanoc 1940
kuchnia polowa
Kozielska, ladcuszek (AM 819), ppor. 1907 (LZK)
do: Mopocztdwki, pocztowka adresowana
Janczar Jozef,
Janczar Jo
raczewska, Nowogrodek ul. 1-go Maja 44, nadawca

(AH
Jakuazko Jan, kpt. br. pane, karta na bron, wizyt6wki
3178). ur. 1906 (LZK)
Jalowy Zdzialaw, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
pplk. lek.Jeg. ofic,
Konatanty, mjr lek. (LZK),
JamMkowski
znak tozs., wizytdwka, fotografie, baretki, odznaka Legionowa
1914-22, pocztowka, papierosnica (AM 489)
Jamro Mieczyalaw, ppor., ur. 7.7.05, dowod osob., pocztowka,

z

Rozalii (LZK)
Jakubiak
Eugeniuaz, (LZK)
Jakubiec Adam, w mundurze, listy, fotografie, medalik (AM
2994)
Jakubiec Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Jakubiec Jozef, w mundurze, pocztowka (AM 3649)
nazStanislaw, ppor., leg. kolejowa, wizytdwka
Jakubiec
wiskiem Jerzy Wieczorek, notatnik (WO str. 3)
karta
Jakubik
Eugcniusz, w mundurze, metryka slubu, leg.,
szczep., poczt6wka, ezesc dowodu osob. (AM 3859)
Dobiestaw, ppor., zaswiadczenie, wizyt6wki, legit,
Jakubowicz
nieczytelna, fotografie, dzienniczek (AM 836)
Stanislaw, por. (WO str. 3)
Jakubowicz
Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Jakubowski
Bronislaw, kpt., swiad. lek. Szpitala Woj., karta
Jakubowski
lane, modlitewszczep: fotografie, odznaka pulkowa, medalik
nik (AM 2904), kpt. (LZK)
FelikB, (LZK)
Jakubowski
Jakubowski
Henryk, aptekarz, ppor., karta mob., pocztdwki,
lade. (AM 3819)
telegram, list, medalik
Jakubowski
Jerzy, inz., w mundurze, leg. urzedn. paastw.,
1144), (WO
karta szczep. 3229, listy, wizyt6wki, rdzaniec (AM
1026 str 14)
Jakubowski Jozef. dr, w mundurze, naucz. gimn. w Boguminie, leg. urzedn., karta wstepu (AM 3254)
Jakubowski Jdzcf. ppor. 1916 (LZK)
Jakubowski
Mieezyataw, Pol. Paristw. (LZK)
Stefan, ppor., leg. urzedn. paristw., roetryka slu
Jakubowski
lade, Ыок notesowy (AM 1185),
bu, listy
pocztdwki, medalik
(WO 1064 str. 15)
Wiktorii,
Stefan, ppor.
p., 1902, s. Edwarda
Jaknbowaki
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Kalnrzyny
Jankowski
Franciszek, ppor., 1910, s. Juliana
(LZK)
Jmnkowgki Jan, рог. art. plot. 1901 (LZK)
nadawca.: Jankowska Ma
Jankowski
Jan, par.,
poczt6wki
mekartki kasowe, Hat, lane,
ria, Wilno, Antokolska 12 m.
Jan — nadawczyni pocztdwki:
dalikiem (AM
1151), Janowski
Janowska (WO 1030 str. 14)
Jankowski Jan. рог. rez. (LZK)
Jankowski
Jozef, ppnr. (LZK)
Jankowski
Jdzef, рог. (LZK)
Piaski. lee. ofic.
Jankowski
Mieczyslaw, ppor., ur. 7.10.1
rez., znak tozs. (AM 2617), ppor. 55 pp. (WO 2617 str. 48)
karta
szczep., kalend.
Jankowski
list,
Mieczystaw, рог.,
iaric. (AM 2483)
kiesz., krzyzyk
Jankowski
Mieczyslaw, mjr lek., ur. 1.6.84, zam. Warszawa,
1463), mjr lek.,
ks. oszcz. PKO., cwikier (AM
Marymoncka
Karoliny (LZK)
1885. s. Karola
Jankowski
Piotr, por. rez. (LZK)
p*bzostatym
Jankowski
Stawomir, mjr, cze.se leg., zwloki
strzatem (AM
1038), (WO 962 str. 13), mjr, 1895, s. Janusza
Zofii (LZS)
Stefan, kpt.. ur. 2.9.98 w Josieri, Grajewo, NowoJankowski
koszarowa 23, ks. oszcz. PKO., ks. oszcz. nn nazwisko Jankow
ska Salomea, Poznari, okulary (AM 812)
Jankowski
Tadeusz, kier. Paristw. Biblioteki w Grodnie, w
w mundurze, list, leg-. Kierownika
Bibl., rdzaniec (AM 582)
Wacnadawca: Jankowski
Jankowski
Tadeusz, ppor., karta
832), Rancowski —
law, stacja Gombieri, pow. Gostynin (AM
(WO str. 11)
Jankowski
Tadeusz, pj or. 1905 (LZK)
Jankowski
Walenty, w mundurze, dr med., karta szczep., kar
ta
franc. Czerw. Krzyza Woj., pocztdwki, list, medalik, rdianiec (AM 3647)
Jankowski
Wiktor, por., karta zwolnienia ze Szpitala, leg*,
ofic. rez., wizytdwki, pocztowki (AM 3310)
Jankowski
Wiktor, sierzant (LZK)
Jankowski
Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Jankowski
Zygmunt. rtm. (LZK)
Janocha Stanislaw, kpt. 1895, s. Wojciecha
LZK),
Jdzefy
kpt.. karta szczep (AM 1813)
Janowicz
chusteczka,
Jozef, kpt., dzienniczek, pocztdwka,
maty noiyk (AM 1021), (WO 951 str. 13)
Janowicz
Wladystaw, (WO 943 str. 45)
Janowski Bohdan. por. 1897 (LZ. S-K)
Janowski Franciszek, ppor. rez. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Janson Edward, inz., ppor., ur. 1907, znak tozs. prawo jazdy.
karta szczep., pocztdwki, wizytdwki (AM 287ft), zam. Oszmiana,
ul. Sadowa 89, (WO 2879 str. 54). ppor. 1907 (LZK)
Janusz Jan, por., ur. 23.1.94. w Czechowicach, zam Katnwice,
ul. Kamienna, ks. oszcz. PKO (AM
2993), (bez imienin)
por.
(LZK)
Januszewski
lek.
(LZK)
kpt.
Januszewski Janusz, ppor. (LZK)
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(LZK)
Jarocki
pismo, notatnik, list,
Stefan, ppor. (LZK),
ppor..
medalik (AM 3737)
Jaroma Henry
por. rez. (LZK)
Jaroii Jozef, ppor. rez. 1900 (LZK)
Jaronczyk Henryk, por. (LZ. K-S)
Jams Henryk. lee ofic. rez. nieczytelna (AM 3196)
Jarosiriski
Antoni, por. (LZK)
Jarosz Aleksander. ppor. (LZK)
Jarosz J6zef, kpt.. Karwina (LZK)
Jarosz Sylwester, kpt., leg ofic, listy (AM 3953)
Jaroszewicz
Stanislaw, pchor. art. (LZK)
Jaroszyriski Jdzef,
wizytdwki na nazwisko: Jaroszyriski .16laric. (AM 1692)
zef, notatnik
adresami, medalik
Marian, Jozolebkowski
Jarzahkowski
Marcin(?),
kpt., listy,
Marian — kpt., 1900. s. J6pocztdwki (AM 3527), Jarzabkowski
Wiktorii
zefa
(LZK)
komisarz P.P. (LZK)
Jarzemski
Jasihski
Edward, por. (LZK)
Jasiriski Lucjan, plk.,
pocztdwki, srebrna paoierosnica (AM
1243), (WO 1094 str. 15), plk. (LZK)
Jasionowski Tadeusz, ppor., karta mob., leg. urzedn.. leg. ofic,
prawo jazdy, karta szczep., karta na brort (AM 3714)
Jasiukiewicz Jan. por., wojsk. prawo jazdy, wyblakta fotografia
nazwiskiem (AM 3309)
— w mundurze, wiceJasiukiewicz
Wladystaw, Jasiukowics
prezes Sadu Okr. w Lucku, listy, pocztdwki (AM 2120), Jasiu
—
kiewicz
Wiceprezes Sadu Okr. (LZK)
Jasklerski
Jozef,
ppor., nauczyciel., zam. Dabrowice, pow.
urzedn.. telegram, pocztdwki, list (AM 3242), ppor.
leg.
Sarny,
(LZS)
Jaskolewicz Antoni. w mundurze, 1903,znak tozs., teg. urzpdn.
(AM 2729) Jaskiewicz — ur. 1913. (WO 2729 str. 50)
Jastrzah Waclaw, ррэг.. list, poczlowka (AM 3692)
Jastrzebski
ptk. (LZK)
—
Jaslrzehski
Jastrzemboski
Boleslaw, ppnr. kaw. (LZK)
ks.
wojsk., list, pocztdwka, odznaka putkowa 21 p. ul. (AM
ppor.,
576). Jastrzebski (WO str. 9)
Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Jastrzebski
w
Jastrzebski
mundurze,
Wladyslaw,
pocztdwka, karta
tahcuszek
(AM 2454)
szczep.,
Jaszcz Marian Zenon,
ur. 1907, wyciag
reje-

Januszewski
Mieczyslaw, rtm. (LZK)
Jara Stanislaw, ppor. pilot (LZK)
Jaremklewicz
Julian, pchor. piech. (LZK), w mundurze, listy,
kartka (AM 4082)
telegram,
Jarnas Ignacy, ppor. art. (LZK)
Jarocinski
ppor. (LZK)
Jarocinski
Edward, plk. lek., ur. 9.11.79, ofic. ks., karta
szczep. 1228, legit, odznacz.. prawo jazdy, ottarzyk Matki Boskiej (AM 1578), (bez imienia), plk. lek. (LZK)
Jarocinski
Miroslaw, kpt. 1904, s. Stanislawa, Modlin (LZK)
Zofii
Jarocinski
Zbigniew, ppor. rez. art. 1906, s. Edwarda
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Jezlerski
Janusz, prawnik, w mundurze,
wizytdwki, karta
szczep., raetryka slubu, fotografia (AM 3416)
Jezlerski Piotr, pplk. art. (LZK)
Jezierski Wtadystaw, kpt., list (niemiecki), karta szczep. 4065
Dubna (WO 1565 str. 44)
(AM 1565), list
Jezioro Czeslaw, w mundurze, list, leg. szk. nieczytelna (AM
992), ppor. rez., 1913, s. Sebastians, 23 pp., Wlodzimierz (LZK)
Jezak Antoni, ppor. rez. int. (LZ. K-S)
Jezowski Karol, mjr dypl. (LZK)
Jedraszko
Roman, mjr sap., 1895, s. Wojciecha
Agnieszki
(LZK)
Jedrych Edward, ppor. lek., leg. ofic. (AM 3635), por dr med.
(LZK)
Jedryszek Zygmunt, kpt. (LZK)
Jinec Piotr, ppor art. 1899 (LZK)
Jingier
kpt. rez. mar. (LZK)
Joch Antoni, ppor. (LZK), por., fotografie
nazwiskami wylaric. (AM 3680)
pisanyml nieczytelnie, medalik
Jodkowski Edmnnd, kpt. mar., Flotylla Pinsk (LZK)
Jonlec Jullusz, Jonicz — w mundurze, poczt6wki, listy,
szkic
(AM 3709), Joniec — ppor. 1911 (LZK)
Joeefsberg
„ por. (LZ. S-K)
Joszt Bronislaw, mjr. (LZK)
Jdzefowicz
Zofii
Stefan, ppor. iaczn., 1901, s. Edmunda
(LZK)
Jozwiak
Stanislaw, kpt. (LZK)
Jozwiak
Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Jdzwikiewicz
Engenlusz, kpt. mar., zam. Pinsk, ul. 84 p. strz.
74, list wlasny
10.9.39,karta szczep. 1778, notatnik, kwit depoz.
(AM 2244), list wlasny
prosba. do tych, kt6rzy go znajdq,
powiadomienie rodziny (WO 2244 str. 36), kpt. mar. (LZK)
Juchnickl Gustaw Zbigniew, zam. Czestochowa, w mundurze,
przepustka, r6zne kartki (AM 969), (WO 926 str. 12)
Juchniewicz
Stanislaw, pchor., 1916 (LZK)
Juda Teofll, kpr. (LZK)
Jnkowlcz SUnlslaw, por., 1892 (LZK)
Jung Konrad, ppor., ur. 18.2.14, dowod osob., prawo jazdy,
wizytdwki, list (AM 2413), ppor. pil. (LZK)
Jung Tadeusz, ppor., ur. 28.1.17, (WO 86 str. 19), ur. 1913
(LZK)
Juno
ppor. (LZK)
Jar • Gorzechowski
por. kaw. (LZK)
Juran Jan, ppor. art. 1906 (LZK)
Juras Stanislaw, Jurasz — kpt., karta szczep. 1069, fotogra
fia kobieca, kwit depoz. (AM 2278), Juras — (WO 2278 str. 37),
ur. 1903 (LZK)
Juraszek Waclaw, ppor. (LZK)
Jurczynski
kpt. (LZK)
Jnrewicz
Aleksander, ppor. art. 1911 (LZK)
Juric
w
Piotr,
mundurze, wizytdwki, zasw. lek., list, kwit
Wiezienia we Lwowie (AM 1200), Jurlicz — (WO 1064 str 15)
Jurkiewlcz
Jan, ppor. art. 1907 (LZK)
Jurkowski
Kazimierz, pplk. (LZK)
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stru, pocztdwki, list (AM 2880) ur. 9.3.07, (WO 2880 str 54),
рог. (LZK)
Jaszczukowski
Leon, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Jaazer Marian, 1907 (LZK)
Jaskiewicz Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Jaskiewicz
Mikoiaj, por. (LZK)
nadawcq:
pocztowki
Jaildewicz
Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
m.
list (AM
Janusz Jaskiewicz, Warszawa, ul. Orzechowska
3423)
Franciszka
s.
Michaliny
Jaskiewicz
1896,
Wiadysiaw, kpt.,
(LZK)
Jaskiewicz
Wiadysiaw. kpt. 1900, MSWojsk. (LZK)
Jawniak
Augustyn, ppor. rez. (LZ. K-S)
Jaworowicz
Zygmunt, ppor. (LZK)
Jaworowski
Zygmunt, ppor. rez. (LZK)
s. Ludwika, ppor., ur. 20.10.05, leg.
Jaworski
Ft-licjan,
ofic. rez. (AM 3161)
Baon Pane,
Jaworski
Marian, w mundurze,
karty, list
(AM 757), kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
nadawca: Wan
Jaworski
pocztowki
Stanislaw, ppor., listy
karta
da Jaworska,
Warszawa, ul. Dhiga 9/19, fotografie,
3712)
(AM
szczep.
Jaworski
Stanislaw, por. (ppor.) rez., sedzia (LZK)
Jazwierski
Jdzef, ppor., leg. urzedn., karta szczep., lane, do
zegarka (AM 3654)
Jedlewskl Roman, 1911 (LZK)
na
Jeglinski Wincenty, ppor., dyplom filozofii, pocztdwka
dawca. Jeglinska Waleria, Katowice, karta szczep., leg. urzedn.
(AM 4057)
Jekatow Leon, ppor. rez. art. (LZK)
Jeleii Kazlmierz, mjr, karta mob.,
fotografie, karta szczep.
3530 (AM 803)
Franciszki
Jelenski Franciszek, kpt.. s. Feliksa
(LZK), Jelinski, w mundurze,
pocz
pocztowki (AM 2264), Jelenski, —
towki
nadawca: Leonarda Jeleriska, Warszawa Rakowiecka
list
dnia 15.1.40, (WO 2264 str. 36)
45/36
nazJelonek J6zef, kalend. kiesz., czesc dowodu osob., lista
wiskami (AM 1402), (LZK)
karta
Jelowicki
notatnik,
Stanislaw,
ppor.,
poczt6wki,
azazep. (AM 2368), Jatowicki — nadawca poczt6wki: Anna Jalowicka, Sycyna .poczta Zwolen (WO 2368 str. 39)
Jernas Ignacy, por., leg. ofic. rez., pocztdwka (AM 3322), por.
rez. (LZK)
Jerzykiewicz Tadeusz, ppor. rez. (LZ. K-S)
Jerzykowskl
Jerzy, por., zawiadomienie
ugodzie, ks. wojsk.
larlcuszek, baretka, wizytdwka, obrazek Matki
(nieczytelna),
Jerzowski
(WO str. 7),
Boskiej (AM 504),
wzgl. Jedrzejowski
Jerzykowski — ur. 28.1.93, por. (ROR 34 str. 138)
Jess Edward, w mundurze,
nadawca.: Jess Hapoczt6wki
lina. Kalisz, Idzikowskiego
(AM 2270), mjr (LZK)
Jeszke Tadeosz, kpt., karta szczep., wizytdwki, rolaniec (AM
2715), kpt. (LZS)
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Jurowski
Konrad, kpt., dr med. (LZK)
Jurzyriski
Waclaw, ppor.. ur. 1906, dowod osob. (AM 3359),
ur. 1906 (LZK)
Juszczyk Kazimicrz.
1098), (Wo 995
ppor., ks. wojsk. (AM
str 14)
Juezkiewicz
Henry
рог. rez. art. (LZK)
Juszkiewicz
Kami, naucz. w Kleszczowicach, dowod osob., naramiennik bez oznak (AM 416)
Juszkiewicz
Wladvstaw, рог., pismo MSWojsk., paszport (AM
2850)
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Kabalec
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kabarowski Wlodzimierz, ppor.. pocztowka, kartn szczep (AM
:;i7i<f
Kabiesz Ferdynand, ppor., ur. 30.4.99, w Chorzowie, zam. ul.
Konopnicka 22 a, notatnik, legit., wizytowka, rozne pisma (AM
506), ppor. 1899 (LZK)
Kabzihski Jan, kpt. (LZ. K-S)
Kaecr Jan, ppor., ks. wojsk., legit, odznacz., karta na bron, wizyt6wka (AM 1508), leg. odzn. pamiqtk. 28 p. strz. Kaniowskich.
(WO 1508)
Kaczan Walerian, w mundurze. karta szczep. 3064 (AM
1170),
(WO 1043 str. 5), ppor. art. (LZK)
Kaczer Mendel, ppor. (LZ. K-S)
Kaczmar Jan, ppor. (LZ. K-S)
Kaczmarczyk Stefan, kadet (LZK)
Kuczmarek Jan, por. rez. (LZ. K-S)
Karzmarek Jozef, sierzant (LZK)
Kaczmarek Roman, w mundurze, leg. urze,dn., metryka slubu, nieczytelna), pocztowka, list, dowod osob., rvsunek ot6wkowy (AM 2030)
Kac/marek Stanislaw, ppor. lotn., dow6d osob., karta na
brorf,
wizytowki (AM 120), ppor. lotn. (LZK)
Kaczorowski Julian, ppor. piech. 1912 (LZK)
Kacznrowski Stanislaw. ur. 6.3.13, znak tozs., karta
szczep.,
krzyzyk, plakieta (AM 1738)
Kaczytiski
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kaezyhski Arkadiusz. por.,
Dyw. (LZK)
Kaezyhski Antoni, w mundurze, karta szczep. (AM 2495)
Kaczytiski Wiktor, mjr, leg. ofic, pocztowki, karta
szczep.
1206, obrazek swiety,
krzyzyk drewniany,
modliu-wnik
(AM
1550), na naramiennikach znak „SB" (WO
1550),
pplk..
1899,
s. Antoniego
Wandy (LZK)
Kaflihski
Stanislaw, st. wachmistrz (LZK)
Kaftal Witold
Roman, Kaftla — w mundurze, cze^ci leg.,
karta czi. Zw. Wiosl. (AM 2386),
ppor. rez., 1905, 21 pp. (LZS)
Kaganecki Tadeuez, kpt. (LZK)
Kajetanowicz
Antoni, pplk., pocztowki, karta szczep., (AM
3501), pplk. (LZK»
Kalemba
por. (ppor.), (LZK)
Kalecinski
w mundurze, pocztowka
nadawca:
Miedzwiedzki, Lodz, ul. Przejazd 27 (AM 3138)

Kaliciriski Wiktor, dr med.. mjr, leg. ofic,
pismo Szp. Woj.
Nr 504, wizyt6wka, karta szczep. 2931, blok
notesowy, kalend.
kiesz., kartka
nazwiskiem Dra (AM 1716), wizytowka
napisem: „W razie smierci zawiadomic ion? moja
Katiciriska, War—
m.
szawa, Matejki
wrzesnia 1939", (WO 1716 str. 23),
mjr lek. (LZK)
Kalininski
Michal, pchor. art. (LZK)
Kalinowski Henryk, kpt., s. Mikotaja
Florentyny (LZK)
Kalinowski
Michal, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kalisnik Leon, ppor. (LZK)
Kalluszun
Antoni, por. (LZK)
Kalpas Ryszard. por., czesc leg. ofic. (AM 2157), saper (LZK)
Kalwary Samuel, Kalwarij — w mundurze, zam. Warszawa,
Targowa 78, przepustka (AM 955), Kalwary (bez imienia), por.
(LZK)
Kalafatiuk
— w mundurze, dow6d
Wladystaw, Katafatnik
osob.. (AM 725), Kalafatiuk
Wtadyslaw — ur. 9.9.04 (ROR. 34
str. 89)
Kalafatiuk
Totnasz, por. (LZK)
Katuba Romuald. ppor. (LZK)
Kaluza
Roman, por., 1905, s. Wincentego
Katarzyny
(LZK-S)
Kamieniecki
(LZK)
Kamieniecki I'inkus, 1906 (LZK)
Kamienski Jan, Kazimierz.
ppor., architekt, karta na bron,
zezwolenie noszenia odznnki Szkoly Pchor., dowod osob., karta
szczep., wizytowki,
Zarzadu
pismo
Miasta
Wloclawek
(AM
1064), (WO 974 str. 13)
Kamien^ki Stanislaw, komandor por, plik wizytowek,
okulary,
fotografie (AM 460), ur. 1892. в. Franciszka
Heleny (LZK)
Kamienski Tadeusz, ur. 1.6.06, w Ciechanowie, dow6d
osob.,
karta szczep. 3571, notatnik, „Rozm6wki
polsko - francuskie",
wizyt6wka nn nazwisko Bartnik Eugeniusz (AM 240), por. rez.
(LZK>
Kamihski
pchor* (LZK)
Kamihski Feliks. por. apt., 1885, s. Jana
Antoniny (LZK-S)
Kamihski Jakob, ppor aud. (LZK)
Kamihski
Jan, w mundurze. leg. uizedn.. karta szczep., no
tatnik (AM 1970)
Kaminski Jan. ppor. (LZK)
Kaminski Jerzv. dr med., ppor., ur. 9.1.10, ks.
wojsk., leg.
lek., karta szczep., list, swinka szcze/.scia (AM
1472)
Kamihski
Jerzy. por. rez., ur. 1910, s. Ludwika
Jdzefy
(LZK)
Kamihski Jozef. ppor. ur. 1907, karta na
brori, swiad. lek..
list (AM 2233)
Kamihski Marrin, kpt., leg. ofic, dow6d
osob., legit, odznacz.,
karta trnmw., wizytowka, fotografie,
listy,
kalendnrze (AM
1779)
Kaminski Tadeusz Stefan, pplk., leg. ofic,
karty czl., wizyt6wka, znswindczunie (AM 3607), ptk., 1889, i.
EmiLeopolda
lii, Kolomyja (LZK)
Kemps August, ppor. (LZK)
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Kaniewiez Stanislaw, ppor. aud. (LZK)
Wararawa,
Uominik, w mundurze, ur. 4.8.03, zam.
Kaniewski
wizytdwki, ks.
listy,
ra. 36, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
Szeroki Ounaj
do modlenia (AM 625)
karta na
Edward, listy, karta szczep., fotografie,
Kaniewski
brori (AM 1729), ur. 1904 (LZK)
kpt. lek. (LZK)
Kanter
karta mob.,
Kantor Michal Miron, mjr lek., Lodz, ks. wojsk.,
pocztdwki, okulary, wieczne pi6ro (AM
karta szczep. 3852, list,
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(LZK)
Kardisz Jerzy. policjant (LZK)
pocztdwki, telegram, kar
Karecki Lukasz, ppor., 10 listow,
ta szczep. 1312 (AM 889), (WO 872 str. 12)

1

75

(AM 3007)
BronistaKarwowski Tadeusz Jozef, ppor. 1897, s. Feliksa
wy (LZ.K-S)
Marian, ppor., ur. 23.12.99, karta mob., leg., metry
Kasiiiski
ka slubu, legit, odznacz., pocztdwka, Swiad. Szk. Pchor., pismo
3443)
urzedowe Semin. Naucz.
Franciazek, w mundurze, zaswiadczenie, karta
Kasprzak
napiurzedn.
2887), Kacprzak — fotografie
(AM
szczep., leg.
ul. Шусsem: ..znwiadomic ion? Wande Kacprzak. Wierzbnik,
ka 36 (WO 2887 str. 54)
2096)
Kasprzak Jozef. ppor., leg. urzedn., baretka (AM
pptk., list, wlWilhelm, pptk. dypl., (LZK),
Kasprzykiewicz
zytdwka (AM 25)
Wladyslaw Jan, ofic. rez., naucz., ur. 26.9.99
Kasprzykowski
w Podgdrzu, dowod osob., zaswiadczenie Inspektoratu w Wilnie,
karta szczep., okulary (WO 1479 str. 20)
Kazoba Jerzy, 2)
Kassube Jerzy, dwie karty szczepienia:
listy, w mundurze (AM
Ooroszczak Jozef, kwit depozytowy,
2241), na'karcie szczep. Kaszuba Jerzego podane: syn Zygmunta,
Kaana jednym HScie podpis: „Twoja Kazia" (WO 2241 str. 36),
32
sube Jerzy — por. zawodowy piech., (LZK), ur. 22.2.07 (RO.
str. 136)
Kaszuba Marian, pchor. piech. (LZK)
znak tois.,
Kaszyiiski Arkadiusz, Ardv (imie), w mnndurze,
Zbigniew — ur. 27Л.07, ppor.
pocztdwka (AM 3363), Arkadiusz
(ROR. 34 str. 81)

z

lawy (LZK)
haras Eugeniusz, ppor. (LZK)
Karbonowski
Jozef, oficer Z.H.P. (LZK)
Karbowniczek
Marian, w mundurze, list, karta szczep., kwit
poczt., (AM 3810)
medaliki (AM 3251)
Karbus Wladyslaw, ppor., leg. ofic,
Rozalii
Karcher August, mjr dypl. piech., 1900, s. Edmunda
(LZK)
Karcz
, por. lek. (LZK-S)
Karcz Jozef, rtm.. 1902, Laiicut, 10 p. kaw. (LZK)
Alekaander, por. (LZK)
Karczewski
Karczewski
ppor., ur. 21.12.98, w Sokalu, leg.
Wladyslaw,
ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., karta szczep. (AM 2214), ppor. art. (LZK)
Karczewski
Zdzislaw, (LZK)
lis
Kardas Marian, ppor., Bydgoszcz, ul. Hitlera 67 (68),
odznaki
list
Holenderskiego Czerw. Krzyza,
poczt6wka,
ty,
lotnicze (AM 728), ppor. piech. (LZK)
Kardas Marian
Oyonizy, ur. 10.3.11, w Bydgoszezy, oficer
кз. wojsk. (AM 621), Kardas lub Kardasz (WO str. 9)
Rozalii
Kardaszewicz Stanislaw.
mjr, 1889, s. Kazimierza

i

1530)
Kabciuk — kpt., leg. ofic. (AM
Florian,
Kapciuk Witold
— ur. 4.5.88, kpt. (RO. 32 sir 189)
2260), Kapciuk
PoL Zw.
Tadeusz, ppor., Swiad. muzyki, pismo
Kapelaiiskj
swiad. szk.,
legit., karta szczep.
Zagran., metryka urodzenia,
3066), ofic. rez. 1910, s.
2007, list, spinki, cygarniczka (AM
Stanistawy (LZS)
Franciszka
ppor. (LZK)
Kapka
szczep. na nazwisko
Leon, w mundurze, karta
Kaplihski
adresem: KaMarian, s. Macieja, listy, koperta
Kwiatkowski
pliiiski Leon, Kozielsk (AM 2535), (LZK)
Kaptanski Henryk, Leopold, ppor. rez. (LZK)
P.K.U. (LZK)
Kapuscik Miron, 1905, рог., Bedzin,
Kapuscinski Marian, рог. lot. (LZK) —
dr, рог., ur. 23.12.04
Zbigniew, Kapuziiiski
Kapuscinski
— ppor. (LZK), ur. 17.12.04, dr, ppor.
(AM 931), Kapuscinski
(ROR. 34 str. 162)
Karabowicz
Czestaw, 1908 (LZK)
Tadeusz, kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
Karakiewicz
BronisCzeslaw, ppor., 1898, s. Maksymiliana
Karasiewicz

pocztdwki, list (AM 3522), kpt mar.
Karge Tadensi. kpt..
(LZK)
Michal, chor. art. (LZK)
Karliriski
ppor. inz. (LZK)
Karnkowski
Janiny,
Stanislaw, por. art., 1911, s. Jozefa
Karnkowski
odznaka pulkoppor.. leg. /ОК., pocztdwka,
dyw. art. (LZK),
nadawCQ: Kamkowska.
wa, kalend. kiesz. (AM 2021), pocztdwka
atr. 31)
Warszawa, Chatubirtskiego 10 m. 12 (WO 2021
Boryslaw, por. (LZK)
Karolasiewicz
Witold, mjr uzbr. (LZK)
Karolewski
nazwiskiem,
Karowski Stanislaw, karta szczep. 1958, karlka
(WO str. 10)
spinki (AM 693), Karoski(?),
karta
rez.
(LZK),
cywilny,
ppor. art.
Karp Aleksander,
szczep. 1127 (AM 1858)
Karpina Jan, ppor. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Karol, w mundurze, fist, odcinek pocztowy, poczKarpihski
Cicha
nadawca: Wanda Karpinska, Kostopol, Woryri, ul.
tdwka
41 (AM 3241), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Marian, ppor. art. (LZK)
Karpiiiski
Karpiiiski Tadeusz, kpt. rez. (LZK)
Wladyslaw.
kpt. (LZK)
Karpiiiski
Wladyslaw, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Karpiiiski
Karski Janusz Mscisiaw, 1904 (LZK)
listy, koperta (AM 645), kpt. pilot., lat
Karst Ludwik, kpt.,
42 (LZK)
Karwariski
Roch, w mundurze, dow6d osob., karta szczep.
9.

z
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Katz Kami, in*., kpL, karta czlonk.,
poczt6wki,
wizytdwki, telegram (AM 864), (WO 864 str. 12)
Katier
Jan, por. (LZK)
Kaube Frandszek.
par. (LZK),
ppor., leg. ofic. (AM 2323).
kartka
napisem: „10.8.34 po promocji w Poznaniu". fotografia
napisem: „Lato 1938 Krzyczko", (WO 2323 str. 38)
Kawa
por. piech. (LZK)
Kawalec Stefan Jozef, Kowalec — nr. 17.10. .6. ppor., ks.
wojsk.,
wojek zasw., list,
koperty, dzienniczek (AM 762).
Kowalec lub Kawalec — (WO str. 11), Kawalec — ur. 17.10.06,
(ROR.
34
str 196)
ppor.
Kawalkowskl
Bronislaw, kpt. gr. fortyf. (LZK)
Kawasiewicz Czeslaw, ppor.,
pocztdwki (AM 3789)
Kawecki Teodor, ppor. lotn. (LZK),
dyrektor, w mundurze,
legit., (AM 2820). dyr. Biura Warsz. Okr. Wojew. L.O.P.P. (WO
2820 str. 62)
Kawecki Zbignlew, rtm. (LZK)
Kawecki Zdziataw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kawka Jozef, naucz., oficer, ur. 8.2.900, zam. Halindw,
poczta Mikolaj6w, K.D.
ks. oszcz. PKO., poczt6wka, fotografia,
monogram, medalik,
kwit depoz. AM 2227), oficer rez., ur.
8.2.890, medaliki (WO 2227)
Kawko Jozef Jan, ppor. 1907 (LZK)
Kayzer Jan, ppor., kartka
leg. ofic. rez., zasw.,
fotografie, karta szczep., wizyt6wka
adresem: Gniezno, ul. Warszawska
m.
(AM 2188), powiatowy Inspektor Zakl. Ubezp. Wznj.
w Gnieznie, ul. Warszawska 3/3 (WO 2188 str.
34)
Kazatel Julian Henryk. por., 1314, s. Jana, 61
p.p. (LZK)
Kazimierczak
st. sierzant (LZK)
Kazlmierczuk
Czeslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Kazlmierski
Leon, ppor. ur. 26.6.09, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn..
poczt6wki, fotografie, rdzaniec, stala karta jazdy (AM 3686)
Kazmierski
Edmund, por., ur. 4.12.81. leg. ofic. rez.,
dowody osob., legit, odznacz., (AM 3427)
Kaeikowskl
w
Wiktor,
mundurze, fotografie, medalik, kwit
depoz. (AM 2286). nieczytelna leg. urzedn. paristw. (WO 2286)
str. 37)
Kackt Henryk. oficer. leg. ofic. rez., leg. Banku
Gosp. Kraj.
(AM 2960)
KaUki
ppor. (LZK)
Keczur Piotr, ppor., ur. 1896 (LZK)
Keller Adam (LZK)
Keller Witold Brunon. kpt., 1898 (LZK)
Kernberg
chor. (LZK)
Kenig Jozef. zarr). Wilno, ul. \V iU'iiskii 25, wizyt6wkst
pocztowki. list (AM 1134), (WO 1020 str. 14)
Kernberg Karol, chorazy, w mundurze, wizyt6wka na nazwisko: chor. Ziarski - Kernberg Karol. kalend.
kiesz.,
odznaki,
medaliki,
pierscien (zloto dalem za lelazo 1914) — (AM
3829). chorazy, 1896 (LZK)
Kedowiki
mjr dr (LZK)
Kedziora Kazimlerz, Kendzora — ppor., list. kwit. rvsunek

Kepihski Witold, mjr, dr med., Warszawa, Senatorska 24, ur.
4.5.84, karta mob., znak tozs., rachunki, wizytdwka, karta polowania, list, karta na brod, karta szczep., okulary (AM
696),
KpinskK?),
(WO str. 10), mjr, 1884, s. Michaia
Marii (LZS)'
Ktpskl Marian, Keski — potowa znaku tozs., karta szczep.
1558, medalik
laricuszkiem (AM
1290), Kenski — (WO 1119
sir. 16), K«pski — por. (LZK)
,,„„,
Kesicki Wladyslaw, ppor. 1896,s. Wincentego
Pauhny (LZK)
Kesicki Wtodzimierz, por. (LZK)
Kibler Stanislaw, por. (LZK), w mundurze, karta szczep. 228-1.
poczt6wki, list, laricuszek
(AM 1627)
krzyiykiem
Wiihelm, mjr (LZK)'
Kicka Jan, mjr (LZK)
Kieeiiiski
Tadeusz, w mundurze, Warszawa, Zlota 32 m. 29,
karta szczep. 605, zapalniczka (AM 806), Kicinski Tadeusz Ludwik, ur. 25.8.97, por. st. sp. (ROR. 34 str. 330)
KfeJbaalnski Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Kielbaslnskl
Jan, (LZK)
KieJbasinaki Stanislaw, ppor. (por.) (LZK)
Kielbaska Frandszek, ppor. (LZK)
Kiclbinski
Adam, plk., karta szczep., list, pocztowki, baretka.
Kilbiriski — (AM 2092). Kietbinski. (WO 2092 str. 32). plk. dr
(LZK)
Kielczewaki Ksawery, ppor. (LZK)
Klersnowski Zbigniew Stanislaw, ppor. 1910. s. Mariana
Heleny (LZK)
Kierski
Witold, w mundurze, karta szczep. 2763 (AM 2490)
Kiersnicki Jerzy, w mundurze, wizyt6wka, leg., list,
telegram,
leg. Izby Handlowej, Bialystok (AM 2296), nadawca listu: Lidia
Kiersnicka, Bialystok, ul. Fabryczna 28/2, (WO 2296 str. 37),
por. ur. 1897 (LZK)
Klestrzyhski Tadeusz. w mundurze, karta szczepienia (AM
3934), ppor. (LZK),
Kieszczynski, ur. 11.10.92, ppor. san. (ROR.
34 str. 228)
Kieszkowski Janusz, (LZK)
Kiewllcz Czeslaw, por. (LZK)
Kljak
Natan, dr med. (bez imienia).
wizyt6wki,
Usly,
poczt6wka, portfel (AM
672), dr med. (LZK),
Natan — ur.
27.12.95. dr. ppor. san. (ROR. 34 str. 226)
Kijanko Marian, st. wachmistrz (LZK)
Kijaszko Sergiusz, pchor. (LZK)
Kljowaki Jozef. mjr (LZK)
Kilarskl
Edward, por. (LZK), w mundurze, ur. 24.9.02, ks.
oszcz. PKO., leg. czl. Klubu Automob.,
nich
na
listy —
dawca: Nowogrodek, Wojew6dzka 22, lusterko
grzebykiem.
notatnik (AM 2121), (LZK)
Kllihski
Marian, mjr lek.,
pismo MSWewn., dyplom doktorski, wizytow ki. notatnik,
koperty,
pocztdwka (AM
3508),
(LZK)
Klnalskl
Stanislaw, w mundurze,
listy, poczt6wka, znak
toza., medalik
lane. (AM 568), kpt. rez. (LZK)
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karta szczep..
Inderal жп Alojzy, ррог., leg. wojsk., wizytowki,
odznnki (AM 508)
w Rappor., ur. 21.2.11 rzezKindt GuaUw Rudolf Jan, (LZK),
ks. czl. Touring Club'u,
domiu, prawo jazdy, dow6d osob.,
nadaw
3886, pocztowki
biona fajka, karta mob., karta szczep.
m. 53 (АИ 443)
Falata
ca: Zofia Kindt, Warszawa, nl.
karta
—
ppor., leer- ofic,
Jozef, Kirschte
Kirste Kazimierz
2036), Kirate vel
poczt6wki, fotografic (AM
szczepienia 2670,
Joanna Kirste, £yrard6w (WO
Kirschte — nadawca poczt6wek:
Joanny (LZK)
— por., nr. 1911, s. Alfreda
Kirste
stri
31),
2036
karta szczep. 3043, list,
Kirszanek Wladyslaw. kpt., leg. ofic,
rysunek ol£wkowy (AM 2195), (LZK)
Kiaelka Jan, pchor. pane. (LZK)
— por.,
listy, pocztdwka, mapka
Kiser Jan Czestaw, Czeslaw
1773), ppor. kaw., nr.
(rysunek wlasny). (AM
Kozielskiem
nr. 23.2.03 por. (ROR. 34 str. 122)
1903, (LZS), Jan Czeslaw,
mjr kaw. (LZK)
Klsiel
— por., leg. ofic. rez., karta mob., kar
Klaiel Stanislaw, Kisil
Kisiel — por. dr (LZK)
ta szczep., list, roianiec (AM 3338),
Kisielewicz Julian, pchor. pint. (LZK)
poczt6wki
karta szczep.,
Klamanowski Jerzy, w mundurze.
odznaka (AM 3509)
lmienia).
(bez
153),
Kiatelski Bolealaw, por., pocztowka (AM
z
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por. (LZK)
urzedowe, poczt6wki, fo
Kiezka Jan, por., ks. wojsk., pismo
Helena, Kisz
Janem
miedzy
umowa
najmu
1830),
tografie (AM
1830 str. 26), por.
Pawlem Smierna w Cieszynie (WO
ka,
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(LZK)
int. (LZ.K-S)
Kiszyriakl Stanislaw, mjr dypl.
ofic, ka.
Wineenty, kpt., w ubraniu cywilnym, leg.
Kltlas
urzedn., awiad. lek. (AM 3112).
oszcz. PKO., dowod osob., leg.
Jana
Anny (LZK)
kpt. mar. rez., 1887, s.
.
poczt6wki (AM 3456)
Klziel Wilhelm, mjr,
Kiwala Kazimierz. pplk. (LZK)
Klaczynski Boleslaw, por. pieeh. (LZK)
list, (AM 2366), syn Wta
Klaczynski Mlchal, por., pocztowki,
Biatystok, nl.
Halina Jasinska,
dyslawa, nadawca poczt6wki:
Kraszewskiego (WO 2365 str. 39), por. (LZK)
Klapaez Czeslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Klarner Jozef, dr med. (LZK)
znak
por., Warszawa, ur. 1902,
Klarner Witold, por. (LZK),
(AM1112), (WO 1004
odznaka
putkowa
listy,
notatnik,
tots.,
atr. 14)
Klawe Zbigniew, oficer (LZK)
zapocztowek, karta
Klebnszewicz Julian, w mundurze,
3736)
(AM
piskami,
Klein Edward, por. (LZK)
Klein Franciazek, pplk. (LZK)
Hst6w, poczt6wka, fotografia, okulary (AM
Klein Jan, pplk.,
998). (WO 942 str. 13)
Kleinert
Mieczyslaw, por.„ 1899 (LZK)
por. (LZK)
Klejn
Klemp Franciazek, por. (LZK)
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Stanislaw, st. przod. P.P. (LZK)
KlenowsU
Klepacki Adolf, oficer 1909 (LZK)
Klepacki Stanislaw. plut. (LZ.K-S)
62 p.p. (LZK)
Klepacki Zdzialaw, ppor. 1912,
Klepacz Antoni, kpt. (LZ.K-0)
Klepaez Czealaw, kpt. (LZK)
Klimczuk Stawomir, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
znak tots., miea. karta jasKlimczyk Antoni, ppor., ur. 1907,
2127)
dy(AM
Lesnicku, prawo jaz
Klimowlcz Serginsz, por., zam. w Zelwie
fotografii (AM 207)
pocztowki,
dy. znak toia.,
lek., znak tola., ur. 19.12.05,
Klinge Marian, 1905 (LZK), ppor.
medalik (AM 3745)
(LZK)
Klinger
kpt. (LZK)
Kliiiskl
Klis Stanislaw, por. (LZ.K-S)
karta na brori, wiKlose Bernard, w mundurze, dowod osob.,
2909), Kloa (WO 2909 str. 55)
zyt6wki, leg. odznacz., legit. (AM
karta na brori (AM
Kluez Wladyslaw mjr, karta szczep. 3298,
— mjr, (LZK),
Wladyslaw, ur. 27.7.97, (RO.
Franciazek
1041),
32 str. 60)
nr. 1912, ks. wojsk.,
Kluczyriski Wawrzyniec Bohdan, ppor.,
— prawnik (AM 562)
list, dyplom doktorski
Kluk Stanislaw. kpt. (LZK)
Klus Wladyslaw, pchor. art. (LZK)
karta szczep. 1410.
Kluza Bronialaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
listy poczt6wka (AM 2748)
Klaczynski Bolealaw, por. rez. (LZK)
kpt. (LZK)
Klobukowski
art. (LZK), w mundurze, karta
Klopotowski Stanislaw, ppor.
ofic.
rez., pocztowka, ks. wojsk. (WO
1924),
list (AM
szczep.,
2409 str. 45)
szczep, legit,
mundurze, karta
Stefan, w
Klopotowski
taric (AM 2410), ppor. art. (LZK)
odznacz., medalik
Franciazek, ppor., ur. 2.6.09 w Warszawie,
Klosowlak Jan
me
karta szczep. 2866, zaswiadczenie.
dypl. rolnik, dowod osob.,
Stefanii, 23 p.p. (LZK)
laric. (AM 2662), 1909, s. Jana
dalik
— ppor., inz., ks. upos., Hat,
Klosowicz Kazimierz, Klosowicz
p. leg.
Wloclawek, wizyt6wka, odznaka
leg. urzedn., Zarzadu m.
(AM 744), Klonowicz (WO str. 10)
Kluido Stanistaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kmiecik Antoni, przod. P.P. (LZK)
ur. 3.1.911, leg. osob.,
Kmiecik Mieczyslaw Stanistaw, ppor.,
str. 19)
2005 (%
karta
szczep.
urzedn.
paristw.,
leg.
— por., ka. upos.,
legit., medalik, odKmiec Tadeuaz, Kniec
Kmiec — (WO str. 9),
znaczenie wojenne, fotografie (AM 643),
Marii (LZK)
Kmiec — ppor., 1901, s. Wladyslawa
Kmita Czeslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Knapik Kazimierz, mjr (LZ.K-S)
pocztowek, karta szczep.
Aleksander, w mundurze,
Knauff
(WO 1105 str. 16)
3745, odznaka putkowa (AM 1263),
Knoblorh Ludwik, kpt. st. sp. (LZK)
leg. urzedn., paristw.,
Knopp Cezary. por. (ppor.), (LZK), por.,
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luzne notatki, гузипек
o!6wkowy (glowa mezczyzny), kartka
adresem: Krystyna Knopp,
Warszawa, ul. Podskarbiriska
(AM
984), (WO 936 atr. 13)
Knothe Adam, por. (LZK)
Knotlic
рог. (LZK)
Knyehalski Marian Wiktor, w
mundurze, wizytowka:
Knychalaki Marian Wiktor (AM
1712), ppor. pil. (LZK), ur. 3.10.07
(ROR. 34 str. 161)
Koba Izydor, Kobamczydor
por., leg. ofic,
karty
na brori, karta polowania,
poeztowki (AM 3935)
bos Eugeniusz, ppor.
lek., swiad. szk., dyplom lekarski,
metryka slubu, karta mob., list,
fotografie, odznaka pulkowa
(AM 2849). dr med., 1914, s.
Henryka
Mariannv, Woiak. Szpital (LZK)
Kobusiewicz Aleksander, рог., ks.
upos.,
pocztdwki. fotografie. kaiend. kiesz. (AM 606),
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kobylaiuki
kpt. (balony) (LZK)
Kobylecki Jerzy, ppor., ks. ofic,
dzienniczek, wizyt6wki, me
dalik
lane, karta szczep. 2551 (AM
1198), Kobylewski — (WO
1063 str. 15)
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Kobylinski Jan. ppor., ur. 1898,karta
mob., wizytowka,
kar
ty mob., medalik
taric (AM 3321). por.
(ppor.) (LZK)
Kobylinski Jozef, inz. ppor., ur.
22.3.07, leg. ofic. rez., dowod
osob., karta na brori, wizytowki, rozkaz
wyiazdu, medalik (AM
2896)
Kobylinski Michat, por., leg. urz^dn.
paristw.,
fotografie, pnczt6wka (AM 1317), Kobsiriski —
(WO 1317 str. 16)
Kobza Kazimierz, Kobeza
(?)
mies.
por.,
karta iazdy, leg.
urzedn. paristw., ka. ofic. (AM
ur. 15.8.98, por. (ROR. 34 str. 1215), (WO 1075 str. 15), Kobza
140)
Kocela Franciszek, por., leg. czl.
ZOR., zasw.
p.p., odcinek pocztowy, odznaka Zw. Naucz.
(AM 3583)
Kocewicz Tadeusz, ppor. wet.
(LZK)
Kochariski
por. s/.wol.
Kochloeffel Rudolf, kpt. lek., list,(LZ.S-K)
prawo jazdy,
pisma (AM
1710). (LZK)
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Kociatkiewicz Kazimierz, w
mundurze, leg. urzedn. list, poez
towki,
pisma handlowe (AM 3203), kpt.
КОР., 1900, s. Kazimierza
Agnieszki, Jaslo (LZK)
Kociubski Pawel, dr mjr,
leg.
ofic.,
poczt6wki, list, wizy
towka (AM 3464), mjr lek.
1886,s. Michala
Tekli (LZK)
Koczorowski
Stanistaw, ppor. (LZK)
Koczuj Adam, (WO 864 str. 12)
Kodymowski, Stanistaw, Marian, ppor., ks.
ofic, leg. urz.
paristw., karta ezczep. 1260. list
Kozielska do jego zony (AM
1079), (WO 984 str. 14), ppor. rez., 1899,37
p.p. (LZK)
Kodymowski Stanistaw Wojciech, w
mundurze, leg. Krzyza
srebrne papierosnice
Woj.,
dedykacja, medalik
taric. (AM
1248), Kodynowski — (WO 1099 str. 15)
Kodzalkowski
Stanistaw, (?)
cywilny, pocztowka, list, plakieta (AM 3429)
Koenner Edward, Kocuner — sedzia w
Katowicach, ppor.,
leg. urz. dowod osob., fetff. ZOR. (AM 2038), Koenner Edward
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Antoni — pisma Starostwa Grodzkiego w Katowicach
(WO 2038
str. 31), Koenner Edward Antoni Franciszek
-- ur. 5.2.01. ppor.
(ROR. 34 str. 63)
Kofluk Jan. por., ur. 25.5.85, dow6do osob.. karta mob., karta
szczep., wizytowki (AM 2967)
Kogut Adam, kpt., (Bryg. Pane), znak tozs.. grzebyk (AM
809), (bez imienia) — kpt. (LZK)
Kohmaim Zygmunt, 1882, s. Jozefa
Tekli (LZK)
Kohotek Jozef, por. zawodowy (LZK)
Kojdcr J6zef, mjr (LZK)
Kolczyriski Mieczyslaw, por., karta czt„ dowod osob., karta
szczep., list, leg. PCK. (AM 2587)
Kolesiriski Pawel, w mundurze, ur. 28.1.902,
Bialystok, dowod
osob.,
listy (AM 2733)
Kolesniak Leon, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., list,
plakieta, cze.se
metryki urodz. (AM 1558) plakieta pnmiatkowa ztozenia slubowania mlodz. akad. w 1936 r. w
(WO
1558 str.
Cz<?stochowie
44), ppor. piech. (LZK)
Kolisko Tadeusz, mjr lek. (LZK)
Knhlmann Waldemar, ppor. piech. (LZK).
Kolmann — ppor.,
karta szczep. 334 (AM 1416)
Koluszko Marian, kpt. (LZK)
Koiakowski
Wladyslaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Kolodziej Julian, por. (LZK)
Kotodziejczak
Waclaw, ur. 18.5.97. dowod osob., metryka
urodz. w je,z. niem.,
obligacje, metryka slubu, blok notesowy,
list hipoteczny (AM 224), kpt. (LZK)
Kotodziojczyk
podof ее rez.
p. lot., Warszawa
(LZK)
Kotodzlejczyk
Stanistaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., prawo
jazdy, listy, wolna karta kolej. 2-ej klasy (AM
1739), por. lot.
(LZK)
Kntosowski Michat, ppor., znak tozs..
Baranowicze, 1903 (AM
1236), Ktosowski — (WO 1091 str. 15), Kolosowski
- ppor. art.
(LZK)
Kotowski
ppor. (LZK)
Kotuzan Antoni, kpt. (LZK)
Kotyszko Pawel, mjr (LZK)
Komac Stanistaw, w mundurze, s.
Antoniego, notatnik
adresami (AM 4086)
Komar Jan, Pol. Paristw. (LZK)
Komar Stanistaw, ppor. (LZK)
Komar Stanistaw. Korczak Komar Stanistaw —
por., dowod
osob., legit, urzedn., wizyt6wka, karta szczep..
fotografie, me
dalik, leg. ofic rez. (AM 3547)
Knmarnicki Jan, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Knmorowicz Waclaw, ppor. rez., zmnrt
(LZK)
Komorowski Eugeniusz. rtm., mies. karta na
plywalnie. kar
ta na brori. rozkaz
wyjazdu. karta szczep. 3583, fotografie (AM
829), (bez imienia) rtm. st. sp.
(LZK)
Komorowski Tadeusz, Komroweiki —
kpt., karLa na polowa
nie, karta czl. Lijri Kolon.. odznaka strzelecka
(AM 2166) Ko
morowski — (WO 2166)
z

lub KomlikoKompHkowicz Bronislaw, рог. (Koluplikowicz
wicz) (LZK),
Komplikowicz — ur. 4.10.94, por. art. (KOR. 34
str. 138)
Komuniecki
Michal, Komunicki — inz., w mundurze, leg.
urzedn., znak tozs. (AM 1663), zam. Warszawa, ul. Odynca 15 a,
tel. 4-20- 69 ,ofic. br. pane. (WO 1563 str. 44)
Kooarzewski
Czeslaw, Konaszewski — cywilny, metryka slu—
bu, metryka urodz., karta szezep. (AM 2108), Konarzewski
(LZK)
Konarzewski Dariusz Wojciech, dowod osob., stala karta jazliatow —
weksle,
dy,
kt6rych jeden pisany przez niego w
Kozielsku (AM 403)
Konarzewski Tadeusz, ppor., pocztowki,
liaty, karta szczep.
lane. (AM 1726), or. 1909 (LZS)
2497, medalik
Konaszewski Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kondzierski
Wlodzimierz, ppor. art. (LZK)
Konecki Boleataw, por. (LZK)
Koniczka
notatnik
adresem: Helena Koniczka,
Lissa (Poznan), Rynek KoscMny
(AM 122)
Konieczka
Edmund, kpt., dowod osob., list, odznaka wojsk
pane, medalik, prawo jazdy (AM
739), Komiczka — ur. 1909
■
(LZK), Konieczka. ur. 11.10.09 (RO. 32 str. 131)
Kenieczny
Wojciech, por., leg. ofic,
prawo jazdy, karta
szczep. 748, kartka, r64aniec,
poczt6wki. niemiecki paszport
wojskowy (AM 2017), a. Szczepana, zam. Gniezno, ul. Kaliriskiego
15/5, por. art. (WO str. 19/20)
Kofliuszewski
J6zef, ur. 11.4.07, zam. Krakow, ul. gen Beks. oszcz. PKO., listy (AM
ma
1093), Krakow, ul. Fenna
991
str. 14), por. 1907 (LZK)
(WO
Konkolewski
Antoni, por. dowod osob., przepustka, medalik
lancuszkiem (AM 1065), (WO 975 str. 13)
Konopacki Stanislaw, kpt., ur. 17.1.85 w Wieluniu, zam. War
dowod osob., poczt6wka, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
szawa, Aleje Jerozol.
pisma MSWojsk, ks. Kasy Oszcz.,
wizytdwki, naramiennik
bez oznak (AM 312)
—
Konopka
piech.
PKU., (Lw6w (LZK)
Konopka Jozef Marian, J6zef — mjr, inz., wizyt6wka, karta
szczepienia,
pismo (AM
4116), mjr piech. 1884, s. Tadeusza
Jadwigi (LZK)
Konopka Stanislaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta czt., poczt6wka (AM 2538), ppor. ur. 1901, s. Mateusza
Antoniny (LZK)
Konopka Zdzislaw Marian, kpt., leg. ofic, leg. urzedn. (AM
3528)
Konopinski Alfons, por. lek., dr, 1905, s. Bronislawa
Marii
(LZK)
Konoplicki Jan, kpt- art., szczeg6!6w brak (WO str. 9), (LZK)
Konstanty Antoni, rtm. (LZK)
Kontrym Boleslaw, ppor. rcz. (LZK)
Koiiczak Sylwester, ppor., leg. urz. paristw., kwit, kartka
notatkq o!6wkowa: „W razie mojej smierci zawiadomic Koriczaka
J6zefa. Lipa. poczta Sokolec, pow. Chodziez" (AM 536). por
ur. 1903 (LZK)
Kopacz Rohdan. pchor. piech. (LZK)
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Stefan, por., przepustka, dowod osob., karta
Kopczynski
szczep. (AM 3914)
Kopalinski Franciszek, ppor. (LZK)
Kopalinski Waelaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kopczenski Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kopecki Tadeusz, ppor. rez. 1903, s. Michala
Bronislawy
(LZK)
rakarta
w
meldunkowa,
mundurze, paszport,
Kopec Jozef,
chunek (AM 3455)
Franciszek,
prawo noszenia ubrania cywilnego,
Kopeliiiski
leg., pocztowka, karta szczep. 1999, znak tois. (AM 2155), Ко
litis
2155
str.
34)
(WO
ру
metryki urodz. jego syndw, wiekKoperski Tadeusz, ppor.,
sza ilosc fotografii, wizytowka, lane,
raedalikiem, ks. do modlenia (AM 457)
de
Kopff Leon, Wiktor, Aleksander — kpt leKopff Leon,
karz, leg. ofic. rez., kolej. karta jazdy, wizyt6wka, poczt6wki
(AM 4079)
Kopls Leonard, por., pocztowki (AM 1521), (LZK)
Kopniak Zdzialaw Tadeusz, dr, arystent Uniw., w mundurze,
leg. urzedn. paristw., karta szczep. 1504, wizytdwka, pismo Min.
Oswiaty (AM 1210), (WO 1071 str. 15), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kopras Jan, w mundurze, leg. ofic. (AM 3860), (bez imienia) — kpt. gosp. (LZK), ur. 22Л2.М, kpt. (RO. 32 str. 372)
Korbanowski
Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Korcz Stefan, Korocz — kpt., odcinki pocztowe, listy, karta
podatkowa Urzedu Skarb. Poznan (AM 2456), kpt. obs., (LZK)
Korczak Marian, pplk. kaw., 1898, s. Jozefa
Marii (LZK)
Korczak Wladyslaw, ppor., 1910, 3. Konstantego
Bronisla
43
wy,
p.p. (LZK)
Kordasiewicz
Bronislaw, por., poczt6wka,
listy (AM 1954)
Kordasiewicz
Jozef, Kordaszewicz — kpt., czesc leg., karta
1814), Kordasiewicz — ur. 3.5.94 (ROR. 34
szczep.), list (AM
str. 19)
Kordowskr Waclaw Wiktor, ppor. ur. 10.3.07, leg. ofic. rez.,
kartki
lane. (AM
zapiskami, fotografie, roianiec, medalik
3164)
Kordymowski Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Korkiewicz
Jan, pplk. (LZ.S-K)
Kornat Edward Jozef, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Kornilowicz Tadeusz, pplk. (LZK)
Korobowicz Kazimlerz, por. (LZK)
Korolkiewicz
nadawKonstanty, mjr dr (LZK),
poczt6wka
ca: Zbigniew Karalkianus, Wilno, Tiltogatwi 53. naramiennik bez
—
ks.
do
dr
modlenia
Krolkiewiczius
oznak,
(AM
269),
(WO
269 str. 19)
Korona Franciszek, koperty .wizytowki, (AM 157)
Korotun Wlodzimierz, (LZK)
Korowajczyk
Leonard, ppor., wizyt6wki, poczt6wki, karta na
brori karta czl. Aeroklubu (AM 3892), ppor. (LZK)
r. 1927, ks. oszcz.
Korpal Alojzy, (bez imienia), kpt., pismo
PKO. na nazwisko
Staszkiewicz
Henryk, karta szczep. 3144,
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legit., list, r6ianiec (AM 1644), ks. osici. PKO. na nazwisko Henryk Stankiewicz (WO 1644 str. 21). Alojzy —
kpt. (LZK)
Kortmas (lub Kortnias), рог. (LZK)
Korzelskl
— w mundurze,
Kranciszek, (Korzelki)
list, roianiec (AM 1564), Korzelski — (WO 1564 »tr. poczt6wki
44). ppor.
art. (LZK)
Korzeniowski
Izydor, ppor., ur. 4.2,01, znak tozs.,
listy, te
legram .mrtryka urodz. (AM
1653), ppor. rez., 1901, s. Jozefa
Marii (LZK)
Korzeniowski
Zbigniew. w mundurze, paszport, list, notatnik
(LZK)
Korzeniowski
Zdzislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Korzenny Wlodzimierz, w mundurze (AM
3969), ppor. art.
(LZK)
Korzon Edmund, ppor. rez. Zand.
(LZK)
Koeibowicz Wladyslaw, ppor. 1907, s. J6zefa
Zofii,
p. strz.
podh. (LZK)
Koainski Karol, lekarz (LZK)
Koechlnaki Kazimierz, w mundurze, karta
szezep., poczt6wki
(AM 3096), mozliwe — Kosinski (?)
Kosineki Touiasz, рог., ur. 1903 Kamionka
znak tots.,
Strum.,
leg. ofic. rez., prawo jazdy, medalik (AM
3084), ppor. art. (LZK)
Kositowicz
ppor. lek. (LZK)
Kosmahl Leopold Gustaw(?),
ppor., ur. 16.12.03, karta mob.,
karta szezep., dowod osob.,
wizyt6wki, karta czi. ZOR., notatnik,
leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3468)
Kosmala Waclaw.
ppor. (LZK)
Kosmalski Tadeusz, ppor. san. farm.
(LZK)
Kosmalakl Zdzislaw. рог., ur. 17.4.07, zam.
Molodeezno, leg.
ofic, znak tozs.. ks. oszcz. PKO.,
swiad. szk..
odznaka 86 p.p.
(AM 2105), por. (LZK)
Koeowski Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
poczt6wki, karta szczepienia (AM 3252)
Koasecki Jozef. Kosiecki —
kpt., ofic. legit., rozkaz wyjazdu, karta szezep. (AM 2130). Kosiecki —
(WO 2130), (LZK)
Kossobudzki
Boleslaw, Kosobudzki
.
.law, kpt., s. Jana.
listy (AM 2462). Kossobudzki — pplk. art.
(LZ-)
Kossowski Jan
MikolaJ, Kosowski — kpt., ur. 6.12.88, ks.
ofic.. leg. Virtuti Militari
(AM
1388), Kossowski — ur. 6.12.86
(WO 1388 str. 17), ur. 6.12. 88, rtm.
(ROR. 34 str. 118)
Kostecki - Rogala Stefan, por. rez. art.
(LZK)
Koetecki Zbigniew. por. mgr. farm..
Kostecki Zygmunt. por. mgr. farm. (LZK)
(LZK)
Kosterski Boleslaw. por. lek.
(LZK)
Kosterski Mieezyslaw, por.. dr med.
(LZK)
Koslkicwicz
Boleslaw,
Boleslaw, s. Zygmunta.
fotografia
dedykacja,: „Twoja za Toba teskniaca zona —
13.2.40, Lwow", karta szczepienio .list,
koperta (AM 781). Kostkiewicz — (WO str. 11)
Koslkiewicz
Wlncenty, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kostkiewicz Zygmunt. pplk., dowod
osob., karta szezep., krzyz
Virtuti Militari, krzyiyk
lane, (zloto) — (AM 780),
por (WO
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Kowalczuk
por. (LZK)
Kowalezuk
Walerian, w mundurze, list (AM
716), lub Kowalczyk (WO str. 10)
Kowalczyk Adam, kpt., legit, odznacz., капч
AM
polowania'4
3849), kpt. КОР. (LZK)
Kowalczyk Bronislaw. pchor. san. КОР., 1897,s. J6zefa
Marii
(LZK)
Kowalczyk Jan, nnucz.. w mundurze, ur. 15.3.04 w
Badzyniu,
zam
и
()., nK'trvka slutni, odznaka (AM
2474)
Kowalczyk Mieczyslaw. w mundurze,
pocztouki
nadawca:
Jadwiga Kowalczyk. Pradnik Czerwony. ul.
Legionow 10 — obok
Krakowa. list (AM 531)
Kowalczyk Stanislaw, ppor., ur. 1910, znak tozs.,
wizytowki,
poczt6wki (AM 3765). ppor. (LZK)
Kowalczyk Tadeusz
Kerdynand. oficer. ur. 1908, s. Jozefa
Stanislawy (LZK)
Kowalczyk Walerian.
ppor. art. (LZK)
Kowalewski
Marian, mjr. ur. 1896, ros. zasw.
data Kozielsk
29.9.39, karta
szezep. 2930, rsezbiona
cygarniczka, Kozielsk"
(AM 1027, (WO 954 str. 13)
Kowalewski
Miehal, dowod osob. (AM
144), ppor., 1908, s.
Bohdana
Emilii (LZK)
Kowalewski
Stefan, w mundurze, odcinki
pocztowe, karta
szczepienia 1085 (AM 1297), (WO 1124 str.
16)
Kowalewski
Stefan, ppor. lotn. (LZK)
Kowalewski
Stefan, por. art. (LZK)
Kowalewski
Wltold,
mjr. pocztowki (AM 2170). Kowalskl
(WO 2170 str. 34), Kowalewski —
mjr. (LZK)
Kownlr-wskl Wladyslaw. w mundurz*,
pocztdwki
ndresem:
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str. 11), pplk. ur. 1893, s. Michala
Antoniny (LZK), ur. 1.4.93
(RO. 32 str. 31)
Kostrzewski
Staaislaw,
ppor., dowod osob., swiad. szezep.
1418, cwikier, rozmaite zapiski (AM 540)
Kostrzewski
Stefan, por., wizytdwki (AM 2503)
Koetyra vel Kostyrzewski
Boleslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kosciukiewlcz
Walenty, ppor. lek. (LZK),
dr, w mundurze,
leg
fotografia (AM 2655)
Kosciolek Zdzfataw, ppor. (LZK
Kosliriski
Stefan, ofic. rez., ur. 24.9 . . ..(?), >. Franciszka
Rozalii
Prosiriskich. zam. Warszawa, ul. Miodowa
zasw.
obywatelstwa wydane przez Starostwo Grodzkie Sr6dm.
Warsz.
(WO str. 3)
Kotecki Bronislaw, por.
zawodowy (LZK)
Kotecki Marian, por., leg. urzedn.,
listy, pocztowki, fotogra
fie (AM 1126), (WO 1014 str.
14), (LZK)
Kotecki Wladyslaw, por.
zawodowy (LZK)
Kotlihski
J6zef, (LZK)
Kowacz Zbigniew, oficer, znak tozs.,
(AM 584), Kowaczyn —
(WO str. 9). Kowacz — ppor. piech.
(LZK)
Kowal Aleksnnder, kpt.. s.
Grzegorza. karta szezep., kartka
zapiskami. odznaka pulkowa,
medaliki (AM
3167), rtm.
(LZK)
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(AM
1361). kpt., 18 p.n.1.
Kowalewski
Wladyslaw. KozieUk,
(LZK-S)
Kowalik
Cxestaw, ppor. prof, chemii, leg. ofic, przepustka,
wizytdwka. kalend. kiesz. (AM 690). (LZK)
Kowalik Eugeniusi. рог.,
wyblakla fotografia
dedykacja:
mnie", no„Mojemu kochanemu Euceniuszowi — nie zapomntj
tatnik (AM 1903), dedykacja na fotografii: ..Kochanemu Genko—
—
Maleristwo. Wilno dnia 27.3. 39"
wi
aby nie zapomniat,
(WO 1903 str. 28)
nadawca: BohKowalkowski Adam Mieczystaw, pocztdwka
dan Kowalkowski, Warszawa, ul. Piusa XT Nr 23 m.
(AM 134)
Kowalkowski
Bronistaw, kDL, legit, ofic, leg Virtuti Militari.
3458.
w
karta
szczep.
Baranowiczach,
prawo jazdy wystawione
pocztdwki kwit depoz. (AM 2235)
Kowalski
Aleksander Marek. w mundurze, metryka stubu.
karta szczep. 2079, list (AM 2129). рог. rez., 1902 s. J6zefa
Leokadii (LZK)
Kowalski
Boleslaw, рог. art. (LZK)
Kowalski Jgnacy, ppor. rez. zand. (LZK)
Kowalski Jdzef. рог. (ppor.) (LZK)
Kowalski Karol, рог. (LZK).
ppor. (WO 930 str. 13)
Kowalski
Jan, (?)nau
?)naucz.. ppor., leg. urzedn.. pocztdwka, list
(AM 4078)
Kowalski
Mieczyalaw, naucz.. leg. urzedn., ks. oszcz. PKO..
marca 1940 (AM 2180). рот.
gazeta rosvjska w je,z. polsktm
piech. (LZK)
Kowalski Mleczyslaw Stanislaw, рог., ur. 25.5.85.
leg. ofic.
Zaslugi (AM 3111
poczt6wka .zasw., leg. Srebrnego Krzvza
34
str.
(ROR.
384)
Kowalski
Miroelaw, ppor.. leg. urzedn., prawo iazdy, karta
meld., lane, medalikiem (AM 3478)
Kowalski Stanislaw. рог. piech. (LZK)
Kowalski Stefan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kowalski Stefan,
por. rez. (LZK)
Kowalski Tomasz por., 1907, s. Feliksa
Wiktorii (LZK)
Kowalski
Wlktor, ppor., wizytdwki, karta szczen. 1328,
Str.
Gran.
(WO 1747 str. 24)
listy. plakieU (AM 1747), aspirant
Kowalski Wiktor. evwilrw, koperta. pocztdwka (AM 1935)
Kowalski
Wladyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Kowalski Zygmunt. kpt.. poczt6wki, listy (AM 2181)
Kownacki J&zef, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Kowszyk Arkadlusz, Kowszik — kpt., pocztowka, (AM 127),
Kowalik
Kow
(WO str. 4), Konszyk Arkadiusz, kpt. (LZK),
szyk — ur. 9.2.91 (RO. 32 str. 82)
Kozakiewicz
Jdzef.
Aleksander, ks. ofic, znak tois. (AM
541)
Kozakiewicz
Tadeusz, kpt. 1895, s. Klemensa
(LZK)
Kozakiewicz Zdzistaw, por. rez. ini. (LZK)
Kozaneckl Tadeusz, kpt., ur. 27.9.08 w Kaliszu, ofic. legit., ks.
oszcz. PKO., rdzne pisma urzedowe (AM 1810), Kozaniecki — nr.
27.9.900, zam. Wlodzimierz Woi., SPPA, (WO 1810 str. 25), Kozanecki — kpt. (LZK)
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Barbary (LZK)
KozieJ Franciszek, pchor. 1897, я. Jana
Ko/it'l Franciszek, por., ur. 14.5.900,dowod osob., leg. urze^
legit, skautowskie, legit, odznacz., rdianiec (AM 3888)
szwadron ul. (WO str. 19)
Koziet Jan, ppor. rez. (por.) (LZK)
Kozlet Stanislaw, kpt. br. pane, wojsk. prawo jazdy, dowod
osob., legit, ofic, monogram, plakieta (AM 2319)
Kozlett - Pokleweki
(LZ.K-S)
Wladystaw, (Wlodzimierz),
Kozierowski Antoni, w mundurze, zam. Warszawa, ul. Wspdlna
karta na brort, pocztdwka, lusterko metalowe (AM 2811)
Natalii (LZK)
Kozierowski Jerzy ppor. rez., 1913, s. Mariana
Kozietulski
por. (LZ.K-O-S)
Kozinski Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Koziol Franciszek, por. (LZK)
Koziotek Leopold, ppor., znak to is., karta pocztowa, plakie
Matka Bnska (AM 447), Kosiolek (WO atr. 6)
ta
KoziorowsM
zapiskami
Jerzy, ppor., karta szczep., kartka
(AM 2332), ppor. (LZK)
— pocztdwka, dowod osob.
Kozlorowski
Michal, Kozirowski
206), Koziorowski,
ppor. ur.
fotografia (AM
(nieczytelny),
str.
7.7.06 w Ktodawie (WO
19)
Koztowski Adam Marian, ppor., ur. 17.11.910, dow6d osob.,
ks. ofic, list (AM 601) Kostowski (WO str. 9)
w mundurze, karta
Kozlowski
Aleksander,
ppor. (LZK),
szczep. (AM 3459)
Kozlowski
Antoni, w mundurze, pocztdwka, list (AM 2211),
ppor. art. (LZK)
nich
Kozlowski Bronislaw, ppor.,
nadawca.:
pocztdwki
Julia
929),
(AM
Koztowska, Wilno, ze stemplem: Kaltanera
(WO 898 str. 12)
Kozlowski Feliks, ppor. (LZK)
Kozlowski Flawiusz, ppor. (LZK)
Kozlowski Jan, ppor., dr (LZK)
Kozlowski Mariusz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kozlowski Michal, ppor., 1906, s. Michala
Marii (LZK)
Kozlowski Stanislaw, por. (LZK)
Kozlowski Stefan. wizyt6wka (AM 60), kpt. (LZS)
Kozlowski
Teodor, ppor. (LZK), w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
karta szczep.,
listy (AM 2840)
Kozlowski Wincenty, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kozlowski Witold, por. (LZK)
Kozlowski Zdzislaw, por. lek. (LZK)
Kozowicz Tadeusz, w mundurze, ur. 28.10.08, dowod osob..
1айс, (AM3153)
pocztdwka, karta szczep., medalik zloty
Kozubeki Wladyslaw, mjr (LZK)
Kozdzierski
Kozielska,
Boleslaw, w mundurze, swiad. lek.
fotografie, karta szczep., odznaka pulkowa, pocztdwka, meda
lik (AM 3281)
Kozdzierski
Boleslaw, w mundurze, ks. oszcz. PKO., legit,
ofic, karta szczepienia (AM 3284)
Kozlinekt Stefan, kpt., (WO str. 3)
Kozma Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK), Kozna — ppor., ur. 11.12.06,
syn Jadwigi, ks. ofic, medalik (AM 1077), Kuzma ur. 11.12.08
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(WO 982 str. 14). Kozma — ur.
11.12.06, ppor. (ROR. 34 str.
195)
Kozmiriski
ppor. (LZK)
Koenig Jozef, рог. art. rez. (LZK)
Krabowski
Ludwlk, por., Hsty, pocztdwki
nadawca.: K. Krabowrka, Warszawa — Bielany, ul. T. Zana 27, kalend.
kiesz.,
medalik
taric. (AM 2471)
Krachelski Piotr, ppor. (LZK)
Krachowski Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kraczkiewicz
Kazimierz,
mjr, ur. 14.10.94 w Tarnogrodzie,
zam., Legionowo, ks. oszcz.,
konta (WO str.
wyciag
Kraczuk Wladyslaw, oficer (LZK)
Kraczyriski Wieslaw, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Krahelski Kazimierz, mjr, 1890,s.
Tekli (LZK)
Henryka
Krahelski
Piotr, Krachelski — w mundurze,
listy
pocztdwki. karta szczep. 318, (AM 1078).
(WO 983 str. 14), Krahel
ski — ur. 12.6.94, ppor. (ROR. 34 str.
187)
Krahelski Roman, kpt. (LZK)
Krainski
.Stanislaw, kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
Krajewski
por. (LZK)
Krajewski Bnleelaw. pnr., karta
?zczop., obrazek swiety (AM
3103), por. piech. (LZK)
Krajewski Edmund, por., karta mob.,
wizyt6wki, spinki mankietowe, legit, odznaez. (AM 1088). (WO 987 str.
14). por. lek.
1899. s. Feliksa
Marii (LZK)
Krajewski
Eugeniusz, ppor., dr (LZK), dr med., ur. 9.2.98,
dowod osob., paszport,
wizytowka, karta szczep. 1720,zasw. (AM
1733) zaSwiadczenie zlozenia w
depozyt walizy w Hotelu Geor
gia we Lwowie (WO 1733 str. 23)
Krajewski Jan Karol, por., karta szczep.
3347, leg czl. (AM
2107), por. 1895, e. J6zefa
Marii (LZK)
Krajewski
Jaroslaw,
legit, odznaez., fotografia.
wizytowka
(AM 4051)
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Krepacki Adolf, ofic rez. (LZK)
Kretkowski
Stanislaw, por..
wizytowki
nazwiskiem: Kretkowski Stanislaw
Kretkowski
Ignacy, pocztowka, rozaniee.
spinki mankietowe,
medaliki (AM 1372), Kretowski (WO 1372
str. 17) oraz Kretkowski. oficer, ur.
4.7.900 (WO 1372 str. 20)
Kretowicz Jaroslaw, mjr rez. (LZK)
reck Edward, ppor., pismo Min.
Roln., karta szczep., karta
mob., list (AM 2658), Kreky (WO 2658 str.
49). Kremky Edward,
ur. 13.1.74, ppor. (ROR. 34 str.
261-?-)
Kreckowaki
Stanislaw.
ppor., Lwow, ur. 191
znak tozs.,
swiad. szk., karta szczep. 2803,
list, modlitewnik. medalik (AM
3032)
Kreplicki
Waclaw, w mundurze ,leg. urze<ln., dowod
osob.,
wizytowka. karta szczep., list (AM 2376).
— (WO
Kreglicki
2376 str. 39)
Krijk Jozef, mjr, legit, ofic, karta
szczep. (AM 3436) -?Krobowski
Konstanty, w mundurze, karta szczep. 2909,
leg.
dla urzedn. nieczytelna,
medaliki, list, poezt6wka (AM 1118)
Krochmalski Jan, por. (LZK), w
mundurze,
zam.
Lodz. Aleja
Unii 18 m. 32 .notatnik, medalik
(AM 2870)
Krogulski
Henryk, (LZK)
Henryk Stanislaw — ur„ 15.7.05
w Rajbroicie, dowdd
osob., ks. ofic, ks. do modlenia.
pocztow
ka. swiad., cywilny guzik (AM
313), ur. w Rnjgrodzie (WO
str. 7)
Krogulski Stanislaw, por., dr (LZK)
Krogulski Stanislaw. pptk. dypl. kaw.
(LZK)
Krokowski
por. (LZK)
Krokowski
Tadeuaz, w mundurze, dr med.,
dyplom doktnrski,
leg. urzedn., listy. wizyt6wki,
fotogrnfie, zloty pierscieri. tttedalik (AM 3366)
Cromer Tadeuaz Jan, ppor.,
pismo urz^dowe Min. Obr. Narod.,
alik (AM 1503), ppor. art.
(LZK)
Kronenberg Artur.
Kronenburg — WarRzawa. ul. Grzybowska 32, (AM
293), Kronenberg fbez imienia) —
mjr. st. sp.
(LZK)
Kronwald
Erazmrkpt.
(LZK)
Kronz Rudolf, ppor.,
legit, ofic, poczt6wki (AM 2682), Krone
(WO 2682 str. 49)

8,

Krajewski
Roman, kpt.. ur. 29.10.87, Warszawa,
pi. Inwalidow, leg. ofic, obliczenie pensyine,
list, ks. oszcz. PKO., dwie ks.
oszcz. PKO. nn imie Zofia
Krajewska (AM 801), kpt. (LZK)
Krajewski Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Krajewski Zvgmunt, w mundurze, ur.
1909, znak tozs. (AM
3539), (LZK)
Krakowiak
ppor. (LZK)
Krakowski
Mieczystaw, ppor., swiad. szk., tygodniowa karta
jazdy (AM 3042)
Kramarz
Wladyslaw, ppor. lot. (LZK)
Kras Stanislaw, kpt., zam.
Tarnow, ul. Nowy Swiat 35, Krzyz
Virtuti
Militari
legit., legit, ofic, pismo MSWojsk., karta
szczep. 1152 (AM 811), kpt. (LZK)
Kraszewski Stanislaw, kpt. art., lat
37, s. Stanistawn
Marii
(LZK)
Krasnlak
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Kraeniak Henryk, kpt.
(LZK)
Kraua Piotr
Boleelaw, ur. 23.11.910. ppor., legit, ofic. rez.
(AM 2531)
reuse Franciszek, ppor.,
pocztdwki
listy,
poczt6wka
ad-

resem: Kazimierz
Krause,
Poznari, Jarochawskiego
16 m.
kilka karykatur
niewoli (AM 2377). ur. 19.2.18
w Poz...(?)
nianiu (WO 2377)
Krautwald
Ernest, kpt. art., 1901, s. Ernesta
Zofii (LZK)
Krawczyk Jozef, por. (LZK)
Krawecki
Jan, dr por., wizyt6wka, list,
legit. (AM 3236)
Krawecki Jozef, por., legit, odznaez.,
list, zapalniczka
monogramem FK.,
damskie taricuszki na szyje, kolczyki
(AM
931), (WO 899 str. 12)
Krawiec Tadeusz, ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Krag Ignacy, ppor. (LZK)
Krechowski
Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kreczmar Jerzy, Czretschmar
zam. Krakow, ul. Olszyny
dow6d osob., wizytowka (WO str. 45)
mozliwe — Kreczmai. lub
Kreczmer

8,

2
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Krowicki
Stanielaw, ррог., кз. wojsk., leg. prasowa, list,
poczidwki (AM 1447)
nil Bronislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kroi Fryderyk, ur. 6.3.95, adres: Strumien — Slask Cieszyri
ski, ks. oazcz. PKO., ks. wojsk., list do Czerw. Krzyza w Berli
1017), kartka
(AM
nie
nadawca.: A. Krol w Schwarzwasser
—
adrcsem: Zofia Koszyriska, ul. Lipnowska 13, Wloctawek
Leslau
(WO 950 str. 13), kpt. (LZK)
adresem (AM 2426)
Krol Jozef, por., pocztowka, kartka
Krol Karol, Kroll — naucz.. ppor., ur. 16.10.08, leg. urzedn..
—
ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep., ks. wojsk., list (AM 1735), Krol
(WO 1735 str. 23), por. (LZK)
Krol Rudolf, kpt. (LZK)
Krolikowski
kpt. uzbr. (LZK
Krolikowski
Jan. por. (LZK)
Stanistaw, mjr. (LZ.K-S)
Krolikowski
Kruczkowski
Edward, por., inz. (LZK)
Krudowski
Jan, por., legit, ofic, legit, odznacz., leg. urzedn.
zasw.
chorobie, pismo wojskowe (AM 3638)
okulary,
Krudowski Stefan, mjr, dr, pismo Szp. Woj. 504, dyplom nauspinka mankietowa, wizytdwkowy, legit, ofic, wieczne pi6ro,
odznaka pulkowa (AM
1086), (WO 985 str. 14),
ki, okulary,
lek.
(LZK)
mjr
Kruk Stefan, w mundurze, ur. 18.7.05,
fotogTafia (AM 743), por. lek. 1905 (LZK)
Kruk Waclaw, por. 1906 (LZK)
Kruk Wtadyslaw, kpt., syn Dymitra (LZK)
Jozefy, Mod
Edmund, ppor., 1902, s. Andrzeja
Krukowiecki
medaliki
lin (LZK),
ppor., leg. urzedn., telegram, notatnik.
list, pocztowka (AM 574)
Krukowski
Edmund, kpt. (LZK)
w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., pocztowki
Krukowski
Henry
przekaz pocznadawca.: Kmkowska, Poznaii, ul. Walowa 15,
stonik (AM 3841)
towy„
karlist,
fotogTafia,
Krukowski
wizyt6wka,
Wladyslaw, ppor.,
3773), por. 1911, s. Ignacego
ta meldunkowa, pocztdwka (AM
Marii (LZK)
Krupa Alekaander, lat 25 (LZK)
ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. ZOR., karta
Krupa Franclszek, ppor.,
mob. (AM 2087), Instruktor
rolny, zam. Tarnopol, ul. Stanislawa 14 (WO 2087 str. 32), ppor. 1902 (LZK)
Krupa Robert, 1902 (LZK)
Krupiriski Michal, ppor. 1902 (LZK)
Zdzislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Krupkowski
Zdzislaw, lekarz (LZK)
Kruporowski
Krusche Jan, kpt., adwokat, Warszawa, Jerozoltmska 49 m.
lub Warszawa, ul. Piusa XI Nr 36, listy, poczt6wki, wizytowki.
swiad. szczep. 1803, (AM 444), Krusze — por. (LZK)
Krusicwicz
Jan, ppor. 1907 (LZK)
p.p.
Krnszewski
Janiny.
Bohdan, ppor. 1910, s. Jozefa
(LZK)
Kruszewski
SUnislaw, rtm. 1896 (LZK)
Krus Antoni, Kruz — ppor., leg*.
leg. ofic. rez., pla-
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czlonk Z.O.R. (AM 1659)
Jozef, w mundurze, ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep.
Krzeminski
(AM 3453)
Krzesiriski .......
ppor., list w jez. niem. do Kmdta Obozu,
(WO
datowany 4.2.40 (AM 439), Warszawa, ul. Bracka 14 m.
str. 6)
sad.
Krzewinski
(LZK)
Zygmunt, plk.
Karol, ppor. 1895 (LZK)
Krzyczkowski
Krzycztnonik Zenobiusz, ppor. (LZK)
Witold, ppor., ofic. legit., ks. do modlenia, natatKrzyminskl
nik, pocztowki, karta szczep., list, r6zaniec, cygarniczka „Kozielsk 20.11.39" (AM 1392)
wizytowki, karta
Eugeniusz Ludwik, kpt.,
Krzyszkowslu
szczep. 3225, kaiend. kieszonkowy, ks. do modlenia, p^k kluczy
str.
12)
(AM 938), (WO 903
techn., dowod osob.,
Tadeusz, por., urzednik
Krzyszkoweki
ks. st. wojsk., naramienniki bez oznak (AM 389)
list, lancuszek do zeStanislaw, w mundurze,
Krzysztoftk
garka (AM 3632), — (bez imienia), chorazy (LZK)
Leon, ppor. 1908 (LZK)
Krzywobbcki
Jozef, przy zwtokach Hess Kazimierza znaKrzywoszanski
leziono miedzy innymt znak tozs. na nazwisko Krywoszanaki Jo
zef, por. 1901 (AM 3643) — por. 1909 (LZK)
Krzyzanowski Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
Roman, pplk., zam. Warszawa, ul. JagiellonKrzyzanowski
dwa pisma MSWojsk., pismo Kmdta Miasta Warska 31 m.
szawy (AM 773), pplk. (bez imienia), (LZK)
Ludwiki (LZK)
Krzyzanowski Roman, ppor. 1882, s. Rudolfa
Stanislaw, — (bez imienia) ppor., ur. 10.9.05,
Krzyzanowski
dow6d osob., leg. ofic rez., karta szczep., metryka urodz. (AM
3598), Stanistaw, ur. 10.9.05 (ROR. 34 str. 154)
Kslazek
Jozef, ini., por., legit, ofic, karta na brorf, karta

4.
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Matk$ Boska. nakieta (AM 2212), Kruz (Kruc) — ryngraf
— 18.4.1938", (WO 2212
pisem: ..Mirkowi, Matka Chrzestna
—
ur.
26.5.900,
ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 65)
str. 35), Krus
por. (LZK),
Adam Ludwik, kpt., ks. wojsk., wizytowki (AM
Krvciriski
1889), Kryczyriski — kpt. (LZK)
Henryk,
por., zam. Grodno, odcinek pocztowy,
Kryclnski
3466), ppor. 188Л
szczep. (AM
nazwiskiem, karta
kartka
(LZK)
Krycki Romuald, ppor. (LZK)
Ludomir, lat 33 (LZK)
Kryniewicki
Krysztofik Marian Jozef, w mundurze, zam. Wilno, leg. ofic,
kiesz. (AM 3827)
kaiend.
wizyt6wka,
Krzarzkowski
Marian, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., wizyt6wki
(AM 2678)
Krzanowtiki
Walerian,
ppor., Krakow, Kujawska 20 m.
medalikiem
kwit premiowy Nr. 30709 do polisy ubezp., 1айс
(AM 527), (LZK)
Krzeczmonik
Zenon, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
Krzemienski
Krzeminski
por. (LZK)
zaswiadczenia, karta
Krzemihski
Aleksander, ks. wojsk.,
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szczep., 1858, pocztowki (AM 2236)
Ksleniewicz
Waclaw, Knieniewicz — mjr, dr med., zam To- 12, wizyt6wki, karta czl. Czerw.
ruri. ill. Mickiewicza
Krzyia.
poczt6wki (AM 1445». mjr lek. (LZK)
Kuba Izydor, рог. (LZK)
Kubak Franciszek. w mundurze, Kier. Szkoly,
wyblakly obraz
nazwiskiem, list, r6zaniec (AM
1212), Kubiak — szczQtki w
mundurze — (WO 1074 str. 15), Kubak (bez imienia),
ppor.
(LZK)
Kubala Alojzy, kpt. (LZK)
Kubala Franciszek Andrzej, knt.,
pisma sluzbowe. list (AM
2266). zam. Rials Krakowska. (WO 2266 str. 37). kpr. (LZK)
Kubala Jozef. w mundurze. list (AM 140R). Kabata Jozef
(?).
(WO 140* str. 17). Kubala, ppor. 1896 (LZK),
Kubala J6zef,
Jan. ur. 21.9.96. (ROR. 34 str. 69)
Kubala Aleksander. kpt. (LZK)
KubuNiewicz Alekny. ppor. (LZK)
Kuhaxik Eugeniusz. рог. saper, ur. 17.3.10, legit, ofic. znak
tozs. (AM 1207». ur. 27.3.10, (WO 1068), рог. (LZK)
Kubiak Jozef. ppor., ur. 18.6.07, w Warszawie, ks. st. st., notatnik.
rozne wizytdwki.
pocztowka, fotografie
AM
1257),
(WO 1104 str. 16). ррэг (LZK)
Kubian
ppor. (LZK)
Kubicki Kazimierz, pjr.. knrta czlonk.,
listy (AM 573) рог.
LZK
Kubicki Zhigniew. por., woj.sk. prawo jazdy, fotografie. wizvf6wka, odcinek poczt., mednlik (AM 1768), — lub Dubicki, ur.
17.10.07. w Tlumaczu, (WO 1768 str. 24)
Kubik Lucjan, w mundurze,
Hsty (AM 1500)
Kubok
ppor. (LZK)
Kubylkowski Michat. ppor. lek. (LZK)
Kur-Staanik
Jozef. w mundurze. zam. Repki pow. Sokotdw
Podla^ki. notatnik (AM 1326)
Kura Henry
oficer. ur, 1908 znak tozs. (AM 1153). (WO
1031 str. 14)
Kucel Stefan, dr adwokat, oficer. wizytowki, pocztowki.
papierosnica (AM 4095)
Kurharski
kpt. (LZK)
Kucharski
(?)
ppor.. "poczt6wka. karta szczep.,
kwit poczt. (AM 2337) ,karta pisana w Kozielsku w dniu 24.4.40
(WO 2337 str. 39)
Kucharski J6zef, kpt.. ur. 4.7.94, znak tozs. (AM 2046)
Kurharski Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Kucharski Marian, kpt.. legit, sluzb., dow6d osob..
fotografin,
wizyt6wka (AM 824)
Kurharski
Wladyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Kucharzow Stanislaw.
oficer, leg. ZOR., kilka wizyt6wek
jego nazwiskiem (WO str. 3), ppor. 1908 (LZK)
Kuclel Stanialaw, ptk. zand. (LZK)
Kucza Waclaw
J6zef,
list, wizytowka. notatnik (AM 162)
urz(*dnik. (bez imienia), (LZK)
Kuczak Wllhelm, w mundurze, rozne pocztowki, karta
szczep
(AM 1836)
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Kuczyhski Jan, por. (LZK)
Kuczyhski Jozef, por. si. st., lat 33, a. Jana (LZK)
Kuczyiiski Jozef, por. ur. 1909 (LZK)
Kuczyhski Miecxyslaw, ppor.,
listy, pocztowka (AM 1502)
Kuczyhski Stefan, por., karta urlopowa
77 p.p.,
29.9.39,
kartka
adresem: Danuta
Kuczyriska, Warszawa, Krucza
kartka
roznymi adresami, medalik
laricuszkiem (AM 2747)
Kudelski Jan, pchor. rez. (LZK)
Kudelski Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Kufel Tadeusz, pchor. (LZK)
Kujawa Jan, chor. КОР. (LZK)
Kukietka J6zef, por.,
pocztdwki,
listy (AM 441), ppor. —
byl w Szepiet6wce (LZS)
Kukownki Tadeusz, ppor., chemik, ur. 3.5.09 w
Radomiu, do
wod osob., poczt6wka, list, wyzytowki, cygarniczka (AM
2652),
(LZK)
Kukpa Franciszek, ppor., i>oczt6wka .odznaka pulkowa (AM
3151)
Kukucz Pawel, ppor. (LZK)
Kukutaki
ppor., dowod osob., fotografia w dobrym
etanie (AM 128)
Kukulaki Eugeniusz, pptk. art. (LZK)
Kulczycki Wlodzintierz, ppor., ur. 8.5.13, legit, ofic. rez. (AM
3134)
Kulczycki Zygmunt, w mundurze. wizytowki, legit, adwokacka (dr iur.) (AM 1976), mgr. prawa (WO 1976)
Kulczvhski
Kazimierz,
zaswiadrzenia
ppor.,
komendanta
korpusu 'AM 858), (WO 851 str. 11)
Kulesza
Franclazek, por., ur. 25.2. 10, wojsk. prawo jazdy
zafiw.
awansie (AM 3326)
Kulesza Jan, por. (LZK)
Kulesza Wladyslaw, plk„ dowod osob., rozaniec
(AM 295)
p)k. kaw. (LZK)
Kuliga Wojciech. por. (LZK)
Kulik
chor. (LZK)
Kulikownki
Kugeniusz, ppor. rez. (LZ.S-K)
Kulikowski Jan. ppor. (LZK)
Kulikowski
Michal, ppor.. a. Pawta, fotografie, spia narzedzi
lekarskich
lekow
Kozielska (AM 2615), ppor. (LZK)
lis/
Leon, ppor., czesc dowodu osob., poczt6wka, karta
szczep. 1714, listy. krzyzyk (AM 932), (WO 900 str. 12)
kulpinski Waclaw, ppor. (pur.) rez., (LZK)
Kulwiec Jan. por. (LZK)
Kula
wachm. (LZK)
kulakowski
Jan, por., legit, ofic. rez.. leg. inwal.,
Hsty.
poczt6wki, papien>$nica (AM 2530)
Kulakowski
Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kumaniecki
kpt. (LZK)
Kumaniecki
architekt (LZK)
mint
Henryk Bruno, dziennikarz, w mundurze. ur. 6.12.11
w Olkuszu.
zamieszkaty w Bydgoszczy, legit, dziennikarska. do
wod osob., passport, legit, odznacz.,
wizyt6wki,
listy, odznaka
(AM 3313), ppor. rez. (LZK)
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Kuncewicz Eugeniuaz, рог., or. 6.1.908, piamo urzedowe Каау
1128), (WO 1016
Chorych, zaiwiadczenie, Hat, fotografia (AM
str. 14)
Kunda
Edmund, w mundurze, nauczyciel w Grodnie, leg.
urzedn. (AM 3786), ppor. art. (LZK)
Kupka Franciszek, por. (ppor.), (LZK)
Wiktor, por., u.-. 24.8.03, ks. st. al., dowod
Kupsc Ludwik
liaty, kwit Kaay Oazcz., wizyoeob., bardzo dobre fotografie,
Marii
towki (AM
1940), ppor. piech., 1904, s. Mieczyatawa
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(LZK)
Kurytto Tadeusz. por., wizyt6wki, leg. ofic. rez., prawo jazdy,
p. lotn., zam. Torun (WO 2282 atr.
fotografie (AM 2282), por.
37), por. plot. (LZK)
Kurz Henryk, (LZK)
Kurzeja Tadeoaz. ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kusyk Felika, ppor., znak toza., Hat, notatnik, kaiega Mojze1052), (WO 968 atr. 13), ppor. art
sza, mala podkowa (AM
(LZK)
Koez Adolf, w mondurze, karta szczep. 2495, prawo jazdy
lane, krzyiyk (AM 2237)
medalik
Kuszel Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
mjr, ka
Stanialaw, or. 10.9.94 w Jaworowie,
Kuazelewakl
oszcz. PKO., (AM 125), (bez imienia). mjr (LZK)
adresem: kozielak, Dom Wypolist
Koszyriski
nadawca: E. Kuszyriaka
Gorki", koperta
czynkowy „Maksim
36 (AM
38), (WO 38
ol.
Pilaodskiego
(miejsc. nleczytelna),
atr. 19)
—
mjr (WO 932 atr. 13),
Kusmierek
Tomaaz, — Koaierek
Kusmierek ur. 30.8.92, mjr (RO. 32 atr. 182)
w
or.
9.2.99
Krakowie,
leg. Zw. Narc.,
Kutyba JAzef, pplk.,
481), Kotyna
Militari,
leg. ofic, wizyt6wki (AM
leg. Virtoti
32 atr. 39)
pplk. (LZK), Kutyba, ur. 9.2.99 (RO.
Koziel
kpt. (LZK)
liaty.
Kuzio Rudolf, Kociw — kpt. mar. woj.. dowod oaob.,
zezwolenie
obozu jeric6w do Rzadu Botgarakiego
zasw., list

z

ka (AM 3117), ppor. (LZK)
kartkt
zapisKuehnel Oakar Rudolf, kpt., ofic legit., rozne
kami (AM 1627)
—
— Kwapin
w mundurze, pocztdwki,
Kwapien Stanialaw,
(LZK)
liaty, kwit (AM 3576), (bez imienia), ppor.
w
mundurze,
poczt6wki, list (AM
Kwapiazewaki Andrzej,
2647), por. piech. (LZK)
Bronialaw, — Stanialaw, mjr, dowod oaob.,
Kwaakowaki
kawizyt6wki, 10 ztotych w got6wce,
pocztowki, list, telegram,
— mjr dypl. 1899, a. Piotra
lend. kiesz. (AM 465), Bronislaw
Bronislaw, ur. 26.4.99, dypl. (RO. 32 atr. 67)
Berty (LZK).
— (LZK)
Kwaaniak Henryk, kpt. SPP
Antoni Konatanty, inz. por., karta mobil., do
Kwiatkowski
art. 1899, s. Ludwika
wod osob., dyplom inz. (AM 3474), por.
Heleny (LZK)
nazwiakami, kar
Edward, kpt., ofic. leg., lieta
Kwiatkowski
(AM 1931)
ta azczep. 2058, krzyz Virtuti Militari
Jan, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kwiatkowski
1727),
Marian, ppor., karta szczep., Hat (AM
Kwiatkowski
s. Macieja (WO 1727 atr. 23)
nazwiako
na
Marian, w mundurze, karta szczep.
Kwiatkowski
adresem: KapMarian s. Macieja, listy, koperta
Kwiatkowski
linski Leon, Kozielak (AM 2535)
Sylweater, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Kwiatkowski
por. zand. (LZK)
Wlncenty,
Kwiatkowski
ks. et
Zbigniew Jan, ppor., student, ur. 9.5.12,
Kwiatkowski
medalikiem,
notatnik,
pilniczek, lane
at., podanie, leg. szkolna,
mala awie.ta figurka (AM 440)
Zdzialaw, por. P.P. (LZK)
Kwiatkowski
Kwiatkowski
Zygmunt, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., Hat, r&zaniec, leg.
PCK. (AM 3260)
Kwiatkowski
Zygmunt. sierf. piech. (LZK)

z

ka polkowa. medalik (AM 3855)
Korowaki
Mleczyslaw, por., wizytdwka, koperta, fotografia,
monogramem, swiad, azczep. 3325 (AM 449)
portfel
Kurowski
Wladyalaw, por. (LZK)
mjr lek., czesc karty mob.
Dyonizy,
Wtadyslaw
Kurylok
1579), mjr lek. dr
poczt6wka, okolary, czeSc" pocztfiwki (AM

(LZK)
Knrkiewicz
Mleczyslaw. cywilny, inz., karta czlonk., poeztowki. koperta (AM 2861), por. rez., lat 59 (LZK)
karta
Kurkowaki Stefan Leon, kpt., Dr. 8.4.900 w Lokowo,
" w
jezyszczep., legit, klobowa, Hat: „Kochany Stefanie
ko niem. (AM 1478), kpt. КОР. (LZK)
—
Korlet141),
(AM
Korleto
koperta
kpt.,
Korleto Marian,
to Adnm (WO str. 4), Kurleto Marian, kpt. (LZK)
Kurnatowskt
por. kaw. (LZK)
Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Kurnatowaki
Tadeusz, mjr (LZK)
Kurnatowaki
Knrowaki
Felika, kpt., leg. ofic, wojsk. prawo jazdy, odzna

st. ap. (LZK), Kuzio
na przyjazd (AM 876), (bez imienia) kpt.
atr 399)
ur. 30.10.95, kpt. mar. woj. (RO. 32
Kuzma
ppor. (LZK)
fotografie
Kuzmiar Zygmunt. oficer, leg. ofic, karta szczep.,
Kuzniar,
(WO 2098 atr. 32)
2098),
(AM
Kuzmiarski
Zbyslaw, ppor. rez. (LZ.S-K)
Kuzmicki Francidzek, (LZK)
(AM
w mundorze,
poczt6wki
(?)
Kuzminski
3974)
Warszaw
zam.
or.
29.1.07,
Arkadiuaz, stodent,
Kuzmlnekl
ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep., poczt6wwie, ol. Akademicka
12, — Kolega Nadjezda
nadawca. Pinak, ol. Kolegialna
ka
(AM 239)
—
w mundurze, dr, znak toza., or.
Kuznar Jan, — Kuzmar
nadawci): Kuzmar Stanialaw,
listy, pocztowka
1893, Poznari,
Min. Skarbu (AM 3967),
Jasienica Koacielna, Malopolska, pismo
Koznar — ur. 20.5.93, dr (ROR. 34 atr. 260)
znak toza
Kuznicki Zygmunt, por. ur. 6.4.05, leg. ofic rez.,
(AM 4029)
Kuzniewicz Alekaander, pchor. (LZ.S-K)
И5986/Ы, pocztdwKuzdowicz Julian, ppor., ka. oszcz. PKO.
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Kwiatnowicz
w mundurze, odznaka pulkowa, listy,
rachunek (AM 3433)
Kwieciiiski
Jan, ppor., ur. 9.6.07, karta mobil., leg. urzedn.,
leg. ofic, notatki,
fotografie, metryka slubu (AM 2248), meHelena w j^z. lac. (WO 2248 str. 36)
tryka slubu
Kwieciiiski
Jerzy. mjr dypl. art. (LZK)
Kwieciiiski
Mieczystaw, kpt., ur. 12.12.10 w Kalicz, swiad.
Szk. Pchor., karta na brori, r6zne papiery osob.. fotografie, papierosnicn, odznaka. notatnik (AM 1441). ur. w Haliczu (WO
1441 str. 18)
Kwieciiiski
Mieczystaw, pchor. (LZK)
Kwieciiiski
Tadeusz, ppor. rez. 1910, s. Zygmunta
Zofii
(LZK)
Kyszck
ppor. kaw. (LZK)
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Lahurok Jerzy, w mundurze. kopertn, noczt6wka, karta
szczep.
306o (AM 1555)
Lach Antoni Stanislaw, ppor., ley ofic. rez., list., karta na
brori. fotografie, leg. ofic, karta szczep., pismo urzed., kartka
zapiskami (AM 348-3)
Larhowicz
dr med. (LZK)
LachowKki Adam, ppor. rez. 1910 (LZK), Liachowski Adam —
s. Stanistawa w mundurze, koperta, telegram, kartka
nazwiskiem (AM 2539)
Lachowski Bolestaw, s. Antoniego, w mundurze, karta
szczep.,
list ze stemplem New York, Brooklyn, karta
zapiskami (AM
3733)
Lacki Antoni, ppor. art. (LZK)
Lacki Boleslaw, por. (LZK),
por. ur. 2.7.10 w Janina
pow.
Kielce, sw. dojrz., metryka urodz., leg. ofic, list, fotografia,
scyzoryk, cygarniczka, kawatek sukna
monogramem „LB" (AM
789)
Lacki Stanistaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Lacki Tadeusz. ppor. 1909 (LZK)
Lacki Zdzislaw, por. lat 40 (LZK)
Lakota Roman, cywilny,
listy, odznaka, medalik (AM 31*73),
ur. 1896, s. Andrzeja
Katarzyny (LZK)
Lalka Wactaw, por. lek., leg. ofic, karta szczep. (AM 3183).
por. lek. (LZK)
Lamborowaki Eugeniusz, ppor. (LZK)
Lambucki Gundystaw Stanistaw, ppor. rez. 1901, s. Ambrozego Franciszki (LZK)
Lamecki Artur, kpt. КОР., ur. 1903. s. Jana (LZK)
Lancmariski Wactaw, — Lanczariski oficer rez., karta
szczep.,
fotografie, legit. (WO 1197 str. 19), Lancmariski Wactaw Romuald, ur. 16.8.08 (ROR. 34 str. 94)
Landau Bernard, (LZK)
Landau Mojzeez, w mundurze, wizylowka, karta szczep. list,
kartka
zapiskami (AM 2580;
Landesberg Jak6b, w mundurze, dyplom lekarski, leg. ofic.
rez., poczldwkn
nadnwca: Landesberg Maria. Kutno, recepty
in bianco (AM 3739)

Lands berg Ludwik
Jan, ppor.,
kartki (AM
wizytowki,
2459) ppor. rez. (LZK)
Lange Roman, ppor., ze Lwowa (relacja Dra J. D.)
Lange Wladyslaw, Langie — w mundurze.
odcinki poczt.,
wizytdwki (AM 3360), Lange — ppor. art 1910 (LZK)
Las
J6/ef, por. rez. 1891, s. Tomasza
Karoliny (LZK)
Laser Zygmunt, ppor. (LZK)
Laskowski
Antoni, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Laskowskt Izydor, por. mar. (LZK)
Laskowski Lenta w, oficer, znak tots., 24.10.12, legit., list, no
tatki,
fotografie (AM 1030), (WO 956 str. 13), ppor. art., ur.
1911 (LZK)
Lasori Lucjusz Henryk, por., ur. 14.1.04, leg. ofic. rez., znak
tozs., karta szczep., pismo sadowe (AM
3942), por., ur. 1903
(LZK), ur. 14.1.04 (ROR. 34 str. 109)
Lasota WHold, ppor., 1903, s. Wladystawa
Rozalii (LZK)
Laszecki Adam, ppor., karta szczep., medalik, rysunek o!6wnazwiskiem na odwrocie (AM 2516), ur. 1911 (LZK)
kowy
Laszecki Czestaw, ppor. (LZK)
Latyriski Eugeniusz, por. rez. (LZK)
Laudariski Wiktor, w mundurze, znak tote., leg. urzedn., prawo jaxdy, (AM
2361), ur. 1906 (WO 2361 str. 39), por. art.
(LZK)
Laufer Adolf, w mundurze, pocztdwkt, telegram
Tarnopola
(AM 2475)
Laurynowicz Seweryn, ppor. (LZK)
Lauterbach
Artur, por., przepustka, karta mobil., list (AM
3933), por. 1899, s. Dawida
Amelii, 26 p. art. (LZK)
Lawicki Jerzy, ppor., zam. Katowice, ul. J. Ligonia
m.
legit, odznacz., metryka slubu, wisytowki, pismo urzedowe (AM
4024)
Lawnicki
Ryszard, pp'or. 1906 (LZK)
Lawzel Jozef, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Lax Leonard, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Lazarewicz
Romuald, w mundurze, czeic' listu, medalik (AM
2618)
Lebiecki Wiktor, ppor. art. (LZK)
Lebiedz Stanislaw, Liebiedz — w mundurze, listy, pocxt6wki,
karta meldunkowa, fotografie, wizytdwki (z drzewa) — (AM
2703), Lobiedz (WO 2703 str. 50), Lebiedz por. rez. 1911 д. Jana
(LZK)
Lech
rtm. (LZK)
Lech Leonard, kpt., ur. 11.9.86, metryka urodz.,
leg. ofic,
karta polowania (AM 4012), ur. 8.9.86 (ROR. 34 str. 328)
Lech Stefan, ppor., dowod osob., prawo
jazdy, karta mobil.,
stata karta jazdy, papierosnica, lista
27 nazwiskami oficerow
Obozu Putiwelsk
(pow. Sumsk): Ob6z Jeric6w Putiwetsk —
rejon Putiwelsk, powiat Sumsk:
pptk. Rychatski Stefan, War
szawa, Nowolipie 33 — 34, Sulej6wek, Putawskiego 75, 2) mjr
....
rzack Marian, Grodno, Orzeszkowej 15-3, 3) mjr Sikorski, 4)
kpt. Goszczyriski
Zdzislaw,
Wilno, Mickiewicza
220,
kpt. Gajewski Ludwik, Grodno, Bosniaka 26, 6) kpt. Nieniewski Marian, Warszawa, Al. Niepodlegt. 132 136, 7) kpt. Fjedo-
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kpt. Majer Eugeniusz,
rowicz Tadeusz, Wilno, Arsenalska
kpt. Antoniewicz,
Pilsudskiego 104,
Szczuczyn Nowogrodzki,
13)
10) kpt. Nowak, 11) kpt. 2ebrowski, 12) kpt.Woltenberg,
Stanislaw
(por.), 15) kpt.
kpt. Stawikowski, 14) kpt. Mantel
16) ppor. Mitek
Gizycki, Aleksander, Warszawa, Kujanosa
m. 2. (Lubochnic), pol Spady porcha ToWaclaw, Mikianece
Iwicki Kazimaszow Maz., 17) ppor. Lech Stefan, 18) ppor.
ckiewicz
mierz, Basrowlie PS. a. Rawa Mazow., 19) ppor
a, 20) ppor. Budkiewicz WinJ6zef, Wilno, Wilh. Bahnlasche
HenJakubowski
centy, 21) ppor. Grodz Wladyslaw, 22) ppor.
12, 23) ppor. Tyrk, 24) ppor. Albrecht.
ryk, Wlochy, Pitulska
Karol
Wladyslaw.
ppor. Poczewski
25) ppor. Tagoda, 26)
— (AM 308)
27) ppor. Landansk Wiktor, Ksawerynow
lot. (LZK)
list
1581),
ppor.
(AM
Leciejewski Henryk, ppor.,
Leczewny Tomasz, por. res., lat 25 (LZK)
?) kpt. lek.,
pisma shizbowe.
Lehrhaft Dawid. Schrhafta
Gu1893,8. Samuela
fotografie (AM' 3291), Lehrhaft, kpt. lek.,
9)
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— platnik Sztabu, leg. ofic,
Lewinski
Szymon, Liwiiiski
1342), Iwuiski — platnik sztakwity, karta szczep. 2928 (AM
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grafie (AM 208)
2997),
Lepiarski Marian, por., leg. urzedn., karta szczep. (AM
Kunegundy (LZK)
por., 1900, s. Michala
odciros.
Lereli Jerzy, por., czesci leg. ofic, karta szczep.,
nek poczt. (AM 3282), por. art. 8.7.06 (LZK)
1585), Lerner
Borys,
ppor., list (AM
Lerner - Steinberg
Seinberg, por. (WO 1585 str. 44). ppor. piech. (LZK)
listy, medalik
fotografie,
l.csiriski Piotr, kpt., leg. ofic.
zlotych w srebrze (AM 483)
gotdwka
Lesiiiskl Waclaw. przod. P.P. (LZK)
Lesiez Edward, por. aap. (LZK)
por. lek. 1901 (LZK)
Lesiaz Feliks Franciszek.
Lesiuk Stefan. 1904 (LZK)
Leaior lub Leaner, por. sap. (LZK)
Leszczak Jozef, mjr (kpt.) — (LZK)
Kazimierz,
ppor., referendarz KuraLeazczyhski Stanislaw
torium w Lublinie. leg. urzexln., poczt6wka. baretka (AM 2443)
karta szczep., fo
Leszczyriski Zdzislaw, por., prawo iazdy,
3627), por. kaw., 1893,
tografie. monogram, leg. ofic rez. (AM
Jadwigi (LZK)
s. Marcina
kalend.
Lrszczyiiski Zygmunt, por., wizytowki, karta na bron.

3

stawy (LZK)
Leifer Adolf, ppor. art., inz. chemik (LZK)
Poznari, ul. Matyk 53, por., karta
(?)
Leinweber
3986)
wstepu do Parku Wilsona w Poznaniu (AM
Waclaw, w mundurze, inz., karta szczep. 1030.
Leftgeber
lot. (LZK)
legit, odznaczen., rachunek (AM 3553), por.
ur. 24.4.12, dowda* osob.,
Lejnweber Stanislaw, w mundurze,
kiesz. (AM
kalend.
prawo jazdy, leg. szkolna, blok notesowy,
— 1912 (LZK)
2563), Lejweber (WO 2563 str. 46), Leinweber
kpt. (LZK)
Leman
mobil.,
Lemisiewicz Jan, ppor., ur. 18.6.09, leg. ofic. rez., karta
listy, poczt6wki, odznaka (AM 2487)
Lenczewski - Samotyja Eugeniusz, inz. roln. (LZK)
Lenczewski Stanialaw, ppor. rez., inz. (LZK)
fotoLeokiewicz Kazimierz, por., zasw. adwokackie, kwit,

2225), por.
kiesz., pismo sadowe w sprawie aliment6w (AM
pehiomocniciwo J6p. atrz. kon. im. gen. K. Pulaskiego, pisemne
2225 str. 36), por.
zefy Leszczynskiej w sprawie aliment6w (WO
Pauliny (LZK)
1900, s. Leonarda
—
mjr, listy, pocztowki, karta
Tadeuaz, Lesnik
Leaniak
Leaniak — ur. 9.8.96
szczep. 735, baretka za rane (AM 2152),
(RO. 32 str. 63)
Boleelaw, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn.,
Lesnik
listy, pocztowki, medalik, fotografie (AM 3691)
wizy
Wtodzimierz, dr iur., ppor., leg. Z.O.R.,
Letniariski
towki (AM 944), (WO 907 str. 12)
krzyz Virtuti MiLeukoe - Kowalski Stefan Jan, pplk., leg.
litari, leg. ofic, karta szczep. (AM 1709, pplk. piech. (LZK)
pocztowki, karLewakowski Jerzy Wiktor. pplk., telegram,
ta szczep. (AM 4011), pplk. geogr. (LZ.K-S)
domu
ur. 1910
Lewandoweka
Janina,
ppor. pil. (LZK),
Dowbor - Musnicka, por. lotn. WP. (rel. Dr. M.W.)
wi12.
ofic,
leg.
p.p.,
Lewandowski Aleksander Henryk, kpt.,
zytowka, poczt6wka (AM 924), (WO 895 str. 12)
Lewandowski
Henryk, ppor., stud, med., leg. ofic, dowod
imatryk. Uniw. Warszawskiego, list (AM 1758)
Lewandowski
Henryk, znak tozs., ur. 1913 w Tamowie (WO
st. 45)
Dhiga 21
Stanislaw, ppor., zam. Warszawa,
Lewandowski
m. 17, dowod osob., leg. ofic rez., karta na bron, karta szczep.,
wizyt6wka (AM 2521)
Lewartowaki
Jerzy, kpt.. Warszawa Ludna 9/a, m. 11, wipocz
pisma stuzbowe,
zyt6wki, dow6d osob., legit, odznacz.,
Kozielska, r6ianiec, notatnik (AM
towki, rysunek olowkowy
Warszawa, Ludna
2247) bilety wizytowe, Loda Lewartowska,
Vim m. 11 (WO 2247 str. 36), kpt. rez. (LZK)
—
Lewender
por., dyptora uniw..
Lewenter Markus
Hirsch,
zaswiadczenie (AM 3415), Lewenter, ur. 12.7.06
rlow6d osob.,
(ROR. 34 str. 88)
Lewicki
Adam, dr med., kpt., pocztowka, wizytowka, foto
grafie, list, (AM 2118), kpt. lek. (LZK)
Lewicki Aleksander, ppor., ks. sf. si., wizytdwka, pocztowka,
list hipoteczny, dowod osob., karta mobil., okulary, notatnik,
lancuszek (AM 679), ppor. br. pane, ini. (LZK)
Lewicki Franciszek. por. rez., 1908 (LZK)
Lewicki Stanislaw, por. lot. (LZK)
Lewicki
Wiktor.
ppor., wizyt6wka, karta na bron, wojsk.
prawo jazdy, leg. PCK., kwit bankowy (AM 3353)
Lewicki Wladyslaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Lewinson Jozef, ppor. lek. (bez imienia) — (LZK),
ppor.
lek., ur. 20.1.03, dow6d osob., leg. ofic. rez., karta zwolnienia,
karta szczep. (AM 2585)
Lewinson Szymon, lekarz, ur. 9/ . ., 1896 w Warszawie, leg.
34 str
ofic. rez., karta. mobil. (AM 2473), dr, ur. 9.4.95 (ROR
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bowy (WO 1342 str. 17), Lewinski — ur. 28.10.92, kpt. int.
(RO.
32 str. 318)
LeWkowicz Czeslsw, w mundurze, karta
szczep. 1708, fotografia, zloty krzyiyk
lane, napis: „Krotu3iowi — Nulka", zaswiadczenie
inwalidztwie,
w sluzbie (AM
spowodowanym
761) — (LZK)
L«wkowicz Czeslaw, kpt., ks. st. si., legit, odznaki
art., rozne listy, na jednyra
nidi nadawca: Janina Dembiiiska, Gostyri.
ul. sw. Ducha 36 (AM 1759)
Lewoniec Stanislaw, Lewoniecz (?) por.,
rachunek, nakaz podatkowy, pismo Urzedu Skarbowego, list (AM 2779), Lewonia —
ppor. art. (LZK), Lewoniec — ur. 15.6.92 (ROR. 34 str. 239)
Leydo Wladyslaw, ppor., lek., leg. ofic. rez., wizyt6wki (AM
3950)
Leytner Kaziroierz, kpt., karta na brori, koperta (AM
591),
nazwiska nie udalo sie odcyfrowac (WO str. 9)
Liberowicz Ignacy, ks. st. st., leg.,
wyciag metryki £lubu, kilka wizytdwek, cwikier (AM 745),
por. piech. (LZK)
Libicki Janusz
Wojcieeh, Lebicki — por., leg. ofic. rez., ks.
oazcz. PKO..
listy, leg. urzedn. (AM 3545), Libicki — por. rez.,
1902, s. Stanislawa
Franciszki (LZK)
Lichori Julian, ppor. 31 pulku, leg. ofic,
notatnik, naramienniki bez oznak (AM 332)
Liebe Henryk. ppor. sad. (LZK)
Ligaszewski Wiktor, por. (LZK)
Ligezowski Tadeusz. kpt. piech. (LZK)
Liliental
Antoni, ppor. (LZK),
ppor.,
dowody osob., karta
wolnej jazdy, fotografia, leg. ofic, list, pocztowka (AM
1774)
Llndenszat Srul Julian vel Majer, kpt. lek.,
leg. ofic. rez..
prawo jazdy (AM 2791), kpt. lek. (LZK)
Lindner Jan, w mundurze, list do: Lindner
Waclaw, Skarzysko, ul. Brzozowa
poczt6wka, medalik, notatnik (AM 2959)
Linowaki
Wlodzimierz, ppor., leg. urzedn., fotografie, pocz
towka, (AM
1988), leg. urzedn. wystawiona w Krakowie
(WO
1988 str. 30), por., 1904, s. Stanislawa
Joanny,
p.p. Kielce
(LZK)
Llpes Mordchel, w mundurze, telegram,
zasw.
nazwiskiem
dr Lipes Mordschel (AM
3894), por. lek., chirurg
Warszawy
(LZK)
Llplna Jerzy, por. rez. 1910 (LZK)
Lipinski Felilu, czesci leg. MSWojsk., poczt6wka (AM
3867)
Liplriskl Jerzy, ppor., karta szczep., odznaka pulkowa
(AM
3027), ppor. lot 1917, a. ana
Zofii (LZK)
Lipinaki Josef, w mundurze,
poczt6wki
nadawca.: Maria
Lipiriska, Piastowo к/ Warszawy, ul. Stowackiego 11 m.
me
dalik
lane. (AM
3920), por. sap., 1891, a. Karola
Joanny
(LZK)
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Llpka Jan
- port., rozkaz Tadeusz, kpt, wizytowka, Hat zaatawniczy, leg.
wyjazdu, fotografie (AM
2276), Lipka - Nalecz
Jan Tadeusz. kpt. (LZK)
Llpko Kazlmierz, por. (LZK)
Llpkowaki Jozef, w mundurze, odcinek poczt. (AM
3600)
Llpowskl Edward
Frandszek,
ppor., urzednik, ur. 10.10.05,

Warszawa. zam. Warszawa, Al. Wojska Pol. 29/66, leg. urzedn.,
ks. oszcz. PKO., list pisany 3.4.40 w Kozielsku (AM 2886)
Lippa Czeslaw Henryk, Lipa — kpt., dowod osob.,
poczt6wek, list, karta szczep. 4061 (AM 826), Lippa — kpt. 1890 —
Warszawa (LZK
Lippoman Czeslaw, ppor., wizytowki, r6zaniec, naramienniki
bez oznak (AM 316), Lipman — (WO str. 7)
Lipaki
kpt. (LZK)
Lipski Tadeusz. ppor., 1909, s. Edmunda
Eugenii (LZK)
Lirecki Stanislaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., wizytowki. kwit
(AM 3497)
Llslecki Adam. Lisecki — podanie: jeniec woj. Lisecki Adam,
Korpus Nr. 1-3. Kompania — 16. grudnia 1939 — do Komendanta Obozu — przez Komblok (kmdta bloku) — oboz Skit. —
"
Prosze.
przydzielenie mi
na chroniczn
(AM
283), Lisiecki — (LZK)
Lisieeki
Anatol, w mundurze, pocztowka, telegram, karta
szczep., czesc dowodu osob. (AM
2682), karta poczt. od Zofii
Rodoslawica, Warszawa, ul. Poznanska
(WO 2582 str. 47), —
1906, s. Sergiusza
Aleksandry (LZK
Liske Godfryd, ppor., (LZK)
Liskiewicz
Leon, por.,
zdjecie roentg., karta szczep.,
wizytdwki, na nazwisko zony — Alina (AM 2131), por. 35 p.p. (WO
2131 str. 33)
Liskiewicz Marian, tLZK)
Lisowski
ppor. (LZK)
Lisowski
Boguslaw, w mundurze, dowdd osob., pocztowka
(AM 1605)
Lisowski Henryk, mjr, кл. ta szczep., pismo
handlowe, kartka
nazwiskami (AM 3444), pplk. 1894, s.
Wtadyetawa
Michaliny
(LZK)
Lisowski
konstanty, w mundurze, leg. ofic, karta szczep.,
pocztowka, list, medalik (AM 3430), plk., aud. (LZK)
Lisowski Ludwik Kaiimierz, por., ur. 1902, ks. st.
si., list (AM
958), (WO 918 str. 12), por. 1902, s. J6zefa
Felicji (LZ.K-S)
Lisowski Tadeusz, ppor. dent, ks. st si., karta
szczep. 3919
(AM 1314), ppor. lek. dent (LZK)
Liskiewicz
Marias, por., znak tois., dowod osob.,
okulary,
kwit, (AM 627)
Litwmlonek Jozef, por. rez. (LZK)
Liwski
Zygmunt ppor. 1907, s. ana
Baon
Aleksandry,
Pion. (LZK)
Loranc Franciszek, ppor. (LZK)
Lorentz
Jerzy, Lorenc — w mundurze, karta
poczt6wki, medalik (AM 3818), Lorec — ppor. kaw. szczep., pol
(LZK), Lo
rentz Jerzy Wojciech, ur. 10.6.04
(ROR. 34 str. 130)
Loroch Piotr, ppor., dowod
osob., prawo Jazdy, legit, odznacz.,
zasw. Zw. Aptek. (AM 3697),
(bez imienia), por. (LZK)
Lotys Jerzy Zdzislaw, ppor. rez., 78 p.p. (LZK)
Lubeckl Ludwik, ppor., ks. st.
si., leg. urz.
fia, list, (AM 1147), Ubecki — (WO 1027 str. paiistw., fotogra
14)
Lubcrt Wladyslaw, ppor., ur.
1.6.03, zam. Warszawa, ul. Hoza 49, ks. st. sl.t dowod osob., karta
szczep. 3208, wizytowki.
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urzedowe pisma, medalik (AM 1073). (WO 979 str. 13), por.
Aleksandry (LZK)
1903, a. J6zefa
Lubich Stefan, kpt., wizytowki, medalik (AM 815), kpt. art.
Marii (LZK)
1895, a. Wilhelma
Lubiiikowski Bronistaw Jozef. kpt. mar., karta szczep., wizyleg. ofic. (AM 2261), kpt. mar. st. si. 1906 (LZK)
t6wki, kartka
sierz. КОР. (LZK)
Ludnik
listy (AM 1551)
Ludwiczak Edward, ppor.,
ppor., (LZK)
Lujslri
Lukaa Adam, kpt. st. sp. (LZK)
WarLulka Stanistaw, dr, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez., list
z

2

i i
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szawy (AM 3059)
Lulko Edward, ppor. rez. (LZK)
ofic.
Lupiiiski Mieczystaw, ppor., ur. 26.1.94, dowod oaob., leg.
rez., karta szczep., karta na bron (AM 3596)
Franciszek, w mundurze, karta szczep. 532, karta
Luranc
meldunkowa,
pocztowki (AM 1978), syn Jana, posw. wymeldoChorzowa (WO 1978 str. 220)
wania
Lutman Jdzef, kpr. (LZK)
Bialej Podlaskiej (LZK)
Lutman Mieczyslaw, starosta
Lutoborski
Adam, por., leg. czl. Klubu Automob., pocztowki,
odznaki pulkowe, fotografie (AM 2668), por. 26 p.p. (WO 2668
Stanisiawy (LZK)
Btr. 49), por. rez. 1897, s. Edwarda
Lutoelawski Henryk, ofic. rez. (LZK)
Lutoelawski Leon, kpt. (LZK)
— w mundurze, karta szczep.,
Lutyriski Eugeniusz, Ludiriski
pocztowki. list, medalik. fotografie (AM 3511), ppor. Lutyriaki — (LZK)
ppor., lek. dent. (LZK)
Lukseraburg
Luxenburg Henryk, por., wizytdwki, metryka slubu, metrynazwisko
.na
Herschenberg Henia (AM 3550)
ka urodz
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Labedzki
por. dr. (LZK)
Laczkowski
kpr. rez. (LZK)
— ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn
Lagoda Stanistaw. Lagody
Ladoga, ur.
2190),
Laduga ppor. rez. (LZK),
(AM
(nieczytelna),
6.2.08 (ROR. 34 atr. 104)
Lagun Wincenty, ppor. (LZK)
Katarzyny (LZK)
Lakota Roman, por. rez., 1896, s. Andrzeia
Laniewaki Wladyalaw, por. kaw. (LZK)
Laricucki Wlodzimierz, por. (LZK)
Poznania (LZK)
Lapa Wincenty, dr, por. lei.,
Gracjan Waclaw, rtm., iisty, karta szczep. 586.
Laprzyriski
2721)
wizyt6wka (AM
Lapin Jan. kpt. (LZK)
Lapinski Kazimierz, kpt. (LZK)
wizytowka na nazwisko Lapiriski Sta
Lapinski Stanistaw,
nistaw, nauczyciel spiewu, fotografie (AM 741)
Lapinski Wladyslaw, por., leg. ofic. (AM 2414), por. (LZK)
t.asak Jozef. Lasak — por., leg. ofic. rez., list, leg. urzedn
Baonu Sap. (AM 2359),
kartka
zapiskami, pismo stuzbowe
Lasak — dr, zam. Lodz, ul. Piotrkowska 273 (WO 2359 str. 39)
Laszcz Feliks, Laszez
pp°r., dowod osob., ks. oszcz PKO.,

103

366),
ks. st. si., karta mobil., wizytowka, karta szczep. (AM
Laszcz, por., dr med., (LZK)
Laszcz Jerzy Stanistaw, por., wizytowka, dowod osob., ks.
oszcz. PKO. na nazwisko zony — Romualda, listy, negatywy,
pocztowki (AM 3689)
Laszczyk Czestaw, kpr. br. pane. (LZK)
Latacz Anton!, dr kpt., pismo urzedowe, tanc. do zegarka (AM
pow. Bialystok (WO 1817
1817), ur. 1893 we wsi Bobr6wka,
str. 26)
w Moskwie,
Lawrynowicz Seweryn, w mundurze, ur. 29.11.10
zam. Radomsko, ul. Wawozowa 125, leg. ofic. rez. ,dow6d osob.,
ks. oszcz. PKO., list, wizyt6wki, odznaka putkowa, medalik (AM
2655), ppor. (LZS)
4050),
Lawrzel (?)
Jozef.
Lawrzel
ppor., znak tozs. (AM
Lawrzel, ur. 25.11.06 (ROR. 34 str. 74)
Romuald, ppor. (LZK)
Lazarewicz
Lazowski
Piotr, kpt. ur. 5.8.95, zam. Chetm, ul. Pierackiego
listy (AM
16, ofic. legit., ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep. 3400,
32 str.
1061), ur. 5.8.96, (WO 967 str. 13), ur. 5.7.95 kpt. (RO.
46), kpt. piech. (LZK)
Lacki Bolestaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Lack) Januaz Antoni. ur. 2.12.02 w Radestdw poczta Borkowice, rolnik, karta na bron, notatnik, list (AM 182), por. rez.
(LZK)
pocztowki. karta szczep.,
Lacki
Stanistaw, w mundurze,
kalend. kiesz. (AM
2641), nadawca pocztowki: Jadwiga Kubam. 30 (WO 2641 str.
11
siewicz, Warszawa, ul. 6-go Sierpnia
48). ppor. (LZK)
list, poczt6wka,
Militari,
Stanistaw, leg. Virtuti
Laczkowski
fotografia (AM 920), (WO 892 str. 12), ppor. rez. art. (LZK)
czesc leg.
karta
ks.
st.
mobil.,
st.,
Lebkowski
Jozef, por.,
1427), por. 1899, s. Tomasza
urzedn., medalik, wizytowka (AM
Marii (LZK)
Lebkowski
Stefan, Lepkowski — por., swiad. ukoricz. Szk.
(WO
2675), Lebkowski
recepta (AM
Pchor.. karta szczep.,
2675 str. 49). Lebkowski por. art. (LZK)
Lempicki Julian, por., leg. urzedn., ks. ofic, karta na bron,
listy, (AM 1975), Lembicrozne wizytowki, okulary,
pismo,
— ks. oszcz. PKO., pismo urzedowe (WO 1975 str. 45), Lem
—
ul.
metalowy monogram
zam.
Sieradz,
Ogrodowa
picki
kwit tej Kasy (WO 1976 str.
„Ы", ks. oszcz. K.K.O. Sieradz
Jadwigi,
29), L?picki — por. rez. piech., 1882, s. Romualda
(LZK), Lempicki — ur. 2.1.82 (ROR. 34 str. 265)
list
karta
(AM
Lengowski,
Jozef.
mjr,
szczep.,
Lvgowski
3503), Legowski — mjr pil. (LZK)
Legowski Waclaw. kpt. (LZK)
Lobocki Jozef, Sobocki — pptk., karta szczep. (AM 4044), Lobocki ur. 6.8.81 (ROR. 34 str. 251)
Lobza Jerzy Kazimierz, ppor., czes<5leg. urzedn., pocztdwka
(AM 1164), (WO 1037 str. 14)
— oficer, dowod osob., leg.
Lodykowski Augustyn. Lotykowski
ofic, swiad. lek. wyst. na jego nazwisko (WO str. 3), Lodykow
ski — ur. 27.7.03 (ROR. 34 str. 78)
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Lojek J6zef, ppor., ur. 1.3.12., leg ofic. rez., papierosnica (AM
3796), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Lojek Leopold, dr med., w mundurze,
nadawcu:
pocztowki
Eugenia Lojek, Warszawa, ul. Nowy Swiat 28 m. 20, dyplom
doktorski (AM 3298), dr mjr, lek. 1897, s. Adama
Franciszki
(LZK)
Lopatto Edward. Lopato — kpt., zam. Warszawa, Podhalariska 13, czesc leg. ofic,
pisrao Urzedu Skarb., karta szczep., list
(AM 1996), Lopatto — kpt., 1896, 8. Janusza
Zofii (LZK)
Lopuszariski Kazimierz, w mundurze, pocztowki. listy (AM
3785), por. kaw. (LZS)
Lopuszko Edward, Lopusko — cywilny, poczt6wki, — wsrod
nich
nadawca: Witold Lopusko, Wilno, Antakalnio
inna
nadawca: Anna Lopusko, Wilno, Szyczkiriska 10 (AM
244).
Lopuszko — ppor. (LZK)
Lopuszynski
Piotr, budowniczy, w mundurze, prawo jazdy,
wizytfiwki, fotografie. legit, odznacz (AM 1737)
Lot ос
Jerzy, Lodocki — w mundurze, pocztowka: Adela Lo
docka, Lw6w, karta szczep., fotografie (AM
1122), (WO 1011
str. 14), Lotecki — ppor. rez. (LZK), Lotocki — ur. 17.2.07 —
PKU Lw6w — -Miaeto (ROR. 34 str. 196)
Lotocki Konstanty, mjr, 1890, e. Emila
Anastazii (LZK)
Lotocki Stanistaw, por. (LZK)
Lotocki Zygmunt Marian, Lotocki — (?), ppor., ur. 16.1.04
we Wlodawie, kilka dyplomow filozofii, pocztowka (AM
1865),
Lotocki — ur. 15.1.04, (WO 1865 str. 27). Lotocki — ppor. (por.)
rez. (LZK)
Lotuszka
Antoni, kpt. art. KOP, 1900, s. Tytusa
Ludwiki
(LZK)
Lowicki
w mundurze, inz.,
Stanislaw,
wizyt6wki, karta
szczep., poczt6wki, rosyjski
medaliki
kwit,
lane, plakieta
(AM 3629), ppor., 1907, s. Stanislawa
Marii (LZK)
Lowicki
inz.
Wtadyslaw,
ppor.
rolnik, 1909, s. Stanislawa
Marii (LZK)
Loza Michat, 1912 (LZK)
Lozicki Jerzy, ppor. art. (LZK)
Loziiiski Jan, pchor. lek. (LZK)
Luczak
Pawet, Lucztag
mjr, listy, pocztowki, kalend.
kiesz., (AM
1717), Luczak (WO 1717 str. 23), Luczak — mjr,
1892, s. Piotra
Е-лиШ (LZK)
Luczak Stefan, inz., ppor.,
ks. oszcz. PKO., karta na broh
karta szczep., wtzytdwki (AM 2963)
Luczak Tadeusz, ppor. art. (LZK)
Luczak Wadaw, 1902 (LZK)
Lugoweki Tadeusz, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Lujski
m sedzia (LZK)
Lukasiewicz
Kazimierz, kpt.
Lublina, pismo garniz. Lublin.
odznacz. woj., mcdalik (AM 724)
poczt6wka,
Lukaszewicz
list (AM
Wtadyslaw,
76), Lukasiewicz
(WO
str. 6)
8)
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Mac Zdzislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Machczynaki Tomasz. Machcirfski — por.. 1899, s. Jana
Marii
(LZK)
Machczyriski — ur. 1.1.99 (ROR. 34 str. 331)
Machill
ppor. (LZK)
— w mundurze, dowod osob.,
Machnacz Zygmunt, Machnac(
fotografia, telegram, pocztowka,
rosyiski dow6d osob., гбlaniec (AM 3055), Machnacz (bez imienia), kpt., (LZK).
(ROR.
34 str. 11)
Machnia Wacfaw, w mundurze, leg. naucz., karta szczep. 555,
metryka slubu,
listy, r6zaniec, medalik
lane. (AM
730),
Machniak lub Machnik (WO str. 10)
Machowski Franciszek, pplk., dow6d osob., karta szczep. Nr.
4192, got. 1000 zlotych, (AM 276), (bez imienia) pplk. (LZK)
Machowski Stanislaw, por.,
wizytdwki na nazwisko Machow•
Stanislaw (AM 3124)
Maciatowicz
kpt. (LZK)
MaciejewBki Antoni, dow6d osob. (AM 3135)
Maciejewski Jacek, ppor., leg. ofic, karta wstepu, znak tola.,
na nazwisko Kurianszyk Arkadiusz, ur. 1912,
por. (AM 3422)
Maciejewski Julian, ur. 1908, znak tozs., karta na brori, karta
mobil. (AM 2800). ppor. lotn. (WO 2800 str. 52).
por lotn.
(LZK)
Maciejewaki Kazimierz, por., karta czl. Ligi Kolonj.,
kwity.
medalik
laric. (AM 779), por. rez., 1907, syn J6zefa
Marii, 24
p.p. Luck (LZK)
Maciejewaki Konstanty, ppor. (LZK)
Maciesza Stefan, por. (kpt.) (LZ.K-S)
Macikowski Stefan, kpt. (kpr.'M, (LZK)
Maciszewski
Micczystaw, dr ppor., zam. Warszawa, Krucza
41 m.
leg. odznacz., wlasne recepty
bianco, wieczne pi6ro
(AM 2499), ppor. lek., 1898, я. Stanislawa
Stefanii (LZK)
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nazwiskami, kartkn
(LZK)

Lukomski
w mundurze, leg. urzedn.
Kazimierz,
paristw
14/526,
listy (AM 865), (WO 855 str. 12)
Lukowski
Wlodzimierz, wachm. pchor. (LZK)
Luniewski Ludomir, Lunewski — por.,
pocztowki. list (AM
532) Luniewski (WO str.
Luniewski Tadeusz, por. art. 1896 (LZK)
Lunkiewicz
Czeelaw, Lunkewicz — kpt., tegitymacja, pocz
towka, okulary (AM
1820), Lunkiewicz — leg. Stow.
Opieki nad Zwierzetami w Plocku, (WO 1820 str. 26)
Lunski
Czestaw, w mundurze,
listy placy, wizyt6wki,
zaSw., (AM 2079), prezes Sadu Okreg. w Plocku, (WO 2079 str.
32), — (bez imienia) sedzia apel. (LZK)
Luzynski
Wadaw,
ppor., wojsk. prawo jazdy, wizyt6wka,
legit, odznacz., karta szczep., kwit depoz., leg. ofic. (AM 4094).
por. 1912, s. Franciszka
Malwiny, C.W.Sap. (LZK)
Lysakowski
por. (LZK)
Lyska Gottfryd, w mundurze, ur. 1914, leg. szkolna, dow6d
osob.. medalik (AM 1242), imie Fotferdy
?), (WO 1093 str. 15)
Lyszkowski Jerzy, por. (AM 370)
T.
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Macutzewski Stanislaw, prof., w mundurze, przepustka,
oszcz. PKO., wieczne pioro (AM 2801), рог. 1893, в. Stanislawa
Stefanii (LZ)
Mackiewicz. Dymitr, por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Adeli
Mackiewicz Tadeusz, ppor. rez. aud., 1901, s. Ignacego

1

i

i

(LZK)
slubna (AM
obraczka
Waciaw, znak tozs.,
Mackiewicz
wyrytym:
napisem: Wilno 1906 obraczka
1913), znak tozs.
Irena 11.8.31., (WO 1913 str. 28), kpt. piech. (LZK)
urzedn.,
wizyur.
1912,
leg.
Wlodzimierz,
Mackiewicz
por.,
tdwki, scyzoryk, telegram, znak tozsam. (AM 3510)
plaMaculewicz Waciaw, kpt., wizytfiwki, pismo MSWojsk.,
kieta. karta szczep. 1782, fotografie (WO 1697 str. 45)
dowod
ur.
21.11.74,
cywilny.
Maezewski
Zygmunt Marian,
listy, karta na brori (AM 379)
osob.,
koperty,
2058), syn
Madejski Stanislaw. cywilny, karta szczep. (AM
Franciszka (WO 2058 str. 32)
Madejszyc Wiktor, (LZK)
Madeyski Felicjan. ppfk. (LZK), (RO. 32 str. 277)
Madorowicz Andrzej, ogniomistrz (LZK)
Magierski Witold, chorazy (LZK)
Mahoma
ppor. (LZ.S-K)
ks. oszcz. PKO..
Maj Stanislaw, ppor.. ks. st. si., leg. urzedn.,
1968).
por. (LZK)
(AM
wizyt6wki
Majchrowski Roman, ppor. art. (LZK)
krzyiykiem (AM
listy, laric.
Majchrowski Romuald. ppor.,
608)
dowod oeob.
Majchrzak Tadeusz, oficer, ur. 6.3.13. ofic. leg.,
(AM 945), (WO 908 str. 12)
Majczanowski Roman, ppor. piech. (LZK)
nadawcn: Janina
ppor., koperta
Majer Wtadyslaw,
Grozdecka, Warszawa, ul. Krucza 40 m. 19 (AM 3960)
wizytowki, kar
Majewski Czeslaw, podkomisarz Str. Gran.,
ta szczep. 3305. odznaka Str. Gran. (AM 2132), por. (LZK)
Kranciszek,
por., poczt6wka, koperta, telegram,
Majewski
karta szczep. 4041 (AM 2277), ppor. (LZK)
Majewski Konstantv. w mundurze, ur. 10.7.10, zam Warsza
wa, Sienna 69, k«. oszcz. PKO. (AM 2745), ppor. 1910. s. Witolda
Heleny (LZK)
Majewski Marian, por. (LZK)
Majewski Marian, Str. Gran. (LZK)
Majewski Marian Ryszard. ppor., ur. 1911,dowod osob.. prze
pustka. pismo urzedowe. leg. ofic. rez (AM 3318)
Majewski Piotr, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Majewski Stanislaw, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Majewski Stefan, dr med., ppor. (LZK)
Majewski Stefan, ppor., ks. st. si., leg. stuzbowa, karta szczep.
2376, listy
poczt6wki (AM 1265), (WO 1107 str. 16)
Majewski Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
pocztowki, karta
Zdzislaw,
mjr, przepustka,
Majewski
listy, kalend. kiesz. (AM 804). mir
szczep. 3448, wizyt6wki.
aud. (LZK)
kpt. piech (LZK)
Majkowski
z
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ty (AM 3979)
Malinowski
Ignacy, kpt. (LZK)
listy (AM 1271), (WO 111»
Leon, vc mundurze,
Malinowski
str. 16)
ul.
Malinowski
Ryszard, ur. 3.6.98 w Lunincu, zam. Sarny,
— Zdolbun6w (LZK)
Kolejowa 37, ks. st. si. (AM 129), starosta
Malinowski Tadeusz, oficer, poczt6wka (AM 45)
Tadeusz, por. (LZ.S-K)
Malinowski
Malinowski Tadeusz, ppor. art. (LZK)
Michaliny
Malinowski
Wladyslaw, por. rez., 1912, s. Jdzefa
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(LZK)
2440), por. 1906
Roman, w mundurze, list (AM
Malinski
(LZK)
znalezioKonrada
Malisz Franciszek, przy zwtokach Hannig
Kozielaku
(AM
no
listy adresowane: Malisz Franciszek w
1750), (WO 1750 str. 24)
w
Roztokach,
Ksawery. ppor., ur. 22.9.14
Malisz Franciszek
dowod osob., karta na brori. ks. st. st., odpia metryki urodz., do
w
Roztoce
ur.
29.2.14
(WO
(AM
1222).
wod przynalein. padstw.
1081 str. 13), por., ur. 1914 (LZK)
Boleslaw, ppor., Biala Podlaska, ur. 1905, znak
Maliszewski
ros. leg. partyjna,
kwity, notatnik (AM 3046)
tozs.,
Jozef,
Maliszewski
Maliszepski — w mundurze, ur. 1911,
znak tozs.. karta szczep., list (AM 3469)

i
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str. 3)
Majkowski Januaz, por. (WO
Stanislaw, por., ur. 1900, znak tols., wizytowka,
Majkowski
str. 4)
karta na brort, fotografie (AM 137), Maykowski (WO
wizyt6wki, tele
Majok Stefan, w mundurze. leg. urzedn.,
3835)
gram, list, poczt6wka, cygarniczka (AM zam. Poznaii, ul. MickieMajorowicz Antoni, aptekarz, por.,
por., lat 58 (LZS)
2540),
wicza 22, wizyt6wki, list, czesc' leg. (AM
— oficer, weter., dowod osob.,
Makowiak Emilian, Makowjak
(AM 1089), (WO 988
fotografie, listy, przepustka samochodowa
str. 14)
legit, urzedn., karta
Roman, w mundurze.
Maksymienko
nadawca: Maria Maksymienko, Rapocztdwki
szczep. 3058,
1904, s. ana
dom, ul. fcerimskiego 30 m. 31 (AM 2453). ppor.,
Jozefy (LZK)
Kazimierz,
por., leg. ofic, karta na brori,
Malaezyriski
1908, Baon Sap.
pocztowki, leg. odznacz. (AM 2976), por. sap.,
(LZS)
Malanowski
Ryszard, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Stanislaw, por., pis-.no woiskowe, rozkaz wyjazdu,
Malarski
(WO str. 45), por. rez. (bez imienia), (LZK)
Malczewski Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
st. si., paszport,
Malejka Leon, w mundurze, ur. 23.10.97, ks.
Makarta szczep. 1123, pismo urzedowe (AM 689), por. (LZK),
legka ?), (WO str. 10)
Maleszek Jan, ppor. (LZK)
upomnienie,
Leon, kpt., zasw. Szk. Pchor.,
Maleszkiewicz
— Swiad.
1787), Mleszkiewicz
karta szczep.,
poczt6wki (AM
str.
26)
1787
Art.
(WO
Szk. Pchor. Rez.
lis
Mallcki Boleslaw, ppor., ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. ofic. rez.,
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Marii
grafia, (AM 4015), ini. ppor. rez., 1906, s. Zygmunta
(LZK)
Marcinkowskl
Marian, por., ofic. ks. st. st.,
listy, krzyiyk
lane. (AM 1656), Marian Szczesny — por., ur. 1903, s. Feliksa
Julii (LZK)
Marcon Kazlmlerz, ks. kapelan (LZK)
Marczewskl Adam, pchor. art. (LZK)
Marczeweki Jerzy, por. rez. piech. 1901, 60 p.p. (LZK)
Marczewski Tadeusz. 1911 (LZK)
Marczynski Felika, ppor., legit, odznacz., prawo jazdy, karta
na bron, legit, ofic. rez. (AM 2331). ur. 10.11.95 (WO 2331 str.
38), por. lotn. (LZK)
Marczyazyn Sofroniusz, kpt. art. (LZK)
Marecki Andrzej, kpt. mar. (LZK)
Marecki Ferdynand, leg. szkolna, telegram (AM
52), ppor.
art. (LZK)
Margonski Edmund, — Morgoriski — kpt. lek., cze&S dowodu
osob., karta szczep., rysunlu - karykatury (AM
2724), Margon
ski — mjr, (LZK),
dr, ur. 4.11.83, mjr. lek. (ROR. 34 str. 214)
Marfak Kazimierz.
K.
(LZK).
w
mundurze, poczppor.
(?)
t6wka
nadawca: Mariakowa Stefania, list (AM 3642)
Mariaiiski
Stefan, por. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Markiewicz
Andrzej, por. (LZ.K-S)
Markiewicz
Czeslaw, plakieta
napisem: Pamiatka promocji
na ppor. — Ostrow Mazowiecka -- 15.10.30 — (WO 2234 itr.
— w mundurze,
36), Markowicz
AM
poczt6wki,
plakieta
2234). Markiewicz — por. (LZK)
Markiewicz
Witold, mjr, poczt6wki, karta szczep. 580, list,
wizyt6wki (AM 1516), za-.n. Warszawa, Szajnochy
(WO 1516
str. 43), mjr (LZK
Markowski
Antoni, w mundurze znak tozs., dow6d osob., ur
H.8.08 w Warszawie, leg szkolna (AM
2794), ppor., 1908, s.
Mieczystawa
Janiay (LZS)
Markowski
Bolestaw, ini., por.,
listy,
koperty, poczt6wka
nadawca: Markowska, Kietce, ul. Sniadeckich 21 (AM
297),
por. rez. piech., 1897, s. Boleslawa
Eleonory (LZK)
Markowski
Edmund, ppor., pocztowki (AM 4038)
Markowski
Edward, ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Markowski
.
.'ckowi
Wojciech, W
.....
ppor., Lwow,
karta rejestr. samochodu Nr. 43191, dwie 6% panstw. oblig.
r.
1924 po 50 zt„ Nr. 3194977
3194978, 13 fotografii,
zlote monety 10-cio koronowe (AM 437), zam. Lwow, ul. Petczyhska 39
(WO 437 str. 19), ppor. (LZK)
Marmuzniak Stanistaw, ppor., dowod osob., leg. ofic. rez., kar
ta mob., wizytowki,
fotografie (AM 3876). ppor. piech. (LZK)
Marszatek Bazyli. ppor. lotn. (LZK)
Marszatek Stanistaw, kpt., ofic. leg.
dobra fotografia, legit,
odznacz., roianiec (AM 1664), kpt.
p.a.c. (WO 1664 str. 22),
kpt., s. Franciszka
J6zefy (LZS)
Marszatek Wlncenty, s. Wojciecha, dow6d osob., karta
szczep.,
odznaka (AM
1781), prawdopodobnie oficer Str. Gran., odznaka
„Za sluibe graniczna", s. Wojciecha (WO 1781 str. 25)
Marszalek Zygmunt, por. piech. (LZK)
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Muliszewski
Stefan, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Malszyk Jan, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Maltze Tadeusz, nor., lei?, ofic, ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep.
1957, pocztowki (AM 1604. zam. Warszawa, ul. Wisniowa 59/12
(WO 1604 str. 20)
Malukiewicz
Stanietaw, ur. 1907 Ryga, znak tozs., ks. oszcz.
PKO., pismo sluibowe (AM 2103), zam. Siedlce, ul.
Maja 3/a
(WO 2103 str. 32), ppor., mgr. (LZS)
Malecki Antoni, kpt., wizyt6wki, fotografie, list, pismo lekarskte, swiad., medalik, wieczne pi6ro,
wizytdwki:
Matylda
Malecka (AM 2033)
Malecki Jan, рог. (kpt.) sap. (LZ.S-K)
Malecki Stanistaw, kpt. (LZK)
Malecki
Waclaw,
ppor. (LZK),
ini., wizytowki, list (AM
3531)
—
Matek
Malek
w
ur.
Antoni,
mundurze,
nauczyciel,
8.6.908 w Michatowicach, zam. Ortowiec, poczta Lag6w obok
Staszowa, znak tozs., ks. oszcz. PKO., (AM 1193), Malek — pocz
ta b- 6w pod Staszowa (WO 1061 str. 15)
— kpt., karta szczep.,
lisMaluszyhski
Narcyz, Matinicki
ty (AM 869), (WO 858 str. 12), Mahiszynski — ur. 10.11.02 (RO.
32 str. 396)
Malys Julian. 1904. 73 p.p. (LZK)
Malyszka Aleksander, ptut. san. wet. (LZK)
Mamaladze Jerzy, mjr kontraktowy (LZK)
Manikowski Czeslaw. ppor., ur. 19.6.10 w Berlinie, ofic. ks.
st. si., poczt6wki, listy (AM
1235), Tamanikowski
(WO 1090
str. 15)
Mantel Stanistaw, por.,
karta
pocztowki,
szczep.. (AM 2992),
рог. ur. 1899 (LZK)
Manulak
Bogdan, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., karta
szczep.. medalik (AM 2927), ppor. (LZK)
Manczak Jozef. kpt. lotnik, rozliczenie
poborfiw, czefic" dowodu osob. na nazwisko Manczak Ewa, oprawa zegarka na reke;,
odznaka lotnicza (AM
914), (WO 891 str. 12), kpt. rez. piL
(LZiC-O)
Mankowskl
Leon, ppor., znak tois., ur. 5.8.02 (AM
3722),
ppor. (LZK)
Marikowski Stefan, kpt. art. (LZK)
Marcak Stanistaw, рог., listy, karta szczep. (AM 2676)
Marchewski
Wawrzyniec, por., ptatnik, karta na brori, karta
szczep. 1177, kwity, wizytowki, fotografia (AM 2182), por. (LZ)
Marrhlewski
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Marchocki Zygmunt. s. Michala
Marii (LZK)
Marciak Karol, ppor. (LZK), Marcjak — por., ofic. ks. st. st.,
list, medalik (AM 1583)
Marciak Stanistaw, por. rez. art. (LZK)
Marciniak Stanistaw, ppor. (LZK)
Marcinkiewicz
J6zef, рот., docent Uniw. (LZK)
Marcinkowskl
Aleksander, ppor., (LZK)
Mardnkowskl
Antoni, kpt. rez. 1893 (LZK)
Marcinkowskl
Jerzy, ppor., ks. obzcz. PKO., pocztdwki, foto-
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Stanislaw, ppor., leg. urzedn. metryka alubu,
Marszalkiewicz
raedalik (AM 3656)
Michal, ppor. lotn. (LZK)
Martin
dowdd osob.
Martin
Piotr, inz. Urzedu Patent. Warszawa,
— ur. 1896 (LZK),
Kozielska, koperta (AM 113),
swiad. szczep.
Piotr Borys, inz., ur. 18.9.93 (ROR. 34 str. 160)
Wiktor, w mundurze, znak tois., ur. 8.2.910 (AM
Martini
,

z

3868)
Roman, por., karta mob., karta zwolnienia
Martuszczyk
wojska, odznaka pulkowa (AM 3102)
pocztdwki, okulary
Martyni Bogdan, ppor., karta szczep.,
Warszawa,
1629), nadawca pocztowki: Janina Larner(?),
(AM
str.
1629
21)
27
m.
(WO
UL (nieczytelna) Nr.
pocztowki, kwit depoz. (AM
Martyni Wit old. w mundurze,
3182)
w Wilnie, dowdd osob.,
Martyezewski Janusz, ppor., ur. 1.4.13.
listy, kilka fokarta czt. Klubu Sport., zasw. 81 Dyw. Pane,
— ur. 1894 w Nawilnej, zaiw.
877), Martysek
tografii (AM
Baonu Pane. (WO 863 str, 12)
przynaleznosci do
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Marynowski Zbigniew, pplk. lek. (LZK)
Masakowski Zygmunt, ppor. art. (LZK)
Maasalioni (WO
Masaljoni Piotr, pocztdwka, listy (AM 123),
str. 4)
pocztowki,
Pranciszek
lgnacy, kpt., pismo,
Masatkowski
lane. (AM 840), (WO 839 str. 11)
karta szczep. 3359, medalik
Mieczyslaw, Mai talent — ppor., pocztowka, rozliMastalerz
— (LZK)
czenie
pobordw (AM 3180), ppor. Mastalerz
Maszko Wladysiaw, oficer geograf, znak tois., ur. 24.6.900,
ur. w Opocznie, (WO 1574
pocztdwki, karta szczep. (AM 1574).
str. 44), oficer rez. (LZK)
dowdd
Matejczyk Jan, ppor., sedzia, ur. 21.7.04 w Bijton,
listy, karta mob. (AM 1966), por, rez. (LZK)
osob.,
Ludwiki (LZ.S-K)
Matkowski Henry
kpt., 1901, s. Stefana
Kami), oficer, czesc leg. ofic., karta szczep. 676,
Matkowaki
(LZK)
adresem
759),
kpt.
kartka
(AM
Matla Wladysiaw, ppor.. 1911 (LZK)
Matolskl Leon, lek. wet., w mundurze, prawo jazdy, wizytdwka. obrazek swiety (AM 1548), mjr lek. (LZK)
Mat гая Michat, ppor., leg. urzedn.. karta szczep., leg. ofic.
rez., medalik (AM 3516), ppor. 1910 (LZK)
listy (AM 2168)
Matraszek Mieczystaw. ppor., leg. ofic.
Matusiak Roman, por. (ppor.), (LZK)
1892
(LZK)
Matuszek Jan, pplk.

3

4036)

,

Marwisko Jozef, por. (LZK)
cywilny, (LZK)
Marynowski
w mundurze, wizyt6wki, karta st. si.,
Marynowski Wikt1790), wlasne
karta mob., metryka urodzenia, pocztdwki (AM
nazwiskie.n
adresem: Polna 78, oraz wizytdwka
wizyt6wki
30 (WO
Dr. Zbigniew Marynowski, pplk. lek., Wilno, Antokolska
1790 str. 25), oficer (LZS)
Marynowski Zbigniew, por., pismo urzedowe, pocztowka (AM

i

Ш

Walentyny
Matuszewski
Ignacv, ppor.. 1905, s. Antoniego
(LZK)
Matuszewski
Stanislaw, w mundurze, dzienniczek, wizytdw
medalikiem (AM 529)
ka, karta szczep. 1350, lane,
Tomaaz, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., karta
Matyjaszezyk
medalik
(AM 1751)
listy,
szczep. 1711,
Matysiak Tadeusz. kpt. (LZK)
Matz Tadeusz, kpt. (LZK)
Matzner Boleslaw, plk. aud. (LZK),
plk leg. ofic, wizytdw493), Malzucz Boleslaw plk.
ki* blok notesowy, baretki (AM
— dr. ur. G.2.89 (RO. 32 str. 308)
(LZK), Matzner
Mauthe Zygmunt, por. (LZ.K-S)
Mayer Eugeniusz, kpt., pozwolenie na bron, wizytdwka (AM
61), kpt. aud. (LZK)
Mayer Fellks. (LZK)
Jadwigi (LZK), —
Mazak Pawet, ppor. piech., 1904, s. Jana
(bez imienia), w mundurze, pocztdwki, list (AM 3756)
pocztowki (AM
Mazanowaki Stanislaw, mjt, karta szczep.,
3959), mjr. aud. (LZK)
Maziarz Jan. kpt. (LZK)
Mazowiecki Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
listy, meda
Mazur .
(?) w mundurze, znak tozs.,
lik (AM 1987), syn Jana (WO 1987 str. 30)
Zofii (LZK)
Mazur Stanislaw, ppor., 1909, s. Mateusza
Mazur Stanislaw, choraiy (LZK)
odcinki
Mazur Stanislaw, dowdd osob., karta szczep. 3180,
poczt. ze stemplem „£ywiec*' (AM 245)
innym
Mazur S., ppor., kartka
jego adresem (Kozielsk)
adresem: Mazur Jan, poczta Wystrowice, wieczko szkatutki drewlist
1940
Kozielsk
MS,
inicjatami
nianej
wyrytym napisem:
AM 236)
Mazurek Franciszek, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Mazurkiewicz Jozef, 1917 (LZK)
Mazurski
Marcin, por., leg. urzedn. paristw., fotografia,
nich dwa od dzieci, karta szczep., leg. odznacz. (AM
listy —
1015), (WO 948 str. 13). por. (LZK)
Maczewski Zygmunt, ppor. art. (LZK)
Maczka Eugeniusz, w mundurze,
pocztdwki, rysulisty,
nek otdwkowy (AM 2112), Moszka, (WO 2112 str. 32), Maczka,
ppor. art. (LZK)
Maczyriski Antoni. stopnia nie ustalono, szczegdidw brak (WO
str. 9)
Mad
Sykstus, kpt., notatnik, ks. oszcz. (AM 2272), brulion
pisma, pisany oldwkiem do Paristw. Liceum w Tucholi (WO 2272
atr. 33), (LZK)
Megiel Wladysiaw, por. rez., s. Andrzeja, 57 p.p. (LZK)
Meisner Ludwik, rtm. (LZK)
Meissner
por. (LZK)
Meissner Roman, ppor. art. (LZK)
Meissner Tadeusz. w mundurze,
pocztdwki, karta szczep.
(AM 1113), (WO 1005 str. 14)
Meiater Jan, ppor. piech. (LZ.K-S)
podaniem miejsca zaMejster Stefan, ur. 20.2.87, pismo
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wizyt6wmieezk.: Czestochowa, Al. Wolnoaci 23, dow6d osob.,
drzewa, rzeibiona, napis „Koki,
poczt6wki, tytonierka
zielsk 1940" (AM 378)
odMekler Stefan, w mundurze lotniczym, list, telegram,
znaki (АИ 3009). рог. lotn. (LZK)
Wy
Tadeusz Michal. w mundurze, kierownik
Mellerowlcz
wojdziahj Przem. Urzedu Wojew. Biatystok, karta zwolnienia
doroe.
strzelec),
listy,
ska
daty 29.8.39, (zwolniony jako
w6d osob. (AM 2100), nacz. Urzedu Wojew. Luck (LZK)
Melta
Wiadyslaw, w mundurze, prawo jazdy (AM 2043)
Melzek
koperta.
Kazimierz, 9. Ludwika, ze Stanislawowa,
pocztowka (AM 1036), (WO 960 str. 13)
MereeU
ppor. (LZK)
Merkel Zygmunt, w mundurze, karta st. si., lee. urzedn., list
(AM 1918) (bez imienia) — sedzia Sadu Apelae. (LZK)
ppor. si. st. (LZK)
Mewczyk
Mekarski Wlndzimierz, kpt.. leg. ofic., list (AM 1866)
rtm.
Stanislaw.
(LZK)
Mezyk
Mianowski Waciaw, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Miara
Zygmunt, w mundurze, ur. 1908 w Baranowiczach,
odznaka pulkowa, fotografia, papierosnica
monograniem, znak
tois.. leg. urzedn., prawo jazdy, pocztowki (AM 3271)
Miastkowski Leon, p!ut. pchor. art. (LZK)
Mibnowski
рог. rez. (LZK)
kartki
Michalak
listy, prawo jazdy,
Wiadyslaw, ppor.,
meldunkowe (AM 3761)
1864), nor.
Michalczyk Marian, ppor., leg., wizytowki (AM
1907, syn Wladyslawa
Magdaleny (LZK)
Mlchalec Antoni, ppor., karta szczep. 745,
listy, okulary.
odznaka (AM 1480)
Michalewicz
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Michalik Pawet Adolf, ur. 11.11 ...(?),
ppor., ks. st si., leg.
w
urzedn., fotografia, list
jez. niem., roianiec, grzebieii (AM
500), ppor. (LZK), ur. 11.6.08 (ROR. 34 str. 102)
Michalskl
kpt. rez. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Michalskl
Adam, pplk. rez. (LZK),
pplk. 25 p. ul.. leg. ofic,
karta sportowa, kwit, wizytdwka, monokl (AM 2588)
Michalskl Antoni. mjr (LZK)
Michalskl
listy,
Czeslaw, рог., ks. st. si., legit, odznacz.,
medalik (AM 1497), рог. 1893 (LZK)
roe.
Michalski Edmund, ppor., ks. st. si.,
pocztowki, list,
kwit, medalik (AM
1760), ppor. art. (LZK)
Michalski
Edward, por. rez. (LZK)
Michalski Jan, w mundurze, pocztowka, zasw. w jez. ros. (AM
1536), niewyslany list w jez. ros., pisany do p. Gotawski w
Brzesciu n/B. (WO 1536 str. 43)
Michalski
Kazimierz, w mundurze, leg., wizytowki, fotografie (AM 3621). (LZK)
Michalskl
Marian, por. (ppor.) — (LZK)
Michalski Stanislaw. w mundurze, leg. urzedn., roianiec (AM
1186), ppor. art. (LZK)
Michalskl
Stefan, ppor., ur. 1905, znak tois., dowod osob.,
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leg. czl. ZOR, plakieta, rdzaniec, odznaka, leg. czl. Zw. Aptekarzy. fotografie, monogram.
listy (AM 3683), ppor. (LZK)
Michalski
Zygmunt Sylwester, kpt., ur. 30.12.05 w Wedzinic,
swiad.
szkolne, swiad.
dojrzalosci,
metryka urodz.
chrztu.
metryka urodzenia (AM 3274)
Michalowski
rtm. (LZK)
Michalowski Antoni, ppor. art. (LZK)
Michalowski Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Michna Wiadyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Michniak Jan, por., leg. sportowa, fotografie, wizytowki (AM
1679), por., 1902 (LZK)
Michniewicz Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Mlchniewicz
Kazinierz,
ppor., notatka — wewnatrz tekst:
„Posiadacz
Michniewicz
Pabianice
tej ksiaieczki,
Kazimierz,
obok Lodzi, ur. Bracks 12. — Zawiadomic pania. Marie Michnie
wicz", — karta szczep. 1951 (AM 1191), (WO 1059 str. 15)
Michnowski Waciaw, mjr (LZK)
Micichowskl
» ppor. (LZK)
Mid loch
, por. (LZK)
Midloch Edward, kpt., ofic. ks. st. si., znak tois. (AM 1663),
kpt. rez. (LZK)
Mieciesza Stefan, lat 47 (LZK)
Mieczkowski
kpt. (LZK)
Miecznik Leonard, Miesznek — (?) ,w mundurze, mies. kar
ta, znak tois., krzyzyk (AM 2090), Miecznik (WO 2090 str. 32)
Miedura Stanislaw, ppor., leg. urzedn., pocztowka (AM 4065)
Miedzlejko Arkadiusz,
Miediejko — syn Mikotaja, zona —
Teodozja,
listy (AM 3549), Miedziejko — ppor. (LZK)
Mielczarski
Stanislaw, w mundurze, zam. Poznari, Wary Jakartka
bloku notesowego, karta szczep. 2864,
gielty 22 m.
medalik
lane. (AM 1715) Mielcarski — (WO 1715 str. 23)
Mielecki Stanislaw, oficer, ur. 22.4.95, leg. ofic, ks. oszcz.
laric. (AM 3425), por. (bez imienia) — (LZK)
PKO., medalik
Miernik Jozcf, por., karta szczep. 1067, lista
nazwiskami.
r6zaniec (AM
1991), syn Antoniego (WO 1991 str. 30). Mien
nik — por. 1906 (LZK)
Mieszyiiskf Stanislaw, w mundurze,
nadawca: Zolisty
fia Mieszynska. Hajn6wka (AM 2067). Meczyiiski — (WO 2067
str. 32)
Mietke Waldemar. por. 1896, s. Wilhelma
Marii (LZK)
Miesowicz Tadeusz, kpt. (LZK)
Mletus SUnislaw, ppor. rez. 1894 (LZK)
Migoh Zdzislaw Ignacy Michal, ppor., ks. ofic,
datnski pierscionek
koralami (AM 1240), (WO 1092 str. 15)
Mijakowski
tlugon, pplk., ofic. leg., wizytowki. listy, krzyz
Virtuti Militari (AM 2174), pplk., s. Wladyslawa
Marii (LZK)
Mijal Pranciszek Ksawery, por., pismo urzedowe, wizyt5wka,
poczt6wka (AM 1580), Mijak Franc. Ksawery, ppor. 1898 (LZK).
Mijal — ur. 21.6.98 (ROR. 34. str. 39)
— mjr, leg. urzedn.,
Miklcwicz
Wojciech, — Mickiewicz
nadnwea: Miekiczowa, Rzesz6w, ul. Krolewska 18
poczt6wki
Mikiewicz — ur.
(AM
3436), Mikiewicz — kpt. 1900 (LZK),
16.4.92, kpt. wet. (ROR. 34 str. 236)
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3451). ppor. (LZK)
Mittceg Tadeusz, oficer, zaswiadczenie, zlote zeby, plakieta
(AM 847), Mettceg (WO 843 str. 11)
Mizgajski В., (LZK)
Mizolebskl Marian, w mundurze, leg. urz. (nieczytelna). kar
1638), Mizetabski (WO
ta szczepienia,
listy, krucyfiks (AM
1638 str. 21)
Mlocek Tadeusz ppor. 1913 (LZK)
Mlodecki Edmund Karol, dr med., Brzes£ n/B., al. Zygraunnadrukiem jego nazwisblok na recepty lek.
towska 51 m.
list
ka, kalend. kiesz., wizytowka. odznaka art., kwity, portfel.
(AM 430), kpt. lek., (LZK)
Mlodnicki Wiktor. por. (LZK)
Feliksy (LZK)
Mlodzik Franciszek. por. 1892, s. Marcina
mjr, (LZK)
Mlynarczyk
3802),
listy. pocztowka (AM
ppor.,
Mlynarczyk Ludwik.
ppor. (bez imienia) (LZK)
Moenke Edmund, dr ppor., leg. Zw. Lek., pismo wojsk. Pla587), ur. 1882
c6wki Sluzb., kwity, karta szczep. 3922 (AM
(LZK), dr, ur. 23.1.83, (ROR. 34 str. 222)
dowod
listy, tele
dr
osob.,
med.,
Mogilnicki Tadeusz, kpt.,
negatywy, okulary (AM 754),
gram, karta poczt., wizytowki,
kpt. lek. (LZK)
Waclaw, rtm. (LZK)
Mogila - Stankiewicz
nadawca: Mohl
Mohl Andrzej, w mundurze, pocztowka
karta
Milanowek.
szczep. 2279, medalik (AM 2193), ur.
Maria,
1904 (LZK)
Moilich
ppor. (LZK)
Molda Mieezystaw, por. (LZK), w mundurze, poczt6wki (AM
1582)
Kazimierz, w mundurze, pocztowki, koperta, me
Moledzki
laric. (AM 3018), Molendzenski — por. (LZK)
dalik
„ ppor., czeic leg., rozaniec, modlitewnik
Monczyiiski
1986), Maczynski, (WO 1986 .,tr. 30)
(AM
Moos Stanislaw, kpt. art. (LZK)
pocztdwMorawinski Tadeusz, Mrawiriski — por., ks. ofic,
ki, notatnik (AM 545), Morawinski (WO 545 str. 8)
uzbr.
(LZK)
Morawski
kpt.
Morawski Adolf Jan, ini., por., prof. Politechniki Warszaw14, wizyt6wki, listy,
skiej, zam. Warszawa, Al. Grojecka 45 m.
— prof. Polit. Warsz.
fotografie, amulet (AM 3704), Alfred
— ini., ur. 17.6.95 (ROR. 34 str. 176)
Jan
Adolf
(LZK),

por. (LZK)
Mikueki Eugeniusz, Mickuki (?), por. leg. ofic, karta szczep.
(AM 3417), Mikueki, por. rez. 1904 (LZK)
obligacje
Stanislaw, kpt., wizytowki, fotografie,
Mikulski
kuponami (AM 4130), kpt. (LZO)
panstw.
Kazimierz, ur. 1901, w mundurze, zam. IwieMikula Jozef
listy (AM 813),
ks. oszcz. PKO., pocztowka,
niec, zona Maria,
chorazy, lat 40 (LZK)
Mikuta Julian, por. (LZ.K-S)
Zenon, ppor. (LZK)
Milanowski
Milczewski Augustyn, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Milewski "adeusz, ppor.,
pocztowki, karta szczepienia, me
taric. (AM 320S)
dalik
Milewskl Wladyslaw Michal, por., ur. 23.10.03, leg. ofic. rez..
2378), Wladys
pocztowka, notatnik, odznaka, krucyfiks (AM
law — por. 1903, (LZK)
Marii,
Stanislawa
s.
1913,
Milewski
Wojslaw, ppor. rez.,
PKU.
tywiec (LZK)
pocztowki.
Millak Henryk, Milak — pptk., karta na broii,
— pplk. lek. (LZK)
wizytowka (WO str. 3), Millak
Miller Wladyslaw, ppor., leg. urz. panstw., ofic. ks. st. si. (AM
1369), ppor. rez. (bez imienia), (LZK)
Mllli Stanislaw, mjr (LZK)
Stanislaw, w mundurze, ur. 19.11.05, metryka
Mlladowski
(WO 1123 str. 16), Mi1295), Miladowski
slubu, medalik (AM
laOowski, ppor. 1905 (LZK)
Minkiewicz
Ыепгук, gen. dyw. (LZK)
Mioduszewski Jozef, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
—
ks.
Mioduszewski
kapelan, — (bez imienia)
Lucjusz.
— ur. 11.2.86 (ROR. 34 str. 401)
(LZ. S-O-K), Lucjusz
Chorzowa (LZK)
Mirecki Stanislaw, kpt. rez., okulista
Miroslawski
Maciej, ofic. gosp., ur. 8.7.02, Wadowice, Al. Wolofic.
ks.
rez., notatnik. metry
oszcz.
PKO.,
leg.
nosci .znak tozs.,
ka urodz. (AM 2671), ur. 1892, por. (LZK)
pow. Poznan,
Mlrsak Jozef. ppor., ur. 28.1.11 w
ks. si. St.,
listy, notatnik, rozaniec, karta szczep
poczt6wki,
1937 (AM 538), Mirsak lub Mirczak (WO str. 8)
— kpt., leg. ofic, karta czl. Zw.
MUejuk Antonl, Miscauk
napisem Kozielsk
Strzel., karta szczep., tytonierka rzezbiona
1940 (AM 859), Miscauc (?), (WO 852 str. 12), Misejuk kpt.
(LZK), ur. 30.3.93 (ROR. 34 str. 347)
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Mlsiewicz Jan, w mundurze, ur. 1908, znak tola., telegram
(AM 3806)
Mistat Stefan, w mundurze, leg. stuzb. (AM 2372), Mistata.
zam. Studzieniec, poczta Puszcza Marianska, por., Skierniewice.
(WO 2372 str. 39), Mistak, por. (LZK)
Miszczak Stanislaw, ppor., leg. urzedn. skarb., leg. ofic. rez.,
wizytowka. pocztowka. list (AM 2673)
Miszczyk Zygmunt, ppor. (LZK)
Misko Tadeusz, w mundurze, pocztowki. list (AM 2807)
Marii (LZK)
Mitkus Witold, kpt. lek., 1899, s. Jozefa
Mltro Tadeusz, w mundurze, pocztowka, karta szczep. (AM

SUnislaw,
kpt. (LZK)
Mikiszkiewicz
Miklamewski
рог. (LZK)
listy, odznaka
Miklaaiewaki
Jerzy, kpt., leg. urz. panstw.,
zlote zeby, nadawca listow: Miklaart., wizytowka, telegram,
szewska, Warszawa, ul. Kielecka 46, pudeleczko blaszane (AM
421), kpt. (LZK)
Garnizonu,
Mikolajczyk Stanistaw. ppor., zasw. komendanta
tahc. (AM
2045), syn Wtadyslawa,
karta szczep., medalik
14.9.39 (WO 2045 str. 31)
zasw. Kmdy Garnizonu Szack
Mikoezewski Bolestaw, ppor. (LZK)
pocztowki, kartka (AM 3449),
Mikoezewski Bronislaw, рог.,
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Morawski Jan, ppor. art. 1902, s. Grzegorza
Felicji, DOK.
(LZK)
Morawski Jozef, w mundurze, list,
pocztowki, ks. do modi.,
krzyzyk (AM 2039)
Morawski Martian, cywitny, Prezes Sadu ,wizyt6wki,
pocz
towki,
medalikiem (AM 1446)
listy, laric
Morawski Marek, por. (LZK)
Morawski
Tadeusz, ppor. wet., ur. 21.5.09, ks. ofic, dow6d
osob. (AM 523)
Morawski
Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Tadeusz Mich
Mordas-Zyliriski
ppor., ur. 14.10.04 (AM
3330)
Morgulis Leon, por., dowod osob., karta na brori, karta szczep.
karta mob., wizytriwka (AM 1131)
Morik Stanislaw, por. 1909, s. Eliasza
Pauliny, 19 p.a.l..
(LZK)
Moronski Witold, ppor., dowod osob.,
pocztowek, koperta.
wizytriwki, тара Europy (AM 364)
Moroz Jan, kpt., znak tozs., medalik (AM 626), kpt. (LZS)
Moroz Mlrostaw, Mors, naucz. gimn., w mundurze, leg. urz„
wizyt6wki, prawo jazdy (AM 1670). Moros — prof, paristw.
gimn. w Wadowicach (WO 1670 str. 22), Moroz — kpt., ur. 1893
(LZK)
Moroz Pawet, w mundurze, ur. 1913, znak tois., karta szczep.,
list, cz«sci leg. ofic. (AM 3206), ppor. art. (LZK)
Morski Emil, inz.. por. art. (LZK),
oficer, ur. 13.7.08, znak
toza., (AM 1870)
Morszczyzna Edward Stanislaw, ur. 2.2.02., ppor. architekt,
Brzesc п В.. ul. Kiliriskiego 12, dyplom archit.,
leg. osob., kar
ta na brori, laric
krzyzykienr, prawo jazdy Nr 1874 (AM 685).
— (WO str. 10), Morszczyzna —
Morszazna(?)
ppor. (LZK)
Morzy Jozef, (LZK)
Moser Leopold, por., zam. Warszawa, pismo MSWojsk., pocz
towki, leg. ofic. listy, leg. czl. (AM 3831). por. 1898 (LZK)
Moskal Franciszek. kpt. (LZK)
Moskal Jozef, Mosgal — kpt., ur. 18/. . ., 1895 w Grodzisku,
zam. Radymno, ul. Mickifwicza
28a, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
listy (AM
577), Moskal — (WO str. 9). Moskal kpt. (LZK)
Moskal Stanislaw. por. (LZK)
Moskaul Antoni. ppor. rez. lot.. 1904, s. Stanistawa
Marii
(LZK)
Moskowityn Michat, kpt., kalend. kiesz., wizytowka, medalik
(AM 3347), kpt. (LZK)
Mossakowski Alfred Tadeusz, w mundurze, dowod osob. pra
wo jazdy, list, karta szczep. 3837 (AM 1984). zam. Warszawa,
Al. Niepodl. 159. (WO 1984 str. 30), ppor. rez. 1912 (LZK)
MosMakowski Zygmunt Alcksander, kpt. (LZK)
Moszczeriski
Leon, komandor. dr med. (LZK),
ur. 28.1.89,
pptk. lek. (RO. 32 str. 323)
Moszczyriski Adam, pchor. art. (LZK)
Motizczyriski Antoni, dr med., dowod osob., prawo jazdy, karszczep., odznaczcnie, pugilares
kluczami, naramienniki bez
oznak (AM 322), Moszczeriski (WO str.
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Moszczyriskl Edward, ppor.. listy, pocztowki, medalik, fotografie (AM
1943), poczt6wki
listy od Jadwigi Moszczyiriskiej,
Gollub, Brzesc Kuj., (WO 1943 str. 29), ur. 1889, ppor. rez.
(LZK)
Moezkowicz Jan, kpt., rachunek ,pocztowka, pismo notarialne, karta szczep. 911 (AM 895), (WO 877 str. 12), kpt. geogr.
<LZS)
Moscicki Tadeusz, kpr. (LZK)
Moscicki Wincenty, por., zam. Warszawa, ul. ielazna 63, kar
ta na brori, karta polowania, pocztriwka (AM
1168), (WO 1041
str. 14)
Motarski
Tadeusz, (LZK)
w mundurze, paezport, okulary,
rxezbiona fajka (AM 510), Morawski (WO str. 8)
Mot toe Eugeniuaz, ppor. (LZK)
Motyka Pawd, ppor. (LZK)
Motyl
ч ppor. (LZK)
Mozkowski Edmund, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Mrok Stefan, ppor., ur. 1903, znak tozs., karta czl. Czerw
Krzyza, (AM 3414), ur. 1903 (LZK)
Mrozik
oficer, ur. 13.1.96, Tuchola, zam. Gdynia.
Alojzy,
Swietojariska 54/9, ks. oszcz. PKO., list
poczt6wki, karta szczep.,
leg. ofic. (AM 2810). kpt. mar. (LZK)
Mrozowski Jan, ppor., 1911, s. Arseniusza
Wandy (LZK)
Mrriwczyriski Boleslaw, mjr art. 1900 (LZK)
Mroz Konstanty, kpt. br. pane, kartki
leg. ofic, wizytriwka
(AM 1952)
Msrirhowski
Franciszek, ppor., karta szczep. (AM 2301)
Mucha Bruno Ludwik, ppor., ks. ofic, pocztriwka (AM
1974)
Mucha Stefan, kpt., dow6d osob., pismo sluzb. 57
p.p., list,
ks. do modlenia, (AM 1782), mjr lub kpt. (LZK)
Mucko Jan, por., pocztowki, list
nadawca: Mucko Rozyna,
Warszawa, ul. Ludowa
m.
laric. ze zlotym krzyzykiem (AM
2497)
Mum
Zygfryd, ppor. art. (LZK)
Murawski
Eugeniusz, ini. ppor., leg. urz. paristw., karta na
polowanie, medalik
laric. (AM 498)
Murza - Murzicz Aleksander, Murza - Mirzicz,
ppor., ofic. ks.,
notatniki (AM 875). (WO 862 str. 12), Murza - Murzicz Ali —
ppor. (LZK)
Muesli Pawet. w mundurze, — Mussel, — dow6d
osob., pocz
towki. fotografia,
medaliki (AM 2865), Mussil — por. (LZK)
Muszel Kazimierz, por. rez. (LZK)
Muszyriski Wladyslaw, rtm. (LZK)
Muszyriski Wladyslaw, pchor. piech. (LZK)
Mutke Edmund, ppor., naucz.. leg. ofic,
leg. urzedn. (AM
3404)
Mueller Jozef, kpt., odznaka 57 p.p., znak na bieliznie: Muel
ler Jozef, cz^sc kwitu na nazwisko: Mueller
Jozef, Zwrki, dnia
./II
ks. do modlenia (AM 820), kpt., ur. 1898, в. Sta
nistawa (LZK)
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(AM 791)
Adeli (LZK)
NiedzwieckhHenryk,
kpt. st. sp., 1889,s. J6zefa
szczep.
Nledzwiecki
Henryk,
ppor.. dowod. osob., karta
pocztowka (WO str. 3)
Nledzwiecki Stanislaw, ppor., (LZK)
w mundurze, legit, odznacz., leg.
Niekasz Jan Kazimierz.
PCK, karta rybol6wcza. leg. urzedn.. list (AM 3787)
Nlemczewski Marcin. por. pane. (LZK)
Niemczewski Marian, inz. ppor., wizytowki, leg. urzedn. (AM
3224)
Eugenii
Nlemczynski Julian Marian, por.. 1899, s. Leonards
(LZK)
Niemiec Kazimierz.
mjr MRW (LZK)
Nlemiec Michal. por.. list (AM 2787). (LZK)
Niemirowicz - Szczytt Kazimierz. ppor., dr med., dyplom dokstempel rumowy (AM
torski, wizyt6wki, fotografie. recepty,
1688), dyplom wydz. med. Uniw. St. Batorego w Wilnie, leg.
Uniw.
(WO 1688
Warszawskiego
psychiatr.
asystenta kliniki
str. 22). por. lek., 1901, a. Aleksandra (LZK)
Niemirowicz - Szciyt Leonard, kpt. (LZK)
Niemirski
Michal, kpt. mar. (LZK)
Niemyski Stanislaw, ppor. lot. (LZK)
Nieniewski
Marian Tadeusz, kpt., ur. 1897. leg. ofic. rez..
karta. mob.. dow6d osob., legit, odznacz.. pocztowka (AM 3169).
Walerii (LZK)
kpt. rez. 1897, syn Antoniego
pocztowki (AM
telegramy,
Nlerenherg Abraham, ppor.
Abram.
A. (WO 1964 str. 29), Nirnberg
1964), Nirenberg
ppor. rez. (LZK)
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zam. Poznari, ul. Szydlowaka 13, zasw. na nazwisko Nelicki Leszek, ur. 25.5.27 w Krakowie, (AM2566)
Nelken
ppor. (LZK)
Nelken Jan Wladyalaw, plk lek. (LZK)
Nelken Samuel, ppor., teg. ofic. rez., pocztowki, list (AM
3211)
nadawca: Janina
Nemunis Eugeniuaz, por., poczt6wka
(WO str. 3)
Szlachtyriska, Lapy. okreg Bialystok, ul. Srednia
Nenko Stanislaw. ppor. LZK)
nadawca: Neugebauer
Neugebauer Adam, w mundurze. list
Alicja w Pabianicacb. ul. Reymonta 15, karta szczep., wizytow
taiic. (AM 1247), Reymonta 13 (WO 1098 str. 15),
ka, krzyzyk
kpt. (bez imienia) — (LZK)
Neyman Julian, kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
Nidecki Jan Michel, kpt., leg. ofic., wizytdwka, karta szczep.
(AM 1386). kpt. (LZK)
Niebroii Fllip. Dor. SPRA (LZK)
Nieczykowski Waclaw, kpt. (LZK)
Wladya
Nice Mleezyslaw Wladyslaw.
ppor. piech. (LZK),
law — ppor., leg. ZOR., karta szczep., list, blok notesowy (AM
2158)
Niedbalski Stanislaw, por. 1911 (LZK)
Nieduszynskl Kazimierz, kpt. art. (LZ. S-K)
Niedzlecki Stanislaw. ppor. (LZK)
Niedzlelski Jan. ppor. (LZK), ur. 1898, oficer, znak tozs., list

s

Nadobnik Jozef, ppor. rez., (LZK), Dadobnik( ?), w mundurze.
zam. Poznari, Gorna Wilda 28
geometra. ur. 8.2.02 w Lubnicy.
—
ks. oszcz. PKO., karta na broil (AM 2679), Nadobnik
m.
ur. 8.2.02 (ROR. 34. str. 145)
Nahlik E., por. SPRA (LZK)
Nahrebecki Karol, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Najburg Ruwin Moszek, (LZK)
nazwis
Najdzicz Bronislaw, w mundurze, po) znaku tozs.
kiem jego (AM 3838), (LZK)
Nalwebecki
ppor. (LZK)
Tadevsz, student, w mundurze, leg.
Nalecz - Dobrowolski
pisma urzedowe. wizytowka (AM 2328),
szkolna, karta szczep.,
zam. Kielce, ul. Tad. Kosciuszki
ur. 23.3.17. stud. Polit. Warsz
Urzedu Wojew.
8/1, zasw. przyjecia na praktyke, wakacyjna.
ks.
p.p. Legj. Kielcewojsk.
zaginieciu
Kieleckiego, zasw.
kalehd. kiesz. WO 2328 str. 38)
Buk6wka. medalik
Stefan, ppor., leg., karta na brori, wizytdwki.
Napieralski
list, poczt6wka, ks. do modlenia (AM 1432)
Narbutt Tadeusz, pplk. (LZK)
Narozaiiski Henryk Tadeusz kpt. (LZK)
NaaielskJ
pplk. (LZK)
Nasielaki Szaja, 1907 (LZK)
Naszkiewiez Ryszard, por. (LZK)
Naturlleta Tadeusz, kpt. SPRA — (LZK)
Naumow Jozef, por. lek., s. J6zefa (LZ.K-S)
Nawareeki Jan. ppor. art. (LZK)
Nawiriski Leon, por. (LZK)
Nawrocki
kpt. (l.ZK)
Nawrocki Teodor, ppor. (LZK)
Nawrot ......
por. piech. (LZK)
Gabriel, por., leg.
Nazarewicz
Jozef, — Nazierewicz Jozef
12 p. ul., leg. urzedn. (nieczytelna), (AM
ofic., pismo shizbowe
2356), zam. Lublin, ul. Bernardynska 16/1, (WO 2356) str. 39).
Nazarewicz — por. (LZK)
Nazarowski
ppor. (LZK)
Naziemblo Stefan. Nazieblo — w mundurze, poczt6wka, foStanislawy
tografia, (AM 2407), ppor. КОР.. 1905, s. Mariana
— ur. 2.8.05 (ROR. 34 str. 102)
(LZK), Naziemblo
Nelczarekl Kazimierz. por. (LZK)
kwity zaNelickl
fotografia,
por.. leg. ofic.
na nazwisko Torawska,
stawowe: 1) na nazwisko Nelicki,

Piotr, mjr tub kpt. (LZK)
Wladyalaw. ppor. art. (LZK)
Hieronim., por., ur. 30.9.08, ks. o^zcz. PKO.. tele
wizytdwki, poczt6wka (AM 4111), рог. (LZK)

.
.

str. 22)
Mysliriski
Mysliiiski
Mysliwski
listy.
gram.

jego nazwiskiem (AM
Mykietyn Jan, kpt., listy. kartka
2252), kpt. SPRA (LZK)
Mysyrowicz Tadeusz, ppor., 1911 (LZK)
Myazkowski Jerzy, рог. 1895 (LZK)
karMyszkowakl Zdzislaw Henryk, ppor., ur. 1913, leg. ofic, 1662
./4.13, (WO
ta szczep. 1864 (AM 1662), Myczkowski or
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Nieaiewicz Tadcusz, inspektor, cywilny, (Min. Skarfau), mi^dzynarodowy bilet kolej. na jego nazwisko, fotografie, rysunek
olowkowy, kalend. kiesz., telegram, wizyt6wki (AM 2223), Mie,sowicz, inspektor Biura Pers. Min. Skarbu (WO 2223 str. 3S)
Nietnpski Julian, dr. w mundurze, pocztowka
nadawca: Rena
AM 752
ietupska, Biatystok, telegram, medatik
kpt.
(LZK)
Niewiadomski
Czestaw, w mundurze, (nazwisko na tabliczce drewnianej),
list, pocztowka, karta szczep. 797, r6zaniec,
drzewa (AM
medaliki, tabakierka
2230), drewniane pudetko
na tyton, wtasnej roboty,
monogramem wlasnym
wyrytym
napisem ..Kozielsk 1.2.1940", (WO 2230 str. 36-6)
Niewiarowicz
Edward, рог.. Usty, poczt6wka, karta szczep.
odznaka pulkowa, medalik (AM 2583), syn Jakuba, (WO 253:?
str. 47)
Niewiarowski
Kazlmierz, ppor. (LZK)
Niewodski Mikotaj, Niewucki — int. bud. dr6g. mostdw, рог ..
zam. Lublin, ul. Sklodowskiej 6-1,
это wojskowe, wizyt6wki.
tunc, cygarniczka (AM
pocztowka, medalik
927), Niewodski.
(WO str. 3)
Niewrzatkiewicz
Marian, ppor., zam. Chorz6w, dow6d osob.
(nieczytelny), ofic. ks., karta na broA, wizytdwki, wieczne pidro,
fotografie (AM 1637)
Niezabitowski
Gotfryd, w mundurze, dowod osob., karta mob.,
leg. urzedn., poczt6wki, list (AM 3154), por. mar. (LZK)
Niezgoda Wladyslaw,
por. (LZK),
W., w mundurze, karta
szczep. 4124, monogram WN„ notatnik (AM 21T7)
bloki notesowe — w nich wycinek
Niezy Jozef, inz.,
lis
tu: „Со robi Tadeusz, Michal, Zygmunt
Gdzie jest Zygmuntowa
Janka?"
(AM 797)
inz. (LZK>
Niger
Nikel Michal, Nikiel — w mundurze,
kraty szczepienia (AM
2403), ppor. (LZK), Nikel — ur. 23.9.08 (ROR. 34 str. 105)
Nikiel
cywilny (LZK)
Nlwinski J6zef, inz. bud. dr6g
mostdw, wizyt6wki, list (AM
1287), (WO 1118 str. 16), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Nocuii Stefan, ppor. piech. (LZK
(bez imienia)
syn Andrzeja. ur. 16.5.
.(?), pow. Piricz6w, w mundurze, ks. st. si.,
str.
8)
listy, (AM 524), (WO
Nodzenski Michal, — Nadzeriski, kpt.. lee. ofic. rozkaz ewak..
— ur. 29.9.96
poczt6wki, list, plakteta (AM 2985), Nodzenski
(RO. 32 str. 58)
Nodzyriakl Kranciazek, por.. leg. urzedn., karta wolnei iazdy,
wizytowki. fotografie (AM 3494)
Nodzyriski Marian Zbigniew Wladyslaw, kpt., Modlin, wizy
towka, fotografie, kalend. kiesz. (AM 2006)
Noga
ppor. piech (LZK)
Olszewski
por. nud. (LZK)
Normark
Stefan, w mundurze, listy, poczt6wki, telegram
9.3.40: .Jestesmy zdrowi, mieszkanie nieuszkodzoWarszawy
Ciebie — Janusz Szerzewski"
ne, martwimy sie,
(AM
2194),
por. (ppor.). (LZK)
Nosalik Kazimierz, pir. (I.Z.K-S)
,
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Noeowicz Olgierd, por. rez., 1907, s. Teodora
Zofii (LZ.K-S)
Noesowicz Henryk, — Nosowicz, kpt., leg. sluzb., swiad., notatnik (AM 110), Nossowicz — ur. 28.7.89, (RO. 32 str. 251)
Noezczyk Henryk, (?) w mundurze, znak tozs., rozne pocztowki (AM
1202), Moszczyk (WO 1065 str. 15), Noszczyk, dr.
ur. 6.7.96 (ROR. 34 str. 223), por. (LZK)
Nowak
pchor. kaw. (LZK)
Nowak
Adam,
kpt. san., Wojsk. Szpital Warszawa, 1892
(LZK)
Nowak Alojzy, ppor. (LZK)
Nowak Alojzy (II), ppor. (LZK)
Nowak Antoni, w mundurze, pismo ado we, leg., wizytowki
(AM
1677), pozwolenie na zalatwianie spraw maklerskich, wydane przez Urzad Celny w Gdyni (WO 1677 str. 22)
Nowak Antoni, w mundurze, ur. 20.11.1910, cz^sc" leg. ofic.
rez., lane. (AM 3688)
Nowak
'mil. ppor. rez., inz. (LZK)
Nowak Ignacy Stanislaw, por., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3924)
Nowak
Jan,
kpt., adres Kozielski
(AM
1070). (WO 978
str. 13)
Nowak Jan, Kier. Szkoly Powsz. w Ostrowicy, ppor., ur. 1905,
leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., swiad. szkolne (AM 3146), por. (ppor.)
rez. (LZK)
Nowak Jozef, lesiadz, mjr (LZK)
- ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
Nowak Jozef. Nowack
listy
poczlowki, blok notesowy (AM
2759), Nowak (WO 2759 str. 51),
ppor. (LZK)
Nowak Klemens, ppor., urzednik podatkowy, leg. urz. paristw.,
pocztowka, wizyt6wka, karta szczep. 3133, leg. uczniowska (AM
700)
Nowak Ludwik. kpt. art. (LZK)
Nowak Marian, mjr wet. lek., leg. ofic, wizytowki, list, blok
notesowy (AM 1383)
Nowak Norbert Kami, ppor., karta mob., leg. urzedn.,
pisma sluzb., leg. ofic. rez., poczt6wka, karta szczep. 2757 (AM
2828), nadawca
poczt6wki: Eleonora
Nowak, Warszawa, ul.
Szczawnicka 18 (WO 2828 str. 52)
Nowak Rudolf, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Nowak Stanislaw, dr, 1894 (LZK)
Nowak Waclaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Nowak Wiktor, kpt.. leg. ofic. (nieczytelna), legit, odznacz.,
karta szczep. 2038, odznaka (AM
1553), leg. ofic
MSWojsk.,
odznaka instr. PW. wraz
legit. (WO 1553 str. 43)
Nowak Zbigniew, ppor. rez., 52 lub 53 p.p., notariusz
(LZK),
pismo urzedowe, listy, pocztdwki, fotografie, wizytdwka, rachunek (AM 417)
Nowakowski
Florian, dr med. (WO 921 str. 45)
Nowakowskl Jan, por. sap. (LZ.K-S)
Nowakowski Tadcusz, (LZK)
Nowakowski
Zdzislaw, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., pocztdwka, fotografia,
wit depozytowy, medalik (AM 2304)
Nowlcki
kpt. obliczenie pobordw .okulary (A M2360)
Nowlcki Alekeandcr. kpt. sap. (LZK)
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Nowicki Aleksander, ppor. art. (LZK)
Nowlcki Franciszek, ppor. ini., U-;r- urzedn., karta szczep. ISO,
lade. (AM 2000)
rysunek otowkowy, medalik
Nowicki Jan, kpt. art. (LZK)
Nowicki Jerzy Roman, ppor. (por.) art. (LZK)
Nowicki Tadeusz, stopnia me ustalono, szczeg6t6w brak (WO
str. 9)
Nowicki Teofil Karol, (LZ.K-S)
Nowicki Waclaw, ppor., karta poborowa, list, odznaka (AM
Warsza2685), wizytowka na nazwiskj Halina Adamczuk6wna,
wa. ul. Polna 40 m. 32 (WO 2685 str. 49), ppor. (LZK)
Nowik Justyn, w mundurze, list (AM 2644), syn Jozefa (WO
2644) str. 48)
Nowik Stefan, oficer, dowod osob., leg. ofic. rez., karta mob.,
karta szczep. 4259, list (AM 2916), ur. 1885 (WO 2916 str. 55)
Nowikow
por. (LZK)
Nowochodzki Jerzy, ppor. art. (LZK)
poczt6wki,
Nowosielski Guetaw Wiktor, Nowoselski, pplk.,
(AM 4041), pplk. dypl. (LZK)
Krzyz Virtuti Militari
Zofii
Juliana
s.
rez.
1900,
pi!.,
Nowosielski Ksawery, ppor.,
(LZSK)
Nozak Pawel Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Nuckowski Teodor Franciszek, ppor. rez. (LZK)
LudoNurczyriski Edmund Antoni, por., 1885, s. Stanislawa
miry (LZK)
—
dr, w mundurze, poczNusbaum Maksvmilian, Nussbaum
34 str.
towka. list, (AM 3977), Nusbaum, dr, ur. 28.3.98 (ROR.
223)
Nusbaum
pplk. (LZK)
Nuszel Kazimierz, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Nyzio Franciszek, st. ogniomistrz (LZK)
z
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zaniec, medalik (AM 2650)
Oledzki Jozef, mjr dypl. (LZK)

i

Obfidowicz Karol, por. rez. (LZK)
Aleksander, dr med., Warszawa, ul. CzerniakowObidziriski
lane, medalik, naramiennik,
notatnik, medalik
ska 185 m.
kartka (AM 746)
karta szczep. 3771,
pocztowki
Julii
Obrzut Henryk, (Obrzul), ppor. piech. 1910, s. Jana
(LZK)
Obuchowicz Boleslaw, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Obuchowicz Witold, por., ur 1905, znak tois., lane, fotografia. list (AM 1101), (WO 998 str. 14)
Ochab
M ppor. (LZK)
Ochocki Mieczyslaw, ppor., znak tozs., ur. 1909 w Sarnach,
laric. (AM 1411), ur. 1900 (WO 1411 str.
modlitewnik, medalik
17). ppor. (LZK)
Ochocki Piotr, ppor. (LZK;
Oczkowski Adam, ppor., leg. urzedn., zasw., list (AM 3368)
Oczkowski Zdzisiaw, plut. (LZK)
Handl., pismo
Jozef,
ppor., dyplom Akad.
Odbierzychleb
Panstw. Banku Rolnego w Poznaniu, pismo Sekty Baptystdw
(AM 2855), (WO 2855 str. 53)
Odoberski Jozef Zygmunt, ppor., ks. ofic. (AM 1465)
Odyniec Antoni, w mundurze, karta szczep. (AM 4083)

Oficjalski Piotr, oficer, dowod osob. (AM 46)
Ogiriski Piotr, ppor. (LZK)
Walerii,
pp. Kiel
Ogtaza Boguchwal, mjr, 1898, s. Jozefa
ce (LZK)
P.P.
(LZK)
Ogonowski Jozef, st. post.
ofic. rez., karta szczep.
Ogrodnicki Karol, por., wizyt6wki, leg.
3336)
(AM
listy (AM 4003), por., (LZK)
Ogrodziriski Stanisiaw, ppor.,
wipocz-towki. fotografie,
Ojra Jozef, kpt., leg. ofic, list,
odznaka
putkowa (AM 872), (WO 859 str. 12)
zytowki, medalik,
Okoiow Zygmunt, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Okohski Stanisiaw Leon, ppor., ks. ofic, legit. (AM 786)
Okraso Zygmunt,
por. rez. (LZK)
dow6d osob., leg.
Okrzeja Wladystaw Karol, w mundurze,
2402), ur. 22.10.09 w Warszawie, naucz.
(AM
urzedn., fotografie
(WO 2402 str. 40), ppor. lot. (LZK)
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Okularczyk
Okilicz — ppor., s. Wlodzimierza, karta
Okulicz
mednlikiem
(AM 1116), Okulicz (WO 1007
laric.
2901,
szczep.
str. 14)
Okupski Jan, mjr (LZK)
Okuszko - Radwan Aleksander, por. rez. (LZK)
Okwieciriski Jozef, por. rez., adwokat (LZK)
Olas Feliks, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. panstw., pocztdwka,
listy (AM 768), kpt. dr (LZK)
kpt., list, cygarniczka
Adam, Olbrichtowicz,
Olbrychtowicz
(AM 851), Olbrychtowicz (WO 847 str. 11)
Olbrysz Feliks, kpt., ofic. leg., karta szczep. 2718, pocztoVka,
p. radio Warszawa (LZ)
list (AM 1783), kpt. int. st. St.,
Olechowski Kazimierz, inz. (LZK)
Olejniczak Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Grudziadza, ul. JeOlejniczak Leon, por., list od nadawcy
laric. (AM 3811), por. st. st. (LZK)
rzego 7/7, medalik
mo
Olejniczak Wladystaw, nfic. ks., ur. 24.6.14, fotografie,
1033), (WO 959 str. 13)
nogram, spinki od mankiet6w (AM
pocztowki, karta szczep., me
Olejnik Albin. w mundurze,
— kpt.
dalik (AM 880), Ernie Albin (WO 866 str. 12), Olejnik
kol. (LZS)
Oleksiak Leon, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Oleksiewicz
por. piech. (LZK)
szczep. 1546, legit,
sieriant, karta
Oleksiewicz
Zygmunt,
925/a str. 13)
odznacz., medalik (AM 968), sierz, sztabowy (WO
Oleksik Wladyslaw, mjr lot. (LZK)
ini., 1910 (LZK)
Olesinski Tadeusz'Julian,
Oleszkiewicz
ppor., leg. odznaki putkowej, laric.
str. 15)
krzyzykiem, karta szczen. (AM 1184). (WO 1053
Oleszkiewicz Jerzy,
por., ur. 1907, ofic. ks.( prawo iazdy,
1841), Oleksiewicz (WO 1841
odznaki putkowe (AM
kartki,
str. 26), Oleszkiewicz, por. lot. (LZ.S-K)
Oleszyriski Zygmunt, (LZ.K-S)
Oleskiewicz Tadeusz, w mundurze. leg., pocztowki, listy, r6-
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Olgebski
рог. (LZK)
Olkusiriski Marian, ppor. (LZK)
Olkusnik Marian. Olkusniak — ppor., lee. urzedn. (AM 2638)
Olkusmk — ppor. (LZK)
Olszariski Boleslaw. рог., ur. 6.4.9 1. dowod osob., witvtowki
(AM 599), ppor. art. (LZK)
Olazariski
Czeslaw, —
oljaiiski, syn Ludwika, karta
szczep. 1077, spinki, zapalniczka (AM
701), Olszanski
(WO
str. 10)
Olszewski Alfons Brunon, ppor., zam. Grudziadz. ul. Kosciusz.
ki 32/5, dowod osob.,
poczt6wki, list, pismo woj.skowe, metryka slubu, metryka urodz. corki (AM 3400)
Olszewski
Damazy. stopnia nie ustalono. szczoeoldw brak
(WO str. 9)
Hicronim> w mundurze, ur. 9.8.03, dowdd osob. (AM
337J>'szewsk'
Olszewski Jan. plk. (LZK)
Olszewski Kazimierz, mjr, leg. ofic, karta szczep. 2115 (AM
2201
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Olszewski Mieczyslaw. w mundurze, karta szczep. 282,
lis.
ty (AM 428). ppor. (LZK)
Olszewski Waclaw, — Alszewski, рог., dr med., ks. ofic, me
tryka slubu,
pocztowki, list, karta szczep. 3965 (AM 629). por.
(ppor.) lek. (LZK)
Olszewski
ppor., pocztowka (AM 3209)
Olszowy Aleksander. ppor. art. (LZK)
Olszyriski
ppor., ur. 1902, znak tozs., medalik, kar
ta mob. (AM 2708)
Omeljan Waclaw, w mundurze, dowdd osob., lee. urzedn ne
gatywy (AM 3011), ppor. art. (LZK)
Onyszkiewicz Zenon, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Opaliiiski
Eugeniusz. ppor.. ur. 1912, znak tozs., lee. ofic.
rez.. karta na brort, poczt6wkn, list (AM 3803),
ppor. (LZK)
Opieliriski Edmund, kpt.. platnik, kwit, list
nadawca: Opielinska Jadwiga. Oniezno (AM 2621)
Opodenkiewicz
Pod
w mundurze, mies.
karta tramw. (AM 946). (WO 909 str. 12)
Orawiec Franciszek. mjr pii-ch. (LZ.K-S)
Orch
ppor. (LZK)
Ordylowski
Tadeusz, por. piech., 1894, s. Jozefn
Heleny
(LZK).
por. leg. ofic, zegarek na rek?, pamiatkowa moneta
(AM 3358)
Orel Brunon. ppor., ur. 3.7.14 w Czechowicach.
dowod osob.,
karta klubowa. kartka ze znakami
Morse'go,
listy, kartka
zapiskami (AM 1855), ppor. 1914 г., 25 p.p., Piotrk6w
(LZK)
Orlaiiski I... por. (LZK)
Orlewlcz Stanislaw, plk. !ek. 1888, s.
Antoniego
Wtadystawy
(LZK)
Orllk Adam, par. rez. (LZK)
Orlikowski
Antoni, w mundurze, dentysta, Warszawa.
pi.
dow6d osob., leg. sluzb., wizytdwka
Krzyzy
(AM 3764), ppor.
lek. dent, (bez imienia) — (I.ZK)

Orlikowskl
Czealaw, w mundurze, leg., karta szczep. 60,
laiic.
medalikiem (AM 1329)
Orlowski
Kazimierz,
ppor., wet., karta mob., karta szczep
(AM 3983)
Orlowski
Kazimierz
Wladyaiaw
Marian, sedzia, ur. 7.8.04,
wojsk. ks. si. St., swiad. dojrzatosci,
pisma Min. Sprawiedl.,
dowod zwoln. ze shizby wojsk. (jako strzelec zwolniony 31. marca 39 г.), (AM 2062)
Orlowski Roman, ppor., ofic ks. medalik (AM 1705)
Orlowski Stefan, por., ur. 15.1.94, leg. ofic. rez., list, notatnik
(AM 3041)
Orlowski
Stefan, por., leg ofic. (AM
1146), por. rez.. lek.
(LZK)
Orlowski Walerian, mjr, list pocztowka, swiad. szczep.
Kozielska, fotografie (AM 23), mjr (LZK)
Ornato» ski
ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Ornatowski
Mieczyslaw, Ozlatowski — pptk., karta szczep.
20, poczt6wka, notatnik, swiad. lek. odnosnie proby krwi na nazwisko Mieczyslawski J6zef, mjr (AM 1204), (WO 1066 tr. 15),
Ornatowski — pplk. (LZ.S-Ki
Ornatowaki
Stanislaw, ppor., medalik, kwit roe. (AM
1158),
nazwiskiem Zakrzewska Lucyna, papierosnica
wizytAwka
monogramem GL, — (ta sama treac podana przy zwlokach kapitana nierozpoznanego — vide (AM 1159) — (WO 1934 str
14),
ppor. rez. piech. (LZS)
Ornatowski
Tadeusz, w mundurze,
poczt6wki, list (AM
1693), ppor. art. (LZK)
Orsicz Eustachy, ppor. art. (LZK)
Oryriski Eugeniusz, oficer, leg. ofic, listy (AM 2938), ppor.
1914, s. Piotra
Emilii, 28 p. strz.
(LZK)
Orzechowski Adam, kpt. КОР. (LZK)
Orzechowskl
Antoni, por., wojskowe rozliczenie (AM
1695),
(bez imienia) por. lek. (LZK), dr, ur. 29.5.94, por. san. (ROR 34
str. 219)
Orzechowskl Marian, (WO 338 str. 45)
Orzechowski Waclaw, kpt. uzbr. (LZK)
О™*1 Jeray
Zygmunt,
pocztowki (AM
169), ppor. rez.
(LZK
Orzeszko
Wladyslaw
Stanislaw,
Orszeszko — mjr,
pismo
sluzb., list (AM
1828), Orzeszko, komendant Rej. Uzup
Slonim (WO 1828 str. 26), mjr (LZK)
Oseka Marian, Osko — por pismo
PKO.
adresem: Krtemieniec, ul. Pasieczna
pocztowki,
listy, odcinek poczt te
legram, fotografia (AM 1031), Osue(?),
957 str 13 Ose
(WO
ka — inz. ur. 21.11.901 (ROR. 34 str. 173)
Osika
kpt. (LZK)
Oainaki Tadeusz, mjr, leg. ofic, pocztowka, karta
wstepu do
Omachu Szt. Gen., medalik (AM 923), (WO 894 str.
12)
Oainaki Waclaw. notatnik - w nim
nazwiska: Osinski Wac
law, ppor.. W6jtowicz Szymon, Rzazewski Aleksander, — ks do
modi., list (AM 240), por. (WO 246 str. 19), ur. 1893, s. Teofila
Apolonii, por. (LZK)
z

Osipow Osip. ppor. art. (LZK)
ppor. LZK
Osloriski
1108), Onpocztowki (AM
Osnek Kazimierz. w mundurze,
str. 14)
nek<?) Kazimierx (WO 1001
PKO.,
oszcz
кв.
ofic.
rez.,
Osnos Zelmun Jakub, ppor. lek., leg.
(bet imienia), рог.
karta na Ьгой (AM 2720), Ncsnos
Osnos, ur. 4.4.96 (ROR. M str. 229)
lek. (LZK),
ZdziOsostowicz Zbigniew, mjr dypl., 1893, s. Wladyslawa
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str. 83)
1800).
Ostapowicz Artur, kpt., karta szczep., pocztdwka (AM
nadawcq: Wera Ostapowicz, Lodz, ul. Kilinskiego
poczt6wka
105 m. 10 (WO 1800 str. 25)
— рог.,
pocztdwki, koperta,
Ostromecki Piotr, Ostromeski
1403), Ostromecki (WO 1403
medalik, odznaka pulkowa (AM
str. 17)
oficer, cze>0 leg. ofic. (AM 838)
Ostrowski
do modi., plaOstrowski Boleslaw Jan, kpt., dow6d osob., ks.
kieta, rosyjska gwiazda (AM 767)
Henryk Stanislaw, ppor., znak to±s., ur. 3.8.06,
Ostrowski
41, ks. oszcz. PKO..
zam. Wysokie Mozowieckie, ul. Kosciuszki
zapiskami (AM 3865), ppor. (LZK)
leg. ofic. rez., kartka
Zofii (LZK)
s.
Tadeusza
Ostrowski V'itold, ppor. 1915,
Osuch Kazimierz, ppor. (kpt), (LZK)
Osko Marian, por. rez. (LZK)
osob.,
Otko Boleslaw .Marian, prawnik, w mundurze, dowod
1601), ur.
list (AM
wizytdwka, pocztowki, fotografie, rdianiec,
15.7.12. zam. O.trowiec (WO 1601 str. 20)
Aleksander, w mundurze, кяг+а szczep. 377.
Otnromahski
pocztdwki (AM 1414)
Usty
Aleksander,
ppor.. rozliczenie pobordw, karta szczep.
Otto
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Stanislaw, lekarz (LZK)
Pakaniewski
Pakista ......
por. lek. (LZK)
Раков
ppor. (LZK)
w
mundurze, list (AM 3609), ppor. (LZK)
Pakulnis Henryk,
Pakula Stanislaw, por. lek. (LZK)
Konstanty, ppor., lat 33 (LZK)
Palczewski
Palczyriski Karol, ppor., list (AM 3215), (LZK)

4

Owczare

z

2,

(LZK)
— (LZK),
Leon, pplk., Owczarski
Owczarewicz
wicz — dr, ur. 2.1.82, pik. lek. (RO. 32 str. 372)

z

pisma
Pachecka Jan Stefan, urz^dnik celny, w mundurze,
kartki meld., list, pocztdwka, wyblakla
Dyr. Cel, leg. ur-^dn.,
nazwiskami (AM 3726)
napisem, kartka
fotografia
PachHk
ppor. (LZK)
nadawcq:
pocztdwki
WaHaw, w mundurze,
Pachnikiewicz
fotografia,
ul. Bracka 14 m.
Z. Krzesirtscy, Warszawa
H.
notatnik, portfet (AM 438)
Stanislaw,
cywilny, pocztdwki, listy, znaczek
Paciorkowski
obozu jenieckiego Ostaezkdw (AM 4032), por. mar.
blaszany
1899 (LZK), ur. 21.4.98, por. mar. (ROR. 34 str. 1062)
Paczesny Antoni, Paszesny(?), dr pplk., leg. ofic, pocztdw
ki, wizytdwka (AM 3484)
596), kpt.
Romuald, kpt., kilka wizytdwek (AM
Paczuski
emer., 1887 (LZK)
w Biatymstoku, znak
Paczynski Wladyslaw, por., ur. 5.9.08
tozs., wieczne pidro (AM 3234)
/.ygmunt, pptk. (LZK)
Padlewski - Skorupka Juliusz
3705)
Pajak Jdzef, w mundurze, listy, karta szczep. (AM
na
brori, karta polowania, list,
karta
Pajak Stefan, ppor.,
zasw. (AM 3844)
ofic. rez., leg. urzedn.
Pajczewski Stefan, w mundurze, leg.
(AM 3581)
268)
Pajewski Antoni Czeslaw, ppor., ur. 1891 (AM
karta mob., od
Pajewski Zygmunt, lek. ppor., leg. urzedn.,
lek. (LZK)
znaka, karta szczep. 3853, (bez imienia), ppor.

z

z

(AM 2367)
karty meldunkowe,
Otto Marian Piotr, ppor., ur. 1907, zasw.,
list.
leg. klubowa, leg. ofic. rez., metryka urodz., fotografie,
3817)
(AM
do
oldwek
wykrecania
pocztdwki,
WarszaOwczarek Aleksander, w mundurze, dr med., zam.
wa, ul. Marszalkowska, leg. ofic. rez., legit, odznacz., prawo jaz3669),
(bez
(AM
dy, karta szczep.. listy, pocztdwki, telegram
imienia), ppor. lek. (LZK)
Owezarek Stanislaw, w mundurze, prawo jazdy, karta szczep.,
3871), ppor. 1905
karta
rejestr. roweru, zaswiadczenie (AM

2

slawy (LZK)
inz. (LZK),
OspecOspalec - Ostrowski Ferdynand, por. rez.,
— wyst.
Ostrowski — w mundurze, przepustka, lee- cywilna,
(AM 2929)
przez Wojsk. Instyt. Geogr., odcinek pocztowy
fie, poczt6wki, list
Rajmund, pplk., leg.
Ossowski Ludwik
(AM 4019) pplk. lek. (LZK)
Felika, Osowski — *Wladyslaw Feliks, w
Ossowski Waclaw
1189), (WO 1067
(AM
mundurze, ur. 20.11.03, metryka urodz.
Feliks — ur. 20.11.03 (ROR. 34
Waclaw
str. 15), Ossowski

Owczarski Josef, mjr, leg. ofic, legit, odznacz., karta szczep.,
lane. (AM 3506)
listy, medalik
Owczarski Stefan, pplk. (LZK)
Bronlslaw,
ppor., 1907 (LZK)
Owczynnlk
w mundurze, ur. 11.3.08, ks. oszcz.
Bronislaw,
Owczynakl
k/Turmont
PKO. (AM 2903), naucz., ur. 9.2.08, zam. Dukszty
(WO 2903 str. 54), (bez imienia), por. (LZK)
Poiemiszki
— kpt. Iek.t dyplom doktorski
Owsianny Stanislaw, Owsiany
Niemiec, karta szczep. 1161, dowod osob., legit, odznacz., pa—
—
por. lek. (LZK), Owsianny
pierosnica (AM 1795), Owsiany
dr, ur. 1.5.88, kpt. san. (ROR. 34 str. 217)
Oziabl — ppor., ofic. ks.,
Ozi?bto Zygmunt, por. lek. (LZK),
oraz zadowod osob., karta mob., metryka slubu, papieroi&nica
1302 str.
raonogramem OZ. (AM 1302), Oziabl (WO
palniczka
34
str.
227)
16), Ozieblo — dr, ur. 14.4.04 (ROR.
ppor. wet., ur. 5.2 06
Ozga Tadeusz, por. lek. wet. (LZK),
w Brodach, dowod osob., karta mob., wizytowki ,Usty, pocztdwki,
szkaplcrz (AM 1138), (WO 1023 str. 14)
Malgorzaty (LZK)
Ozog Artur, mjr, 1890, s. Stanislawa
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Palczynski Marian, рог. (LZK)
Palenkiewicz
Marian, ppor. (LZK)
Palewicz Eustachy Wiktor, kpt., ur. П.4.99, czei* lee- ofic,
znak toza., list, wizyt6wka, zloty medalik (AM 3159)
Paliwoda Jan, рог. rez.,
рапс. Brzesc n/B. (LZK)
Paluch Jozef, рог. lot., poczt6wka, list, wizytdwka, odznaka
pulkowa (AM 2973), por. (LZK)
Palukajtys Antoni, Polukajtis — por.,
listy (AM 3202), Palukajtys, por. (LZK)
Palczynski Wincenty Franciezek, mjr, leg. ofic, dzienniczek,
lane,
medalikiem, koperta (AM 478), (bez imienia) mjr (LZK)
Panaaewicz
ppor. 1909 (LZK)
Pankiewicz
kpt. (LZK)
Pankiewicz Eugeniusz, ppor. 1912 (LZK)
Pankl Eugeniusz, por. (LZK)
Papierski Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Paprota Antoni, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta mob., krzyzyk
lane. (AM 3017)
Paprotny Tadeusz, por. obs., 1912, s. Jozefa (LZK)
Paradnia Jerzy, wet., w mundurze, dowod osob., prawo jazdy,
pismo, koperta (AM 1161), (WO 1035 itr. 14)
Parfinaki Wladvslaw. ppor. rez. 1912 (LZ.KO)
Parczewski Bomuald, kpt. (LZK)
Parfianowicz
Piotr, pplk. (LZK)
Parniewski
Prezydent m. Lucka (LZK)
Paserek Henryk, ppor., ur. 1913, znak tozs., listy (AM 3496)
Paaieka Adam, ppor., ur. 28.10.05, znak tois. (AM
2915),
(LZK)
Paaikowaki
ppor. (LZK)
Paakiewicz Ryszard, referendarz, dow6d osob., wizytowka.
fotografie,
medaliki (AM
pocztdwki, list, rozaniec,
658),
Zofii (LZK)
ppor., 1900, syn Lucjana
Pastawski Wtadyslaw Ewald, w mundurze, leg. ZOR.. foto
grafie, karta szczep. 1492, medalik (AM 1741), Wtadyslaw Ed
ward — figurka sw. Antomego (WO 1741 str. 24), ppor. 1901,
s. Ludwika
Kazimiery (LZK)
Paatuazko
Wladyalaw, Pastuszka — cywilny,
pocztowki
(AM
11), Pastuszko — cywilny, 1905, s. Franciszka
Tekli
(LZK)
Pastwa
Wadaw, por., dowod osob., fajka (AM
410), por.
1902, s. Rocha
Eleonory, UOK. HI. (LZK)
Paszkiewicz
Str.
Wiez.
inspektor
(LZKj
Paszkiewicz
Eugeniusz, ppor., 1912 (LZK)
Paszkiewicz Michal, w mundurze, ks. czt. urzedn.,
metryki
urodz. (AM 1130), (WO 1017 str. 14)
Paszko Ryszard, ksiadz ewang. augsb. wyzn., plk., lat 60,
syn Gustawa
Karoliny (LZK)
Paazkowski Kazimicrz, ppor., leg. urzedn.,
listy,
wizytiwki, cygarniczka (AM 3071), ur. 1902 (LZK)
Paszkowski Roman, ppor. 1898 (LZK)
Paako Adolf, mjr lek., dr (LZ.K-S)
Patej Boleslaw. ppor. (LZK)
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Patenkiewicz
Adam, ur. 9.9.97, ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 68), w
mundurze,
listy, poczt6wka, rozaniec, medalik (AM 3863)
Patka
, ppor. (LZK)
Patkowaki
., ppor. (LZK)
mcch. lotn. (LZK)
Paupa
Pawelec Aleksander, por. (LZK)
Pawelec Wiktor, ppor., 1893, s. Antoniego
Marii (LZK), w
kalend. kiesz.f
mundurze, Sosnowiec, ul. Kreta
listy, karta
szczep. 142 (AM 548)
Pawikowski
Konrad, kpt., 1895, s. Rudolfa
Heleny (LZK).
adresami,
pocztowki, list, kartka
p. art.,
kpt., leg. odznacz.
rozaniec wlaanej roboty, maty notatnik (AM 857), Wikulski —
850
str.
art.
(WO
11)
kpt.
Pawiiiaki Jan, st. przod. P.P. (LZ.O-K)
Pawlaczyk Ludwik, ofic. zawodowy (LZK)
Pawlak Jozef.
por., 1890, s. Michala
Franciszki, 43 p.p.
(LZK)
Pawlak Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pawlikiewicz
Wtadyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Pawlikowski Antoni. kpt. (LZK)
Pawlikowski
Ludwik, dowod osob., wizytdwka (AM 43), (bez
imienia), plk. (LZK), Pawliszewski — komandor (LZK)
Pawluc Antoni, mjr, 1883, a. Wincentego
Jizefy (LZK)
Pawlowicz Alfons, por. rez. (LZK)
Pawlowlcz
Miroalaw, por., 1910, s. Mieczyslawa
Jadwigi
(LZK)
Pawlowski
por., fotografia, listy (AM 1123), (WO
1012 str. 14)
Pawlowaki Artur, kpt. (LZK)
Pawlowski
Czealaw, ppor., dow6d osob., fotografia, list, pis
mo urzedowe, kwit depozytowy (AM 2441). legit. Rady Adwokackiej (WO 2441 str. 41), ppor. (LZK)
Pawlowaki Edmund, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., karta szczep., me
dalik (AM 2957)
Pawlowaki
Jan, pchor., telegram, karta
szczep., papierosnica (AM 2307), plut. pchor. (LZKJ
Pawlowski
Stefan, ppor. art. (LZK)
P^gowski Gustaw, Ponkowski — syn Lukasza, ppor., karta
czt., koperta, pocztdwkn, karta szczep. (AM
3229), (bez imie
nia), por. (LZK)
P^patowicz Wtadyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Peche Henryk, kpt. lek. st. sp.,
dyon £and., Warszawa (WO
str.
Pecka Jozef, plk. (LZ.K-S)
Pegza Henryk. legit, odznacz., pismo handlowe, karta na brori
(AM 3962), (bez imienia) ,ppor. rez. (LZK)
Peiser Ryszard, — Peisker — por., list,
pocztowki, wizytowki .kartka
wizytowki na nazwisko Roman Miszczuk, ur.
— lista
11.6.10, por., zam. Gniezno, ul. Sobolskiego 11a m.
nazwiskami
oficerow, rysunek otowkowy (AM
2096), Peiskar
(WO 2096 str. 32)
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882), PejPeisert Franciszek, kpt., cs.<sc leg. ofic, list (AM
(LZK)
ser (WO 867 str. 12), Pajzert (bez imienia), kpt.
karta mob..
Pelar Jan, ppor., ur. 1.5.12 w Skoczowie,— zasw.,
ppor. (LZK)
1732 str. 23), Pelar
(AM 1732), Pelor (WO
karta
azczep.
do
Minist.,
Pellegrini Leopold, pplk., przepustka
1896, a. Jdzefa
1202, pocztowka, dowod osob. (AM 1597), pplk.,
Marii (LZK)
Pelezynaki Bolealaw. kpt. КОР. (LZK)
Pelka Antoni, w mundurze, leg. ofic. (AM 2690)
stuzb..
Pelka Piotr, kpt., odznaczenie, leg. Virtuti Militari, leg.
karta szczep. 2886, fodow6d osob., list, zlote zeby, wizyt6wka,
St. sp. (LZK)
tografie (AM 822), (bez imienia), kpt.
str. 14)
Peasza Jan, ppor., list (AM 1166), (WO 1038
— kpt., ur. 24. 12. 94, leg. ofic,
Peplowski Jerzy, Peplowski
odznaka pulkowa (AM 2421), Peplow
prawo jazdy, wizytowka,
ski, 1894, s. Adama, kpt., Warszawa (LZK)
Peplowski Stefan, kpt. (LZK)
Perezynski Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
3887)
Perezyiiski Tomasz, ppor.. znak tozs., ur. 1908 (AM
Perec Hilary, por., pocztowki, karta szczep., leg. sluzb. (AM
3718)
listy, notatnik (AM
Perek Marian, w mundurze, pocztowki,
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Pielarski Jozef, kpt. piech. (LZK)
lotnicza
Pielarski Waciaw, kpt. lotn., leg ofic, odznaka
1365), kpt. lot. (LZK)
Pieniazck Roman, ppor. rez. (LZK)
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(LZK)
nadawcq: Piasecki Wladyslaw,
Piasecki Ryszacd. ppor., list
adresem (AM
kartka
Sosnowice kolo Parczewa, woj. Lublin,
3077)
Platek Jan, przod. P.P. (LZ. K-O)
Gostynia (LZK)
Piatkowski
kwity (AM
Alekaander, mjr, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
Piatkowski
1460)
Franciszek, por., leg. urz. panstw. (AM 539)
Piatkowski
— kpt., kartka
nazwiskiem
Franciszek, Bichler
Pichler
Mamo...", rozBichler Franciszek, tekst po niemiecku: „Kochaha
kpt., Drone zapisane kartki (AM 1213),Pichler (bez imienia),
— ur. 20.1.93 (RO. 32 str. 43)
Pichler
(LZK),
gomyfl
urzednik Ma
Pieeek Karol, ppor., ur. 10.9.10, zam. Chorzow,
Zarzadu m. Cho
gistrate dowod osob., karta mob., list, pismo
rzow (AM 795), ur. 10.9. 18 (WO str. 11)
st. (LZK)
por.
Piechociiiski
Piechota Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Stanlslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Pier hoi
ppor., znak tozs., 1909,
Piechowiak Ignacy, ppor. art. (LZK),
leg. ofic. rez., pocztowki (AM 4063)
MarianTomasza
Piechowicz Marian, Pol. Panstw., 1909, s.
ny, Warszawa (LZK)
Piekar Wieslaw, pchor. (LZK)
Pieskarski — ofic,
Piekarskl Franciszek. mjr dypl. (LZK),
23, ks.
ur. 7.10.900 w Chorzowie, zam. Lida, ul. Falkowskiego
— nierozpoznaoszcz. PKO., list, pocztowka (WO 1352 Btr. 20),
nazwiskiem Marian
notatkami, wizyt6wka
ny — kilka kartek
— mjr,
nazwiskiem Franciszek Piekarski
Sliwinski, wizytowka
str.
45) — major (nie(WO 1701
paszport, karta szczep. 3335
nazwiska) — (AM 1352)
rozpoznany
—
Piekarski Zygmunt, (Stanislaw), mjr int. (LZK), Zygmunt
ur. 10.11.91 (RO. 32 str. 317)
Jan, w mundurze, ur. 20.10.05 w Kielcach, legit.
Piekielniak
pocz
listy
odznacz., metryka slubu, leg. ofic. rez., wizyt6wki,
towki (AM 2481)
odznaka
pulko
3389,
Pieklo Mieczyslaw, por., karta szczep.
rez. (LZK)
wa. list (AM 2677), (bez imienia), ppor.
— por., listy, poczt6wka (AM 2931),
Piekus Teofil, Pekucz
—
ur. 9.8.06 (ROR. 34 str.
Piekus — ppor. art. (LZK), Piekus

2

1646)
Kozielska (AM
Perek Marian, oficer, leg. ofic, ros. pismo
3047), por. (LZK)
karta
szczep., poczt6wki, foPerenz Kazimierz, w mundurze,
tografie (AM 2969)
Peretus Kazimierz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Perkowicz Edward, por. piech. (LZK)
Perlic Waetaw, kpt. (LZK)
Perlitz Zygmnnt, por. art. (LZK)
Persowski Kazimierz, por. piech. (LZK)
karta
Perz
Kazimierz,
ppor., dowod osob., leg. odznacz.,
— oficer. rez., ur. 25.12.99
szczep., pocztowka (AM 2598), Perz
(WO 2598 str. 47), Perz (bez imienia), por. (LZK)
Perzak Pawet, ppor., ur. 1.1.06, leg. ofic rez., karta na bron
imienia), por.
(AM 2498), ur. 4.1.06 (WO 2498 str. 42), (bez
(LZK), or. 7.1.06 (ROR. 34 str. 172)
Perzynski Jozef, kpt. (LZ.K-S)
listy, medalik (AM 3346)
Peszek Franciszek, por., s. Jozefa,
Peszko Roman, kpt., ks. Kasy Oszcz., karta szczep., karty
medalik
listy, olowek do wykrecania, lane, do zegarka,
poczt.
lane. (AM 1351), Peszka (WO 1351 str. 17)
—
Petelczec, w mundurze, list, pocztdw
Petelczyc Zygmunt,
tanc. (AM 3676), Petelczyc, ppor. rez.
ka, telegram, medalik
art. (LZK)
Petri Eugeniusz, pchor. rez. (LZK)
Pekabtki Tadeusz Zbigniew, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pekatski Zbigniew, por. lek. (LZK)
Peek! Roman, por. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Pfann Eryk, mjr,
listy. poczt6wka (AM 1217), Pfana Hen-

Pfann
Pfaun — mjr. kaw. (LZK),
ryk (WO 1077 str. 15),
ur 15.11.89 (ROR. 34 str. 336)
chor. kaw. (LZK)
Plaseekl
Lucyny (LZK)
Piaaecki Jan Robert, por. rez., 1905, s. Jana
referent sadowy w
Piasecki Jozef Kazimierz, w mundurze,
1951), ppor. rez.
Lublinie, leg. urzedn. paristw., cwikier (AM
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Pienivzek Stanislaw, kpt., leg-it. odznaki sport.,
listy, poczt6wka, papierosnica, scyzoryk (AM 766), kpt. piech. (LZK)
rez.
s.
Jana
Jan,
Pienczykowski
P.P., 1896,
рог.
Army (LZK)
Pienkowski
Boleslaw, w mundurze, kwit depozytowy, karta
szczep. (AM 3658), (bez imienia), chor. КОР. (LZK)
Pienkowski Ludwik, kpt. (LZK)
Pienkowski Stefan, dr — major, prof. Uniw. Krakowskiego,
leg. urzedn. paristw., karta rybotdwcza,
wizytowki, kalend.
kiesz.,
pocztdwki, odcinek pocztowy,
puste ks. oszcz. ГКО,,
•cyzoryk (AM 988), (WO 938 str. 13), (bez imienia), mir lek.
(LZK)
Piersciriski Jozef, sekr. MSWujsk. (LZK)
Piesowicz Jozef, Piecowicz — mjr, karta szczep., cwikier, od
znaka pulkowa (AM
3438), Piesowicz — mjr piech., 1894, s.
Karola
Marii (LZK)
Piestrzak Marian Antoni, mjr, ks. oszcz. PKO., dowod osob.,
medaliki (AM
swiadectwo,
1614), ur. 21.
.(?), 1896 (WO
1614 str. 21), ur. 21.11.96 (RO 32 str. 300)
Pietkiewlcz
Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pietrasiewicz
Adam, dr med., dowod osob., karta na broil,
list >-,prawo jazdy (AM 1343), kpt. lek. (LZK)
Pietraezek Jozef, kpt., dowod osob., kalend. kiesz., rachunek
(AM 354). kpt. (LZK)
Pietraezek Stanislaw, kpt. (LZK)
Pietraszkiewicz
Jan, рог. piech. (LZK)
Pletraszkiewicz
Ryszard, w
mundurze, poczt6wki, karta
szczep., fotografie, medalik (AM 2766)
Pietrowski Bronislaw, ppor.,
poczt6wki, medalik (AM 4021)
naPletrykowskl
Stanislaw, Pietrikowski — kpt., lee., list
dawca: Pietrikowiak - Ostro, karta szczep. 448, r6zaniec (AM
2833), Pietrykowski — leg. osob. Pomorskiej Brygady Obrony
Ostrowa (WO 2833 str. 53)
Narodowej, list
Pietrzak Franciszek, kpt. lot. (LZK)
Pietrzyk SUnislaw, plk. (LZK)
Pietrzykowski Jan. Pietrzykowski — por., leg. ofic,
pocztowki,
fotografie, leg. Virtuti Militari, Krzyi V. M., (AM 887).
Luliul Pietrzykowski (WO 870 str. 12)
Pietrzykowski
Tadeusz, рог., Prezes Sadu Okr. Katowice
(LZK)
Piglnwski Bronislaw, ppor., 1909, s. Teodora
Jadwigi, 16 p.
ul. (LZK)
ofic.
Piglowski Wladyslaw, mjr lek.,
ks., wizytowka, kartn
mob., notatniki (AM 1381)
Plko Wladyslaw, kpt. piech. (LZK)
I'ljas Boleelaw, ppor., ofic. ks., karta szczep. 2961, odznaka
pulkowa, wizytowki (AM 1621), geometra. odznaka Szk. Pchor.
Rez. (WO 1621 str. 21)
Pllaczynskl
Jozef, por., karta
rej. samochodu, wizytowka
karta czl.( karta szczep., pocztowka (AM 3275), por. rez. (LZK)
Pilarczyk Ludwik, ppor. (LZK)
Pllarczyk Zygmunt, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., list, rysunki oldwko
we (AM 3001)
Pilarski Jozef, kpt. КОР. (LZK)
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Pilat Franciszek, ppor., pocztowka, list
nadawcq: Pilat Janina — Grodyslawice, gm. Rachanie, pow. Tomasz6w Lub. (AM
2899)
Pilatowski
mjr lek. (LZK)
Pilawski Roman, w mundurze, pocztowka, fotografia kobieca,
kartka
jego adresem (AM 4045), (bez imienia), kpt. (LZK)
Pilch Feliks, por. art., ofic. leg. (nieczytelna), wizytowki, kar
ta oszcz. PKO., medalik, list, cygarniczka wtasnei roboty (AM
1668)
Pilch Kazimierz, mjr lek., legit, odznacz., karta mob., list od
kapitana (AM
2798), list od kpt. Stan. Kozickiego
Zegrza,
stwierdzajacy fakt kupna samochodu P.F. (WO 2798 str. 62)
Pilecki Jan, w mundurze, pocztowka, telegram, medalik (AM
1546). ppor. art. (LZK)
Pileeki Julian, mjr, Krakow, ul. Topolowa 46/11. p.,
austr.
por., pismo MSWojsk., leg. odznaki Korpusu Kadetdw we Lwowie, list, pocztowki, portiel (AM
497), Pilewski (WO str. 7),
mjr (LZK), Pileski — ur. 19.11.83 (ROR. 34 str. 326)
Pilewski Kazimierz, mjr (LZK)
Pilikowski
Janusz, ppor., kalend. kiesz., recznie pisane nuty,
struny skrzypcowe, dwa listy,
2klucze, kartka
zapiskami, notatnik (AM 331), Pilichowski — ppor. pil. (LZK)
Pillich Adam,
w mundurze.
fotografie, te
wizytowki,
nazwiskiem: Adam Pillich, Warszawa,
legram, list, pocztowka
ul. Mickiewicza
lane. (AM
37, kalend. kiesz., medalik
3033),
Pillych — por. (LZK)
Pimienow Konstanty, por.,
nadawca:
Maria
Pimielisty
nowa, Czestochowa, ul. Jasnogorska,
rejestru (AM
wyciag
2527)
Pinihski
Stanislaw, w mundurze, dow6d osob., leg. urzedn.,
list, karta szczep., r6zaniec (AM 2783)
Pionko Bronislaw, kpt., (LZK)
Piontkowskl
Marian, ppor., dowod osob., leg. szkolna, legit,
— ur. 8.3.16 (WO 2346
odznacz., listy (AM 2346), Piatkowski
str. 39)
Piotrowicz Eugenlusz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Piotrowicz
Franciszek, ppor. 1905,
p. art. (LZK)
— por., dowod osob., leg.
Piotrowicz
Michal, Piotrowitsch
ofic. rez., prawo jazdy, legit, odznacz. (AM 2749), Piotrowicz —
ur. 26.4.900 (ROR. 34 str. 72)
Plotrowski
kpt. (LZK)
Piotrowski
Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Piotrowski Eugenlusz, kpt., wizytowka na nazwisko: Wilhelm
Hartmann, pastor, — rdznc kartki
(nieczytelne), (AM
1382),
(WO 1382 str. 46)
Piotrowski
Franciszek, w mundurze, list, pocztowka. odzna
ka (AM 3616), st. przod. P.P. (LZK)
Piotrowski
Henry
ppor. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Piotrowski
Julian, ppor. lek.. leg. ofic. rez., leg. shizb. (AM
3947)
Piotrowski Konrad, por. inz., s. Franciszka
Weroniki, karta
zwolnienia
wojska, leg. (AM 4017)
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Мягсш, w mundurze, -karta meldunkowa, karta
Piotrowski
szczep. (AM 3673)
nazwisko
Piotrowski
Mieczyslaw, w mundurze, rachunek na
Piotrowski
Mieczyslaw (AM 2611)
Stanislaw, w mundurze, dowdd osob., leg. urzedn.
Piotrowski
wizyt6wki (AM 1174), (WO 1044 str. 15)
paiistw., listy,
Piotrowski Stanislaw, ppor., 1912, s. Rozalii (LZK)
Tadeusz Stanislaw, ppor. inz., 1906, s. Adama
Piotrowski
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4018)
poczt6wki, okulary (AM
Pi6rkowski
Antoni, cywilny, list,
595)
Pioro Konetanty, ppor., inz., ur. 11.12.09, zam. Biatowieia.
prawo jazdy (AM
ul. Stoczek, leg. urzedn., ks. oszcz. PKO-.
3261), ppor. art. (LZK)
Pircel
dr, ppor. (LZK)
Pisarski Stanislaw, рог., ofic. ks., karta szczep. 1441. fotografie (AM 1892, (bez imienia), рог. (LZK)
Piskadfo Wiktor, w mundurze, wizyt6wki, karta mob., poczt6wka, list (AM 2853)
Piskorz
Jozef, ppor., leg. urzedn., rozkaz wyraarszu, karta
adresami (AM 1746)
szczep. 308, kartka
Piszer Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
2449),
(AM
Pitera
Jan, w mundurze, koperta, fotografie
Pichera — (WO 2449 str. 45), Pitera — ppor. (LZK)
karta
na
broii,
karta
urzedn.,
Pitula Jozef, m mundurze, leg.
szczep. (AM 3653)
adresem jego matki:
Pfwnica
kpt., fotografie
27 — od jego iony:
Piwnica, Rzesz6w. ul. Lwarka
Jozefa
ul.
Goldhammera
(SierakowskiePiwnicowa, Tarnow,
Jadwiga
matki: Rzego), — karta szczep., powrdz (AM 904), adres jego
sz6w. ul. Lwowska 27 (WO 884 str. 12), Adam, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Piwowarczyk Kazlmierz, kpt. (LZK)
Piwowarczyk Stanislaw, 'urzednik wojskowy, ur. 3.3.94, znak
Kazimie
tozs., medalik (AM 656), kpt. rez. 1904, s. Stanislawa
ry (LZK), ur. 3.3.94 (RO. 32 str. 367)
Plater Zygmunt, pplk. (bez nazwiska), przepu-tPlatonoff
szafirem (AM
1570), Zyg
ka, rotne adresy, zloty pierscieri
munt Wtadystaw — pplk. (WO 1570 str. 20), pplk., kartki, fo
Ztoczowa
tografie, przepustka wyst. 24.9.1939, na przejazd ze
Jadwigi
do Lowicza (WO 1570 str. 44), pplk. dypl., s. J6zefa

Heleny (LZK)
Zdzislaw, pchor. (LZ.S-K)
Piotrowski
Julianny
Piotrowski
Zygmunt, ppor., 1903, s. Boleslawa
nazwiskiem Piotrowski Serw
mundurze, podanie ros.
(LZK),
zapiskami (AM 2922)
giusz, kartka
Piotrowski
Zygmunt, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., prawo iazdy (AM
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(LZK)
Plesner Edward Jan, Plessner — рог., ur. 22.7.94, karta mob.,
1673), Plessner — kpt. rez.
list, pocztowka. modlitewnik (AM
(LZK), Plesner — ur. 22.7.94 (ROR. 34 str. 18)
Plewniak Wojciech, kpt. lek., ks. oszcz. PKO., dowod osob.
Kapisma wojsk. (AM 2728), kpt. lek. 1893, s. Bonawentury
tarzyny (LZK)

Plis Jozef, рог. КОР. (LZK)
Plucinskl Tadeusz, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Pluta Antoni, por. si. St. (LZK)
Ptaehecki
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Celiny,
Plachecki Janusz Wtodzimierz, rtm., 1893, s. Jana
26 p. ul. (LZK)
—
ur.
2.11.92, zam, Grodno,
Platek Pranciszek, Platek
kpt.,
ul. Orzeszkowej 34 m. 10, ofic. leg., legit, odznacz., zasw., ks.
oszcz. PKO (AM 2732), Platek (WO 2732 str. 50), kpt. (LZK)
Plocinski Eugeniusz, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Pobedza Wladyslaw, por. rez. KOP (LZK)
Pobieraj
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Pobratyn „'6zef, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Walerii (LZK)
Pobudejski Jozef, por., 1901, s. Antoniego
Pociecha Wladyslaw,
pocztdwka, fotografie, medalik (AM
3324), por. piech. (LZK)
Pociej Marian, w mundurze, dowod osob., karta szczep. (AM
2423), ur. 24.9.98 (WO 2423 str 41), ppor. sap. (LZK)
karty meld.
Podg6rski Adam Stanislaw, ppor., zam. R6wne,
(AM 1706), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
2912.
karta
okulary (AM 1818),
szczep
Podgorski Jozef, kpt.,
wyblakle fotografie (WO 1818 str. 26), J6zef
syn Franciszka,
Konrad — kpt. art. (LZK)
Podg6rski Mieczyslaw, w mundurze, list do: Podgurski Mie
weksel .adres, zapalniczka
Podgurska,
czyslaw od Jadwigi
—
bliiszych szczeg616w brak)
886), Podgorski (imienia
(AM
dr med. (WO 886 str. 19), (WO 869 str 12), kpt. (LZK), Podg6rski — ur. 16.1.96, dr (RO. 32 str. 334)
Podgorski Stanislaw, ppor., ur. 1905, leg. ofic, znak tozs.,
wizytdwka (AM 1132), (WO 1018 str. 14)
Podkowa Jerzy, Potkowa — ppor., leg. urze/ln. (AM
4033),
— ur. 3.11.900 (ROR.
(bez imienia) por. rez. (LZS), Podkowa
34 str. 51)
Podlaski Bazyli Zenobiusz, ppor., leg. urzedn., karta szczep.,
odcinki poczt., kalend. kiesz., czesci leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3334)
— por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Podlewski Zbigniew, (Podlowski)
Podobinski
Edward, por., inz., leg. urzedn., prawo iazdy,
rachunki, wizytowka (AM 2684)
Podolinski Eugeniusz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Podolski
kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Podolaki Karol, por. re . (LZK)
Podoaki Wladvslaw.
t., leg .ofic. (AM 3289), Podowski —
— ur. 19.6.93 (RO. 32 str. 48)
kpt. piech., (LZK), Podos
Podsedkowskl Boleslaw, ppor. (LZK)
stanislaw, kpt., listy, pocztowkn (AM 1517), kpt.
Podwiiiski
str. 221)
lek. si. st. 1911, (LZK), dr, ur. 30.6.96 (ROb
Podwyaocki Edward, leg. ofic. rez., listy, ->ocztowki (AM
2448)
Pogoda Julian, ppor. (LZK)
ks. oszcz.
Stanislaw,
chorazy (lub pchor.),
Pogonowskl
PKO., bankowa ks. wkladkowa, list, fotografie (AM 1549), chor,
nr. 19.1.91, ks. oszcz. L.L.O. (WO 1549 str. 43)
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Pogorzelski Feliks, ini. kpt.,
rozkazy wymarszu, wizytdwnadawca: J. Pogorzelski, 2nin (Poznan), cukrownia
ki, listy
(AM 1448)
Pohorecki
ksiadz (LZK)
Pohorecki
Bolestaw, Prezes Sadu Naiw.
Boleslaw
(LZK),
Herbert, cywilny, Warszawa. ul. Starolowicka
99, dowod oaob.
(nieczytelny), kartka meld., telegram, list,
pocztowek wizvtywka (AM 409)
Poklewgki Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pokoniewski Stanislaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Pokrzewhiski
Stefan, dr, рог. (LZK)
Polak Franciszek, por., karta szczep. 2648,
poczt6wka, list
(AM 2672), ppor. (LZK)
Polak Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Polak Pawet, ppor., (LZK)
Polakowski
Wladyslaw, kpt., rozkaz wyjazdu, pocztowka lint
fotografia, medalik, list pisany w Kozielsku, krzyz Virtuti Militan (AM 3263)
Polltur Fryderyk, ppor. inz., ur. 4.10.99, ks. oszcz.
PKO., leg.
urzedn., zam. Warszawa, ul. Wilanowska 14 m. 11, (AM 3925)
por. (ppor.) — (LZK)
Polkowski
Jozef, por. karta szczep. 4122, r6zaniec, wykaz
w jez' rosyjskim, pocztdwka, odznaka
putkowa (AM
™nn^
1181), Falkowski — (WO 1051 str. 15)
Polok Pawel, w mundurze, karta szczep. (AM 2894), Pollok —
ppor. (LZK)
Polamowicz Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Potaniewicz Adam, Pol. Partstw. (LZK)
Potczynski SUnislaw.
— pplk. lek
Pollcynski
Pelczyriski
(LZK), Potczynski — dr, ur. 17.4.75 (ROR. 34 str. 301)
Stanistaw
Potczynski
Marceli, kpt., leg. ofic, krzyi
leg
Virtuti Militari (AM 3467), Potaczynski kpt. piech (bez imieлш) — (LZK)
— por. leg. ofic. karta
s«an'?»«w, Polec
szczep. maly,
.P°,'i
notatmk, гбгатес, (AM 2396), Polec (WO 2396 str. 40), Polec —
por. piech. (LZS)
Polocki
ppor. kaw. (LZK)
P°lujan ~ s- Ant0"'es°.
РРОГ., list,
pocztiw
(Ам'зьт"''
Pompolowicz Wladyslaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Ponczyiiski Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pongowaki Ksawery Marian, kpt., leg. ofic, leg.
sport., list
ЧГ1а SZCZe"'' liSt!l
nazwiska™. medalik
lane
(AM 31327'
Poniatowski
Aleksy, mjr,
poczt6wki, scyzoryk (AM 1386)
Ponichtera Antoni, ppor. art. (LZK)
Poncza Jan. por. ur. 29.3.97, dowod
osob., leg. ofic, wojsk
prawo jazdy, karta szczep. (AM 3715), por. (LZK)
Poplel Alfred, por., leg. ofic, pocztdwka, list (AM 2502)
Poplel Waclaw, plk. dypl. art. (LZ.S-K)
Popfaweki Antoni, mjr,
pocztowki
nadawcq: Poplawska,
Warszawa, ul. Asfaltowa 15 (AM 3406)
Poplawski Ronifacy, ppor. art. (LZK)
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Poplawski Franciszek, Poblawski — chorazy, znak tois., list,
kalend. kiesz. (AM 2363), Poplawski — ur. 1910 (WO 2363 atr.
39), chor. zawodowy КОР. (LZK)
Poplawski
Juliusz,
por., pocztowki, notatniki,
Hat, karta
medaliki (AM 1167), (WO 1040 str. 15), ppor.
szczep., rozkaz,
art. (LZK)
Poplawski Leon, ppor. (LZK)
Poplawski Piotr, mjr (LZ.K-S)
Porazinskl
Jerzy, por., rozkaz wyjazdu, karta rckwizycyjna.
list (AM 4080) por. rez. (LZK)
Porazinskl Leon. ppor. (LZK)
Poraziiiski
Zygmunt, por. kaw. 1891, s. Bronislawa
Ludwiki
(LZK)
Pospieszalowski Wiktor, ppor., znak tots., wojsk. prawo jaz
dy, przepustka, leg. ofic. rez., swiad. szk., zasw., poczt6wki, fotografie (AM 2910)
Postawka
Leon, w mundurze, ur. 2.6.10 w Odonow, dowod
osob., metryka alubu, fotografie, poczt6wka, plakieta,- prawo jaz
dy (AM 1341), Istawka(T),
ur. 2.10.18 (WO 1341 str. 17), Postawka — ppor. (LZK)
Poetep9ki Roman. Poetemski — kpt.,
pocztowki, karta
szczep., рек kluczy (AM
1363), Postepski Roman Jozef, ur.
28.2.06 (RO. 32 str. 262)
Postepski Stanislaw. kpt. sap. (LZ.K-S)
Postolka Tomasz, ppor. 1909 (LZK), Postolka — ur. 30.9.09
vi Woronowce, dowod osob., swiad. szczep.
2300, karta meld..
poczt6wka, wizyt6wka (AM 329)
Postolko Zvgmunt, por. rez. kaw., lat 50, adwokat
Lucka
(LZK)
Potemkowski Marian Ignacy, por. rez., (LZK)
Potorki Ml. т. kpt. (LZK)
Potocki Ulryk, porucznik (LZK)
Potrzobowski
Karol, Potrzebowski — mjr. leg. ofic. rez., do
wod osob., wizytdwki, recepta in bianco, metryka urodz..
metry
ka slubu, karta mob.,
listy, dyplom doktorski, karta szczep.
(AM
3517), — mjr lek. 1885 (LZK),
Potrzobowski — dr, ur.
31.10.85, lek. (ROR. 34. str. 214)
Powlcki Waclaw. ppor. rez. (LZK)
Powroznik
Jozef, kpt., dowod osob. (nieczytelny),
metryka
urodz., wizytdwka,
listy, karta szczep. (AM
220), (bez imienia), kpt. ini. (LZK)
Pozwolski Jakub, w mundurze,
poczl6wki (AM 2515)
Prauza Tadeusz, w mundurze,
listy, krzyiyk, karta szczep
(AM 3385)
Prawowskl Stefan, kpt., ur. 21.7.93 w
Rozkoszy, zam. w Poznaniu (WO str. 45)
Prazmowski
Jerzy Marian, w mundurze, ur. 2.8.901 w Krakowie, dowod osob., karta szczep. 2128, list, medalik, kalend
kiesz., notatnik (AM 2316)
Pradzyiiski Jerzy, ppor. (por.) piech. (LZK)
Pradzyriaki Lech Kazimierz, por., leg. ofic, prawo iazdy, lis
ty, pocztowki (AM
1846), zam. Warszawa, ul. Poznanska 21
(WO 1846 str. 27)
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Precel Wladystaw, pchor. (LZK)
adresami (AM
roine kartki
Press Daw id, kpt., leg. ofic.,
1384), kpt., Ifk. wet. (LZK)
odkoperta, poczt6wka,
Preyer Marian, w mundurze, listy,
3115)
(AM
znaki putkowe
wizytowka na nazwisko:
Pre.goweki Zdzislaw, w mundurze,
Prejrowski Zdzisna nazwisko:
Zofia Lubowiedzka, wizyt6wka
law (AM 3125)
(nieKazimierz, ppor., recepla dla wojsk. apteki
Problewski
miesieczne (AM 3560)
rozliczenie
list,
czytelna),
1910 (LZK), ur. 13.12 10
Probst Jozef Ernest, ppor. art. plotn.
osob., list, medalik, ks. do
w Cieszynie, uriednik. oficer, dow6d
modi. (Am 952), (WO 915 str. 12)
Prochownik Kazimierz, kpt. rez. (LZK)
Procner Jozef, mjr dypl. (LZ.K-S)
Prokofiew Stefan, ppor. art. (LZK)
ofic),
leg. (PKO., ZOR., PCK., leg.
Prokop Antoni, kpt.,
799)
(AM
list,
telegram
poczt6wki,
(AM 1488)
Prokopowicz Edward, w mundurze .koperta
kaw. (LZK)
Prokopowicz Wlodzimierz, por.
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Prokosz
Props Jozef, ppor., Cieszyn (LZK)
3192),
poeztowki (AM
listy,
Mieczyslaw,
Proekurnicki
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rez., karta mob., poczt6wka, list (AM 4007)
Pntaski Stanislaw, por., leg. ofic rez. (AM 3109), kpt. (LZK)
Edward, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pulkowski
karta
Purdczak Kazimierz, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., pocztdwka,
szczep 801 (AM 2839)

6.
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lartc. (AM 2317)
Ptak Stanislaw, por. (LZK)
ad
nadawca:
poeztowki
listy,
Puchalik Zygmunt, kpt.,
nozyczki do paznokwiga Puchalik, Warszawa, ul. Olynricka 11,
str. 11)
ci, zlote zeby (AM 844), (WO 842
karta
Puchalski Romuald, ppor., ur. 20.11.04, leg. ofic. rez.,
szczep. (AM 2451)
StaniPuchalski Ryszard, ppor. rez. piech., 1906, s. Jozefa
slawy (LZK)
PnchHk
ppor. (LZK)
Puchowiak Ignacy, ppor. (LZK)
r6zne fotogra
Antoni,
Pucki
ppor., poczt6wki, list .plakieta,
fie (AM 1667)
ul.
SierpWarszawa,
zam.
Pufahl Roman, kpt., ur. 26.1.94,
listy, pocztdwka, scyzoryk,
nia 58 m.
leg. ofic, prawo jazdy,
si. wojsk. w jez. niem. (AM 3708), Pufal (bez imienia),
zasw.
— ur. 26.1.94 (RO. 32 str. 269)
komandor ppor. (LZK), Pufahl
karta
Puhaczewskl
Jan, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., zasw.,
szczep. 4039, notatnik (AM 3064), ppor. (LZK)
ofic.
Pulnarowicz
Tadeuaz, por., znak tots., ur. 14.9.90, leg.

z

J

1893)
Leon, mjr dypl. (LZK)
Pruszanowski
2405, kwit (AM
Pruszvriski Fellks, w mundurze, karta szczep.
558), (bez iraienia), kpt. (LZK)
nazwis
znaku tozs.
Pryb Aleksander, w mundurze, potowa
kiem Pryb Aleksander (AM 1989)
Przeoraki Adolf, ppor. (LZK)
Przepalkowski - Mlot Zygmunt, (LZK)
dowod osob., karta pdPrzepelimtki Fugeniusz, w mundurze,
datkowa (AM 3207)
mob.,
karta
prawo jazdy, ks.
Stefan Jan. mjr,
Przeradzki
ur. 29.8.93 (WO 1648
oszcz. PKO., fotografie, spinki —(AM 1648),
ur. 29.8,93 (RO. 32 str. 156)
str. 22), mjr kaw. (LZ.S-K),
karta szczep., karyPrzetak Mieczyslaw, ppor., przepustka,
katura olowkiem (AM 2945)
ppor., leg., ksiaz. turystyczna (AM
Przewalski
Zygmunt,
Heleny (LZK)
2514), ppor., 1894, s. Aleksandra
w mundurze, znak
Wadaw,
ppor. art. (LZK),
Przewlocki

z

ppor. (LZK)
jazdy, karProchniewicz Antoni, rtm. (z dyw. pane), prawo wizyt6wki,
odznaki pane,
ta na brori, karta na polowanie, leg.—
obiegu) (AM
wycofane
2fotografie, 4200 zlotych (zniszczone
1921), kpt. 1898 (LZK)
—
r6zne recepty, kartProszczyriski Stanislaw, Pruszczynski
1331), kpt. (rtm.), 1893, s. Wincentego
nazwiskiem (AM
ka
— ur. 6.2.93 (RO. 32 str. 41)
Proszczynski
Marianny (LZK),
listy (AM 765)
Prus Pawd, w mundurze, leg., dzienniczek,
Twa
Ubezp.
Prus - Boguetaweki Czeslaw, ppor., insp. pow.
1456)
(AM
wizytowki
wieczne,
pioro
Sarny,
ofic. ks. si. st. (AM
Pruski Marian, ppor., karta szczep. 3451,

z

сл

da
medal zloty
tots., karta na brori, prawo jazdy, leg. urzedn.,
str. 40)
ta 30.4.34 (AM 2391), ur. 1903 (WO 2391
tele
Antoni, ppor. lek., ur. 10.2.97, znak tois.,
Przeworski
lek. (LZK)
gram, pocztdwka (AM 3172), ppor.
ofic.
rex.,
urzedn.,
leg.
ppor., leg.
Mieczyslaw,
Przeworski
2821)
karta szczep. 1521, maly notatnik (AM
Krakow, w mun
Ferdynand Antoni. ur. 30.4.10,
Przewozniak
2680)
durze, leg. ofic. rez., karta szczep. 3458, (AM
sw. szk.,
szczep.,
karta
Makary, karta mob.,
Przybyszewski
przededykacja: „01a wspomnien
list (AM 2883), fotografia
2883 str. 54)
szlosci na przyszlosc" — Irena Gutkowska" (WO
naucz., leg. urzedn., listy
Przychodzki Marian, w mundurze,
(AM 2891)
nadawpoczt6wki
w
mundurze,
Przygodziriski Bronislaw,
listy .fotografia (AM 664), kpt.
с$: E. Przygodzinska, Poznari,
(LZK)
(AM 1316)
Przyjemski Stanislaw Marek, por., leg., wizyt6wka
wizytowki, no
Przystasz Zbigniew, w mundurze, poczt6wki,
tatnik (AM 4023)
dowod osob., pocz
Przytarski Franctszek, ppor., prawo iazdy.
lowki, odznaka pulkowa, medalik (AM 3155)
ppor. (LZK)
Przytocki
Kazimierz, ppor., dowod osob., rozkaz wyjazdu
Pstragoweki
(AM 3218)
Pstrocki Antoni, por., (LZK)
list, meda
Pauja Boleslaw, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., poczt6wki,
2962)
lik, r6zne korespondencje w j$z. niem. (AM
medalik
Ptak Jan Romuald, ppor., leg ofic. rez., plakieta,

z

z

i

w mundurze, list, pocztowka, karta
KaH$! SerKiuszszczep.
(AM 2886) рог. lek. (LZK)
Pustowka
w mundurze
Jizef,
karta, szczep., lee. urzedn
'iat <AM 3595>>(bK imienia)'
a>'
P°r- Jablonno
(LZK)
Puzdrakiewicz
Kazimierz,
ppor.. karta
mob., naramienniki
РР°Г" 1898'
Stani8,aw«
Wladyslawy
(LZK)"
Puzichowski Michai, рог. КОР. (LZK)
Puzyna Marian, ppor. (LZK)
Puzynoweki Klemens, por. (LZK)
Puzanowski
Witold, por. (LZK)
Puertzel Mieczyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pyptiuk Wladyslaw, por., int., ur. 10.10. 86, znak tois
wizyt6wki, list (AM 3919). por. (LZK)
PPor., dowod osob.. list, karta szczep., wizyt6wka
£T,*»iff,3l;
(AM 1672), Py6 (WO 1672 str. 22)
Pysiewicz Waclaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Pyszko Jan, mjr, 1888 (LZK),
oficer, ur. 9.6.81 w Kutnie
Ust'on - Slonsk, ks. oszcz. PKO., portfel, blok
notesowy
(AM 462), ur. 3.6.81 (ROR. 34 str. 326)
Pyszy.iski Tadensz Wladyslaw, por., kartka
adresem; Maria
Pyszytfska, Biala Podlaska. ul. 2ydowska
pi«c srebrnych monet, ubijacz do fajki, notatnik
adresem (AM 503)
Pytko Jan, ppor., 1905, 29 puik (LZ.K-S)
Pytlak Jan, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Pytlakowskl Stanlslaw, ppor., ur. 14.10.98 w Warsza.ic.
znak
tois., karta mob., metryka slubu (AM 3147)
Pyzlel Jan, por. 1907. IV. Baon Pane. (LZK)
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Raczynakl Julian, Pol. Panstw.,
wy, Warszawa (LZK)

6

-J

,

Rabaaz Jizef.
kpt., Wilno, ul. Poiarowa 18 m.
kartka
adresami (AM 2179), Rabosz (WO 2179 str
34)
Rabcewiez
kpt. (LZK)
Rnbiner
ini. (LZK)
Rachel Franciezek, kpt., listy,
wizytowki (AM 2722), (LZK)
w mundu«e, list (AM 3978),
(bez imie,,U|51;,U8Z'
in. J, „ppor. П.
/.K
- PP°rPocztdwki, list, meda.
dalik^AM
R\d"ek
dnhk
— ur. 24.7.08
(AM 1/61), Raczek
(ROR. 34 str. 110)
Raezkowski Czeslaw. kpt. (mjr) —
(LZK)
Raezkowski Janusz, w mundurze, leg. ofic,
listy, pocztow
odznaka
medaliki,
pulkowa (AM 2837), por
JegS adre3em.'
1913, s. Tadeusza
Marii,
p. ul. (LZK)

2

karU 82Clep' 3M5' notatnik
m%"ywo1o4P8P^.k,85,oflc
Qulrini Emanuel, mjr zand. 1895, s. Mariana
Adeli (LZK)

i

(aS

Raczynski Kazimierz,
ppor., leg. odznacz., list, pocztowka,
medalik (AM 3568)
Raczyiieki Kazimierz, w mundurze, zam. Poznan,
Fredry
leg. stuib.,
wizytiwki, fotografie (AM 4059)
Radalowicz Roman, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Radanski Andrzej, w mundurze, leg. urzedn.,
karty czl. (AM
3593)
Radecki - Mikulicz
Edward
Henryk.
ppor., metryka slubu,
swiad. szczep., pismo MSWojsk., koperta,
r6zaniec, lane, naramiennik ppor., (AM 317), ppor.
p. lotn. Lida (WO str. 7)
Radecki - Mikulicz Marian, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Radel Aleksander. major, ur. 23.10.86 (ROR. 34 str.
355) Raden (bez imienia) mjr. zawod. (LZK)
Radldewiez Jizef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Radlinaki Wiktor, kpt. (LZK)
Radtowikl
por. (LZK)
Radomski Karol, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Radomski Roman, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Radoniewicz Mieczyslaw, por. mgr., s. Aleksandra
Janiny
(LZK)
Radowski
kpt. (LZK)
Radwahski Andrzej, ppor. 1904, s. Ryszarda
Leokadii, Inst.
Geogr. (LZK)
Radwilowicz
Hieronim, ppor. (LZK)
Radziejowski
Bronistaw, pp'k., 1887, s. Augustyna
Rozalii
(LZK)
Radzienecki Wit, w mundurze, karta
szczep., fotografia (AM
3994)
Radzikowaki
Adam, kpt. int. (LZK)
Radzinski
ppor. (LZK)
Radziazewski Edward, ppor. art. (LZK)
Radziszewski
Leonard, przy zwtokach Butwillo Witold znaleziono rowniez
koperty na nazwisko: Radziszewski Leonard
(AM 3782)'
Radziszewski
Waclaw, kpt. (LZK)
Radziazewski Witalis, ppor. art. (LZK)
Radziazewski
Wladyslaw, Radziczewski — ur. 2.6.94, zam.
w Lodzi, ks. oszcz. PKO., ks. wktadk.
Kasy Oszcz. Warszawa,
list, cygarniczka (AM
1792), ur. 2.6.93 w Ostrzezowie
Wlkp.,
zam. Lodz, ul. Kollataja
ro.
(WO
1792
str. 25), Radziszew
ski — ur. 2.6.94 (RO. 32 str.
68)
Radzymiriski Tadeusz, ppor. wet. (LZK)
Rafalowski
Leopold, pplk. lek. (LZK)
Rahden Leon Edward, mjr br.
pane. (LZK)
Rajchel Zdzistaw, ppor., ur. 1910, znak
tois., koperta, wizytdwka, leg. urzedn., legit, odznacz.
(AM 3751)
Rajewski Adolf, por., ur. 6.9.99, leg. ofic,
prawo iazdy (AM
3636) (bez imienia), por. (LZK)
Rajewski Franciszek, ppor., ur. 4.3.05,
leg. ofic., dowod osob.,
metryka slubu, metryka urodz., karta
mob., leg. urzedn. (AM
2604)

3,

— ur. 24.5.01,dr
osob., medalik, cygarniczka (AM 3877), Rajizys
(ROR. 34. str. 226)
Rajter Jan, kpt. aud. (LZK)
Rakiel Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Walerii (LZK)
Rakowaki Czeslaw, ppor. piech., 1906, s. Jana
Rakowski Wiestaw, ppor. (LZK)
(LZK)
Ramezyhski Leonard, plut. pchor.
— ppor., or. 23.12.12, ofic. ks.,
Ramsza Jan Pawei, Ramasza
— ppor. rex. (LZK)
Ramsza
852),
papierosnica (AM
Ramsza Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
— Ramolt Witold Baldin por.
Ramult - Baldwin Witold,
fotografie,
rozkaz wyjazdu,
lek., dowod osob., karta szczep.,
kalend. kiesz. (AM 300)
s. Ignacego
Jadwigi (LZK)
Rapp Kazimierz. ppor. pil., 1904,
dowod osob.,
Rasiewicz Henryk, ppor., ur. 11.7.98 w Gnieznie,
czesci leg. ofic. rez., znak tozs., fotografia (AM 2484)
BronislaRastawiecki Modest, pplk. dyp]., 1896, s. Modesta

i

3

i

i

wy, Dublin (LZK)
kpt. rez. (LZK)
Raszewski
Raszke Eugeniusz, por. (LZK)
Adwok.,
Raszke Marian, w mundurze, leg. odznacz., leg. Zw.
Raszke, Warszawa, ul.
nadawca: Elzbieta
pakiet pocztowy
Wsp61na 20 (AM 2987)
Ratajczak Egon. ppor. rez. КОР. (LZK)
Ratajczak Franciszek, ppor. (LZK)
ofic. rez ks. oszcz.
Ratajczak Ludwik, ppor., ur. 9.8.09, leg.
PKO., leg. urzedn., odznaka wojsk., medalik (AM 3016)
karty meld.
Wladyslaw Waclaw, w mundurze,
Ratajczak
(AM 2818). Ratajczyk (WO 2818 str. 62)
urzedn.
(AM 3262)
Ratajek Jozef. ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg.
ur. 23.1.99 w
Ratajski V'itold Marian, kupiec, w mundurze,
pocztowKrasnymstawie, dowod osob., leg. odznaki sport., listy
ki (AM 2388). Witold, ppor. lek. (LZK)
karta
szczep.
Rau Ludwik. mjr, list, pocztdwki, rozne kwity,
— za3079, r6zaniec, plakieta, kalend. kiesz. wlasnego wyrobu
kreslony 12.4.40 (AM 1542). mjr (LZK)
Raubo Witold. ppor. (LZK)
Rawicki Kenedykt. ppor., leg. ofic. rez., pocztowka. listy (AM
z
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(LZK)
Rek Franciszek. ppor. (LZK)
list
Rek Jan, w mundurze lotn., pocztdwki, list, telegram,
Goeteburga (AM 2935)
34 str. 330), ReklajReklajtys Wladyslaw, ur. 14.3.88 (ROR.
tis, por. st. sp. (LZK)
Reksulak Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Remer
ppor. (LZK)
2526),
w mundurze, pocztowka (AM
Remisiewicz
Renisiewicz — WO 2526 str. 46)
Rencki Witold, ppor. (LZK)
nich jeden pisany w Kolisty —
Reszczynski Jozef, por.,
zielsku (AM 3716). ppor. 1890 (LZK)
zam. Katowice, ul. KoiRieger Andrzej. ppor., ur. 1.11.06,
dowod osob., karta mob., karta szczep., leg. ofic
m.
ciuezki
odznaki. notatnik (AM 2431)
rez.,
34 str. 97), Robaczek —
Robaczyk Jozef. ur. 12.3.08 (ROR.
listy, karta
slubu,
metryka
w
Chorzowie,
leg.,
ofic.
naucz.,
szczep. (AM 890), (WO 873 str. 12)
200)
(AM
Wegier
Robak Eugeniusz, pocztowka
Roczniak Mieczyslaw, dr, por. art. 1896 (LZK)
karta. szczep., plakieta,
wizytowki,
Janusz,
kpt.,
Roczyski
medalik (AM 802), Roczyski lub Toczyski (WO str. 11)
— w mundurze, poczt6wka,
Rodkiewicz Jozef, (Rotkiewiocz)
czesiS koperty (AM 3900)
Rodowicz Stanislaw, inz. mjr. ofic. ks., przepustka, czeSc1 leg.
na odznaczenie. paszport. pocztowka, wizyt6wka, notatnik (AM
Stanislawy
970), (WO 927 str. 12), pplk. inz., 1884, s. Teodora
<LZK), int.. ur. 16.2.83 (ROR. 34 str. 163)

(

(

ofic. lek. (LZK)
ad
Recheiiski Leon, mjr, leg. ofic, odznaka pulkowa, kartka
resami (AM 1677). mjr piech. (LZK)
Rechowiez Jan. ppor. (LZK)
Reciszek
por. (LZK)
not.itkami, me
Redel Aleksander, mjr, leg. ofic, list, kartki
964
str. 13)
dalik (AM 1044), (WO
Redych Jozef, w mundurze, ur. 23.1.94. zam. Kobylnik. leg.
urzedn., ks. oszcz. PKO., list (AM 3701)

poeztowki (AM 2762)
swiad., list,
Reiss Jozef, inz., w mundurze, zam. Zloczdw,
— Zlo
1763), Reise lub Beise
kiesz. (AM
pocztowka, kalend.
w BudyGromadzkiego
Urzedu
zasw.
Bacon",
czdw, ..Export
ninie WO 1763 str. 24)
Rejdych Jozef. ofic. rez. (LZK)
Rejecki Jan. ppor. (LZK)
Rejman Antoni. plut. (LZK)
., ppor. (LZK
Rejowski
Henryk, dr. ur. 19.11.90
Rejterowski - Kopyciak Hieronim
H. H. — por. lek., pismo urzedoReiterowski
(ROR. 34 str. 219),
karta mob. (AM 2003),
we, metryka urodz. zony, metryka zgona,
metryka zgonu Pauliny
metryka ur. Heleny Marii Reiter
lek.
Reit ....
(WO 2003 str. 30), Rejterowski (bez imienia), por.

)

3816). ppor. (LZK)
Rawoczewski Ratal; oficer., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3615)
nadawca: Elzbieta
w mundurze, list
Franciszek,
Rdueh
Rduch. Belk, poczta Cerwionka, Gdrny Slask (AM 3227), ppor.
1909, pulk (LZK)
—
Rebhun Izaak, dr, ur. 14.12.98 (ROR. 34 str. 224) Repkun

Ludwik, ppor., ur. 25.8.05, leg. otic. rez.. karta
Redzimski
mob. (AM 2477)
medalik (AM
Boleslaw,
ppor.. karta szczep. 3295,
Reger
2848), ppor. piech. (LZK)
32 str. 180), RojReichenberg Gwido, mjr, ur. 26.1.92 (RO.
w etui, papierosnica (AM
chenberg mjr, list, portfel, medalik
479). Rajchenberg (WO str. 7)
ks., prawo iazdy (AM
Julius/., ppor., ofic
Reichert Erwin
1135), (WO 1021 str. 14)
m. Warszawy,
Reinharz Adolf, ppor., leg., pismo Kmdta
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Rodzenowski Bronislaw, stopnia nie ustalono, szczegolow brak
(WO str. 9)
Rodziewicz Antonl, w mundurze, ur. 19.1.95, zam. Wilno, ul.
Lwowska 7/4, ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 1285), (WO 1116 str. 16)Rodziewicz Jan, рог., lekarz (LZK)
Rod/ Cezary, architekt, ppor., dyplom, wizyt6wki, praepustka (AM 2952), (bcz imienia) — ppor., inz. archit. (LZK)
Rogala - Kostecki Stefan, рог. rez. (LZK)
teg. (AM 1757)
Rogala Polikarp, рог.,
Walenty, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., wizyt6wka
Rogalczyk
(AM 2570), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Rogalski Henryk, cywilny, karta szczep. 4023, poczt6wki, listy. гбгпе kartki w jez, ros., telegram w jez. ros. (AM 1852), (bez
imienia) ppor. rez. (LZK)
adresami:
Rogalski Julian, w mundurze, pocztowka, kartka
m. 47, trzy srebrne moneLudmita Rogalska. Wilno, ul. Piwna
medaliki
556),
(LZK)
(AM
major
ty,
Rogalski Mieczyslaw, ppor., leg. urzedn., karta na brori, kar
ta szczep. (AM 3307)
Roganowlcz Stanislaw Mieczyslaw, ur. 28.11.02 (ROR. 34 str.
pocztowki (AM 3589)
47), Roganiewicz — ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
pisma Kasy Chorych,
Rogowski Bolestaw, w mundurze,
kartki meld. (AM 3670), (bez imienia) ppor. (LZK)
adresami, pocz
Roe<>zihski Jerzy, mjr, karta szczep., kartka
towka (AM 1851), dr mjr (LZK)
Rogozinski Kazimierz, w mundurze, ofic. ks. (AM 578)
Rogozinski Mieczyslaw. ppor. piech. (LZK)
Rogozinski Wladyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Bogumily, 20 p.
Roguskl Henryk por., 1903, s. Eugeniusza
ul. (LZK)
odcinki poczt. (AM
Rojecki
ppor., wit dentysty,
recepisy poczt.: Ro2370), Jan, ppor., 1919.,
p. lot. (LZ-),
Rojecki Jan, Brzesc, Matka Boska Ostrojecka Janina, Zamosc
bramska
metalu zlotawego na granatowym suknie (WO 2370
str. 39)
Rojek Edward, kpt. mar., ur. 8.9.92 w Wisniczu Nowym, zam.
Warszawa, ul. Senatorska 29, leg. ofic, ks. oszcz. PKO., wizytowki, metryka urodz. (AM
1654), (bez imienia), kpt. st. sp.
(LZK)
Rojewski Franciszek, ppor. art. (LZK)
Rola - Szadkowski
Leonard, dr med., mjr. zam. Poznari, ul.
27. Grudnia
16, recepta in bianco, wizytdwki,
plakieta (AM
1515), mjr lek., 1881, s. Jana
Michaliny (LZK)
Rolinski Henryk, kpt. (LZK)
Romach
kpt. (LZK)
Romanienko
por. (LZK)
Romanowlcz Mlchal, ppor., ur. 1900, sekr. Zarzadu Miejskiem.
go, zam. Otwock, ul. Slowackiego
leg. ofic, wizytowka,
leg. urzedn., leg. sport., pismo MSWojsk. (AM 2607), (bez imie
nia), ppor. piech. (LZK)
Romanoweki
rtm. (LZK)
Romanoweki Adam, szczegolow brak (WO 1025 str. 19 45)
9)
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Romanoweki Bolealaw, cywilny, karta szczep., zasw. lek. (AM
2914)
Romanoweki
Maksymilian
Boguslaw, oficer, leg. ofic. rez.,
(AM 2920)
Romahczuk Zenon, kpt. st. sp. (LZK)
Romanczuk - Kowalewski
Zygmunt, w mundurze, ur. 21.4.11,
metryka urodz., swiad. dojrz., list (AM 3259)
Romahski J6zef, kpt., 1885, s. Franciszka
Walerii (LZK)
Rombo Witold, por. (LZK)
Romeyko Marian, w mundurze, karta szczep. 4011, kartka
adresami wloskimi, papierosnica, adres: Italia — Roma, via Botthege Oscaro 32, Palazzo Chateau, Colonel Romeiko Marian (AM
1660)
Rondomanski Stanietaw. dr, maj. lek., leg. ofic. wizyt6wki,
karta szczep., krzyzyk (AM
1626), (bez imienia), mjr dr lek.
(LZK)
Ropele
por. (LZK)
Rosa Franciszek, plut. rez. (LZK)
Rosen Samuel, dr, ur. 3.6.85 (ROR. 34 str. 215), Rozen —
kpt.,
fotografie, ka. oszcz. PKO., papierosnica (AM 930)
Rosenbaum Ludwik, ppor., leg. ofic rez.,
pocztowki (AM
2716), ppor. (LZK)
Rosenberg Jdzef Marcell, adwokat, w mundurze, pismo urzedowe, wizyiowki. list (AM 2478). Rozenberg — ppor. (LZK)
Rosenberg Rudolf, stopnia nie ustalono, ur. 25.10.95 w Koitynianach, pow. 6wieciany, — zam. Poznari (WO str.
Rosen eld Ignacy, w mundurze,
pocztowki, karta szczep.
(AM 1765)
ur.
Roeengart Aleksander, por. lek.,
3.1.89, leg. ofic. rez. kar
ta mob., odznaczenie, wizyt6wka, list (AM 2864), Rozengart (bez
imienia) dr, ppor. lek. (LZK)
Roaenzweig Alekaandcr, por., zam. Lodz, ul. Piotrkowska
130,
karta mob., wizytowki,
medalik, karta cz). ZOR.
fotografie.
(AM 3197)
Roslariski Kryk, dowdd osob., pocztowki, karta szczep., zapisane kartki (AM 1179), (WO 1049 str. 16)
Ros lis
Marii
Bronislaw, kpt. piech., 1894, s. Stanistawa
(LZS-K)
Roeiiiski Urban, cywilny, pocztowki
nadawca:.
Rosinski,
Biata Podlaska, ul. Narobicza
adresami (AM
listy, kartka
3395). 41 lat (LZK)
Rosirisk
Zygmunt,
ppor., Sochaczew, ul. Slowackiego
12,
znak tozs., karta szczep. 2415, kartka
nazwiskiem, medalik
str.
rez.
(AM 628), ppor. (WO
9), ppor.
(LZK)
Roanowski Michal, ur. 20.9. 97, dr (R0.32 str. 326), Ronowski — dr pplk., pismo
adresem: Szpital „Omegau, Warszawa.
Al. Jeroz. 51,
zapisane kartki, karta szczep. 1257, notatnik,
znak tois. na nazwisko Bylina Aleksander, plk. lek. 3.4.75,
kompas ze zlotym taric. (AM 997), (WO 941 str. 13), Rosnowski,
pplk. lek. (LZK)
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Rosdl ТеоШ, рог. piech. (LZ.K-S)
— w mundurze,
listy. pocztdwka,
Roasau Stefan. — Rosso
868 str. 12)
fotografia (AM 883) Roseau, (WO
1610),
(ЛИ
odznacz.
Roet Franciazek Ksawery. dr mjr, let*,
(LZK)
Roezkiewicz Jdzef, ppor. (LZK)
doCzealaw, w mundurze, ur. 1906, wizytdwki,
Roszkowski
laczn. (LZK)
wdd osob., karta czl. (AM 3082). por.
mob. (AM
Jozef,
kpt. Irk., poczt6wka, karta
Roszkowski
1244), (WO 1095 str. 15). dr (LZK)
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Rotenberg
znak. tozs. (AM 660),
Rotenberft Mieczystaw, ppor., ur. 1909,
Rutunberg WO str. 10)
nazwiskiem: dr raed.
Rozbicki Imiestaw, mjr, czesd rccepty
Rozbicki Imieslaw (AM 2501)
Rozbicki I'iotr, ppor. art. (LZK)
Adrian, por., pocztdwki, wizytdwki, listy,
Rozdolski Marian
data Kozielsk 17. lutego 1940 (AM 3965), por. (LZK)
list
znak tots., pisRozdolowski Wladyslaw, ppor. ur. 1918 Lw6w,
lee. ofic. (AM
mo Szpitala Woj., fotografia, odznaka pulkowa,
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zalii (LZK)
data 14.2.40 (AM 718)
Krakowa
Rub
A., ppor., list
ul. Staszidokumenty nieczytelne, zam. Zamosc, woj. Lubelskie,
ca 11
Rajnera (WO 718 str. 20)
Rubinatein Izrael (Chaim). ppor. lek. (LZK)
Rubinstein Jerzy, (LZK)
pocztowRubiach Jozef, Rubesch — dr ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,

(LZK)
Rudkiewicz Kazimierz, w mundurze, zam. Warszawa, ul. Marszalkowska 25 m. 19. pismo slurb., karta szczep., pocztdwki, lis
ty, wizytdwki (AM 3495), prokurator (LZK)
Rudkowski
syn Alojzego, ros. pocztdwka adresowana do Kozielska (WO str. 3)
lis
Rodlicki Czeslaw, w mundurze, wizytdwka, pocztdwki,
lane. (AM 2336), zam Brzesd n/B., ul. Unii
ty, kwit, medalik
(WO 2336 str. 38)
Lubelskiej
Rudner Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Kazimiery
Rudnicki Bohdan, ppor. КОР. 1912, s. Kazimierza
(LZK)
Rudnicki Zygmunt, w mundurze,
pocztdwki (AM 2506)
Rudolf Karol. plut. piech. (LZK)
Ludwik,
(LZK)
ppor.
Rudy
— Rudi — w mundurze, Swiad. lek.,
Rudy Wilhelm Ludwik,
3993), Rudy — artysta - malarz
(AM
fotografie
wizytdwki,
(LZK), ur. 12.5. 88 (ROR. 34 str. 246)
Janiny,
Rudzinski
Henryk Bronialaw, por., 1908, s. Jozefa
bat. (LZK)
str.
151),
Rudzinski Stanislaw Jerzy, ur. 25.4.96, rtm. (RO. 32
p. strz. k. (WO 2308 str.
ur. 15.4. 95 w Krakowie, leg. odznaki
—
inwal.
2308)
karta
(AM
Rodziriski
mob.,
leg.
38),
kpt.,
Rudzki Wincenty, ppor. art. (LZK)
Rudzyri Julian, ppor. (LZK)
Ruhm Boleslaw, por., karta czlonk. chdru, rozkaz, notatnik,
fotografia (AM 1334), ppor. (LZK)
Ruhm Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Rutniewicz
podoficer prowiantowy (LZK)
Rumianek Stanislaw, ur. 10.5.99 (ROR. 34 str. 71), (bez imie— ur. 10.5.99, ks. oszcz. PKO., kier.
Romianek
nia), ppor. (LZK),
szkory, leg. urzedn., karta szczep. (AM 3746)
Rumich Jan, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., legit, odznacz., odzna
ka pulkowa, notatki (AM 2926)
8.06 w Warszawie, ks. oszcz.
Rupniewski Roman, ppor., ur.
PKO., pocztdwki, wizytdwki (AM .1632)
Rusiak Ignacy, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Rusiecki Ludwik, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Ruazanowski Leon, mjr dypl. kaw. (LZK)
A
Ruszczak Jozef, st. strainik Str. Gran. (LZK)
S,V/
Rnazczynski Karol, cywilny (LZK)
Ruskiewicz Jan, kpt. 1898, Jablonna (LZK)
Rutke Jan, oficer, leg. urzedn., cze£c leg. ofic. rez., pismo

z

3612)
Rozengarten Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZ.S-K)
Rozmysl Alekaander, sierz. zawodowy (LZK)
Rozmyz Stanislaw, st. sierz. (LZK)
Antoni, st. post. P.P. (LZK}
Rozwadowski
pocztdw
Marian, por. (LZK), w mundurze,
Rozwadowski
ki (AM 3365)
ofic. rez., kar
Rozanaki Ryszard, ppor., znm. Wtoctawek, lee.
ta czl.. wizytdwki (AM 4000)
swiad.
Rozaiiski Wojdech, podoficer, ur. 14.8.20 w Warszawie,
odznaki Zw. Strzeleckiego,
leg.
szk.,
(nieczytelna),
leg.
gimn.,
jego nazwiskiem (AM 4077)
leg. sport., kartka
slubu (AM
Rozniecki Henryk. ppor.. leg. ofic. rez., me try
2485) (LZK)
zapisosob., wizytdwki
Rdg Eugeniusz, por., czesl dowodu
kami, krzyiyk (AM 3266)
Rommel Wiktor, por. st. sp. (LZK)
Rozak Wladyslaw, podoficer (LZK)
Rdzaniet PioCr, por. (LZK)
Rozanaki Eryk, ppor. (por.) (LZK)
Rdzariski Jozef, ppor. art. LZK
Henriety (LZK)
Rdzanski Ryazard, ppor. 1893, s. Aleksandra
na nazwtsko RoRdzycki Ludwik. w mundurze, wizyt6wka
do krawatki, zapalniczka, mozychi Ludwik, ztote spinki, ezpilka
RoKazimierza
neta zlota 10-rublowa (AM 750), por. 1892, s.

ki (AM 3916), Rubisch — ur. 26.7.95, ppor. dent. (ROR. 34 str.
230)
Rucinski Aleksander, ppor. lot. (LZK)
Ruclhski Wincenty, ppor. lot. (LZK)
Rudak Antoni, ppor. art. (LZK)
Rudawski Jan, ppor., list, zasw., metryka slubu, pismo handiowe (AM 3257)
Rudenko Mikotaj, ppor., urz^dnik graniczny, wizytdwka, pis
lane, legit., karta szczep. 2726 (AM
mo handlowe, medal ik
Pitka (WO 2864 str. 53), por.
2854), kierownik Komisariatu
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Rymkiewicz Adam, ppor. art. (LZK)
Ryndzewicz Antoni, ppor, rez. (LZK)
Ryngwelakl Jan, por., odpis leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., karta
pocztowki.
szczep.,
(AM
karykatury
3130), (bez imienia),
ppor. (LZK)
sierzant (LZK)
Rynkiewiez
Rynkowaki Ludwik, por., leg. ofic, leg. Zw. Plyw., medalik
(AM 2866)
Ryezewski Tomasz, w mundurze, zam. Warszawa, ul. Barska 3(7), leg.,
pocztowki, fotografie (AM 1482)
Wlodzimierz
Rytarowski
Waldemar, maior dypl. kaw
ur.
16.11.95 (RO. 32 str. 145), (bez imienia) mjr. apt. (LZK)
Rytlewski Teofil, Gdansk, ppor., dow6d osob., pocztowka, wizyt6wka (AM 358)
iMH
Waclaw, ur. 6.8.98 (ROR. 34 str. 142), ppor., 1898, a.
Stefanii (LZK), (WO 1422 str. 18), Rytel — w mun
Antoniego
durze, dowod osob., (nieczytelny),
kopcrtv, fotografie, plakie
ta, notatnik (AM 1422)
Rzazewski
Alekaander, (?) w mundurze, wizytdwki,
listy,
pocztdwka, legit, odznacz. dla rannych (AM 3664)
Rzecki Jan, ur. 11.8.95 (RO. 32 str. 188), (WO str. 5), Rzecki, kpt., leg. osob., pocztdwka adresowana do niego,
nadawca.
Wanda Rzecka, Warszawa, al. Niepodl. 245, wizytowka,
foto
grafie kobiece (AM 13), (bez imienia), kpt. (LZK)
Rzepecki Zygmont, ppor., rozkaz wyjazdu, karta szczep., kartka
nazwiskiem (AM 3301)
Rzeptela Jozef, w mundurze, burmtstrx Nowej Wilejki, wizy
towka, legit, odznacz., fotografia, okulary, karta czt. Ligi Kolon.
(AM 3240), por. (LZK)
Rsepka Jozef.
ppor.,
listy, kalend. kiesz., medalik (AM
3852)
Rzeszotarski
Antoni, w mundurze,
listy (AM 2639), ppor.,
1896, syn Tadeusza
Zdzistawy (LZK)
Rzesniowiecki
Wladyalaw, s. Teofila, ur; 1899, czesc karty
zwolntenia wyd. w Sarnach, kalend. kiesz. (AM 2523). Rzesniewiecki (WO 2523 str. 46), RzeSniowski — dyr K.K.O. (LZK)
Rzewuski Tadeusz, int. oficer karta szczep. 3435 (AM 806)
Rzezniczek Adolf, ppor., cze£ci leg. ofic. rez.,
listy w jez.
«niem., rozaniec (AM 3405), (LZK)
Rzezniczek Antoni, por., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., fotogra
fie, pismo Insp. Szkolnego Katowice (AM 3230), ppor. (LZK)
Rzymkiewlcz Adam Stanialaw, ur. 21.12.03 (ROR. 34 str. 71),
Rzynkiewicz — ppor., leg. ofic .rez. (AM 3766)
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Sabadkowaki Piotr, w mundurze, karta szczep., list, telegram,
medalik (AM 1752)
Sabanowaki MJeczystaw. ppor., (LZK)
Sabath Auguatyn, mjr. laczn. (LZ.K-S)
Subnicki Zygmunt, oficer, cze.sc" leg. ofic, dow6d osob., (nie
czytelny), poczt6wka, nieopisany znak tozs. (AM 833)
Sachnowakl
(LZK)
Sadowski Aleksander, ur. 8.10.87, in*, komnndor ppor. (RO.
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Monopolu Tyton., wizyt6wki, rozkaz mob., (AM 2934), ur. 22.4.92
(ROR. 34 str. 205) Rudke — por. rez. (LZK)
Rutklewicz Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Rutkowski
Edward, ppor. art. (LZK)
Rutkowski Franciazek, por. 1895 (LZ.S-K)
Rutkowski Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
Rutkowski Leonard, oficer (LZK)
Rutkowski Stanialaw Grzegorz, kpt.,
pocztowki, wizytowki
(AM 2016)), kpt. art., zam. Inst. Przeciwgazowy, Warszawa (WO
2015 str. 30)
Rutkowski
Tadeusz, por., znak tozs., Warszawa 1908 (AM
1177), (WO 1047 str. 15), ziemiamn (LZK)
Rutkowski Tomasz, ppor.,
orzeczenia lek., leg. odznacz.. teg.
urzedn., zasw. szpitalne, listy (AM 2800), por. art. (LZK)
Rutowski
Andrzej,
stopnia nie ustalono, szczegotow brak
(WO str. 9)
Bolestaw
Kazimierz,
dr, kpt., pismo shiib.,
pocz
Rutyriski
towki,
listy (AM 1796)
Rux Jan, por. 1902, s. Jana
Anny (LZ.K-S)
Wilhelm, dr med., kpt., Warszawa, al.
Ruediger Kazimierz
zasw.
blok receptowy, plakieta
142
m.
urzedowe,
Niepodl.
Kazimiery (LZK), ur.
(AM 1590), rtm. (?), 1903, s. Wilhelma
1.3.03,lekarz (RO. 32 str. 334)
Tarnow, w mundurze, leg.
Witold, prawnik,
Rybaklewicz
urzedn., karta szczep., 456, wizytowki (AM 2199), Rybarkiewicz,
mgr prawa, Powiatowy Insp. PZUW. (WO 2199 4tr. 35)
Rybarkiewicz Stanialaw Tadeusz, ofic. rez., prawo jazdy (WO
1173 str. 19)
Rybczynskl Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Rybieki Jan, ppor., kalend. kiesz. (nieczytelny), prawo jazdy
(AM 3340), ppor. (LZK)
Rybno
por. (LZK)
Rybus Mteczyslaw, dr, w mundurze ,dowod osob., prawo jaz
dy, medalik (AM 3029), (bez imienia), kpt. lek. (LZK)
Rychalski Stefan, pptk. piech., 1891, s. Wtadystawa
Agnieszki (LZK)
Rydarowski Stanialaw, mjr, ks. oszcz. PKO., wizyt6wki, kar
ta na brori, karta szczep. (AM
1599), mgr. prawa, ur. 7.10.92
w Bocbni, zam. Lodz,
Karolowska
(WO 1599 str. 20), (bez
imienia) mjr, (LZK)
Kykowski Tadeusz, w mundurze, znak tozs., karta szczep.,
listy, kalend. kiesz.,
fotografie, plakieta (AM 3747), por., 1905,
s. Jana
Izabeli (LZK)
Rylski Czeslaw, por., wojsk. prawo jazdy, ur. 26.3.12 w Suwalkach, leg. ofic, karta ezczep. (AM 3905), (LZK)
Rylski Henry
por. (ppor.) (LZK)
Rylski Ryszard, por. (LZK)
Rylski Tadeusz, por. pil. (LZK)
Ant,
w
mundurze, ur.
Rymaszewski
wiceprokurator,
14.11.02, pismo Uniw. Wileriskiego, wizytowki, poczt6wki (AM
2059)
Remaszewski — w
RymaHzewskl Zenon, ppor. rez. (LZK),
mundurze, ur. 1910 w Wilnie, znak toia., fotografie (AM 3258)
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sir. 401), Jan — (LZK), Sachowski A., ini., oficer mar., leg.
stuib., karta szczep. (AM 4074)
Sadowski Jan, mjr, leg. ofic. (AM 3408), mjr piech. (LZK)
Sadowski Kazlraierz, ppor., (LZK)
nadawca,: Saganowa Stelisty
Sagan Joief, w mundurze,
okulary, wizytdwki (AM 922),
fania, Zloczdw, ul. Glinianska
rez.
893
str.
(LZK)
piech.
(WO
12), pchor.
Sahanek Roman, kpt. wojsk kol. (LZK)
Salcewicz Jan, kpt. (LZ.K-S)
SUnislaw,
ppor., ur. 11.11.13, znak toza., karta
Salinger
521),
szczep. Nr 1092, notatnik, odznaka komuniatyczna (AM
Heleny (LZK)
ppor. 1914, s. Wladystawa
Salmonowicz Stefan, dr, por. lek. (LZK)
1753), por.
Salwowskl Jan, ppor.,
pocztdwki (AM
listy,
(LZK)
32
str.
30.3.94
ur.
195), —
(RO.
Jan.
mjr
(LZK),
Satega
Zalega Jan — mir (AM
Zalega — wizyt6wka na nazwisko:
340)
Samardak - Ostrowski J6zef, kpt. (LZK)
Samogyi Marian, — Samogajen — poczt6wka, karta szczep.
— (WO str. 6)
(AM 83), Samogajen wzglednie Samogyi
Samojeden Marian, por. (ppor.) (LZK)
Stefanii (LZK)
Sanczak Henryk, por. 1907,s. Waclawa
Sanek Mariusz, por., karta szczep. 1631 (AM 2460)
Sanok Jan, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Sanok Marian, por. kaw. (LZK)
wizytdwSantariua Karol, por.
Cieszyna, leg. ofic. rez.,
(AM 3056), por., Cieszyn (LZK)
kar
notatnik,
Jan
Tadeusz.
lek.,
ofic,
leg.
pplk.
Saplejewaki
ta szczep. 3983, fotografie, papierosnica, wizytdwka (AM 477),
Seweryny (LZK)
mjr, dr. med. dent., 1892, s. Jana
run. st. sp. (LZK)
Sarnecki
Sarnecki Edmund, ppor. art. (LZK)
Sarnowicz Kazimierz, kpt., Warszawa, ul. Sienna 26 m. 13
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(AM 342)
Schindel Fellka, kpt. (LZK)
Schliezberg Eliasz, ppor. rez. lek. (LZK)
Schmagier — wachm.
Schmagier Karol, sieri. piech. (LZK),
zand. rez. (LZK)
—
Schmidt Eugeniuaz. ur. 17.12.03 (ROR. 34 str. 45), Szmidt
ks. oszcz. PKO., leg., wi
por., ur. 17.12.03 w Warszawie, ofic. ks.,
1360), ur. 17.1.03 (WO 1360
zyt6wki, karta szczep. 3428 (AM
str. 17)
— poczta WiSchmidt Lucjan, w mundurze. Ddcinek poczt.

2

3

taszyce, woj. Poznariskie (AM 3149)
Schmidt Tadeusz, por. (LZK)
adresem: Schneider Tadeusz,
Schneider Tadeusz. kartka
Kozielsk (AM 196)
Wilhelm.
urzednik, w mundurze, karta szczep.
Schneider
wizytdwki, leg., zasw., zdjecie
pocztdwki,
2013, rozne listy
— ppor.
1074), (WO 980 atr. 13), Schneider
Roentgena (AM
(LZK)
—
Wlodzimierz,
SPRA
Marian
Konrad,
mjr
Schneikart
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(LZK)
Schnita Roman, ppor. (LZK)
Schollenberger Artur, karta szczep., cygarniczka (AM 1631),
— ur. 16.597
Scholkaberger — ppor. 1897 (LZK), Schollenberger
(ROR. 34 str. 56)
Marian,
Schoen Adolf
insp. szkolny, leg. urzedn., legit.,
odznacz., wizytowka, blok notesowy (AM 2344)
Schoen - Wolaki
por. (LZK)
ppor., Lddz, ul. Narutowicza
Schreer Joachim, ppor. (LZK).
karta
listy, fotografie (AM
karta
mob.,
szczep.,
48 m.
leg.,
678), Scherer (WO str. 10)
Schubert Tadeusz, ppor.. metryka slubu, odznaka (AM 372)
Schuemel Karol, oficer, dr (LZK)
Schwab Edward, kpt, 1892, DOK. II. (LZK), ur. 25.9.92 (RO.
32 str. 46), Szwab — czeeci leg. ofic, list, recepta, okulary,
karta szczep. (AM 3277)
Schwabe Kazimierz, ppor.. list, koperta (AM 898), (WO 880
str. 12)
Klemena, w mundurze, karta szczep., fotografia,
Schwarz
— fotografia
dcdvkacja:
monogram SK. (AM 2434), Szwarc
Muni". (WO 2434 *tr 41)
„Dusku, wrdc predko, zdrdw do Alusi
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(AM 131)
Saroeiek Wadaw, ppor. rez. art. (LZK)
Sassal
ppor. (LZK)
Sauczek Henryk Florian, ppor., dowod osob., leg. ofic. rez.,
pocztdwki (AM 2780)
listy
Sawala Stanislaw, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Sawicki
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Marii (LZK)
Sawlcki Jerzy, por. 1894. s. Jozefa
Sawicki Piotr, por. art. (LZK)
КОР.
Sawicki Wiktor, choraiy
(LZK)
Sawicki
Katowic,
dyr. Pol. Zwiazku
ppor.,
Zachodniego (relacja kpt. K. W.)
nich
Sawicki Witold, w mundurze,
listy,
pocztdwki —
nadawca: Sawicki Teofil, Warszawa, ul. Mokotowska 60
jedna
sedzia
Juliana
s.
rez.
1905,
(LZK)
Wandy,
(AM 2600), ppor.
Sawiaki Jerzy, por. (LZK)
Saenger Franciszek, ur. 30.1.78, pplk. lek. wet. (ROR. 34 str.
Sengier — por.,
309), (bez imienia) — pplk. lek. wet. (LZK),
Detroit w USA. (WO 1613 str. 21
45),
list
Oflagu 4/a, list

Amelist
Stenczer — pplk., list
poczty jeniecklej do ojca,
ryki, rdianiec (AM 1613)
Schantroch Zygmunt. kpt. (por.) lek. (LZ.K-S)
notatniki, pocztowka
Schanzer Maks, ppor.,
poczt6wek,
Seroncer Max,
nadawcq: Berta Schanzer, Bielsko (API 407),
ppor. (LZK)
pocztdwki, fotografia,
Sehlld Stanislaw, dr med., ppor.,
1639). Schid —
karta szczep.. plakieta, karta Zw. Lek. (AM
(WO 1639 str. 21)
Sehimel Szymon, dr, ur. 13.10.98 (ROR. 34 str. 222), Schimmel — dr med., w mundurze, kilka wizyt6wek, baretka (AM
690), Schimmek (WO str. 9)
Wilhelm, ppor.. karta szczep., kalend. kiesz.
Schimsheimer
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— W rubryce ..narodowosc" oznaSkit
Taliza, Ostaszk6w
czony jest jeden jako zyd. (AM 228). (bez imienia), mjr (LZK)
Sienicki Jan, por. 1908, 77 pp. Lida (LZK)
Sleniecki
Albin,
lekarz, w mundurze, czese pisma, karta
szczep. (AM 1223). (WO 1082 str. 15)
Sienkiewicz Witold, ppor. (LZK)
Sierpinski Witold, kpt., karta szczep. 929, karta mob., czeici
leg. odznacz. (AM 1356)
Sierszeriski
Wandalin, w mundurze, karta szczep., fotografie, rozne zapiski, medalik,
monety srebrne, adres: Maria
Kasprzakowa, Poznaii, ul. Wilda 44 (AM 643)
Sierzant Julian, ppor. (LZK).
Szurzant, ppor. (LZK)
Sikora Adam, strzelec (LZK)
Sikora Aleksander, w mundurze,
nadawca: prof,
poczt6wki
dr Stefan Piekowski, Warszawa, ul Hoza 69 (AM 3054)
Sikorski
por. mar., szczeg616w brak (WO str. 7)
Sikorski Bogumil. por. 1910 (LZK)
Sikorski Pranciszek Ksawery, ur. 30.11.91 (ROR. 34 str. 326),
Ksawery — mjr, (LZK)
Sikorski
Henryk, por., dr med., prof., ofic. ks., leg. urzedn.,
karta szczep. 73, poczt6wka, list AM 1154), (WO 1032 str. 14).
dr
1892
ppor.
(LZK)
Sikorski
Tadeusz, por., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., zegarek
na rek<2(AM 2897)
Sllarski Tomasz, por. (LZK)
Siloerstein . .
ppor., dr (LZK)
Simiiiski
Boleslaw, por., leg. ofic. (AM 4099), kpt. 1897, s.
Adama
Franciszki, DOK. II. (LZK)
Simon Jozef Cezar, ppor., ur. 23.7.99, zam. Warszawa, karta
mob., leg. ofic. rez., karta na brori, karta ezczep., koperta (AM
3695)
Siniecki
list
Wladyslaw,
nadawcq: Irena Sinicka, Lodz.
ul
(WO 2369 str. 39), Sinicki — dr med., por., leg.
urzedn., pocztowka, list, karta szczep.. rdzaniec (AM 2369)
Sinkiewicz
w mundurze, poczt6wka
Kozielska do
Grodna, poczt6wka do Kozielska, karta szczep., listy (AM 2932)
Siodak Tomasz, w mundurze, czesc koperty, ros. odcinek
poczt. (AM 32B9)
malar/. (LZK)
Sipirieki
Sitarski Marian Jerzy. ppor. (LZK).
w mundurze, wizyt6wka. kolejowa karta jazdy, fotografia. scyzoryk (AM 1111). leg.
urzedn. kolej. (WO 1003 str. 14)
Siwerski Jan. por. piech. (LZK)
Siwicki Aleksander. ur. 16.8.98 (ROR. 34 str. 168). Siew.ck;"—
w mundurze, ur. 16.8.98,dowod osob., leg. urzedn.,
karty meld.,
odznaka pulkowa, miniaturka
Krzyia Walecznych (AM 3119)
Siwicki Tomasz, kpt..
karty at,
listy,
poczt6wki, karta
polowania, lista
nazwiskami, notatnik
873). (LZK),
(AM
Iwicki, kpt. (WO 860 str. 12)
Slwlcz
ppor. (LZK)
Siwiec Stefan, ppor. zawod. piech. (I.ZK)
Siwik Franciszek, (WO 2804 str. 52), Sywik - w mundurze,
list, wyblakla fotografia, r6zaniec (AM 2804)
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Schwarz Wilhelm Klaudiusz, 1907, s. Jerzego
Ludwiki, lekarz
(LZK)
Seifert Tadeusz Ryszard, kpt., leg. ofic, listk pocztowki, odcinek poczt. (AM 2488), Sejfert — 1908, kpt. (LZK)
Sekunda Wlodziraierz, mjr (LZK)
Selena Stanislaw, por. (LZK), nr. 14.8.99 (ROR. 34 str. 43),
Selelas(?)
ppor., ur. 14.8.99, karta mob.,
liaty,
poczt6wki,
medalik
lane, karta szczep. 2643 (AM 1346)
Semerga Zygmunt, ur. 4.3.96 (RO. 32 str. 33), Serega lab
Seruga, pplk. (LZK)
Scmpkowski J6zef ppor., 1899 (LZK)
Serek Tadeusz, w mundurze, leg. ofic: rez., karta szczep..
przepustka (AM 3881), ppor. (LZK)
Seroka Edmund, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn., wojsk.
prawo jazdy, odznaka, karta mob. (AM 2628), ur. 11.10.05 (WO
2628 str. 48), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Serwatowlcz
Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Seweryn Kazimierz, ppor., odcinek poczt., kwit,
listy, mo
KS.
nogram
(AM 3325, (LZK)
Seweryn Mieczystaw, ppor. (LZK)
Siatecki Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Slelewicz Julian, pplk. (LZK), ur. 20.3.92 (RO. 32 str. 228),
ppor. rez., 15 p. ul., Osr. Zapas. (LZ)
Siczka Tadeusz, por. 1912 (LZ.K-O-S)
Sidor Jozef, kpt. (LZK),
kpt. plL,
p. lotn. (WO str.
Sidor Wladyslaw, w mundurze, list, poczt6wki (AM
1136),
1022
str.
(WO
14), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Sidorczuk Jan, w mundurze,
list
poczt6wki,
(AM 684), ppor.
(LZK)
Sidwa Stanislaw, por. rez., 1905, s. Leonarda
Pelagii (LZK)
Siedmiograj Witold, por., 52 pp. (LZK)
Slek Jozef, ppor. (LZK)
Siekierskl
por. (LZK)
Siekierzyiiski
Kazimierz, mjr, dowod osob. (AM 168)
Siekierzyiiski Piotr, kpt. (LZK)
Slelewicz Julian, pplk. (LZK), ur. 20.3.92 (RO. 32 str. 228),
Zielewicz — pplk., leg. Miedzynar. Aeroklubu,
karty ryboIdwcze. odznaka lotnicza, krzyzyk
taric. (AM 494)
Slelewicz Leonard, mjr. (LZK), Silewicz — nazwisko
imie.
odczytano
recept (WO 980 str. 19), Sielewicz — ur. 6.4.81
(ROR. 34 str. 360)
Slelewicz Wladyslaw, ur. 27.10.05, (RO. 32 str. 219), Sile
wicz — kpt. (LZK)
Slellkowekl
Jdzef, lub Siemikowski — w mundurze, listy
poczt6wki
(AM
2512), nierozpoznany
wojskowy (WO 2512
str. 46)
Slemek Wladyslaw, kpt. (LZK)
Slemlnski Ludwik, mjr, ur. 31.1.97 w Krakowie, zam. Mod.
lin, ul. Kosciuszki 219, ks. oszcz. PKO., karta szczep.,
koperty,
pocztowka, lista
nag!6wkiem: Ciqg dalszy —
Kompania" —
zawierajaca 11 nazwisk
rubrykami: Rok urodz., — przydzia)
ahizb., — narodowos^
pochodzenie
jakiego obozu). W rubryce „pochodzenie" podane sa obozy:
Kozielszczyna,
Koziclek,
z
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Stan'stawy
Siwik Przemyalaw, ppor., 1912, s. Bronislawa
(LZK)
Skalimowski Adam. ppor. (LZK), Skalinowski — w mumhi
rze, leg. urzedn., telegram, karta szczep. (AM 3442)
Skalecki Jdzef, (WO 1429 str. 18), Skalecki — naucz., w типdurze, metryka urodz., leg. urzedn., swiad. przynal. panstw.,
rdine listy, medalik (AM 1429)
Jdzefy (LZK)
Skarzynski Mieczyalaw, kpt. 1889, s. Juliana
Skarzynski Wojeiech Ambrozy, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., metrybrnri.
karta
na
pocztdwki, fotografia,
ka urodz. prawo jazdy,
piamo stuzb. (AM 2830), ur. 21.6.13 w Zloczowie, na odwrocie
—
Lddz, ul. Piotrkowska 121
fotografii napis: „oddac
jednej
Wojciechowskiej - Skarzynm. 11 mojej ukochanej zonie Jadzi
2830
str.
imienia),
ppor. (LZK)
52), (bez
akiej", (WO
_ ppor. pilot (LZK)
Skapaki
listy, pocztowka, ofic. ks.
Skapaki Boleslaw, w mundurze,
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(AM 1914)
Skibinaki Jozef. w mundurze, ref. MSWewn., pismo MSWewn..
1794), (bez imienia), map. Str. Wiez.
listy, pocztdwka (AM
(LZK)
Lux. ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg.
Skibinski Marian
Stanislaw, inz.
urzedn., karta na brori, monogram SM. (AM 2313)
Skiendzielewaki Konrad, ppor. art. (LZK)
Skiendzielewaki
Piotr, ppor., karta mob., listy, karta szczep.
(AM 3123), ppor. lek. (LZK)
Marii, 19 p. u). (LZK)
Skinder Jerzy, rtm., 1904, s. Waclawa
Skinder Wadaw, naucz., w mundurze, dowod osob., cze.aci
leg. urzedn., karta szczep. 604 (AM 1469)
Skindziel Czeslaw, por. rez. (LZK)
Skindzier Piotr, pchor. art. (LZK)
nadawca: Wera
Skinazer Czeslaw, w mundurze,
pocztdwki
notatnik (AM 1032),
Sargiewicz, Wilno, ul. Chutokolska 12 m.
(WO 968 str. 13)
Skoczeri Jan, por., zasw., karta szczep. 526, notatnik (AM
1745)
Skoczyckl Adam, mjr (LZK)
585), por.
Skoczyiiaki Jerzy, w mundurze, znak tozs. (AM
(LZK)
19.7.06, wizytdwka,
Skolimowaki
ppor., ur.
Mieczyalaw.
kalend. kiesz. (AM 2012), (LZK)
Skoniecka Henryk Stanialaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3601)
Skonieczny Andrzej, (WO str. 7), Skiniaczny — ppor., dowod
osob., naramienniki bez oznak, karta szczep., orzetek polski (AM
307)
Skorel Jozef, ksiadz, mjr kapelan (LZK)
Skorko Aleksander, kpt., lek., ur. 6.1.94 ,zam. Piszno. obok
Warszawy, piamo Szkoly Sanitamej. zasw. lek., recepty, karta
1650), poczt6wka, ktdrei nadawca
szczep. 41, poczt6wki (AM
zam. Warszawa, ul. Kopernika 16 — (WO 1650 atr. 22)
Marii (LZK)
Skompaki Staniataw, ppor. 1904, s. Mariana
SkoUUcki Aleksander, ppor. art. (LZK)
— por.,
Shotincki
Skotnicki
Franciazek,
rez.
(LZK),
por.
pocztdwki, list, karta szczep., plan, szkic domu (AM 3770)
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..... Henryk, kpt. (WO 979 etr. 45)
lis
Skowroiiaki
Henryk, ppor., ur. 10.10.13, leg. ofic. rez.,
ty, notatnik, zasw. szpitala (AM 3002), ppor. (LZK)
Skowroiiaki Wincenty, ppor., leg. koleiowa 1*169,maty nozyk
(AM 910), (WO 889 str. 12)
Skdrka Jan, por. (LZK)
Skorka Jozef, por. (LZK)
Skorko
dr, por. lek. (LZK)
Skretowaki Witold, komendant P.P. (LZK)
Skrobiazewaki Jozef, dr, ur. 7.12.81, mjr lek. (ROR. 34 atr.
1194),
302), Skobiszewski — mjr lek., ofic. ks., odznaka (AM
(WO 1062 -str. 16)
Bohdan, 1908 (LZK)
Skrzedziejewaki
Czeataw, naucz., ppor., leg. urzedn. panatw.,
Skrzydlewaki
Matka Boaka, zam. War
lista
nazwiskami oficerow, plakieta
Koscielna
(AM 962). adres, ul Koscielna 55 (WO
szawa, ul.
921 str. 12)
szczep. 3826
pocztowek, karta
Skrzypek Boleslaw, kpt.,
nadawca:
1571), pocztowka
Skrzypkowa,
Wladyslawa
(AM
Warszawa 32, ul. Dygasinakiego
(WO 1571 str. 44), kpt. piech.
1894, s. Karola
Anny (LZK)
Stanislaw, ppor.. s. Antoniego, karta szczep,
Skrzypnik
pocztdwki (AM 3342)
Skrzyszewski Jan, w mundurze, list, pocztowka, plakieta, pdl
znaku tozs.
nazwiskiem Pry Aleksander (AM 3644)
Skrzywan Jerzy, mjr, ur. 18.6.98, zam. Warszawa, ul Biato32
stocka 20
.dowod osob., karta szczep., wizytdwka, kalend.
kiesz., (AM 232), (LZK), ur. 5.6.98 (RO. 32 str. 348)
Sknp Jan, por. (LZK)
Skupa Jozef, por. (LZK)
Skupieii Sebastian, naucz., por., leg. urzedn. (AM 1246), (WO
1097 str. 15), por. piech. (bez imienia) — (LZK)
Kazimiery
Skupp Kazimierz, ppor. rez. 1898, s. Marcelego
(LZK)
Skuta Zygmunt, oficer (LZK)
Skwara Jozef, ppor., ur. 29.7.900, zam. Jutrosin, ul. Szkolna
ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. urzedn., rozaniec, baretka (AM 3749)
Skwarek
plut. piech. (LZK)
Witold, sekr. Urzedu Techn. MSWewn., leg.
Skwierczyhski
urzedn.. karta szczep., pocztdwki (AM 2110)
Skwirzynaki Stanialaw, kpt. (LZK)
Stefanii (LZK)
Skwirzyiiaki Tadeuaz, mjr 1897, s. Juliusza
Sliozberg Juliusz, dr med., ppor., wizytdwki,
recepty in
odznaki pulkowe (AM
bianco, pocztdwki, fotografia,
3091),
Eban, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Sladki Kazimierz, (?
3657), ppor.
cywilny, pocztdwki (AM
rez. (LZK)
Slawek
aierz. st. sp. (LZK)
Slawikowaki
Engeniusz, kpt. art., wizytdwki, leg. ofic, pocztdwka,
fotografie (AM 3345)
Slawia Jerzy, por. (LZK)
Sllwinakl
Lech, w mundurze, karta szczep. (AM 1376), Siabinaki — (WO 1375 str. 17)
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depoz. ros., list (AM 2224), syn Feliksa (WO 2224 str. 36), dr,
kpt. lek (LZK)
Smolskl Lech por. 1895,s. J6zefa
Janiny (LZK)
Smolski Stefan, por. (LZK)
Smorawinskl
Mieczyslaw, gen. bryg., ur. 25.12.92, zam. Lub
Militari,
ks. osz.cz. PKO., leg Krzyza Virtuti
lin, pi. Litewski
medaliki (AM
1),
leg. osob., papierosnica, zloty pierscionek,
gen. bryg. (LZK)
Smulskl
pocztowki (AM 380), (WO str. 7),
ppor.,
por. rez. (LZK)
Sobaiiski Michal. ppor. pil. (LZK)
Sobariski Roman, por. lotn. (LZK)
Sobcy.uk Alfred, kpt. (LZK)
Sobczyriski Gabriel, kapral (LZK)
lis
Sobezynskl Romuald, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. panstw.,
ty,
p.ioztowki, plakieta (AM 1312)
Sobiecki Stefan, post. P.P. (LZK)
Sobielec Mieczyslaw, por. (LZK)
Kozielska,
Sobleraj Jerzy, metryka Slubu, karta szczep.
adresem: Sobierai Jerzy, Kozielsk, Dom Wylist, pocztowkn
rez.
(LZK)
poczynkowy ..Maxim Gorki" (AM 42), ppor.
Sobieraj Wladyslaw, plut. pp. leg. (LZK)
Julii
Sobieszczanski Jozef Plotr, dr, kpt. lek. 1895, s. J6zefa
(LZK)
Walerii
Sobkiewicz Zygmunt, ppor. art. 1907, s. Kazimierza
oficer, ur. 15.5.07, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urzedn. (AM 3987)
(LZK)
Sobolewski Czeataw, kpt.,
pocztowki (AM 1899), poczt6wki
m. 13
z nadawca: Jadwiga Harland, Warszawa, ul. Niemcewicza
(WO 1899 str. .28)
Sobolewski Eustachy, w mundurze, poczt6wka, iyciorya jego
w j«z. ros. (AM 1567), Soblewski — (WO 1567 str. 44). poor,
art. (LZK)
Sobolewski Jan, naucz., w mundurze, ur. 21.2.97 w Lojzdrach,
3121), ppor. piech. (LZK),
leg. urzedn.,' ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM
ur. 13.2.97 (ROR. 34 str. 64)
Socha Jan, w mundurze,
listy, poczt6wka (AM 2404), ppor.
rez. (LZK)
Sochacki Czestaw. w
mundurze, ofic.
nieczytelna),
legit.
karta szczep. 1738,list (AM 1702), Sochski — (WO 1702 str. 46)
Sochacki Tadeusz, kpt. КОР. (LZK)
Sochocki Czestaw. por. 1907, s. Jana
Malwiny (LZK)
Sochorowski Fellks, рог. КОР. (LZK)
Sokalski
adresem: Lucyna
recznie pisane nuty
Sokalska, Lisiow61ka, poczta Wobyri, pow. Lublin, odznaka ofic.
odcinki
rez., medalik,
poczt. (AM
546), (bez imienia)
por.
(LZK), (WO str.
Sokalski Ludwlk, por., listy, r6zaniec (AM 1742)
Sokolowskl Edmund, por. lek. (LZK)
Sokolowski Fellks, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Sokotowskl J6zef, mjr,
leg., dyplom (AM 3439), mjr kaw.
(LZK)
Sokotownki Jiief,
kpt. (t,Z.0-K)
3,
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lub 19.4.90, pocztowki, karta
Slawiriski
Michal, kpt., ur.
(LZK), ur. 19.4.90 (ROR.
*p., kpt. rez. 1890, s. Aleksandra
34 str. 164)
Stawihski Stefan, ppor., leg. urzedn.
fotografia. karta na
Ьгой, Hat (AM 2572)
Str. Gran. (LZK)
Slawoszewski
Slawoszewski Adam, ppor. (LZK)
Stoda Zhigntew, ppor., dowod osob. (AM 3397)
Sfodkowski Waclaw, ppor., swiad. przynal. panstw.,
listy,
karta szczep. 2264, znak tozs. (AM 1602), ppor. art. (LZK)
Stojowski Kamil, por., czeSc leg. ofic, karta mob., wojsk. pismo shlzb.,
wizytdwki (AM 3295), por. st. sp. 1896 (LZS)
Slomka Jan Tadeusz, sekr. rach. Urzedu Wciew. Krak6w, w
mundurze. dow6d osob.,
pisma, wizyt6wka .list (AM 607), ppor.
(LZK)
Stonimski AntonJ, ppor. (LZK)
Storiski Jan, w mundurze, 31 lat, karta
adresem, karta szczep.
Wandy Marii
4047, metryka slubu
daty 4.9.39, syn Jdzefa
Zofia
Bartosik6w, rysunek o!6wBohdanowiczow, imie zony:
str.
10)
(WO
714),
kowy, porttel, (AM
Stototowicz Tadeusz, ur. 19.12.900 (ROR. 34 »tr. 41), (WO
str. 7), Zlotolowicz — dowod osob.,
poczt6wki, rysunek o!6wkowy, naramienniki bez oznak (AM 393)
adresem: Kapek FranciSlowik Adolf, w mundurze, list
szek, Krolewska Huta II, Niemy — G6rny slnsk. ul. hr. Laury
karta szczep., laric. do zegarka (AM 2468), (bez imienia), ppor.
(LZK)
Slowik Edward Antoni, kpt. КОР. 1893 (LZK)
titowlkowski Wiktor, podoficer (LZK)
Slowihski Jozef Mikotaj. zawodowy major, zam. Lublin, leg.
odznaki (AM
ofic, karta szczep., pismo wojskowe, baretka,
2536), (bez imienia), mjr dypl. (LZK)
Stubieki Stefan, w mundurze, karta szczep., leg. odznacz. (AM
3814)
Shiszek Stanislaw, ppor. kaw. (LZK)
notatkami (AM 1313), ppor.
Stysz Stefan, ofic. ks., karta
rez., 1912, zawiadowca st. kol. Ustrzyki Dolne (LZK), (WO 1313
str. 16)
Sfyszewski Leon, w mundurze, Schoeneck, Prusy Zachodnie,
ul. Dworcowa 35, kalend. kiesz., list, kartka
zapiskami, rozaniec (AM 3096)
Stanislaw,
Smagacz
kpt., pocztdwka, wizyt6wka (AM 116)
Smalowski Jan, w mundurze, pocztfiwka (AM
2436), Smolowski (WO 2436 str. 41)
w
mundurze, leg. urzedn., poczSmarzyriskl Plotr, naucz.,
t6wki, listy, karta szczep., notatnik (AM 3897)
Smereczahski Jan, w mundurze,
listy, odcinek poczt., (AM
697), Smereczyriski — mjr St. sp. (LZK), Smereczariski — ur.
22.12.92 (R0.32 str. 288)
Smolensk!
Tadeusz, kpt., rozliczenie
uposazema, odcinek
Zofii
poczt., cze,s<!leg. (AM 2141), kpt. piech. 1898, s. Stcfana
(LZK)
Smollriskl Eugeniuai., kpt., leg, ofic, karta szczep. 1180, kvit
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wet., ur. 13.2.906, zara. Wieluh, ul.
Kazimierz,
Sokotowski
15, ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 3171)
Mickiewicza
metrySokotowski Stefan, ppor., ur. 1904, wyciag rodowodu,
adresaiui, list
kartka
ka arodz. zony, leg. czl. Klubu Sport.,
(AM 2609)
Sokotowski Wtadyslaw, mjr (LZK)
Sokotowski Wtadyslaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
ur. w LyszkoSokotowski Wtadyslaw, oficer, w mundurze,
w Lyszkowicach (WO 1122
wicach, ofic. ks. (AM 1293). ur.
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str. 16)
karta szczep.
Sokotowski Wtadyslaw. « mundurze, ofic. leg.,
(AM 1596)
osob.,
dowod
poczSokotowski Zdzislaw, por., leg. ofic. rez.,
lek. 1913, s. Pawla
towki, odznaka pulkowa (AM 2577), por.
Anastazji (LZK)
Sokot Michat. pchor. piech. (LZK)
Solakiewlcz Walenty, podoficer, (LZK)
1564 (AM
Solanko Wtadyslaw, w mundurze, karta szczep.
2859). syn Piotra (WO 2859 str. 53)
Solewski Henryk, dr, por. (LZK)
ul. Nowy Swiat 5.
Solewski Marian, por., dr lek., zam. Lublin,
adresem, wyrecepta
dyplom za dtugoletni okrea stuzby, leg.,
Olszewska, karta
napisem: Wtadystawa
blakla
fotografia
—
(WO 1412
Sobolewski
szczep. 3027 (AM 1412), Solewski
str. 18)
Lubelskim. znak
Solewski Wincenty, por. ur. 7.8.05 w pow.
bez oznak (AM 223)
tflis,, ks. wojsk., poczt6wka, naramienniki
mjr, 57
Marii
(LZK),
Solaki Adam, mjr, 1895, s. Mariana
medaliki, rachunek, skienotatniki, karta szczepienia,
p.p.,
adresami
obozu, kartka
rowanie do lekarza, pismo w jez. ros.
490),
JAM
Solski Kazimierz, kpt. (LZK)
ul. DoSottan W. . ■yslaw, ppor., ur. 18.12.11, zam. Luck,
karta szczep.
12/i>, leg. ofic. rez., karta mob., list,
minikahska
plakiela (AM 3674), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Piusa IX m.
por., zam. Warszawa, ul.
Sottycki Ludwik.
3772). kpt.
pocztdwki, list, odznaka (AM
prawo jazdy, zasw.,
Jadwigi (LZK)
pil. 1895, s. Albina
Soltys Kazimierz, ppor. kaw. (LZK)
Songin Leon, ppor., pocztowki (LZK)
Soroezynski Ludwik, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Soroka Mieczvstaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Soroko Edward, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
.(?), 1906.
ppor. ur. Ill
Sosicki Leonard, ppor. (LZK),
karta szczep. 2429 (AM
leg. urzedn., znak tozs., karta mob.,
Rozalii (WO 1874 str. 27), ur.
1874), ur. 19.11.06, syn Jana
19.11.06 (ROR. 34 str. 164)
listy,
Sosin Stefan, w mundurze, wizytdwki, karta szczep.,
do
medalik, notatnik (AM 1972), syn Feliksa, liscik adresowany
1972 str.
10,
(WO
Zadworzariska
Lw6w.
Heleny Sropiriskiej,
29), ppor. 1901, (LZK)
odznaki (AM
poczt6wki,
Sowa Antoni, por., leg. ofic,
Marii (LZK)
2601), por. 1911, s. Wojciecha

Sowa Jozef, cywilny, list adresowany do: Sowa Helena, Boryk
(AM 3807), ppor. 1888 (LZK)
Sowinaki Zbigniew, por. (LZK)
Spadniewski Feliks. plut. P.P. (LZK)
4020)
Spak Leszek. w mundurze, wizyt6wki (AM
11/.
.04, zam. Wotkowyak,
Spalony Bronistaw, ppor., ur.
karta szczep.
ul.
Maja9, ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. ofic, fotografie,
ur. 11.2.04
480 (AM 966), (WO 925 str. 12), ppor. 1904 (LZK),
(ROR. 34 str. 65)
do zegarka, karta
Specht Eugeniusz, cywilny, .list, paseczek
386)
(AM
szczepienia
Spes Piotr. por. (LZK)
ppor. lek. (LZK)
Spizel
Marian, ppor., karta szczep. 1186, kartka
Splawiszewski
nazwami miast, fotografia (AM 461)
ppor. (LZK)
Spodziukiewicz
4.1.01 (ROR. 34 str. 177),
Spojda Marian, ppor. (LZK), ur.
— ppor., ur- 1901, znak toza., dowod osob., leg. Klubu pilSpoja
ki noznej (AM 3624)
karta mob., rozliczenie
Spruch Wactaw, ppor., leg. ofic rez.,
poborow (AM 3010)
w Hildeaheim, urzedSpychalaki Henryk, ppor., ur. 21.12.03
karta szczep.
nik, pismo PKO., dowod osob., rozkaz wymarszu,
1069)
(AM
3116, rozne kwity .olfiwek automatyczny
Kazimiery
Spychalaki Romuald, por. 1904, s. Stanislawa
(LZK)
Marii
(LZK),
Edward,
ppor. 1910, a. Lukaaza
Spychala
— ppor., leg. ofic, leg. odznaki
(WO 1039 atr. 14), Spichala
pulkowej, karta czl. (AM 1166)
(WO
zam. Krakow
Spytkowaki Stanialaw oficer aztabowy,
str.
Kazimierz,
por., paszport, karta szczep., krzyzyk.
Srebrny
notatnik (AM 2357), ppor. (LZK)
Staehiewiez
por. (LZK)
Stachniewicz Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Stachowicz Andrzej. por. (ppor.), (LZK)
Staehurski Henryk. por., dr med., wizytdwki, metryka urodz.
c6rki, list (AM 2660), ur. 1901 (LZK)
Stahr Wtadyslaw, kpt., leg. ofic, karta szczep. 1178, list (AM
— kpt. (LZK).
2178), Stabr lub Stahr (WO 2178 str. 34), Stahr
ur. 7.3.92 (RO. 32 str. 48)
Staliszewski
Jan, por., zasw., karta szczep., medalik, plakieta (AM 1847), (bez imienia), ppor. rez. (LZK)
Stania Pawet. ppor.. Hat, karta bibliot. (AM 3223)
mr., ur. 27.10.90 (ROR.
Stanielewicz Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK).
34 str. 233), Staniellewicz — ppor.. ur. 27.10.90, leg. ofic. rez..
karta mob., pismo Szpitala Woj. 504 (AM 3918)
Staniewicz Jan. ppor. inz„ leg. urzedn., leg. ofic. rez., karta
na brori, prawo jazdy, karta polowania, legit., medalik (AM 2990)
Stanio Jozef. por. (LZK)
Albln, w mundurze, metryka slubu, Hat, odciStaniatawski
nadawca: Stanislawa Stanek poczt., karta szczep., pocztowka
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obozu ieric6w Bototno obok Czemichowa, karta
cer6w lotn.
szczep. (AM 712). Stachowicz (WO str. 10)
nadawca: Jadwiga
Staazewski Tadeusz, por.,
pocztowek
Staszewska, Warszawa, ul. Mazowiecka
wizyt6wki, kartki
s.
Feliksa
(LZK)
1912,
Lucyny
zapiskami (AM 3019), por.
Staszklewicz
Grzegorz, w mundurze, leg. urzedn., list, karta
szczep., medalik, kwit depoz. (AM 3748), por. (LZK)
Staszkiewicz Wlodzimierz. mjr (LZK)
Statki Kazimierz. lat M (LZK)
Stawarz Stanislaw, mjr, leg. ofic, lek krzyza Virtuti Militari,
karta szczep. 98'.' (AM 26H.1). mjr piech. 1894 (LZK)
Stawikowski
Kugeniusz, kapral (LZK
Stawin Jerzy, w mundurze, pocztdwki
nadawca,: Zofia Stam. 24. karta rzczep., m%dwinowa, Warszawa, Krak. Przedm.
s.
litewnik (AM 2238), por. 1909,
Mikolajn
Heleny (LZK)
Stawin Michal. ppor. (LZK)
Stawihski
kpt. (LZK)
Stawiriski
Tadeusz, eywilny, czesci paszportu karta szczep.
1111.
pocztowki. list, leg. urzedn. (nieczytelna) — (AM 1689)
Stawiaz
por. (LZK)
Slaporek Jerzy. w mundurze, ur. 31.5.11, dowod osob., prawo
jazdy .leg. Aeroklubu, rozne leg., I'olitechniki, pocztowki, wizyt6wki (AM 3874)
Stec Mieczyslaw. ppor., karta szczep. 1052, kwit, list (AM
1205) (WO 1067 str. 15). (LZK)
Stecki
sedzia okreg. (LZK)
Stecki Leonard, por. lek. (LZK)
Stecki Wlodzimierz. dr ppor. (LZK)
dr ppor. (LZ.O-K)
Steckiewici
ks. oszcz. PKO., *~>st,
fotoSteckiewicz Jozef. leg. urzedn.,
grafia (AM 2756)
Steckiewicz Zygmunt, ppor., ur. 16.9.10, leg. ofic. rez. (AM
4014). por. (LZK)
Stefanicki
por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Stefaniec Emil, st. przod. P.P. (LZK)
Stefanowicz Czeslaw Ludwik. ppor. rez. 1911 (LZK)
Stefanowski
por. lek. (LZK)
Stefanowaki
Antoni, dr, plk. lek., wizytowki,
kwity (AM
dr
med.
492), plk.
(LZK)
Franeiazek,
(LZK)
kapral
zawodowy
Steigel
Stein Leon, por., ur. 1895, znak tots., rachunek. poczt6wki
(AM 3824), (bez imienia) — por. piech. (LZK)
Stelmurh Roman. (LZK)
poczt6wki, list (AM
Stempen Wlodzimierz, w mundurze,
3348)
Stempnicwlez Stanislaw, pplk. (LZK)
Stempniewaki
kpt. lek. (LZK)
Stencel
por. (LZK)
Sternal Kazimierz, ppor., ur. 3.1.13, zam. Warszawa, ul. Nowakowskiego, ks. oszcz. PKO., wizyt6wki (AM 3970)
Stealewski Wlodzimierz. w mundurze (AM 2397)
Stcczniewskl Michal, mr. ur. 7.9.8Б (ROR. 34 str. 231), Steczz

IM

nislawska. Brzesc Litewski, ul. 9. Lutego (AM 3245), ppor., ur.
1908 (LZK)
Staniszewaki
cywilny (LZK)
lek. dent. (LZK)
Staniszewski
Staniszewaki
Franeiazek, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., r6zaniec (AM
3840)
Staniazewski Jerzy, pplk. (LZK)
Staniszewaki Zygmunt Hilary, mjr, poczt6wki, karta szczep..
pismo w jez. ros. (AM 3957), mjr, (LZK)
Stankiewicz
Bronislaw, por., 1911 (LZK)
Stanklewicz Ju'-an, w mundurze. insp. szkolny, Warszawa, sta.
la karta jazdy (AM 3931)
Stankiewicz
Michat, referendarz, w mundurze kolejowym, ur.
28.9.05 w Podswilu (AM 2207), mgr prawa, dyplom Uniw. Stefana Batorego w Wilnie (WO 2207 str. 35)
Stankiewicz
Mieczyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Stankiewicz Stanislaw, kpt. (LZK)
Stankiewicz
Waclaw, rtm., 1895 (LZK)
Stankiewicz Wladyslaw, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Stankiewicz Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Stankiewicz Wojciech, por.,
poczt6wki, list (AM 3932)
Stanowski Waclaw, ppor., ur. 25.5.03 (?) Starawarka, dow6d
1127),
osob.,
listy, karta szczep. 963, ofic. leg., notatnik (AM
tub Stasowski (WO 1015 str. 14)
ur.
zam.
Zalesie
Gdrne, poczta PiaStapf Leon, mjr.,
21.3.88,
seczno, ofic. leg., ks. oszcz. PKO., pocztowkn,
listy, baretka,
leg.
krzyz Virtuti Militari (AM 1843), (LZK)
Starczewski Michal, ppor., 1895, s. Eugeniusza
Marii (LZK)
Tadeusz, w mundurze,
pocztowki, list, kwit
Starczyiiaki
PKO (AM 3542)
Starda Wlodzimierz
Felicjan, ur. 16.2.11 w Chrzanowie, leg.
blok notesowy, krzyzyk (AM 406)
Stark Jan, por. (LZK
Starkowski
Stefan, ppor., ur. 1898 w woi. Poznariskim, leg.
poczt6wki, karta na brori,
sport., wizytfiwka, ks. inwal., listy
blok notesowy (AM 1139), (WO 1024 str. 14)
Staroszezuk
Roman, w mundurze, leg. urzedn. (AM
3412),
kapral pchor. 1914, в. Bazylego
Stanislawy, 76 pp. (LZK)
Starzehski August, pplk. (LZK)
Starzewski Michal, (LZK)
Starzewski Waclaw, por. piech. (LZK)
Starzyk Kazimlerz, por., zam. Pinsk, ul. Unicka 22, dowod
osob..
nazwiakami, kalend. kiesz., pismo MSWoisk., odlisty
cinek poczt., wieczne pi6ro (AM 436)
Stasiewiez Roman, por. (LZK)
Stasilowicz Wiktor, (LZK)
Staslniewicz
Alekaander,
ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (AM
3383),
ppor. lek., ur. 1910 (LZK)
Stasiuk Waclaw. kpt. 1900 (LZK)
Staazewicz Bronialaw, ppor. (LZK)
Staazewlcz Jan, por. szwol. (LZK)
Staszewki
Zygmunt, s. Wtadyslawa, por., lists imienna ofi-
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po— рог., ur. 7.9.86, ks. wojsk., naramiennik
niowaki Michal
bibutki do paadresem. list, ks. do modlenia,
rucznika, kartka
)«nia, lusterko, portfel (AM 301)
zam. Lagiewniki, ul. PitsudsSte.pel Jan, рог., ur. 26.1.06,
ks. oszcz. PKO., odznaczenie,
karta
szczep.,
osob.,
dow6d
kiego
Kozielska (AM 349),
— miedzy nimi jeden
fotografie, Hsty
ur. 26.1. 900 (ROR. 34 str. 71)
papierosnica, leg., no
Ste.pleri Wladyslaw, por., fotografia,
ur. 1906, s. Jakuba
str.
16).
por.,
1125
1298),
(WO
tatnik (AM
(LZK)
ur 29.3.93 (RO. 32 str.
Stepkowiez Wladyslaw, pplk. (LZ.O-K), karta szczep., odznaka
— mjr., dowod. osob.,
— (WO
38), Szepkowicz
470), Szepkowicz Stanislaw
pamiatk. Pitsudskiego (AM
str.
—
34 str. 91), Zdeplewski
St«plrwski Jan, ur. 24.6.99 (ROR.
nadawca: Steplewska Stanispocztowki
w mundurze, listy,
10 (AM 3247)
lawa, Warszawa, ul. Sienna 17 m.
w Rozkowie,
Wladyslaw, kpt., ur. 14.3.99
Steplewski Jozef
MSWewn. (AM 2400)
leg. ofic, karta szczep., pismo
zasw. sluzb., karta mob., list,
Stepniak Wrodzimierz, ppor.,
3297), ppor. rez. (LZK)
(AM
odznaka
pulkowa
wizytowka,
medalik (AM 1013).
Stiebal Jan Boleslaw. por., dowod osob.,
imienia) por. (LZK)
(WO 947 str. 13), Stibal (bez
Stohiiiski Jozef, por. (LZK)
pisma sluzb., fotografia,
Stocki Franciszek. ppor., leg. szk.,
wizytowki, poczt6wka (AM 3951)
ur. 23.4.98 (RO. 32 str. 99).
Stojaczyk Bronialaw. kpt. (LZK),
monogramem
dowody osob., papierosnica
Stojaczyk — kpt.,
BS. (AM 2958)
Kaziraierz, por., urzednik bankowy, list, pismo
Stojanowski
zam. Warszawa, ul.
Banku (AM 1990), urz. Banku Gosp. Kraj..
m.
(WO 1990 str. 30)
Krucza
czl. PCK., karta na
Stolarz Stefan, pplk.. leg. wojsk., karta
(WO str. 7),
brori, list, wieczne pioro," fotografia (AM 469), por.
(LZK)
St.
sp.
piech.
imienia),
ppor.
(bez
Stopnickl Zygmunt. kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Strada Ludwik, ppor. (LZK)
Strada WUdyalaw, ppor. piech. (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Strawinski
Amory
s. Mikolaja
Strawiiiski Tadeusz. por., dr med., 1898,
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(LZK)
StrenkowJerzy, kpt., dowod osob. jego zony:
Strenkowski
Maria, obraska, Warszawa, kwit depoz. (AM 2232), leg. zony:
tkany na jedwabiu (WO
zek Matki
Boskiej Czestochowskiej,
— ur.
— kpt. (LZK),
Strenkowski
2232 str. 36), Strakowski
9.1.93 (ROR. 34 str. 365)
kpt. (LZK)
Strozak
dowody osob., karta szczep. 2935,
Strozewski Witold. ppor.,
odznaczenia,
pocztdwki, notatnik (AM 638)
lane.,
Regina
nadawca:
listy, pocztowka
Strus
Filip,
ppor.,
Adeli (LZK)
ur. 1911, syn Jana
lane. (AM 3904).
Strus, Poznari, Scharnhorst Str. 10, medalik

163

zam.
Franciszek, oficer, ur. 28.10.02 w Damrowa,
Struziak
(bez imienia) wachmistrz
Grudziqdz, Szkota Kawalerii (AM 808),
(LZK)
Struzewski Witold, ppor. pil. (LZK)
ur. 1908, ppor., leg. urzedn..
Strych Franciazek, prof, gimn.,
poczt6wka (AM 3605)
Strynowicz Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
ks. oszcz. PKO., dla
Leopold, w mundurze, list,
Strzalkowski
— Lunna (AM 3364)
Ireny Strzalkowskiej w Bohatyrowicach
Kamionok, zam.
Marian, ppor. int., ur. 3.1.08 w
Strzelbicki
ofic. rez., ks. oszcz. PKO..
Warszawa, ul. Grochowska 323, leg.
karta szczep., metryka slukarta zwoln., karta mob., pocztowka,
bu (AM 3652), por. kaw. (LZK)
Strzelecki Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
1995 str. 30), StrzalecStrzelecki Tadeusz, syn Floriana (WO
ki kpt., ofic. ks., karta szczep. (AM 1995)
32
str.
286), (bez imienia).
Strzesak Jan. ur. 23.10.97 (RO.
1566),
— kpt, poczt6wka, gwizdek (AM
kpt. (LZK), Strzesiak
Та mow, ul . . .szekowska
list
nadawca: Maria Strzesiakowa.
128 (WO 1566 str. 44)
pocztowki (AM 605), Stupe( ?)
Stabe Alfons. ppor., ofic. ks..
— ur. 1.3.03 (ROR. 34 str. 96)
(WO str. 9). Stube
ppor. (LZK)
Studnicki
Stypiiiski Marian Wiktor. pchor. (LZK)
Marian, ppor., rozkaz wymarszu, cygarWitold
Stypihski
niczka gwiazdki mundurowe (AM 654)
Sacharski Czeslaw, ppor. rez. (LZK)
w mundurze, list, pocztowki. karta szczep.
Sucharski .......
1630 str. 21)
1861 (AM 1630). syn Stanislawa (WO
Suchodolski Tomasz. pchor. plut. (LZ.S-K)
Zufo
Tadeusz, ur. 30.8.89 (ROR. 34 str. 365),
Suffczyriskl
kalend. kiesz., notatnik
zyriski — por., prawo jazdy, wizytowki.
(AM 2511)
list, zegarek
Sukiennik Zdzislaw, por., ur. 6.9.12, karta mob.,
3212), (bez
kieszonk., notatki, kalend. kiesz., medalik (AM
imienia), ppor. piech. (LZK)
zasw. ze
ur.
1904,
—
Sulek, w mundurze,
Sulek Bronielaw,
list (AM 1007),
starostwa, karta szczep. 2289, przekaz pocztowy,
19.2.1940, adres: Soma
odcinek poczt. ze spemplem Kozielsk
33/23 (WO 946 str.
ul.
Fabryczna
Biatystok,
Konstantynowna,
— ur. 5.4.04 (ROR. 34 str. 174)
13), Sulek
Sulkowski
kpt. mar. (LZK)
— Sulkowski — (?)
ppor., czeSf leg.
Sulkowski
adresami, znak tozs. (AM 2146),
ofic.
fotografia, list, kartka
Sulkowski (WO 2146 str. 34)
Sulkowski Zygmunt, por. rez. (LZK)
Jozefy (LZK)
Sulocki Stanislaw. por. 1894, s. Leona
— w mundurze, ur. 1902.
Zygmunt, — Zulowski
Sulowski
Nanadawca:
nich jeden
listy.
poczt6wki,
znak tozs.,
40 (AM 3384), Sulowski —
wrot, Warszawa, ul. Marszalkowska
Zofii (LZK)
por. 1902, s. Tadeusza
Sumen — syn Stanislawa, pocz
Sumjeri Michal, kpt, (LZK),
towka, list (AM 101)
S.
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Sum ma
ppor. (LZK)
Surminski Alfred, w mundurze, ofic. ks., karta szczep. 2224,
ks. oszcz. PKO., list, zloty krzyzyk (AM
1802), zloty krzyiyk
wyrytym napisem: ..Marychnie w dniu
maja 27" (WO 1802
str. 25), insp. Str. Wiez. (LZ.O-K)
Surgzczewski Karol, рог. (LZK)
Susicki Jozef, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Sussmann Ezechiel, por. apt., dyplom doktorski, karta
szczep.
3913, list, poczt6wka (AM 1306), nierozpoznane zwtoki w mun
durze (WO 1306 sttr. 16», Edward — ppor. rez. apt. (LZK)
Sutarzewicz Zenon, kapral piech. (LZK)
Suitn
kpt. (LZK)
Suzin Henryk, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., kwit list (AM 2602)
Swnboda Stanislaw, ppor., pocztowki (AM 3890)
Sworowski Wladystaw, por. 1893,s. Romana
Agaty (LZK)
Sworowski Wlodzimierz, por. (LZK)
Sykora Kamil. ppor. art. (LZK)
Sykora, Kamil, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Sylbersztajn Karol, dr, ur. 13.11.97 (ROR. 34 str. 225), Sylberstan — ppor., leg. ofic, karta szczep., kwit
depoz. (AM 2442)
Sylwestrowicz Bohdan, ppor. (LZK)
Symaiiski Kazimierz. ppor., leg. urzedn., list (AM 3821)
SyniewHki Grzegorz, (bez imienia), kpt., nocztowka
Brzescia, dzienniczek. laric.
medalikiem (AM 1023). Sypniewski (WO
952 str. 13), Syniewski -- ur. 9.5.99 (ROR. 34 str.
275)
Synoradzki Telesfor, dr, Kozmin. ul. Borecka
tel. 74, ks.
oszcz. PKO., ks. oszcz. Kasv Oszcz. m. Poznari na
jego nazwisko,
legit, odznacz., karta szczep. 1164 (AM 894), (WO 876 str. 12),
Synoracki — ppor. rez., dr med. (LZK)
Sypniewski Marian, por. (LZK)
Syrop Fryderyk, por., prawo jazdy (AM 3552)
Svski Henrvk, por., ur. 1903, znak
tozs., orawo jazdy .leg.
ursedn. (AM 3922), ppor. inz,, 1902, s.
Anieli (LZK)
Henrykn
Szabajkowicz Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Szablowski
Stanislaw,
mjr, karta
szczep., telegram (AM
1993), mjr. КОР., 1899, s. Stanislawa
Marii (LZK), Szabtcwski — (WO 1993 str. 45)
Szablowski
Roman, ppor. piech., inz. (LZK), Szablowski —
w mundurze, koperta (AM 3448)
Szachowicz Zygmunt Andrzej, w mundurze,
metryka slubu,
karta szczep. (AM 3828)
Szafkowski
Witold, ppor., koperta ze znnczkiem poczt. litewski-m (WO str.
Szafran Franciszek, kpt.. dr.,
Warszawa, ul. Filtrowa 68, leg.,
karta na brori .wizytowki, ofic.
ks., dzienniczek (AM
770), ur.
16.2.90. dr (ROR. 34 str. 253)
Szafrahski Jan, w mundurze,
wizyt6wki, karta szczep., pocz
towki, listy (AM 2387), Kier. Oddziatu
Spuldz. ..Spolem" w Brzesciu n/B. (WO 2387 str. 40)
Szafroriaki Maksymilian, sierzant
(LZ.K-O-S)
Szajda Plotr.
wizytfiwki na nazwisko: Piotr Szajdn (AM
661)
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Szajkowski
Czeslaw, w mundurze, dowdd osob., poczt6wka,
karta szczep (AM 3231)
Szajnowski Jan, stopnia nie ustalono, szczeg6i6w brak (WO
str. 9), ppor. art .(LZK)
Szajowski
por. piech., inz. (LZK)
Szalast Jan, pocztowki, karta szczep., rysunek otdwkowy, list:
..koehany OjczeT...*' (AM
1624), rys.
podpisem: Rutknwaki
25.1.40 (WO 1624 str. 21)
Szalenberg
ppor. rez. piech. (LZK)
Szalewicz
mjr sap. (LZK)
Szalewicz Wladyslaw, pplk. (LZK),
dr, ur. 14.5.75 (ROR. 34
str. 301)
Szatkiewicz Konrad, w mundurze, karta szczep. 2942)
Szaniawski Alexander,
ppor., ur. 4.5.95, zam. Warszawa, ul.
m.
ks. oszcz. PKO., karta mob., karta czl.. list (AM
Glogera
4062), ppor. rez., 1895, s. Aleksandra
Franciszki (LZK)
Szarkiewicz
Andrzej, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szarowicz Kazimierz, ppor., wizyt6wka, list ,poczt6wka (AM
4054)
Szastak Eugeniu.4z, ppor., zam. Warszawa, ul. Zlota 55, ur.
1908, znak tozs., pocztdwka, list, karta rejestr. na motocykl
PKW (AM 3100), por. sap. (LZK)
Szatkowski Franciszek Kaawery, — Szolkowski — por., znak
toia., Bydgoszcz, ur. 1892 (AM 3061), Szatkowski — ur. 20.7.91
(ROR. 34 str. 14)
Szatkowski Jan, kpt. sap. (LZK)
Szaulinski Piotr, plut. piech. (LZK)
Szczawihski
Dominik, choraiy si. st. (LZK)
Szczebelek Czealaw, pchor. art. (LZK)
Szczeciiiski Kazimierz, ppor., ofic. ks., wizytdwki," karta
mob.,
kartka
adresami. mcdalik. шшткпга
(AM
1119), (WO 1009
str. 14), (LZK)
Szczefanowicz Zenon pplk. lek. LZ. K-S)
Szczeklik Jan por. lot. (LZK)
Szczekowski
Kazimierz, mjr dypl. (LZK),
Szczechowski —
w mundurze, poczt6wka, kalend. kiesz.
notatkami (AM
1231),
—
Szczekowski
ur. 14.3.900 (RO. 32 str. 73)
Szczeniawski
Ppor. (LZK)
Szczeniowaki
Wladyslaw,
na nazwieko:
ppor., wizytowka
Szczeniowski
Wtadystaw, wizytowka na nazwisko: Adela Prinzessin Ratibor
Corwy (AM 3141)
Szczepanik
(Szczepanek) — imie nieczytelne, npor.
(WO 117 atr. 19)
Szczepanik Ryazard, ppor., znak tozs., list (AM 3008)
Szczepanik - Huesakowski Zygmunt, w mundurze, zam. Mosciska, wezwanie sadowe, polisu ubezp.
pismem, karta szczep.,
odznaki puikowe (AM 3191)
Szczepaniuk
Roman, por. lot., wojak. prawo jazdy, karta
szczep., poczt6wki, odznaka pulkowa, medalik (AM
2981), por.
pil. 1909, Poznari (LZK)
Szczepkowskt Jerzy, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szczerba
Marian,
ppor., pocztdwki
nadawca:
Stefania
Szczerbowa, Prokocim kolo Krakowa, ul, Slowackiego 13, leg.
z

rez. 1309.
uvz.. dow6d osob., karta czlonkowska (AM 37:15), ppor.
12 p.p. (LZ.->
Szczerbicki Marian, ppor. (LZK)
1369
mjr. pismo sluzb., karta szczep.
Szczerbinski Kazimierz.
(AM 1837)
Szczerbinski Tadeusz, mjr dypl. (LZK)
Szczerczyk Zbigniew, ppor. piech. (LZK)
karta szcrep.
Szczeanowicz Franciazek, kpt., s. Stanislawa,
(AM 2510), (LZK)
Szczesny Stanistaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szczesny Wtodzimierz, ppor. rez. art. (LZK)
2819)
Szczotka Andrzej, w mundurze, dowod osob. (AM
Szczubelko Czeelaw. por. (LZK)
Szczncki Boleslaw, rtm. (LZK)
medalik
Stanistaw
cywilny, czeici dowodu osob.,
Szczuka
,

(AM 3143). ppor. (LZK)
poczt6wki —
Szedowski Boleelaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez.,
nadawca: Szedowska, Wnrszawa, ul. Tamka
nich jedna
m. 19 (AM 3099)
Szemieto Wtadystaw, por. (LZK)
nadaw
pocztowki
Szeniawski Witold, por., leg. ofic, list,
s. Mica: Warszawa, ul. Poznarieka 38 (AM 3878), por., 1889,
chala
Anny (LZK)
oficer zawodowy (LZK)
Szenkler
ks. oszcz. 1'KO
Szepelskl Konrad. dr med., por., leg-, urzedn.,
lek.
prof. Akad. Stomatol., Warszawa
(LZK),
1671), por.
(AM
(WO 1671 str. 22)
Szepiarski Marian, ppor. (LZK)
karta tzeten.,
Szepa Jozef, ppor. lek., ur. 15.7.98, leg. ofic. rez.,
pocztowki (AM 3630). por. lek. (LZK)
—
w mundur/c
Szeptycki Andrzej, por. (LZK), (bez imienia)
(AM 330
leg. szkolna, karta .szczep., odznaki kawaleryjskie
Szemer
ppor. piech. (LZK)
Szerowski Stanistaw, kpt., ur. 4.5.99, ks. oszcz. PKO., krzy1449)
zyk (AM
Szerazeii Grzegorz, kpt. art. (LZK)
Szerszeri Jerzy, ppor., karta mob., leg. ofic. rez., fotogr*.f:e,
w
karta mob., paszport zast^pczy (AM 2726), certyfikat wydnny
str.
dniu 1-1.10.39 przez Poselatwo Rzplitej w Kownie (WO 2726
50)
Szewczuk
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Szewczyk Jan, kpt., karta szczep., list, rys. otowkowy (AM
2322 str. 38). kpt. (LZK)
Michala
(WO
2322), syn
w mundurze, pocztowSzewczyk Konatanty, por. rez. (LZK),
ka, czesc listu (AM 2712), Szefczyk (WO 2712 str. 50)
Szewczvk Tadeusz, por. (LZK)
Szkiruc Jozef. (LZK)
Szklarzewski Zvgmunt. por. 1893, s. Pranciszka —Zofii (LZK).
por., karta
inz., ur. 1.4.93 (ROR. 34 str. 176). Szklaszewski
szczep. 393 (AM 2306)
kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Szkup Kazimierz.
Szkuta Stanfstaw ppor.. karta szczep., leg. ofic. rez-. (AM
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ppor. rez. (LZK)
Szlachetko
urzedn.,
Szlachta Alojzy, ppor., leg. ofic. rez. .<tow6dosob., leg.
pocztowka, notatnik, rozaniec (AM 3607)
Szlamiiiski FHip, przy zwlokach znaleziono fotografie. wyblak
dowod osob., oraz koperte listu
nazwiskiem Szlamin Filip,
Warszawa 30.XI. 39
wyslanego do Kozielska ze stemplem poczt.
— kpt. pane. (LZK)
Szlamiriski
str.
4),
(WO
mies/ karta, leg. stuzb.,
Szletyhski Stefan, por., leg. urzedn..
Zofii (LZK)
list (AM 2836), kpt. 1895. s. Mikolaja
(AM
Sztemko Sylweater, kpt., leg. ofic, wojsk. prawo jazdy
—
art. plot. (LZS), Sztemko
2274), Szlenko (bez imienia), kpt.
ur. 22.8.04 (RO. 32 str. 220)
— Szwagier — ppor., naucz., leg.
Szmagier Jan Stanistaw,
1815), Szma
urzedn., legit, odznacz., zasw., wizytdwka (AM
gier — ur. 2.1.08 (ROR. 34 str. 104)
(AM
Szmalewicz Boruch, w mundurze. kv.it. odcinek poczt.
687)
uniwers.,
wizySzmalstych J6zef, w mundurze, leg. szk., leg.
towki (AM 4009), ppor. art. (LZK)
osob., ks.
Szmemer Szymon, dr med., w mundurze, dowod
Szmeroszcz. PKO., dyplom doktorski, pocztowki, list (AM 3820), —
dr,
mer lub Schmerner, dr med., por. lek. (LZK), Szmemer
ur. 17.1.02 (ROR. 34 str. 225)
Szmidt Мака, pchor. piech. (LZK)
Szmidt Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
karta
Szmoniewski Stanistaw, por.. leg. sport., leg. odznacz.,
3558)
szczep., leg. urzedn., medalik. odznaka putkowa (AM
Szmurlo Witold, w mundurze, pocztowki, karta szczep. (AM
2941)
67 p.p.., pismo wojsk.,
Szmytkowski Tadeusz, kpt., leg. odznaki
zapiskami (AM 2552)
wizyt6wka, kartka
Sznajder Tadeusz, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szokalo Antoni, kpt., ur. 10.12.08, znak tozs., ofic leg., zasw.,
zdjeeie Roentg. (AM 1945)
Szoia Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Szotnicki Aleksander, ppor. (LZK)
do
Szotomicki Michat, ppor., ur. 1897, znak tozs., karta mob.,
wod osob., ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 3682), (LZK)
nadawca.: Szonert St.,
listy
Szonert Jerzy, w mundurze,
Grodno, ul. Napoleona 16 (AM 642), Szonest (bez imienia), ppor.
—
str.
34
59)
ur. 11.4.03 (ROR.
(LZK), Szonert
1355)
Szopa Karol, kpt., karta szczep. 3097, lek. zasw. (AM
Szorniak
ppor. (LZK)
Heleny,
Szoetak Eugeniusz Andrzej, por. 1907, s. Andrzeia
putk sap. w Modlinie (LZK)
Szoetak Stanistaw, ppor., ur. 2.12.06, naucz., wies iuki G6rne,
rozliczenie
poczta Hermanowicze, ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. urzedn.,
poborow, list (AM 4013)
Leon, ppor., ini., ur. 1906, leg. stuzb., dowod
Szostkiewicz
pocztdwki, notatnik (AM 3710)
osob., karta szczep.,
Szoweryk Tadeuaz, ppor., mgr farm. (LZK)
Szpaezyriski Kazimierz, nacz, Str. Ogn., lat 45 (LZK)
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Szpakowski Jan, рог. rez. (LZK),
w mundurze. pocztowki,
odznaka (AM 2395)
Szpecht Jan, ppor. zawod. 42 pp. (LZK)
Szpiganowicz Aleksander, ppor. rez 1909,a. Eustachego
Stanistawy (LZK), (WO 1786 str. 25), Spiganowicz — w mundurze.
kartka
(AM
pocztowka,
1786)
Szpilewski
(LZK)
kpt. STR
Szpilewski GusUw, ppor. art. (LZK), ur. 10.3.02 (ROR. 34
—
atr. 63), Szypilewski
w mundurze, metryka slubu (AM 3936)
Szrecz
ppor. LZK
Sztark Edward Alojzy. ur. 10.7.98 (ROR. 34. str. 30), Stark
Edward Alfons, ur. 10.7.98, por., ofic. ks., metryka chrztu, list.
pocztowki, wieczko rzezbione (AM 369), Sztark Edward, por.
piech. (LZK)
Sztekler Henry
ppor.. leg. ofic. rez., prawo jazdy, wizytowki, notatnik (AM 2947), (LZK)
Sztemharth Jozef. (bez imienia) wiceprokurator, rozne kwity
(AM 3402), Sztenbart (bez imienia), ppor. pil. (LZK)
Sztern Manuel, lek., ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg-. Zw. Lek., zasw..
recepty in bianco (AM 3602)
Sztukdrayer Stanislaw, ppor. rez. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Sztukowski Jozef. rtm. (LZK)
Szubinowski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Szulakowski
kpt. piech. (LZK)
Szulakowski
Maciej, w mundurze, list (AM 3861
ppor.
(LZK)
Szulakowski
Waclaw, por., L6dz, ul. Zagajnikowa 48 m. 4.
wizytowka, leg. ofic, kartka
zapiskami (AM 3372)
S/uIborski Marian Rroninlaw, ppor. 1908, 114
pp. (LZK), (bez
imienia), w mundurze .karta szczep. 1124 (AM 1279), (WO 1113
str. 16)
Szulc Janusz, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., karta
szczep., list (AM
3268), pchor. (ppor.) 1909, a. Wactawa
Zofii (LZK)
Szulczyriski Maksymilian, por., ur. 1901, znak tois., fotografie, listy, ofic. ks., dowod osob., rozaniec,
medaliki (AM 1061).
(WO 972 str. 13)
Szulecki Zygmunt, burmistrz m. Dqbrowica, por., ur.
1890,
zwtoki w cywilu, ofic. ks. .pismo urze/lowe, karta
szczep. 2190
(AM 951), (WO 913 str. 12), (bez imienia) burmistrz (LZK)
Szulikowski
Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szulimowski Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szullman Jozef, ur. 3.2.93, kpt. lek. PKU Hrubieszow
(ROR.
34 str. 745), Szulmann — kpt.f dr
med., Tomasz6w Lub., wizyt6wka,
liaty,
pocztowek, spinki,
ztoty zab (AM 987), (WO
937 str. 13), (LZK)
Szuldrzyiiski
rtm. (LZK)
Szumariski Stanislaw, w mundurze, inz., ur. 4.5.97 w Kolomyji, dowod osob. (AM 3114)
Szomielewski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Szumigajski Wlodzimierz. por. (LZK)
Szumilewski Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Szumlata Witold, ppor., ur. 4.2.07, sekr. Zarzadu
Miejskiego
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w Lucku, leg. ofic. rez., leg. urz^dn. (AM 2770), ur. 14.2.07
(WO
2770 str 61), Szumiata — ppor. art. (LZK)
Szumski Adam, urzednik (LZK)
S/.umski Jozef, cywilny, karta szczep. 1870, list
pisany przezerf
w Kozielsku (AM 874), (WO 861 str. 12) ,rtm. (LZK)
Szurlej Henryk, por., rozkaz wyjazdu, ezes*1 leg., list, ks.
oszcz. PKO. (AM 2774)
Jan,
Szurlej
kpt., ks. oszcz. PKO., karta na bron, karta
szczep., medalik
lane, monogram (AM 2399), kpt. art. (LZK)
Szuszkiewicz Antoni, pchor. (LZK)
Szuszkiewicz Rafal, kpt., adres paczki poczt. (AM 2165)
Szuszkiewicz Rafat, (Szuskiewicz), kpt., bitety wizytowe (AM
4025), kpt. (LZK)
Szwab Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Szwaba
Tadeusz, 1899, kpt., s. Kazimierza
Wladyslawy,
DOK.L6dz
(LZ.K-S)
Szwabowicz Walenty, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Szwantner Jozef, w mundurze, list, pocztdwka (AM
2937)
Szwarc Klaudiusz, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szwed Albin, ksiadz (bez imienia) —
(LZ.O-K),
Albin, ur.
9.7 900 (ROR. 34 str. 404)
Szwedek Antoni, ppor. (LZK),
ofic. ks. leg. urz. paristw.,
obraczka
monogramem MD. 10.4.39 (AM 427)
Szwedowski Bolestaw. ppor. (LZK)
Szwejkowski Boleslaw, ppor., zam. Szczakowa, wizytowka,
leg.
ofic. rez.,
zasw. (AM 3651)
Szycik Wiktor, ppor. art. (LZK)
Szyda Tadeusz, poor. КОР. (LZK), nor. ur. 1906, znak tois..
leg. ofic, metryka slubu, pocztowki (AM 3640)
Szydlowski
Edward,
por., dow6d osob.,
medaliki, karta
szczep. (AM 651)
Szydlowski Henryk, dr. ur. 15.10.84, mir lek. (ROR. 34 str.
214), (bez imienia), mjr lek. (LZK), Sedlowsk* — lek.
mjr, ur.
1884, pismo Urz. Pow.,
listy, koperta, dyptom doktorski w j$z.
ros. (AM 1040). Sedlowski (WO 963 str.
13)
Szydlowski Jerzy. w mundurze, kwit depoz., monokl
(AM
2697), rtm. (LZK)
Szydlowski Miroslaw, mjr, leg. ofic. rez., krzyz
Virleg.
tuti Militari, karta na brori,
wizyt6wka, karta szczep., notatnik
(AM 3475), (LZK)
Szydlowski Stanislaw. ppor. art. (LZK)
Szyfter J6zef, kpt., dow6d osob., pocztowki,
fotografie, nadawczyni
pocztdwki: Buluska F.. Tiefenbach, Kreiss
Schrimm,
Polska (AM 69), kpt. lot. (LZK)
Szyke Stanislaw. kpt., karta szczep. 2179 (AM
3129),
(bez
imienia) — ppor. piech. (LZK)
Szymankiewicz Zdzislaw, ppor., 1896, s.
Zygmunta
Stanislawy, 11. dyw. art. (LZK), ur. 26.5.96 (ROR. 34 str.
142), Szy.
maszkiewicz — oficer rez., ur. 26.5.96 w
s.
Sosnowcu,
Zygmun
ta
Stanialawy, ksiejrowy, zam. Warszawa, (WO str. 3)
Szymanowski - Korwin Tadeusz, ppor. (LZK)
Szymariski Czeslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Szymariski Edmund. (WO 583, str. 45),
ppor. rez. (LZK)
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zasw. Zarzadu m. Wilnn, list.
Szymaiiski Edward, ppor..
laiic. (AM 3731), ppor. sap. (LZK)
pocztdwki. mednlik
otic, karta szczep.
Szyraahski lreneusz, w mundurze. leg,
1134, metryka slubu (AM 3228)
20.5.09,
leg. ofic, pocz'owSzyntariski Jozef. ppor. 45 pp., Dr.
medalik (AM 941), (WO
ka, odcinek poczt., karta szczep. 589,
906 str. 12), por. (LZK)
StaIrk., 1895, s. Karola
Szymaiisld Karol Stanislaw, ppor.
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(WO str. 3)
Sliwiiiski
Wojciech. ptut. piech. (LZK)
Sliwka Karol, ppor., ofic. ks., kwit, karta szczep. 3134, wizy
towki (AM 537), por., Koniak6w (LZK)
Sliwonik Jan Waclaw, — Waclaw, por., ur. 1899, leg. urz.,
3184), Jan
dowod osob., pismo urzedowe .karta szczep. (AM
— ur. 1.1.99 (ROR. 34 str. 196)
Waclaw
Slusarek Stefan, ks. wojsk.. karta mob., list, zasw. Szpitala
str. 12). (bez imie
Woj. 703 (AM 897), J. Stefan, ppor. (WO 978
nia), pchor. (ppor.) — (LZK)
Stanistaw.
poczt6wki, fotografia, rozaSmiatek
ppor., listy
niec (AM 1308)
Smiatkowski Adam, por., odznaka pulkowa, karta szczep. (AM

2

3216)
— ppor., rozkaz wyjazdu, pis
Smigielski Antoni, Smiegielski
1037), Smigielski — ur. 2.4.04 (ROR.
mo sluzb., karta mob. (AM
34 str. 128)
mob.
Smigielski Zygmunt. ppor., leg. ofic. rez., list, karta
(AM 2930)
karta
szczep., listy,
Sniady Franciszek, w mundurze, leg. urz.,
nazwiskiem: Dr Wincenty Sniady, Bydgoszcz, ul.
maty notatnik
Hitlera 30 (AM 3836)
Sniegocki Stanislaw, ur. 1902, ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 114)
Sramski Adam, referendarz w Poznaniu (WO 2275 str. 37),
Szramski — ppor., leg. ofic. rez., leg. urz.f prawo jazdy, wizy
2275), Sramski — ur. 15.12.09
tdwki. karta szczep. 1033 (AM
(ROR. 34 str. 107)
Sredziriski Mieczyslaw, por. rez. (LZK)
—
Swiatkowski Jan, ur. 25.1.93 (RO. 32 str. 31), Smialkowski
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pplk. (LZK)
Agnieszki, adwokat
Swiatek Karol, ppor. 1911, s. Antoniego
(LZK)
Swiboda Stanislaw. por. (LZK)
Swiderski Czeslaw. por., leg. ofic,
listy, medalik (AM 2154)
Swiderski Kazimierz, pplk., mies. karta iazdy, karta szczep.,
list (AM 3505), pplk. dypl. (LZK)
Swiderski Tadeusz, przy zwlokach Jerzego Bychowiec znale-
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Szpital. (LZK)
nislawy,
1902, Baon (LZK)
Szymaiiski Kazimierz, podaficer,
Szymaiiski Ludwik, kpt. lek. (LZK)
Szymaiiski Szymon, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Szymaiiski Tadeusz, ppor. art. (LZK)
52 pp. Ztoczow (LZK)
Szymanski Tomasz. kpt., 1896,
zasw., karta meld., leg., karta
Szymanski Zygmunt, ppor..
mob. (AM 1736)
grawnra, lane, ze medalikiem
Szvmczak Piotr, papierosnica
(AM 1333). kpt. (LZK)
Wtadyslawy.
Szymczak Tadeusz, kpt., 1911, s. Antoniego
inzynier, Lodz (LZK)
karta
mob., do
tozs.,
Szymericzyk Lazarz, ppor., apt., znak
2694 str. 49).
wod osob., karta szczep. (AM 26»4j, ur. 1918 (WO
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Wydz. Zdr.
Szymkiewicz Zvgmunt, mjr lek., pismo MSWojsk.
(WO str. 3)
Szymkowski Waclaw, ppor. (LZK)
mjr, swiad., karta na brod,
Szypowski Antoni Wtodzimierz.
rozkaz
wizytowka, ks. do mod)., karta czt. PCK., przepustka,
adresami (AM 468), (bez imienia). mjr (LZK)
mob., kartka
Szyszko Jan, ppor. art. (LZK)
Tadeusz, por., kwit depoz., fotografie. karta
Szyszkowski
szczep.. medalik (AM 2160)
ur. 2.5.96, leg.
Szyszkowski Witold Stanistaw, ppor., dr med.,
pocztdwki,
wizyt6wki,
ofic. rez., leg. urz., rozkaz wyjazdu,
3791), ppor. rez.,
karta mob., karta szczep., odpis swiad. (AM
Heleny (LZS)
1896. s. Witolda
Seiesiiiski Kazimierz.
ppor. dr. 1895 (LZK), dowod osob., leg.
notatnika (AM 1028), (WO 955 str. 13)
sluzb.. kartki
Frans. Karola
Scigalski Michal Wladyslaw. kpt. int., 1880,
ciszki (LZK)
(WO
Marty (LZK),
Slaski Jan, mjr, 1895, s. Stanislawa
fotografiami.
stT. 9), Slaski —
leg., wizytowka, zasw., etui
medalik (AM 618)
Slaski Kazimierz.
kpt. sap., inz. (LZK)
Slass
ppor. (LZK)
pocz
Sledziewski Henryk. ppor. lek., ur. 30.12.99, znak tozs.,
towki, wizytowki (AM 3512), (bez imienia), ppor. lek. (LZK)
Slesii'ki Antoni, ppor. (LZK)
Marty,
Sleszyiiski Tadeusz Grzegorz, ppor.. 1898, s. Stefana
nadnwen: Sleszyiiska Anna, Wol80 pp., Slonim (LZK), list
1106),
(AM
.notatnik
poczt6wka
listy,
kowysk ul. Wilenska,
(WO 1000 str. 14)
Slezak
kpt. (LZK)

slezak
por. LZK
Slezak
ppor. (LZK)
Slifort Tadeusz, kpt. art. (LZK)
Sliwa Zygmunt, kpt. piech. (LZK)
rtm. (LZK)
Sliwiiiski
Sliwiiiski
por. rez. (LZK)
Sliwiiiski Antoni. mjr br. pane. (LZK)
listy, medalik (AM 2518), nieSliwinski Jan, kpt. Seiwiiiski,
rozpoznany kpt. (WO 2518 str. 46), kpt. piech. (LZK)
Sliwiiiski Jozef. por. (LZK)
notatkaSliwiiiski
Marian, nierozpoznany — kilka kaitek
Marian, oraz wizytdwka:
nazwiskiem: Sliwiiiski
mi, wizyt6wka
—
3335
(WO
karta
szczep.
paszport,
Franciszek Piekarski. mjr,
1701 str. 45)
Michal. ofic. rez., apt., zntia: Janina, zam. Plock
Sllwinski
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ziono r6wniez
leg. ofic. no r.azwisko: Tadeusz dwidtorftlri (AM
4106)
JadwUi,2
Swierczewski Sylweriusz, рог., 1904, s. Franciszka
— ppor.,
wizyt6wki, koperta, oku
baon pion. (LZK), Seweriusz
lary (AM 459)
Swierk Jozef, w mundurze, zam. Wlodzimierzec, pow, Sarny.
listy, rozaniec
odznaka 53 pp., leg., wizyt6wki, karta szczep.,
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(AM 790), ppor. (LZK)
Kazintierz, рог., leg. ofic, zapiski, rozkaz wojSwierkowski
skowy (AM 3004)
Swierszezewski
kpt. (LZK)
Stefanii, DOK.
Swietliriski Wincenty, рог., 1907 ,s. Ignacego
Lublin (LZK)
Swletlinski
Wincenty Konrad, por., czesei dowodu osob.,
2513 (AM
listy, pocztowka, zloty medalik, r6zaniec, karta szczep.
1656)
Marii, 30
Swiczynski Wladystaw, por.. 1898. a. Kazimierza
Dyw. Piech (L2K)
Swiecicki Roman, ppor. lot. (LZK),
ppor., wizytowki, foto.
Militari, karta szczep., metryka chrztu
grafia, list, leg. Virtuti
(AM 550/a)
Swiecicki Wladyslaw. ppor. (AM 3968)
Swieciriski Bernard J6zef, por. lek., karta mob., ks. oszcz.
PKO.. prawo jazdy, fotografie (AM 3618)
Swietochowski Stanistaw, por. (LZK)
Swinarski Czestaw, w mundurze, ur. 1896, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
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Tabaczyriski Adam, kadet (LZK)
Tahecki Romuald, Tapecki — por., list, kartka
jego nazwiskiem (AM 3998), Tabecki — dr, ur. 26.8.91, por. san. (ROR. 34
str. 219)
dr, ur.
Tabidze Aleksander. (bez imienia), pplk. lek. (LZK),
3.1.88 (RO. 32 str. 325)
Tabidze
pchor. (LZK)
Tabko
por., medalik, karta szczep 2018, rozne za
Tabke
(WO 1056 str. 15)
piski (AM 1187),
Euzebiusz SLaniataw. ppor. rez., 1912, s. WinTaclkowski
Jozefy (LZK), Taclowski — ppor., leg ofic. rez., docentego
wdd osob., karta szczep., prawo iazdy, metryka slubu (AM 3181)
Tajchen Ludwik. por. kaw. (LZK)
Talaczyk —
(bez imienia)
Talarczyk Ignacy, chor. (LZK),

z

str. 28)
Julii, 32 pp.
Tarnawski Julian, por. rez. piech., 1908, s. Jana
(LZK)
Tarnogorski Roman, kpt. sap. (LZK)
Tarnowski Juliusz Walerian Jan, dr, ur. 25.2.01 (ROR. 34 str.
124), Julian — sedzia, wizytowki, listy, fotografia, medalik (AM
1537)
Tarnowski
pchor., karta szczep., koperta (AM
Zygmunt,
Marii (LZK)
2554). pchor., 1900, s. Wladystawa
Julii
(LZK), TaTatarka Alfred, kpt., 1897. s. Aleksandra
terka — ofic. rez., ur. w Bochni, zona Julia, zam. Golkow pod
nadawcq:
Warszawa. (WO str. 3), Tatarka — kpt., telegram
Stanislawa Tatarkn, Gotdow kolo Warszawy, notatnik, kalend.,
list (WO str. 3)
Taterman J6zef, ofic. rez. (LZK)
od
Tatkowskl
pisma urzedowe,
Alojzy, por., leg. stuzb.,
znaki, notatnik (AM 3214)
Tatori Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Taube
por. (LZK)
Tchorzewski
Andrzej, st. strz., pchor. piech. (LZK)
Teichen Henryk, por,, leg. ofic, wizytowka,
poczt6wek,
laric. (AM 719), Tajchen —
listy, karta na brori, zloty medalik
—
32
ur.
5.8.04
str.
Teichen
(RO.
264)
por. (LZS).
Tejchert Mieczystaw. ppor., apt., ur. 1898, zam. Warszawa.
znak tozs., pisemna gwar. na samochod ..Fiat", karta rejestr.,
prawo jazdy. poczt6wki, list, telegram, kwit zastawowy (AM
Marii (LZK).
3089), Teichert — ppor. san. wet.. 1897, s. Jana
Tejchert — mr., ur. 11.2.98, ppor. apt. (ROR. 34 str. 233)
—
nich jeden in bian
rachunki
Telatycki M.. w mundurze,
co, Delaticki M., Brzesc n/B., ul. Dabrowskiego 25,
zapisane
taric. (AM 4002). Telatycki — (ROR. 34 str
knrtki, medalik
270)
Tellermann Jozef, ppor., pismo
p. art. plot, ciezk., dowod
osob. 15604,
fotografie, listy, pocztowki. notatnik (AM 928).
898
str.
(WO
12)
Wadaw, por., karta mob., leg. ofic. rez., list.
Tenczyhski
poczt6wka (AM 2923)
Tendorf Teofil. choraiy (LZK)
Tercz Kazimierz. por., kartka (AM 2491)
Terpiac Jozef, kpt., dyplom Korpusu Kadet6w Lw6w. leg.
ofic,
poczt6wki, dzienniczek (AM 867), (WO 857 str. 12)

z
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(AM 3778)
Marii
Swirniak Jozef.
kpt. rez. lek., 1900, s. Grzegorza
(LZK)
Swirski Franciszck. w mundurze, karta szczep. 3353. list (AM
2вМ lub Smirski (WO 2695 str. 49)
Swirszczewski Marian, kpt., karta mob. (AM 2041)
Swirzyiiski Tadeusz. mjr (LZK)
Swiszczewski Karol, ppor. (LZK)
pocztowki
,w mundurze,
Switaj Mieczyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
karta szczepienia (AM 1016). (WO 949 str. 13)
w
4081)
(AM
mundurze,
Switow Aleksander,
listy

kartka apteki A. Kozakiewicza, Dubno (Wolyri), karta szczep.
(AM 309)
Talerman Jozef. por. rez. 1893, Wilno (LZK)
Tan Czeslaw, por. (LZK)
Tanenbaum Jakub, dr ppor., lek. (LZ.K-S)
Zofii
Tarach Zdzislaw Tadeusz, ppor. art., 1909, s. Ludwika
Trz
(LZK) Taraa — ppor., ur. 8.10.09. ofic. ks., (AM 850),
(WO 845 str. 11)
Tarkowski
kpt. (LZK)
adresem: Stanislawa TarTarnawski
kpt., karta
drzewa (rzeznawska, Kowno, Legionow 249, list, pudeleczko
— (WO 1937
lub Tarnawski
1937), Tamowski
bione), (AM

i

.
.
.

2

z

2

3

z

2

z

3

4

z

i

laricuszek
Teszner Kami, w mundurze, pocztowka, notatnik,
str.
994
14)
1096),
(WO
(AM
dowod osob.,
Bronislaw, рог., leg. ofic. MSWojsk..
Tetzlaff
str. 46)
leg. Prokuratury, odznacz. wojsk. (WO
Teczner Karol. рог. (LZK)
рог. kaw. (LZK)
Teczynaki
Tijewski Antoni, ofic. zawod. (LZK)
list (AM
a.
Antoniego, w mundurze,
Titowicz
1789)
stata
Ttok Zbigniew, w mundurze,' asesor sadowy, lee. urz.,
karta jazdy. wizvtowka. medalik (AM 2026)
Tobiasz Michal. mjr lek. (LZK)
Tobiaszewicz Jdzef. chor. (LZ.K-S)
Torzyski Tadeusz. kpt. (LZK)
naToczynski Tadeusz. w mundurze, pocztdwka (AM 2796),
dawca pocztdwki: Zofia Tcczynska (WO 2796 str. 52)
Tokaraki Wladystaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Totcinowski Marian, rtm. (LZK)
Tomala Tomasz. рог. piech. (LZK)
Tomaszewski
Henryk, ppor., ur. 1909 znak tozs. moneta pamiatkowa (AM 3378)
Tomaszewski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Tomaszewski Jdzef. ppor., ofic. ks., karta, szczep. 3165, pismo
Warszawv. poczt6wka, papierosnica (AM 735).
firmy ..Tissa"
,

i

2

i

1

,

z

z

2

i

i

i

3

z

2

2

i
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i
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z

(LZK)
pocztdwki,
Topolnicki Edward, w mundurze. kalend. kiesz.,
ks. do modi. (AM 561), ppor., c.k.m. (LZK)
zasw.
Toporowski Antoni, kpt., karta szczep., telegram, list,
(AM 2590), kpt. si. st. (LZK)

2

(LZK)
zaTomaszewski Kazimierz, cywilny, cze.se koperty. kartka
Leontyny, 42
1862), рог., 1912, s. Kazimierza
piskami (AM
pp. (LZK)
Roman, ppor., ur. 14.5.01, ks. oszcz. PKO.,
Tomaszewski
s. Witolda
Heleny
listy, pocztowka, wizyt6wka (AM 2586), 1901,
(LZK)
w
99
13.2.
ur.
Opolu,
p. pane,
Tomaszewski Stanislaw, mjr,
oszcz. PKO..
zara. Modlin, ul. Poniatowskiego 221, lek. ofic, ks.
legit, odznacz.
lane, wojsk. prawo jazdy,
notatnik, medalik
— (LZK)
(AM 1647), mjr. КОР.
kartka,
w
mundurze,
s.
Stanislawa,
Tadeusz,
Tomaszewski
1834), ppor., 1912,
adres: Andrzejewski Stanislaw, notatnik i(AM
s. Stanislawa
Feliksy, 45 pp. (LZK)
Tomaszewski Witold, w mundurze .list, pocztowka (AM 1182),
(WO 1052 str. 15), ppor. (LZS)
WincenTomaszewski Wladyslaw. kpt., 1896, s. Wladvslawa
tyny (LZK)
Tomaszewski
Zygmunt, рог. art. (LZK)
w
Tomczyk Wiktor, ppor. (LZK), w mundurze, uaucz. gimn.
irwiazdki w puKielcach, leg. urz. pariatw. 2761, karta szczep,
gilaresie (AM 534)
Topolewski Stefan, w mundurze, rdzne kwity, lane, do zegarka (AM
1133), (WO 1019 str. 14), (bez imienia), ppor. res.

3923),
por., s. Henryka, list (AM
Wladyslaw,
Toporowski
— por. (LZK), Toporowski — ur. 27.6.89 (ROR. 34
Toporkoweki
str. 20)
ofic. ks., maty notatnik,
Torczynski Stanislaw, w mundurze,
nazwiskami, list, spinkt (AM 1541), 1902, s. Franciszka
kartka
Marii, adwokat (LZK)
Leon, ppor. (LZK)
Torlinski
— w mun
pchor. (LZK), Tobetal Antoni
Towseik
str.
listy, rozkaz woiskowy (AM —1211
durze, rdzne poczt6wki,
jak po— (WO 1073 str. 16), Towstik, zamiast
199), Tobetal
— Tobetal (WO 1211 str. 46)
przednio
w mundusze,
Wincenty, ur. 14.12.10 w Radomiu,
Tracewski
(WO
dowod osob., znak tots. (AM 520), Tragewski (Targowski),
str. 8), ppor. art. (LZK)
Stanislaw, por., karta szczep. 889, wizytdwki (AM
Traichel
1665) Treichel — por. lot. (LZK)
por. (LZK)
Trabczynski
Treger Kazimierz, por. lot. (LZK)
— w mundurze, znak toia,
Trejgiel Wlodzimierz, Trejgier
taric. (AM 3283),
medalik
napisem: Grodno 1896, karta szczep.,
— ur. 25.10.96,
Frejgel (bez imienia), ppor. rez. (LZK), Trejgiel
ppor. (ROR. 34 str. 37)
list*, odznaka (AM 686),
Trepka Antoni, por., dowod osob.,
Heleny (LZK)
ur. 1884, s. Gustawa
Marii
s. Stanislawa
Trepkowski Czeelaw, ррог.-таТ., 1908,
673 (AM 1373), s. Sta
<LZK), ppor., ros. kartka, karta szczep.
str.
20)
1373
pocztdwki, list (WO
nislawa (imie nieustalone),
Czestaw, por. art. (LZK)
Trcbaczkiewicz
Antoniny (LZK)
Trebicki Henryk, por. rez., 1898, s. Wiktora
— por..
Trochimczuk Jdzef, por. K.O.P. (LZK), Trochymczuk
kartki
zapiskami
oszcz.
PKO.,
list,
ks.
w
Oszczdw,
ur. 27.12.08
zam. Bydgoszcz, ul.
(AM 2222), Trochimczyk, ur. w Ostrzewie,
Gdanska 51/5 (WO 2222 str. 35)
zam. G6ra Kalur.
7.9.08,
Wactaw, ppor. lek.,
Trochimowicz
lek.
waria, leg. ofic, znak tola., ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 3794), por.
(LZK)
Trocki Jan. por. lek., ofic. ks., karta mob., karta na brori,
listy (AM 1190), (WO 1058 atr. 15), (bez imienia),
prawo jazdy.
ppor. lek. (LZK)
dobrze zachowana fotogr.,
Trojan Stanislaw, mjr, leg. osob.
dobmetryka slubu. metryka chrztu jego syna, wizytdwka, plik
rych fotografii (AM 7), mjr (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Trojanowski
ur. 3.5.07
Trojanowski Aleksander Maciej. dr fil., w mundurze,
dowod osob., notatnik (AM
doktorski,
w Worobiericu, dyplom
965), (WO 924 str. 12)
Trojanowski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
listy, krzyz Virtuti
Sylwester, kpt., pocztdwki
Trojanowski
(WO
Militari
2772), karta od Bohdana Trojanowskiego
(AM
2772 str. 61), kpt. P.P. (LZO)
Trojnarski Karol, ppor., ur. 24.9.95, leg. ofic. rez., dowod osob.,
rdzne leg., leg. urz., wizytdwki. fotografie (AM 3673)
z

z

i

z

3

i

2

z

3

3

Marii
Wiktor,
kpt. aud., s. Zygmunta
Tromszezyriskl
(LZK-S)
Troszyriski Jan, kapral (LZK)
Pawet, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Truskolaskl
Marii (LZK)
Witold, por., 1900, в. Franciszka
Truskolaski
Truss Wiktor Zygmunt, Fruss — mjr, leg. ofic, karta mob.
:i4
str. 360)
—
ur. 6.3.83, mjr st. sp. (ROR.
(AM 1832), Truss
— ppor., he, szk.,
listy,
Truazkowski Czeslaw, Truskowski
(WO 167Б str. 22)
1675), Truazkowski
leg., karta szczep. (AM
Witold, kpt. topog-г. (LZK)
Trzaskowski
Trzebiriskl Tadeusz, ppor., ur. 2.4.04, leg. ofic. rez., koperta

i

2

i

(AM 3759)
Trzeciak Mieczyslaw, dr kpt. (LZK)
ks.
Trzepalka MaksymiHan, oficer, ur. 26.9.05, leg. ofic. rez.,
oszcz. PKO., notatnik (AM 2813)
, kpt. SPP. (LZK)
Trzynskl
Tsacz Mieczyslaw, por., mies. karta tramw., leg. Wyisz. Szk.
bibliot.
3726)
(AM
Techn., leg.
Zofii
Tucholskl
Tadeusz,
ppor. rez., 1898, s. Bolestawa
Warszawskiej, leg. urz.,
dr, w mund., prof. Politechniki
(LZK),
3804)
medalik
(AM
wizyt6wki, talizman (alori),
na
Tuleja Tadeusz, w mundurze, ur. 21.11.10, leg. urz., karta
bron, ks. oszcz. PKO., metryka slubu, wizyt6wka (AM 2805)
Turchalski
kpt. (LZK)
lane. (AM
karta szczep. 1926, medalik
Turka
1489)
Turkiewicz
Jan, por., ks. wojsk., telegram, ks. oszcz. PKO. Nr
817936 (AM 305), ppor. art. (LZK)
listy (AM
Turski Jerzy, w mundurze, ofic. ks., pocztowka,
— zabawki dzieciecej (WO 1780 str.
1780), lapka niedfwiadka
25), oficer rez. (LZK)
Stanislaw, prawnik, cywilny, leg. urz., metryka
Tustanowski
urodz., leg. Zw. Adwok. (AM 3853)
Tustanowski Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Antoniny (LZK)
Tuta Ignacy. por., 1903, s. Franciszka
nadawcg: Gg. Tutschek,
Tutschek Adolf, ppor.,
pocztowki
—
naucz. (AM
dyplomy
Sterbruch, pow. Kempen, Warthegau,
3049)
Twardochleb Adam, mech. lotn. (LZK)
adpakiet
Twardowski Tadeusz, ppor., deklaracja celna na
resem: Kozielsk, 7.3.40, listy, pocztowki (AM 598)
Twarkowski
Maciej. por. (ppor.) 1895 (LZK)
Twora Stanislaw, ppor. lek. (LZ.K-S), Tuora — dr med„ por.,
zasw w jez. niem., list (AM 3599)
Tyjewski Antoni, por., 1902 (LZK)
Tylewicz Jan. w mundurze, ur. 1.10.13, zam. Grudziadz, ul.
Marszalka Focha, ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 3067), ppor. (LZK)
Tyrk Walery, ppor., urz., ur. 9.2.09, zam. Warszawa, ul. Zaks. Kasy Oszcz.. dowod osob., karta na bron,
mojskiego 43 m.
(AM 1024). (WO 953 str. 13)
Tyszka Henryk. ppor. 1907 (LZK)
Tyszka Tadeusz, ppor. 1883 (LZK)
Tyszkiewlcz Aleksander, kpt. (LZK), Tysziewicz, kpt., rozkaz
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Ulrichs Otto, ppor., odznaka
legitymacjq, listy, fotografie
(AM 1476), por. (LZK)
Utasiewicz Kazimierz, karta szczep.. znak tozs. (AM 517)
(WO str. 8)
liaty (AM 2383), Ula.
Ulasiewicz Wlodzimierz, w mundurze,
(WO 2383 str. 46)
siewicz Wladyslaw (Wlodzimierz),
Umiastowski
Franciszek, w mundurze, zam. Wilno, ul. Beliswiad. lek.
wizyt6wki, fotografia (AM 2622), ppor.
ny 30 m.
1891 (LZK)
Zofii (LZK)
s. Stefana
1912,
Jerzy,
Unger
ppor.,
Uniskiewicz Stanislaw. ppor., 1905 (LZK)
lira Waclaw Jozef, por. (LZK)
Hst6w (AM 723)
Urban Antoni. w mundurze,
Urban B. A., w mundurze, kartka w jez. roe.: Urban B. A.
(AM 1104)
Urban Stanislaw. ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3992)
Urbaniak
Antoni, ppor., prac. Paristw. Banku w Gdansku,
ofic. ks., pismo Banku, dowod osob.,
wizytowki, karta szczep
2248, listy (AM 866), (WO 856 str. 12)
Urbaniak Stefan, ppor., ur. 1913, znak tots. (AM 2466). ppor
1913 (LZK)
Urbanik Jozef, kpt. (LZK)
Urbanik Zygmunt, kpt., 1900 (LZK)
Urbanowicz
por. (LZK)
Urbanowicz Adam. ppor. 1911 (LZK)
Urbanowicz Hilary, przod. P.P. (LZK)
Urbanowicz
pocztowki,
listy,
Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
fotografia, obSwek (AM 769), ppor. (LZK)
Urbanowicz Wiktor, w mundurze, wizyt6wki, leg. ofic rez., papierosnica
monogramem UW (AM 3098)
Urbariczyk Alojzy, por. (LZK)
Urbariczyk Erwin, por. (LZK)
Urbariczyk Eugeniusz. Urbariczik — por., list w iez. niem.
Katowic,
pocztAwki (AM 672), Urbanezyk (WO str. 10), (bez
rmienia). ppor. (LZK)
Urbariski Bronislaw, por., leg. ofic, metryka slubu (AM 201)
mjr (LZK)
Urbariski Jan Jerzy, kpt. lek., 1885, s. Witolda
Kazimiery
(LZK)
Urbarislti Ryszard, w mundurze, naucz. w Staranie, leg. urz.
karta czl. (AM 3220), por. (LZK)
Urbariski Wiktor. lek., w mundurze, leg. Zw. Lek., prawo jaz
dy, karta rejestr. samochodu (AM 1804)
Urlik Markus.
,mjr, zam.
Ulryk Marck
ppor. lek. (LZK),
Lwow (WO str. 3)
Urtyn - Zamarajew Jan, kpt., leg. ofic, karta szczep.,
pisma wojsk., medalik
tanc, listy
3390), rtm.
poczt6wki (AM
(LZK)

wyjazdu, leg. ofic, karta szczep. 2866, baretka, fotografie
1364), Tyszkiewicz (WO 1364 str. 17)
Tyszkiewlcz Longin. 1914, Wilno (LZK)
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(LZK)
asystent
Wasilewski
Romuald, oficer, stud,
Siedlce, ul. Skorupki 25, czesc leg. ofic. (AM 4084)

2,

farm.,

i
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zam.

1897), por. (LZK)
Wania Edward, pplk., wizyt6wki (AM 4030), (LZK)
pocztdww mundurze, karta szczep. SI
Wanke
ki w jez. ros., notatnik (AM 2029)
(LZK)
Karoliny
Wanus Ryszard, kpt. rez.. s. Jana
foto
Wapolewski Stanislaw. w mundurze, pocztowka listy,
1311)
grafie (AM
Wan ha
por. (LZK)
Warchal Czeslaw. por. piech. (LZK)
Warchal Ludwik, pchor. piech. (LZK)
nadawca: Warchol6wna FranWarchot Andrzej, por., list
485*
ciszka, Wolnia, poczta Nisko, pow. Krakow, medalik (AM
Wardak Jozef, podoficer (LZK)
Warmismiak
Stanislaw, ppor. (LZK)
Waryszek Waclaw, por. (LZ.K-O S)
Wasgirg Ohrierd. por. rez. piech. (LZK)
Wasiak Jerzy. ppor. pil. (LZK)
Wasiak Jozef, plut. КОР. (LZK)
Wasielak Jan. plut. piech. (LZK)
Wasiewicz Bronislaw, Wasiewicz — por., leg. ofic. rez., karta
czl. (AM 3176), Wasiewicz — ur. 21.9.98 (ROR. 34 rtr. 169)
Wasilewski Czestaw, ppor. (LZK)
lane, list (AM
Wasilewski
Jerzy, w mundurze. medalik
1849)
leg., notatnik (AM
Wasilewski
Leon, ppor., swiad. szk.,
Barbary (LZK)
3044), 1910, s. Aleksandra
Antoniny
W uilewgki Marian, kpt. КОР., 1896, я. Steniatawa

Walciyk Jan, por. (LZK)
Walezyk Wladyalaw, por., (LZK)
ppor., dow6d osob.,' wizyt6wkn
Wladyalaw.
Walezykiewiez
(AM 63)
SmorawiriWalecki
Wtadyslaw, mjr, leg. ofic, rozkaz gen.
2543),
pocztowki, list do niego (AM
parlamentariuszu,
sklego
mjr (LZK)
por. (LZK)
Waligora
Warszawie.
Walkiewicz Stanislaw, w mundurze, ur. 21.7.01 w
1230), ur.
poczt6wki (AM
czes6 dowodu osob., karta szczep.,
22.7.01, czek Nr 692 (WO 1087 str. 15)
Walkowiak
ppor. (LZK)
Walkowski
Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Minist., karta
Wallag Franciszek, ppor., wizytdwki, pismo
Powsz. w Tewlach.
szczep., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 2640), kier. Szkoly
rez. piech. (LZK)
pow. Kobryri (WO 2640 str. 48). por.
Walsarz Antoni, mjr (LZK)
— ppor., ieg. sport.,
leg.
Walusinski
Jerzy,4 Walusienski
odznacz., karta szczep.. pocztowka (AM 3498), Walusinski (bez
imienia). ppor., art. (LZK)
Wanat Jdzef Henryk. pplk., ur. 13.2.94, czesci leg. odznacz.
str. 268)
(AM 1524), (LZK), ur. 13.6.94 (RO. 32
Wanatowicz Bolealaw, w mundurze, ur. 1913, znak tots. (AM

4

Wagner
zam. Lublin,
Wagner Mieezyslaw Stanislaw, ppor., ur. 8.8.04,
jego nazwiskiem, fotografie,
dowod osob., swiad. szk., kartka
str.
kalend. (WO
listy
Wagner Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Wajda Jakub, kpt. (LZK)
Wajda Karol, kpt., leg. ofic, list, karta, szczep., kompas, cystr. 11)
garniczka. medalik (AM 848), (WO 844
Wajdenfeld Adam, ppor. lek., 1906 (LZK)
— (WO 2428
zasw. (Kozielsk), In. J. (imiona)
Wajnrib J.,
str. 41)
kalend.
Wajs Brnnistaw, ppor., dowod osob., karta czl. ZOR.,
kiesz., prawo jazdy, fotografie, wizytowka, list (AM 1458)
.(?), ppor., ur. w grudniu 91, leg.
Wajsflajsz Szmul,.Sz
ofic. rez., paszport (AM 2517), dr, ur. 20.12.91, ppor. san. (ROR.
34 str. 222)
Tcrcsy (LZK)
Walania Kdward, kpt.. 1899, s. Jana
Walasek Uronislaw, por. (LZ.S-Kl
Walczak Adam, ppor., (LZK)
Walczak Florian, w mundurze, leg. ofic. rez. (AM 2752)
karta
Walczak
Pawet, por., naucz., leg. urz., fotografia,
szczep. (AM 2065), naucz. w Stawie (WO 2065 str. 32), ppor.
rez., 1895, kier. Szkoly (LZK)
Walczak Stanislaw, ppor., 1912 (LZK)
2219), pocz
Walczak Stefan, w mundurze, pocztowki (AM
nadawca: Wincenty Walczak, miniaturka swietego w blatowka
szanym etui (WO 2219 str. 35), ppor. (LZK)
Walczewski
ppor. (LZK)

telegram: „Stefciu!
179)
ppor., 1896 (LZK)

z

ppor., 1904 (LZK)
Wacul Stefan, ?)
wiedzie. Rosina" (AM

z

napisz nam jak Ci eie

—
— Warszawa
Wabiriski
Stanislaw,
Wabia - Wabitiski
nazwiskiem Wabiriski StaMarienstadt
por., kalend. kiesz.
nazwiskiem Krupko Czeslaw (AM
nislaw, potowa znaku tozs.
3613), — ur. 27.4.900 (ROR. 34 str. 195)
Wabiazczewicz Piotr, inz., ur. 23.1.14, w mundurze, ks. oszcz.
— inz.rolny, zam. Stolin, ul.
1844). Wabiszewicz
PKO. (AM
—
ur. 23.1.1904 (WO 1844 str. 26), Wabiszewicz
Kr61. Bony

Veltze Karol Waclaw, kpt., 1892 (LZK)
ppor., ur. 13.5.900, znak
Zygmunt,
Verstaendig
ofic. rez. (AM 3576)
Voelpel Rudolf, pnr., 1910, 8. Jakuba (LZ.K-S)

4

tozs., leg.

pocztowki, Hat, medalik (AM 404)
Uruski Bazyli, ppor.,
sinowskl Klcmena, oficer, leg. ofic., poczt6wki. karta szczep.
92 listy (AM 3092)
pchor. (LZK)
Uszyraki
Kazimierz,
por., leg. ofic. rez., dowdd osob., leg.
Uzdowskl
urz., karta mob. (AM 2656)
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Wasiluk
Michal, ppor., zam. Bialystok, ul. Kaszubska
kwity podatkowe, poczt6wki {AM 2072)
por. (LZK)
Wasiutyriski
Waszkiewicz Jozef, kapral (LZK)
Waszkiewicz Zdzislaw Andrzej. ppor., daw6d osob., wizytdwki, fotografia kobieca (AM 1916)
plk. (LZK)
Waskowski
(Woskowski).
Cecylii (LZK),
Watten Stantslaw, рог. rez., 1904, s. Ignacego
1419), Watten — ur. 1.3.04
kwity (AM
Waten, w mundurze,
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(WO str. 5)
— w mundurze.
Abraham,
Wajdenfeld Ahram
Weidenfeld
758), (bez imienia), kpl.
listy (AM
dr med., dowod osob.,
dr, ur. 15.10.88 (ROR. 34 str. 216)
(LZK), Weidenfeld
Д.М 2513)
Weinbach S., dr med., w mundurze, wizyt6wkf
Weinert
ppor. (LZK)
Weingarten Witold. por. (LZK)
Weinstok
ppor. (LZK)
Weinzieher Jakub, Wernzieher — ppor. lot., dr tiled., wizyt6w— (WO str. 9),
ki, pocztowki, fotografie (AM 613). Weinzieher
Wajnzicher Jan — ppor. lek. (LZK)
Weiss Bronislaw, ppor. piech. (LZK)
wlasne fotografie
Weiss Czeslaw Antoni, por., ofic. ks..
por. LZS
(AM 1928), Wajs dent.
lek.
(LZK)
sierz.
Witold.
Weit
-pchor..
— rtm. si. st. (LZK),
Wejtko Wejtko Ksawery, Weidko
ur. 9.1.99 (RO. 32 str. 165)
Weller Jozef. dr, por. lek. (LZK)
Welser Antoni. mjr (LZK)
int. ppor. (LZK)
Wendrowski
Eleonory
Wenelczyk Antoni, kpt. art., 1891, s. Walentego
(LZK),
kpt., karta mob., czesci leg. ofic. (AM 2013)
medalik
znak
poc.t6wki,
tozs.,
listy,
Marian,
oficer,
Wenge
lane. (AM 2054), ur. 26.3.17 (WO 2054 str. 31)
Werbel Witold. por. art. (LZK)
Werecki
Piotr,
ppor., sekr. Zarzadu m. Poznari, leg. urz.
poczt6wki, odznaki mund., cyparistw., karta czl. Zw. Strzel.,
— (WO str. 10), Werlecki — ppor.
garniczka (AM 710), Warecki
(LZK)
Werner Jan Marian, kpt., prawo jazdy, pocztowka, list, wi
Janiny
1325), kpt. geogr., 1904, s. Stanislawa
zytowki (AM
(LZS)
Wesolowski Boleslaw, por., listy. pnpieroshica, pocztowki (AM
Franciszki (LZK)
2206), por., 1888, s. Franciszka
Wesotowski Michal, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Wesolowgki Stanislaw, ofic. rez., paszport zagr., karta szczep.
1723. kartki
zapiskami (WO 1400 str. 20)
Westeraki Waclaw Mieczyalaw, ppor. rez., 1910, s. Stanislawa
Mieczyslaw,
(LZK),
Westerskij
Heleny
pocitowka, karta
Michniewicz, Pabianice,
szczep., list jego adresowany do Marii
ul. Barska 12 (AM 48)
Wetula Jozef, mjr (LZ.K-S)
Wetzer Zygmunt Aleksander, pocztowka tAM 152)
— oficer, ofic. kt., leg. sluzb.,
Waclaw Wladyslaw, Waclaw
list, pocztdwka (AM 1511), Waclaw — leg. Parijrw. Zakl. Tele-

z

IROR. 34 sir. 107)
Wawer Stefan, ppor. lot., karta szczep. 2961, wizyt6wkl (AM
1932), (LZK).
wi
Wawrzkiewiez
Boleslaw, por., pocztowka, karta szczep.,
zvt6wki (AM 721). Wawrzykiewicz — (WO str. 10). Wawrzkiewicz — (LZK)
Zofii, 54 pp
Wawrzkowicz Kazimierz. pchor.. 1910 ,s. Leona
(LZK)
Jozef.
por., karta szczep. .1376, wizytdwka
Wawrzycki
nazwiskiem Rudolf Zeman, Wodzis
1938), wizytowkl
(AM
law Slaski, ul. Dworcowa
(WO 1938 str. 28)
Antoni, naucz., w mundurze, leg. urz., list, r6Wawrzyniak
zaniec (AM 2597)
Wawrzyniak Hipolit, por. rez. kaw. (LZK)
Wawrzvniak Jozef. w mundurze, pocztdwka, listy .modlitewnik (AM 1501)
— mjr, leg. ,wizyt6w
Wladyslaw, Wawrzyniec
Wawrzyniak
855), Wawrzyniak (bez imienia), mjr (LZK), — ur.
ka (AM
15.5.90 (ROR. 34 str. 326)
— w ubraniu cyw., ur.
Wawrzynowicz Tadeusz, Wawrzynowy
16.9.11, paszport wo.isk., dow6d osob.. fotografia, karta mob. (AM
—
sedzia grodzki (LZK)
4098). Wawrzynowicz
Wawrzvnowiez
Urban Antoni, ppor. rez., 1905, s. Henryka
Marceliny (LZK)
Wazgird Olgierd, por. piech. (LZK)
pocztowka
Was Boleslaw, por., ofic ks., pismo (aeronaut.
(AM 1451), por. art. (LZK)
Wasik Jan, kpt., ur. w Karsy, pow. Opat6w, podanie do kmdta
Jadwigi (LZK)
obozu Kozielsk (AM 4088), ur. 1894,s. Tomasza
Wasowski Julian, 1876 (LZK)
ofic.
Wasowski Stefan Franciszek, pplk. lek., leg.
pocztowka,
zasw., dowod osob. (AM 1336). dr pplk. (LZK)
Wator Jozef, kpt., dr, leg. odznacz., karta szczep. 4060, list,
pismo Kasy Oszcz. wc Lwowie. wizytowki (AM 1821), kpt., se.dzla (LZK)
Wawozniak Teodor, ppor., pocztowki, medalik, rdzaniec (AM
1826). (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Wazly Jerzy, w mundurze, leg. urz.. leg. podr. sluzb., pismo Min. Kolei,
fotografie, listy, pocztriwka, czesc leg. ofic. rez.
(AM 3108)
Wcislo Feliks. w mundurze, leg. urz., wizyt6wka, karta szczep.
3413 (AM 1374), por. (LZK)
Wdowka Adam, ppor. (LZK)
Wdowka Henryk. kpt. art.. DOK. Lublin (LZ.K-S)

Weber Aleksander, por. rez. LZK
Weber Antoni, mjr (LZ.K-S)
telepocztowki.
Weber Rudolf Tadeusz, kpt., leg. ofic,
911 str. 12), (LZK)
gramy, pismo urzedowe (AM 948), (WO
adresem, karta szczep.
Weglendko Kazimierz. ppor., kartka
nadawrdznymi adresami, pocztdwka
Kozieleka, notatnik
ca: J. Damperska, Poznari, ul. Graniczna 15 (AM 8), Wegendce
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ur. 27.6.03 (RO.

itr. 43), Weclaw
Radio Techn. (WO 1811
32 str. 124)
ppor. br. pane,
br. pane (LZK),
sir. 16)
Wedrowski Tadeusz. por.
(AM 1291). (WO 1120
medalik
tois.,
znak
ur. 1898,
Stanislaw, st. mar. (LZK)
Wegrzyttowski
art. (LZK)
Wegrzysz Jan, ppor. wachm. zand. (LZK)
st.
Wezyk Wladvslaw,
por. (LZK)
Wiatecki
kpt. rez. (LZK)
35
Wiacek
Korzec, Wulvri. ul. Staroklasztorna
zam.
Wiacek Antoni,
(LZK)
(WO 215 str. 19). ppor.
12 pp. (LZK),
1896. s. Antoniego,
Wiacek Wojciech, mjr,
ks. oszcz. PKO. (AM 2263)
oilznacz.,
leg.
mjr. leg. ofic,
karta szczep. 2834. fotoWalenty, w mundurze,
Wichliriski
fotografii napis: „kona
jednej
s. Walentego,
22.8.39"
grafia (AM 2226),
Ilusia — Bydgoszcz,
na
pamiatke
chanemu Wtodeczkowi
str.
35)
2226
pocztdwki,
(WO
Stefan, w mundurze, wizytowki,
Wichrowski
medalik .. lane. (AM 1457)
ofic. rez. (AM 2240)
Wiehtowski Tadeusz, ppor., leg.
(LZK)
Widacki Stanislaw, plk. piech.
Widelec В., por. pil. (LZK)
Ksenii (LZK)
1917,s. Jerzego
Widerman Boleslaw, ppor. pil.,
wizyt6wki (AM 3076)
Widdeniek Ferdynand. prnwnik, —ppor., ini., zam. Warszawa,
kpt.,
Widerszal Marceli. Wyderzal
folografie (AM 4101)
ul. Kr61ewska 41, wizytdwki,
—
ppor., tvmcz. leg. wystawioWiderszal Marceli, Wvderzal
KM 4123), Wi.
kwit wnlaty skladki ext.
na w Modlinie 31.8.39.
— ur. 19.12.96, ppor.
Widerszal
(LZK).
— ur. 8.3.04
derszall Marek, por.
— kpt. art. (LZK),
Widort Jozef Artur. Jerzy
213)
32
str.
(RO
(AM 671)
Wiechec Karol, w mundurze, koperta
karta
ini., woisk. prawo iazdy,
Wieczorek Aleksander. ppor.,
4097), ini.
fotografie (AM
wizytowki,
mob., rozkaz wyjazdu,
chem.. por. (LZK)
bez oznak, lusterko, medalik,
Wieczorek Antoni, naramiennik
(AM 425),
30 m.
nndnwca: Warszawa, ul. Fabryczna
koperta
Julii
(LZK)
Antoniego
s.
dr. kpt., 1889,
metryka urodz., metryka
Wieczorek Jan, por. art., wizyt6wki, 3193)
922 (AM
slubu, leg. ofic, karta szczep.
karta szczep., rys. olowkoWieczorek Marian, w mundurze,
MW (AM 2102)
wy. lane, monogram
ppor. (LZK)
Wieklinski
uror., koperta,
Wladyslaw. ppor. piech. (LZK),
Wlelebliiski
taric. (AM 3700)
karta szczep., krzyiyk
SPRA (LZK)
Wiclgorski Mieczyslaw, por.
Skarb.Cleg.
pismo Urz
Wielich Stanislaw, kpt., wizytowki,
(LZK)
piech.
kpt.
1950),
R.
(AM
Zw. Of.
wizytowki (AM 2817)
Wieliczko Jerzy. por., leg.,
pocz21.6.13, leg. ofic. rez.,
Wieliriski Stanislaw, ppor., ur.
(LZK)
towki. karta szczep. AM 3485). ppor. leg. urz. paiistw., karta
Wieloch Adolf, naucz., wizyt6wki,

-
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i

76 pp. (LZK)
kaw. (LZK)
Wnndy (LZK)
Wielopolski Jan, por.
1908, s. Michala
Wieluriskl Zygmunt, ppor.,
Wieniaa Jan, lat 50 (LZK)
Adam, kpt. (LZK)
Wieniawa - Podwiriski
884 str. 19)
Wleniecki Adam, kpt. (WO
ppor. (LZK)
Wierzhlcki
zam. Lubltn. ul. Sadowa
mundurze,
w
lane
Ryazard,
Wlerzbicki
zlote zeby. medalik
okulary,
czt.,
ks.
leg. ofic,
10 til
15)
str.
108C
szczep.
ofic. ks.. karta
(AM 1220). (WO
Witold, ppor., ur. 5.10.09,
(AM
Wierzbicki
notatniki, wtzytdwka
3290, karta na brori, fotografie,
16)
.,
W'ierze ...
1292). (WO 1121 str.
ppor. (LZS),
Wierzejski Bronialaw Krystyn,
1891)
Zakl.
(AM
2764), prac.
ppor., paszport
por., leg. (AM
Stanislaw,
Wierzejski
2764 str. 61)
Kolej. w Rabce (WO
adres: War
Leczn. Wychow. Rodziny
Siedlce.
2.9.01
lek., ur.
Stefan,
por.
Wierzejski
karta mob., karta
PKO.,
oszcz.
ks.
616,
lek. (LZK)
szawa, ul. Jasieriskiego
1359 str. 17). upor.rez.
szczep. (AM 1359), (WO dr.
(LZK)
por.
Banku
Wierzyiiski
oficer, ks. ofic, wyciag
Wierzyriaki Stefan Alojzy, oznak (AM 225), ppor. rez., 1900,
bez
naramiennik
Kraj..
Gosp.
Antoniny, Szpital Wojsk. (LZK) ofic, karta czl. Ligi
s. Karola
por., leg.
Wiesniewski Antoni Zdziataw,
3386)
poeztowki, list (AM
Kol..
rez.
(LZK)
Wieckowski Franctszek, ppor ',r7S-K)
Wieckowski Jan, ppor. piech
— por. lot., leg. ofic, kar
Wiekow
Wieckowski Wladyslaw,
szczep (AM 2793).
wizytowki, karta
slubu.
metryka
ta czl. ZOR.,
34 str. 348)
aeron.
(ROR.
Wieckowski — ur. 22.6.87, por. ur. 25.1.02 w Kamierisku, ofic.
Wieclawek Kazimierz, ppor., na brori, dwa list
(AM 1428)
karty czl., karta
lek., ks. ofic,
ks., leg. urz.,
Hersz, Hirsz-Oszerowicz,
Ellasz,
E.
Wigdorowicz
nadrukiem: Dr med.
— dr,
osob., blok notesowy
poczt6wek, dow6d
imienia), kpt. lek. (LZK),
(bez
352),
Wigdorowicz (AM
str. 304)
ur. 21.10.81 (ROR. 34
leg. urz., karta szczep.
Ryszard, w mundurze,
Wilantowicz
(LZK)
3217. pocitowka (AM 2037), por.
osob. (WO str. 3)
Stanislaw, plk. lek., dow6d
Wilatowski
(LZK)
Jan.
mjr
lusterko
Wilczak
jego nazwiskiem,
k&rtka
Wilczek Piotr. ppor., list,
int.
(LZK)
296), por.
metalowe,(AM
— w mundurze, zam. Kato
(AM
Wilczyriski Henryk, Wilazyriski
karta sportowa, rozne pisma
m.
ul.
Kopernika
18), ppor.
wice,
— ul. Kopernika 34 (WO 1417 str.
1417), Wilczyriski
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(LZK)
(LZK)
Wilczyriski Wladyslaw, mjr ur. 2.3.12, s. Karolu, dowod osob.,
Wild Jrizef, w mundurze,
1698 str. 23;
1698), mierniciy (WO
poczt6wka (AM

z

182

notatnik (AM
lane., plerscionek dnmski.
szczep. 2023, medalik
atr.
IS)
936
Sabiny.
985), (WO
1911, s. Czeslawa
Wielohski Tadeusi, ppor. piech.,
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Wilecki Alfred Zbigniew, kpt., leg. ZOR., leg. dziennikarska
(AW 2023), redaktor Pol. Ag. Public, w Warszawie (WO 2023
str. 31)
VVilecki Bertold l.uilomir, kpt., wizyt6wki, karla
szczep., pi6ro
wieczne, odznaka (AM 2133), kpt. art. (WO 2133 rtr. 33). (LZK)
Wilk Kazimierz, kpt., ofic. leg., rozliczenie pobordw, kartki
pocztowe, notatnik (AM 1389), Wilken(?),
(WO 1389 str. 17)
Wilk Piotr, por.,
leg. odznacz., karta па 'jn.fi, wizytowki,
list.
odznaki pulkowe, plakieta (AM 3028)
Wilkori
Franciszek,
mjr piech. (LZ-), (bez imienia), mjr.
kwit depoz. (AM 2163)
Wincewicz
Edward, w mundurze. leg. urz., wizytdwka, leg.
odznaki
sport., banknoty 5-zlotowe
zapisane- notatkami (AM
4105)
Windman
lek.
ppor.
(LZK)
Winiarski
Ignacr. w mundurze,
wizyt6wki,
kwity (AM
3864)
Winiarz
Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Winiarz Wladyslaw, ppor. art. (LZK)
Winkler Emil, por. (LZ.K-S)
Winkler Wincenty, ppor., kartka
adresem, karta szczep. Ко
zielska (AM 31), Sinkler (WO ttr. 5)
Winkowski
Henryk, por. rez. piech., 1897, s. Juliana
Marii,
adwokat, (LZK),
adwokat, dowod osob.,
listy, wizytowkn (AM
347)
Winkowski Jan. Wienkowski — por.,
listy,
poczt6wki, kar
ta szczepienia 3062, r6zaniec (AM
1390), Winkowski — (WO
1390 str. 17)
Winograd Henryk. por. art. (LZK), w mundurze, ur. 1906,
znak tois. (AM 2700)
Winowski
Karol, kpt., wizyt6wka, leg. ofic. Мок notesowy,
rozaniec (AM 1224), (WO 1083 str. 15)
Winsche Dyonizy, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Winsze Ryszard, ppor., wizyt6wki, karta szczep.,
pismo (AM
19671, kawalek pisma firmy Szpotanski w Warszawie (WO 1967
str. 29)
Winter Jozef, por., 1900, s. Jozefa
Marii (LZK)
Wirszyllo Edward, kpt. lot. (LZK)
Wirszyllo
Ludwik, Wierszylo — mjr, dr med., pismo Mgtu
tn. Warszawy, list, karta szczep., karta
mob., (AM
2327), ur.
8.9.80, wizytowka na nazwisko Irena Wirszyllo,
Warszawa, ul.
Spokojna 15/36, (WO 2327 str. 38), Wirszyllo — mjr lek. (LZK),
dr, ur. 25.8.80 (ROR. 34 str. 376)
Wirszyllo Tadeusz, Wierzyllo — por.,
pocztowki,
listy —
nich jeden na
stronice,
daty 8.9.39 (AM 233), Wirszyllo —
por. rez. br. pane. (LZ.K-S)
Wlrzynski Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Wiselka Pawel, w mundurze .list
nndnwca, karta szczep.
(AM 3964)
Wlalocki Jan, ppor., ur. 1912, znak tois. (AM
3137). ppor.
art. (LZK)
Wiezm'ewski Romuald. Wisnierski — kpt., karta
szczep. 1193,
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leg. ofic, (AM 1798). syn Aleksego (WO 1798 str. 25). Wiszniewski — kpt. sap. (LZK), ur. 17.7,92 (ROR. 34 str. 351)
Wiszniowski
Jerzy, rtm. (LZK)
Wiszniowski
Marian, rtm. (LZK)
Wisniewski
kpt. lot. (LZK)
Wisniewski
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Wisniewski
Adam, por. (LZ.K-S)
Wisniewski
Adolf, kpt. piech. (LZK)
Wisniewski
Alfred, w mundurze, leg. urz. paristw.. karta
recznie
szczep.,
zapisana kartka (AM 1163), (WO 1036 str. 14)
Wisniewski Artur. pptk., 1889, s. Antoniegn
Jozefy (LZK)
Wisniewski
Marian, kpt., ur. 15.5.02 w Bochni, ofic. leg., metryka urodz., fotogr. familijne, swind. W.S.W. dla Int. (AM
1927)
Wisniewski
Marian, w mundurze. karta szczep., telegram,
pocztowki, list (AM 2022). Wisniowski — syn Franciszka (WO
2022 str. 31)
Wisniewski Stanislaw. kpt., karta platnicza (WO 884 str. 20)
Wisniewski
Waclaw Jakub. w mundurze, list, o!6wek (AM
3633)
Wisniewski
Wladyslaw. por. (LZK)
Wisniewski Zdzislaw, kapral (LZK)
Witeszczak Stanislaw.
ppor., dowod osob., list
nadawca:
Wite«zczal Stefania, Zamosc (AM 205)
Witkiewicz
Jan, ur. 1.609, ppor., ks. wojsk., 4s. oszcz. PKO.
(AM
117), por. (ppor.). 1909, s. Jana
Henrvki, inz. archit.
(LZSl
Witkowiak
Wojciech, kpt., Poznari, Gorna Wilrin 13 m. 15,
karta czl. PCK., leg. odznacz., papierosnica, list, pocztowka. rr-edalik
lane. (AM 1811). kpt. lot. (LZK)
Witkowski
por., leg. ofic, pismo wojsk.
przydzialem do Szpitala Woj. 504 (AM 2134)
Witkowski
Pol. Pariztw. (LZK)
Witkowski Marek. ppor. (LZK)
Witkowski
Marian, w mundurze, poczt6wki, koperln (AM
2869), pocztdwki
list od Anny Witkowskiei'
Warszawv (WO
2869 str 54)
Witlinski
Edward, kapral art. 1896, s. Stanislawa
Marii
(LZK)
Witula Jozef
Wlodzimierz, ppor., ofic. ks., wizytowki. pocz
t6wka, odznaka strzelecka, papierosnica, laric do zegarka (AM
1468)
Wittman Kazimierz, por. lek., znm. Krakow, ul. Kopernika 23,
pismo Szkoly Sank., czese" dowodu osob., rzezbione wieczko
drzewa (AM 1087), (WO 986 str. 14)
Witulski
Stefan, mjr. 1894, s. Jakuba
Stanislawy (LZK)
Wiza Cezary, por., ur. 27.8.99, leg. ofic. rez.,
paszport, dowod
osob. (AM 3152), ppor. rez., 1899. s. J6zefa
Johanny (LZK)
Wizbek Henryk, por.. 1912, s. Stanislawa
Ludwiki (LZK
— por.. leg. ofic, odznaka
Wizbepulkowa (AM 3373)
Wizimirski
Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Wlazlowski
Jerzy Maurycy, ppor. rez., 1903 (LZK)
Wleklihski
Czeslaw, ppor. (LZK),
Czeslnw Marian
Feliks,
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ppor., leg. otic, ks. ofic. (AM 1888)
Wlibe Henryk. (AM 3376)
Wlaaiak Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Wlasienko Wlodzimierz, cjrwilny, poczt&wka nadawca: Maria
Wlasienko, Wilno, Josnowa 40 (AM 243), ppor. (LZK)
Wlaszczvk MlkolaJ, kpt. si. at. (LZ.K-0)
ppor. at. at. (LZK)
Wlodarczyk
apteki, podanie
Wloaek Edmund, рог..
poeztdwki, kartka
r64ne
kartki
zapiskami (AM 3985), por. (LZK)
Kozielska,
Wloaek Jozef, por. (LZK)
fotografja, wizyWloatowaki Hieronim, ppor., dowod osob.
Nowogrodek (AM
t6wka na nazwisko Hieronim Wlostowski.
176)
Wnuk Jakub, dr, kpt., ur. ur. 31.5.04 Wysokie, Lara. Warszafotografia, pou*zt6wka, wizywa. ul. Rozbrat 20 - 18, leg. ofic.
towki. fotografie (AM 4121)
Wnuk Michal, ppor., stala karta jazdy. poczt6wka, wizyt6wka
(AM 3939)
Woch Czeslaw. ppor.,
1720), por. farm..
poczt6wek (AM
1895, s. Karola
Katarzyny (LZK)
Wochanka Maurycy. kpt. rez. (LZK)
Wodzianicki Stanislaw, por. (ppor.) — (LZK)
Wodzianowski por. kaw. (LZK)
Wodziariaki
Stanislaw, por., poczt6wka. odcinek poczt., nonazwiskiem Heller Czeslaw (AM
tozs.
znaku
tatnik, polowa
1694)
Wodzihaki
Mateuaz, w mundurze, karta szczep.. poczt6wka,
laiic.
krzyiykiem (AM 3238)
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ppor. (LZK)
Wojakowaki
Wojastyk Jan, ppor., 1910, 45 pp. (LZK)
Stefan,
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Wojciech
Wojciechowski Edward, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Wojciechowski .Eugeniuaz. kpt. (LZK)
Wojciechowskl Franciszek, ppor., ofic. ks., karta szczep. 13000
(AM 1462)
Wojciechowski J6zef, w mundurze, dow6d osob., karta szczep.,
listy (AM 4100), ppor. (LZK)
1057),
Karol, kpt., ofic. leg., medalik (AM
Wojciechowski
(WO 971 str. 13)
Wojciechowski Maksymilian, por. mar., (LZ.K-S)
Wojciechowski Ryszard, ppor. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Wojciechowski Stanialaw, kpt. (LZK)
Wojciechowski Witold, por. rez. (LZK)
Wojciechowski Wladyslaw, por., leg. ofic, list, rys. karykatur
(AM 3858)
Wojciechowski Zygmunt, ofic. mar. wizytowka karta szczep*
fotografie, kwit pocztowy (AM 3403)
Wojciechowski Zygmunt, pchor., 1914, s. Jozefa (LZK)
Wojeieazczak Kazimierz, ppor., ur. 26.1.12, zam. Cheim Lubelski, ul. Kolejowa 74j dowod osob., ks. oszcz. PKO., karta
1956), ur. 1912, znak tozs. (WO
szczep. 2085. fotografie (AM
str.

Wojcicszek Stanislaw, ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (nieczytolna), list,
leg. urz. (nieczytelna) (AM 3265)
liety, pla
Wojcleazonek Edward, w mundurze, poczt6wka,
kieta (AM 3419), por. (LZK)
Wojciuk Jozef, kpt. (LZK)
Wojcluk Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Wojda Wlodzimlerz, ppor. КОР. (LZK)
Wojdal Czeslaw, pchor. (LZK)
Wojdat Adolf, bank. ks. wklad. (AM 158)
Wojder Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Wojewodzki
— kpt. lek. (LZK),
Wojkow —
Wojkow Gabriel, — Wojkan
dr., ur. 19.6.02 (RO. 32 str. 334)
Wojnarowaki Andrzej, ppor., 1908 (LZK)
W и nut Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
listy, karta szczep. (AM 3266),
Wojnicz Franciszek, ppor.,
Annj (KOP) — (LZK)
ppor. rez., 1904,s. Jana
Wojnicz Jan, (LZK)
Wojnicz Stefan, ofic. st. St. (LZK)
mjr, list (AM 1948)
Wojnowski
Wojtala Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Wojtiuk Jozef. kpt. (LZK)
por. (LZK)
Wojtkiewicz
., mjr (LZK)
Wojtowlcz ...
Wojtowicz Alojzy. por.. leg. ofic, pismo sluzb., kwit (AM
3477)
— w nim
nazwiska: Osiriski
Wojtowicz Szymon, notatnik
—
Waclaw, ppor_., Wojtowicz Szymon, Rzazewski Aleksander
ks. do modi., list (AM 240), ppor., 1900,s. Gracjana
Malgorzaty
(LZK)
Wojtowicz Wladyslaw, ppor. (LZK)
Bohdan, — Wojtuskiewicz — leg.
Jacenty
Wojtuszkiewicz
kolej., leg. urz., leg. czt. Zw. Inz. Kolej., listy, poczt6wki (AM
(WO 2156 str. 34). por., 1908, s. Wla2156), Wojtuszkiewicz
Izabelli (LZK)
dyslawa
Wojtych Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
Czeslaw, ksiadz. plk. (LZK)
Wojtyniak
Wolaniuk Aleksander, ppor., 1897 (LZK)
Wolariski
por. (LZK)
Wolanski Czeslaw, por. (LZK)
Wolariski
Eugeniusz, — Wolawski, ppor., leg. kolej., karta
— ur. 4.10.03
mob., list,
poczt6wki. spinki (AM 1825), Wolanski
(ROR. 34 str. 53)
Wolf Emil, oficer, dowod osob., cygarniczka (AM 209)
Wolinski Jozef, por., 4.1.90, karta mob., karta szczep., karta
zwoln. ze Szpitala (AM 2382)
odznaki (AM 2564)
Wolk Wincenty. por., poczt6wkn, list,
Wolkenberg Karol, kpt., leg. ofic, poczt6wka, gazeta
r. kpt., 1895,
kwietnia 1940
(AM
2809),
Wolkenberge
Kijowa
ur. Lw6w (LZK), Wolkenberg, ur. 15.7.95 (RO. 32 str. 288)
Wolkowiak
Jozef, oficer, leg.' ofic. rez., legit, odznacz., leg.
sport. (AM 2948)
Wolniewicz Jozef, leg. na rower, .weksel, notatnik (AM 3309)
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Wolski Bolesław,
pocztówki, list, karta szczep.
telegra
my (AM 231), ppor. (LZK)
Wölski Kazimierz, ppor., 1895 (LZK)
Wolski Zefiryn, por. 1891 (LZK)
Wolski Zygmunt, por, wizytówki, listy
(AM 3174)
Woltyński Antoni,
mundurze,
pocztówki monogram (AM
3776
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Wójcik Józef,
mjr, ofic. leg., pocztówki (AM
2730), mjr
(LZK)
Wójcik Józef, kpt. (LZK)
Wójcik Józef, rtm., 1897 (LZK)
Wójcik
Stanisław, mjr (LZK),
mir, cześć ofic. leg. (AM
1219), (WO 1079 str. 15
Wójcikiewicz Zbigniew, urz: pañstw.
Poznaniu, ppor, leg.
urz: pañstw., karta na broń,
karta szczep. 729, list
adresem,
cwikier, przekaz pocztowy na nazwisko
Zofia
Wójcikiewicz, Poz
nań, ul. Dabrowskiego 25a (AM
964), (WO 923 str. 12)
Wójtowicz Marian, pplk, wizytówki
kalend, kiesz., karta
szczep., medalik
lanc. (AM 496), pplk. (LZK)
Wójtowicz Wacław,
mundurze, list,
pocztówki (AM 1784)
Wójtowicz Władysław, pp.or, 1906 (LZK)
Wójtowicz Zygmunt, ppor.,
listy, medalik (AM 2052), lis
nadawca: Zofia Wójtowicz, Warszawa,
Kaliska
23,
medalik
napisem: ...Aleja Szucha 1925 r." (WO
2052 str. 31)
Wrabiecki Stefan, pp.or, pocztówka
madawca:
Wrabiecka,
Warszawa, ul. Złota 59a (AM 203)
Wraczek
mir, list
madawca: Józefa Wraczek, Ko
rzec (Korecz), ul. Staroklasztorna
(AM 215)
Wretowski Jan, pp.or, leg, karta szczep.
2049, wizytówka, fo.
tografie (AM 1490)
Wrocławski Michał, pp.or., 1906 (LZK)
Wroczyński Czesław, dr.med., kpt., 1889,...s.
Czesława
Jad
wigi (LZK)
Wroczynski. Witold, pp.or, ur, 10.596,
karta
mob.,
dowód
osob, list
data Kozielsk 34.40, odznaka
pulkowa, telegram
(AM 2760)
Wrona
kpt. (LZK
Wrona Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Wroniak Stanisław, ppor. (LZK)
Wronka Mieczyslaw,
mundurze, karta szczep
adresami
(AM 4113), (bezimienia),
kpt. (LZK)
Wroński Antoni, por (LZK)
Wróbel Kazimierz, ppor. (LZK)
Wróbel Kazimierz, wachmistrz, (LZK)
Wróbel M., znak tozs, koperta (AM
161)
Wróbel Piotr, ppor. (LZK)
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Wozniak Marian, por, leg. urz., leg.
ofic. rez., kwit depoz.,
wizytówka, monogram, krzyzyk (AM 2239),
dyr. Paristw. Liceum
Pedagog.
Trokach (WO 2239 str. 36), por. (LZK)
Wozniak Tadeusz, dr, kpt. (LZK)
Woźniak Zygmunt, por,
pocztówki, list, wizytówki, lañc.
dozegarka
wisiorkiem (AM 650)
Wozniakiewicz Mieczysław, ppor., 1909 (LZK)
Woźniakiewicz Stanisław,
mundurze, (bez nazwiska), pocz
tówka (AM 1433), (WO 1433 str. 45)
Woźniczka Władysław,
Wazniczka
ppor, cześć ofic. ks.,

w

–

–

Antoni Józef,
W*-iWolongiewicz Antoni Stefan
ppor, ur. 22.3.98, leg. urz, swiad,
odeiscia
Wyzszei Szk. Techn.
Gdańsku, swiad gimn., zašw., listy,
dowód osob., karta czl.
(AM3813),
ur. 22.3.98 (ROR.
str. 43)
Wolagiewicz Florian, ppor. (LZK)
Wolk Wincenty, por., 1906 (LZK)
Wołodkiewicz Piotr, kpt., pocztówka
9.3.40
madawca:
Marian Kuna, Warszawa, ul. Krucza
(AM 259), (LZK)
Wołosianka Michał,
med., kpt., leg., wizytówka, kwity,
swiad. szczep. 1777 (AM 106), kpt.
(LZK)
Wołoszczuk Teodor, por (LZK)
Wołowski Teofil, por (ppor.)
(LZK)
Wolyncewicz Karol, por, 1895, Samuela
Antoniny (LZK)
Wolyncewicz Jerzy, cywilny,
pocztówki,
karty szczep. (AM
21.89), Wolyncowicz (WO 2189 str.
34)
Wołyński Jan, por, 1902, Juliana
Heleny (LZK)
Woronicz Jan, pp.or, 1917 (LZK)
Worono Konstanty, mjr P.P. (LZK)
Woronowicz Edward, por (LZK)
Woronowicz Jan, lat 45 (LZK)
Woropaj Tadeusz, por (LZ.K-S)
Woróg Anatol, ppor. (LZK)
Worzecha Wincenty, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Wowra Jan, ur. 10.8.93, leg. osob.,
metryka urodz.,
foto
grafie, karta szczep. 4161, niemiecki
list, naramiennik bez oznak
lanc.
medalikiem (AM 384), ppor., Jaworzec
(LZK),
ur.
11.8.93 (ROR. 34 str. 33)
Woydyno Józef, kpt. (LZK)
Woynillowicz Erazm.
Wojnilowicz
kpt.,
Leona
Pe
lagii, 78 pp. (LZK),
ur. 25.6.91 (RO. 32 str. 48)
Woźniak Eugeniusz, ppor rez., 1911
(LZK)
Wozniak Edmund, pp.or, karta mob., leg.
urz., karta szczep.,
zegarek
reke (AM 2335)
Wozniak Edward, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Woźniak Józef, kpt., dr, rozkaz
awansowy,
metryki urodz.
notatnik (AM 1322)

notatnik (AM 1067), Wozniczka (WO
976 str. 13), por. (LZK)
Wozny Ignacy,
Wojzny
mundurze, leg. orz., kilka lis
tów
nadawca: Cr. Wojzny, Gostynin, pow.
Konin. Warthegau.
pismo urzedowe
Poznania, wizytówka, medalik karta
szczep
(AM 1960), mgr prawa (WO 1960
str. 29), por. LZK)
Wozny Kazimierz Henryk,
por, Gdynia, ul. Swietojanska
108, przepustka
wyjazd, kartka
notatkami (AM 1068). ppor.
ur. 21.12.03
Hildesheim, urzednik (WO 977 str. 13)
Wójciak Piotr,
med., por, cześci leg ofic, rez., leg.
urz.,
wizytówka (AM 3198)
Wójcicki Aleksander, ppor. (LZK)
Wójcik
por, lek. (LZK)
Wójcik Franciszek, pp.or., 1896,
Wincentego
Katarzyny
(LZK)
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p.ul. (LZK)
Zaborowski Stanisław, ppor.,
Zaborowski Zdzisław, ppor, (LZK)
(LZ.K-S)
Zachar Rudolf, por.
Zacharewicz Walerian, st. post. P.P. (LZK)
Krakowa,
por.
Zachariasiewicz Ignacy, kpt. piech. (LZK),
dowód osob. (AM 648), Charasiewicz (?), (WO str.
Zacharzewski Olgierd, ppor, list, pocztówka, okulary (AM
1155), (WO 1033 str. 14), (bez imienia), ppor. (LZK)
nazwiskami (AM
Zachert Konstanty, mjr, pocztówka, listy
2567)
Zachert Konstanty, por rez. (LZK)
pocz
Hugon-kpt.,
Zachert Okrzanowski Wiktor Hugon,
tówki, list, karta szczep. (AM 1229), (WO 1086 str. 15), Wiktor
str.,241)
ur. 24.10.90 (ROR.
Hugon
Zachert Olszyc Konstanty, por, karta szczep., woisk, zašw.
zapiskami (AM 3742)
kartka
Pemyloania, metryka urodz.
Zackiewicz Jan, ppor, ur. 1914
karta mob, pismo shuib., listy, telegram, recepta (AM 3068).
Ameryki (LZK)
wojskowy, ur. 1914
por. (LZK)
Zadora Ciszewski
Zagajewski Karol, ppor. art. (LZK)
Zagórski Kazimierz, ppor, ur. 4.10.13, leg. urz., karta mob.,
(AM 3293)
por. (LZK)
Zagrodzki
Zahorodny Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Zahraj Teodor, ppor. (LZK)
Zajac Jan, sierzant (LZK)
Zajac Józef, ppor. art. (LZK)
madawca:
Zajac Józef, leg. kolej, wizytówka, pocztówka
(WO str
Pilichowska
Anna Zajac, Lwów,
Maric.
mundurze, list, różaniec, medalik
Zajac Stanisław,
(AM 2847), ppor. (LZK)
ks.
oszcz.
3.5.98,
ur.
mundurze,
Zajac Stanisław Antoni,
PKO., pocztówka, list (AM 2905)
Zajaczkiewicz Józef, mjr, apt., pismo Szpit. Woj. 504, ros.
zasw., fotografie, karta szczep. 3532, grzebień, gotówka 1000
złotych (AM 280), (bez imienia), mjr (LZK)
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pulku, pocztów
mundure, leg, pism"?
Wysocki Zygmunt,
nazwiskiem, kalend, kies: (AM 2696)
ka, kartka
leg, odznacz,
wyszkowski vel Wierzchowski Wiktor, pp.or.
madawea:anak
oszcz. PKo., list
zor,
karta mob, kartacz.
toes. (AM 2249), list z_nadawca: Zofia Wyszkowska, Eódé,
Orlicz' dreszera (wo 2249 str. 36), Wyszkowski (bezimienia),
por, piech. (LZK)
por: pocztówki, wiecine
Wyszogród Stanisław, Wiszogrod
2706
(wo
wiszogrod
2706),
(AM
adresami
pióro, kartka
str. 50
(bez
2983),
Zygmunt, ppor., znak tois. (AM
imienia), ppor. (LZK)
Wyszyński Juliusz, ppor (LZK)
Zablocki Eugeniusz, pp.or, inz. elektr., ur. 1904, leg ofie
leg.,
fotografie, wizytówki (AM 2816)
rez.,
-

2

*

-

pocztówki
Wiktor, por,
Wru
Wróbel Wiktor,
por (WO 234
(AM 234), Wróbel
Wilna, ul. Wielna
str. 19)
Wróbel. Witold, ppor. (LZK)
Wróbel Zygmunt, ppor. (LZK)
nich
listy
Wróblewski Edmund, kpt., dowód osob.,
(AM
Klitsche, Schoenberg, Warthburgstr.
Alfonsa
den
(LZK)
kpt.,
1898
1327), (bez imienia),
leg, ofic, rez., leg. urz.
Wróblewski. Edmund, ppor., znaktois,
lanc. (AM 2381)
list, medalik
Tarnowie,
ur, 5.8.03
Ignacy
Wróblewski Jan Ignacy,
zam. Tarnów, oficer, ks, wojsk, kalend, kiesz., notatnik, dowód
osob. (AM-237), Jan Ignacy, (WO 237 str. 19), Jan Ignacy
ur, 5.8.03 (ROR. 34 str. 63)
Wróblewski Kazimierz, por. (LZK)
fotografie (AM
Wróblewski Marian, pp.or., karta szczep.,
2101)
(LZK)
pil.
Wróblewski Wojciech, ppor.
Wstegiewicz Antoni, por. (LZ.K-S)
Wstegiewicz Fabian, por (LZK)
ppor. (LZK)
Wujastyk
por (LZK)
Wyborski
3105), (bez
listy (AM
mundurze,
Wyczesany Marceli,
imienia), ppor. (LZK)
pióro
wieczne
rez.,
legofic.
oficer,
Kazimierz,
Wydra Roman
ppor. (LZK)
(AM 2755), (bezimienia),
pocztówki,
mundurze,
Wykipiez–w
Wykpisz Stanisław,
listy, karta szczep. 484,madawea poczty: Helena Wykipicz, Bia
(WO str.
(AM 542), Wykpisz
m.
lystok, ul. Podleśna
Wykowski Mirosław, ppor., 1904 (LZK)
Wylazłowski Jerzy, por (LZK)
Wylga Leon, ppor. (LZK)
Michala
Wypychowski Zenon Tadeusz, kpt. KOP., 1899,
Antoniny (LZK)
pocz
zašw.,
Kraków,
ur.
13.2.10,
pp.or,
Kazimierz,
Wyrobek
24 p.a.l. (AM 1994), npor. 24 p.a.l.
pisma shuzb.
tówka,
Jarosławiu, (WO 1994 str. 30), pp.or, rez, (LZK)
ur, 7.8.93 (RO. 32
Stanisław, kpt. KOP. (LZK),
str.
mundurze, kar
Wyrosenoski
Wyrozebski Mieczysław,
ur.
zapiskami (AM 3399), Wyrozebski
ta-szczep., kartka
21.6.02 (ROR. 34 str. 170)
Henryk, mjr (LZK)
Wyrzykowski
Wyrzykowski Mieczysław, naucz., leg. urz., fotografie (AM
(LZK)
pp.or,art.
3311),
Zofii (LZK).
Edwarda
Wyskiel Zbigniew, ppor., 1912,
fotografie (AM ići,
ppor., ks, ofic,
(LZK)
por
Wyskoczyl
cyw., inz, (LZK)
Wysocki
Wysocki Józef, ppor, zam. Warszawa, ul. Elektoralna 17,
listy
karta na plywalnie, ks, ofic, karta szczep. 2660, pocztówki
(AM 1120), (W.O. 1010 str. 14), pp.or, (LZK)
Wysocki Kazimierz, kpt., (LZK)
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Zajączkowski Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Roman, inz. dróg
mostów, dowód osob., wizy
tówka (WO str.
Zajaczkowski Tadeusz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Zajaczkowski Władyslaw,
mundurze,
pocztówki, list (A M
2061), adwokat, 1907, Tadeusza
Ireny (LZK)
Zajc Stanislaw,
mundurze znak tozs. (AM 1831), por. art.
LZK
#"
Bolesław, por., inz., 1908,
Władysława
Ma
rianny (LZK)
Zakrzewski Stanisław, kpt. (LZK)
Zakrzewski
Władysław, kpt., leg. ofic., dowód osob., listy
pocztówki (AM 2776)
Wojciech, ppor., leg. urz., leg. ofic. rez. kalend.
kiesz. (AM 2409)
Zalasik Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Zalasik Mieczyslaw,
mundurze, karta szczep: kartka (zna
leziona
terenie, nieprzy zwlokach)
(AM 553)
Zaleski Edward, ppor., 1896,
Michala
Marii (LZK).
Zaleski Jan,
Zalewski
por., leg. ofic.
oczt. (AM 2333), dr, ur. 18.1.02,vam.
oczow, ul. Nie.
'''',
str. 38), dr, ur. 18.1.02, Zaleski
(ROR.
str. 44)
Zaleski Stanishaw, mjr dypl. (LZ.K-S)
Zaleski Szymon, oficer, leg. ofic. rez., zašw. (AM 3928)
Zaleski Wincenty. inz,
mundurze, leg. urz, wizytówki, cy
garniczka (AM 3815)
Zalewski Czesław,
mundurze, pocztówka
nadawea: Mie
dzynarod. Czerw. Krzyż list, karta szczep., notatnik (AM 2964)
Zalewski Edward, poor.
pocztówki, medalik
lanc. (AM
1687)
Zalewski Jan, kpt. (LZK)
Zalewski Jan, ofic. rez., dr, 1902, Jana
Marii (LZK)
Zalewski Jerzy, kpt, lek. (LZK),
med, kpt, lek., wizytówki,
prawo jazdy, Znak toks, ks. oszcz. PKO., pocztówka, plakieta
(AM 1615)
Zalewski
Tadeusz, por., karta szczep., telegram, medaiik
lanc., prawo jazdy (AM 2637)
- Zalewski Tadeusz,
mundurze, pocztówki
nadawca: Zalew
ska Maria, Warszawa, ul. Siennicka
m.
(AM 2666)
Zalewski W., ppor. (LZK)
Zalobinski Adam, telegram, pocztówka, naramiennik bez dy
stynkcji (AM 109)
Zaleski Jan, por. (LZK)
Zaleski Karol, por. (LZK)
•
Zaleski Tadeusz, ppor. rez. (LZK)
Załuska Jan, plk., ur. 25.6.89, zam. Lublin, ks, oszcz. PKO.,
wizytówki, krzyz Virtuti Militari (AM 3488), (bez imienia), plk.
ZK)
Zahuski Stefan, ppor. (LZK)
Zamarski Adam Tadeusz, kpt., karta na broń, wizytówka,3
listy, pocztówka, zašw., odznaka mundurowa, cwikier (AM 846),
kpt., 1893, DOK. II. (LZK)
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Zaremba
(LZK)
Zaremba Jan, ppor. (LZK)
Zaremba Mieczysław, mjr, leg. ofic. (AM 3526)
Zaremba Piotr, Zarenba
mundurze, ur. 5.11.06, zam.
Wilno, ul. Makowa
19, leg. ofic. rez, leg. urz.,
pocztów
karta szczep. (AM 3769), Zaremba (RoR.
str. 150)
Zaremba Władysław,
mundurze, karta szczep. 2154, swiad.
lek, fotografie (AM 2014), syn Władysława (Wo 2014
str. 30),
wiceprokurator (LZK)
Zarybnicki Henryk Kazimierz,
Zaribnicki
pocztówki,
karta Szczep. 800,
listy, lista imienna
oficerów (AM 653),
(WO str. 9), ppor, 1908,
Józefa
Heleny
#"
(LZK)
Zasztowt
Herman,
mundurze, ur, 4.1.05, dowód osob.
listów znadawea: Zasztowt Anna, Swietawola, pow. Pińsk (AM
2430), Zasztow German, Świeta Wola, ujezd Kosów, now. Pińsk
(WO 2430 str. 45), ppor. (LZK)
Zatchej Leopold, ppor. (LZK)
Zatchej Walerian, ppor. sap. (LZK)
Zatonski Konstanty, ppor. piech. (LZK)
Zatonski Stanisław,
mundurze, karta szczep. 427, cześci ko
P'y..."adawca:
Zatonski Zygmunt, Wolonin obok Waarszawy
(AM 2778)
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Zawadowicz Władysław, por (LZS-K)
Zawadzki Józef,
mundurze, wizytówki,
pisma (AM 3538),
ppor: art. (LZK)
Zawadzki Marian, kpt., 1879,
Walentego (LZK),
Zwadz
-kpt., lotnik, dowód osob., wizytówki,
pisma stuzb., pocz
tówka, okulary, medalik (AM 740)
Zawadzki Stanisław,
listy,
pocztówki
madawca: Zofia
Zawadzka, Warszawa,
Zielna
ks,
modi. (AM 823
Zawadzki Stanisław, 1903, Aleksandra
Stanislawy (LZK)
Zawadzki Stanisław, por., 1904, Ludwika
Anny (LZK)
Zawadzki Tadeusz, pchor, art., 1916, Baon, Wilno
Zawadzki Teofil, officer, leg ofic, rez, karta mob. (LZK)
(AM 3075,
Zawadzki Wacław, ppor. (LZK)
Zawisłański. Jerzy, ppor. (LZK)
Zawodziński Tadeusz,
"durze,
list, pocztówka
nadaw.
ca: Stefania Zawodzińska, poczta Piaseczno (AM 3379),
por. lek.,
docent Uniw. (LZK),
ur. 26.6.96 (ROR. 34 str.
223)
Zaworotnik Jerzy,
PP**
piech (LZK),
Jur
mun.
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Zambrzycki Stanisław, inz. por: okulary,
pocztówki, scyzo.
ryk (AM 911), (WO 890 str. 12), bez imienia, por. (LZK)
Zaniewski
Waclaw, por. (AM
3917), (bez imienia), por.,
(LZK)
Zaniewski Wiesław, rim.,
Wlodzimierza
Leonii (LZK)
Zapala
mjr (LZK)
Zapolski Jerzy, pplk. st. sp. (LZK), pplk, podanie
zwolnie
nie do komendanta
Moskwie, list, plakieta (AM 1588)
Zapolski Stanisław, por rez. lek. (LZK)
Zaprutkiewicz Karol
Leon, mjr, wizytówka, okulary (AM
1477), Zaprukiewicz (WO 1477 str. 19), (bez imienia), mir. piech.
(LZK)
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pocztowki, notatnik
durze, zam. Lwdw, ul. Heninga 19, listy
(AM 3875)
Zaworotnik St. fan, ppor. piech. ret. (LZK)
mjr kaw. (LZK>
Zaworaki
— Zabrzel — kpt. (LZK), — ur.
Zawrzel -Leon Benedykt.
18.Б.99 (RO. 32 str. 200)
Poznania
w mundurze, architekl
Zbijewski Jan Komuald.
do woil oaob., leg. urz. (AM 4069)
w Poz—
1.4.06
рог., ut.
Zborowski Wladyalaw, — Zworowski
2986), — ur.
okulary (AM
naniu, dow6d osob., prawo iazdy,
4.1.06 (ROR. 34 str. 161)
listy,
Zborowski Zdzistaw Stefan, ppor., ofic. ks., pocztowka,
rozaniee (AM 1552), por. art. (LZK)
Zbroja Zygmunt, 77 pp. (LZK)~II.7.KI
",'ppor. rez. (LZK)
Zbys'zewski ....
ppor. lek. (LZK
Zbytowski
leg. ofic., leg. urz. (AM 3388)
WtadyeUw. por.,
Zd.nowicz
/Hanowski ......
mjr art. (LZK)
lane.
list, рм*»»
pocztowka, fotograf.a,
Henryk, por., usi,
Henrya,
Zdanowsk!
Zdanowsk)
ka
Julii, 25 p. ul. (LZK)
(AM 1772), por., 1907, a. Henry
listy (AM
Zdeb Marein. por., wizytowka, leg. czi. strzelecka.
2364), ppor. rez. (LZK)
1910,
Bochnia
napisem:
Zdrocheeki Roman Jozef, znak tois.
КОР. (LZK)
koperta, wizyt6wka (AM 163), kpt.
ofic. lek. (LZK)
Zdroja
Uniw. Warsz., ur.
Zdunklewlez Jerzy, oficer, dr med., asyst.
<s. oszcz. PKO.,
138 m.
23.8.03,zam. Warszawa, ul. Grochowaka
adresem, list,
in bianco
leg. urz., znak tozs., wizytowki, recepty
lek. (LZK)
poczt6wka (AM 1754), por.
Zdzieborski Franciszek, oficer (LZK)
Zdzieborski Waclaw, kpt. (LZK)
Zdzi
Boleslaw, w mundurze, zasw. na nazwisko
Zdzitowicz
1117), nierozpoz
towicz Boleslaw, rozne kwity, poczt6wka (AM
Boleslaw
Zdzitowicz
nane zwloki, w mundurze, leg na nazwisko
(WO 1008 str. 14)
Zecer Zygmunt, ppor. art. (LZK)
ofic. rez. (nieczytelna), lists
Zegadto Jan, w mundurze. leg.
3856)
nazwiskami, karta szczep., notatnik (AM
ofic. rez., kar
Zelba Feliks J6zef, ppor., lek., ur. 17.2.911, leg.
3873)
ta czl. ZOR., fotografie, pismo Szpit Woj. (AM
„ kpt. br. pane. (LZK)
Zelski
odlisty,
Zeman Rudolf, ppor., ur. 1.10.98, ks. oszcz PKO,
znaki putkowe, r64aniec (AM 3362), ppor. (LZK)
kpt. (LZK)
Zemanek
kpt. (LZK)
Zembik
Zembowicz Wladyalaw, por. (LZ.K-S)
Militari,
pocztdwks
Konrad,
plk., leg. Virtuti
Zembrznaki
odznaka Pitsuds
Czerw. Krzyza, telegram w jez. roa., cwikier,
kaw.
(LZK)
1444), plk. dypl.
kiego (AM
Zemler Hugo, mjr P.P. (LZK)
— w mundurze, ofic. ks.,
—
Zomojtel
Zemojtel Leopold,
902 str. 12). Zemojtel —
pisma Banku Polskiego (AM 936), (WO
ppor. art. (LZK)
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Ziembihaki Marian, kpt. zaw. san. (LZ.K-S)
Ziembiiiaki Stanislaw. por., pismo sluzb.
pulku ul., prawo
jazdy, karta szczep. (AM 3315)
Ziemiansk]
Ignacy, oficer, leg. szk., notatnik,
pocztdwki,
krzyzyk. medahk (AM
1276), Ziemian (WO 1111 str 16)
(bez imienia) — por. piech. (LZK)
Ziemiaiiski Jozef, por. rez. (LZK)

z
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Zenkner Jan, pplk. lek. wot. (LZ.S-K)
- Zennerman
J6zef, ppor., ur. 30.7.93 w Krnkowie, zam. Lublin,
ks. oszcz. PKO., leg. urz., dowod oaob., metryka urodz.. karta
szczep., wizyt6wki, list, zloty lane, do zegarka (AM 3120)
Zcnaielewic*
w mundurze, czesc nocztowki (AM
2735), nierozpoznany wojskowy, znaleziono skrawek koperty (WO
2735 str. 50)
Z«rbe Franciszek, kpt.
Poznania, znak toza.,
poczt6wki,
list w jez. niem., medalik (AM 1100), (WO 997 str 14), —
(bez
imienia), dr por. (LZK)
Zerwiak Jan, ppor., dow6d osob. (nieczytelny) (AM 3564)
Zeydo Wt.. dr med. (LZK)
Zglelaki Roman Jozef. w mundurze, leg. urz., karta szczep
listy (AM 2437), Zgielski lub Igielski - dwa listy od Zgielskiego
Nieswieia, ul. Rudawska
(WO 2437 str. 41)
Zichackl
Wladyalaw, ppor., leg. urz., leg. ofic. rez., karta
tramw. (AM 3952)
Ziejewski Stanislaw. ppor. rez. (LZK)
Zielenkiewicz Boleslaw, por. piech. (LZK),... (imienia nie odczytano) — (WO 1339 str. 45)
Zieliiiski
ppor. rez. (LZK)
Zielinski Anton], kpt., 1895, DOK. (LZK), ppor., karta
szczep
rozkaz wyjazdu, — Zielinski (AM 2674), Zielinski — (WO 2674
str. 49)
Zielinski Czealaw Stefan, ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (AM 3801).
por. rez. lek., 1903, Ubezp. Spot. (LZK)
Zieliiiski Franciszek, ppor. dr (LZ.K-S)
Zielinski Marein, w mundurze,
karty czl. Zw. Lek., karta
K2S?-', Wlzyt6wka "a nazwisko: prof. dr. Zielinski Marein (AM
3903), kpt. rez. lek. (LZK)
Zielinski Piotr, kpt. art. cieik. (LZK)
Zieliiiski Rudolf, oficer,
poczt6wki, notatnik. odznaka ofic.
rez. (AM 1749.)
Zielinski Stanislaw, mjr, ofic. leg., odznaka
pu>kowa,
listy,
poczWwka Jotografia,
monogramy ZS„ swinka szczescia, cwiК1СГ (AM oUU
Tadeusz, kpt., kwit Urz. Skarb. (AM
ii Zi'!in"ki
1591), kwit
w Jaroslawiu
(WO 1591), kpt rez. art. (LZK)
„Л'?1*;
Zielinski Zygmunt, mjr, 1893, s. Stanisiawa
Marii (LZK)
zi«»ba
, kpt. (LZK)
W,'",5'в,^w• w niundurae. Prawo jazdy,
poczt6wki
(AM 4010)
Ziemba Zygmunt, w mundurze,
list
poczt6wka,
(AM 1778)
°*
Krakow<». "I- Siemiradzkiego 20a m.
(WO 1778
str 25*
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Ziemski J6zef, ppor., karta szczep., odcinek poczt., rdianiec
(AM 2576)
Zienkiewicz Jan, рог. dr. ur. 25.9.97, zam. Wilno, ofic. ks.,
odznaka Szk. Sanit. .notatnik, fotografia, karta szczep. 3960,
wizytdwki (AM
1304), Sienkiewicz (WO 1304 str. 16), Zienkie
wicz — рог. lek. (LZK)
Ziecina J6zef, w mundurze, poczt6wka, kalend. kiesz.,
per
ta
nadawea: Ziecina Natalia, Warszawa, Goledzin6w, ul. Qersona 40 (AM 2630)
ZleUlski
Lucjan Mirhal, ppor., ks. ubezp. spot., leg. ofic. rez.,
pismo, karta czl. Zw. Aptek. (AM 3625), (bez imienia), ppor. apt.
(LZK)
Zietek Wincenty, w mundurze, leg., karta szczep., znak tozs.
(AM 3808)
Zimodro Stanistaw, w mundurze.
nadawea: Stanislisty
lawa Zimodro. Iwieniec, pow. Wolozyriski (AM 530), — Zimod—
rach
ppor. (LZK)
/imp*! Franciszek, por., ur. w styczniu 94, lee. ofic. rez. (AM
2446»
Ziolkowski Jan Leon, ksiadz* kapelan polowy w stopniu mjr.,
wizyt6wka, leg. odznaki КОР.,
modlitewniki,
fotografie, pa
drzewa ,r6zaniec,
lane, na szyjQ iAM
pierosnica
487), ks.
mjr, kapelan (LZK)
Zi61kowski Jan, ppor., le(r. odznarz., leg. ZOR., modlitewnik. list, fotografie, zapalniczka (AM 2311), ppor.
p.a.l. (WO
2311 sir. 38)
Ziolkowski Jerzy, ppor. lot. (LZK)
Ziolkowski Wladyslaw, por. (LZK)
Znajdowski Wactaw, kpt. (LZK)
Zodrow Maksymilian, kpt., ur. 16.6.83, leg. ofic, karta mob.
wizyt6wki, medal 10-lecia si. wojsk.. rdzaniec, okulary, odzna
ka pamint k., lane, do zegarka (AM 760), — Zedrow (WO str. 11),
Zodrdw — kpt. (LZK)
Znajdowski Wactaw, w mundurze, pismo handlowe (AM 2795)
Zolanowicz
ppor. (LZK)
Zrinczak Jan, w mundurze,
poczt6wki
W^gier (nieczytelne)
(AM 1748), Zrinczak lub Trinczak — (WO 1748 atr. 45), ppor.
(LZK)
Zuberbier Dyonizy, por. lek. (LZK)
Zubik Heliodor Henryk, w mundurze, ur. 3.7.12 w Mordach,
dowod osob., odznaka putkowa .karta szczep. 818, maly kal. kiesz.
notatkami (AM 1283), Zabik. ur. w Meldy (WO 1115 str 16/
Zubrzycki Leon Ludorair, pplk.,
rtizne leg., karta na broil,
odznaka pulkowa (AM
1842), (bez tmieiua),
pplk. dypl. piech., st. sp. (LZK)
Zuch Wladyslaw Kazii
Kazimierz, kpt., Kalisz. ul. Lddzka 29, prawo jazdy, przepustka,
pisma Kasy Chorych, dowod osob. (AM
949), (WO 912 str. 12)
Zuchowski Ludwik, Zuckowski — ppor., leg. ofic. rez. (AM
2670), — ur. 7.10.99 (ROR. 34 str. 51)
Zuchowski Zygmunt, por., znak toza., ur. 22.11.02, leg. ofic.
rez., karta mob., zasw. (AM 3997)
Zusman Zygmunt. cywilny, dow6d osob., kwit depoz.
Wnj-
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2aboklicki Stanislaw Julian, kpt. p.a.c. (LZK)
na2ak Jan, kpt., karta szczep. 958, kwit depoz., Colograf ia
Jana (WO 2231 str. 36),
pisami. monogram (AM 2231). syn
kpt. art. (LZK)
2arczyriski Jan, ppor. rez. (LZK)
cenzusem (LZK)
strzclec
Zamowskl
2arski
mjr br pane. (LZK)
2bikowski Slefan, ppor., leg. odznacz., pismo, .ist (AM JM9),
Jozefy (LZK)
por., s. Jana
2ebiewaki
'por. (LZK)
ul. Szter
27.2.93. zam. IMi,
ui. .imn.
in"t.i>
Zebrowski Aleksander,
zeorowsai
kpt., ur.
liaty, swiad. przynal.
linga 18, dow6d osob., metryka slubu,
panstw. (AM 1793)
2ebrowski Wladyslaw, plk. (LZK)
2egestowski Zdzislaw. plk. st. sp. (LZK)
2egleski Wladyslaw, inz., ppor., leg. ofic. rez., prawo jazdy,
Jzieci, medalik
karta na bron, przepustka, liaty, fotografia
2888), 2elewski (WO
w zlocie, r6zaniec wlasnej roboty (AM
2888 str. 54)
pocztowki, list (AM 2364),
2elazowski Stefan, w mundurze,
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ppor. (LZK)
propor
Kazimierz, plk., srebma papierosnica
2elislawski
Kl.
plk. M.),
czykami wszystkich putkow Bryg. Kaw. (rel. kpt.
(bez imienia) plk. (LZK)
oocztowka, kar
2goll Henryk, ppor., zam. Katowice, leg. urz.,
ta szczep. (AM 2594)

z
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(AM
pocEt6wka, wizyt6wka, papierosnica
zienia Lwowskiego,
2153)
Zusaman Edward, (LZK)
notesik
rachunek,
wizytowki,
Lukasz,
mjr.
Zwierkowski
(AM 3)
561, pocr
Zwierzchowskl Roman, w mundurze, karta szczep.PWK 192S*.
monogramem
t6wka, leg. urz. paristw., pugilares
B-9/390, zapalniczka (AM 835)
bielizna ze znakiem
por. lek. (LZK)
Zwikelson
listy, odznaka pulkowa (AM
Zwojszczyk Stanistaw, kpt.,
— (WO 1324 str. 16), Zwojszczyk — kpt.
1324), Zwejszozik
st. (LZK)
— Zwikielski.
(bez imienia), kpt. lek
Zwykielski Maurycy,
— dr, ur. 27.10.83 (ROR. 34 str. 217)
(LZK).
ul. 3-go Maja 35 m.
Zyblewski Jozef, dr med., Brzesc n/B.,
wizyt6wka
dow6d osob., dyplom doktorski, pismo urzedowe,
— por. lek. (LZK)
znak tozs., naramiennik bez oznak (AM 333),
Zyblewski Jozef, ppor. art. (LZK)
Zyblewski Zbigniew, dr. ppor. (LZK)
kpt. art. (LZK)
Zych
na
— Sydel — * mundurze,
poczt6wek
Zydcl Franciszek,
listy, notatnik (AM
dawea: Irena Sydel, Wilno. ul. Piewna
(WO 905 str. 12), — ppor. (LZK)
940), Zydel — ul. Pilna
(AM 3738)
Zymeha Roch, ppor. lek., leg. ofic. telegram
— ppor., ur. 1909, ofic. ks., poczt6wka
Zysko Adam, — Zysko
p.a.c. (LZS)
(LZK), Zysko (bez imienia),
(AM 879), Zysko
s!
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— ppor., poczt6wki (AM
Tadeusz,
Zmejewski
2mijewski
Anieli (LZK)
3194), — ppor., 1915, a. Bronislnwa
pocztowki.
2mudziriski
Leopold, w mundurze. wizyt6wka,
Hat (AM 3312), ur. 1899, por. art.. Lw6w (LZK)
Edmund,
2ochowski
por., ur. 1898, zam. Piekary, Szkota
karta mob., leg. urz., karta czl., Hat (AM 4001)
Powsz.
2otadkiewicz Edward, pchor. (LZK)
Zotadkiewicz Michal, pchor. (LZK)
— w mundurze, karta
2ol^dziowskt Boleslaw, Zaledziowski
szczep.. fotografia (AM 3910)
2otaierowicz Jozef, ppor., apt., karta mob. .AM 3339), (bez
imienia), ppor. (LZS)
2otobiriski Adam, kpt. (LZK)
J6zefiny (LZK)
26ltowaki Jerzy, por. sap., 1902, s. Michala
por., zam. Gtuchdw p.
261towskl Marceli. por. kaw. (LZK),
Militari
(AM
Virtuti
;ka.
leg.
Czempin. czesc ofic. ks., wizyto
1142), fWO 1025 str. 14)
26ttowski Marian Andrzej, ppor. kaw. (LZK)
26ttowski Stefan, ur. 13.3.02 w Kargowo, ppor., ks. ofic. (AM
130). por. kaw. (LZK)
26ttowski Wtadyslaw, w mundurze, ur. 9.4.910, album fotogr.,
taric. (AM 3889)
wizytdwki, dowod osob., prawo jazdy. medalik
nadawca: 2ub2ubrowski Waclaw, w mundurze, pocztowka
Narutowicza
36,
metryka urodz.
ul.
rowska Zofia, Czestochowa,
lane. (AM 3675)
dziecka, karty meld., kwit kasowy, medalik
Zuehowicz Jozef, — Zuchobicz — por., pismo MSWojsk., leg.
ofic. (AM 3884)
Zuchowski
por. lek. (LZK)
2uk Henryk, w mundurze, urz. kontr. Minist. Komunik., leg.
Matkq Boski) (AM 784), 2uk lub 4a
urzedn. panstw., plakieta
(WO str. 11)
2uk Jan, kpt. art. (LZK)
2ukowski Ryszard, por. (LZK)
2ulawski Kazimierz. ppor., zam. Warszawa, ul. Kopernika 30,
leg. ofic. rez., telegram, poczt6wka, karta szczep., zasw., wizyJadwigi (LZK)
t6wka (AM 3166), ppor. rez., 1901, s. Ludwika
2urakowski Stanistaw, w mundurze, pocztowka, cbrazek swie— (WO str. 16), ppor. art. (LZK)
ty (AM 1266), Zubrakowski
2uralski Tadeusz, w mundurze, znak tozs., koperta, medalik
(AM 675). C6ralski (?), (WO str. 10), 2uralski (bez imienia),
Poznania
docent ginekologii
por. dr (LZK-O)
listy
2uraniewski Jan, ppor. rez., karta mob., karta szczep.
od matki, spinka do mankieta (AM 893), (WO 875 str. 12)
2urominski
Marian, ur. 3.4.10 w Tarnowie, dowod osob. (nieoznak (AM
czytelny), swiad., metryka urodz., naramiennik bez
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szkaAM 111. — list, kalendarzyk kieszonkowy dla lekarzy,
Marian pptk.)
tulka drewniana, scyzoryk w etui (Bolenawicz
marca
22.
—
do
notatnik zapisany
AM 121. — WO str.
data 4.IV. 1940
1940. wyblakla fotografia
Wilno, Dobrowolska —
—
telegramu:
AM 252.
kapitan, recepis
ze stemplem: Kozielsk 12.3.40.
apteki Korski
AM 435. — w mundurze, bez odznak, kartka
w Kowo, ul.
Maja 96 — tel. 42.
.ckowi
ppor.. Lw6w, karta rejeAM 437. — W .
Panstw.
str na samochdd Nr 43191 ,dwie obligacje 5% Pozyczki
3194978), 13
r. 1924. kazda nom. wart. 50 zl., (Nra 3194977,
zlote monety 10-cio koronowe.
fotografii.
pierwsze.i Komunii
AM 488. — kapitan, medalik oamiatka
adresem: Ostrowice, Zukarta
szczep. 1679, kartka
sw. 1.7.12,
towska 23a.
AM 552. — w mundurze .karta szczep. 2487, fotografie chtop- letniego na koniu oraz na wielbladzie.
czyka okoto
imiona— w mundurze, oficer, karta
AM 566. — WO str.
— medalik.
mi jego dzieci: Zosia, Marys, Bogus,
Lodzi
list
—
JS.,
oficer, monogram
AM 575. — WO str.
fotografie, ks. woisk., medalik, spinki.
daty 3.2.40 (lub 3.1.40),
.
4/.
AM 588. — porucznik, list w jez. niem.: Seevszen
1940 „I)rogi Panie Stanach!" ,!ist w jez. polskim: ..Stasku!
dzienniczek, list w jez. niem.
antoni, kalend. kiesz., w nim
AM 630. — kapitan
Putiwelsk
listopada 1939 — przybycie do
notatka: ..wyjazd

OPIS

(LZ.S-K)
Bakowski - Jaxa Jerzy, por. rez.. syn Gustawa
(LZ.S-K)
Bielec Jozef. por. rez. (LZ.S-K)
Bielewicz Witold, por. si. st. (LZ.S-K)
Boehm Edward, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Byra Jan, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
43 (LZ.S-K)
Chadzynski Bronulaw, por. rez. lat
Chmielewski Kazimierz, rtm., (LZ.S-K)
Chmielewski Marian, rtm. (LZ.S-K)
Czajkowski Zenon, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Czeremski Stanislaw, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Czerniak Edward, ppor., 1912, 70 pp. (LZ.S-K)
Dembiiiaki
ppor. art. (LZ.S-K)

4. z

287)
pisma wojskowe.
2yczynski Henryk, ppor., prof., leg. urz.,
przepustka, poczt6wka (AM 2797), ppor. rez. (LZK)
w mundurze, pocztowki.
2yla Wilhelm. ppor. pitch. (LZK).
list (AM 3097)
2yromski Julian, mjr lek. (LZK)
2ywiecki Ryszard, (LZK)

6,

Marii, Tczew

Antonl, kaia,dz, major (LZ.S-K)
Aleksandrowicz
Marian, ppor. piech., mr., syn Boleslawa
Artke Kazimierz
Marii (LZ.S-K)
Franciszek, kpt., 1908, a. Stanislawa, Stolpce
Barazczewski

W WYKAZIE
FIGURUJA
KT6RZY
JESCOW,
NAZWISKA
DOADNOTACJI,
WOBEC ODPOWIEDNIEJ
STAROB1ELSKA
NAD RODZINAMI
OPIEKI
BIURA
LISCIE
NA
KONANEJ
SIL ZBROJNYCH
POLSKICH
DOWODZTWA
WOJSKOWYMI
W ZSRR:
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Kozielska
Hstopada 1939", wyblakla
fotografia
napisem:
. .(?)"
„Panu Towoli, aby sie. Tobie nie nudzilo, 5.1
me
daliki,
Swi^te obrazlci, modlitwa.
—
—
AM 692.
WO str.
.ksik, mjr, st. kier. Referatu.
nauczyciel, dowod ofic. Nr 8/39, karta szczep. 1812.
AM 711. — major, ztoty pierscieri
onyksem, na nim wygrawirowany herb.
—
AM 715.
w mundurze. pugilares
monogramem EM., cygarniczka
wyrytym napisem: „Kozielsk — 1940 — EM", okulary, papierosnica blaszana.
AM 742. — WO str. 10. — podporucznik, Warszawa, Nowy
Swiat 12 lub 72. m. 25, ks. ofic, odznaka piechoty.
AM 748. — WO etr. 10. —
blewski. kpt., poczt6wki
KoztownadawcQ Por^bski, Warszawa, ul.
Maja 14 m. la —
skiego (wzgl. Ktosowskiego), dzienniczek.
—
—
AM 774.
WO str. 11.
w mundurze, wyblakla fotografia
— 2ona
Siasiowi
dedykacjg: „Kochanemu
(wzgl. Jasiowi)
Сбгка Krysia".
AM
810. — kapitan,
polowa
poczt6wki
nadawcq:
kowska
stata
Mtchalina, Baranowicze, ul. Markowa",
karta do kina „Teatr
Apollo", rzezbione wieczko:
„Kozielsk",
medalik
1айс.
AM 825. — kapitan,
figurek — (slonie).
WO 830 str. 20. — list od zony, zaczynajacy sis od stdw:
.
adres: Teodozja
.JCochany Wladku!
(w tekscie listu
Schneider, Warszawa, ul. Sowia 3/81).
AM 831. — WO 831 str. 11. — w mundurze, koDerta ze stemplem: Piotrk6w 3.1.40.
AM 896 — WO 878 str.*12. — podporucznik, telegram od pani
Wrablowska
(wzgl. od Wr6blewskiej),
listy.
AM 903. — WO 883 str. 12. — podporucznik, pugilares
tnonogramem, fotografia
Koledze —
dedykacja. „Kochanemu
—
Wladek
Kozielsk 7.12. 39".
AM 906 — WO 886 str. 12. — w mundurze, obrqczka slubna
8.8.33. notatnik.
AM 918. — kapitan, odcinki pocztowe ze stemplem: Bochnia
5.5.39, notatnik.
AM 908. — WO 887 etr. 12. — podporucznik, wyblakla foto
grafia
dedykacjq: „Dubno — 5.7. — T^sknie. — Marysia"
(„Тозкоаг — Магуза").
AM 925. — puste metalowe pudetko na papierosy
napisem
Wasilewska
Antonina, Kopryn, Polna 31. — Kobryn (WO 896
str. 12)
AM 926. — podporucznik,
adresem: ul. Emil Plazer
kwity
101, lusterko kieszonkowe.
WO 933 str. 13. — kapitan, papierosnica
grawura: „Lida",
wyblakla fotografia, moneta pnmiatkowa
data 1813 - 1913, medaJion na laricuszku.
AM 937. — w mundurze, notatnik
moadresami, pugilares
nogramem E.P., pilniczek do poznakci,.talizman.
WO 937 str. 19. — los Nr 29397 — 3-ciej klasy Loterii Partstw.
roku 1939 nabyty w kolekturze Langiera w Warszawie, ul. Marszalkowska 121.
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WO 980 str. 20. — podporucznik,
medaliki,
naz
recepty
wiskiem Leonard Silewicz.
AM 989. — WO 939 str. 13. — w mundurze, los
loteryjny Nr
8782
kolektury Wolariskiego w Warszawie, odcinek poczt. ze
stemplem 3.9.39 na nazwisko Jadwiga Augustynowicz, Warsza
adresem: Jama
wa, kartka
Warszawa, Pod wale 20
m.
,karta szczep 1718.
AM 1022. — w mundurze, 15 rubli w zlocie,
male zlote monety arabskie, rosyjska pami at коw moneta 300-lecia domu Romanowych,
polskie monety pamiatkowe.
AM 1029. — podporucznik, list
3.10.39, gazeta
12.2., (me
dalik
lane.
AM 1034. — podporucznik, odcinki poczt. na nazwisko Вагаnowska Teodoria, papierosnica, notatnik.
AM 1045. — WO 965 str. 13. — kapitan, recepta
firma, Apteki Szczesniewski A., Krasnystaw, tel 47, wyblakla
fotografia
adresem: Warszawa, inz. Mzak (Mazak), Saska Kgpa, ul. Walecznych 46.
AM 1047. — kapitan, notatnik, polska gazcta
1.4.40.
WO 1047 str. 45. — kapitan, adres na kartce wsr6d notatek:
Szulczyriski, Poznari — Nowe Miasto, Koenigsplatz
AM 1055. — W0 970 str. 13. — w mundurze,
wyblakla foto
grafia
dedykacja: „Mojej kochanej Marii
czasow mlodosci"
AM 1075. — WO 981 str. 14. — podporucznik, srebrna
papie
rosnica
monogramem IB. — 9.8.36 (IR. — 2.8.36), r6zne fotografie, odznaka pchor. kaw., drewniany krzyzyk.
AM 1091. — WO 989 str. 14., w mundurze, medalion w ksztal
cie serca
napisem: Jance Lucjan 26.6.15.
AM 1097. — WO 994 str. 14. — w mundurze
onek J6zef, ur. 3.6.1909 w Wilnie, ofic. ks., s. Bronistawa
Malwiny, kar
ta szczep.,
pocz,t6wki.
Am 1125. — w mundurze, srebrna papierosnica, list: Vroczany, 16.8
(?), maty kalend. kieezonkowy.
AM 1159. — kapitan. wizyt6wka: Zakrzewska
Lucyna, papie
rosnica
monogramem CJ (vide WO 1034 str. 14. — Ornatowski
Stanislaw, ppor.).
AM 1175 — WO 1045 str. 15 — porucznik,
recepta dla p. Budzyiiski, rdzne zapisane kartki, czesc" pocztowki,
medaliki, kar
ta szczep. 3114.
AM 1180 — WO 1050 str. 15. --- w mundurze,
nakoperta
dawca: Porawa Helena, majatek
Kursztyn pod Tczewem, ztoty
zab (wzgl. Prozwa(?),
maj. Bursztyn).
AM 1188. — w mundurze ,poczt6wka
nazwiskiem:
Leszys
Jerzy, fotografie.
AM 1249. — WO 1100 etr. 15. —
podpulkownik, wizyt6wka
nazwiskiem
Bogdziewiczowa
Eugenia, notatnik
adresami,
karta szczepienia.
AM 1262. — list
Strasburga
daty 16.1.40, recepta dra
Bardacha
Krynicy (tel. 369)
daty 18.2.937, medaliki.
AM 1264. — WO 1106 etr. 16. — w
mundurze, list, cz«s<5ко
nadawca: Idaszewski, Schrimm,
perty
Warthegau, ul. Wartheufer
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nazwiskiem рог. War
1281. — podporucznik, kartka
kuchw
ke — „РговЕЧ dla рог. Warke przynie£6 jedna porcjQ
ni" — 28.10.39", notatnik.
—
w mundurze, papiero5nica
■**
AM 1349. — WO 1349 str. 17.
wycie,tym:
cygarniczka
28.9.39 — Tarnograd",
О
grawurq:
—
—
medalik.
АР.",
1940
„Korielsk
Ra17. — podporucznik. list
AM 1370. — WO 1370 str.
. eski (?)
30.1.40. podpis: Piasecki Czestaw (wzgl. Ila
wicza

x

z

.

z

z

AM

s

Czeslaw).
— podporucznik, cz^sc koperAM 1423. — WO 1423 str. 18.
zaDzieciatka Jezus,
ty, imi? Edward, syn Feliksa, obrazek
pisane kartki.
—
karta
szczep.
podporucznik.
AM 1425. — WO 1425 str. 18.
adresem: Helena Kieszkowska,
761, rzezbione wieczko, kartka
m.
(tel. 869-20).
Marii
Konopnickiej
Warszawa, ul.
— porucznik, plakieta
napisem
AM 1430. — WO str. 18.
..Bartkowi — Jasiek, Krak6w, —24.8.39".
—
str. 18.
podporucznik, wyblakla fotogra
AM 1436. WO
napi(wzgl. ,,Amlerzy"( ?)), plakieta
fia
napisem: Malerzyk
— Ostr6w Mazowiecsem: „Z okazji awansu na podporucznika
ka 15.10.37".
— w mundurze, list
adresem: NaAM 1438. — WO str. 18.
napisem:
tnaculewicz, Warszawa, ul. Szopena 14 m. 35, plakieta
— Ostrow Mazowiecka —
„Z racji awansu na podporucznika
13.10.38".
AM 1461. — WO str. 18. — oficer rez. marynarki, pptk.(7).
wi— w mundurze,
legilymacje,
AM 1492. — WO str. 19.
nazwiskiem Jarecki Zbigzyt6wki, fotografia, notatnik, weksel
Jarecka, Warszawa, ul. Gr6jecniew Jerzy, wystawca: Maria
ka 68.
—
—
43.
major, list, karta szczep. 894, no
WO str.
AM 1543.
nieczytelne),
medalikiem, — (nazwisko
tatnik, oldwek, lahc.
Grodna.
Adam, mjr, list
—
nadawca:
list
Tyw mundurze,
AM 1561. — WO str. 44.
medaliki na lane,
walczak, Blaszki, pow. Kalisz, woj. Lodzkie,
listy.
dowod
AM 1572. — WO str. 44. — w mundurze, nieczytelny
tozs. pojazdu mechan. Nr 59473, prawo jazdy, maly ryngraf
ofiawdziecznoSci
pamie,ci
dow6d
Matka. Boska. napisem: „W
ruje S. Rusar", rozaniec.
AM 1600. W# str. 20. — w mundurze, kartka w iez. rosyjnazwiskiem
Gajewski Wiktor, zegarek ki-^sz., plakieta
skim
Cze^tochowy
Matka Boska. (pamiatka
—
czqsci napisu na
str. 21. — w mundurze,
WO
AM 1606.
— adres: Franciszek -jyn Jana, Koadresem
nadawca.
paczce
rozne spinki,
zielsk, nadawca: Osterode, pow. Foznah, roianiee,
— Poznariski Franciszek, syn
lane
medalikiem, (wzgl. Osterode
Jana).
— w mundurze, karta szczep. 1692,
AM 1619. — WO str. 21.
adresem: Motyl J6zef, Poznan, ul. Polna
medaliki, kartka
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rapiskami.
— w mundurze, wizytowka: dr med.
AM 1860. — WO str. 27.
Warszawa, Senatorska 24,
Witold Ke.piriski (wzgl. Kempiriski),
Gutowscy, fotografie, karta
Stanislaw
wizytowka: Stefania
szczep.
— major, pocztowka
nadawrq:
AM 1861. — WO str. 27.
m.
/.. Lalocka (wzgl. Z. Lotocka), Warszawa 32, ul. Gdanska
25. list.
- notat
AM 1867. — WO str. 27. — w mundurze, katendarz
adresem: Torun, Wielkie Garbary Nr 17 т.
nik, kartka
28.12.
Krakowa
AM 1936. — WO str. 28. — cywilny, list
medalik.
dziecmi, szkaplerz
39, podpisany: Wera
AM 1979. — WO str. 29. — major, leg. ofic. MSWojsk.. (nieGniezna datowany 21./?,
zapiskami. list
czytelna), kartka
1939: ..Drogi nasz Bolku!".
—
taric, piersdonek na pamia>
AM 1980.
kapitan, medalik
ke 15-lecia Slubu, notatnik.
adresem:
AM 2005. — WO str. 30. — w mundurze, kartka
Warszawa, Saska Keka,
Wanda Wiesylowna (wzgl. Wirszylowa),
ul. Walecznych 25 m.
AM 2016. — WO str. 30. — w mundurze. zniszczone fotogra
naoisem: „Niech Ci$ B6g ma w Swojej
fie
podobizna kobiety,
Stefan Popowicz, -^dzia sledczy,
Opiece", dwie wizytowki:
Warszawa pi. Henkla 4/2, tel. 126.532,2) Jdzef Spalony.
AM 2056. — WO str. 32. — w mundurze, notatnik, fotografie,
nieczytelnym
rysunek - projekt ubikacji do sali w Sanikowicach
podpisem ,a dalej adres: Poznan, ul. Krzyzowa
—
odcinek
—
poczt.,
kwity
WO str. 32.
cywilny,
AM 2093.
Dorn. Ostrong, Zach. Ukraine.
nadawca: Kami
pocztowy
AM 2142. — WO etr. 33. — podporucznik, notes, listy, minia-

i

28 m. 4.
AM 1651. — w mundurze, rosyjska gazeta w j^zyku polskim
kwietnia 1940.
27. marca 1940, rosyjska gazeta

— mundurze, karta szczep. 3196,
AM 1685. — WO str. 22.
Hataciriskiego, karylist od zony, wiersz podpisany przez plk.
me
— marzec 1940".
napisem ..Kozielsk
katury o!6wkowe
daliki.
— w mundurze, wizytowka na naz
AM 1699. — WO str. 23.
lane, druga
do modi., medalik
wisko: Wodzinowska Irka, ks. —
Rolna, Rynek.
adresem Pulawy
wizyt6wka
— w mundurze, wyblakle fotografie
AM 1708. — WO str. 23.
strzeze — kochaiaca Ci$
dwie
napisami: 1) ,.Niech Cie, B6g
Toruri 8.
Stacha", 2) „Kochanemu Rodzicowi pamiatka pobytu
lane.
— kochajacy Lolek", medalik
— podporucznik, fotografie, poczt6wAM 1719. — WO str. 23.
Le
napisem: ..Irena
ka, wieczne pi6ro, wyblakla fotografia
—
26.12.38".
onard Stajmanowie
— w mundurze, karta 4zczep.. kwit
AM 1756. — WO str. 24.
A.
nazwisko: Oezonomides Ernst. Dresden
poczt.. wizyt6wka
57., (wzgl. Jean Oecnnomides).
19, Augsburgerstr.
— w mundurze, list czesciowo nie
AM 1838. — WO str. 26.
od slow: „Kochany
daty 9.1.40., rozpoczynajacy sie
czytelny,
do Sobkowa
mimo ze
Juleczku!... — w dalszej tresci:
—
,Garnisiedalej:
wrocilam po trzech dniach
.
.". notatnik
wicz nie uciekal, Kahiczyriski jest na Wej*rzech
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z
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z
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turka sw. Antoniego, arebrne votum w ksztatcie serca, karta
szczep.
AM 2147. — WO etr. 34. — porucznik, list, rachunek dla КОР.
w Ostrogu za wiazank? r6z na 10 zl.
data 30.8.39.
АИ 2187. — WO str. 34. — w mundurze, wit na 500 zl.
na
zwiakiem Garbniak.
AM 2192. — WO str. 35. — cywilny. chusteczka
monogramem haftowanym MJ.
AM 2197. — WO etr. 35. — w mundurze. portmonetka
moпорта mem SS.
AM 2215. — WO str. 35. — kapitan,
kwity na nazwiako
Buthard, rachunek
1.9.39 skiepu farb
Wierzchicka, Wilno,
dla
Swietojariska
Komp.
AM 2217. — WO str. 35. — w mundurze, medal
cywilny francuaki, kalendarzyk
notatka:
Nr tel. Henia
Frankowakiego
65-68, kartka
adresami, miedzy innymi: Michal Nakiel, Lub
lin
Nr 3/5, medalik..
AM 2284. — WO str 37. — w mundurze, list
dnia 23.1.40
tresci: „Zbichurka najdrozszy! Nareazcie
Hstu do proboszcza
vnamy troche wiadomosci
Tobie", — dalei:
Mieszkamy
w Nowym Dwnrze, w dawnym mieazkaniu Kuber6w
nad piekarniq (ul, Przyrynek
9/10), — podpisy:
Gromadka - Bronka,
Hania, Witek, Zbyazek", modlitewnik
notatkami.
AM 2302. — WO str. 37. — w mundurze,
nazwizytdwka
wiskiem: Dorok Pirlej
Bielenaka (wzgl. Dorota Firlej, Bielariska(?>, nieczytelna karta szczep. w Kozielsku.
AM 2324. — WO etr. 38. — w mundurze, kartka
adresami:
1) Stanislaw Pogorzelaki, wies Kwiatk6wek, poczta
Kampin6w,
pow. Sochaczew, woj. Warszawskie,
ziec por. Zielankiewicz.
2) H. Babiriaka, Warazawa, ul. Marszalkowska
110/2. — kalen
darzyk.
AM 2334. — WO etr. 38 — kapitan, fotografia
familijna (коbieta
dzieckiem), plakieta
napisem: „Oficerowi
DAPL"
kartki
notatnika.
AM 2340. — WO etr. 39. — w
mundurze, karta szczep.,
podkowki
dewizki do zegarka, proporczyk
emaliowany.
AM 2341. — WO str. 39. — w mundurze,
zast?pczy bilon na
zl. wydany przez Sp61dzielni? 13. Dyw.
Artyl. Konnej, Kamionka
Strum.
AM 2373. — WO etr. 39. — w mundurze, notatnik — w
nim
kartka
nazwiakiem: ppor. Wladyslaw Kraciuk
(Kracink).
AM 2384. — WO str. 40 — w
mundurze, wizyt6wka
nazwia
kiem Bogdan Sobiesinski, notatnik, list
16.1.40
Witaszyc, za
czynajacy si? od al<Sw:„Taleczku kochany!...".
AM 2390. — WO str. 40. — podporucznik, dwie
wizyt6wl;.:
Kazimierz Zapolowski. 2) Antoni Kornecki,
fotografia. meda
lik, karta szczep.
AM 2392. — WO atr. 40. — w
mundurze, recznie wykonana
тара, kalendarzyk wtasnej roboty zapisany do 23. kwietnia 1940.
AM 2424. — WO str. 41. — podporucznik,
gwizdek w formie trupiej gfdwki na lahcuszku.
AM 2427. — WO atr. 41. —
chlewicz Jan, w mundu
rze, oficer rezerwy, leg. urzedn., (p. o. kier. Publ.
btkoty Powaz.
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w Glowczynie, gm.
Mow, pow. Gr6jec — r.otatka o!6wkiem na
odwrotnej stronie fotografii
legitymacji).
AM 2439. — WO atr. 41. —
porucznik, wizytdwka
nazwia
kiem: Kosmalski
Zdzislaw, porucznik. (patrz: Kosmalski
—
AM (WO) 2105).
AM 2444. — WO etr. 41. — w
mundurze, karta szczep. recepis poczt. na nazwisko: Stefana Sacharewicza (adres
nieczyt.).
AM 2463. — WO atr. 42. — w
mundurze, 23 po!6wek znak6w
rozpoznawczych polegtych w okresie dztalan wojennych we wrzesniu lub pazdz. 1939 zolnierzy
,wzgl. zmariych w nbozie sowieckim. Nazwiska podane przez prase;.
AM 2476. — WO atr. 42. — w
mundurze,
pocztowki. gazeta
sowiecka
23. kwietnia 1940
AM 2492. — WO str. 42. — w
mundurze, list
nadawua:
Krystkowa
(Kzystkowa)
Debicy, ul. Swietoslawy, woi. Krakowskie.
AM 2509. — WO str. 45. — w
mundurze, kwit poczt.
naz
wiskiem: Emilia Walkowska, R6wne, Gruntowa 13.
AM 2544. — WO atr. 46. —
wizytowki
nazwiakiem:
Ze
man Rudolf.
zaswiadczenie — (patrz Zeman R. — AM 3362).
AM 2547. — WO str. 46. —
major, odznaka, plakieta,
fotografie, miniaturka swi?tego
wyryta. datq 4.3. 1888.
AM 2608. — WO str. 47. — w
mundurze.
listy
Bialegostoku, jeden
daty 18.1.40, zaczynajacy si?: ..Kochany Felu!...
(w tekscie wspomniane imiona: Stas,
Leszek), podpis: Maria, —
drugi
12.12.39, zaczynajacy si?: ..Kochany Tatusiu!, —
w.zytowki na nazwisko: Szczepan Cerekwicki.
(patrz Drzewicki Ste
fan — (AM 3387).
AM 2626. — WO str. 48. —
podporucznik, papierosnica srebrna
monagramem KF
dedykacja wyryta wewnatrz: MW dniu
Imienin — wsp61pracownicy —
29.1.1929", odznaka.
AM 2636. — WO atr. 48. — w
mundurze, rozne zapiaki, pocztowka, fotografia
dedykacjq: ..Skton Swa. gl6wk?...(?)
ku
Tobie ai? nachyl?, Szepn? tylko: kochasz
nic wiecej,
Duazko,
tylko tyle".
AM 2661. — WO str. 49. —
ta szczep. 54, odcinek poczt. porucznik, leg. szkolna 8170, kar
nazwiskiem Maria Sobszukowa
(Sobczukowa), przepustka wydana w Warazawie 29.3. 1939
r.
AM 2784. — WO etr. 31. —
cywilny,
niem. obozu jen
listy
cow
podanym adresem: Germania, Fr. Kozl., Nr 1751 —
Stalag
II.c. IX/19 (Kozl).
AM 2790. — WO etr. 51. —
podporucznik, duzy metalowy mo
nogram SH, krzyzyk
tanc.
AM 2803. — WO str. 52. —
podporucznik,
wizytdwki na
nazwisko: 1) Kowalski Kazimierz —
mgr. farm.,
Ringiel Pawet — adwokat.
—
AM 2815.
WO atr. 52. —
'porucznik, monogram KK.
pro
porczyk utanski czarno - czerwony.
AM 2826. — WO atr. 52. —
kapitan,
listy w jez. mem..
prawdopodobnie
Poznania, zaczynajace at?: „K >rhany Maria
nie!..., koriczace si?: „..pozdrawiamy
Ci? — Marta
dzieci", — liata
nazwiaknmi
Kozielaka,
ryaunki o!6wkowe, medalik, mono
JM.
gram
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nadawca Bronisława
mundurze, pocztówki
AM 3895.
Adamkowa, list.
6.3.40: ,Kocha
Warszawy
mundurze, list
AM 4008.
podpisem: Aleksander Burchart.
ny Leszku!"
adresem: Dziedzicka Helena.
porucznik, kartka
AM 4055.
Józef, kapitan, Liebenau, ul. Zam
AM 4120.
listy
jez. niemieckim,
#yciorys
kowa

z z

–

-

-

mundurze, list wnuczki
WO str. 53.
2834
podpisem: Dzidusia, kalend, kiesz.
dziadka
listu
mundurze, koperta
WO str. 53.
AM 2838.
..allowa, Za
nieczytelnym nazwiskiem, kończacym sie na
Brodach.
ner
Leopolda
mość, woj. Lubelskie
27.12
Siedlec
mundurze, list
WO str. 54. -w
AM2867
39, zaczynajacy sie: Kochany Mieciu!".
telegram
medalik,
mundurze,
-w
WO str. 54.
AM 2890
Badi
jez, ros. tresci: Zdrowa mieszkam Szarkowszczyzna.
Maria".
spokojny
Nr
zastawny
list
mundurze,
WO str. 54.
AM 2895.
dnia 26.5.39
Łodzi
364570 Warsz. Twa Pożyczk, oddział
zl., leg. ofic. rez., od.
na
próby
złota branzoletke
znaki wojskowe, list.
literami Marysia
cywilny, obraczka Ślubna
AM 2966.
1937,medalik.
mundurze, odcinek poczt. nazwiskiem Kalina
AM 2977. -w
Gajewska, Świeciany, ul. Nowa
madawca: Solska Halina, Rember
pocztówki
AM. 3072.
tów, ul. 11. Listopada.
nazwiskiem: Karof
podporucznik, wizytówka
AM 3249.
Zofia stud. U.J. (na odwrocie adresy).
madrukiem: Dr med. Zera
porucznik, recepta
AM 3279.
krzyżykiem
lañcuszek
Edmund, Warszawa, ul. Sw, Barbary
Łodziz 24.1.40: ..Kochany Jur
porucznik, list
AM 3294.
ku!", krzyżyk.
,,Kochany Pol
Poznania:
mundurze, list
AM 3302.
podpisem: ..Maria".
dziul..." (Podziu), pocztówki
podpi
5.1.40
Warszawy
porucznik, list
AM 3329.
sem: ...Twoja Wiosna".
nadawca: Stefania
mundurze, pocztówki
AM 3361.
m.
Rozdowska, Wilno, ul. Kawaleryjska
naglówkiem:
blanco
mundurze, recepta
AM 3409.
naz
dr.med., Lublin, ul. Krakowska, wizytówka
Bromberg
karta szcze
wiskiem: Rubniewska, Warszawa, ul. Gorczewska,
pienia.
kapitan, dwa rachunki na nazwisko Jasiuwka
AM 3473.
Franciszek.
oguski Henryk, syn Eugeniusza, ppor..
AM 3656.
nadawca: Rosińska Krystyna, pow. Opatów, gm. Podga.
list
odznaki putkowe.
jsze,
adresem: Kwiatkowska
mundurze, kartka
AM 3724. —
zapisana kartka.
m.
Maria, Rembertów, ul. Okoniewska
plakieta.
nadawea:
pocztówka
podchorazy (chorazy)
AM 3846.
16,
Gasowski, Władyslaw, Tomaszów Lubelski, ul. Wyspiańskiego
medalik, lancuszek dozegarka.
Dmowskiego
Romana
ul.
Adam, Toruń,
Kul.
AM 3851.
fotografia, notatnik.
23, cywilny
nazwisko
ognia
mundurze, kwit ubezp.
AM 3857.
pocztowe, recepta, medalik
kwity
Teofila Guwacka,
fanc.
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Czułkowski Franciszek Ksawery, por. piech. (LZK)
Jezierski Mikołaj, kpt. sł. st., 1896,51 pp. (LZK)
Kostkowski Tadeusz Wiktor, pchor.,
pp., student (LZK)
Kościałkowski Zyndram
kpt. (LZK)
Plecer Janusz Konstanty, 1907, Stanisława
Janiny (LZK)
str. 33 Chrzanowski Edmund
dodać: (AM 3667)
str. 47 Filonowicz Jan
dodać: (LZK)
str. 62 Hasiak Andrzej
dodać: (AM 4043)
str. 156 Sławiński Michał
dodać: (AM 2089), (WO 2089
str. 32)
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OSTASZKOWIE

DRUGA

sieri. Pol. Paristw.
Adamczyk
Adamczyk Jozef, post. P.P., ur. 1913
Adamkowskl
Zygmunt, kom. P.P., ur. 1897
Adamowicz Stanislaw, post. P.P.
Adamski Wincenty. ur. 1907 (1908?)
Aftowicz
Roman, kpt. P.P.
Aksman
ppor. P.P.
Aleksandrow
Edmund, policjant, ur. 1914
Alencynowicz Franciazck, ppor. rez. piech., ur. 1906
Ambicki Franciezek, plut. P.P.
BronUtaw, post. P.P.
Ambrozihski
Mikotaj. kapral P.P.
Ameljaniuk
Amscej Antoni, sierzant. P.P.
Andrzejaczek Kazimierz, post. P.P.
BronislaAnkianiec Roman, policjant, ur. 1913, syn Piotra
wy, N. Swiecfany
Marianny
Antosik Jakub, sierz. P.P., ur. 27.fi.92, s. J6zefa
sierz. P.P
Apatto
Apoznanski Wladyslaw, st. post. P.P., ur. 1896
Arabeki Jan, plut. P.P.
Arciazewski Jan, sierz. P.P.
st. sierz.
Arendarczyk
Atlasik Wojeirch. post. P.P., ur. 1887
Aubrecht Waclaw, ur. 1894
Augustyniak Franciszek, kaprat P.P., ur. 1894

Jen(Nazwiska zestawione na podstawie Listy Zaginionych
Starubielsk, spo
oboz6w rosyjskich Kozielsk, Ostaszk6w
cow
Rodzinami
Wojskowymi Dorzadzonej przez Biuro Opieki nad
wodztwa Polskich Si) Zbrojnych w ZSRR., uzupelnionej dodatDowodztwr
kowym Spisem Biura Pomocy Rodzinom Woiskowym
Wojsk Polskich na Srodkowym Wschodzie).
z
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W
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Baczynski SUnislaw, plut. P.P., ur. 1904, Bielska Wola, now.
Sarny
Badarycz Tadeuaz, st. przod. P.P., 1897, dnia 19.9.39 aresztoobozu
wany w Stanislawowie, dnia 27.4.40 wywieziony
Bagiriski Jan, sierz., 1902, s. Boleslawa
Bajwoluk Pawet

i i

Bojanowski Stanislaw, post. P.P., 1912, Ciechanów
Bojarski Władysław, 1898
Bomba
plut. P.P.
Bomski Julian, przod. P.P., 1900
Borkiewicz Feliks, przod. P.P., 1898,
Antoniego
Kalisz

s.

.,

..
..
.

... ...
.. ..
.

Borkowski
plut. P.P.
Borowski
kpt. P.P.
Borysewicz Zygmunt, plut. *and., 1914
Borysiewicz
sierz. P.P.
Borzym Józef, (Bozym) 1906
Boehm
kapral
Brajbisz Michal
Branicki Seweryn, plut. P.P.
Braun
st. sierz. P.P.
Broda Jan, por. P.P.
Bross Juliusz Zbigniew, mjr aud., mr.
Brycki Stanisław, st. post. P.P.
Pol. Państw.
Brydak
Bryl Wojciech, st. post. P.P.
Bryzgalski Edmund, st. post. P.P.
Brzezicki Michał, przod. P.P.
Brzozowski
kpt. P.P.
Brzozowski Edward,
Bolesława
Katarzyny, 1893
Brzozowski Józef, st. post. P.P., Bogumit
Buczkowski Jan, st. post. P.P.
Buczyński Józef, kapral P.P.
Budkiewicz Jan, st. post. P.P.
Bugno
kpt. P.P.
Bukry Stanisław, kapral P.P.
Bulski
plut. P.P.
Burchardt Waclaw, por. piech.
Burzyński Piotr, st. post. P.P.
Bydliński Aleksander, chorazy K.O.P., ur. 1896
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Chomankowski Bolesław, plut. P.P
Chruszczewski
kapral P.P.
Chuba. Antoni, kapral P.P., 1915.
Jana
Chudzik
plut. P.P.
Chwiala
plut. P.P.
Chwiedzko Antoni, st. sierz. P.P.
Chybiński
sierż. P.P.
Cichoń
por. P.P.

i-Marianny,
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Poznań

Calniecki
kpt. Str. Gran.
Chabrowski
st. post. P.P.
Charasiński Tadeusz, plut. piech.
Chelmecki Tadeusz, kpt.
Chełmicki Józef, 1911
Chodoń Jan, przod. P.P., 1897
Choiński Franciszek
Chojan Władysław, policjant, 1894,Cmachowo, pow. Szamotuły

..
..
.

.,
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Bakman Bronisław
Bala Kazimierz, kpt. P.P., Kowel
Balcer Jan, por. P.P. (1905)
Banach Alojzy, post. P.P.
Baran Andrzej, 1903
Barczowski Edward, policjant, 1906
Bargiet Romuald, kpt. P.P., 1898
Barszyński Jan, st-sierz., P.P.
Barteczka
st. post. P.P., Markowce, pow. Thu
macz, woj. Stanisławów
Bartek Franciszek, kapral P.P.
Bartosik Albin, 1884
Baryga Ludwik, 1916
Batkowski
plut. P.P.
Batorski Jan, 1893, Leona
Marii, Wieliczka
Bak Józef, kapral P.P.
Bak Wojciech, plut. P.P.
Bednarski Stanisław, 1896
Bednarz Piotr, st. post. P.P., syn Jana
Bełch Julian, post. P.P.
Beldowski Józef, (Beltowski), por., 1888
Bendkowski Jan, funkc. P.P., 1914
Berkowski Michał, st. post. P.P.
Berleczka
post, P.P.
Bernacki Bolesław, 1895,
Walentego
Bernhardt Edmund, stražn wiez. (przod.), 1896,
Waw
rzyńca
Bernyciak Andrzej, Pol. Paristw., 1909, Sarny
Berski Ludwik, st. post, P.P.
Betiuk
kapral P.P.
Bezek
post. P.P.
Beznosik Borys, plut.
Bezwiński Leopold
Białecki Józef, Pol. Państw., 1912,
Stanisława
Rozalii
Białkowski Jan, 1892
Biardzki Franciszek, 1901,
Michała
Scholastyki
Bibillo
por. P.P.
Bidziński Franciszek, st. post. P.P.
Biechoński Jerzy, mjr P.P
Bielak Jan, post. P.P.
Bielecki Jan, przod. P.P.
Bielski Bolesław, post. P.P., Bilcze Złote, pow. Borszczów
Bielsko Andrzej, plut. P.P.
Bieńkowski Józef, 1900
Bieńkowski Wladysław, plut. P.P.
Bilot Jan,
Błaszczuk Aleksander.
Błoński Jan,
Bogdanow
sierż.
Bogunowicz Antoni, przod. P.P.
Bogusz Mieczysław, kapral
Boguszewski Wacław,
Bohdanowicz Stanisław, podoficer P.P., 1892, Sejny

i

s.
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i
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1897
Cichura Wladyslaw, funkc. P.P.,
щ kapral P.P.
Cieplak
„ kapral P.P.
Cioch
J6zefy, Lw6w
Clotko Wilhelm. policjant, 1912, s. J6zefa
Coller J6zef, post. P.P., Kowel
Cupial Jan, (Cupiar)
Cwakliriski Boleslaw, p6r., 1906, Dobromila
Cygan Michat, kom. P.P.
Marcina, Podwoloczyska
Czachla Tomasz, policjant, lat 58, syn
Czadek Konstanty, рог. P.P.
plut. P.P.
Czapezyk
Czarnecki Marian, ltapral P.P.
Czarnocki Stanlslaw, str. wiez.
Czarnozyriski Adam, mir P.P., wywieziony indywidualnie
kilkoma innymi.
w prudniu 1939 wraz
Czarski Wladyslaw
Czeczot Stanislaw
ppor. lek.
Czerbniak
Czerepiriaki Edward, sierz. P.P.
Czermanski Roman, st. post. P.P.
Czerniak Jan, st. post. P.P.
Czerwiriaki Eugeniusz, emeryt Pol. Paristw.
Czub Jan, sierz. P.P.
Stanislawew
Czuryk Jozef, urzednik wojsk.,
Janiny
s. Kazimierza
Czuryk Jozef, plut. pcbor., 1918,
P.P.
Czuryk Kazimierz, post.
Puzieniewicze
Czyz Frandszek, kapral rez., 1896,
Cwirko Fktrian, plut. P.P.

i

z

z

,
z

i

,

Gaca Leon
Gadziriaki
plut. P.P.
Gadziriaki Stanislaw, s. Jozef
Galk
post. P.P.
Gajewski Kazimierz, mjr

i
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Eitnerk Kazimierz
Ekeun
plut. P.P.
Ekiert Jozef. cywilny, urzednik P.P.
Pol.
Paristw., 1912
Erenfejcht Jerzy,
Faber
kapral P.P.
Falihski Leon, Pol. Paristw.
Fedyna Filip, komendant Post. Pol. Paristw.
Felfer Marian, Pol. Paristw.
Felaenhart • Skalaki Janusz, mir P.P. wywieziony indywidual
obozu
nie
Fetliriaki Feliks, kpt. art.
Fijalkowaki Jozef, Pol. Paristw. 1892
kapral P.P.
Fijolek
kapral P.P.
Filipek
P.P.
sieri.
Firlej Franctazek,
Flisek Jozef, post. P.P.
., 1904
Frackiewicz
Frackowlak Jan. K.O.P.
P.P.
sierz.
Fraczek JAzef,
Frella
kapral P.P.
Marianny
Fronczek Stanislaw, policjant, 1895, s. Juliana
Juliuaz, por. P.P.
Frydrychowaki
1899
Frysch Jozef,
Fucha Henryk, st. przod. P.P.
Fudel Jozef. at. post. P.P.
Fuka Karol, pplk. P.P.
at. sierz.
Furmankiewicz
Wiktorii
Furtak Antoni, Pol. Paristw.. 1897, s. Ijrnacego

1

lejka
Deduslak Boryataw, por. lek.
Dekert Karol, post. P.P., 1889, Horodenka
Delimata Wladyslaw, por.
Denika Jozef, st. post. P.P., 1903, Sniatyn
plut. P.P.
Derec^yk
Decerski Stanislaw, st. post. P.P., 1901, Sniatyn
Didluch
ppor. P.P.
st. aierz P.P.
Dobrodziej
Dobrowolski Antoni, sierz. P.P.
Bydgoszczy
Doczkal Karol, mjr Str. Gran.,
Dotala Jozef, funkc. P.P.
P.P.
Domagata Wladyslaw, kapral
Domanski Aleksander, mjr P.P.

Pi

Dajczak Tomasz, st. post. P.P.
Dakoweki Kazimierz, str. wiez., lat 33, Wtlejka
KatarzyDanczuk Wladyslaw. komisarz P.P., 1888, s. Jana
ny, Zloczdw
Leona
Daszkiewicz Tadeusz, lat 47, syn
Dawizlowski Piotr
woi. NowoDabrowiecki Jozef, st. post. P.P., lat 54, Stotpce,
grodzkie
Dahrowski Jan, st, post. P.P., 1906, Sniatyn
Wt
Stanislaw, plut. КОР., 1905, Braslaw, pow.
Dabrowski

risk
Domariskl Antoni StanUlaw, plut.,
Domanaki Kazimierz, kapral P.P.
Stanialawa
Domariski
Seweryn Lukaaz. policjant, 1908, s.
Teofili, Chojn6w
Stefanii, Laczno£c\ Lublin
Drecki Kazimierz, ppor., s. J6zefa
Droner Jozef, sierz. P.P.
Drozdowski Marian, por. P.P.
Druszcz Leon, st. przod. P.P.
Drzeii Jozef, plut. P.P.
Dubiel Aleksander
Duch - Duniewski Ludwik, komisarz P.P.
Duchoh
plut. al. at.
plut. P.P.
Dybkowski
cywilny
Dydusiak
Dyduszak Leon,
a. J6zefa
J6zefy
Dvnysiewicz Bronislaw, st. przod. P.P., 1900,
Dyr Edmund, mjr P.P.
kapral
Dziuba .......
Kazimierz, syn Ludwika
Dzwonkowski

i

i

a

i

z

,

Haja Julian, at. post.
Hajduk Jan. plut. P.P.
Hajduk Leonard, Wydz.
gledczy Pol. Panstw.
Hamierski Izydor, st. post.
P.P.
Hanpskt
St. eieri. P.P.
Has Karol, plut.
Hasjan Jan, st. post. si.
sledczej
Hass Wladyslaw, por. P.P.
Hauza Nikodem, 1887
Hawelka Jozef, przod. P.P.
Uawrylak Marein, st. •post. P.P.
He«*t
kpt.
Heidrych Szczepan
н""">
•. .. komisarz P.P.
. . . ., kpt.
Herhng
Herr Aleksander,
kpt. P.P., lat 55
Hiarkiewicz
Alojzy, kapral P.P.
Hizycki Edward, post. P.P.
Hojna Sylwester, (Hojka), 1905
(1906)
Horba Jan,
Hryniewiecki Ludwik, st. sierz.
P.P.
Hudzicki
sieri. P.P.
Hupert Staniaiaw, 1913
Husak Marek
Huszcza J6zef, Pol.
Panstw., Tarnopol
Huszczo Julian.
1895, a.
Marii, КОР.
Hnebner Karol, sieri. P.P.Andrzeja
Hyk Jan, kapral P.P.

Grzvbowski Kazimierz, Pol.
Pahstw., 1888
Cuba Aleksander, funkc.
P.P., s. Tomasza
Gwizdak Andrzej, lat 46

p
p

,

.

.

.

i

i

Jabtoiiski Stanlslaw
JacK Antoni, 1900
Jackowski Wladyslaw, wachm.
zand.
Jadzko Jan, kapral P.P.
Jakainski
Michal, przod. P.P., 1888
Jakubiec
plut. P.P.
Jakubowski
Jozef, lat 60
Jakubowski
Stanislaw, plut.
Janlak Mamert. plut. P.P.
Janisz
mjr P.P.
Jankowski
Jan, sieri. P.P.
Jankowskl
Karol, sieri. zawodowy
Janowskl Jan, przod. P.P
Januslk SUnislaw, lat 48

Igielski Tadeuaz
Ignatowicx
kapral P.P.
Irla SUnislaw, Pol.
Paristw., 1891, Bielsko
Izba
„ St. sieri. P.P.
Izewski Boleslaw,
pplk. P.P.

i

z
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Gatazka Otton
Galka Zvgmunt.
kpt. P.P., 1896, Kielce
Galoaz Jan, 1897
Gan Franciszek.
policjant
Garbula Franciszek,
1889, Majdan
Garsuci
kpt. P.P.
Gaudzik Zbigniew, 1909
Gawenda
plut. P.P.
Gawronski Leon, funkc. P.P.
Gawurski Stefan, рог.
P.P., (Kazimierz?),
obozu w listop. 39.
wywieziony indyw.
Gaaka Jozef. plut. P.P.
Gatowaki Franciszek, st.
post. P.P.
Gelarek Jozef
Geritz Bohdan Antoni,
1917, s. Teodora
Marii, stud. Polit.
Glapiak
ieri. P.P.
Gliklich
kpt. P.P.
Glojc
kapral P.P.
Gfaszezak Antoni, st.
post. P.P.
Glogowski Walenty, Pol.
Panstw., 1883
Glowacki Wladyslaw.
post. P.P.
Glowacz Aleksander, kom.
Gtowaez Jan, podkom. P.P. P.P.. 1894
Glowka Jozef. plut. P.P.
Gniazdowski Jan. oficer
P.P., 42 lat, s. Ludwika
Goclawski Wactaw. mjr P.P.
Wandy
Goliszewski Wladyslaw. Pol.
Paristw.
Golab Jozef, przod. P.P.
Gonsior Michal. st.
post. P.P., 1895, Opole
Gorczvnski Michal, Pol.
Panstw.
Gorezynski Wiktor. pplk. P.P.
Gosz Jan. st. post. P.P.
Gosciniak Tomasz
Gozelik Jan. sierz. P.P.
Goreczny
sierz. P.P.
G6rny Jozef, kapral P.P.
Gorowski Jan, kpt.
Grabde Jan. sierz. P.P.
Grabka Feliks, post.
P.P., 1906
Grabowski
plut. P.P.
Grabowski Магек, por.
Irk.. 1898, s. Jana
Grabowski Wlodzimierz,
Janiny,
Kalisza
mjr piech.
Gracz Franciszek, st.
przod. P.P.
Grimm Alojzy, mjr
P.P., szef
GrochowsUi Czeslaw, przod. wyszkolenia ps6w policyjnych.
P.P.. lat 50, s.
fy, Przasznysz
Antoniego
J6zeGrodecki Szczepan,
plut. P.P.
Gromulski
kpt. P.P.
Grudewicz Lucjan. Pol.
Panstw., lat 43
Gruszczyhski
kom. P.P.
Gryc Czeslaw, Pol. Paristw..
1898
Gryzel Franciszek. funkc.
P.P.. 1897
Grzegorzcwski Jan. plut. P.P.
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Jarecki Jan, post. P.P.
Jarka Jozef. plut P.P.
Jarmolinakl
Zygmunt, kpt.
Jarmulihskl
Henry
Jarmulihski Waclaw
Jarocki Jan, komendant post. P.P.
Jarosz J6zef, komisarz P.P., 1890, s. Jakuba
Wiktorii, Тагпора)
Jarzabek
at. sieri. P.P.
Jarzyriski
ppor. P.P
Jaaiak
kpt. P.P.
Jasinski
Bronislaw, podkomisarz P.P.
Jastrzetaki
kpt. P.P.
Jaworski Jozef. sierz. P.P.
Jaworski
Kazimierz, sierz. P.P.
Jeczek Ludwik, kapral P.P.
ele
wski Zdzislaw
Jernach
plut. P.P.
Jeswiec
kapral P.P.
Jezewski
pplk. P.P., zastepca kmdta Woj. Kmdy na
Polesiu
Jedrzejczak Antoni, post. P.P., 1890
Jonczyk
kapral P.P.
bWffnuirv
llrlmiL
Ill)
Jozefowicz
Ludwik,
ppor. P.P.
Jozwiak Jan, plut. P.P.
Jurczak Piotr, kpt. P.P.
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Kabaciiiski Feliks, post. P.P.
Kacprzak
kapral P.P.
Kaczarowski Stanislaw, przod. P.P., 1900, s.
Piotra, Bialystok
Kaczmarczyk Stefan, plut. P.P.
Kaczraarek Franciszek, 1897
Kaczor - Kaczorowski
Albin, post. P.P., 1896
Kaczorowski Jerzy, mjr P.P.
Kadow
kapral P.P.
Kaim Stanislaw, podoficer P.P.,
1902, s. Mikotaja
Anny
Kajcar Jan, kapral P.P.
Kajzer Jozef, plut P.P.
Kalinowski
ppor.
Kalinowski
Stanislaw, post. P.P.
Kalota Szczepan, przod. P.P.
Kamasihski
kapral P.P.
Kamihski Karol, st. przod. P.P.
Kancierz Szczepan
Kania Jozef, st. post. P.P., 1902, Slaak
Kapelewski Marian, st. post. P.P.
Karalczuk Jan, plut. P.P.
Karas Stanislaw, kapral rez., 1904
Karasinski
Adam, por. P.P.
Karbownik Walenty, st. post. P.P.
Karbowski Franciszek, st. post. P.P.
Karczewicz Michal, 1900
Kardas Jan, 1898

kapral P.P.
Karpiec Andrzej, st. etr. wiez.
Karpinaki J6zef, policjant, 1899, s. "Valeriana
Heleny
Karpihakl Wtadyalaw, plut. P.P.
Karpowicz Pawel, policjant, syn Izabeli, Borszcz6w
Karwowskl
por. lek., syn profesora
Poznania
Karwowski
Bronislaw, st. sieri. P.P.
Karwowski Stanislaw. lek. wojak.
Kasprzyk
plut. P.P.
Katajko
kapral P.P.
Kawczynski
ksiadz
Keller
kapitan P.P.
Kempiiiski Wladyslaw, plut.
Kempny Jaroslaw. 1912
Kenc Stefan, przod. P.P.
Kendyk Eugeniusz, por.
Kielczyk Franciszek
Kietpikowski Jozef, st. post. P.P.. 1888
Kierepka Jan, przod. P.P., 1901
Kiszka
m sterl. P.P.
Kleiman
st. sieri. P.P.
Kleinrak Wtadyslaw, st. post. P.P.
Kleniato Bronislaw
Klima Jakub, przod. P.P.
Klimaszewski Czeslaw
Klimczak Jozef, post. P.P.
Klimek Franciszek, st. post. P.P.. 1900
KHnke
plut. P.P.
Klocek Jozef, plut.
Klon
sieri. P.P.
Klonek
sierz.
Klota
plut. P.P.
Klujs
podkomisarz P.P.
Klupsz Andrzej, podkorhisarz P.P., 1892
Klus Jozef. st. post. P.P.
Kfoda Maksymilian, przod. P.P., 1898
Kmita
kapral P.P.
Knura Jozef, przod. P.P.
Knyba Antoni, 1903
Kobruski
sieri.
P.
Kobryn
st. przod. P.P.
Kobus Jakub, st. sierz. P.P.
Kocisz Zygmunt
Korur
„ (Koczur), sieri. P.P.
Koelme Alfred, komisarz P.P.
Koleri
plut. P.P.
Kolakowski
Franciszek, st. post. P.P.
Koldowski .......
por.
Kotodziejczyk Mieczyslaw, przod. P.P.
Kolodziejski Jan, st. sieri. P.P.
Komasa Kazimierz, plut. piech.
Komer
sieri. P.P.
Komosihski Kazimierz, plut.
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Koamala Antoni. plut. P.P.
Koaaowaki Michal, post. P.P.
Koatrubiec Wiktor, wachm. iand.
Koatrzewa Stanislaw. ppor.
Kosnik Stanlstaw. plut. P.P.
Kot Frandszek. st.
post. P.P.
Kott Stanislaw st.
post. P.P.
Kowal Adam, przod. P.P.
Kowal Marcin, st. przod. P.P.
KowalczewskJ J6zef, kom. P.P.
Kowalczyk Jan, kpt. P.P.
Kowalczyk Jozef
Kowalec
kapral P.P.
Kowalewski Tadeuaz, post. P.P.
Kowalik Wladyslaw, Pol.
Panstw.. 1901
Kowalskl Jan, kapral P.P.
Kowalczyk Anatoniuaz, st. post.
P.P.
Kozakiewicz HrzeiEOrz
Kozielski
kapral P.P.
Koziol
plut. P.P.
KozioJ
kapral P.P.
Koeniaplut. P.P.
Kper Frandszek, 1896
KrajewaU Jozef, kapral P.P.
Krakowski
Ignacy, st. post. P.P.
Krakowski
Kazimierz, policjant
Kramarz
kpt. P.P.
Krasun Michal, st.
post. P.P., 1890, a.
Andrzeja
Krasnieki Karol, kom.
P.P., 1908
Krawezyk Wawrzyniec, kapral P.P.
Zofii
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Kompinski Wadaw, urzcdnik Pol.
Paiiatw.
Komusiriski Roman, kapitan
piech.
Kondracki Stefan, plat. P.P.
Kontratowicz
Aleksander, wachm.
Konieczny
kapral P.P.
Kopacz
ppor.
Kopec
kapral P.P.
Kopowski Michal. policjant
Korczyk
post. P.P.
Kordas J6zef przod. P.P.
Kordaszewski
plot. P.P.
Kornas
ч at. siert. P.P.
Korolczuk Aleksander, post. P.P.
Korpak
kapral P.P
Korpinski Adam, kpt. P.P., 1908
Korubkiewicz Jozef, st. sierz. P.P.
Korzec
Korzelakl Bronislaw, kapral P.P.
Korzeniowski Antoni
Kosiarski J6zef, ppor. P.P.
Koeiel Wlodzimierz,
kapral P.P.
Kosiewicz Edward, ppor. P.P..
1883, a. Leopolds
■Ml
War

Krzesiiiski
por. P.P.
Krzeszowski Jan, funkc. P.P., Int 49
Krzyslk Franciazek. plut. P.P.
Krzyzanowski
Kazimierz, aspirant P.P.
Krzyzanowski
Wlodzimierz, por.
Kubaczka
kpt. P.P.
Kubasza
sierz. P.P.
Kubiak Ignacy. 1898
Kubiak Karol, por.
Kubik Stanislaw. 1892
Kucharczyk Mikofaj, st. sierz.
Kuczyski Jan. przod. P.P., 1896
Kujawinski Michal, 1907
Kukulskl Jan, plk. emer.
Kulasinski Stanislaw, st.
post. P.P.
Kulczewaki
por. P.P.
Kulczycki
kapral P.P.
Kulczycki Stefan, st. przod. P.P.
Kuleaza Bronlalaw, eekretarz
Kulesza Henryk, ppor. kaw. Gminy
Kulibaba Marcin Marian,
przod. P.P., Stanistawdw
Kulik
plut. P.P.
Kulka
P.P.
kapral
Kulaj Michal, przod. P.P.
Kumoter Stefan, post. P.P.
Kuna
st. siert. P.P.
Kurkowski Antoni, kapral P.P.
Kurzajski
siert. P.P.
Kurzawthski
Leonard, por. P.P.
Kusinski Boleslaw, mjr P.P.
Kuszplt
plut. P.P.
Kutytorwaki Wladyalaw, st. siert.
P.P.
Kuzma Antoni
Kwaplaz
por. P.P.

Krawezyk Wiktor. plut. P.P.
Krawczynskl
kapral P.P.
Kremer
ч at. sierz. P.P.
Krlp
plut. P.P.
Krippa J6zef, st. post. P.P.
Krochmal Wojciech, post. P.P.
Kroczala Henryk, kapral P.P.
Krol Tomaaz, 1890, s.
Jakuba
Krol Tomaaz, sierz. P.P.
Krolikowski Jan Henryk, per. P.P.
Krupko
kapral
Krusiewicz
kpt. P.P.
Krutowicz Antoni. st. przod.
P.P., 1893, s. Floriana
Stanislaw6w
Kryda Andrzej, kom. post. P.P., 1904
Krysko
kapral P.P.
Krzeczkowski
Franciszek, st. przod. P.P.
Krzcminski Czealaw, por. zand.
(КОР.), 1906,в. Jakuba
wigi

Marii,
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Maciejewski Ignacy, komendant post. P.P., Golong
Mackowiak Czealaw, post. P.P., lat 35

,

Jan, por.
Markiewicz Stefan, kapral P.P.
Markiewicz Tadeusz, por. rez.
Markocki Jan, 1900, st. post. P.P.
Marszatek Henryk, 1905
Martyneki Jan, 1894
Maston
., ksiqdz
Mastalski Jan, 1892
Matela Jan. 1890
Materka Adam, kapral P.P.
Matulewicz
., kapitan P.P.
Matura
kapral P.P
Matusik Konrad, post. P.P. — 1913
Matys Tomasz, at. przod. P.P.
Mazalo
plut. P.P.
Mazur Jozef, por. (ppor.) — (LZO-S)
Mazur Tadeusz, ppor.
Mazurkiewicz
kapral P.P.
kpt.
M^czynski
Madrala
kapral P.P.
Mekta Waclaw, (Metka), 1908
Mendralba Artur, Pol Panstw., 1891, s. Walentego
Menke Lucjan, por. P.P.
Miaetkowski Zygmunt, st. post. P.P.
Michalak
plut. P.P.
Michalak
kapral P.P.
Michalik
st. sierz. P.P
Michalski Jozef, st. post. P.P.
Michalski Мака, Pol. Paristw., 1893
Michniewicz Jozef. post. P.P., 1889
Michno Ignacy, post. P.P., 1899
Micura Mikotaj, st. sierz. P.P.
Miczulski Kazimierz, Pol. Panstw., 1902, ssJozefa

i

i

Labniak
kapral P.P.
Bialegostoku
Lapinski Walerian, st. przod. P.P.
sierz. P.P.
Laczynski
Lotoweki Lucjan, por. rez.
Luczak Michal, przod. P.P., 1896, s. Antoniego
J6zefy, La-ki.
pow. Kejmo
Luczka Piotr, policjant
Luczynaki
n kapral P.P.
Luczywek Jozef, st. sierz.
Lukasiewicz Franciszek, post. P.P.
Lukaszyk Wladystaw, Pol. Paristw., Satnbor
Lukowski Filip, przod. P.P., Poznan
Lukaza Franciszek, post. P.P.
Luszczyna Stanislaw, kapral P.P.
An
Luszczynski Marian, st. przod. P.P., 1899, s. Wincentego
toniny Tarnopol

Macurakl
plut. P.P.
Madyjewski Henryk, por.
sieri. P.P.
Majcher
Makowiecki Kazimierz, 1896
Makowski Edward, kpt. Str. Gran.
Malasiewiez Jan, st. post. P.P.
nacs.
Malinoweki
Malinowski
Adam, przod. P.P.
Malecki Florian, post. P.P.
Matek Marcin, oficer Str. Gran., 1898 л. Antoniego
niny
Anny
Manowski Tadeusz, kpt. Irk., s. Stanislawa
Marchewka Jozef, st. post. P.P.
Marciniak Jan, st. post. P.P.
Marciniak Jozef, kapral piech.
Marian, kapral P.P.
Mardnkowski
Marcol
„ siertant. P.P.
Marczak Waclaw, post. P.P.

i•

Lachendro Jan, st. post. P.P.
Lam pert Plotr, sieri.
Langowski Franciszek, st. post. P.P., 1900
Latawiec
sieri. P.P.
Latkiewicz Jan, komisarz P.P.
Lech Stefan
Lech Zygmunt. przod. P.P., 1906
Leczkowski
карга! P.P.
Ledecki Jozef, przod. P.P.
Lemacki Boleslaw, funkc. P.P.
Kami, 1909
Lenartowicz
Lepczynski Wladyslaw, st. post. P.P., 1390
Lesniak Jan, ptut. P.P.
Leenlewski Jozef. kpt. Str. Gran., 1895
Lewandoweki
kpt. P.P.
Lewandowski Bolestaw, funkc. P.P.
Lewandoweki Edward, kpt. КОР., 1893, a. Adama
Lewandowski Eugeniusz
Lewandowski Michal, kapral P.P.
Lewicki
st. post. P.P.
Lipczak Ludwik, st. post* P.P.
Lie Michal, plut. (przod.) P.P.
Lisiecki Andrzej, st. post. P.P.
Lisowiec Aleksander, 1904
Lisowski Jan, 1910
Litwinczuk
Stanislaw, plat. P.P.
Lorenc Michal, st. sierz. P.P.
Luch Alojzy. kapral P.P.

Kwlatkowski
Kazimierz, 1902, Niezywiec
Kwiaton Pawel, 1901, Puzieniewicze
Kwietniowakl
Franciszek, kapral P.P.
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Nickel
„ plut.
Niedziela
P.P.
por. P.P.
Niedzwiecki
Marian,
pptk.
Niemczycki
Marceli, przod. K.O.P.. 1891, s.
Nit-strata
Teofila
P.P., s.
Mam
Nlezbrzycki Wladyataw. 1900
Wojciecha
Nltka
Katarzjmy
poet.
Jozef, Wladyataw,
P.P.
kapral КОР.
Niwicki
Michal, przod.
Niwiiiski
P.P.
Antoni, st. post.
Nizinski
P.P.
Tadeusz, Pol.
niny
Panstw., 1904,
Noch Brunon
Stanislawa
AntoNocin
Nowa Stanislaw, plut. P.P.
,
st. sierz.
Nowacki
P.P.
Jan, kapral
Nowak
P.P.
st. sierz.
Nowak
P.P.
Nowak Bogualaw, ppor.
Jozef,
Nowak
podkomisarz P.P.
Nowak Romuald, Pol. Panstw.,
Stanislaw, plut.
1900,
P.?.
Bolech6w
Nowakowski
kpt. P.P.
Nowakowski
Boleslaw,
plut. P.P.
Nowakowski
Nowakowski Stanislaw, post. P.P. —
Tadeusz, ppor.
1886
Nowicki
piech., 29 lat
Nowicki Andrzej, Pol.
Panstw., 1893,
Henryk, st.
Nowicki Jan,
post. P.P.
Boryslaw
plut. P.P.
Nowicki
Stanislaw. przod.
Noworyta
P.P.
Ludwik, st.
sierz. P.P.
Nowosiadly
plut. P.P.
Oborski
Ijrnacy. aspirant
Ochao
P.P.
OchwapWlodzimierz, 1900
Ogihski
ksiadz
Olos
kapral piech.
Franciszek, Pol.
Panstw.
Olszariski
Witalis, pplk.
P.P.,
Olszewski
wywieziony indyw.
por. P.P.
obozu
Pol.Oidakowski Michal,
ppor. rez.,
Panstw.
Warszawa
1893, s.
Orllcki Jan,
Jdzefa
st. post.
Stanislawy
Orlowski
P.P.
Henryk, kpt.
Orlowski Jan,
prof. gimn.
Oetrowski
Ostrowski
kapral
Waclaw, plut. P.P.P.P.
Owsinski
J6zef. komendant
P.P.. 1898. _
Pacoska
Brody. wof. T„_.OTCi
T.mopoi
FrancUzek, plut. P.P.
P.cresni.k Jan. 1896
Pakulski Stefan. «lerz
18»4.
MaU,us„
P.lczu.ki
Michaliny
P'ut-

i
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Migacz
MigdatekWladyataw, post. P.P., 1893
Mika
Adam, kapral choraiy
Mikler
plut. P.P.
Mikotajczyk Jozef.
kapral
Mikuczewski
Jozef, ksiadz P.P.. 1902
Mikula
kapelan
Dominik. kpt.
P.P.
Mikulski
Wojdech, 1895
Milczarczyk
Milczarek Jan,
mjr
ili- wski
choraiy
plut.
MMka
Miller Wtadyslaw, (Milki),
kapral, 1908
at. sieri.
Minczakowski
Minsk!
Eugenluez,
Ignacy, kpt. P.P. 1907
Miozga
sieri. P.P.
Mirowicz
Karol, post.
P.P., 1896
Miskitwicz
Mitek
Wlodzimierz, Pol.
Panstw., 1397,s.
Mizera Kazimierz, 1899
Jakuba
post. P.P.
Mojnart
kapral P.P.
Mokry Pawel,
kapral P.P.
Moraniec
Morawiec .Wladyslaw, post. P.P.
„ plut.
Morzejko
P.P.
Kazimierz, post. P.P.
w Moekalczuk
li.stop. 39
sierz. P.P.,
Mosz
wywieziony indyw.
Motykiewicz Adolfkapral P.P.
Mozolewski
plut. P.P.
Mrowczynski
Mrowczynski Henryk, post. P.P.
Stanislaw, post. P.P.
Mukosciej
Mull
st. sierz.
Stefan, 1897
P.P.
Murczak
Jakub,
st.
sierz
Musial
Franciszek, st.
Musielak
post. P.P.
Jozef, st. post,
P.P.
Myczkowski
Adam, st. przod.
Mydlarz
P.P., lat 52
Wladyslaw,
plut.
Myelowski
P.P.
Cezary, str.
elawy
wi^z., 1900, s.
Mystkowski
Franciazka
entaw,
Mysliriski
urzednik P.P.,
Marian, post.
1899
PJ*.
Nadwislariaki
plut P.P.
Nadzwyczawski
Najda
Michal, st.
post. P.P.
Stefan, funkc.
P.P.
Nakoneczny
Franciszek, plut. P.P.
Nallwajko Karol,
Nh pierata
str. wiez.
sieri. P.P.
Nawrocki
Stanislaw,
kom. P.P.
Nawrot
Edward, sieri.
P.P.
Nazarek
Witold, praod.
P.P.
Naurewicz
Antoni, post.
P.P.

.
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Podgorakl .Stanislaw, it po't- PP..
Podrasa Stanislaw. st post. P.P., 1900,
Marii
Pohoekl Michal. oflcer P.P., 1880, a. Wladyslawa
rtur. plat P.P.
Pokrant
sieri. P.P.
Pokrzewicki
Josef, przod. P.P.
Pokrzywiiiaki
Polak
. sieri. (LZ.O-S)
Polerski ZdsUlaw, kpt P.P.
Polinski Henryk, Pol. Panatw.
Polok Karol, kapral P.P.
PotawaU Edward, post P.P.
Polom Leon, post. P.P.
..st. sieri. P.P.
Pomorski
Pontes Tadeoas, pchor. art
ч kapral P.P.
Popera
Poplawaki Edward, post. P.P.
Porebskl Stanislaw, mjr P.P.
Poroczny Lucjan, plut P.P.
Porwot
kapral P.P.
, plut P.P.
Pospiech
Poteral Jan, przod. P.P.
Potopowicz Ludwik, at. sieri. P.P.
Pozorskl Franciazek, 1897, a. Auguatyna
Praazczyk Ludwik, poet P.P.
Prerchala
kapral P.P.
Preeek
, plut P.P.
Pronanaki Mieczyslaw. przod. P.P.. 1895. Poznan
Prorok Marian, str. wiez.
Prosiak Julian, kapral P.P.
plut P.P.
Przybylak
Przybyla Gerhard, kapral K.O.P.
P.P.
Przygoda Leon, kpt
Przygoda Wladyslsw. kapral P.P
Ptasinski SUnislaw, kapral P.P.
Ptaazkowsld Michal. kapral P.P
Pnehalaki
., Pol. Panstw.
Pucilo Piotr, Pol. Panstw., 1887, s. Pawla
Pupkiewicz Boleslaw. kapral zawodowy
_ sieri. P.P.
Purynakl ...
Pustkowaki
kapral P.P.
Puazcz Leon, st. sierz. P.P.
kom. P.P.
PuBZczynski
P.P.

,

,

.
.
.
.
.

.

i
Rabacki Alekaander
Raczkiewicz
kapral P.P.
Raczkowski Tadeoas, st post P.P.
Radoniewicz Julian, mjr P.P
Radzloch Jozef, post P.P.
Rapalskl Jozef. przod. P.P
Raszke
(Raszka) — at. sieri.
Rauczke Wilhelm, sieri. P.P.

P.P.

1
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Pampueh Zygmunl. рог. P.P.
Paned Mieciyslaw. choraiy, 1901
Panek
„ aieri. P.P.
at aierl. P.P.
Papielewici
sieri. P.P.
Papiei
Parkot Mitczyalaw, kapral
Paakolek Michal, plut. P.P.
Paszkowaki Michal. post. P.P.
Patela Michal, st. post. P.P., 1887 (8)
Marii
Patro SUnlstaw, post. P.P., 1900, J6zefa
Anny
Pawelczuk Jan, przod. P.P., 1898, s. Kazimierza
Pawelko Pawel. przod. P.P.
Pawlak Jan, poet. P.P., 1901, Poznan
Pawllk Franciazek, por. P.P.
Pawtowaki Mieczyalaw
Pazin Jozef, Pol. Panstw.
Paz Jozef, post. P.P.
sieri. P.P.
Pacek
Pelczyhski Bolealaw
Penkala Karol. mjr P.P.
Peplowaki Walenty. post. P.P.
Perec Franciazek, kapral P.P.
Lodzi
Petri Jan, pplk. P.P., naczelnik Urz. Sledczego w
Petri Wladystaw, por. P.P., mgr prawa (brat Jana)
s.
Apolinarego
Petrykowski Tadeuaz. przod. P.P.. 1894,
Pekala SUnislaw, post. P.P.
P.P.
Piasecki
plut.
sierz. P.P.
Piaakowaki
ppor. P.P.
Piatkiewicz
Piatkowski
Antoni, ppor.
Picilo Piotr. Pol. Panstw.
Piechota Stanislaw,
Piekarski Alekaander
Piekarz
plut. P.P.
Piepierko Leon. st. post. P.P.
Pieslak Jozef, aspirant P.P.
Pietrasik
plut. P.P.
Pietraszek Stanislaw, policjant
Pietruazewaki Piotr
Pietka Jan, pliit. zawodowy
Wiktorii,
Pietka Wiktor, przod. P.P., 1894, s. Jozefa
szawy
Piglowski Antoni, plut. P.P.
Piotrowicz Wadaw, plut. P.P.
Piotrowski
Karol, 1896
Pisz Franciazek, plut. P.P.
Roman, kapral P.P.
Piwowarski
Pluta Woidech, plut. P.P.
Ptonski Jan, st. post P.P.
Pniak Jozef, Pol. Panstw.
Poczekaj Franciszek, st. post P.P.
Podbrozny Jozef, ppor. P.P.
Podgorakl Antoni Kazimierz, post. P.P., 1912

i
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Sabaclnski
sieri. P.P.
Sabatowski Franciszek. sieri.
P.P.
SadowHkl
plut. P.P.
SamborHki Konetanty,
pchor.
Samel Zygmunt,
post. P.P.

i

J6zefy

i
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Rozariskl Czeslaw, st.
post. P.P.
Rozalski
iieri. P.P.
Rozanski
kapral P.P.
Rozycki
st. sieri.
Rudziiiski Jan, st. sierz. P.P.
Rusakiewiez Jozef, przod. P.P.
Rusin Anton), st. sierz.
P.P.
Ruszkiewicz Edward, st.
post. P.P.
Rusnlak
st. sierz. P.P.
Rutkowaki Jan, ppor. P.P.
Rutkowski Stanislaw, post.
P.P., 1902, s. Aleksego
Rutyna Marian, 1888
Ryberyriski Jozef, plut. P.P.
Rybowski Jan Jozef,
mjr zand.
Rydzik Wincenty, post.
P.P.
Rymarkiewicz Szczepan,
post. P.P.
Rymaszewski Franciszek,
plut. P.P.
Ryzop Wiktor, st. post. P.P.
Rzepka
st. sieri.

,

J6Sekowski Stanislaw,
ppor.
Sieezko
post. P.P.
Siemaszko Stanislaw. funkc.
P.P.. 1912
Sieradzki Jozef. plut.. 1894
Sierbieh
ppor.
Sieroelawski Jan Непгук, кот.
Р.Г., 1897, s. Henryka
zefy, Tomaszdw Mazow.
J6Sikora Stanislaw, plut.
P.P.
Sikora Stefan, kpt. P.P.
Silko Jan, post. P.P
Sitek Stanislaw,
pplk. zand.
Sitkiewicz Lucjan, post. P.P.
Sitko Wladyslaw.
kapral P.P.
Sitkowski Jozef, ppor. P.P.
Sitkowski Piotr.
podkomisarz P.P.
Siwak Benedykt,
post. P.P.
Siwiec Marian, pnr.
Skabiki Tadeusz. mjr P.P.
Skiba Jan. st. sieri. P.P.
Skibinski Marian,
mjr Str. Gran.
Skibski Jozef, Pol.
Paristw., s. Edwarda
Pauliny
Skornung Leonard, st. post.
P.P.
Skotnicki
por. P.P.
Skrzos Franciszek. st.
post. P.P., 1897, s. Lukasza
(Komenda Wojew P.P.)
Marianny,
Skrzypczyk Karol kapral P.P.
Skulimowski Wladyslaw, 1909
Skulski
mjr КОР.
Skulski Stanislaw.
se.dzia Sqdu Apel. Lwdw
Slawin.ski Piotr przod.
P.P.. s. Jana
J6zefy, Warszawa
Slnniewski Wladyslaw.
kapral P.P.
Smolnicki Tadi-usz,
kpt. P.P.
Sobak Michal, funkc.
P.P.
Sobczab Jan, plut.
P.P.
Sobel
plut. P.P.
Sobieszczariski Stefan, kpt.
P.P., 1890, к. Stanislawa
Sobieszczynskl ....
Anieli
., plut. P.P.
Sobkoh Franciszek.
plut. P.P.
Sobolak
Sodula hazimierz, kapral P.P.
plut. P.P.
Sokotowski Leonard, funkc. P.P.
Solak Michal. st. po*t. P.P.

Samolok Teodor, 46 lat
Samotyk Ignacy. st. sieri.
Sandzickl
st. sierz. P.P.
Sarnowski Jozef. Str.
Gran., 1897, s. Jana
Franciszki
Sauerman Anloni, kapral
P.P.
Sauter Wiktor. kpt. P.P..
1896, s. Karola
Natalii
Sawczyn Jozef. kpt. P.P.
Selak Rronislaw. st.
przod. P.P.
Serebnicki Michal, por.
Serwinowski Mieczyslaw, Pol.
Paristw.. 1898, s. Tomasza
zefy

i i

Rogatski Wiktor, podoficer
Rojnart
8t. 8ier4t p.p
Koman Julian, plut. P.P.
- (Roraanowski), mikapelan prawosiawn0yT,an,enk0
Romanowski Ludwik,
ppor. P.P.
Romahezyk Karol Jan. pplk. P.P.. s.
Jana
Klary. Warszawa
Romahski Jozef
Ropek Wladyslaw, przod. P.P.
Rosiak Franciszek
Roszkiewicz Felika Kazimierz.
190в, s. Kazimierza
Rowiiiski Adam, post. P.P.
Rozkrez Wincenty. st.
post. P.P.
Rozlazty Zygmunt. plut. P.P.
Rozner Makaymilian, st.
post. P.P., 1898, s. Juliana
ciszki, Naliboki
Fran

Razniecki
kapral P.P.
Regiriczak Edward, post. P.P.
Reimer Leon, st. przod.
P.P., 1892, Pomorze
Rejman Wladyslaw, st.
post. P.P.. 1892
Rejt Jan, ppor.
Rening Adam, funkc. P.P.
Rester Szczepan, przod.
P.P.
Re lit
ppor.
Rev man Wladyslaw,
st. post. P.P., lat
51, Brody
Rodkiewicz Boleslaw,
pplk. КОР., komendant Okr. Str.
Krakdw
Gran.

i
i

i

i
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Syako Wladyslaw, poet. P.P.
Szafranski Jan, mjr P.P.
Szalek Antoni, przod. P.P.
Szalajko Ludwik, (Szatapko) —
ppor. (por.)
Szamanski Stanislaw, nacz.
wiezienia
Szancer Wladyalaw,
przod. P.P., 1883,a. Stanislawa
Natalii
Szarlej
kpt. P.P.
Szatan
kapral P.P.
Szczebiot Kazimierz, post. P.P.
Szczek Bartlomiej, 1899, s.
Jana
Tekli
Szczepanski Jozef, post. P.P.,
1905, s. Jana
Rozalii, StatriSzczupak Franciszek,
policjant, 1911, s. Ignacego
Leszno
Marii,
Szeptycki Jan Wiktor
Szerech Bartlomiej, Pol.
Szerer Jakub, kapral P.P. Panstw., 1899, a. Jana
Szklanny
St. s:eri. P.P.
Szkudlapski
plut. P.P.
Szmidt Stanislaw, post. P.P.
Szojer
kapral P.P.
Szot Edward, kapral P.P.
Szot Jan, siert. P.P.
Szparaga
plut. P.P.
Szrajber Wilhelm, mjr P.P.
Sztymalski Stanislaw, post.
P.P.
Szubert Wladyalaw, st.
post. P.P.
Szulc Wiktor, kapral P.P.
Szuta
st. aieri. P.P.
Szwarc Emil, st sierz. P.P.
Szwed Bronislaw,
ksiadz, prof., lat 45
Szweda
plut P.P.
Szybejko Kazimierz
Szydlowski. Bronislaw,
plut. P.P.
Szyfman
por. P.P., wywieziony
indyw.
Szymahski
kapral P.P.
Szymbowiak Franciszek.
post. P.P.
Szymkowiak
plut. P.P.
Szynkman Feliks, kpt. P.P.
Szyszkiewicz Alfona, kpt. P.P.
Sayszkiewicz Jan, por. P.P.
Slaszezyk Jozef, kapral P.P.
Sltwinski Feliks, str. wiez.
Sliwinski Roman, post. P.P.
Sniegon
^ st. siert. P.P.
Sniezko Mikolaj, por. rez.
Spiewak Lucjan, plut. P.P.
Swidcrski
st. sierz. P.P.
Swierkot
ppor. P.P.
Swierszcz Antoni, 1900
Swiecicki Julian, at.
post. P.P.
Swirski J6zef, przod. P.P.
Swirski Michal, Bt.
przod. P.P.

i

,

i
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Soltys Tadeusz рог. P.P.
Sopel
, kapral P.P.
Soanowaki Jan, lat 43
Soazynaki Stefan, st. post.
P.P.. 1898, a. Franciszka.
Nieawiei
роя.
Sowa Jan, policjant, я.
Blaieja
Katanyny, lat 37
Sowinaki Adam, рог. P.P.
Sprue
., plut. P.P.
Sroka Jan, plut. P.P.
Srokow.sk: Franclazek. funkc.
P.P.. 1887
Srzeniski
kapral P.P.
SUchowiak Franciszek, przod.
P.P., lat okoto 57
Starhowlak Jan. lat 53
Stadler Karol. pplk. P.P.
Stando
plut. P.P.
Staniak Tomaaz. funkc.
P.P., '900
Stanejko Wladyslaw, wachmistrz
Staniszewski Kdward. sierz. P.P.
Staniszewski Wincenty kpt. P.P.
Stankiewicz Antoni, pfor.
Staruszktewicz Marian, kapral P.P.
Stasiak
kapral
Sua Wiktor, funkc.
P.P., Frysztat
Stapien Jan. (Stepien), plut.
P.P.. lat 46
Stec Mlchal. przod. P.P.
Stefanik Jan, post. P.P.
stefaiiskl .......
kapral P.P.
Steifer
ppor. P.P.
St*pa Jozef, plut. P.P.
Stolarczyk Filip, Pol. Panstw.
Strobek
рог. P.P.
Strobe! Eugeniusz,
(Sztrobel), kom. P.P., lat 45,
chowa
CzestoStryczek Pawel, kapral P.P.
Strymon
ч sierz. P.P.
Strzelczyk
„ kapral P.P.
Strzelczykowski Jozef. 1907, s.
Romana
Strzemecki Stanislaw,
J6zefiny
wojskowy
Stuczyriski Roland, kapral P.P.
Stumidlo
kapral P.P.
Sulkowski
inz., ziemianin
Polesia
Supczynski Jozef, str. wiez.
Surowiec Wladyslaw
Suszka Antoni, 1895
Swoboda Jan, mjr P.P.
Swuderski Stanislaw
Syblcki Jan, przod. P.P.
Syehowicz Kazimierz, Pol.
Panstw., 1902, s. Jozefa
Warszawa
Marii,
Sykut Ignacy, funkc. P.P.
Sypniewski Stanislaw, st.
post. P.P.
Syrnicki Stefan, post. P.P.
Syaakowski Stanislaw, st.
przod. P.P.
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Talacha
ppor.
Taratuta Marian, st. sieri.
P.P., lat 46
Tarczyriski
sieri. P.P.
Tarmas Lucjan, przod.
P.P., 1899, s. Jozefa
Albiny, Kielce
Tarnog6rski
Tatara Adam, sieri. P.P.kpt.
Tedurow Antoni, sieri.
P.P.
Terpilowski
st. sieri. P.P.
Tezecki Stefan, st.
post. P.P., Skalat
Tkaczyk Borys, Pol. Paristw.
Tkaczyk Joachim, por. P.P.
Tober Ryszard, str.
wiez.
Tomasik Antoni,
ppor. P.P.
Tomasz
plut. P.P.
Tomaszewski Kazimierz, przod.
P.P.
Tombak Leon, komisarz
P.P., 1895, s. Fortunata
ny, Raszyn
Marian
Tomczak Jan, kaprat P.P.
Tomczak Jrizef. plut. P.P.
Tomczyk Marian, st. post.
P.P., 1900, н. Aleksandra
ciszki
Fran

wiry Pawet. komendant P.P.
Swietelnicki Jozef, post. P.P.
s« it;il Adam,
por. piech.
,

,

i

i

i

,

P.P.

,

sieri.

.

l.'chorek

Wan - Den Kogen),

Walczak Jan. 1889
Walczuk Stanislaw,
przod. P.P., 1895
Walczyk Wincenty, Pol.
Paristw.. 1895, s. Jakuba
Lodz
Marii
Walder Emit. st.
przod. P.P.
Walicki
Roman, st. past. P.P.,
1901, s. Feliksa
Walencow Jozef, plut.
P.P.
Walerzak Stanislaw.
kapral
P.P., 1909, s. Jana
Walewicz Jan, kom. P.P.
Jozefy
Walus Karol,
kapral P.P.
Waloch Antoni. 1900
Wasilewski
ur. okolo 1899
Wasylkow Jan, st. post. P.P.
Waver Konstanty, st.
post. P.P.
Wawrnak Stanislaw,
przod. P.P.., 1896, s.
Jdzefa
Wawrzyniak Bolestaw.
Agnieszki
Wasowski Jan. post. P.P.kapral P.P.
Wasowski Walenty, st.
sieri. P.P.
Watogiewicz
st. sieri. P.P.
Weinberg
sieri. P.P Welka Jan, plut.
(st. strz.) Pol.
Paristw., 1899, s. Teodora
Katarzyny
Wende
sieri. P.P
Wendy
kapral P.P.
Werbachowski Aleksander.
post. P.P., 1SS0,
Werszko Antoni, Pol.
Biatystolt
Paristw.
Wesoiownki .......
st. sieri. P.P.
Wesoly
kapral P.P.
Wiatr Jan, funkc.
P.P.
Wiatrak Kranciszek,
plut. P.P.
Wiazowski
sieri. P.P
Wtcijowski Jozef, st.
post. P.P.
Widawski Jan. 1902, s.
Szymona
Wiechecki Waclaw.
Marianny
kpt. P.P.
Wieczorek Radoalaw,
podoficer
Wierzbicki Antoni,
kaprat P.P.
Wierzchoslawskt
sieri. P.P.
Wilczak
at. eiert. P.P.
Wilczek
st. przod. P.P.
Wilczyrialii Zygmunt, plut.
P.P.
Wilem
sieri. P.P.
WUzniewaki Teodor,
kapral P.P.
Wianiewski Henryk.
choraiy. nauczyciel

Zygmunt,

i

Tomczyk Tomasz, post. P.P.
Tomiak J6zef, por. P.P.
Tomkiel Antoni, st. przod.
P.P., 1897, s. Jana
lystok
Pauliny. BiaTomkowiak Jan, post. P.P.
Tomys Jan, sieri. P.P.
Topolnicki
Eustachy,
por. rez., s. Antoniego,
Kmda Pol.
Paristw., Brody
Toporek Henryk. kapral P.P.
Toporek Wincenty, podoficer
P.P., 1894, я. Andrzeja
zefy
J6Torz Stanislaw, przod.
P.P.
Tragala Jan, plut. P.P.
Trania
kapral P.P.
Treler
kapral P.P.
Treter Michat, post. P.P.
Trybulskt Jozef, kapral
rez., 1896
Trybua Michal, przod. P.P.
Trzeciak
mjr. lek.. chirurg, dyrektor
Trzeciak
szpitala
kpt.
Turkowski Waclaw, por. P.P.
Tuwe Albert, przod. P.P.
Twarog Jan, mjr
Twarog Jozef, Pol. Paristw.,
s. Kaspra
Marii
Tymiriski Pawel, plut. P.P., 1889,
1899

,

Van-der
Coqhen Stanislaw
dr. mjr lek. (RO. 32 etr.
326)

L'nger
pjr. P.P.
Urban Leopold,
kapral P.P.
Urbanek
ppor.
Urbariczyk
mjr P.P.
Uzarowicz Mieczyslaw,
kpt.
Uznariski
kapral P.P.

(
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Katarzyny
Wisolewskl Jan, Pol. Panstw., 1909, s. Piotra
Witkowskt Tadcusi, plut. P.P.
w oboWitoazynski Roman, wicepreies Sadu ze tiwowa (zmarl
lie), (relacja kpt. L. Z.)
Wlodarczyk Michal, plut. P.P.
Wnuk Jozef, kapral P.P.
Woczkal
mjr КОР.
Konatancji
Wojczyiiski Stefan, 1891, s. Stanistawa
Wojnilowicz Jozef, post. P.P.
por. P.P.
Wojtar
, plut. P.P.
Wojtaaihskl
a. Jdzefa
Wojtczak Stanielaw Zygmunt. nacz. weai., 1895,
Emilii
Wojtkowiak Michal, post. P.P., lat 57
Wojtowicz Jan, st. przod. P.P.
Wojtowicz Wtadyslaw, st. post. P.P., 1897, 8. Lukasza
Wojtolewski Alfona, st. aieri. P.P.
Wolak
., kapral P.P.
—
p.a.c.
Woliriski
mjr lek. ze Lwowa
st. sierz. P.P.
Wolny
Wolski
kapral PP
Wolaki Stanislaw, plut. pchor., 1912
Wofk Wlodzimierz
Wozniak Czeslaw, Pol. Panstw.
-kpt. P.P.
W6jcik
W6jcik Andrzej, st. sierz. P.P.
Wrobel Jozef, plut. P.P.
„„
Teofili
Wr6bel Tomasz. sierz. P.P., 1896, s. Wladyslawa
Wroblewski Ludwik. kapral P.P.
Stanislaw, przod. P.P.
Wr6blewski
Wrzesniowski Jozef Alfred, por. zand.
Wyczechowski Waclaw, lat 42, syn Jana
sierz. P.P.
Wylczuch
Wyrobek Bolestnw, post. P.P.
sieri. P.P.
Wysikiriski
Wyskup Marian, st. str. wiez.
ApoWyszkowski Waclaw, przod. P.P., 1903, s. Wladyslawa
lonii
kapral P.P.
Wywial
Wzientek Alojzy

i

i
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Nazwiska jencow, ktorzy ujeci zoatall rownlez w Cleeci
azej, wzglednle w Czeeci trzedej nlnlejszej list
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Marii, mjr P.P.
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NieBaranowski Jdzef, w mundurze. list (AM 2122), list
awieia (WO 2122 atr. 33), policjant, 1900, s. Michala (LZ.O)
Czarkowski Jan Boleslaw, por.. wizytowki, pismo wojskowe
por. (LZO)
(AM 1420), Jan Dembicki Witold Jozef. ppor., ur. 15.5.900, ofic. ks. wojsk.,
dowcxl osob. (AM 1225), Dembiecki, ur. 13.5.900 (WO 1084 str.
15), Dembicki, ppor., Lubawa (LZ K-O)
Gaaiewicz Marian, mjr P.P. (LZ.O-K)
Grzymajlo Jozef, wachmistrz Zand. (LZ.K-O)

:

2S4

i

Zurawski Jozef. Pol. Panstw.
Zychowski Robert Henryk, 1898, s. Wojciecha

1

Marianny

,

Zaboklickl Feliks, 1902, s. Wawnynca
Barbary, oficer P.P.
2arek Waclaw. ppor. P.P.
Zhikowski Tomasz, kom. P.P., 1880, a. Heliodora
Jdzefy

i

Zaborowski Ignacy, at. post. P.P.
Zadroga Franciszek, st. post. P.P.
ksiadz
Zakrzewskl
st. sieri.
Zalewski
Zalewski Jozef, kpt. P.P., 1889, s. Franciszka
Zalewski Leon, plut. P.P.
St. sieri. P.P.
Zalusek
Zamacki
kapral P.P.
sieri. P.P.
Zandrowski
kpt.
Zaprzalski
P.P.
sieri.
Zastawny Marian,

Zawadikl
Bolral.w, funkc. P.P.
at. przod. P.P., 1900, a. Michula
Zaw.dzkl
Wlodzimierz,
Stefanii
Zawartka Jan, policjant
Zawierucha
plut. P.P.
Zawitowski
aspirant P.P.
Zawiatowski Piotr. plut. P.P.
Anieli
Zborowski Aleksander, policjant, 1904, a. Antoniego
Zdanowicz Franciszek
Zdziubany Kazimierz
Zeduazko
por.
Zemla Antoni, post. P.P.
P.P.
Zepiela Jan, post.
st. sieri.
Zielinski
Zieliriaki
plut. P.P.
Zielinski Stanislaw, funkc. P.P
TlaHiaH
Stefan, post. P.P.
Zielski
ppor.
Ziemacki Bafeslaw, por. rez.
Zienelechter
plut. P.P.
Zimostrad Jakub, funkc. P.P.
Zinkiewicz Jan, post. P.P.
Ziomek Kazimierz, st. post. P.P.
Zlotnicki
inspektor P.P., kmdt Woiew. Kmdy P.P.
w Nowogrddku
Marii,
przod. P.P., 1899, a. Andrzeja
Znojko Franciszek,
Katusz
Zudro Antoni. st. post. P.P.
Zyhlewski Jozef, funkc. P.P.
Zygmunt
kapral P.P.

i

i

Halka Wladyslaw. kpt. si. st. (LZ.K 0»
Jinui
., ksiadz, kpt. (LZ.K 0)
Klepnrz Antoni. kpt. (LZ.K O)
KozietuUki
S)
рог. (LZ.K
danrzak Jozef, kpt. lot., rozliczenie
poborow, cze^c dowo
du osob. na nazwisko Mariczak Ewa .oprawa zeearka na reke.
odznaka loin. (AM
914), (WO 891 sir.
12), kpt. rez. oil
(LZ.K-0)
Mikulski
Stanietaw, kpt., wizytowki, fntografie,
obligacje
parislw.
kuponami, (AM 4130}, kpl. (L7.0)
Mioduszewski
Lucjusz, ksiadz
kapelan, (bez imienia)
ur. 11.2.86 (ROR. 34 str. 401)
(LZ.K-0-S).
Paciorkowski Stanislaw. cywilny, pocztowki, listy, znaczek l»laobozu jenieckiego Ostaszkow (AM 4032). por. mar.
szany
1899 (LZK).
ur. 21.4. 98, por. mar. (ROR. 34 str. 1062)
Parfiliski
Wladyslaw, or. 1912, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-O)
Pawiiiski Jan, st. przod. P.P. (LZ.K-O)
Pi»tek Jan. przod. P.P. (LZ.K-0)
Potocki
Jan,
mjr, kapelan, superintendent ewang-. 1888, s.
Juliana (LZ.S-O)
Siczka Tadeusz, por., 1912 (LZ.K-0-S)
Sokolowski Jozef, kpt. (LZ.O-K)
Steckiewiez
dr, ppor. (LZ.O.K.)
Surmiriski Alfred, w mundurze, ofic. ks., karta izczep. 2224,
ks. oszcz. PKO., list, zloty krzyzyk (AM
1802), zioty krzyzyk
napisem wyrytym: „Maryrhnie w dniu
maja 27." (WO 1802
str. 25). insp. Str. Wiez. (LZ.O-K)
Szafraiiski
Maksymillan, sieriant (LZ.K-O-S)
Trojanowski
Sylwester, kpt., pocztdwki, listy, krzyz Virtuti
Militari
(AM
2772), karta od Bohdana Troinnowskiego
(WO
2772 str. 61), kpt. P.P. (LZO)
Waryszek Wactaw, por. (LZ.K-O-S)
Wlaszczyk Mikotaj. kpt. si. st. (LZ.K O)
z
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Arkuszewaki Leszek, ppor.
Arnekker Edward Emll

,
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Adamczyk Jan, kpt.
Adamczyk Zdziaiaw, plk. dypl. art, bnrmiatrz m. Zakopane
Stefana
Adamiecki Stefan, kpt. art., s. Stefana
Adamski Henry
ppor. rex.
Adamski Zbigniew, рог.
Adam us Wiadyataw, ppik,
Bronislawy
Adessman Zy gin ant, рог. тег., s. Stefana
Adler J., dr. poor.
Albihski
ppor. piech.
StaAlbinaki
Wilhelm, kpt, or. w Nowym Saczu, s. Olgi
nistawa
Aleksandrowicz
mjr piech.
Alekaandrowicx Antoni, ksiadz, major (LZ.S-K)
Aliriski
рог.
Alterman Dawid, dr, kpt. lek.
Altman Jeray, ppor.
AnczyC Wladystaw, dr kpt.
Andrusiewirz
por. piech.
Andrnezewski
pchor.
Andruszkiewicz
„ por. res.
And rze jew ski Witold, kpt. art.
Bronlalaw, kpt. rez. art.
Andrzejowekl
Angerer Zbiguiew, por.. 1914, a. Franciszka
Aniol Antoni, por.
Anisfeld Markua, ppor. farm.
Ankiewlcz
ч kpr. rez.
Anlanf Stefan Leon, kpt. art
Antoniewicz Jan Stanialaw, mjr and.
Antoniewics Jan, ppor. lek., lat 31
Antoniewicz Zygmunt, kapral
Apanowicz Ambrozy, st. strz.

i

AT

PART

starobielsku

TRZECIA

x

ob6z

CZ^SC

zeatawlone na podatawle Liaty Zafinioaych Jen(NazwUka
Staroblelak. epoohozow rnsyjekich Kozielsk, Oataazkow
cow
rzadzonej przez Biuro Oplekl nad Rodzinaml Wojekowymi Dowodztwa Polakich Sit Zbrojnych w ZSRR., uzuperaionej dodatkowym Splsem Biura Pomocy Rodzlaom Wojskowym Dowodztwa
Wojsk Polakich na Srodkowym Wscbodile).

1

i

i

Ma
mr, s. Boleslawa
Artke Kazimierz Marian, ppor. piech.,
rii (LZ.S
1905. mierniczy
Artuszewski Kazimierz, por. rez.
Wlodzimierz, plk.
Arwaniti
urzednik Magiatratu we
1893,
Aschenberg Wlodzimierz, por.
2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Lwowie, s. Stanislawa, wywieziony
Atlaea Zdzislaw, ppor art., 1914
Aurzecki Anatol, ppor. rez., 1908 (1909)
Aurzecki Witold, ppor. rez.

i

К

)

ppor.
Bahinski
60
Baczkowtki Leszek, mjr rez., lat
Baczyiiski Zdzislaw, kpt.
Badowicz Stanislaw, ppor., 1911
Bahr Zygmunt. por., 1913
1895
Bajer Wlktor Tadeusz, kpt.,
КОР.. 1904
Bajur Stanislaw, sierz. san.
50 p.p., a. Emeryka, wywiezio1905,
Janusz,
por.,
Bakinowski
ny 2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)
P.P.
Balcerowaki Antoni, st. przod.
PKU. Znmosc'
Balcewicz Bronialaw, mjr, komendant
Balozyiiaki Jhii, por., 1909
Banas Walenty. plut. piech., 1906
lat 47
Bandrowski Stanislaw, oficer rez.,
Heleny, 42.
s. Artura
Bannet Mieczyelaw, chor. rez., 1901,
p.p., Bialystok
Barikowski Henryk, ppor.
Br..'ikowaki Jan. mjr
Barikowskl Leszek, mjr, sedzia wojsk. (rez.)
Bahkowski Warlaw, ppor.
Baiikowski Zdzislaw, ppor.
Baran Jozef, kpt. pilot
lat 30, s. Michata, Bara
Barancewicz Leonard, pchor. tek.,
nowicze
por.
Baraniak
Baranowski Kazimierz, ppor. piech.
Michaliny, 71.
s. Joachima
3aranowKki Marian, ppor., 1910
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
p.p. Zambr6w, wywieziony
Baranowski Wludysiaw, por.
Barczewski Jozef, kpt.
18 p.p. Skierniewice
Bareja Waclaw, por. piech.,
Bargiclski Jan, sierz. piech.
Barniec Zbigniew, ppor.
Barski Marian, por.
kpt., 1908, s. Stanislawa, Stolpce
Barazczewskl Franciszek.
.
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(LZS K)
Bartecki Feliks. 1908
18.4.40
Bartik Jozef Marian, por. 1900. s. Jdzefa, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Kazimiery. PiotrBartnicki Zygmurtt, por., 1902 ,в. J6zefa
k6w
p. strz. konnych, Plock
Bartoalewlcz Adam Henryk, rtm.,

Bartosik Bronialaw, ppor.
Bartyhaki Bronislaw, kpt.
Barwicz Wieelaw, ppor.
>1y
Olgi,
s. Jaroslawa
Barwicz Zbigniew, ppor., 1915,
wizjon art. plot.
Baszniak Kazimierz. pplk. piech.
Bator Jan, st. post. P.P.
1883, s. Albina
Batorczak Wladyslaw. sierz. КОР..
wywieziony 15.4.40
Jan,
por. 1909, s. Jana,
Batozyriski
(rel. O.B.)
Bauer Leon, di kpt. rez., Frzemysl
p. lotn., Lw6w
Bauman Alfred, por. pil., s. Jana,
WF.
Okr. PW.
kpt piech., 1890, prac.
Bayer
B.
Brzesr
rtm., 1R85
Bazylewtiki Ryszard Kryetian.
Bak Alojzy, mjr wet.. Warnzawa
Marii, Tczew
s. Gustawa
Ba>owski - Jaxa Jerzy, por. rez.,
LZ.S
Beck Rudolf, ppor lot.
Wandy
Stanislawa
Beczkowicz Mleczyslaw, ppor., s.
Wandy. 27
s. Stanislawa
Beczkowski Mieczyelaw, par.. 1915,
Skierniewice
art.,
An
p.
1897, s. Kaspra
Bednarski Franciszek Wladyslaw, mjr.
at.
ny. 21
Betczynskl Tadeusz, por.
Amelii, kpt.
Beldowski Kazimierz. 1898, s. Leona
Marii. Lwow
s. Feliksa
Bern Wojciech. dr., ppor. rez., 1905,
Ben Aron. dr. por. lek., Warszawa
Bendarowicz Wincenty. ppor. rez.
wywieziony 19.4.10
Bendlewirz Jan, par., 1892, s. Stanislawa,
(rel. O.B.)
— kpt. piech.
Bentkownki Stanislaw, (Bedkowski)
14.10.03, Hart alow
Berdylo Iwan, (Bedrylo),
Berencwejg Dawid. npor. lek.
ul. Hrubieszowskich)
Bereza Wladyelaw Feliks, mjr (p.
kpt.
Berezowski
Berezowski Kazimierz
ur. 2.11.92, KomenBereznlcki Karol Bronialaw Antoni, kpt.,
obozu 12. kwietnin 1940 (relad* Mi»'<tji Lwow, wywiezionv
ci» A. If
Berg Leopold, mjr kaw.
s. Roberta, szef sztabu bryg.
Bergcr Jan Mleczyslaw, mjr.
Lw6w
Berland J., dr. ppor.
Beschek Kazimierz, ppor. lek.
Beseliak Alfons. pplk. lot.
Bethge Roman, mr.
Beuth Wojciech. mjr. 32 p.p.
Bialicki Stanislaw. dr. por. aud.
por.
Bialoakurskl
s. Piotra
Bialozoreki Edward, ppor. rez., lek., 1906,
Bialy Leszek, kpt. dypl.
Biafy Tadeusz, por.
9.
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inciszka
Blazewski Roman, mjr, s.
Aleksandry
Blazewski Waciaw, mjr
Wolkowyska
Bloch Teodor, mjr
Block! J6zef, por. pit., s. Boleslawa
Bloriski
por. pil.
B*orieki Zblgniew, por., 1909, s. Walentego, wywieziony 17.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Bober Bonifacy, ppor., 1905, s. Ignacego,
p.a.c.
Bobrowicz Czestaw, kpt.
Boch
por. lek.
RoBncheriski Roman Kazimierz, ppor. rez., 1910, s. Heleny
mana
Bock Ryszard, mr., 1906
Boczek Antoni, ppor. 1911
Boczek Szczepan, por., 1914, s. J6zefa
Julii,
wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Franciszki
Bodytko Jozef. ppor. art., 1896, 8. Aleksandra
Marii
Boesche Kazimierz, рог. зап.. dr, 1906, s. Jdzefa
Bogaczewicz Kazimierz, pptk.
Rozalii
Bogdanowicz Antoni, ppor., 1907, s. Ignacego
Bogucki Feliks, por.
Boguslawski Kazimierz, ppor., lek. wet.
Boguszewski Kazimierz, por., lek. wet., Pabianice
Boh
por. art.
Bohdanowicz Jan, por., 1910, s. Tadeusza (rel. O.B.)
Bohdanowicz Tadeusz, por.
Boher
por. art.
Bojakowski Klemens, mjr rez., dr, lek. '1884
Antoni
Erazm,
por. 1898, s. Dominika
Katarzyny
Bojarski
Bok Tadeusz, dr ppor.
Bokser Edward, 1894
Bokszczanin Jan, ptk., 10 p.a.c.
Bondarowicz Wincenty, ppor.
Bonik Stefan, ppor.
Bonikowski Stanistaw, ppor., 1902, a. Mieczyslawa
Heleny
Boriczak Bronislaw, kpt. mar.
Borikowski
lek.
wet.
mjr
Borkowski
ч mjr
Borkowski Aleksander, dr por.
Boroniewski Jan, por. lek., 1905
Boron Jan, pplk. lek.
Borowiec Bronislaw, por. inz
Borowiec Stanislaw
Borowik Boleslaw, kpt.
Borowski Jozef. ppor. lek.
Borowski - Kieczyk Franciszek
Ksawery, kpt., 1905, 57 p.p.
Borysewlcz Piotr, por. art.
Borzobohaty Fabian, mjr at. sp., 1888
Borzymiriski Mieczyslaw, por.
Bosak - Pakowski Zenon, pplk., 1890, s. Wladyslawa
Felicji
(ur. 22.1.90 — RO. 32 str. 314)
Bosak - Pakowski
por., 1900
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Bialy Wl., pchor.
Bid Franciszek, ppor.
Reginy
Biegus Jan, ppor. 1912, a. Antoniego
2.5.40
Bielajew Aleksy, ppor., 1905, s. Aleksego, wywieziony
<rel. O.B.)
Bielajewski Waciaw, рог.
Bietak Jozef, kpt. piech., ur. 31Л0.91
Bielak Stanialaw, plut. КОР.
Bielan Leon, ppor.
Bielec Jozef, por. rez. (LZ.S-K)
Bielecki
kpt. piech.
Bielecki Roman, ppor. rez.
Bielecki Witold
Bieleh Mieczyslaw, por. piech.
Bielewicz Antoni, por piech.
Bielewicz Witold, por. si. st. LZ.S-K
Bielicki Ludwik, kapral piech.
Bieluch
kpt.
Bteton Konstanty, kpt.
Bienkowski
„ mjr br. pane.
rtm.
Bienkowski
Bienkowski Edward, por. tyczn., 1906, s. Tekli
Janiny
Bienkowski Henryk, mjr sap., s. Stanistawa
Bienkoweki Kazimierz, pplk.
Stanistawa
a.
Bienkowski Wladyslaw, pplk. dypl.,
Janiny
Bicmacki Witold, aud. (Biemaweki — ur. 1915)
Biernatowski
ppor.
Bierzynski Adolf, 1914
fO
rez.
л'
Biesiadecki Jan por.
Bieszczad Kazimierz.
nauczyciel
Bigocki Jan, mjr
Bilczyriski Wladyslaw Tytus. pplk. art.
Billewicz Leon, gen. bryg.
Biliriski
ppor.
Biliriski Tadeusz, ppor.
Binensztok Alfred, dr ppor.
Binkowski
Henryk, mjr piech.
Binkowski Kazimierz, pplk. dypl.
ppor.
Birencwajg
Bittner
sedzia ze Lwowa (cywilny)
Blak Wladyslaw
Blankstein - Sawicki
por. rez. sap.
Blatt Aleksander, dr praw, por. rez.,
PrzemySla
Blicharski
kpt. rez., komornik ze Lwowa
Blicharski Tadeusz. kpt. rez., 1897
V**^
Blictiiewicz Jan, kpt. sap.. —
V.
Bloch Chan ik Feliks, ppor. lek.
Ludwik, mjr
Tadeusz, mjr piech.
Blumcnfeld Zygmunt, dr ppor.
Stefanii
Btaszczyk Leon Jan, por., 1897, s. Jana
Blazejewski Kazimierz, mjr
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Bukietyriski Wladyslaw, mjr, 1889, Sambor
Bukowiecki
por. pit.
Bukowskl
por. rez., Toruri — wtasc. sklepu radiowego
Bukowski
por., prezes Spotdzielni Inwal.
Bukowskl
por. rez.
Bukowski Tadeusz, por., 1911,
p. strz. konnych
Bulaga Jozef, dr, рэг., 1894, s. Feliksa, wywieziony 21.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Bulat Jozef, mjr
Burczyk Ryszard, por., 1913, s. Leonarda
Franciszki, Dobrze
lin, putk strz. Podhal.
Bumatowicz
Kazimierz
rtm., Konvjnda m.
Makeymilian,
Lwowa
Bursa Leonard, mjr, 1897
Burski Antoni, kpt.. 1895. s. Kazimierza
Anny, DOK. III.
Burski Franciszek. knt., 1899, s. Jana
Antoniny
Bursztyn Jakub, por.
Burylo Kazimierz, 1913
Burysz Roman, por. piech.
Buszczyriskf Boleslaw. ppor. rez. kaw., 1904, s. Konstantego
Jadwigi
Byszydlo Adam, рэг., 1896, s. Franciszka, wywieziony 24.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
But Wincenty, pptk. dypl.
Butkiewicz Jaroslaw. ppor. lek., 1911
Byczkowski Edmund, ppor. piech.
Bydlihski
mjr dypl. in;
Bydliiiski Jozef, 1898
Bydlihski Stefan, kapral. 1894
Bylczvnski Boleslaw, 1908
Bvllo Wiktor, kpt
Byra Jan, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Bystrzonowski
por.
Biurowski
Dawid, dr, kpt.
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Cackowski Mieczyslaw. ppor. piech.
Cagaszck Stanislaw, onr.
C'alewski Waclaw, 1893, mjr kaw., s. Jozef
Leokadii
Cebula Zygmunt, ppor. pit., 1910
Ccgielskt Jerzy. pplk. art.
Ceglinski Mieczyslaw, ppor.
Ceglihski Zygmunt, ppor. rez., 1907, s. Kazimterza
Marii
p. art.
Cejngut
ppor.
Celiriski Waclaw, ppor. rez., 1907.
.. a.
„. Jana
Cecylii, stud. Politechn.
echn. Warsz.,
p. pion., mot. Modlin
Chachanowski Marian, plut. rez., 1907
"awel, ppor.
Feliks,
ppor. lek., 1903, lek.
p. at.
J
lez, ppor. art.
art.
ppor.

i

i
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Boehm Edward, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Brandt Salomon, ppor.
Braun Jan, dr, 1891
Brelau Leon. ppor.
Brewka Jan Andrzej. par., 1914, s. Mariana
Marianny
Brilejno Aleksander, por.
Broch Maurycy, dr, por.
Brocilowski Antoni. por. aud.
Broda Karot, 1907
Brodnicki Antoni, kpt., 1903. s. Walentego
Kazimiery
Brod^icki Mieczyslaw, ppor.
Brodzikowski
s.
Tadeusz, por., 1903,
Jana, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Broniewski
Jerzy,
ppor., 1914, s. Jana, wywieziony 2.5.10
(rel. O.B.)
Brozek Franciszek, pptk. dypl.
Bruziiiski Stanislaw, pptk.
Bryda Jan, mjr
Bryk Jan, dr
Brykczyriski Stanislaw, ppor, rez.
Brysz Boleslaw, por.
Brzechffa Jozef. 1905
Brzechffa Robert, ofic. rez., 1905
Brzezinski Stanislaw, pptk.
Brzezinski Stanislaw Kazimierz, por.
Brzezariski Jan, rtm.. 1884, s. Aleksandra
Stefanii
Brzosko Roch, dr, ptk. lek.
Brzozowski Alojzy, kpt.
Brzozowski Jozef. user., 1907, s. Bronislawa
Wandy
Brzozowski Mieczyslaw, rtm. br pane.
Brzozowski Zdzialaw, 1907
Brzochowski
ppor.
Brzychaczek Wladystaw, mjr
Ruchowiecki Jan Stefan, (Jnnusz) — kpt. art.
Buchowic Jan. ppor.
Buczko Stanislaw. por., 1919, Sokal
Buczkowski Marian, por. rez., mgr. filozofii we Lwowie
Buczkowski Stanislaw, ppor.
Buczyiiski Boleslaw, ppor.
Buczynski Marian, plut. rez., 1899
Buczynski Zdzislaw, mjr
Budny Henryk, ppor. wet., 1912, s. Aleksandra
Eugenii
Budrewicz Waclaw, pptk. dyp)., 34 p.p.
Budziriski Jan, ppor., 1905, s. Bronislawa, wywieziony 18.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Budzynski Adam, kpt. piech.
Budzyriski Witold, kpt. art.
Julii
Bugajski Jerzy, ppor. rez., 1912, s. Juliana
Bugajski Jerzy. kpt. art. (ur. 10.10.900 — RO. 32 str. 197)
Bujalski Jerzy, rtm. (ur. 17.2.99 — RO. 32 str. 164]
Bujalski Marian, por.
Bujnicki EHaez, por.
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Chwvt A., dr, ppor., Lodz
Chwedkowski Karol, por., apt.
wywieziony 17.4.40
Felika, ppor., 191Б, в. Jana,
Chylka
(rel. O.B.)
p. strz.
CUzynski Teodor, por.,
Magdalen
Cichecki Stanislaw, por., ur. 25.4.98, s. Jana
Cichocki
mjr, dr mod.
Cichocki Jan, ppor.
Cichowakl Jan. por.
~ **r
Cichowski Jan, kpt., 52 p.p., Zloczow тс«*
Ciemniewski Henryk, ppor. pit., 1910
w Wyszkol.
Ctepielowski W tad slaw, pplk. kaw., wykladowca
Woj., Grudzia.dz
Cierniak Edward, ppor. rez., 1912, 70 p.p., Plesz6w
Cierniak Jan, kpt. san., Grzyb6w
Ciernicki Roman, por.
Cierpiriski Michal, 1886
Cieaielski
kpt. lot.
Cieslak Roman, ppor., 1907, s. Stanistawa, wywieziony 19.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Cieslik Stanislaw. mjr dypl.
Cietilikowski Juliusz, 1897
CUowski Ludwik, kpt. art., D. a.k., Krakdw
Karoliny
Ctszewski Pawel, przod. P.P., 1897, s. Szymona
mjr lek., dr.
Ciszkiewicz Henryk Fortune
Cucielewski Jozef, ppor., 1901
Cwalina Felika, oficer art.
Brzeian
Cwenareki Zygmunt, mjr,
Zofii
Cybula Zygmunt, ppor., 1912, s. Wiktora
Cybulski Kazimierz, kpt. rez., 1890, Lw6w
Cydzik Fellks
Cydzik Piotr, ppor., 1912, s. Kazimierza, wywieziony 19.4.40
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(rel. O.B.)
Cygan Franciszek, plk. piech.
Cygan Jozef, dr praw, mjr, sedzia ze Lwowa
Wiktorii
Cylko Ireneusz, (Cylke), ppor., 1911, 8. Boleslawa
Cymerman Henryk, ppor.
Marii, 41 p.p.
Cynkutis Edward, ppor., 1901, s. Bartlomieja
Cyper
ppor.
Marii
s.
Wojciecha
Stanislaw,
1900,
Cypryk
mjr dypl.,
Cyprys Stanislaw, kpt. piech., ze Lwowa
one, kpt. sap.
Cywinskt
Cywinski Karol, kpt. lek.
Marii
Czachor Karol, kpt. lek., 1908, s. Franciszka
Czaja Leon, ppor.
Czajka J6zef, 1885
Czajkowski Wtadyslaw, ppor. piech.
Czajkowski Zen on, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
rski Franciszek, kpt.
Czapiewskl
Czapiewski Stanislaw, ppor. piech.
Czarnecki
por. piech.
., kpt.

i
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ppor., radca Wojew. Tarnopol
Chadzyneki
Chadzyneki Bronielaw, рог. тег., lat 43 (LZ.S-K)
Chechlowski Karol, рог.
Chetchowski Boleslaw, рог. lek., lek.
p. lot.
Chehninski Jerzy, por., 10 p. strz. konnych
Cherchel
Michat, ppor., 1911, s. Jana, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Checiiiski Tomasz, ppor. piech., lat 30
Chilewski Jan Wladystaw, pplk. ait., Szkola Pchor. Zambr6w
Chlopik Adam, kpt. rez., Lw6w
Chmielewski Hogdan, rtm. kaw.
Chmielewski Jerzy, 1908
Chmielewski Kaziroierz, rtm. (LZ.S-K)
Chmielewski Marian, rtm. (LZ.S-K)
Chmielewski Mieczystaw, рог. rez., 1899, s. Jana, wywieziony
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Chmielik Wincenty, рог., 1897,
p.a.c, wywieziony w 940 r.
do Kottasu
Chmura Franciszek, ppor. piech., 1900, Czestochowa
Chmura Jozef, kpt., dyr. gimn., Wloclawek
Chmura Jozef, por. rez., Kariczuga
Chodan
pplk.
BronialaChodkiewicz Stanislaw, ppor. piech. rez., 1901,
wa, wywieziony 17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Chodorowski
lek.
ppor.
Chodzko - Zajko Jan, pplk. dypl., komendant m. Lwowa
Chojnacki Ryszard, por. rez., 1911
Chotocinski Maciej
Chotodeeki Witold, ppor., 1912, s. Wladyslawa,
wywieziony
19.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Chonicz
mjr, ksiadz kapelan
Chora/y
por.
Moscisk
Chotyniecki Jan, ppor., s. Konstantego, sedzia
Chowaniec Zygmunt, ppor., Lwow
Chowanski Franciszek, ppor,
Poznariskiego
Dubna
Chraniewicz Michat. 1898, r. Zygmunta, adwokat
(Woryo)
Chrap Jan, por.
Chrin Tadeasz, por., 1896, s. Jana
Kazimiery
WincenChrupek Tadeusz, ppor. inz., 1900, s. Rajmunda
tyny
Chruszczewski
Roman, rtm.,
p. ezwol. (byt w Szcpiet6wce)
Chrystowski Lucjan, mjr. art., dowodca 27 p.a.l.
Chrzanowski Jakub, ppor. lek.
Chrzanowski
Jan, mjr., 22 p.p., Siedlce
Chrzanowski
Jadwigi
Konstanty, por. rez., 1894, s. J6zefa
Jhucielewski Jozef, ppor., 1901
Chudoba Andrzej, ppor. rez., 1907, Nowy Targ
2.5.40
wywieziony
Chudy Jozef,
por., 1883, s. Jakuba,
(rel. O.B.)
Chudziak Tadeusz, ppor.
Chudzinski Michaf, por., 1904, s. Tomasza wywieziony 17.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
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Czarnecki Janusz, ppor.
Czarniecki Jozef Tytus, kpt., 1896, s. Stanislawa
Kazimiery
Czarnocki Bolestaw, kpt. rez.
Czarnocki Tadeusz. ppor. (por.)
Czarnota
rtm.
Marian, kpt. lek.. dr. 1890, 8. Stanislawa
Czarno/yl
Rozy
Czech Bronistaw, ppor., dr
Czech Jan, kpt., £ywiec
Czech Jozef, ppor., dr, 1905, s. Jozefa, wywieziony 24.4.40
(reL O.B.)
Czech Kazimierz, ppor.. 1913, s. Stanislawa, wywieziony 2.5.40
(reL O.B.)
Czeczot
pchor., wywieziony 12. maja 40
obozu,
zostal na st. kolej. Babynino pozostawiony w wagonie wi^ziennym
(relacja A. M.)
Czeczot
ppor.
Czeczot Iguacy, kpt. lek.
Czekonski
Kazimierz,
ppor., 1908, s. Tadeusza, wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Czekonski Tadeusz. ppor.
Czemczajda Jozef, ksiadz kapelan
Czeremski Czeslaw
Czeremski Stanislaw, kot. (LZ.S-K)
Czerniak Kdward, ppor., 1912, 70 o.p. (LZ.S-K)
Czernecki
.*....
ppor.
Czernicki
ppor.
Czerniewski Aleksander. knt. lek.
Czereki Wojciech. 1910, Biala Podlaska
Czerwenka Jozef. kpt., 1884
Czerwiiiski
J6zef, ppor., 1890, s. Andrzeja
Katarzyny, pow.
Szubin
Czerwiriski Roman Mieczyslaw, ppor. lek., 1902, s. Juliana
Cecylii
Czerwiriski
Stanislaw, kpt. lot.
Czeszejko • Sochacki Tadeusz. kpt. art.
Czmyr Miron Manuel, kpt. piech.
Czubak Feliks, ppor. inz., 1900, s. Antoniego
Antoniny
Czulak
ppor., ze Lwowa
Czupryna Stanielaw, kpt., 41 p.p.
Czuraj Francisiek
Henryk, por. lek.
rtm.
Czyzewicz
Cwiertniak
ppor.
Cwirko - Godycki Ludwik, kpt.
Dabiriski Zbigniew, 1906
Dadej Kazimierz Wladyslaw, m.ir, dr med.
Dahlen Waclaw. pplk. dypl. st. Bp.,
Dajkcwski Zygmunt, ppor. (por.), 1909. в. Czeslawa
Marii
Danilewicz
kpt.
Dankiewicz
por.
Darnowski
kpt., S.P. Br. Pane.
Darowski Tadeusz, kpt., 1897, br. pane, Warszawa
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Dergiman
ppor. lot.
Denng Wladyslaw. por. lek., dr, chirurg
Warszawy
Derwiriski Antoni, por.,
p.p. leg., Wilno
Deszberg Kazimierz, ptk. lek. wet., dr, Szef San. ОК. VIII
Dvbicki Stanislaw, prezes Sadu Apel. ze Lwowa, cywilny
Debiriski Leon, por.
D^bski Jacek, kpt. art.
Diener Jan. por. aud., 1911, s. Zygmunta, Woisk. Prok., Lw6w
Dietrich Edward, kpt., s. Edwarda
Marti, Nowy Sacz
Dilemus
mjr kaw., 27 p. ul. Nieswiei
Distenfeld Izaak, kpt. st. sp., s. Pinkusa, ze Lwowa
Druski Kazimierz, por. piech.
Dluzniewski
Antoni Stanislaw, kpt. inz., 1909, я. Leopolda
Heleny
Dmytrak Aleksander, pplk. dypl.
Dobosz Stanislaw, ppor. КОР., 1915, s. Stanislawa
Stefanii,
Czorlk6w

i
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Daszewski Tadeusz, kpt. art., 1896, s. Wactawa
Heleny,
p.
art. plot., Warszawa
Daszyriski Feliks, ppor. br. pane, 1898, dyr. P. Prop., War
szawa
Datamcl Marcin. przod. P.P., Starogard
Dauksza Stefan, ofic. rez., 1896, artysta malarz
Dawid
PW.
Wladyslaw,
WF.
por. piech., kancelista
Brzesc n/B.
Dawidowski Henryk, mjr dypl.
Dabczak Wladyslaw, ppor. rez., 1911, a. Antoniego
Marii,
54 p.p., Tarnopol, we wrzesniu 39 w wiezieniu w Stanislawowie
Dabrowski Jan Zygmunt, dr, plk. aud.
Dabrowski Jerzy, mjr piech.
Dabrowski Mieczyslaw, ppor. rez. lek., 1908
Dabrowski Romuald, ppor. rez., 1901, Baon Pane, Lwdw
Dabrowski Stanislaw, kpt. topogr.
Dabrowski Stefan, por. sap., 1892
Dabrowski Tadeusz, mjr. piech.
Dabrowski Teofil, mjr.
Dabrowski Witoslaw, 1910
Dabrowski Zbigniew, ppor. laczn., 1910, stud. Polit. Warsz.
Deliriski Jozef, sierzant, 1901, s. Marcina
Marianny, 53 p.p.
Stryj
Dembicki Stanislaw, ppor., 1908, s. Mikotaja
Heleny, 33
Wilno
p. a.
Dembicki Stefan, ppor. piech.. 1901
Dembiriski
ppor. art. (LZ.S-K)
Dembiriski Boleslaw, por., 1910,s. Boleslawa
Krystyny, War
szawa
Dembiriski Leon, ppor., 1899, s. Wladyslawa
Stefanii
Dembowski Jerzy. mjr piech., КОР. SKOLE,
Demecki Waclaw, por., dr med., Szpital Okr. w Brzesciu
Denowski Jozef, kpt. КОР., Podwotoczyska
De Obyrn Ludwik, por., 1909, s. Michala
Heleny, 10 p.p.
Lowicz
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d.a.k., Wilno
ррог.,
Doboezynski
stud. Pom.
Dobrowolski Tadeusz, plut. pchor. rez. sap., 1915,
Warszawskiej
rtm.
mwm-m,
Dobrzanskl ..,•>»,
lAIUriailBKI
Dobrzanski Bohdan, rtm.
Dobrzanski Karol, рог. lek.
Eaa. Stanistawa
Dobrzyriski Michel Wactaw, por., 1900,
R6wne
genii,
LudDoliriski Mieczystaw, ppor. kaw., 1906, s. Wtadyslawa
wiki
Dolega Mazowiecki Tadeusz
Bronis. J6zefa
Domagalski Kazimlerz, ppor. lek., 1904,
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Fabvr Stefan, por.
Fabiaitski Stefan, ppor.
Fajge Gerhard, ppor., 1906, s. Jozef a, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Faleckt Czeslaw, por., 1913, Wotkowysk
Faleriski Pawet, ppor. piech., 1914
Falimirski
kpt.
Faferek Leon, por. zand., 32 lat

,
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17.4.40

Eifter Bronislaw. (Eifler), 1905
Eisen Roman, 1897, ppor. rez.
Anny
Ejczun Jozef, kpt., 1894, s. Apolinarego
Eksner Dominik, ppor. rez.
chor.
Elert
Eliastiiski Eugeniusz, kpt.
Aleksander, ppor. lek., 1900
Emilianowicz
Heleny
Englert Stanislaw, mir lek., s. Aleksandra
Engliszer Aleksander, ppor., dr
Erhardt
ppor.
Etienne Tadeusz, por.
Zofii
Eulenfeld Witotd, por., 1901, a. Aleksandra
Warszawy
Ewert Ludwik, por.,
Ewert Mieczystaw, kpt.
Eyemter Hipolit, 1899
Karoliny
Eysmont Adam, poticjant, 1898, s. Mieczyalawa
Eysmont Mieczystaw, kpt., 1903

,

i

Drozd Andrzej, kpt.
ksiadz kapelan (kpt.)
Drozdowicz
КОР.
Drozdoweki Wladystaw, por., 1910, s. Teodozn
woloczyska
sierzant
Drozdziak
Drucki - Lubecki Konstanty, ptk. dypl.
Drue Mieczyelaw, ppor. lek.
Marii
Dryzel Mieczyelaw. ppor., 1915, s. Michata
Heleny
Drzewtcki J6zef, mjr, 1890, s. Bronislawa
—
1903
ur.
Orzewickj Wtadyslaw, (Drzewiecki)
Dubiec Antoni, por.
Dubiriski
kpt. piech.
Duczko Kazimierz, ppor.
Duczymiriski Jan, pplk. dypl. aud., ze Lwowa
— ze Lwowa
Duczyriski Julian Jan, kpt., 1892
Dudek Franciszek, ppor.
Dunin - Markiewiez Jan, ppor. pil., 1912
Dunin - 2uchowski Wlodzimierz, plk. dypl.
Duszyriski Zenon, por. piech.
Dutkiewicz Feliks, por.
Datkiewicz Zygmunt, por.
Duval Waelaw, mjr, lek. wet.

,

atawy
Julii, (uroda.
Domagalski Wladystaw, 1906, s. Stanistawa
Slomianki, woj. Stanislaw6w)
Domanowski Paulin, ppor., 1906, 65 p.p.
s. AntonteDomaradzki Kazimierz Zbigniew, kpt. КОР., 1903,
go Teodory
Domencki Jan, ppor.
Doniecki Witold, kpt.
., ppor.
Dospil
Dostal Adolf, pplk. int.
Drabarek Teodor, kpt. lek.
Dragan Feliks, dr
Drajewicz Kazimierz
Dratwa Mieczystaw, kpt., 1894, 20 p.a.l.
Drazba
ppor. art.
por. rez. art.
Drag
Dreit'uer Hubert Karol, ppor. ini.
Drohocki Zygmdnt, kpt., dr_
Jozefy, por. rez.
Dronet StanFstaw. 1892, s. Jana

Dworeki
kpt., ze Lwowa
Dworeki
por. rez.
Dworeki Michat, mjr. piech.
Dworzynski Tadeusz, ppor.
Dybaczewski Piotr, por. (kpt.?)
Dybczynski Adam, kpt. piech.
Dybka Czeslaw, por.
Dyduch Henryk, mjr piech.
Dyja Jozef,
rtm.
Dymowskl
Dziadosz
mjr
Dziadul Leopold, ppor. piech.
Dziadulski Zdzislaw, pplk. kaw.
Dziedzic Teodor, mjr
Warszawy
Dziedzicki Adam, por. kaw., 1890, adwokat
Dziedzkia Adolf Mieczystaw, mjr
Dztekoneki Stanislaw, kpt. rez.
2.5.40
Dzieri Edward, ppor., 1912, s. Wojciecha, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Dzierzgowski Tadeusz Franciszek, mjr pil.
kpt,
Dzierzbicki - Starza
Dzieziakoweki Henryk, rtm.
Dzlubinski
ppor.
Dziurzynski Stanistaw, kpt. zand.
Dzus Mieczystaw, ppor. lek.
Dzwonkowski Jerzy Pawel, rtm. rez., (byt w Szepiet6wce)
z
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Fechtner Edward,
kpt., adwokat ze
Fedoronko Szymon,
Lwowa
ksiadz
Feiner
Leonard, kpt., 1897,(Fedorenko)
s. Jozefa
Fela Roman,
ppor.
Pauliny
Fell Leon,
ppor.
Fellman
Waclaw, ppor.
Fernebok
ppor.
Ferstner Edward,
kpt. taczn.
Fialkowski
Fidal Jerzy. Kazimierz, ppor. sL sp.
1913 (Fidala)
Fiecko
Wincenty, 1896
Fiedler Jan.
рог., 1908
Fiedler
Mieczystaw, mjr dypl.
Figaszewski Stanislaw.
ch6r6w
kpt. int.,
organomistrz —
Poznanskiego, dyrygent
dyrygent
choru
Fijalkowski
obozowego
plk.
lek.
Fijalkowski Bolestaw
Antoni, plk. piech.
Fijolek
ppor.
Filar
Wladyslaw
Filaa
Stanislaw, kpt.
FiKpczuk
por.
Filipek Jan,Mieczystaw,
kpt., 1888,s. Jana
Filipowicz Jan.
Marii
kpt.,
1907,
Filipowicz Tadeusz
КОР., Podswile
Fill
Justyn, pptk. art.
Wlodziroierz, ppor. art.
Filoda
Franciszek, ppor.
Fiodurenko
Fiolka Jozef,Szymon, plk. piech.
kpt. art.
Fiszhaut Jozef,
1891
Fiutak
Waclaw, mjr, s.
Fizatko
Wincentego
Wincenty,
Jozefy
dr, por.
Flach
Zbigniew.
FlaUu Franciszek 1910
Jozef.
rtm.
.
Fleszar Adam,
i^oO
piech.
Flieger Teodor, mjr
st. strz. piech.
Floriariski
sieriant
Fluderski Lucjan,
dr, lekarz
Fogelbaum Jakub
Julian, dr, ppor.
Foryst .......
por. rez., ze
Fox Teodor,
Lwowa
por.
Franek Karol,
ppor. (por.)
Franke Alfred,
piech.
por.
Frackiewicz Feliks, lek., 1895. Szpital Rowne
рог., я. Jozefa
Frackowiak
Ignacy, (rel. O.B.)
Frelek
Franciszek,
por., 1901, s.
(rel. O.B.)
Jana,
wywieziony 19.4.40
Frenchowicz
Franciszek,
kpt. piech.
Frenkel Jerxy.
Frenklel Waclawpor., 1913
Frentzel Stanislaw Jan, por.
Leszek, por.,
1900,a. Stanistawa
Freund-Krasickt
Julii
Mikolaj. plk. dypl.,
biny
1888,s. Wladystawa

i

,

Olgi

Gabriel Ludwik,
mjr, s.
Franciszka
Elektrotechn.
Amelii, Rzeszow,
Baon
Gabrys Jan
Rudolf, pptk., 52
Gadomski Bohdan.
p.p. Ztoczow
kpt., 1906
Gadomski
wrzesniu 39 r. Tadeusz.
w wiezieniukpt. art., ur. 18.4. 1899
w
15. kwietnia
г.,
p.a.c, we
1940
Stanislawowie,
obozu
(relacja A. M.)
Gajda
wywieziony
kpt.
Gajda Zygmunt,
ppor.
Gajewski
st. sieri.
Gajka Karol,
plk.
Galimski
Konstanty, rtm.
Gatinowski Zdzislaw.
por. lek., 1902
Galinski Tadeusz.
ppor.
Gallus
Wladyslaw, ppor.
Galasiiiski
Galczyhski Feliks. st. ppor. lek.
wachm. zand.
Galecki
Czestaw, kpt.
Galecki
Wladyslaw. ppor. lek.
Gatkiewicz Wiktorian
wet., 1908
Boleslaw, kpt., int.
Garbowski Jan,
plk. dr.
Garczyr^tki
ppor.
Garlicki
Tadeusz, kpt.
Garliriski
Jaroebrw, mjr rez., s.
Gaugusz Jan,
Jozefa
ppor., 19 p. ut.
Ludmity
Gaul
Aleksander. kpt.
Gawdzik
Zygmunt, ppor.
Gawlna
apt.
ppor. lek. wet.
Gawla Czestaw,
oficer rez.,
Gawroiiski
1911, inz. —
Franciszek, por., dr.
Toruri
Gawroriski
Ksawery. mjr art.
Gadzikiewicz
Zbigniew, por., 1908,8.
Gasior Jan,
ppor. rez., s.
Teofila
Marii
Andrzeja
Gasiorowski Tadeusz
Zifii, 12 p.p.,
Jozef. por.
Warszawa
Wadowice
piech., 1905,s.
Karola
Gasiorowski Teodor,
Zofii,
por.
piech.
Gasiorowski Wieslaw,
Gasiorowski Wladyslawpor.
Gasowski Jan. por. rex.

Freyman Man-in,
mjr dypl. kaw..
lat 40, s.
Frechowicz Feliks,
por., lat 32, s.
Aleksandra
Frijaf Hilary
J6zefa
Fritz Jan,
kpt.
Fronk Edward, K.U.
ppor.
Frydmanowicz Fryga Zygmunt,Poznariski
lat 42
ppor.
Fryjat Hipolit,
por. rez.
Fryszczyn Wincenty,
kpt. art., ze
Fuchs
Zloczowa
por.
Fuksiewicz Mahal,
mjr, 1890,s.
Furman
Jozefa
Stefanii
Fusiecki Tadeusz, (Fuhrman Jan)
ppor.
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Gedrych Franciszek, рог.
Geisler Hipolit, kpt. lek. (Gejzler wzgl. Gajzler) — ur. 5.5.W
(ROR. 34 atr. 214)
Gejsztor GuHtaw, por. lek.
German Zbigniew, ppor.
Geronis de Libuschin Jozef Eugeniusz, mjr
Gerynowicz Marian, ppor. (re!. O.B.)
Geysz tor Zygmunt, por., 1906
Gejrica
ppor.
Gibasiewicz Jan, por., 1900, s. Ludwika, wywieziony 22.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Gibinski Hipolit, mjr lek.
Giejsztor Gustaw, kpt.
Marii
Gierycz Stanislaw Lechoslaw, por., s. Zenona
Gigiel - Melechowicz J6zef, ptk. piech.
Gilinskl
mjr
Gillern Bronlelaw, kpt.
Krakow a, we wrzesniu 1939 w wi^zieGinsberg Pinkas, kpt.
niu w Stanistawowie, spokrewniony
rodzina Haubenstock ze
Stanislawowa (relacja A.M.)
Glntrowicz
ppor.
■"
Tt* * "
Glinicki Zygmunt, por.
Gliszczynski Henryk, kpt., 40 p.p.
Gluza Pawef, ppor.
Antoni,
Glogowskl
ppor., 1909, з. Stanistawa, wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Gtowacki
kpt. dypt., 16 p.p.
Glowinski Cyprian, kpt., 1892, a. Jana
Marii
Glowinski Zygmunt, ppor., 1899, s. Zygmunta
Kazimiery,
p.p. Wilno
Gluchowski Antoni, mjr,
p. ut.
Ghiszkowski Stefan Henryk, ppor., 1895
Gnatowskl Aleksander, ppor.
Gniewiriski Wladyslaw, kpt., я. Wiktora
Heleny
Gnitka Zbigniew, ppor. piech.
Gniot Piotr, kpt. piech.
Gockowskl Jan, por. dr
Godlewski Bolestaw, mjr pil.,
p. lot. Krak6w, s. Ignacego
Anny
Godlewski Ludwik, 1888, s. Antoniego
Godlewski Marian, por. rez., 1901, s. Konstantego
Anny
Godziszewski Piotr Wiktor, por. rez., lat 36
Goebel Franciszek, kot. dr, lat 42, e. Wincentego
Heleny
Gogolewski Kazimierz, ppor., 1905, s. Antoniego
Janiny
Golcz Mariusz, por. (rel. O.B.)
Gotde Jan, ppor. rez.
Goldman Stefan, ppor. (por.) art., urzednik Banku Zwiazku
Spotek Zarobkowych w Warszawie
Golexfzinowskl
ppor.
Golinskl Franciszek, ptk.
Golinski Stanislaw Wiktor, kpt. inz., oficer Oddz. Motor., ze
Lwowa
Gotab Wladyslaw, ppor., dr med.. 1899, s. Michala
Marii
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Golebiowskt J6ief, por. lek.
Goleblowaki
Stanislaw,
por. rez., ml, 1902, s. Aleksandra
Marii
Goteblowski Tom as z, kpt. pil., 1905
Gote.biowskt Zbigniew, por. lek.
Gomutka Jan, 1910
Gondek
por. piech.
Gorczynski Szymon, kpt., 1894, s. Ludwika
Joiefy
Gorczynski Tadeusz, por., 1901, s. Floriana
Janiny
Gorywoda J6zef, ppor., 1913, s. J6zefa, wywieziony 22.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Gorzech Lucjan, (Gorzach), ppor. rez, 1913
Gorzechowski Witold, rtm
Gorzechowski Wfodzimierz, kpt. dypt. sap.
Gosieniecki Zygmunt, por.
Goetkiewicz Ignacy, por.
Goetomski Jan, ppor.
Gobowski Tadeusz, kpt. piech.
G6rak Czeslaw, ppor. st. sp., 54 p.p. Tarnopol
G6ralczyk
ppor.
Gdrecki
por.
Gorecki Franciszek, oficer zawodowy
Gorkiewicz Jerzy, ppor., 1914, s. J6zefa
Stefanii
Gorski
mjr dypl.
Gorski Lech Leszek, ppor.
Gorski Tadeusz, strzelec, radiotelegr.
Gorski Wactaw, ppor.
Grabowskl Stanislaw, ppor.
Grabowski Tadeusz, pplk. dypl.
Grabowski Witold, plk. lek.
Grabski
rtm.
Grabski Kazimierz, por.
Grabski Stefan
Graczyk Tadeusz, kpt.
Graf Jonasz, por. rez., inz., 1897
Gregorowicz Aleksander, kpt. piech., (Komenda Placu Za
kopane
Greta Wladyslaw, por., 1897, s. Franciszka, wywieziony 24.4.4C
(rel. O.B.)
Griesswald Roman, lat 56
Grissbach Franciszek, por. piech., 1898
Grochotski Feliks, 1902
Grocholski Jan, por. rez.
Grocholski Wladyslaw, ppor., 1915, s. Zdzielawa
Marty
Grochowalski Wladyslaw, ppor.
Grochowski Antoni, por. (ppor.) dr med.
Grochowski Stefan, ppor.. 1908, s. Stefana
Wandy
Grodecki Jozef, pplk. dypl., 1906, s. Marii,
p. pion.
Grodzickl
rtm.
Grodzirki Marian, por. lek.
Grcdzki
kpt., dr med.
Grodzki Wladyslaw, ppor., 1908, s. Kaspra, wywieziony 17.4.40
(rel. 03.)
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Groman Tadeusz, szereg. lot.
Grondalski Stanislaw Michal, kpt.
Gronowski Ignacy, kpt. piech.
Grosaek Stanislaw, ppor., 1907, s. Tomasza, wywieziony 2.5.40
(raL O.B.)
Grot Mieczyalaw, ppor.
Grubi Fr.( kpt.
Grubner Henryk, ppor., 12 p.p. Rybnik
Gruner Julian, dr med.
Gruszczyriski Stanislaw, kpt. piecb., 1892
Gruszeeki Stanislaw, kpt. st. sp., 1900, s. Waleriana
Elzbiety
Grygalewlcz Edward, por.
Grylowski Wladyslaw, рог. rez.
Grynwaser Jozef,
Grynwasser Henryk, ppor.
Grzegorczyk Wladyslaw, ppor.
Grzegorzewski
ppor. art.
Grzelak Kazimierz, ppor., 1901, s. Adama
Marii
Grzyb Jozef, kpt.
Grzybowski Roman, ppor.
Gucfa Witold, ppor. rez.
Gudaszewski Stanislaw, ppor. lot.
Gudakowski
Feliks, mjr piech.
Garasluk Borys, rtm.
Gurwig Franciszek, plk. piech.
Gustaw
por. piech.
Gustek Jan Antoni, mjr taczn., rodem
Brzostka ad Pilzno;
by! widziany przez jednego sierzanta W.P. w r. 1941 w kopalni
na pld. Uralu
Guszctyk Henryk, oficer st. sp., 38 p.p.
Guszowski
plk.
Gutka Zbigniew, ppor. rez.
Gutkowski
por. lck.
Gutkowski
Antoni, sierzant
Q „
■*•**'
Gutowski Bronislaw, ppor. rez., Warszawa
'//""
Gutowski Tadeusz, por.
Gutteter
ppor. rez., urzednik P.K.O. we Lwowie
Guzik Jan
por. rez., apt., mr., — zwany Rentgen, r.iosenkarz
Gwozdebski Wladyslaw, plk.
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Haas
por.
Haberko Adam. 1905
Haberling Adam Czeslaw. plk.
Habliri.skt Tadeusz Marian, mjr int.
Hahura - Zvlechowski Kazimierz Franc. Stan., mr., kpt. aud.
Wojsk. podDrokurator w Warszawie
Hadala Kami, plk. dypl., 49 p.p. Kolomyja
Hadek
ppor.
Hagmajer Boleslaw Andrzej, nor. mar.
Hajduk
por.
Hajduk Pawel, mjr piech.
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Haller Stanislaw, gen. dyw.
Halota Stanielaw, pchor.
Halski Eugeniusz
Halski Stefan Tadeusz, kpt., 1893, a. Zygmunta
Marn
Halko
ppor.
aud.
Hampel Jakub, kpt.
Hanelt Jan, ppor. lek.
Haninczak
wiceprezes Sadu ze Lwowa (cywilny)
Hann Eugeniusz, mjr kaw., 1893, s. Stanislawa
Elzbiety
Hardy
mjr
Hardy Mieczyslaw, kpt. art.
Hauke Bos
Karol January
Stun., plk. dypl., Bydgoszci
Hawalewlcz Tadeusz, kpt.
Heidn
cywilny
Heiman Jan, ppor. rez. art., 1913, s. Antoniego
Bronislawy
Hein Alojzy August, int., mjr sap.
Hejnich Stanislaw Tadeusz, mjr
Heinzel Juliusz, por. kaw. 1л>£ . S".
Hejdel
ppor. kaw.
Heller
adwokat
Hellmann Wilhelra, por., 1890, s. Dawida, wywieziony 22.4.40
(Tel. O.B.)
Helper Zygraunt, por.
Herchold Franciszek, (Herhold), kpt.
Herdan Napoleon Wladyslaw, por. И
P- i-oT
%41
Herger Franciszek
Herman Justyn, por. st. ap.
Herman
Wladyslaw,
ppor.,
Czortkowa, we wrzesniu 39
w wiezieniu w Stanistawowie
Hernik Andrzej, wachm. zand.
Hernik Piotr, kapral br. pane.
Herz Jan Adolf, ppor., 1905, s. Michata
Eugenii
Herzog Franciszek, pplk. dypl.
Hess Franciszek, ppor. rez. art.
Helper Zygmunt, por. inz., 1887, s. Leopolda, wywieziony
20.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Heydel
cywilny
Heydel Franciszek
Himmel Henrvk WUhelm, ppor., 1904, a. Btazeja,
wywieziony
18.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Hirszberg Waclaw, ppor., s. Teodora
Walerii, 3.12.10
His
ppor., dr
Hodala Karol. plk. dypl. (pplk.)
Hoffman Eugeniusz, por.
Hoffman Henryk, ppor.
Hoffman
Maksymillan
Adolf, kpt. rez., dr. ur. 12.10.1893,
adwokat ze Lwowa, wywieziony gTupowo
obozu w kwietniu
1940 r. — W dniu 13. stycznin 1942 r. widziat
rozmawial
go
aim w Workucie
(kopalnia Nr
Leopold Wr6blewski, (roL
A.M.)
Hoffman Ryszard, kpt. art. plot
Hoffman Tadeusz, ppor., 1915
Hoffman Zdzislaw, por. aud.
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mjr piech.
Hohcnbtrger
ppor. rez.
Rembertow
Holan
C. W. Piech.,
Jadwigi
Holan Albert, kpt., rez., 1909, s. Stanistaw
рог.
DOK. VI.
Holtzer Stefan,
kpt.,
Stanistaw,
Holzhacker Juliusz
kpt.
Hopfen Mieczyslaw,
ppor.
Hordynski Zbigniew,
1910, a.
mjr piech.
Jozef,
Aleksander, ppor.,
Hornberger
Marian
Fedkowirz
Horodynski
Jadwigi
Otmana
cywilny
Horodyski
— kpt., dr
Horodyski Kornel
(Horowicz)
Horowitz Mieczyslaw,
Houwalt Witold, por.
Hoenig Edward, kpt.
Franciszek, pptk.
Hoerl Wilhelm
kpt.
Hrabkowicz Alfons,
lat 45
Hrehorowicz Eustachy,
por.
Hryn
Hryiiko Jan, por. rez., 1910
Hubert Jan, ppor.
p. lot.
por. si. st.,
Hubicki
Wiktor, pplk. uzbr.
Feliks
Huskowski
Eugenii, lekarz
s. Ignacego
Hues Marian, 1906,
piech.
Huwald Wiktor, por.
kpt. inz.
Hyrtner
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(rel. O.B.)
por.
s. Stanislawa
Jabtonowski
Witold, 1913/14,
Jabtonowski Janusz
1907
por.,
Jablonski Henryk,
art., 1909, s. Antoniego
1900
Jablonski Jan, ppor.
oficer zawodowy,
rez., Poznari
.Tacewicz Stanistaw,
Kazimierz, por.
Jachimowicz Bohdan
rtm.
lachownirki
ppor., 1908
JackowskI

i

i

lat 36
Janicki Stanistaw, ppor.,
Janik Stanislaw, pptk.
1911
Tadeusz, pchor.,
Janikowski
kpt., 26 p.p.
Janiszewski
dypl.
Lucjan, ptk. (pplk.)
Janiszewski
Jan, ptk.
Janiszowski
Jana
1890, s.
Janowiec Andrzej. por., O.B.)
Bohdan, (rel.
Janowski
Janowski Edward, ppor.
Mieczyslaw, pptk.
Janowski
Janowski Tadeusz, por.
Fanu^/ko Piotr, ppor. lek.
Jarecki J6ze(, dr, kpt.

i

kpt.
Idzikowski
por.
Idzkowski Leonard, Jerzy, ppor. art.
Stefan
Ignatowski
19.4.-10
por. lotn."
s. Jozefa, wywieziony
Ignut Piotr Izydor,
por., 1899,
Stanistaw,
Ignut
(raL O.B.)
kpt.
Warszawy
Ihnatowicz Marian,
dr med.
llinski Alekeander, por.,
major
Ilkdw Mikolaj, ksiadz,
ppor.
Hot Edmund, (Zygmunt), rez. (Zygmunt?)
oficer
ndrun as Edmund,
ppor.
Irzytowskj Leszek,
ppor.
Iwanowski
ppor.
Tadeusz,
Iwaszkiewlcz
19 p.p. Lw6w
Iwulski
wywiezionv 19.440
1909, я. Franciszka,
Jabtecki Edward, por.,

mjr
Jacyna
Malop. Klubu Jnzdy
Jacyna Jerzy, rtm.,
ppor.
Агнетикж,
Jac/mit-nczuk
Jacynicz Wtadyslaw rtm.
Marian,
Antoniego
Jadownkki
tnjr, s. Matyldy
Jacschke Franciszek,
rez.
ppor.
Leopold,
Jaeschke
ppor.
Jagielski Henryk,
pptk. dypl.
Jagiclski Rudolf,
Michaliny
kpt.
1905, s. Antoniego
Jagietto Ryszard,
Czeelaw kpt. lot.,
Anny
1898, s. Jana
Jagodzinski
Irk
Witold, kpt.
Jagodzinski
ppor.
Jahn
Waelaw, 1909
Jahotkowski
por.
Stanistaw,
Jakobson
ppor.
.lakoliHzyn
1909
Waclaw.
Stryj
Jakotkowski
p. art. zmot.
por.,
Wladyslaw,
Jakowlew
Jan,
J6zefy
Jakobczytiski
1895, s. Franciszka
Jakubiak Jozef, ppor..
ppor.
Jakubiszyn
ppor.
Jakubowicz
oficer rez.
Jakubowski Jerzy,
34
Wladyslaw, lat
Jakubowski
1910
Jalowy Tadeusz, ppor., dypl.
pptk.
Jamka
Jamka Stanistaw, por.
Jttmroz Stanistaw, ppor.
rtm. Rok. — ?), brat.
Jamrozik Henryk, por.
kaw. (8 p. strz.
Janas Julian, ppor.
Juliana
rtm., brat ppor.
Janas Roman,
J6zef
Janrewicz
Maksymilian, 1899
Janczewski
Janiak Henryk, pchor.
19.4.40
wywieziony
Janica Emil, ppor.
1910, s. Wiocentego,
Janickl Henryk, ppor.,
Eu1911, s. Stanislawa
(rel. O.B
Stefan, ppor. bit.,
Janicki Kazimierz
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Jordan Leszek,
por., 1906, s. Stanislawa
Jozefowicz
Wladystaw, kpt.. 1890
Jo/wiak
Jan, ppor. rez.
Juchniewicz
kpt.
Juchnowicz Olgierd,
kpt. art.
Judyski
ppor. rez., lek. wet.
Jura fgnacy,
ppor.
Juraszczyk Jan, ppor.
piech., 1916
Juraszynski Antoni, por. st.
st.
Липко
ppor.
Jurkiewicz
Ludwik, ptk.
kn Tadeusz,
ppor. art. (rez.)
Jurowski Leszek
Jurus Eugeniusz, Zbigniew, 1910
ptk. КОР., 1895
Juszkiewirz
Wactaw, plk.
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Kacperek Szymon, por.
Kaczer Mendel,
ppor., 1901, s.
(rel. C.B.)
Emanuela, wywiezionv 19.4.40
Kaczmarek
Bolestaw,
por.,
1892,
s. Wojciecha,
17.4.40 (rel.
B.)
wywieziony
Kaczmarek Edmund,
ppor.
Kaczmarek
Kazimierz, por., 1901
Kaczmarski
kpt.
Kaczorowski Bronistaw,
kpr.
Kaczowka Stanislaw,
por. piech., КОР.
Kaczyriski
por. lek.
Kaczyiiski Witold, por.
art., Warszawa
Kafarski
Ludwik, ppor.
Kalian Jakub,
dr
ppor.,
a lick- Julian
Stanislaw, kpt., 1888, s.
nislawy
Wawrzyrica
BroKalicki Wactaw,
kpt.
Kalinka Wactaw,
kpt, art.
Kalinowski
Boleslaw, ppor.
Kalinowski
Eugeniusz. pplk., 1887,
gundy
Konstantego
KuneKalinowski Marian,
1913, s. Stefana
Kalinowski Waldemar,
Anny
kpt., 1889
Kalinowski Wladystaw,
Kalinowski Wtodzimierz kpt.
Metody, kpt. rez.
Kaliszek Wladystaw,
Kalttka Filip, ppor. pplk. (ptk.) art.
Kalitowicz Bronistaw,
_
mjr lek. k*uTiлT
w
Kaiksztein Tadeusz,
ppor. rez., 1904, s.
Stanistawa
Kaltenberg Jerzy, mjr mi... s.
Pauliny
Adriana
Katuba Mikotaj, int.
Aleksandry
ppor., 1908, s. Pawta
Katuski Adam, por., lat
49
Kaminski Feliks, ptk. art.
plot.
Kaminski Jerzy, 1906
Kaminski Stanistaw,
ppor. rez., 1909, s, Adolfa
Kaminski Zygmunt
Jadwigi
Kanla
ppor.

Marii
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Jarecki Zdzislaw,
ppor. kaw.
Jarmark
Marian, ppor.
Jarmark Walerian, 1906
Jarmicki
Zygmunt, por. lot..
1886, s. Feliksa
Jartnolowicz
Jozefy
рог.
Jarnicki
Zygmunt. ppor.
Jarocinski
Jaroslaw, kpt.
Jarocki
Wiktor, por. art. plot.
Jarosiewicz
Marian, kpt. aud.
Jarosz
., inz. ppor.
Jarosz Aleksander,
lat 38, por. rez.,
Jaroez Andrzej,
Drohobycza
mjr,
Grodna
Jarosz Henryk,
kpt. lek.
Jaroez Stanisiaw,
kpt. rez., 1889, s.
Karola
Jaroezynski Dino,
Marii, adwokat
ppor. kaw.
Jaroszynski Jontek, por.
kaw.
П*1'"
1,1
Jaroszynski J6zef, por.
Jaroezynski Wladystaw,
ppor.
kaw.
Jarowiecki
Stefan, por.
Jarysz Stanisiaw, por.
rez., 1894, 17 Dyw.
Jasienicki
mjr piech.
Jasiewicz
Jasinski
kpt.
Jasiiiski
Antoni, (Jaaienski) —
1896
Jaskolski
Tomasz, por. piech.
Jaskotka
ppor.
Jaskolowski
W., ppor.
Jastrabski
mjr dypl.
Jastrze>ski Stanisiaw,
ppor. rez., 1898, s.
Jawniak Stefan,
Antoniego, 51 p.p.
ppor.
Jaworski
kpt.
Jaworski
ppor. farm.
Jaworski
Jozef, mjr
Jaworski
Zenon, por. sap.
Jaworzynski
por. kaw.
Jazienicki
Jozef, mjr
Jazowiecki Stefan,
ppor., 1910
Jechatkowski
ppor. kaw.
Jedlicki Zygmunt,
ppor. inz.
Jednorowski
Jan, ppor. inz.
Jedynak Karoh kpt. art.
Jelenkiewicz
Natan, por. dr
Jelinek
Jullusz, mjr piech.,
1898, a. Franciszka
Jelonek Augustyn,
ppor. rez. sap.
Karoliny
Jelszaiiski Izaak,
kpt. dr
Jesipowlcz Wiktor,
rez.
kpt.
Jesman
ppor. piech.
Jezewski
por. rez., adwokat
Jezewski
Mieczyslaw, 1896
Jedruch Stanislaw,
mjr
Jedruezczak
ppor. piech.
Jedrzejczak Roman,
ppor., 1911
Jodko Edmund,
por. rez., 1909, s.
Mariana
Antoniny

i

Kanczueki Edward, ptk. piech.
Kanskl Ziemistaw, 1909
Kapala Jozef, kpt. at. st.
rot. mjr br. pane.
Kapalczynski
Kapsa Florian, рог.
Alfons,
kpt.
Kapuscinski
Kapuscinski Wiestaw, ppor.
Agaty
Kapusniak Franciszek, pchor., 1910, s. Jakuba
Karakiewicz
Henryk Zenon, kpt.
Karasinski Adam, ppor.
Karaszkiewicz
Alfons, ppor. lek.
Karas Jan, kpr. piech.
Karbowicz
por.t dr
Karbowski Berek, mjr lek., dr
Karbowski Eugeniusz, kpt. rez. inz.
Emilii prof, fiKarczewski Kazimierz, por., 1902, s. Adama
zyki chemii
Karczewski Marian, ppor. rez.
Kardasz Marian, por. piech.
Karlsbad Edward, ppor. inz., 1899
Kartowski
рог.
Marii
Kartowski
Stanistaw, ppor. inz., 1907, s. Zenona
Karnacki An ton 1906
Karnicki Feliks, por. art. plot., 1906, a. Karola
Jadwigi
Karolewski
Ferdynand, ppor. piech.
1911
Adam,
Karpiiiski
Karplnski Jozef, 1899
Karpowicz Marian, por. rez.
Karsz
dr, ppor.
Karsnicki Andrzej, rfcm.
Karwat
por. br. pane. emer.
Karwat Ludwik, kpt. sap.
Marii
Karwinaki Bogumit, ppor. rez., 1901, s. Piotra
Karwowski
Jozef, ppor.
Karwowski
Kazimierz, ppor., 1915, s. Ksawerego, wywieziony 22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Karwowski Teodor, por.
Kasperkiewicz Kazimierz, 1912, Zakrz6wek
Kasperski Jozef, kpt. piech.
Kaspereki Stanistaw mjr lek., dr
Marii,
Kasprzak Wtodzimierz Adam, ppor., 1912,s. Antoniego
Radomy61
Kasprzycki Anastazy
Kasprzycki Jan, oficer rez.t 1912, s. Tadeusza
Anny
Kasprzykowski Wiktor Julian, kpt. inz.
Kasyk
kpt,
Kaszewski Kazimierz, por., ur. 22.10.-898,
Ostrowp.a.c,
ca, we wrzesniu 39 w wiezieniu w Stanislawowie
Katke Kazimierz, pplk.
Katral Wtodzimierz, kpt. topogr., 1900, s. Artura
Anny
Kawczak Stanislaw, kpt, 1892
Kawecki Edward, por., 1901, s. Adolfa
Leokadii
Kawecki Wlodzimierz, ppor., 1905, s. Bolestawa
Krystyny
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Kawka Jozef, rim.
Kazanowicz Stanistaw, pplk.
Kazlmierski
ppor.
adz iota Jozef, por. lot., 1908, 8. Urbana
Katarzyny
Kakolewski
Mieczvslaw, 1905, s. J6zefa
Jdzefy
KeiUen Stefan, (Kejslan)
ppor. lek., (ur. 8.10.890, dr, ROR.
34 str. 222)
Kemczyhski Tadeusz, por.
Kempa Jan, ppor.
Kempa Wladyslaw, por., 1886, s. Andrzeja
Antoniny
Kempner Jerzy, kpt.
Kencbok Bronistaw Sylwin, mjr
Kenkowski Stanistaw, por.
Kenner Edward, ppor.
Kerth Henryk, kpt. Inst. Geogr.. 1902,s. Wiktora
Ewy
'
J6zef, kpt., 1889, s. Jana
Marii
n, ppor.
mjr
Abe, ppor., dr
Edward, kpt.
Kielczewski Stanistaw, por.
Kietducki Eugeniusz, por. rez., 1907
Kierbel Stanislaw, por.
Kiercmia Wladyslaw, wachmistrz, lat 45
Kierkowski Zygmunt, ppor.
lek sand it. mjr, 1894, s. Jdzefa
Kierski
Balbiny
Kilanski Ant. mi. 1896
Kilkan Alfred
Kiok Stanistaw, ppor. rez., inz. chemik
Kichner
kpt., ze Lwowa
Kirzynski Stanislaw, lat 53
Kisielewicz Antoni, por.
Kisielewski Antoni
Kizimowicz Roman, ppor.
Klakla Franciszek, por. rez., 1901, s. Wawrzyrica
Marianny,
51 p.p. Brzezany
Klarner
ofic. rez. sap.
Klausner Emit, kpt. res.
Klein Kazimierz, ppor., 1907, s. Edwarda. wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Klenczyriski
ppor.
Kleszczynski Tadeusz, por.
Klich Karol Wtadystaw. ppor. 1911, s. Jana
Stanistawy
Kliks
ppor.
Klima Teofil
Klimczak
ppor.
Klimkowicz Jan. kpt., 1894
Klimowicz
rtm.
Kliwa Zdzislaw, ppor.
Klozenberg
ppor. dr
Klukowski Stanistaw, por. art. plot.
Klopotowski Mich at. mjr dypl.,
p. ul. (suchoty rozpadowe) 30-",u'
Klosok Jan. 1905
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Kroiecik Zbtgniew, 1911
Kmiotkowskl
kpt.
Kmund Edmund, przod. P.P.
Knapik Edmund, ppor. rez.
Knauer Aleksander Edward Stanislaw. kpt., or. 20.10.95, PKU.
Lw6w
v Knopp Tadeusz, pplk. (plk.J Jat_64,L^nid«]adz
Kobe) Tadeusz, ppor. rez.
dr, kapitan audytor, Sad Woj-ik. WarKobierzycki
szawa
Kobordo Kazimierz, рог. rez.
Stanislawy, SoloKohylanski Jerzy, mjr, 1886, s. Mich.ita
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hobdwka
Кос
p.p. leg.
рог.,
Kochanowski
mjr lot.
Lwow, wyKochanowski Cyryl, por. rez.. ur. 30.8.89:1.LOPP.
obozu
maja 40 (relacja A.M.)
wieziony
Rozalii
Kochariski Stanislaw Jozef, kpt., 1892, s. Antoniego
Kociatklewicz
Wtadystaw, kpt.
Kocimski Antoni, pplk.
Kociuba Jan Karo), kpt. КОР., 1906
Koczan
ppor. lek.
Koczera
ppor.
Koenner Edmund, ppor., lat okolo 40, 75 p.p.
Kofler Joachim, 1900
Stefnnu
Kolczyriski Ludwlk, ppor., 1Э12. s. Jan.i
Kolenda Scrgiusz, por. sap., 1908, s. Anhmiego
Koleziriski Jan, kpt. piech.
Kolman Jan, por. wet.
ppor. lek.
Kotaczyriski
Lodzi
Kotakowskt Zygmunt, por.,
Kotaski Zhigniew, ppor., 1908, s. Mariana, wywieziony 18.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Henryk
Kotodziejczyk Alojzy, ppor.
Kolndziejczyk Tadeusz, ppor. taczn.
Kotodziejski Bronistaw, dr
Marii
Kolndziejski Jan, mjr dr, s. Pawta
mjr lek., dr
Kotodziejski Wl.
Kazimierz,
ppor., 1909, s. Hipolitn, wvwieziony
Kotoszyc
17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Komarnicki Waclaw, por., 1910, a. Makaymiliana, wvwieziony
19.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Marii 1T*^>^' У'^Komarowski Napoleon, ppor., 1909,s. Jana
Komarski Jozef, ppor. piech.
Komarski Tadeusz, por. inz.
Komenda Jozef, mjr piech., 1894, s. Peliksa
Teresy
Kominek Jozef, ppor., 1908, Stryj, s. Apolinarego, wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Koroomlckl Stanislaw. mjr art., ur. 26.8.898, d.a.k. Brody
HoKomorowHki Adam Mieczyslaw. kpt., 1897, s. S:a*ii»lawa
noraty,
aty, 19 p.p.

Konarski
ppor. dr
Konaraki Bolealaw, inz., pplk. uzbr.
Konarski Karol, pchor. zawodowy
Konasiewicz SUnislaw, kpt., 1S96, a. Marii
Kondziota Jozef, lotnik
Konerski Tadeusz, por. rez., inz., 1906, s. Andrzeja
Heleny
Koniecki Antoni, ppor. piech.
ze
Lwowa
Konopka
kpt.,
Konopka
kpt. art.
Konopski Boleslaw, pplk. piech.
Kontek Stanistaw, mjr
Koriczycki Edward, plk. piech.
Kopalinski Tadeusz, por.
Kopecki Adam, ppor. rez., 1898, 10 d.a.k.
Kopecki Stefan, mjr art., Rej. Insp. Koni
Kopec Feliks, pplk. kaw.
wachmistrz
Koper
Koralewski
kpt.
Korbel Stanislaw
Korczak Jozef.
ppor., 1909, s. Wadawa, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Korczak Leopold, kpt. art., Komenda m. Lwowa
Korczowski Edward Tadeusz, por., 1900, s. J6zefa
Heleny,
12 p.a.l.
Kornacki Antoni
Kornacki Tadeusz, ppor. art.
Kornaus Pawet, kpt.
Kornella Marian, por.
Kornella Roman, mjr
Korolko
kpt.
Korompay Emanuel, kpt., 1890, s. Marcina
Emmy
Korwin - Szymanowski Tadeusz. por. kaw., adwokat
War- IB
szawy
Korytkowski Antoni. por. piech.
Korzelski Karol, kpt.
Korzeniow**ki Antoni, pplk. art.
Korzeninwpki Bohdan, ppor. rez.
Korzen Jan, por.
Kosakiewirz Kazimierz. por. kaw., (inz.)
Konenlk
por.
Kosiaty Jan Zygmunt, kpt.
Kosiba Tadeusz, por.
Kosika
por. lek.
Kostna
(Kosino) — major
Kosiriski Jan, 1870
Kosiiiski Mieczyslaw, mjr, dr med.
Kn-k Antoni
Kostanowir;
Mieczyslaw, ppor.. <ir med.
Koslawskl Alfons, ppor.
Kohow
ppor.
Kossakowski Jerzy, por. lek., 1906
Kostarski Zhigniew Marian, ppor. rez.
Kostiuk Ferdynand. por. piech.
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Krajewski Stefan, kpt., 1895
Krajewski Tadeusz, por.,
1889,s. Adolfa
Leokadii (Krajski)
Krajka
wachmistrz (Kraj)
Kraiowabi - Kukiel
Edward, por.
Krakowlecki
Stefan, ppor. piech., 1903
Krakowski Igacy, por.
rez., 1901, s. Wladyslawa
Krakow Jerzy,
Zenony
kpt. lek.
Krai Jan, kpt.
art., ze Zloczowa
Krai Mieczvslaw.
kpt., 1896
Kraskki
Mtkotaj. plk., 1888, s.
Wladyslawa
Krasicki Witold,
Albiny
kpt. rez., 1899, s.
Stanislawa
Kraanopolski
Katarzyny
ppor.
Krasuski Aleksander,
ppor., dr
Krasniclu
rtm.
Kruus
Franciazek, mjr
Kraua Jan, mjr piech. piech.
Krause
profesor
Krause Stanislaw,
rejent
Krawczyk Henryk, pchor.
piech.
Krawezyk SUnislaw, plk., dr
fil., 1890, s. Feliksa
Krawtec Jan, ppor.,
Anny
1909, s. Jozefa,
O.B.)
wywieziony 18.4.40 (rel.
Krechowicz Dyonizy,
pplk. lek.
Krementowski Wlodzimierz,
kpt., dr, 1902, s.
ziony 20.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Jozefa, wywie
Krengiel
por., dr med.
Krieger Natan, por. rez.
Kroh Marian
Jozef, mjr, 1882,s.
Wladyslawa
Kropiwnicki Adam
Marii
Eugeniusz, por. obs. 1904, s.
wieziony 2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)
Juliana, wy
Krowitz
Mieezyslaw, lekarz
Krol Wladyslaw
Krolak
mjr
Kr6Mkowski Muezkiet,
kpt. piech.
Krolikowski
Wladyslaw, pplk. dypl.
Berty
piech., 1891, s. Ludwika
Krukowski
por.
Krukowski Franclszek,
ppor.
Krukowski Michat, lat 52
Krumholz Vadium,
ppor.,
dr, 1896, s.
21.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Markusa, wywieziony
Krupczvriski Ignacv,
ppor., 1901,s. Jdzefa,
(rel. O.B.)*
wywieziony 24.4.40
Krupiri^ki Tadeusz,
kpt., 1899,s. Piotra
Marii
Kruszyiiski Jan, ppor.
Krueger Stefan, ppor.
lek., 1902,s. Adolfa
Krycki
Karoliny
por.
Krynicki Jan. mjr aud.
Krynski Beniamin,
kpt., dr
Krzakowski Wiktor, por.,
1897,s. Michala
Marii
Krzanowski Lubomir,
kpt.
Krzanowski Tadeusz.
pplk.
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Koetolow8ki Kr.zm. ppor. re... 1912,e. Marcina
I'auliny
Kostopofeki Erazm, por., 1912
Koetrowicki Andrzej, ppor. kaw.
Kostrzewski Stefan, ppor.
Koeciriski Edward,
pplk. piech.
Kosmiriski Konstanty,
mjr, 1902, s. I.ubomila
Kotarba
Kazimiery
ppor., dr med.
KoUrba Jozef, 1907
Kotarski Zbigniew
Marian, por., 1908
Kottarski Teleefor,
ppor.
Kotula Wladyslaw, rtm.
rez., 1893
Kowalczewski Stefan, ppor. rez.
uzbr., lat okolo 30, s.
Stefanii
Piotra
Kowalczuk Stefan, por.
Kowalczyk
ppor.
Kowalczyk Jozef, por. rez. art.
Kowalczyk Jozef, por., 1907, s.
Adama
Anieti, Wadowice
Kowalczyk Stefan, por.
Kowalewski
rtm.
Kowalewski Aleksander,
gen. bryg. st. sp.
Kowalewski Cvprian,
ppor., 1902,s. Aiiarna,
(rel. O.B
wywieziony 24.4 40
Kowalewski Makaymilian,
plk.
Kowalewski Stanislaw
Marian, rtm., 1903, s.
nislawy
Mikolaia
5>a
Kowalewski Witaliusz
Witoslaw,
por. kaw.
Kowalski
kpt. piech.
Kowalski Franciszek,
mjr rez., dr lek. wet.
Kowalski Franciszek,
ppor. rez.
Kowalski Roman,
(piechota)
Kowalski Stanislaw,
ppor. rez.
Kowalski Tadeusz.
kpt. art., Korienda m.
Kowalski Tadeusz
Lwowa
Leon. ppor. rez., 1904,s».
Kozakiewicz
Wiktora
Ewy
mjr art.
Kozakiewicz Wladyslaw,
kpt.
Kozankiewicz Mieezyslaw.
por., 1889
Koziebrodzkj Zdzislaw,
ppor.
Kozierawski Michat, por.
piech.
Kozierowskl Czeslaw
Kozlowski Eustachy, Kazimierz, p)k..
ppor. rez.
Kozlowski Henryk,
ppor., dr, Lddz
Kozlowski Jozef, kpt..
1892, i. Stanislawa
Kozlowski Kazimierz.
Jndwigi
kpt., 1897,s. Adama
Kozlowski Marian,
Stanislawy
kpt. lek.
Kozlowski Stanistaw,
kpt., 1894, s. Bartlomieia
Kozlowski Tadeusz,
Pauliny
oficer. s. Jana
Anieli
Kozlowski Wladyslaw,
por. kaw.
Kozlickt Jerzy, 1909
Koerbel Stanislaw,
ppor. rez.
Krahelski Stanislaw, rtm.
Krajewski Alfons Roman,
kpt. art.
Krajewski Mieczvslaw
Leon, kpt., 1902, s.
12 p.p.
Wincentego Julii

i

Anloni.
por.
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.PPor. kaw.
s«ef.„, pp-r wet
B£5*U
"'
KurelsH 'м:'
.Ррог- гегni
*
" ppor.
pP°r- Piech.
piech. (rez.)
Kurman HenrykKurnatow.ski Mielzyriski
Kurnicki Jan
Zygmunt, ppor. lot.
Kurniewicz Leszek,
1911, adj. 52 p.p.
Kuroczycki
plut. pchor.
Kuroczycki Jerzy,
ppor. rez., 1910
Kuroczycki Zygmunt,
kpt.
Kurowski Jan
Kurowski
Kurs Teofil,Witoslaw, ppor. art., 1908
przod. P.P.
Kurtowicz Jozef,
strzelec, 1915
Kurylewicz
Aleksander, por. rez.,
Kuezel
1882, s.
., kpt.
Szymona, Lwcm
us Jozef,
plk. lek
Kuzdrowski
w wi^zieniu w Kazimierz, ppor. rez.,
Ttustego, we wrzesniu
Stanislawowie
39
Kuzniewicz Leszek,
1911
Kuzas
Waclaw,
etr. 224)
(Kurzas)
kpt. art. (5.3.06 —
RO. 32
Kuehnberg
dr
Kwarcinski Witold,
ppor.
Kwarcinski
Zygmunt, por. piech.
Kwaenica Jan,
'5?w
kpt. art., ze
Кадпи
In*
Kwiatkowski
Stanislawowa
kpt.
Kwiatkowski
Franciszek, sierzant
Kwiatkowski Jan, rtm.
Kwiatkowski
Kazimierz,
kpt., dr
Kwiatkowski
Stefan, kpt. rez.
munalnej Kasy
piech.,
Oszczedno&ci we Lwowie urzednik Miejskiej КоKwiatkowski
Zbigniew, por. art.
Kwiatkowski
Zygmunt Marian,
Aleksandra
por. lek.,
1911, s.
Kwiecieri
Michaliny
por. ini.
Kwieciriski
kpt.
Kwieciriski
Bronislaw, por. br.
pane.
Kwieciriski Jan,
kpt. piech.
Kwleclrmki
Mieczyslaw,
kpt. plot.
Kwieciiiski
Zygmunt, por.
Kwilecki
por. piech.
Kwilrcki
ppor. kaw. rez.

J™

*
*
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Krzeminski
Eugeniusz, kpt. sap.,
Krzeminski Roman,
Czortkowa, 1899
kpt. art.
Krzesimowski
Jerzy Kazimierz,
рог. st. ap. kaw.,
Krzetuski Karol, lat 70
1901
Krzewlnski
kapral
Krzyriski Henrvk,
ppor., dr
Krzyriski Mikolaj. 1920
Krzysiak Jan. plut.
rez., Baon San.
Krzvwdzinski
Jozef.
por„ 1889, в.
24.4.40 "(rel.
O.B.)
Franciszka,
wywieziony
Krzywicki Jerzy.
por., 1897, s.
Ludwika
Krzywicki Leon
i(Ludwiki, DOK.
Jerzy, рог., 1907
Krzyworaczka
Konrad, por.
(ppor.)
Krzyzanowski
Krzyzanowski Edmund, ppor.
kpt.
Krzyzanowski
Kazimierz, ppor., lat 40
Krzyzanowski
Kuba - Plornik Wlodzimierz, рог.
., por.
Kubackl
Walenty, chorqiy
Kubal
por.
Kuberski Jozef.
Kubiak Stanislawpptk. art., dca 12 p.a.l.
Kubiariski J6zef,
chor^iy, 1898
Kubicki Janusz.
por., 1912, s.
(rel. O.B.)
Romana, wywieziony
24.4.40
Kubski Jan
Chryzostom, poor.,
Kuc
p. art. plot.
por.
Kucharewicz Leszek
(Leopold), ppor. lek.
Kucharski Waclaw,
Kuchcickl Edmund, ppor.
rtm., 1895. s.
Kuchnicki
Joachima
ppor.
Florentyny
Kuchta Roman,
ppor.
Kuciara
Franciszek,
ppor., 1903,s.
(rel. O.B
Michala, wywieziony 2.5.40
Kuciiiski Gwido,
ppor.
Kuckiewicz
Wiktor, in*., lat 66
Kuczek
Andrzej. Ык., 1895
(1896), 12 p. ul.
Kuczewski Bronistaw,
plk. st. зр. art.
Kuczma
Wladyslaw, ppor.
Kuczma
Wlodzimierz. mjr,
1898, s. Onufreeo
Kuczmierowski Kazimierz
Weroniki
Kuczynski
Aleksander, lat 32
Kuczynski Kazimierz,
Kuczynski Stanislaw, por.
Kuczvriski Tadeusz, rtm. dypl., ur. 8.10.1907
kpt., 1904, s.
Kudelski J6zef.
Antoniejro
Kukiel Karol, kpt.
art.
Kuklewicz Jozef,
ppor. rez.
Kulawski Stanislaw,
kpt, 1904, s. Jana
Kulbicki
Stanislaw,
Konstancji
Kutf»vcki Tadeusz, kpt.
ppor., 1907, s.
(rel. O.B
Jana, wywiezionv
24.4.40
Kulesihski Bolcslaw,
por.
(

Lachman Gustaw, por.
Lachota Kazimierz, ppor.
rez. piech., ur. 1.9.1899, wy
Lachowski Jerzy, dr praw, рог.
obozu 10.4.40 (relacja A.M.)
wieziony
Klemens, inz., ppor. rez. piech,
Lachowski Marian Jeremiasz
obozu 12.4.40 (relacja A.M.)
wywieziony
14.12.1897,
ur.
1909
Lajtz Antoni, ppor.,
Lakmunt Stanislaw, dr
por., 1902
Alojzy,
Lamparczyk
Rozalii
s. Ludwika
Landau Maksymilian, pplk., 1882,
mjr art.
Lang
'Г ;'.'
lB,2« IPC^Lang Kazimierz, por. art. plot.
Lange Antoni, kpt.
Lange Oskar, kpt. lek.
art.
Langenfeld Michal, pplk.
Langiewicz Wojciech, kpt.
lat 57
med.,
dr
Abraham,
Lapidus
por. rez.
Laskowski
Laskowski Kazimierz, por. piech.
Laskowski Witold, kpt. КОР.
Lasota Jan, kpt.
Wandy
s. Kazimierza
Lasota Stanislaw, por., 1900,

indywidualnie, /.marl
рог. int., wywieziony
Kwolek
dr. Gtazowski — relaw 1940 r. w Komi na TBC. (ewiadek рог.
cja A.M.)
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(rel. O.B.)
Anieli
Lilling Jan, kpt., 1904, s. Alberta
Limanowski Karol, ppor. sap. l'.' v
banLinhardt - Lenartow*ki Kdward. kpt. rez. art., urzednik
Krakowa
kowy
Link
ppor. piech.
Linkiewicz Mieczyslaw, por. art.
Stanislaw, npor. rez. wojsk. kol., zam. Warszawa
Linowski
Mieczyslawa
Ludwik,
por., 1909, s.
Stanislaw
Lmowski
Wandy
Linsenman Wladystaw, kpt. wet., 1884
(Linszajd) — ppor.
Linscheid
ppor. art.
Lipiiiski
Lipihski Wlodzimierz, kpt. lek.
Lipka Jan, por. rez.
Lipke Aleksander, ppor.
Teresy, 36 p.p.
Franciszka
Lipowski Adam. por.. 1901, s.
ppor.
Lipski
Wloclawka der1888
Lipszyc - Lipski Waclaw, kpt. lek., dr,
matolog
Lis Jozef. kpt. topagr., 1901, я. Stanistawa
Lisiccki Ludwik, kapral pchor. kaw. (Lisiewicz?)
ze Lwowa
ppor. rez., urzednik notarialny
Lisowski
Lisowski Aleksander Feliks, por. piech.
Lisowski Ludwik, 1899
Lisowski Stefan, por. rez., inz. lesnik
Lissowski Edgar, ppor.
Litynyki Eugeniusz, mjr, 1895, 49 p.p.
Kamili
Liwicki Ryszard Stanislaw. mjr. 1897, я. Stanistawa
Lober Marian, por. rez., 1903

i

Las Marian, ppor.
1894
Latawiec Celestyn, kpt. piech.,
Baon Sap,
Marii,
s. Jana
Laudaiiski Jozef, por. sap., 1901,
Zofii
s. Stanistawa
1906,
Stefan,
ppor.,
Lawecki
Lebenbaum Dawid, por. piech.
Lechowicz Stanislaw, pplk. piech.
dr, ppor. lek.
Ledwoch
— wywieziony 18.4.40
ppor.
Leja J6zef, 1907, s. Wtadystawa,
O.B.)
(rel.
s. Jana, pozostat w obo
Lematt Boleslaw, dr, por. san., 1892,
A.M.)
zu- 12. maja 40 (relacja
ppor.
Lena tow icz
Lenartowicz Franciszek. plut. piech.
Lenkiewicz Olgierd, ppor. art. plot.
Leoszko Michal, mjr lek.
1908
Lepieszkiewicz Stanislaw,
Lermer Jan
Lesiak Tadeusz, ppor. art., 1914
por.
Lesisz
~
Gdynia
dyr- Linii
SttT.*:*
Ameryka
Leekiewicz Henryk, par., 1898
LesnUk Wtadyelaw, pplk.
Lctynski Leopold, rtm.

Bruno, at. szer. rez.
Lewandowski
Jan, 1909
Lewandowski
Lewandowski J6zef, chor. piech.
40 lat
Walerian.
Lewandowski
s. Stanistawa
Lewandowski
Zygmunt, dr, por. (ppor.) lek.,
Albiny
Lewaticzuk Zygmunt. insp. budowlany
Lewcio Franciszek, pplk.
Lewek Jan, oficer, 10.1.1900, я. Edmunda
Lewenfisz Henryk, dr
Lewicki Ryszard, 1897
Lewin Mejer. wojsk. lek. rez.
mjr si. st.
Lewinski
Lewinski Stanislaw. 1892
Libera Jan, ppor. rez.
Libera Stefan, post. P.P.
l.udwikowicz Jozef
Libura
Lichacz Wlodzimierz, kpt. sap.
kpt. st. sp.
Licbnowski
Wiktor, ppor. piech., inz.
Lichtenszti'jn
sieriant
Lichwala
Lidwin Jozef, mjr dypl.
s. Jana, wywieziony 22.4.40
Ligaszewski Marian, por., 1901,
,
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Loott Stanislaw, ppor., 1898, з. Wtadyslawa, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Lorentz Wiktor, ppor.
Lotte
dr, ppor.
Lubaiiski Stanislaw, mjr inz., 1881, s. Feliksa
Zofii
Marii
Lubcryriski Franciszek, oficer, 1900, s. Henryka
Lubelski
kpt.
Ludwisiak Stanislaw
Lurenc Franciszek, pplk. piech.
Lwowicz - Kostrzyca Wiktor. ppor.
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Maciej, ppor.

27»

Machniewicz Wladyslaw, mjr lek.
Machonbaum Maks, ppor.
Maciag Adam. dr, plk.
Maci^g Adam, ogniomistrz pchor.
Maciejewskl
kpt. lek.
Maciejewaki Jan, 1911
Hele
Maciejewski Kazimierz, mjr lek.. 1897, 8. Antoniego
ny, Wilno
Maciejewiiki Leon, por., Warszawa
Maciejowaki
pplk.
Mackiewicz Justyn, mjr rez., 1889 (7), s. Jozefa
Julii
Mackiewlcz Witold. por., 1913
Maezewski
por. rez. piech.
Madeyski
pplk.
Madurowtcz Andrzej, pchor. rez. art., 1916
Mahalla Zefiryn, ppor.
Maj
mjr kaw. st. sp.
Maj Erwin, 1911
Maj Eugeniusz, por. kaw.
Maj Jan, por., 1907
Maj Jan, por., 1896, s. Wincentego, wywieziony 20.4.40 (rel.
O.B.)
Maj Kazimierz Bronislaw, kpt., 1895, s. J6zefa
Marii
Majchrzak Franciszek, ppor. piech.
Majewski Damian, ppor. rez., 1909, s. Boguslawa
Ireny
Majewski Roman, por. sap.
Majewski Romuald, mjr piech., 19 p.p., Lw6w
Makarewicz
dr, ppor. lek.
Makarewicz Adam, kpt. art.
Makarski Waclaw, por. aud.
Maklowicz Walerian, por.
Makomaski Antoni, ppor. rez. art., s. Adama
Marii
Makowicz Aleksander, por., 1900
Makowskl
por. piech.
Makowski Edward, por. art., 1912
Makowski Waclaw, kpt.
Makowka
kpt. lot.
Makowka Kazimierz, 1908
Malara Stanislaw, ppor.
Malberg Fryderyk, ppor.
Male Zdzislaw, ppor., 1916
Malrzewski Kazimierz, mjr int.
Malezyn*ki
kpt.
Malejko
ppor.
Malcwicz Stanislaw, mjr lekurz, 1899, s. Waclnwa
Apolonii
Malhomme Leon, wicewojewoda
Malicki Stanislaw, kpt.
Mulinowski
sierz. rez.
Malinoweki Edmund 1'awel, kpt. lek., 1892, dr, s. Michata, wy
wieziony 2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)

i

Maccdonski

i

i

Lab^dz Maksymilian, mjr wet.
Lada • Grodzicki
Roman, por. dr med., 1908, s. Antoniego
Jozef
Lakiiiski
Edmund, mjr lek.
Laricucki Jozef, por. rez., 1890, s. Bronislawa
Weroniki
Lapa Wincenty. por., dr med.
Lapinkiewicz Jozef, kpt.
Lapiiiski Edmund, mjr lek., 1899
Laski Waclaw, kpt., s. Jana
Heleny, Inst. Geogr.
Laszkiewicz Piotr Jan. pptk. (Wilhelm?)
Latoziriski
ppor.
Lntwajtys Jozef, kpt,
Lazarewicz Konstanty, ppor.
Lebkowski Jozef, por., 1899
Lecki Czeslaw, ppor., 1911, s. Antoniego, wywieziony 18.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
L<;gowski Stanislaw, mjr pil.
Leski Wlodzimierz
Lobza Wladyslaw, por. lek. rez.
Lojak Tadeusz (Zojak), pplk. dypl.
Lomnicki Stefan, kpt. piech.
Lopatkicwicz Marian, kpt.
Lopitiski Kyszard, ppor. art., 1911, s. Wladyslawa
Wandy
Lotecki Ignacy, ppor. st. sp.
Lowiriski Marian, kpt. dypl. piech., intendent obozu
Lozina - Loziiiski
Walerian, kpt., in4.
Loziiiski Edward Jozef, kpt.
Luczak Bolestaw, ppor., 1902, s. Ignacego
Weroniki
Lugowski Ryszard, kpt., 1897, s. Ludwika
Zofii
Lukasiewicz Jan. por., 1909, s. Tomasza
Ludwiki
Lukomski Michal Ignacy, kpt.
Lukom&ki Toraasz, ppor.
Lukoski Kazimierz, gen. bryg.
Lukowski Jan
Lukowski Stefan, rtm., 1904, s. Franciszka
Stefanii
Luniewicz Eugeniusz, por. art.
Tadeusz, ppor. piech.
л. Jana, wywieziony 19.4.40
Jozef, ppor., 1913, s.
(rel. O.B.)

3-Д.Machlejd Jerzy,- por. pil., s. Artura
Wandy
Wandy
Machlejd Jozef.' por. art. plot., s. Artura
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Maryjowski Jozef, 1892
Marzeckl Zygmunt, (Marzencki), ppor. rez. piech., 1911
Maslowski
por.
Maslowski Kazimlerz, kpt.
Mastelarz Tadeusz, lat 32
Maazewski Stanislaw, 1904
Matarewicz Antoni, ppor., kierownik szkoty
Matejec Adam. ppor.
Matejko
ppor. rez.
Matlak Stanislaw, ppor.
Matula Stanislaw Ludwik, ppor. rez.
Matusiewicz Aleksander, mjr piech.
Matyja Ludwik, pplk.
Matysiak
por. lot.
Mazur Aleksander, s. Teodora
Mazurek Antoni
Mazurek Feliks, plut. P.P.
Mazurek Stanislaw, ppor.
Mazurkiewicz
ppor. rez.
Mazurkiewicz
Edward, kpt.
Mazurkiewicz Jerzy, por., 1914
Mazurkiewicz
Kazimlerz, 1903
Mazurkiewicz
Leon, ppor.
Mazurkiewicz Stanislaw, ppor.
Mazurkiewicz
Stefan, pchor. piech.
Maczyriski Kazlmierz, por.
Medecki
por.
Meissner Jan Adam Alojzy. pplk. art.
Meleniewski Jozef, mjr dypl. sap.
Melnarowicz Tadeusz, ppor.
Merecki Alfons kpt.
Meryn Henryk, 1910
Metyriski Ignacy dr, ppor.
Metz Tadeusz, kpt.
Meyer Andrzej, pplk. br. pane.
Medelewski Stanislaw, por., 1907, s. Stanistawa
Bronislawy
Mekarski
Jerzy Kazlmierz.
ppor. inz., 1902, s. Antoniego
Natalii
Mezyriski Zygmunt, inz., mjr emer., 1887
n.
\1...]..
— -»-—
Michalski
maiordomus
Pana Prezydenta Rzplitej
Michalskl
kpt.
Michalski Ryszard, por., 1905, s. J6zefa
Elzbiety
Michalski Wtadyslaw. plk. (pplk.)
Mich alow ski
por. piech.
Michalowski Jozef, mjr, 1891, Inst. Geogr.
Mlchatowski Leonard, ppor., 1908, s. Antoniego
Marii wy
wieziony 24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Michalowski Waclaw, 1903
Michalowski
Wiaczestaw, pplk. lek.
Michejda Tadeusz, ppor., 1915
Michnowski Zdzislaw, por.
Michowicz Zdzislaw, por.
Micikiewicz
ppor.
■

Cu-U,

Malinowski Stanislaw, рог.
Malinowski Szczepan, ppor.
Malinowski Zbigniew, ppor.
Malinowski Zdzislaw J6zef, kpt., s. Stamslawa
Malinowski
Zygmunt Michat, kpt. art. plot., 1897, s. Ignacego Julii
Maliszewski Wiktor. por., 1911,
Feliksa
Leokadii, Racial
Maliszewski Witold, por.
Maltz Zdzielaw. 1916
Maltze Stanislaw, por., 1396,s. Bazylego
Marii
Maluszycki Wladysfaw, plk. dypl.
Malachowski Micczystaw Julian, kpt. lek., 1889. s. Jana
Marii
Malaczyriski Zdzislaw Aleksander, pplk. dypl. aud., ze Lwowa
Matecki Julian, por. sap., 1899
Malecki Lucjan. 1896
Malkinskt Aleksander, ppor.
Malolepszy Franciszek, ppor.
Matolepszy Tadeusz, ppor. piech.
Malyszczak Marian, drt ppor.
Manasterski Zdzlslaw, por.
Mancewicz Waclaw, pplk., lek. wet. (dr major — bez imienia)
Mandel Samuel Ber, dr med., mjr
Manikowski Roman, por. rez. art., 1904
Mansch Ludwik Leon, dr, por. rez., ur. 7.10.1898, s. Maurycego
Laury, sedzia S.O. Katowice, byl w Szepietowce, wywieobozu 11.4.940 (relacja A.M.)
ziony
Manteuffel Edward, ppor. rez., 1909, s. Leona
Marii
Marcinek
Zygmunt, ppor., 1913 s. Ignacego, wywieziony
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Marciniak Stefan Leszek. por. lek., dr, 1910. s. Stefana
Ste
fan
Marciniewski Janusz, por. mar.
Marcinkiewicz
por. piech.
Marcinkiewicz
ppor.
Marczak
por. art. plot.
Maresch Adolf, mjr
Maresch Ludwik. por., 1898
Marjensztejn Zdzislaw, ppor. dent.
Markie] Jozef, por., 1907, s. J6zefa
Heteny, Orlowa
Marklewlcz
Adam, kpt.
Markiewicz Wladystaw, plk. (dr, 25.12.83 RO. 32 str. 322)
Markiewicz Wlodzimierz
Markiewicz Zbigniew Andrzej, por., 1901. з. Antoniego
He
len
Marks JaKub, ppor.
Marks Jan. ppor., 1900, s. Karola.
wvwieziony 2.5.40 (reL
O.B.)
Marszat ui<iHKiian,
em. jJI£UU.
Stanislaw, сill.
P.P.
przod. Г.Г.
Marszalek Jerzy, pchor., wywieziony w listopadzie 1939
Marszalek Stanislaw Wiktor, kpt., lat 41. s. Franciszka
Zo
.... Zywiec
Martini Tadeusz Karol, ppor., 1903, s. Witolda
Anny
Martyniuk
lotnik
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Micihski Waclaw,
kpt., 1900, s. J6zefa
Midler
Stanislawy
Midnez
„ ppor.
Miejsztor
us taw, рог.
Mielcarzewicz Jozef,
ppor., 1915, s. Jana,
(rel. O.B.)
wywieziony 20.4.40
Mielniczek Roman,
ppor.
Mierzejewskl
mjr
Mierzwinski
Zbigniew,
Mieazalski Aleksander, por., 1912, a. Kazimierza
Janiny
w wiezieniu -w
ppor.,
Chorzowa, we wrzesniu 39
Stanislawowie
Mieszczynski Bronislaw,
ppor., 1908, s. Aleksandra
Mleaowicz
Stanialaw, ppor., 1911, a.
Jadwijri
17.4.40 (rel.
Stanislawa, wywieziony
O.B.)
Mi«,tus Karol, rtm.
Migdal Karoi, ppor., 1913
(рог.)
Migdalck Eugeniusz,
mjr, 1889, a. Tomasza
Mik Marian,
Walerii
mjr
Mika Andrzej, 1898
Miklowaki Stanialaw,
ppor., 1895 a. Pawta.
(rel. O.B.)
wywieziony 21.4.40
Mikotajczak Kazimlerz,
kpt.
Mikolajczyk Stefan, рог., 1910
Mikolajewski
mjr
Mikoeza Feliks,
ppor., 1906, a.
(rel. O.B.)
Jozefa, wywieziony
22.4.40
Miks Waclaw,
por. lek., 1907
Mikulski Wladystaw,
por. 1885,s.
Mikuta Jan
Michata, (rel. O.B.)
Mikulowski . Pomoraki
wa
Wladyslaw, ppor., 1901. a.
Gabrieli
StanistaMikutowicz Wl
Ppor.
Milczarek Tadeusz,
ppor.
Milewaki Henryk,
ppor., 1904, a.
Milewaki
Wladystawa
Anieli
Mieczyataw, kpt. lek., 1883
Milewaki Tadeusz,
por. lek., 1891, в.
Szpitala
Jana
Warszawy
Julianny,
dyr.
Millnski Stefan,
por.,
p. зар.
*"
Miller Lucjan,
""ы'л^'
.
mjr dypl.
"
^Miller, Walenty, mjr al.
•7| *
at.rl900, Dtwo OPL.
MiodziszewskT Mieczyataw,
Warszawa
Misajer
(Mioduazewski),
por.
por.
Miaiewicz Feliks,
kpt.
Mlaiewfcz Mieczyslaw
Mlakiewicz Tadeusz,
ppor.
Mitera

,
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wywieziony
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Naborowski Jan, ppor. art
Nadel Ifnacy. por., dr
Nadolsk*
P*"- lek'

,
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i

Jrizefa,

i

Mifera Jan,
ppor.
Mitera Zygmunt,
ppor., 1903
Mittelstaedt
Stanistaw, ppor.,
22.4.40 (re).
1901,
O.B.)
Mityjra Antoni,
ppor.
Ml err?
Olefin, ppor. rez.( 1906, Bielsko
M*
-.«ki Henrvk, 1906

Modzelewaki Witold,
ppor. lek., 1908. a.
Mohulak Wojciech,
Boleslawa
1889
Janiny
Molin Jan. ppor.,
s. Jana,
1911,
Moller
wywieziony 24.4.40 (rel.
ppor.
O.B.)
Moltke Zygmunt,
por.
Monaaterski
ppor.,
(por.)
Monkiewicz Alfred,
kpt., 1881,s. Leonarda
Monkiewicz Antoni,
Anny
ppor. rez.
Monsior Ryszard,
por. rez. (рос.
Morawski
pane), ze Lwowa
pplk. piech.
Morawski
Wincenty, ppor. san.,
1901, pow. Lomia
Morczynski Leopold,
por., 1907
Morgiewicz
Bronislaw,
kpt.,
1896
Moritz
ppor.
Moszkowicz Julian, lat
50
Moszynski August,
ppor..
MottI
Warszawy
Franciszek, por. (ppor.)
Mozdyniewicz Jozef,
por. lek.
Mozotowski Stefan
Andrzej, dr, plk. lek.
Mow
Brunon, (Mowko
Bronislaw), kpt. lot.,
Mroczek
Krosno
kpt.
Mroczek Janusz,
por. al. st.
Mroczkiewicz Stefan, 1905 taczn., lat 32
Mrowec
Franciszek, mjr
Mrozek Jozef,
ppor. piech.
Mrozik Zbigniew,
1902, s. Kazimierza
Mrozinski
J6zefy
Kazimierz, mjr art. plot.
MroEOwski Andrzej.
rtm., 1909, s.
Mrvglodowicz Aleksander
Arseniusza
Wandy
Mugiel Wladyslaw.
1910
Muhler
Zbigniew, ppor.
Mularski Jerzy, (rel.
O.B.)
Munk
cywilny, sedzia ze
Murecki Alfons, 1906
Lwowa
Murek Jan, ppor.
Murza Murzicz
por.
Musial Jan,
ppor. piech.
Muszynski Jozef,
por. piech., 53
Mutermilch Antoni,
p.p., Stryj
por.
Mntermilch Jan, dr,
por. lek.
Mueller
Mueller Boleslaw, mjr sap.
por.
Mueller Karol,
plk. dypl., 50 lat
Muenzer Jerzy
Jan,
ppor. rez. art.,
Lw6w
1912, s. Jana
Wandy,
Mykytyn Stanislaw,
1919, pow.
Myslakowski Marek,
Stryj
mjr,
1890
Mystkowski Edmund,
*
* cf*vu"
Trti
1905
Mysliwski Zdzislaw,
ppor.

i
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Nadolski Jerzy, 45 lat
КОР.
Nagel Eugeniusz. kpt.
ze Lwowa
Nag6rzanski Ludomir, sedxia
p. ul.
Matyldy,
s. Jana
1894,
rtm.,
Joief.
a jnert
Ichrowicy ad Tamopol, we
Nakonieczny Jozef, ppor. rez.,
wrzesniu 39 w wiezieniu w Stanislawowie
Namysl Alfred, por.
kpt.
Narypowski
NaumUk Alcksander, kpt.
Naumow Jozef. por., s. J6zefy
Antonl, pplk. int.
Nawratil
Nawrot Kclicjan. (re). O.B.)
kpt. sap.
Nazarewicz
NehrebecJd Karol, 1909
24.4.40
eh ring Feliks.
ppor., 1903, s. Jana, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Nekrasz Wladysiaw, kpt. rez. art.
Nemec Roman, kpt., ze Lwowa
ppor. rez.
Nesterowicz
(Neiko), ppor.
Netko
Zofii
1903, s. Edmunda
Neugebauer Kazimierz, por.,
Ney Teofil, mjr zand.
Poznania,
adwokat
Nieder Bronislaw, mjr rez., Korp. sad.,
Pruzan, zmart w obozie
Janina, сбгка aptekarza
zonaty
67
Pozostawil
zotadka.
w grudniu 939 na przewlekla chorobe
940 rozdzielone zostaty miemonet zlotych. kttfre w styczniu
LIS Jozef a, potej samej sali (relacja pplk.
dzy 25 oficer6w
zostatego przy zyciu)
Komun.
urzednik
Miejskiej
rez.,
ppor.
Niedzielski
Kasy Oszcz^dn. we Lwowie
Warszawa
Marii,
Niedzwiecki Antoni, kpt., 1889, ft. Jana
Niedzwiecki WLktor. mjr lek. 1895
Niemczewski Juliuez kpt.
kpt.
Niemczycki
Eugenii, Wars. Leorumia
Niemczyriski Julian, ррэг., 1899,
,

z

ко

к

а

i

N

22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Nowicki Roman, ppor. rez., 1908, 25 p. uf., Opoczno
Klaudii,
Nowogrodzki Klaudiusz, kpt., 1891, s. Ferdynanda
Przemysl
Nowoeielski
pchor.
Nowosielski
kpt. piech. st. яр.
Zofii
Nowosielski Ksawery, por., 1900, s. Juliana
Nowotarski
Mieczyslaw, kpt. КОР.
s.
Jdzefa,
wywieziony 2.5.40
Nusbek Edmund, por., 1897,
(rel. O.B.)
Nussenbaum Markns
Nycz Jozef. ppor. piech.

i

7

N

i

i

z

i
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z

dr, ppor. lek.
Oberlaender
Obertyriaki Tomaaz, plk. piech.
Oborski Grzegorz
Obrebowicz Tadeusz. (Orebowiez), mjr
Olgi,
Oganian Ter - Oganian Leon, pchor., 1910, s. Leona
19 p. art.
Okecki
por.
Olberek Tadeusz, ЮГ. orawa, por. rez., prokurator ze Lwowa
Olecki Witold. kpt. КОР.
Olejniczakowski Eugeniusz, kpt. rez., starosta
Trembowli, we wrzesniu 39 w
Olejnik Alfred, ppor. rez.,
wiezieniu w Stanislawowie
Olesinski
kpt. lot.
Olinkiewicz Roman, pchor. art.
Olszanski
kpt.
Olszariski Jan, ppor.
Olszewski
kpt. rez., urzednik Banku dosn. Kraj.
we Lwowie
Olszewski Bronislaw, kpr. rez.
Olszewski Feliks, por.

i

i

z

z

,
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Lwowa
Niementowaki Jen-mi. cywilny, sedzia ze
Genowefy
Niemiee Henryk, mjr, 1898, s. Antoniego
17.4.40
Niesturhowski Michai, ppnr., 1911,s. Jana, wvwieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Nlescior Stanistaw, ppor. rez.
Niewiadomaki Erwin, pchor.
Kazimierz, mjr sap.
Niewiarowski
Niewiriski Andrzej, ppor. sap.
kpt.
Niezabitowaki
Niezabitowski Tadeusz, ppor. art.
Nikiel Jan. por. rez.. 1897, Kier. Szkoly
Nitkowski
Ignacy, por., 1908, Gluchow
Niwa Andrzej, mjr kapelan
Niwlriski Alfred, ppor.
kpt.
Nodzyriski
por.
Nodzyriski
Ludwiki, DOK. TV.
Nofer Adolf, kpt.. 1890, s. Karola

Nortowekl Stanialaw, lotnik
2*1
Now
Cieataw, ppor. rez.
Noeowicz Olgierd, ppor.. 1907, s. Tcodolfc* Zofii
1896. s. Wincentego
КОР.,
Stefan,
kpt. piech
Nowaczek
Rozalii
Krakowa
Now
kpt.,
Nowak Adam, ppor., 1892
Nowak Franctszek Jan. 1896
Nowak Jan. bomb. art.
Nowak Jozef, dr med.
Nowak Julian, plut. lot.
kpt. КОР.
Nowakowski
Nowakowski Alfred, ppor.
Nowakowski Alojzy, ppor. piech.
Wilhelminy
Nowakowski Antoni, por., 1892, s. Cypriana
Nowakowski Bronislaw, por.
Nowakowski Edmund, (rel. O.B.)
Nowakowski Euzebiusz, int., ppor., Skoczow
Nowakowski Tadeusz, mjr kaw.
wywieziony
Nowicki
Dpor., 1902, a. Franciszka,
Henryk,
0

i

z

i

,

,

Olszewski Florian, ppor.
Olszewski Franciszek, kpt. rez.
Olszewski Tadeusz, kpt.
Olszewski
ppor. piech.
Olszycki Julian, (Olczycki),
pplk. piech.
Olczynski Jozef, ppor.
Orczykowski
kpt.
Zofii
Ordcga Jeray, ppor., 1891, s. Wladysiawa
Orlowski Mleczyslaw. kpt. rez., dr, 1888
Orzechowski Tadeusz, plk. lek.
Orzecki Tadeusz, ppor.
Osiriski Jan Szczepan, kpt. st. st. piech., 1901, s. Bolesiawa
Osinskl Mieczysiaw, ppor. rez., dr
Osraolak Tadeusz, kpt. КОР., 1905
Ossowski
mjr br. pane.
Marii
Ossowski Andrzej, pRor. rez., 1912, s. Leona
Ossowski Stanialaw, ppor. rez.
—
RO. 32 str.
Oetabski Julian, (Oatapski), por. (ur. 5.9.05
276)
24
ul.
Ostapowicz
p.
por.,
Oster Jerzy, por., 1909, s. Wladysiawa
Marii
Ostrowski
mjr pil.
Oatrowskl
kapral
Ostrowski Edward, mjr lot., obs., Krosno
Ostrowski Roman, ppor. rez. inz.
Warszawy, wywieziony
Ostrzycki Wladystaw, dr, kpt. lek.,
obozu 10. maja 40
Osmialowski Wincenty, rtm.
Otecki Wilhelm, por. art., 1901, s. Franciszka
TarOlgi,
nopola, we wrzesnio 39 w wiezieniu w Stanistawowie
Otto
22.4.40
Jan,
ppor., 1912, s. Fryderyka,
wywieziony
(Hi. o.b.)
Otto Jan. ppor., 1907, s. Jana
Julii, Dabrowa Gdmicza
Otto Marian, ppor., 1902
Oyrzynski Jozef Jan, inz., mjr sap.
Ozarski
por.
Ozewski Tadeusz, ppor.
y
Oz6g Eugeniusz, mjr. Ja^jJd
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Paczoski Tadeusz, por.
Pajak
plk.
Pajak J6zef, pplk., 1892
Pajchel
por. lek.
Pakowski
kpt.
Palczar Pawet, ppor., 1913
Palukajtys Karol, ppor., 1905
Palusinski
Jdzef, mjr., 1893, pulk piech. w Grudzindzu
Paluszkiewicz
ppor. rez.
Palczin
Karol, por. 1898,
Jana, wywieziony 19.4.40 (rel.
O.B.)
Palczyhski Marian, por., 1885,a. Antoniego wywieziony 19.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Palka Boles law. ppor., 1911

к

281

Parys Tadeusz, por.
Pasierb Marcin, mjr
Paszkiewicz Marian Zdzislaw, por. rez. art., 1900
Paezkiewicz Michal, ppor.
Paszkiewicz Wilhelm, pplk.
Paszkowski
Andrzej. urz<?dnik pnristwowy
Patek
ppor.
Patora
kpt. lek.
Paulo Adam, kapral, 1902
Pawlak Bronislaw, ppor.
Marianny
Pawlik Andrzej, kpt.. 1889, s. Franciszka
Pawluczuk Mikolaj, por. rez.
inz.
elektr.,
wywieziony
Wlodzimierz,
Pawlukiewicz
pchor.,
na st. kot. Charkow wvtaczony indywidualnie
obozu 12.5.40
41 skazany
w
w
40
W
maiu
Moskwie,
styczniu
by!
transportu.
Eat obozu pracy, 22.4.42 byl w Komi (posiolek Wozostal na
iajel), (rel. A.M.)
.
Pawlowski
dr, kpt. rez.
Pawlowski Jan, por.
Pawlowski Roman, ppor.
Pawlowski Ryszard, ppor.
Pawlowski
Stanislaw, plut.
Pawulski Stanislaw, kpt. st. sp.
Pelariski Kazimierz, por. piech.
Pelczar
ppor., dr, Stryj
Peltyn
ppor.
Penno Emil. ppor. kaw.
Perny Waclaw, por. rez.
Perro Kazimierz, (Pezzo), kpt. rez., (ROR. 34 str. 120)
Perschke Karol, por. rez., ini.
Marii, 33 p.p.
Perzanowski
Piotr, ppor. rez., 1911, s. Jana
BronislaPerzanowski
Zygmunt, kpt., 1890, s. Antoniego
wy, dr lekarz
Peazkowski Edward, pplk. art.
Petkowskt
por. lot.
Dowborczyk, senator
Petrazycki Tadeusz, plk., sadownik
Petryczek Julian, mjr art.

por.
Palyga
Panasiewicz Leonard, par* 1910 (1900)
1912
Panas Henryk,
Panczakiewicz Leon, mjr
2.».4.40
Papierski Jan, knt., 1897, s. Ignacego, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
por., lat 32, (ROR. 34 str.
Papiewski Czeslaw, (Papieski),
422)
Papp Leon, dr, ppor.
Paprocki Jan, por.
Paprocki J6zef, ppor.
Katarzyny
Paradowski
Edward, ppor., 1905, s. Antoniego
Parat Leon, kpt., 1894, DOK. X.
1897
Parczynski Czeslaw, pplk.,
Ignacy Tytus, mr. prawa, nor., 1895.
Parylewlcz Stanislaw
Kredyt. Ziemakiego we Lwowie
urzadt)
ToAarzystwa
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Edwin, kpt. lek.. 1893, s. Michala
Emmy
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wywieziony 24.4.40

im

Гм.
plut. pch„r.
РР°Г 1902' s- Julian».

.

Ш.ОЛТ
Popiel Julian, mjr kaw.
Pop e«rski Mieczyalav, poor..
1916
Pop.aw»k, Zenon. pp01, re,

Mojzmz.

Franciszek.

.
.

Ponarski

Г
'.

"

i

Polniaszek

Poenr'elski
Wladyslaw Tadeusz. nnor.
Pojasek Alojzy, ppor.,
nauczyciel, /mijgroci k/Jasla
Pokladzki Anatol, plut.
pchor., 1914
Polak Tomasz,
kpt.
Polankiewicz Stefan, kpt. lek. wet.
Polariski Kazimierz, 1910
Polariski Maksymilian,
ppor.
Polariski Witold. pchor.,
1905. s. Jana
Zofii
Polczyriski
.
., por
Antoni. por., 1897, s. Jana.
wywieziony 22.4.40
poncho

s.

(rel.

Piwowarczyk Alekeander. mjr lek.
Plackowaki Josef, pptk. It
яр.
Plechawski Marian Rudolf Julius,
dr, kpt. rez., 1892. adwokat ze Lwowa,
obozu 15. kwietnia 1940
wywieziony
(relacja
A.M.)
Plesiewicz Franciszek, рог. КОР.
Plewa Stanislaw, ppor., 1907, з. Jozefa
Marii
Plewako Wactaw, mjr sap.
PHsowski Konstanty. pen.
bryg.
Plucinski Kazimierz.
ppor., 1901, s. Leons
Marii, 70 p.p.
Pluta Adam, ppor.
Plazewski
ppor.
Ptonka Wladyslaw, pik.
dypl. kaw.
Ptoriski
ppor. kaw.
Ptoriski Kazimierz Jan.
kpt. lek.
Ptoriski Stefan, ppor. art.
Pniewski Tomasz, rtm.
Podczaski
kpt.
Podczaski Mieczystaw, por., 1901, s.
Andrzeja, wywieziony
19.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Podgorski
kpt.
Podgoraki Pawel, kpt.
Podhalicz
por.
Podkowiak
kpt. КОР.
Podiuzny Jozef, ppor.
Podolski Marian Jozef,
kpt, piech.
Podowski Adam. pptk. piech.
Podraza
por. int. si. st.
Podwyszyhski
por. art.,
рл.с.
Pngonowski Marian
Pogorzelski
kpt. lot.
Pogorzelski Wiktor. kpt., 1899,
Kugeniusza
Kutno
Wladysiawy,

fi

Piotrowski Stanislaw, mjr. R6wne,
pulk ulan6w
Piotrowski Wladyslaw, por.
Pioro Jan, dr. pik. lek., 1887
Pisanko Stanialaw. ppor.
Pisarik Marian, ppor.
Pisarski Tadeusz, dr med.
Piskorski Marian, por. piech.
С." "
*i
Piskozub Antoni, mjr lek.
Pistl Rudolf Gustaw,
por.
Piwkowski
por. piech.
Piworiski
kpt.
Piwowar Leszek Jozef,
ppor., 1909, s. Adama
Heleny

t

i
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Staiuslaw. (Pedzich), рог., 1907, s. Jana
Cecylii
Marek, ppor. art,
PPlk- <*ypl-. 1894, s. Jozefa
Marii
.J«rf.
fetffer Stefan, ppor. rez., 1902,
Ludwika
Marii
P»"eckl
kpt. piech.
Piasccki
pik., Lwow
Piatkowski
ppor.,
p. ut
Piatkowski Edward, pik. piech.
Piatkowski Roman, por. rez., sedzia
Piatkowski Wladyslaw, mjr
Piatnicki . .
. ., dr, kpt.
Piechowka Jozef, ppor., 1911,a. Franciszka,
wywieziony 18.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Piekatkiewicz Stanislaw. mjr lek. st.
sp., dr med., komendant
Szpitala Woj. Pinsk
Piekarski
sieri. piech.
Piekarski Wlodzimierz, wachmistrz
Pielaszkiewicz
Stanialaw, por. lot., Przemyal
Pienia.zek Wladyslaw. pik. dypl.
Pierikowski
ppor. laczn., lat 28, Wilno
Pietruszka Stanislaw, pptk. lek. wet.
Pietryga Franciszek, por. int.
Pietrzak
pchor. (chor.) piech.
Pietrzak
kpt. piech.
Piksa
ppor.
Pikulski Wiktor, mjr, 1896, Wiktora
Jozefy, PKU. Biala
Podlaika
,
Pilcek Artur, ppor. rez., 1909, s.
Franciszka
Bronistawy
Pilch Mieczyalaw, ppor. int.
Pilis Ryszard, ppor., 1905, s.
Szczepana, wywieziony 22.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Piniecki Bronistaw, pptk., p.a.c.
Pinihski
rtm.
Piniriski Stanislaw, ppor.
Plontek Stanialaw, kpt. rez.,
1897, K* Ignacego
Wiktorii
Piotrowski Adam, kpt.
Piotrowski Andrzej, ppor.
Piotrowski Ksawery, kpt., 1903, s.
Wladystawa
29 p. stra.
Franciszki,

I*d«k
reeki

Petrykat
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Raabe Eugeniusz Edward, por., 1900,
Bertolda
Natalii
Rabecki Henryk, mjr., 1894, s. Radoslawa
Leokadii
Rabski
ppor. art.
Rabski Kazimlerz, kpt. rez., dr med., 1890
Raczkowski
Bogumil, ppor. piech.
ziemianin
Raczyriski
Radek Zbigniew, por.
Radek /ygmunt. por.. 1900
Radke Kazimierc, pplk'. piech., (Rodke)
Radlihski Stanislaw, por., putk utan6w, Krak6w
Radlowski Ludomir, por. art. plot.
Radnmyski Adam, pplk. kaw., 1893, s. Flo nana
Rozy
Radonski Tadeusz, por. piech., 1903, s. Jana
Wandy
Radziszewski Tomasz, kpt., 1888
Radziszewski Wladyslaw Marian, pplk. lek., dr
Radziwitowski
mjr lek.
Radz
tnjr
Raganowicz Czeslaw. noor. rez.
Raganowicz Marian Stanislaw, plk. dypl.
Rajgrodzki
por. lek.
Rakowski Zdzislaw, ppor.
Rakszczewicz Jan, plk.
Ralski Edward, por.
Ranoszek (.inter, ppor. lot.
Rasen Stanislaw, lat 58
Raszewski Jan, kpt., 1886
Raub Witold, por.
Rausz Stanislaw, pplk. (Rause), ur. 4.8.96 (RO. 32 str.
268)
Rawa Stanislaw, kpt. КОР., 1900, s. Daniela
Jadwigi
Raw ski Jozef, mjr laczn., ze Lwowa
Rayski Witold. rtm. kaw. (Reiski), 1889, e. Czeslawa
Tekr>
ut.
p. «i
Redzinski
ppor. piech.
Rt-gula Edward, mjr art.
Reich
Krakowa
dr, por. lek.,
(.'..».
..
Reich
Zdzislaw, kpt. rez.

Przystupihski
por. art.
Pstrokonski
Felika, mjr
Pszczotkowski
vKeitf""'
SUnialaw, por.-«^- >v fmt
Pszeckowski Stanislaw, por. piech.
Ptak St
dr. kpt.
Puchalski Jan, kpt. lek. dent.
Pujanek Wincenty,
ppor., 1907, s. Stanistawa, wywieziony
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Pukowski J6zef, ppor., 1904
Pulawski Wladyslaw, por. rez.
Puppel Witold, рог. КОР.
Putkiewicz
por.
Руга Jan, kpt.
Pytel Andrzej, mjr aud.
Pytko Jan, por., 1905
Pytkowski Tadeusz. kpt. br. pane.
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Skarbowego w Krzemiericu
Popowski
Tadeusz, ppor., 1905, s. Tadeusza, wywieziony
2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)
Porembinski Tadeusz, dr, kpt. lek., 1898, s. Aleksandra
Katarzyny, wywieziony 20.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Porebski Adolf, kpt. piech.
Poryzelski Tadeusz, ppor., 34 p.p.. ur. 1911, s. Jozefa
Sabiny
Poselt
Ppor.
Poeiadlo Ryszard Tadeusz, ppor. rez., 1913, s. J6zefa
Anny
Postanowicz Alfred, ppor. rez., 1911
Pospieszalowski
Bolestaw, at. strz. pchor. si. st.
Pospieszalowski Zdzislaw, ppor. rez. piech.
Potocki
kpt. dypl.
Pot ос
Jan, mir kapelan, superintendent ewang., 1888, s.
Juliana (LZS.-O.)
Potocki Krzysztof
Pot.-on Stanislaw, mjr, pastor ewangelicki
Poznanskl Leon, por., adwokat
Pozorski Leon, kawalerzysta
Pole lope Edward, ppor., 1914
Praglowski Edmund, kpt. rez.
Praues Tadeusz, plk. lot.
Pradzynskl Ignacy, ppor. kaw., 1908 я. Jana
Jadwigi
Preczkowski
Wladyslaw, por,. 1888, s. Ignacego
Zdzistawy
Procner Tadeusz, plk." art.
Profic Jozef, kpt. adm. san.
Profic Stanislaw, mjr piech., 1896, s. Kazimierza
Krysty1920 г., proteza nogi
ny, inwalida
Prokopczyc
Bohdan, por. rez., urzednik
Banku Polskiego,
Lwdw
Prokosz Bronislaw, ppor., 1905, s. Wawrzyrica. wywieziony
17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Pr^e*ri--k; Andrei,
por. art. plot.
Protasewicz Edward
Prudzillo
Wincenty, ppor.
Pruszynski Karot, por. kaw.
Prystrom
Leonard,
ppor., 1908, s. Antoniego, wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Prystupinski
ppor. art.
Przeczkowski
Wladyslaw, ppor., 1888, s. Zdzislawa
Ignacego
Przepiora
ppor.
Przeradzki
Kazimlerz, kpt., 1896
Przewlocki Mikolai, por., 1897, s. Mikotaja
Henryki
Przewoznicki
kpt.
Przybyla Franciszek, poet. P.P.
Przybyszewski Ludwik, ppor. rez., 1910, s. Walentego
Anieli
Przychocki Stanislaw, plk. lek.
Przydatek Adam, kpt. int.
Przytuski Lucjan, kpt. san., 1900, s. Zygmunta
Walerii
Przystas Stanislaw, wachm. zand.
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p. ut.
Rekosz Stefan, ppor., 1900,
Relich Tadeusz Ryszard. ppor.
Reszkicwicz Michal, ppor.
РРОГReterski
.
,„ _ „,
dr, 12 p. OL
Hettinger Roman Kazimierz, kpt. lek.,
dr
Hettinger Stefan, kpt. lek.,
Reczajski Waclaw. kpt. lek.
Rodziewicz Albin, ppor., 1904
Rodziewicz Boleslaw, ppor. rez.
«nu.l.».
Elzbiety
Rodziewicz Michal. mjr, 1901, Ш. Wienczyslawa
Rodziewicz Stefan, ppor.
Rodziewicz Konstanty. mjr dypl.
Rodziewicz - Bielewicz Andrzej, kpt., 1895
s. Jana
J6zefy
Rogowicz Henryk, рог., 1893,
Rogozinski Tadeusz, kpt.
1907, Polesie
lek.,
Wiktor,
Tadeusz
por.
„/
Rogulski
U.'b.
Rokicki Zygmunt Franciszek. (Jan), mjr dypl. sap.
Rokowski Zdzislaw, por.
Rolbiecki Stanislaw, por.
7„;aiv„
podoficer, urzedmk Banku Zwia.zku
Romanowski
w
Poznaniu
Zarobkowych
Spolek
Romanowski Edward, kpt. piech.
Romanowski Waclaw, por., 1895
Romaiiski Jan, pplk. kaw.
Romahski Leszek. por. pane.
plkRomer
.
Romiszewski Julian, plk. piech.
M
mjr si. st. kaw., 1894, s. Modesta
Modest,
Romiszewski
,
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por., 1910, s. Augusta
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Zygmunt,

i

Sachocki

Rum
plk.
—
(Runze), mjr piech. st. sp., (ur. 22.6.1890
Rune Adolf.
na st.
obozu 12. maja 1940
ROR. 34 str. 327). wywieziony
(relacja
transportu
indywidualnie
kol. Chark6w wylaczony
A. M.)
w
1940
obozie,
12.
maja
mjr piech., pozastal
Ruppert
relacja A. M.)
Rusjaszwili Bazyli (Michal), kpt.
l*""1*
Ruszar J6zef. kot., 1898
Karola
Ruszczynaki Stefan, ppor., 1914,
rez.
Rutkiewiez Tadeusz, por.
Rutkowski Franciszek. ppor., 1895
Rutkowski Maksymilian, kpt.
Anny, Koronowo
Rux Feliks Jan, ppor., 1902, s. Jana
Ryglewlcz Stanislaw, ppor. piech.
por.
Ryglicki
Rytlo Bohdan, rtm.
Rymarowirz Jozef, opor. inz., 1909, Nowy Sacz
Rymaszewicz Antoni, stud, politechniki
Rymaszewski Antoni, ppor. sap.
Rymaszewski Wladyslaw, pplk. lek.
Ryszkiewicz Michat, ppor.
Ryszkiewlcz Ryszard. ppor.
Rys Waclaw, kpt., 1906, Warszawa
Praksedy
Rzacki Henryk. ppor. rez., 1910, s. Stanislawa
Rzadkowski
ppor. piech.
R;epa Jozef, ppor.
Marii,
Rzewuski Eugeniusz, 1912 — 1914), s. Kazimierza
15 p. ul.

Antoniny

i
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dyw.

wywiesiony 20.4.40

Anny,

i

l

s

F

Ludwiki
Franciszka
LRdJakLudwikUdr,
ppor., 1905,
- ROR. 34 str. 308)
Rosenberg Jozef. por. lek. (aptekarz
Mam, KoBronislaw, kpt., 1894, s. Stanislawa
Rosiiiski
zienice
por. piech.
Rosling
Katarzyny
Rosner Franciszek, mjr dypl., 1895, s. Jana
kpt. st. sp.
Rosochowicz
Rossa Antoni. por. lek.
ppor. rez. piech.
Rossoehacki
ppor.
Rossudowski
rez.
ppor.
Rostowski Zygmunt,
Roth Eugeniusz, ppor.
Roth Konstanty,
Roth Wiktor,
Rothe
ppor. piech.
Roubo
por.
Razenberg Izydor, dr. ppor. lek.
Rozental Izaak, por. lek.
Heppor. int., 1914, s. Jaroslawa
Rozmarynowicz
leny
Rozmarynowicz Witold, ppor. rez.
ppor.
Rozwadowski
Kazimierz, por.
Rozwadowski
Mam
Rozwadowski Michal. poor., 1914, s. Dymitra

Roesler J6zef, mjr topogr.
Rubinfeld Maurycy. oor.. 1885, s. Adolfa,
(rel. O.B.)
Rucholewski Boleslaw, chor. piech.
kpt. art.
Ruclriski
Rudnski Zdzislaw. mjr КОР.
ofic. piech.
Marian,
Ruczkowski
Rudnicki Karol Stefan, mjr kaw.
Rudnicki Kazimierz, ppor. tqczn.
Rudnicki Maciej. kpt., 1900, s. Michala
Rudnicki Wladyslaw, ofic. rez., s. Karola
Rudzilko Wincenty,
Edward, por. kaw.
Rudziiiski
Rudzkl Apolinary, por. lek.
Ruebenbauer Henryk, por. aud., s. Zofii

tel.

Rozek Karol, kpt. pit.
Roiek Tadeusz Wiktor. mjr pil.
Rozen Stanislaw, dr, kpt. rez.
Rozanaki Edward, ppor. rez., Kolomyja
Rozyeki Bohdan, por. kaw.
s. Macieja
Rozyeki Wladyslaw, szereg., 1900,

в

i

(

»

i

Sebyta
ppor.
Sejler Jan, kpt. piech.
Setwane
Marii
Jerzy, ppor., 1898, ». Ananiasza
Semerdyk SUnislaw, 1905
Serbenski Feliks, mjr dr
Marii. 56 p.p.
Seredyiiski Michal, ppor., 1901, s. Jana
Serwa Kazimierz. por.
Serwatko Wadaw, ppor.. 1907
Sedzimir Ludwik, Pol. I'an-iw., 1904, s. Jadwigi
Sedzimir Jan, por., 1898
Sekowski J6zef, 1897, я. Feliksa
Walerii
Sicihski
Kazimierz
Anastazy.
kpt., ur. 15.4.97, Komenda
Miasta Lw6w, wywieziony
obozu
maja 1940 (relacjn A.M.)
Sidorowicz Eugeniusz, ppor.
Siebielec Aleksander, por.
Siedlanowski
Andrzej,
por., 1912, s. Andrzeja, wywieziony
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Siekierski Heliodor. ppor., '.'07, s. Jnna, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Siekierski Kazimierz, kpt.
Sielanko Wladysiaw, ppor.
Sielewicz Zdzistaw, lat 27
Siemaszko
ppor.
Siemek Wladysiaw Julian, kpt., 1897, s. Wincentego
Laury
Siemiatek
ppor.
Siemiatkowski
Jozef, por., 1908, 29. p. srrz. Kan.
Siemiatkowski Kazimierz, urzednik, lat 39
Sienieriski Jan, рог., 1886, s. Jana
Magdaleny
Stennicki
ppor.
Sierkuczewski
Mieczyslaw, kpt.
Siewlnskl Zygmunt Aleksander, mjr, 1895
Slgalin Roman, por.
Sikora Stanislaw, kpt. |L at., 56 p.p., йгет
Sikorski Franciszek Jozef, gen. bryg.
Sikorski Marian, kpt. h-k
1890, я. Franciszka
Alekaandiy,
Szpital — Lodz
Sikorski Ryszard, kpt. zand.
Sikorski Walerian, pplk.. 1883
Silicz Boleslaw, por., 1909, s. Pawta
Stefanii
Simon
ppor.
Simon
mir (Jan Jarnslaw — pplk. at. sp. adm. —
ROR. 34 str. 387)
Slnek Otto, ppor.
Jozef, mjr
Singer Kazimierz
Siomiak Karol. por.
Sltek Aleksander. (Silek). rtm., byl w SzeDiet6wce
Sito Pawet. kpt. rez., 1897
Slweckl Stanislaw, por. rez., 1906, s. Stanislawa
Leonii
Siwek Otton, 1913
Slwlk Przemystaw. por., 1912, s. Bronislawa
Stanislawy
Siwinski Wadaw, ppor. rez., 1912, s. J6zefa
Anny
Skarzenskl Ignacy, .mjr КОР., 1889, s. Maurycego
Doroty
Czortk6w
Skarzyriski
mjr laczn., K.O.P.,
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Saczyiiski Jan Mieczyslaw, 1907
Sadkowski Zygmunt, ppor., 1909, s. Leona, wywieziony 19.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Sadlak Pawct, рог., lek. wet.
Antoniny
Sadlicki Jan. ppor. rez., 1898, Pawta
Sadffwski Janusz. рог. sap. kol.
Sadowgki Tadeusz, рог. lek. wet.
Sadrzak Tadeusz, рог., 1900, s. Jana
Fetiksy
Sadzinski Jozef, kpt. zand., 1904, s. Juliana
Anny, CWiand.
Safian
kpt. (mjr)
(Safin Stanislaw?),
13.4.40
s.
Aleksandra,
wywieziony
J6zef,
1899,
Sagan
ppor.,
(rel. O.B.)
Jozefy
kpt., 1892, s. Leona
Saganski Marian, (Bronislaw),
Salamonowicz
ptk.
Salicki
kpt.
Salmonowicz Antoni, (Wladysiaw),
mjr,
p. ul., byl w Szei3.f2piet6wce
Salnicki Piotr, kpt. piech.
Samardak Tadeusz, kpt. piech.
Samek Stanislaw, рог.
Samosiej Roman, ppor. lek. wet.
Sandauer Aleksander, ppor.
Sankiewicz
Henryk, ppor., 1909, s. Michaia, wywieziony
24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Santarius Karol, mjr, lek., dr
Saski Edward Jozef. (Edward Boleslaw), plk. dypl. sad., ft.
Edwarda
Marii, sedzia Tryb. Wojsk.
Sawczyhski
pplk.
Rozalii
Sawicki Wladysiaw, рог. rez., 1908, s. Marcina
Sawihski Stanislaw, pchor. mar. woj.
Sasiedzki Tadeusz, рог. rez. piech.
Schaitter Jan Stanislaw Antoni Erazm, mjr dypl. kaw.
Schemer Ryszard, ppor. int.
ppor.
Schtnberg
Schirmer
kpt. art.
Schittler Jozef. ppor., 1902, s. Antoniego
Heleny, 43 p.p.
Schlaffenberg Maurycy Henryk, mjr, dr
Schlebs
one, рог. san.
JadSchlesinger Franciszek, ppor. rez., 1912, s. Franciszka
wigi
Schmidt Edmund, mjr, dr
Schmidt Leonard, ppor., 1904, s. Feliksa
Heleny
ч рог., (Fabryka Promonta Biel?k*
Schoenberg
Schrage Ignacy, mjr art.,
p.а.с.
Schreiber
kpt. dypl.
Schroetter Karol, plk. art.
Schubert Jozef Albin, mjr laczn.
Schuster Alojzy Tadeusz, pplk. art.
Schuster - Kruk Stanislaw, ptk.
Schwarzenberg - Czerny Boleslaw, plk. dypl.
Schwelg Rubin, adwokat
Schwengrulben Stefan, рог.
Scipio del Campo Jan, por., 1900
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рог.
Jdzefy, SoSkarzynski
kpt., 1889, s. Juliana
Skarzynski Mieczyslaw,
bolewo
Jan, ppor. rez.
Skapka Stanislaw
Skapski Boleslaw, prokurator
rez.
Skibineki Tadeusz, ppor.
1904
Wlodzimierz, kpt. piech.,
Amelii
Skibinski
1898, s. Teofila
Skibiriski Zygmunt, kpt.,
ur. 26.4.1866
dyw.,
gen.
Leonard,
Joanny
Skierski
1893, s. Jakuba
Skimina Jan Augustyn, ppor., 1901,
рас, Lwdw
rez.,
Sklepihski Tadeusz, kpt.
Skliwa Zdzislaw, ppor. bomb.
Sktadanowski
ppor.. dr raed.
Skladzieii
Agnieszki
s. Jozefa
Cukrownictwn
Skorzylas Szymon, pplk.,
rez., urzednik Banku
Skoda Stanislaw, рог.
we Lwowie
Skornia Roman, kpt.
Kons. Adolf
Skorupka Jan, ppor.
rim. (Skorupko). 1897,
Skorupka Eugeniusz,
e$J6zefy,
stancji
aud., 1898, s. Mariana
Skorupski Janusz, kpt.
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dzia wojak.
Skotnicki Witold, por.
Felicji
s. Wactawa
Skowrohski Kazimierz, rtm.,
Skowrohski Leon, kpt.
Skowrohski Ryszard, rtm.
Skora Antoni, por.
Anny
1898, s. Andrzeja
Skomicki Antoni Jozef. mjr,
wojskowy
Skrak
Jozefy
1911, s. J6zefa
Skretkowuz Wiktor. ppor.,
rez.
Skrobecki Stefan, ppor.
ppor.
Skrobek
rtm. — (RO. 32, str. 169)
Skrodzki Waclaw. (Skrocki)
sap.
Skrzycki Wladyslaw, ppor.
dypl.
Zofii
Skrzydlewski Jerzy. pptk.
knt., 1895, s. Mieczy?lawa
Skrzydlewski Tadeusz,
kpt.
Stanislaw,
Skrzymowski
we wrzesniu 39
rez., 1914, Brzezan
Skrzypek Jozef, ppor.
w wiezieniu w Stanislawowie
ppor. piech.
Sknypiec
lot.
Skrzypihski Henryk, kpt.
Skrzywan Wincenty, mjr
Eleonory
1892, s. Jana
Skuratowicz Piotr, e/en. bryg., kaw.
por.
StanMaw.
Skwarrzyhski
art.
Skwarczyhski Tadeusz, kpt.
ppor. rez.
Skwarek Jo«f,
Skwirzyhski Zbigniew, kpt.
Slaby Alekaander, por.
Slaby FranctBzek, por.
Staczyhski Stanislaw, por.
st. sp.
Lodz
Sladki Wladyslaw, (Jan), kpt.
Marii, Szpital Nr
Jana
Stobodzian Leon, 1910, s.

p.a.n.
1908,
Stobudzki Bogustaw, ppor.
Slomczymiki Stefan, kpt.
ur. 16.7.1897
art.,
Edward, pptk. dypl.
Slowikowski
p.p.
Jan,
por.
Eugenii,
Stugocki
1899, s. Bronislawa
Slupecki Bogustaw, kpt.,
Julii
Kielce
1902, e. Lucjana
Sluzewski Jozef, ppor.,si. st., lat 45
mjr
Jozef,
Smagowicz
Jozef, ppor. rez.
Smarzewski Adam
P.P.
prz ><1.
Smekata
por. piech.
Smentko
Smoczareki Jerzy, ppor. inz. arch.
por.,
Smolenski
rtm.
Smolikowski Konatanty,
Smolka Edward, por.
Smolski Ksawery, kpt.
por. art.
Sobahski
O.B.)
Sobieski Franeiszek, (rel.
Sobol Wladyslaw, dr, ppor.
kaw.
ppor.
Sobolewski Wladyslaw,
O.B.)
Heleny
Socha Jerzy, (ret.
s. Augusta
1906,
Sochacki Zygmunt, poor.,
kpt.
Sochel
mjr piech, st. sp.
Soczek
So} Jozef, por. piech.
Barbary
Sokalski Ludwik, ppor.
lek., 1887, s. J6zefa
Sokolewicz Waclaw, pplk.
Barbary
s. Michala
1907,
Jan,
Ludwiki. Lodz
Sokolnicki
1889, s. Szymona
Sokolski Michal, mjr,
int.
kpt.
Marii
Sokoiowski
1904, s. Antoniego
Sokoiowski Anatol, ppor., 1900, (rel. O.B.)
Anatol,
por.,
Sokolowskf
Sokoiowski Jan, pplk.
plot.
art.,
Sokoiowski Wieslaw, mjr
piech.
Sokoiowski Wincenty, kpt. КОР.
Sokolski Eugeniusz. pptk.
s. Jana, PrxemyiU
ptk., 1889,
Sokot Szachin Mieczyslaw,
Solarski Zbigniew, ppor.
mjr. kaw.
Solecki Tadeusz Stefan, 40
p.p., Lw6w
mjr,
Solecki
н ppor.
Marii
Sotchocki
1897, s. Stanistawa
Sottan Adam, mjr dypl..
ppor.
Wtadystaw,
Franeiszki
Soltys
1910, s. Jozefa
Soltysiak Stanislaw, por.,
ppor.
Sottysik
rez.
Soltysik Stanislaw, por.
lek.
Somogyi Roman, por.
art.
Sontag Wladyslaw, mjr
dr, ppor.
Sopenhejm
Sopocko Czeslaw, kpt.
Sordyl Karol, kpt. piech.
Sosenkiewicz Jozef, kpt.1913, s. Jana
Bronislawy
Sosihski Henryk, por.,
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.
O.B.)
„
(rel.
oficer rez., ml.
Spabki Eugeniusz,
Spaeowi« Warfaw, mjr
Specjalski Jan, ppor.
Spinko Wadaw, mjr
AleksanSpitz Jozef, ppor.
Aitura
.. 1891. •■Auura
Spitzbarth Artur Jerzy, por.,
О-В.)
17.4.40
(rel.
22.4.40
dry, wywieziony
«j
1896,s. ьиказга, wywieziony
Spolnki Eugeniusz, ppor..
Wandy
Antoniego
Dakar, por.. 1897.
Kazimierz
("У*Ы
Spol«ki Tadeuai, por.
Springwald Witold. (Wlktor)
Sprvszyiiski Jozef, ppor.
Srociyriski Adam, ppor.
Stachahski Roman, por
Heleny
Teodora

PP°r-,

Kazimierz,

SU.UU:,

per.. 1908.

J-

Sosnowski
Sowa
Sowinski

Seems*

=

.
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Starikowski Edward, pptk.
Starczewski Jozef. ppor., 1912
wet
1910, Siedlce
Star«a Boleslaw. рэг. lek.
Staroniewicz Jan, ppor. rez., 1909
1911
kapral,
Starza Dzierzbicki
SUrzecki
Wladyslaw, mjr
Starzliraki. Wtadyetaw. mjr
Ма1;„оч„
Maliszew
Starzyneki Adam, ppor. rez.. 1916,
p.a.c.
por. art.,
SUsicki
Maru
Juliusz, крЧ rt., 1898, s. Henryka
Stiack
Pchor. Rez. - Zambrow
&Mk
telestyn, kpt. rf. St., Szkota
Zambr6w
.at., Szkota Pchor Rez.
SUhz^ Ludeomir: kpt.
J6zefy
Staazek Marceli, kpt., 1905, s. Jakuba
Staazcwicz Aleksander, lat 43
Statki Wladyslaw, lat 47

pchor.

si< praed woj-

В.

чур'- <«*—»•

a

i

tZESttT**
na pszczelarstwem)
Stankiewicz Bronislaw.

i

19.4.40

i

Pawri, ppor., 1898, .. Piotra, w^ieziony
'"stSntairtak
(rel. O.B.)
Stachureki Tadeuaz, por.
Stanek Francwzek, por. art., IX p.a.i.
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1911
Standi Tadeuaz, ppor.,
Stawinoga Jan, ppor.
por.
Stawski
Stec Jan, ppor. int.
Zofii
Borysa
1911,
Stefan,
Stefanoff
Stefanowski Stanialaw, por.
Steffen Jan, ppor. sap. ur. 17.12. 1897, naczelny rabin W.P.
Sninh. ru Baruch, mjr.
Jadwigi
Steiner Jakub, por.
rez.. s. Walentego
Stekiel Kazimierz, oficer
mjr
Stelmachow Julian,
ppor.
Stempniewski Zbijrniew,
dypl. art.
St^pniewski Jerzy, pp.k. lek.
St^pniewaki Jozef, pplk.
Stocki Gustaw, ppor. sap.
por.
Stoklaaa
Gam Jaroslaw)
Stanialaw, kpt.. (Komenda
Sioklovinski
Stolarski Jerzy, kpt.
53 p.p.
Stolarski Jozef, kpt. dypl.,
Stolko Franciazek, por.
Storch Szymon, kpt.
piech.
Strach Andrzej, pplk. dypl.
rez.
Strasman Henryk, ppor.
Krakowa
rez.,
por.
Straszewaki
Streit Leon, mjr lek.
1892
StromenBjer Edmund, por.,
lot.
Stryjaki Jozef, kpt.
StrzatkowKki Stefan, kpt. pil. s. Jozef
Czeslawy
1908,
Strzeler Tadeusz, por.,
rtm.
Strzelecki
Jadwigi
Strzelecki Jozef, kpt. art.
art., 1903, a. Witolda
Strzemieri Mieczyalaw, kpt.
rez., lat 37
Tadeusz,
ppor.
Strzeszyiiski
Floriany
1894, s. Adnma
Strzyzewski Wincenty, kpt.,
dypl. piech.
pplk.
Stanialaw,
Styrczula
Suchclrki Jan, pptk. kapelan
kpt.
Surhotowicz
lot.
Sudoi Franciszek, pplk.
art., 1911
Sukniewicz Stanislaw, ppor.
Albiny
1906, s. Antonieg)
Antoni,
ppor.,
Sulezytiski
lot.
Piotr.
kpt.
Sulicki
Adama
Maiii
Sulimir Roman, rtm., s.
1912, a. Antoniego
Sulkowffki Stefan Antoni, por.,
rez., 1910
Adam,
por.
Sutkowuki
ppor.
Sulowaki
Stefauii, L6di
Ьезпа
вал., 1905,
Sumiriski Tadeusz, рог.
Sumnik Jerzy,
por. art.
Superling
art.
Surdyk Stanislaw, kapral
Surman Marian, pptk. art.
lek.
dr.
por.
Suroz
at at. art., 33 p.a.1.
Suryn Wtad>>law. pplk.
rtm. dypl.
Suskl
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Michaliny
Szmelczyiiski Jerzy, dr. kpt. lek., 1906, s. Rom ana
Szmldt Wladystaw, plut. lot.
Szmotko Jozef, ppor. piech.
Sznela Czestaw,
Szorniak Jozef, kanonier
Szpaczynski Stanislaw, pplk.
Natalii
Szpak Napoleon, kpt., 1910, s. Aleksandra
Sylwii
Szpakowski Olgierd, por., 1912, s. Ed ward
Stanislaw, mjr art.
Szpadrowski Kazimierz
Izabelli
s.
1910,
Bohdan,
por.,
Wladystawa
Szperling
Szperling Edmund, por.
Stanielawy
Szpinko Waclaw, mjr sap., 1897, e. Jozef
Szpunarski Eugeniusz, ppor.
Sztajnman
ppor.
Sztapha
ppor. piech.
Sztejnman Henryk, dr, ppor.
Sztompka Bernard, рог. КОР.
Sztorc
kpt. geogr.
Sztwiertnia
Pawet, ppor. kaw.
Szubartowski Pa we), ppor., 1906, s. Pawla
Ewy
Szubert Zbigniew, ppor. lot.
Szuchatowicz Leon Grzegorz, kpt., 1900
Szukalskl
ppor.
Szukalski Jozef, kpt.
Szulc Janus/, por., 1909, s, Wactawa
Zofii, Warszawa
Szulc Zdzistaw Henryk, ppor., 1904, s. Szczepana
Zofii
Szutczewski
Szutdrzyriski Mieczyslaw, por.
Szutdrzyhski Tadeusz, ppor.
Szuldrzynski Zdzistaw, ppor. kaw.
Szumski Michat, por. art.
Szumski Symeon, ppor.
Szunalski Jan, ppor.
Szuprowicz Jakub, kpt.
Szuster Leszek. plk. piech.
Szuszkiewicz Witold, por. rez.
Szutkowski Julian, mjr
Szutt Jakub, kpt.
Szwaba Tadeusz, kpt., 1899, s. Kazimierza
WJadyslawy
Szwojnicki Antoni (Swojnicki),
ptk. piech. (RO. 32 str. 321)
Szyba Wtadvslaw, kpt.,
p.a.c.
Szydlo Fryderyk, s. Teofila, 21 p., Bielsko
Szydtowski Kazimierz, por. lek., 1908, s. Jana
Jadwigi
Szydlowski Wiktor, kpt. piech.
Marceli, por. rez., dyr. K.K.O., Motodeczno
Szymankiewicz
Szymanski Franciszek, kpt. st. sp.
Szymaiiski Tomasz, ppor.
Szymkiewicz
ppor.
Szymkiewicz Bronistaw, rtm.
Szymkiewicz Mieczyslaw, por. rez.
Szymonowicz
ppor.
Szymula Stefan, technik drogowy
Szyszko Stanislaw, ppor., 1810, s. Lucjana
Wandy
a

i
ii i

i
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Suszyiieki Wttold, pplk. dypl. int.
SuUrski
Bogumit, ррэг.
24.1.-J0
Sygal Maurycy, pchor., 1900, s. J6zefa, wywieziony
O.B.)
(rel.
Synoe Jozef, (Synus) pplk.
Szablewski Stanislaw, kpt. piech.
Szacilto Jan, kpt. dypl. sap.
Szacilto Franciszek, ppor. КОР.
Szaferman
ppor.
Szafran
kpt. rez. lek.
Szafran Jaroslaw, ptk.
Szafranski
Mieczyslaw, pp .г.. 1902, я. Ludwika, wywieziony
2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)
ppor.
Szajewski
Szajner Stanislaw, mjr
Szajnowski Jan, ppor. rez.
Szalkiewicz
Antoni, mjr
Bronistawy
Szatowski Stefan, ppor. (nor.), 1896, s. Adama
Szamota .......
por.
a.
Wactawa,
wywiezio
Szancenbach Jan, dr. lek. por,. 1884,
ny 17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Szaniawaki
ppor.
Szarek Wladystaw, por., 1911
Szczepanik Stanislaw, ppor.
Szczepaniuk Jan, por.
Szczepanowski Karol, mjr art.
21.4.40
Szezepanski Lucjan, ррэг., 1909, s. Pawta, wywieziony
(rel. O.B.)
Szezerba Stanislaw, ppor.
Szczerorawski
Andrzej. por.
Szczesny Edmund,- ppor. piech.
Gabrieli
Szczesny Kazimierz, kpt. lek., 1895, s. Pawla
Szczesny Mieczyslaw, kpt., Szkola dla podoficerow (matolet.)
D.
29.
lek.
wet.,
Aleksander, mjr
Szczeacikiewicz
rtm. kaw.
Szczesniak
«
Szczueinski Mieczyslaw, ppor. zawodowy
Szczucihski
Wladystaw Wojeiech, ppor. lek., 1914, s. Wac
tawa
Joanny
Szczukowski Leon, kapral art.
Szczupaezynski Franciszek, 1902, Lwdw
Szefer Tadeusz, ppor. rez.
Eleonory,
por. rez., 1909, s. Antoniego
Szejner Wilhelra,
— Kaliaz)
(pulk. piech. Strz. Kan.
Wiktorii, 68 p.p.
Szeluto Jerzy, ppor., 1912, в. Apolinarego
Szenberg Leon, ppor. lek.
Szepet Kleofae, kpt.
us taw, por.
Szewczyk
Marii
Szewczykowgki Jan, kpt. lek., 1889, s. Franeiszka
wojskowy, sedzia
Szinglwa
КОР.
kpt.
Szkotnicki Tadeusz. (Szkodnicki),
ppor.
Szlape
Szmatko Aleksander, ppor.
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Szyazkowski Witold Stanislaw, por., 1896,
Witolda
He
leny
Scibor
ppor.
Scibor Piotr, oficer rez.
Slacika Aleksander, dr, kpt. rez.
Sledzinskl Roman, ppor.. 1913, s.
Michala, wywieziony 22.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
Slesicki Antoni Pawel, ppor. rez.,
1909, a. Boleslawa
Heleny
Slesicki Czcslaw, ppor.
Sleskin Michal, lat 66
slirtin-ki
ppor. art.
Sliwiriski Antoni,
Sliwlnski Marian Wlodzimierz,
por., 1905, 9. Ludwika
Heleny
Sliwlnski Stanislaw, por. piech. rez.
Slrwinski
Stanislaw, ppor. rez., 1918, s. Jana
Marii, 11
p. art.
Sliwlnski
Wladyslaw, rtra.
Sliwowski Stanislaw, kpt., 1908, 9. Jana
Stanislawy
Slot Edmund, ppor.
Smielewski Karol. ppor. rez.
Smielewski Kazimicrz, ppor. lek.
Aniadowski
lot.
p.
Sniadowski
Walerian, por., 1899, s. Ludwika
Michaliny
Sniadowski Wladyslaw, pplk., inz.
Sniecikowski Adam Mateuai,
(Smiecichowski, Sieciechowski),
kpt., 1899, 9. Wincentefco
J6zefy( ur. 21.9.99 — RO. 32 9tr.
114)
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Swianiewicz Wladyslaw, por.
Swiatek Karol Antoni, adwokat,
1911, 9. Agnie9zki
Antoniepo, Jaroslaw
Swiatecki
kpt.
Swiatecki Jan, pplk.
~
....
Swiderski Jozef, por., 1907, 5. Kazrmierza
Wandy, 40 p.p.,
Lw6w
Swiderski Kazimierz, kpt.
Swiderski
Mirostaw
Tadeusz.
por. piech.. 1912, 9. Anny
Wladyslawa
Swiderski Stanislaw, rtm.
Swidryeiello
Wladyslaw.
ppor. rez., 1892, 9. Stanislawa
Marii, DOK. Lw6w
Swidziriski
mil. lat 41
Swidziriski
Wladyslaw, kjrt.
Swierczyriski Jozef, ptk. dypl. kaw., 1893, 9. J6zefa
Heleny
Swierczyiiski Wincenty. kpt., 1894,
art.
p.
Swierkosz Michal, kpt.
Swiecicki Jan, pplk.
Swiecicki Jan, ppor. laczn., 1903,
Zegrze
Swivrinski
Eugeniusz, ppor.
Swieciriski Stefan, por., 1900, в. Stefana
Marii
Tabaczynski
kpt. si. st.
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Tabaka
ppor.
Tabecki Kazimierz, mr
mjn s. Antonieffo
Marii, Brzezany
Tabortowski
Albert, por.
Taczak
mjr piech.
Та1ака Franciszek, por., 1907, s. Andrzeia, wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. O.B.)
Talian&ki Stefan, ppor., 1910, 9. Alberta
Zofii
Talaszyn Stanislaw, por. lot., 11 p.p.
Tanna
ksiadz, major
Tankowskl Karol, kpt.
Tarasiewlcz - Tarasiuk
Stefan, por. lek.
Tarczalowicz
Jan, por., prokurator
Brzescia
Targowskl
por. kaw.
Tarkowskl
por.
Tarkoweki
mjr piech.
Tarkowski
Roman, kpt. piech.
Tarnowski
rtm. st. sp.
Tarnowski Antoni, por.
Teichert
Miccxyslaw,
weterynarz, 3. Jana
Marii,
1897,
Warszawa
Telica Marian, pchor., 1915, 26 p.p., Grodek Jagielloriski
Terlecki GuaUw, kpt. lek.
Terlecki
Jan, por. piech., 1906, s. Teodozeeo
Konstancji,
43 p.p., Rcwne
Terlecki Jerzy, por. lek.
Terlecki Michal, mjr
Terlecki Mikotaj, por. lek.
Terlecki Wlodzimierz, ppor. rez. art.
Terlicki Wlodzimierz.
por. lekarz
Temezi
„ por. art.
Teschner Edmund. 1909. Pnznari, 9. Stefana,
ppor., wywie
ziony 21.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Teterycz Jan, por., 1910, я. Stanislawa
Karoliny
Tetzlaff Juliusz. kpt. rez.
Teeza Pawel, 1905
Thinel Zenon, ppor. (rel. О. B.)
Thommee Pawel, mjr., 1888, a. Edwarda
J6zefiny
Thron Fryderyk, por.
Tietze Witold, ppor. rez.
Till Ernest Karol, ppor. art. leVkiej, 1915
Till Przemyslaw, por. lot.
Tinpe* Wilhelm Kazimierz.
mjr, (12.9.91 — RO. 32 str. 50)
Titze
por.
Tkaczyk Stanislaw, a9ystent Uniw., Lw6w
Tober
por.
Tokarzewski
rtm.
Toloczko Antoni, st. strz.,
Wilna, we wrzesniu 39 w wiezieniu w Stan>slawowie
Tomaczew Leon, ppor. lek.
Tomasik
mjr piech.
Tomasinl Zbignlew, (rel. O.B.)
Tomaazczyk Mieczyslaw, kpt.
Tomaszewaki Aleksander, mjr, 1890, s. Floriana
Weroniki
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wywieziony
Tomaszewski
Jozef,
ppor.. 1896, s. Andrzeja,
2.6.40 (rel. О. B.)
Tomaszewski Stefan, mjr piech.
Tomczyriski Jan, kpt.
Topolskl Antoni, ppor.
Torori Jan, mjr
rtm. (18.12.94 — RO. 32
Traczewski
Tracewski
Adolf,
str. 150)
— (15.9.92, RO. 32 str. 364)
Trapp Piotr, kpt. (Frapp)
Trapszo Tadeusz, plk. dypl. piech.
Tradowskt
ppor.
— RO. 32 str. 144)
Trepto Jozef. pplk. dypl. kaw. (ur. 17.3. 94
Zygmunt, kpt.
Tr?baczewski
Kazhniery
Treheki Roman Jan, ppor., 1898, s. Jana
rtm.
Trojanowaki
Edward, kpt.
Trojanowski
Zbigniew, kpt.
Trojanowski
Marii
Tromszczyriski Wiktor, kpt., 1894, s. Zygmunta
Marii, Nisko,
Trondowski
Boguslaw, ppor. rez., s. Mariana
39 p.p.
Trusewicz
kpt.
Truskowski Michal Henryk, mjr lek.
kpt. lot.
Trybulski
Tryumf Adolf, ppor.
Trzaskowski
Robert, ppor. lek.
Marceli
Trzepalko Franciszek, kpt., 1891, s. Lukasza
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Marii,

Wachowiak
kpt.
Marii
Wachowicz Wladyslaw, por., 1893 s. Jozefa
Waclawik
Stanielaw, kpt., 1897
W actawski . k . . ., por.
Wacowski
por.
por.
Wagner
Januaz,
Janiny
1909, e. Stanistawa
Wagner
HeWahren Edmund Eugeniusz, kpt., 1898, s. Leonarda
leny
Wajkselflaz Pawet, por.
dr, ppor.
Wajs
Wajs Lucjan, ppor., 1907
Waksmanaki Stanistaw, por., 1896
Walania Edward, kpt., 1899, s. Jana
Teresy, Lezaiak
Walawaki Januaz, por.
Wahrzak Mi kola
Marty
por., 1906, s. Kaspra
Walczak Tadeusz, por.
mjr
Zubrzyrki
Waligorski
Walinski
Jan, por., 1896, s. Czeslawa
Jadwigi
Walkiewicz
Wtadyelaw, por.
Walkowiak
Heleny
Walenty, kpt., 1900, s. Jana
Walo Jozef, por.
Wanke
por.
Emilii
Bazylego
Wanczyk Michat, Pol. Panstw., 1903,
Warchot Wladyataw, pplk.
Wardecki Tadeusz, ppor. rez. pane.
Wardynaki Stawomir, ppor. lek. chirurg
Wardzinski
por.
Wardziheki Czeslaw, mjr laczn.
Modlina
Warm
kpt. zawod. sap.,
Warpechowski Ignacy, dr med., por.
st.
sp.
Zygmunt,
por.
Warpechowski
Warazawski
Stefan, ppor.
Wtodzimierz, ppor.
Waruazynski
Stanistaw, ppor.
Warzeszkiewici
Wasiak Jozef. przod. P.P., 1900
Wasierski
Bruno, ppor.
Wasilewski
Jozef, ppor. (por.) rez.
Wasilkowski
Wtodzimierz, kpt.
Waako Stanistaw, por. lot., 1913, s. Franciszka
Agnieszki
Waszkinel Henryk, ppor.
Waskiewicz Boles taw. (Waszkiewicz),
plk. emer. (ROR. 34
str. 324)

Zakopanego, we wrzeaniu 39 w wiezie-

i i i
i

i

Ufnarski
Stanistaw, ppor.
Ujejski Eugeniuez Jozef, por. kaw., 1901
Ujejski Stanistaw, cywilny, 1866, wlascieiel ziemski
Ulrleh
kpt.
Undas Stanistaw, pplk.
Unruh Ryezard, (Unrau),
ppor., 1913, я. Henryka
42 p.D.
Uranowicz
ppor. lek. wet.
Urbach
ppor., dr
Franciszki
Urban Edward, oficer, s. Jana
Urban Kazimierz, ppor., (1912
Urban Michat, ksiadz — major

,

z

i

wywieziony

,

Vogt Edward, por.,
niu w Stanislawowie

i

i

рог.
Trzymiewski
Tucholski Tadeusz, ppor. lek.
Stanistaw,
kpt.
Tugocki
Turkowski
plk. piech.
Tuski Maksymilian, rtm.
Tuzamski Aleksander, por., 1908
Tyborowski Jozef, ksiadz kapelan
Tymburski Pawet, 1888
Tyminski Jan, kpt., 1889
Tyminski Zenon, kpt.
Tymkow Franciszek, ppor., 1912, s. Wawrzyrica,
18.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Typrowicz Wawrzyniec, mjr, notarhisz ze Lwowa
dr, ppor.
Tyszka

Urbahski
por.
I'rbanski Jan Jerxy, kpt., ■. Witolda
Kazimiery, 1895
Urzedowakl Rafal Ludwik, pplk.
s.
Amelii, O.K.
Ignacepo
Uazacki
Zygmunt, mjr., 1885,
Poznari
Uaiyllo
ppor.

i
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obozu w listopadzi-W3<9d,y"Ski
Wojas Leszek, por. lek.
Wojciechowski Franciszek, kpt piech
JC"y
Marlan' рэг" l902' ■■SUnislawa
J6геГу^ррСЬО*Як1
Wojcfechowskl Kazimierz, ppor.
Wojciechowski Mieczyslaw, kpt
1896, я. J6zefa
Julii

:

kpt. art.
PPor., wywieziony

Chodorowa

i

kpt.
kpt. rez., sedzia

i

por.

z

J«Kj
jy.""*1
Woch
Jan,
Wodnicki

Wilczyriski
Wladyslaw Antonl, rajr, 1893, s. Feliksa
Pau
liny
Wilk Henryk, kpt. piech.
Wilk
Jan
Kazimierz,
(Wiejak
Jan),
kpt. aud., (dr, ur.
15.2.92 — RO. '32 str. 311)
Wilk Tadeusz, ppor., 1915
Will Jozef, ppor.
Winiarz
Jan, kpt. piech.
Winkler Jeremi Franciszek, ppor., 1909, s. Franciszka
Katarzyny
Wir - Konas Alojzy, ptk. piech.
Wiszniewski
Andrzej, oficer rez.
Wiszniewski
Jozef, ppor.
Wiszniewski
Marian, kpt.
Wiszniewski
Tadeusz, ppor.
Wisniewski
chorazy
Wisniewski
dr, por.
Wisniewski Jan, 1907
Wisniewski
por. rez.
Wianiowski
Mieczvslaw, dr ppor., 1910, s. Michata. wywieziony 24.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Wisniowski Stanislaw Jozef,
Wisniowski
Wladyslaw, mjr, 1892, Jana
Witek
sieri.
Witkiewicz
Adam, por. rez., 1898 (karta pocztowa
obozu
dnia 29. listopada 39)
Witkowski
Antont, plk. kaw., 1893, s. Wojciecha
Kamilii
Brody
Witkowski
Antoni, kpt.
Witkowski
Kazimierz, kpt. lek. wet., s. Wladyslawa
Anastazji, Suwalki
Witrzens Jan. kpt., 1899,
Jana
Herminy
Wittlin
kpt.
Wittlin Wilhelm. kpt., 1889
Wlaszczuk Stefan, ppor., 1902, s. Mariana,
wywieziony 2.5.40
(rel. О. B.)
Wlodarczyk Boleslaw, por., 190fi ,s. Jozefa
Leokadii
Wlodarkiewicz
Make, sierz. piech.
*Wlodarski
charazy
Wloga Stanislaw
Wloekowicz
ppor

i
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Watowski Bogus! aw, рог.
Wattenberg Adolf, kpt. lek. wet.
Wawro Jan, ppor. rez., 1907, 3.
Antoniego
Marii, Warszawa
Wawrzvnkowski
Marian, kpt. sap.
Waa .
kpt.
Wasowski Jan. ppor. rez., 1900, s. Mariana
Zofii
Waaowski Tadeusz. ppor. rez.
Watrobski
kpt.
Weber Piotr, 19П, s. Jana
Teresy
Weber Witold, kpt. КОР.
Wechera Jozef, ppor. piech.
Weigel Adolf, kpt., 1893, s. Ignacego
Jadwigi, 51 p.p.
Weigel Ludwik, kpt.
Weigt Jozef, ppor. rez., lek. wet.
Weisflok Wladyslaw. por., 1896, s. Juliana
Dak.
Heleny,
Weitzkorn Jozef Szczepan, mjr, 1890. s. Jana
Cecylii
Wejtko
por. br. pane.
Weldon
mjr
Welfeld Tadeusz, ppor. sap.
Wereszycki Tadeusz, inz., kpt. rez., 1900, s. Jana
Rozalii
Werner Adam, kpt., 1893, s. Stanislawa
Pauliny
Werner Mieczyslaw, plut. rez.
Weetrych
kpt. lot
Westwalewicz
Marian, por. sap.
W^glinski Edward.
Wedliriski), пэг. farm., (nr., ur. 14.2.
91 — ROR. 34 str. 231)
Wesierski Bronislaw, ppor. int.
Wesierski Brunon, ррэг. piech.
Wicher*
Wichera
ppor. rez., ze Lwowa, przedsiebiorca taksowek
Wicherkiewicz
Waclaw, kpt. sap.
Widelec
por.
Wieleri.ski Boleslaw.
Knl*>«lnu> mjr rez., a~
iooq Poznari
ti
j
Wieleriski
dr, 1889,
Wielowiejski Zdzislaw, ppor.
Wielowieyski Kazimierz, por. kaw.
Wiellowicz Boleslaw, por.
Wienc Jan, ppor., Stryj, 1909, s. Michata
/wywieziony 19.4.40
(rel. О-В.)
Wieniewicz Aleksander. ppor.
Wiertelak Jan. oficer rezerwy
Wierzbiariski
Tnjr
Wierzbicki
Jerzy, inz. ppor., 1907, s. Ryszarda
Marii, wy.
wieziony 22.4.40 (rel. OB.)
Wierzbiecki
mjr piech.
Wierzchlejski Stanislaw. mjr
Wierzchowski
Wladyslaw, mjr tnczn., 1891, s. Mariana
Reginy
Wierzynaki
kpt.
Wieszeniewski Czeslaw, ppor.
Wlewlorowski
Mieczyslaw, por. kaw.
Wilamowicz Zdzislaw, mjr art.
Wllczyiieki Stanislaw, pplk. piech.
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Wlodzimierz,
kpt.,

1907, s. Cezariusza

Fe-
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Wroblewski Jan, pplk., lek. wet.
Wroblewski
Zygmunt Jan Antoni, ppor. rez., 1909, 71 p.p.
Wunsch Jozef, oficer, lat 49, Poznari
Wybranowski Ignacy, por.
Aleksander, 1899, naucz. gimn. w Plocku
Wyczatkowski
Wyczolkowski Stefan, mjr, 1893
Wyganowski Edward, kpt.
Wyganowski Lucjan, mjr, 12. p. ul.
Heleny, 18 p.a.l.
Wyganowski Stanislaw, ppor., 1910, s. Jana
Wygoda Mieczystaw, ppor.
Marian, mjr aud.
Wyrzykowski
Wysokiriski Jozef, kpt. lek.
oficer rez., 1911, Rzeszow
Stanislaw,
Wysocki
Wysocki Waclaw, ppor. lek., 1891
Wysocki Wlodzimierz, ppor. (por.)
Wyspiariski Jozef, ppor. rez., 1913, 49 p.p., Horodnica
Wyspianski Stanislaw, ppor. rez.
dr, por.
Wyezogrod
Tatiany
Wyszyhski Stanislaw, ppor. 1895, s. Pawla
Wyzychowski Zenon, kpt. piech.

i

Berty
Zabielski Stefan, plk. kaw., 1887, s. Antoniego
Zabtocki Jerzy, por. rez.
Jaroslawa
s.
Zaborowski Gustaw, ppor., 1914,
Zaborowgki kazimierz, por., 1902, Stopnica
Zaborowski Zbigniew, ppor., rez., 1902
Zachariasiewicz
Karol, 69 lat
Marii, Rowne
Zacharjasiewicz Teodor, kpt., 1899, s. Jana
Henryki
Zadarnowski Adolf, kpt., 1907 s. Adolfa
Zagori
por.
Zagozdon Stefan, oficer rez.
Zagorowicz Stefan, ppor.
Zagorski Karol Roman, plk. piech.
Zagorski Mieczyslaw, (rel. O.B.)
Anto
Marian, por. rez., 1901, s. Zygmunta
Zagrzejewski
niny, Instytut Geogr.
—
32
RO.
ze
Lwowa,
(30.3.92
Zajac Bolestaw Stefan, kpt.,
str. 371)
Zajac Stanislaw, kpt.
Zajaczkowski Konrad, ppor.
Julii
Zajaczkowski Stanislaw, ppor., 1912, s. Wladystawa
Zofii
Zajaczkowski Witold, kpt. art., 1890, s. Witolda
Zajqczkowski Zdzislaw, kpt. art.
Zajaczyriski Bronislaw, kpt. (por.)
Zajdman Mieczystaw, ppor. rez.
Anny, 72 p.p.
Zajtz Antoni, por., 1908, s. Teofila
Zakrzewski
kpt. piech.
P.
Z.
Jan
Gaston, ppor.
L., 1911, s. Tadeusza
Zakrzewski
Marii
Zakrzewski Leon, por.
Zaleski Adam, pplk. lot.
Zaleski Ksawery, ppor., s. Pawla
Zaleski Leon Szymon, ppor., s. Ludwika, 14 pulk

i

i

ii

i
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Wojczal
рог. sap.
Wojdyllo
рог.
Wojtkielewicz Alfons Marian, ptk. dypl.
Wladyslaw, plk.
Wojtkiewicz
Jadwigi
Wojtowicz Adam, ppor., 1910, a. Wladyslawa
Wojtowicz Wtadystaw, ppor., 1911
Konatantv, ppor., 1900, a. Jozefa, wywiezicny
Wojtulewski
2.5.40 (rel. O.B.)
Wolanin Wtadystaw, mjr aud., lat 45
Wolahczyk Edmund, kpt.
Wolaiiski Jan, st. post. P.P.
Wolanski Janusz, ppor., 1912
Wolaiiski Jerzy, por.
Wolfram
Kazimierz, dr, kpt. lek., 1900, s. Stefana, SzpitaJ
Wojsk. Warszawa, wywieziony 17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
**rtt«"'
.i»i++*u> tor^Xs^
Wolfson Henryk, рог.
StaWohnski
Mieczystaw, ppor. sap., 1905, s. Ignacego
nislawy
Wolkenberg Karol, kpt,, 1895, Lwow
Woller Stanislaw, pchor.
Wolman Bernard, kpt. wet. (11.6.86, ROR. 34 str. 235)
Walerii
Wolski Antoni, por., 1904. s. Andrzeja
Wolski Jerzy, kpr. pchor., lek., 1910, Lodz
Wolski Roman, ppor.
Wolski Stefan, mjr
Wolski Tadeusz, mjr, 1891, s. Stanislawa
Anny
Wolski Zdzislaw, por. lek., 1906, s. Jozefa
Antoniny
Woik Bolestaw, por.
Wotoszczuk Teodor,* por., 1893, s. Karola, wywieziony 18.4.40
(rel. O.B.)
wywieziony
Woloszyn
Wilhelm,
por., 1899, s. Antoniego,
17.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
s.
Szymona, wywieziony 21.4.40
Wotoezyriski Jan, por., 1903,
(rel. O.B.)
Wotowski Zygmunt, mjr, 1898, DOK. Lodz
Wotynski Zygmunt, mjr
Franciszki
Wozniak Lucjusz, mjr, 1884, s. Kazimierza
Wozniczka Mieczystaw, por., 19 p.p., Lw6w
Wozny
ppor. lek.
Wodkiewicz Henryk, por.
Wojcik Franciszek, por. rez.
Wojcik Stanislaw, pplk.
Wojcik Tadeusz, ppor., 1904
Wojcik Wojciech, pplk., 1897
Wojcinski Alfred, kpt.
Woellersdorfer
Adolf, pplk. lek.
Wrazidlo
Jerzy, kpt. kaw., 1905
Wronski
por.
Wrobel Franciszek, mjr, 52 lat
Marii
Wrobel Wtadystaw, 1895, s. Jana
Wrdblewski Antoni, kpt.

Wojcieehowski

i

licji

i

i

i

i

,

i

i

,

i

i

,

Zaleski Ryszard, kpt., kupiec ze Lwowa
Zaleski Sobiestaw, mjr sap., ini.,
Warszawy
Anieli
Zalewski Grzegorz, kpt. rez., 1897, a. Wladyslawa
Zalewski Wladyslaw, por. rez., am
Zaleski Franciszek, рог.
Stefanii
Zaleski Jan, por. rez., 1893, s. Jana
Zaleski Jerzy, por. rez.
Zapasnik Jozef, ppor., 1909
Zapasnik Witold, mjr art.
Jozefy
Zaplata Czestaw, por., 1908, s. Mi chain
Zaplotny Franciszek, ppor., 1909, s. Wawrzyrica, wywieziony
22.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Zaranowski Albin, ppor. int.
Zaremba Alfons, ppor.
Marii
Zaremba Jan Konstanty, kpt., 1896, s. Mieczyslawa
Heteny
Zarybnicki Henryk Kazimierz, por., 1908, s. Jozefa
Zarzycki
kpt.
1.401.
s. Antoniego
Marii, koZarzycki Antoni, k|>t. re/.,
misarz Pol. Paristw.
Zasiehski Jozef, por.
Zatoriski
por.
Marii, DOK. IV.
Zatopianski Jozef, kpt., 1897, p. Adama
Zawadowski
kpt.
Zawadzki Jan, ppor.
Zawadzki Jerzy, ppor.
Zawadzki Lech, (rel. O.B.)
Zawidzki Jan, por. kaw.
Zawilinski Adam, ppor.
Zaziemski Bronislaw, kpt. at. sp.
Zabkowski Jaroslaw, mjr br. pane.
Zborowski Stanistaw, por. piech., Brzesc n/B.
Zborowski
Waclaw
Mateusz,
por. (ppor.), 1899, s. Jana
Marii
Zborowski Wiktor
Zbrozek Wladyslaw, por. kaw.
Zburski Tadeusz, ppor. kaw.
Zbyszewskl
kpt. piech.
AntoZbyszewski Wincenty, mjr piech., 1893, s. Szymona
niny, redaktor
Zbyszynski
kpt.
Zdankiewicz Aleksander, pplk. ini.
Zdeb Antoni, ppor.,
Brzezan, we wrzesniu 39 w wiezieniu
w Stanislawowie
Zdrojewski
por. lek.
Zdrojewski Konatanty,
Zdrojewski Wladyslaw,
Zdrzalka Zygmunt, ppor. art., 1909, s. Wojciecha, wywieaiony 19.4.40 (rel. O.B.)
Zdzitowiecki
Bruno, ppor.
Zehnpur Henryk, ppor. piech.
Zeic Antoni, por. piech.
Zemanek
por.
Zemanek Adam, mjr art.
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2aboklicki Jerzy, por. rez.
Domiceli
2ah<tki Modest, mjr piech., 1898, s. Mariana
2ak
ppor.
2ak I'iotr. kpt.
2ardecki Stanislaw, ppor. art. plot. rez.. 1913, s. Aleksandra
Julii
2arnow.«ki Waclaw. por.
2arski Jerzy, kpt.
2ebracki Jan, poster. P.P.
2elazowski Franciszek, por., 1906, s. Adama
Michaliny
2erdziriski Edward, por. piech.
s.
Aleksandra
Zoledziowskt Ryszard, pplk. enier. piech., 1887,
Franciszki
2olclriski
wojskowy
261towski Wladyslaw, por.
2uchowski
kpt. art.
2uk Piotr, mjr
2uk - Skraszewski Aleksander, dr med.
2ukoweki Jan, ppor.
2ukowski Julian, por.
Amalii
Zukowski Leopold, mir, 1B90, s. Wladyslawa
2ukowski Tomasz. por.
2ulawihski
Jozef, por. piech., 1910. I, Jozefa, wywieziony
2.5.40 <rel. O.B.)
Roznlii
2yromski Antoni, kpt., 1897, s. Wincentego
2ywlen - Ortoweki Waclaw. por.

Zemanek Stanislaw, mjr dypl.
Zembowicz Stanislaw, por., 1910, syn Zygmunta
Ziarkiewicz
Adam, kpt., dr wet.
Zielinski Antoni, kpt.. 1895
Zielinski Marian, st. slrzelec
Zielinski Tadeusz, por. lek.
Zielinski Teofil. kpt.
Zielwiski
kpt.
Ziembinski
plk. kaw.
/i.rnin-ki
ppor.
Zienkiewicz
kpt. piech.
Zienkiewicz
ppor. (por.) piech.
Zienkiewicz Wladyslaw, plk. dypl., lek.
Zimmer Alfred, ppor. piech.
Zimmer Leopold, por. kaw.
Zimni-tk Tadeusz, por. rez.. !9Г!
Zinkiewirz
Mieczystaw. por. art.
Ziulo Zdzislaw. kpt., 1896
Ziolkowski
Henryk, ppor.
Ziotkowski Jan Goscistaw, por. piech.
Zipser
ppor.
Zniszczyriski
kpt. piech.
Zwariski Jozef, ppor. piech.
Stanislaw.
ppor.
Zwierzychowski
Zwlerzyriski Stefan, kpt. piech.
Zyganowski Edward, dr, kpt. si. zdr.

i

i

i
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i

i

i
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Geogr. (LZ.S-K)
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z
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Konstanty, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Chalacihski
Chludziriski Czeslaw. por., 1905 (LZ.K-S)
listy,
Antoni
Eugeniusz, kpt., metryka slubu,
Czyzewski
lane, (AM 828), kpt.
poczt6wki, karta szczep. 4167, medalik
sap. (LZS)
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3
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pplk.

(plk.) —

(LZ.S-K)

z

Stanislaw,

i

Kabziriski Jan. kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Kaczer Mendel, ppor. (LZ.S-K)
Kaczmar Jan, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Kaczmarek Jan. por. rez. (LZ.K-S)

1

Casiorek

I*tjil
Friesendorff Feliks. (LZ.K-S)
Z~)
Frodyma Franciszek, por. (LZ.K-S)
nadawca.:
Frydrych
pooztowki
Frydrych Roman, ppor.,
30, leg., wizytowki, karta
Maria, Warszawa, ul. Mickiewicza
szczep. 2853 (AM 816), ppor. (LZS)

(LZS)
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Jalowy Zdzislaw, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Janca Izydor. ppor. lek., ur. 22.5.04, dowod osob. recepta in
nazwiskazaiw. ze Szpitala Woj., prawo jazdy, lista
bianco,
■mi(AM 3584), ppor. lek. ze Starogardu (LZS)
Jankowski
Slawomir, mjr, czesc leg., zwtoki
pozostatym
strzalem, (AM 1038), (WO 962 str. IS), mjr, 1895, s. Janusza
Zofii (LZS)
Janowski
Bohdan, por., 1897 (LZ.S-K)
Janowski
Franciszek, ppor. rez. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Jaroiiczyk Henryk, por. (LZ.K-S)
Jaskierski
Jozef, ppor., naucz., zam. Dgbrowice, pow. Sarny,
leg. urzedn., telegram, pocztowki, list (AM 3242), ppor. (LZS)
Jawniak
Augustyn, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Jerzykiewicz Tadeusz, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Jeszke Tadeusz, kpt., karta szczep., wizytowki ,r6zaniec (AM
2715), kpt. (LZS)
Jezak Antoni, ppor. rez. int. (LZ.K-S)
Josefsberg
por. (LZ.S-K)
z

ofic. rez., karta
Dqbrowski Czeslaw, ppor., nr. 7.7.08, leg.
— rezerwa (LZS)
szczep., (AM 3491), ppor. piech., ur. 1908
886,
Dorozyriski Aleksander. .kpt., ofic. leg., karta szczep.
1791), Doroszyriski (WO 1791 str. 25),
pocztowki. list (AM
(LZS)
Drapalski Erazm, ppor. rez.. lek. wet., 1905 (LZ.K-S)
Drapow EdwaTd, ppor. rez. art. (LZ.K-S)
Duda EuKeniusz. ppor. rez. art. (LZ.K-S)
Jan, ppor. rez., lat 25 (LZ.K-S)
Dunin - Brzeziiiski
wizytowki na nazwisOuracz
kpt., karta szczep.,
Bogdan (AM 2128),
ko: Batorski Kazimierz inz., Andrzeiewski

3

nislawy (LZS)

i

SabiHamerski Marian
Wladyslaw, mir, 1900, s. Jozefa
ny (LZ.K-S)
Bernard, ppor., leg. ofic. rez., notatnik
(AM
Handy Jan
2858), por. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Herdegen Witold, kpt. art. (LZ.K-S)
Herman Wladyslaw, ppor. rez., lekarz (?), (LZ.K-S)
Hetmanek Stanislaw, pocztowki, list (AM 3026), por. piech.
(LZS)
Hurczyn Michal, mjr (LZ.K-S)
Hussakowski
Wladyslaw, ppor. piech. (LZ.K-S)

2

Bezuhly Jerzy, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
pplk. lek., pocztowka
Boleslaw, (Glazewski),
Btazejewski
Kowna, list, okulary (AM 484), Glazewski, wzgl. Btazejewski
II. Lublin
San. O.K.
Szef
(WO str. 7), Btazejewski dr, p)k„
(LZS)
Bohaczewski Kazimlerz, ppor., (LZ.K-S)
Marii (LZ.K-S)
Brudnicki Jan. рог. 1897 a. Jozefa
StaBuchalski Feliks, рог., list (AM 47), 1897, s. Teodora

Stanislaw, s. Antoniego, mir Inst.

:

Adamski

Czesxi

z

rowniez w
Xazwiska
jericow, ktorzy ujeci zostali
H-(>
pierwszej, wzgiednie w Czesci drugiej niniejszej

Gdaniec Jan, oficer (LZS-K)
Gedzierski Zbigniew, ppor. kaw. (LZ.K-S)
Gicrasiuk Borys. nm., 27 p. ul. (LZ.K-S)
Grab Wladyslaw, por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Goldberg Albert, por. wet. (LZ.K-S)
Gotebiowski Mieczyslaw, ppor. rez. (LZS), Golembiowski —
adresami (AM 4125)
w mundurze,
listy, kartka
Gorywoda Jozef, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Gorzechowski
pocztowki (AM
Henryk, por., dowod osob.,
197), (LZ.K-S)
awiad. lek., notatnik (AM
Gosiewski Zygmunl kpt. leg.,
Emilii. Inst. Geogr. (LZS)
1872), ur. 1897, s. Czeslawa
Gorski Bronislaw, por. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Goett Edward, mjr dypl. (LZ.K-S)
Grabski
ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Grodzicki Roman, por. lot., lekarz (LZ.K-S)
Grzymatowski Olgierd, por. rez. (LZ.K-S)

2

i

z

i i

Katarzyny
Kaluza
Roman, рог., 1905. s. Wincentego
(LZ.K-S)
Jana
Antonmy
kamihski
Feliks,
рог. apt., 1885,
(LZ.K-S)
Kapelariski Tadeusz, ppor., swiad. muzyki, pismo Pol. Zw.
leg., Rarta szczep. 2007,
Zagr., metryka urodz., swiad. szk.,
3J)66), oftr. rez., 1910, s. Franlist, spinki, cygarniczka (AM
LZiciszka
Stanislawy
Karcz
por. lek. (LZ.K-S)
Karpina Jan, ppor. piech. (LZ.K-S)
BronisKarwowski Tadeusz Jozef. poor., 1897, ?. Feliksa
'

i

ъ

3

I

i

lawy (LZ.K-S)
vpinski Witold, mjr, dr med., Warszawa, Senatorska 24.
ur. 4.5.84 .karta mob., znak tozs., rachunki. wizyt6wki, karta
palowania. list, karta na brori, karta szczep., okulary (AM 696),
— (WO str. 10). — mir, 1884, s. Michala
Мчгп
Kpiriski(?)
(LZS)
Kinasicwicz Julian, mjr lek. wet. (LZ.K-S)
KoKiser Jan Czeslaw, — рэг.,
listy, poczt6wka, тпапка
1773), ppor. kaw., ur. 1903
zielskiem (rysunek wtasny), (AM
—
34
str.
122)
ur. 23.2.03, por. (ROR.
(LZS),
Kiszyriski Stanislaw, mir dypl. int. (LZ.K-S)
Klepacki Stanislaw, plut. (LZ.K-S)
Klimczuk Slawomir, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Klis SUnistaw, por. (LZ.K-S)
Knapik Kazimierz, mjr (LZ.K-S)
Kochariski
por. szwol. (LZ.K-S)
Kolakowski
Wladyslaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Konarzewski Tadeusz, рг"ог., Docztowki,
listy, karta szczen.
laric. (AM 1725). ur. 1909, (LZS)
Nr 2497, medalik
Korkiewicz Jan, pplk. (LZ.K-S)
adresem:
Kowalewski Wladyslaw, w mundurze,
pocztdwki
Kowalewski Wladyslaw, Kozielsk (AM 1361), (WO 1361 str. 17).
18.
kpt.
p.a.l. (LZ.K-S)
rtm. (LZ.K-S)
Koziell - Poklewski
(Wincenty),
Wladyslaw,
Kozietuleki
por. (LZ.K-O-S)
Koztowski Stefan. wizyt6wka (AM 60), kpt. (LZS)
Krolikowski
Stanislaw, mir (LZ.K-S)
Krzeczmonik
Zenon, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Kukietka Jozef, por.,
pocztowki,
listy (AM *441), ppor..
byt w Szepietowce (LZS)
Kulikowski
Eugeniusz, ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Kuzmiarski
Zbyslaw. ppor. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Kuzniewicz
Aleksander, pchor. (LZ.K-S)
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Zofii (LZ.K-3)

i

Naumow Jozef, por. lek., s. Jozefa (LZ.K-S)
Nieduszynski Kazimierz, kpt. art. (LZ.K-S)
Noealik Kazimierz, por. (LZ.S-K)
Nosowlcz Olgierd, por. rez., 1907, s. Teodora
Nowak Rudolf, ppor. (LZ.S-K)

1

SOB

3.

Lax Leonard, ppor. rez., (LZ.K-S)
Lewakowski Jerzy Wiktor, pplk., telegram,
pocztowki, kar
ta szczep. (AM4011), pplk. geogr. (LZ.K-S)
Lisowski Ludwik
Kazimierz, por.. ur. 1902, ks. st.
Hel
(AM 958), (WO 918), por.. 1902, я. J6zefa
Felicji (LZ.K-S)

Maciesza Stefan, por. (kpt) — (LZ.K-S)
Mackiewicz Dymitr por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Mahoma
ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Majorowicz Antoni, aptekarz, por., zam. Poznari, ul. Mickiewicza 22, wizytowki. list, cze^c leg. (AM
2540), por., lat 58
(LZS)
Kazimierz, рэг.. leg. ofic, karta na brori,
Malaczyiiski
picztowki, leg. odznacz., (AM 2976), por. sap., 1908, Baon Sap.
(LZS)
Malinowski
Tadeusz, por. (LZ.S-K)
Malukiewicz Stanislaw, ur. 1907, Ryga, znak tozs., ks. oszcz.
Maja 3-a (WO
PKO., pismo sluzb. (AM 2103), zam. Siedlce, ul
2103 str. 32), ppor. mgr. (LZS)
Malecki Jan. por. (kpt.) sap. (LZ.K-S)
Mariariski Stefan, por. rez. (LZ.K-S)
Markiewicz Andrzcj, por. (LZ.K-S)
Markowski Antoni, w mundurze, znak tozs., dow6d osob., ur.
9.8.08 w Warszawie, le<r. szk. (AM 2794), ppor., 1908, s. MieJaniny (LZS)
czystawa
Marszalek
Stanislaw, kpt., ofic. legit,
dobra. fotografiu,,
rozaniec (AM
odznacz.,
le?.
1664), knt.
рас, (WO 1664 str.
J6zefy (LZS)
22), kpt., syn Franciszka
Marynowski Wiktor, w mundurze, wizytdwki, karta st. ft.,
karta mob., metryka urodz.. pDeztowki (AM
1790), wlasne wi
nazwiskiem Dr
adresem: Polna 78, oraz wizytowka
zytowki
Zbigniew Maryn^wski, Dplk. lek., Wilno, Antokolska 30 (WO
1790 str. 25), oficer (LZS)
Matkowski Henryk. kpt., 1901,s. Stefana
Ludwiki (LZ.K-St
Mauthe Zygmunt. por. (LZ.K-S)
Mazur Jozef. por; (ppor.) — (LZ.O-S)
Meister Jan, ppor. piech, (LZ.K-S)
Michalski
kot. rez. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Mikula Julian, por. (LZ.K-S)
Mioduszewski Jozef, ppor. (LZ.K-S)
Mioduszewski
Lucjusz, ksiadz
kapelan. (bez imienia) —
(LZ.K-O-S),
Lucjusz — ur. 11.2.86 (ROR. 34 str. 401)
Moroz Jan, kpt., znak tozs., medalik (AM 626), kpt. (LZS)
Moszkowicz Jan, kpt., rachunek, poczt6wka, pismo notarialne, karta szczep. 911 (AM 895), (WO 877 str. 12), kpt. gej>r.

Lawrynowicz Seweryn, w mundurze, ur. 29.11.10 w Moskwie,
zam. Radomsko, ul. Wawozowa 125, leg. ofic. rez., dowud oaob.,
ks. oszoz. PKO., list, wizytowki, odznaka putkuwa. medalik (AM
2655), ppor. (LZS)
Lopuszariski Kazimierz. w mundurze, pocztowki, listy (AM
3785), par. kaw. (LZS)

2

i

,
st

i

2

mepocztowki, karta szczep.,
Olejnik Albin, w mundurze,
— kpt.
dalik (AM 880), Ernie Albin (WO 866 str. 12), Olejnik
(LZS)
jazdy.
Oleezkiewicz Jerzy, pur., ur. 1907, ofic. кв., prawo
1841), Oleksiewicz (WO 1841
odznaki pulkowe (AM
kartki,
lot.
(LZ.S-K)
str. 26), Oleszkiewicz, por.

Nowakowski Jin, рог. sap. (LZ.K-S)
Nowlcki Teofil Karol. (LZ.K-S)

3

2

z

z

Paako Adolf, mjr lek., dr (LZ.K-S)
Pecka Jozef, plk. (LZ.K-S)
Perzynski Jozef, kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Peski Roman, por. piech. (LZ.K-S)
Henryk, ppor. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Piotrowski
Zdzislaw, pchor. (LZ.S-K)
Piotrowski
adresem jego matki: J6Piwnica .......
kpt., fotografia
27, od jego zony: Jadzefa Piwnica, Rzeszow, ul. Lwrka(?)
(Sierakowskiego).
wiga Piwnicowa, Tarn6w, ul. Goldhammera
jego matki: Rzeszow. ul.
karta szczep., powroz (AM 904), adres —
Adam
(LZ.S-K)
str.
kpt.
884
12),
Lwowska 27 (WO
Pluciiiski Tadeusz. kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Podkowa Jerzy. Potkowa — ppor., leg. urzedn. (AM 4033),
— ur. 3.11.900, (ROR.
bez imienia, por. rez. (LZS), Podkowa

i

2

h
(

z

por., 1910, s. Jakuba

(LZ.K-S)

i

2
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Walasek Bronislaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Waryszek Waclaw, por. (LZ.K-O-S)
Wdowka Henryk, kpt. art., DOK. Lublin (LZ.K-S)
Weber Antoni, mjr (LZ.K-S)
wlasne fotografie
ks.,
Weigs Czeslaw Antoni, por., ofic
(AM 1928), Wajs — por. (LZS)
Werner Jan Marian, kpt., prawo jazdy, poczt6wka, list, wiJaniny
1325), kpt. geogr., 1904, s. Stanislawa
zyt6wki (AM
(LZS)
Wetula Jozef. mjr (LZ.S-K)
Wieckowski Jan, ppor. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Winkler Emil, por. (LZ.S-K)

Voelpel Rudolf,

i
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Tanenbaum Jakub, dr, ppor. lek. (LZ.K-S)
Tobiaszewicz Jozef, chor$zy (LZ.K-S)
Witold, w mundurze, list, pocztowka. (AM
Tomaszewski
1182), (WO 1052-str. 15), ppor. (LZS)
Marii
Wiktor,
kpt. aud., s. Zygmunta
Tromszczyneki
(LZ.K-S)
dr
Tuora,
med.t por.,
Twora Stanistaw, ppor. lek. (LZ.K-S),
zasw. w j^z. niem. (AM 3599)

i

34 str. 51)
— por. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Podlewski Zbigniew, (Podlowski)
Podolski
kpt. (LZ.K-S)
sierzant (LZ.O-S)
Polak
Polec Stanislaw, Polec — por.. leg. ofic, karta szczep., maly
2396), Polec, (WO 2396 str. 40), por.
notatnik, rozaniec, (AM
piech., Polec (LZS)
PompoloiHcz Wladvslaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Popiel Wactaw, plk. dypl. art. (LZ.K-S)
Poplawski Piotr, mjr (LZ.S-K)
kpt. sap. (LZ.K-S)
i'oetepski Stanislaw.
Procner Jozef, mjr dypl. (LZ.K-S)
Przeradzki Stefan Jan. mjr, karta mob., prawo jazdy, ks. oszcz.
1648 str.
PKO., fotograiie, spinki (AM 1648), ur. 29.8.93, (WO
ur. 29.8.93 (RO. 32 str. 156)
22), mjr kaw. (LZ.K-S),
Pytko Jan, ppor., 1905, 29 putk ILZ.S-K)

Merii

2

Saba
Augustyn. mjr laczn. (LZ.S-K)
Salrewicz Jan, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Schanlroch Zvgmunt, kpt. (por.)" lek. (LZ.S-K)
Siczka Tadeusz. por., 1912 (LZ.K-O-S)
karta mob., wojskowe
Slojowski Kami!, por., cze£c leg. ofic,
1896 (LZS)
wizyt6wki (AM 3295), por. st. so.,
pismo shizb.,
lot.
(LZ.K-S)
Stefanleki
por.
Stnpnkki Zygmunt, kpt. (LZ.S-K)
Suchodolski Tomasz, pchor. plut. (LZ.S-K)
Szafraiiski
Maksymilian, sierzant (LZ.K-O-S)
Szczefanowicz Zenon. pplk. lek. (LZ.K-S)
Szkup Kazlmierz, kpt. (LZ.K-S)
Szlemko Sylweeter, kpt., leg. ofic, wojsk. prawo jazdy, (AM
Szlemko —
2274), Szlenko (bez imienia), kpt. art. plot. iLZS),
ur. 22.8.04 (RO. 32 str. 220)
Sztukdrayer Stanislaw, ppor. rez. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Wladystawy,
Szwaba Tadeusz, kot., 1899, s. Kazimeirza
DOK. Lodz (LZ.K-S)
ur.
2.5.96, leg.
dr
med.,
Witold
Stanislaw,
ppor.,
Szyszkowski
poczwizytowki,
ofic
rez., leg. urzedn., rozkaz wyjazdu,
t6wki, karta mob., karta szczep., odpis swiad. (AM 3791), ppor.
Heleny (LZS)
rez., 1896, s. Witolda

i

Oleezyiiski Zygmunt, (LZ-K-S)
Orawiec Kraneiszek, mjr jpiech. (LZ.K-S)
— pplk., karta szczep.
Ornatowski
Mieczyslaw, Ozlatowski
odno£nie prdby krwi na
20, pocztowka, notatnik, swiad. lek.,
1204), (WO 1066 str.
nazwisko Mieczystawski Jozef, mjr (AM
15), Ornatowski, pplk. (LZ.K-S)
Stanislaw, ppor., medalik, kwit ros. (AM 1158),
Ornatowski
monazwiskiem Zakrzewska Lucyna, papierosnica
wizytowka
zwtakach nierozponogramem CJ. (ta sama tresc podana przy 1034 str.
14), ppor.
1159), (WO
znanego kapitana, vide (AM
rez. piech. (LZS)

Roaiiiskl Bronislaw, kpt. piech., 1894, s. Stanislawa
(LZ S-K)
Rosol Teofil, por. piech. (LZ.S-K)
Rozengarten Stanislaw, ppor. art. (LZ.S-K)
Franciszek, por., 1895 (LZ.K-S)
Rutkowski
Anny (LZ.S-K)
Rux Jan, por., 1902, s. Jana

i

2

,

pocztowki,
listy —
Wirsz) Ho Tadeusz, Wierzyllo — рог.,
nich jeden no
stronice
daty 8.9.39 (AM 233), Wirszytlo —
рог. rez. br. pane. (LZ.S-K)
Wisniewski
Adam, рог. (LZ.S-K)
Witkiewicz
Jan, ur. 1.6.09, ppor., ks. wojsk. ks. oszcz. PKO.,
117),
Ilenryki, inz. architekt.
рог. (ppor.), 1909, s. Jana
(AM
(LZS)
Wojciechoweki Maksymilian, por. mar. (LZ.K-S)
Wojciechowski Ryszard, ppor. lot. (LZ.K-S)
Woropaj Tadeusz, por. (LZ.K-S)
Wstejriewicz Antoni, por. (LZ.K-S)

2

i

z

4

z
ppor. apt., karta
mob., (AM

6

Zolnierowicz Jozef,
imienia), ppor. (LZS)

3339), bez

Zachar Rudolf, por. (LZ.S-K)
Zaleski Stanislaw, mjr dypl. (LZ.K-S)
Zawadowicz Wladyslaw, por. (LZ.S-K)
Zembowicz Wladyslaw, por. (LZ.K-S)
Zenkner Jan, pptk. lek. wet. (LZ.K-S)
Zleliriski Franciszek, ppor., dr (LZ.K-S)
Ziembiriski Marian, kpt. zaw. san. (LZ.K-S)
Zysko Adam, Zysko — ppor., ur. 1909, ofic. ks., pocztowka
(AM 879), Zysko — (LZK),
рас. (LZS)
Zysko (bez imienia)

2

2
1

.!

CZE6CI

PIERWSZEJ

.113

Badenaki Marian, ppor. rez., 1912, s. Tomaaza
(Daden«ki,
Zadenaki?)
Ciealar Rudolf Karol, ppor. rez., 18.1.09 s. Andrzeja (ROR.
34 str. 88)
Flerion Gustaw, szer. posp. rusz., 1892, s. Dionizego
Gartner Rudolf, por. rez., dr. 22.10.91, s. Fryderyka (ROR.
34 str. 256)
Luslyk KazimierzC?),
ppor. rez., 1912, s. Mariana
Lyczkowski Stanialaw, kpt. rez., 20.2.97, s. Ludwika (ROR.
34 str. 51)
Maciahski Leon(?),
(wzgl. Lech), ppor. rez., 1901
Nlemiec Henryk mjr, ur. 23.6.98, — 45 p.p. R6wne Wol., -ks. oszcz. PKO. Nr. 222774 -L (AM str. 327)
Paliszewski Jerzy (?), ppor. rez., 1912, a. Kazimierza
Pienkosz Jan (?), por. rez., 1889, s. Antoniego
Saterawski
Mikolaj.
ppor. rez., 1910, s. Adama (nazwi<ko
nieczytelne)
Skrzypczuk Jan. kpt. lek.. 1904, s. Stefana
Stuerzbrerher
Alfons, ppor. rez., 20.3.06, s. Adolfa (ROR. 34
sir. 172)
Szczepankowski Mieczystaw, ppor. rez., 28.1.01. s. Leonanla
(ROR. 34 str. 91).
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These represent
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THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
wednesday,

april

16, 1962

House of Representatives,
the Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,
London, ЕпфтЛ.

The select committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to call, in room 111,
Kensington Palace Hotel, De Vere Gardens, W. 8, Hon. Ray J.
Madden (chairman) presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden, Flood, Machrowicz, Dondero, and

O'Konski.

Also present: Roman Pucinski, investigator for the committee.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
This is the fourth of a series of meetings of the special committee
created by Congress in September 1951, to investigate the Katyn
Forest massacres. In October the committee met to take testimony
in Washington. Again, in February, the committee held a series of
In March the committee held a
hearings in the city of Washington.
series of hearings in the city of Chicago.
The meetings here in London, England, will be for the purpose'of
recording essential testimony pertaining to the Katyn Forest mas
sacres, which were committed m the Katyn Forest, near the city of
Smolensk, in Russia, during the early part of World War II.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman,
hope the record will show all

I

members who came abroad are present.
Chairman Madden.
was going to mention that.
Present this morning are Congressman Flood, of Pennsylvania;
Congressman Machrowicz, of Michigan; Congressman Dondero, of
Michigan, and Congressman O'Konski, of Wisconsin. Congressman
Furcolo of Massachusetts, and Congressman Sheehan, of Illinois,
were unable to attend these meetings m London.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, it is my understanding that you
instructed Committee Counsel John Mitchell to introduce the follow
With your permission,
will read
ing documents into the record.
them into the record at this time. They are the invitation this
committee extended to the Polish Government in Warsaw and that

I

I

Government's reply.
Mr. Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Pucinski. The first document is the letter of invitation
tended by this committee to the Polish Government in Warsaw.
is dated March 18, 1952, and is as follows:
House

op

ex

It

Representatives,

Select Committee To Investigate the Katyn Forest Massacre,
Washington, D. C, March 18, 1952.
His Excellency the Ambassador of Poland.
My Dear Mr. Ambassador: The House of Representatives of the United

States of America on September 18, 1951, unanimously passed House Resolution
390. A copy of this resolution is attached for your information.
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This resolution authorizes and directs a committee of Congress to conduct a full
and complete investigation and study of the facts, evidence, and extenuating cir
cumstances both before and after the massacre of thousands of Polish officers
buried in a mass grave in the Katyn Forest on the banks of the Dnieper in the
vicinity of Smolensk, U. S. S. R.
This official committee of the United States Congress respectfully invites the
Government of Poland to submit any evidence, documents, and witnesses it may
desire on or before May 1, 1952, pertaining to the Katyn Forest massacre.
The
committee will be in Europe during the month of April to hear and consider any
testimony which may be available.
These hearings and the taking of testimony from witnesses are being conducted
in accordance with the rules and regulations of the House of Representatives of
the United States of America.
Sincerely yours,
Ray

J. Madden,

Chairman, Select Committee To Conduct an Investigation and Study of the
Facts, Evidence, and Circumstances of the Katyn Forest Massacre.

Mr. Madden. That now becomes part of the record of this com
mittee.

Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, the second document is the reply
which this committee received from the Polish Government in Warsaw
through the United States State Department.
Mr. Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Pucinski. This letter was dated March 31, 1952 and is as
follows:

Department

of State,

Washington, March 31, 1.952.
My Dear Mr. Chairman: The American F.mbassy in Warsaw has received a
note from the Government of Poland, a translation of which is as follows:
"Orf March 24, 1952, the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Washington
received a note from the Department of State transmitting a communication from
Mr. Madden, Member of the House of Representatives of the United States
Congress, to the Polish Ambassador, in which as chairman of the Committee of
the House of Representatives for Katyn Affairs he invites the Polish Government
to present documents and witnesses in this matter.
"The transmission of the above invitat ion of the chairman of the congressional
committee of the United States who, contrary to binding international customs,
usurps to himself t he right to extend invitations to sovereign governments has no
precedent in the history of international relations.
"The attitude of the Polish Government re the activities of this committee
was expressed in a declaration of the Polish Government published on March 1,
1952, and the Polish Government does not intend to return to this matter again."
Sincerely yours,

Jack K. McFall,

Hon. Ray

A ssistant Secretary,
(For the Secretary of State).

J. Madden,

Chairman, Select Committee to Investigate
House of Representatives.

the

Katyn Forest Massacre,

Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, the third document is a letter of
invitation extended to Gen. Wladyslaw Anders, who was Commander
in Chief of the Polish armed forces during World War
and personally
directed the extensive search for the missing Polish officers.
Mr. Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Pucinski. This letter was dated March 20, 1952, and is as

II

follows:
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House of Representatives,
Committee To Investigate
the Katyn Forest Massacre,

Select
1'OMSH

GoVERNMENT-IN-ExiLE,

7 Waverton

Street,

London W.

Washington, D.

C,

March 20, 1962.

I,

England.
The special committee created by the United States
House of Representatives to investigate the Katyn massacre will hold hearings
in London during the month of April. Congressman Alvin E. O'Konski, a
member of this committee, and Roman Pucinski, the investigator, are sailing
this evening on the '.'ueen Elizabeth and will contact you when they arrive in
London.
Our committee is aware that the Polish Government-in-exile began inquiry
in 1941 about the fate of the Polish prisoners of war in the Soviet Union, and
began accumulating pertinent evidence with respect thereto.
In 1943, at the
time of the disclosure of the Katyn Forest massacre, the Polish Government-inexile sought an independent, impartial investigation, but such an investigation
was not permitted.
Our committee invites the Polish Government-in-exile to cooperate with us in
every way and submit whatever testimony, evidence, documents, and witnesses
they desire while we are holding hearings in London and on the Continent.
These hearings and the taking of testimony from witnesses are l>eing conducted
in accordance with the rules and regulations of the House of Representatives.
Sincerely yours,

Dear General Anders:

Ray

J. Madden,

Chairman, Select Committee To Conduct an Investigation and Study of
Facts. Evidence, and Circumstances
of the Katyn Forest Massacre.

the

I

Mr. O'Konski. Mr. Chairman, upon my arrival here in London
conducted a series of conferences with General Anders, members of
his staff, and officers of the Polish Combatants Association in an effort
want to report to this com
to arrange these hearings in London.
mittee that the whole-hearted and sincere cooperation which we re
ceived both from General Anders and his associates was beyond all
my expectations.
Chairman Madden. The first witness will be W. J. Furtek.
Mr. Furtek, will you give your address?

I

Mr. Furtek. Sixty-nine Parkview Court, SW.

6.

Chairman Madden. Mr. Furtek, before you make your statement,
it is our wish that you be advised that in giving this testimony you
would be open to a possible risk of action in the courts if any individual
or set of individuals might suffer injury by reason of your testimony.
At the same time, I wish to make it clear that the Government of the
United States and the House of Kepresentatives do not assume any
responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceed
ings which may arise as the result of your testimony.
Are you prepared to be sworn?
Mr. Furtek. Yes, sir.
Chairman Madden. Raise your hand.
Do you swear, by the God Almighty and Omniscient, that you will,
according to your best knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth; so help you God?

Mr. Furtek.

I

do.

Chairman Madden. I might say, for the record, that Mr. Roman
Pucinski, of Chicago, 111., will act as special interrogator in the absence
of Counsel John Mitchell, who has just left London for Germany
where he is preparing our next set of hearings which will begin in

Frankfurt on April

21.
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TESTIMONY OF WLADYSIAW JAN FURTEK,

69

PARKVIEW

COURT,

SW. 6, LONDON, ENGLAND

Mr. Pucinski. Do you want to give us your full name?
Mr. Furtek. I do. Wladyslaw Jan Furtek.
Mr. Pucinski. We have your address.
Where were you born, Mr. Furtek?
Mr. Furtek. I was born in Poland; Cieszanow, Poland; county

of Lwow.

Mr. Pucinski. When were you born, sir?
Mr. Furtek. 1921.
Mr. Pucinski. Did you serve in the Polish Army subsequent to

September

1, 1939?

Mr. Furtek. Yes,

September,

I did. I joined

the Polish

Army on the 30th of

1938.

Mr. Pucinski. Were you ever taken prisoner by any enemy forces

while

a member

of the Polish armed forces?

Mr. Furtek. Yes, I was.
Mr. Pucinski. Would you like to tell us when and where?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. I was a cadet officer in the Polish Cadet

Officers' School at Komorowo, regular army officers' school.
took part in the September campaign in Poland and was captured
by the Russian forces in Tarnopol on the 18th of September 1939.
From there I was sent to a transient camp, which was called Tiotkino.
stayed there for about 3 weeks, and afterward, as my parents lived
was
in a part of Poland which was occupied by the Russian forces,
A transport was formed, in which was
promised to be sent home.
included, and we were sent home.
Well, we were told we were being sent home, but instead of being
sent home we were sent to Kriwoj Rog, which is in the iron basin of the
refused
Ukraine, and was forced to work as a miner in the mines.
was sent to several prisons in that
to do it and, as a punishment,
was interrogated
locality.
by several political commissars and
finally was sent to Kharkov. That is in Russia, the Ukraine.
was sent to Kursk.
From
After several days of interrogations,
there I went to Orzel, from that place further on to Smolensk.
was sent to Kozielsk, where
Finally, from Smolensk,
arrived —
the
was
somewhere
don't remember
in the middle of
date, but it

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

January 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. How long did you stav at Kozielsk?
Mr. Furtek. Till the 26th of April 1940. For the first few days

I was

kept in solitary confinement.
don't want to go into much detail, but there was one part of the
compound which was surrounded by barbed wire, and it was actually
a sort of tower in which they kept prisoners in solitary confinement.
But after 6 or 7 days I was released and was given freedom. I could
move, go and see my friends, and I could live the ordinary life of a
prisoner of war in that camp.
Mr. Pucinski. Could you tell us what Kozielsk was?
Mr. Furtek. As a matter of fact, I have an original picture of
part of the Kozielsk camp with me, which I smuggled out of Kozielsk.

I

Mr. Pucinski. Would the committee like to
Chairman Madden.

see that picture?
Have you the picture with you?
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I have it on me.
Chairman Madden. You might submit it to the committee if
you have it with you.
(The witness produced a photograph.)
Chairman Madden. I will hand this to the reporter to mark
"Exhibit 1," which the witness says is a picture of the prison camp at
Kozielsk.
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
(The picture referred to was marked "Exhibit 1" and is shown
Mr. Furtek. Yes;

below

:)

Photo of prisoner-of-war

camp

at Kozielsk.

Mr. Furtek. Kozielsk itself was an old monastery,

a very old
but the
buildings and the churches and chapels told us it was a monastery.
Mr. Pucinski. While you were there, was Kozielsk a camp for
prisoners of war?
monastery.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

don't know the history of the monastery,

Furtek. Yes.

Pucinski. What prisoners of war; what country?

Furtek. Polish

officers.

Pucinski. Would you say how many there were in that camp?

Furtek. About five thousand. I can't swear, can't remember
the exact number, but between 4,500 to 5,000.
Mr. Pucinski. On April 26, when you were evacuated from that
camp, approximately how many were there?
Mr. Furtek. About 800.
Mr. Pucinski. What happened to the others that were there?
Mr. Furtek. Well, the others disappeared and some of them were

found in Katyn, but

a few of

them

joined us in Pawlizczew Bor.
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That was the camp we were sent to from Kozielsk.

There was a
very insignificant number; you could count them on your hands.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you have any information, based on your stay
or experience at Kozielsk, which may be helpful to this committee
in determining what may have happened to those of your friends who
were evacuated prior to your own departure on April 26?
Mr. Furtek. Well, they completely disappeared and we never
heard anything about them.
Well, the story is this: Before April,
we knew something was coming but we didn't know what it was.
The news was spread that we were going to be sent to Germany and,
of course, everybody was rather excited because we thought we would
leave Russia.
Nobody liked Russia at that time because the conditions were
pretty giim and, of course, we wanted a change after stagnation and
a stagnated life in the camp.
The political commissars were
home.
You will be exchanged at the border." And the town of
Bzescz was mentioned, and I believe it was the 3d of April. The
first names were called out and the first from my block was the
commanding officer of my block No. 1. I was accommodated in
block No. 1. His name was Captain Bychowiec. They called out
about 150 to 180 or 200 men altogether.
There was a search in a club of the camp — that was a club that we
had for entertainment — and after that they were taken not through
There was
the main gate but through the cellar of one of the blocks.
another search there, a very strict one. They were deprived of all
personal effects and belongings, and that is all we saw of the first
group.

Chairman Madden.

Who did the searching?

Chairman Madden.

Russian guards?

Mr. Furtek. The Russian staff ; well, the guards.
Mr. Furtek. Russian guards.
Mr. Pucinski. When you say personal belongings, what do you
mean?

Mr. Furtek. Pen knives, pens, combs, spoons; everything.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you mean also correspondence, letters,

diaries?

I

and

Mr. Furtek. Well, no. For instance,
had a few private photo
graphs of my family, and when they searched me they loft it on me.
had some notes scribbled, some poems that used to write in camp,
and they left that.
For instance,
was not very
Of courso, tried to hide the things.
cautious and some of my papers, playing cards, that were made in the
camp were taken away from me.
Mr. Pucinski. But they did permit you to keep your letters, pic
tures, diaries?
Mr. Furtek. Yes, they did; they didn't tako that off me.
Mr. Pucinski. Proceed.
believe 2 days afterward, another group was
Mr. Furtek. And
formed and again taken away.
Mr. O'Konski. Another group of about 200?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
can't really remember the exact number, but
the groups were in 100 to 300; maybe 120 to 150.
Chairman Madden. Did this happen each day?

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Mr. Furtek. It didn't happen each day. There was always a
break of 1 day, sometimes 2 days. I remember even one time there
was a break lasting 4 days. We didn't know what was going on.
Mr. Flood. Just a minute.
do not want to interrupt you, but
the record is not clear.
You, of course, were not present at any of the examinations given
to any of the other groups, were you?
Mr. Furtek. No.
Mr. Flood. You were only present as one of the group of which
you were a member; is that right?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. When you described what was taken from you and
what was left with you and the men in your group, that is all you
know about it as a fact, is it not?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You take for granted that the same kind of investiga
tion was conducted on the other groups?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Let the witness proceed, Mr. Chairman, with what
happened after he was searched.
Just tell your own story; that is what we want to know.
Mr. Furtek. There was a small incident during the search of the
group that I was in, namely, Colonel Grobicki.
Mr. Pucinski. Is his first name Jerzy?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
He had a fountain pen. It was taken from him and he objected
strongly and demanded from the commanding officer of the guards
And that officer said, "Well, of course,
for that pen to be returned.
they wouldn't take a pen from you; it's a harmless thing."
"But they have taken it from me."
So he turned around to the guard and said, "Well, give it back.
Don't do any more stealing — when they see it."
There is one, to my mind, very important aspect. Before I was
taken away from the compound, there was that group waiting to
enter that cellar where the search was being made, and before we
entered, the political commissar of the camp, Dymidowicz, looked
at our group and said, "Well — "
(The witness made a statement in his native tongue.)
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, the witness at this point would like
to say something in Polish and would like to have it translated.
Chairman Madden. All right, Mr. Pucinski, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear the interpretation you will give of the testi
mony of the witness, as interpreter, will be a true interpretation?

I

The witness repeated a statement made to him by a Russian guard,
in the Russian language, which he then translated into Polish. He
said that the Russian guard told him that, "For you people, you got
away with it."
Mr. Furtek. One correction: He didn't tell it to me, and it wasn't
a guard; it was a political commissar of the camp, Dymidowicz, and
it was just said to almost everybody. He looked at us and said,
"Well, you got away with it."
Mr. P ucinski. When was this?
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Mr. Furtek. It was on the 26th of April; an hour before we left

camp.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Pucinski. At Kozielsk?
Furtek. At Kozielsk; within the compound.
Flood. What was that date?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. That

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. Yes.

Furtek.

26th of April.

Furtek.

1940.

Flood. What year?

I take for granted that several groups
of your fellow prisoners had been removed from time to time?
Flood. By that time,

is correct.

Flood. To where, you do not know?

Furtek. No.

Flood. Under the circumstances and in the manner that you
have just described?
Mr. Furtek. Precisely.
Mr. Flood. Finally, or ultimatoly, they came to another group and
that right?
you were included in that
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. And you wore in that group that you are discussing
now, were you?
Flood. You were lined up in the compound?
Furtek. That is right.
Flood. Had you been examined at that point and investigated

and searched?

Mr. Furtek. Yes; I was searched in that cellar that I described.
Mr. Flood. Everything was all over, you were being lined up in

the compound ready to be transported some place?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. While you were lined up there, the Russian political
commissar whose name you have given was standing in front of you;
is that right?

Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. He turned to your group and repeated the words that

you have just stated?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. That is right.
Flood. Did he say anything

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. Yes.

else that you remember?
were within the compound when he addressed us.
Flood. You were in the compound.
Furtek. Before entering the searching cellar, the cellar in
which we were searched.
Mr. Flood. You were lined up in the compound, and before you
were searched, the Russian commissar turned and made the statement
to your group, which you have just repeated?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. You said, before you made that statement, that you
had* an incident of considerable importance to state to the committee.

I

Furtek. We

Flood. Was that the incident?

Furtek. That

is right.

Flood. Why do you think it was of any importance?
Furtek. To begin with, we didn't know what he meant.

thought there was some significance attached to it.

But
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What do you mean by "signifi

Mr. Furtek. Because it came back to me in 1943, when the dis
Katyn was made, that he addressed us in that way.
Mr. Flood. In 1943, after the discovery of Katyn was made, then

covery of

your mind went back to the statement made by this commissar?

Mr. Furtek. Precisely.
Mr. Flood. As of 1943, what particular

significance did you attach
Why was it
to that statement made to you and your group in 1940?
significant to you in 1943 and why is it significant to you today?
Mr. Furtek. Because in 1943, when the discovery was made,
personally was convinced that the massacre was done by the Russians..
Mr. Flood. What massacre?

I

Mr. Furtek. Katyn.
Mr. Flood. Had you heard about it before
Mr. Furtek. No. But I am talking about

1943?
1943.

And that state
ment that he made to our group brought back to me the circumstances
in which we were evacuated from Kozielsk, and I had the conviction
that he knew what was going to happen to us.
Mr. Flood. I am sure I understand what you mean and I know
you know what you mean, but probably, because of the language
difficulty, you are not quite able to make it clear to the committee.
During the time that you were in
Kozielsk, as you have described, certain groups of your fellow prisoners
were being removed periodically, after a search and examination, to>
some place.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. That is right.
Flood. You did not know where they went?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. You never heard of them after?

Furtek. No.

Flood. You heard rumors they were going to Germany?
Furtek. That is right.
Flood. You heard rumors they were going to some place else;

After 1940 to 1943 you never heard from any of
you did not know.
those men, is that correct?
Mr. Furtek. That is right; 1940 to 1943.

Furtek. No.

Flood. Your group was removed from Kozielsk?

Furtek. Yes.

Flood. Your group survived Pawlizczew Bor and ultimately

you were with General Anders?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.

Mr. Flood. In 1943, when you heard of Katyn and the names of
the men who died at Katyn, then your mind went back to this incident
in the compound and the words of the Russian commissar when he
said — what?
Mr. Pucinski [translating]. "You have succeeded."
Mr. Flood. "Yo\i have succeeded?"

Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. I'lood. Then you understood that to moan, "You are lucky;
group are not going to Katyn, your group are not going to be-

iquidated; you are going to survive"; is that what you mean?
{'our
￼ Mr. Furtek. That is precisely what I mean.
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Mr. Dondeko.
handed to us says,
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I might

say, Mr. Chairman, that the memorandum
"You sure are lucky."

Is that what you mean?
Mr. Furtek. It is very difficult to give an exact translation, even

from Russian into Polish.

Mr. Dondero. That is what he meant?
Mr. Machrowicz. Would you put the expression you made as a

sort of colloquial Polish expression, something like the English "You
got away with it; you are lucky"?
Mr. Furtek. That is right; a very idiomatic expression.
Mr. Flood. In my interpretation of your phrasing, I was not
putting any words into your mouth, was I?
Mr. Furtek. No.
Mr. Flood. It is precisely what you mean?
Mr. Furtek. It is perfectly correct.
Mr. Flood. In 1943 and as of today?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Furtek, what was your rank?
Mr. Furtek. Cadet officer.
Mr. Flood. When you went to Pawlizczew Bor with this group,
what was the next camp?
Mr. Furtek. Griazowiec.
Mr. Flood. When did you leave Griazowiec, about?
Mr. Furtek. 2d or 3d of September, 1941.
Mr. Flood. Were you advised at Griazowiec that you were going
to be permitted to joiD General Anders' Polish Army?
Mr. Furtek. I joined the Army in Griazowiec.
Mr. Flood. You ultimately joined General Anders, served through
the war and came to England?
Mr. Furtek. I came to England in 1942.
Mr. Flood. Are you testifying voluntarily?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Madden. Congressman O'Konski.
Mr. O'Konski. These people at the camp were mostly cadet
officers; they were the heart of the military in Poland, were they not?
Mr. Furtek. Do you mean in Kozielsk?
Mr. O'Konski. Yes.
Mr. Furtek. No.
Mr. O'Konski. What were they?
Mr. Furtek. Mostly officers. It was only a small group of cadet
officers because all noncommissioned officers and privates and cadet
officers were removed from Kozielsk prior to the officers' arrival, of
the officers from various camps.
Mr. O'Konski. You have since seen the names of the Polish people
who were found in the graves at Katyn; have you not?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. As you read over that list of names, did you recog
nize any names that were in the Kozielsk camp at the time that you
were there?

Mr. Furtek. I did.
Mr. O'Konski. From the names that you saw, were those names

among those groups of 100 to 300 that they took out periodically and
said they were going some place?
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Mr. Furtek. That is correct.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, those lists of names of the people
that were found buried in the Katyn graves were names that you

recognized, who were in that camp, who were taken out in those
groups periodically during the month of April of 1940?
Mr. Furtek. That is correct, sir.
ask if this witness knows
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, might
anything further about this, personally?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. After being searched, we were taken by lorries
to the — well, it wasn't the marshaling yard, it was a siding of the
Kozielsk station.
There we saw a tram waiting for us; about — well,
don't remember how many carriages, but carriages of the prison type;
the ordinary carriage — well, it wasn't ordinary; specially built, with a
eorridor along, and small compartments.
Chairman Madden. Railroad car?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. It had a grated door first, a steel grated door,
and then a steel ordinary door with a small hole or opening for the
guard to look inside.
We were very crammed in those carriages because there was usually
private place for 8 and in my compartment there were 24 of us. We
All we got was very little bread
were almost packed like sardines.
and a few herrings; and, of course, we always refused to take the
herrings because we knew of the Russian practice not to give you
water afterward.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you see any inscriptions on these cars?
Mr. Furtek. That is what am coming to.
There were three shelves. You
was lying on the upper shelf.
can unfold them and they form a platform, the first platform, second
was lying
platform; but there is no platform on the third shelf.
on a shelf with Commander Dzienisiewicz, and then I noticed on the
It might have been made — don't know if it
board an inscription.
or
or any other object that could leave a black
a
match,
was
pencil
It read, as far as
or grayish mark on a white-painted board.
remember now: "Two stations past" — or behind — "Smolensk, dis
embarking, being loaded on lorries"; or something of that kind.
remember "being loaded" or "entering lorries" or "being taken by
lorries." Anyway, "Two stations behind" — or past — "Smolensk, dis
embarking and being taken" — or "being loaded — on lorries."
Mr. Machrowicz. Of course, that was in the Polish language, is

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

that right?

Mr. Furtek. Yes; and the date might have been the 12th or 13th

of April.

Mr. Flood. By the date, do you mean the date was marked on there

also?

Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. 1940?
Mr. Furtek. 1940, that is right.

In our

compartment

was Colonel Prokop

Mr. Machrowicz. Are you still continuing about the inscription?
Mr. Furtek. I am still continuing with the inscription — who was

very interested in the inscription. He said, "Well, I believe this is
a mark left by my friend with whom I arranged to leave some sign,
if possible."
Well, of course, I don't know whether it is true, or not.
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And he mentioned the name of Colonel Kutyba.
Mr. Machbowicz. Was there a signature to it?
Mr. Furtek. No; there was no signature to it; there was only his
It was only an assumption; it might have been him or
assumption.
it might have been somebody else.
Mr. Machrowicz. At any rate, it was a Polish inscription?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. It was written in Polish, and I say it was either
a pencil or piece of match, or any other object that could leave a dirty
gray mark on white paintwork.
Chairman Madden. "Two stations behind Smolensk" would be
where, if you know?
Mr. Flood. You do not know that, do you?
Mr. Furtek. I don't know that.
Mr. Flood. I want to be sure about the date. What figures did
you see on the inscription; what numbers?
Mr. Furtek. I would say "12" or it might have been "13/4/40."
But I am not certain whether it was "12," or "13."
Mr. Flood. Would you mark down in writing and show to the
chairman what you saw indicating the date?
Mr. Furtek. Certainly [writing].
Mr. Machrowicz. Before you go any further; in explanation of
that, so there will not be any misunderstanding on the part of the
committee, let me say that in the Polish language, the day of the
month is stated first and then the month and then the year.
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Flood. The witness has shown to the chairman the numbers,
written in his own handwriting on a piece of paper, in the presence of
the committee.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. It might

have been "12" or "13."

Flood. "12" or "13"?

Furtek. It

was blurred.

Flood. The next number is "4" and the final number is "40 ';

is that right?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Furtek. That is right.
Flood. The first number means which date; the "12" or "13"?
Furtek.

12th or 13th.

Flood. "4" means what month?

Furtek. April.

Flood. And "40" means what?

Furtek. Year.

Flood. What year?

Furtek.

1940."

O'Konski. Мяу I ask you: Referring

to this arrangement that
this officer made, for someone to leave a sign or something, did you
find the person who supposedly wrote that sign that you saw? Did
you find his mime among those bodies that were found at Katyn?
Mr. FYrtek. Well, I really don't remember whether the name of
Colonel Kutyba is on the list.
Mr. Dondero. Kutyba was not killed, because he went out with
you.
Mr. Furtek. No; Prokop. He mode the arrangement with Kutyba.
He might have been the man who made the sign.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was Kutyba's first name?
Mr. Furtek. I couldn't tell you, sir.
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Mr. Flood. I now show the witness a document, which is the list
of names of the Polish officers discovered at Katyn. The document
has already been placed in evidence in the hearings thus far conducted
in the United States. I direct the attention of the witness to page 94
of said document, and especially to that part of page 94 where is
found, third from the bottom, the name of Jozef Kutyba and ask the
witness if that is the spelling or the pronunciation of the name Kutyba
that he mentioned in his previous testimony thi mornin ?
Mr. Furtek. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did Colonel Prokop tell you what rank Kutyba
had?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. Machhowicz. What was his rank?
Mr. Furtek. Colonel.
Mr. Machrowicz. What rank appears in that list?
Mr. Furtek. Lieutenant colonel.
Mr. Machrowicz. So it is the same rank.
Mr. Furtek. Yes; because we don't distinguish in Polish whether
it is colonel or lieutenant colonel.
Mr. Flood. It is the practice in the Polish Army, as in all armies,
to refer to a lieutenant colonel, by courtesy, as colonel?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. Dondero. Do you know anything more about this, personally?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. The train that we entrained in Kozielsk con
sisted of several carriages — there might have been up to five — and
after we entrained, another group was brought into the station, and
But wc lost those car
they were put in the remaining carriages.
riages somewhere on the way; where, I don't know.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you see any other inscriptions besides the
one that you described?
Mr. Furtek. I personally didn't.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was there anyone in your group who reported
to you any other inscriptions that they saw?
Mr. Furtek. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What were they? Just tell us briefly: Were
there any other inscriptions that were found by others in the group,
in your group?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. Before we entrained, everybody was caHed
out by name. We all had to kneel down. Then we were called out,
our names were called out. We answered "Yes" and then we were
taken and put in a compartment.
And while we were waiting, in
front of carriages, one of our men, whose name was Lieutenant Abramski, had noticed an inscription on the outside wall of the carriage,
"Gniezdowo."
And he pointed it to Dr. Skotlewski, the dental
surgeon, and said something to this effect: "Look, we are going to
Gniezdowo." And that was heard by the Russian guard — we were
surrounded by the guards — and he said — —
(The witness made a statement in his nativ e tongue.)
Mr. Ptjcinski. The witness, Mr. Chairman, has quoted in Polish,
the guard, who spoke in Russian, as saying "they found out."
Mr. Furtek. Yes. And then he said, "How did you find it out?"
And he was cross with Abramski.
Abramski said, "Well, it's simple. Look." And he pointed to the
inscription on the carriage. That was the end of the incident.
93744— 52— pt. 4
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Mr. Machrowicz. Where is Gniezdowo?
Mr. Furtek. Well, I am not very good at geography, but
Gniezdowo is the station for Katyn, as far as I remember.
Mr. O'Konski. The last station before Katyn, actually.
Mr. Dondebo. When you speak of the carriage you mean a railroad

car, do you?

Mr. Furtek. Yes, railroad car.
Mr. Flood. Were you present, waiting to get aboard yourself?
Did you hear the conversation?
Mr. Furtek. I didn't hear the conversation.
Mr. Flood. Was it subsequently reported by one of your group?
Mr. Furtek. Yes; by a friend of mine.
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. O'Konski. Do you know the man who told you that?

Mr. O'KoNSKr. Is he here in London?
Mr. Furtek. Yes, he is in London. I can give you his telephone

number and address.

Mr. Machrowicz. I have just one other question. Did you see
any of your comrades of those groups that preceded you on these
trips in the cars, after they left your camp?
Mr. Furtek. Never.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know of any in your group that ever
saw any of them?
Mr. Furtek. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, that was the last time?
Mr. Furtek. Yes, that was the last; that is right. I received two
post cards while I was in the army, from the families of men who were
missing, asking me to help them in tracing them.
Mr. Puckinski. Mr. Furtek, what is that man's name?
Mr. Furtek. Skotlewski.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you know his first name?

Mr. Furtek. Czeslaw.
Mr. Flood. I think the record should show that during the соигзе

of the hearings in Washington and Chicago, a member of this com
Mr. Furcolo, repeatedly
mittee, the gentleman from Massachusetts,
directed interrogations to other witnesses who were in Kozielsk as
to whether or not they knew of the witness who is now testifying, by
name and in person.
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
Mr. Dondero. No questions.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Furtek, from your experiences in the
prison camp at Kozielsk and from the further testimony that you have
outlined here, of your experiences and the statements which you heard
made by your comrades and by Russian guards, would you be in a
position to state your opinion as to who was responsible for the
murders at Katyn? You can answer that yes or no.
Mr. Furtek. Yes, of course, I can answer that.
Chairman Madden. Who, would you say, was responsible and com
mitted the massacres at Katyn?
Mr. Furtek. Well, my personal and private opinion is that the
murder was done by the Russians.
Mr. O'Konski. May I ask one more question, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
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Mr. O'Konski. You have since seen descriptions of these bodies
and the clothing that they wore when they were dug out of the graves
at Katyn, have you not?
Mr. Furtek. That is right.
Mr. O'Konski. To your recollection, is that the way those people
left the camp, dressed as they were found in the graves, with over
coats on, boots?
Mr. Furtek. That is precisely the case.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, the way they were found in the
graves is exactly the way you saw them leaving the camp; is that
correct?
Mr. Furtek. That is correct.

Mr. O'Konski. In April of 1940?
Mr. Furtek. Yes. Because you must remember the climate
April in that part of Russia is
should be taken into consideration.
quite a chilly and cold month..

Chairman Madden. Mr. Furtek, we wish to thank you for coming
here and offering your testimony.
Let me ask you this: You have not been promised any remuneration
in any way, have you?
sir.
Mr. Furtek. never expected
Chairman Madden. The witness
excused.
is

it,

I

TESTIMONY

OF MR. W.

I

I

Just state your name for the record.
Mr. W.
will state my name but not for publication, because

it

it

if

I

I

I

I

a

is

I

I

have relatives in Poland.
(The witness stated his name for the information of the committee.)
Chairman Madden.
might state, for the record, that this witness,
for the reason that he has relatives in Poland, wishes that his name
can state that the
However, for the record,
be not recorded.
members of the committee have the name and address of the witness
about to testify, and he will be referred to in the record as Mr. W.,
in accordance with his suggestion.
Let me state, sir, that before you make your statement,
our
wish to advise you that any testimony that you may make that
possibly might be interpreted by somebody as libel or slander will be
your responsibility; that you will be responsible for any statements
of that kind that might develop into legal action against yourself,
and, further, that the Government of the United States and the
House of Representatives does not assume any responsibility in your
behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings that may arise as
result of your testimony.
Mr. W. am aware of that.
Chairman Madden. Now, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear that the testimony you give in the hearing
now in trial will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God?
Mr. W. do.
will say this, Mr. Witness:
would suggest
Chairman Madden.
that,
you can, you just narrate your statement very briefly and
to what you know regarding the Katyn massacre.
It will
confine
aid the committee in conducting this hearing and help to dispose, in
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better time, of the testimony of the great number of witnesses we
expect to hear.
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
had been brought to the Kozielsk camp in the first days of Novem
Later, I worked in the kitchen as a stoker, and I saw quite
ber 1939.
often, in the course of my duties, the Russian staff of the camp, both
When the dis
the administration of the camp and the civilians.
charging of the camp commenced on the 3d of April, and even before

I

that

Mr. Dondero. What year?
Mr. W. 1940.

There were plenty of rumors about our future.
It was obvious
that because of congestion and the lack of sanitary amenities, we
couldn't stay longer than just the first months in the spring, otherwise
One
we would have been killed by epidemics and other things.
rumor had it that we would go to Germany. The second was that
we would go to Poland, and the third rumor was that we would be
simply transferred to another camp, in Russia.
These rumors, of course, were the result of the talks of the prisoners
themselves, but those talks were made quite often in the front of the
Soviet administration of the camp.
The direction of the Soviet administration, I may mention here an
Urbanowicz, who was the head of our economic department, I would
say.

Mr. Machrowicz. What do you mean by "our economic depart-

ment "1

Mr. W. I mean the camp's department.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was a prisoner, though, was he?
Mr. W. No. Urbanowicz was a member of the Soviet staff, and

just was responsible for our feeding, for our food. Wben we
mentioned to him, we were seeking repudiation of those rumors, or
his approval. They were various; they varied from time to time.
He never denied anything, but he never confirmed anything, either.
But can remember that there was a talk that, "Oh, you will be
welcomed by bands and you will go home." That is definitely what
I remember of those Soviet staffs saying about our future.
When those batches of officers and other ranks and civilians were
moving, they were given food for their journey. The instructions
were to the effect — as I was in the kitchen, stokei — we noticed that
Some batches got better food or more
the instructions were various.
plentiful, some not. And we simply could not make any idea where
When we were looking from the inside of
those prisoners were go in?.
We couldn't see more, only
the camp, the7-e was a hill in the camp.
that the prisoners, when taken out of the wall of the camp, were taken
by lorry and that was all. No news whatsoever returned back from
them.
Once we understood that there was a careful search of all of them
leaving the camp, but we had no idea whatsoever whether we were
going to Turkey or to Germany or to another camp.
On the 26th of April my name was called, and I took my things.
he

I

Chairman Madden.

1940?
1940, of course.
On the 26th of April 1940
took my things.
joined the party.
We were 107. The senior officer, could see, was General Wolkowicki.

Mr. W.

I

I

I
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We were given food and then we were taken out to the little hut which
was at the entrance of the wall. A search of all of us was made.
mean we had to take off our shoes. We were to give up all sharp
But still I managed to hide my knife in the tooth powder.
weapons.
had a box of tooth powder and I managed to put my knife into the
powder, and it went like that, the search did not notice it.
After the search we were taken to a lorry in a very bad congestion,
and under the threats of the guards, who pointed to us their guns, we
had to kneel or sit in the lorry whether we could or not.
We were
taken to a railway siding, and when we were approaching that siding,
remarked
noticed two railroad carriages, but prison carriages.
This was the first time that we were carried in those carriages having
the bars on their windows; before, we used to travel in cattle trucks,
which was much more comfortable.
was put in a compartment with some other officers.
We were
15 or 16 in a compartment which usually is used for 8 persons.
Being
one of the youngest, I was put on the shelf.
There were two levels
of the shelves, one being, in this case, three seats to one shelf, and the
second shelf, which was quite on the top of the carriage.
And
couldn't sit there even; I had to crouch or to lay.
When I was laying there noticed that there were various inscrip
tions on the roof of the coach — some in pencil, some definitely with
I could read some Christian names; but don't remember
the nail.
them.
Mr. Machrowicz. When you say nail, you mean fingernail do you?
Mr. W. Yes; because the nails were supposed to be taken away.
I remember very well that there was an inscription saying: "Dis
embarking at Gniezdowo." It was in Polish, "Disembarking at rail
way station, Gniezdowo." It was written in pencil and it was — still
can see— in a corner of the right-hand shelf, where I was lying.
Mr. Dondero. How old are you now?
Mr. W. I am now 39.
The voyage was not very pleasant because we had in our compart
ment at least two men who were known for their Communist activities
in the camps. One of them, by the way, was my colleague from the
Army, a cadet officer, as I was, Kukulienski.
Mr. Dondero. Pardon me, Mr. Witness; you have not told us
what your rank was when you were taken prisoner.
Mr. W. I was a cadet officer.
And practically the whole time we were discussing and nearly
worrying about our future and about our attitude toward the politics.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do vou know what happened to Kukulienski

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

later?

Mr. W. He was taken to Moscow with Berling.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you mean Colonel Berling, who later became

a part of the puppet government in Poland?
Mr. W. That is right.
Mr. Machrowicz. And he is still there, as far as you know?
Mr. W, Yes.
Kukulienski went with him. Because I was in the same regiment
with Berling before 1939, and Kukulienski kept company with
Berling, and they went together to that villa.
We traveled for about 2 days. I remember that we had passed a
remember that in the morning we
railroad station, Sukennice, and

I
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stopped at a station. We were tired and we didn't pay too much
remember it was a nice day, and suddenly Colonel
attention.
Maramaja exclaimed that the station was Babenino and that a camp
was nearby called Pawlizczew Bor.
After several hours we were taken out of the railway carriages. We
We traveled in the countryside for 2 hours
were put on the lorries.
also and were put in the camp called Pawlizczew Bor. Several days
later we were joined by a group of 63 officers, candidate officers, and
civilians, think, who came from Starobielsk.
remember those figures very well because was still in the kitchen
had to make the appropriate number of meals.
and
Then after, we were joined by a smaller group from Ostashkov and
other groups, making up to nearly 400 people. We still believed then
that all our colleagues were sent to another camp as we were, and as
the accommodation was better, we thought that it was done in view
must say that we were rather
of the difficulties at Kozielsk. And
hopeful, as far as the near future was concerned.
After several weeks we were told that we would move out of that
camp, and remember a Mr. Lacinski, with whom we became friendly,
and who was from Kozielsk, as myself. This Mr. Lacinski, having told
me that our Politruk, Alexandrovitch, assured him that we were going
to another camp, bigger in size, more comfortable, as far as accommo
dation was concerned, and having a river.
Mr. Flood. By Politruk do you mean the Russian political commisar?
Mr. W. Alexandrovitch; who was at Kozielsk and then also, after,
came to Griazowiec.
And we were indeed once again put in the railway coaches, the
same prison wagons, and this time the trouble was rather uneventful
because we felt sure we had — the first time we had confidence that
at last the Bolsheviks told us the truth and were sure that we were
And this became truth; in June we were
going to another camp.
transferred to Griazowiec.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Dondero. In June 1940?
Mr. W. June 1940. I remember that it was about the 18th because

the news of the collapse of France caught us when we were on truck.
Mr. Flood. After you left Griazowiec, you later on were permitted
to join the Polish Army, and you did and you joined General Anders
some place, and ultimately, after the war, you came here; is that
correct?
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You mentioned in your testimony that when you were
in this prison car, you saw written on the roof of the car, or some place
on the car, somehow or other, certain words. Will you write down
what those words were that you saw, in Polish?
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
(The witness wrote on a blank sheet of paper.)
Mr. Flood. The witness has written certain words on a blank
piece of paper, and we will ask the interpreter to read into the record
the Polish wording and translate it.
Chairman Madden. Read the Polish.
Mr. Pucinski. "Wysiadamy na stacji Gniezdowo."
The translation is: "We are getting off at the station in Gniezdowo."
Mr. Flood. Is that correct, Mr. Witness?
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Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Did you see any dates, that you remember?
Mr. W. I don't remember any dates, but the whole roof — there

were so many inscriptions. And, as a matter of fact, we did not
realize then, as there was nothing which would give us some guidance
or any specific news
Mr. Flood. But you remember this language in particular?
Mr. W. This language
remember very clearly.
Mr. Flood. Do you remember any other words or phrases just as
clearly?
Mr. W. No, sir.
remember they were Christian names, but
wouldn't remember whether it was a Janek or whatever it was.
Mr. Flood. You saw dates but are not sure?
Mr. W. No; I didn't.
Mr. Flood. The reason it had significance at the time and you were
interested in this was because you were interested in the station your
self; is that about right, is that it?
Mr. W. As a matter of fact, we were even expecting, when we were
put on the railway, that we would join at least some of our previous
transport at the place of destination.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever see any of the prisoners who were with
you at Kozielsk, who left Kozielsk with you; to this date, have you

I

I

I

seen them since?
Mr. W. No, sir.

Mr. Flood. Do you know of anybody who ever did?
Mr. W. No; I don't know of anybody who did.
Mr. O'Konski. When was the first time you heard about them

again?

Mr.
Katyn
. Mr.
Mr.

W. Only after the Germans had broadcast the news of the
Forest in 1943.
Flood. And when you saw the list?
W. When I saw some of the names.
remember very well the
name of General Smorawinski, which was one of the first to be given,
because I remember very well the moment how General Smorawinski
was leaving Kozielsk.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, you knew the people who left the

I

camp?

Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. And when you saw the list of people who were
found in the Katyn graves, you recognized them as being the same
people who left at that time?
Mr. W. Yes, sir; did.
Mr. Flood. You were there the early part of November of 1939?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

W.

1939.

Flood. What part of the month, about?
W. The 1st or the 2d of November it was.
Flood. You were there in the very early days of the establish

ment of the Kozielsk camp?
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Were you working in the kitchen all the time?
Mr. W. Not all the time
Mr. Flood. Most of the time until you left in April?
Mr. W. Yes.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Witness, in the light of what you now know

of some of your comrades at Kozielsk, do you have any
in your own mind as to why you were spared their fate?
Mr. W. No, sir. That is what always puzzled me when the fate
of those other colleagues had become known. I can't remember of any
I remember
specific moment during my interrogations in the camp.
only that my last interrogation at Kozielsk camp was carried out by
a woman, and I had just a conventional conversation with her.
The
interrogation made an impression on me that it was just a routine
one, that they didn't try to find out something new out of me.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were one of the younger officers, were you?
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was there anything particular about the people
that were with you; were they all younger officers?
Mr. W. There was no rule in accordance with which we could make
a guidance that, for instance, there were just people coming from one
part of Poland or one regiment, one service, or whatever it might be,
as to the fate

explanation

whether they were blond or brunette.
It was absolutely impossible
to find any principle in accordance of which this choice of 107 people
was made.
Mr. O'Konski. Did you sec these boys leave the camp? As these
groups left the camp, did you see them as they were dressed?
Mr. W. Yes, sir. They were dressed in the dress we usually had.
Nobody had — I don't think there were lucky people who had more
than one dress, which they were wearing on them.
Mr. O'Konski. There is no disagreement between the Germans
and the Polish people as to how these soldiers were dressed when
You have read the descriptions,
they were found in the graves.
have you not, about how these bodies were dressed that were found
in the graves?
Mr. W. Yes, sir.
Mr. O'Konski. Is that the way you saw them leave the camp?
Mr. W. It is perfectly clear. And I may say that during Kozielsk,
our stay in Kozielsk, all badges of rank were very carefully preserved.
Mr. Dondero. Were they dressed in their uniforms of Polish
officers?
Mr. W. Yes; because
say when we were later in Griazowiec,
we didn't care so much for the badges.
mean our dress was being
worn out and, obviously, we couldn't replace the badges or something
like that; so it was the custom not to wear badges if one could have
them.
Mr. Dondero. Did they wear shoes, or boots?
Mr. W. It depended.
Mr. Machrowicz. You are speaking now about Griazowiec; but
what was the state of your uniform at Kozielsk?
Mr. W. It was in a fairly good condition I mean that some of the
officers who had received the new uniforms, they were still wearing
them and they were in a fairly good condition, because we were very
careful about preserving our dress.
remember how we used to
conserve and preserve our shoes, for instance, that we shined, to get
some fat and to preserve, to put the fat on the shoes so that they would
last longer, because we were well aware that we may not easily get
new shoes.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
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Mr. W. I have something more to add then. After we have been
in Griazowiec, and when we were allowed to write to our families in
Poland, which I did sometime in August 1940, among other replies
to my letters
received one from one of my sisters, and one of the
paragraphs of that letter read like this: "When you were in Kozielsk
there was a cadet officer of the name" so-and-so — the name was given
but I cannot remember now what the name was. "This cadet officer
is the папсёе of a good friend of mine. Could you ask him to write
to his папсёе because she is much worried about the lack of news
from him." I wrote back saying: "Unfortunately this cadet officer
is not with me, but
am convinced that he must be in one of the
camps like ours, and I am sure he will write soon to his папсёе."
Chairman Madden. Is there anything further now?
Mr. W.
should like to emphasize the difference between when
we were leaving Kozielsk and when we were leaving PawUzczew Bor.
As I said before, there were many rumors as far as our near future
was concerned; and the Bolsheviks, who never told us the truth
were keeping us in an atmosphere of uncertainty, and of never know
ing the truth. They kept the destination of Kozielsk perfectly in
They let us have our explanation, and they were
that atmosphere.
sometimes only stirring up our imagination; whereas when we were
leaving Pawlizczew Bor, through this Lacinski —who was, I would
say, on speaking terms with this Alexandrovicz — we got the assur
ance and we got clear-cut information: "You are going to another
camp, and you will be much better off there." That is the only time
can remember that the Bolsheviks told us the truth.
Chairman Madden. Is there anything further regarding the mas

I
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I

I

sacre?

Mr. W. Maybe you have some questions?
Chairman Madden. That is all. Now considering your experience

as a prisoner in these camps and all the extenuating circumstances,
would you be in a position to state your personal opinion as to who
committed the massacres at Katyn?
Mr. W. In my own mind, and from the best of my knowledge of all
the facts which were accompanying my 2% years in Russia, and all
the circumstances, for me there was no doubt that those people dis
appeared in April and May 1940 directly after they had been taken
out of Kozielsk, and that the first time when we realized it was
October in 1941.
Chairman Madden. Who did it?
Mr. W. The Russians.
We wish to thank you for coming
Chan-man Madden. That is all.
There has been nobody make any promises to
here to testify today.
you regarding any recompense or emoluments for coming here to
testify, is there?
Mr. W. No, sir.
would say that against maoy difficulties when
was in the
have been trying to point to this affair in 1943, when
Middle East, it was rather unpleasant to speak about this.
Chairman Madden. That is all. We wish to thank you.
might state for the record that the witness now to be heard has
relatives behind the iron curtain and prefers that his name be con
cealed from publicity ; but the committee has his name and address and
For the purpose of the record this
are familiar with his authenticity.
Proceed.
witness will be identified as witness Mr. A.
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TESTIMONY

OF WITNESS A. (THROUGH INTERPRETER,

MR. ROMAN

PUCINSKI), LONDON, ENGLAND

Mr. Pucinski. This witness

has indicated that because of his
difficulties
he
to have a translator.
would
like
He also
language
desires his identity be concealed because of relatives in Poland.
Mr. Flood. May I say for the record, in order that all witnesses
have very clear understanding of the warnings that are being presented
to them by the chairman of this committee, I think that in all cases
the identical language should be read to each witness either by the
chairman or by a representative of the committee, so that in all cases
of witnesses the identical warning is the same on the record.
Mr.
Pucinski, will you road to the witness in Polish the translation of the
warning that we give? Mr. Stenographer, take this on the record.
This is the admonition to the witness. Before you make a statement,
it is our wish that you Ьз advised that you would run the risk of
action in the courts by anyone who considered he had suffered injury.
At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the Government
of the United States and tho House of Representatives do not assume
any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander
proceedings which may arise as the result of the testimony.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness statos that he understands that clearly.
Chairman Madden. Have him sworn.
You solemnly swear by
Almighty God that you will, according to your best knowlodgo, tell
the pure truth, the whole truth, and nothing but tho truth, and will not
conceal anything?
Mr. A. Yes, sir.
Chairman Madden. Now you might stato to the witness that he
can proceed and tell just what ho knows regarding the Katyn mas
sacres in his own words.
Since the witn?ss indicated he doesn't want
his name revoaled, we will refer to him as Witness A even though
his full identity is known to the committee.
Mr. A. I arrived at the camp at Starobielsk on October 11 with a
group of other Poles consisting of a few thousand.
Chairman Madden. In what year?
Mr. A. 1939 — from Woloczyska. These were primarily Polish
officers who had capitulated in Lwow according to an agreement
reached between General Langner, of the Polish Army, and the
was merely attached to this trans
Russian Marshal Timoshenko.

port.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

11,

I

Flood. In what capacity, in what rank?
A.

I was wounded

and became a Russian prisoner on October

1.

Flood. What was your rank?
A. I was a major. I remained at Starobielsk from October
During that time there was a con
1939, until April 25, 1940.

stant procedure of segregating the officers at the camp through long
examinations by NKVD officers from Moscow. They were selecting
officers from the military police, officers from the border guard, officers
from the Second Division, also chaplains of all faiths, judges and
The interrogations and selectivity of these men lasted
prosecutors.
until December 1939.
These specially selected officers were removed from the camp to an
unknown destination, but the interrogations continued without end
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until the end of January.
In February we began to hear rumors
that we would be removed from this camp to Germany according to
a Russian-German agreement.
In March we heard another rumor
winch was started by the Russian authorities that we will be taken
into a neutral country, and on April 5 large-scale evacuation of the
The first transport left on April 5. The evacuation
camp began.
proceeded in a very systematic manner in groups ranging from 250
to 360 officers, who were loaded into specially prepared prison rail
cars consisting in many instances of 37 cars. There were 75 men to
a car.
(The witness corrected the translation to indicate that there
were two or three prison rail cars to each train and there were up to
75 prisoners in each car.)
Before our departure there was a very
rigid inspection of the men. We were given bread and herring for
the road.
So our friends concealed various personal items including
notes and knives — particularly knives, because knives were always
At the
very important — in between the bread and the herrings.
gates before we left I noticed personally how the prison guards took
away the bread and the herring from these men and gave them another
piece of bread and herring.
On April 25 I was summoned to a
transport along with 65 others. From this group one other member
had left by a previous transport, and another one was very seriously
ill. So that day there were 63 of us who actually went to the railroad
station. They were three-tier rail cars and I sat on the third tier.
noticed an inscription: "We are being removed or unloaded in
Kharkov." The inscriptions were written in pencil on the ceilings
of the cars and on the walls. We, however, passed Kharkov and,
by way of Orzel and the city of Zuchenice, wo were brought to the
railroad station at Babanino on May 1. From there, in two trucks
we were taken to a camp at Pavlishchev Bor.
There we met our
comrades from Kozielsk and Ostashkov. We were very much sur
prised.
say particularly surprised, because this was a very small
camp, in comparison, for instance, to Starobielsk, where there were
4,000 of us. During the period of just a few days there arrived at
I pre
this camp approximately 400 of us from these three camps.
I am
pared a list of those who survived from those three camps.
presenting this list to the committee.
Mr. O'Konski. By "the camps," he means that those people came
from Starobielsk, from Kozielsk, and from Ostashkov?

I

I

Mr. A. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. The witness has presented to the committee a docu
ment and I will ask to have this marked as "Exhibit 2" by the stenog

rapher.

(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit 2")-_
now show the witness exhibit 2 and ask him, is it true, as he
stated, that this exhibit 2 is a list of the names of the fellow prisoners
of the witness from the three camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and
Ostashkov, at Pavlishchev Bor with him, and he made the list of these
names at Pavlishchev Bor?
Mr. A. This list I had prepared at Cairo, but it does represent the
400 men who did come from the three camps that you named.
(Exhibit No. 2 follows:)
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Mr. Flood. The exhibit will speak for itself. The first page of
the exhibit indicates that what the witness has said is correct; but the
point want to make is that exhibit 2, which we are about to introduce
on the record is a list of names of the survivors who were at Pavlishchev
Bor and Griazowiec with this witness and who came from the three
camps we have mentioned; is that correct?
Mr. A. That is correct. Notations on that list were made by

I

General Wolkowicki.

Mr. Flood. You prepared this list yourself and were associated in
its preparation and notation by others; is tbat correct?
Mr. A. No; I prepared this list personally, but I took advantage of

the notes that had been made by General Wolkowicki.
Mr. Flood. A translation of the first page of exhibit 2, which is
written in Polish, confirms the statement the witness has just made.
Now, in order to save time, I want to get this information from this
witness through the interpreter. Ask the witness: he has heard of the

Katyn

massacre?

Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. He knew that there were some 4,000 Polish officers at

Kozielsk?

Mr. A. There were more than 4,000.
Mr. Flood. He knows that there were

some 4,000 bodies discovered

at Katyn?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. For the purpose of this discussion we will not

use

«xact and precise figures, which the record already has.
Mr. A. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Has the witness heard or read at any time — and you
can tell him that we have evidence which supports these statements —
that the prisoners in batches being taken from Kozielsk were taken
in the same kind of care that his batch were taken from at Starobielsk?
Mr. A. The same kind of cars were used at Starobielsk.
Mr. Flood. Has the witness heard or read in any accounts or con
versations he has had in connection with Katyn that the same kind of
writings that he told us he saw on the prison care which took him from
Starobielsk, only using different destinations, were found on the roofs
of the prison care transporting the prisoners from Kozielsk?
Mr. A. When we arrived from these three camps at Pavlishchev
Bor we began to discuss our respective trips and exchange our obser
vations on those trips.
Mr. Flood. As the result of the conversations had at Pavlishchev
Bor and Woloczysko with prisoners from Kozielsk and Ostashkov,
this witness found out that similar writings were on other prison cars
from the other camps?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I am interested now only in the writings on the cars
that the witness saw from Starobielsk. Will you ask the witness to
write down on a piece of paper what he saw on the car leaving Staro
The witness, in the presence of the committee, wrote the fol
bielsk.
lowing on a piece of paper, and we will ask the interpreter to read the
Polish on to the record and then translate it into the record.
The Interpreter. The Polish is as follows: "Wysadzono nas w
charkowie". The translation is: "We are being unloaded at Kharkov."
Mr. Flood, I think I want to point out here that the wording of the
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English translation is almost identical and similar to the translation,
of the previous witness.
Mr. Flood. That does not make any difference. I am only in
terested in what the words were.
The words will speak for them
selves.
Mr. Chairman, I have pursued this last line of questioning:
for this purpose: in the entire investigations that have been made by
this committee nnd other committees heretofore with reference to the
fate of Polish military and civilian prisoners of various categories at
the Russian pr i on camps at Kozielsk and so on, there is considerable
There is little,,
evidence as to the fate of the prisoners at Kozielsk.
if any, evidence as to the fate of the prisoners who have not yet been,
discovered alive from the camps at Starobielsk or Ostashkov.
would like the attention of the committee to the following analogy:
we have quite a good deal of testimony describing certain writingsfound upon the prison cars taking the Polish prisoners from the camp
at Kozielsk.
Those writings indicate that those prison cars were
stopped at and the prisoners unloaded from the cars at the railroad
station for the town of Katyn, and it was the practice of prisoners in
these cases and in many others to leave those writings as information
for their friends who might follow. It is clear from the testimony
that the prisoners taken from Kozielsk on these prison care were later
disposed of at Katyn. Since so far we have no evidence of whathappened to the missing prisoners from Starobielsk, it is interesting toobserve that the prisoners from the camp of Starobielsk were taken
from the same in about the same number of batches with about thesame number of prisoners to a batch; were inspected in the same way
that they were at Kozielsk; were placed in the same kind of cars thatthe prisoners in Kozielsk were placed in and were transported follow
ing the same series of rumors as to destinations that were experienced
by the prisoners at Kozielsk. This witness describes the marking on a
car which says that the prisoners taken from Starobielsk were beingdisembarked at the station of Kharkov.
I suggest that it is a perfect
analogy to indicate that the prisoners from Starobielsk were disposed
of in the vicinity of Kharkov in the same manner that the prisoners
from Kozielsk were disposed of in the vicinity of the railroad stationsmentioned by witnesses from the Kozielsk camp, namely, Gniezdovo.
If it is so, that the guilty party of this case was Soviet Russia, this per
mits the theory that special execution depots were set up for various
geographic areas for the disposal of prisoners from camps within that
area, and that at sometime or other, if the circumstances would ever
an investigation of the area geographically
surrounding
Kermit
Kharkov as took place surrounding Katyn, it could conceivably pro
duce the answer as to the fate of the missing officers from Starobielsk.
Do I understand you to say you have some other comments to makein connection with Kharkov?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us what that is?
Mr. A. After we arrived at Kharkov, our train car was not dis
connected from the trein, but a porter came by and he began cleaning
out our car. I began a discussion with him and asked him, "Are we
He replied in Russian, "Your people
going to proceed further?"
previously had been unloaded here."
Mr. Flood. Mr. Chairman, I have been advised by the interpreter
that this witness has some additional testimony having to do with his

I
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Ъеи^ taken subsequently by the Russians to Moscow to a place
known as Villa of Bliss. I am advised and have been presented with
-certain documents purporting to be statements heretofore made by
the witness to authorized representatives of the so-called London
Polish Government. These are in Polish and should later be trans
lated. I am advised that there is present the custodian of these
documents of the so-called Polish London Government who is prepared
to identify them. Will you mark for identification these two docu
ments Nos. 3 and 4.
(The documents referred to were marked by the stenographer
"'Exhibit 3" and "Exhibit 4".)
I now show the witness exhibits 3 and 4 and ask him whether or
not these are statements which he gave to authorized representatives
of the so-called London Polish Government.
(The witness examined exhibits 3 and 4.)
Mr. Machrowicz. He does not have to read it all; just identify it.
The Interpreter. The witness says exhibit 4 is a proper document
And a report made by him.
Mr. Flood. The answer is "Yes"?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes, the exhibit 3 is his own personal document.
Mr. Machrowicz. The witness states that it is his own personal
account of what happened to him when he was in Russian hands?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you ask the witness to step down for a minute,
and ask the other man to take the chair.
(Note. — Exhibits 3 and 4 later were withdrawn from the record
when exhibits 5 and 6, photostatic copies of exhibits 3 and 4 were
introduced at the conclusion of this witness's testimony.)

TESTIMONY OF JERZY LUNKIEWICZ

I

Mr. Flood. Mr. Chairman, this witness is being called solely,
think, to identify the custody of the documents which we have been
discussing.

I am not a witness; I am rather an expert.
Chairman Madden. You solemnly swear by Almighty God that you
will, according to your best knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth and will not conceal anything?
Mr. Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Have you been and are you identified with the so-called
London Polish Government in any way?
Mr. Lunkiewicz. Yes; I am in the service of the Polish London
Government in London.
Mr. Flood. I now show you exhibits Nos. 3 and 4 which you have
just heard identified and discussed by the witness who has just
Is that correct?
stepped from the stand.
Mr, Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you identify these as having been handed by you
to me?
Mr. Lunkiewicz. Yes; I do. These exhibits are in my custody for
many years.
Mr. Flood. As a representative of the Polish Government, exhibits
3 and 4 have been in your custody until such time as you presented
them to me this morning; is that correct?
Mr. Lunkiewicz.
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Mr. Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is all; thank you;

step back into the chair.

step down.

Now will

Mr. A.

TESTIMONY OF WITNESS A— Resumed
Mr. Machrowicz. Now, Witness, sometime in Octoberjl940 were
you taken from Griazowiec to Moscow?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How large a group was there with you? Were
there seven of you?
Mr. A. Just 1 second and I will give you the answer. [The witness
looked at documents.]
There were seven.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were those all high-ranking officers?
Mr. A. One colonel, four lieutenant colonels, one major.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were not there two colonels?
Mr. A. And one more colonel.
Mr. Machrowicz. Two colonels, four lieutenant colonels, and
yourself, the major — the lowest ranking officer?
Mr. A. Yes; I was.
Mr. Machrowicz. And, without going into detail as to the others
who were there, one of those in that group was the Colonel Zygmunt
Berling of whom we have heard testimony; am I right?
Mr. A. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. From what you later learned, is it true that this

group of officers of which you were a member was to be made the
nucleus of the officers of the new Polish Army; is that correct?
Mr. A. It is. That was true; that was the purpose of this group;
but shortly thereafter some of the members of this group began to
drop out.
Mr. Machrowicz. But the purpose, as you later understood, of
having transported this group of seven to Moscow was to create the
nucleus of a new Polish Army?
Mr. A. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. After you arrived in Moscow, did you per
sonally participate in any discussions with any high ranking Russian
officers, and, if so, with whom?
Mr. A. The first discussion I had was at Butelka, which was a gaol,
and there I spoke to a high Russian NKVD officer.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you remember his name?
Mr. A. His name was Jegorow.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was your conversation with him?
Mr. A. He merely took a deposition as to my background.
Mr. Machrowicz. In the course of the discussion did he attempt
to find out whether or not you had any political affiliations?
Mr. A. No; they did not talk to me on that subject.
Mr. Machrowicz. Subsequent to that did you have any conver
sations with any other high ranking Russian officers?
Mr. A. After we were transferred from the prison at Butelka to
the prison called Lubianka
Mr. Machrowicz What happened at Lubianka?
Mr. A. First they interrogated the oldest officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. Before we go into that, do you speak Russian?

Mr. A. Yes.
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Mr. Machrowicz. And when you refer to conversations, either to
those to which you have already referred or those which you will
discuss in the future, in what language were those discussions?
Mr. A. They talked to us only in Russian.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were talking about the conversations
between the high-ranking officers and NKVD officers; is that correct?
Mr. A.
talked with only two of them — Jegorow and Mirkulow.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did you talk to Mirkulow?
Mr. A.
talked to Mirkulow during the latter part of October.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who was Mirkulow?
Mr. A. He introduced himself to me as the Minister of the Security
of the Interior — State Security.
Mr. Machrowicz. In this discussion this committee is particularly
interested in what had been said in relation to the officers who were
killed at Katvn.
Mr. A. Yes; understand that.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you tell us whether, in the course of your
discussion with Mirkulow, anything was said about the fate of the
lost officers?
Mr. A. First must tell you the discussion with Beria.
Mr. Machrowicz. There was a discussion with Beria in which you
did not participate; is that correct?
Mr. A. No, did not, but was told immediately about it.
Mr. Machrowicz. We will get to that later; 1 will get to that
point of the discussions with Beria, but want first to find out what
your personal discussions with Mirkulow were.
Mr. A. At these discussions with Mirkulow there was present
another Russian officer, who did not introduce himself to me, but who
believe was named Raichman.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was your discussion with these last
officers?
Mr. A. He asked me if could command an artillery brigade.
told him "Yes."
told him that the number of cannon in a brigade
like that of artillery would not make too much difference to me; but
asked him "From where will we get other officers, since there are
no artillery officers in Griazowiec."
asked him if we could not get
any Polish officers from either Starobielsk or Kosielsk. To this
received a reply from Mirkulow: "We have committed an error."
Mr. Machrowicz.
want to get the whole statement: What else
did he say?
Mr. A. "We have committed an error. These men are not avail
We will give you others."
able.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was the conversation in which you per

I
I

I

I

I

I

I
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sonally participated with Mirkulow?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. When was that, approximately?
Mr. A. This was in the latter part of October.

Mr. Machrowicz.

Mr. A.

1940.

1940?

Mr. Machrowicz. Did you inquire from Mirkulow why these
officers were not available?
Mr. A. No; did not ask him any further questions.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he say anything else with relation to these
officers in Starobielsk?

I
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Mr. A. No; that I do not recall at this time.
Air. Machrowicz. Did you have any other conversations personal

ly with any other high ranking Russian officers regarding these lost
comrades of yours from Storobielsk and Kozielsk?
Mr. A. No; did not.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now,
think you mentioned also the fact that
some of this group of seven which went with you to Moscow had con
versations with Beria; is that correct?

I

I

Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. First of all, identify who Beria is; who is Beria?
Mr. A. Beria is a Minister of the Home Police.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was a Minister of the NKVD; is that cor
rect — at that time?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is the Interior Police?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. He is now Vice Premier of Russia?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were not present during that conversation,
were you?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

A. No; I was not.
Machrowicz. Do you know when it took place?

A. These were before my discussions by a few days.
Machrowicz. Sometime in October 1940?
A. Yes; after the 10th of October 1940.
Machrowicz. Do you know who were those who participated
in that discussion other than Beria?
Mr. A. Yes, I do.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who were they?
Mr. A. Lieutenant Colonel Berling; Colonel Gorczynski; Lieutenant
Colonel Bukojenski; and Lieutenant Colonel Tyszynski.
Mr. Machrowicz. Нолу did you learn of these discussions and
when?

Mr. A. Beria first invited them to his office and then he invited

them for dinner.

Mr. Machrowicz. How did you find out about this discussion, and

when?

Mr. A. Lieutenant Colonel Gorczynski told me of these discussions
when he returned that night.
Mr. Machrowicz. That same night?
Mr. A. Yes. He suggested to me that we go to the wash room,
because he wants to tell me something very important.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he then tell you?
Mr. A. We knocked on the door and were released from our cells
to go to the washroom.
We sat down on the stools in the washroom,
and he proceeded to tell me of his conversations earlier that evening

with Beria.

Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, that was the same evening

as

took place?
Mr. A. They returned after midnight; so this was early in the
morning.
Mr. Machrowicz. A few hours after the conversations?
Mr. A. Yes.
the conversations
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Mr. Machrowicz. Will you tell us exactly what he related to you
as to the conversations with Beria?
Mr. A. He said that there was a discussion proposing the formation
of a Panzer division. Beria said that he wants to form or organize a
Panzer fist. To this Berling asked or inquired: "And where will we
would want to have my officers from Starobielsk and
get officers?
from Kozielsk."
Ostashkov did not enter into the conversation
To this
because Ostashkov had primarily border police and guards.
Beria replied — in Russian, of course — that "We have committed a
great blunder"; and he repeated that twice: "We have made a great
mistake; we have made a great mistake."
Mr. Machrowicz. What else was said there?
Mr. A. The conversation was extremely interesting and among
other things he gave this detail : he took them to large map — a military
He pointed to this large map and he pointed to the Ukraine
map.
and he said: "We will retreat in the Ukraine and we will attack from
the north."
Mr. Machrowicz. When Beria said "We have made a mistake: we
have made a great mistake," did he indicate to these Polish officers
to whom he was talking what he was referring to?
Mr. A. The mistake was made with the Polish officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. And Colonel Gorczynski, in his conversation
with you, indicated that that was the way he understood that?
Mr. A. Yes; that is the way he understood it.
Mr. Machrowicz. And, so far as you know, that is the way the
others who participated in that conversation understood it also?
Mr. A. Yes; the same way.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ever discuss that conversation with any
of the other three Polish officers who participated in it?
Mr. A. In this prison you had to be extremely careful and cautious.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then you did not discuss it with Berling or

I

Bukojenski?
Air. A. And until some additional officers arrived at this camp from
Kozielsk No. 2, I related my discussions with Berling to Captain
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you have discussions with Berling?
Mr. A. No— with Beria. I related my discussions with Gorczynski
to Captain Lopianowski, whom I trusted unequivocally.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you discuss this conversation with Colonel
Berling?
Mr. A. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you discuss it with Lieutenant Colonel
Bukojenski?
Mr. A. No; because he was to me the most suspected of the group.
Mr. Machrowicz. Suspected of Communist affiliation?
Mr. A. Yes.
Air. Machrowicz. Did you discuss it with Tyszymski?
Mr. A. No, I did not. It was extremely difficult to discuss these
things with him, because he was for close collaboration with the
Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ever have any other discussions with
any other high ranking Russian officers regarding the fate of these
officers?

I

Mr. A. did discuss this with General Przezdziecki when we were
brought to the Ukraine.
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Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, you related to him the conversa
tion which you reported to us a few minutes ago?
Mr. A. Yes, but that was after, of course, we were removed from
the villa.
We did not want to cooperate with the Russians. Gorczynski and myself did not want to participate in these cooperations,
when we learned that they are starting to send us Communists into
this unit that was to be formed and when they demanded of us that we
cooperate and work with Wanda Wasileska.
Mr. Machrowicz. Wanda Wasileska was one of the Polish cooperators with the Russians?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. So far as the officers in Katyn are concerned
or any of the Polish lost officers, you had no other discussions with
any other high ranking officers; am I right?
Mr. A. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now ask the stenographer to make as exhibits 5 and
6 these two documents.
I show the witness exhibits Nos. 5 and 6
and I ask him if exhibit No. 5, which is a photostatic copy of exhibit
No. 3, is a proper reproduction of No. 3?
Mr. A. Yes; it is.
Mr. Flood. I show the witness exhibit No. 6, and ask him whether
or not exhibit No. 6, which is a photostatic copy, is an exact repro
duction of exhibit No. 4?
Mr. A. Yes; they are, sir.
Mr. Flood. Will you ask the witness to step down from the chair
for a minute? I am now recalling to the witness stand the witness
Jerzy Lunkiewicz.
TESTIMONY OF JERZY LUNKIEWICZ
Mr. Flood. I show the witness exhibits Nos. 5 and 6, and ask him
if they are photostatic copies of exhibits Nos. 3 and 4, which he
presented to me this morning.

Mr. Lunkiewicz. Yes, they are.
Mr. Flood. We now return to this witness exhibits Nos.

and offer for the record exhibits Nos.
(Exhibits 5 and 6 follow:)

5

and 6.

3

and 4,
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Col. Artillery Corp, (Blank)
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copy]

Statement

Bom: 5 Sept. 1897, in LUKANOWICE, county BRZESKO wojew. KRAKOW,
certificate of completed secondary education issued in 1919 in DEBICA, of Roman
Completed British
Catholic religion, married, two children with wife in Poland.
Staff College in Haifa, Palestine in 1946 with a British diploma P. S. C.

VIII.

1914 — Volunteered

to the Polish Legions and assigned to 2-nd Infantry
Reg. of Legionaires,
1914 — dangerously wounded,
28. X
1918 — Austrian Army — Artillery,
1918— 1-st Artillery Legionaires Regiment,
1. XI.
24. XII. 1918 — Commissioned as 2/Lieut.,
31. VII 1920— wounded,
12. IX. 1939— wounded,
1939 — I went to war as commanding officer of the 3-rd hovitzer battery
attached to the 41-st Infantry Division /General PIEKARSKI/—
I remained with this division throughout the campaign until
the capitulation which took place on the 27-th of Sept. 1939 in the
vicinity of KRASNOBROD. In an endeavour to break through
enemy occupied country towards Hungary with a part of my
battery I covered the distance from TYSZOWIEC to MOS'CISKA hear PRZEMYSL,
25. VIII. 1941— Jointed the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R.,
1942 — appointed commanding officer of the 6-th Field Artillery Regi
1. I.
ment in the U. S. S. R. within the 6-th Infantry Division,
In June and August 1944 wounded in Italy.
October 1944 appointed 1-st Artillery Staff Officer of the 3-rd Corps,
Dept. in the Higher
1. III. 1946 to 15. VIII. 1947 Director of Independent
Institute of Military Studies /I.W.S.W./,
1947 — commissioned with the P.R.C. /Polish Resettlement Corps/ Ref.
3. XII.
No. 13751/P.R.C. and appointed Director of Archives No. 3.
On the 1-st of October 1939 I was taken prisoner by the Russians together with
the staff of my battery, in the vicinity of the village PODLISKI in the county
MOSCISKA. I was taken via LWOW to WOLOCZYSKA from where on the
11-th of October 1939, I was deported with a transport of a few thousand Polish
officers to the Starobielsk camp. On the 25-th of April 1940, with a group of
other officers I was transferred to PAWLISZCZEW BOR near JUCHNOW and,
from there, on the 13-th of June 1940 to the N. К. V. D. camp in GRIAZOWIEC.
On the 8-th of October 1940 I was sent together with a group of 6 staff officers,
to the BUTYRKI prison in MOSCOW.
Our group consisted of :
Corps./,
1/Col. GORCZYNSKI,/Engineer
2/P. S. C. Col. KtNSTLER STANISLAW./Artillery Corps./,
3/P. S. C. Lt./Col. BERLING ZYGMUNT,/Infantry Corps./,
4/Lt./Col. BUKOJEMSKI LEON./Artillery Corps./,
5/P. S. C. Lt./Col. MORAWSKI MARJAN./Artillery Corps./,
6/P. S. C. Lt./Col. TYSZYNSKI LEON,/Engineer Corps./,
7/Mjr. LIS JOZEF,/Artillery Corps./.
We were taken to Moscow in a 3-rd class compartment of a passenger train and
on the 9-th October 1940, we were sent from the station in a prison van to the
BUTYRKI prison where, without being searched, we were placed together in a
Pood and treatment were good although strictly in accordance with
large cell.
prison regulations.
INTERROGATIONS AND TALKS: with certain from among our group of
officers were carried on by NARKOM MIERKULOW and by N. К. V. D.
Lt./Col. JEGOROW. I had only a short talk with JEGOROW during which he
told me that I had an opinion of a talented artillery officer and asked me whether
I want to fight against the Germans. Our conversation ended upon my giving a
positive answer to this question. Two days later we were transferred in a pas
senger car to the LUBIANKA prison. Col. KUNSTLER remained alone in the
cell in BUTYRKI.
LUBIANKA: Several conversations took place with BERJA to which were
called only GORCZYNSKI, BERLING, BUKOJEMSKI and TYSZYNSKI.
BERJA entertained them with a supper at which congac was served; there was
6.
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talk about the organisation of a Polish armoured brigade and about a not far off
war with Hitler; that in the UKRAINE the Russians will retreat till the Volga
whence a decisive offensive will be launched. To BERLING'S question of where

to find so manv officers and whether our comrades from STAROBIELSK and
KOZIELSK we're not available BERJA uttered the words: "WE COMMITED
A MISTAKE"/"MY ZDIELALI OSHIBKOU"/.
Col. GORCZYNSKI
re
peated to me these words the same evening or maybe it was on the morning after
when I was with him in the toilet room.
MY CONVERSATION WITH MIERKULOW: After 14 days I was led and
shoved through a cupboard into MERKULOW'S office.
He watched me in
silence until the coming of General RAJCHMAN.
The latter asked me unex
/"Wy nie robotnik
pectedly: "Are you a member of the Intelligence Service?"
I denied — although in the years 1925-1930 and 1934wtorawa otdielenia?"/.
1935 I worked in fact as an officer in the Intelligence Service in its branch directed
After which MERKULOW asked me whether I was capable
against Germany.
of commanding a regiment and larger units.
I answered in the affirmative and
then I asked the question: "Will the officers from STAROBIELSK be available
because in the GRIAZOWIEC camp there were only few left.
To which I got
"No, don't count on these.
the following answer from MIERKULOW:
A certain
/"Etych nie patuczytie-wyszta
mistake had taken place. We shall find others".
At the time, in October 1940, I presumed
kakaja to oshibka, drugich najdom"/.
that these officers had been sent back to territories occupied by the Reich.
It
was only in February 1941 when I received several enquiries in letters from
Poland asking what had happened with the inmates of STAROBIELSK that
I began to feel strong suspicions about the whole case.
THE JOURNEY TO MALACHOWKA: On the 1-st of November 1940 we
were transfered from LUBIANKA to a villa in MALACHOWKA where we were
placed in rooms in twos. The food was of a type served in best boarding houses
We had our own kitchen, own bathroom, luxurious cutlery and
in Zakopane.
We were given a few Polish books and a
crockery, a separate cook and a maid.
lot of Russian literature to read. A few days later Col. MORAWSKI was sent
back to BUTYRKI prison on account of a memorandum he wrote in the matter
of the organisation of the Polish Army, the creation of the Polish Committee and
the future Russian-Polish frontier.
THE ARRIVAL OF OTHER GROUPS OF OFFICERS: In December 1940 a
group of officers from GRIAZOWIEC arrived whose members had obvious
To this group belonged Col. DUDZINSKI KAZIprocommunist inclinations.
MIERZ, Cpt. ROZEN-ZAWADZKI, Flight Lieut. WICHERKIEWICZ
TADEUSZ, Lieut, of the reserve IMACH, and SZCZYPIORSKI and ensign
KUKULINSKI. Towards the end of December 1940 arrived a few more officers
formerlv interned in LITHUANIA, namely Cpt. LOPIANOWSKI NARCYZ,
Liut. SIEWIERSKI, Lieut, TOMALA, and Lieut. X.
With the arrival of the new groups the entire atmosphere changed immediately
and took on a pro-communist aspect. Studies of regulations were introduced
N. К. V. D. Lt./Col. JEGOROW'S
which had to be translated from Russian.
visits became frequent during which he held long conferences with col. BERLING.
One day, in answer to a question put to him by Cpt. LOPIANOWSKI, JEGORO W
said that in all 15% of the Poles from Polish territories had been deported to
Russia.
POLITICAL SCISSIONS: Following a suggestion put forward by the com
munist group— SZCZYPIORSKI, IMACH WICHERKIEWICZ and ZAWADZKI — who requested that the portraits of LENIN and STALIN be hung in the
dining room — a general voting took place at which LOPIANOWSKI and I voted
against this proposal while ensign KUKULINSKI threw in a blank card.
During a discussion on the problem of the U. S. S. R, in the presence of all of
us I pointed to a map of Europe and said that the attitude of the U. S. S. R.
towards Poland is best expressed by this map on which half of Poland had been
already included for good within the boundaries of the U, S. S. R. a thing which
had not been printed even in respect of Abissinia which was occupied by the
Italians. — Hearing this BERLING wanted to beat me up, called me a swine and
Some time later Lt./Col. DUDZINSKI suggested that we write a decla
a fascist.
ration of collaboration with the editorial office of the "NOWE WIDNOKREGI"
/"New Horisons"/ and a lively discussion ensued during which Cpt. LOPIANOW
SKI declared that he wished to be taken back to Drison. Once again a voting
was held at which Col. GORCZYNSKI, and Cpt. LOPIANOWSKI and I voted
against the idea.

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
1941, I was transferee! together with Cpt. LOPIANOWback to the BUTYRKI prison.
On the way there in LUBIANKA,
N. К. V. D. Lt./Col. JEGOROV beat me up and kicked me. In April 1941 we
were taken together with 21 other officers to a camp in GLINSKIJ MONA8TYR
near PUTYWL in the UKRAINE. On June the 22-nd 1941 we were sent back
to GRIAZOWIEC where we were kept however in isolated quarters and allowed
to join the other group of officers only towards the end of August 1941.
request that everything that I have stated above to be treated as court
evidence and I wish to draw the attention to my former statements made in the
* *.
*
Near East in BAGDAD and * * * /illegible/
Everything I have said above is true to the best of my conscience and of my
memory.
(Blank) Lt./Col. of the Art,

On the 25-th of March

SKI

I

FOXLEY n/r HERFORD,
ENGLAND,
15-th of April 1948.
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The 13-th Field Court Martial,
of the J. W. S. W. Command,

Record

op

[Translation

copy]

the Hearing op Witness

In
In
In

I I

1/

it

I

I

I

I

I

it

I

I

I

I

I

S".

the field, 23-rd December, 1945, started at 11 a. m.
the case against:
the presence of: Cpr. Auditor LUCZYWEK JAN,
Recorded by: Sergeant ROZMARYNOWSKI JAN.
After having been cautioned in accordance with Para. 81 of the Military Penal
Code about the responsabilitv for giving false evidence the witness stated:
Surname and Christian name: Lieut. Col.
Date and place of birth: 5.IX.1897, LUKANOWICE, county of BRZESKO,
Religion: Roman Catholic,
Civil status: married,
Profession: regular officer,
Rank: Lieut. Col. Artillery Corps,
Unit and allotment: Staff College, Haifa M. E. F.,
Residence in Poland: Ostr6w Mazowiecka,
Present residence: Haifa, Staff College,
Relationship to defendant and/or other persons concerned with the case:
Advised about his right to withhold answers pertaining to circumstances re
ferred to in Para. 80 of the Mil. Penal Code declares that he will not avail himself
of this right.
The witness then testified as follows:
In peace time I held, in the rank of a major, the post of Commander of the 2-nd
I went to war on
Battery in the 18 Light Artillery Reg. in Ostr6w Mazowiecka.
the 11-th Sept. 1939, as Commander of a Battery of the 51-st L. A. Reg. attached
On the
to the 41-st Infantry Division under the command of General Piekarski.
12-th Sept. 1939, I was wounded in a battle near £elech6w. However I retained
the command of the battery of howitzers attached to our division until the day of
capitulation which took place on the 27-th Sept. 1939 in the district of Krasnobrod.
From the 27-th Sept. till the 1-st of Oct. I tried to break through with part of my
On the 1-st of Oct. 1939 I found myself surrounded
battery to Southern Poland.
in the neighborhood of Sambor and I was taken prisoner by the Bolsheviks:
I was transported first to Lw6w and then to Wotoczyska where I was joined to a
transport of a few thousand Polish officers / from the capitulation of Gen.
Langner /. On the 11-th of Oct. 1939 I found myself in the Starobielsk camp /
about 3.800 officers /. At the time of the disbandmcnt of the camp I was transfered on the 25-th of April 1940 to a camp in Pawliszczew Bor from where again,
after six weeks, I was sent to the Griazowiec camp in the Wologda district.
On
the 10-th of October 1940 I was transferred to the Butvrki Prison in Moscow
C. Lieut. Col. Berling,
together with: P. S. C. Col. Kurtstler, Col Gorczynski, P.
P. S. C. Lieut. Col. Tyszyliski, P. S. C. Lieut. Col. Morawski and Col. of the
Artillery Corps Bukojemski.
In the Butyrki prison we were interrogated each of
My questioner was Lieut. Col. of the N. К. V. D. Jegorov who
us separately.
asked me about my experiences as a battery commander in the fight against the
Germans.
He also asked me whether was willing to fight on against the Germans
to which
answered that
cannot imagine a Pole who would not be willing to
was sent back to my cell.
After another few days we
fight them. After which
We were taken there
were transfered in a passenger car to the Lubianka prison.
In the
by the commander of the Lubianka prison, N. К. V. D. Col. Mironov.
Lubianka was once asked whether had at any time served in the Il-nd Section
/Intelligence/.
denied
and stated that
had alwavs served as an officer of the
Artillery Corps although, in truth, from 1925 to 1930 and from 1934 to 1935 had
been posted as an officer of the H-nd Section in Poznari, Katowice and Bydgoszcz.
would like to mention that before mv departure to Moscow
was instructed
by Gen. Wolkowicki and P. S. C. Lieut. Col. Domon to observe closely everything
was going to see and not to put my signature to any documents.
Towards the end of October 1940, Narkom. Berja invited Col. Gorczynski and
Lieut. Cols. Berling. Tyszyrtski and Bukojemski to a party.
After coming back
from
Moreover
they told us that they had been treated with food and brandy.
they stated that:
Beria spoke about war with Germany in the near future, and pointed to a
map of Southern Russia saying: — "We shall retreat till the Volga and we shall
strike at the Germans from the direction of the North Caucasus.
2/ That Russia was going to form a Polish armoured army and when one of the
present officers remarked that for this purpose the officers of the camps of Kozielsk,
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Starobielsk and Ostaszk6w will be needed Berja replied: "We made a mistake,
/"My zdielali oshibkou, da zdielali oshibkou"/yes, we made a mistake".
On the 1-st of November 1940 we were transfered to an isolated villa in the
There we were supplied with a number of Polish and
neighborhood of Moscow.
Russian books and some Russian service regulations.
In December a group of Polish communist officers joined us /Cpt. Zawadzki,
2/Lieut. Tmach, 2/Lieut. Szczypi6rkowski, Flight Lieut. Wicherkiewicz and ensign
Kukulinski/ and later on a few officers from the Kozielsk camp formerly interned
in Lithuania. Various discussions ensued. During one of them, pointing to a
map, I said to Berling that the lack of Poland on that map should give to us,
There was also
Poles, sufficient indication of Russia's attitude towards Poland.
the question of hanging Stalin's portraits on the walls to which I objected.
Further to that we were coaxed to signing a declaration of collaboration with
I refused to sign this declaration as did Cpt. Lopianowski
Wanda Wasilewska.
Narcyz. After which I was removed to Lubianka where N. К. V. D. Lieut. Col.
Jegorov threatened me in various ways. Later I found myself back in the
There, N. К. V. D. Cpt. Ivanov
Butyrki prison in the cell of Col. KUnstler.
tried to persuade me once again to cooperate with them stressing that they were
I answered that I was quite
in need of Polish nationalists and good patriots.
satisfied with the prison and that I did not want to return there.
On the 7-th of April 1941 we were transfered together with a group of 21
officers headed by Gen. Przezdziecki from Butyrki to Putywl camp on the river
Sejm.
On the 16-th of June 1941, we were sent back to Griazowiec.
I reported the story described above to Gen. Przezdziecki and to Gen.
Wclkowicki and on the 25-th of August 1941 to Gen. Anders. In November
1942, when serving in the Intelligence service in Baghdad I wrote a report in
this matter about 30 pages long. It would be difficult for me today, after so
long a time, to recall from memory all the details described therein, but I beg
to take into consideration as evidence the above mentioned report which I here
with confirm in full to be true and valid.
I wish to add — I have just remembered it — that in 1940 in a place of which
cannot recollect the name, when handing to me a letter from my brothers in
America an N. К. V. D. officer suggested to me and asked whether I would not
He told me that I had plenty
consider working for them as an agent in America.
of time to think it over and that having done so I should contact him about it.
did not avail myself of this offer.
Having read this whole statement over I have signed it —
/ signatures / (Blank) Lieut. Col. Art.
Military judge:
Recorder:

I

I

Rozmarynowski, Serg.

/illegible signature/
Luczywek Jan, Capt. Auditor.

Mr. Dondero. The record does not show what position the witness
holds with the Polish Government in exile.
position he holds.

I

Mr. Lunkiewicz.
in exile here.

am

a

I

been stated.
and
would like to know what

it,

Mr. Flood. That has already
Mr. Dondero. I did not hear

of the Polish Government

representative

[TESTIMONY OF WITNESS A— Resumed

Mr. Flood.

follow

:)

9,

8,

7,

I

I

I

I

;

I

9,

8,

9,

7,

ask the stenographer
11A.
The witness

8,

11, and

7,

10,

I

to identify exhibits Nos.
has handed to him committee
9A, 10, 11, and 11A
documents now marked "Exhibits Nos.
and we ask the witness, what are these documents?
Mr. A. These are letters that received in Moscow from my wife
in which the various families of officers who were interned at Staro
bielsk with me were inquiring of her as to their whereabouts they are
know where they may be. Since
seeking information as to whether
knew these officers very well, replied that had no idea where these
men were — that they were removed from Starobielsk earlier that year.
9A, 10, 11, 11A and their translations into English
(Exhibits

9A,
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[Translation

from Polish]
•

March

6, 1941.

word follows) : A few days ago I sent you a letter. Now I have
a few problems to settle. First, Stefan wrote that they have heard from you and
that made them very happy that you are alive. As regards their assistance for me,
it is as I have already written you, it is not worth the trouble. It would cause them
When you write them, tell
considerable expense, and I would gain but little.
them that the house brings us an equivalent of a hundredweight's worth of grain,
and as for the rest, that which is indispensable for human life is not to be had in
any case. I repair clothes as best I can, and we manage somehow with the rest.
Her Marian is
The other problem is that Mrs. Halszka Jedrz. wrote to me.
somewhere near you.
Perhaps you shall manage to communicate with him; it is
always nice to meet a friend. The address is Moscow, Post Office, Post Office Box
No. ll/c-41.
Is Matyja with you? Gina is dying of fright, because Pomruki
makes her life difficult.
Obviously she fears experiences which we have already
suffered together. Is she right? Majek [a nickname] has lost so much weight that
only skin and bones are left. The Zielonkis have changed their place of residence
and moved into the town, and Mrs. Tosia does not like it. Big Шага married a
young doctor and now riducules all those did not want her. Michalowa Klepacka
has a new йпасё.
Fondest kisses.

T)ear

(censored

Daddy, did you get my letter, after that one for Christmas?
shortly again. I kiss you, Daddy.

I

Ira.

shall write

Olenka.

Grybow, Cracov District, German Mail East.
Address: U. S. S. R., Russia, Moscow, Post Office Box 686.
Joseph, son of Stanislaw
[in Russian]
Major, son of Stanislaw
[in Polish]
Moscow.
Main Post Office, Post Office Box No. 686.

From: Irena
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THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
[Translation

from Polish]

Dearest Daddy:

579
January

14,

1941.

I

We have just received your third letter from Moscow.
shall not even try to tell you how glad we are.
From your letter it would seem
that you imagine us such as we were when you left us for the war. But it is two
years since we have seen each other, and we have changed both physically and
Wiesio has grown up. He is 1 meter 40 centimeters, and I am 1 meter
mentally.
60 centimeters tall (we have just measured ourselves).
Wiesio will be 12 shortly
and is a big boy. He is in the fifth grade, has taken after you, and likes philately.
He "steals" stamps secretly from "Meteuszek" to put them in his album, the
stamps which "Meteuszek" studiously collects for you.
My aunts mock me that
"the good father will try to keep a straight' face * * *" the rest you know.
There is nobody now to read a bedtime story to Wiesio, so he reads it himself,
but he prefers to look at the atlas. I suffer often from a sore throat.
Otherwise
we are all well.
I borrowed skis (our skis and skiing clothes were lost) and in your
trousers I ski in Sosnina, where I have discovered a number of good runs, but I
ehall always remember the winter vacations which the three of us spent together.
I have finished the third class, but in general we have difficulties with learning.
think you know why. In math I am doing well. I am not so good in French
and there is nobody to assist me there. I think, however, that in time everything
will be well. I have not time for the other language of which you wrote — and
think that it will not be necessary.
Mama, however, decided to learn the language
of Uncle Stefan and is making progress. We all live for the moment when we shall
meet again and be together in our own home. We have learned to appreciate
many things which escaped our appreciation in normal times. They say that
there is nothing bad which will not eventually turn into good, and even war can
be useful. And so, for instance, I have learned to hang up my coat after coming
home (which I never did before).
Wiesio polished his shoes so that they may last
and look new for a long time.
Meteuszek "robs" our dolls of their woolen dresses
and turns them into socks and gloves, etc., and the aunts are doing the same.
From morning till evening repairs and refashioning — there will be shortly more
These are only small examples.
repairs on our stockings than original material.
I have trouble with my teeth and I have to go to the dentist in N. Sacz, because
there is none locally, and as this costs an enormous amount of money we are selling
But in spite of all that, we keep our spirits up and look
the rest of our possessions.
with hope into the future. I have written enough and now "Meteuszek" wants to
write a few words. With fondest kisses, my Daddy.

I

I

Olenka.

My Dearest Joseph:
This is already the second letter in 1941. I have replied several times to your
two letters written in November — your last letter is dated December 10. I
thought you hed been moved, but I see now that you are still in the same place.
I am glad you are full of hope— we also are not discouraged. We are sure that
one day our happiness will be restored, and we manage as we can.
What we are
afraid of is that worse may come to us. Olenka will go into the fourth class,
That
perhaps she will manage to finish it before the new school year comes.
way she would not lose much. If only all this would end soon, but that, as you
But we do not despair. I felt that in October you
write, is not very probable.
In addition, I did not know what v&4
were unwell, and I was down and out.
lint
going to happen to us, and you did not know what was happening to us.

I

am quite sure that now you feel better, and we do too. / always console mysulf
that you write to us, while others who were in the same place with you give no sign of
you happen to know something about Cierniak, Haiman, or others let us
life.
know — I have already written about it to you, but am not certain whether the
previous letters have reached you, and here there is great anxiety for that reason.
Wiesio constantly talks of Tolus, makes good progress in the school, and grows
like debts. The income from the house decreased and expenses have gone up.
Now I am trying to get some 300 zl.
Olenka costs me some 60 zl. per month.
for the dentist, because her teeth are deteriorating in front. Wolter's assistance
would amount to nothing practical but would be purfly nominal, because one
unit of their currency is worth 5 zl. In a few days 1 shall write again. We all

If

kiss you, and may God protect you, not Allah.

January

14, 1941.

93744— 52— pt

IRENA
Near Nowy Szacz, German Rail East.

, GRYBOW.
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THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
[Translation

from Polish]

of envelope, addressed both in Polish and in Russian:
RUSSIA— MOSCOW— Main Post Office, Box Office No. 686, Major
Translation

Jozef
In left corner of envelope, registration label R — Grybow 075.
At the bottom of the envelope, two postal stamps issued by the German Gen
eral Government, one to the value of 60, the other 50 (no monetary unit indicated)
The stamps bear cancellation postal marks Grybow 12.12.40.15.
At the back of the envelope, sender's name and address: ■
Grybow,
I.
Krakowskie

General Gouvernemant,

.

Polen.

Over the name of the sender, a postal cancellation stamp in Russian, bearing
the date 22.12.40, Moscow Main Post Office.
Under sender's address, a German cancellation stamp which reads: The High
Command of the German Army, Postal Service's examination.
Below in red pencil, the names M. Golebiowski, Cierniak, Badecki, names
mentioned in the letter, where the writer inquires about their whereabouts at the
Kozielsk camp.

Dear Joseph:

March

20, 1940.

There is again happiness In our hearts and at home because your
third letter has arrived. The second one was lost somewhere. I am terribly
happy that you are able to write to us because writing as before, somewhere into
the great unknown, never being sure whether it will reach you, was hopeless.
Your letter dated the 13th of November left Moscow the 28th of November, and
today is the 12th of December.
It therefore took a month; the previous letter
took only three weeks.
But the most important thing is that it arrived, because other
They have
ladies whose husbands are where you are don't receive any letters.
written me from America that they have sent a parcel but that it was returned.
So write if you can to Geneva that in case they receive any parcels for you they
should be forwarded to your present address, because parcels are usually forwarded
through the International
Red Cross. Stefan wrote that they will send you
another parcel. He doesn't seem to be doing too well but Wladek is doing veryIf I could send you something, I would send you some of your linen, because
well.
I managed to save one pair, and some socks, so that you wouldn't have to mend.
I have about three pairs. However, I cannot send them because they will not
Have you written to Lisowskit
He is still in the same place and
accept parcels.
perhaps will be in a belter position to send something to you from his old supplies.
I would in exchange send something to his foster son who is a prisoner of war over
here and whom I try to help as much as I can, although I have not very much
We ourselves don't eat any butter.
We are well off when we have milk
myself.
or coffee with bread. I try to get some from time to time for the children, but
the adults have forgotten about this produce, which costs about 6 times as much as
before. Don't think, however, that we are starving.
It isn't that bad because
Of course
we put together any money that we have and somehow manage to live.
there are no luxuries, but we have enough for bread and a modest meal, the more
so because we don't buv any clothing, first of all because we do not have any
money for it and secondly because there is none to be had, except what is most
essential.
We keep our spirits and courage, and believe that our star will once
again shine for us.
And now I would like to tell you what was saved in the turmoil.
Well then,
your stamps, the dining room and study, the piano, the easy chairs and settee,
the clothes-stand from the entrance hall, the washroom, and a little bit of crockery.
I am calling it crockery because they are only the remnants of what has not been
broken.
From among 3'our personal belongings, only a pair of shirts, your uni
form, shoes, 3 pairs of socks and 6 collars, one suit which was in Gr. [Grybow],
your skiing shoes, one pair of shoes, the pair of old patent leather shoes, and the
old brown pigskin pair, remain.
I think I will sell the suit and the two pairs
of shoes — not just now, but perhaps later I shall have to.
Three
Oh yes!
carpets also survived.
The rugs, the silver, glass, and china, a whole basketful
of linens and bedding, your suits, coats, shoes, the children's winter coats, etc.,
everything was lost. From among the linens, I still have the quilts, the eider
down, and 3 pillows, because I carried them with me; also my own and the childdren's clothing, which we also had with us.
Whether what was left will survive
I cannot say, but it is still there. I paid -Nowacka 150 zl. for it. Our belongings

THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
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are being used by tenants, so everything is being ruined.
The most important
thing, however, is that the war should end happily; then the rest will be all right.
Because Christmas is near, I want you to know that we think of you and long
for you, and on Christmas Eve our hearts and thoughts will be with you, with
the hope that we may celebrate the next one together. I kiss you with love; so
do the children.

I

enclose

a Christmas wafer.

Ira.

Ibbna

Grtbowa,

Krakowskie — General Gouvernemant, Polen.
— Please write whether you have any news
on
Ihe
letter:
one
side
of
Feliks Badecki. It is important.
Also about Mieczyslaw Gole-

Along the edge
about Cierniak,
viowski.
On the other side, continued: Camp Kozielsk, Smolensk
Province, Box Office
Ло. IS, from Nowy Sacz 1 P. S. P. reseves.
Please try to write to Kozielsk.
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THE KATYN FOREST MASSACRE
[Translation

from Polish]

My beloved

ones: Days, weeks, and years pass, yet it is only the beginning
of the chaos of the old world; the destruction of war is now added to the sufferings
of the world, and the flames of war begin slowly to envelop both hemispheres.
War, destruction, hunger, and misery among nations are already old phenomena
in the small sector of the globe on which we live.
We must, however, persevere
and await our fate, mindful of our national posts and of the inexhaustible values
of the spirit of our nation.
Mohammed said, "Nobody can escape fate, because
Allah is great!"
I cannot describe to you how I yearn for you all; great poets, like our Adam
Mickiewicz, have expressed it in words.
Often in my dreams I am together
with you all. I remember Wiesio as a small boy to whom I was telling so many
fairy stories; how is he developing? And Olenka without school, for this socalled study is really no education at all.
No, there is none anywhere;
suppose
she does not want to know what Filachowska has written about marriage.
Educa
tion gives contentment, self-assurance, and assures a permanent basis for one's
existence. Despite my 43 years I am still learning, because as Socrates, the
greatest of all philosophers, said: "I know that I do not know anything."
Let
Olenka pay special attention to mathematics and foreign languages; of course,
in order to learn one has to have health, peace, and something in one's stomach,
and also good intentions.
Irena, I am awaiting a reply from you to my two letters of October and Novem
ber. I hope you have received them and that you will not worry about me.
Winter here is somewhat late; since the first snow in October, which has now disap
I have rubbers so that I don't think I shall have
peared, none has fallen so far.
wet feet. I also have my own socks and foot-clouts for wrapping up my feet.
I live under hygienic conditions, am able to have a bath, to walk, and to read a
Many things of which I have been ignorant I now under
lot of good books.
stand, and I have benefited a lot. T would like for our children to learn a few
foreign languages; I only now appreciate how one benefits from it, since
am
able to read with ease books in a foreign language when none in our language are
available.
Irena, darling, you need not worry about me at all. The werst has already
passed, in particular the beginning of the road, when I was so weak that I was
unable to enter the railway carriage, and later when anemia and finally apathy
All this has luckily passed, however; you all manage somehow and
set in.
I have regained my health, strength, and faith in the future. I am keeping ininformed of the (international) situation better than you are able to, for I read
communiques of both sides, as well as commentaries in the press.
I still have no letter from Stefan, but I shall try again to write to him. As to
It is not so bad; the polar circle is still
the severe winter, please do not worry.
I have not
quite far from here, and I do have warm shelter and sufficient food.
as yet seen any bears, not even brown ones, [nothingl except crows and other
During the summer I was sunbathing and swimming in the river.
birds.
Be of
good cheer, for as the proverb goes: "He who is to hang will not drown."
After
all, I can't lose what I no longer possess, and moreover, the naked do not fear
robbery.

I

I
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from Polish]

December

1,

1940.

The letter which I am writing now will perhaps reach you by
Christmas. What [kind of] of Christmas will it be? We shall be very sad as you
will not be here with us. Surely we shall even weep somewhat as we usually do
on such occasions. It is well that I at leas* know what has been happening to you
and that you are managing for yourself, because it was not going very well last

Dear Joseph:

year.
After those terrible 3 months of ordeal, a relaxation has come and we live at last
under a roof and sleep on beds, not on the floor with my own coat serving as a
Happily it' has passed away as a nightmare. The
straw sack and a blanket.
future and the morrow are ahead of us.
With reference to Christmas — our thoughts and hearts will be with you, although
we are far away from each other for the time being.
I often think about our home and the quiet happy days we lived through there.
When shall we have a home in this world? A modest [home] hut of our own! Is
this dream remote or near? Perhaps you want to know how we are living? The

Stacha and . I are cook and chambermaid by turns.
are learning now.
means that one week she cooks and I do housework and the next week our
I hope,
turns are reversed. We do not have a maid for reasons of frugality.
however, that things will improve in the not too distant future, because I am
If I am granted permission for a shop I will open it
seeking a commission-shop.
where Konfteil had a store, at the back of the house, below in this first room.
And then together Stacha and we will carry on trade [selling] whatever [it is]
Mother also has a
possible [to sell], in order to survive this most difficult time.
children

This

shop, for distributing textiles.
Apropos of Mother, do write positively whether Cierniak was with you at Starobielsk, because she received only one post card of [dated] November Ъ9.
She is
Describe everything you know
enormously grieved over what is happening to him.
about him, as well as about Szafran Jaroslaw, the colonel from Vilna who also was
We do not know anything about
at Starobielsk, and about Felek [Felix] Badecki.
He has discontinued writing.
Romek (Roman) is still living as
Tolek (Anthony).
he did before, but at any lime we are expecting him to arrive here with his family.
Our ladies are living as [best] they can. Those whose husbands are in German
captivity are much the happier, because they receive news [from them] every week and
Although they live modestly, still they are able to live.
money from time to lime.
Tola (Antoine) G. works at the station of Ostr. as a cashier and Jedrychowska
Mrs. Nowak lives by lecturing, Mrs. Sztark
works at the municipal library.
has a tobacco shop at W. They sold a lot at W. for a few tens of thousands
Gina is at Ostr. because Moyek sends
(of zlotys), so they will not suffer want.
her money, and she also is seeking to open [a shop,] a liquor shop. Everyone
shifts for himself as best he can.
What do you think about my undertakings?
The children are doing well and have appetites as never before.
On the occasion of Christmas and, in general, I kiss you and embrace you
heartily.
S. — To

I«A.

and Christmas wishes — may

beloved father, kisses
P.
and see and celebrate next Christmas

we live happily
together already in our own home,
From Olenka and Wiesiu.

[Envelope addressed to:] Russia, Moscow,
Joseph
Office, P. O. Box No. 686
, Grybow, Krakow, German Eastern Post.
[From:] Irena

,

Central Post
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Octobek

31, 1940.

and Children: At the beginning of October I received at last
Since they were the
two postcards from you, from Ramek, and from Tolek.
first postcards since April, you may imagine how very pleased I was at having
them.
Often [two words illegible), but the reality is different, and distant as a
dream.
On the day of my departure, I received the photographs of the children,
This gave me great joy, as I may look upon them often with
at Starobielsk.
How differently everything is developing, and all the forecasts
tears in my eyes.
In spite of all, I am optimistic, and I believe that
deny the stubborn reality.
after this long storm the sun will shine for us, too.
You are eager to know what I am doing and how I look. All summer long I
I play chess and read
was taking sun-baths in the polar sun and swimming.
newspapers, magazines, many books by Soviet writers, and [two words illegible].
now have a moustache, a beard, and some grey hair.
I was in the ranks until
I am well; I recovered long ago from the wounds I received on
October 1, 1939.
I feed myself
September 12. I suffered much, but it is getting better and better.
well —-sometimes I even have butter, and there is no lack of tobacco, even though
I smoke so much. The uniform and linen I wear are military, Polish, because
mine was torn by bomb fragments and stained with blood.
My boots are patched,
but suitable enough for wear. I try to get galoshes for winter. From my entire
equipment [one word illegible], only a blanket, a cap, a pair of old boots, and a
watch were left. I survived the winter in the south — at —35° — well, although
had no warm clothing but an overcoat without a lining.
In spite of this, I have
Don't worry about me. I know the language well and I am still
been well.
improving in it. Generally, I feel better and better, and I have slept outside all
Now I would like to know how you shift for yourselves, because I know,
the time.
more or less, what the situation there is.
Unfortunately, I am not able to help
have not even been able to send you my greetings
you for the time being.
on your name-day [birthday] unless things change.
I have leceived only two letters from America. They were both dated April
and I have not received the parcel sent from there. I wrote to Tolek; do write
I am pleased that at least the stamps are saved. Olenka is
yourself to Romek.
perhaps a big girl already, and Wiesio a big boy. I have not seen you all for such
a long time, although only 14 months have passed, and how many months will
* * *. Every beginning must have an end and an epilogue. After
yet pass
a storm, nice rainbow weather comes.
There were many acquaintances from Ostrow, Bydgoszcz, and so forth at Starobielsk,
but
do not know where they are now.
Give me the address of Bronia Sz. and
This is
[one word illegible] Kalinkowa; perhaps I shall be able to write to them.
about all. As I finish I kiss all of you heartily.

Dear Irene

I

I

I

I

Joseph.

Russia, Moscow, Central Post Office, P. O. Box No. 686, Major

Joseph
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[Translation

from Polish]

November 25, 1940.
Deab Joseph: You can't imagine how immensely happy you have made

us

with your letter. It is the first extensive news we have had from you. Only the
postcard of November £9, 1939, and a telegram of March 20, from Starobiclsk reached
us, and afterwards there was only a confused report that you were at Graizowiec.
I
wrote so at random, I wonder that my postcards ever reached you.
We read
your letter out loud at home, everyone studied it personally several times after
that, and we read it to our friends as well.
I am pleased that you shift for yourself, and that you are full of good thoughts
and cheerful.
"Take it easy" should be your principle, and the rest will come
by itself.
We shall not escape our destination.
When there is an end to this
you should be strong enough to establish a new home for yourself.
homelessness,
Ail our belongings have been lost in this storm, of course, except for some
furniture and your stamps, and no one can know what will happen to them.
Our crystal, plates, pictures, and all the baskets with linen, bedding, my suite
and yours —everything has been lost. Only things which I had in suitcases and
which could be carried easily have been saved.
Our present life is day-to-day vegetation.
To survive is the question. Other
people live in even worse conditions, and we do not suffer so far from the lack of
the necessaries of life, although we live economically.
The children go to school.
Wiesio goes to the third class.
Olenka also learns. I hope she will finish the
They grow like Jewish usury, and outgrow their
fourth class before vacation.
clothes. But I alter this, and make that longer, and in this way I keep them
dressed.
Olenka has an overcoat cut down from my old navy-blue one.
Just
after our arrival in December last year, I bought Wieslaw a sheepskin coat. So
the children are well dressed. You saw them in the photograph.
We were
very pleased that you received it and that having it, you will be able to look at it
sometimes.
I received a letter from America saying that they had sent you a parcel contain
ing the articles you wanted, but that this parcel, which weighed 11 kilograms, had
returned smaller by half. But they are going to send you another one.
Write
them if you can, because they do not know your present address and you may not
receive it again. Wieslaw continues his father's hobby, collecting stamps for
He woke up the morning after your departure and did not know that
daddy.
We
you had tried to wake him; he started to cry because his father had left.
have been touched many times, remembering this.
The address to Bronia is attached. Write her that the efforts to help her are
Kazachstan-Aktiubinska,
Oblast Andrejewsko post region,
being made here.
Lewnocki-Selo settlement, Krasnoyarsk.
Write her that Tad goes to a commer
I do not know the address of Mrs. Kalinkowa.
Was Cierniak with
cial college.
Mola asks you for news.
Do
you at Starobielsk, and what has happened to him?
you know anything about Felix Badeckit
If you have any news, do write.
Do not worry
Imagine that on October 2, 1939, Rowne left for Bialystok.
We shift for ourselves, lake care of yourself and keep well, because
about us.
we are waiting for your return.
There is so much left to write about, and the
I kiss you ardently, ardently.
page has ended.

Ira, Wiesio.

I

saw mother at Lukanowice.
She is doing well. As they have enough to
eat, they will not suffer.
Print your address, as it is difficult to read it.
We are mad with joy at having received a letter from daddy, and we
P. S.
In the next letter Wiesio and I shall write, because this letter
read it 100 times.
would be too long.
Olenka.
[Envelope]

Addressee: Russia, Moscow, The Central Post Office, P. O. Box No. 686, Major
Joseph
.
Sender: Irena
, Grybow, Kracow, German East Post.
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Chairman Madden. From your experience as a prisoner, and during
the intervening period, have you decided in your own mind who com
mitted the massacres at Katyn?
Mr. A. There is no doubt in my mind that this was the act of the

NKVD.

Chairman Madden. The Russian

Mr. A. Yes.

NKVD?

Chairman Madden. All right. We want to thank you for your
testimony here. Have you received any promises of emoluments or
recompense from anybody for your testimony here?
Mr. A. No; I have not received any such promises or offers.
TESTIMONY

OF WITNESS В

Chairman Madden. I might state for the record that this witness
is testifying under an assumed name, and his original name, which is
identified with his experiences in the Polish Army, is known in the
record with the committee.
Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
anyone who considered he had suffered injury. At the same time, I
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf in respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
arise as the result of the testimony.
That statement was just read
to you by the interpreter in Polish.
Chairman Madden. Do you agree to that statement which has
been read to you?
Mr. B. Yes; I agree.
Chairman Madden. Let the witness be sworn. Do you swear by
the God Almighty that you will, according to your best knowledge,
tell the pure truth, and that you will not conceal anything?
Mr. B. Yes; I swear.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
might state that if you can just
confine your statement to what you know regarding Katyn without
going into any long historical review of your experiences, it will help

I

the committee

a

great deal.

Mr. Flood. You were taken prisoner by the Russians?
Mr. B. Yes; I was taken prisoner on September 28 together with

my unit in Poland.
Mr. Flood. And you were taken to the camp at Kozielsk?
Mr. В. I was taken before
Mr. Flood. Well, you ultimately got to the camp at Kozielsk?
Mr. B. Yes, but before I was in the camp
think it will help us reach the pertinent part of your
Mr. Flood.
You were at Kozielsk?
testimony if you just answer my questions.
Mr. B. Yes; I was.
Mr. Flood. When did you get to Kozielsk, in what month, if
you remember?
Mr. B. On November 2, 1939.
Mr. Flood. On November 2, 1939, the Russians finally got you
to Kozielsk after taking you to other places, is that right?
Mr. B. Yes.

I
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Mr. FLooD. And when you were there, there were other Polish
officers there with you?
Mr. B. Yes; there were.
Mr. FLOOD. 4,000 or 5,000 in round numbers?
Mr. B. cannot tell the number because many officers were coming
and going at that time. Just at the beginning of November was the
time the transports were coming to Kozielsk from various directions.
Mr. FLooD. While you were at Kozielsk, and during the time
you were there, we understand that the Russians were taking groups
of Polish officers, fellow prisoners, out of Kozielsk, taking them away—
is that correct?
Mr. B. heard only that there were some Polish military prisoners
before us.
Mr. FLooD. No, mean at the time you were there?

I

I

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

B. Yes.
FLooD. Were they taking any away while you were there?
B. Not in November, but afterward.
FLOOD. After November?
B. Yes.
FLooD. When did you leave there?
B. I left Kozielsk on April 29, 1940.
Mr. FLooD. And you got there in November 1939?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. FLooD. Now between the time that you got there in November
of 1939 and the time you left in April of 1940, there were a number of
Polish brother prisoners taken out of Kozielsk, is that correct?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. FLOOD. Then in April of 1940, your turn came, and you were
also called up to be taken out, is that correct?
Mr. B. Yes, this is correct, but the general liquidation of the camp
started on April 3, 1940. Before April 3, 1940, there were only some
particular cases of some prisoners being taken away from the camp.
Mr. FLOOD. But you were taken away—do you remember the day
in April?
Mr. B. Yes, remember the beginning of the general liquidation
of the camp.
Mr. FLooD. But what was the day when you were taken?
Mr. B. On April 29.
*
Mr. FLooD. And about how many men went with you when you

I

were taken?

Mr. B. About 300.
Mr. Flood. And were you taken down and given an investigation,

Did they take things from you?
Yes,
Mr. B.
before they transferred us to the other guard at the
gate of the camp, and then we were examined and all sharp objects
an inspection?

were taken from us.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

And then you were placed in a prison car?
just an ordinary car.
You were not placed in prison cars?
at Kozielsk gates.
FLOOD. But mean after you got on the railroad train?
B. Yes.
FLooD. Regular prison cars?
B. Prison wagons.
FLood.
B. No,
FLooD.
B. Not

I
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Mr. Flood. And your whole group was placed on the train?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. In different prison wagons?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And where was the first place you stopped after you
left Kozielsk?
Mr. B. Smolensk.
Mr. Flood. Did you stop any place after Smolensk?
Mr. B. Yes; it was the place where the unloading of the transport
took place.
Mr. Flood. What was the name of that place?
Mr. В. I do not know; I gather from what I know now that it was
Gniezdovo.

Mr. Flood. Now we have you on the prison train with all your
at Smolensk?
brother prisoners, and 'you are now at the first stop
'
1
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us now in your own words what happened,
what you say the minute the train left Smolensk from then on? Take
i
it from there on in your own words.
Mr. B. Yes. We stayed at Smolensk for only a few minutes. We
come to Smolensk at dawn, and the general impression which struck
me during this transfer was that we were going very fast, comparatively
fast, because usually the prison transports were very slow because other
trains had priority before them, but we were traveling very fast.
From Smolensk we traveled for a few minutes— it may be half an
hour — in a northwestern direction, and after we traveled about 10
miles the train stopped, and unloading started.
Mr. Flood. The train stopped for the unloading of the prisoners?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now what time of day, if you remember, did you make
the first stop after you left Smolensk, do you remember?
Mr. B. It was very early.
Mr. Flood. Early in the morning?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Was it daylight?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Could you see well?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The sun was up?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The weather was good?
Mr. B. Yes, it was a very nice day.
Mr. Flood. What happened; they unloaded the prisoners?
Mr. B. Yes. After some time — maybe after three-quarters of an
hour or an hour — a column of NKVD entered our car and called my
name and told me that I should be separated and brought me to
another prison wagon.
Mr. Flood. Was that on the same train or a different train?
Mr. B. On the same train; it was a neighboring wagon because the
prisoners had left the wagon before; it was an empty wagon. They
put me in a separate compartment in that wagon; the compartment
was locked up, and a special guard was placed in the corridor.
Mr. Flood. Was there anybody else in the entire wagon with you?
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Mr. B. My

feeling was that there were only two people locked up
myself and the guard.
You are certain there was nobody else in your com

in the compartment,

Mr. Flood.

partment?

Mr. В. I am certain there was nobody else; no.
Mr. Flood. And so far as you know, there was nobody

else in the
compartment but you and the guard?
Mr. B. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. All right.
Mr. B. The construction of the wagon is such that there is no
window in the compartment, only a very small slit or opening just
under the ceiling.
So I got on the upper bunk in the compartment,
and I was trying to show that I was going to sleep, but in the meantime
the guard was looking in the other direction, and I tried to see what

was outside.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. Could you
B. Yes.

see

Flood. Did you try to
B. Yes.

Flood. Did you

B. Yes.

see

out through that crack or opening?
see

out?

anything?

Flood. What did you

see?

B. The wagon was standing not at the station, but somewhere
behind the station, and there was some kind of square before the
wagon; it was a square covered by grass, so it was a kind of lawn
maybe, or square surrounded by small trees and very heavily guarded
by the guards of the NKVD with fixed bayonets.
There were two
cars on the square, one autobus and another car of prison type without
any windows.
Mr. Flood. Both were motor vehicles?
Mr. B. Yes, both were motor vehicles, both motor cars, and
besides the guards of NKVD there were two NKVD officers, two
Russian officers, standing there, one of them a colonel. I was very
impressed by this fact because he was a very high ranking officer in
the NKVD, and usually officers of such a high rank do not travel in
The other officer was a captain of the NKVD.
the transports.

This autobus was approaching to the wagon.
Mr. Flood. To the railroad car?

Mr. B. Yes, to the railroad car, and the entrance to the autobus was
from the back doors. The prisoners were asked to go into the auto
bus, and not stopping on the ground, but just to go from the railroad
The autobus
wagon immediately into the back door of the autobus.
was of quite an ordinary type.
The windows were painted, or rather
smeared, with some white color —-I imagine it was just smeared with
Then it went away,
lime — and the autobus took about 30 people.
and returned after more or less half an hour — I cannot tell exactly,
because I had no watch with me, but about half an hour — to take the
next party, and it was proceeding for some hours.
Then when the
unloading had been finished, I was transferred by this colonel into
the hands of the captain who was standing there, and I learned after
ward that the captain was the head of the prison in Smolensk.
He
took me into that second prison car with a very heavy guard, because
there were, I think, about five people with rifles besides the captain
of the NKVD, and he brought me to the prison in Smolensk, not the
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general prison, but to a special prison of the NKVD called an internal
understand, of the main
of the NKVD, in the basement, as
Erison
uilding of the NKVD, and was put there into the basement into a
was the only prisoner in
separate cell. My impression was that
was not badly
that basement, and stayed there for about a week.
treated. The head of the prison came every day to see me and
got permission to buy various things from
brought me some books.
the prison shop, and the head of the prison, who used to come every
day to see me, sometimes remained in my cell for about half an hour
or three quarters of an hour.
Mr. Flood. At any time that you were in the NKVD prison in
Smolensk, did you have any conversations with anybody, with fellow
or Russian soldiers or NKVD, the superintendent or anyErisoners
ody about what you saw at the station?
Mr. B. Yes, I asked the captain of the NKVD, who was the head
of the prison, what was the reason for my being separated from my
comrades, and he did not give me any definite answer.
He told me
that he does not know why, because he is only the head of the prison,
and he had an order to keep me for some time until a new order would
come.
Mr. Flood. What is your opinion today? Why do you think you
were separated, if you have any idea?
was brought to Moscow from Smolensk after a
Mr. B. Yes.
week into the Lubianka prison, and I was incarcerated there for
As far as understand, there were two reasons for taking
10 months.
me to Moscow. The first reason was that I was a professor of eco
nomics at a university in Poland, and I was at the head of the group
which was doing research on the Russian economy, and I was con
nected with the research work of the German research institutes which
were interested in eastern economic problems, so they considered me
a very interesting person; in Moscow they knew my publications and
my books, and they considered me a very interesting prisoner who
could tell them very many things about the organization of antiI did not know anything about the organization
Soviet intelligence.
of anti-Soviet intelligence, but they thought knew.
Mr. Flood. Then the only reason why you think they kept you
and separated you from the prisoners at the station and that you
survived is because they thought that you could be of some further
use to them?
Mr. B. Yes, that was the first reason. The second reason is because
was accused.
was given the indictment;
They started legal
proceedings against me. The second reason was that in one of the
Soviet proceedings before the court in 1937, when there were various
deviations in the Communist Party, my name was mentioned, and so
the documents which I saw in connection with that legal proceeding
were from 1937; and there was one Russian, who was apparently shot
(because on that document it was told only that he was sentenced)
wdio mentioned my name as a Polish economist who was connected
with the Polish General Staff in making various investigations.
Mr, Flood. Professor, I want to establish a very clear fact again;
although I think you have already made it very clear, I want it re
Will you repeat for us the day that you left
peated for the record.
Kozielsk, the date, April the what?

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. B. April

29, 1940.

.
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FLooD. You left on April 29, 1940?
B. Yes.
FLooD. And you left with how many other Polish officers?
B. About 300.
FLooD. And you left Kozielsk on a wagon or a prison train, a

train made up of prison wagons?
Mr. B. I do not know.
Mr. FLooD. At least, yours was?
Mr. B. know only about my wagon.
Mr. FLOOD. Yours was?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. FLooD. Now do you know the time of day when you left
Kozielsk?
Mr. B. Just after dark.
Mr. FLooD. Do you know or remember how long you traveled,
how many hours before you made the first stop, or can you guess?
Mr. B.
do not remember any stop before Smolensk.
There
might have been stops, but
do not remember; if there were stops,

I

I

I

they were very short.
Mr. FLooD. But the first stop that you do remember was Smolensk?
Mr. B. Smolensk at the time of sunrise.
Mr. FLooD. Very well. At sunrise you got to Smolensk?

Mr. B. Yes.

Mr.

about?

FLooD.

How long were you at Smolensk before you moved on,

Mr. B. A quarter of an hour.
Mr. FLooD. You stopped at Smolensk

a quarter of an hour?
You
were at Smolensk for about 15 minutes?
Mr. B. Yes, or maybe a little more, maybe between 15
minutes
and half an hour.
Mr. FLooD. But no more than half an hour?
Mr. B. No more than half an hour.
Mr. FLooD. Then you left Smolensk?

Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. FLooD. How many stops did you make after leaving Smolensk

before these officers were taken out?
Mr. B. There were no stops.
Mr. FLooD. Only one?
Mr. B. Only one.
Mr. FLooD. About how far in miles, if you know, or about how long
in time, if you know, was there between Smolensk and that first stop?
Mr. B. My comrades and tried to estimate, and our estimation
was about 12, 13, or 15 kilometers.
Mr. FLooD. And you checked that with other officers in your com
partment, talking back and forward?
Mr. B. Yes, really it was the estimate of several officers.
Mr. FLOOD. But that was the consensus?
Mr. B. Yes, the general consensus.
Mr. FLooD. And you remember that distinctly?

I

Mr. B. Yes.

Mr. FLooD. All right.
Mr. MACHRowicz. About

these 300 men that you left the camp
with, did you know any of those 300 personally?
Mr. B. Yes, some of them remember.

I
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Mr. Machrowicz. You have seen lately, or later you have seen, the
list of these bodies that were uncovered at Katyn?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you recognize in that list which was published

the names of any men that left the camp with you as some of the 300?
Mr. В. I have known three names. There are only three names
that I remember, because these people were usually mixed up; they
took people from different barracks and different parts of the camp,

but I remember three names.
Mr. Machrowicz. And the last time you saw them was at this

railroad station where you were separated from them?
Mr. B. Yes, and other names I have known on the list. I can say
The first was Mr. Tucholski. He was a lecturer at
those names.
the Technical Institute in Warsaw. The second was Mr. Rorowajczyk, and the third one Lieutenant Zoltowski.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was his first name; was it Marceli?
Mr. В. I think so; yes.
Mr. O'Konski. So you definitely identify three names of those
from whom you were separated on that last journey?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Now you have seen descriptions which the Germans
and Russians both agree on as to what the bodies were wearing that
Now the last time you saw these men, were
were buried at Katyn.
they wearing the clothes in which they were buried in the graves at

Katyn, overcoats, boots and so on?
Mr. B. Yes, because we were all wearing overcoats and boots; it
was at a time when the snow was lying.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, the way you have learned now and
lately in the reports that are coming out, the way the bodies were
found in the graves at Katyn, those are the clothes they were wearing
when you last saw them?

Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Just one or two questions.

Were you taken to
Moscow?
I was about 2
Mr. В. I was taken to Moscow from Smolensk.
weeks in prison at Smolensk, and from there I was transferred under
special guard to Moscow.
Mr. Dondero. You were put in prison at Moscow?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Did you talk with some Russian officers?
Mr. B. In Moscow?
Mr. Dondero. Yes.
Mr. В. I talked to many prisoners there.
Mr. Dondero. No. Did you talk with Russ'ian officers?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What Congressman Dondero wants to know is
did you talk with any high-ranking Russian officers regarding the fate
of your comrade officers?
Mr. В. I was asking my interrogation judge and some higher officer
of NKVD, whose name do not know, to whom I was brought by my
interrogation judge
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he tell you anything about the fate of your

I

comrade officers?
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Mr. B. They told me: "The fate of your comrades is very nice.
They are being sent home to their families"; but they told me that
have to stay in prison ; that
because I conducted anti-Soviet spying,
is what they answered me.
Mr. Machrowicz. One other question. When you were at this
station Gniezdovo, did you hear any shouts or any other strange

I

sounds?

Mr. B. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. There was nothing unusual that you heard?
Mr. В. I heard nothing unusual.
Mr. Flood. Now I show you a list of names of the bodies that were
discovered at Katyn which is already in evidence in the hearings in

America, it was exhibit 5A in Chicago, and direct your attention to
page 83 thereof and ask you if you recognize this name of Leonard
Korowajczyk?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now direct your attention also to page 176 of the
same exhibit, and ask you whether or not you recognize the name of
Tucholski?
Mr. B. Yes.
I also direct your attention
Mr. Flood. The first name is Tadeusz.
to page 198 of the same document exhibit and ask you if you recognize
There are several Zoltowski's mentioned.
the name of Zoltowski.
Just see if you can identify from any additional information in this
document the particular Zoltowski that you knew and mentioned in
your testimony?
Mr. B. As far as I remember his name it was Marceli Zoltowski.
Mr. Flood. You identify Marceli Zoltowski as the man you knew?
Mr. B. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And I believe you said as far as you knew, he was a
cavalry officer?
Mr. B. Yes, he was a cavalry officer.
Chairman Madden. That is all. Now let me say this: From your
exp?riences as a prisoner and from the testimony related here, have
you in your own mind decided who was responsible for the murders
and massacre at Katyn — in your own mind?
Mr. B. Certainly when I was in Russia
Chairman Madden. Just answer briefly.
Mr. B. There is no evidence as far as I know of the actual murder,
but there are very many corroborating circumstances which show
that this was done by the Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is that your personal opinion?
Mr. B. That is my personal opinion.
Chairman Madden. That is all. Now nobody has promised any
recompense or emoluments to you for coming here to testify today,
or any day? Nobody has promised you anything to testify here,
have they?

Mr. B. Certainly not.
Chairman Madden. That is all.

We want to thank you for your
The committee will now adjourn and will reconvene at 2.
testimony.
at 1:30 p. m., the select committee recessed, to
(Whereupon,
reconvene at 2 p. m.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
Mr. Pucinski. The next witness is Col. Stanislaw Lubodziecki.
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Mr. Flood. Colonel, before you make a statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury. At the same time,
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
Mr. Interpreter, will you interpret
arise as the result of the testimony.
that in Polish to the witness?
(The admonition was interpreted to the witness.)
Mr. Flood. Ask him if he clearly understands the admonition.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says he is a former judge and that he
understands the admonition very clearly.
Chairman Madden. You will be sworn. You solemnly swear by
the God Almighty that you will, according to the best of your knowl
edge, tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, and
not conceal anything, so help you God.
Colonel Lubodziecki. Yes.

I

TESTIMONY OF COLONEL STANISLAW LUBODZIECKI (THROUGH
INTERPRETER,
MR. ROMAN PUCINSKI), 54, SOLENT ROAD,
LONDON, N.

W. 6.

Mr. Flood. What is your full name. Colonel?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Stanislaw Lubodziecki.
Mr. Flood. You are a former colonel in what Army?
Colonel Lubodziecki. In the Polish Army.
Mr. Flood. Were you a colonel in the Polish Army in 1939?
Colonel Lubodziecki. From 1919.
Mr. Flood. Were you on active duty in 1939?
Colonel Lubodziecki. In 1931 I went into retirement.
Mr. Flood. Were you recalled up as a reservist in 1939?
Colonel Lubodziecki. No.
Mr. Flood. How did you appear in a Russian prison camp?
Colonel Lubodziecki. As a retired officer of the Polish Army,

I

was

entitled to wear the Polish Army uniform.
Mr. Flood. How did you become a Russian prisoner?
Colonel Lubodziecki. While I was near the village of Zbaraza on
September 17, 1939, a Russian unit had taken me prisoner.
Mr. Flood. What were you doins; in uniform?
Colonel Lubodziecki. I left Warsaw in uniform because I was
anticipating that I would be recalled for active duty. I had notified
the Polish Army that I was available and ready for recall to active
duty.
Mr. Flood. To what camp did the Russians take you?
Colonel Lubodziecki. First I was taken to a camp at Putivl
District, Sumy County.
Mr. Flood. On what date, if you remember, were you taken to
either of the three camps connected with this investigation?
Colonel Lubodziecki. I was removed from the camp that I just
named on November 2 and I arrived at. Kozielsk on November 3, 1939.
Mr. Flood. You arrived at Kozielsk on Novembor 3, 1939. How
long did you remain at Kozielsk?
Colonel Lubodziecki. To the 8th March 1940.
03744— 52— pt. 4
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Mr. Flood. About how many of the original group of officers at
Kozielsk during tho time you were there were in Kozielsk when you
left there on March 8, 1940?
Mr. Pucinski. The question was how many romained?
Mr. Flood. Yes, how many remained.
Colonel Lubodziecki. In excess of 4,000.
Mr. Flood. When you loft on March 8, 1940?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now where were you taken?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Myself and 14 others, consisting of Polish
Army officers and civilians, were taken by rail car from Kozielsk to the
I am able to give you some of the names of those
city of Smolensk.
14 that wore with me.
Mr. Flood. What happened to the 14?
Colonel Lubodziecki. After remaining at the Smolensk camp for 1
and another Polish officer, Capt. Leopold Lichnowski, were
day,
taken to Kharkov and we remained there 1 day and then we were
transferred to Kiev.
Mr. Flood. What information do you have in connection with the

I

Katyn matter?
Colonel Lubod/iecki. First, when we were still at Kozielsk, we

were told that we would bo. taken out of there.
They told us that
thoy would tako us to tho German occupation zone, and later wo were
told that we would be taken to western Sibeiia, to the town of BarMy friends told me that they were told by a Russian NKVD
naeul.
officer, who was a Pole, a Major Urbanowicz, that they are going to
evacuate these prisoners from this camp.
Mr. Flood. What camp?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Kozielsk, but that if they knew where they
would be evacuated to, their eyes would virtually pop out. When
arrived at Kiev, an NKVD officer, a lieutenant, told me that hereafter
this train will be used primarily for transferring prisoners from

I

Kozielsk.

Mr. Flood. To where?
Colonel Lubodziecki. He did not tell me where.
Mr. Flood. How long were you a prisoner at any of the camps in

Russia? When did you leave Russia?
Colonel Lubodziecki. When I arrived at Kiev, the NKVD officer
reported to his superiors that he had brought two officers from the
camp numbered 13, and at that time I learned that our camp Kozielsk
was known as camp 13.
Mr. Flood. Did you, to this day, ever meet or see or hear from
any of your brother officers who were in Kozielsk at tho time you were
there, between November 3, 1939, and today?
Colonel Lubodziecki. After I had remained at Kozielsk a few
days, a group of 100 officers and civilians arrived there, and shortly
thereafter they were again removed from the camp.
In that group
were included Colonel Widacki, who was the mayor of Tarnopol, and
Lieutenant Colonel Kornilowicz, whose wife was the daughter of the
famous Polish author, Henry Sienkiewicz.
From this group I had
met one of the officers, an artillery lieutenant named Bober, who was
in the original group of 100, and I met him in the prison in Kiev in
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Mr. Flood. Did that officer ever tell you that he had been taken
from Kozielsk to Pavilishchev J3or at any time?
Colonel"LuBODziECKi. No.
Mr. Flood. Is there anything else you have to say in connection
with Katyn? Did you discuss it with anybody? Did any Russians
or any Poles ever discuss Katyn or Smolensk with you?
Colonel Lubodziecki. I have always been very much interested in
this matter.
I have done considerable research and I have lectured
on the subject and I have prepared a little brochure of my own.
Mr. Flood. What I want to know is: What direct information
can you give us from your own experience, not from your research?
Colonel Lubodziecki. A Polish officer had told me while I was at
Kiev — he was being tried there also — that somewhere in the middle
of 1940 he had observed in Kharkov, and in other villages where the
NKVD was interrogating various Polish prisoners, large posters in
color on which was a picture of a Russian bayonet and pierced through
this bayonet on these posters were the caps of Polish officers, and there
was some writing on these posters which said in effect: "This is the
end of the bourgeoise army."
Mr. Pucinski. I would like to ask this witness, Mr. Chairman, if
he can identify from the official list of the corpses that were found at
Katyn any of the names of those 14 that were taken with him to
Smolensk and he had lost track of.
Mr. Flood. Suppose you let him take this list and go out in the
other room and look at it. Meantime, we can take another witness.
There is nothing further with this witness, is there? The witness is
now being shown the official copy of the list of those who were dis
covered at Katyn and is being requested by the committee to examine
that list to determine whether or not from that list he can find the
names of any of the 14 brother officers who were taken by the Russians
If he does so, he can notify the
from Kozielsk with him to Smolensk.
committee and we will immediately recall him for identification.
Mr. Pucinski. The next witness is Mr. Zygmunt Luszczynski.
Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by any
At the same time, I
one who considered he had suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
Now, Mr. Interpreter, will you
arise as the result of the testimony.
translate that for the witness?
(The admonition was interpreted to the witness.)
Mr. Flood. Do you understand the provisions of the admonition?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says that he does understand.
Chairman Madden. Do you swear by the God Almighty that you
will, to your best knowledge, tell the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, and not conceal anything, so help you God?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
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TESTIMONY OF MR. ZYGMUNT LUSZCZYNSKI (THROUGH INTER
PRETER, MR. ROMAN PUCINSKI), 43, ANGEL ROAD, LONDON,
N. W. 3

Mr. Flood. What is your full name?
Mr. Luszczynski. Zygmunt Luszczynski.
Mr. Flood. Were you ever a member of the Armed Forces of

Poland?

Mr. Luszczynski. Yes, I was.
Mr. Flood. When and where?
Mr. Luszczynski. I was a captain in the Polish Army, and just

before the outbreak of hostilities in 1939 I was the chief of the police
in the province of Polesia, Brzesc.
Mr. Flood. When and where did the Russians take you prisoner?
Mr. Luszc7ynski. I was taken prisoner on the 24th September
while I was in civilian clothes, and I had been informing General
Kleberk of the strength and disposition of Russian troops in Brzesc.
Mr. Flood. To which of the three camps connected with this
investigation were you taken by the Russians?
Mr. Luszczynski. I was arrested in Brzesc.
stayed there for
3 days and then

I

I was

transferred to Ostashkov.
Mr. Flood. When did you arrive in Ostashkov. .
Mr. Luszczynski. The trip lasted 2 weeks, and arrived at Ostash
kov in the middle of October 1939.
Mr. Flood. How long did you stay at Ostashkov.

I

Mr. Luszczynski. Until April 24, 1940.
Mr. Flood. Where were you taken on April 24, 1940?
Mr. Luszczynski. We woro loaded into a train at Ostashkov.

There were
train load.

7

cars and approximately 300 people in this particular

Mr. Flood. To where were they taken?
Mr. Luszczynski. We were severely beaten

as we were loaded into
these prison cars. We were taken from Ostashkov to Wiasma, whore
we remained at the siding for 3 days; then six of the seven cars wore
disconnected and they went in some other direction, and the car in
which was present was taken to Babynino.
Mr. Flood. You finally were taken then to the camp at Pavlishchev

I

Bor.

Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And at that camp at Pavlishchev Bor did you meet

any other Polish officers from anv other Russian camps?

approximately 200

officers from other camps.
Mr. Flood. Did you meet any officers from Starobielsk?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Luszczynski.

Yes.

Flood. Did you meet any officers from Kozielsk?
Luszczynski.

Yes.

Flood. You were from Ostashkov?
Luszczynski.

Yes.

Flood. And you were at Pavlishchev Bor with Polish officers

who had come from Kozielsk, Starobielsk,

and Pavlishchev Bor?

Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. How many went with you in that one car that was

detached from the train from the Ostashkov camp to Pavlishchev Bor?
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Mr. Luszczynski. Approximately 50.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever hear from anybody — military, civilian,

or anybody

else — that was

in those other six cars that left on the sevencar train with you from Ostashkov, to this day? Have you ever heard

of

them since?

Mr. Luszczynski. Never.

I

have

never

heard

of those people

again.

Mr. Flood. Did you ever talk to anybody who, in any way, directly
or indirectly, had ever heard one word from any of the people that were
in those other six cars that left that train?
Mr. Luszczynski. I have never; but, prior to our departure from
Ostashkov, there were regular departures of trains every day consist
ing of some 200 prisoners that were removed from Ostashkov. They
were going to the trains.

Mr. Flood. When you got to Ostashkov on October 15, 1939, you
must have been one of the first prisoners that got to Ostashkov, were
you not?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. Ostashkov was quite a big camp?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes; it was a large camp on an island.
Mr. Flood. If you guess, or know, or ever heard, about how many
prisoners at the most were ever at Ostashkov during this period of
time?
Mr. Luszczynski. There were first of all the Polish police, approxi
mately 2,000; then there was the border guard, approximately 300;
Polish jail guards, or prison guards from Poland, approximately 200;
the military police and officers and noncommissioned officers.
Mr. Flood. And civilians?
Mr. Luszczynski. Civilians and clergy.
Mr. Flood. Judges?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. District attorneys?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Lawyers?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Priests?
Mr. Luszczynski. Approximately 100 clergymen, priests.
Mr. Flood. Priests, Rabbis, and Protestant ministers?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Prominent businessmen?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes; and landowners.

Mr. Flood.

Professors?

Mr. Luszczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Intelligentsia?
Mr. Luszczynski. Public officers.
Mr. Flood. Government bureaucratic officials?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes; members of the courts too.
Mr. Flood. About how many, in a round number?
Mr. Luszczynski. Approximately 5,500.
Mr. Flood. From the time that you arrived at Ostashkov, October
15, 1939, what was done, if anything, by the Russians with any of

the inmates?

Mr. Luszczynski. We

were all interrogated during the time.
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Mr. Flood. I mean, were any of the people who were in Ostashkov
during the time you were there ever taken out of the camp?
Mr. Luszczynski. No.
Mr. Flood. Were they ever removed from time to time in transports
by train, taken some place else?
Mr. Luszczynski. Individuals were removed.
Mr. Flood. Did they ever take any trainloads of 300 or 400 like
your trainload out of Ostashkov at any time between October 15, 1939,
and April 24, 1940, when you left?
Mr. Luszczynski. Up to the 1st of April the evacuation consisted
of individuals. After the 1st of April there was a steady evacuation,

almost daily, of trainloads consisting of from 200 to 300.
Mr. Flood. Of all the people that you saw, met. and talked to,
Poles, who were in the camp at Ostashkov between October 15, 1939,
and April 24, 1940, with the exception of the one carload who went to
Pavlishechev Bor with you, have you ever seen or heard of any of those
people since?
Mr. Pucinski. No. The witness wants to explain here that after
he had arrived with his group at PavUshchev Bor, about 2 weeks later
another trainload of approximately 100 Poles arrived at Pavlishchev

Bor.

Mr. Flood. From Ostashkov?
Mr. Luszczynski. From Ostashkov.

We were told at Ostashkov
that we were being taken into the forests to cut timber when we left
Ostashkov.
Mr. Flood. Ask him if he has anything further in connection with
the camp or the people?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness points out that after the amnesty in
1941 he was a Polish intelligence officer, and that he and others par
ticipated in an extensive search, being given complete freedom in
Russia, in an effort to find the missing officers from that camp, without
any success.
Mr. Flood. Were you one of the investigators named by General
Anders to cooperate with Czapski?
was one of those
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes; I supplied information.
named, and I supplied information to Czapski.
Mr. Flood. Were you a member of one of the several commissions
that was set up by General Anders, with the permission of the Russians,
that operated in several different districts in Russia, looking for the
Polish missing officers?
Mr. Luszczynski. I was not a member of one of those commissions,
but
was the man who compiled and evaluated the information
coming in from those commissions.
Mr. Flood. Where were you located?
Mr. Luszczynski. I was in Tockoie.
Mr. Flood. Did you stay in that one place?
Mr. Luszczynski. I was the chief of the intelligence division of the

I

I

sixth division.

Mr. Flood. Did you have any conversations with any NKVD
officers or with any Russian officials, civilian or military, at any time
during the course of your search for the Polish officers with reference
to the missing officers?
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Mr. Luszczynski. I was in constant communication and discussion
with the NKVD officers, because that was the most frequently dis
cussed topic.

Mr. Flood. Do
sixth army group?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

Luszczynski.
Flood. Sixth
Luszczynski.
Flood. What

understand you were chief of intelligence of the
Yes; I was.
Division of the Polish Army?
Yes.

was a sample conversation that you had of all
these conversations you had with the NKVD officers with reference
to the missing Polish officers?
Mr. Luszczynski.
shall give you the name of Colonel Gulakewicz, who was an NKVD officer, who was assigned as liaison officer
to our division.
Mr. Flood. What happened? What did he talk about?
Mr. Luszczynski. He had given me repeated assurances that the
search for these missing Polish officers was continuing without end
at the central headquarters of the NKVD.
Mr. Flood. Is that the only kind of answer you got?
Mr. Luszczynski. That is the only kind of answer we got.
Mr. Flood. Is that the kind of answer you got all the time?
Mr. Luszczynski. More or less these were the same kind of answers,
evasive answers, which had apparently for their purpose a delaying
effort.
Mr. Flood. And, as far as you are concerned, your search as
intelligence officer for one or any of the Polish missing officers was
without success.
Mr. Luszczynski. We had tirelessly questioned everybody, every
Pole, that came from all parts of Russia, from the northernmost
parts of Russia, in an effort to find at least one name of those who
were interned in any of those camps, and we were without success.
There were at first indications that these officers may have been
taken to the St. Francis Islands way up in the northern part of
Russia, but our subsequent investigation proved that this was not so.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever get any hint, did you ever get any rumors,
did you ever get any lead of any kind, from any Russians of any
category, civilian, military or police, having to do with the missing
Polish officers?
Mr. Luszczynski. We always thought that we were on the right
track and that we would very shortly find them, but it all developed
that our ideas and our beliefs Were misleading.
Mr. Flood. That is not the answer to my question.
Mr. Luszczynski. No; we did not.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask a few questions.
What do you know personally, if anything, regarding the Katyn
massacre?
Mr. Luszczynski.
was convinced during my search in Russia
that these people were dead.
Mr. Dondero. The question is: What do you know personally, if

I

I

anything?

Mr. Luszczynski. I have never been in Katyn, either before or
during the actual investigation or search for these officers.
Mr. Dondero. And you never talked with anyone who had been
there?
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Mr. Luszczynski. No;
never talked to those people, because
they are not alive now. All our investigations kept pointing toward
Katyn, and we used to send our own officers into that general area to
talk to the inhabitants of the area, hoping that they might come back
with some information or what-have-you.
Mr. Dondero. You answered Mr. Flood that you had been in
touch with many NKVD officers and what I want to know is: Did
you talk with any of them who had any connection with Katyn?
Mr. Luszczynski. No.
Mr. Dondero. And all the investigations

made in search of these
Polish officers were made in Russian territory?
Mr. Luszczynski. Yes. We had complete freedom of movement.
We had a free hand.
Chairman Madden. Let me ask you this: With all your experiences
in the camp and then the work you did within Russian territory after
you were out of prison, have you come to any conclusion as to who
committed the murders, massacre, at Katyn?
Mr. Luszczynski. Unquestionably Russia. There is no question
about it. I have observed the tactics of the NKVD from the border
lands of Poland for the past 20 years, and I am well familiar with their
tactics.

Chairman Madden. That is all, and we want to thank you for
coming here and testifying today.
Col. Stanislaw Lubodziecki, recalled.
Mr. Flood. Colonel, you previously had testified, and at the end
of your testimony the committee submitted to you a list of the officers
who were found at Katyn, and we asked you whether or not you would
find on that list any of the names of the 14 fellow officer prisoners who
were taken by the Russians with you to Smolensk.
Have you
examined that list?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Yes; have.
Mr. Flood. Do you find on that list any of the names of the 14?
Colonel Lubodziecki. Yes.
have found all five of the names
that I had previously submitted.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Interpreter, will you read into the record, and
give the page from the exhibit, and see that the record shows the
names that the colonel identified from the list.
Mr. Pucinsk'i. The first name that the witness points out is that
of Capt. Josef Graniczny, whose name appears on page 58.
The
next name is that of Lt. Col. August Starzenski, whose name appears
on page 160. The next name is that of a civilian, Julian Wasowski,
The next name is Captain
whose name appears on page 180.
Lichnowski, no first name given, and the name appears on page 371.
Chairman Madden. We want to thank you for testifying, Mr.

I

I

Lubodziecki.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. JANINA KNOPP, (THROUGH INTERPRETER,
MR. ROMAN PUCINSKI), 54 SOLENT ROAD, LONDON, N. W. 6
a statement, it is our wish that you
that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
At the same time,
anyone who considered he had suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsi
bility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which

Mr. Flood. Before you make

be advised

I
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Mr. Interpreter, will you
may arise as the result, of the testimony.
translate that for the witness?
(The admonition was interpreted to the witness.)
Mr. Flood. Will you ask the witness if she clearly understands the
admonition?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness understands the admonition.
Chairman Madden. Do you swear by God the Almighty that you
will, according to your best knowledge, tell the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mrs. Knopf. Yes; do.
Mr. Flood. How long have you been in London?
Mrs. Knopp. From September 1947.
Mr. Flood. Were you born in Poland?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were you married to a Pole?
Mrs. Knopp. My husband was a lieutenant colonel in the Polish
Army.
Mr. Flood. Was he in the Polish Army in 1939?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes; he was on active duty in 1939.
Mr. Flood. Were you married to him at that time?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Was he taken prisoner by the Russians?
Mrs. Knopp. As the commanding officer of his regiment he was
retreating when the Russian invasion took place and he was taken

I

prisoner.

Mr. Flood. To which of the three camps that we have been dis
cussing in this investigation was your husband taken?
Mrs. Knopp. He was taken to Starobielsk on the 1st October 1939.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever write to him when he was at Starobielsk?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes; wrote to him.
Mr. Flood. How frequently would you write to him — once a week?
Mrs. Knopp.
wrote more frequently.
wrote at least every one
week after he was there.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever send him any pictures of yourself or of
your family or your friends, or newspapers, or anything?
Mrs. Knopp. No. He had written me requesting that send him
a picture of myself and our little daughter, which
did, but he never
received it.
Mr. Flood. Did he write to you frequently? Did he answer your
letters?
Mrs. Knopp. They were permitted to write only once every month,
but for some reason or other
received letters from him about once
every 3 weeks.
Mr. Flood. How did you first find out or learn that he was a
prisoner of the Russians and at Starobielsk.?
Mrs. Knopp. In the 1st or 2d October I received a card from him
in which he gave me his address as Camp 15, Starobielsk.
Mr. Flood. When did you first write to him — right away?
Mrs. Knopp. Almost immediately.
Mr. Flood. Do you remember or recall, the date of the last letter
that you had from your husband?
Mrs. Knopp. This which I hold here is the last card that received
from him, dated the 6th of April 1940.
Mr. Flood. The witness shows the committee a post card which we
will ask the stenographer to mark as exhibit 12.

I

I
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I
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Mr. MACHRowicz. May

FOREST

MASSACRE

I

state for the record that the date in
Polish appears in the reverse of what it does in the United States.
The day is first and then the month. “6/4” is the 6th day of April.
card referred to was marked as “Exhibit 12,” and is shown
belOW:

#

Ż.
-

(NotE.-A

Eafter xhibit

translation

13.)

of this card appears on following page immediately
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Mr. Flood. The witness is shown for identification exhibit 12 ; and I
ask her: Is this the card that you tell us was the last word you received
from your husband at the camp at Starobielsk?

Airs. Knopp. Yes, this is the last card I received from my husband,
had been taken to Russia
and I received this card in mid-June.
around the middle of April and this card had gone to Lwow and it was
then forwarded to me in Russia, where I was put to work in a factory
making bricks.
Mr. Flood. By the Russians?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. But the card was addressed to your home address by

I

your husband?

Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And was received at the home address?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And forwarded to you in Russia; is that correct?
Mrs. Knopp. My husband addressed this card to Lwow, where
was a fugitive. I was captured and
was staying with his parents.
was taken to Russia, and the card was then forwarded to me.
Mr. Flood.
direct the attention of the witness to that part of
exhibit 12 whereon is to be found the date, and ask her to read from
the card what was the date of the card.
Mrs. Knopp. 6th April 1940.
Mr. Flood. And was that date put on there in your husband's
handwriting?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes, of course.
Mr. Flood. Do you identify that card and the writing of that date
and that handwriting as that of your husband?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes, I do. There is on the card, in a different hand
writing and a different pencil used, the notation that he has left
Starobielsk in April and this notation was made on this card by a friend
of his, apparently. I presume he was evacuated from Starobielsk
and he probably left this card with a friend to have it posted and
forwarded to me from Starobielsk, and the additional writing on
here was apparently put on by that friend. I have the text of the
card in which he says he is being evacuated from Starobielsk and
that he will forward me the address. He says: "Do not write to me
until I give you my new address."
Mr. Flood. The witness shows the committee a copy of the
written matter by the husband on exhibit 12, which I will ask the
stenographer to mark "Exhibit 13."
(Transcription of the material written on exhibit 12 was marked

I

as

I

I

I

"Exhibit 13," and is shown below:)
Exhibit

13

Karta pocztowa adresowana: "Lwow, ul. Sobieskiego 32, Janina Knoppowa".
Adrcs nadawcy: "С. С. C. P. Starobielsk, skrzynka pocztowa Nr. 15, Tadeusz
Adrea
Sternpel pocztowy "Starobielsk" "12.4.40".
Stanislawowicz Knopp".
К. С. C. P. miasto Semipalatynsk, Cegieldo Lwowa przekreslony i napisane:
nia Nr. 2. Stempel pocztowy С. С. C. P. Zana Semei Wsch. Kazachstan 21.6.
40".

Na odwrocie:

z Starobielska wyjechal w kwietniu
Depesze
Najdrozsza moja i najukochansza Janko i Ту moje kochanie Inus.
otrzymalem i ciesze eie, zescie zdrowe. Bardzo sic ciesze, ze masz zamiar wyjechac
do Mamy i chcialbym bardzo, bys jaknajpredzej to uskutecznila, zawsze bedziesz
Do mnie obecnie
z Mama i bedzie Ci razniej — bardzo bym chcial, bys pojechala.
Ja jestem zdrow i trzymam sie. Do Michala
nie pisz, az ja do Ciebie napisze.
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jesli bedzie Ciocia pisac, niech go serdecznie ode mnie ucaluje. Caluje Was obie
Twoj Tadzik. Dla Cioci ucalowanie raczek.
moje najdrozsze jaknajserdeczniej.
Od Halskiego Stefana i Genka ucalowanie raczek. О ile wiem, to jakies rzeczy
maja bye u p. Nowachowiczowej.
6.4.940.

Ex.

13

Mr. Flood. The witness is now shown exhibit 13, and I ask her
if that is an exact transcription of the material written on the card
by her husband that
Mrs. Knopp. It is.

it

she

told us about.

Mr. Flood. Will you have that translated for the record?

Read

to the committee now.
Mr. Pucinski. The card is addressed to Lwow, Sobieski Street, 32r
and it is addressed to Janiana Knoppwa.
The address of the sender
is given as "С. С. C. P. Starobielsk."
The stamp mark is number
The mailing
15, and the name Tadeusz Stanislawowicz Knopp.
The message on the
stamp shows "Starobielsk, 12th April, 1940."
postcard is:
My Dearest and my lovely Janko and you — my dear Inus. I received your
I am very happy that you
telegram and am very nappy that you are healthy.
are planning to go to mother, and I would like very much for you to do this as
soon as possible. It will always be easier for you with mother.
I would want
very much for you to go there. Do not write to me at this time until I write to

I am healthy and holding together. If our aunt writes to Michael, let
you.
her hug him for me.
I send both of you my most sincere hugs and kisses. Your
Tadzik. Also for aunt best wishes. Also best wishes from Halski, Stefan and
As far as I know there should be some things with Mrs. Nowochowicz —
Eugene.

and the date is given as the 6th of April 1940.
Mr. Flood. Have you ever seen a list of the names of any of the
officers that were found at Katyn?
Mrs. Knopp. Yes, I did in the book entitled "The Massacre of

Katyn".
Mr. Flood. We now show you the list that has been placed in

evidence at hearings in the United States of the men who were found
at Katyn and direct your attention to page 264 thereof and ask you
if you can identify the name as marked.
Mrs. Knopp. Yes, do, except that the age is incorrect.
The age is
It is a mistake.
shown as 10 years too much.
Mr. Dondero. Have you ever heard from your husband since that
card was received?
Mrs. Knopp. Not a single word.
Chairman Madden. Nobody offered you any recompense or
emolument for coming here today to testify, did they — any pay?
Mrs. Knopp. No; of course not.
Mr. Flood. The witness is shown exhibit 14 and asked where she
received that card, where did she get it.
Mrs. Knopp. My mother was in tbe German zone. In 1942 she
died and when she died some of her personal belongings were sent to
me and amongst those was this card.
Mr. Flood. To whom is the card addressed?
Mrs. Knopp. This card is addressed to my husband, my mother's
son-in-law, at Starobielsk.
Mr. Flood. At the camp at Starobielsk.

I

Mrs. Knopp. Yes.
Mr. Flood. There is a stamp on the face of the card marked
"Ret ur parti" and there is also a postmark from Moscow. Will you
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read into the record the date of the cancellation stamp, postmark from
Moscow, on the face of the card ?
Mr. Pucinski. The date of the postmark is the 5th of June 1940.
Mr. Flood. That indicates with a stamp that the card was returned
as stamped, as have just read, to the sender, in this case the witness's
mother, and the date was from Moscow; is that correct?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes, that is correct.
(Post card referred to was marked as "Exhibit 14," and is shown

I

below :)

Exhibit

14

t,.r,
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[Translation

[Post card]
[Addressed to:]

from Polish]

USSR

Tadeusz Knopp
Starobielsk
Post Office Box

15

[From:]
Eugenia Zenerman
Rzeszow Gerinckstxasse

6

Dear Tadziu! I have not written to you, because Janka wrote, gave the address,
Today, however, I have decided to write, because
and counseled not to write.
through Janka I get news only once every two months.
Lately she informed
[mo] that she tried to get here, but although transports are coming to an end,
I am expecting them and wish they were
she and [illegible] have not arrived.
How is your health? My eyes are failing me. I kiss you fondly,
already here.
Perhaps Ludwik knows where his brother Staszek M. is?
[and] also Ludwik M.
May 24, 1940.
Eugenia Z.

Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for your testimony.

TESTIMONY OF TADEUSZ FELSZTYN

I speak English.
Chairman Madden. Will you give your name?
Mr. Felsztyn. Tadeusz Felsztyn.
Chairman Madden. Before you make your statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you will run the risk of actions in the courts
At the same time,
by anyone who considers he has suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsisibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings
which may arise as a result of your testimony.
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes, I understand that.
Mr. Dondero. Do you agree to that?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes. Thank you very much.
Chairman Madden. Do you swear by the Almighty God that'you
will according to the best of your knowledge tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Felsztyn.

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

search.

Felsztyn. I do.
Machrowicz. Where do you reside, Mr. Felsztyn?
Felsztyn. I reside in Spink Hill near Sheffield, in England.
Machrowicz. Were you an officer of the Polish Army?
Felsztyn. I was, yes.
Machrowicz. When?
Felsztyn. Since 1914 of the Polish Legion.
Machrowicz. Where were you in 1939?
Felsztyn. In 1939 I was in the Institute of Armament Re

Mr. Machrowicz. In what capacity?
Mr. Felsztyn. I was head of the general department

gation of new discoveries.

;

it was investi

Mr. Machrowicz. Were you taken prisoner by the Russians?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes, I was taken prisoner on the 17th of September

1939.

Mr. Machrowicz. Where were you taken to?
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I

Mr. Felsztyn.
was taken as prisoner near Mizocz.
I was a
Commander of the Military Transport and the Institute of Research
of Armament.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where were you taken from there?
Mr. Felsztyn. From there I was taken to Szepeitowka and from
Szepeitowka to a camp in the Ukraine near Sumy, and from there to
Kozielsk.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did you arrive at Kozielsk?
Mr. Felsztyn. It was the 1st day of November 1939.
Mr. Machrowicz. How long did you remain in Kozielsk?
Mr. Felsztyn. I remained until the end of April — the 26th of April.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened on the 26th of April 1940?
Mr. Felsztyn. We were taken to a military transport. There was
a personal search.
I was one of the last and it was rather a very super
ficial one, so that I could keep талу of the papers which I had with
me without any difficulty.
The first were searched very exactly.
Chairman Madden. Talk a little more slowly.
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes. The first were searched very exactly, but as
was one of the last, I was searched very lightly.
I could keep many
papers with me without any difficulty.
Mr. Machrowicz. Where were you taken from Kozielsk?
Mr. Felsztyn. From Kozielsk our train went to Sukienniczc. It
is a Russian name.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you released there?
Mr. Felsztyn. No; we saw an inscription in our train. We were
waiting to go west to Smolensk.
There was an inscription that we
were alighting w est of Smolensk.
Mr. Machrowicz. What do you mean by "inscriptions" — where

I

were they?

Mr. Pelsztyn. You

see, the Russian cars are done in such a way
that at the end there is a hinge, and on a hinge is a bench, so that
you can put it this way or horizontally.
Chairman Madden. The witness indicates the moving of a bench
up and down.
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes. There was an inscription below the bench.
The bench was horizontal; and in the corner of the bench — in a dark
corner — there was a Polish inscription.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know how that got there?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes. The inscription was: "We were unloaded
two stations west of Smolensk"; and there were some signatures.
I do not remember the names.
did not know any of the signatures.
There were three or four people who signed their names.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened to you after that?
Mr. Felsztyn. After that the train stopped there. We were
stopped some hours, and after I was moving, instead of west, to cast,
and were taken to Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Machrowicz. How long did you remain at Pavlishchev Bor?
Mr. Felsztyn. At Pavlishchev Bor Camp think we remained a
month.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then where did you go to?
Mr. Felsztyn. Then we came to — what is the name? — Griazowiec.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened at Griazowiec?
Mr. Felsztyn.
was in Griazowiec till General Anders came to us.

I
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Mr. Macheowicz. And then you became a part of General Anders'

Army?

Mr. Felsztyn. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are you an expert in ammunition matters?
Mr. Felsztyn. I was Head of the Infantry Research Commission

for

4 years.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is 4 years prior to 1939?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes; it was 1926 to 1930. Later I was in the
Military Institute of Research, and I was always very interested in

ammunition, from my personal point of view, as from the point of
view of sport, shooting sport, in which I was connected very strongly.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ever have any opportunity to examine

Katyn?
Mr. Felsztyn. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. What experience have you had in ballistics?
You understand the word "ballistics"?
I was lieutenant of ballistics,
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes; I understand.
bullets allegedly used at

at Warsaw University during 10 years.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are you also an expert in small arms?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes ; I was an expert on a Polish-German incident
was a Polish expert in this frontier incident.
1930 or 1931.
Mr. Machrowicz. Also on munitions and small arms?

I

Mr. Felsztyn. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you ever

at Katyn?

seen any bullets

allegedly

in

used

Mr. Felsztyn. No. The question that was put to me by the
Polish command when the Katyn report came was: How could Rus
sians use the 7.65 German ammunition?
Mr. Machrowicz. You have not seen the bullets?
Mr. Felsztyn. No, I have not.
Mr. Machrowicz. But you were given an account of the fact that
7.65 bullets were used?

Mr. Felsztyn. Not bullets, but

found

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

in the graves.

cases.

Ammunition

cases

were

Machrowicz. Shells?
Felsztyn. Shells.
Machrowicz. Have you made any report on that?
Felsztyn. Yes, I have made a report.
Machrowicz. Will you give us the report of vour findings?
Felsztyn. Yes; the report is the following: We had in Poland
plenty of German Geco ammunition. The 7.65 caliber was very

frequently found in Poland.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is Geco ammunition?

It was also of the
best German ammunition, and, as we did not produce much ammu
nition of 7.65 caliber in Poland, we imported plenty of German am
munition, mainly for private purposes, for shooting purposes, for
Many officers had 7.65 revolvers with them.
sporting purposes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know what type of revolvers were used
Mr. Felsztyn. It is of German manufacture.

by Russians?

Mr. Felsztyn. The Russians had a Nagan gun.
Mr. Machrowicz. What caliber is that?
Mr. Felsztyn. I cannot tell you exactly. I have not much practice
with them. I tliink it was 7.62.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Can you use 7.65 ammunition in 7.62 guns?
Mr. Felsztyn. No; but they have another revolver, a pistol, the

Tokarew pistol.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. What kind of gun is that?
Felsztyn. It is a pistol which uses 7.65 ammunition.
Machrowicz. And is that a type of gun used by the Russians?
Felsztyn. I have seen this gun in Russia myself.
Machrowicz. Have you seen it in substantial amounts?
Felsztyn. I cannot tell you. We had two or three of them to

teach our soldiers all different lands of ammunition. I remember very
well we had two or three of them as models.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that a standard issue for NKVD officers?
Mr. Felsztyn. I do not know that it is a standard issue, but I
have seen it personally, and cavalry officers carrying these pistols,
and I have seen them carry Polish pistols.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you tell us whether that type of gun
could use 7.65 ammunition?
Mr. Felsztyn. 7.65 — it is just their caliber.
Mr. Machrowicz. It is their caliber?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. 7.65?
Mr. Felsztyn. 7.65.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then do

I understand you to state that German
in that type of gun used by Russian officers?
Mr. Felsztyn. Certainly it would. Certainly when you have to
shoot much, it is far easier to shoot witn the 7.65 pistol than with a
Nagan, which has a very hard trigger ; it is a very good revolver, but
it is rather a tiring one if you have to shoot much.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything further that you wish to add
in relation to tins matter to which you have just testified?
Mr. Felsztyn. About ammunition, no; but I have two things per
haps to add from the Kozielsk camp.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is there that you want to add?
Mr. Felsztyn. I was living in the same building at the same time
with General Minkiewicz, and he reported the talks he had with
Comrade Zarubin. I remember two talks which are I think character
istic. One was the following one: It could be about February 1940,
as this was a psychological seesaw in our camp and plenty of rumours,
and General Minkiewicz came to the camp and asked him: "Do not
make us nervous, as all the rumours are spreading, but tell us what
Comrade Zarubin told him: "I do not
do you want to do with us."
think it would be right. Let us suppose we have decided to keep you
It could last 5 or 6 years. You would get
to the end of the war.
mad if I told you. I assure you it would be inhuman. I assure you,
general, it is better for you not to know what we want to do with you."
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you a personal witness of this conversa
tion, or was that conversation reported to you by the general?
Mr. Felsztyn. The conversation was repeated to me by the general
immediately after he came back.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know anything else having any bearing
on Katyn?
Mr. Felsztyn. When the transport started, Captain Alexandrowicz was asked by General Minkewicz: "Where are the transports
going?" The answer was: "You arc going to the transit camps where
ammunition could
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you will have to decide: Do you want to be given back to the Germans
or do you ask to remain in Russia? Those of you who will have a very
This is what Alex
strong will can perhaps go to a new country."
andre wicz said the moment the transports were ready to leave.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you personally ever seen Zarubin?
Mr. Felsztyn. Yes, I have seen him many times.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you seen Zarubin who was the Ambassa
dor in London?
Mr. Felsztyn. I have seen only his photograph.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you find any resemblance in the two?

Mr. Felsztyn. It looks to me to be the same person.
Mr. Machrowicz. Your best judgment is that the Zarubin who

was at that time at Kozielsk
Mr. Felsztyn. It is my best impression — only from a photograph.
I have never seen the man since. I recognized, when was shown the
photograph, very well the face and especially the hands of the man,
as he. used to speak keeping his hands on the table.
I have a vivid
impression of his hands, and when I sawT the hands on the photograph,
I had no doubt they are the same ones.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything further that you wish to add
to the testimony?
Mr. Felsztyn. I do not think so.
Chairman Madden. Well, we wish to thank you for your testimony.

I

TESTIMONY OF MAJ. JAN KACZKOWSKI,
LONDON, E

43

BROMLEY

ROAD,

17

Mr. Pucinski. Major Kaczkowski.
Chairman Madden.

What is your name and address?
43 Bromley

Major Kaczkowski. Maj. Jan Kaczkowski,
London, E. 17.

Road,

I

Chairman Madden. Before you make your statements,
wish that
you be advised that you would run the risk of action in courts by
At the same time I
anyone who considered he had suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf in respect of libel or slander proceedings which талarise as the residt of your testimony.
You understand that?
Major Kaczkowski. I understand that and I agree.
Chairman Madden. Now you are to be sworn: Do you swear by the
Almighty God that you will, according to the best of your knowledge,
state the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help
you God?
Major Kaczkowski. I swear.
Mr. Flood. You are a major in the Polish Army?
Major Kaczkowski. A reservist.
Mr. Flood. A reserve major in the Polish Army?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were a reserve major on active duty?
Major Kaczkowski. I was there in Russia as reservist captain.
Mr. Flood. You arc aware of the problem arising out of the Katvn

investigation?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
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Mr. Flood. You know of the thousands of officers whose bodies
were discovered there?

Major Kaczowski. Yes.

Mr. Flood. You

have heard and read, as we have been advised

by other witnesses, of the frantic efforts made by the friends and the
families and relatives of the missing officers to find out where they
were?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes, I do.
Mr. Flood. As a result of that I am advised that the Polish Govern

ment of General Sikorski, with the cooperation of General Anders,
took some steps to try and be of assistance to the families and the
friends of the missing officers ; is that correct?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.

Mr. Flood. Were

you identified with such a project?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes. May I speak Polish?
Mr. Flood. At this point the witness wishes to talk in Polish. Mr.
Pucinski will translate.
You were identified with that Polish Govern

ment project?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes (through interpreter).
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us in your own words what you did in

is,

your capacity and how this was set up?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes. In November of 1941 a special Bureau
which would deal with the families of the officers who had been in
these three camps was set up in General Anders' staff and I became
the chief of that bureau.
The purpose of this bureau was to try and
locate all the soldiers who had been evacuated or transferred into
Russia, to bring them back into the Polish Army, and then to give
material assistance to their families.
At the beginning Mr. Czapski
was especially assigned to prepare a special project with our bureau
of those Poles who had been taken prisoner and sent to the three camps,
Later, however, that duty
Kozielsk, Ostashkov, and Starobielsk.
was assigned exclusively to myself and Mr. Czapski was assigned to
to go all over Russia in an effort to locate
go into Russia; that

I

I

I

these men.
We had received hundreds and thousands of letters — thousands of
letters every day from families both in Poland and in Russia seeking
out help in establishing contact with their relatives and for material
Included in these letters were hundreds of postcards written
help.
in these three camps, Ostashkov, Starobielsk, and Kozielsk, written
to the women who subsequently were writing to us asking us to locate
their husbands or their sons. The cards were attached to the letters
as evidence that these people had been in these three camps.
retained about 150 of these postcards as evidence that these people
were in those camps, but
had returned all the others because the
return of these cards had been in most cases requested by the famffies;
they wanted to keep the cards as mementoes. Most of the postcards
that
had seen had the last dates either in February, March, or the
Now, most of the families that had been
first few days of April.
writing to us from Russia had been evacuated from Poland during the
early days of АргП 1940.
Air. Machrowicz. Did you say most or all of those cards?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says that none of these cards that
came into his hands and which he examined were dated later than
about the 10th or 15th April, 1940.
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Major Kaczkowski. In all the correspondence that was sent to us
the families stated that they had lost contact with their husbands or
sons no later than about the middle of April, 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. In all these many thousands of letters which you
received, have you received one from any person inquiring about his
loved one in any of these three camps which indicated that they had
heard from them after April 1940?
Major Kaczkowski. No; none.
Mr. Machrowicz. Not one?
Major Kaczkowski. Not one card or brief — not one. In every
instance where these letters came to us they assured us that following
or subsequent to about the middle of April these families had endeav
ored to get some information about their husbands or sons by either
writing direct to the NKVD in Moscow or writing direct to the com
manders of their respective camps.
In all of these cards that have
seen which were returned from the camps or from Moscow there was a
notation that the card had been censored in Moscow and that the
prisoner who was being sought had either left or his whereabouts were
unknown. Up to July or August of 1942 these families kept writing
and inquiring about these men and they kept getting these answers.
There is not much more that I can add to my testimony.
Mr. Flood. All of this testimony you are giving now, all of this
reference to letters from the families, deals particularly with the camps
of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov; is that correct?
Major Kaczkowski. Not all.
Mr. Flood. Others?
Major Kaczkowski. There were some cards, some briefs, letters,
written about persons who were not in these camps.
Mr. Flood. But most of them?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes, most of them.
Mr. Flood. Most of them were about men who were in those three
camps?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes, they were about men who were in those
three camps.
Mr. Flood. You had 150 cards that you had not returned?

I

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What did you do with those 150 cards?
Major Kaczkowski. I left all the. papers at my office in August of

1942 in Russia for Lieutenant Rudnicki, who was military аНаеЬё in
Kuybishev — all papers.
Mr. Flood. All the records of your bureau?
Major Kaczkowski. All the records, money, and so on. Only one
officer of my bureau, that is Mr. Voit, was left in Russia, and was
sent to Kuybishev together with Lieutenant Rudnicki.
Mr. Flood. At the time when you left Russia, you were then chief
of this bureau that we are talking about?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And when you left charge of the bureau, you loft all
of your records and money, including these 150 cards, with the military
аМасЬё you have just named?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes; Rudnicki.
Mr. Flood. During the time that you were chief of this bureau,
did you yourself engage in any conversations or any communica
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tions with Moscow, Russian attaches in Kuybishev or any place else
in connection with the search for the missing Polish officers?
Major Kaczkowski. I was in Kuybishev at the Polish Embassy;
was sent there by General Anders. I had been asked to seek these
Polish officers also, but we accepted the answer we received from
the Polish Embassy that Moscow answered there are none.
Mr. Flood. Did you yourself ever engage in any conversations
with any of the Russians?
Major Kaczkowski. Never. The wife of a lieutenant veterinary,
Dr. Drapalski, told me that she was in Kolhus in Siberia, and she has
written many letters and ev.ery day had gone to the chief of the
NKDV asking where is her husband who was in Kolhus. After some
time this Russian officer became very interested in this wife; she was
very young; and he told her: "You will not see him in Europe alive.
You seek another husband, because it is not possible that you can find
your husband in your life." That was the only thing that showed
that something was wrong with him.
Mr. Flood. Do you know the name of that woman you talked to?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes; she is now in London, but the address is
unknown to me.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever see a list of the names of the officers
whose bodies were found at Katyn?
Major Kaczkowski. We have grouped these names.
Mr. Flood. What was the name?
Major Kaczkowski. Drapalski.
Mr. Flood. What was the first name?
Major Kaczkowski. I cannot tell jrou.
Mr. Flood. Was it Erazem?
Major Kaczkowski. Veterinary doctor, lieutenant.
Mr. Flood. Now I direct the attention of the witness to the list of
the names of the Polish officers who disappeared from these three
camps and specifically to page 41 thereof and ask him whether or not
the Drapalski now found there with the description of his rank in the
army and duty in the army is the name of the officer whose wife he
was talking to.
have known this man,
Major Kaczkowski. Yes, that is the same.
this lieutenant, and his wife.
Mr. Flood. Will you read from the document you are now holding
the man's name and spell it correctly, and the information thereon

I

I

describing

him.

Major Kaczkowski. Drapalski.

Now comes the Christian name:
second lieutenant, veterinary doctor.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness is reading from page 41.
Chairman Madden. Is there anything further?
Mr. Flood. I would like you to give us the names of any associates
who were with your Bureau during this work that you were carrying
who might be available to testify here.
on, as you describe
Major Kaczkowski. Here
lieutenant or captain named Voit;
then Captain Lubomirski. These two men are here.
Mr. Flood. Are these two men whose names you have just given
us hero now?
;

a

is

it,

Erazm

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And they were identified with you and the work you

described in Poland and Russia?
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Major Kaczkowski. Yes.

Chairman Madden.

Thank you for testifying today.

Mr. Pucinski. You heard the last witness describe who the next
witness is.

Captain Lubomirski.

of the Polish Army.

My

name is Eugeniusz Lubomirski,

captain

Chairman Madden. Captain, before you make a statement, it is our
wish that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the
courts by anyone who considered that he had suffered an injury.
At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the Government
of the United States and the House of Eepresentatives do not assume
any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander
You
proceedings which may arise as a result of your testimony.
understand

that?

Captain Lubomirski. Yes, I understand.
Do you swear by
Chairman Madden. Now you are to be sworn.
Almighty God that you will, according to your best knowledge, testify
to the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you
God?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What is your rank and name?

TESTIMONY OF CAPTAIN EUGENIUSZ LUBOMIRSKI
Captain Lubomirski.
is captain.

My

name is Eugeniusz Lubomirski; my rank

Mr. Flood. You have been and
the London Polish Government?

I

believe still are identified

with

Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. In what official capacity are you identified with
that organization today?
Captain Lubomirski. I was A. D. C. to General Anders during the
whole war and during the whole campaign in Italy and since than am
his personal secretary here in London.
Mr. Flood. I believe it has been brought to the attention of the
committee that you act as interpreter for the general?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. So that you understand English and Polish quite well?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You heard the previous witness, the Major, who has
just testified?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were in a position here where you could hear that

I

testimony?

Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Every word as he gave it?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you subscribe and corroborate the testimony given
by the Major?
I heard what he
Captain Lubomirski. I can completely confirm.
said and I confirm completely 100 percent what he said, because
worked with him and he was my superior in that office for military
families in Gangi Gul in Russia.
Mr. Dondero. You have not anything to add to that report?

I
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I

I

have here the written statement which
Captain Lubomirski.
made in 1949 and left it in the archives of the organization of former
Polish prisoners in Russia. It says practicallv the same about those
letters which, while doing my work, read. In most of those letters
the thing which struck me was that all of the families seeking informa
tion about their husbands, brothers, sons, and so on, repeatedly
stated: "The last news
had about him was March, April, 1940."
That was striking, and usually put a red mark about it.
Mr. Flood. The purpose of the question was to find out whether
or not you had anything that you could add to what the other witness
before you said?
do not think I can add anything.
Captain Lubomirski.
Mr. Flood. Whilo this is being read in Polish by my colleague
Mr. Machrowicz, may ask you this: You hoard the former witness
recollect a conversation that he just happened to remember that he
had with a certain lady?

I

I

I

I

I

Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Beyond what the major tostified to, will you tax your
memory for a minute and see if you can recall any such particular

incident which was peculiar and personal to your experience in this
job which either the major or your other associates might not have
known about — any conversations, any personal experience, any tele
phone talks, any particular letter or incidont during the entire job of
this nature that you think would be helpful to the committee.
Can
you think of any such thing?
Captain Lubomirski. No ; during the time of my work in that office
I could not add anything beyond that which is said in the written
statoment.
Only I remember that during the whole time also when
was with General Anders and acting as interpreter, always the
question of those officers came up.
Mr. Flood. Did you have any conversations or communications of
any nature whatsoever with any Russians of any standing — military,
civilian, or N. К. V. D. — during the course of this search for the missing
Polish officers?
Captain Lubomirski. No, nothing.
Mr. Machrowicz. Subsequent to the time that you were working
with Major Kaczkowski, you became adjutant of the commander of
the Second Corps in Italy?
Captain Lubomirski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you continue in that capacity to receive
letters of the type that you had been receiving when you were working
with Major Kaczkowski?
Captain Lubomirski. There again in Italy while working as adju
tant to General Anders at om\office, we received, of course, a great
number of letters, including several letters from France, Switzenand
and other countries in Europe.
They were all from families who
had written of having received letters from Kozielsk and Starobielsk,
in 1940 and never again since 1940.
Mr. Flood. Did any of those letters indicate a date subsequent to

I

April

1940?

Captain Lubomirski. Again the same phrase was repeated there:
"March or April."
Mr. Flood. And nothing beyond?
Captain Lubomirski. There were perhaps five or six letters.

,
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Mr. FLooD. The witness has shown the committee a document
which will ask to have marked as “Exhibit No. 15.”
now show
the captain exhibit 15 and ask him if that is the statement that he

I

I

gave

in 1949 in connection with this same matter?

Captain LUBoMIRsKI. Yes, it is.
Mr. FLooD. Will you submit that now as an exhibit

mittee?

Captain LUBoMIRsKI. Yes.
(The report was marked “Exhibit 15” and entered
Er.

Eug. LUBOMIRSKI, kpt.
6, Fairholt Street,
London, S. W. 7.

for the com

in the record.)

15

Dnia 15 czerwca

1949.

O

Polskie Stowarzyszenie b. Więżniów Sowieckich, Londyn.
Oswiadczenie.

i

Stwierdzam, że w czasie mojej pracy w Biurze Rodzin Wojsk.
Poszukiwań
Armii Polskiej w ZSRR na czele którego stał kpt. Kaczkowski, w czasie od kwietnia
Jul,
Jangi
lipca
przez moje ręce przeszło bardzo dużo listów i
1942 do
1942 w
kartek, które pisane były przez osoby poszukujące swoich krewnych oficerów
i szeregowych, co do których z korespondencji od nich otrzymywanej wiedzieli,

i

że znajdowali się w końcu roku 1939 iw zimie na wiosnę 1940r. w obozach Kozielsk,
Starobielsk lub Ostaszkowie. Znamiennym w tych listach było, że prawie we
wszystkich podkreślano, iż nie moga zrozumieć dlaczego poprzednio, to znaczy
do marca kwietnia 1940r. (i te daty stale się powtarzały), raczej regularnie od
odpowiedzi na listy do nich kierowane, a od
nich otrzymywali wiadomości
powyżej podanego czasu wszelka korespondencja się urwała. Takich listów mam
wrażenie było aż kilkaset.
Podkreśłałem w tych listach te daty czerwonym
ołówkiem, gdyż wówczas kiedy właściwie nic konkretnego o losie tych jeńców nie
było wiadome, te daty najbardziej rzucały się w oczy jako stale powtarzające się.
Listy te były adresowane do Biura Poszukiwań Armii pochodziły oczywiście od
krewnych wywiezionych do Rosji, którzy zarówno przed wywiezieniem, a następnie
na terenie Rosji od jeńców otrzymywali korespondencję. Listy te były zbierane
winny się znajdować w archiwach Biura Poszukiwań, które o ile mi wiadomo
zostały przekazane przez kpt. Kaczkowskiego przed jego opuszczeniem Rosji,
attaché wojskowemu przy ambasadzie R. P. w Kujbyszewie, płk. Rudnickiemu.
Sam takich listow czy też kartek nie posiadam.
Póżniej w czasie mojej pracy w adiutanturze D-cy 2 Korpusu we Włoszech
mogę stwierdzić, że wpłynęła tak samo pewna ilość listów od osób przebywających
na terenie Szwajcarii, Francji innych, którzy nawet przebywając w 1940r. na
zachodzie, otrzymali kartki z tych obozów w Rosji w których to listach znowu
się te same daty powtarzały.
Z datą póżniejszą od kwietnia 1940r. nikt od nich
korespondencji nie otrzymał. Te listy oddawałem do Oddziału Kultury Prasy,
zwracając uwagę że należałoby je pieczołowicie przechowywać.
Powinny one
zatym znajdować się w archiwach Oddz. Kult. Prasy 2 Korpusu.
EUGENE LUBoMIRsKI, Kpt,
EUG. LUBoMIRsKI, Kpt.

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

[Translation

from Polish]

Captain Eugene Lubomorski
6 Fairholt. Stroot
London, S. W. 7.

To the

Polish Union of Former Soviet Prisoners, London:

June 15,

1949

Deposition

I

certify that during my work with the Bureau of Families of Men in the Service
in search of the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R., headed by Captain Kaczkowski, a
large number of letters and postcards went through my hands from May 1942 to
June 1942 in Jangi Jul; these letters were written by persons in search of their
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relatives, officers and enlisted men. These persons knew from correspondence
with their relatives in the service that the latter were placed by the end of 1939
and in the winter and spring of 1940 in the camps in Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or
It is noteworthy that all of these letters [to the Bureau of Families]
Ostaszkowo.
emphasized, I do not know for what reason, that before March and May of 1940
(these dates are continuously repeated) they received information rather regularly
[about their relatives] and replies to letters sent to them, but that from the aboveI have the impression that there were
mentioned date all correspondence ceased.
several hundred such letters. In them the above-mentioned dates were under
scored by red pencil, although at that time nothing was known definitely con
And these dates hit the eye, since they
cerning the fate of these prisoners of war.
were constantly repeated. The letters were addressed to the Bureau for Search
of the Army, and evidently were sent by the relatives of those who were deported
to Russia. Both before and after the deportation, the relatives received corre
These letters were
spondence from the prisoners in the territory of Russia.
collected and must be kept in the archives of the Bureau for Search which, so far
as I know, were handed over by Captain Kaczkowski before he left Russia to the
military attache of the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev, Colonel Rudnicki. I do
not possess any such letters or postcards.
Later, at the time when I worked at the adjutant's office of the commander of
the second corps in Italy, I may certify that similarly a certain number of letters
was received from persons who resided in the territory of Switzerland, France, and
While these people remained in the West in 1940, they received
other countries.
postcards from the camps in Russia, in which letters the same data were repeated.
None of these persons has received any correspondence with a date later than
May 1940. These letters I gave to the section of Culture and the Press, drawing
their attention to the fact that they should be carefully preserved. They must be
available in the archives of the Section for Press and Cultural Affairs of the Second
Corps.
Signed,
Eugene Lubomirski,
Captain.

Mr. Machrowicz. Do you have any of those letters which you
received or do you know where they are at present?
Captain Lubiomirski. No; the unfortunate thing is that those
letters, as Major Kaczkowski said, were sent to Kuybishev to the
think they never left Russia. It was difficult
military аиасЬё and
to get things out. So that there are none. There are some of those
letters which were collected from different people here in England
which Dr. Stahl had.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about those you received in Italy?
Captain Lubiomirski. They may be in some of the archives but
difficult to find because when it was moved to England at very short
notice, all those things were packed together, and it is possible that in
some of a great number of boxes some of those cards are still there, but
it is very hard to find because a great number of boxes were stored all
over England for the better times when we can arrange a better
storage for them.
Chairman Madden. Captain, we want to thank you for coming
Now will the next witness state his name and address?
here.

I

Mr. Voit. Roman Voit,

48 Holland Road, London, W. 14.
Chairman Madden. Before you make your statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury. At the same time
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
arise as the result of your testimony.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness does not understand English too well,
Mr. Chairman.

I
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Chairman Madden. We want the record to show that the admoni
tion read in English now is being translated for the witness into Polish.
Mr. Flood. Do you understand the provisions in the admonition?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says that he does understand.
Chairman Madden. Do you swear by God Almighty that you will
according to your best knowledge tell the truth, the pure truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Roman Voit. I do.

TESTIMONY OF ROMAN VOIT (AS TRANSLATED BY MR. ROMAN
PUCINSKI)
Mr. Flood. What is your name?
Mr. Voit. Roman Voit.
Mr. Flood. You were at one time,

I

understand, identified with
the Polish Government of General Sikorski and of General Anders?
Mr. Voit. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Flood. You were identified with that part of the Government
which was a bureau set up for the purpose of rendering aid and
information to the relatives and the families and the friends of the
missing Polish officers?
Mr. Voit. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Flood. You were present here in the room, believe, and you
heard the evidence of the last two witnesses?
Mr. Voit. Not too well; I do not hear too well.
Mr. Flood. You can hear me?

I

Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were identified with

a bureau set up by General
Sikorski and General Anders under the command of Major Kaczkowski?
Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were also working with Major Kaczkowski, and
with you was Captain Felsztyn, who just left the stand?
Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. They told us that they received in this bureau thou
sands of letters from relatives and friends and the families of the
missing officers; is that correct?
Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were you employed at that bureau during the same
period of time with the other two officers whose names I have just

mentioned?

Mr. Voit. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. The other officers testified that these communications

came in all during that period of time by the thousands; is that right?
Mr. Voit. Maybe not in thousands, but as far as I know from my
own contact there were hundreds of those letters.
Mr. Flood. Many of these communications were post cards?
Mr. Voit. Most of them were post cards.
Mr. Flood. That had been received by the relatives and friends
and families from the men who were in Kozielsk and Starobielsk?
Mr. Voit. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. And those were the cards that these people sent to
your office to see if you could help locate those officers?
Mr. Voit. That is correct.
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Mr. Flood. Did you yourself ever have any conversations or com
munications with any Russians, military, civilian or NKVD, of any
category in connection with the missing Polish officers?
Mr. Voit. No ; only with the Polish families in the Russian territory.
Mr. Flood. What was the date that was stressed in your mind as
the last date or dates that any of these families or friends had received
any word or information from the missing officers in the three camps?
Mr. Voit. As far as I can remember, the dates were January,
February, March, and possibly some in April of 1940.
%
Mr. Flood. Did you have any personal reminiscence, any personal
incident, bv telephone, in writing or in conversation with any of the
relatives, families or friends or anybody else, Polish, Russian, or
anything any time any place anywhere, which would be of help to
this committee?
Mr. Voit. There was constant fear and theory that these men had
disappeared, that these men had been killed, and chis bureau tried
to console these families witb the hope that they would be found.
Mr. Flood. Now after the major, the chief of this section, left
Russia, did you remain?
Mr. Vorr. Yes, I did; I went to Kuybyshev with Colonel Rudnicki.
Mr. Flood. When the major, who just left here, who was chief of
the section, turned over the files and records to Colonel Rudnicki,
who went to Kuybyshev, did you go with Colonel Rudnicki to
Kuybyshev?
Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did you take the records and documents with you?
Mr. Voit. Yes, and I personally packed them.
Mr. Flood. When was the last that you saw the documents in
Kuybyshev?
Mr. Voit. I took them with me.
Mr. Flood. From where? What I want to know is what happened
Did they leave
to the documents after they got to Kuybyshev.
Kuybyshev?
Mr. Voit. The Russian authorities objected to my staying at
Kuybyshev, so then I left for Iraq, but the documents remained there
with Colonel Rudnicki.
Mr. Flood. And was he the Polish military аМасЬё at Kuybyshev?
Mr. Voit. Yes.
Mr. Flood. So the last that you know of the documents and records
is that when you left Kuybyshev to go to Iraq, the documents and
records were at Kuybyshev in the possession of the Polish military
attach*;, Colonel Rudnicki?
Mr. Voit. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Chairman Madden. Any further questions?
Mr. Voit. May I make a further statement?

I

know

as a

matter

of fact that when Russia broke off diplomatic relations with Poland
in 1943. the Polish officials in these various locations were burning and
destroying their records and documents; but we continued our search

for these officers ami kept contact with these families after the whole

operation was transferred to Iraq, to Palestine, and to Egypt.
Mr. Flood. After you left Kuybyshev, did you ever get word any
place or ever hear anything in that bureau from any of the officers at
Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or Pavlishchev Bor about these missing officers?
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Mr. Vorr. No.

Chairman Madden. We want to thank you for coming here this
afternoon and testifying.
Mr. Pucinski. This gentleman coming up now is the only surviving
Polish general who was interned in either of these camps.
Chairman Madden. General, will you give the reporter your full
name and address?

General Wolkowicki. My name is Jerzy Wolkowicki, and my
address is Penrose Camp, Pwllelli, Wales.
Chairman Madden. Before you make a statement, General, it is
our wish that you be advised that you would run the risk of actions
in the courts by anyone who considered he had suffered an injury.
At the same time, wish to make it quite clear that the Government
of the United States and the House of Representatives do not assume
any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander
proceedings which may arise as the result of your testimony.
Mr. Flood. The witness will now have interpreted for him in
Polish the admonition just rendered by the chairman.
Does he
understand the provisions of the admonition?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says that he does understand the
provisions of the admonition.
Chairman Madden. General, do you solemnly swear by God
Almighty that you will according to your best knowledge to tell the
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
General Wolkowicki.
do.

I

I

TESTIMONY

OF

GEN.

JERZY WOLKOWICKI,
PWLLELLI, WALES

PENEOSS

CAMP,

Mr. Machrowicz. Your name is Jerzy Wolkowicki?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you a general of the Polish Army in 1939?
General Wolkowicki. Yes, I was a general from 1927.
Mr. Machrowicz. In what branch of the service were you in 1939?
General Wolkowicki. I was a commander in the reserve army of

Gen. Dom-Biernacki, and then I was the commanding officer of the
combined division entitled or named "W".
Mr. Machrowicz. And while in such command, were you taken
prisoner by the Russians?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. When?

Wolkowicki. September 26, 1939.
Mr. Machrowicz. And were vou subsequently interned at Kozielsk?
General Wolkowicki. Yes;
arrived at Kozielsk at the beginning
General

I

of November.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of 1939?
General Wolkowicki. 1939.
Mr. Machrowicz. How many Polish generals were there at the
Kozielsk camp at that time?
General Wolkowicki. Five.
Mr. Machrowicz. And how long did you remain at Kozielsk?
General

Wolkowicki.

Until April

Mr. Machrowicz. What

happened

26, 1940.

to you on

April

26, 1940?
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General Wolkowicki. On that date I, and a group of approximately
96, were taken from this camp after undergoing a very intensive
search at the camp.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were the other four generals in that group, too?
General Wolkowicki. No; three of them were removed before
was, and one after.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know what became of those three who
were removed before you?
do not.
I do know that they were
General Wolkowicki. No;
subsequently found among those in Katyn.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know their names?
General Wolkowicki. General Minkiewicz, General Smorawinski,
General Bohaterewicz, and Admiral Czemicki.
Mr. Machrowicz. I hand you this exhibit 5A of the Chicago
hearings, which shows the list of the officers found in Katyn and
direct your specific attention to page 114, and ask you to find the
name of General Minkiewicz there?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; Henryk Minkiewicz.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was among those who were found dead at

I

I

Katyn?

General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. I ask you to look under the letter "S" and

if you find

the name of General Smorawinski?

see

Wolkowicki. Yes; Mieczyslaw Smorawinski.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you find it at what page of the exhibit?
General Wolkowicki. Page 157.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now I direct your attention again to the same
General

exhibit, and ask you whether you find under the letter "B" the name
of General Bohaterewicz?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; Bronislaw Bohaterewicz.
Mr. Machrowicz. On what page?
General Wolkowicki. On page 24.
Mr. Machrowicz. 1 direct your attention again to the same
exhibit and ask you whether you find therein the name of Admiral
Czemicki?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; Ksawery Czemicki.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you find it on what page?
General Wolkowicki. On page 36.
Mr. Machrowicz. So that all four of your colleagues, the three
generals and the admiral, are in the list of those who were found dead
at Katyn, is that right?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know when they left Kozielsk? If you
do not know the exact date, can you give us the approximate date?
General Wolkowicki. No; I do not recall the exact date.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did you leave?
General Wolkowicki. April 26.
Mr. Machrowicz. April 26 of 1940?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And did they leave before you?
General Wolkowicki. Three of them departed before I did, and
those are General Minkiewicz, General Smorawinski, and General
Bohaterewicz.
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Mr. Machrowicz. How long before you did they depart?
General Wolkowicki. About 10 days.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then I understand that Admiral Czernicki

was still at Kozielsk when you left?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you have any knowledge as to how long after

you Admiral Czernicki left Kozielsk?

General Wolkowicki. I had learned from a subsequent group which
had arrived at Pavlishchev Bor after our arrival there that Admiral
Czernicki was evacuated from Kozielsk about 3 days after my de
parture.
Mr. Machrowicz. During the time that you were at Kozielsk did
you at any time have any opportunity or occasion to talk to any of the
Russian officers regarding the fate of your fellow officers who left
before you?
General Wolkowicki.
frequently asked them where these men
were taken.
Mr. Machrowicz. And what answers did you get?
General Wolkowicki. That they do not know.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ever get any answers when you had any
other occasion to inquire about their whereabouts?
General Wolkowicki. I do not recall who this officer was, but
did talk to one White Russian officer at the camp who told me that
these men would be turned over and surrendered to the Germans.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now from Kozielsk you were taken to Pav
lishchev Bor, is that right?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How long did you stay there?
General Wolkowicki. We remained there 1 month.
Mr. Machrowicz. And during the time you were at Pavlishchev
Bor, did you have any opportunity or occasion to inquire of any of the
Russian officers there as to the fate of the other Polish officers?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
We were not permitted to carry on
I
I, however, on September 9, 1940, wrote the
any correspondence.
following communication to the NKVD.
Mr. Machrowicz. The NKVD at Pavlishchev Bor?
General Wolkowicki. In Griazowiec.
Mr. Machrowicz. And is this paper which you now hand to the
committee a copy of the letter which you sent?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is a copy of the letter which
I always made a separate copy for myself of any letter to them.
wrote.
Mr. Machrowicz. And in that letter you complained about the
lack of knowledge as to the fate of these officers who left the camp
before you did, is that right?
General Wolkowicki. As the result of this letter winch
had
written to the NKVD headquarters in Griazowiec, we were permitted
thereafter to correspond with relatives and friends.
Mr. Machrowicz. Prior to this letter, you were not given the right
to correspond with your relatives?
General Wolkowicki. No, prior to this they permitted us to write
only two letters, and we had never received any answer to those
letters.
Mr. Machrowicz. And as the result of this letter, was that changed?

I

I

I

I
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General Wolkowicki. In October of 1940 they permitted us to
correspond with the outside world, and then we started getting letters

from Poland.

Mr. Machrowicz. And did these letters indicate that the families
and relatives of these officers were unable to hear from them, is that
correct?
General Wolkowicki. My wife had written me a letter inquiring
about three people in particular.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you make any inquky of any Russian
authorities as to the whereabouts of any of those people?
General Wolkowicki. I then went to the Russian officials and
inquired of them why they are permitting us to write letters and not
permitting those others to write letters to their loved ones.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who did you go to?
General Wolkowicki. I went to captain of the NKVD Wasilewsky.
Mr. Machrowicz. When you say those others, you mean those
which your wife had written to you about, is that right?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. What answer did you get from this captain?
General Wolkowicki. His reply was that he did not know in which
camp these men were, but that most probably they did not want to
write to their families.
Mr. Machrowicz. Other than that did you have any other conver
sations with any Russian authorities about these officers, or any other
missing officers?
I
received another subsequent letter from
General Wolkowicki.
the wife of a colonel whose name I would rather not reveal at this
Later more of the
time, and she was inquiring about her brother.
people in the camp began coming to me and telling me that they also
are receiving letters from families in Poland inquiring why their
relatives are not writing to them.
Mr. Machrowicz. As a result of these complaints which had come
to you from these various relatives, did you make any other attempts
with the Russian authorities to find out the whereabouts of these
missing officers?
General Wolkowicki. In January of 1941
again went to Captain
Wasilewsky of the Russian NKVD and had a conversation with him.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did he tell you?
told him that many others are receiving
General Wolkowicki.
letters similar to those that
am receiving, and I threatened at that
time to write a letter to the headquarters of the NKVD.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did the captain tell you?
General Wolkowicki. He told me the same thing: "They most
probably do not want to write to their families."
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you do anything further about it?
told him that I could understand if one or
General Wolkowicki.
two or three were reluctant to write to their families, but when we
are getting hundreds of letters, that I cannot understand.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you do anything further about learning of
their whereabouts?
General Wolkowicki. He assured me that he personally would
write to the NKVD, and that the NKVD would contact these various
prisoners that the families were inquiring about and instruct them to

I

I

I

I

I
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He asked me to prepare for him a list of
names of those who were making the inquiries and said that he would
forward that list to the NKVD and have those men instructed to
write home to their families.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you give him such a list?
informed all the others ahout this assur
General Wolkowicki.
was brought 130 names, and these names
took and gave
ance, and
to Captain Wasilewsky.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you hear further from him about it?
General
Wolkowicki. This discussion was in February. In
asked him what
March, again I went to Captain Wasilewski and
results he had obtained, because I was continuing to get these letters.
He told me that he had written a letter to the NKVD and that most
probably would have an answer.
In April, at the end of April 1941, again inquired on this subject.
Captain Wasilewski told me he doesn't know why I am not getting a
write to their families.

I

I

I

I

I

I

reply.

Mr. Machrowicz. Did you hear anything further from him after

that?

General Wolkowicki.
the Russians.

After that, the Germans declared war on

Mr. Machrowicz. And you had no other contacts with any Russian

authorities regarding
General

the whereabouts of these lost Polish officers?
No; I did not. But did report to General

Wolkowicki.

Anders in Moscow.

I

Mr. Machrowicz. You reported to General Anders the things that
you just told us; is that right?
General Wolkowicki. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything further that you can tell us
regarding the whereabouts of these lost Polish officers?
General Wolkowicki. I can leave this letter with you.
(The witness produced a document.)
Mr. Machrowicz. I think that is a letter you received asking your
assistance to locate certain lost officers ; is that right?
General Wolkowicki. That is correct.
Mr. Dondero. Is that going to be made a part of the record?
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you have any objection to a copy of this
letter which you sent to the NKVD being made a part of the record?
I will leave that for you.
General Wolkowicki. No objections.
Mr. Flood. Have this marked as "No. 16."
(The document referred to was marked as "Exhibit 16.")
Mr. Flood. The witness is shown exhibit No. 16, which is a copy
of a letter that he testified he wrote on the date mentioned, to the
NKVD, in connection with these matters.
Will you look at the exhibit, and I will ask you if that is such a
copy?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is.
Mr. Flood. That will be offered in evidence.
Chairman Madden. It is accepted.
(The document marked as "Exhibit 16" was received in evidence
and is shown below:)
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from Polish]

Prisoners of War

Camp "Grjazowibc"
September 6, 1940

People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (N. К. V. D.)
Office for P. O. W. Affairs
As senior officer of the Polish Army in the Grjazowiec POW camp, I take the
liberty to address myself to the NKVD with the following declaration: Over
four months have passed since our departure from Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and
Ostaszkow and our arrival at the present camp.
Since that time practically
nobody has received any communications from his family.
During that time we were permitted to write to our families twice, but we
have received no replv to our letters.
I must state with distress that the prisoners have become extremely despondent;
the only topic of conversation is the lack of correspondence and their anxiety about
I fear that suicides may take place.
their families.
Nobody believes the explana
tions of the camp authorities: that our relatives do not write, and that explains
why there are no letters.
I therefore request the NKVD that the matter of correspondence should be
reviewed and arrangements made as they were in the winter camps.
If long
letters are impossible to arrange, proper typical correspondence cards could be
introduced.
Even the slighest information is better than the depressing lack of
information about nearest relatives.
It is suggested that perhaps the NKVD could make the proper arrangements
through the Soviet Red Cross as regards correspondence with families on the
territories occupied by the USSR, and for the territories occupied by the Germans,
through the Polish Red Cross in Warsaw.
This last method has been practiced
in the past.
It is known from the correspondence which we have been receiving that in the
German POW camps it is permitted for [the prisoners] to write once a week, and
the reception of letters is unlimited.
Wolkowicki,
Major General, Polish Army

I

General Wolkowicki. This is the original, and
had written the
Russian version of this letter to the NKVD.
Mr. Machrowicz. The letter you sent to the NKVD was in
Russian, but this is a copy of that same letter written in the Polish
language; is that correct?
General Wolkowicki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. General, why is it that of all the general officers at
Kozielsk— and general officers are very important people — why would
it be that of all the general officers there, as well as the admiral who
was there, that you were the only one that survived? You do not
know the reason, but what guess do you have?
General Wolkowicki. I am a former Russian naval officer. Before
World War I, I was a Russian
Mr. Machrowicz. General, that was before Poland was formed in
1919; is that right?
General Wolkowicki. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. There was no Poland at that time, and you were
then a Russian naval officer?
General Wolkowicki. I was a Russian naval officer before World

War I.

Chairman Madden. And you attribute that fact to the reason that
you were spared death?
General Wolkowicki. I was also in the battle of Tsushima.
was on the ship which was surrendered by a Russian admiral to the
Japanese.
I was the only officer who opposed the surrender of this
ship, and that is why their attitude toward me was one of considerable
interest.

I
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Chairman Madden.

How old are you?

Wolkowicki. Sixty-nine.
Mr. Flood. Were you offered any
General

command with the Polish
Armies under the Russian command?
General Wolkowicki. No.
Mr. Flood. After August of 1941?
General Wolkowicki. No; because I already was a deputy com
mander of the Sixth Division under General Anders, and then my
attitude toward them was such that they wouldn't dare make me such
an offer.

Chairman Madden. Is that all?
Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
General Wolkowicki. I have with me here

a certificate
of aa
I wish
inoculation against typhus, which all of these men received.
to point out that it was these certificates that were found in great
numbers on the Polish soldiers whose bodies were discovered at

Katyn.

Chairman Madden. May we see that?
(The document referred to was handed to the committee.)
General Wolkowicki. This is the only document that the Russians
permitted me to keep. They had taken all of my other documents,
including my letters, away from me.
Mr. Flood. Will the reporter mark this as "Exhibit 17"?
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit 17" and is shown
below

:)

Exhibit
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from Russian]

"Wolkowicki Jerzy S. [son of] Tadeusz
IWritten in Polish:] Wolkowicki Jerzy S. [son of] Tadeusz
Wolkowicki has undergone injections against typhoid fever and paratyphoid
twice: December 6, 1939. The physician of the camp of the NKVD [Peoples'
Commissariat

for the Interior] in Kozielsk.

[Signature illegible]

General Wolkowicki. All my other documents were taken away
at the time I left Kozielsk.
Mr. Flood. The witness is shown the document marked for identifi
cation "Exhibit 17" and I ask him whether or not this is the typhus-

innoculation certificate

to which he referred?

Wolkowicki. Yes; it is.
Mr. Flood. Were all of the officers and prisoners
General

at Kozielsk
innoculated against typhus and given one of these certificates, as
far as you know?
fc General
Wolkowicki.
believe that all of them were.
И Mr. Flood. And of all the things they were permitted to keep with
them, as far as you know, when they left Kozielsk, as in your case,
this certificate was one of those things?
General Wolkowicki. I had mine in my pocket, and when the
soldier that was searching me looked at it he gave it back to me.
Mr. Flood. You have seen certificates subsequently, that were
found on the bodies of the soldiers at Katyn, that were similar to the
certificates of innoculation at Kozielsk?

I

General Wolkowicki. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. This is offered in evidence as well.
Chairman Madden. That exhibit is received in evidence.

Are there any further questions?
Mr. Machrowicz. I might say, for the record, that I am now look
ing through the exhibit which is the list of the names of the officers
found at Katyn. I have found quite a number of notes that such
innoculation cards have been found on the bodies.
Chairman Madden. General, from your broad experience as a
former Russian officer, naval officer, and from your experience in
contact with the Russian people over these long years, and also from
your experience in the prison camp at Kozielsk, and also from the
experience and the information you have received since you were
released from the prison camp, can you state, in your opinion, who
you think committed the massacres and murders at Katyn?
General Wolkowicki. On the basis of my own personal observa
tions, it is my belief that the massacre at Katyn was perpetrated by
the Russians.

We want to thank you
Chairman Madden. That is all, General.
for your testimony here today; it is very valuable.

General, did anybody promise you any pay or consideration or
emolument or any reward to come here to testify today?
General Wolkowicki. Nobody.
Mr. Pucinski. Gentlemen, this is Mr. Moszynski.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Moszynski, would you spell your full name
for the record?
Mr. Moszynski. M-o-s-z-y-n-s-k-i; Adam.
Chairman Madden. And your address?
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Mr. Moszynski. Penhros Camp, near Pwllheli, in north Wales.
Chairman Madden. Before you make your statement, it is our wish

that you be'advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury as a result of your
At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
testimony.
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of your testimony.
Do you understand that?

Mr. Moszynski. Yes.

Chairman Madden. Now, will you be sworn?
Do you solemnly swear, by God the Almighty, that you will, accord
ing to your best knowledge, testify the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. I suggest he make a brief statement on how he

prepared the book and ttien we can interrogate

TESTIMONY

him.

ADAM MOSZYNSKI, PENHROS CAMP, NEAR
NORTH WALES (WITH THE AID OF INTERPRETER

OF

PWLLHELI,
ROMAN PUCINSKI)

Chairman Madden. Will you proceed and make a statement in
your own words regarding what information you would like to convey
to the committee?

И Mr. Moszynski. I will report in Polish
English, but it is easier for

me to speak

because

in Polish.

I

understand

Mr. Flood. Before you begin: This committee has had before it
at its hearings in the United States of America and here in London
today a document to which it has been referring and to which it has
asked certain of the witnesses to refer for the purpose of identifying
the names of the Polish officers whose bodies were found at Katvn.
We now show you that document and ask you if you were identified
with its preparation in any way?
[It is exhibit 5- A, introduced in
Chicago.]
Mr. Moszynski. Yes, of course. I have a copy. Yes; this is
the same.
Mr. Flood. What is it?
Mr. Moszynski. This is the list of all prisoners of Avar who were
in three camps: in Kozielsk, in Ostashkov, and in Starobielsk.
Mr. Flood. Have you been identified in any way with the. particular
document to which you refer?
Have you prepared it or been con
nected with its production?
Mr. Moszynski. I prepared this document on the ground of the
German official book Amtlichcs Material zum Massemnord von
Katyn.

Mr. Flood. Arc you referring to the so-called German white book?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes; entitled "Amtliches Material zum Massenmord von Katyn; ausgegeben in 1943, in Berlin."
Here is the list of some 2,000, with some hundred, prisoners of war
who were exhumed in Katyn in 1943.
It was the first set.
The second set was the list which was prepared by the Polish Red
Cross in Katyn during exhumation in 1943.
Then the third set was
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the list which was prepared in the Polish Army in Russian through
Dr. Kaczkowski.
Then I have identified the names with official yearbooks of officers.
In addition to
have received these books from the general staff.
that, I had compared the annual officers' yearbooks that are in the
possession of the Polish Army General Staff here in London, in exile.
Mr. Dondero. Where did you get those names? Where did they
come from originally, the names that made up that book by the
Germans and then copied by you into your book?
want to know and what the committee wants to know is:
What
Where did that list of names come from that made up that book by

I

I

the Germans?

Mr. Machrowicz. I want to ask a question on that. Do you know
how the Germans assembled their list, the Amtliches Material zum
Massenmord von Katyn?
,Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How?
Mr. Moszynski. The Germans had prepared this list on the ground
of documents found in the graves.
Mr. Dondero. That is what we want to know.
Mr. Moszynski. But there were many mistakes because there were
the names written in Russian letters, in Polish letters, and they were
read by the Germans; and, therefore, I must identify the names if it
was possible for me.
Mr. Dondero. Kanst du Deutsch lesen? [English translation:
Can you read German?]
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one question, Mr. Moszynski.
There has been some talk about the German list not being a com
pletely reliable list. Can you make any comment as to that?
Mr. Moszynski. I can verify the fact полу, on the basis of my own
investigation, that the bulk of those names included in the German
book agree with the list prepared independently by the Polish Red
Cross at Katyn and also with the list prepared by the bureau which
was headed by Mr. Kaczkowski, the Family Service Bureau.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Moszynski, as I tried to explain, the
Germans prepared their list — - that is in answer to Mr. Dondero's
question —on the basis of the documents which they found on the
bodies.

Mr. Moszynski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. But such a list could be in error because there

be some occasions when one person might have a document
bearing someone else's name?
Mr. Moszynski. Of course; of course.
Mr. Machrowicz. And such instances were found; were they not?

could

Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. As, for instance, the

case of Franciszek Biernacki,
which has been mentioned by some.
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. You are familiar with that instaDce?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can you explain the error in that case?
Mr. Moszynski. It is conceivable that one of the corpses found at
Katyn may have had in his possession a letter or something which had
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As far as I recollect the details on that,
been written by Biernacki.
Biernacki had left behind, when he was evacuated from Poland, his
bankbook, and one of his friends, who was close by, had taken the
book and then subsequently the friend had fallen in Katyn, and it was
Biernacki's book that was found on another body.
Mr. Machrowicz. So that the natural conclusion of the Germans
was that this man, other than Biernacki, who had Biernacki's book,
was Biernacki?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Other than such occasional errors, you found
the German list in substance to be correct; did you?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. It might be interesting to observe for the record at this
point that when this committee goes to Frankfurt, where it will sit
next week to conduct hearings, there will be present and testifying the
various former German Government officials who, under the direction
of Von Ribbentrop and Goebbels, prepared the white book and *in
other ways conducted the investigation at Katyn.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, I want the record to show that
had asked the witness in the German language whether or not he
could read German, and he answered "Yes."
Mr. Moszynski.
personally had translated from German into
Polish the various notes that are included, notations that are included
in the German text of items that were found on the bodies of these men.
Mr. Dondero. Were you at Katyn personally?
Mr. Moszynski. No. I am a prisoner of war at Starobielsk camp
and I am alive ; so is the General Wolkowicki from Kozielsk, so I am
from Starobielsk. I had been interned at Starobielsk, and we met
together in Pavlischev Bor and then in Griazowiec.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you also used the list of a group of Poles
who were examining the bodies at Katyn under German supervision?
You used, in preparation of this document, a list prepared by a group
of Poles who were in Katyn during the German occupation?
Mr. Moszynski. German occupation, yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you have made several revisions of this
book; have you?
Mr. Moszynski.
had to rectify some names on the ground of the
official yearbooks of officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. How much time have you spent on the prepara
tion of this book?
Mr. Moszynski. Eleven months.
Mr. Machrowicz. And, to the best of your knowledge and belief,
that is as complete a record of the lost officers at the three camps as
is at the present time available?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes. This list was in the beginning published
in the weekly White Eagle, a newspaper.
This list was also further
corrected when the list was reprinted in the Polish newspaper White
Eagle, and on the basis of the publication of these names in this
newspaper I had had some correspondence, including a letter from
one Pole whose name had been listed as dead, and he, in fact, is alive.
Mr. Machrowicz. But none of the officers who were in Kozielsk,
in Starobielsk, or in Ostashkov, later proved to be alive; is that not

I

I

I

correct?
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Mr. Moszynski. This list does not include any names of those
who are known to be alive.
Mr. Dondero. The Russians claim that the Germans shot these
men. Did the Russians make a list of the dead?
Mr. Moszynski. I have no knowledge of such alist.
Mr. Machrowicz. If there were such a list, you would probably
have heard of it; is that right?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes; I would have most probably heard about it.
was in that type of service in the Polish Army that I had access
to various secret documents, which probably would have borne that
out.
Mr. Dondero. The Germans were the first to make a list of these
men who had been shot; were they not?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes; that is correct.
Chairman Madden. Did you have any knowledge as to the number
of clergymen — ministers, priests, rabbis — that were in these camps,
these prison camps?
Mr. Moszynski. How many?
Chairman Madden. Do you know of any that were there at all—

I

clergymen, priests, ministers?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes; of course.

Chairman Madden. About how many would you say, just roughly?
Mr. Moszynski. For instance, there were about 440 doctors in

Kozielsk; in Starobielsk, where I was, were also about 400 doctors.
Then there was in Starobielsk a group of judges; they were brought to
Starobielsk from Lwow. Then there were about 10 priests.
In
Starobielsk also was a rabbi.
Chairman Madden. Any ministers?
Mr. Moszynski. In Starobielsk, no ministers, but in Kozielsk there
were.

Mr. Machrowicz. Have you the total number of names found, in
this book of yours?
Mr. Dondero. Wieviel? [How many?]
Mr. Moszynski. There are 3,794 names from Camp Kozielsk.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of those who were lost from Camp Kozielsk?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That represents what percentage of the total
lost from that camp?
Mr. Moszynski. 73 percent.
Mr. Machrowicz. So that you have assembled the names of

73

percent of those who were lost at Kozielsk; have you?
Mr. Moszynski. Actually, it is a little more than 73 percent.
have here a letter from one of the Polish policemen who was interned
in Kozielsk No. 2. That camp was established in the period following
the liquidation of Kozielsk No. 1. This policeman had read on the
wall in the kitchen in Kozielsk camp an inscription written with a knife
which carried the following message, in Polish: "There were five thou
sand of us Polish officers here."
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you tell us how many your list contains
of those from Ostashkov?
Mr. Moszynski. It is very little; it is only 1,231. It is about
20 percent.
Mr. Machrowicz. Twenty percent of those who were known to
have disappeared from Ostashkov?

I
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Mr. Moszynski. Yes. I arrived at the total number of Polish
prisoners at Ostashkov on the basis of information furnished by those
gentlemen who survived the Ostashkov liquidation.
And from Starobielsk it is better.
Mr. Machrowicz. How many do you have?
Mr. Moszynski. 3,343 names. It is 87 percent.
Mr. Machrowicz. Besides that, what other names do you have?
Mr. Moszynski. Besides that, there were 2,703 without names and
also 145 without names, only the items found on their bodies in Katyn
are described.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. In Katyn?
Moszynski. In Katyn.
Machrowicz. All in all, you have 9,515 names; do you?
Moszynski. Yes.
Machrowciz. And that represents what percentage of the

total number of lost officers at Kozielsk, Ostashkov, and Starobielsk?
Mr. Moszynski. The total number I count about 15,400 persons.
They are not only of officers, but other persons, because we know that
the graves also contained bodies of civilians and clergy.
Mr. Machrowicz. You account for 15,000 lost persons in those
three camps?

Mr. Moszynski. Yes; 15,400.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you have assembled, of those 15,000,
Is that correct?
9,515 names, or about 53 percent of the total.
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Of the remainder, about whom all the rumors have

been going around as to what may have happened to the officers
that have never been found or whose bodies have never been found,
you are aware, as is the committee, that there had been a lot of rumors
as to what may have happened to them or where they went.
From
your experience in this matter, do you care to offer your opinion or
your guess as to what happened to the remainder of the prisoners from
Ostashkov and from Starobielsk?
Mr. Moszynski. I am sure there are three Katyns in the world.
One Katyn is in the Katyn Forest, near Gniezdovo (Smolensk) ; the
second Katyn, of Starozlsk, could be near Kharkov, and the prisoners
of Ostashkov, near the White Sea.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is your best opinion; is that correct?
Mr. Moszynski. Yes.
Chairman Madden. When you mention the White Sea, are you
referring to those thousands that were allegedly drowned on the barges.
Mr. Moszynski. Yes. To the best of my knowledge, based on con
siderable research on the subject, the prisoners in Ostashkov were
placed on two very old barges, and when the barges were towed out
to sea they were destroyed by Russian artillery fire.
Mr. Flood. About how many, would you say, drowned on the
barges in the White Sea at that time?
Mr. Moszynski. More than 5,000. It is the whole remainder to
the total number of Ostashkov prisoners. There are alive only 120
from Ostashkov.

Mr. Flood. You feel that somewhere in the vicinity of Kharkov
there must be graves similar to those found at Katyn, which contain
the bodies of those not yet discovered from Starobielsk?
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Mr. Moszynski. Yes. "When
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left Starobielsk on May 12th with

19 others in my group, there remained in that camp 11 Polish officers
from a total of 3,920. Another officer and myself sitting in the rail

car on our way away from Starobielsk had observed an inscription
carved with a pen knife. The inscription was: "We arrived at the
station at Kharkov.
Most probably we will be unloaded or removed
from the train."
Chairman Madden. Is that all, Mr. Machrowicz?

Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Chairman

M adden. Would you

were saved and not murdered?

have any opinion as to why you

Mr. Moszynski. Those of us who have survived have thought
about that a great deal.
Looking over this group of the 400 survivors,
we have come to the conclusion, if the Russians had any particular
reason for selecting us, that reason was that they wanted a complete
cross section of all the Polish prisoners that were ever detained so
that they could subsequently sav, "Why, you have these prisoners

here."
Chairman Madden. From all your experience in research in the
prison camp and outside, since the beginning of the war, have you
formed an opinion as to who committed the massacres at Katyn?
Mr. Moszynski. No other; only the Bolsheviks.
Mr. Dondero. Do you mean by that the Russians?
Mr. Moszynski. The Russians.
Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for your testimony; it
is very valuable.
The committee will meet at 10 o'clock in the morning.
at

(Whereupon, at 6:20 p. m., the committee
10 a. m. Thursday, April 17, 1952.)

recessed, to reconvene
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thursday, april

17, 1962

House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

London, England.
The Select Committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to recess, in room
111, Kensington Palace Hotel, De Vere Gardens, W. 8, Hon. Ray J.
Madden (chairman) presiding.
Madden, Flood, Machrowicz, Dondero, and
Messrs.
Present:

O'Konski.

Also present: Roman Pucinski, committee investigator and inter
preter.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
The record will show that present at the hearing today are the
Chairman, Congressman Flood, Congressman Machrowicz, Congress
man Dondero, and Congressman O'Konski.
We will now proceed.
Mr. Pucinski. Gentlemen, this is General Bohusz-Szyszko, who
was the first military attachd of the Polish Government in Moscow
after Poland and Russia reestablished diplomatic relations in 1941.
Chairman Madden. Just state your name to the reporter.
Lieutenant General Bohusz-Szyszko.
General Bohusz-Szyszko.
The first name is Zygmunt Peter. The address is Chester; 44 Lower
Bridge Street.
Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
anyone who had considered he had suffered injury as a result of your
At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
testimony.
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of your testimony.
Mr. Interpreter, will you translate that admonition for the witness?
(The interpreter translated the admonition.)
Does the witness clearly understand the provisions of that admoni
tion?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says he does understand the provisions
of that admonition.

Mr. Flood. Will the witness rise and be sworn?
Do you swear, by God the Almighty and Omniscient, that you will,

according to your best knowledge, tell the pure truth and you will
not conceal anything; so help you God?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. I do.
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TESTIMONY OF LT. GEN. ZYGMUNT PETER BOHUSZ-SZYSZKO,
44 LOWER BRIDGE STREET, CHESTER, ENGLAND.
(WITH THE
AID OF INTERPRETER, ROMAN PUCINSKI.)

Mr. Flood. What is your name?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. My name is Bohusz-Szyszko.
Mr. Flood. Were you at any time identified with the Polish Army?

General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, I was in the Polish Army before
the war and during the war in the present Polish Army.
Mr. Flood. What was your rank?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Lieutenant general.
Mr. Flood. Were vou a lieutenant general in the Polish Armv in
1939?

I

General Bohusz-Szyszko. No, in 1939
was major general.
Mr. Flood. I understand that at one time you were a military
attache for the Polish Government.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Not attach£;
was first chief of the

I

Polish Military Mission in Moscow.
Mr. Flood. When was that? What year was that?
General Bohusz-Szuszko. From the 1st of August 1941 to the last

of December 1941.

Mr. Pucinski. December

31?

General Bohusz-Szyszko. December 31.
Mr. Flood. Who appointed you to that position; who named you?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. General Sikorski.
Mr. Flood. General Sikorski at that time was the chief of the
Polish Government; was he not?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; he was Prime Minister.
Mr. Flood. Who went with you? I am not interested in the names
especially, but what was the make-up of the Polish Military Mission?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Two persons.
One is a high Polish
officer and the second, secretary of the Polish Embassy in Moscow.
Mr. Flood. If those are all there were, will you give me the names,
please?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, sir.
It was a Major Bortnowski,
and the secretary was Mr. Arlet.
Mr. Flood. Did you go from Kuibishev to Moscow?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. No; I went from London, from London
by airplane to our hangars in Moscow.
Mr. Flood. Were you put up by the Russians or by the Polish
Ambassador?
Where did you stay?
How were you put up there in

Moscow?

General Bohusz-Szyszko.

Embassy.

First in

a hotel and

later in the Polish

Mr. Flood. Who was the Ambassador for the Poles at that time?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Mr. Kot.
Mr. Flood. What is his full name?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Stanislaw Kot.
Mr. Flood. And Stanislaw Kot was the Polish Ambassador in

Moscow on August 1, 1941, when you arrived there as chief of the
Polish Military Mission?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
But Ambassador — Professor Kot
arrived later, a month later, the 1st day of September.
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Mr. Flood. But during your term as chief of the Military Mission,
Ambassador Kot, starting in September, was the ambassador to
Moscow, was he?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. The answer to your original question is
"Yes."
Mr. Dondero. What year?

General Bohusz-Szyszko. 1941.
Mr. Flood. So that, from August 1, 1941, until that day in Septem
ber when Ambassador Kot arrived in Moscow, you were the chief
representative of the Polish Government in Moscow?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. Of course, one of your chief missions, I suppose, was
to inquire as to the whereabouts of certain missing Polish officers;
was it not?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; because I was this officer who was
designated to make a military agreement with the Russian Gov
ernment.

Mr. Flood. You were the military officer who participated in the
protocol with the Russian military?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will vou just go on in your own words and describe
for us the thing in which we are chiefly interested at this time, which
is: Any conversations, any communications, that you, as the ranking
Polish representative, as chief of the official Polish Military Mission
in Moscow, conducted with any Russians?
Tell us who they wTere,
their names, rank, and the tenor and the nature of the entire conversa
tion until Ambassador Kot got there.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. After the military agreement between
Poland and Russia was established or reached, several conversations
followed w7ith representatives of both the Russian Government and
Among those authorized by the Russians to
the Russian Army.
carry on these conversations w as Major Zhukov, wrho was the chief of
That particular position
the security division of the Russian Army.
He had the title of Pleni
is comparable to a general in the Army.
potentiary of the Soviet Government.
Representing the staff of the Russian Army was Major General
Panfilow. The Polish Government was represented by General
At that time, General
Anders and myself in these discussions.
Anders already had been nominated by General Sikorski as the Chief
of Staff of the Polish Army being formed in Russia.
Mr. Flood. At that point, I want to make the record clear.
Although General Anders was with you in the conversations, the
fact remains that you were the chief of the Military Mission and
General Anders was Chief of Staff of the Polish Army; is that right?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. No: General Anders was not chief of
staff; he was commander in chief of the Polish Army.
Mr. Flood. But you were chief of the Military Mission?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Military Mission, yes.
Mr. Puc'inski. The witness was asked whether General Anders
had already been on the scene there at the time the witness arrived in
He said that General Anders was in Lubianka prison at
Moscow.
that time.
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General Bohusz-Szyszko. At the first conference, which was con
ducted during the middle of August 1941, one of our first demands
Mr. Flood. The first conference took place in the middle of August
in Moscow, did it not? And by that time General Anders already
was released from Lubianka prison and joined you in this conference.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; in Moscow.
General Anders was
released.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us, as you best-recall, who appeared for
the Russians?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. General Panfilow and General Zhukov,
•
these two.
Mr. Flood. And for the Poles?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. General Anders and I.
Mr. Flood. Very well.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Our first request was that we be supplied
with a list of all the Polish officers who were at that time being held
in Russia, because neither could the London Government nor the
English mission, which was there at the time, give us this information.
And we had no definite details as to the names or the number of Polish
The only basis of information that we
officers being held in Russia.
had as to the numbers was a speech made by Molotov in 1939, who at
that time had announced that the Russians had taken prisoner in
excess of 250,000 Polish soldiers and an excess of 10,000 Polish Army
officers.
Mr. Flood. What was the occasion of the Molotov statement?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. He made that announcement after the
cessation of hostilities in Poland.
Both Zhukov and Panfilow assured us that they would provide us
with such a list of names; and at a subsequent conference, not the next
one but the one immediately following the next one, or the third
conference that we held, they did give us a list of Polish officers from
Griazoviec.
The list was composed of a pad of names which were typewritten,
and we received a carbon copy and it contained 1,100 names of Polish
officers and about 300 names of noncommissioned officers and police
officers, and a few civilians. The names were all Poles.
We immediately began to study this list in the presence of the two
Russian delegates at this conference. General Anders and
began
studying the names contained in that list because we wanted to
determine immediately who was on this list and which of those men
on the list could be utilized in the proposed Polish Army, which of
them could be commanding officers of divisions and various other
Army units. We immediately registered our surprise after examining
this list, that there were virtually no names of high-ranking Polish
officers. There were only three generals on this list.
There appeared on this list the names of only three generals, who
were Generals Walkowicki, Przezdziecki, and Jarnuskiewicz ; and just
a few colonels and lieutenant colonels.
We realized immediately that
there should have been many higher-ranking Polish officers on this
list. We asked them at that time in which camps and, "Where are
the rest of the Polish officers and when will their names be furnished
us?"
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To this, General Zhukov, the NKVD head, replied that those names

us later because at that time they could not locate
and assemble the names.
We did not pursue our demand for these names any further at this
particular conference, but we did single out at this conference the
names of three particular Polish officers that we were seeking.
Mr. Dondero. Did General Anders speak Russian, or was it done
through an interpreter?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. General Anders understood Russian.
Mr. Dondero. Did you understand what they said?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Myself, again, I speak Russian fluently.
The three that we named in particular were Lt. Col. Adam Soltan,
who was formerly the Chief of Staff for General Anders; Colonel
Janiszewski, who was a very good friend of mine and my own aide,
and Dr. Major Delawau.
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman, I want the record to show that
asked the question whether this witness understood Russian, and he
answered that he did and that General Anders understands Russian
and speaks Russian.
The purpose of that question is to be sure there was no misunder
standing between the Polish representatives and the Russians.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes. You are completely correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. All right, now, will you proceed with your

■would be furnished

I

statement, General?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. These three particular officers we wanted
very badly because we knew of their experience and we needed them
to help in the organization of the Polish Army in Russia. We re
ceived no adequate information on these men either at this particular
converence or at any other subsequent conference that we held when
we repeated the demand for additional information as to their where

abouts.
I later learned that two of these men definitely were on the list of
the Katyn victims. Soltan and Delawau were definitely on the
Katyn list, and I am not certain of the third one, Janiszewski. At
no time during the six conferences that we held with them regarding
the formation of Polish armies were we successful in obtaining any
details of information as to the whereabouts of the Polish officers
that we were seeking.

Mr. Machrowicz. You have now mentioned six conferences. You
Would you be able to state within what
have already related three.
period of time these six conferences took place: Were they within a
short period of time?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. About 6 weeks — one conference each
*
week.
Mr. Machrowicz. At this point would you state what the general
attitude was of the Russians at the first, second, and third conferences:
Was it of hostility, or was it an amiable attitude; what was it?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Their attitude in general was a very
pleasant one, except whenever we raised the question of the where
abouts of the Polish officers; then they appeared to become very
much disturbed and rattled, and they always managed to evade the
particular subject.
93744— 52— pt. 4
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Mr. Machrowicz. Did that attitude continue during all six con
ferences?
General Bohusz-Szyszko.

Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. Now proceed with the rest of your story.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. At that time we had no idea what was

We suspected that they might be
the fate of these Polish officers.
somewhere in the far northern prison camps of Russia and that they
delivered to us, and bacause of that our
cannot be immediately
demands for their return at these particular conferences ended.
At the end of our particular conferences our Ambassador Kot had
arrived in Moscow, and we thereafter assigned the whole effort to
locate these soldiers to the diplomatic staff, namely, Mr. Kot, who
was now in Moscow.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are we correct in assuming, then, that from
that moment on, all further negotiations with regard to these lost
officers were carried on by Ambassador Kot; is that correct?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you subsequent to that, as chief of the
Polish military mission in Moscow, have any other conferences or
discussions with any Russian officers or officials?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. As to the fate of these Polish officers?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, the whole time, because I was in
the Embassy.
Mr. Machrowicz. You then became a member of the staff in
the Embassy?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. In what capacity— as military attach£?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. As chief of military mission.
Mr. Machrowicz. In the Embassy?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you tell us what your subsequent conver
sations or discussions were with regard to these lost officers?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. What I have now just related was the
first phase of our efforts to locate the Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. May interrupt. I am sorry, General, that had to
We had a telephone
leave the room when I was questioning you.
call in from the chief of the American mission at Berne, Switzerland,
in connection with Professor Naville, whom you will remember.
Before you go into the second phase, I would like to ask you this:
understand that up to this point in all your conversations with your
Russian opposite numbers you had complete cooperation for the
purpose of your military mission?
Mr. Machrowicz. In everything except whatever had to do with
talks about missing Polish officers?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, you are right, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. Up until this time did you have any conversa
tions with Stalin, Vishinsky or Molotov?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. No.

I

I

I

Mr. Machrowicz. Or Beria?

General Bohusz-Szyszko. No, only with Field Marshal Shaposiuhov, who was Chief of Staff of the Red Army, but not about the
officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. Not about the officers?
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No.

Mr. Flood. Can you detail for us, if there

is any such, any incident
of particular interest, any really important incident which you think
the committee should know about ; with any of the Russians, military,
civilian or otherwise, in the conferences or outside the conferences,
socially or officially, before you go to the second phase— regarding the
Polish officers only now?
We discussed this matter with
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
them very frequently, and, just like in all our conversations, they
were very amiable, and discussed things very freely with us; but the
moment that we raised the point of the Polish officers our conversa
tion ceased and there was a war between us.
Mr. Flood. Even socially, having a drink at some place?
I can give you one
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Even socially.
concrete example of my own personal conversation with General
Zhukov, who, whenever we learned definitely the name of a Polish
officer and his whereabouts and we asked General Zhukov to help us
get this man released, he was very agreeable and did that almost
immediately; but when I asked him for the third time in one of our
private discussions for the release of Colonel Janiszewski and Dr.
Major Delawau, he told me very bluntly: "Please do not ask me
about these men, because in this particular case I cannot help you."
Mr. Flood. Was there any mention at any time made by you to
any of the Russians in connection with camps at Kozielsk, Starobielsk,
and Ostashkov?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What was said about any of those three camps?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. They never gave us any concrete answer
as to the whereabouts of the officers from these three particular camps.
Subsequently at Pavlishchev Bor and Starobielsk there were Polish
soldiers and our own people went there to mobilize these Polish
soldiers, but they found no officers.
Mr. Flood. We are interested in just your particular job at this

time.

Mr. Machrowicz. General, now will you relate to us an account of
this so-called second phase or your discussions in Moscow, when they
were, and so forth?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; our second phase of the conversa
tions consisted mostly of our discussions with them giving the informa
tion that we had available as to the names of officers who we believed
should be in Russia, and we provided them with such a list. A
strange circumstance arose in that we received absolutely no assistance
from the Russians in compiling a list of the Polish officers that we
were seeking, and whenever that subject was brought up*, they would
then ask us: "Well, who specifically are you looking for: who do you
believe should be in Russia?"
It was then that we began preparing
the list of Polish names which we gathered from other Poles who had
reported to us and who had had conversations with Polish officers
in Russia at some time or other. Every Polish soldier who reported
to the Polish Army in Russia was very carefully interrogated and was
directed to search his memory for the names of any Polish officers that
he may have seen at any camp in Russia where he himself may have
been interned.
This list was necessary so that we would have a basis
for official diplomatic intervention through our own Ambassador in
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Russia. The preparation of this list and gathering this information
lasted approximately another 6 weeks.
It was obvious that the lists
that were prepared at first were incomplete.
But our first list, even
thought it was incomplete, already contained approximately 3,500
names of Polish officers, names which we were able to get from other
Poles reporting to us.
It was this list that formed the basis for our
official diplomatic intervention through Ambassador Kot with the
Russians, and then subsequently through General Sikorski personally,
who conducted the conversations with Stalin in November of 1941.
Neither the official intervention by Ambassador Kot nor the personal
conversations of General Sikorski with Stalin resulted in any particular
success.
Mr. Machrowicz. What personal part, if any, did you play in the
interventions of Ambassador Kot in this matter: did you participate
in the conferences he had, or what part did you play?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; I prepared the material and the
list, but I did not personally participate in those conversations which
were conducted by Ambassador Kot.
Mr. Machrowicz. And
imagine the same is true— you did not
personally participate in any of the conferences held directly by
General Sikorski with Stalin?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you anything further to add in that
respect?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes; the last phase of my particular
investigation was that since we had no success in our official negotia
tions with the Russians, we returned again to an effort through the
military to locate these officers. This, of course, was done in two
ways: Through official channels and through unofficial channels.
Officially Major Czapski was nominated by General Anders to deal
He had the proper letters of
with the military in an official way.
authorization for him to do this particular work. His assignment
was to contact the top command of the NKDV, and through them
it was his assignment to try and learn as to the whereabouts or fate
of the Polish officers. Our unofficial efforts consisted in sending our
own people to the various locations and camps that had been sug
gested from time to time where these Polish officers might be still
Particularly did we send people to the far north.
held captive.
Those are the points from which there were no Polish officers report
From among those that
ing to us when the Army was being formed.
we had sent unofficially and secretly into these northern sections of
Russia to get some information on the Polish officers, very few
returned, and those who did manage to return could not give us any
additional information. At this time I already had been named as
Chief of Staff of the Polish Forces in Russia; and since I was the
Chief of Staff then I was directly in command of sending Major
Czapski into the official channels and these various other people
through the unofficial channels into northern Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just to make the record clear, when you speak
of the PoUsh Army in Russia, you are referring to General Anders'
army; is that right?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes. This all happened during the
This for the most part consists of the highlights of
summer of 1942.
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the knowledge that I have of our efforts to locate these Polish soldiers.
If you have any particular questions, I shall be happy to answer them.
Air. Machrowicz. There were no further direct contacts made with
any Russian officials other than those about which you have told us,
во far as it relates to the missing Polish officers?
General Bohusz-Szsyzko. We had made constant efforts not only
when I first arrived there but also when I became the Chief of Staff to
locate or get some information as to the whereabouts of these Polish
officers, and all through 1942 our efforts were completely without
success.

Mr. Dondero. Did

Russia?

all of this happen before Germany attacked

is

it,

General Bohusz-Szyszko. All of this was after Germany had
attacked Russia and the Poles established diplomatic relations with
the Russians.
Mr. Dondero. What was the date of the German attack?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. The 22d of June 1941, and I arrived in
Russia on the 4th of August 1941.
Chairman Madden. Let me ask the general this: In the conferences
that you had with the Russian officials regarding the missing officers,
were that they did not
their statements to you, as I understand
that right?
know anything about these missing officers;
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Chairman Madden. You are familiar with the time when the
Germans, the Nazis, made the broadcast announcing the finding of the
graves at

Katyn, are you not?

a

General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Chairman Madden. How soon after this Berlin
nouncing the finding of the thousands of bodies at
broadcast and state that the
Russians come out in
these Polish officers?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. This broadcast was in
Polish Army was in the Middle East at this time.

in

broadcast

an

Katyn did the

Germans killed
1943

and

the

We left Russia

1943.

if

it

is

it

;

I

it

I

it

was within 24 or 48 hours that
Chairman Madden.
understand
Moscow came out and stated that the Germans killed these people?
General BoHtisz-SzYszKo. We at that time, of course, no longer
were in Russia; the entire Polish Army had been moved out of Russia
and we were in the Middle East.
Chairman Madden. But do you know how long after the Berlin
that Russia
broadcast announcing the finding of the graves was
broadcast and accused the Germans of killing them?
do not recall exactly
difficult for
General Bohusz-Szyszko.
was very shortly after that.
me to fix the exact, time; but
Mr. Pucinbki. The witness points out that they were shocked and
taken by complete surprise when the Russians announced their ver
sion, particularly after the German announcement, and they were
extremely disturbed over the question; "Why did not the Russians
tell us where these men were
they had known that they were there
during our entire negotiations?" They had claimed all along that
these Polish officers had been sent to labor camps somewhere in the
Smolensk area. Why could not they have told us at that time that
"We had sent them to these labor details in Smolensk," and that tho
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Germans had taken them prisoner.
Instead we received the reply
from Stalin that maybe these men had fled or escaped to Manchuria.
f Mr. Machrowicz. General, I want to hand you now the official
exhibit which was identified yesterday by Mr. Moszynski as the socalled Katyn list of the missing officers of the Koziclsk, Starobielsk, and
You have mentioned three persons in whom you
Ostashkov camps.
were particularly interested in finding, Lieutenant Colonel Sol£an,
Colonel Janiszewski, and Dr. Major Delawau.
Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
J~ General
Mr. Machrowicz. I hand you the exhibit I have just described and
I
call your attention to page 291, and ask you whether you find there
the name of Maj. Adam Sol tan, whom you were trying to locate at
that time?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you find there his name as one of those who
were found missing in Katyn?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now I will call your specific attention to page
259 and ask whether you find there the name of Colonel Janiszewski
whom you have also mentioned?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes, the same.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is the same person?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. I have been unable to find in that exhibit the
Do you find it there?
name of Dr. Major Delawau.
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Delawau is not there.
Mr. Machrowicz. I want to correct myself, when
say that the
names of Lieutenant Colonel Soltan and of Colonel Janiszewski are on
the list of Katyn, I want or correct that as being on the list of those
who have never been heard of.
that Colonel
General Bohusz-Szyszko. It
my understanding
Soltan was among those found in Katyn.
Mr. Machrowicz. At any rate, General, he has not been seen since
April 1940;
that correct; he has never been seen alive?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. That
correct.
have just three final questions to tie your
Mr. Flood. General,
testimony altogether here, with particular reference now to the
so-called second phase of your investigation after Ambassador Kot
reached Moscow. In all of your conversations with the Russians from
that point on, regardless of who they were publicly, officially, or
privately, did you still find the same attitude any time you mentioned
missing Polish Officers?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Otherwise, there was an atmosphere and an attitude of
cooperation in everything but the question of missing Polish Officers;
that true?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You mentioned that during this period of time after
the Ambassador arrived, the second phase, you were getting lists of
names of officers from different Polish prisoners that were released
and were coming in to Polish camps from all over Russia; you were
getting names from them as best you could?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.

is

I

is

is

ф

is

S£»
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Mr. Flood. But at no time from no one, Pole or otherwise, did
you get any names of any officers who were at Koziesk, Starobielsk
or Ostashkov except those who had been taken to Palvlishchev Bor?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Finally, as the Chief of the Polish Military Mission
and as a ranking Polish general and as subsequent Chief of the
General Staff of the Polish Forces under General Anders, you, of
course, at that time were fully aware of that provision in the protocol
of rapproachement between the Soviet and the Poles which provided
that the Russians were to release all Polish prisoners of all categories,
military and civilian ; is that not correct?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. And yet, despite that protocol, in all conversations
you had at any time. with any Russians, military, civilian or NKVD,
about missing Polish officers, the Russians insisted that the Poles
produce lists of names; is that not right?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And at no time did they assume the burden that they
had agreed to under the protocol of releasing everybody?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Several times, in reply to our demands
that there are still many Poles being interned, and that they should be

One of those answers came
released, we received official answers.
directly from Mr. Stalin, who said: "If all of these Poles are not
released, it is the fault of the lower echelons within the NKVD."
Mr. Flood. But the fact remains that they were not released?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Dondero. Have you been promised any reward or pay for
coming to testify or did you come here voluntarily?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. I came here voluntarily, without any
I have been offered no remunerations for my testimony.
compulsion.
Mr. Dondero. As a result of your experience and contact with
the Russians and the position you held, what is your opinion now or
then as to who committed this crime of killing the officers in Katyn?
General Bohusz-Szyszko. There is no doubt or misunderstanding
in my mind.
am certain that this could have been done Only by
the Russians.
Mr. Flood. May
say for the committee, General, that we are
very grateful that you would take your time to come here. We know
that you welcome the opportunity of stating the truth, but, even so,
we appreciate it very much.

I

I

TESTIMONY

OF

EDWARD RACZYNSKI,
LONDON, N.W.ll
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ARMITAGE

ROAD,

Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
At the same
anyone who considered that he had suffered injury.
time, I wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives do not assume any respon
sibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings
which may arise as the result of the testimony.
You understand that
admonition clearly?
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Mr. Raczynski. Yes, I do.
Mr. Flood. Will you rise and

be sworn, please.
Do you swear by
Almighty God that you will, according to the best of your knowledge,
tell the pure truth and you will not conceal anything, so help you God?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, will you tell us your connection with
the Government of General
Government in
London, during the years that you were here in that connection?
Mr. Raczynski. I was appointed Polish Ambassador.

Mr. Flood. By whom?
Mr. Raczynski. In London, by the former Polish Government.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs at that time was Colonel Beck in
1934 — that is in prewar days — and I was Ambassador
in London
since November 1934.
Mr. Flood. You continued to be Ambassador in 1939?
Mr. Raczynski. I continued to be Ambassador throughout until
recognition from the Polish Government was withdrawn in July 1945.
So I remained Ambassador in London for 11 years.
Mr. Flood. For 11 years from 1934?
Mr. Raczynski. From 1934, November, until July 1945. I have
to add that during General Sikorski's prime ministership, after the
signature of the Polish-Soviet agreement of July 30, 1941, there was
a change in the Polish Government. The Polish Minister of the day,
the Honorable A. Zaleski, withdrew and presented his resignation
and in August 1941
was entrusted with foreign affairs of Poland
first as Acting Foreign Minister of Poland and a few months later as
Minister of State in Charge of Polish Foreign Affairs.
Mr. Flood. But during that period of time that you have just
described, when you took over your new position in the Polish London
Government, you were still in residence in London?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What capacity do you now hold with the so-called
London Free Polish Government?
Mr. Raczynski. I am holding no official position at all. I have for
some days been chief Polish adviser to the British Minister of Labor
and National Service.
Mr. Flood. Do you recall who was Ambassador from the Soviet to
London in 1943?
Mr. Raczynski. The Ambassador of the Soviet Government to
the British Government in London was Mr. Myski.
Mr. Flood. Can you tell us in what capacity the Soviet repre
sentative, Bogomolow, served in London?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes. Bogomolow was the Soviet Ambassador
to the Polish Government.
Mr. Flood. In London?
Mr. Raczynski. In London.
Mr. Flood. During what period of time?
Mr. Raczynski. I could not tell you the exact date of his appoint
ment, but he was appointed, in any case, the first and the only Soviet
Ambassador accredited with the Polish Government in 1941, and re
mained as the Soviet Ambassador to the Polish Government up to the
day of the breaking of the Polish-Soviet relations.

I
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Mr. Flood. For our purposes, Mr. Bogomolow was the Russian
Ambassador to the Polish Government in London during the time of
conversations and communications dealing with the Katyn incident.
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Wnl you, in your own words, and paying as particular
attention as you can to the Katyn matter only, describe for the com
mittee your conversations, if any, and your communications, if any,
with Mr. Bogomolow, or with any other governments or any other
Katyn matter.
Mr. Raczynski. The question of Katyn,

persons on the

as you know, I think,
from other sources, has caused vory serious concern to the Polish
Government immediately after it was roalized that at the moment of
the release of the civilians and of military persons in Russia, a very
large numbor of Polish officers did not turn up. This had become
clear already before the end of the year 1941, and had boon, as you
will remember, discussed by General Anders and by other officers and
by General Sikorski during his visit to Moscow in Ids conversations
with Marshal Stalin at the beginning of December 1941. The same
information came, naturally, our way here in London and we were
trying to check every piece of news in order to find some clues pointing
to the whereabouts of the missing Polish officers. After so many
years, one's recolloctions cannot be located with absolute precision to
1 day or 1 hour, but I do remember that on several occasions in these
days at that time we received contradictory and curious information
regarding the presence of some of the missing Polish officers in vory
far away regions in Russia. According to one information which is
present to my memory, the Polish officers apparently had been sent
to the Kolyma district, which is situated far north on the Arctic
Ocean and it is not accessible except in certain weeks.
Mr. Machrowicz. When you speak of these representations made
to you, would you be specific and state on the record who gave you
the information and when, rather than a general allegation.
Mr. Raczynski. It was not information communicated to us in
any way officially. It was hearsay news coming from fellow Poles
from Russia. A certain large number of Poles had been released.
These were flocking in large numbers to certain points, like the Polish
Embassy in Moscow and later in Kuybyshev, and other points.
Polish agents were established under a welfare organization under the
Polish-Soviet Treaty and these refugees were flocking to these centers
and they were anxiously questioned as to whether they had any
information to supply regarding missing Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. As a result of all of this information, as a result of
these rumors, as a result of all these communications and personal
writing that was coming to you as the Polish Ambassador here in
London, did you communicate with the Soviet Ambassador to the
Polish Government, Mr. Bogomolow?

Mr. Raczynski. I did.
Mr. Flood. Will yo\i tell us the first time you made such

munication in writing any person?
Mr. Raczynski. The first communication in writing which
I have the text here.
was on the 28th January, 1942.

Mr. Flood. May I see the document, please?
Mr. Raczynski. I even had a copy made.
Mr. Flood. May I have it?

a com

I made
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Mr. Raczynski. This document is published in this volume, the

which was
Polish-Soviet Relations 1918-43, Official Documents,
issued by the Polish Embassy in Washington by authority of the
Government of the Republic of Poland. These documents are
absolutely authentic.
Mr. Flood. The witness shows the committee a copy of a letter just
mentioned, and will the Stenographer mark this as "exhibit 18."
(The letter referred to was marked as "exhibit 18," and is shown
below:)
Exhibit

[Translation

18
copy]

Note of January 28, 1942, From Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign
Affairs, to Ambassador Boqomolov, Concerning the Failure To Set
Free a Number of Polish Citizens, and Specifically a Number of Polish
Officers
No. 49/Sow/42

London, January

28, 1942.

The Polish Government regrets to have to bring to Your
Excellency's notice that, according to information just received, the liberation
of Polish citizens detained on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics in labour camps and other places of detention has not been completely
carried out. In a number of cases the local administrative authorities of the
Union do not apply in full the provisions of the Soviet Decree dated August 12,

Mr. Ambassador:

1941.

In this respect I have the honour to mention in particular the painful fact, that
of all the officers and soldiers registered in the prisonei of war camps of Kozielsk,
Starobielsk and.Ostashkov, 12 generals, 94 colonels, 293 majors and about 7,800
It must be emphasized
officers of lessor rank have so far not yet been set free.
that investigations carried out in Poland and in the Reich, have made it possible
to establish definitely that these soldiers are not at present in occupied Poland,
nor in prisoner-of-war camps in Germany.
According to fragmentary information that has reached us, a certain number
of these prisoners find themselves in extremely hard circumstances on Franz
Joseph Land, Nova Zembla and on the territory of the Yakut Republic on the
banks of the Kolyma River.
I must add that the question of the fate of Polish citizens, civilians and military,
has been the subject of several consecutive interventions by the Polish Embassy
at Kuybyehev, which will soon be in a position to submit a new list of names of
all these persons to the Government of the Union.
The same question was also
the subject of a conversation in Moscow on December 4, 1941, between the
Polish Prime Minister and the Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars.
During the course of this conversation General Sikorski was relieved to receive
an assurance that the necessary instructions would be issued to the competent
Soviet authorities and that all the prisoners would be set free.
Referring to the letter and spirit of this conversation and of the understandings
reached by our two Governments, I have no doubt that Your Excellency will
share my conviction that the efficient and speedy execution of the provisions of the
supplementary Protocol to the Polish-Soviet Agreement signed in London on
July 30, 1941, concerning the liberation of Polish citizens, imprisoned or detained
in prisoner of war camps or labour camps, rests on imperative motivs of humanity
and justice. Your Excellency will no doubt also share the Polish Government s
opinion that special importance should be at tached to the favourable development
of our mutual relations, as desired by the political leaders of both our countries
united in the common struggle against the invader.
In requesting Your Excellency to be so good as to bring the contents of this
Note to the attention of Your Government, I take this occasion to assure Your
Excellency of my highest consideration.
I have the honour to be, etc.
His Excellency

Ambassador Alexander Bogomolov
Ambassador of the U. S. S. R. to the Polish Government.

Raczynski.
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Mr. Flood. I show the witness for his attention exhibit 18 marked
for identification and ask him whether or not exhibit 18 is a copy of
the letter sent by him to Mr. Bogomolow on January 28, 1942. Just
answer yes or no.
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us the substance of that communication?
What was that letter?
Mr. Raczynski. This letter was the first official note which I
addrossod to Bogomolow to tell him of the information available at
the time regarding tho number of the missing officers in Russia and
asking him to give us information on the subjoct.
Mr. Flood. By the way, exhibit 18 is an English translation of tho
letter of which you speak, is it not?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; it is.
Mr. Flood. What was in the letter in substance?
Mr. Raczynski. As you will noto, in this noto I am mentioning the
fact that wo had received some information, or alloged information,
regarding the prosonco of some of these men in the Franz Joseph Land,
Nova Tembla, and the territory of the Yakut Republic and the Kolyma
River, which I mentioned before.
Mr. Flood. That is tho gist of tho lottor, which will speak for itself
and will bo in tho record.
Did the Russian Ambassador Bogomolow
reply in writing?
Mr. Raczynski. The Russian Ambassador Bogomolow did give me
a reply in writing.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of that reply, or the original?
Mr. Raczynski. No, I have not the original. I have a copy of
that reply.
I have not a copy made, but it is in this collection of
documents.

Mr. Flood. Will you tell

molow's reply

is to be

me on

found?

what page of the document

Bogo-

Mr. Raczynski. It is to be found at page 118 under No. 38.
Mr. Flood. At this time the committee shows the stenographer

a

to be marked as "exhibit 19."
(Document headed "Polish-Soviet Relations 1918-43" was marked
аз "exhibit 19" and appears in the appendix of the record of the
London hearings.)
Mr. Flood. For identification, exhibit 19 is referred to as "PolishSoviet Relations 1918-43, Official Documents, issued by the Polish
in Washington by authority of the Government of the
Embassy
show exhibit 19
Republic of Poland," marked "Confidential," and
to the witness and ask him if he can identify, as an official representa
tive of that said Polish Government, that document.
document

I

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You tell me that on page

118 of exhibit 19 is to be
found the reply of Bogomolow to your communication ; is that correct?

Mr. Raczynski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. What is the date of Bogomolow's reply to your first

letter?

Mr. Raczynski. March 13, 1942.
Mr. Flood. At this time we offer in evidence that part of exhibit

19 only which is called
119 of exhibit 19.

It

No. 38 and is to be found at pages 118 and
will be marked "exhibit 19A" and entered
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at this point in the record.
reply?

Will you tell us the gist of Bogomolow's
Exhibit

19A

No. 38

Note of March 13, 1942, From Ambassador Bogomolov to Mr. Raczynski,
Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, in Reply to His Note of January 28,
1942

The Embaesy of the U. S. S. R. to the Polish Government.
No. 57.

London, March IS, 19J,S.
reply to your Note of January 28, 1942, I have the honour,
by order of the Soviet Government, to bring the following to your notice:
The Soviet Government cannot agree to the statements contained in Your
Excellency's Note. According to these statements the liberation of Polish citizens,
including officers and soldiers, detained on the territory of the U. S. S. R. in labour
camps and other places of detention, has not been completed, because, it is alleged
in the Note, the local Soviet authorities have not applied to their full extent the
provisions of the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U. S. S. R.
of August 12, 1941, concerning the amnesty of Polish citizens.
In the reply by М. V. М. Molotov's Note of November 8, 1941, addressed to
Mr. Kot, and in the Aide-M6moire of the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs of November 19, it had already been announced that the amnesty of
Polish citizens had been strictly carried out. An appropriate investigation con
ducted by competent Soviet authorities after the conversation held on December
4, 1941, between the Polish Prime Minister, General Sikorski, and the Chairman
of the People's Commissars of the U. S. S. R., J. V. Stalin, completely confirmed
the above statement; besides the People's Commissar in the spirit of his Note
No. 6 of January 9, 1942, addressed to the Embassy of the Republic of Poland,
gave additional detailed explanations on the carrying out of the amnesty in favour
of Polish citizens.
As the Polish officers and soldiers were liberated on the same basis as other
Polish citizens under the Decree of August 12, 1941, all that has been said above
applies equally to the Polish officers and soldiers.
As regards the statements contained in Your Excellency's Note, alleging that
there are still Polish officers who have not yet been set free, and that some of them
are on the Franz Joseph and Nova Zembla islands, and the banks of the river
Kolyma, it must be stated that these assertions are without foundation and
In any case, whenever it is learned
obviously based on inaccurate information.
that there are certain isolated instances of delay in setting free Polish citizens,
the competent Soviet authorities immediately take measures necessary for their

Mr. Minister: In

release.

The Soviet Government takes this opportunity to declare that it has put into
full effect the measures concerning the liberation of Polish citizens in accordance
with the Supplementary Protocol to the Soviet-Polish Agreement of July 30, 1941,
and that thus the Soviet Government is doing in this respect all that is necessary
for the future favorable development of the Soviet-Polish relations.
I have the honour to be, etc.

Bogomolov.

It

Mr. Raczynski. Bogomolow's reply was of a very formal character.

just kept maintaining that the so-called law of amnesty had been
implemented, and that all persons, whether civilian or military, who
under that law should have been released were actually released.
Mr. Flood. Did you communicate subsequently with Bogomolow
or anybody else on this same subject?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes, did.

I

Mr. Flood. When?
Mr. Raczynski. I cannot

give you the dates, but on several
at regular intervals with
our
conversations
during
many
Bogomolow in reviewing different Polish-Soviet questions, we often
reverted to that point, but always with the same negative result.

occasions
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Mr. Machrowicz. So that we have the proper continuity, Mr.
Ambassador, have you had any official communication from Ambas
sador Bogomolow prior to the one dated March 13, which you
identified in this book?
Mr. Raczynski. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. I refer you particularly to one of November 14,
1941. Do you remember one of that date?
Mr. Raczynski. J cannot recollect offhand.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you have your records?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you find a note which Ambassador
Bogomolow is alleged to have delivered to you on November 14,
1941? Incidentally, to refresh your memory, it is the note in which
I understand he was to have informed you that all the Polish officers
who were on iSoviet territory had already been released.
Mr. Raczynski (having referred to exhibit 19). This note of
November 14
Mr. Machrowicz. What year?
Mr. Raczynski. November 14, 1941. It is a note from Ambassador
Bogomolow addressed not to me but to General Sikorski. It is on
page 115 of your exhibit 19.
Kir. Machrowicz. But it was delivered to you?
Mr. Raczynski. That is a difficult question for me. I believed
that it must have been delivered to General Sikorski directly.
Chairman Madden. You do not recall that?
Mr. Raczynski. No.
Mr. Flood. Is it entirely possible that any communications ad
dressed to the head of your Government by Bogomolow in London
would have been transmitted officially through the channels of your
office and would have been probably a procedural matter only; is
that correct?
Mr. Raczynski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. In the conversations

you had with Bogomolow after
his reply to your first letter, were they personal or telephone conversa
tions?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Raczynski. Personal.
Flood. And in London?
Raczynski. In London.
Flood. They were conversations

general matters between Ambassadors

which had to do with the
of the two countries?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. During the course of those conversations,

you would
repeatedly refer to the missing Polish officers?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What in every instance would be the reply and the
attitude of Bogomolow on that question?
Mr. Raczynski. The reply of Bogomolow in every case was purely
He repeated, like Soviet representatives often
and entirely formal.
do, obviously an instruction which was given him, and as he seemed
to be anxious to avoid any mistake or to make any slip, he kept to
more or less the same wording, repeating it formally.
Mr. Flood. Of all the conversations that you had with Bogomolow
on this subject during that period of time, that particular part we are
concerned with, Katyn, will you give us a sample of what you said to
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him and what he said to you, not exact, but as you best recall, an
illustration?
Mr. Raczynski. By way of illustration, I can say that I was trying
to induce Bogomolow to speak freely and to give his reasons, and
appealed to his reason and to his understanding in quoting arguments
and in saying: "It is impossible that you should not be able to trace
at least one of these missing men. We have had information to the
effect that some had been seen here or there.
It is not possible that
such a large number of people should have vanished into thin air."
Those are the kind of arguments which I was trying to put to him.
His answer was always entirely formal. He said to me: "My dear
Minister, the Soviet government executes to the letter its obligations.
It has undertaken to release theso people. It has released everybody."
Air. Flood. Did you ever communicate with Bogomolow in writing
after this first letter which you told us about on this subject?
Air. Raczynski. Yes, but only after the crime at Katyn was known,
when I wrote him another note.
Air. Flood. That was in 1943?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Is this correct: Before the crime at Katyn was dis
covered, you wrote to Bogomolow only once?
Air. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You talked to him on four occasions, and the gist of the
conversation on those occasions on both sides was as you have just
indicated?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. All of these conversations, Mr. Ambassador, took
.
place here in London?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Air. Flood. Air. Ambassador, will you now take us down to that
time in 1943 when the Germans announced their discovery of the
crime at Katyn, and tell us how the matter first came to your atten
tion unofficially, and then officially?
Air. Raczynski. The news of the discovery of Katyn came to my
knowledge, as to everybody's knowledge, tlnough the publication of
the Genr.an Government which was released to the press.
Mr. Flood. When was that date? Do you recall the exact date?
Air. Raczynski. April 15, 1 think; we had no other information
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. Will you give me the exact date that
you first heard of the German announcement about Katyn, the day,

I

the month and the year?

Air. Raczynski. April 13, 1943.
Mr. Flood. And at that time you were still Ambassador for the

Polish Government in London?
Air. Raczynski. I was still Minister of State in charge of foreign
affaire of the Polish Government.
Air. Flood. You were then Minister of Foreign Affaire?
Air. Raczynski. Minister of State in charge of foreign affairs.
Mr. Flood. As soon as this German announcement was brought to
your knowledge and attention, what was the first thing that you did
either in reference to the German Government or the Soviet Govern
ment, or anybody else?
Air. Raczynski. We did nothing with regard to the German Gov
ernment.
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Mr. Flood. Very well. When was the first day that you heard of
the Russian reply to the German announcement?
Do you remember
the day that the Russians made their first announcement in reply to
the German announcement?

Mr. Raczynski. On April 15.
Mr. Flood. April 15. As soon

as you heard of the Russian reply
to the German charge about the massacre of Polish officers at Katyn
then what did you do in your unofficial capacity?
Mr. Raczynski. The Polish Government discussed the matter.

Mr. Flood. With

whom?

Mr. Raczynski. Amongst ourselves — that means General Sikorski,

the Prime Minister; the Polish Minister of Defense; the former Polish
Ambassador in Russia, and also the Minister of Information.
Mr. Flood. Do you recall if at that time, and as the basis for the
discussions of the Polish Government that you are now describing,
having received any communication from the Polish General Anders
Do
on April 15, which was the day of the Russian announcement?
you recall any such incident?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; a telegram was received on April 15, 1943»
from General Anders pointing out to the Russians the painful impres
sion created by this discovery in the minds of the Polish forces.

Mr. Flood. Will you now tell us what transpired at the meeting
on April 15, 1943, of the Polish Government?
Mr. Raczynski. At this meeting we realized that this information,
first of all, had the appearance of authenticity, and also we did feel
that it co\dd not remain without a strong reaction on our part. We
felt that it was above all essential that the information shoidd be
impartially verified
Mr. Machrowicz. May Г interrupt one second, Mr. Ambassador?
Did you participate yourself in the meetings of the Council of Minis
ters as they were held around that time?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes, I did — and it occurred to us that the best
authority for verifying the information, and for stating officially the
best view on the authenticity of this discovery would be the Inter
national Red Cross at Geneva. We therefore
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Ambassador, do you remember participat
ing in the meeting of the Council of Ministers which was held on
April 17. 1943, as the result of this announcement by the Germans?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. You participated in that meeting?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you remember then, as the result of that
meeting, it was decided to make one final attempt to appeal to the
Soviet Government, and a note was accordingly issued and sent and
to the Soviet Ambassador on April 20, 1943?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes, that is my note of April 20.

delivered

Mr. Machrowicz. That

was before the appeal was made to the

International Red Cross?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes, but the note was actually sent after.
Mr. Machrowicz. Well, it was delivered to the Soviet ambas
sador, Mr. Bogomolow, on April 20?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of the note of April 20 that was
dispatched to Bogomolow?
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Mr. Raczynski. Yes, I have a copy here.
Mr. Flood. May I have that, please?
Mr. Raczynski. Certainly.
(Mr. Raczynski handed the copy of the note of April 20, 1943.
The copy of the note referred to was marked as "Exhibit No. 20 for

identification," and follows:)

Exhibit
[Translation

20
copy!

Note of April 20, 1943, From Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister of For
eign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U. S. S. R.,
Demanding an Explanation of the Fate of Polish Prisoners Missing
in the U. S. S. R.
755/Sow.

Mr. Ambassador,

London, April

SO, 1.943.

Foreign telegraph agencies publish a report of the German military authorities
concerning the discovery at Kozia G6ra near Katyn in the vicinity of Smolensk
of a mass-grave containing the bodies of the Polish officers allegedly killed in the
During the first few days 155 bodies were identified among which
spring of 1940.
the body of Major General Mieczyslaw Smorawifiski is supposed to have been
found.
This report, although emanating from enemy sources, has produced profound
anxiety not only in Polish public opinion but also throughout the world.
In a public statement on April 17, 1943, the Polish Government categorically
condemned Germany's attempt to exploit the tragedy of Polish prisoners of war
But more than ever the Polish
in the U. S. S. R. for her own political ends.
Government unalterably maintains its attitude that the truth about this case so
cynically exploited by Hitlerite propaganda must be fully elucidated.
You are no doubt aware, Mr. Ambassador, that after the conclusion of the
Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, the Polish Government repeatedly
approached the civil and military authorities of the U. S. S. R. with requests for
information concerning the prisoners of war and civilians who were in the camps
of Kozielsk /East of Smolensk/, Starobielsk /near Kharkov/ and Ostashkov
/near Kalinin/.
According to information of the Polish Government there were in all at the
beginning of 1940, 15,490 Polish citizens, including 8.700 officers, in the three
From April 5, 1940, until the middle of May 1940,
above mentioned camps.
the Soviet authorities proceeded to break up these camps, deporting the inmates
in batches every few days. Prisoners of the Kozielsk camp were deported in
the direction of Smolensk, and from all the three camps only 400 men were
transferred in the last batches, first to the Yukhnovski camp— railway station
Babvnino — and .subsequently in June 1940, to Griazovetz in the Vologda district.
When after the signing of the Polish-Soviet military agreement on August 14,
1941, the Polish Government proceeded with the organization of the Polish
Army in the U. S. S. R., the camp of Griazovetz, to which in the meantime
military and civilian prisoners from other camps had arrived, was also broken
up and from the above mentioned group of 400 prisoners more than 200 officers
All the
reported for service in the Polish Army before the end of August 1941.
other officers however, who were deported to an unknown destination from the
camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov have neither been found nor have
they given any sign of life. So it became apparent that more than 8,000 officers
were missing who might have supplied the cadres of senior and junior officers of
the army in formation and who would have been of inestimable value in the
military operations against Germany.
From October 1941, both Ambassador Kot and General Anders, Commanderin-Chief of the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R., constantly intervened, both orally
Ambassador Kot discussed
and in writing, in the matter of the missing officers.
this subject with Premier Stalin, with Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for
Foreign Affairs, and with Mr. Vishinsky, Deputy People's Commissar for For
eign Affairs, demanding a list of the prisoners detained in the three camps men
tioned above and an explanation as to their fate. During the visit to Moscow
in December 1941, General Sikorski also intervened in the above matter in a
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conversation with Mr. Stalin and on that occasion handed him a list containing
the names of 3,845 Polish officers.
On March 18, 1942, General Anders gave
Mr. Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars, a supplementary
On January 28, 1942, I had the honour to send you, Mr.
list of 800 officers.
Ambassador, a Note in which I emphasized the anxiety of the Polish Govern
ment at the failure to find many thousands of Polish officers.
Lastly, on May
19, 1942, Ambassador Kot sent the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs a
Memorandum in which, reverting again to the question of the missing officers,
he expressed his regret at the refusal to supply him with the list of prisoners, and
his concern as to their fate.
I regret the necessity of calling your attention, Mr. Ambassador, to the fact
that the Polish Government in spite of reiterated requests, has never received
either a list of the prisoners or definite information as to the whereabouts of the
missing officers and of other prisoners deported from the three camps mentioned
above. Official, verbal and written statements of the representatives of the
U. S. S. R. have been confined to mere assurances that, in accordance with a
Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U. S. S. R., dated August 12,
1941, the amnesty was of a general and universal character as it included both
military and civilian prisoners, and that the Government of the U. S. S. R. had
released all the Polish officers from prisoner of war camps.
I should like to emphasize that the Polish Government, as can be seen from
their many representations quoted above, entirely independently of recent German
revelations, has never regarded the question of the missing officers as closed.
If,
however, as shown by the соттипкщё of the Soviet Information Bureau of
April 15, 1943, the Govenment of the U. S. S. R. would seem to be in possession of
more ample information on this matter than was communicated to the repre
sentatives of the Polish Government sometime ago, I beg once more to request you,
Mr. Ambassador, to communicate to the Polish Government detailed and precise
information as to the fate of the prisoners of war and civilians previously detained
in the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov.
Public opinion in Poland, and throughout the world has rightly been so deeply
shocked that only irrefutable facts can outweigh the numerous and detailed
German statements concerning the discovery of the bodies of many thousand
Polish officers murdered near Smolensk in the spring of 1940.
His Excellency, Alexander Bogomolov
Ambassador Extraordinary of the U. S. S. R. to the Government of the Polish
Repvblic in London.

Mr. Flood. I show the witness marked for identification exhibit
No. 20, and ask him whether or not this is the communication ad
dressed by the Polish Government by him dated April 20, 1943, as
the result of the meeting of the Polish Council of Ministers on April 17
to Bogomolow?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes; it is.
Mr. Flood. Will you state for the record, without reading the letter
(which speaks for itself) the gist of your note of April 20 to Bogomolow?
Mr. Raczynski. The gist of my note of April 20 is to remind the

Soviet Government of the whole story, first of all of the promised
so-called amnesty to the Polish civilians and to the Polish military,
and to remind him also of all the former occasions on which we had
demanded information, requested information, on the missing officers
without ever receiving a satisfactory reply.
Mr. Flood. The tenor of your note of April 20 to Bogomolow em
phasized that there was no desire on the part of the Polish Government
to break relations with the Soviet Government?
Mr. Raczynski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. The letter indicates that there was no such intention?
Mr. Raczynski. There was never such an intention.
Mr. Flood. We offer that document in evidence. Now did you
ever receive a reply from Bogomolow or from any other Soviet repre
sentative to the Polish note we are just discussing of April 20, exhibit
No. 20?
12
93744 — 52— pt. 4
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Mr. Racztnski. No.
Mr. Flood. Now you told us that, for the reasons you stated, if

was the determination of the Polish Council of Ministers to com
municate with the International Red Cross as an impartial tribunal?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Was such

a communication ever directed by the Polish
Government in London to the International Red Cross in Geneva?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; through the Polish representative in Switzer
land we requested the International Red Cross to take action.
Mr. Flood. Do vou have a copy of such a communication in your

files?

Mr. Raczynski. I have not got it handy here at the moment, but
it is available.
Mr. Flood. I am advised that Ambassador General Kukiel will

appear and testify to the committee and will have these documents,
and that certain representatives of the Polish Government, who also
have in their custody documents of this nature, will also appear here
and testify and produce such documents.
Then for the purpose of
this morning, Mr. Ambassador, will you give us the gist of the com
munication that the Polish representative in Geneva made to the
International Red Cross in this matter?
Mr. Raczynski. The Polish Government requested the Interna
tional Red Cross as an impartial institution to investigate the crime
at Katyn, to investigate all the facts connected with the crime which
was disclosed at Katyn, in order to establish the truth.
Mr. Flood. Did the International Red Cross reply to that request?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; the International Red Cross replied, pointing
out certain difficulties in carrying out this request.
Mr. Flood. What was the nature of the reply of the International
What was the gist of it?
Red Cross?
Mr. Raczynski. As far as I remember, the difficulty to which the
International Red Cross pointed was that it was a one-sided request
on our part. The answer of the International Red Cross was that it
would be prepared to take action if requested by all interested parties.
Mr. Flood. And "by all interested parties," we understand you to
mean the Russian Government and the German Government?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now do you know whether or not the German Gov

ernment also made a request to the International Red Cross for the
same purpose?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; it did.
F' Mr. Flood. At or about the same time?
f Mr. Raczynski. Yes; it did.
Г Mr. Flood. Are you aware from your memory
of the general
nature of the German request to the International Red Cross?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes. As far as I remember, and as far as my
memory goes, the German request was to the effect that the Interna
tional Red Cross should investigate, and was promising every
collaboration.
Mr. Dondero. Which request came first, Mr. Ambassador, the
Polish request or the German request, to the International Red Cross?
Mr. Flood. Will you give me the date of the Polish request and the
date of the German request to the Red Cross?
j^Mr. Raczynski. The German request was on April 16.
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Mr. Flood. April 16 of what year?
Mr. Raczynski. 1943.
Mr. Flood. And the date of the Polish request?
Mr. Raczynski. The Polish Government decision was taken on
April 15
Mr. Flood. Yes, I know.
Mr. Raczynski. But its execution took place on April 17.
Mr. Flood. Thank you. Now do you have any information from

Bogomolow as to any communications that were made by the Russians
to the International Red Cross?
Were you advised by Bogomolow of
the Russian reply? What did the Russians say to the international
Red Cross, if you know?
Mr. Raczynski. No, I was not advised by Bogomolow about it;
Bogomolow kept absolutely silent.
Mr. Flood. So none of the communications between the Inter
national Red Cross and the Soviet Government with reference to
either the Polish note or the German note requesting Red Cross
intercession was handled through London?
Mr. Raczynski. No.
Mr. Flood. So far as you know, it may have been handled through
Kuybyshev?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Lid you communicate through your office in London
with any other governments in connection with the Katyn matter,
or any other Sovereigns?
Mr. Raczynski. "i es; we were in contract with the British Govern
ment at the time, keeping them informed.
Mr. Flood. Was your communication with the British merely to
keep them informed of what you were doing?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That was the entire nature of your association with
the British on this mater?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Lid you ever at any time communicate with the Vati
can officially on this matter?
Mr. Raczynski. I will give you the best of my memory.
Mr. Flood. Yes; the best of your recollection.
Mr. Raczynski. We kept all Polish representatives abroad, of
course, fully informed of what we were doing, and it was natural for
them to keep the governments to which they were accredited informed
of events.
Mr. Flood. But as far as you remember, you, as the Minister of
Foreign Affairs here in London, did not communicate directly with the
Vatican on this subject at that time?
Mr. Raczynski. I do not remember it.
Mr. Flood. Do you know whether or not, to the best of your
recollection as Minister of Foreign Affairs — did it ever come to your
attention that the Vatican communicated with the Soviet Ambassador
at Istanbul, if you recall, at that time on this subject?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; I seem to recall that, but I had no special
knowledge.

Mr. Flood. You recall some such matter?
Mr. Raczynski. Yes; I do.
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Mr. Flood. Now, Mr. Ambassador, was that the extent of your
official connection with the Katyn matter, and either the German,
the Russian, and the International Red Cross groups on the Katyn
matter — is that all of your official connection with it?

Mr. Raczynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you have any other official reports in .your

possession which you had in your capacity at that time made available
to the Polish Government in exile?
Mr. Raczynski. would like to call your attention to the statement
of policy adopted by the Polish Government on April 17 through its
Council of Ministers which was publicly issued that day regarding the
have it here, if you wish to see it.
discovery of the graves at Katyn.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, if you will give me the statement we
will enter it in the record at this point as exhibit 21.
(The document was handed to Mr. Flood and was marked "Exhibit

I

I

21," which follows:)

Exhibit

21

Statement of the Polish Government of April 17, 1943, Published in
London, April IS, 1943, Concerning the Discovery of Gkwes of Polish
Officers Near Smolensk
The Council of Polish Ministers at a meeting held in London on the 17th of
1943, after acquainting itself with all information received in the matter of
Polish officers whose bodies had been recently discovered near Smolensk and
having taken notice of a report in this matter received from Poland, issued the
following statement:
"No Pole can help but be deeply shocked by the news, now given the widest
publicity by the Germans, of the discovery of the bodies of the Polish officers
missing in the U. S. S. R. in a common grave near Smolensk, and of the mass
execution of which they were victims.
"The Polish Government has instructed their representative in Switzerland to
request the International Red Cross in Geneva to send a delegation to investigate
the true state of affairs on the spot. It is to be desired that the findings of this
protective institution, which is to be entrusted with the task of clarifying the
matter and of establishing responsibility, should be issued without delay.
"At the same time, however, the Polish Government, on behalf of the Polish
nation, denies to the Germans any right to base on a crime they ascribe to others,
The profoundly hypocritical indignation of
arguments in their own defense.
German propaganda will not succeed in concealing fro n th? world the many cruel
and reiterated crimes still being perpetrated against the Polish people.
"The Polish Government recalls such facts as the removal of Polish officers
from prisoner-of-war camps in the Reich and the subsequent shooting of them for
political offenses alleged to have been committed before the war, mass arrests of
reserve officers subsequently deported to concentration camps, to die a slow
death — -from Cracow and the neighboring district alone 6,000 were deported in
June 1942; the compulsory enlistment in the German Army of Polish prisoners
of war from territories illegally incorporated in the Reich; the forcible conscription
of about 200,000 Poles from the same territories, and the execution ot the families
of those who managed to escape; the massacre of \){ million people by executions
or in concentration camps; the recent imprisonment of 80,000 people of military
age, officers and men, and their torture and murder in the camps of Maydanek
and Tremblinka.
"It is not to enable the Germans to make impudent claims and pose as the
defenders of Christianity and European civilization, that Poland is making im
mense sacrifices, fighting and enduring suffering.
The blood of Polish soldiers
and Polish citizens, wherever it is shed, cries for atonement before the conscience
of the free peoples ot the world.
The Polish Government condemns all the crimes
committed against Polish citizens and refuse the right to make political capital
of such sacrifices, to all who are themselves guilty of such crimes."

April

Mr. Flood. Thank you very much, Mr. Ambassador.
Mr. Raczynski. May I make one short general remark on this

matter?
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I think this is the proper place for me to
it. It has occurred to me that one important element pointing to
the responsibility of the Soviet Government, and the authorship of
the Soviet of the crime, has not been sufficiently underlined so far,
and that is this: Although the Soviet Government has not signed the
Geneva Convention relating to war prisoners, it has nonetheless
generally pretended to have observed that convention.
In this case
the Soviet Government, caught in its own mesh of fiction, has declared
to the world that it had actually employed thousands of Polish officers,
including more
admirals, and colonels
advanced in age, in breaking stones on the roads near Smolensk.
think that this kind of employment, this kind of occupation, for
senior officers is scandalous in itself, and I may go one step further
and say that so far as I am aware from all available evidence, this
has not been done by the Soviet Government.
They have been cruel
to the prisoners; they have for a time kept them in very primitive
conditions; they have deprived them, for instance, of noncommissioned
officers as aides at certain stages of their detention, but the Soviet
Government has certainly not sent senior officers of the rank of general
find admiral to break stones. This has not been done by any bellig
erent anywhere during the great war, and would be, as I say, scandal
ous in itself; but to my mind it is additional evidence showing that,
having been caught in their own tissue of stories, they did not know
how to explain this fact away, and I think that this should be under
lined as an additional point of circumstantial evidence showing the
responsibility for the crime.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, the committee appreciates very
much your interest in these proceedings, and the fact that you would
come here today and testify before us. Now have you been offered
any emoluments or any promises of any sort by anybody to appear
here and give this testimony today?
Mr. Raczynski. No.
Mr. Flood. Thank you very much for coming.
Mr. Pucinski. Gentlemen, the next witness is Mr. Rowinski, an
officer in the Polish Air Force, and he is an attorney.
Mr. Flood. Will you just state your name, and give the correct
spelling of your name and your present address to the reporter?
Mr. Rowinski. Zbigniew Rowinski, and my address is No. 11,
Hereford Square, London, S. W. 7, England.
Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by any
one who considered he had suffered injury as the result of your testi
mony. At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or
slander proceedings which may arise as the result of your testimony.
Do you understand?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, I do.
Mr. Flood. Will you raise your right hand and be sworn? Do you
swear by God Almighty that you will, according to your best knowl
edge, tell the pure truth and that you will not conceal anything, so
help you God?
Mr. Raczynski. Because

■do

I

Mr. Rowinski.

I

do.
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TESTIMONY OF ZBIGNIEW
Mr. Flood. Were you
time?

Mr. Rowinski.

air force.

I

ROWINSKI,

a member

LONDON,

ENGLAND

of the Polish armed forces at any

was a reserve officer in the Polish Army, in the

Mr. Flood. During the year 1939?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And were you called up

armed forces in 1939?

to active

duty by the Polish

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. When?
Rowinski. On September 25, 2 months before the war started.
Flood. Were you subsequently taken prisoner?
Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. By whom?
Rowinski. By the Germans.
Flood. And where were you taken to — what German prison

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski. First I was taken to Brunswick in Germany.
Flood. And where were you in 1943, in what prison?
Rowinski. I was at Woldenberg.
Flood. When was the Katyn Forest massacre first brought to

were you taken to?

your attention?

Mr. Rowinski. So far
it first on April

heard of

from Stettin.

as
14;

I remember,

Mr. Flood. You were then

at Stettin?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

and according to my notes,

I

it was in the German press which we got
a prisoner

in the German prison camp

I

I

I

(if

Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. And you read this information in a German newspaper?
Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. What action
any) was ever taken by you in relation
to the Katyn Forest massacre?
In what connection were you ever
identified in connection with the Katyn Forest massacre?
was called in,
think, by accident.
Mr. Rowinski.
Mr. Flood. Was that by the German authorities at your camp?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. So far as remember, the German authorities
there asked the Polish authorities to provide somebodyMr. Flood. They asked the Polish authorities at your camp?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And did the Polish authorities at your camp designate

you as one of the Poles?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were one of those designated?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes — because the German authorities refused at

a

first to accept some of the officers designated by the Polish authorities.
Mr. Flood. But anyway, you were designated by the Poles and
accepted by the Germans?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. For what purpose?
Mr. Rowinski. We were told by the Germans that we have to go
to Stettin to identify
list of names of Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. Did you go?
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Mr. Rowinski. Yes, we did.
Mr. Flood. And you went with whom?
Mr. Rowinski. With another Pole, Major Nowosielski, and Captain

Adamski.

Mr. Flood. Now, you went to Stettin for the purpose, so the
Germans said, of checking or examining a list of what?
Mr. Rowinski. Of the names of Polish soldiers or officers found
in the grave at Katyn.
Mr. Flood. Did you go to Stettin?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; we did.
Mr. Flood. With the
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.

Germans?

Mr. Flood. And did you see such a list?
Mr. Rowinski. No. We were brought to the German general in

charge of this area, and he told us that we will go somewhere (he did
not tell us where) which will be a very interesting journey for us,
and he asked us to note all we will see there.
Then he asked us if
we can give him our word that we will not try to escape. Colonel
Mossor, who was in charge of our group — I have forgotten to mention
that they brought also other Polish officers from different camps
to Stettin.
Mr. Flood. When you got to Stettin, in addition to the Polish
officers from your camp, there were similarly other Polish officer
prisoners who had been collected at Stettin by the Germans from
other German prison camps for the same purpose?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, under German escort.
Mr. Flood. Do you remember how many were at Stettin?
Mr. Rowinski. Eight as far as I remember.
Mr. Flood. What happened then; where did you go?
Mr. Rowinski. Then we were sent to Berlin.
Mr. Flood. All of you?
Mr. Rowinski. All of us.
Mr. Flood. What happened at Berlin?
Mr. Rowinski. Excuse me. When Colonel Mosser told him that
we cannot give him our word we will not try to escape, we were again
escorted by German military escort to Berlin.
Mr. Flood. Then the Polish officer in command of this group of
eight Polish officers refused to give parole not to escape?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Just a moment. I do not think the witness said
that the eight were Polish officers.
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; all Poles from different Polish camps.
Mr. Flood. So, you went to Berlin?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And what happened there?
Mr. Rowinski. From there we were taken by plane to Smolensk.
Mr. Flood. Did you talk to anybody in Berlin at the Propaganda

Ministry?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; but not myself; it was Colonel Mossor, and

he pave us a report of all his speeches.
Mr. Flood. When you arrived at Berlin, Colonel Mossor was taken
to the German Propaganda Ministry?
Mr. Rowinski. That is right.
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bodies?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Were presented to you by this German officer?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, and photographs; they were left with

us,

and we were asked to study them, and we were told the following
day we would be taken to the grave.
Mr. Flood. Did you study them that night?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What comments, if any, were made by you and your
brother officers? What was the consensus, if any, that night after
you looked at these things?
Mr. Rowinski. We had doubts about the number of bodies which
the Germans expected to be found in the graves.
Mr. Flood. How manv bodies did the Germans tell you?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski. 12,000.
Flood. And you had doubts about that number?
Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. All right. Go ahead.
Rowinski. More specifically we found out that the statements

of the Russian witnesses are not very clear regarding the transport
and the number of Polish officers brought to the small station
Gniezdovo. So, Colonel Mossor, who spoke Russian, decided to put
some questions to the Russian witnesses.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment; we have not got that far yet; we are
still in the "digs" at Smolensk.
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And all that you have in front of you now are state
ments.

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You examined those statements, and were not satisfied
with them?
Mr. Rowinski. No.
Mr. Flood. What other opinions were expressed that night in

Smolensk by the eight Polish officers who were together regarding
this matter, if any?
Mr. Rowinski. The opinion in our group was that this was prob
ably another German trick.
Mr. Flood. Propaganda?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. We all believed that most probably the
Germans constructed this mass grave, put into the grave the bodies
perhaps not even of Poles, but other bodies, then put the Polish uni
forms on the bodies and that they just filled it in. This was the
Therefore, we decided to try and find
general opinion of the camp.
out the truth and to get our own impression about this. So, first of
all, when we had all the documents and all the photographs of
the documents found in the grave, we started to examine them and
tried to find out if they could be forged. The general impression was
that they were genuine, especially because there were a lot of PoUsh
savings-bank books, a lot of them. They were quite distinct; you
could see the stamps of the different places where the money was
drawn.
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Mr. Flood. So, that first night you took a look at these exhibits,
and you had the general impression that, while they were only photo
graphs, they were photographs of authentic original documents?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; but, as we had some doubts about the state
ments of the Russian witnesses, Colonel Mossor decided to put some
questions to these witnesses, because we were told by the Germans
that we would be able to meet the witnesses the following day and put
some questions to them if we wanted to.
Mr. Flood. Did you decide anything other than what you have
told us regarding your decisions that night?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. We agreed to put some questions to the
witnesses the following day, and Colonel Mossor prepared some
questions after studying their statements.
Mr. Flood. Now, what happened the next day?
Mr. Rowinski. Next day we were taken to the place where the
graves were found.
Mr. Flood. Where was that?
Mr. Rowinski. It is not far from the railway station at Gniezdovo.
Mr. Flood. About how far is Gniezdovo from Smolensk?
Mr. Rowinski.
think it is the second railway station from
Smolensk.
Mr. Dondero. About how far in miles?
Mr. Rowinski. It took us about 20 minutes by car.
Mr. Flood. And about how far were the Katyn graves from the
station at Gniezdovo?
Mr. Rowinski. About a kilometer or a kilometer and a half.
Mr. Flood. You were taken to Katyn in motorcars under German
escort?

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What happened when you arrived at the graves,

as

you

best remember?

Mr. Rowinski. When we arrived at the graves we were introduced
He was in charge of the excavations, and when
to Professor Buhtz.
we were introduced to him I thought I would try some way to get a
better understanding with him, because, as I told you, we left the
camp with the general feeling that this is a German trick; and, as a
personally wanted to find out what the
lawyer, as a prosecutor,
Therefore,
facts were, to have my own personal opinion about it.
approached him in this way: I asked him if he is the author of a book
■
which I knew he wrote

I

I

Mr. Flood. About what?
Mr. Rowinski. About traffic accidents, which

as a prosecutor

Mr. Flood.

the time?

in Poland.
Was Professor

I

used when acting

Buhtz an authority on forensic law at

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes; in Breslau, as far as remember, before the
war. Well, he was rather surprised to hear that I knew his work, and
he asked me "How is it" that I knew of it. So, then I had the oppor
am a
tunity of explaining to him that I am a lawyer as well; that
prosecutor in Poland, and he was then very helpful, and he treated
me like a fellow lawyer, like a younger one. Anyhow, he gave me great
assistance.
Mr. Flood. The atmosphere and attitude of the German officers

I
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Mr. Rowinski. Yes.

Mr. Flood. Tell us what happened then.

did you do and

so on?

What did you
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see;

what

Mr. Rowinski. We were shown roundabout the graves. There
were at the time about five places where the big grave was excavated.
have a sketch of it here. In one of the graves we found bodies with
hands bound with cord. I have a piece of the cord here.
Mr. Flood. Did you say that you have a piece of the cord with you?

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you say that the piece of the cord that you have

with you is a piece of the cord that you yourself took from one of the
graves at Katyn on the day that you visited it?
Mr. Rowinski. Not myself. Professor Buhtz in my presence took
it off the hands and gave it to me.
Mr. Flood. You say Professor Buhtz, who was in charge of the
German investigation, removed this particular piece of cord which
you now have, here from the hands of the body of a dead Polish officer?
Mr. Rowinski. That is right.
Mr. Flood. In one of the graves at Katyn?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you let me see that?
(Mr. Rowinski handed the piece of cord, referred to, to Mr. Flood.)
Mr. Flood. The witness has shown the committee a piece of what
looks like sash cord, in American parlance, very strong, about 6 inches
long; and we will ask the stenographer to mark this as "Exhibit 22"
(The cord referred to was marked "Exhibit 22," a photograph of
which is shown below.)
Exhibit 22

Photo of cord Identified as a piece which was removed from the body of one of the victims
found dead in Katyn.

Mr. Flood. The witness is shown now, marked "Exhibit 22," the
piece of cord spoken of. Do you identify this as the piece of cord or
rope that we have just discussed?
Mr. Rowinski. Definitely. It was in my possession the whole
t
time.
Mr. Flood. This exhibit has been in your custody since the time you
received it from the hands of Professor Buhtz at the graves in Katyn
until the moment you have just presented it to this committee this
morning?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is offered in evidence.

What else after this
incident took place did you see or do? We have a great deal of evi
dence already in the record describing the scenes and circumstances of
the grave, and we will have a great deal more from German witnesses,
but we would like a paragraph or so from you as to what you saw.
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Mr. Rowinski.

Polish.

I

put it all in detail in the book there, but it is in

I

Mr. Machrowicz. One of the first things presume that occurred
to you as a Polish officer, and because of the suspicions that you had
that this might be German propaganda was whether or not these were
actually Polish officers; am right?

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you make any attempt to convince yourself

whether or not these were actually bodies of Polish officers?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes: did.
Mr. Machrowicz. How did you determine that they were Polish
officers?
Mr. Rowinski.
found one of my acquaintances, the body of

I

Captain Sidor.

I

Mr. Machrowicz. Did you then direct your attention in any way

to the matter of uniforms?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did you do and what did you find with

regard to the uniforms on the bodies that were found in the grave?
could.
saw
Mr. Rowinski.
checked the uniforms so far as
saw also Polish
that they were Polish — there was no doubt — and
stamps of different manufacturers on the shirts and underwear.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did it occur to you that these uniforms might
have been planted on bodies which were not those of Polish officers?
Did that thought come to you?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; certainly. It was one of the principal things
that wanted to find out.
Mr. Machrowicz.
understand you, with your background as a
prosecutor, wanted to check for yourself whether or not the Germans
had planted this incident.

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. As you just said, one of the questions

that

occurred to you was that they might have planted Polish uniforms
on bodies of non-Poles?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did you do?
Mr. Rowinski. First of all, I found the original Polish uniforms.

So there was the consequent question whether those Polish uniforms
So far as
could be planted on different bodies which were not Polish.
could see, and judging after my short experience,
came to the con
clusion that the uniforms were on the bodies at least from the time
when they were put into the grave.
Mr. Machrowicz. What led you to that conclusion?
Mr. Rowinski. On some of the bodies the uniforms were completely
pasted to the skin, stuck together, showing that they were very long
in the grave; and, besides, there were some folds in the uniforms
which rather showed that the body, when it was put into the grave,
must have been still warm, because it is rather impossible that the
uniforms could have all these folds.
Mr. Machrowicz. Generally speaking, the fact that these uniforms
were so closely molded into the body, led you to the conclusion that
they could not have been planted on the bodies?

I

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. How many graves did you find?
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Mr. Rowinski. We were told there was one big grave, but four
holes were dug into the place and we saw four big graves.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did it occur to you also that possibly these
bodies might have been moved, or touched, before you got there?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. Those are the questions which wanted to
investigate as well.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you do anything to investigate that?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. Professor Buhtz allowed us to go down into
one of the graves, especially the graves whore the bodies were with
He allowed us to choose any body in the grave
their hands bound.
and excavate it; so we did. We chose a body which, in our opinion,
had not boon touched before. We took it out and it looked just like
The body which we found lying on the stomach
a date out of a box.
had a hole hero in the stomach where the head of another body lying
under this body was completely stuck in.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, the body on top had its head
indented into the stomach of the body just below it?
Mr. Rowinski. No; it is tho contrary. It is the other way.
Mr. Machrowicz. Tho head into the stomach?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. We could see it was not touched before
because it was completely pressed in. It was lying in this way
probably about 2 years.
Mr. Machrowicz. That indicated to you that these bodies were
not removed or planted?

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did the question of the caliber of the bullets

interest you?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you make any investigation in that respect?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. I looked for some bullets, but I could not

find any, of course, so I asked one of the German gendarmes.
He
He just told me that most
could not give me any reasonable answer.
probably the cartridges were somewhere here in the dump, and later
on we would probably find them, but he could not tell me what hap
pened to the cartridges; so we presumed that the shots were fired
from the Russian type of revolver where there is only a drum and
This was my pre
the cartridges are not shaken out automatically.
sumption, but, later on, it turned out that it was false, because the
cartridges were of German origin.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you find any grave there which had bodies
which gave you indications of having been there longer than those
bodies you have been describing now?
Mr. Rowinski. Not myself. Colonel Mossor went across the road
to another grave which was also discovered by the Germans, where
he told us he found bodies of civilians, so far as he thought, in long
boots and civilian clothes, which, as to his opinion, must have been
in there much longer, about 6 to 8 years.
Mr. Machrowicz. You were there in 1943?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. The other grave contained

bodies

Colonel Mossor, appeared to have been there 6 to 8 years?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Which would bring it to about 1937?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.

which, to
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Mr. Machrowicz. Were the hands of

way

these bodies tied

as the others?

in the same

Mr. Rowinski. The same way, and, according to the statement of
the Russian witnesses, they were bodies of different Russians which
were shot there in the same place.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you, because of your legal background,
interested in trying to determine the length of time these bodies were
there by the documents found on the bodies?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, I did.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did you do in that respect?
Mr. Rowinski. I found different letters addressed to the officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. How did you find these letters?
Mr. Rowinski. When we visited the graves, we were then taken to
a small house not far from the graves, where the Germans had collected
all the documents.
We could touch
They were at our disposal.
them and we could examine them.
Among others, I found some letters
addressed from Chorzow. On the envelopes of the letters there were
marks done probably by the officer who received the letters when he
examined about three or four such envelopes,
received the letters.
and the dates on the envelopes never exceeded the end of March, so
far as I remember now.
Mr. Machrowicz. What year?
Mr. Rowinski. have it here [the witness perused some documents] ;
1940, of course.
Mr. Machrowicz. You have just been looking at certain notes.
What are they?
Mr. Rowinski. They are notes I took down just after visiting the
graves in Smolensk.
Mr. Machrowicz. Immediately after visiting the graves?

I

I

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Those notes bear the last date of these letters

what?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

as

Rowinski. The end of March and the beginning of April.
Machrowicz. What vear?
Rowinski. 1940.
Machrowicz. You are positive?
Rowinski. Yes, I am quite positive.
1 checked them among

I found a letter addressed to an officer, sent from his wife
others.
who was at this time living in the house of a friend in Chorzow.
Mr. Flood. Are those notes to which you are referring for the
purpose of refreshing .your memory made in your own writing?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And made immediatelv

Katyn?
Air. Rowinski. Yes.

after

your

visit

to

Mr. Machrowicz. Will you find in those notes any reference to
any diaries that you may have found?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
remember that we found a diary in which
the officer put a note at the moment when he was brought to Gniezdovo,
this small station near Katyn.
Mr. Machkowicz. May I direct your particular attention and ask
you whether or not you have any recollection now of having found a
diary of a Second Lt. Jan Bartys? Would you refresh your memory
by looking at your notes?

I
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Mr. Rowinski. I cannot find it here.
Mr. Machrowicz. Does this help you at all [showing document to
witness]?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you tell me what you found with regard
to the diary of Second Lt. Jan Bartys?
Mr. Rowinski. In this memo — it was only a small calendar — he

puts the note: "We have just arrived at the Gniezdovo station,"
because he could see the inscription, probably, "and I see NKVD
people standing from the railway station up to the woods," which
This he saw, apparently,
were not far from the railway station.
from the window of the rail car.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know the date of the last notation on
that calendar?
Mr. Rowinski. March 15, 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were the remaining pages of that calendar still
intact?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; they were. I examined the calendar, so far
as I remember now, because some people said it was all prepared by
the Germans, and they have probably torn out the unnecessary pages
and left only those which were suitable for them.
Mr. Machrowicz. Tell me if there was anything significant about
that particular calendar which attracted your attention?
Mr. Rowinski. Only the fact that he stated in his note that he is
seeing the NKVD people standing along the road leading from the
station to the woods.
Mr. Machrowicz. The remaining portion of the calendar after

March 15
Mr. Rowinski. There was no note at all; the pages were intact —
blank.

Mr. Machrowicz. Did you, in checking these various papers, let
ters, calendars, diaries, and notes that you found, find any one which
had a date later than March 1940?
Mr. Rowinski. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you yourself remove any papers or docu

ments from any of the bodies?
Mr. Rowinski. From the bodies, no.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ask Professor Buhtz for permission to
select for yourself any body which had not yet been removed from
the grave?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did Professor Buhtz say?
Mr. Rowinski. Professor Buhtz agreed, and he let us go down to
one of the graves, choose one of the bodies which we found there and
just take it out.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you remember what layer it was?
Mr. Rowinski. It was in the grave where all the bodies were lying
with their hands tied.
Mr. Machrowicz. What layer from the top?
Mr. Rowinski. The fourth, because the first were already removed.
We had to go down.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were there any other significant matters or any
other significant details you have not mentioned yet which you
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found with regard to these bodies which led you to any conclusions
guilt of either the Russians or the Germans?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes. We found two letters amongst the documents
which were addressed to Poland by officers in the same camp in
Kozielsk camp.
We found them amongst the documents.
We
thought perhaps those letters were given to the officers who were told
by the Russians that they are going back to Poland.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was there any attempt made, during the time
you were at Katyn, by any German to either compel you to do any
thing against your will or to force you to announce any conclusion
which was not based upon your own findings?
as to the

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski. No.
Machrowicz. Did you have a free hand there?
Rowinski. Yes; a completely free hand.
Dondero. I have some questions I want to ask.

Was there
anybod}- at the grave when you got there besides you Polish prisoners
of war; I mean other prisoners of other nationalities?
Mr. Rowinski. I saw there Russians who were helping to excavate
bodies.
Mr. Dondero. No other nationality?

Mr. Rowinski. No.
Mr. Dondero. Will you describe to the committee how that area

I

looked where the graves were found; what kind of country is what
mean.
Mr. Rowinski. It was in a wood, but it was rather a part of the
wood where there were only a few big trees, big fir trees, so far as
But amongst those trees there were small fir trees, not
remember.
very high.
Mr. Dondero. Were there any trees on the graves?
Mr. Rowinski. No, I have not seen any on the graves.
Mr. Dondero. What did the ground look like — what color?
Mr. Rowinski. It was rather sandy.

I

Mr. Dondero. Kind of yellowish?
Mr. Rowinski. Yellowish like sand.

There was only one grave
where we found already some ground water.
Because the ground
was going slowly down, in one place was rather wet.
Mr. Dondero. How many layers deep were these men buried?
Mr. Rowinski. In one of the graves saw something like a special
The Germans make a pit in order to check the layers.
pit.
Mr. Dondero. How many bodies did you see?
Mr. Rowinski. Already excavated?
Mr. Dondero. Or in the graves.
Mr. Rowinski. I could not tell you because saw oidy about 160
wbich were already excavated and they were lying in rows.
Mr. Dondero. Could you see how long or deep the graves were?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, I could see the one grave. There were, so far
as I remember, about 13 layers of bodies.
Mr. Dondero. Thirteen deep from top to bottom?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; completely pressed together.
Mr. Dondero. Have you any judgment or any estimate you want
to give the committee as to the number of Polish officers who were
buried in those graves that you saw?

I

I
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I remember

we just took over this number because,
we doubted that there could be 12,000.
We
came to the conclusion there could not be more than about 8,000.
Mr. Dondero. On the bodies that you saw, were the uniforms those
of Polish officers?

from the beginning,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.

Yes.

Did they have their overcoats on?
Not all of them.

Did some of them?
Yes.

Did they have their boots on?

Yes; nearly all of them had their boots on.

Did you examine the boots?

Yes.
What condition were they in?
In a very good condition indeed. Some of them
had
der to protect the leather.
The officers probably did them in the camps.
Mr. Dondero. Were they worn much or did they look fairly new?
Mr. Rowinski. They looked very good indeed. I thought it
would be an excellent advertisement for the firm who manufactured
them if it was not so sad a moment.
Mr. Dondero. These Russians who were there at the graves with
you, were they soldiers or civilians?
Mr. Rowinski. Civilians.
Mr. Dondero. How many?
Mr. Rowinski. I saw about 12.
Mr. Dondero. Did you talk with any of them?
Mr. Rowinski. No. I do not speak Russian.
Mr. Dondero. Were you permitted to talk to them?
Mr. Rowinski. I do not think so, but we were not told that it is
forbidden to speak.
Mr. Dondero. When you went to the graves at the suggestion of
the Germans, you were naturally prejudiced and bitter towards the
Germans?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Did your brother officers feel the same way you
did and express themselves?
Mr. Rowinski. Exactly. They even despised me because those
officers agreed to go

Mr. Dondero. After you had been to the graves, what conclusion
or opinion did you arrive at with your brother officers who went
there?

Rowinski. In my private opinion I was completely convinced
done by the Russians.
Dondero. What did your other officers think?
Rowinski. All other officers as well.
Dondero. They came to the same conclusions?
Rowinski. The same conclusions, only we did not express it
properly because the Germans wanted to use this report of ours for
So we agreed only to say what we saw, draw
propaganda purposes.
ing no conclusions — only what we have seen there.
Mr. Dondero. And you expressed no opinion?
Mr. Rowinski. No opinion at all.

Mr.
it was
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
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it?

Mr. Dondero. But you were satisfied then that the Russians did
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.

Yes.

Did you examine any of the clothes of these men?
Yes,

I

did.

Did you find any bullet holes?

Yes.
Where?
We always found here [indicating]

a smaller bullet
hole and a bigger one here [indicating].
Mr. Dondero. For the record, you mean at the base of the skull?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, somewhere here [indicating]— always nearly
in the same position.
Mr. bYooD. The witness is now indicating entry of bullet at the
base of the skull and indicating exit of the bullet on the far side of the

hairline.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.

that way?

Were they all shot the same way?
It appeared to be done in the same way.
Their hands were tied behind them?
Not all of them, only some of them.
What can you say of the others who were not tied

I

Air. Rowinski.
suppose only those people who tried to defend
themselves were bound, because I saw some bodies with sawdust in
their mouth and some of them had even their heads covered with their
overcoats, then a string round the neck connected with string at the
hands.
So when they started to struggle to free the hands, they must
have choked themselves.
Mr. Dondero. You saw several that way?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, I saw several and I saw also bullets through
the overcoat here [indicating] — I mean the hole.
Mr. Dondero. As you looked at the bodies in the grave, were they
buried face up or face down?
Mr. Rowinski. They were in different positions.
They looked to
me like they were thrown into the grave in different positions.
Mr. Dondero. They were not in layers?
Mr. Rowinski. No; they were just mixed.
Mr. Dondero. Thrown in?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.
Dondero.
Rowinski.

Yes.

In any position?
Yes.

They were in

a state of decomposition?
Yes.
Some of the faces of the bodies were like
they were caught in the last moment of a cry.
Mr. Dondeho. How long, how wide and how deep were the
graves you saw?
Mr. Rowinski. Would you allow me to look at something?
Mr. Donoeko. Refresh your memory.
Mr. Rowinski. I see the graves, but I could not tell you the size
of the graves. I know that there were two big graves and two smaller
ones.
Mr. Dondero. Can you describe to the committee and for the
record about how big they were?
Mr. Rowinski. I think it is in the report.
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it

I

I

is

I

a

I

it,

it

it,

during the lunch hour refer to
Mr. Dondero. If you cannot find
to the stenographer afterwards.
your notes and give
down somewhere.
will find
because
have
Mr. Rowinski.
Mr. Dondero. How old man are you?
Mr. Rowinski.
am now 46.
Mr. Dondero. How long were you a prisoner of the Germans?
Mr. Rowinski. Five years.
all.
Mr. Dondero. That
might say for the record thatChairman Madden. Mr. Witness,

I

a

a

I

is

is,

a

in our former hearings in Washington,
couple of different witnesses
testified regarding the sawdust that was placed in the mouths of some
of these bodies previous; that
they did not have then hands tied
behind them, but some of them had sawdust in their mouths, which
confirms the testimony that you just related.
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood.
would like to amplify that by saying that that
particularly true of certain witness in Washington who testified with
mask over his head, and that witness testified that some of these
bodies found with sawdust did have their hands tied behind their
back as well.
Mr. Machrowicz. May
ask you whether or not you would be
willing to leave those notes of yours as an exhibit in this case?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, certainly. They are in Polish.
Mr. Machrowicz. Those are in Polish?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. But they were made immediately after you
were there?

I

I

a

I

is

is

rather the rough sketch
Mr. Rowinski. Immediately after. It
of the report we prepared for the Germans.
Mr. Machrowicz. It was immediately after your visit to Katyn.
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. They are your impressions as of that time
immediately after you were in the graves?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, and the text of the same report in the book.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will you let me have those notes, please?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Did you find any bodies with wire?
Mr. Rowinski. No.
Mr. Flood.
now ask the stenographer to mark for identification
a series of documents or notes of this witness consisting of five pages —
sketch
to mark them as exhibits 23, 23Л, 24, 24A, and 24B, being
now show the witness the exhibits as
or a map.
have just indi
cated and ask him whether or not those are the original notes in his
own handwriting made by him immediately after his visit to Katyn
for the purpose of being the basis for the report to the Germans?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And are those the notes with which he has been

freshing his testimony

thus far before the committee

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Those are offered in evidence

24A, and 24B and follow.

re

this morning?

as exhibits

23, 23A,

24,
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[Translation

from Polish]

April
April
April

Г4, 1943: Movement order (Wednesday) 06.43 hours from Waldenburg.
19.00 hours to Berlin 21.25.
15, 1943: Szczecin, 10:30 hours.
16, 1943: Start to Warsaw [by plane] from Staak aerodrome to Warsaw.
Officers from the nearest camps were selected to speed up the departure.
General
Chmurowicz, 8 officers: 2 2nd lieutenants, 3 captains, Lit. Col. (G. S.) all from

camps IIC, IID, HE.
General Chmurowicz, unable to fly owing to his heart ailment, was left in Berlin.
On the aerodrome a captain informs us that we have to fly to Smolensk.
The
colonel requests that [either he or the group] be released from that duty and
another delegation selected.
April 16: Arrival in Warsaw at 10.40 hours, Okecie. Major Nowosielski
11.30 hours — start lor Smolensk.
Arrival 15.30
released; left in Warsaw.
Military police interested. In the evening, detailed explanation of the
hours.
purpose of our arrival.
Copies of the depositions of witnesses and the list of
The Colonel made his standpoint clear. We are detailed
casualties, 300 bodies.
We do not
by order, and were not informed of the purpose of the journey.
consider ourselves official representatives, and still less a delegation of prisoner-ofwar officers.
And therefore we are unable to make any declarations or statements.
We request that we not be photographed, filmed, or asked to hold press con
ferences.
We can, however (1) observe whatever we shall see on the spot;
(2) transmit our observations exclusively for the information of prisoner-of-war
officers, not through the medium of the public press; (3) all other statements of
fact belong to the International Red Cross, the international press, etc. After
some time, the Colonel received a reply that no conferences, declarations, or
filming or radio broadcasting would be required, and that photographs taken by
the noncommissioned officers would be kept at the О. K. W. for documentation.
They will be satisfied with preparation of a report for the use of the prisoners of
war, as bringing delegations from all POW camps is not technically possible.
April 17, 1943: 08.30 hours. Departure to Katyn Forest, the area of exhumation
in the vicinity of the railway station Gniasdowa, 20 kilometers West.
Basic points:
of bodies, partly mummified in the dry sand, features not
(1) Condition
recognizable, documents, badges of rank color of hair, service colors, buttons, the
Documents and photographs in a good
quality of cloth, all distinguishable.
state of preservation.
It is difficult to determine the length of interment by the
condition of the bodies.
(2) Bodies are dressed in uniforms, with badges of rank, other marks; officers'
Polish paper money is scattered around.
boots undoubtedly Polish.
(Colonel
Dr. Bulitz present on the spot determined the period of interment as two years.)
The state of decomposition of the uniforms corresponds to this period and to the
condition of the bodies. A small number in civilian clothes.
(3) All exhumed bodies (one body exhumed personally) show pistol shot holes.
Entry of the bullets was in the back of the head; exit in the occiput or temples.
Some of the bodies have the hands bound at the back (one body personally
exhumed). Similarly bound bodies were exhumed on the other side of the road,
where, according to the depositions of the witnesses and (illegible) the bodies of
Bolsheviks were buried 5 to 8 years ago.
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(4) At the presumed area of the burials 4 excavations were made, in which a
mass oi many layers of bodies was found, some 1 to 2 metres deep.
The top layer
of bodies was removed and arranged on the surface for identification (some 300).
Of these, some 160 were identified on the basis of documents, cigarette cases, (il
legible), correspondence, identification tags, etc. The rest impossible to identify,
including civilians, because badges of rank and documents are absent. The lower
There are presumably some 12 layers of bodies to
layers are still not removed.
In the corner of each excavation shafts were sunk. The
the ground water level.
bottom of the shaft was covered with loose earth. The thickness of the mass from
the second layer is 1 }4 metres.
(5) The total number according to the German estimate is 10,000 to 12,000, and
they quote the following bases [for their estimation]:
The surface of the general- mass grave, and the thickness of the layer of bodies.
Partly ascertained thickness of the layer visible in the shaft: 1^ metres.
From
all sides of the excavations heads or limbs are sticking out, which indicates that
between four opened graves bodies are also present — it is not known how many.
Depositions of witnesses regarding the number of railway transports to Gniasdowa
In our
station and from the station to the place of execution in GPU trucks.
presence the witnesses confirmed their depositions as regards the number of trans
ports in reply to our direct questions.
It is beyond doubt that this is a mass grave and that the number of bodies
The exact number can be ascertained only after exhuma
involves thousands.
tions are completed.
According to the witnesses, during April and (illegible)
Truck could
1940 they saw 3 to 4 rail transports composed of 3 to 4 prisoner cars.
carry 16 persons each (daily; 480 during 28 days) (three covered trucks plus one
light truck for luggage).
(6) Exhumation work is under the direction of an officer of the Germany mili
tary police, who is assisted by the professor of medicine of Wroclaw University
with the rank of Hauptarzt (?). On the spot there are three delegates of the
They
Polish Red Cross from Warsaw, who will remain until the work is finished.
assist with the identification of the bodies and the arrangement of a common
Each body, alter exhumation and eventual identification, receives a
grave.
metal tag about the neck with a number which is identical with that on the list
of exhumed bodies and with that on the envelope with the documents.
(7) The documents found are kept, after being dried, in a neighboring forester's
house in improvised showcases, with their numbers and envelopes. They are
Some of them (diaries) will
deciphered, translated, partly photographed, etc.
The
be subject to chemical treatment in order to make illegible spots readable.
state of documents satisfactory, some photographs and correspondence in a good
state of preservation, easy to read or to recognize.
(8) General Smorawinski's documents, paticularly army identity card and the
Postal Savings Banks of Lublin book, well preserved. Trousers on the body
with general's stripes.
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A silver
badges of rank of major general distinct, the face unrecognizable.
cigarette case with illegible gold inscriptions was found on General Smorawinski.
(11) Correspondence addressed from Poland found, almost exclusively post
Latest dates of dispatch — January and Feb
cards addressed to Camp Kozielsk.
ruary 1940 (replies).
(12) On two bodies short diaries were found in calendars, one brought to Janu
ary 1, 1940, the other to March 15, 1940 (2nd Lt. Jan Burkys, Cracov).
These particulars agreed on by all officers present.
13.40 hrs., flown out from Smolensk, 17.45 in Warsaw.
Medical examination
Major Nowosielski rejoined the party.
of the crew (the escort and ourselves).
April 18, start
18.39 hrs. departure, arrival in Poznan 20.40, night in Poznan.
for Berlin 7.25 hrs., arrival in Berlin 9.00 hrs. Staaken airport.
Lt. Col. Stefan Mosor.
Capt. Stanislaw Cylkowski.
Capt. Ko.vst. Adamski.
Capt. Bentman.
Pol. [illegible] Slawiczek.
Maj.

Alexander Nowosielski.

Capt. Eugeniusz Kleban.
2nd Lt. Stanislaw Gostkowski.
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Deszczka, Wladyslaw, cartographer, born March 2, 1892 in Ostrozen, address—
Warsaw, Aleje Ujazdowskie, Major of the 27th Railway Battalion, army book well
preserved, with a photograph.
Zbroja, Dr. Franciszek.
Szymankiewicz, Captain, born May 26, 1896, address—Warsaw.
Freidenreich, Ya, Second Lieutenant.
Fryssberg, dr. Adam, Captain.
Halacinski (Halasinski?), Andrzej, Lt. Colonel.
Smorawinski tillegible] address inblin, Litewski Sq. 3, Postal Savings bank
book, certificate of the Army Cross, born December 25, 1892 [illegible] identity
document [illegible].
Bohatyrowicz, Bronislaw [illegible]. Rejtan Str. 3–28., letter written by him,
two
a rather large sum of money.
Lopusko, Edward, a card from Witold Lopusko, Vilna, Antokolska 4, firm
Lopusko, Vilna.
uzmiski, Arkady, student, January 29, 1907, Warsaw, Akademicka 5.
Wirszillo, Tadeusz.
Wlasienko, Wlodzimierz, civilian, Maria Wlasienko, Wilna, Sosnowa 40.
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Railway Station
Gnezdowa

N

-E
S

[In Russian:] Kattn Forest.
[In Polish:] (Katyn Forest).

Legend: 1 centimeter equals 10-15 meters for the middle of the drawing; on the
outer parts of the drawing marks were placed for the purpose of orientation.
Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, Polish mass graves; excavations with Russian bodies;
5, excavation to receive exhumed bodies; 6, the guardhouse; 7, elevation for photo
graphing and the Red Cross flag.
GPU House [In Russian:] katia mountain.
So-called "Zofiowka" [In Polish:] (Katia Mountain).
[Arrow] Dnieper River.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know where Colonel Mosser is now?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, in Poland in prison. He was sentenced,

I

think, to life imprisonment. He became a general, and I think he
became a director of a military school in Kharkov; but later on he
was tried and he is now in prison.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is the colonel who was in charge of this
expedition?

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I may ask you just one question about that colonel.
You told us that the first night that you got together in Smolensk,

amongst other things you decided to do was to have the colonel
interview certain Russian workers?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes; right.
Mr. Flood. Who had made certain statements shown to you by the
Gormans?

Mr. Rowinski. Right.
Mr. Flood. Do you know if the colonel

Russians?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

did interview those

Rowinski. Yes; he did.
Flood. When — the next day?
Rowinski. Yes; whon we visited the graves.
Flood. Did you see him talking to them?
Rowinski. Yes; I did.
Flood. Can you give us the gist of the colonel's conversi tions

with the Russians?

Mr .'Rowinski. Yes ; he told us that his impression is that they are
telling the truth, only they are slightly exaggerating, he thought,
regarding tho amount of the people who were brought to the camp.
Mr. Flood. The colonel reported back about Polish officers?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. That he had the conversation?
Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. You know that he did in fact have one?
Rowinski. Yes.
Flood. The gist of his conversation with the Russians was

that he was satisfied that the statements he made which were shown
to you by the Germans were honest statements, except that there was
an error here and there about the numbers of bodies; is that correct?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. There is one paragraph in Colonel Mosser's
report which I would like to read to you and ask you whether you
[Reading:]
remember that paragraph.
In May 1943 the known propaganda was started with regard to Katyn. I
found myself in a group of officers who were taken to the locale for the purpose
The very fact that these thousands
of showing the empty graves and the bodies.
of Polish officers were killed in the spring of 1940 in those woods is not subject to
any doubt.

Mr. Rowinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz (reading):
They tried to use us for radio, press, and film propaganda, to which I categori
I did, however, agree only for the statement
cally effectively was in opposition.
of our actual findings given for the information of Polish officer prisoners.
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Do you remember that section of this report?
I even remember that he was completely
convinced, and when I heard about him going back to Poland, I was
rather shocked to hear it.
Mr. Machrowicz. I am reading now from the book: The Katyn
Murders in the Light of Documents in which that paragraph of Colonel
I am reading from page 261 of that book. So
Mosser is included.
that Colonel Mosser, who was major and subsequently colonel, did
agree with you that there was no question in his mind but that these
people were killed in the spring of 1940?
Mr. Rowinski. Yes, there was no question about it.
Mr. Machrowicz. This group of yours made a report. Is that
report available?
Mr. Rowinski. It is in the same book you are reading.
Mr. Machrowicz. The report of this particular witness appears
in the book which I have read, but it appears without his name.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Flood, I believe we should state for the record
that while the book Mr. Machrowicz is referring to has not been placed
in the record because it is so voluminous, it is part of the committee's

Mr. Rowinski. Yes;

file and is always available.
Mr. Flood. The committee will take note of that. Mr. Rowinski,
you have not been paid or promised any benefits of any kind, have you,
for appearing here today, by anybody?

Mr. Rowinski. No.
Mr. Flood. The committee wish to thank you for giving your time

and your attention to the matter we are trying to investigate,
appreciate your testimony this morning very much indeed.
Mr. Rowinski. Thank you very much.

(At

1:30 p. m. the committee

and we

recessed, to reconvene at 2:30 p. m.)

AFTER RECESS

(The committee reconvened at 2:45 p. m.)
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
You may proceed, Mr. Flood.
Mr. Flood. Will you just give your name and your British address
to the stenographer, please?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Lt. Gen. Tadeusz Bor Komorowski,

3 Bowrons Avenue, Wembley,
Middlesex.
You can take the rest of it from this statement.
(A document containing the following statement was handed to
the reporter:)
Born in l.VI. 1895 in Chorobrow, Southeastern Poland, Galieja.
Took part

From 191 8 joined
in First World War as Cavalry officer in the Austrian Army.
From 1918 till to 1920 took part in the Russothe newly formed Polish Army.
In 1920 decorated with the Virtuti Militari Cross, the highest
Polish War.
Polish military decoration.
After the end of the war remained in the regular
From 1927 till 1938 commanded the 9 Lancers Regiment.
army.
In 1938 in the rank of colonel, appointed commander of the Cavalry Training
Center in Grudziadz.
Took part in the German-Polish War in 1939. After the defeat in 1939 went
underground and was one of the organizers of the Polish Home Army.
From 1939-41 commander of the Cracow and Silesia districts of the Under
ground.
03744
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1940 promoted to the rank of general.
From 1941-43 deputy commander of the Home Army/HQ in Warsaw.
In 1943 in July nominated commander in chief of the Home Army in the rank
of lieutenant general. Commanded the Home Army till the end of the Warsaw
After the capitulation of Warsaw, taken prisoner of
uprising, October 1944.
In May 1945 liberated from German captivity by the
war by the Germans.
U. S. A. Army.
From May 28, 1945 commander in chief of Polish forces abroad. In 1946,
November 8, resigned from the post as С. I. C. of Polish Forces.

Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you
be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
anyone who considered he had suffered an injury as a result of your
At the same time, wish to make it quite clear that the
testimony.
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in j-our behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of the testimony.
Do you understand that?
General Komorowski. Yes, understand.
Mr. Flood. Will you raise your right hand, please, to be sworn?
Do you swear, by God the Almighty and Omniscient, that you will,
according to your best knowledge, tell the pure truth and you will
not conceal anything; so help you God?
General Komorowski. I do.
Mr. Flood. Will you be seated, please?

I

I

TESTIMONY OF LT. GEN. TADEUSZ BOR-KOMOROWSKI, 3 BOWRONS AVENUE, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND

Mr. Flood. What is your full name?
General Komorowski. Tadeusz Bor-Komorowski.
Mr. Flood. Were you at any time identified with the Polish armed
forces?
General

.

Komorowski. In the underground

army, home army.
till the end of 1944 I was in Poland.
Mr. Flood. What was your title, your rank, in the underground
army?
General Komorowski. In the beginning, general, and in 1943,
lieutenant general.
Mr. Flood. During all of the time that you were in command of
the so-called Polish home army, or underground army, your head
quarters were generally in Warsaw, were they?
General Komorowski. Yes, sir, the headquarters.
But I was not
all the time commander; I was till 1943 deputy commander, and from
1943 after the commander in chief, General Roweski, was arrested, I

From

1939

became commander.

Mr. Flood. I direct your attention to the late summer of 1941, at
which time the rapprochement took place between the Soviet and
Poland. You are aware of that time?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And of the protocol?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And you remember that the protocol between the
Soviet and the Poles called for the Russians to release all Polish
prisoners, of all categories?
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General Komorowski. Yes. And at this time we received an order
from General Sikorski to look for the prisoners of war in camps of
prisoners of war in Germany and in areas occupied by the Germans
in Russia, as he saw that it may be possible that the Polish prisoners
of war were taken by the Germans.
Mr. Flood. Because of the confusion and because of the uncertainty
as to where the Polish prisoners may have been, since there was no
trace of them and because it was possible that they may have been
taken prisoner by the Germans as well as the Russians, General
Sikorski, then head of the Polish state, directed you, at your head
quarters in the underground in Poland, to do everything possible to
try and find the missing Poles ; is that right?
General Komorowski. That is right.
Mr. O'Konski. Mr. Chairman, I might suggest that he is maybe
going to cover that in his statement.
Mr. Flood. That is what we are going to do now.
I have been advised, General, that you have a prepared written
statement that you would like to read to the committee at this time.
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Would you so do?
Mr. Dondero. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Dondero.
Mr. Dondero. Before you proceed with your statement, General,
have one question.
You said on the record that you made an effort
to search for the Polish officers in the belief that they might have been
Did you not get word from these officers back
taken by the Germans.
to their families that they had been taken by the Russians and not
by the Germans, before that time?
General Komorowski. Yes; but it was not our opinion. General
Sikorski gave an order and in Ыз order he believed maybe possibly
that they were taken by the Germans, "so you must look all over to
determine if some of the prisoners of war taken by the Russians are
in any camp in Germany," the General wrote.
Mr. Flood. As a matter of fact, General, there had been a number
of Poles who had been taken prisoner by the Germans in the earlier
days; is not that right?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And they were then in prison camps in Germany?

I

Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You were present here this morning, were you not,

General

when the last witness testified that he, a Polish officer, was a prisoner
of the Germans in a German prison camp?
General Komorowski. That is right.
Mr. Flood. All right, go ahead now.
General Komorowski. In September 1939, a large part of the
Polish Army retreating before the German onslaught had found itself
in eastern Poland, where the men were taken prisoner by the Russians.
After some time, the families of these men, mostly officers, began to
The postmarks revealed that the
receive censored letters from them.
men had been grouped in three large prisoner-of-war camps at Koziclsk,
Starobielsk, and Ostashkov. The last letters to be received from these
All letters sent to them after that
camps were dated April 1940.
month were returned stamped "Re tour-parti" — "Return to sender;
addressee gone away."
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Grave anxiety reigned among the numerous families who had their
relatives in Russian captivity.
Nobody could understand why the
letters written after April 1940 had been sent back.
If they had been
transferred to other camps, why had the letters not been sent on in
stead of being returned?
We had news from London, from General Sikorski, sent us by
radio and by clandestine couriers, that more than 8,000 Polish Officers
had been taken prisoner of war by the Russians.
Of these, only
about 400 men had been traced and found after the Russo-Polish
Agreement.
General Sikorski had ordered the commander in chief of the home
army to conduct a thorough search in the prisoner-of-war camps in
Germany and in the areas under German occupation, as he did not
exclude the eventuality that the missing officers had been taken over
by the Germans during their advance in 1941. The intensive search
undertaken by the home army, which had clandestine liaison with
the prisoner-of-war camps in Germany yielded no results.
Not a
single Polish officer of the 8,000 mentioned was in a German prisonerof-war camp; not one was discovered on Soviet territory occupied
by the Germans.
There were in this last area a few civilians who during the years
1939, 1940, and 1941 had been deported from Poland by the Russians.
Thev said that in the spring of 1940, Polish prisoners from the camps
at K^ozielsk, Starobielsk, and Osfcashkov had been removed from these
camps and had probably been sent to forced labor camps in northern
Russia. We could learn nothing more through the channels of in
All news which we had we sent immedi
formation at our disposal.
ately by radio to London to General Sikorski.
At the beginning of April 1943, the chief of the German Propaganda
Service for the Warsaw district summoned a number of Poles to the
Bruhl Palace, headquarters of the Nazi Governor of Warsaw. They
were received by a delegate of the German Ministry of Propaganda,
from Berlin. He announced the discovery of mass graves of victims
Simultaneously, similar meetings
of Soviet terrorism near Smolensk.
In all cases, the Poles were
were summoned in Cracow and Lublin.
told they were to be prepared for a journey, they were to be taken by
plane to the actual scene of the graves, where they would see for
themselves the truth of the German assertions.
On April 10, 1943, a delegation left Warsaw by plane for Smolensk.
It was composed of the Chairman of the RGO, Sey fried, Ferdinand
Goetel, E. Skiwski, Dr. K. Orzechowski, Dr. Grodzki, W. Kawecki
from the press; a photo reporter, Didur; and a worker, F. Prochownik.
After their return to Warsaw, the commander in chief of the home
army. General Rowecki, received precise reports about all thc\' had
seen and heard.
He sent, on the 22d of April 1943, an exact report to
London, radiograms Nos. 625/1, 625/2, 625/3, and 625/4; 689/FFB,
690/KMS, 691/STW, 692/ZZK, from the 22d of April 1943.
I have all the telegrams with me, hut they are in Polish.
Mr. Flood. We will take that up later. Just finish your statement
now.
General Komorowski. A second delegation was sent from Cracow
and Warsaw: Father S. Jasinski, Dr. A. Schebesta, Dr. T. Susz
Praglowski, S. Klapert, M. Martens — all from Cracow — and K.
Skarzynski,

L. Rojkiewicz, J. Wodzinowski, Dr. H. Bartoszewski,
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S. Kolodziekski, Z. Dmochowski, and Boyan Banach, from Warsaw.
We also received reports from some members of the second delegation,
sent by the Germans to Katyn. General Rowecki, commander in
chief of the home army, sent, on May 7 and 13, 1943, a collective

report to London: 692/1, 692/2, 755/1, 755/2, and 755/3.
I had the opportunity to send to Katyn my own observer, a trust
worthy man of the underground.
Before his departure, I had a long
talk with him in which I told him what to look for. Only the com
mander in chief, General Rowecki, knew that I had sent this man.
After 2 weeks' time my observer from Katyn was back. His
account began with a confirmation that the German figure of 10,000
When he reached Katyn, seven of the
corpses was exaggerated.
graves had been opened, and he estimated that the giaves did not
contain very many more than 4,000 bodies at all. He worked among
the exhumers for some days. He personally took out from the pockets
of the exhumed men, notebooks, diaries, letters, and prewar zloty
bank notes, which were in a good state of preservation.
Chairman Madden. What kind of bank notes?
General Komorowski. Zloty; which is Polish money.
His account of all he had seen is too well known from reports of
other witnesses and therefore I do not cite it. He put on the table
before me a parcel containing copies of notebooks, diaries, and memoirs
taken mostly in his presence from the pockets of the murdered men.
There were 15 diaries, which I read immediately. The most important,
in my opinion, was the diary of Maj. Adam Solski, written up to the
last time, and indicating the place where they had been brought.
I am quoting the last words of this diary :
April

8,

since 9:45.

3:30: Departure

from Kozielsk depot westwards;

at Jelnia station

April
April

a

it.

8: We have been at a siding at Smolensk since 12 o'clock.
9: Morning, some minutes before 5, reveille in the cars and preparation
to leave. We are going somewhere by automobile,
What next?
April 9: Ever since dawn
has been
Departure in lorries
peculiar day.
fitted with cells; terrible. Taken to forest somewhere, something like a summer

They took my watch, which
resort.
Very thorough search of our belongings.
showed time as 6:30, 8:30; asked about my ring, which was taken; ruble belt,
penknife.

a

a

a

a

These wore the last words written by Major Solski.
The outstanding point of all these diaries was in their all breaking
off short at the same point, either on leaving the camp at Kozielsk
or on arrival at Katyn in April 1940.
One of the diaries had belonged to an officer who had been
close
friend of
colonel of the staff of the home army, Janusz Bokszczanin.
He was in possession of his friend's notes, which he had made when
they had been at the higher military academy together. Both the
diary- and the notes were handed to
handwriting expert, who con
firmed beyond all doubt that both had been written by the same per
son.
The 15 copies of the diaries handed me personally by my observer
had been sent to London in July 1944 by courier, Colonel Rutkowski,
"Rudy." Other copies were hidden and buried in different places in
Poland, which had been known to my observer.
Russia's refusal for the examination of the Katyn graves by the
International Red Cross caused consternation and embarrassment in
Communist circles in Poland. In PPR circles, at secret meetings
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and conferences, the Communists openly admitted that "Polish
reactionaries" had been liquidated. They also initiated a whispering
campaign in Warsaw to the effect that a mutiny had broken out in
one of the camps and that some of the officers had been executed.
That is all I know, being in Poland in this time as deputy com
mander, about the Katyn matter.
I would like to tell one thing more, as a further point. My observer
brought a cord with which the hands were bound, and we gave this
cord to an expert in Warsaw. The expert concluded that the cord was
made from material not known in Poland and in Western Europe.
It was the opinion of the expert in Warsaw.
Chairman Madden. General, I want to express my appreciation for
am goingyour statement, but on account of having a severe cold,
to excuse myself for this afternoon.
Congressman Flood will carry
on in my place.
Mr. Flood. General, you mentioned that you have some telegrams
with you, to which you referred in your prepared statement as being^
telegrams sent from your underground home command to the Polish
Government in London in connection with this matter.
General Komorowski. Yes; but they are all in Polish.
Mr. Flood. It does not matter. Can you just let me have them?
(The witness produced documents.)
Mr. Flood. We want these marked for identification. General,
you have presented to the committee these telegrams to which you
and I have referred.
understand that these are the original records
taken by you from the files of the home army and that, under the
circumstances, you cannot leave these original documents with the
committee, but you have no objection to letting us have photostatic
copies of these telegrams for our files.
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. We will insert them in the record as part of the per
manent record and return to you these originals which I now hold.
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you mark for identification these three separate
folders as exhibits 25, 26, and 27? Only the English translations of
these exhibits will be published in the official record and the photo
stats of the originals shall be placed in the committee's permanent file.
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit 25," "Exhibit
26," and "Exhibit 27" for identification and arc as follows:)

I

I

Exhibit
[Translation

Seal.

25

from Polish]

Special Detachment of the
Commander in Chief's Staff.
File No. 1833.
Date: April 17, 1943.
Secret.

From Wanda

Radiogram No. 650/WH

I

Accepted
Read

April
April

16,
17,

1943
1953

Hr.

2100
1645

Commander in Chief
Near Smolensk the Germans have discovered a mass grave containing a fewthousand officers of ours from the Koziolsk Camp who were murdered in March
and April 1940.
A few Poles from Warsaw and Cracow, who were specially
Their reports allow
brought to the grave, have taken part in its examination.
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no doubts as to the truth of this mass murder.
shall report details in the next few days.

[Illegible handwritten
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Public opinion is aroused.
Kalina 575— April

notations in several places on the page.]

Exhibit
[Translation

I

14.

25

from Polish]

Seal

Special Detachment of the
Commander in Chief's Staff
File No. 1942
Date: April 23, 1943
Secret
Radiogram

No. 689/FFB

From Wanda I.

Accepted
Read

I

April
April

22, 1943
22, 1943

Hr.

1635
2100

report in connection with Cabel 575:
On April 10 at 9 a. m. the committee which was organized by the Germans was
flown to Smolensk.
Under their instigation the following persons took part in the
examination as witnesses: Seyfried, the Chief Director of the RGO, Ferd. Goetel
and E. Skiwski, Dr. K. Orzechowski, Director of the Municipal Hospital Services,
Dr. Grodzki from RGO, the gutter snipe journalist Wl. Kawecki, a photoreporter
(f.), Didur, and the laborer Fr. Prochownik.
After the arrival of the committee at 1 p. m. in Smolensk the German officer
Slowentschik explained that in the Spring of 1942 a group of Polish laborers who
were staying in that area at that time found a grave of Polish soldiers in the forest,
near Gniazdowo.
At the place of its discovery the laborers set two crosses made
In the first months of 1943 the German Intelligence Service
from birchwood.
received some information about this grave ; it reported the case to the OK (German
This interrogation
High Command], and interrogated the local population.
showed that many executions were performed during March and April of 1940 in
The Polish prisoners
the forest close to the Resting House Wd, near Gniazdowo.
were transported in trucks (from the trains].
One person testified that, while
working as a railway employee, he had seen bills of lading issued in Kozielsk.
The
trains were made up of carriages. The prisoners were taken to the forest in motor
It has been established on the spot that there are three huge mass graves
cars.
in sandy soil, under pines of a few years growth, about 15 kilometers from the
locality of Gniazdowo or Katyn, on the highway from Smolensk to Witebsk, in the
forest known as Kozice Gory.
It is estimated that in one of the mass graves lie about three thousand bodies
The third mass grave has not yet been
and in the other about five thousand.
The estimate is based upon excavations made so far.
Besides there is
touched.
still another somewhat older, mass grave which probably contains bodies of
A number of the exhumed bodies have been identified.
Russians.
To be continued.
Kalina 625/1.

April

Exhibit

22, 1943.

25

[Translation from Pollsn]

RADIOGRAM
From Wandy

1

Continuation 625
On April 11 at 9

File No.

No. 690/KMS
Accepted
Read

April
April

22, 1943
23, 1943

Hr.

■

1703
1300

a. m. the Polish delegates reached Kozie Gory where they were
received by a few German officers. An explanation was given by Colonel Dr.
Gehrard Buhtz, professor at the University of Breslau and director of the Uni
versity Institute for Forensic Medicine and Criminology, who was directing the
A few excavations were inspected. The first moat
exhumation and autopsy.
was several meters long and a few meters wide.
About a meter beneath the ground
it contained layers of bodies found by the staff instructed to make the excavations.
The corpses were stuck into the soil, lying one beside the other with their faces
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The greater part of the bodies were wearing Polish boots. The officers'
down.
uniforms were in fairly good condition.
The autopsy of bodies showed shots in
the backs of their heads.
Some of the bodies had hoods on their heads made of
sacks and coats. Some of the bodies had oakum in their mouths.
Other excava
tions were on a smaller scale.
The Polish delegates paid homage to their murdered
countrymen.
In an adjoining building the commission had an opportunity to look at docu
ments, identifying marks and letters which had been found on those corpses
There were memoirs which broke off in March or April of 1940.
already exhumed.
One of the letters was sent from Warsaw on January 17, 1940.
The established
list of names of the soldiers killed corresponds almost exactly to the number of the
exhumed bodies.
The German experts were not familiar with the Polish language nor with Polish
This fact suggests that quite a lot of identifying data may have
organization.
been overlooked.
They did not know, for instance, that an officers' camp had
been run in Kozielsk.
Not ontil the Polish delegates arrived, were invoiced
addresses of consignments linked with this camp.
The present list reads:
To be continued.
Kalina 625/2.
[Illegible notation.]

Exhibit
[Translation

from Polish]

RADIOGRAm
From Wandy ls

25

File No.

No. 691/STW
Accepted
Read

April
April

22, 1943
23, 1943

Hr.

1740

1440

Continuation 625:
1/ Adamek, Jozef, without address and rank;
2/ Bohatyrewicz, Bronislaw, Brig. Gen.;
3/ Dr. Chomicki, Ludwik;
4/ Chrystolin, Bernard, Chorzow;
5/ Czajkowski, Bohdan, (Kutno ?);
6/ Florkiewicz, Zbigniew, Lublin;
7/ Gestping, Jerzy;
8/ Jakubowicz, Stanislaw, Lt.;
9/ Halacinski, Andrzej, Col.:
10/ Kalinowski, Michal, Lt. Sieradz;
— Grodno;
11/ Kaplanski, Henryk Leopold
12/ Kiczka, Jozef, Major;
13/ Kozlinski, Stefan, Captain, Warsaw;
Kazimierz, Legionowo;
14/ Kraczkiewicz,
15/ Dr. Kukulski, Eugeniusz, Col., physician, Cracow;
16/ Lukas, Romuald of
17/ Lutomski or Lutowski, Andrzej
18/ Maczynski, A., Warsaw;
19/ Maykowski, Janusz, Lt.;
20/ Nelkcn, Jan, Col., physician, Warsaw;
21/ Niemiec, Henrvk, Major, Warsaw;
22/ Nowicki, Tadeusz;
23/ Nobis, Wincenty, Tyszkowiec;
24/ Ochasso, Zygmunt, Lt. of the Reserves, Field hospital 302;
25/ Ochenkowski, Andrzej, Lt., near Rymanowo
26/ Ostrowski, Jerzy, Warsaw;
27/ Paczulski, Romuald;
28/ Radzenowski, Bronislaw, Warsaw:
29/ Smorawinski, Mieczvslaw, Brig. Gen.;
30/ Sliwinski, Michal, Plock:
31/ Spvtkowski, Stanislaw, Cracow;
32/ Tatarka, Alfred, Bochnia;
33/ Tobiasz, Michal, Major, physician, Choszczow near Warsaw;
34/ Wisniewski, Artur, Col., Warsaw;
35/ Zajaczkowski. Roman, engineer, Warsaw;
36/ Zbroja, Franciszek, physician;
37/ Zelislawski, Kazimierz, Col., Cracow.
Kalina 625/3.
To be continued.

April

22, 1943.
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26

from Polish]

File No.

No. 692/ZZK

April
April

Accepted
Read

Hr.

22, 1943
23, 1943

1800
1400

Continuation No. 625
The authenticity of what was discovered and identified in several cases has
It is difficult to estimate the number of bodies, because all the
been settled.
shafts shown do not reach the bottom of the grave. It seems' thijt the number
10 thousand is an exaggeration.
The Polish members of the expedition estimate
The place discovered is now
that the number is at least from 6-8 thousand.
being excavated intensively and the local military authorities expressed the
The Poles present
conviction that the Polish institutions would take it over.
Nu
[on the spot] expressed their views that it is a task for the Polish Red Cross.
merous expeditions of German and neutral correspondents are arriving now at
The Polish delegation returned to Warsaw on the eve
the place of execution.
ning of April 11. The first press announcement was issued on April 14.
The second Polish delegation is en route, [and] among it the man in our con
fidence is hidden.
Kalina 625/4— April 21, 1943.
[Illegible handwritten

notation probably made in the London office.]

Exhibit
[Translation

26

from Polish)

RADIOGRAM

No. 778

[Seal:]
Special Detachment of
the Staff of the Com
mander in Chief

May

2290
13,

1943

„

Accepted May 12, 1943
0845
May 13, 1943 Иг- 1430
Read
A very sensible and close participant in the inspection of the graves near
Smolensk on behalf of the Polish Red Cross, [who is a] Lieutenant. Colonel [and]
a military doctor, has submitted to ше the following report:
1. At the foot of the hill there is a mass grave in the shape of the letter "L,"
the whole grave is open, the dimensions of the grave are 16 meters wide by 26
meters long by 6 meters deep.
The bodies of the murdered are carefully laid
down in 9-12 layers one on top of the other, each layer with the heads in opposite
The uniforms, notes in the pockets, identity cards, militarv distinc
directions.
tions [are] well preserved, the skin on the bodies, hair, and tendons [are] well pre
served, the skin and tendons have to be cut when a skull is trepanned; however,
it is impossible to identify the face.
2. The second mass grave is placed at right artgles to the first grave, [is] partially
opened, its dimensions [are] 14 meters by 26 meters, the hands of all the bodies
in this grave are bound with a string at the back, the mouths of some of them are
gagged with handkerchiefs, rags, the heads of some are wrapped in coat tails.
3. 906 bodies have been exhumed up to now, 76 percent of which have been
identified by means of identity cards, letters, and the like found on the bodies.
4. According to the foregoing, presumably 2,500-4,000 bodies are lying in both
mass graves, mainly officers' [bodies, and some bodies, although] not a great
number, [are] in mufti, [who were] reserve officers.
5. On behalf of the Polish Red Cross there are 12 persons employed in exca
vating the graves, in [doing] identification work, and in collecting the documents
that are found /a doctor and 3 medical noncommissioned officers/.
6. It is characteristic that there was nothing taken away from the murdered
but watches, in the pocket portfolios there is money and documents and some
times rings [are] on fingers.

From
wanaao6
*rom Wanda

Kalina

[Illegible

handwritten

notation

probably

made irf the London

692/1.

office.]
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Exhibit
[Translation

26

from Polishl

RADIOGRAM No.
From Wanda

File No. 2290/secret/1943
May 14, 1943

779

Accepted May 13, 1943
May 14, 1943
Read

6

Hr.

0925
1030

Continuation of 692.
7. All of the skulls of the bodies are wounded by bullets fired from the back.
Participants in the exhumation on behalf of the Polish Red Cross put emphasis on
the collection of bullets removed from the skulls of the murdered, on the revolver
shells [and] ammunition lying about in the mass grave, and on the strings with
which the hands of the murdered were bound.
All the material discovered is
being shipped as occasion permits to Warsaw to the Polish Red Cross, in care of
Doctor Gorczycki.
All the bullets are 7.65 caliber. The shells are inscribed
"Ceco," the strings [are] twisted.
8. In the presence of the reporter, a diary written up to April 21 was taken out
of the suit of Major Solski.
He stresses that they were transported from Kozielsk
in prison carriages to their destination (on 5 [the next seven letters have no mean
ing for translation] 6 axes), [and] were brought to Smolensk, where after passing a
night, reveille was sounded at 4 o'clock in the morning on April 21, and they were
put into prison automobiles, they were unloaded from the automobiles in a glade
in the forest and at 6.30 led to buildings placed on the spot, where they were
ordered to give up their jewelrv and watches, and the diary finishes on this.
9. The Polish Red Ci ■oss delegates are carrying on the exhumation, the dis
section of the bodies, and the collection of documents under the supervision of the
German authorities, and in addition private connections with the local population
have been entered into. All the identified bodies are given tags with a number of
the Polish Red Cross, on a steel wire and bound to a bone, afterwards the bodies
are laid in a freshly dug common grave. Among the victims identified up to now
all but one come from the camp of Kozielsk, one comes from Starobielsk.
10. The forest glade near Katyn comprises a large area of several square kilo
meters on which the rest houses of the NKVD were standing. The local civilian
population says that in March and April of the year 1940 every day 1 transport of
Polish officers, amounting to 200-300 persons, was brought in.

Kalina 692/2—

5.

V

[Illegible handwritten

notation probably made in the London office]

Exhibit
[Translation

Radiogram

No. S51

From Wanda

VI

27

irom Polish]

File No. 2575/secret/43
26 May
Accepted May 23, 43

hour 1805
May 26, 43
hour 1680
At 18.33 of April 19. Composition of the first delegation appointed by the
Germans and conveyed [to Katyn] April 10: Edmund Seyfried, RGO [Central
Council of Welfare] Krakow, Doctor of Medicine Konrad Orzechowski municipal
hospitals Warsaw, Doctor of Medicine Edward Grodzki of Polish Welfare Com
mittee in Warsaw, Ferdynand Goetel and Jan Emil Skiwski, Kazimierz Prochownik factory foreman of the factory Zielcniewski Krakow, Wladyslaw Kawecki
director of German-sponsored
Didur,
agency Polpress Krakow, Kazimierz
photo reporter Krakauer Ztg. and Widera, photographic correspondent of Glos
Lubolski.
The second delegation, which visited Katyn composed of: from Krakow —
Rev. Dean Stanislaw Jasinski, Doctor of Medicine Adam Schebesta, Doctor of
Medicine Tadeusz Susz, Praglowski, Stanislaw Klapert — all three from the Polish
Red Cross, Journalist Marian Martens.
From Warsaw — Kazimierz Jerzy
Skarzynski, Ludwik Rojkiewicz, Jerzy Wodzinowski, Doctor of Medicine Hieronim Bartoszewski, Boyan Banach — all from the Polish Red Cross.
The delegation
was of a technical character, part of it remained on the spot as personnel [and was]
later supplemented to the number of 12 persons.
Read
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The summary of Seyfried's report: The delegation was housed in the Wehrmacht quarters, where the story of the discovery was told: In October 1942 a
group of Polish workers located at the settlement of Gniezdowo Kozie Gory was
told by the local population about the graves of the executed Polish officers. The
German authorities only learned of this fact in February this year, against the
Soviet partisans [sic], and a test digging was ordered about the forest area near
the NKVD rest house in Porparka.
Kalina 755/1
May 13, 43

Exhibit
[Translation

27

from Polish]

Seal
Special Detachment of the
Commander in Chief's Staff

May

25, 1943

Secret
Radiogram

Accepted May 23, 43, 19.40 hrs.
May 25, 43, 15.15 hrs.
Read

No. 852

From Wanda

Continuation of /755/2. One mass grave 28 by 14 meters and 6 meters deep
was dug up, and the entire area of the cemetery was fixed. At a distance of 300
and 500 meters from the officers' graves, graves of civilians at least 10 years old
were discovered.
The rest of the explanations as in telegram 625. The assist
ance of the German Army was officially offered, subject, however, to conditions
of security and housing. The technical problem, it is hoped, will be taken over
by the Polish people * * * an adequate announcement that it is within the
The delegates have found two dug-up pits
competence of the Polish Red Cross.
on the spot; about 250 bodies have already been exhumed, among other the bodies
The documents have already been
of Generals Smorawinski and Bohatyrowicz.
removed to a separate showcase. The bodies in uniforms [with] officer's boots,
stripes, decorations, and two bodies in generals' uniforms with decorations and a
Seyfried, after inspecting the graves, with the
general's stripes [on the trousers].
permission of the Germans, made the following speech, whose contents were
affirmed by another delegate: "I call upon you gentlemen to take off your hats,
bow your heads, and pay tribute to these heroes who gave their lives that Poland
might live." The Germans saluted. The entire proceedings were filmed, photo
* * * a
The participants have expressed
graphed, and sound-recorded.
sound recording was also made. One kilometer from the place of execution at
the dissection building [were displayed] the documents, letters dated with the
last dates, September 1, and diaries, General Smorawinski's silver cigarette case
with an engraving of General Zielinski, scapulars, medals, identity cards, visiting
cards, on the basis of which 47 names were then identified.

Kalina 755/2
May 13, 43

Exhibit
[Translation

27

from Polish]

File Number 2575/secret/43
May 26, 1953
Accepted May 23, 43, 2000 hrs.
From W anda
May 26, 43, 1330 hrs.
Read
Skarzynski's report for the Polish Red Cross and the
Continuation of 755/2.
action of the Polish Red Cross. Skarzynski submitted on April 16 the following
Radiogram

No.

853

report:

1. At the locality of Katyn near Smolensk there are partially uncovered graves of
Polish officers.

2. On the basis of an inspection

of bodies exhumed up to now, one may state

that these officers were murdered by means of bullets fired at the back of the heads
There is no doubt, however, that the execution was
[15 meaningless letters].
skillfully performed.
3. The murder did not have robbery as a motive because the bodies are in
uniforms, with decorations, in boots, and on the bodies were found a great number
of Polish coins and bank notes.
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4. Judging from papers found on the bodies, the murder was committed in March
or April of 1940.
5. Up to now there have only been a small number of bodies identified by name
(about 150). This report with the motion for raising the number of the technical
group by 6 persons was forwarded on April 17 to the district authorities and on
April 19 a memo [was forwarded] in connection with the suggestion of sending
Polish Red Cross delegates to the officers' prison camps in Germany.
The Polish
Red Cross answered pointing out that the Polish Red Cross was ready to co
operate with the German authorities within the limits of international conven
tions on condition that its sphere of activities, restricted now to the operation of
an information bureau, be restored, in particular:
1. The activity of the Polish Red Cross would have to be permitted over the
entire areas from which the Polish army had been recruited.
2. Prisoners of war in case of release would be permitted to come back also to the
GG [Government General] (Prohibition 1941).
3. Prisoners of war would not be handed over from camps to the police authori
ties for alleged prewar offenses.
Kalina 755/3

Mr. Flood. General,

I show

May

13. 43

you marked for identification exhibits
you whether or not these are copies of the
original files taken by you and kept in your custody from the records of
the Polish Home Army in Warsaw, dealing with the matters you re
ferred to in your prepared statement, and that within these exhibits
are contained the particular telegrams and other matters dealing with
the Katyn incident? Is that correct?
25, 26, and 27 and ask

Komorowski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. In your prepared statement, General, you mentioned
the name of Maj. Adam Solski.
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show you a list of names of the officers whose
bodies were found at Katyn, which list has been made a part of this
record, and ask you to look at page 158 thereof and soe if you can
G3noral

identify the name of Adam Solski, to wliich you referred?
General Komorowski. Yes; it is tho same; Solski, Adam.
Mr. Flood. We have been showing in the record, through various
witnesses, tho widespread effort that was mado by General Sikorski
and General Anders and tho Polish Government generally to find some
trace of the missing Polish officers and Polish prisoners.
That effort
was further carried out by your home command and tho underground
working under your command in Warsaw; is that correct?
General Komorowski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. You tarried on extensive efforts in executing General

Sikorski's order, did you not?
General Komorowski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. You had your underground agents operating in the
German prison camps, is that correct?
General Komorowski. Yes. We had liaison with nearly аП the
camps.

Mr. Flood. And any place where the Germans were in occupied

territory?

General Komorowski. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. At any time, did you issue any specific orders or instruc

tions in this general search, for the search of officers from the camps
of Kozielsk, Starobelsk, and Ostashkov?
General Komorowski. Yes; that is right.
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Mr. Flood. During the entire investigation conducted by your con
tacts of the underground, did you ever receive any information with
reference to the Polish prisoner officers, the missing ones, from the
camps Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or Ostashkov?

General Komorowski. No.
Mr. Flood. Did you, through your underground, or you yourself,
in person, or any of your command, have any contacts or liaison with
any of the Russian authorities, civil, military, or political?
General Komorowski. No.
Mr. Flood. Were all of your efforts made in Polish and Germanoccupied territory?
General Komorowski. Yes; which the Russians didn't have.
But there were Poles that were taken by the Russians in 1939 or 1940,
and that we found in the areas taken by the Germans, of the Russian
territory.
Mr. Flood. After the rapprochement of the summer of 1941,
between the Soviet and the Poles, you still continued in command of
the home army in Warsaw, did you?
General Komorowski. In 1941 I was deputy commander.
Mr. Flood. The Germans were then in occupation but you were
deputy commander?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Where were you in 1943 when you first heard of the
Katyn massacre as announced by the Germans?
General Komorowski. Wo heard immediately when a delegate
from the German propaganda came to Warsaw. The next day we
knew what he told. And some days after, in all the press — it was
only in the German propaganda issue — were these findings of the
And by radio, the Germans gave news
graves in Katyn disclosed.
jevery day about the discovery at Katyn.
Mr. Flood. What was the reaction of yourself and your command
at home headquarters in Warsaw when the Russians, on April 17,
on April
1943, 2 days after the Germans made their announcement
16, 1943, when the Russians announced that this was a German crime
and not a Russian crime?
General Komorowski. In the beginning we all, nearly all Poles
in Poland, thought that the crime had been committed by the Ger
mans.
It was the general opinion in Poland that the crime was
committed by the Germans as we knew how many crimes the Germans
Only when I received the diaries of my observer
had committed.
sent to Katyn and when he told me of what he had seen, in this moment
I was convinced that this crime had been committed by the Russians
and not by the Germans.
Mr. Flood. Where are the diaries now and the documents that
your observer brought back from Katyn and left with you in Warsaw;
What did you do with them?
do you have any idea?
General Komorowski. He brought copies of these documents and
they were sent here to London, and they are in London. I also have

copies of these diaries.
Mr. Flood. Let me see some of those, please.
(The witness produced some documents.)
Mr. Flood. Will you have this marked as exhibit No. 28? (So
General, I show you exhibit 28 and
marked by the stenographer.)
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ask you whether or not this exhibit contains the original copies made
by your underground agent?
General Komorowski. No, these are copies.
Mr. Flood. These are copies of the originals made by your people*
General Komorowski. By the staff here in London.
Mr. Flood. Your agent brought back from Katyn copies of diaries?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Those copies were shown to you?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You had copies made of those copies, and the original
So exhibit 28 is the copies which you
copies you sent to London.
had made of your agent's copies of the original documents found on
the bodies at Katyn in his presence; is that correct?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And you tell us that this exhibit 28 contains the copies

of

15?

Komorowski. Here are 10.
Mr. Flood. Here are 10 of the 15?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The originals were 15 that you saw?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And I have in this exhibit copies of 10 of those diaries?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. General, would you remove from this group of diaries
your copy of Major Solski's diary? I believe you mentioned him. And
General

also select the copy of at least one other diary and we will make those
exhibit 28.
believe it won't be necessary at this time to include all
10 diaries in the record.
will.
General Komorowski. Yes,
(The two excerpts and their English translations were handed to the
reporter and marked "Exhibits 28, and 28A," photostatic copy of which

I

I

follows:)

:
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£
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[Translation

from Polish]

COPY FROM A DIARY
Envelope Xo. 0490/SOLSKI, Adam, major.
[Page 15] September 28, 1939.
Thereafter from Jozefow 12 to Osuehow,
kilometers to Lukow, where we (billeted until 7 a. in.).
From Lukow 14
Korchow-Tarnogrod.
kilometers to Tamogrod,
Anielek, Szarajowka,
Jastrazebiec.
Taken prisoner 11:55 A. M.
11:60 A. M.: the spearhead (advance unit) stopped by Soviet forces in Tamogrod.
Dzikow — billeted in a barn after an 8-kilometer march to Rozaniec, then
At Dzikow, after a longer stop in front of the post office,
by cart to Dzikow.
transfer to the barn on barley straw.
After 2 hours of sleep, organized into
groups of prisoners of war and marched off to Cieszanow.
[Page 67) September 29.
On leaving the barn, divided into groups 1-10.
II. group
1. I.ieut. Sypniewski Marjan 58.
2. Second Lieut. Andrzejewski Bogdan 5S.
3. Second Lieut. Wielebinski Wladyslaw 55.
4. Second Lieut. Buczkowski Waclaw 55.
5. Second Lieut. Szmagiel Jan 58.
6. Second Lieut. Olzewski Alfons .35.
7. Second Lieut. Bondke Edmund.
8. Second Lieut. Gliszczynski Jerzy.
9. Second Lieut. Wiedanek Ferdynand.
10. Second Lieut. Mogietko Tadeusz.
Reporter's note: names under 7 and 8 crowed out. but legible: position under 10
crossed out and illegible.
Dzikow 20th. On the way to Cieszanow via Dzikow we are exeorted by a
Marched on foot 16 kilometers;
corporal who (allows) no stops — churl (?).
Page 08.
arrived in Cieszanow and halted in a garden at 13.30 hours.
Departure from Cieszanow to Lwow by trucks (without benches, on
5 P. M.
Arrival in Lwow after midnight.
The Janowski rail
straw — uncomfortable).
The city decorated with red flags.
way station destroyed, the theater destroyed.
30th. After a rest in room Xo. 46 at the Main City Command Building (chief
of equipment^.
At noon left by car to the barracks of p. a. c. (defenders of Lwow),
wherefrom afler being given some bread and bacon, departure to Tarnopol via
5

Winniki.

Slowita

at 7 P.

— from

M.

2

P. M. to 2:45 rest, thereafter to Tarnopol

via Zloczow-Zhorow

(Comrade Orvszenko) the driver of the car: from there, 4S kilometers to
Billeted here at midnight
Woloczyska by car, to a stables at the sugar refinery.
I sleep between Lieut, of the reserves
Cold.
in the stables, the straw in shreds.
Bukow>ki and Lieut. Olszewski.
Taking
The weather sunny but cool.
[Раке till] October 1. 6 A. M. reveille.
About noon we received peeled barley and
of our persona! data rather detailed.
In the evening into the
black coll'ec (loo sweet because of the sugar refinery).
*
*
*
with a transport heading east towards
76 kilometers
railway car.
Have-fainted twice during the night.
Komarowka.
We wakened at С A. M. on the station of Hredczany between
October 2.
At the station we received bread, 1 (loaf)
and Plaskirow.
Podwoloczyska
11:50 A. M., Doraznia station.
between 4 men, two herrings each, and sugar.
3:40 P. M.- arrival at Komarowka.
At Koziatyn
(> A. M.
Passed Winnica: before Koziatyn toilet.
October 3.
breakfast — water with sugar — herrings and ij loaf of bread.
11:55 A. M.— have reached a larger
[Page 70) A short stop at Czarnorudka.
1:50 P. M. (their time 3:55 P. M.)
(new) station, Frastow Bojarka near Kiev.
Halted since October 1 outside depots
We have our supper.
arrived in Kiev.
Keiv is a large city — has it been rebuilt since 1920?
and workshops.
*
*
* At
Awakening at the station of Xiezyn, Czernichow province.
4.
the
note:
name
of
station
station
4,
Bachmacz
(reporter's
October
on
A.
M.
8:30
10:00 A. M. — short stop at the junction
Short stop.
also written in Russian).
Have not shaved
station, Konotop.
Weather sunny — wind northeasterly, cold.
Last shaved in the apothecary of Mr. Gajewski at Lukowa
since September 27.
We
This short stop at Konotop lasted until 12:25 P. M.
near Bilgoraj.
have no idea where they are sending us now, whether towards Moscow or
* Since yesterday's supper at Kiev until now, without, food.
*
*
Charkow.
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[Page 71] At the town Worozb supper- — sauerkraut soup, groats, tea.
Morning.
At the station of the village Ciotkinia (reporter's note:
Oct. 5.
name of the station also written in Russian), until 8:30 A. M. Thereafter we
"Peat — separation — -mud"
disembarked about 12 kilometers from the camp.
Boloto (sic). ■»
At the monastery.
(Reporter's note: The word monastery has been crossed
out but is legible.) Here we were divided for billeting at a school or some such
Crowded and dirty. In the evening", bread and fish conserves — one for
place.
Have slept
Prayers are not allowed; singing.
4 people — also dirty hot water.
After
through the night; in the morning, snow, as in Poland in December.
Our money has no value here
breakfast a glass of water and lots of promises.
We remain idle. Quarrels, criticism, brawling — up to midnight
whatsoever.
we have received nothing to eat, apart from the boiled water.
We were awakened during the night and given % loaf of bread each,
Oct. 8.
Winter is here in full; snow.
and soup (a bit salty).
Here work is bustling,
[Page 72] Oct. 8" It is supposedly Sunday — holiday.
*
*
*
It is a cloudy
and nails.
with wires being put up and nailing up (sic)
A lean breakfast at 9 A. M. (7 A.-M.).
day but fairly warm.
I woke up during the night. I dreamed about Danka
Monday.
Oct. 9.
After the morning wash, carried wooden planks. At 9:30 A. M. (11:30 A. M.)
Playing of bridge
Received extra ration of boiled water.
waiting for breakfast.
Yesterday played 2 rubbers — lost 1.60.
is being suggested.
A cool night. We sleep lying one next to the other;
Tuesday.
October 10.
no change in the food
7:00 A. M. — getting up.
it is crowded and stuffy.
* * * soup twice a day and water once.
I went to see the doctor; the sciatic
I am released from work.
pains are worse.
A clear day. The group is on
October 11.
Have met Captain Radzikowski.
Where are
duty from noon. Yesterday thcv conducted a new registration.
Danka, Kwa, Mother?
General Trojanowski is supposed to be in the Gorodok
monastery nearby.
I dreamt at night about my
Nice frosty weather.
[Page 73] October 12.
I dreamt that I carried her and took her away from a Hungarian
darling Ewuska.
raft, and after that, through all sorts of dangers, obstacles, transferred her and
put her down on a sunny hill, from which she was to go to Aunt Wiiolda.
A fairly warm day.
In the afternoon, a bath and doing laundry — ■
October 13.
towel given to me by Capt. of the 34th in
that
my one and only shirt and
kept;
also washed some handkerchiefs which
fantry division Braniewski.
Supper was late because of the commis
they were left behind by my adjutant.
sion which conducts the examination and in reality confiscates identification pa
This notebook was saved because
pers, notebooks, gold and silver watches, etc.
was together with
picture of Saint Teresa.
October 14.
clear day, the change of wind will not bring anything good from
the west.
We have started work on our bunks, which
[Page 74] October 14, 1939.
means that our miserable existence will be prolonged.
The food
very poor.
The bread (dynamite) keeps us alive.
Working at putting up the bunks.
Sunday.
Breakfast will be
15. [Oct.].
around 11 A. M. (Mass at 9:00 A. M.).
nlding of bunks and getting settled.
15th.
October 16.
After spending the night on the hard boards, continued our
They have taken away from among us policemen,
preparations for settling down.
noncommissioned officers, and other nonofficers.
They are supposedly to be sent
back to their homes.
have not seen anyone that
know.
cannot find out
anything about Kazik. There
nobody from the 8th armored division from
Lona [sic; mavbe Lomza].
have
premonition that he has been critically
wounded or killed and was taken prisoner by the Germans.
have spoken today
also here
with Major Lesniak, who
He fell into the hands of the Bolsheviks
near L'scilug.
He has no news of his wife or his children.
We are not as yet
allowed to write any correspondence.
do not know whether Tadzik has been
notified in Lwow, or whether he notified Warsaw that
am in Russian captivity.
[Page 75] October 17.
Nothing worth noting happened.
was acting as
orderly and carried breakfasts, lunches, and suppers from the kitchen.
Towards
the evening some infantrymen from the Kielce province arrived from the Starobielsk region, but they do not know what to do with them, whether to send
them back to the border and hand them over to the Germans or whether to keep
They have found no volunteers among us to remain. Even one
them here.
who had already been punished in Poland for Communism, does not wish to
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remain.
The things he does not like here in the U. S. S. R. are the monotony
of life, the continuous deception of each other, and the paying of homage to the
The Red Army liberator of nations.
new idols, Lenin-Stalin-Molotov.
[Page 76] Some higher official (GPU) was supposedly here and made a great
many promises to improve out lot here and to satisfy our needs, but one cannot
count on that here in Russia, especially under the present system. They consider
However, their
us prisoners of war although they were not at war with us.
friendship with the Germans, no doubt on orders from Ribbentrop, had brought
this about.
How long we will remain here God only knows.
I was learning German vocabulary. I am homesick when I think of
18th.
Mother.
What has happened with Kazio?
Danka, Ewa, and the family.
Janek — -he is a settler.
19th.
News from the French front is very good.
The French are supposed
Nothing interesting to report for the 20th and 21st.
to have advanced.
We
received sets of games: chess, dominoes, and checkers.
[Page 77] We play with great zeal in order to pass time in this captivity
The food is somewhat more sub
during this cloudy and unpleasant weather.
stantial (more fat content).
It seems there is less pilfering among the Bolsheviks.
21st Oct.
Transports of police and priests. * * *
22nd Oct.
The weather is sunny and cold. In the morning, as usual, reveille
["powierka"] [Reporter's note: the word "powierka" is written also in Russian
Morning exercises and awaiting breakfast (soup, peeled barley,
characters.]
lentil, or gruel).
Today is Holy Sunday, but in the Soviet land there is no God.
23rd Oct. A slight frost.
I have caught 2 fleas, the messengers of our misery.
24th Oct.
My second bath; in the tub I found a third flea.
Freezing cold.
Washed my one and only shirt the second time (they don't give us any linen).
"Prisoner of war."
[Page 78] Yesterday they gave us soap, 200 grains each.
Today they gave us one package of shag-tobacco per five men.
Barter trade is
The soldiers
flourishing.
Bread in exchange for sugar, tobacco for sugar, etc.
from the province of Kielce are to leave today, therefore barter trading is brisk.
They wanted 50 zl. for a pair of gloves [value — 1 si.] Through one of the soldiers
The other day
gave my address to my father-in-law * * * and to Witolda.
had a shave and haircut, so I look quite human again.
28th Oct.
Today at 11:35 A. M. a month has passed since I became a captive
of the Russians.
The month went quickly, but the two months of war are terrible.
I last saw Danka on the 4th of September at the Muchnow estate (Kutno prov
ince). I bid goodbye to mother and to my darling Ewusia a few days before [P.
my departure from Poznan.
79]
It was stupid of me not to send part of my things with them to the in-laws in
Warsaw.
I have left my wife and child (8 years) destitute. How will they
manage, and mother too?
Today is the nameday of Tadeusz Lesniak. I went to see him, and I learned
that he saw Rysiek Solski (son of Felix, from Warsaw), also Wasowicz's mother.
15 kilometers east of Sicdlce.
They were going to Lwow, and were in good spirits.
There is a lot of persistent talk going around that we are to leave these barracks,
and that by the 10th of November, all camps are to be liquidated in Russia.
I don't know, but I think that we shall remain in captivity until May.
If one
could only notify the family.
For two days, we haven't received any sugar (per
30.35 grams) so we live on tea without sugar.
For breakfast, thick grits and manna,
cooled with oil. Altogether, for the last few days, all meals are cooked with oil
without onions and flour.
Yesterday evening there was no electric light, so today
they are burning lights all day, although it is nice and sunny.
Yesterday was wet.
31 Oct.
The last days of October go by with continuous and insistent rumors
that they are to send us from the local barracks back to the Germans via Szepietewka or Lwow, and perhaps even further to the east or to Starobielsk.
So many
different rumors, yet no news as to whether Mother, Danka, and Ewuska know
what has happened to me — that I am alive, in good health, and with a good ap
petite for this food here (lentils, manna grits cooked with oil, and sauerkraut soup
or beet soup with meat. They also give us black bread and sugar, and [page 81]
from time to time this shag tobacco (I have already half a package for sale, in
exchange for roubles) . Wonder whet her Ewnska has as much sugar as Daddy lias?
During the afternoon and evening rumors have spread that we are leaving t hese
barracks in Boloto.
I'm sure
Nov. 1, 1939. Reveille at 4 A. M. (our time, 2:00 A. M. at night).
we are leaving.
I am given as a senior of the group, tea for the whole group.
Early breakfast and assembly; we march off to the railway tracks and get into
freight cars used previously for carrying peat.
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9-10 A. M. we start, and at 10 we are at the sugar refinery Ciotkino, wherewe march through the village to the tracks of the wide-gauge railway.
2nd Nov. We rode on the train till 7 P. M. to the town of Kozielsk [reporter's
note: the name Kozielsk is also written in Russian], where we were awakened at
midnight and marched till 6 A. M. November 3 to the former monastery a few
kilometers from the station.
The former monastery buildings overlooked the
The treatment we received during the journey was terrible.
woods.
On No
vember 3rd we marched from the station of Kozielsk to (a summer resort) camp
4 to 7 kilometers from Kozielsk on a muddy road.
In the early morning we were
received by the new administration of the camp Kozielsk.
The treatment was
better from Lt. Col. to General, a separate bath, new registration, and roll call.
Food twice a day, a piece of bread (white once a day) and soup.
Nov. 4. Further registration.
Up till 12 noon they gave us nothing to eat.
Nov. 5. Morning. 12 noon. Walked to the bathhouse.
The bath in a basin
of water, then naked through the anteroom into the room for dressing. Looking
for billets. An extraordinary thing. On Nov. 4 I met [page 82] Professor
Kawa Wladyslaw, my wife's (Danka's) uncle. Married to Szenora Trojanowska.
mother of Zbyszek Trojanowski, captain in the communications corps of General
Anders.
On Nov. 11 Kazik (brother) waited for me at the entrance to the bath
house.
He is a prisoner of the Bolsheviks, and has been since the 18th of Septem
ber.
He was taken captive on leaving home in Baranowicze.
There are about
2,400 mouths to feed in the Kozielszczyna camp. Among them a large number
of officers, older men, retired or drafted, doctors, etc., who had very little to do
with the army.
otherwise
22 Nov. 1939.
For some time nothing of importance to report
Wednesday.
in my notebook. Today snow started to fall. A lot of talk here about the de
parture of cadet officers and noncommissioned officers and privates to GermanWho is to know?
They don't know anything
occupied territory.
Only God.
* * * and uncertainty of the hour and
and won't tell. Continuous secrecy
The other day
Already the registration [page 83] has been conducted.
day.
they woke me up at 11 P. M. at night (our time 9 P. M.) * * * to lead
ten men for registration.
In the night from Sunday to Monday, I believe, I
had an ugly dream.
I saw Danka in my dream in a black dress. She was
Later the dream changed into a sunny one. Two
distant and unapproachable.
days ago, a notice was issued that we are permitted to write and receive letters
once a month [one letter a month].
There is great joy because of that, but even
Lack of leather for shoe
in this respect there are difficulties, as in everything.
I left
repairs; I took the oldest pair of shoes, and altogether the worst suit.
everything in the car with Capt. Madalinski.
[P. 84] Today, 21/22 Nov. 1939, I had a ghastly dream. I dreamt that Felix's
wife (Maryna) came to my billet and said that the "deceased," that is, Danka, died
I dreamt that I fainted, shouting "Oh, Oh"
under some operation or abortion.
and that because of trying to save money on the operation, specialist (sic) Maryna
Solska (Felix's wife) said. In the morning I told my dream to Kazik, and I shall
No news about our dearest ones — Danka,
speak (to Professor Kawa) Wladyslaw.
Ewa, Mother, or about Janek and Stefa. There is no news as to our departure,
nor is there any hope of an end to this "sightseeing" of the U. S. S. R. Whether
they will hand us over to the Germans or whether and where we shall be kept,
*
*
*
A severe winter is approaching, and we are
either here or in Germany.
If only my
without shoos or warm clothing. Here they promise us everything.
"Heaven forbid!"
dream doesn't come true.
Today five men out of our group of ten from Poznan left to (sic) work
27 Nov.
They returned and told us of unexpected surprises and
on a collective farm.
about the prospects of communal farming (machines, farm buildings, equipment,
food, etc.).
In the morning we decided to buy stamps and send a letter for Capt.
28 Nov.
Dr. Kosinski Jerzy Dyonizowicz, who sent a letter to Pniewy addressed to Miss
Dorota Pyzelek —Pniewy Germany, Province Poznan, Poznan Street 7. Today
at 11 -55, two months of captivity were completed, under circumstances unknown
so far, and without anv news from mv dear ones.
Vigil of St. Nicholas: we wonder how the children
Dec. 12, 1939.
[P. 86]
Darling Kwusia, have you received
will celebrate this happy feast in Poland.
They say that sup
anything from your beloved Mama for St. Nicholas' Day?
Kazik has not been to see me today —
posedly letters from Poland have arrived.
I struggle as com
probably doing laundry and mending socks or other things.
mandant of Corps No. 15 (a barracks with 950occupants) * * * "office — prisoner
of war." I am kept occupied, therefore the end of this terrible adventure as a
* * * w ZSSR
prisoner of war in the U. S. S. R. is nearing quickly.
/CCCR/.

from
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Dec. 15, 1939.
Yesterday after duties I went to Major Czerniakowski to a
"prisoner-of-war"
concert of songs in Polish, Russian, and Ukranian.
A bettor
spirit, and hope that the treatment may perhaps improve entered into us
"prisoners of war." Colleagues from the "Skid" came — about 1,800.
We are
about 3,300 altogether, including four generals, that is, the old general
Bohatvrewicz, Minkiewicz, Wolkowicki, and Smorawinski, the last commander
of О. К. VII.
Dec. 16.
In the morning, pleasant news that
Today freezing cold (14-20°).
a list has been put up and that Kazio received a postcard.
When he got it, it
was a postcard instead of a letter from Jagusia, and he learned that at the end of
November Hala went to Torim and on the way stopped on the new GermanRussian border of occupation at Zareby * * * near Malkinia.
I on the other
hand learned with surprise that Danka, Ewusif, and mother-in-law (Tojanowscy)
are in Lwow with Tadzik, and that mother is with Stefa, and that Stefa is married
and her husband Swistelnicki is in Hungary.
I regret now that on October 1, when I was escorted through Lwow (having
been taken captive by the Bolsheviks in Tarnogrod near Bilgoraj)
I did not
know that they are [sic] all in Lwow.
So many months have passed already
since I saw mother and Ewusia, to whom I bid my farewell in Poznan, hoping
that we shall see each other soon, and since my goodby on September 13 to Danka
at Muchnow on an estate (so strange).
I did not expect that Danka would
What is their fate? Will they now send them to Warsaw for
stop at Lwow.
the winter?
No. 15) I met a close
[Page 88] Here in my barracks (Ыоск/corps/bldg.
neighbor of Kazik from Filipowka/Lt. of the Reserves Marczak, Stanislaw from
B. G. K. Today he received a cable with a prepaid reply that all at his home
are well and together (including the maid).
I am awaiting with impatience
news from mother and Danka.
Since I addressed my letter to Warsaw I'm
sure I won't get any reply from there [sic]. Perhaps Andrzej or Edek or Zbyszek
Trojanowski's father will write.
I have submitted Kazek's application for
Dec. 20, 1939. Today Tuesday.
a transfer, that is, from Bolshevik captivity to German captivity.
Four months
have passed since I bid farewell to mother and Ewusia.
I forgot, to enter in
my diary that on December 16 Kazik received a postcard from Jadzia Sol. from
Lida.
Jan. 3, 1940. Wednesday. Four months passed today since I last saw Danka
on October 4, 1939, on the estate in Muchnow near Kutno.
On September 9
I did not find my wife in Warsaw at Marszalkowska Street No. 81 at Apt. 22. I
know nothing certain as to where she has gone.
From the post card which I
received from Jagu.sia dated Nov. 6 we know that she was with Tadzik in Lwow.
Whether she is still there and what they are doing now — how Ewusia is — 'Whether
*
*
Danka is well, and what, the results are
*.
[Page 90] [Reporter's note: bit of page torn off] July 21, 1939 (!) in
*
*
*
Jan. 10, 1940. Frost 30° R6aumur (47° Centigrade). The
Promieniek
Pea soup with peas half cooked.
Yesterday for breakfast
food is miserable.
Lack of water.
sauerkraut and fish (kilki).
Everywhere, water for boiling,
"lawoczki," long queues.
Legs freeze at work.
Jan. 24, 1940. Five months have passed since I last saw and said goodbye to
Ewusia cried then, but
mother and Ewusia in a train compartment at Poznan.
whether because the "negress" was to remain, or whether she sensed that it
*
*
*
would be such a long separation from her daddy.
Mother bidding
goodbye sensed t hat the separation would be for a longer time, perhaps even
forever.
Terrible is the fate of man — a Pole.
[Page 91]
Jan. 28, 1940. Today at 6 A. M. five months have passed since the
departure [Reporter's note: the page is torn off here] from Poznan to Kutno/
Strzelce Kujawskie [Reporter's note: torn off].
Today at 1 1 :55 A. M. four months have passed since I fell into the hands of the
Bolshevik army in Tarnogrod on the Tanwia.
There is no change in our stay.
Yesterday on the 27th Major Rogozinski, after being interrogated by a Bolshevikmajor, told us t hat the latter assured him that before the Spring they should hand
us over to the Germans.
We shall then have to experience captivity and cruelty
There is nothing new with us, and nothing has changed.
from the Germans.
The days are longer. The food for a change, after sauerkraut and kilki (a
For the last ten
fish) — lit lie herrings for breakfast, and peeled barley for lunch.
Bugs showed up in our room. They
days we have not received any sugar or tea.
took the dogs away from the camp. A list of mail which was not delivered from
Except for
the previous mail delivery (letters from families) has been displayed.
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a few lines on a postcard from Bialystok I haven't received anything from Danka.
How does she manage with Ewusia and her parents during this severe winter?
Are there any people who arc helping her? In a few days, February 3-4, I shall
write the third letter; since August 4th we haven't written anything and we have
no news of each other; after so many years we were left on ice without even the

Who could have thought that it would end like that?
most essential things.
I
hope, however, that this is not for long, and that everything will soon end well for
What will the next few weeks bring us?
The weather today, Sun
my family.
days, Jan. 28, 1940, is beautifully sunny, although frosty (15-29°).
Our quarters
are in a small room in which ten of us live (Captain of the Artillery Hoffman,
older than I, officer of the reserves, employee of the sugar refinery in Opalew.
The rest are 3 Lts. and five Sub-Lts., all from the 55th, 57th, and 58th infantry
division.
What is going to happen to us and when shall it end?
Evening.
The weather is beautiful but
[F. 93] Sunday, February 1, 1940.
From the bunk I sunned myself through the window panes, especially
cold.
There is news in the night that Romania
my sciatic pains, which trouble me.
*
*
Is this good news? I believe it is.
confiscates arms and
*.
Poland.
*
* * * Maybe
*
*
I sent a
it will shorten our stay.
Yesterday
What is new at home?
postcard to Kama, and today I am writing to Danka.
And mother with Stefa in Lwow?
During
How are Danka and Ewusia living?
the night of March 11-12, from Monday to Tuesday, I had an extraordinary
dream.
I saw, in my dream, mother, somewhere in the second room of our
I was tuning the radio to music, and was fighting with myself —
apartment.
When I wakened, as did my fellow
with my double. I cried and hissed terribly.
comrades, I was lying on my back and my heart was beating terribly.
Perhaps
because I was running last evening at 11 P. M. to the mailbox to post a card
from Wielich to Danka.
How weak I am from this "prison" — I beg your pardon —
on this"prisoner of war" diet.
This dream augurs something bad.
Today, 13th of March, nothing of importance.
Today, 4th of April. Only today, in the second day of the excitement, because
The holidays have passed.
of our departure, I am looking into these notes.
Have received cards and messages from Danka, witli news that apart from my
first letter of November 24, 1939, which she received January 6, nothing arrives
from this ''land of paradise."
After yesterdav, alloca
April 7, 1940. Morning.
[Page 95] Sunday,
*
*
*
*
*
*
tion
till 11:40 A. M. for the
Skitowcy — pack our things
Lunch in the club * * *
After
departure to the club for inspection.
inspection, at 2:55 P. M., we left the Avails and barbed wires of the Kozielsk
The house * * * named after Gorski.
At 4:55 P. M. (2:45 P. M.
camp.
I have
Polish time) we were put into prison cars on the railway siding Kozielsk.
never seen such cars in all my life. They say that of all passenger railway cars in
Together with me is Jozef Kutyba, Kpt. Szyfter
the USSR, 50% are prison cars.
Pawel. and also majors, It. cols., and captains; altogether twelve, while there is
room for seven at the most.
April 8, 3:30 A. M. Departure from Kozielsk station to the west. 9:45 A. M.
at Jelnia station.
April 8, 1940. From 12 noon we are standing at Smolensk on a railway siding.
April 9, 1940. A few minutes before 5 in the morning reveille in the prison
*
*
*.
We are to go somewhere by car,
cars and preparation for departure
and what then?
April 9, 5 A. M.
Depar
April 9. From the very dawn, the day started somewhat peculiarly.
ture by prison van in little cells (terrible); they brought us somewhere into the
Here a detailed search. They took the
woods — some kind of summer resort.
watch, on which time was 6:30 a. m. (8:30), asked me for my wedding ring, which
they took, roubles, my main belt, and pocket knife.
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Excerpts from diary of a Polish soldier found dead in Katyn
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from Polish]

The copy of notes from the notebook.
Envelope No. 0424 (Kruk) Waclaw.
Note in the Polish Red Cross list: 0424, military, N.N. (unknown), pencil drawing
with inscription "Kozielsk 1940, diary, holy medallion."
The notebook (larger) was probably made by the owner himself by bending
and binding, together with sheets of white unlined paper, with no watermarks.
The notebook has no covers and consists of 54 leaves.
Of these only the first two
were written upon; the rest is blank and bears only the marks of a chemical pencil
which, put inside, dissolved and permeated a number of pages with violet color.
Also, traces of lines of a poem are visible; it was written on a separate sheet and
put inside the notebook. Similarly, traces of an impression of figures drawn on
a separate sheet of paper are noticeable, it would appear from the contents of
the notebook that they represent checker pieces, which are mentioned by the
author in his notebook.
There was also in the notebook a pencil drawing representing a bearded man
On the other smaller sheet was a carica
signed "Kruk Waclaw", Kozielsk, 1940.
ture of the same man, signed "Kruk."
In this notebook a sheet with the address
"Herrn Sigmund Brodaty Sto/ck/holm Birger Sweden (the word Sweden is written
in Russian characters).
The first leaf of the notebook, that is, the first two pages, is covered with Russian
words, which may indicate that the owner of the notebook was learning Russian.
The proper notes start on page three, and end on page four. The copy of these
notes follows:
April 8, 1940. I have written nothing until now, because it seemed to me that
nothing noteworthy had happened.
Recently, that is by the end of . March and
the beginning of April, departure rumors were current.
We thought them to be
But it turned out that they were true.
In the first days of
the usual gossip.
April, transports, initially small, st.irted leaving from "Skit.'' taki ig several
Finally it [Skit] was liquidated on Saturday the 7th, and we
persons each time.
were transferred to the main camp. Temporarily we were located in the major's
Yesterday a transport of senior officers left — 3 generals, 20 to 25 colonels,
block!
Judging by the method of discharge, our chances
and a similar number of majors.
Today my turn came.
were of the best.
I took a bath in the morning, and
* * * generally "to * * * with
washed my socks and handkerchiefs
After accounting for camp equipment, a search was carried out in hut
things."
No. 19, and from there * * * we wore led out through the gate to trucks
which took us out to the station, and not to Kozielsk (communications with
Kozielsk were cut by the flood). There we were put into prison cars under a
In the prison cell (which I saw for the first time) we were thirteen.
strong guard.
I have not as yet acquainted myself with my comrades in distress. Now we are
*
* *. As before I was optimistic, I now expect
waiting for the departure
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*
*
*
* * * it is doubt
this journey bodes ill for us.
The worst is that
ful whether we shall be able to discover the direction of our journey.
But patience.
*
* * it is sunny,
We move in the direction of Smolensk.
The weather
there is plenty of snow on the fields.
April 9, 1940. Tuesday.
We had a more comfortable night than in the old
cattle cars.
There was more room and we did not shake so badly.
The weather
*
*
*
as in winter.
today
It snows and it is cloudy. It is impossible to
During the night we passed Spass-Demcnskoje
ascertain what our direction is.
I have seen no such station on the
[name written in Russian but incorrectly].
I am afraid that we are being moved either
map in the direction of Smolensk.
North or Northeast, which seems to be confirmed by the weather. During the
Yesterday in the morning they gave us a
day it is as it was in former times.
ration of bread and some sugar, and in the train some cold boiled water.
Now
*
*
*
noon is nearing and we have received no food. The treatment
is also
We are even allowed access to the privies only
rough.
We are allowed nothing.
as it pleases the guards.
Requests or shouts help us not at all.
To get back to "Skit," my best comrades were Sucharski, a teacher from the
We
Bialystok area, and Szafranski, bookeeper from the co-op "Spolem."
formed a kind of triumvirate in the Major's Bloc.
Upon departure I gave Sza
franski my army pullover.
He wanted to buy it, and give mo his watch and 50
roubles, but I refused to accept.
Maybe I shall regret it. I gave it to him
although it was difficult to part with it, but I felt sorry for him. He suffered
Before leaving "Skit" we had an unofficial choir concert.
badly from cold.
My sculptures made me quite popular. I had to make two reliefs for Major
Goleb (a highlander and the Holy Mother), a cross for captain Deszert, tobacco
*
*
*
case, and
but most admired were my checkers. I was afraid I
would lose them, because the gossip was that during the search all wooden objects
Fortunately it was only a rumor.
would be confiscated.
But they took my
knife.
At 14.30 hours we arrived in Smolensk. We waited on the marshalling
It is an enormous station, like most of the newer Russian railway stations;
yards.
marshalling yards spread for several kilometres.
We are in Smolensk, however.
We arrived at Gniezdowo station.
The evening came, and we passed Smolensk.
It looks as though we may be unloaded here, because a number of military are
In any case we have received nothing to eat as yet. Since yesterday
present.
we have subsisted on a piece of bread and some water.

Mr. Dondero. General, you have said
were somewhere here in London?

that

Mr. Flood. No.
Komorowski. No — the copies.
Mr. Dondkro. Where are the original diaries?
General Komorowski. My observer brought

the original diaries

General

me copies of the
original and these copies I sent to London that my observer handed
The original diaries were taken in his presence mostly from the
me.
He saw the original
pockets, though he could see the original.
diaries and he made a copy and this copy he brought to me.
Mr. Dondero. And the originals were left there at the grave?
General Komorowski. No.
Mr. Dondero. Well, where are they now?
General Komorowski. No, they were taken by the Polish Red
They
Cross to Warsaw. What happened to them I do not know.
were brought to the Polish Red Cross in Warsaw.
Mr. O'Konski. General, I was looking over some documents;
your testimony ended rather abruptly and there were quite a number
of pertinent questions I wanted to ask you which I think will help
As commander of the home army in Warsaw, you
this committee.
were the leader in the Warsaw uprising in July and August 1944;
were you not?
General Komorowski. In August and September.
Mr. O'Konski. In August and September of 1944?
General Komorowski. Yes.
/'
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Mr. O'Konski. About how many people of Warsaw were killed by

the Germans in that uprising?

General Komorowski. I know exactly how many soldiers were lost,
but it is very difficult to tell exactly how many from the civilian popu
lation were killed, as a lot of houses and blocks were bombed and
the bodies of the people were buried; but in my personal opinion I
think that nearly 100,000 of the civilian population were killed. The
German propaganda immediately on the second day after the uprising
was finished announced that 200,000 people were killed. From where
could they have got this news? It was only their propaganda.
They
could not in 2 days discover.
And the Russian propaganda repeated
250,000 and 300,000.

Mr. O'Konski. The Russian propaganda
and 300,000 were killed in the uprising?

was that between 250,000

General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Now, General, when you led that uprising, you
already knew in your own mind, and so did the leaders who were
helping you, that it was the Russians that committed the murder
at Katyn?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. You were pretty convinced of that fact, were
you not?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Yet your underground army supported the Allied
cause, including the Russians, in the uprising; so there was not any
prejudice or personal animosity against the Russians after you knew
they had committed the murders; is that correct?
General Komorowski. Right.
Mr. O'Konski. Now here is what I want to ask vou: In the War
saw uprising the Russian Army was how far away from Warsaw?
General Komorowski. Fifteen miles in the beginning, but after
6 weeks they were just across the Vistula.
Mr. O'Konski. Now, in the Warsaw uprising, that lasted for some
2 months, it would have been very easy for the Russians to come to
the aid of the home army in Warsaw ; could they not have?
General Komorowski. There was only the river dividing us, and
there was no difficulty at all in the summer to cross the river — no
difficulty at all.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, General, there is no question in
your mind whatever that the Russians deliberately stood by, hoping
that there would be more of the home army and the so-called resistance
groups in Poland massacred and liquidated. Would you agree with
that opinion?
General Komorowski. Yes, it is my opinion.
Mr. O'Konski. General, the reason why I ask that question is
this: Do you see any analogy between the Katyn murders by the
Russians and the refusal of the Russians to come to the aid of the
Warsaw Home Army; do you sec any analogy in the two?
General Komoroski. In my opinion it is the same policy of the
Russians.
Mr. O'Konski. What would you say that that policy was?
General Komorowski. This policy was to destroy all the national
elements of Poles.
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Mr. O'Konski. In other words, any reasonable person then would
have a right to conclude that, since the Russians, who were able to
come to the rescuo, saw the massacre, according to their own propa
ganda, of 250,000 to 300,000 Poles in Warsaw in the uprising, if they
stood by and saw that because they had a very definite reason, hoping
that that would be done, it would not be beyond them to slaughtor or
massacre 15,000; is that your conclusion?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Who did the bombing of their city?
General Komorowski. The Germans.
Mr. Dondero. Did thoy do the bombing?
General Komorowski. Yes; but the Germans could not have made
it except they knew the Russians were not helping us; they did not
If one Russian plane had come over Warsaw
give us covor by piano.
in the sky, the German planes would have disappeared; but not one
plane from the Russians came to help.
Mr. Dondero. And thoy were 15 miles away?
General Komorowski. Yes; in the beginning; and after thoy were
only on tho othor side of the Vistula; wo saw them.
Mr. O'Konski. Now, Genoral, let me ask you another question:
Is it trua that your gallant homo army was mado up of the most
intelligent, most able, and tho most capable people in Warsaw and
Poland at that time?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. It was made up of the best typo, tho most trusted

i

patriots that you could find in all Poland gathered in Warsaw; they
wore the heart and tho cere of the home army; is not that correct?
General Komorowski. Yes; and the headquarters was in Warsaw
not only of the home army but also the underground government
of Poland.
Mr. O'Konski. Now let me ask you another question: In other
words, these people that were found in the graves at Katyn were just
as important for the heart of Poland as (he composition of the home
army at Warsaw: they were the best that the Polish people had to
offer, were they not?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. Thoy were the most likely to form resistance to
Communism or Nazism or any form of dictatorship, if they had
survived. They would have been the most potent leaders in Poland
to resist anj' kind of dictatorship, if the}' had survived; is not that
right?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, there is no doubt in your mind at
all that Katyn and the refusal of the Russians to come to your help
during the Warsaw uprising were clearly and unequivocally a Russian
program of genocide, to liquidate the potent patriotism which might
survive in Poland?
General Komorowski. Yes, no question; and in eastern Poland in
the area of Nowogrodek on the body of a killed Russian officer was
found an order to kill all the officers from the Polish underground.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, General, the refusal of the Russians
to aid Warsaw uprising was merely a continuation of the Russian
policy?
General Komorowski. Yes.
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Mr. O'Konski. Of which Katyn is an example; to wipe out any
possible opposition and not to leave in Poland any kind of group of
patriots that might form a resistance in Poland after the war?
General Komorowski. Yes, that is my opinion.
Mr. O'Konski. That is your definite opinion?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. I think that is very important, gentlemen, and
those are the questions I want to ask, because when I study this
Katyn situation and also study the million or more civilians of Poland
that were transported to Siberia, and then this Warsaw uprising, they
all seem to tie up, and the picture imist be considered as a whole if
one wants really to get at the basic facts at Katyn. Those are the
only questions I have and you have answered them very well.
General Komorowski. It did not finish with the Warsaw uprising.
After the Warsaw uprising, 50,000 of the home army were arrested
by the Russians and deported to Russia.
Mr. O'Konski. I am glad you mention that. In other words, you
say there is a parallel even after, as the Russians themselves say,
between 250,000 and 300,000 of the people of Poland perished in the
Warsaw uprising.
When the Russians came in, the job was not yet
complete enough.
They themselves arrested 50,000 members of the
home army?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. To make a complete job of the liquidation?
General Komorowski. -Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. That is very significant; that is all I have to ask.
Mr. Machrowicz. Just one question along the lines opened up
In September 1939 Marshal Timoshenko was in
by Mr. O'Konski.
command of the army in eastern Poland?
General Komouowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And at that time, before the cessation of
hostilities, are you familiar with the fact that Marshal Timoshenko
issued certain pamphlets circulated amongst Polish soldiers inducing
them to revolt against the officers?
General Komouowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. I have before me a photostatic copy of one of
his pamphlets which I would like to translate and ask you if you
have knowledge of the fact that such a pamphlet was circulated.
The pamphlet is as follows:
Soldiers: In the course of the last few days the Polish Army has been com
The soldiers of the cities of Tarnopol, Halicz, Rowno, Dubno,
pletely demolished.
in number over 60,000 have voluntarily passed over to our side. Soldiers, what
What are you fighting for and with whom? Why do you
is there left for you?
risk your lives? Your defense is impossible. Your officers are forcing you to
They hate you and they hate your families. They
a murder without any sense.
are the ones who shot your delegates whom you sent with the proposition to give
Do not believe your officers. Your officers and your generals are your
up.
Soldiers, beat up your officers and generals.
enemies; they want your death.
Chase them from your land.
Come
Do not listen to the orders of your officers.
Here you will find care and tenderness.
over to your brothers in the Red Army.
Remember, only the Red Army can save the Polish Nation from the unfortunate
Believe us,
war and there will you find a possibility of starting a peaceful life.
Signed, S. Timoshenko.
the Red Soviet Army is your only friend.

Do you remember such pamphlets being circulated?
General Komorowski. Yes. I have the original pamphlets
in my hands, but I know the text.

— not
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Mr. Machrowicz. That also was part of their plan to disorganize
the Polish Nation?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And to start a revolt against the so-called intelligentsia, was it not?
General Komorowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was circulated in September 1939.
General Komorowski. Yes, I know very well.
I not only have
the original pamphlets in my hand, but people coming from Eastern
Poland told me this when I was in Poland.
Mr. Flood. General, have you received any promises of emolu
ments of any kind from anybody for appearing here today and
testifying?

Komorowski. No.
Mr. Flood. Then the committee wish to say to you that we are very
General

pleased that a distinguished witness of your caliber would be interested
in these proceedings. We know you are. We thank you for giving
your time and effort to come here to help us to solve this matter. The
committee appreciate your appearance very much indeed.
General Komorowski. Thank you.
Mr. Flood. General, will you please give your name and your
present address?
General Kukiel. Lieutenant General Marian Kukiel, 55 Arthur
Road, London, S. W. 19.
Mr. Flood. Before you make your statement, it is our wish that
you be advised that you would run the risk of actions in any court by
At the same time, I
anyone who considered he had suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
Do you understand that . General?
arise as a result of your testimony.
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you stand and be sworn then. You swear by
God the Almighty and Omniscient, that you will, according to your
best knowledge, tell the pure truth and you will not conceal anything,
so help you God.
General Kukiel. Yes.

TESTIMONY OF LIEUTENANT GENERAL MARIAN KUKIEL
Mr. Flood. What is your full name?
General

Kukiel. Marian Kukiel.

Mr. Flood. Were you at any time identified with the Polish armed

forces?
General Kukiel. I have served in the Polish armed forces since
they were reconstituted in Poland in 1918 and before in the Polish

Legion.

Mr. Flood. What was your rank?
General

Kukiel. Lieutenant

General

Kukiel. I

colonel.

Mr. Flood. Where were you serving at the time you first heard of
the Kalyn matter?
in our Government

was at that time Minister of National Defense
in Jxnidon — in General Sikorski's Government.

i
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Mr. Flood. Where were you serving and in what capacity in the
late summer of 1941 after the rapprochement between the Soviet and
the Polish Governments?
General Kukiel. At that time I was still in command of the First
Army Corps in Scotland and 1 was not in London; but I had been since
many decades a close friend of General Sikorski. I can say 1 enjoyed
I was informed about all his important
Ids confidence and friendship.
troubles, his ordeals, his difficulties; and I knew very well his approach
to the problem of Polish war prisoners in Russia already since 1939,
because when our Government and our high command were reconsti
tuted in France, in Paris, we already knew what happened: that the
Russians, the Soviets, have rounded up big masses of Polish officers,
that they have violated the convention of Lwow, because, Lwow has
surrendered to the Soviets on September 22, and there was a conven
tion in which the Soviets insured to the officers the right of free move
ment and the right of leaving Poland for another country to fight on.
It was in the capitulation, and it was violated; they had been marched
eastward.
In the month of January 1940 I think we already had news about
the situation of the big masses of Polish officers.
They were brought
by three of them who managed to escape and to reach General Sikor
ski and other headquarters in Paris. They were, I think, Colonel
Lewicki, Major Kosuczki, and Captain Kicdacz. They escaped from
a great transit camp at Szepietowka in the Russian part of Wolynia.
They reported that the prisoners are starving, are freezing, they are
deprived of any medical help and entirely cut off from any contact
It was perhaps the first stage before they were
with the homeland.
later to the three camps, Kozielsk, Ostashkov, and
transported
Starobielsk, but General Sikorski was extremely depressed by the
news, and he decided to do all he could to help them, to try to get
an intervention from the Western Powers, and especially from the
We had approached the United States Ambassador,
United States.
whose Government was our great and generous friend, Mr. Biddle;
and I arranged a conference in our Embassy in Paris of our Minister
of Foreign Affairs, M. Zallski. I had the opportunity to inform Am
bassador Biddle of the situation of our war prisoners of the many
thousands — we did not know exactly the number — and he promised
to appeal to the President of the United States for an intervention.
After, during the years 1940 and 1941, that idea, that 1 million or so
Poles are deported to Russia and that our war prisoners are in Russian
hands probably in appalling conditions, haunted General Sikorski.
It greatly influenced his attitude during negotiations with the Rus
sians and with the British Foreign Office for concluding a pact with
Soviet Russia. Later on, when he already knew that masses of
Poles are released from prisons and from concentration camps from
"Lagry" and that they joined the army, he told me with great emo
tion: "You know that in those difficult days of July 1941, I was not
so sure if it is right that I am concluding the pact, that perhaps by
waiting we could make it better than it was; but I had the impres
sion of hearing the voices of masses of people who are begging me:
'Hurry; do not wait; we are perishing.' " Certainly it was one of
the most important factors of his decisions.
I was here in London at the end of the year 1941, appointed by
General Sikorski for the time of his journey to Moscow as his deputy,
93744 — 52— pt. 4
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deputizing for him as Minister of Defense, of Military Affairs, and
commander in chief; and, of course, I was informed of exactly what
happened at that time in Russia. I already knew that there is a great
problem of many thousands of Polish officers who simply disappeared ;
that the list is already being established by General Anders and bis
Then in the account of
officers, and that it is a very great problem.
the conversation of General Silorski with Stalin and Anders and Kot,
we were together with him, with Stalin at the Kremlin, and I noticed
Stalin's words that probably they escaped to Manchuria.
I got a
very disagreeable impression; it sounded like mockery, like a quite
sinister joke. At that time — it was still before Tehran — wo did not
realize that that kind of humor was peculiar to Mr. Stalin.
At
Tehran there was a memorable scene when Stalin at dinner with
President Roosovelt and Mr. Churchill proposed a toast to the 40,000
or 50,000 German officers who must be shot.
Mr. Dondero. Was it at Yalta?
General Kukiel. It is spoken of in Mr. Churchill's memoirs.
Mr. Dondero. Where; was it at Tehran where that proposal was
made by Stalin?
General Kukiel. No; but I have got it confirmed before by our
Prime Minister of the year 1944, Mr. Mikolajczyk, who was heard the
same story almost exactly as it is presented by Mr. Churchill from
President Roosevelt himself and told me long bofore I have read it in
Mr. Churchill's memoirs. So it seems for me quite sure that Stalin
really spoke about shooting 40,000 German officers. It is true that
whon Mr. Churcliill left the room upset at that kind of joke, he was
joined by Stalin, who embraced him and assured him that it is a mere
farce.

Mr. Flood. General, that is very interesting, but I would like to
get you back to your official connection with any conversations or
any communications that you had in any official capacity at any
time and any place in connection with Katyn.
can only tell you that our
General Kukiel. Yes, I shall do so.
anxiety about the fate of those missing Polish officers was increasing
during the year 1942, and at that time we still had some hope that
they were somewhere in the most distant parts of Siberia, in the
Arctic regions, and that they could not be ever liberated from those
parts of Siberia during the wintertime, that possibly they can reappear
If I recollect,
in the summertime; but those hopes were deceived.
now the Russian replies to our questions and notes, I have the im
Their
pression that they already have told us: "Do not insist more.
I get the impression now that it was the sense of all
fate is closed."
those replies; for instance, if Mr. Bogomolow insists that they have
He thinks prob
released all the prisoners they have, it is genuine.
ably he was directed to tell that there are no more Polish officers war
prisoners to be released, that they do not exist; but at that time we
could not yet follow that course of thinking.
Mr. Flood. Did you have any direct communications with Bogo
molow yourself?
General Kukiel. Yes.

I

Mr. Flood. Where?

General

Kukiel. Here in London

when he was appointed.
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Mr. Flood. Did you talk to Bogomolow; about the missing Polish
officers?
General

Kukiel. Yes.

Mr. Flood. In London?
General

Kukiel. In London.

General

Kukiel.

Mr. Flood. About how many times?

I

was appointed

at

Minister of Military Affairs.
Mr. Machrowicz. What year?

September,

the end

of the month of

I

1 came
to London.
By October 12
General Kukiel. 1942.
had already taken over. Immediately I got an invitation from
Mr. Bogomolow and we had a long talk on October 19. It lasted
for 3 hours, and an account of this talk was written immediately after,
the same afternoon, and given to General Sikorski.
Mr. Flood. You mentioned that at this conversation the first
conversation you had with Bogomolow in London, as soon as the
conversation was over, you had transcribed into writing the minutes
of that conversation?
General Kukiel. Yes; and I sent it to General Sikorski.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of those minutes with you?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now ask the stenographer to mark for identification
exhibits 29 and 30.
Exhibit 29 purports to be a copy of the minutes
of the conversation just described, and exhibit 30 is a photostatic copy
of that instrument.
(Copy of minutes and photostatic copy of minutes referred to wore
marked "Exhibit 29" and "Exhibit 30." After proper identification,
exhibit 29, the original copy of the report, was returned to the witness,
and the photostatic copy, exhibit 30, is shown below:)
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Conversation of Lieutenant General Kukiel, Polish Minister of War
With Soviet Ambassador Bogomolov on the 19tii of October 1942
The conversation
invited me.

I

followed

a

lunch

to

which

was shown into a very modest dining room.

Ambassador

Bogomolov

had

The table was laid for two.

A few seconds later the Ambassador entered. An exchange of courtesies. We
A modest dinner — "homely," similar to what
immediately sat down to table.

one would expect to get in a middle-class Polish home. Wine — without forcing
Russian servants.
Conversation initially indifferent — "social",
you to drink it.
subjects.
gradually turns to military — historical and historically-political
Strong
focus on the problem of how to end the war in the quickest way.
In a mood of exceptional frankness Amb. Bogomolov speaks to me about the
threat to the world which would arise if the Germans were let to run Russia down.
What will happen if they lay hands on the entire Russian industry including
Siberia which taken together were even greater than the German industry?
They would become invincible.
It seems that such a possibility is seriously taken
No word about any hope of beating off the onslought by their own
into account.
means. I strongly stress that a swift ending of the war by means of an attack
coming from the West is just as much a matter of existence to Poland, that in that
respect our aims are absolutely concurrent.
He strongly confirms.
Talk about the possibilities of an offensive in the West. He does not count
much on the African offensive having a decisive influence on the progress of war.
Talk about the future of Germany.
I avoid the answer to the problem of
what is to be done with their industry without which they cannot exist. I refer
this worry to more competent authorities.
It strikes me that when I pay a compliment to the Soviet Union for having
applied the theory of modern warfare long before the Germans did in respect of
motorisation, development of air-force and of armour — Bogomolov tries to evade
this issue and to imply that it was only because they had information of what the
Germans were preparing.
He pretends not to understand when I point out the
chronological order of events.
The conversation barely touches upon our own problems. During coffee [which
He has been
is served without our moving from the table], Col. Sizov joins us.
invited to do so. Brisk conversation about the Polish Corps, about tanks, etc.,
I underline with emphasis that it was the will
about our Army in the Near East.
of our Government to let it remain in Russia and fight arm to arm. That we
regret that in view of the food and armament situation the Soviet Government
had been induced to suggest its evacuation.
In spite of my adverse situation [I have no witness — he has], I turn the conversa
tion to topical problems. I frankly tell him about the seriousness of the problem
I have taken over: the question of our men-power reserves. That we have great
possibilities on the Continent, but that at that very moment the only accessible
I speak
reserves on which we have the right to count are those in their hands.
Bogomolov
about our 8,000 missing officers, about our prisoners and recruits.
I stress the importance of this
refers me to the notes exchanged on this subject.
He tells me with visible
matter for future development of our friendly relations.
I claim the remaining 16.
pleasure about the release of our officials and delegates.
He mutters something about their being very suspect. I firmly assure him that
there is absolutely no question of anything being undertaken over there which
I assume a tone of sincere frankness.
would be in any way hostile towards them.
I stress that I am speaking now as a Polish citizen to Soviet citizens.
Already before he
Bogomolov embarks on a number of counter-attacks.
It was easy for me to disown Mackiewicz and
obstinately reproved our press.
Nowakowski, although as to the latter he comes back with the charge that his
He does not like the
stuff is printed on paper supplied by Minister Stronski.
"Polska Walczaca" [ Fighting Poland"]. — [He does not specify what he has
actually in mind and I do not wish to press him about it.] Then he turns his guns
against Chairman Grabski and the latter's statement about the role of Poland as
He quotes the entire
a barrier against both the Nazi and Soviet totalisms.
He stresses the importance of this statement as coming
passage from memory.
In the matter of Stronski and
from the Chairman of the National Council.
Grabski I retort by quoting facts which prove their constant policy of recon
ciliation with Russia.
A long and lively conversation follows which covers the whole period of our
relations from the Treaty of Riga which I claim to have been an act of conciliation
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and moderation on our part : we asked for less than what the Council of People's
Commissars had offered to us previously.
A lively impetuous duel of facts.
I retort as their former adversary
Bogomolov attacks Pilsudski and Beck.
[Bogomolov confirms: he knows I had left the Army in 1927] that, after all, they
refused to enter into collaboration with the Germans against Russia. Bogomolov
acknowledges this and gives a most pertinent description of the policy of the
"balance of powers."
After which he suggests to leave history aside: we dis
membered you, you raided Moscow twice, you assaulted us during the civil war —
if we constantly accuse one another of these deeds it will not, do us any good in
furthering our present, common fight. I answer that in respect of the past we
should adopt the maxim of their Tsar Alexander the I, who said: "Passons
But there exist present day problems. I count as such
l'eponge sur le pass^."
the question of our prisoners, deportees and recruits. Bogomolov resists to be
drawn liack into discussing these matters once again — he refers me to the notes
etc.
I insist and declare that all this problem would have never arisen if they
had not deported all these masses of Poles to Russia.
Now they have in fact
become a problem which must be solved for the sake of future relations between
the two nations.
Bogomolov is obviously tired and has become nervous.
He tells about how
much Russia had done for us. That for the first time in history of the U. S. S. R.
institutions of a foreign State had been allowed to operate ai:d take care of groups
of people on Soviet territory; that it was the only instance in the history of Russia
that a foreign independent army was being allowed to or anise itself on Russian
That instead of appreciation they hear nothing but reproaches and
territory.
He includes among these the terme of co-operation recently
recriminations.
placed before him by a very well known personage whose name he would rather
not. mention [Gen. Januszajtis].
Stubbornly, 1 drive the conversation lack to the
A
problem of the missing prisoners from Starobielsk, Kozielsk and Cstaszk6w.
lively exchange of words.
I am told that they had probably fallen into the hands
of the Germans.
I declare that, we know that they had been transferred from
their camps in the spring and that they are neither in Germany nor Poland.
I express the hope that I w ill be shortly in a position to give the Ambassador some
He dors not answer — depressed
indication which might be helpful in the search.
and — 1 should even say — alarmingly helpless.
I develop the question of recruitment.
Bogomolov thought that these matters
were going to be dealt with by Amb. Romer in Moscow.
I strongly stress that
we are raising these questions not in order to irritate, "pour chercher querelle"
but in order to remove the obstacles, to deepen our friendship and co-operation,
which the Government of Sikorski is anxious to consolidate.
Do help us in this
aim — aidcz nous.
The Ambassador is completely exhausted / after two and a half hours of con
versation /. A few warm sentences and assurances of mutual friendship.
/ The conversation while we were alone was carried in French, in the presence
of Sizov the Ambassador spoke in Russian, I spoke in English to Sizov, in French
to the Ambassador who next translated whole passages to Sizov; I understood
well everything the Ambassador said /.
My general impression is that by "t urning the light" on a new member of our
Government they wanted to sound out the future course of our attitude towards
them, because of their playing with the idea of changing their own attitude to
wards us to — I think — a more conciliatory one.
I have come to the conclusion that in the case of our 8,000 officers, unfortunately,
all hope should be abandoned, and that Bogomolov known that they have perished.
I should add t hat the whole conversation was carried out in a very friendly tone.
The Ambassador gives the impression of a very intelligent man, well disposed
towards us and rather embarrassed by his difficult position.
Col. Sizov, except
for a moment when the conversation turned to technical problems, spoke little
and only by nodding from time to time showed his approval to what Bogomo ov
was saying.
As to myself, I tried to give the impression of the sincerity and streightforwardness of our attitude towards Russia, stressing at the same time our stub
bornness in claiming our rights and insisting on the fulfilment of orr requests.
Signature,
/
/ M. Kvkiel, Lieut. Gen.
London, the 20-th of October. 1942.
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Mr. Flood. I show the witness exhibits 29 and 30 and ask him
whether or not exhibit 29 is an authentic and exact copy of the minutes
of the conversation he has just described and whether or not exhibit 30
is a photostatic and exact reproduction of exhibit 29.
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you describe for us the general thought, without
too much detail but the geiveral substance, ot the conversation of
which these exhibits are minutes?
General Kukiel. Before the conversation,
I was instructed by
General Sikorski to raise the problem of th? missing officers, and also
the problem of continuing our recruiting of other countrymen who
still remained in Russia for our Polish Forces, although our army of
General Anders had already left Russia. So, the two items came into
the foreground of our very long discussion.
Mr. Flood. General, what is the gist of the subject matter in these
papers that you handed me with reference to the missing Polish
officers? That is what we want to know about today.
General Kukiel. Upon the mystery of the disappearance of big
masses of our officers, I was told once more that all had been released.
Mr. Flood. That is by Bogomolow?
General Kukiel. By Bogomolow.
I tried to convince him that
it was not true, because we have the lists. He raised the suggestion
that probably they were dispersed somewhere.
I assured him that
it is quite not possible; they would be found by the authorities; they
must be somewhere in Russia in their hands.
He had another sug
I told him that
gestion: that possibly they fell in German hands.
is not possible because they were liberated long before in the spring
of the year 1940 from their camps and evacuated, surely, somewhere
He had nothing to answer, but two or
to the east; not to the west.
three times he repeated a suggestion that it is enough to speak about
I replied that
the past; we must think about the common future.
it is not a past affair for us; it is our present and our future of our
officers who are still there.
We were tired by the long discussion,
and I made a suggestion that perhaps we shall be able to supply
him with some indications about the place where they last had been
contacted or seen, and I observed a change in his attitude; he was
greatly upset. The conversation, which was a very friendly one,
But,
broke somewhat abruptly, but we parted on the best terms.
when I analyzed what I had heard, I got the impression I have put
down in my account: that Bogomolow behaved as if our officers were
no more alive.

Mr. Flood. General,

Councils

of

the

in 1943, did you attend a meeting of the
of the Polish Government in London

Ministers

between April 15 and April 17?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. At which time it was decided, for many reasons, to
bring the matter of Katyn to the attention of the International Red

Cross?

General Kukiel. Yes. The news about the discovery of the Katyn
graves we got during the day of April 14th, and, of course, we were
under a very strong impression from what we heard, but we did not
suspect a mass murder; we had several other suspicions as to the
fate of our soldiers, but we could not understand what could be the
purpose.
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Mr. Flood. After the Germans made their announcement on April
15th and after the Russians made their counterannouncement
on
April 17th, did you participate in the action of the Polish Government
in requesting the International Red Cross to make an investigation?
General Kukiel. Yes. I shall tell exactly the dates of our decisions.
During the day of 14th we had only the German news about the
think that on the 14th or early 15th there
discovery of the graves.
already was the first Soviet communing about the German lies, and
they thought that the Germans were liars. The Russians maintained
that there were at this place archeological discoveries, a prehistoric
cemetery at Gniezdovo. Of course, when compared with the German
text, it was evident that the Soviets has nothing to answer but to speak
archeologically, and from thd German information it was already clear
that the corpses were not archeology but bodies of our comrades in
arms.
Mr. Flood.
want to know if you are aware of any communications
addressed by the Polish Government in London in April to the Inter
national Red Cross in Geneva.
Do you know about that?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Was there one?
General Kukiel. It was decided on April 15th in the morning at a
session of the Political Committee of our Cabinet.
General Sikorski
presiding, and we all who attended had the conviction that we must
react and immediately react to the German communiqu4, but only
because we cannot rely upon all what the Germans say to take further
action; we must appeal to the only international authority or institu
tion which still is able to intervene — it is the International Red
General Sikorski decided that approach must be made by the
Cross.
Minister of National Defense, by myself as the Minister responsible
for the problems of the war prisoners ; and so was directed to sign a
communiqu6 which would be published that our Government had
approached the International Red Cross, asking for investigation of the

I

I

I

case.

it

I

it

I

it,

Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of that communiqu6?
It is the communiqu6
General Kukiel. Yes; it was published.
dated 17th. Three Ministers had to cooperate on the text of the communiqu6 — the Minister of Foreign Affairs, the Minister of Information,
and myself — and we have together established the final text on April
16th before noon; we have signed the draft and
brought it to General
Sikorski, who had to change the words and signed
was
too.
So,
his decision, but
was published as my communiqu6 of the Minister
of National Defense.
have the document here.
Mr. Flood. The document will be marked "Exhibit 30-A" and
submitted into the record at this point.
Exhibit

30A

Issued on April 17, 1943, by the Polish Minister of National
Defense Concerning the Fate of Polish Prisoners of War in the Camps

Communique

OF KoZlELSK,

STAROBIELSK, AND OsTASHKOV

London, April

17, 19J,S.

On September 17, 1940, the official organ of the Red army, the Red Star,
stated that during the fighting which took place after September 17, 1939, 181,000
Polish prisoners of war were taken by the Soviets.
Of this number about 10,000
were officers of the regular army and reserve.
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According to information in possession of the Polish Government, three large
camps of Polish prisoners of war were set up in the U. S. S. R. in November 1939:
(1) in Kozielsk, east of Smolensk; (2) in Starobielsk, near Kharkov; and (3) in
Ostashkov, near Kalinin, where police and military police were concentrated.
At the beginning of 1940 the camp authorities informed the prisoners in all
three camps that all camps were about to be broken up; that prisoners of war would
be allowed to return to their families and, allegedly for this purpose, lists of places
to which individual prisoners wished to go after their release were made.
At that time there were—
(1) In Kozielsk, about 5,000 men, including some 4,500 officers.
(2) In Starobielsk, about 3,920 men, including 100 civilians; the rest were
officers of whom up to 400 were medical officers.
(3) In Ostashkov, about 6,570 men, including some 380 officers.
On April 5, 1940, the breaking up of these camps was begun, and groups of 60
to 300 men were removed from them every few days until the middle of May.
From Kozielsk they were sent in the direction of Smolensk. About 400 people
only were moved from all the three camps in June 1940 to Griazovetz in the
Vologda district.
When after the conclusion of the Polish-Soviet Treaty of July 30, 1941, and the
signing of the military agreement of August 14, 1941, the Polish Government
proceeded to form the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R., it was expected that the
officers from the above-mentioned camps would form the cadres of senior and junior
At the end of August 1941, a group of Polish
officers of the army information.
officers from Griazovetz arrived to join the Polish units in Buzuluk. Not one
officer, however, among those deported in other directions from Kozielsk, Staro
In all, therefore, about 8,300 officers were miss
bielsk, and Ostashkov appeared.
ing, not counting another 7,000 п. c. o.'s, soldiers, and civilians who were in those
camps when they were broken up.
Ambassador Kot and General Anders, perturbed by this state of affairs, ad
dressed to the competent Soviet authorities inquiries and representations about
the fate of the Polish officers from the above-mentioned camps.
In a conversation with Mr. Vishinsky, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
On October 6, 1941, Ambassador Kot asked what had happened to the missing
Mr. Vishinsky answered that all prisoners of war had been freed from the
officers.
camps and, therefore, they must be at liberty.
In October and November, in his conversations with Premier Stalin, Mr.
Molotov, and Mr. Vishinsky, the Ambassador on various occasions returned to
the question of the prisoners of war and insisted upon being supplied with lists of
them, such lists having been compiled carefully and in detail by the Soviet Gov
ernment.
During his visit to Moscow, Prime Minister Sikorski, in a conversation on
December 3, 1941, with Premier Stalin, also intervened for the liberation of all
Polish prisoners of war; and, not having been supplied by the Soviet authorities
■with their lists, he handed to Premier Stalin on this occasion an incomplete list of
3,845 Polish officers which their former fellow prisoners had succeeded in compiling.
Premier Stalin assured General Sikorski that the amnesty was of a general and
universal character and affected both military and civilians, and that the Soviet
Government had freed all Polish officers. On March 18, 1942, General Anders
handed Premier Stalin a supplementary list of 800 officers. Nevertheless, not one
of the officers mentioned in either of these lists has been returned to the Polish

Army.

Besides the interventions in Moscow and Kuybyshev, the fate of Polish prisoners
was the subject of several interviews between Minister Raczynski and
Ambassador Bogomolov.
On January 28, 1942, Minister Raczynski, in the name
of the Polish Government, handed a note to Soviet Ambassador Bogomolov,
drawing his attention onoe again to the painful fact that many thousand Polish
officers had still not been found.
Ambassador Bogomolov informed Minister Raczynski on March 13, 1943, that
in accordance with the decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of U. S. S. R
of August 12, 1941. and in accordance with the statements of the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs of November 8 and 19, 1941, the amnesty had been
put into full effect, and that it related both to civilians and military.
On May 19, 1942, Ambassador Kot sent the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs a memorandum in which he expressed his regret at the refusal to supply
him with a list of prisoners, and his concern as to their fate, emphasizing the high
value these officers would have in military operations against Germany.

of war
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Neither the Polish Government nor the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev has
ever received an answer as to the whereabouts of the missing officers an,d other
prisoners who had been deported from the three camps mentioned above.
We have become accustomed to the lies of German propaganda and we under
stand the purpose behind its latest revelations.
In view, however, of abundant
and detailed German information concerning the discovery of the bodies of many
thousands of Polish officers near Smolensk, and the categorical .statement that
they were murdered by the Soviet authorities in the spring of 1940, the necessity
has arisen that the mass graves discovered should be investigated and the facts
alleged verified by a competent international body, such as the International
Red Cross. The Polish Government has therefore approached this institution
with a view to their sending a delegation to the place where the massacre of the
Polish prisoners of war is said to have taken place.

Mr. Flood. Did the Red Cross reply
General

Kukiel. Yes.

General

Kukiel. Yes.

Mr. Flood. You signed it

as

to

that communique?

Minister of Defense?

Mr. Flood. Did the Red Cross from Geneva reply to you? Did
they answer it in writing?
General Kukiel. We got a reply of the Red Cross in Geneva on
April 23. It was already after the violent attacks.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a copy of that reply?
General Kukiel. Yes, I would like to give you the four documents
which describe our efforts to get an Internat ional Red Cross investiga
tion and their replv.
Mr. Flood. They will be marked "Exhibit 30 В, C, D, and E."
Exhibit

30 В

[Top right corner stamped with a rectangular red stamp with the word
the rectangle.]
Staff of C.-in-C.
Intelligence Department.
Ref. No. 1847/Int./43.
In the field 21.IV.1943.

TELLIGENCE" within

Urgent

"IN

The Ministry op National Defense,
Chief of Political Department.

delivery of diplomatic note

I inform about a cable dated 19th April 1943 received from the Polish Legation
in Berne of which I quote below excerpts in their exact wording:
"On April the 17th 1943 at 4.30 p. in. Radziwill delivered a Not* to the Inter
national Red Cross which he handed to Rueger [former Swiss envoy in Rome]
with a request to send a delegation to Smolensk.
Thirty minutes earlier a similar Note had been delivered by the German
delegate.

Kuegcr told Radziwill that the the request will be taken into consideration
onlv because it had been received from both sides.
[Memorandum of 13 Septem
ber' 1939.]

Probably on the 20th of April a Commission will assemble which will appoint
the delegation.
I shall inform of its composition the moil cut its meml ers will he chosen.
Further details via the I. R. ('. will be disclosed after the return of the Com
mission from Smolensk.
Within the I. R. C. prevails the opinion that the German informations are
true.
I shall watch closely the whole case and send on any information I receive.
Burchard at present in Lisbon".
Chief of Int. Service
£ychon mjr.
Office
Dossier "S".
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[Printed heading]

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
London, 20th April

SECRET

1943.

For the President of the P. R.,
For the Prime Minister /2 copies/,
For the Minister of National Defence,

Bern No. 151.
Acting upon my instruction Radzwill delivered to the International Red Cross
the Note suggesting the sending of a deleg°t» to Kozie G6ry.
1 he Note coincided
with an identical move on the part of the ormans.
Minister Rueger who revived the Not - iti the name of the International Red
Cross told Radiwill that if our proposal had been onesided the International
Red Cross would have been obliged t.o refuse h on the strength of the Memorandum
of the 12th Sept. 1939. In view of the fact that the request had been sent in from
both sides, the International Red Cross would examine the case and will give an
answer in the next few days after the meeting of the Committee.

Lados.

Truly certified:

[illegible signature].
[Bottom left corner stamped with a rectangular
legend and figures, t he latter in ink]:
Office of the C.-iii-C. and of
the Min. of Nat. Def.
Document-;: secret- -public.
This dav 20 month 4
No. 3."ilf / year 1 943
Dealt with by:
Cert. —

Exhibit

30D

[Ti'itnM.ition

copy]

stamp bearing the following

v

[Printed heading]

The Ministry of Foreign

Affairs
London, 21-st April, 1943.

SECRET
For the President 'if the P. R..
For the Prime Minister 2 copies/,
For the Minister of National Defence,

I.

it

it

is

is

it

a

it

3/

t

is

I.

it

it,

Pern, No. 154.
The International Red Cross acknowledged in writing the receipt, of the Note
from Radziwill. adding to its answer a short, memorandum in which:
1/ It stresses that the I. R. С is studying with greatest, attention the Polish
will become possible,
suggestion and that it will net fail to infirm, when only
will be able to yivc to this matter.
about the futuie curse
R. C.
ready to undertake to pass on to
2/ That, already at this sta'e, the
the families the informal ion about identified officers he moment such information
will be received.
That, in accordance with the spirit cf the Memorandum of the 12-th Sept.
Red Cross cannot, in principle, take into consideration
1939, the International
the participation in the technical procedure of identifying the bodies by means
of sending out its own expetts otherwise than with the consent of all parties
concerned.
No meeting of the Com
The Germans received an identical memorandum.
will be held before the
improbable that
mittee has yet taken place and
R. C.
From
conversation with R.
apparent that the
Easter recess.
can undertake an invest iga
will postpone the issue being in doubt as to whether
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tion without the consent of the third party concerned i. e. of the U. S. S. R.
I do not think it advisable to press things further from our side and I have
agreed with R. that, for the lime being I shall refrain from taking any new steps.
On the other hand I do think that, in case of refusal or of an equivocal answer,
there will be t ime and opportunity

to take action and to obtain, at least a declara

tion that the whole thing had failed due to the attitude of the Soviet side. How
ever, it must be reckoned with that the whole matter will last for a considerable
time.

Truly certified:

Lados.

[Illegible signature].

[Bottom left corner stamped with rectangular stamp bearing the following
legend and figures, the latter in ink].
Office of the C.-in-C. and of the Min. of Nat. Def.
This day: 22, month 4, No. 365/year 34,
Cert.
Dealt with by:

Exhibit

ЗОЕ

[Translation

copy]

The Ministry of National Defence
Minister's Office — Political Dept.
Ref. No. 544/WPol/43.
London, 4th May, 1943.

I

The Minister of Information and Documentation.
Ministry of Foreign Affairs dated 27.IV. 1943,

enclose a copy of a note from the

containing information about the attitude of the International Red Cross to the
suggestion of investigating the graves near Smolensk.
Deputy General Aide-de-Camp,
Lunkiewicz
Staff Col.
1 encl.
[Translation

copy]

[Printed heading],

Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

London, the 27th April,

1943.

SECRET

For the President of the P. R.
For the Prime Minister [2 copies],
For the Minister of National Defence,
[stamped with a rectangular stamp bearing the following legend and figures,
latter in ink:]

Ministry of National Defence

the

This dav 28th, Month 4, 1943.
Enclosures 1. ASSIGNED TO
Ref. 1192/43.
Bern, N0. 157.
I quote below the text of a note from the International Red Cross dated 22nd
April 1943 addressed to the Minister of Foreign Affairs.
"In reference to our preliminary answer given to Prince Radziwill on the 20th
of April, we wish to express in the first place to Your Excellency how very grateful
we are for the new proof of appreciation shown to us by the Polish Government in
that it had approached our Institution. The International Red Cross is ready to
appoint neutral experts provided all parties concerned will ask us to do so and also
on the understanding that it will be agreed between the Committee and the parties
concerned as to the "modalities" of the eventual mandate. These conditions are
in accordance with the principles laid down in reference to such cases in the
Memorandum addressed on the 12th Sept. 1939 to belligerent States and published
in the September 1939 issue of "The International Red Cross Review", and which
deal with the possibilities of the Committee's participation in the investigation.
We would beg the Polish Government to keep us informed about such steps
which will be undertaken with the purpose of gaining the consent of the Soviet
Government or else to send us their suggestions in this matter.
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In case of an agreement being reached by the parties concerned and in antici
pation of such an event taking place we are endeavouring already today to find
neutral persons with adequate qualifications."
Signature: Chairman of the I. R. C. Max Hubeb.
The Germans received an analogous reply with a suggestion that they try to
obtain the consent of the Soviet Union through the intermediary of a "Puissance
Protectrice".
The Int. Red Cross suggests that we endeavour to obtain the consent of the
Soviet Union either directly or through the intermediary of one of the Allied
States and the possibility of a direct intervention is not ruled out.
In my opinion

the latter would be most advisable.
The Commission would be under the Chairmanship of a Swiss and would include
members of Swedish, Portuguese and Swiss nationality.
As to the delegating of a ballistic expert, Radziwill will submit appropriate
suggestions, although in view of the great amount of Russian arms which the
Germans have in their possession I doubt whether this argument would count for
much.
It is absolutely necessary that the action of the Central Red Cross Committee
in Warsaw be synchronised with ours.
Truly certified: /initialed/.

Mr. Flood. You were aware that the Russians,
Germans,

General

made an announcement

Kukiel. Yes.

saying

2

days after the

that the Germans

did it?

Mr. Flood. Do you have in vour possession the copies of any
in addition to the ones you have just mentioned,
communications,
from your office as Minister of National Defense to the International
Red Cross, or to the Soviet Government in connection with Katyn?
Do you have any other copies?
am no more in
do not know exactly, because
General Kukiel.
office mvself . The correspondence was largely of our Foreign Ministry.
Mr. Flood. Were you, as Minister of National Defense, in touch
with any other governments or any other sovereigns about the matter
of the missing prisoners at Katyn?
General Kukiel. No.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever conduct any conversations or did you
ever conduct any other communications with the Russians about the
missing officers at Kozielsk, Starobielsk, or Ostashkov after that time?

I

I

General

Kukiel. No.

Mr. Flood. Your personal connection in connection with the
missing officers at Katyn ended when you signed the communique in
April; is that correct? Was that the end of your official activity in the
middle of April when you signed that communiqju£ after Katyn had
been disclosed?
General Kukiel.

I

still sat at the council of ministers.

Mr. Flood. You still sat on the council of ministers?
General Kukiel. On April 17th, and attended the meeting when

declaration of our Government.
mean that you did not act separately or inde
pendently as Minister of Defense?
General Kukiel. No.
Mr. Flood. Any actions that you took part in later you took part
in as a member of the Polish Government Council of Ministers?
General Kukiel. Yes. If I sav that my duties continued, it was
with the work. We immediately started to study the German
evidence; to get evidence from our country and to establish our own
they decided to issue

Mr. Flood. But

I

a
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dossier of the Katyn affair, to have our own judgment, and it was
made in my office and continued for years.
Mr. Machrowicz. General, at that time, when these charges and
counter charges by the Germans and Russians were made as to their
respective guilt for the Katyn massacre, did the Polish Government
in exile, of which you were a member, take any official position siding
with one side or the other?
General Kukiel. No.
Mr. Machkowicz. On the contrary, did you take some positive
action in that respect?
General Kukiel. Yes. On the contrary, when we addressed the
Red Cross, we expressly said that it is because we cannot rely on the
presentation of the case by the Germans.
Mr. Machrowicz.
have here before me among the papers that
were presented by General Bor-Komorowski, his file of communica
I have here the original of
tions, with the underground movement.
a letter signed by yourself and I ask you, first of all, to identify
whether that is your signature.
General Kukiel. Yes, it is my signature.

J

Mr. Machrowicz. What

is

that?

General Kukiel. It is an instruction for nil Polish commanders on
how the problem of Katyn is to be handled, how it is to be approached,
in conversations, and especially in conversations with our allies.
It
must be stated that the Polish Government did not maintain that it
knew that our prisoners were murdered by the Russians, but that
they had disappeared in Soviet captivity without any indication of
their fate, and so on, the same as what was told in my communique,
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, that is an official statement of
your position and that statement gives instructions that you cannot
accept the German version, neither can you accept the Russian ver
sion, but that the Polish Government will make all efforts to make
an independent investigation to determine guilt.

General

Kukiel. Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. Regardless of the claims and counterclaims

of

and the Soviet?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That was the official position of the Govern
ment, was it not?
General Kukiel. Yes. It is the same position which you will find
in the book Polish-Soviet Relations, the statement of the Polish
the Germans

Government of April

17,

1943.

Mr. Machrowicz. I notice also, General, that in

a despatch

you sent to the underground on June 26, 1943, you specifically
in the last paragraph, which I will read now, as follows:

which
refer

Please give us the final number of the bodies found in Katyn.
In ease of the
discovery of new graves around Charkow or Kremienczug, inform us immediately,
before that may be done by the German radio.

Do you remember such
General

Mr. Machrowicz.
General Kukiel.
it at all.

seen

a despatch?
do not remember it.
I am showing you that letter now.
That was signed by the colonel.

Kukiel. I

Mr. Machrowicz.

I

eolonel signed it for you.

notice

that your name

is

I

typed,

have

not

but

the
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General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Changing

the subject for a moment, I would
like to get something in the record, which I think we do not have yet,
and which may be of some material value.
You are the author of
a book Six Years of Struggle for Independence; is that correct?
General Kukiel. Yes, the booklet.
Mr. Machrowicz. I notice that in that booklet you refer to the
size of the Polish forces in September 1939.
What was your official
capacity in September 1939?
General Kukiel. In 1939 I was not in active service.
I volunteered
after mobilization and I joined one or other commands and tried to
do something.
I attended to the affairs at Lwow, and after capitula
tion of the city, I remained in civilian clothes at Lwow.
I was there
for some weeks under Soviet occupation and I had the opportunity to
see the appeal of Timoshenko on the walls of the city.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is the appeal I read previously?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. In this booklet you said as follows, and I am
quoting you:
On September

16,

the day before the Soviet intervention,

divisions still fighting.

Is that about
General

a correct statement,

Kukiel. Yes.

that there were

there were 25 Polish

25

Polish divisions?

Mr. Machrowicz. Then later on in the statement you state that
the Germans at that time had sufficient ammunition only for 10 or
15 more days.

General Kukiel. It is from the Nuremberg trial. It was stated by
Jodl and Keitel.
Mr. Machrowicz. You are quoting there General Jodl at the

Nuremberg trial?
General Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then you state further that Haller had mobilized
1,200,000 soldiers?

Kukiel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Would that be about a correct statement?
General Kukiel. I am not quite sure if entirely correct, but
General

I do not remember the figure which was given in our
approximately.
detailed study of our general staff which was issued now, the first
volume of the history of our forces in the last war.

Mr. Machrowicz. Your estimate, then, is on September 16, the
day before the Soviet attacked Poland, Poland had under arms 25
divisions and had mobilized about 1,200,000 soldiers.
General Kukiel. Yes. Very much more than 40 divisions we had.
We improvised divisions which were improvised during the few weeks
There remained still 25 on that date.
of the campaign.
Mr. Machrowicz. The point I am driving at is this, that you state
further, that the Germans had only sufficient ammunition for 10 to
15 days?

General

Kukiel. Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. And that therefore had not the Russians inter

vened on September 17, the Poles could have offered effective resist
ance against the German onslaught?
93744— 52— pt. 4
IT
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General Kukiel. It is difficult to say that they could, but, in any
they could resist much longer; for instance, the so-called Ru
manian bridgehead.
The part of Poland adjacent to the Rumanian
frontier could be probably held for a much longer time.
Mr. Flood. General, a few minutes ago we were discussing exhibits
29 and 30, and exhibit 29 you identified as a true copy of your com
munication, and you identified exhibit 30 as a photostatic and true
will return exhibit 29 to you at this time since
copy of exhibit 29,
exhibit 30 — a photostatic copy of that document already is in the
record.
Mr. Flood. General, you have not been offered any payment or
any gifts or emoluments of any kind for coming here and testifying?
You have not been offered anything?
General Kukiel. No.
Mr. Flood. From your experiences as' a very high military and
civil official of the Polish Government, from your experiences and
associations with the Russians down through your lifetime in various
ways, from your particular experiences and information as a result of
information brought to you in connection with all communications
doing with the Katvn matter, have you formed any opinion as between
the German and the Russian Governments as to which one of these
two was responsible for the massacre of these Polish officers at Katyn?
Have you such an opinion?
General Kukiel. My opinion was based on the evidence.
I am
quite convinced that it coidd be done only by the Russians, because
certainly it was done in the year 1940, not later, and the Russians
never had given any explanation which could be interpreted in such a
way that it could be really done by the Germans.
Mr. Flood. We realize that it was some bother for you to come here
today, and we want you to know that the committee appreciates very
much that a man in your position would make the sacrifice. We know
how interested you are, but, nevertheless, we are very grateful that
Thank
you did come and give us this very important testimony.
you very much.
case,

I

TESTIMONY OF STEFAN ZAMOYSKI
LONDON, N.

Mr. Flood. Before you make

OF 20 ST. STEPHENS

CLOSE,

W. 8

a statement, it is our wish that jrou
that you would run the risk of action in the courts by
At the same time,
anyone who considered he had suffered an injury.
I wish to make it quite clear that the Gov eminent of the United States
and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsibility
in your behalf in respect to libel or slander proceedings which may
arise as the result of the testimony.
You understand that?
Mr. Zamoyski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you rise and be sworn. Do you swear by God
the Almighty and Omniscient, that you will, according to your best
knowledge, tell the pure truth and you will not conceal anything;
so help you God?
Mr. Zamoyski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. Were you at any time connected with the Polish armed
be advised

services?
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I

served in the Polish Army from the beginning of the war, or, rather, from before, as a reserve officer in
Poland, later on in France and the United Kingdom, and then I was
sent in 1942 as assistant military attach6 to the Polish Embassy in

Mr. Zamoyski. Yes.

Washington.

Mr. Flood. During your period of service as assistant military
attach^ in Washington, did you ever have any conversations with the
Russians in Washington in connection with any of the officers who
were missing at Katvn?
Mr. Zamoyski. Only one.
Mr. Flood. Will you state with whom you had that conversation
and the gist of it?
Mr. Zamoyski. had the conversation I think the morrow after the
news broke out in Washington of these Katyn discoveries by the
Germans.
Mr. Flood. Could that have been on April 16, 1943?
Mr. Zamoyski. 16th or 17th, something like that; that exact date
wrote a memo on my conversation. .
is on my statement.
Mr. Flood. Let me refresh your memoiy with this statement, and
see if you can identify the date now that you refreshed your memory
of that conversation.
Mr. Zamoyski. It was the 23d of April 1943.
Mr. Flood. With whom did you have that conversation and where
did it take place?

I

I

Mr. Zamoyski. With Major Barajew.
Mr. Flood. Who was he?
Mr. Zamoyski. He was the assistant military attache at the Soviet

Embassy.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. Where did you have your conversation with him?
Zamoyski. In my office, in Washington.
Flood. What did you talk about?
Zamoyski. He called me during the morning stating that he
wished to see me.
I was a little surprised then because although
used to see a lot of him and all the Russian representatives until that
I felt sure that he knew, that he had
date, the news had broken out.
the same information at least that I had from the communiques, and
so on, and therefore I was a little surprised, taken aback, in anticipa
tion of what he wants to say to me ; I was just wondering what he was
going to say. We used to meet often unofficially, because that was
partly my duty to have contact with the Russian Embassy. That
day, when he wanted to see me, I decided that I should receive him
in my office, and I also, to make sure, spoke with one of our intelli
gence officers, suggesting that ho might come in during the conversa
tion, perhaps 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour later, because
thought something important might be said. So I arranged that
meeting, I think, for the afternoon, and I think a pretty precise story
is told in this memo.
Mr. Flood. We will discuss the memo in a minute, but will you
tell us now for our purpose just now your best recollection of the
conversation between you two men.
Mr. Zamoyski. He started on quite a different subject, which was
not so surprising to me, because, as this news was very astounding,
did not think it would sort of come out very easily. He started on

I

I

I
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information on the United States Army.
He probably thought that
I knew quite a lot more and that I had more available information,
so he was going on to that sort of theme.
Rather breaking off at a
certain point, he turned to the story of Katyn, and the gist of the story
was that, he was astounded and surprised; that it cannot be true;
that it must be nonsense; that it must be German propaganda and
really nothing concrete at all.
Mr. Flood. At that point, will you tell who else was in the room
and present?

Mr. Zamoyski. It was a Lieutenant Piotrowski.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was with you?
Mr. Zamoyski. He was with me. He came in during the con

versation.

Mr. Flood. He was the Polish intelligence officer you mentioned?
Mr. Zamoyski. He was a Polish mtelligence officer with Colonel

Minkiewicz who I was also with.
Mr. Flood. There was just the two of you?
Mr. Zamoyski. No; the three of us with the Russian.
Mr. Flood. Did you make any rejoinder to the Russian? Did you
comment about the communiques on Katyn?
Mr. Zamoyski. As far as I remember, I made no comment. I did
make a comment about the missing officers, of which, of course,

I

i

knew.

Mr. Flood. What kind of comment, as you best remember, did
you make? What did you say about the missing officers?
Mr. Zamoyski. I believe I mentioned that the whole thing will be
straightened out, that the Polish Government had, I think, asked the
International Red Cross to investigate the matter, and I rather did
not wish to discuss tliis matter with him.
Mr. Flood. Did you ask him about the fate of any particular
officer or friend of yours at that time?
Mr. Zamoyski. I do not recollect that.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever have any other conversations with this
particular Russian?
Mr. Zamoyski. No.
Mr. Flood. Or any other Russians on the subject of the missing
Polish officers?
Mr. Zamoyski. No.
Mr. Flood. Then, as far as your service is concerned in Washington,
that is the extent of your connection officially with the Katyn matter?
Mr. Zamoyski. That was the end.
Mr. Flood. Did you ever have any subsequent official identity with
the Katyn matter in any way in London or any place else?
Mr. Zamoyski. No.
Mr. Flood. You were offered no emoluments or gratuities of any
kind for offering to testify here today or any gifts of any nature, were
you?
Mr. Zamoyski. No; but I would like to make one more statement
I have a
which might be perhaps of some use to the committee.
young Australian friend who was an airman during the war who was
Subse
shot down in the Channel and picked up by the Germans.
quently he was interned, escaped once and then a second time, and
found his way to Poland. This young Australian spent. 2 years in
Warsaw collaborating and under, say, the guidance of the Polish
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I

home army.
know about this because my brother was really in
This
charge of all the Anglo-Saxon Allied escapees in Warsaw.
thought,
officer spent 2 years in Warsaw, of which 1943 was one.
as this officer has arrived in Europe from Australia, that it might be
most useful for him to testify because, being an Australian in Warsaw
at that time, and having heard and known and seen people connected
in some way or another, or, at any rate, the Poles with whom he was
then, with the Katyn murder, and having been present in Warsaw
when that shock came to Warsaw, I thought perhaps the committee
might wish to have evidence from him. He actually arrived in the
United States during the war, because my brother had sent him
through Germany back to England during the war.
Mr. Flood. Where is this Australian now?
Mr. Zamoyski. He is today in Paris. He was in London. He is
probably going to be in Paris a few months because he is a wool buyer.
Mr. Dondero. What does he know personally about this Katyn
massacre?
Mr. Zamoyski. It is very difficult for me to say what he personally

I

knows.

Mr. Flood. If you will let us have the name and address of this

6,

is

it,

Australian we will arrange to have representatives of the committee
interview him in Paris and forward to this committee, which is moving
from here to Frankfurt this coming week, any information and we will
at that time determine if we think it advisable to call him. Would
you give us the name?
Mr. Zamoyski. Squadron Leader Keith Chisholm, care of Wenz &
Co., 1, Rue de Metz, Paris 10.
Mr. Machrowicz. I note that in your final sentence of this account
of the meeting you had with Air. Barajew you state you received the
impression that you were called for the sole purpose of having them
determine what your official viewpoint is on the matter.
Mr. Zamoyski. Did I put that down?
Mr. Machrowicz. Yes; if you read the last paragraph.
Mr. Zamoyski. I did not write "The sole purpose," but it seemed
to me that I could not find another reason.
Mr. Machrowicz. The impression you got was that the only
reason he called you was to find out from you what the Polish author
ities feel about the loss of these officers.
Mr. Zamoyski. That is what I deducted, because the only alterna
tive I could find was that the officer was one of those individuals there
who could not believe that such a thing was possible.
Mr. Machrowicz. Not to give you any information about
but
rather to get information from you about it.
Mr. Zamoyski. Sooner, yes; certainly not to give me information.
Mr. Flood. We appreciate very much that you would take the
time to come here. We know you are interested, of course, but,
nevertheless, we are grateful you came and offered us this testimony.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Pucinski. Gentlemen, this
Mr. Goetel, who was living in
Warsaw in April 1943.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Goetel, will you state your full name, the correct
spelling of your name, and your present address to the reporter?
Mr. Goetel. Ferdinand Goetel. My address is: No. 14, Empress
Place, London, S. W.
England.
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Mr. Flood. Before you make a statement, Mr. Goetel, it is our
wish that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the
courts by anyone who considered he had suffered injury as a result of
your testimony.
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
Government of the United States and the House of Kepresentatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as the result of your testi
mony. Do you understand?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; I understand.
Mr. Flood. Will you raise your right hand and be sworn? Do you
swear by God the Almighty and Omniscient that you will, according to
your best knowledge, tell the pure truth, and that you will not conceal
anything, so help you God?
Mr. Goetel. I do.
Mr. Flood. Be seated, please.

TESTIMONY OF FERDINAND

GOETEL, NO. 14, EMPRESS PLACE,
LONDON, S. W. 6, ENGLAND

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. Your name is Ferdinand Goetel?
Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. Where do you reside?
Goetel. In London.
Machrowicz. What is your address?

Gotel. No.

14,

Empress Place, London, S. W.

6.

Machrowicz. You are a literary man, an author?
Goetel. Yes, I am a writer.
Machrowicz. In April 1943, where were you residing?
Goetel. In Warsaw.
Machrowicz. And at that time were you called to a conference

by the occupation authorities of Warsaw?
Mr. Goetel. By the German propaganda office in Warsaw, by Dr.
Grundman.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who was Dr. Grundman?
Mr. Goetel. He was a State councilor in the propaganda in War
saw.

Mr. Machrowicz. Where did they call you to?
Mr. Goetel. They called me to a meeting and Dr. Grundman told
me the}7 have discovered near Katyn big graves and discovered that

the graves are full of the bodies of Polish officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. Before we get to the details of what you were
told, were you called to this meeting alone or with a group of other
people?
Mr. Goetel. He called me there first alone, and afterward he made
a meeting of several people he invited there of the City Council of

Warsaw

Mr. Machrowicz. The Kipa?
Mr. Goetel. The Kipa, yes — the Bishop of Warsaw Kozeurski

and the welfare committee.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is the municipal welfare committee?
Mr. Goetel. It was the social committee, the leader was Count

Roniker.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Who is now in Detroit, Mich.?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And on behalf of that council were Mr. Martyn

Machucki and Mr. Wachowiak present?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who else was there?
Mr. Goetel. Then there was a writer, Mr. Skiwski, and

whose name

I

a

judge

do not know.
Mr. Machrowicz. A representative of the supreme court?
Mr. Goetel. A representative of the supreme court, yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And who was there on behalf of the German
occupation authorities?
Mr. Goetel. Well, there was Mr. Monzes.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was the chief of the Warsaw propaganda?

Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And Mr. Grundman?

Mr. Goetel. Yes, Mr. Grundman.
Mr. Machrowicz. They called you there all together, and what did

they tell you?

Mr. Goetel. They told me what was told me by Mr. Grundman;
they gave more details.
Mr. Machrowicz. They informed you of the finding of the graves
at Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; and they asked us to go there.
Mr. Machrowicz. And did you agree to go?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; I agreed to go.
Mr. Machrowicz. And the others also?
Mr. Goetel. No, not everyone. Mr. Machucki did not agree;
Mr. Wachowiak said "No," and Mr. Skiwski also said "No," but
these said they would send their representatives there.
Mr. Machrowicz. But as the result of this conference, a group
of you did go to Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, including two physicians, one a member of the
city council, Mr. Seyfried; the name of the other do not know.
Mr. Machrowicz. Dr. Orzechowski?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And Dr. Grodzki?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you go to Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. You went by plane?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; by plane.
Mr. Machrowicz. Will vou tell us what happened when you got

I

to

Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Would you tell us the year and the day,

as near as
you remember, when you went to Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. The year was 1943; the exact day I cannot say, but
think it would be the 8th or 9th April.
Mr. Machrowicz. To refresh your memory, Mr. Goetel, according
to the report which you gave previously it was on April 10.

I

Mr. Goetel. That mav be.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of 1943?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, maybe.
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Mr. Machkowicz. What did you find when you arrived at Katyn?
Mr. Goetel. It was after dinner the next day I think we were
taken to Katyn. The excavation then was only at the beginning ; only

The second one
one big grave was excavated, with about 200 bodies.
and the third one
Mr. Machrowicz. Pardon me. This was before the other delega
tions had arrived; yours was the first to arrive?
Mr. Goetel. No, coming to Katyn we crossed a delegation of
foreign journalists; they were the first — no, it was not at Katyn that
we crossed this delegation, but at Smolensk, at the staff post.
Wo
could not speak with them. Then in the officers mess in Smolensk
we met the man who had to speak with us, Oberleutenant Slowenczyk.
We spoke a long time with him, and our impression was that they
insisted there had been in the graves at Katvn 10,000 Poles, 10,000
dead Poles, but they did not know these Poles were from Kozielsk.
Slowenczyk asked me, what is Kozielsk, because they had already
found several cards addressed to Kozielsk. I told him Kozielsk was
one of the chief camps for Polish prisoners, and Starobielsk and
Ostashkov. My impression, as well as that of the other people in the
group, was that he, as also the Oberleutenant Voss from the home
police, both did not know Kozielsk and had then heard of it for the
first time. They knew only that 10,000 or 11,000 Polish officers had
disappeared because they heard it from the radio, and they had been
already requested by General Sikorski — they insisted the whole time
that in the graves there there must be 10,000 to 11,000 Polish officers,
more than 10,000 officers.
Coming there to the forest ourselves, we
had not the impression that there were 10,000, but we were not sure.
Mr. Machrowicz. How many bodies were exhumed at that time?

Mr. Goetel. About 200.
Mr. Machrowicz. This was at the very beginning of the excava

tion?

Mr. Goetel. At the very beginning; yes. We had full freedom to
Dr.
speak with the people there and to go any place we wanted.
Buhtz, who was the military surgeon there, asked us to see one of the
bodies they had kept there, and he showed the bullet hole here [indi
cating] in the head and again here [indicating].
Mr. Flood. The witness indicating that he showed the bullet
entering the base of the head, and the point of exit in the forehead at
about the hair line — is that correct?
Mr. Goetel. Yes. Our impression was certainly that the work
has been done by the Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. What led you to that impression?
Mr. Goetel. First the graves themselves; they were all planted
with young pine trees.
Mr. Dondero. Will you say that again?
Mr. Goetel. The graves have all been planted again with young
trees so high [illustrating].
Mr. Dondero. On top of the graves?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The witness indicates with his hand the height of the
young trees to be about 3 feet — is that correct?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; about 3 feet — and in the forest around the place
they have been big trees for several years.
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Mr. Machrowicz. Why did that factor have any significance?
Whv did that have an special meaning to you?
Mr. Goetel. Because the murder must be done several years ago,
2 or 3 vears — the trees were sound and strong.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now wilk you tell us what other factors you

noticed there which led you to the conclusion that it must have been
the Russians?
Mr. Goetel. There were witnesses there from the people there.
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean local people?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; local people.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you talk to them?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you alone with these people or in the com
pany of Germans?
Mr. Goetel. We were alone; we could speak with them alone. I
speak Russian perfectly, but several of our members could not speak
Russian, and they bad to have an interpreter.
The interpreter was
a young man whose mother was a Pole, and he spoke both Polish and
Russian.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you speak Russian?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, I speak Russian.
Mr. Machrowicz. Who did you talk to of the local people, do you
know?
Mr. Goetel. The name of the old man, the chief witness there, is
given in my statement by me, Kisielew.
Mr. Machrowicz. He was an old man?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, he was an old man who resided nearest the
camp.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
tunity

Machrowicz. And how did you happen to find him?
Goetel. He had been there.
Dondero. You mean near the graves?
Goetel. Near the graves, yes, but bis home was near the forest;
Machrowicz. How did you happen to find him?
Goetel. He was there.
Machrowicz. What was he doing there?
Goetel. He was taken there by the Germans for the oppor

to speak with us, as well as the other one, Kriwozercew, but he
was the most silent one.
Mr. Machrowicz. Kriwozercew was silent?
Mr. Goetel. He was the most silent of them.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about the first man you spoke to,
Kisielew? What did he tell you?
Mr. Goetel. Kisielew told us that in April 1940, he heard shots
and people crying there in the woods.
Afterward, when the Germans
came in, he was the first one to take them and post them there in the
forest, and he must have been already informed about the place for
the digging of graves, because it was marked by two crosses.
Mr. Machrowicz. What you mean to tell us is that Kisielew is the
one who probably led the Germans to the graves?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; he was the one who led them to the graves.
Mr. Machrowicz. And that he had previously marked them?
Mr. Goetel. No, not he; the graves were marked by Poles.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did Kisielew tell you?
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Mr. Goetel. Kisielew told me that the two crosses were set up
there by Poles who worked near Smolensk, in a working command
who were sent there by the Germans from Poland to make clean the
railroad cars from destroyed trains, and to pick out the iron. The
They found that in the
Poles there came first to the graves феге.
graves were Polish officers and they set there two crosses, one small
one and the bigger one. When we have been there the smaller one
was still there.
The bigger one was not there any more.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now will you continue with what Kisielew

told you?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Goetel. It was all what he told me.
Machrowicz. You say that Kriwozercew was there also?
Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. What, if anything, did he tell you?
Goetel. There at that time, nothing.
Machrowicz. You say "at that' time." Did he tell you some

thing at some other time?
Mr. Goetel. Yes. I met Kriwozercew in Italy.
Mr. Machrowicz. When?

Mr. Goetel. In 1945.
Mr. Machrowicz. How did you get to meet him in Italy in 1945?
Mr. Goetel. I was a public relations officer in General Anders'

army.

Mr. Machrowicz. What was he doing there?
Mr. Goetel. He was sent there from Germany by our officers.
Mr. Machrowicz. For the purpose of establishing a record as to

what he knew?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

him?

Goetel. Yes; to be a witness.
Machrowicz. Did you talk to him?
Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. What did he tell you?
Goetel. His relation is a very long one.
Machrowicz. We want your version of it.

I

You talked to

lived with him more than 2 weeks together
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
in one house, Villa Barducci in Ancona.
Mr. Machrowicz. What did Kriwozercew tell you?
Mr. Goetel. Kriwozercew told me a very long story of his.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can you tell us in brief what he knew regarding
this?
Mr. Goetel. He worked at that time near Katyn, near Gniezdovo ;
he worked there and he saw one day a train coming from the direction
of Smolensk with four cars.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he tell you when that was?
Mr. Goetel. That was April.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of what year?
Mr. Goetel. April 1940. He told he already knew that the forest
in Katyn was the place of executions, and when the train came he
thought as well as the peasants there that the people sent there were
Finnish officers; he thought the people sent there were Finns, because
it was the time of the war with Finland. But the next day he spoke
to a man there who was a soldier in the first war with Poland and he
told him: "They are not Finns; they are Poles." And afterward every
The matter was that
day he watched to see and to mark the trains.
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his father, being a peasant there, a kulak, as they are called, was
murdered by Bolsheviks. A kulak is a landowner and he was mur
dered by Bolsheviks.
He attended the trains coming in, and his rela
tion was this, that the main train came always to Smolensk, and half
of it, four cars, were sent to Gniezdovo, and the other stayed still in
Smolensk.
The other part, when it came to Gniezdovo, the next
four cars, the first party was already finished.
Mr. Dondero. You mean they had been killed?
Mr. Goetel. They have been killed already, yes; and the matter
was this, the purpose was this, that Gniezdovo is a small siding; the
big train cannot come into Gniezdovo, only on the main station, and
on the main station the people could see what is coming in.
Mr. Machrowicz. A dead-end track?
Mr. Goetel. Yes. That was the purpose, that it was divided
always, the train coming in to Smolensk in two parts, and one being
sent to Gniezdovo in the morning; they have been finished, and after
ward came the second part.
Mr. Flood. Just so we can have a statement on the record particu
larly about what you have said, what you said was this: When the
trains bringing the Polish officers came into the Smolensk area, they
were broken into two parts?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, into two parts.
Mr. Flood. Because of the fact that the railroad siding at Gniez
dovo was so small and only a spur or a side track, it could not accom
modate the full train?

Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. But could only handle four cars of the train at one

time?

Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. So what they did was to take four cars in the morning?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Into Gniezdovo on the side track, the spur track, and

whoever was in those cars was disposed of or finished, as you say?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Then they would take out those four empty cars and
then later on bring in the four other cars that were still waiting at the
original stop?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And so on and so on?
Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Is that right?
Mr. Goetel. Yes ; and so on and so on.
Mr. Dondero. How long did that continue?
Mr. Goetel. Up to the 20th or 21st April. It тал be he said that
a small party of Poles may have been executed in Katyn after that
date, but the main work had been done before April 25, 1940.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

dry.

Dondero. You were at Katyn?
Goetel. Yes.
Dondero. What was the color of the ground?
Goetel. The color of the ground — it was sandy lime — very

The water was oidy

2

or

3

yards under the surface.

Mr. Dondero. White sand or vellow sand?
Mr. Goetel. The sand was yellow — yellow sand; but there on the

ground the sand was black from this.
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Mr. Machrowicz. You have told the committee
sations with Kisielew and with Kriwozercew.

of your conver

Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are there any other conversations that you had

with other witnesses there relative to this matter?
Mr. Goetel. No; I was not interested in them. I was more in
terested in the graves themselves.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything that you found in the graves
themselves which you want to tell this committee as having special
significance?

Mr. Goetel. In the graves, special significance —well, perhaps the

newspapers.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. What can you tell us about newspapers foimd?
Goetel. They were dispersed — several newspapers.
Machrowicz. Where were they?
Goetel. On the ground there you found at this time Polish

.money, zloties lying there and papers.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about these newspapers?
Mr. Goetel. They were Russian newspapers mostly.
Mr. Machrowicz. What date?
Mr. Goetel. Only dates before April 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of what vear?

Mr. Goetel. Before 1940 —April 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. All the newspapers that you saw there were
dated not later than April 1940?
Mr. Goetel. Not later.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was the condition of the uniforms?
Mr. Goetel. Very good.
Mr. Machrowicz. What about the shoes?
Mr. Goetel. Very good- — excellent— excellent condition; but the
Bohaterowicz, I could see his face.
corpses were already decaying.
knew him and that was he; but there were other people too.
Mr. Machrowicz. You said also in your report that you found
military officers' belts; is that correct?

I

Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. And were they in good condition?
Goetel. Yes, everything was in splendid condition.
Machrowicz. And also the medals?
Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. All were in very good condition?
Goetel. Yes.
Machrowicz. You recognized the bodies of people, I under
stand.
Is that correct?
Mr. Goetel. Of one.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is General Bohaterowicz?
Mr. Goetel. Yes — General Bohaterowicz.
Mr. Machrowicz. You recognized him?
Mr. Goetel. Yes, because he has a mustache and sides, and then
the form of his face. That was he.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was he in a separate grave?
Mr. Goetel. No.
Mr. Machrowicz. And what about the body of General Smora:

did you find his body?

Mr. Goetel. Yes,

I

have seen

but

I

winski

it,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

could not recognize it.
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Mr. Machrowicz. How did you know it was General

winski's body?

Mr. Goetel. Because they told me that there was

Smora-

a register of the

body, that documents .have been found on him.
Mr. Machrowicz. And the uniform?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Goetel. Ye«.
Machrowicz. And the insignia?
Goetel. Yes, and the insignia.
Machrowicz. Based on what you found, did you come to any

conclusion as to when the executions took place?
Mr. Goetel*. Several years ago.
Mr. Machrowicz. And who in your opinion was responsible

for

the executions?

Mr. Goetel. The Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is that the opinion of those who were with you

also?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Goetel. All— everyone.
Machrowicz. Of everyone who was with you?
Goetel. Of everyone, yes.
Machrowicz. Did you sign a report for the Germans?
Goetel. For the Germans; no.
Machrowicz. Did they ask you to?
Goetel. No. I only made a report which has a form of an

open letter.

Mr. Dondero. Did the Germans allow you to

graves willingly, freely?

Mr. Goetel. Everything.

wanted.

We could

do

go

there

through these
everything we

Mr. Dondero. They did not stop you?

Mr. Goetel. No. We went

to the second grave. The chairman of
in Polish language, and they went.
Mr. Dondero. You said the newspapers were all Russian news
Were there any Polish newspapers?
papers.

our group has

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

a short speech to us

Goetel. No.
Dondero. They were only Russian?
Goetel. Only Russian, yes.
Machrowicz. Do you have a copy of that report which you

made?

Mr. Goetel. Not here, no. My report disappeared.
Mr. Dondero. Your report disappeared?
Mr. Goetel. Yes. I will tell you about it later. I made a report

there, an open letter, yes. I had a very difficult thing to do to force
the opinion and to force the Polish Red Cross to take the matter in
its hands, but
could not believe that the truth is to be given only
by Germans and I wanted that the Polish Red Cross take the matter
in its hands.
Mr. Machrowicz. And they did that, did they not?
Mr. Goetel. No, not in the first moment.
After my letter I
forced them to
and the second mission to Katyn was already
from the Polish Red Cross organized by the Polish Red Cross. At
also already — the opinion of
that time — General Komorowski told
has been done by Germans at Katyn; the whole of
Warsaw was
was done by the Germans — they have done this.
the people believed
Mr. Flood. You made an open report in Warsaw?

it

it

it

it,

I
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Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Goetel. Yes.
Flood. To whom did you give it?
Goetel. I sent it to General Roweski.
Flood. Who was he?
Goetel. He was the chief of the underground army there.
Flood. General Roweski was the predecessor of General Bor?
Goetel. Yes.
Flood. As commanding general of the home army in Warsaw?
Goetel. Yes.
Flood. Do you have a copy of that?
■
Goetel. Yes.
Flood. Have you got it in your possession?
Goetel. No; it was burned with my house — all my personal

documents.

Mr. Flood. Then we have no copy of your report, unless it is in the
files of the home army?
Mr. Goetel. No. It can be in the German materials.
Mr. Flood. If we can find it in the German Wehrmacht records,
that is where it should be?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; because the main purpose of it was that
requested the commission of the International Red Cross.
That was
my request there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything further that you wish to add
to your report, Mr. Goetel?

I

Mr. Goetel. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is it?
Mr. Goetel. There are several other things which

I find important,
that of Kriwozercew, the chief witness, and my record in Poland when
the Bolsheviks came in.
Mr. Machrowicz. We are going to get the Kriwozercew report
later in the hearing.
Is there anything further you want to add now?
Mr. Goetel. Yes. That is the record in Poland when the Bol
was not firstly re
sheviks came into Poland in February 1945.
quested by them, but in June 1945, they posted a notice that I am
a man who is wanted by them.
Mr. Dondero. Did they post a list?
Mr. Goetel. No; only I. I was the number one man wanted by
I was at that time in a cloister in Cracow. I sent word to
them.
the chief investigator of Katyn, Sawicki, and asked: "What is the
matter, what do they want from me?" He answered there, "Oh,
we have nothing against Mr. Goetel, who is a famous writer, but if
he signs a statement that he was kept by force at Katyn and that his
main impression in Katyn was that the massacre was done by Ger
mans, Oh, we have nothing; he can live here and write books and
so on."
I refused.
Mr. Dondero. Was that in February of
Mr. Goetel. It was June, 1945.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is there anything further that you had to add,

I

Mr. Goetel.
Mr. Goetel. Nothing more.
Mr. Flood. I might say that is

a very interesting observation
because of the fact that one of the members of the International
Scientific Commission, the Bulgarian member, Markov, we have been
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advised, has subsequently changed his story.
It is interesting to
have this kind of observation in that connection.
Mr. Dondero. Perhaps Mr. Markov was subjected to the same
pressure to which this gentleman was subjected.
Mr. Flood. You, of course, Mr. Goetel, have not been offered any
payment by anyone, you have not been offered any promises to come
here and testify, have you; you have not been made any promises of
any kind to come here and testify?
Mr. Goetel. No.
Mr. Flood. And you appear here voluntarily?
Mr. Goetel. Yes; certainly.
Mr. Flood. The committee appreciates the time that you have
We appreciate
taken to come here and help us gather this testimony.
very much the fact that you have given us this very important
testimony that you have presented.
We thank you very much.
We will now recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
at 5:45 p. m., the special committee recessed, to
(Whereupon,
reconvene at 10 a. m., Friday, April 18, 1952.)
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House of Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

London, England.
The select committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to геоевб, in room
111, Kensington Palace Hotel, De Vere Gardens W. 1, Hon. Ray J.
Madden (chairman) presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden, Flood, Machrowicz, Dondero, and
O'Konski.
Also present: Roman Pucinski, investigator and interpreter.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
I want the record to show that at this third day of our hearings in
London, Congressman Flood, of Pennsylvania; Congressman Mach
rowicz, of Michigan; Congressman
Dondero, of Michigan; and
Congressman O'Konski, of Wisconsin, are present with the chairman.

TESTIMONY OF ADAM SAWCZYNSKI, 20 PRINCES GATE S. W. 7,
LONDON, ENGLAND (WITH THE AID OF INTERPRETER, ROMAN
PUCINSKI)

it,

Chairman Madden. Would you state your name, please?
Mr. Sawczynski. Sawczynski.
Chairman Madden. And your first name?
Mr. Sawczynski. Adam.
Chairman Madden. What is your address?
Mr. Sawczynski. 20 Princes Gate, London S. W. 7.
Chairman Madden. Before you make a statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury as a result of your
testimony. At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of your testimony.
Mr. Flood. Let the record show that while the witness feels he
understands the English language, nevertheless, he prefers to have
the interpreter translate
to be sure.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness indicates that he understands the
statement.

Will you raise your right hand now and

Chairman Madden.

sworn?

be

Do you swear, by God theTMmighty, that you will, according to the
best of your knowledge, tell the pure truth,lthe whole truth, and
nothing but the truth; so help you|God?

Mr. Sawczynski.
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Chairman MADDEN. Proceed.
Mr. MACHRowicz. What is your name, again?
Mr. SAwzCYNSKI. Adam Sawczynski.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Where do you live?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. In London; Princes Gate, London S. W. 7.
Mr. MACHRow Icz. In 1939, were you an officer of the Polish Army?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRow ICZ. In what rank?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

SAwczYNSKI.

Colonel.

MACHRowicz. Were you taken prisoner by the Germans?
SAWCzYNSKI. Yes.
MACHRowICz. In the summer of 1940, were you in a German
prison camp?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHROWICZ. Where?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Arnswalde.
Mr. MACHRowicz. That is in Western Pomerania, in Germany;
is that correct?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRow Icz. Who was the commander of that camp?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. The German Colonel Loebecke.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Do you speak German?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.

Mr. MACHRowicz. Fluently?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes; I speak it fluently.
Mr. MACHRowicz. And did you make an acquaintanceship

with

Colonel Loebecke?
Mr. SAwczYNsKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Did you have frequent opportunity to have
conversations with him?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. I was commander of a prisoner battalion. Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. At that time, were discussions being held regard
ing exchange of prisoners between Germany and Soviet Russia?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Did you apply to be exchanged on the basis of
that arrangement, to be exchanged to Soviet Russia?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. No; I didn't; but many of my colleagues had
applied.

Mr. MACHRowicz. Did you have any conversations with Colonel

Loebecke regarding this exchange?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes; I had a conversation with him about that.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Did you at any time in the course of your
conversations with him have opportunity to discuss the fate of the
Polish officers who were in Russian hands?
Mr. SAwczYNs KI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Will you tell us when that was?
Mr. SAwczYNs KI. It was in June 1940.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Could you give us the substance of that con
versation, insofar as it relates to the fate of the Polish officers in
Soviet hands?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Yes.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Will you tell us, in your own words, now?
Mr. SAwczYNSKI. Colonel Loebecke asked me what is the matter
that the Polish officers will be exchanged, will go into Russia.
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in his native tongue.)

Mr. Pucinski. The witness indicates,

Mr. Flood, that he would
prefer to testify in Polish, that it is easier for him to express himself
that way.
Mr. Machrowicz. Go ahead in Polish, and the interpreter will give
us the substance of the testimony.

(Through interpreter:)
The German colonel had asked me why the
Polish officers were agreeing and were desirous of taking advantage of
the agreement for the exchange of prisoners between the Germans and
the Russians, and he asked me why the Poles wanted to transfer to
Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. By the way, that agreement never did go into
effect, did it?
Mr. Sawczynski. Oh, yes. The agreement was being executed, but
it was only a one-sided execution 01 the agreement. Transports of
prisoners were arriving from Russia into Germany, and even some
These
transports arrived at the camp in which I was interned.
transports, however, consisted only and exclusively of soldiers, en
listed men. .

Mr. Sawczynski.

Mr. Machrowicz. No officers?
Mr. Sawczynski. Private soldiers; no officers.

come in disguise.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Some officers did

Machrowicz. Do you mean they pretended to
Sawczynski.

Yes.

be

privates?

Machrowicz. Will you give us the rest of your conversation?

Sawczynski. When the German colonel asked me why our
men were willing to go to Russia, I explained to him that Russia at
that time was not in formal stage of war with the West and that for
other reasons, on conditions prevailing in the camp, the Polish soldiers
felt that they could go to Russia and become more active in the war
effort.
Mr. Flood. Of course, is it not also true that Russia was not at
war with Poland, either, at the time?
Mr. Sawczynski. Many in the camp considered that Russia and
Poland were at war.
Mr. Flood. I do not blame them for that, under the circumstances.
But mean that, technically and actually, there was no state of war
between Soviet Russia and the Republic of Poland.
Mr. Sawczynski. That is correct; but, actually, it was considered
that there had been a war.
Mr. Machrowicz. All right, will you continue now with your
conversation with Colonel Ixwbecke?
Mr. Sawczynski. We discussed this matter for a considerable
length of time with the colonel, but the thing that I recall most
At the end of our con
vividly is the ending of that conversation.
versation, the colonel asked me, "Don't you know what they are doing
with you?" — meaning "your soldiers."
replied that, "We know Russia very well," and I assured him
that, "We are well aware of the fact that before our conditions can
be improved, they could conceivably become much worse."
He leaned toward me then and told me in German, "Why, they
are murdering your people; they are murdering you."
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that the end of the conversation?

I

I
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Mr. Sawczynski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he indicate to you how he had received

such information?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sawczynski.

No.

Machrowicz. Do you know Lt. Alfons Koehler?

Sawczynski.

Yes.

Machrowicz. Who was he?

Sawczynski. At one time he was my aide. He was a Polish
Later, however, he was released
officer who was my aide at one time.
from the Army and he worked as a civilian in the intelligence unit.
Mr. Dondero. Of what government?
Mr. Sawczynski. Of the Polish Government. His activities were
directed against Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was he also in this prison camp at Arnswalde in
1940?

Mr. Sawczynski.

From the beginning, he was not.

been interned in Lithuania.

At first he had

Mr. Machrowicz. Did he, in July 1940, come to this camp?
Mr. Sawczynski. Yes. He arrived in July of 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you have any conversation with him? Did

you receive any information from him which would have any relation
to the lost Polish officers in Russia?
Mr. Sawczynski. Yes. I talked to him shortly after bis arrival at
the camp, and our conversation eventually led to a discussion of our
mutual friends who had been interned in Russia. He told me at that
time the method he used to escape or be transferred from Lithuania
to Germany. He said that he had reported to superiors in Lithuania
and explained that he wanted to be transferred to Germany because
the Russians were taking over Lithuania; the Russians were taking
over prison camps in Lithuania.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he have any conversations with any Lith
uanian authorities at that time relative to the Polish officers lost in
Russia?
Mr. Sawczynski. When he was granted permission for the transfer,
he reported to the Lithuanian authorities and he had carried on several
conversations with officers of the Lithuanian Intelligence Department.
In these conversations, a Lithuanian officer discussing the Polish
officers in Kozielsk, said, "Why, those in the camp at Kozielsk had
Koehler refused to believe this and said, "It is
been murdered."
impossible, because there were several thousand people there." The
Lithuanian officer replied, "Whether this is true, or not, I don't- know;
but that is the information that we have." .
My discussion or conversation with Koehler was in July of 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was that the end of your conversation with
Koehler?
Mr. Sawczynski. Yes.

Mr. Machrowicz. That is all.
Mr. Flood. That is all.
Mr. Dondero. That is all.
Chairman Madden. You have not been promised

recompense for coming here to testify today, have you?

Mr. Sawczynski.

any

pay or

No.
Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for coming here today
to testify.
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(THROUGH INTERPRETER ROMAN

PUCINSKI)
Chairmen Madden. Just state your name to the reporter, and
spell it.
Mr. Lewszecki. The name is Jerzy Lewszecki.
The address is
2 Queensborough Terrace W. 2, London.
Mr. Pttcinski. The witness indicates that he prefers to testify in
Polish, that he understands and can express himself better that way.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Lewszecki, before you make a statement,
it is our wish that you be advised that you would run the risk of action
in the courts by anyone who considered he had suffered injury as a
result of your testimony.
At the same time, I wish to make it quite
olear that tbe Government of the United States and the House of
Representatives do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with
respect to libel or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of
the testimony.
For the record, the interpreter will repeat this statement in Polish.
(The interpreter made a statement in Polish.)
Mr. Pttcinski. The witness indicates that the statement is clear
to him.
Chairman Madden. Will you raise your right hand and be sworn?
Do you swear, by God the Almighty, that you will, according to
your best knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth; so help you God?
Mr. Lewszecki. do.
Mr. Machrowicz. What is your name?

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Lewszecki. Jerzy Lewszecki.
Machrowicz. Where do you live?
Lewszecki. In London.
Machrowicz. In 1939, were you an officer of the Polish Army?
Lewszecki. Yes; Regular Army.
Machrowicz. In what rank?
Lewszecki. Rank of first lieutenant.
Machrowicz. Were you taken prisoner by the Germans?
Lewszecki. Yes.
Machrowicz. To what camp were you taken?
Lewszecki. In Lubeck.
Machrowicz. Were you there in 1940?
Lewszecki. In 1942.
Machrowicz. While in that camp, did you have occasion to

meet any Russian officers?

Mr. Lewszecki. Yes. During the spring of 1942, the older son of
Stalin was brought to this camp. There was some mystery about his
arrival prior to his arrival; but as soon as he arrived at the camp,
everybody in the camp knew about it.
Mr. Machrowicz. What was his first name?
Mr. Lewszecki. Jacob.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. May
interrupt there? What last

name was he using?

I

Mr. Lewszecki. Jacob Dzhugashvili.
Mr. Flood. Do you know whether or not, or have you heard that

that is the correct name of Stalin?
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Mr. LEwszECKI. He told
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me himself.

Mr. MACHRowicz. And it

is a matter of general knowledge, is it
not, that Stalin is the accepted name but his actual name was the
one you just mentioned?
Mr. LEwszECKI. That is correct. Stalin is the literal translation
of the name Dzhugashvili from Georgian into Russian.
Mr. MACHRowicz. How was he brought in there; as a prisoner of

war, or what?

Mr. LEwszECKI. He was brought there as a prisoner of war.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Was he an officer of the Russian Army?
Mr. LEwszECKI. He was a senior lieutenant, or oberleutnant.

It

is not quite correct because they have actually three ranks of lieutenant
in the Russian Army.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Were there other Russian officers in this camp?
Mr. LEwszECKI. No; there were no other Russian officers in this
camp.
There were some Belgian officers there and there was also a
Belgian general.
The Chief of Staff of the Belgian Army was there.
MACHRowicz. Were there any special quarters prepared for

h'

Mr. LEwszECKI. Yes. The other generals and staff officers of the
other armies had separate quarters, and Stalin himself had a separate
room, and there was a window in the room and there was a guard
constantly at this window.
Mr.
A special guard assigned to Stalin alone, is that
COrrectMemovie.

Mr. LEwszECKI. Yes. And there was a book there that whoever
visited Stalin had to register.
MACHRowICZ. Did you get to become acquainted with Jacob

#

S talin?

I
I

LEwszECKI. Yes, did.
Do you speak Russian?
Yes,
LEwszECKI.
do.
MACHRowICz, Do you speak it fluently?
LEwszECKI. Very well.
MACHRowicz. Would you tell us how you became acquainted
him,
with
in view of this guard being there, and what conversations,
if any, you had with him regarding the fate of the Polish officers who

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

MACHRowICz.

were in Russian hands?

Mr. LEwszECKI. When he first arrived, he was very weak and
undernourished.
We were giving him packages and we tried to restore
him back to health through nourishment.
Mr. MACHRowicz. Was that permitted, in view of the guard?
Mr. LEwszECKI. At first the Germans did not permit us, but we
had our own methods of getting the food to him, and we used to give
American cigarettes to the guard over there and he became coopera
tive.
That was the best currency at the time, the American cigarettes.
Mr. MACHRowICZ. And as a result of this exchange of food and
cigarettes, did you become acquainted with Stalin?
Mr. LEwszECKI. The Germans were very easily bought over in
those days. Undoubtedly, that did contribute considerably to the
friendship that we established.
Mr. MACHRow ICz, Tell us how this conversation with young
Stalin was brought about and what he told you.
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I

Mr. Lewszecki.
asked him who he was, and he told me that he
was Jacob Dzugasvilli, who was the oldest son of Stalin, by his first
marriage.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now tell us what he told you regarding the
Polish officers in any of these three camps — Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and
Ostashkov.

Mr. Lewszecki. He did not name any of those three camps in
particular, but we did receive letters.
These letters were from our
families and from our friends to our camp, and they were about our
friends who were being held prisoner in Russia. In one of the letters
received there was a notation: "As to my friend Victor Kaczynski,
I will not see him again." This was a letter that was written to me
from Poland.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you discuss this letter and other similar
letters with Stalin?
Mr. Lewszecki. Yes, I took these letters to him in order to trans
late them to him in Russian.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he make any comment about them?
Mr. Lewszecki. His first reaction was one of shock. Then later
he recalled that he had heard that there was a prison camp with
Polish officers in the Smolensk region, and that there had been an
He had
uprising there, and that this uprising had been suppressed.
heard that there was shooting there, and that there were some victims
who fell dead. He terminated that part of our conversation and
A few days later, I began pressing him
changed to another subject.
When we talked about the collec
again on this particular subject.
tivization of the Ukraine, he told me that during that process there
were about 3 million of our people
Mr. Machrowicz. By "our people," you mean Russians?
Mr. Lewszecki. I mean his, Stalin's people, the Russians, were
murdered, about 3 million, "so," he said, "why are you surprised that
your people should be murdered also?"
Mr. Flood. Well, actually he means Ukrainians, not Russians.
Mr. Pucinski. He was speaking of the 3 million victims as being
Ukrainians, but he did not make a particular distinction between the
Ukrainians and the Russians.
Mr. Flood. No, but I did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now will you continue the conversation regard
ing these Polish officers?
Mr. Lewszecki. The letters continued coming, and I told Stalin
I said: "Something is not in order
that there is something wrong.
over there," and he said: "Yes, that's right." He said: "Why, those
were the intelligentsia, the most dangerous element to us, and they had
He told me exactly (and this I remember very
to be eliminated."
this
that
is
an
element which is not very easily converted, be
well)
cause the younger people were capable of being converted, of edu
cating; but he assured me that the murders must have been com
mitted with a humanitarian method, unlike the brutal tactics of the

I

Germans.

Mr. Machrowicz. Did he say anything further on Jhat subject?
Mr. Lewszecki. No; he just said in Russian that they had to be

destroyed,

that they had to be removed.
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Mr. Flood. As understand the witness, as he understood Stalin's
conversation, that it was necessary for the Russians for various reasons
to dispose of these Polish officers; is that correct?
Mr. Lewszecki. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. But it was a nice clean human murder rather than a
messy job; is that the understanding?
Mr. Lewszecki. Yes; that is correct; Stalin tried to point out that
it was not done with the same method that the Germans used to
destroy the people. My impression, on the basis of these conversa
tions with him, was that he did not realize, did not take cognizance
of the fact, that these murders could have been something deplorable;
he considered that it was a national and government necessity.
Mr. Dondero. Where did you have these talks with Stalin — in his
room, or out in the prison camp?
Mr. Lewszecki. In his room. I spent most of my time in his room.
Mr. Dondero. Were there any other people present?
Mr. Lewszecki. Normally he was hesitant to converse when others
were present, but on several occasions there were others present.
Mr. Dondero. Did you inform Stalin that you were a Polish
prisoner of war?
Mr. Lewszecki. Yes; of course;
was in the Polish uniform, and
he knew that.
As a matter of fact, I told him that I belonged to
Pilsudski's legion, and was an open foe of the Russians.
Mr. Machrowicz. And he understood that?
Mr. Lewszecki. Yes; he understood that.
Mr. Dondero. Was he friendly or did he appear to be angry toward
them?
Mr. Lewszecki. Generally he behaved very well, but on many
subjects we disagreed, and our conversations would end abruptly.
Mr. Machrowic?. That's all.
Mr. Flood. You had the impression, did you, that Stalin, in all of
these conversations
about the disposition or the killing of these
Polish officers, gave the impression of no sense of immorality or
injustice or inhumanity, but that it was an administrative and
political necessity for the Russians to so act?
Mr. Lewszecki. I frequently called his attention to the fact that
these murders were not humanitarian, but he merely told mo that
The problem of humanity or
they were a government necessity.
humanitarianism did not at all interest him; this did not enter into
his thinking at all.
Mr. Flood. Then as understand
Stalin gave evidence of state
of mind which could bo described as unmoral, amoral, rather than

I

a

I

it,

I

immoral?

a

it

;

Mr. Lewszecki. The question of morality or immorality never
entered into his mind he thought that
was
necessity of the state,
and that was it.
Chairman Madden. Is that all?
Mr.
Any further questions?
Lewszecki, has anybody promised you any pay or recompense or
emoluments for coming here today to testify?
Mr. Lewszecki. Absolutely none.
Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for your testimony here
this morning.
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Chairman Madden. Just state your name to the reporter, and the
correct spelling of it.
Mr. Garlinski. Josef Garlinski.
Chairman Madden. And your address?
Mr. Garlinski. My present address is No. 104 Holland Road,
London W. 14, England.
Chairman Madden. Before you make a statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury as a result of your
testimony. At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as the result of your testimony.
You understand that?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; certainly.
Chairman Madden. Now raise your hand and be sworn.
You
swear by God Almighty, that you will, according to the best of your
knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth, and notlring but the
truth, so help you God?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Garlinski. I

do.

Machrowicz. Your name is Josef Garlinski?

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. And you are

Garlinski. Yes.

a

resident of London?

Machrowicz. Were you previously an officer of the main

command

of tke Polish National Army?

Mr. Garlinski. Yes, I was an officer of the Reserve.
Mr. Machrowicz. And in 1943 were you arrested by the Gestapo

in Warsaw?

Mr. Garlinski. Yes; on April 20, 1943.
Mr. Machrowicz. And where were you taken to?
Mr. Garlinski. First they sent me to the prison camp Pawiak; it

was in Warsaw, inside the Warsaw ghetto.
As you know, the Germans
organized a ghetto for Jews, and it was inside there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you later taken to the concentration camp

in Wittenberg, Germany?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Garlinski. First I was«ent

to Oswiecim

(Auschwitz).

Machrowicz. Eventually did you get to Wittenberg?

Garlinski. Wittenberg

was the third one.

Machrowicz. In the spring and summer of

1944, were

Wittenberg?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

you in

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. In the concentration camp there?

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. And while you were in that camp, did you meet
any Russian soldiers?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes. It was a small camp; about 400 people
altogether, but a branch of the big camp, and we worked in a factory
There were about
there ; we were sent there to work in this factory.
400 people in there, the majority of them Russians, so I met there a
large number of Russians, all types of Russians.
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Mr. Machrowicz. While in that camp, did you meet any soldiers
or officers of the Russian army who were not Russians?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; definitely.
Mr. Machrowicz. Are there any you particularly remember?
Mr. Garlinski. When you say Russians, they were not all born
Russians, but they were all the citizens of Soviet Russia, and they
were all soldiers or officers of the Russian forces.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you meet any of Greek origin?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes, I remember one of them; his Christian name
was Aleksiej, but unfortuntely I do not remember his surname.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did it sound like Georgopopolos?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes, it was a typical Greek name, but I just do
not remember.
Mr. Machrowicz. About how old was this man?
Mr. Garlinski. I think he was about 30 at that time.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was he a rather intelligent person?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; he was definitely an educated man.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you become well acquainted with him?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes. We were not friends, of course, but his
Russian language was very good, and he wanted to improve my
Russian, because I speak Russian, and it was a very good chance to
have good Russian conversation.
Mr. Machrowicz. Was he a former officer of the Red arnn-?
Mr. Garlinski. I think so; he did not say this, but I think he was
definitely.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now did you discuss with him Russia and the
life in Russia?
Mi. Garlinski. Yes. We discussed this very carefully, of course,
because a concentration camp is not the best place to discuss things.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did he ever tell you that he was in or around
Charkow?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes. He told me he was born there and lived
there for several years, as far as I know, although he is of Greek
origin, but he was born hi Russia.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now did he tell you whether or not he was in or
around Charkow in the spring of 1940?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Can you tell us what he told you about that?
Mr. Garlinski. Well, when we have spoken about the life in
Russia and everything, once he told me that in the spring of 1940,
1 year before the Russo-German war started, he had seen there some
work which the Bolsheviks started there. It was not in Charkow, but
near Charkow.
Firstly, they started to build a big wall — I do not
remember this word in English — not from bricks, but from wood.
Mr. Machrowicz. A sort of fence?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes, a fence to protect something from the view

of the public.

Mr. Machrowicz. A sort of tall fence?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; and the people were told that they must not

be interested in this, that they must not go near to this fence and
see what is on the other side.
This was nothing special in Russia
because it happened very often after some work of this type, so he
did not know at that time what happened there behind this wall.
But later, when the Germans came to this part of Russia, after the
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beginning of the war in 1941, the Germans discovered that there are
some people killed there, and the bodies of these people were there in
the mass like in Katyn, like the same type.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did Aleksiej draw you a map or plan?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; he presented me with a plan on a piece of
I do not remember this plan, but it showed how this was
paper.
made; and the people from Charkow and from suburbs of Charkow
and the neighboring villages came in because the Germans, of course,
organized big propaganda about this, that the Bolsheviks killed people
there; and the Russian people who lived in Charkow and the suburbs
of Charkow and the small villages there found their relations there.
Mr. Machrowicz. You mean, among the bodies that were re
covered?

Mr. Garlinski. Yes; they found their relations. I must tell you
that Aleksiej did not mention to me that Poles were found there; he
did not tell me that. I did not ask him more about this because it
was very dangerous in a concentration camp to speak about such a
rather difficult political subject; but as I knew already about Katyn,
and all this business — because you will remember the Germans
arrest ed me in April 1943
Chairman Madden. What day?
Mr. Garlinski. It was April 20, 1943 — and I have known already
from the German press that the Katyn grave was discovered.
As
far as I remember, I think they started to print articles about this in

January 1943— at the beginning of

I have

1943 — so before they arrested me,

known this already.
Well, Aleksiej said *o me about this Charkow. Well, it was rather
something very interesting for me also from this point of view, that
my father was taken prisoner of war by the Russians and was sent
to Starobielsk. Starobielsk was the nearest camp to Charkow.
So
it was that this information from this Aleksiej was very important
also from my personal point of view, as my father was prisoner of
war in Starobielsk, and I did not find his name among those named
by the Germans when they discovered Katyn. They started to
print the names of Polish officers found there, in the German press
published in Poland at that time. I did not find the name of my
father there. So when Aleksiej said that they discovered something
almost the same near Charkow, it was quite possible that my father
was found there.
So it was very important information from my
personal point of view— not only from the Polish point of view.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you find out anything further from Aleksiej
regarding who was in these graves?
Mr. Garlinski. Well, he said that in his opinion they killed these
people of Russian nationality who were against the Government and
against what they wanted to do for the near future, because every
body was sure in Russia at that time that the war against Germany
will start in the near future; and it happened 1 year later.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now one other question: Did Aleksiej tell you
how many bodies were found in those graves at Charkow?
Mr. Garlinski. Well, as far as I remember, he said thousands,
but it is difficult for me to say now.
Mr. Flood. Now here is one thing we are trying to presume: as
you know or have heard, we seem to have accounted for the missing
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Mr. Garlinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Because of the names that have been listed from the
graves at Katyn; but nobody seems to be able to account for the
missing officers from Starobielsk and Ostoshkov.

Mr. Garlinski. No.
Mr. Flood. It has been suggested, and we are trying to develop

the theory, that the Russians may have had execution camps or execu
tion spots set up for various districts or geographic areas. Do you
understand?

Mr. Garlinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is why your testimony is important, because it
Now, I want to emphasize that your
indicates that possibility.
friend did not mention Polish officers, did he, at that time?
Mr. Garlinski. No: he did not.
Mr. Flood. He mentioned thousands of bodies — yes or no?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; thousands of bodies.
Mr. Flood. Did he indicate that his information was that there
were executions taking place in the Kharkov area at this spot you
are talking about in 1939 and 1940?

Mr. Garlinski. 1940.
Mr. Machrowicz. There is one other question there I want to
bring up: You were released in 1945 and came to England; is that
correct?

Mr. Garlinski. Yes;
American Army, in May

I

by American forces, the
in November 1945.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you at that time, when you came to England
in May 1945, relate the very same story as y»u are now telling this
was

released

1945, and came here

committee?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. To the Polish Government in exile?

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. So that this matter which you have told us today
has been related by you in exactly the same text in November 1945?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Garlinski. Yes.

Machrowicz. Immediately upon your arrival?
Garlinski. Not in November 1945 — a bit later.
Machrowicz. When?

Garlinski. It

is difficult to say.

Machrowicz. Shortly after November?
Garlinski. Even later. I think it was 1946 or 1947.
Flood. By the way, did you ever hear, then or later, of any
German announcements or reports or propaganda having to do with
executions in the Kharkov area?
Mr. Garlinski. Not German propaganda; no.
Mr. Dondero. Where were you from 1943 until 1945, when you

were released and came to England?
Mr. Garlinski. From 1943 to 1945
concentration camps.

I spent

this time in the German

Mr. Dondero. That is what I want to know; that is all.
Mr. Garlinski. Yes; there were other camps. You may
ested, if you would like to hear this: Just before the war, in

be inter
1938, my

father was married again, the second time; because my parents were
separated — you know —divorced, when I was still a small child. He
married a young girl. She is only, I think, 2 years older than my wife.
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And we were friends.
My father was mobilized in 1939 as a major of
reserve.
He was still not too old — only 49 or 48; and he disappeared
during the war. We did not know what had happened to him. At
this time we stayed in Warsaw — I with my wife, and we were friendly
with his second wife. It was the beginning of 1940, as far as remem
My wife is here. My wife is Irish — not Polish. She may be a
ber.
She spent all the war in Poland.
And sud
good witness for you.
denly the second wife of my father got a post card from my father
from Starobielsk. It was the first information about him, where he is.
It was one post card. I remember that she got another one also in
January or February of 1940; and later the last news from him was a
Her Christian
telegram sent through Moscow and Berlin for her.
This may be important for the date. [The witness
name is Maria.
It is the 25th March.
looked at a diary.]
Mr. Machrowicz. What year?
She got this telegram from him, with
Mr. Garlinski. 1940.
wishes. You know, it is the Polish custom: we always remember the
name — the Christian name —not the birthday. Her Christian name
is Maria and Mary is March 25.
Mr. Flood. By the name day? You mean the saint's day, do
you not?
Mr. Garlinski. The saint's day, yes.
Mr. Flood. It is the Polish custom to send greetings on your name
day or saint's day?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes, that is it.
Mr. Flood. Rather than on the natal day or birthday?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes, that is true.
Mr. Flood. Her name is Maria; her saint's day is St. Mary's day.
The husband from the camp at Starobielsk sent her a telegram saying

I

"Happy Birthday"?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Or "Happy Saint's Day"?
Mr. Garlinski. Yes. That is tlirough Moscow and Berlin; it
It was March 25, 1940. It was the
was the way of this telegram.

last news from him. Later, nothing.
Has any
Chairman Madden. Are there any further questions?
body promised you any pay or recompense for coming here to testify?
Mr. Garlinski. No, no.
Chairman Madden. We want to thank you for your testimony here
Thank you.
today. It is very valuable testimony.
Mr. Garlinski. Thank you very much.
Mr. Ptjcinski. This is the wife of the last witness.
Chairman Madden. State your name and address.
Mrs. Garlinski. Eileen Frances Garlinska, 104 Holland Road,
London, W. 14.
Chairman Madden. Before you make your statement, it is our
wish that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in'
the courts if anyone considered he had suffered an injury by reason
At the same time I wish to make it quite clear
of your testimony.
that the Government of the United States and the House of Repre
sentatives do not assume any responsibility on your behalf with
respect to libel or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of
You understand that?
your testimony.
Mrs. Garlinska. 1 understand that.
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Chairman Madden. Now will you raise your hand and beswom.
Do you swear by God the Almighty that you will, according to the
best of your knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mrs. Garlinska. I do.
Chairman Madden. What was your name before you were married?
Mrs. Garlinska. Short.
Chairman Madden Where were you born?
Mrs. Garlinska. Liverpool.
Chairman Madden. How long were you in England before you
met your present husband?
Mrs. Garlinska. I was in England until 1935. I went out to
Poland in 1935. I met him in 1936 and we were married in 1939.
Mr. Flood. The last witness who has just testified is your husband?
Mrs. Garlinska. He is my husband; yes.
Mr. Flood. Did you hear his testimony?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You heard everything he said this morning?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. You heard him say that you and he were living together
as husband and wife in Warsaw; is that correct?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And at that time your father-in-law's second wife
was also living in Warsaw?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes; for a time we lived in the same house as
she did.

Mr. Flood. The three of you lived together?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes; with her mother too.
Mr. Flood. You heard your husband say she had received on

different occasions two cards from her husband at Starobielsk?

Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Are you aware of that fact?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.

Mr. Flood. Did you see the cards?
Mrs. Garlinska. I did.
Mr. Flood. Can you corroborate the testimony given by your

husband?

I

Mrs. Garlinska.
can.
Mr. Flood. As true and correct?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Of your own knowledge?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you recall of your own memory the date of the
last card that the wife received from her husband?
Mrs. Garlinska. The last was a telegram.
In fact, I remember
the date chiefly — I remember that this had come for her Name's
Day or Saint's Day on March 25, 1940. We saw it. She always
showed us the correspondence she had from him.
I know that she
tried frequently to get news. I was in contact with her until 1945
personally and I still write to her. We were always very good friends.
Mr. Flood. Your nationality is not Polish?
Mrs. Garlinska. No; I am Anglo-Irish — more Irish.
Mr. Flood. Anglo-Irish?
Mrs. Garlinska. Yes, but more Irish than Anglo.
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Mr. Flood. That is all; thank you.
Chairman Madden. Nobody has made any promise to you to pay

you any emoluments for coming here to testify?
Mrs. Garlinska. No.
Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for your testimony.
Mrs. Garlinska. Thank you.
Chairman Madden. Will you state your name and address?
Mr. Szlaski. Janus Prawdzic Szlaski, of 22 Buer Road, London,
S. W. 6.
Chairman Madden. Before you make your statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you would run the risk of action in the courts
At the same time
by anyone who considered he had suffered injury.
wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives do not assume any respon
sibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings
which may arise as the result of your testimony.
You understand
that?
Mr. Pucinski. This witness has indicated that he wants to testify
in Polish.
Chairman Madden. Yes. Will you interpret that. (The admoni
tion was interpreted to the witness.)
Mr. Pucinski. The witness has indicated that he understands the
statement and the admonition.
Chairman Madden. Now, if you will be sworn.
Do you solemnly
swear by God the Almighty that you will, according to your best
knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you God.

I

TESTIMONY OF JANUS PRAWDZIC SZLASKI, OF
LONDON,

22

BUER ROAD,

S. W. 6.

Mr. O'Konski. The witness has given his name and address for the
record.
Will you ask the witness where he was and what his capacity
was in the year 1944?
Mr. Szlaski. I was the commanding officer of an underground

army, district Nowogrodek.
Mr. O'Konski. Ask him if that was what is commonly known in
America as the Polish Home Underground Army that participated in
the Warsaw uprising at the instigation of the Allies during the months
of August and September of 1944?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. That is correct? Ask him if it is not true that
that home army was made up of the greatest patriots and the so called
intelligentsia of what was left of Poland and particularly Warsaw,
at that time?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness said that in his particular battalion 40
percent of those in the underground unit that he commanded were
White Russians.
Mr. O'Konski. Ask him what he knows about any Russian order
or any Russian attempt to liquidate any leadership or any intelli
gentsia in Poland?
Mr. Szlaski. I had several opportunities to observe these tactics.
When the Russian Armies were virtually destroyed by the Germans
in 1941 many of the Russian Officers and NKVD officers transferred
their allegiance and worked with the German Gestapo, and these
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officers, especially in this district of Nowogrodek, began then an
intensive campaign of collecting the intelligentsia of that area and
As soon as we discovered this in the
surrendering it to the Germans.
Polish underground,
we began intense efforts at destroying this
procedure of these Russian NKVD officers selecting the intelligentsia
and transferring it to the Germans.
Mr. O'Konski. Why did they transfer these intelligentsia to the
Germans?
Mr. Szlaski. They wanted to eliminate all of the pro-Polish ele
After we had succeeded in destroying
ments in that particular region.
the intelligence union of the NKDV officers working with the Germans,
then those who survived began efforts and contacted us with an
effort to try and work with our units against the Germans.
We had
several conversations with their leaders and we did reach an agreement
and we did work together and we did manage to destroy many of the
installations in various German towns. During this period of co
operation with the remainder of the Russian NKVD with which we
were working, we had several conversations to work out various
details of points that came up and questions that came up.
On the
December 1, 1943, the Russians invited some of our officers for a
After inviting us, and we told them to come to
series of discussions.
one of our underground meeting places, when the Russians got there,
They had succeeded in this attack in
they attacked us by surprise.
killing some of our people and capturing others of our people, whom
they had taken back to Russia.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, the Russians asked for a meeting
with the leaders of the underground home army?

Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
Mr. O'Konski. And then, when they set the time and place of

1
,

a

it

a

is

I

a

is

if

is

a

is

is,

the meeting, the Russians came, and, instead of meeting with them,
arrested them and killed some of them; is that correct?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes. Those of our people who were away on patrol duty
managed to escape this ambush, and then we started a bitter war
with the Russian Partisans. They frequently attacked our villages
and our meeting places.
Mr. O'Konski. That
the Russians attacked?
Mr. Szlaski. The Russians, and they murdered many of our
people, and during one of these battles a Russian Army Staff officer
was killed. One of our officers who searched the body of this dead
staff officer came across
This officer now in the
package of papers.
United States.
Mr. O'Konski. What
his name and address,
he knows?
Mr. Szlaski. His name
He livas in Buffalo,
Josef Niedzwiccki.
and
will have to give you his exact address
little later.
Among
the papers that were found on this dead staff officer was an order in the
Russian language issued by the commanding officer of the Partisan
Russians named Ponomarynko, who until recently was President of
White Russia and
now member of the Russian Politburo.
Mr. O'Konski. In other words,
was
very high ranking Russian
officer?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes. The order stated that as of the December
1943, all efforts should be made to destroy these Polish underground
battalions and to particularly select the officers and noncommissioned
officers.
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Mr. O'Konski. Ask him if he has

his possession.

I

Mr. Szlaski.

have

a copy
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a complete copy of

that order in

of that order

translated onto the Polish language.
in Poland.

here which has been
The original of this order I have

Mr. Flood. Let me

is

is

it,

see the document.
[Document handed to Mr.
Show
to
me
this
document
handed
by the witness to the
Flood.]
and
it
marked
as
exhibit
As I understand
have
31.
stenographer
a copy of
exhibit 31, this document now marked for identification,
the order you have just described found upon the body of this Russian
officer.
Is that correct?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
shown
(The order referred to was marked as "Exhibit 31" and
below).
Exhibit 31
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(English translation of the above exhibit appears on the following
page under remarks of Mr. Machrowicz.)
Mr. Flood. You have the original document in your possession,
but it is in Poland in safekeeping; is that correct?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show you exhibit No. 31 and ask you, after you
examine that, to state whether or not that is an exact copy of the
original document taken from the Russian officer's body which you
say is in Poland. Will you examine it and say?

Mr. Szlaski.

It

is an exact copy.
the witness
in his observation, particularly
during the Warsaw uprising before and after, he feels that that order
was actually being carried out by the Russians.
saw
Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
being executed.
have just examined the document to which we
Mr. Flood.
notice that you also have
Polish
referred, exhibit No. 31, and
understand that the original order, of
translation of exhibit 31.
course, found on the dead Russian officer's body was in Russian
of the Russian
an exact translation, as
understand
and this
Is
that
correct?
order.
correct.
Mr. Szlaski. Yes,
Mr. O'Konski. Ask him the refusal of the Russians to come to the
aid of Poland during the Warsaw uprising was part of the pattern of
getting the leadership of Poland liquidated.
was; but
however, did not participate in
Mr. Szlaski. Yes,
was in Russian-occupied territory of Poland.
the Warsaw uprising.
Mr. O'Konski. When the Russians moved forward and they kept
on taking over more and more of the Polish territory and Polish people,
what was the policy of the Russians concerning anybody who worked
in Polish underground or who was left as possible leader of Poland?
What happened to them?
Mr. Szlaski. They arrested them and removed them to Russia.
was not
Mr. O'Konski. In other words, ask him
general
policy on the part of the Russians to destroy every segment of any
possible Polish resistance of any nature.
worked together with
Mr. Szlaski. Yes, that was their policy.
When
these people and we had participated in the attack on Wilno.
the Polish Army attacked Wilno we were supportetd by the Russians
was
and we subsequently guarded the flank of the Russian units.
then removed from my present post and transferred to another
assignment to form Polish units near Wilno.
he sees any similarity in the Russian
Mr. O'Konski. Ask him
actions during his experience under the Russians in that territory,
he sees any similarity in the Russian order to eliminate and liquidate
he sees any similarity between that and the
all possible oppositions,
mass murders at Katyn.
see no difference between the two.
Mr. Szlaski.
part of an over-all picture
was
Mr. O'Konski. In other words,
to wipe out the Polish leadership, the Polish intelligentsia and any
possible Polish resistance?
Mr. Szlaski. Yes, that correct.
Mr. Dondero. Did you personally see that order which you found
on the body of this dead Russian officer actually carried out against
any of your people?

it,

a

is

a

it

I

if

if

if

I

I

if
it

a

a

I

it

I,

if

is

it

I

is

I

I

a

I

I

it

if,

Mr. O'Konski. Ask
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I

Mr. Szlaski. Yes.
was a prisoner of the Kussians in 1941 in a
Russian prison, and they had me scheduled for an execution.
Mr. Flood. Exhibit No. 31 is very short. It is in Polish; and, for
the information of the committee,
would suggest that it be read in
English, so that we can hear exactly what that order from the Russian
officer's body actually said.
Mr. Machrowicz. If the chairman wishes, I will give my trans
lation of it. It is very short.
Chairman Madden. Proceed.
Mr. Machrowicz. On the very top the words are contained:

I

Strictly secret.
An earlier publication is subject to penaltyCopy No. 7.
Military order to the commandants of the Partisan detachments of the Stalin

Brigade, dated November 30, 1943, 15 o'clock. In execution of the order of the
Chief of the Staff of the Partisan movement attached to the General Commander
of the Russian Army, Lieutenant General Ponomarenko and of the authorised
Chief of Staff of the Partisan movements, Baranowiski Serge, Major General
Platonow.
On December 1, 1943, you are ordered at punctually 7 o'clock in the morning
to publish and announce that in all occupied points commence immediately the
personal disarmament of all Polish Legionnaires and Partisans.
The guns and
ammunition and documents taken from them to be registered and the Legionnaires,
together with their guns, to be taken to the Milaszewski camp in the region of the
village of Niestorowicze in the Iwieniecki region.
In case of resistance during the time of disarmament on the part of the legion
naires and partisans, they are to be immediately shot.
Immediately upon receipt of this order it is to be immediately sent by strictly
confidential message for execution in the operational regions of our groups,
companies and sections, with instructions for immediate execution of this order.
This order is to be kept in strict confidence.
The commanders of the various sections will be personally responsible for the
or for the revealing of this order for any reason whatsoever.
Signed
Eublication
у the commander of the Stalin Brigade, Colonel Gulewicz, and the commissar
of the Stalin Brigade, Lieutenant Colonel Muranow. Also the chief of staff of
the Stalin Brigade, Lieutenant Colonel Karpod.
This order is issued in 10 copies.

Then follows the names of the various detachments to whom the
Sealed by a round seal of the Stalin
copies are to be delivered.

Brigade.

Mr. Flood. That should be submitted in evidence.
Chairman Madden. That is accepted in evidence.

witness): Has anybody promised you any pay or emoluments
here today to testify?

(To

the

to come

Mr. Szlaski. No.
Chairman Madden. We wish to thank you for your testimony here

today, very valuable testimony.
Mr. Szlaski. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

C.

Chairman Madden. Before you make a statement, it is our wish
that you be advised that you will run the risk of action in the courts
As the same time,
by anyone who considers he has suffered an injury.
I wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives does not assume any respon
sibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which
may arise as the result of your testimony. You understand that?
Mr. C. Yes.
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Chairman Madden. Do you swear by the God Almighty that
you will, according to the beet of your knowledge, tell the pure truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, for the record, this witness has
relatives behind the iron curtain, and he requests that his identity
be preserved exclusively for the knowledge of the members of the
committee and be not made a part of the public record.
Chairman Madden. Have we his address?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes, we have his name and address. His identity
is known to the committee.
Chairman Madden. If he is known as "Mr. R" is that all right?

Mr. Pucinski. "Mr. C."

Chairman Madden. All right. You proceed, then.
Mr. Pucinski. Where were you born?
Mr. C. In the Province of Pomorze.
Mr. Pucinski. When were you born?
Mr. C. Twenty-eighth November, 1900.
Mr. Pucinski. Did you have occasion to serve in the Polish Armed
Forces?
Mr. C. Yes, did.
Mr. Pucinski. In what rank and when?
Mr. C. Staff sergeant.
Mr. Pucinski. When?
Mr. C. Do you mean before the war or during the war?
Mr. Pucinski. When did you first join the Polish Armed Forces?
Mr. C. Seventh September, 1919.
Mr. Pucinski. In other words, you are a career soldier, a pro

I

fessional soldier?

in

Mr. С.

I

joined the Polish Border Guards after the mobilization

1922.

Mr. Pucinski. You were in the Polish Border Guards in 1922, and
did vou remain in that organization right on through the war?
Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. You were in the Polish Border Guards on Sep
tember 1, 1939, when Poland was invaded by the Germans?
Mr. C. Yes, I was.
Mr. Pucinski. And you were in the Polish Border Guards on
September 17, 1939, when the Russians moved into Poland?
was incorporated again into the
Mr. C. No; I was a soldier then.
Army.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I

Pucinski. What were your duties?

C. Fighting; nothing elsePucinski. Your rank was that of staff sergeant?
C. No; it was sergeant then.
Pucinski. You were a sergeant at that time?
C. Yes.
Pucinski. Were you ever taken prisoner by either the Germans
or the Russians?
Mr. С. I was arrested by the Russians on the 25th October, 1939.
They ordered a registration of all newcomers to the town I was living
for that moment, and I went there to register myself and my family.
My family has been evacuated from the western part of Poland to the
eastern part.
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Mr. Pucinski. How long did you remain a prisoner of the Russians?
Mr. C. From the 25th October, 1939, till the 24th August, 1941.
Mr. Pucinski. During that period of internment did you ever have

occasion to be interned either at the camp of Ostashkov, Starobielsk,
or Kozielsk? Just answer "Yes" or "No."

Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. Which of those three camps were you interned in

at any given time?
Mr. C. Among others,

I was

in Ostashkov.

Mr. Pucinski. When did you arrive at Ostashkov?

Mr. C. We arrived in Ostashkov on the 11th February, 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. Am I correct in assuming that you were taken there

by the Russians?
Mr. C. Yes.

Mr. Pucinski. At the time that you arrived at Ostashkov on the
11th February 1940, how many other Poles were there is this camp?
Mr. C. About 7,000.
Mr. Pucinski. Who were these people at that camp?
Mr. C. Most of them were Polish policemen. There were a certain
number of officers of all ranks, mostly police and the border guard,
but there Were some civilians like priests, lawyers, and other classes
of people.
Mr. Pucinski. There were 7,000 is all?
Mr. C. In all about 7,000. I did not count them personally.

Mr. Pucinski. How long did you stay at Ostashkov after you
arrived there on February 11th?

Mr. С. I stayed there till the
Mr. Pucinski. How long did

13th May, 1940.
the other 7,000 inmates or prisoners
in that camp stay at Ostasnkov after you arrived there on February
11th?
Mr. C. They were there.
Mr. Pucinski. How long after that did they remain there?
Mr. С. was among the last ones to leave Ostashkov.
Mr. Pucinski. You were the second from the last group to leave

I

Ostashkov?
Mr. C. That is right.
Mr. Pucinski. What date was that?
Mr. С. I was among a group of about 70 people to leave. And
there remained after us about the same number — that means about
70 people — who I later learned left Ostashkov the next day.
Mr. Pucinski. You left on what date?
Mr. C. The 13th May, 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. What happened to the rest of the 7,000 inmates
that you had seen when you arrived there?
Mr. С. I cannot tell you what happened.
Mr. Pucinski. Were they taken out of the camp between the 11th
February and the 13th May?
Mr. C. They were being taken away from the camp.
Mr. Pucinski. They were evacuated?
Mr. C. Evacuated.
Mr. Pucinski. Can you tell us in your own words the method of
evacuating

these men?

Mr. C. Every day in the morning

a certain number, say about 70
to 130, were read from a list, and they took their mattresses and
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blankets, went to the church — there was a big hall — and there was a
division. They left there these mattresses. Then there was a ring of
guards. They took them through another door straight into the
guards ring and then in a group, like soldiers, they were marched
away from the camp.
.
evacuation begin, as far as you
remember?

Mr. C. Fourth April, 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. As far as vou know, then, the first group ranging
from 70 to 130 loft Ostashkov on April 4th?
Mr. C. The first group left Ostashkov on the 4th April 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. Then do I understand you correctly that subse

quently in similar groups they left every day thereafter?
Mr. C. Sometimes three groups a day left.
Mr. Pucinski. How were they actually evacuated from the camp?
How did they leave the camp?
Mr. C. Marching away singing in fours.
Mr. Pucinski. Did you see them boarding trains or trucks, or
anything?
Mr. C. No. They were taken to a station which was far away
from the camp.
Mr. Pucinski. How do you know that they were taken to the
station?
Mr. C. Because I was taken there myself.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you have any idea what happened to these men
that were evacuated prior to your own departure?
Mr. С. I cannot tell. Just one thing which strikes me is that in
the beginning of May 1940 there was gossip among the prisoners
there, the Poles.

it,

Mr. Pucinski. When you say "gossip," you mean rumors?
Mr. С Yes, speaking about
that the first thousands of Ostashkov

men have been put on the ships and pulled up the river to the White
Sea.

Mr. Pucinski. Up what river?
Mr. С.
could not tell you which river, but

a

is

I

is

I

river which leads to
the White Sea, and the ships with the people were sunk in the rivers,
what we heard.
that
Mr. Pucinski. When did you first hear those rumors?
Mr. С. cannot tell you the date, but in the first days of May 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. That
when the rumors started, more or less?

Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. That was the first

I

it

I

I

I

Did you hear any other
1,000.
rumors regarding the other approximately 6,000?
Mr. С. personally heard only this one.
Mr. Pucinski. About the first 1,000.
Mr. C. No, not 1,000; of the first thousands.
Mr. Pucinski. Would you say how many thousands?
Mr. C. No, cannot.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you have any idea where those rumors started?
Mr. C. No, cannot tell you.
Mr. Pucinski. When you heard those rumors repeated to you,
from?
did your friends tell you where they heard
Mr. C. My friend could not tell who started, as cannot tell you
who started.
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Mr. Pucinski. Did you ever talk to any of the camp officials about

these rumors?

Mr.
Mr.
. Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

C. No, never.

Pucinski. You never asked them?

C. No.

Pucinski. And they never volunteered any information?

C. No.

Pucinski. Did you believe those rumors at that time?

Mr. C. There

are certain things which one who has been in Russia
can take for granted.

Mr. Pucinski. May what?
Mr. C. May take for granted; you may take it as the truth.
Mr. Pucinski. As far as you know, then, only on the basis of
rumors, the first thousands of men who were evacuated from that
camp were taken down the river to the White Sea and placed on
barges, and there the barges were sunk off the coast line?
Mr. C. That is what we heard.
Mr. Pucinski. Did those rumors indicate where; how far off the
coastline?
Mr. C. No, thev could not.
Mr. Pucinski. You left on May 13, 1940?

Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. How did you leave that camp?
Mr. C. The same way as my friends before.

I was read out of a
I took my mattress and blankets into
list by Russian guardsmen.
the church there and I have put down the things, and a severe per
sonal revision was made; everything was taken away.
Mr. Pucinski. Were your personal belongings taken away from
you?
Mr. C. They were taken long before in Poland.
Mr. Pucinski. Were letters and pictures taken away from you?
Mr. C. Everything.
Mr. Pucinski. Everything?
Mr. C. Everything, which means pens and papers and things.
Mr. Pucinski. Letters and pictures also of your family?
Mr. C. No; they were not allowed to a prisoner. Everything
was taken away.

Mr. Pucinski. After you marched out of the camp, where did vou

go?

Mr. C. We were led out of the camp to, I believe, the nearest
station and loaded into wagons.
Mr. Pucinski. Into trucks or trains?
Mr. C. Into trains with bars, of course.
Mr. Pucinski. Prison cars on a train?
Mr. C. That is it.
Mr. Pucinski. Where were you taken from there?
Mr. C. Again to Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you know the name of that station?
Mr. C. No; not this one. I know that one which I came into
Ostashkov.
It was Ostashkov as well.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you know of your own knowledge whether the
other men that preceded you who left the station were taken away
by train?
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Mr. С. I have not seen with my own eyes, but I do not think in
those regions there is a possibility of taking people on foot.
Mr. Pucinski. Were there roads around there?

Mr. С. I think so.
Mr. Pucinski. But
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

there were large numbers being evacuated?

C. You mean groups?

Pucinski. Some

70 to 130.
said before, about 70 to 130 people at a time.
Pucinski. When you boarded this train, did you see any
inscriptions in the train cars regarding any hint as to where the men
from Ostashkov may have gone?
Mr. C. No. There were different things of this kind, but nothing
about the people from Ostashkov. Perhaps there may be, but did
not see any.
Mr. Pucinski. Did you, while you were still back at the camp and
while these men were being evacuated, reach any agreement, or did
you instruct the men leaving before you to leave you any clues on the
trains, if they could, as to where they were going?
Mr. C. No. The camp was newly created, so had very few friends
There were days in which you were unable to get in touch
there.
with the people. We could not speak honestly to each other because
you could not trust. You should understand one thing in Russia.
In any group of people they put somebody in who takes from you and
gives thfe information to the Russians. So you cannot trust anybody.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you know if any of the inmates of that camp had
made any arrangements with those leaving the camp to try and leave
some clue as to where those leaving before you were going?
Mr. C. No; did not hear that.
Mr. Pucinski. You do not know that?

C. As

I

I

I

I

Mr. C. No.
Mr. Pucinski. You say you did

see inscriptions.
Can you tell us
very briefly what some of those inscriptions were?
Mr. C. Big places of Russia, say Briansk. I have forgotten the
names — I do not remember them now — but the first thing of a prison
in Russia
Mr. Pucinski. Do you remember any other names besides Briansk?
Mr. C. It is too far away. I cannot remember the places.
Mr. Pucinski. Can you tell me from your own personal knowledge
where is Briansk in relation to the White Sea?
Mr. C. It is in the Province of Smolensk.
Mr. Pucinski. Briansk is?
Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. Do you know of your own knowledge whether a
trip from Ostashkov to the White Sea would require you to go through
Briansk?
Mr. C. You may, but there are other ways as well.
Mr. Pucinski. I notice that you have been referring to a little
board here in answering some of these questions.
What is this

board?

Mr. C. This is part of a Polish knapsack, before the war. Every
thing what means paper was taken away. I was sure I couldn't keep
all these dates and places in my mind; so, finally I got the idea to write
them down with little pieces of pencil and kept it in the proper place,
which is between two boards.
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Mr. Pucinski. Those are the staves for your knapsack; aren't they?
Mr. C. Yes, sir. And all these hundreds of observations were my
observations

I

taken.

E)ersonal
ike this.

got the idea that there were things

Mr. Pucinski. Why did you keep this so-called diary?
Mr. С Because in case I would be murdered, because we believed

I

they are able to do so, somebody may find the thing, and in case
would stay alive it will help me to tell the people where
was and to
That is the idea kept the dates in the place.
where I went.
Mr. Pucinski. This is not very long. It shouldn't take very long.
Would you briefly give us the notations you have on that stave?
Mr. C. Yes, sir. It is in Polish.
Mr. Pucinski. Would you translate that into English?
Mr. C. The 25th of October, arrested in Bolechow, taken to Dolina.
The 2d of November, taken to Stanislaw.
Mr. Pucinski. This is still 1939?
Mr. C. Yes, sir.
The 3d of November, taken from Stanislaw to Tarnopol and
through Podwoloczyska, in Russia, Proskirow, Szypytowka, Konotop,
Bryansk, to Babinino. The 25th of November 1939, we arrived at
the camp of Juchnow.
The 2d of December to the 16th of that month, I was very sick in
that camp.
The 21st of December that year, the police were taken away from
us; just a border guard remained, were left there.
The 30th of January 1940, we left that camp.
The 11th of February 1940, we came into the camp of Ostashkov.
The 13th of May, left that camp through Torzok, Rzjew, Bryansk.
The 16th of May 1940, again arrived into the camp of Pawlisczew
Bor. There are two names: Juchnow and Pawlisczew Bor.
The 13th of June 1940, we left Pawlisczew Bor and came into the
camp of Griazowiec — at the 18th of June 1940.
The 30th of July 1941, a treaty took place between the Russians and
the Polish Government in Lublin. The 12th of August 1941, we were
told that we are a free people, told by the Russians.
Mr. Pucinski. You were given your freedom?
Mr. C. Yes.
Mr. Pucinski. Let me ask you here: Do you have any idea why you
and the other 140 from Ostashkov were singled out as those who were
Do you have any idea why you were in that
to go to Pawlisczew Bor?

I

I

group?

Mr. C. That is a question
one answer to that question.

I

I

I

I

often put to myself, and
found only
The first protocol was put down by the
Russians in Bolechow. They asked me whether I had been serving
in the Polish Army during the Polish-Bolshevik war in 1920. Al
though I took part in it, I told them I didn't; I was born and brought
up and did my duty only on the western part of Poland, on the Ger
man border.
That is what may be the cause they sorted me out, for
my best friend, with whom I was doing my duty before the war for 10
years, being born as well at the western part of Poland, he vanished
because, as he told me during our stay in Ostashkov, he was put down
in the protocol that he was fighting against the Russians in 1920.
And that is what, I think, may be the cause I was sorted out.
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Mr. Pucinski. You subsequently joined General Anders' Polish
Army in Russia?
Mr. С. I did.
Mr. Pucinski. When did you first hear of the discovery of bodies
in Katyn?

Mr. C. In 1943, in Jerusalem.
Mr. Pucinski. At the time that you

heard of this discovery, what
reaction did that have on you in regard to your own personal expe
riences at Ostashkov, if any?
Mr. С It only came true what was thinking all the time after we
had been searching for those people and we couldn't get any reply
from the Russians, and we couldn't find them and they didn't join
the army.
Mr. Pucinski. What, in your own opinion, do you think happened
to the rest of the men who were interned with you at Ostashkov?
Mr. C. They had been slaughtered in the same way as at Starobielsk.

I

Mr. Pucinski. Not

at Katyn?
Mr. C. No; not at Katyn, because there are, as I believe, more
Katyns in Russia.
Mr. Pucinski. Would you have any idea, in your own mind, on the

basis of your stay at Ostashkov and some of the things that you heard
there, where these men could have been exterminated?
Mr. C. It is only as I suggested before, they were drowned in the

White Sea, according to reports I heard.
Mr. Pucinski. Did you believe those reports?

Mr. С. I believed this was possible, on the basis of what I knew
about the Russians.
Mr. Pucinski. How far is the White Sea from Ostashkov?
Mr. C. Hundreds of miles.
Mr. Pucinski. Approximately how many hundreds?
Mr. С. I can't tell.
Mr. Pucinski. You don't know?
Mr. C. No.
Mr. Pucinski. You have heard, no doubt, since the discovery of
the bodies at Katyn, that those at Starobielsk and at Kozielsk had
read inscriptions on the trains, of where these men were going; haven't
you?
Mr. C. No.
Mr. Pucinski. You have not heard that?
Mr. C. No. I can't tell because I didn't see it personally. I can
tell only things which I experienced or saw myself.
Mr. Pucinski. But have you heard, in your subsequent study of
this whole case, that some of the men did notice them?
Mr. C. No; I didn't.
Mr. Pucinski. I can tell you that some of the witnesses here did
testify that they had seen inscriptions on the train, of their com
patriots which were intended as a clue as to where they were going.
The reason I ask you this question is to determine if you have any
idea, any opinion, since you say there were no inscriptions on the
train that you traveled in giving you some clue as to where your men
from Ostoshkov were sent?
Mr. С. I don't deny there were inscriptions, but I haven't seen them
But
don't deny it; it is
and, therefore, I can't describe them.

I

possible.
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Mr. Pucinski. And you have no idea why those names may not
have appeared, or why these men didn't leave any clues as the others
did?

Mr. C. No.

Mr. Pucinski. Is there anything else you would like to add to your
statement at this time that might give us an opportunity to establish
who was responsible for the disappearance of these men?
Mr. C. Personally,
believe that the slaughter of the Polish
prisoners had been done by the Russians, because when we were
searching for them in Russia and wore waiting for them, the staff
officers of the Polish Army, knowing that there is a big search going
on, they couldn't tell us where the prisoners were. But when the
Germans discovered the mass graves in 1943, they rapidly found out
that they were at Smolensk in a camp from which nobody came out
and nobody knows about such a camp.
Mr. Pucinski. Did the Germans ever occupy, to the best of your
knowledge, the camp at Ostashkov?
Mr. C. Yes. I have photographs, but haven't them here, in an
English magazine. In that camp are German prisoners.
Mr. Pucinski.
want to know whether the German Army, after
the Germans invaded Russia in 1941 —did the German Army ever
reach Ostashkov?

I

I

I

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

C. Never in

1941.

Pucinski. Did they reach there subsequent to that?
С.

I wasn't

interested then.

Pucinski. As far
C. As far as

as

I know,

you know, they did not?
they weren't.

Pucinski. As far as you know, the German armies never

occupied Ostashkov?

Mr. C. No.
Mr. Pucinski. As far as you know, when you left Ostoshkov on
April 4, 1940
Mr. C. No; May 13, 1940.
Mr. Pucinski. Excuse me. As far as you know, when you left
Ostashkov on May 13, 1940, there were approximately 70 more
Poles remaining in that camp?
Mr. C. After my leaving the camp, about 70 people remained and
came after me the next day into Pawlisczew Bor.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Witness, I think you have answered all of our
questions.
Does anyone else have any questions.
Chairman Madden. Are there any questions?
Mr. Machrowicz. No questions.
Mr. Dondero. No questions.
Chairman Madden. Is there anything further now?
Has anybody promised you anjr pay or emoluments to come here
today to testify?

Mr. C. Heaven forbid.
Chairman Madden.

Thank you for coming here today.

Mr. C. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Pucinski. At this time, Mr. Chairman, we will have Mr.

Lunkiewicz, who is the custodian of the Polish archives of documents
and files relating to the various correspondence and efforts made to
clear up this matter of Katyn. Mr. Lunkiewicz has with him the
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TESTIMONY OF COLONEL LUNKIEWICZ— Resumed
Mr. Flood. Colonel, you are the same Colonel Lunkiewicz who
was called by the committee yesterday and sworn for the purpose of
reappearing today and having in your custody and possession for the
purpose of presenting to the committee certain documents of the
London Polish Government; is that correct?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you now have with you such documents?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Yesterday your were requested by the committee, as
far as time and circumstances would permit, to bring here with these
documents a short statement in connection with each one as you
proposed to introduce it; is that correct?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. A short statement about each document?
Mr. Flood. About each document that you intend to comment on.
*
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Very well. Now, what is the first document that you
are prepared to present?

Colonel Lunkiewicz. May I speak generally of these documents
first? All these documents were used by the Polish Investigation
Committee for making a big report and an additional report. These
two reports I gave yesterday to Congressman O'Konski, a big report
of the Polish Government and an additional report.
Mr. Flood. Colonel, you are about to give us the title of certain
reports prepared under the auspices and direction of the Polish
Londqn Government on the Katyn Massacre; is that correct?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What are the official titles of those reports?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. The official title of the first report is "Facts
and Documents About Polish Prisoners of War in U. S. S. R."
Mr. Flood. Do both reports bear the same title?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. No.
Mr. Flood. What is the other one?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. The other one was after we got the addi
tional evidence in 1947, a supplementary report of facts and docu
ments concerning the Katyn Massacre.
Mr. Flood. Let me have those two documents, the original report
For the purposes
[Reports handed.]
and the so-called supplement.
of this record, we will mark the supplementary report of facts and
documents concerning the Katyn Massacre as exhibit 32 and the
other document will be marked as exhibit 33.
Colonel, I show you exhibits Nos. 32 and 33 and ask you whether
or not these are the reports to which you have just referred?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. They are to be admitted. At this time the committee
would like to state on the record that all of these documents and
exhibits that are being presented by the colonel at this time will be
marked for identification on the record and will bo admitted with
the understanding that only those parts of such documentary exhibits
will be printed in the official record of these hearings as this committee
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at the time
gation.

sees

fit and proper and considers material to the investi

I

Mr. Machrowicz.
would like to add to that. The committee
considers them all material, but only those we may consider as
necessary will be printed.
Mr. Flood. Necessary and essential.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is right.
(Reports referred to were marked "Exhibit 32" and "Exhibit 33"
and will be found in a separate volume, pt. 6, of this committee's
record of proceedings.)
Mr. Flood. What is the next document, Colonel.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Documents produced to us for report, and
now
present only some of the more important documents divided
in three groups. The first group is concerning prison camps. The
second is a question of discovery of the Commission of Polish Red
Cross in the Kriwoserczew case. The third is the diplomat documents.
Mr. Machrowicz. By that you mean the exchange of diplomatic
notes between Poland and Russia?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Russian minutes of talks in conferences with
Stalin, Molotov, Sikorski-Stalin conference, and so on, and certain
special notes about missing Polish officers. The last is only four docu
Two of the documents
ments, not connected with the Katyn affair.
were asked for by Mr. Pucinski and two documents are given by me.
The first is the proclamation of Timoshenko that Mr. Pucinski yes
terday asked about, and the second document is an instruction on
how to deport the civilian population from Lithuania, Estonia, and

I

Latvia.

Mr. Flood. Do you have the original of that Timoshenko procla
mation?
•
Colonel Lunkiewicz. No; I have not.
Mr. Flood. Just a copy?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. It is

I

a photographic copy.
think the
original is somewhere in London. Probably it is in the Sikorski
I am not sure.
Institute.
Mr. Flood. Is that all?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you let me have those documents in this order:
First I want the document referring to the camps.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Here is the testimony of Mr. Komarnicki.
It is the best relation about Kozielsk Camp. I also have the original
report of Narcys Lopianowski, who was taken by the Russians to the
Villa of Bliss, where the Reds tried to convert him to Communism.
Mr. Flood. Let me have the entire folder dealing with the camps.
As
understand it now, this exhibit deals with comments and docu
ments and written material dealing with the camps.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you have the stenographer mark that as Exhibit

I

34?

(The document referred to is an original document.

It was

marked

"Exhibit 34" and subsequently withdrawn when exhibit 35, a photo
static copy of this document was introduced. Exhibit 34, the original,
was returned

(Exhibit

to the witness.)

35,

English translation of the Komarnicki

Exhibit 35A, translation of the Lopianowski report follow:

Report and
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copy of exhibit 35)

9-th Field Court Martial

Sow: 29/43.

Supreme Command of
The Armed Forces in London.

Record op Hearing of Witness

Criminal

case against:

PRESENT:

N. N.

LONDON, the 21-st of May, 1943.
Time — 11 a. m.

Military Judge: Cpt. Aud. Dr. KURATOWSKI ROMAN,
Recorder: u. c. BAGINSKA STEFANIA.
The witness having been cautioned and informed in accordance with art. 81 of
the Military Penal Code about the responsibility for making untrue statements
and after having taken oath in accordance with the 83-rd art of the M. P. C.
stated as follows:
1/ Name and Chr. name: KOMARNICKI WACLAW,
2/ Date and place of birth: 29.VII.1891, WARSAW,
3/ Names of parents: TYTUS and JOZEFA, born SUSZYCKA,
4/ Religion: Rom. Cat.,
5/ Family status: married,
6/ Nationality: Polish,
7/ Citizenship: Polish,
8/ Military rank: 2-nd/Lieut. of general conscription,
The Ministry of Justice,
9/ Allocation:
10/ Relationship to parties concerned: no objections.
I was brought to Kozielsk with a transport of prisoners of war from the Ukraine
in the beginning of November 1939. I had spent the first two months of captivity
I lived first in huts
in the Sumska Oblast /district/ to the South of Kursk.
erected for the use of peat diggers /in Boloto near the Tiotkino railway station/ and
The conditions of life were atrocious: we slept
then in the Sofrono monastery.
on an overcrowded floor; it was extremely cold in the huts and we were kept
starving/ the only food we received was lentil soup and black bread /.
During those first two months the officers were being segregated from other
The latter were removed from the camp and at least some of them found
ranks.
themselves back in Poland after having been handed over to the Germans.
Ac
cording to an account of N. К. V. D. Captain Wasilewski — which I heard from
I know
him in Griazowiec — the handing over was to have taken place in BrzeS6.
of one such case which has been confirmed: a Warsaw practitioner Dr. Bauer,
after having been taken from the Sofrano Monastery with a transport which left
in October 1939, visited in Warsaw the wife of Zielirtski [professor of the Poznan
University] and is now in Palestine, after having escaped from German imprison
ment.
After the other ranks had left [in groups formed according to the districts in
which they had resided] the officers assembled in the Sumska District [there were
4 camps quartered in huts and one in the monastery] were directed by way of
Briansk to Kozielsk.
In Kozielsk we found about a 100 other ranks left over from the inmates of the
former camp which existed there. In that first camp there were allegedly many
Bielo-Russians and Ukrainians who had initially adorned their breasts with red
cockades which however soon vanished when disillusionment replaced their initial
I learned about this from the Rev. Canon Kamil Kantak, a professor
enthusiasm.
of the Pirisk Seminary whom I had encountered in Kozielsk and who is now in the
Carmelite Monastery in Baghdad.
Later on, other prisoners from other camps began to arrive. An unusually
large transport arrived in the latter half of November from Szepiet6wka [Kazimierczak now in Nairobi] whose members complained of exceptional!}' hard
In the beginning of December
conditions which had existed in that camp.
arrived a strongly guarded convoy counting well over a hundred persons which
was placed in an isolated block of the camp, separated from the rest by barbed
It was allegedly composed of judges, military and civil prosecutors who
wire.
had already received sentences of long term confinement in penal labour camps.
They looked
From among these I recollect the name of Col. KORNILOWICZ.
awfully ill-treated and the only contact we had with them was in the latrines. In
If they were not sent
less than three weeks they were removed from our camps.
to Ostaszk6w — and this was impossible in respect of those who had been already
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sentenced — it is possible that some of them might be still in penal labour camps.
Gen. WOLKOWICKI had a list of their names.
The Kozielsk camp was composed of two parts completely isolated one from the
other. The first part was a cluster of former monastery buildings which in preBolshevik times had been an Orthodox Seminary and since the revolution had
been turned into a rest house named after Gorki]'.
[The prisoners paraphrazed
the name calling it "BITTER-REST HOUSE" instead of "GORKIJ'S RESTHOUSE". Translator's note: GORKIJ in Russian means BITTER]. The second
part of the camp was the so called SKIT or "hermitage" where at one time the
Bolsheviks had set up a rest house for mothers with babies.
The first part formed quite a little town surrounded by a high wall within which
were 22 buildings called by the Bolsheviks "Corps", while the prisoners called
them "Blocks".
Staff officers were separated from the subalterns and were concentrated:
Gen
erals and colonels in blocks No. 7 and No. 22 while the majors were quartered in
block No. 14 which stood in the nearest neighbourhood of block No. 7. An order
existed of which nobody took any heed forbidding the inhabitants of one block
to pay visits to other blocks.
In particular anyone visiting block No. 7 was
The camp
persecuted. In block No. 16 a few rooms were reserved for civilians.
had a hospital fairly adequately equiped, an infirmary, a pharmacy and Turkish
baths. These sanitary arrangements were under the supervision of a Georgian
doctor Gelenidee whose behaviour was full of sympathy for the prisoners. Polish
doctors were emp loyed in the maintenance of health with Col. STEFANOWSKI
and Col. SZARECKI, acting as senior medical officers. The hygiene of the camp
was entrusted to Lieut./Col. Dr. MILLAK, the kitchen was supervised by Cpt.

-

Dr. WROCZYNSKI.

There was a cinema within the camp, also a club with billiard tables and a
reading room with Russian and foreign books. The interiors of the blocks were
crammed with board beds sometimes in four condignations and they were stuffy,
dark, full of dust, dirt, bugs and lice and at no time quiet. Only the blocks 7
and 22 where the staff officers were quartered had beds.
In the "Skit" there were several small barracks and one large block in which
the kitchen was placed. The whole was meant to be a garden. I only spent one
night there and therefore cannot describe in detail the lay-out of the "Skit".
In the "Skit" were quartered officers who had lived in the Soviet occupied part
They were given much better food. In the main camp the food,
of Poland.
We were always
although better than in the UKRAINE, was very insufficient.
The administrative staff stole rations. In March 1940 the officers from
hungry.
the Soviet occupied zone were transfered to the main camp and mixed with the
officers from the German and Lithuanian zones.
The total number of prisoners detained in Kozielsk can be accurately estimated.
Incessant lists were being compiled in the camp for various purposes [general
records, food rationing, camp outfit, medical for various inoculations, etc.]. We
were assured thaf copies of all these lists were sent to Moscow. The Soviet
Government had to have an accurate record. Further to that, various posts In
the camp were entrusted to the prisoners themselves such as the senior officer of
kept strict records.
the camp, block commanders, etc.
These functionaries
Basing my calculation on those various lists I can estimate the strength of the
camp to be round about 5,000 [closer to 4,700].
Included in this figure were a hundred other ranks, about a hundred ensigns
and some forty civilians.
/POHORECKI — President of the Codification Commis
The rest were all officers.
sion of the Polish Republic./
Among the officers were the following generals : MINKIEWICZ [taken prisoner
from his land allotment near Brezese and therefore even without his uniform but
dressed in a very shabby light brown suit with knickerbocker trousers wrappers
and a cyclist cap; the poor man was so embrassed to show himself dressed like
that that he mostly remained in block No. 7 from where he issued orders as the
highest ranking Polish officer in the camp]. The other generals were: BOHATYREWICZ [pensioned], WOLKOWICKI and SMORAWINSKI [very active]
The number of colonels and lieut./colonels
and Rear-Admiral CZERNICKI.
amounted to about a hundred and there were over 300 majors.
There were a few chaplains with the Rev. Prelate WOJTYNIAK, Deputy of
the Field Bishop as their senior. Also the Rev. Prof. KANTAK, the Rev. Mjr.
ZIOLKOWSKI, the Rev. Prof. NOWAK and Rev. Father SKOREZ. Occa
sionally the priests celebrated mass on Sundays, heard confessions and In general
Three
were very active. They were strongly persecuted by Soviet authorities.
of them were held under arrest.
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Further to the sum of military knowledge and value which the officers concen
trated in Koziel.sk represented, they were undoubtedly the pick and choice of the
Polish intelectual elite. The most numerous were the doctors.
There were quite
a few university professors /PIEN KOW'SKI from Cracow, STRASZYNSKI
and ZIELIXSKI from Poznan, lecturer MISIURA from Warsaw, MORAWSKI
and lecturer SIENICKI from the Warsaw Polytechnic College, KOMARNICKI,
GODLOWSKI and SWIANIEWICZ from Wilno/.
There were therefore numerous lectures given daily in the camp and they
They were mostly forbidden by Soviet au
covered various fields of science.
thorities /with a few exceptions/ who, however, did not persecute us undulv
Mjr. SKOCZYSKI the "Senior" officer of block No. 10 edited
about them.
together with Lieut. GINSBERT a "Bulletin of the 10-th block"; some 10 numbers
of it were issued but they were finally caught at it and both were punished with a
few weeks of arrest.
A Mrs. LEWANDOWSKA
There was also one woman prisoner in the camp.
but allegedly her true name was DOWBOR-MUSNICKA.
Commissar KORALIEW was the camp commander.
However, it was Brigade
Commissar /Kobrig/ ZARUBIN who, till the middle of April 1940, was the
He spoke many languages /German, French,
head of the camp authorities.
English/ and had a general Soviet standard of education.
In his talks with our
high-ranking officere / in particular with Col. KUNSTLER / he showed strong
political sympathies for the Germans.
As 2-nd in command we had N. К. V. D. Mjr. ELMAN — an Estonian, a
silent and sickly man who was, however, polite in his behaviour towards the
From mid-April he took over ZARUBIN'S post.
prisoners.
ZARUBIN'S A. D. C. and his right hand was N. К. V. D. Cpt. ALEKSANDROWICZ a busy-body individual who catered for popularity among the
prisoners by distributing small favours which were of tremendous value in
prison-camp life such as the sending out of letters in advance of the prescribed
time, the supplying of certain books, paints etc.
Another important functionary was Lieut. DEMIDOWICZ who was the camp's
Commissar.
In the political field were active: a certain Cpt. WASILEWSKI,
a lawyer who claimed himself to be a Pole, a rather un-interesting character, also
a drug-addict Lieut. GUBAJEW, while the administration
was in the hands of
a Lieut. BOGDANOWICZ who also maintained that he was a Pole.
Further to these there were numerous other political and administrative
functionaries.
The six months during which the Polish officers remained in the Kozielsk camp
For this purpose a
were spent on the de-coding of their political affiliation.
numerous staff of N. К. V. D. commissars experienced in carrying out inquests
These hearings called "doprosy" were held night
interrogated the prisoners.
They were different from normal inquests confined only to the sphere
and day.
of military activities and, contrary to the latter, probed into the political and
social opinions of each prisoner.
Although, in principle,
The prisoners were questioned as if they were criminals.
it was already a crime to be in the service of a "bourgeois Army" and to have
against the Soviet Union, the in
taken part in the "world counter-revolution"
quests were aimed at picking out the qualified culprits such as the officers of the
2-nd Section/Intelligence Service/and those actively engaged in anti-communist
activities, while the most commonly ascribed crime was the "endeavour to wrench
We were questioned
away Bielorussia and the Ukraine from the Soviet Union".
about our whole lives in particular to what political parties we belonged to which
This caused
most of us answered that we were independent and non-party.
consternation among the questioners who could not understand how it was pos
In the U. S. S. R.
sible that intelligent people were not interested in politics.
They were interested in our con
the principle is that everything is political,
At that time the attitude of the Soviet authorities
tacts with foreign countries.
It was Great Britain who was mostly to blame for
was distinctly pro-German.
the outbreak of the war, by having used Poland as an implement to launch an
Poland was alway referred to as "the late Poland",
agerression against Germany.
/ Poland no longer does and never will exist again"/ and the Polish Army as
"the late Polish Army", against which the questioned officers protested. Sym
pathizers of the Bolshevik regime were also sought for among those questioned.
Two photographs, one "en face" and one from the profile, were taken of every
single prisoner.
As a result of these investigations certain officers were removed from the
One of the 24-th of December 1940
camp either individually or in groups.
93744— 52— pt. 4
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/Christmas Eve/the group of chaplains left the camp/with the exception of
From among them only the
Father ZlOLKOWSKl who was under arrest/.
He was a citizen of Gdansk and
Rev. Father KANTAK had been found later.
had been in the meantime in the Ostaszk6w camp and in the Lubianka prison.
Of these
On the 8-th of March 1940 a group of seven officers was removed.
The officers were
only Col. LUBODZIECKI had been found alive later on.
taken away to prisons, for further questioning and many of them were sentenced
to corrective labour camps.
The prologue to the general evacuation was the removal of other ranks from
Toegther with them was
the camp which took place in the middle of March 1940.
sent a lecturer of gynecology from the Wilno University whose name I no longer
This departure was commented upon in two different ways: some said
recollect.
that our soldiers were being sent to work while optimists maintained that they were
being sent to Poland and gave them messages to be passed on to their families.
Anyhow the departure made a great impression on those remaining' in the camp.
Rumors began to circulate about the liquidation of the camp which was to
Initially the Soviet commissars talked about the breaking up
take place shortly.
"Its
of the camp into smaller units /"rozgruzenie"/, because of its overcrowding.
quite impossible to allow people to live in such a terrible congestion — think of
what would happen if a disease broke out?".
When the regular evacuation started i. e. on the 6th of April 1940 the official
Those from
comment given by the Soviet authorities was: "homeward bound".
under the Soviet occupied part of the country were to be sent to their respective
places of residence, and the prisoners even began to worry that once they we
going to lose their status of prisoners of war which after all did give them some
hope of claiming rights under international law, that they would be "disposed of
As to the prisoners whose residence was
in no time" by local Soviet authorities.
on German occupied territory, it was maintained that an agreement existed
When I asked cpt. ALEKwhich stipulated their handing over to the Germans.
SANDROWICZ where they were going to send us he answered: "Westward —
The same ALEKSANDROWICZ was supposed to have
closer to your families".
shown to col. MISIURA a frontier station on the map where the handing over of
the prisoners to the Germans was to take place and where his camera would be
returned to him.
Under the influence of these hints spread by the Bolsheviks
an atmosphere of joyful excitement seized the inmates of the camp. People
The authorities treated them
left the camp without any fears, in excellent spirits.
not unkindly, at the time of departure and even the herrings supplied for the
journey were wrapped up in clean white paper, a most unusual thing to happen
in the U. S. S. R. At the research to which those leaving were submitted and which
took place in block No. 21, the functionaries carrving out the search were dressed
in white aprons and they confiscated all sharp implements and occasionally letters
and notebooks.
Among the first to leave were three generals: MINKIEWICZ [dressed as a
Also
civilian as described above], BOHATYREWICZ and SMORAWINSKI.
The Bolsheviks arranged a farewell party at which they
Col. STEFANOWSKI.
The generals left in a radiant mood through rows of
treated them to pancakes.
It happened on a
cheering officers who ranged themselves to bid them farewell.
beautiful, sunny, spring day.
From then on transports left nearly daily in groups of up to 200 persons.
Sometimes there were a few days of interval but on some days one group left in
On the 27-th of April the largest
the morning and another in the afternoon.
transport numbering about 400 people left the camp.
The order in which the prisoners were chosen for departure was accidental.
We were unable to work out a clue as to how the choice was made. What hap
pened was that in the morning an N. С. O. came to the block and called out the
names of those who were to leave which he read from a slip of paper. Various
The
ranks, zones of occupation and places of birth were all mixed together.
Bolsheviks maintained that they received their instructions by telephone from
In that way
Moscow, the prisoners — that a parrot drew the names from a hat.
friends were separated and only one case was given consideration when father
and son were sent together.
This mixing up of the groups which left was explained by the Bolsheviks by
the fact that all were being sent to transit camps in which the sorting out was
going to be carried out.
We still thought it to be rather odd. From the 22-nd of
April departures were interrupted till the 10-th of May. The prisoners remaining
in the camp were all concentrated in one corner of the camp — in block No. 10.
Silence and boredom reigned in the camp.
It was beautiful springtime. Of the
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etaff officers only Rear-Admiral CZERNICKI, with whom I lived in one room
now, and Mjr. KOPEC were left.
We were awfully depressed at being left
behind.
However one of the Bolsheviks had whispered to one of the prisoners:
"Don't grumble. The later you leave the more you win".
It was only on the 10-th of May that the disbandment was resumed. A small
batch of up to twenty officers left and another group went on the 11-th. RearAdmiral CZERNICKI left with that group. On the evening of the same day
barbed wire was set up around block No. 10. I felt uncommonly depressed.
The next morning at 7 a. m. we were woken up and told that we were leaving,
the names of those who were to 3tay behind were read out.
There were 9 of them.
After breakfast when everything was ready we left. I accompanied Mjr.
KOPEC who led the column. We were stopped at the gates of the camp. We
waited there for quite a time under the blazing sun. I started talking with
Commissar DEMlDOWICZ who stood leaning against the gate. He was the
one who always formed the transports.
"Where are we going " — I asked.
"You are going in the direction of Smolensk" — he answered. — "Is Smolensk a
— I asked. "Its a large and nice city but you will not see it" —
nice town
replied DEMIDOWICZ./This was in conformity with what we had been told
by the Bolshevik servicemen from Kozielsk who maintained that: "Your men are
sent towards Smolensk".
The escort and the railway team were always the same
and returned to the camp after each transport/.
"What are we waiting for" —
I asked the Commissar. "We are waiting for ELMAN who is speaking on the
phone with Moscow". "I would like to see him" — I said — "because he had
lent me a book from the library. "The Gardemariny"/a novel about the life
of Imperial Navy cadets and about the revolution in Kronstadt/.
ELMAN
came up at last and taking DEMIDOWICZ
aside talked to bim for a while.
A superficial search was carried out. We were loaded into lorries and left. It
was a joy to drive through the open fields even though under strong escort.
On the station which was about 3 km. from the camp/one stop from Kozielsk/we
were loaded into prison railway coaches on which the name "BABYNINO" was
scribbled in chalk.
After a journey which lasted over 24 hours and was made in
unheard of conditions we arrived to the Babynino Station and after remaining
there for a good few hours we were transfered once again into lorries.
It was
The heat and dust were awful.
We travelled 40 kms in the trucks.
Whit Sunday.
We finally arrived to Pawliszczew Bor and we were placed in the so-called JuchWe encountered there the group of officers from Kozielsk which
nowskij camp.
In that group were: Cols. SZARECKI, KUNSThad left on the 26-th of April.
LER, FELSZTYN, Commander ZEJMA, Lieut. GINSBERT and a number of
ensigns. They were all dressed in clean underwear which had been just issued
The ensigns were playing net-ball.
to them.
A beautiful forest surrounded the camp but we were separated from it by
We were led to a shower bath/the only one I had ever seen in the
barbed wire.
U. S. 8. R./and then assembled in a dining room where there were tables covered
The food
with tablecloths.
/Till now we had alway eaten on our plank-beds/.
we received was in more than ample portions.
The camp was under the command of Mjr. KADISZCZEW, who was very
How
particular about discipline and even touchy about elegance in the camp.
ever a few days later arrived from Kozielsk: ELMAN, ALEKSANDROWICZ
We were rather
together with most of the politruks.
and WASILEWSKI
"Your comrades have
astonished to learn that they had all followed our group.
gone to Germany" — they assured us — "You will follow them soon".
Soon after that a group of officers arrived from the Starobielsk camp. They
were also the last group to have left that camp / CZAPSKI, CZERN Y, SLIZIEN
There
and others /. A few days later about 180 men arrived from Ostaszk6w.
were 3 officers among them, the rest were policemen, other ranks, civilians and
a few convicts from the St. Cross prison.
We left Pawliszczew Bor on June the 12-th. We travelled through Moscow
where we were held up for 24 hours.
On the 18-th of June we arrived to GRIAZOWIEC in the Vologda district. We found the same old team of our Kozielsk
politruks already there: ALEKSANDROWICZ, ELMAN, WASILEWSKI.
The correspondence with our families, [one letter per month], had been inter
rupted since the end of February.
[On March the 4-th KOMBRIG ZARUBIN
left Kozielsk for Moscow, as it became known later on, for the purpose of dis
cussing there the problems of our evacuation.
I remember the date so well be
cause he had arranged to interrogate me on that day promising to talk to me
"three to four hours" ["Tri-czetyrie czasika"] and I was rather scared of that inter
view and therefore very happy when the Kombrig left for Moscow on the same
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In Pawliszczew Bor letters to our families were collected only once but we
day].
found later that they never were sent.
Correspondence with our families was
re-established only late in September 1940 from Griazowiec.
However a new
rule had been imposed forbidding us to write in our letters about any of our
comrades.
We began to receive enquiries from families of those who had left
Kozielsk "to go home".
We were unable to answer these enquiries but it became
plain that none of the others had reached either German occupied territories or
Germany proper.
As late as the last days of August, at one of the long inquests /"dopros"/, which
lasted 5 hours, ELMAN promised me that "you will be sent home as have been
all your comrades — your turn has come now" — but after that no mention was
made about it and when late in Autumn I once asked WASILEWSKI whether we
would ever be sent home he answered: "Did you ever hear about prisoners of war
being released while the war lasted? It may be that you will remain to live in the
Soviet Union even after the war". "What about our comrades who had been sent
to the German occupied zone?" — I asked.
"That is a different matter" —
answered WASILEWSKI and changed the subject.
Another time he complained to me that he "a political functionary of the
Smolensk district" was ordered to come to this Northern country for two months
only and now he was kept here so long, in this rotten climate which affected his
health.
And in fact we were ordered to organize the camp as if we were meant to stay
We were allotted plots of land for planting vegetables. Hitherto
in it for good.
A Russian woman was appointed
forbidden Polish lectures were given approval.
We were allotted a monthly
organiser of our cultural and educational life.
Food had improved
quota of books which was fixed at 14 kilograms a month.
We were granted a monthly wage which amounted to 20 roubles
considerably.
We were supposed to remain
for offioers and 10 roubles for the other ranks.
We were released on the strength of the Agreement
thus till the end of the war.
signed in July 1941.
Before it happened, towards the end of June 1941, — 1300 more prisoners were
sent to the camp among them a thousand officers treated as "internees", who had
been captured in Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
On the other hand officers of
German nationality were removed from the camp.
The worst month of the entire captivity was July 1941.
A special commission
from Moscow came to the camp before which officers were summoned individually,
Before the interviewmostly those who were of greater potential military value.
started they were requested to sign an undertaking that everything that was
going to be said during the hearing would be kept strictly secret under the penalty
of several years of imprisonment.
After which they were coaxed to join the
Red Army and threatened that all who refuse would be executed. A few officers
But the general attitude of the officers remained
were removed from the camp.
unyielding and the exceptions were few and were confined to those who attended
The Soviet commissars usually got the
the so called "Red Corner gatherings."
answer: "We are soldiers of the Polish Army. We have our own Supreme Com
mander in the person of General Sikorski.
We will report to wherever he tells
us to report."
Hunger spread. The camp
The Bolsheviks cut our food rations by half.
The discussions with the commissars became
unrelentingly resisted to yield.
more and more heated.
On the 31-st of July, the day of the signing of the SovietPolish Pact the attitude of the Bolsheviks changed abruptly for the better and
shortly after Polish authorities took over the control of the camp.
In answer to the appropriate questions put to him the witness replied: from
among those who were removed from Kozielsk I have never seen again neither
have I heard anything about:
Prof, of the Cracow University Mjr. PIENKOWSKI,
Prof, of the Wilno University "Lieut. GODLOWSKI
Prof, of the Warsaw Polytechnic School Lieut. MORAWSKI;
Generals: MINKIEWICZ, SMORAWINSKI,
Rear-Adm. CZERNICKI,

BOHATYREWICZ;

The Rev. Mjr. ZIOLKOWSKI, The Rev. Father SKOREL, The
NOWAK, The Rev.Col. WOSTYNIAK-Deputv Field Bishop, The
PESZKE, The Rev. Minister Col. KORNILOWICZ;
Doctors: MOGILNICKI-from
Lddz, Mjr WIRSZYLLO-from Warsaw, Cpt.
ZALEWSKI Jerzv— St. Lazarus Hospital in Warsaw, Cpt. WROCZYNSKI—
former Deputy "Minister of Health,
KEPINSKI — optician from Warsaw,
STEFANOWSKI— from Warsaw, ZUBERBIER— from Warsaw, Cpt. FREIDA.
and KALICINSKI— from Warsaw, ROGOZINSKI— Col. NELKEN;
Clergymen:

Rev. Col.
Rev.Col.
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DZIURZYNSKI—

brother of the Prof, of Cracow University,
from Wilno, Col. LEWAKOWSKI— from the
MARYNOWSKI — from Wilno. retired Col.
OLSZOWSKI— from Southern Poland, Col. LEUKOS-KOWALSKI— Com
mander of the Riflemen's Association, Engineer SREBRNY— brother of the
prof, of Wilno University, the Deputy President of the District Court of Appeal
in Wilno whose name I'forget, Mjr. SKOCZYCKI, Col. ROSNOWSKI— Prof,
of the Wilno University, the Custodian of the Artizans' Museum in Warsaw in
the rank of a major but whose name I forget.
I cannot recollect any more names for the moment.
I wish to add that in January 1941 I was summoned to the camp Command
in Griazowiec bv N.K.V.D. Capt. WASILEWSKI who read to me a report
sent from Wilno" that ALEKSANDER ZWIEItZYNSKI
who lived in V lino
had allegedly stated that we had often talked before the war about the necessity
of detaching Bielorussia and the Ukraine from the Soviet Union.
I denied this,
following which, the statement was forwarded to Moscow, and after a few weeks
the inquest against me was discontinued of which I was informed, being told at
the same time that I had been put on the list of the group of officers who were
to be extradicted to the Germans.
Upon which the hearing ended at 11,30 a. m. and after the record had been
read over it was signed.
/Signatures/.
Waclaw Komarnicki,
Baginska,
Kuratowski, Lieut. Aud.
Also:

Col.

Lieut. WIRSZYLLO— solicitor
Institute, Col.
Geographical

[Translation copy of Exhibit 3iA]

RECORD OF STATEMENT:

Taken down in writing on the 13-th October 1942 in the office of the II Section
Cpt.
of the 1-st Armoured Corps Command/Dept.
of Counter-Espionage/by
Narcyz and relating to the
Giedronowicz N. and given by Cpt. Lopianowski
subject of "Malach6wka".
Cavalry Cpt. Lopianowski Narcyz, born 29-th Oct. 1898 in the country estate
Stoki — county of Wilno, son of Ignacy and Mary, born Woronk6w; Religion: Rom.

Cat. Regular officer states as follows:
The outbreak of the German-Polish war found me in August6w in the 1-st
I took active
Lancers Regiment as commander of their anti-aircraft defence unit.
part in air battles; I was then sent, in accordance with our mobilisation plane to
the 101-st Lancers Reg. which was being formed in Bialystok. On the 6-th of
September 1939 in fights with German airmen in the neighbourhood of Starosielce
I brought down a ME109 aircraft and damaged another one. I was using then a
In the night of
German Ac-ас gun No. 34 which we had taken from the enemy.
6-7-th Sept. I moved together with my regiment to Wolkowysk where we were
joined to the group "Wolkowysk" commanded by Gen. Przefdziecki.
On the 20-th Sept. we had our first encounter with the Bolsheviks in Dziebrowo.
The Soviet infantry was destroyed and the prisoners taken were shot. The tanks
It was a cavalry charge. During the
extricated themselves without losses.
night of Sept. 21-st our units occupied Grodno after having forced the Bolsheviks
The fighting in the suburbs of Grodno lasted till noon of the 21-st
out of the town.
On the 22-nd Sept. a battle took place in Kodzi6wka. The Red Army
Sept.
threw 40 tanks against us of which 17 remained on the battle-field and their
infantry was wiped out. The entire 101-st Regiment was engaged in the fight.
Our losses included Mjr. Zuchnowski — О. C. of the Regiment, two squadron com
The casualties of the 2-nd Squadron
manding officers, one platoon commander.
which was under my command amounted to 50% of the men and 75% of the
The О. C. of the
horses. In this battle I commanded a group of 2 squadrons.
Regiment personally led the other half of the Regiment.
The day was ours.
The Bolshevik casualties amounted to 800 men. In spite of all my attempts to
stop them the Lancers finished off the wounded and the prisoners.
On the 23-rd of Sept. 193!) at 8 p. m. the Regiment crossed the Lithuanian
When crossing
frontier on orders of our Group Commander Gen. Przc£dziecki.
over the border we had practically no ammunition left.
In Lithuania we were
interned in the camps of Rakiszki qnd Kaiiwaria.
On the 1 1-th of June 1940 following the Soviet occupation of Lithuania we were
On Sept. the 9-th
transferred to prisoner of war camp in Koziebk in the Ukraine.
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1940 — 21 of us with Gen. Przezdziecki

"Butyrki" prison in Moscow.

at the top of the list were transfered to the

This group included among others:

1/. Gen Przeidziecki,
2/. Lieut Col. Konczyc,
3/. Mjr. Zaorski Kazimierz,
4/. Mjr. /now col./ Gudakowski,
5/. Mjr. Stoczkowski,
6/. Artil. Capt. Swiecicki,
7/. Cpt. /now mjr./ Ziobrowski,
8/. Cavalrv Cpt. Pruszydski Andrew /Brother of Xavier/,
9/. Lieut. Tacik,
10/. Lieut. Siewierski,
11/. Lieut. Tomala,
12/. Lieut. Szumigalski.
We were first placed in cell No. 94.
cannot recollect the names of the others.
After a short inquest Gen. Przezdziecki together with 10 other officers were trans

I

I was interrogated, — I learned his name only
fered to the Lubianka prison.
He was about
later, — by the Chief of Staff of the N. К. V. D., Lieut. Col. Jegorov.
40, slightly over average height, well build, lis;ht blond with a lean clean shaven
He was elegantly dressed in a military N. К. V. D. uniform.
After a short
face.
questioning about my health, morale etc. he asked me about my family, where
came from, was I married, had I any children, was I a regular officer and had
The conversation lasted about
given up the idea of fighting against the Germans.
I was then sent
10 to 15 minutes and took place between midnight and 1a.m.
back to the cell.
Two days later we were transferred to the Lubianka prison as mentioned above.
They placed us in cell No. 62, very small and dark, with a small little electric bulb
After having been put
attached to the ceiling which was lit day and night.
through a number of formalities such as the checking of our identity and personal
details, having been photographed a number of times from all possible angles we
At midnight Gen. Przewere given a supper and were allowed to go and rest.
10 minutes later my turn came and
idziecki was summoned for interrogation.
was called out and led in the company of a N. К. V. D. Lieut. Colonel and two
guardsmen through various corridors till we came up to an iron door in the wall.
This turned out to be a passage which connected directly the Lubianka prison
with the N. К. V. D. Beyond the iron door we found ourselves in a wide corridor
with coconut mats on the" floor. At the far end of the corridor was a board with
"IV floor — main entrance" written on it and a marble plate with the following
inscription: — "Member of the N. К. V. D. — take example from the Chekists of
how to destroy the people's enemies".
Beneath were inscribed the names of those
who had given their lives in the fight for "freedom".
As first figured the name
of "Felix Dzierzynski" inscribed in guilt letters.
After passing several more
corridors and staircases we stopped before a door numbered 523.
The N. К. V. D.
Lieut. Colonel who accompanied me took off his cap before that door and tried to
He then opened the door and went in leaving me
peep through the key-hole.
A moment later he summoned me to enter; I found myself in a very large
behind.
room with walls covered with grey tapestries and luxurious office furniture.
To
the right, very close to the entrance I noticed an ash-wood cupboard of abnormal
That cupboard caught your eye against the background of the grey
height.
tapestries.
Upon the words: "go ahead" which a female clerk present in the
room uttered the N. К. V. D. colonel opened the cupboard with a little key and
My two guards ordered me to stand with my face
disappeared behind the door.
to the wall.
After some time a voice invited me to enter the cupboard.
I went
in, found myself before a door and a dark red curtain.
I waved it aside and
entered another room. The Soviet Lieut. Colonel remained in the neighbouring
room behind me.
Before me I saw JEGOROV sitting in an armchair behind a
desk. To his left stood a man in civilian clothes with a blank expression on his
face.
Another man dressed in a grey civilian suit was pacing the room in quick
unsoldiery steps with his hands behind his back.
/Four months later I saw these
two men on a photograph and learned that the man with the blank face was
Merculov — a Security Commissar and the other one was Berja the N. К. V. D.
On Jegorov's request I sat down in an armchair which stood before
Commissar.
the desk. After preliminary questions about my health etc. he asked me why
I answered that we
were we overcome so swiftly by the Germans in 1939.
succumbed not to the Germans alone but also to the Bolsheviks who thrust a
Did I fight against the Bolsheviks in 1939? — Yes. —
knife into our backs.
"Where"? — I did not give an answer to that and told them that being an officer
I am not allowed to answer that question. They did not raise this matter again.
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do you think about the present situation?" — I answered that nothing had
changed and that Poland was in a state of war with the Bolsheviks — " Where do
you know this from?" — I replied that Sikorski's Government issued a declaration
to that effect in October 1939.
To which Jegorov said — "The Sikorski Govern
ment is an impostrous Government which has nothing to say in Polish matters.
The Polish Nation will form its own Government".
He then asked — "And how
do you like the Soviet system introduced on the Soviet occupied territories?" — I
answered that I can understand their behaviour in respect of the soldiers and men
who were capable of fighting against the Bolsheviks but what was the offence
committed against them by the innocent children and unhappy women to cause
them to be deported to Siberia and to the North in order that they may perish
there from hunger and cold. Col. Jegorov answered that we should be grateful
to them because our women and children were taken away in order to save them
from the vengeance of the local inhabitants.
Merkulov asked me only one question — -"Why are you so stupid — you are a
brave officer and yet you are incapable of understanding "the great issues". —
Upon which ended the inquest on the first day. Having returned to our
cell I related to Gen. Prze£dziecki and my other comrades what I was asked
about and in what form.
Gen. Przeidziecki informed us that the questions put
to him were similar with the difference that he was also asked on what conditions
would he agree to organise Polish units in the U. S. S. R.
The General had
answered that if he receives an order to that effect from London he would
execute it.
I would like to mention additionally that I was also asked by Jegorov whether
I would agree to co-operate in the organising of a Polish Army on U. S. S. R.
I answered that being an officer I would always do it on orders from
territory.
my Commander-in-Chief.
I heard sarcastic laughter and the next question was: —
"And would you do it on receiving such orders from any particular general?" —
I answered that I would comply with the orders of any man duly authorised by
the Government in Ixmdon.
Similar inquests were repeated frequently and lasted till the second half of
December 1940.
All the interrogations were conducted in more or loss the same
manner.
In November the question of my wife and of mv two children, — aged 3 and 6,
was raised. When to a question put to me by Col. Jegorov I replied that my
wife was in Warsaw, I was told that was "a mockery on mv part". /My wife
together with mv children was in the hands of the N. К. V. D. for 6 months and
had escaped to Warsaw with the help of my soldiers in May 1940/.
Two weeks
later I was summoned up once again and I was allowed to write a letter to my
wife to Warsaw.
At that occasion Col. Jegorov told me that ray wife had in
fact "disappeared somewhere" and that what I had said was true and that he
only wanted me to inform him by what means did my wife manage to escape. .
I answered that I was most grateful to the N. К. V. D. authorities for helping
my wife to escape because I could not believe that a helpless woman with a couple
of babies could have possibly escaped otherwise onto the German side having to
go through a couple of rows of barbed wire and through trenches. Round about
the 20-th of December 1940. Gen. Przezdziecki renewed his request— made I dq
not know how many times already before — that we be given a larger cell because
After a
in the small one we were kept in, the eleven of us literally suffocated.
major row the General was led to the Chief of Staff of the N. К. V. D. from where
he came back with an assurance that we were going to be given better
accommodation.
And in fact on the 24-th of December the General together with 5 other officers
were removed from the cell.
Those who remained were: Cpt. Lopianowski,
Lieut. Siewierski, Lieut. Szumigalski, Lieut. Tomala and Lieut. Tacik. That
evening we wished one another a happy Christmas.
About 8 p. m. the door was
suddenly opened and a man dressed in the uniform of a Polish colonel entered
the cell. He was accompanied by a man in civilian clothes. The colonel gave his
The civilian introduced himself as Staff Col. Berling.
name as — Gorczyrtski.
Both were without caps and coats. After short greetings Col. Berling tried to
engage us into conversation solely on political topics.
Not inclined to talk to
strangers we answered very reluctantly.
In the meantime, on Col. Berling's
Col. Berling
request a supper for two was brought to the cell from a restaurant.
invited us to have also a supper which could be brought on his orders from a
This deepened even more our suspicions that these were not prisoners
restaurant.
like we were but men sent to us for some special reasons. The more so that Col.
Berling was unable to explain to us why were they looking so well if they were
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kept in jail. Lieut. Tacik who could not resist from being dragged into the
discussion, verv vehemently protested against accusations which Col. Berling
raised against foland and the Polish Nation.
That visit lasted about two hours.
When Col. Berling knocked on the door of the cell it was opened and our guests
left, assuring us, that we would meet agaiibon the following day. The next day
on the 25-th of December I was summoned for the first time in the morning hours
to a hearing. Col. Jegorov handed to me a letter from my wife. Although the
letter was sealed, when taking it from the Colonel I noticed a Russian translation
of it. I had to read the letter in the presence of Col. Jegorov and some other
individual who sat in an armchair in the shadow in such a way that I could not
I, on the other hand, had been placed in the only armchair
recognise his face.
oposite the desk of Jegorov with my face turned towards the light. /Room No.
Col. Jegorov suddenly asked me casually: — "Why did you fight in 1939
507/.
against the Red Army?" — I replied that I am an officer, that I was in command
of the detachment and it was my duty. The Colonel told me then in a brutal form
that — "In that battle several excellent, Soviet soldiers were killed and how did you
dare to do it and to incite your lancers to fight against the Bolsheviks?"- — He
wanted me to tell him what methods I had used to force my soldiers to fight with
such determination.
I answered that they were Polish soldiers who fought in the
The individual who
performance of their duty and in defence of their honour.
sat in the armchair turned to Jegorov and said in a quiet voice: — "Leave him alone,
he only did his duty". .
After I had returned to the cell we received orders to eat quickly our dinner and
About 2 p. m. on the same day a Lieut. Colonel
prepare outselves for departure.
whom I had already met before / the one who had conducted the preliminary
We went after him and
interrogations came to our cell and bid us to follow him.
we were not even astonished that we were not accompanied by guards.
Down
stairs in a closed courtyard passenger cars awaited us.
We got into one of them
together with the Lieut. Colonel.
Our things were shoved into the second car.
We drove alongside the river Moskwa and our guide pointed to us the bridges
built across the river the theatre and, in the distance, the Kremlin. I could not
make out in what direction we were driving.
Only after about 30 km. we passed
a bridge over a railway track and on a crossroad I saw a road-sign which informed
that our road led to Riazan.
After having covered about 40 km. counting from
Lubianka we turned into a forest lane from which the snow was cleared. We
The car stopped
arrived to a fence.
The gate was opened by a Soviet soldier.
before a villa.
A group of men came out to greet us. They were unequally
dressed —some in Polish officers' uniforms, some in civilian clothes others in a
combination of both.
I recognised among them Col. Gorczynski. Col. Berling
greeted us as if we were expected guests and led us into a dining room for tea.
After that he showed us our bedroom which had seven beds. In this room
further to our group lived ensign Kukulinski and Lieut. Szczypi6rski who was to
join us later.
A short characteristic of the villa: it was modern with central heating and a
The house had 7 rooms and a
bathroom with constant hot and cold water.
One of the rooms was used as a dining room and in it lectures and
kitchen.
talks took also place. The furnishing of the bedrooms seemed to me then to be
luxurious.
Spring beds with mattresses, quilted bed covers, feather pillows,
divans and even soft armchairs.
The service was female — two young chamber
maids, a woman cook with aristocratic features and a male cook called Fomicz /
from the Kremlin /, a footman to polish the floors and chop the wood and a few
Soviet soldiers.
The rules were: freedom of movement within the enclosure was
During the night we were forbidden to leave
unrestricted from 8 a. m. till 9 p. m.
the house under the pretext that there were vicious hounds which could do us
harm.
One evening I decided to go out to find out whether that was true and
all I discovered was a Soviet soldier sitting on wires which were drawn across
between the two doors. He was fast asleep with his face turned towards our
entrance door.
On the 31-st of December 1940 Col. Jegorov arrived and asked Col. Berling to
pass on bo us all his best New Year wishes. He also declared that in accordance
with Polish customs he wished to arrange for us a New Year's party. The details
were fixed between Jegorov and Berling.
We were not allowed to enter the dining
room till 11p.m. At 1 1 p. m. Berling invited us to come in and we found the tables
covered with white table-cloths and laden with cold meat, fresh fruit, brandy, red
and white wine. . . . Waitresses attended. After completing all preparations the
servants were offered a glass of brandy and then left the house.
At midnight the "International" was played on the radio. With a few excep
tions the Polish officers stood to attention.
The first to do so was Col. Tyszyiiski.
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When the tones of the "International" had died out, Lieut. Szczypiorski raised the
toast: "Long live the Communist Party!" — I crushed the glass I held in my hand
and left the dining room. The officers who had arrived with me followed me out.
Next day, early in the morning Col. Berling had a long / and hour and a half /
He explained that
speech to us in which he tried to smooth out the incident.
those were Communist excesses, that he himself was not and never would be a
Communist but that there were many things which we should understand and
which we were most surely going to understand after we had stayed here long
enough. This lecture was given to us in our bedroom. None of the occupants of
the villa who had been there before our arrival was present.
After the 15-th of February 1941, Col. Berling suggested that we ask the Soviet
authorities to send us portraits of the leading men who ruled the Soviet Union
with the purpose of hanging them on the walls of our villa. I looked at him like I
would at a madman and declared that it was impossible that he, a Polish officer
Cpt. Rosen-Zawadzki
held in prison could ask his enemies for such a thing.
You are no longer in
turned to me and asked: — "What do you mean by that?
prison". — I answered that whether in the Butyrki prison, in the Lubianka jail
or here in this villa I was always a prisoner. Maybe only in slightly better condi
tions here. In a resigned tone Cpt. Rosen remarked: — "Oh well — in that case it is
hopeless to talk to you about it . Col. Berling announced that we were going to
The
vote to decide this question and did not allow ua to discuss the matter.
voting was to take place in the following manner: Each of us would go to Col.
Berling's room and place a little card on a plate lying on the table in the presence
of Col. Bukojemski.
On the card we were to writ* the symbol of plus for "yes"
The card was to be folded.
On Berling's request I
and of minus for "no".
took a card lying on the table and with a sharp pencil I drew a line across it
making a hole in it. It was supposed to be a "minus". Without folding up the
card I put it on the plate. I thought that the secret voting would reveal a majority
which understood that to make such a request was a disgrace not only on the part
of an officer but of every Pole. I thought that the four officers who had arrived
with me would vote against the motion and also that ensign Kukulinski would do
I also counted partly on Mjr. Lis, Col. Gorczyiiski and on one or two
the same.
others. After the counting of the votes by Col. Berling and Col. Bukojemski it
turned that out there were 12 votes supporting the proposal, 2 were against and one
I learned later that the other card against was cast by Mjr.
card was blank.
Lis and the blank one by ensign Kukulinski. All the others voted in favour. The
When hanging the portrait of Kaganowicz
portraits were hung on the walls.
over my bed Col. Berling remarked sarcastically: — "I hope that this won't cause
"I repliei that it was of no significance what
you to have cramps, captain
ever to me and that if he wished he could paste the entire walls of the villa with
such portraits once it had already happened that a Polish officer had sent such a
disgraceful request to the Soviet authorities.
In the second half of March 1941 Col. Berling requested all officers who had
assembled for dinner that they lend their support to the proposal of sending a
declaration which had been drafted by Lieut. Col. Dudzirtski and which ran more
or less as follows: "We, the undersigned officers of the Polish Army declare that
the Polish Nation had been hitherto deceived and exploited by the proprietor's
It was only the Soviet Union which had pointed out the right way by means
class.
of which happiness could be brought to all men". — The declaration ended with
the sentence: — "A great part of the Polish Nation has already benefited from the
Let us hope that the time will come as soon as possible
Stalinist Constitution.
in which the remainder of Poland will also join and become one of the happy
nations of the Soviet Union". — I quote only a short synopsis of the text of this
The quoted
declaration not being able to reconstruct it in full from memory.
passages modestly reflect what it contained and anyhow do not change its char
acter of a declaration of homage and servile submission.
Col. Berling told us that this was Col. Dudzinski's suggestion, his proposal and
his draft and that we should immediately proceed with the voting as to whether
Remembering the sad experience in the matter
to send this declaration or not.
of portraits I tried to prevent the voting. I clutched frantically with my hands
at a great wrought iron vase / probably originating from some aristocratic resi
I requested that the
dence / and did my best not to hurl it at Berling's head.
Berling asked: — "Why should
voting be abandoned anyhow for the time being.
we?" — 2-nd Lieut. Imach noticed that I was on the brink of bursting out and
asked me whether I was ill. — "Not I" — I retorted — "probably all of you, gentle
men, must be ill". — Anyhow Lieut. Imach supported by suggestion arguing that
this was indeed a most important problem and that it would be advisable to wait

....
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a few hours with the voting.
Col. Berling agreed and left the dining room.
followed him to his room and asked him to be allowed to talk to him.
I then
said: — "Do you reallv intend to permit this voting to take place?" — He answered
in the affirmative.
Г tried to persuade him that nothing worse could happen after
that, that it was bad enough that such an idea could have ever been conceived,
that it would have been better to disregard it completely since the very thought
of such a thing was disgraceful to any Polish officer.
Col. Berling tried to convince
me that the signing and sending of such a letter would increase the confidence the
Soviet authorities had in us which was the most important thing from our point
of view.
I replied that it was beyond me why we should strive for gaining the
confidence of people who had done us so much wrong and with whom we were
in a state of war.
Col. Berling burst into a rage and exclaimed that I was inca
pable of understanding "the great issues" and requested me to tell hin I really had
against the signing of that kind of a slip of paper, I told him that I did not want
to have anything to do with the henchmen of the Polish Nation and I have no
intention of gaining their confidence.
Col. Berling angrily, told me that he did
not believe that those were my true motives for refusing to sign that paper and
that he wants to know the truth as to what were the aims I really had in mind in
To which I answered that for the offense contained in his words
acting as I did.
he should pay me with his blood. — Not being able to act in the customary way I
declared that I had nothing else to do but to leave the room asking him to request
I then
immediately the Soviet authorities that I be removed from this place.
left the room.
I had a nervous breakdown that evening — my temperature jumped
up to 104°.
On the same evening the voting over Dudzinski s proposal took place.
Before the voting started Col. Berling explained that Col. Gorcyynski and Capt.
Lopianowski would not take part in it —-the first because he was afraid of the re
pressions which the German authorities might apply to his family which was
under German occupation — the second because of nis lack of confidence in the
Soviet Union.
I must add here that Col. Gorczyrtski had declared already earlier that he
would not take part in the voting for the given reasons. The voting took place
and the proposal was approved unanimously.
I remained two days in bed with
a high temperature.
On the second day /it was Sunday/ I went out of the house
before 8 a. m. to take a breath of air. Mjr. Lis noticed me and came up to me.
He told me that I had done very well in condemning the action of Berling and of
the other officers, that he fully agreed with me and that he would not sign that
declaration.
Before noon on the same day the declaration was signed by all—
including Mjr. Lis.
Col. Berling, Cpt. Zawadzki and Col. Bukojemski came several times to my
Those sleeping
bedside urging me to change my mind and to sign the declaration.
with me in the same room also begged me to sign it, arguing that being the eldest
of our group if I left them they would be unable to counteract the reactionary
behaviour of the other inhabitants of the villa who had been in it longer than we
had. While I was in bed Col. Berling paid me a visit together with Cpt. Zawadzki
on the 24-th of March 1941 for the last time. They tried to prove to me that it
was my duty to comply; they spread before me mirages of a glorious future in
which I appeared as commander of a regiment stationed in Warsaw; that I would
spend my leave in the sunny Caucasus and indulge to my heart's content in my
hobby of hunting.
Determined to end once and for all similar conversations I
begged Col. Berling to grant me the greatest of favours, namely to persuade the
Soviet authorities that they shoot me on the steps of the villa in the hope that this
Berling answered: — "Well, — in that
would bring them all back to their senses.
That
That was our last interview.
case, — there is nothing more to be done".
declaration was never sent in its original wording because it was censured by our
"three communists"/Cpt.
Zawadzki, 2-nd Lieut. Imach and 2-nd Lieut. Szczypiorski/who decided that the Soviet authorities might feel insulted by the phrase — "we the undersigned officers of the Polish Armv" — and that this should be changed
into — "we the undersigned officers of the LATE Polish Army". The amendement
was approved but the declaration had to be re-written.
This was done by Lieut.
Szumigalski.
Three officers did not sign this new copy of the declaration, namely:
Col. Gorcz\-fiski, Cpt. Lopianowski and Mjr. Lis. Initially Lieut. Siewierski also
refused to sign it but by some means which I cannot understand they finally
induced him to do it. The declaration was handed to Col. Jegorov who after
consulting with Col. Berling summoned us all to the dining room and made the
following declaration :
"Some of you accuse the Soviet Union that it treats badly your -women and
I, therefore, oficially declare that all Polish
children who have been deported.
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families live in very good conditions, that every family has its own room and
Does that satisfy you?
larger families have even two.
The last question was aimed at. me. I replied that I did not believe it.
Mjr. Lis and I
On the 26-th of March at noon a car drove up to the villa.
We
received the order to take seats in the car side by side with the guards.
were driven to the N. К. V. D. and led once again into room No. 523 through
the cupboard door which we already knew.
Col. Jegorov who was sitting behind
He then started telling
his desk ordered the two guardsmen to leave the room.
us in a raised voice that we were ungrateful, that we were incapable of appreciat
He turned to me:— "You, Loping the goodness of the Soviet Government.
You so brave an officer, so martial. . . . Your name
ianowski, who are you?
could be inscribed one day in historical annals.
And now you want to be more
clever and more worthy than Berling or Wanda Wasilewska". — I told him that
I was only an officer. Col. Jegorov went on talking on this subject for a long
time.
I did not give any answers, which ended in his saying: — "You do not say
Take care that you are not silenced for ever". — I said then: — "I
anything.
renew my plea — which was— shoot me. . . ." Col. Jegorov turned then with
He ended
a few words to Mjr. Lis, repeating once again that we were ungrateful.
up by getting up from his seat and, standing to attention, he informed us that by
He
order of the Supreme Commissar we would be placed in the Butyrki prison.
then rang the bell for two wardens who drove us to the Butyrki prison, where
we were placed in cell No. 95.
There we encountered Col. Kunstler Stanislas,
Col. Morawski /retired/ and Lieut. Tacik whom I greated with the greatest joy
as the only person whom I knew.
I immediately related to all present —especially
to Col. Kunstler — the whole story of the "Malach6wka" villa.
I was afraid
that Col. Kunstler would not believe me but it turned out to be the opposite
and he did all he could to help me in regaining my mental balance. I owe it to
him that my state swiftly improved.
Г only avoided Col. Morawski, of whom
I had heard, while still in the villa, that he had sent a memorandum to the Soviet
authorities about the formation of a Polish Government and of Polish red rifle
men's units under his command.
Leaving
On the 28th of March 1941 at 3 p. m. I was summoned to a hearing.
the cold and damp cell I found myself in a warm corridor and then I was shoved
through an iron door into a large hall in which a large number of women walked
to and fro smoking cigarettes. I crossed the hall to the oposite side. I was
told to stand with my face to the wall. The wall in this place subsided and I was
pushed into a round chamber which had the shape of a well of about 3 and a half
The
yards in diameter which had an oval shaped cupola instead of a ceiling.
walls were of a steel-like colour, the light coming through from the middle of the
The light was of a greenish shade. In the
well allowing to discern the contents.
On closer inspection I noticed that the
middle of the well stood an antique chair.
back of the chair must have been frequently used because the paint was worn
out in places. I tried to move the chair. It was light and was not fixed to the
floor.
However I hesitated whether I should sit down or not. After some time
I felt a drowsiness overcoming me as a result of the warmth. I sat on the chair
A voice woke me up. I opened my eyes and saw an opened door
and fell asleep.
before me with a curtain hanging over it and again I heard the voice beckoning
I went through the door and found myself in a large room. From
me to enter.
behind a desk an N. К. V. D. captain rose to greet me and asked me about my
I refused to shake his outstretched hand. He asked me to take a seat
health.
in an armchair by the desk. After a long conversation with no particular point
or aim he explained that he was Col. Jegorov's emmissary and asked me whether
I had not changed my mind and if I would not like him to communicate some
I told him that everything I had to say — I had
thing to Jegorov on my behalf.
said already long ago, and that I had nothing to add. He repeated his question
When at
three times intermixing the whole with casual and polite conversation.
the third time I answered asking him to thank Jegorov for his friendly concern
the captain rose from his seat came up to me and with an outstretched hand
This time I did
said: — -"What a pity, what a pity — you are an honest man".
It was my last interview with a representative of the
shake his hand and left.
N. К. V. D.
I wish to mention that in the middle of February one day Mjr. Lis condemned
in very harsh words the fact of the disappearance of Poland from the Soviet map /
a new edition /, which simultaneously retained however Abissinia in its original
frontiers.
I had myself pointed this out to Mjr. Lis. Col. Berling reacted vio
lently to this remark made by Lis, shouting: — "Damn you, Lis, shut up!" — A
stormy interview followed in Bcrling's private room.
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On the 1-st of April 1941 we received orders to make readv for departure.
In the afternoon we were
6 a. m. a survey and searches were carried out.
transfered into a large waiting room. The doo» suddenly opened and I saw Gen.
Przezdziecki entering followed by the other officers whom I had left in cell No. 94
of the Butyrki prison. After short greetings and yet another search we were all
loaded into prison vans and driven to the station where we were transfered into
a railway prison coach.
The train took us to a station called Putywel.
\fter
unloading we were driven in lorries to an isolated camp in a former orthodox
monastery. I do not know the name of that monastery. It is situated over the
river Sejm close to the railway station Werba in the Ukraine.
We regained our
strength there because the conditions were not bad and we were allowed to make
the most of the fresh air during daylight of course wit! In the limits of the en
closure surrounded with barbed wire and guarded by soldiers.
On the 15-th of June 1941 we were loaded once again into prison railway trucks
on the Putywel station and sent through Moscow to the station of Griazowiec
near Wologda.
On our way we observed war preparations and rejoiced that
probably the long expected war would break out at last in the near future.
On the 22-nd of June 1941, after crossing the Volga we were standing on a
small railway station.
Through the barred window Gen. Przezdziecki overhead
a railway worker telling his comrade that the Germans had attacked Russia,
that Lomza and Kolno were taken and that Leningrad and Sebastopol had been
bombed. It was 10 a. m. There were no limits to our joy.
We raised such a
noise in the wagon that our guardsmen rushed up to us together with the com
mander of the convoy who arrived coatlcss — shouting: — " What's all that? — a
revolt?"
Being the nearest to him I answered : — " We are expressing our joy.
Hitler has caught Stalin by the throat. There's a WAR'!"— He told me I had
gone crazy. In the meantime a crowd of workers began to gather. I pointed with
my hand to them. The convoy commander ran off to them still without his
When he returned we no longer saw the guardsmen around us. They
jacket.
just stood quietly by the door. Instead of the usual salted fish we were given
In the afternoon of the same day we reached the station of Griazowierc.
sausages.
An N.K.V.D. Lieut. Col. awaited us there accompanied by a woman doctor.
His first words were: — " Is the General among you?" We answered: -— "yes:
The colonel said he wanted to speak to the general. The general answered: —
If the colonel wants to speak to me let him come to me". The colonel's first
questions were — how did we feel, was our health good, had we any wishes?
He very much apologised for not being able to give us all the comfort he would
wish but he had been only just informed about our arrival.
The cars would be
there any moment; having got out of the railway coach we mounted onto two
motor lorries and accompanied by a strong convoy we were taken to a prisoners
camp also called Griazowiec.
We were placed in an enclosure surrounded with barbed wire adjoining the
The space to walk
camp. A little house stood in the middle of our enclosure.
Water, food and fuel
was 8 steps wide and just the length of the little house.
wood was supplied to us by the Bolsheviks.
We had to cook our own food.
On the 30-th of July 1941 we were at last let into the main prisoners camp.
On August the 27-th 1941 Gen. Anders arrived together with Gen. SzyszkoBohusz and took command of the camp. All officers and other ranks who ex
pressed their wish to serve in the Polish Army were immediately and automat
ically reinstated as members of the newly formed Polish Forces.
On the same
day I was summoned to General Anders to report about everything which had
taken place in the Malachtfwka villa.
Gen. Anders had already heard about the
villa from Gen. Przezdziecki who had told him about it. I had related to Gen.
Przeidziecki everything in detail on the very first day of our encounter which I
had thought to bo accidental.
I did that because I was very much determined
not to lot the memory of that villa disappear together with me.
As a subordinate
of Gon. Przezdziecki it was my duty to give him all the details.
Gen. Anders told
me that he acknowledged having received all the information I gave him but that
at the present moment the political situation was of such a nature that he must
enroll any available men for the formation of the Army, and that he orders шз,
therefore, not to raise this mat ter any more. Complying with his wish I had not
spoken cf it to anyone.
However, having left the U. S. S. R. I no longer feel
compelled to remain silent.
On September the 7-th 1941, I joined the 5-th Infantry Division. I was ap
pointed to the Divisional Staff.
I took with me Lieut. Chominski whom I placed
in the capacity of chief of the operational section.
I reported to Col. Grobicki
the 2-nd-in-Command of the 5-th Division. While I was giving my report Col.
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Berling appeared on the scene.
It caused quite a little consternation. After
Col. Berling had left, Col. Grobicki took me to his room and asked: — "Have you
met Col. Berling anywhere before?" — I answered with a question: — "On what
grounds do you assume that I had met him at all?" — Col. Grobicki then told me
that he cannot recollect ever seeing a man with such a terrified expression as that
with which Col. Berling stared at me while I was talking with the 2-nd-in-Command, with my back to the door.
I then said tbat I had in fact met Col. Berling

quite frequently in Moscow and that I have rather painful recollections of those
Two days later I was removed from the Staff of the Division. That
encounters.
day I spent the night on the verandah together with Lieut. Chomonski.
The
windows of Col. Berling's room showed onto that verandah.
We were preparing
to lie down to rest. Through the opened window we could see that Col. Berling
was already in bed. Suddenly the door of his room opened and the О. C. of the
5-th Division — Gen. Boruta — Spiechowicz entered and gave him some orders or
made some remarks whioh must have been very much to the dislike of his Chief
of Staff, because when the General left the room and the door closed behind him
we saw Col. Berling sitting on his bed shaking his clenched fists in the direction
in which the General had gone. Lieut. Chominski turned to me with an ехргеьsion of awe on his face: — "Well, Captain, are we supposed to go into action with
such a man who is capable of shaking his fists at his own Division Commander?" —
told him not to worry because аз I knew all about it he, therefore, had no obli
Cpt. Wilczewski the Chief of the Intelligence Seo- .
gation to report it to anyone.
tion of the 5-th Inf. Div. knows about this incident.
He came up to me and
On the 9th of September 1941, I met Lieut. Imach.
said: — "Well, Captain, what did you gain by it all?
There we are together in
I
the Polish Army — -do not think, however, that we have given up our work".
told him: — "If you want to speak to me, first of all stand to attention and stop
waving your hands before my face, after which I may answer you". — Imach
I then told him:— "Do you imagine that any State
complied with my orders.
in the world will allow anarchists to rule it? The Polish Nation will have gallows
for such men". — 2-nd. Lieut. Imach answered: — "Maybe the Nation will have
gallows". — I never talked to him again.
In the middle of September I met for the first time with Captain Rosen-Zawadzki
•who told me: — "You see
we are together again.
The Republic in her
We shall work together again.
Majesty has granted us pardon.
Was it worth
kicking up all that row?
Nobody would have known about it, anyhow". — I do
not remember what I answered him then.
Towards the end of October Mjr. Choroszewski came to me to tell me that I
I asked him
had a great friend in the person of the Chief of Staff, — Col. Berling.
Mjr. Choroszewski told me that the question of the promotion of captains
why.
to the rank of major and higher ranks had been discussed and that Col. Berling
Mjr. Choroszewski added
had immediately suggested my name for promotion.
that he was sorry to have been forestalled in proposing it. I told him that if my
promotion was to be granted with the help of Col. Berling I thank for the favour
Mjr. Choroszewski remarked:
but I do not wish to receive it from his hands.
— "You are a queer man. It will be much more difficult to get that promotion
in Poland.
You will have to pass the Staff School in Rembertow etc." —
answered: — "I know that, but nevertheless I cannot accept anything from the
,
hands of Col. Berling".
On the 6-th of November 1941, Col. Grobicki, Lieut. Col. Bukojemski, 2-nd
Lieut. Szymanowski Korwin, Cpt. Lopianowski and one more officer were ordered
to leave as the nucleus of a new Infantry Division which was to be formed in
Tashkent.
We reported at the Army H. Q. in Buzuluk on the 14-th of November
We
1941, where we had to wait for our order of travel to the appointed district.
In the Staff of our Army I encountered
left only on the 13-th January 1942.
Col. Korczyrtski and Lieut. Col. Tyszynski who greeted me as if I was an old
During our stay in Buzuluk Col. Bukojemski tried to discredit me in
friend.
which he partly succeeded.
My former comrades and friends began to avoid
me.
Wherever I arrived I found myself to be alone. Initially I could not
understand what was going on.
It was only after one of the Intelligence officers
asked me whether I had ever been stationed together with Col. Bukojemski that
Watching
it dawned upon me what was the reason of my increasing solitude.
closely the development of things I soon had proof that I was right in my sus
This discovery was a severe
picion as to Bukojeraski's endeavours to isolate me.
shock to me.
I turned for help to initiated people i. e. to General Przezdziecki and
Col. KUnstler but there was no way out of it. I got so unstrung nervously that
on the 6-th of January 1942, during some presentation in the reception hall of

I

...
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our Staff, I lost consciousness and had to be carried out of the room. However,
the watching of Col. Bukojemski led to unexpected results.
It was proved that
he purposefully acted so as to cause harm to our Army.
A girl friend of Bukojemski/Col. Kunstler knows her name/repeated his words: "What a marionette
Army this is! It must fall to pieces.
It is only we — the Communists — who can
form a strong army.
Here there is nothing but chaos in this Staff of oursl
What
a pleasure it is to go to the airmen's mess.
There's everything there, everything
can be got and its always open to me".
On the 13-th January 1942 I left with the nucleus of the 8-th Infantry Division,
under the command of Gen. Rakowski, to the place assigned for the formation
of the new divisions.
In May 1942 I was summoned to the
Section/Intelligence/to
Teheran by
Cpt. Zumpft and requested to make a detailed statement about the whole matter.
This statement was required for the purpose of sending it to London.
I wrote
it out in my own handwirting on 16 sheets of office paper. At that occasion
Cpt. Zumpft informed me that Col. Bukojemski had been sentenced to 18 months
of imprisonment for his activities in Buzuluk which was equivalent with degrada
tion.
He was handed over to the Soviet authorities as a German spy.
Twice during my stay with the 5-th Infantry Division in Tatishchev my
belongings were searched in the tent — I do not know by whom and who could
possibly have done it. The second time the search was "carried out while I was
out taking part in a hunt which we had organized with Mjr. Choroszewski.

II

CHARACTERISTICS OF ALL THE PERSONS WHO HAD BEEN INMATES
OF THE MALACHOWKA VILLA AND OF SOME OTHERS WHO ARE
MENTIONED IN THIS RECORD
VILLA MALACHOWKA:
1/. Lieut. Col. BERLING:
Talented, enterprising, absolutely
A man with excessivepersonal ambition.
without any scruples. Would sacrifice anything to satisfy his own whims. In
his plans worked out jointly with Cpt. Zawadzki he included the deportation of
the entire Polish intelligentsia into the depths of the Soviet Union together with
This referred to the part of Poland under German occupa
women and children.
tion, which was to be incorporated into the U. S. S. R. as the 17-th Union
He might be used to a useful purpose if given the illusion of absolute
Republic.
independence, otherwise his brutality and ruthlessness would not allow him to
be directed by anyone.

*/. Lieut. Col. GORCZYNSKI:
A man of indisputable honesty with a weak will and aiming at saving himself
Could work usefully under normal conditions.
for the sake of his own family.
He did not sign the "declaration of homage".
S/. Lieut. Col. BUKOJEMSKI:
Of vehement and incontrollable temper would sacrifice everything for women
Apart from that courageous, obstinate, capable of anything, vindic
and vodka.
He told me in Buzuluk:
"I hold no grudge against you. You came to
tive.
And you remained as such till the end. But
us as our enemy from the start.
as for Mjr. Lis, he sneaked into our confidence as Berling's comrade and then
You remain
followed you.
When I shall leave the U. S. S. R. I will shoot him.
silent now while he spreads around untrue rumours. I repeat my positive inten
He repeated this
tion of shooting hfm the moment we find outselves abroad"
threat several times. The Chief of the
Section / Intelligence / of the Polish
Army in the U. S. S. R. knows about it.

-

II

41.

Lieut. Col.

-

TYSZYNSKI:

A talented, intelligent

Heedful of his own
man capable of thorough work.
comfort to exaggeration.
Scared out of his wits at the prospect of changing his
A Pole only by name.
prosperous existence for the wretchedness of prison life.

NOTE:

These four officers constituted the Committee appointed by the N. К. V. D.
authorities for the purpose of regulating the inner mode of life of the Malach6wka
collective.
Col. Berling presided over the whole.
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Mjr. LIS:

Shrewd, agile and nervous, curious and eager to know everything — appeared
I was rather suspicious of his behaviour
to me rather an enigmatic figure.
because when alone in our room, he used to hold patriotic speeches but the
moment all the other officers were present he became another man. He put his
signature to the first draft of the declaration in spite assuring us that he would
He did not sign the revised text and he followed me.
He compiled
not do it.
a detailed essay about the population of the U. S. S. R., based on Soviet sources
and containing the distribution of the Union's population according to nationality
and the development of the Soviet industry in particular of the heavy industry.
His essay exists in spite of the searches.
в/. Lieut. Col. DUDZINSKI:
A limited intellect with tremendous self-assurance; followed blindly Col.
Berling's indications and used by the latter whenever he required someone to
Courageous and capable of anything,
play the role of an initiator of some action.
he uncompromisingly maintained the necessity of getting rid of the entire Polish
educated class from the future 17th Union Republic.
7/. Cpt. ROSEN-ZAWADZKI:
A man of indisputable talent consciously heading to his chosen goal. He
the part of Berling's "Chief of Staff". On his initiative were held various
f)layed
ectures on communist topics which glorified the ideology of Leninism and Marxism
Knowing that I had fought against the Bol
and the Stalinist Constitution.
sheviks in 1939 he quoted his own example of how as a battalion commander he
rode over to the Bolsheviks to report to them that his soldiers were not going to
fire at the Red Army. Together with 2nd Lieut. Imach, 2nd Lieut. Szczypiorski
and later on also with 2nd Lieut. Wicherkieicz they formed the communist intel
lectual team which decided what can and what cannot be done or what should or
should not be done in accordance with the teachings of Engels and Marx. They
constantly lectured on communist topics and advised all others to know at least
as much as they did about communism.
8/. Snd Lieut. WICHERKIEWICZ:
A man incapable of having an idea of his own, of limited intelligence and with an
unhealthy mania of equalling his three "communist" comrades. He once had a
The lecture would have served
very long lecture about the origins of the family.
as a welcome contribution to the most pornographic gutter paper.
9/. Lieut. SIEWJERSKI:
A courageous young man rather of an impetuous character greatly concerned
with his personal comfort. He constantly maintained that when back in Poland
at the head of his battalion he would instantly run away from the Bolsheviks at
the very sight of the Polish Army. He refused to sign the revised text of the
"declaration of homage" but after long persuading was forced somehow and did
sign it in the end.
101. Lieut.

SZUMIGALSKI:

11/. Lieut.

TOM ALA:

A quiet level-headed and sensible man wanted to preserve his strength "for
Poland".
He only thought about his own comfort
idea at which point the road to disgrace began.
Limited intelligence.

and had no

IS/. Ensign KUKULINSKI:
An honest man and patriot, educated in a clerical seminary.
Subordinate of
Col. Berling while still in Poland, accustomed to execute his orders. No family
No orientation where "good" ended and "evil" started.
Courag
background.
eous.

NOTE:
Those numbered from 9 to 12, in normal conditions would have been good
officers and would have performed their duties quite well but in the given cir
cumstances when it came to choose between personal comfort and the misery of
imprisonment they chose the former.
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IS/. 2-nd Lieut. IMACH:
A confirmed adherent of communist ideology. He started working for them
already in Poland and had done so till most recent times. He believed that
humanity will be happy only if and when communism will gain power in the whole
An ideological communist executive.
world.
S-nd Lieut. SZCZYPIORSKI:
Active Polish socialist and a zealous assistant of Berling and the whole com
An impetuous man with no ethics at all, ready to sentence without
munist group.
a wink the entire Polish intelligentsia, including women and children, to deporta
tion from the future 17-th Union Republic.

Щ.

GENERAL

REMARKS.

The facts related above had taken place during the most critical stage of the
Towards the end of 1940 and at the beginning of 1941, it was
present war.
impossible to imagine that any human force could induce the Soviet Union to
release from its concentration camps and prisons the Poles they kept in their
All believed in a final victory over the Germans and in the rebuilding of
hands.
Poland.
At that time the power of the Soviet Union was steadily increasing and
was aimed at overpowering Poland and all Western Europe.
The leaders of the
U. S. S. R. maintained that with the collapse of Germany the Red Army would
enter Poland and that at its head would march Polish Red troups and that every
body would be therefore greeted with flowers and acclaimed as liberators.
The
entering of the Soviet Army into Germany was supposed to be, according to the
International, accomplished amidst joyful celebrations held
plans of the
To my remark that the Germans even if defeated would
throughout Germany.
still have sufficient arms and ammunition to resist the Soviet Army, Col. Jegorov
told me that I was very naive to think so. There were very many communists
in Germany who were going to prepare thoroughly the reception of the Red Army.
At the present time the greatest enemy of the Soviet Union was— England.
People with foresight began to seek other ways out without taking any heed of
whether the road they were taking led to disgrace or not. Today I recall the
words of Col. Berling who, when trying to persuade me to sign the declaration
I have already spoken about, used the argument that after all if by some miracle
Poland would be rebuilt there would be a general amnesty because there would
be thousands of people who would have done the same as we had and it would
At the time I thought this to be a
be an impossibility to sentence all of them.
After that conversation when the inmates
most prudent way of taking things.
of my room endeavoured to make me change my mind I answered that I did not
wish my son or my wife to have to say that his father or her husband was a traitor.
All that time I had no illusions about the possibility of a happy ending of the
What happened next seems to me like a fairy tale from the "Thou
whole affair.
sand and one nights" because I was absolutely sure that I would never regain
freedom again.
To end up I give the characteristics of a few persons who had nothing to do
with the "Malach6wka" villa:

III

Staff Col. MORAWSKI:
A man with an obsession to become "a great man".
Liked to drink vodka.
Made himself known because of two memoranda he had sent to the N. К. V. D.
in which he suggested the creating of a Polish Government, and of "Red Riflemen"
under his command.
Later on he was Commander of the Reserve Centre of the
5-th Infantry Division in Tatishchev.
In October 1940 he had spent a few days
in the "Malach6wka" villa but was removed from there probably on Col. Berling's
request.
Lieut. Col. GUDAKOWSKI:
Wanted and tried to oblise all representatives of the Soviet authorities without
exception.
He once said that he would rather be a "Soviet tractor-driver than a
Polish officer".
Gen. Przeidziecki knows all about this incident.
I wish to stress that Gen. Przc2dziecki Waclaw could give the most exhaustive
explanations on all these matters, having watched over, cared for and taken
lively interest in the lives of all the officers throughout that time for doing which
he had adequate possibilities, namely, an organisation which aimed at taking
notice of everything that was going on.
As to Col. Morawski, Staff Colonel Kiinstler and Mjr. Lis could give details
about the memoranda deposited by him with the N. К. V. D.
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The whole team /"collective"/ assembled in Malach6wka was chosen and
moulded by the N. К. V. D. authorities /Col. Jegorov/ as well as by Berling and
his group of "communists" assembled in the villa, with the purpose of performing
important tasks in the creation of a Ked Poland which would become the 17-tn
From among the members of that team wa9 to be formed a
Union Republic.
nucleus of the future Government and Army- of a Red Poland which was to march
at the head of the Soviet Army to facilitate its ta«k of taking over German occu
pied Poland.
Col. Berling together with his collaborators openly mentioned about such aims
N. К. V. D. Col. Jegorov also spoke unequivocally to this effect.
being prepared.
I would also like to mention that in that same villa a communist Government
for Finland had been trained before our arrival there and which did in fact turn
We had established this fact by discov
up in Finland in the beginning of 1940.
ering Finnish cigarette holders and newspapers of Finnish origin with" Finnish
inscriptions they must have left behind and also by what we were told by the
Col. Rosen-Zawadzki had also mentioned
female members of our servant staff.
it to us.
Re:

THE BATTLE OF KODZIOWKA.

Kodzi6wka is

a village situated 7 km. west of Sopo$kinie.
Close to the village
there is a farm of the same name. In the battle with the Bolsheviks which took
place on the 22-nd September 1939 only the 101 Lancers Regiment took part,
strengthened by a platoon of pioneers and a signal squadron.
We had no anti
tank arms except for one anti-tank rifle with 4 cartridges which was in the hands of
one of the Lancers in the O. C.'s Colour Party.
The Bolsheviks had two groups of tanks accompanied by motorised infantry.
Each group had 18 heavy tanks/Medium Kreetians/plus two light tanks.
In all
the enemy engaged into action 40 tanks
At 8 p. m. on the 21-st September 1939
our advanced patrols established the presence of enemy tanks. I sent on reconnais
sance an officer's patrol and went myself to the Regiment Commander who had
his post on the farm.
After half an hour's talk with the О. С. I returned to the
At 0.1.20 a. m. 7 enemy tanks rolled through
village to put into effect his orders.
our lines of protection and cut off the farm from the village.
The night was very
We managed to retain contact between the
dark and a drizzly rain was falling.
At 3 a. m. the Regiment Commander together with 2-ndfarm and the village.
in-Command and the A. D. C. came to my post. The О. C. asked me what was the
morale of the men and when I answered that I could wish no better he asked:
"Well, what are we going to do? Do we fight or withdraw?" — and without wait
ing for me to reply he said: "I know what you will answer and therefore we will
fight . . ." He left me in command of the village giving me further to my own
2-nd squadron, the 1-st squadron, a platoon of pioneers and half of the machineThe whole was formed
gun squadron with its commanding officer to help me.
into a cavalry battalion. The rest as the second cavalry battalion which he re
We fixed
tained under his personal command took up positions round the farm.
a. m. as the time in which we would simultaneously launch an attack against
enemy infantry which had stopped nearby apparently without setting up guards
for protection.
At the appointed time the O. C.'s battalion went to the attack
and precisely at the same time the Bolsheviks launched an attack upon the village
I occupied, throwing 12 tanks and their infantry into action. Twelve times they
tried to storm the village during which eleven of their tanks were put out of action
From my observation
by means of bottles of petrol which we flung at them.
point I could see six more enemy tanks immobilised by the O. C.'s battalion — in
all 17 tanks were destroyed.
The battle ended in our favour at twenty past
eight.
Our casualties wore very high. The 2-nd squadron which bore the brunt of
The soldiers
the enemy's attack lost 50% of its men and 70% of the horses.
behaved in a heroic way — Among other feats, corporal Choroszucha and lancer
Poloczanyn jumped upon enemy tanks and with the butts of their own riffles
damaged the tank machine-guns by smashing the barrels thus making them harm-

i

lees.

Among those fallen were the regiment commander, two squadron commanders
The commander of the 2-nd squadron was wounded
and one platoon commander.
and suffered from shell-shock, the officer commanding the pioneers' platoon was
also wounded.
The casualties of the enemy, according to Soviet sources, amounted to 12 tanks
According to informations received by the О. C. of the
and about 800 men.
03744— C2— pt. 4
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"Wolkowysk" group /Gen. Przezdziecki — was the commander of the group / the
total of the destroyed tanks was 22.
Everything I have stated in the above record has been described exactly as it
had happened without exaggeration — rather moderately if anything — and strictly
according to truth which I confirm with my own signature.
/—/

Heard by:
/ — / Giedronowicz

Lopianowski Narcyz.
Cavalry Captain.

Narcyz, Capt.
[TRANSLATION

COPY.

PART

П,

EXHIBIT

85A]

Capt. LOPIANOWSKI Narcyz,
14-th May, 1943.
In reference to my statement recorded in writing at a hearing which took place
on the 13-th of October 1942 in the 2-nd Section of the Staff of the I Armoured
Corps — I wish to state that:
In view of the development of the political relations between Poland and the
U. S. S. R. I relate herewith, reconstructed to the best of my memorv and knowl
edge, the statements made by the People's Commissar of the U. S. S. R. — BERJ A,
by the future People's Commissar of Security — MERKULOW, and by their
executive N. К. V. D. Lieut. Col. — JEGOROW whom I shall refer to in this
statement as "Chief of Staff".
I would like to stress that my first interrogation took place on the night of
13-14-th October 1940, between midnight and 0.3 a. m., in room No. 523 at the
Supreme H. Q. of the N. К. V. D. /People's Commissariat of Interior Affairs of
the U. S. S. R./. This room was the office of the People's Commissar himself.
The questions were put to me by the Chief of Staff. This statement deals only
with those questions which referred to political problems and leaves out the usual
questions about health and about what I thought of the Communist regime in
the U. S. S. R. Where I use the Polish form of "Sir" /"Pan"/ the Russian form
"you" /"wy"/ was used throughout the hearing. /TRANSLATOR'S Note. —
In English the form "you" is used/. I also wish to add that my answers were
given in Polish.
"Would you like to fight once again against the Germans?"
"Why don't you put this question to a Polish child, a Polish woman or any
youth. — Their answer would be yes".
"On whose orders would you agree to take an active part in the fight against
the Germans?"
"On orders of the Polish Government residing in London".
"But that Polish Government in LONDON is an impostrous Government
The Polish nation does
which has nothing in common with the Polish nation.
You, an officer of proletarian descent must
not recognize this Government.
surely realize that only the Soviet Union can assure a happy future to Poland —
but you must also help us in that. If you expect to receive help from Great
Britain you are in error. England after making the most of the Poles will sell
While to us — England is
them if only she will gain anything from doing so.
As long as British Imperialism exists and until it is des
enemy number one.
troyed the Soviet Union will be unable to spread the idea of freedom throughout
Remember that if England will not sell you it will be
the nations of the world.
only because she will turn you into her slaves, as she has done with the yellow
If and when the whole of Europe organised by
and black races in her colonies.
us will march with us under the Red banner, the overthrow of England will not
We can easily launch an attack against India
be a difficult task to achieve.
which would be a deadly blow to British imperialism, and would force America
to join hands with us."
"What then do you imagine will be done about Germany with which you
have signed a non-aggression pact and, if I am right, even a treaty of friendship".
"The Soviet Union has a realistic approach to the problems of tomorrow.
Sentimental considerations do not exist. The only thing which exists is material
ism and the strength of the nations of the Soviet Union.
The nations of the
Soviet Union will conclude any kind of pact with everyone of their enemies but
no such agreement is valid.
It is only a means to reach an aim decided upon by
the Communist Party which strives for freedom, happiness and wealth of all the
nations of the world.
The Red Army is powerful and will fight with enthusiasm
for the achievementjof this aim."
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"Do you think that the Germans will greet with flowers the entering Red
Army? Don't you think they have enough iron and steel to resist your march
to the West."
"The Germans, tired out by their struggle with England will try to force an
issue by invading the British Isles and will suffer such heavy losses that they
will be unable to resist us with their Fascist Army. The German nation seeing
that we bring with us freedom and wealth will undoubtedly greet us as its libera

We have enormous stocks of food, which are
tors from the yoke of capitalism.
Once we
being kept for the purpose of distributung them to the starving West.
overpower Germany we will have no difficulties with France because she is ours
In
anyhow while Czechoslovakia being our friend will help us in the South.
about ten years time when we complete the reorganisation of the European
And only
Continent in a common effort we shall destroy the British Empire.
after that shall we proceed all together with the building of a happy life for all
the nations of the world."
"I know that the war in 1939 had been arranged in Moscow between Ribbentrop
and Molotov with the cooperation of Stalin himself, and therefore I know that
when thrusting a knife into our backs you had more in mind than just to liquidate
Poland who had in no way caused you any harm".
"Yes, quite so. We did want this war to break out, because this war will
enable us to free the subjugated nations from the yoke of capitalists and landlords.
If we do not make the most of this war the capitalists will want to destroy us.
Poland was hostile to the Soviet Union and was subservient to capitalists who
Government which
oppressed the Polish Nation ruled by a Fascist-Capitalist
defended the interests of the capitalist Western States and, as such, Poland was
a hindrance and we therefore made an agreement with Germany in result of which
Poland ceased to exist as a State.
We want to rebuild a strong Poland which
would be friendly towards us in order to be able to work together towards the
Do you need better proof than the
aim of destroying other capitalist States.
When the Germans were entering Czechoslovakia the
case of Czechoslovakia.
Polish Government prevented us from helping her. As if that was not enough
it even helped the Germans — by grabbing part of Czechslovakia for itself."
Similar discussions went on and on till the 25-th of December, i. e. until P. S. C.
Lieut. Col. BERLING Zygmunt appeared on the scene.
The hearings were mostly conducted by the Chief of Staff.
I emphasize that the Soviet authorities were in no way embarrassed by what
they told us and shamelessly disclosed to us their plans creating thus the appear
ance of frank sincerity by which they hoped to win for their cause the cooperation
of the chosen Polish officers. Moreover they treated us as living dead who anyhow
would not have a chance to repeat to anyone what they were told.
When watching today the fantastic blackmail on which the Soviet Union has
engaged, I see that, in spite of the change of circumstances and a different balance
of strength, the same plans which I have sketched above are consistently being
put to life, and that the present development is treated as a test of the American
and British resistance to the unilateral decisions undertaken by the Kremlin and
aimed at destroying the defence wall which Poland represents in their drive to
They go even further than that and try to find partners who would
the West.
back them in their present act ion so as to be able to make u>« of their cooperation
at a later stage.
The thought of a strong and independent Poland deprives the Kremlin rulers
They incessantly return to this subject and raise it in their speeches
of their sleep.
broadcast on the air and printed in the press which is anyhow nothing else but
Soviet authorities do not deny the existance of a
the voice of the ruling clique.
Poland but their main effort is concentrated upon the attempt to establish a
Poland which would become another Soviet republic or, at least, to create a
Poland which would be so weak as to present no obstacle to Red imperialism.
To uninitiated people the plans described above may look like phantasies or the
The same applied to Hitler's plans as des
products of a morbid imagination.
Scarcely anybody took heed of what seemed to be
cribed in his "Mein Kampf".
Nevertheless the programme of the Kominform
utterances of a sickly brain.
is just as much a reality as was "Mein Kampf" with the difference that it is being
put. to life with even greater brutality and ruthlessness.
The rulers of the U. S. S. R. will stake everything on one card to achieve their
goal because if they fail to take advantage of the results of the present war it
would postpone indefinitely if not make completely unfeasable their plans of a
world-wide revolution.
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In the fulfilment of their plans the Bolsheviks had assigned a special role to the
Polish officers. The selection of the officers who were to become the
of the future Red Army was entrusted to P. S. C. Lieut. Col. Z. BER
£ioneers
ING who had chosen them with the approval of the highest N. К. V. D. au
chosen

thorities and had them trained at special courses organised in the neighbour
hood of Moscow.
In my earlier statement I did not give details of the programme which was
It ran as follows:
worked out in the "MALACHOWKA* villa.
1/ The change of Poland's political structure enforced with the help of the
Red Army.
2/ The incorporation of Poland into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as
the 17-th member Republic.
3/ The consolidating of the newly imposed structure by getting rid in a humani
tarian way of elements hostile to the new order, i. e. of the officers' families, of the
class of civil servants and all others who would dare to voice their disapproval.
The getting rid of these elements was to be achieved by their deportation to distant
districts of Soviet Russia.
Lt. Col. Berling maintained that one had to look ahead and understand the
"major issues". There was nothing to fear from the prospect of Poland becoming
one of the happy nations of the Soviet Union as the 1 7-th Soviet Republic.
The
Poles were a talented race, the present generation was well prepared and capable
Those in power in the U. S. S. R.
of playing a major part within Soviet Russia.
had limited intelligence and inadeqviate education which opened before the Poles
In a short time all key positions
enormous possibilities and unlimited horizons.
would fall into the hands of the Poles and they would soon rule the entire Soviet
Union.
If those who refuse to comply and join us will perish it would be through
no fault of ours and we therefore need not feel any pangs of conscience in respect of
people who are unable to grasp the "major issues".
I would like to quote here Berling's version of the talks about the missing
Polish officers. Among them there were many whom he wanted to draw into his
plan of collaboration with the U. S. S. R. During one of the conversations with
People's Commissar Berja in the presence of N. К. V. D. Lieut. Col. Jegorow,
Berfing explained to the People's Commissar his intention of making use of these
officers. Berja had favourably received the suggestions and turning to his Chief
of Staff had said: "Well then, I think we should hand over to Berlins these officers
To which the Chief of Staff replied: "Unfortunately
if he wishes to have them".
I think it will be rather difficult, if at all feasable, to trace these officers". The
The Chief of Staff
Peop'e's Commissar then said: "It was a great mistake".
addt d: "We shall try to find them — perhaps it can still be done".
I relate the exact wording of this conversation to the best of my memory,
according to how it was repeated by Berling himself and by Cpt. Rozen-Zawadzki.
To my question about what could have happened to these officers Cpt. RozenZawadzki replied that they had probably been sent to such places from which the
One thing is sure — that not a single
Bolsheviks were unable to retrieve them.
one of these officers had been found up till the end of March 1942.
The conversation between Berling and the People's Commissar related above
took place either in October or in November 1940.
To conclude I will quote an epizode which occurred in result of Lieut. Col.
Berling's constant assertions that it was essential to gain at all price the confidence
I, on my part constantly maintained that I did not wish to
of the Bolsheviks.
have anything in common with the henchmen of the Polish Nation who sentenced
My atti
to a slow death innocent Polish children and unhappy Polish women.
tude began to influence to a certain degree the "younger" adherents of Berling's
group. Towards the end of March 1941 the Chief of Staff arrived one day and
after a long talk in Berling's room a roll-call was ordered at which all officers living
When we were all assembled the
in the "Malach6wka" villa were to be present.
Chief of Staff accompanied by Berling turned up and assured us once again that
all Polish families deported to Russia were living in good conditions and he ended
his speach with the following sentence: spoken in a raised voice: "Maybe some
of you are afraid that by some miracle a Poland will be revived which will hold
I assure you that the Soviet Union is
you responsible and want to punish you.
sufficiently strong and powerful to ensure in any circumstances safety and care to
all who co-operate with the U. S. S. R."

NOTE: By "first interrogation" I mean the inquests which were started in the
prison of Lubianka, as it was from then on that I became the object of their
regular "sounding" and "shaping" procedure.
Lopianowski N.
/Signed/
Cavalry Capt.
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Mr. Flood. I now show the witness exhibit 34 and ask him whether
or not these are the documents to which he refers dealing with matters
about the prison camp, and have they been in his possession until the
time they were presented to the Commission.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show the witness exhibit 35 and ask him whether
or not exhibit 35 is an exact photostatic reproduction of exhibit 34.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. At this time we offer in evidence translations of ex
hibit 35 and return to the witness exhibit 34.
Now let me have the Red Cross folder, the documents dealing with
the Polish Red Cross reports?
Will you separate from the documents
which you have before you, Colonel, all of the documents that refer
to the Polish Red Cross reports, or the Polish Red Cross matter in
connection with Katyn? Do you have them separate?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now will you give to me all the documents you have
in your possession that deal with the Polish Red Cross report relating
to

Katyn?

Colonel Lunkiewicz. I am not presenting all these documents, be
cause they were presented by Mr. Skarzynski.
Mr. Flood. They were referred to by him?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And you have the documents?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Only a medical opinion of the doctor of
Polish Red Cross who worked in Katyn.
Mr. Flood. Those are all the documents you have on that subject?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. I present only these documents.
This is a
plan of the cemetery in Katyn as made by Polish Red Cross after the
victims were exhumed and reburied.
Mr. Flood. I want you to take every document you have in front
of you that deals with the Polish Red Cross at Katyn and give it to
me in one folder— everything.
(Documents produced.)
Now we present to the stenographer, to be marked for identification,
exhibit 36 and exhibit 37.
(The folder referred to was marked as "Exhibit 36" and the photo
static copy thereof as"Exhibit 37.")
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copy of Exhibit 371

Medico —Legal Opinion
As the result of the work of exhumation undertaken with the assistance of the
Technical Committee of the Polish Red Cross between, April 29-th 1943 and
June 3-rd 1943, on the site of the crime at Katyn Forest situated about 16 km. to
the west of Smolensk, I arrived at the following final conclusions:
1/ The exhumed bodies numbering 4.145 were buried in eight mass graves.
Seven of the above mentioned graves, lying close together, were situated on a
sandy mound at a distance of about 500 m. from the Orsha-Smolensk main road.
The largest grave which was "L" shaped contained about 2.500 bodies, the
remaining from 700 /grave No. 2/ to 50 /grave No. 5/.
The exhumed bodies were closely packed in layers side by side and for the most
part face downwards and only in the upper layers of grave No. 1 were they thrown
in at random.
The grave No. 8 situated at a distance of about 100 m. from the group of the
other graves was only partially emptied but on the strength of comparison of its
dimentions with those of the other graves it could contain about 150-200 bodies.
2/ Taking into account the fact that in the large majority of cases the bodies
were dressed in Polish officers' uniforms and were provided with inoculation cer
tificates from Kozielsk camp, it must be assumed that they were bodies of the
Polish officer prisoners of war of 1939, interned in the Kozielsk camp.
3/ The post mortem examinations of the bodies established the cause of death
to be a shot in the skull, damaging the vital centres of the brain / for the most part
the medulla / and causing instantaneous death.
This shot, aimed as a rule from the back slightly below the occipital protuber
ance and running upwards and towards the front of the cranium, for the most
part terminated in an exit wound within the upper part of the forehead.
Only in a few cases was a double or even a triple shot in the back of the head
established.
4/ This stereotyped bullet channel proved the executioners to be both system
atic and experienced.
5/ All the shots were fired from pistols and the amunition used bore the trade
mark "Greco 7'65 D".
The fact that it was often found that the edges of the wounds were singed and
that grains of unburnt powder were stuck round them, proved that the snot had
been fired from a very close range.
6/ The relative large number of cartridge cases and bullets in the vicinity of
the graves, under the pine needles and even inside the gTaves, were a sufficient
basis for the supposition that the execution was carried out over the graves or
even after the victims had been led into the graves, previously dug out.
7/ The absence of any traces of a struggle having occurred before death led to
the supposition that the victims were overpowered by assistants and only then
shot by proper executioners.
The fact that in nearly 20% of the cases the hands
were bound behind the back with a cord tied in a double slip knot, suggested that
this method was used as a preventive measure against sclfdefence with individuals
who could offer resistance / physically fit / .
Also the throwing of the greatcoats over the heads of the victims / grave
No. 5 / and the tying of thorn with a cord at the height of the neck and connecting
this knot with the knot typically used for the binding of the hands behind the
back, suggested that this refined method of disabling the victims was intended to
prevent any shouting before the execution.
8/ The precision with which each victim was shot, the fact that the layers of
bodies were spread over with a calcium compound / grave No. 1 / , the period
covered by the dates of the Soviet newspapers and diaries found on the bodies
and finally the careful arrangement of the bodies in each grave / with the exception
of the upper layers of grave No. 1 / sufficiently proved that the crime was carried
out over a long period of time.
9/ It was impossible to fix exactly the length of time the bodies had lain under
It is true that the
the ground by the degree of the putrid decomposition only.
research of Prof. Orsos / Budapest / is supposed to have established that an
incrustation of calcium salts on the inner side of the skull does not occur before a
body has lain in the earth for three years. But this phenomenon, which was met
with several times on the Katyn bodies, has still not been definitely accepted in the
field of forensic medicine and cannot, therefore, be used as a basis for the calcula
tion of the exact period of time the bodies had lain in the earth.
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The exhumed bodies showed a varying degree of putrid decomposition depend
ing on the layer of soil, its reaction, the accessibility of air, humidity and the pres
sure under which they were lying.
Thus in the upper sandy layers the bodies
were light and brittle and presented a picture of a partial mummification, whereas
to the lower layere of clay or peat / grave No. 1 / they showed signs of the forma
tion of the so called adipocere which was characterised by the preservation of the
general features of the body.
The skin of these bodies was covered with a sticky, grey grease which had an
unpleasant, strong smell which had also permeated the clothes of the bodies.
The above mentioned layer of grease protected from extem?,l influences not
only the bodies, but also the documents found on the bodies. The clothes on the
bodies in the upper layers were faded and fragile and in the lower layers they were
strong and the colours were preserved.
10/ The above mentioned degree of putrid decomposition being dependent on
external factors and the exact adherance of contiguously lying bodies, proved that
the original arrangement of the bodies had not been disturbed.
11/ The presence of wooden soles /"apeldwki"/ attached to the boot legs by
means of a string or by leather straps found on quite a considerable number of
bodies in grave No. 1, and the absence of them in the other graves, led to the
supposition that grave No. 1 was filled with the victims of the first executions,
carried out in the colder part of the year, and that the other mass graves had been
filled one by one at a later time in the season.
From notes found in the diaries of the exhumed bodies it could be calculated
that the time in which the first seven mass graves had been made was the end of
March and the month of April 1940.
Grave No. 8, discovered on the first of June 1943, was the latest and I calculate
that it was made in the first half of May 1940. The bodies in it were, clad in
summer uniforms and the Soviet newspapers found on them were dated the first
days of May 1940.
12/ The examination of the material evidence found on the bodies such as
anti-typhoid inoculation certificates from the prisoners camp at Kozielsk, identity
cards, P. К. O. savings books / Post Office Savings Bank /, diaries, letters received
at Kozielsk or not yet sent from Kozielsk, military aluminium identity discs,
visiting cards, sketches, photographs etc. made it possible to establish for the
greater number of the victims their surname, Christian name, military rank,
profession, age, the locality from which they came, religion etc.
13/ The above mentioned material evidence and more than anything else the
diaries and note books made it possible to establish more precisely the time of the
crime. They all ceased in the second half of March and April 1940.
These made it also possible to establish the route along which the Polish pris
oners were brought to the scene of the crime, which was Kozielsk, — Smolensk,
— Gniezdowo. The further route was covered in prison cars to the place of
So, for instance, the diary of Major Adam Solski,
execution in the Katyti Forest.
No. 490, finishes on the 9-th of April 1940 with the note: "We have been brought
to a wood, hour 8'30— they take away watches, belts, pen knives, roubles".
14/ The data collected as a result of the examination of the scene of the crime
and the exhumation of the bodies agreed with the depositions of the Russian wit
nesses, who in the spring of 1940, saw the Polish prisoners being brought in parties
in prison wagons, to Gniezdowo Station and from there being driven in prison
cars in the direction of the KatyJi Forest/Zacharov, Kisielev/:
The witness Kisielev, who lived nearby, had even heard shots and shouts from
the direction of the forest.
16/ The finding, in the area of the Katyi5 Forest, of quite a number of other
graves containing Russian bodies with typical shot wounds in the skull led to the
supposition that the Katyii Forest had already been used for some time as a place
of execution.
Judging by the degree of putrid decomposition of the bodies in the different
Russian graves the time that they had lain in the earth should be calculated as
being from 5-1 5 years.
16/ The expert reserves to himself the right of giving a supplementary forensic
medical statement after he has finished the analysing of further material.

Mr. Flood.

I

show to the witness exhibit 36 and ask him whether
report of the Polish Red Cross in connection with
the Katyn massacre and direct his attention to that part of exhibit 36
which is a map purporting to be a map of the graves and the number
of graves found at Katyn, and ask him for the record to designate

or not exhibit

36 is a
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from the number of graves how many graves in number are shown
on that map. These are the graves shown on this map which were
dug by the Polish Red Cross at the time they reburied the bodies of
the Polish officers that were dug up by the Germans at Katyn, and
the comment is significant for the purpose of showing the contrast
between the number of graves as marked on the map by the Polish
Red Cross and the number of graves subsequently the Russians said
they found at Katyn, namely, one.
Colonel, willyou state from the map the number of graves marked
on the Polish Red Cross report?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. It is six large graves and two small, two
individual graves.
Mr. Flood. I show the witness exhibit 36 and ask him whether or
not exhibit 36, which I have just shown him and be has read from the
map and the other document, is the report of the Polish Red Cross
on the Katyn matter which has been in his custody until presented
to the committee today?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show the witness exhibit 37 and ask him whether
or not exhibit 37 in its two parts, including a photostat of the said
map, is a true translation of exhibit 36?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. We now offer in evidence exhibit 37 in two parts and
return to the witness exliibit 36.
Will you now let me have all documents in one exhibit referring to
the Kriwoserczew case? [Documents produced.]
Would you have this exhibit, which contains three separate docu
ments, marked as exhibit 38 and the photostat thereof marked as
exhibit 39.
(Documents referred to were marked as "Exhibit 38" and the
photostatic copy thereof as "Exhibit 39.")
Mr. Flood. I now ehow you, Colonel, marked for identification,
exhibit 38, which contains three separate documents and ask you
whether or not exhibit 38 in its three parts contains references in your
files to the Kriwoserczew case, and has this exhibit been in your posses
sion until such time as it was presented to the committee today?
Colonel Lumkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show you exhibit 39 and ask you whether or not
that is an exact photostatic reproduction of exhibit 38 in its three
parts?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. We now offer in evidence exhibit 39 and return to the
witness exhibit 38.
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copy of Exhibit 39]

The
[The document translated below is written on a printed form / No. 5/8/.
The printed
names and data are typed in the spaces between the printed text.
text has been italicized in the translation.]
Field Court Martial.
Doc.

No. 5/S.

Ref. Sow. 6/46.

RECORD OF HEARING OF WITNESS

LEWICKI KAZIMIERZ,
HUBERT STANISLAW,

Military Judge Lieut. Auditor
Recorder Sergeant
The witness having

-

been cautioned and instructed in accordance with art:
81 of
staled as follows.
the Military Penal Code,
1/ Name and Chr. name: KRIWOZERCOW IWAN son of GREGORY,
2/ Date and place of birth: 20.VII.1915, NOWE BATOKI, borough of KATYN,
District of SMOLENSK,
3/ Religion: Orthodox,
4/ Family status: bachelor,
profession: metal turner,
5/ Military rank
address: resided before the war at his birth place,
6/ Allocation
7/ Relation to defendant and/or other parlies concerned in this case:
8/ The witness was sworn in accordance with art. 83 of the Military Penal Code
having been first instructed in accordance with art. 82 point 2 of the M.P.C.
Now and then the less usual Polish
The hearing was conducted in Polish.
expressions were translated into Russian to the Witness by 2/Lieut. Heitzman
Marian from the General Staff in LONDON. The Witness understands Polish
The Witness gave evidence as recorded on the attached sheets No.
perfectly.
1, 2, 3 and 4.
KRIW / KRIWOZERCOW/ /in Russian/,
Follow four signatures,
Lewicki, Lieut,
St. Hubert,

-

-

-

-

M. Heitzman.
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Copy of Exhibit 39A]

the beginning of March 1940 rumours circulated that the N. К. V. D. was
going to build some houses in the KOZIE GORY wood because diggings of the
foundations had already been started.
The pits were dug out by civilian prisoners
brought over under N. К. V. D. guard in three to four cars from the Smolensk
I saw the arrivals of these convicts with my own eyes. The works were
prison.
started n the first days of March.
I reckon they must have been convicts from
Smolensk because the cars were coming from that direction.
When these works were completed transports of officers began to arrive to
I remember that they began to arrive at the time of the armistice
Gniezdowo.
with Finland and even because of that people initially said that the N. К. V. D.
But already on the second day some of the local
transported Finish officers.
inhabitants recognised Polish uniforms and it became known that those were
transports of Polish prisoners of war — of officers.
The transports were brought by special trains composed of an engine and 3 to 4
prison coaches /stotypinki/ : Sometimes the coaches were of the smaller two-axle
type at other times they were the large four-axle ones.
The whole train was moved to the side track near the storage building opposite
the little square. There the "black — raven" /"czornyj-woron"/ prison cars
moved up with their backs towards the railway carriages and the officers were
transferred into them. There were two "black-ravens" and a lorry on to which
In the latter
the belongings of the officers were loaded and also a passenger car.
travelled the commander, an officer of the N. К. V. D. I could not see precisely
After the officers had been loaded into
his badges but I think he had one strap.
the "ravens" the whole column drove off towards Kozie Gdry and then returned
for the next batch.
People said that the N. К. V. D. was taking them to Kozie G6ry for the purpose
of shooting them there. Although nobody witnessed the executions it was known
that there was no camp in the Kozie Gory forest and moreover the place was
known to have been an execution place for many years.
The escort was composed of an N. К. V. D. team from Smolensk, and I even
knew the driver of one of the "black-ravens"; his name was JAKIM ROZUWAJEW known by the nick-name of KIM. Further to that I know that PIETKA —
I forget his surname — the driver of the lorry, on which the officers' luggage was
transported to Kozie G6ry and who, later on, was thrown out of employment
with the N. К. V. D. and worked in the Sojuztrans in Smolensk, told people
even before the Germans had arrived that the N. К. V. D. had executed these
officers.
A relative of mine told me that one day while the train was being shuttled on
the station he recognised among the N. К. V. D. escort a man he knew personally.
He began to talk to him and asked him whether these men were taken to a camp.
To which he got the answer: "Where did you see any camps over here? Why
do you ask stupid questions as if you did not know where they are taken to?".
The personnel of the N. К. V. D. "datcha" /villa/ numbered not more than 3 to
4 persons because the members of the N. К. V. D. used to come there only for a
Not far from the N. К. V. D. villa,
very short time and they did not live there.
After the
in the village of BOREK there was a large N. К. V. D. Sanatorium.
Germans had taken over, the N. К. V. D. villa was occupied by a high ranking
German officer, allegedly a general who lived there with his A. D. C. but no
military unit was stationed there. Including the general not more than 10 people
lived there.
After the war of 1939 there were no prisoner of war camps in the neighborhood
Neither were
of Katyn and Gniezdowo nor were there any further westward.
there any road repairs undertaken in that district apart from the normal work
done by the local road guards.
The German troops occupied the Gniezdowo district on the 27th July 1941
while Smolensk /the upper part of the town/ was taken already on fhe 16-th of
July. During 13 days the district was a no-mans-land and everyone could do
what he wanted.
True enough there were some disorganised units of the Red
Army which remained in the district till the 26-th and then withdrew after blow
ing up the railway and the road bridges but there was no order at the time.
In the spring of 1942, Polish workers who worked there as members of the
TODT organisation and were employed in collecting steel scraps, learned from
the local inhabitants about the existence of the graves of Polish officers shot in
the Kozie G6ry forest.
I myself witnessed such a conversation. I know from KISIELEW that the
Polish workers had visited him and had asked him to show them the graves.
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a small wooden cross.

"NOWYJ PUT"

a Smolensk

I saw

newspaper

printed in Russian by the Germans — about the crimes committed by the Bol
sheviks on territories they had occupied in 1939.
The article described the mass

arrests, the deportations of hundreds of thousands of people to Siberia, of which
the majority had perished there, and it also mentioned that Gen. Sikorski was
unable to trace in Russia a few thousand of Polish officers at the time when he was
organising a Polish Army on Russian territory. After having read this article
raised the subject when talking to the German interpreter and I said among
others: "Why are they searching for these officers in Russia when they had been
The interpreter who was employed by the
shot and buried here in Kozie Gory".
"Geheime Feld Polizei" made no comment at the time but a few days later a
relation of mine who looked after the horses of the Geheime F. P. told me that I
was to be sent somewhere the next day with n.c. officers of the Geh. F.P. I was
loaded on to a cart together with two local inhabitants and we were driven in the
direction of Kozie G6ry.
We were accompanied by two corporals of the Geh.
F.P. on motorcycles. One of them called Arholtz or Eichholtz spoke Russian.
I am nearly certain that I had seen him since either in March or in April 1946.
He was then a prisoner of war in the Fallingsbosted camp in Germany.
The
same Arholtz or Eichholtz could probablv give some information about the fate
of IWAN WASILIEWICZ
ANDREJEW from NOWE BATOKI who was
evacuated togehter with his wife and Eichholtz to Minsk, where his wife gave
I do not know what happened to them after that.
birth to a daughter.
When we arrived to the N. К. V. D. villa the two German N. C. O.'s asked me
where were the graves of the Polish officers. I said I did not know but that I
would go and ask Kisielew who lived close by and who was sure to know some
Kisielew was at home lying on the stove and when I told him what it
thing.
was about he said that last year already Polish workers had asked him the same
I told him that now we were going to dig up the graves. He dressed
question.
and followed me and then showed us where the graves were.
We broke up the frozen earth with pick-axes and took turns in digging up the
mound.
When we had already dug a fairly deep hole a cadaverous smell spread
around.
As my two comrades could not stand the stench and began to feel sick
while I somehow proved more resistant I was the one to dig the last shift.
Up
till now we had dug through sand but at the bottom of the hole I struck now on a
I first saw the
thin layer of black soil under which I finally uncovered a corpse.
military overcoat or rather its back belt since the body was lying face downwards.
wrenched off a button from the back belt and cleaning it I could see that it had
an eagle on it. I handed over the button to the Germans and after they had in
spected it I wrapped it up in a piece of paper.
After which we interrupted the

I

I

^h en we were back in Gniezdowo Lieut. Voss, the secretary of the Gen. F. P.
arrived.
showed him the button and told him how we had dug out a hole and
about the cadaverous stench which exhaled from it. On hearing which Voss took
a bottle of spirit in case anyone felt sick again and took us all back to Kozie G6ry.
This time we went by car accompanied by the motorcycles.
When we arrived on
the spot Voss ordered us to widen the hole and to remove the head from the body
and take it out of the pit.
He took a good look at it, ordered us to replace it and
He then strolled around the
to cover up the body with a thin layer of earth.
wood, crossed the little swamp at the bottom of the hollow between the mounds
and then took us all back to Gniezdowo.
Later the same day the Austrian N. C. O./Unteroffizier/GUSTAW PONKA,
with the help of the interpreter Arholtz or Eichholtz, took down in writing a state
ment which I made answering questions about what I knew of the shootings of
the Polish officers. Together with me they also questioned IWAN ANDREJEW
knick-named "RUMBA" from Nowe Batoki.
I wish to stress that during the
hearing I was asked to tell only what I knew and nobody threatened me about
anything, neither was I shouted at. Andrejew who was questioned in my presence
was treated in the same way.
I was not present during the hearings of the other
inhabitants of the neighbourhood but if the Germans had beaten up or even
threatened anyone I would have undoubtedly heard of it. The best proof of the
bebaviour of those questioning us was that knowing that Kisielew was an old man
they did not summon him to Gniezdowo but Ponka with the interpreter went to
his house to take down his statement in writing.
I saw Kisielew many a time
after that and he was in excellent health although he was very old.
On the day
of my evacuation to the West, that is on the 24-th of Sept. 1943 I saw Kisielew
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walking together with his wife, and he was even pushing a wheelbarrow before him.
Anyhow there was no reason for beating up or threatening anyone of those who
made statements because all of them including Kisielew gave evidence of their
own free will.
A few days later a Red Cross Commission arrived and set up a Red Cross flag
on the site.
The interpreter told us that from then on the whole place was under
the control of the Red Cross. The members of the Red Cross Commission inter
viewed us and questioned us about everything we knew of the execution of the
officers and only the interpreter was present during these hearings.
We talked
quite freely and nobody shouted at us.
I also tnlkcd to the delegation of the Polish prisoners of war. Initially we
spoke through the intermediary of the interpreter but one of the Polish prisoners
of war — an officer with two or three stars — told the interpreter that he sroke bad
Russian and began to speak to us in Russian himself without the help of the
Among the members of that delegation was a Polish Lieut. Colonel
interpreter.
but he did not speak Russian.
I also talked to the delegation of English prisoners of war. The Englishmen
first inspected the graves and then came towards us accompanied by the German
The Germans began to shout for the "Dolmetcher" / inter
Propaganda Chief.
preter /. At this moment one of the British delegates, a tall officer with specta
cles, broke away from the group, and came up to us and in rather broken Russian
asked lis: "P.°lkownik
choczet znat' skolko platit nam dzienieg Germancy?"
/"The Colonel wants to know how much the Germans pay you"/. Kisielew
answered that nobodv pays him anything.
Later on the British questioned us
through the intermediary of that English officer and asked us about how the
Bolsheviks had transported the officers. After which they went off to inspect the
graves of the executed Russians.
I also spoke to the members of the Polish Red Cross team. I recollect that one
day after a certain body had been unearthed, the Poles after inspecting his docu
ments began to talk excitedly among themselves and I overheard the name
"Pilsudski" repeated once or twice. Interested, I moved up and asked them
what had haprened.
To which they showed me the documents they held and
told me that they had found the body of KALICINSKI — Pilsudski's personal
phvsician.
Towards the end of May the Germans had finished the exhumation of the seven
At that time all the bodies from these seven
graves at this side of the swamp.
Out of the eighth small grave on the other side of the
graves had br-en taken out.
swamp the Germans took out only a few bodies which they put back into the
grave and ordered all exhumation works to be stopped.
Among those who gave evidence before the Germans was IWAN ANDREJEW
from the village ZYTKI, nick-named "SZLOPECZKA", over forty years old, not
to be mixed up with the other IWAN ANDREJEW nick-named "RUMBA" / be
cause of his crooked legs / who joined the evacuation to the West.
In the summer
of 1943 when rumours began to circulate that the Red Army was approaching
the wife of SZLOPECZKA threw him out of the house and declared she did not
wish to live with him any longer. I understood then that she was afraid that
when the Reds would come back all those who had testified before the Germans
would be made responsible for it.
Throughout the years 1941 and 1942, after the Germans had taken over, no
troops were ever stationed in the N. К. V. D. villa except for the high ranking
German officer who, as I have already mentioned, lived there. Neither was the
territory of the wood out of bounds and there were no guards arround it, not even
a fence the latter having been broken up for fuel.
Anybody could stroll over the
wood — I myself walked about it in search of mushrooms.
The Germans never
forbade us to walk in the neighbourhood of the villa.
Neither did I ever see any
cars arriving there except for the passenger car which belonged to the officer who
lived there.
The people in the neighbourhood did not pay much attention to the whole
matter because it was known to all that the N. К. V. D. had used Kozie G6ry as
an execution place for vears and everyone knew how it was done.
SIEMION ANDREJEW from NOWE BATOKT who worked in the workshop
at the 95 Depot in KRASNY BOR to where he travelled daily by train, heard
from the railway workers that thn Polish officers were brought over by the N. K.
V. D. from Kozielsk.
I never hoard anyone sav about officers being brought also
from Starobielsk or Ostaszk6w.
ANDREJEW had moved further East to
Russia before the Germans had arrived.
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When the Red Army came up closer I decided to evacuate together with the
IVAN ANDREJEW / "RUMBA" / who was an acquaintance of
Germans.
mine hesitated whether to go or to stay but I advised him to go West unless he
wished to be shot by the N. К. V. D.
So he finally made up his mind and went Westward by car with the German
I wanted to go with them but
interpreter THEODOR whose surname I forget.
It was therefore only a day or two later that I went out
they left me behind.
onto the highway and begged a German military policeman who regulated the
He stopped a passing car which was going
traffic to help me to be taken West.
to ORSZA and that was how I left.
I have heard the name of MIENSZAGIN, who was the commandant of the
city of Smolensk during the German occupation, but I know nothing of what
had happened to him.
I wish to state additionally that when I first gave evidence before the Germans,
the first one to be questioned was WASYLKOW, who was the third from among
those who went to Kozie G6ry for the first digging up of the graves. Wesylkow,
who was rather cowardly, when asked what he had seen answered that he had
seen nothing and knows nothing to which the interpreter said: "Well, if you
know nothing and you do not want to say anything you'd better go home".
On page 2 of this record in the 12-th line from the bottom the word "GUSTAW"
has been written in; on page 3 in the 6-th line from the top the word "interpretc r"
has been added while in the 7-th line from the bottom "E 5" has been deleted
and "95" inserted instead.
After having been read over, signed
KRIW /KRIWOZERZOW/, /in Russian/
/signatures/
S.

Hubert.

K. Lewicki, Lieut.

H. Heitzman.
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GENERAL INSPECTORATE OF THE P.R.C.
Statistical Department,
15, Egerton Gardens
London
W.

29-th October, 1948.
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COW died in 1947.
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The search
the whereabouts
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Major,
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Chief
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Mr. Flood. For the benefit of the record, and to orient these
exhibits which are being considered later by the committee, will you
just state briefly the elements of this Kriwoserzew case, and its signif
icance to the Katyn matter?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Kriwoserzew
Mr. Flood. I want to know who he was, how he came to the
attention of the Polish London Government, and what connection he
has (or his case has) with Katyn. Just give me in one paragraph
Colonel, for the purpose of the documentary record, the significance
of this man to this case.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Kriwoserzew was an inhabitant of a village
near Gnizdowa.
There he has many friends, and from them he
learned about the fate of the Polish officers in Katyn Forest.
Later,
when the Russians started the offensive, he fled to Germany and
worked in Berlin. Later he went to the western zone of Germany
where he went to the Polish authorities declaring that he is a witness
of the Katyn massacre.
Mr. Flood. Did this man come to London?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. He was in communication with you here in London?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And he was subsequently found dead in London?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Not in London, in the provinces.
Mr. Flood. In England?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. In England, yes.
Mr. Flood. At this time I will ask this witness to step aside while
we place on the stand the investigator for the committee, Mr. Pucinski.
TESTIMONY OF ROMAN PUCINSKI, [INVESTIGATOR FOR THE
COMMITTEE

.

Mr. Flood. Mr. Pucinski, you have already been sworn in this
matter.
am advised that you have to present to the committee a
document having to do with the Kriwoserzew case, is that correct?
Mr. Pucinski. That is correct, Mr. Flood.
Mr. Flood. Will you present that to me at this time?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes. (Document handed to Mr. Flood.]
Mr. Flood. I now ask the stenographer to mark as exhibit No. 40
the document just handed to me by the investigator.
(The document referred to was marked as "Exhibit No. 40" and
follows:)

I
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[Translation

of Exhibit 40]

I KRIWOSERZEW

Ivan born at Gniezdowo, Russia, Russian Citizen, on
reported to the first Polish officer I met to tell the whole story of the
massacre of the Polish officers at Katyn in 1940.
My village was situated about 3 kilometers from the wood where the shooting
took place.
When the place was occupied by the Germans I stayed there (in my Home
I learned from the Germans that they are interested in
village, Gniezdowo).
finding the missing Polish officers, interested in the massacre of Polish officers,
I reported to them and told
and that the matter is of international importance.
them all I knew and to different International inquiring committees.
I was the
first to show them the graves. I worked for three months in opening the mass
graves of Polish officers.
When Russians moved forward I was sent by the Germans into Germany and
worked as a railway-worker in Berlin.
Before Russian occupied Berlin I fled on
foot here.
I state the above solemnly in place of oath.
(Signed)
(Kriw)
Kriwozerzew
Verden, 31.5.45.
(in Russian)
20.7.1915

Mr. Flood. Mr. Pucinski, I now show you exhibit No. 40, and ask
you to identify what that exhibit is.
Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Flood, this is an original statement reportedly
in the handwriting of Kriwoserzew, made to a Polish officer, and
signed in his own handwriting
Mr. Flood. Whose own handwriting?
Mr. Pucinski. In Kriwoserzew's handwriting, his own signature,
on May 31, 1945, in a displaced persons camp at Verden in Germany.
This statement was taken by a Major Gruber, who had been referred
to by our undisclosed witness in Chicago, and subsequently turned
over

Mr. Flood. By "undisclosed witness", you mean a witness that we
had called and sworn in Chicago, whose identity was known to the
committee, but for the reason of his having relatives behind the iron
curtain, the committee did not disclose his name?
Mr. Pucinski. That is correct; and this statement subsequently
was turned over to the Polish Government in exile, and it was given
to me the other day by Mr. Jankowski
Mr. Flood. By whom?
Mr. Pucinski. By Mr. Jankowski, on instructions of the President
of the Polish Government in exile, Mr. Zaleski.
Mr. Flood. And the document has been in your possession ever
since until such time as you present it to the committee now?
Mr. Pucinski. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. We will offer that in evidence.
Now. Colonel Lunkiewicz, will you return to the stand?
TESTIMONY OF COL. JERZY LUNKIEWICZ— Resumed
Mr. Flood. Will you let me have in one folder all of the communi
cations, telegrams, memoranda and so forth, which you referred to as
dealing with the matter of Katyn?
Will you describe briefly what those documents are?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. These are statements of the visiting Polish
journalist, Mr. Goetel, in Katyn. They were made in 1946 so you can
see he didn't think those things up just recently.
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Mr. Flood. Mr. Goetel was a witness who testified before this
committee

on yesterday's

hearing?

Colonel Lunkiewicz.
Yes. This is the testimony of Mrs. Ostromecka about the body of her sister which was found in the Katyn
grave.

I

is

it

I

is

I

I

is

is

a

a

is

it,

Colonel, the lady to whom you now
Mr. Flood. As understand
refer with reference to this particular document
the sister of the only
female whose body was found with those of the Polish officers at Katyn,
Polish aviatress?
and that female was
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. And this
document of her sister?
Colonel LuNKiEwicz.»Yes.
Mr. Flood. Anything else?
Mr. Lunkiewicz. No, that
all, in this matter.
now ask the stenographer to mark for identification exhibits No.
41 and No. 42.
(Documents referred to marked "Exhibit No. 41" for identification,
and "Exhibit No. 42" for identification.)
Mr. Flood.
now show you, Colonel, exhibit No. 41 and ask you
the exhibit containing the document to which
whether or not that
you have just referred in your testimony, namely, statements with
reference to Katyn from Mr. Goetel?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood.
now show you exhibit No. 42 and ask you whether or
an exact copy of statements made by Mrs. Musnika.
not
Colonel Lunkiewicz. It is, sir.
Mr. Flood. In that case we offer in evidence translations of exhibit
No. 41 and exhibit No. 42. Photostatic copies of the original state
ments will remain as part of this committee's permanent file.
oopy of Exhibit 41]

[Translation

Report

by Ferdynand

Goetel

on his

Visit to Katyn

I

a

I

I

a

I

I

I

I

I

In the first days of April 1943,
received a telephone call from Wladyslaw
Zyglarski, the Secretary of the Society of Authors and Journalists and during
the Occupation, one of the members of the so called Literary Committee of the
He informed me that was being sought
R.G.O. /Central Council of Welfare/.
in some urgent matter by Dr. Grundman from the "Abteilung Propaganda" of
was wanted about something
Thinking that
the "General Gouvernement".
which had to do with the canteen kitchen in the building of the Literary Society
In
went to town to find out whether something had occured in the canteen.
lived in Zoliborz,
the meantime, Grundman had found out from Zyglarski that
Not having found me
56, Mickiewicz Street and had come to my house by car.
at home he repeated to my wife that he had very urgent matter to see me about
usually
and he made a note of the telephone number in the nearest little shop.
made use of the telephone belonging to the photographer who lived in the base
ment of out house. Zyglarski and one or two others knew of its existence.
Having decided that something new must have happened went to see Grund
man even before noon on the same day.
He told me that in the vicinity of
Smolensk in a place called Kozie G6ry the Intelligence Service of the German
Army had discovered enormous mass graves in which were buried murdered
Polish officers. The exhumation works had already begun and the results were
The German
most startling.
There were to be several thousand victims.
Authorities greatly stirred by this discovery had decided to send to the place
Polish delegation to which all help would be given without asking in return for
any public statements including such which could be used by German propaganda.
was taken aback by this news which immediately brought to my mind the
idea that this might well be a clue to the mystery of the missing Polish prisoners
of war who had vanished from the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostaszkow.
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After some quick thinking I asked Grundman why did not he approach the
Polish Red Cross in this matter, it being the most suitable institution to deal
with such a case, both because of its statutory aims and because of the importance
the Polish public would attach to its opinion.
Grundman replied that although
in his opinion the P.R.C. should in fact be asked to take this matter in hand
there were reasons which made the relations between the German Authorities
and this Institution difficult.
He hinted that probably I knew what these
reasons were.
Which in fact I did.
The P. R. C. was the only institution in the General
Government which persisted as a remnant and vestige of the sovereign Polish
State.
Shielded by International
Law the P. R. C. successfully resisted the
several attempts to liquidate it undertaken by the Germans.
As a result its
existence was little more than a formality and its activities were reduced to the
narrowest frames of taking care of the invalides of (^he 1939 campaign.
Realizing that, if the news about Kozie G6ry would turn out to be true, the
position of the P. R. C. might all of a sudden greatly gain in strength, I stipulated
that in the event of my going to Katyn I was going to send a report about my
observations made there to the P. R. C. In the first place, however, I would like
to be told who was supposed to participate in the delegation.
Grundman stated
that invitations to join the delegation had been sent out to representatives of the
Central Board of the R. G. O., and of the Warsaw branch of the R. G. O., to the
clergy, to the Warsaw Municipal Council and to the Judicature.
I was going
to meet the representatives of all these institutions at an informative conference
in the "Propagandaamt"
which was to take place tomorrow morning.
The de
parture by air would take place in the morning of the third day.
I declared
then that in given circumstances I was willing to take part in the delegation subject
however to my opinion about what I was going to see not being hampered in any
way since I would be going there in the capacity of a counsel to Poland.
I warned
that I had no intention of concealing whatever I was about to see in Kozie G6ry
and that I would do my utmost to acquaint Polish public opinion with my obser
vations.
Grundman agreed to my conditions.
Having left Grundman I immediately tried to establish contact with the
"Underground" and with the institutions Grundman had mentioned to me.
was a member of the O. P. W./"Fighting Poland"/ and at the time I was editor
of the "Nurt" /"Undercurrent"/.
I had no direct contact with Julian Piasecki
My liason "Karol" would be contacting me only in a few
who was my superior.
days time. I therefore made use of another channel and through the intermediary
of a neighbour of mine Marjan Buczkowski and his liason "IVlarta" I passed the
information about my interview with Grundman to Hubert who was then Chief
of Propaganda of the Underground Army for the Warsaw district.
According to Buczkowski Hubert did not take my news very seriously and
was supposed to have said that: "The Germans are trying to put a fast one on
Goetel . However, he gave his consent to my going to Smolensk requesting
that I give him a full report upon my return.
Next I got in touch by telephone with President Kulski and Machnicki from
the R. G. O.
Neither of them denied that they had been invited to undertake
the journey but they also seemed to take the whole matter rather lightly and were
somewhat scared of it. The attitude of Hubert as that of the others rather
annoyed me.
The element of aversion for any initiative on the part of the
I
Germans did not seem to me to be a sufficient excuse in this particular case.
was aware that the Katyn case was going to be a painful and dangerous venture
to whoever was going to be mixed up with it.
Because whatever we were going
to discover there we were liable to becoming targets of an attack — either from the
Germans or from the Bolsheviks.
A foretaste of the latter already began to let
itself be felt in Warsaw.
At the meeting which took place the next day in the "Propagandaamt" I met
representatives of the City of Warsaw in the persons of Dr. Kipa and Dr. Zawistowski, President Kulski having excused himself because of pressure of work.
The Warsaw R. G. O. was represented by director Machnicki and Wachowiak,
the Clergy by the Rev. Prelate Father Kozubski, the judicature by someone I did
not know.
There were a few other persons present whose names I do not recollect
and also Emil Skiwski, the writer, whose name was not mentioned to me by
Grundman the day before.
Grundman repeated to us the story about the Kozie
G6ry adding to it fresh details and then read to us the list of institutions and
individuals who had been invited to participate asking us one by one whether
we were wilUng to go.
Father Kozubski declined giving as excuse the illness of
Mgr. Szclagowski the Bishop of Warsaw and also his own awe of a journey by

I
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Machnicki and Wachowiak also refused, however, they named
aeroplane.
someone else who would be going as a representative of the R. G. O. Dr. Kipa
also gave a name of a doctor who would be sent as a delegate of the City of War
saw while the man representing the judicature said that the President of the
Court of Justice was seriously Ш but that a delegate would be nominated and
that he would report at the airport.
If I remember rightly Father Kozubski gave
finally a similar promise in the name of the Clergy.
/Neither the representative
of the <~Uergy nor of the judicature ever turned up the next day at the airport.
► The following day at the airport I met two doctors, one from the City Council
and one from the R. G. O. There was also Emil Skiwski and a few photographers.
No representatives of the official press were present. There was however, a
gentleman who introduced himself as the editor of a Lublin newspaper.
From
Cracow, by air, came Edward Seydrid, Director of the Central Board of the
R. G. O. and Olenbusch, Chief of the German Propaganda for the whole of the
General Gouvernement accompanied by a German cameraman in uniform.
Finally there arrived a Pole allegedly from the Cracow Broadcasting Service who
introduced himself by the name of Wasowicz.
During the afternoon the Germans
We reached the Smolensk airport at noon.
took us for a tour round the town and in the evening in the officers' mess they
introduced to us three officers from the Propaganda Unit attached to the Smolensk
Army. Two of them were lieutenants, one was a captain. The Katyli case was
explained to us by Lieut. Slovencik, an officer of the reserve, allegedly a journalist
by profession from Vienna.
Of the other two one introduced himself as a sculptor
from Insbruck.
A lieutenant with the badges of the "CJeheimepolizei" listened
to our conversation from time to time.
I guess that this must have been Voss
of whose existence I learned only later.
Slovencik acquainted us with a more exact version about Katyri and showed
us photographs of the forest, of the bodies and of the documents found on the
bodies. He also showed us a few original documents which had already been
disinfected.
In the first place, the
One or two details of his story are worth mentioning.
First traces of these had
details about how the graves had been discovered.
been found by the "Feldpolizei" [Field Police] which, at the time, was carrying
Apparently, those
out intelligence investigations among the local inhabitants.
living in the neighborhood of the Kozie G6ry forest — a part of the larger Katyfi
wood which stretches along the Dnieper river and the Smolertsk-Witebsk high
way — maintained that in the Kozie Gory forest, which for years had been a place
of execution guarded by the NKVD, several thousand Polish officers had been
Allegedly, these mass graves had been dis
shot and buried in mass graves.
covered later on by Polish workers enrolled in the "Todt" organization who,
having dug up one small place and having made certain that it was really Poles
buried there, had raised a wooden cross on the spot of which there even existed
The cross itself must have been destroyed during the first major
a photograph.
Anyhow it had served to indicate from where to start the
exhumation works.
To our question of whether any of those Polish workers had been
digging.
traced Slovencik answered in the negative.
Another even more interesting detail of our conversation with Slovencik was
that although he was inclined to describe the whole case as a most dramatic
incident from the Polish point of view — he had no idea where could have come
All he knew was what the local inhabi
from all these bodies of Polish officers.
tants had told him that they had been brought in transports arriving from the
As lie already had in hand photographs and, I think,
direction of Smolensk.
even originals of some of the letters and postcards found on the bodies he asked
us whether we could explain why the address of Kozielsk repeated itself so often
on many of the cards.
I told him in short what I knew about the camps of
Kozielsk, 0*taszk6w, and Starobielsk and I closely watched his reaction to this
of news. It was most lively and convinced me beyond all doubt that
It was the only detail of
§iece
loveneik had learned nbout Kozielsk only from us.
our conversation of which he made a note. A moment later, after we had finished
our talk, I heard him repeating the news about Kozielsk to Olenbusch and to
the other Germans.
I think that Voss was no longer in the room at that time.
Early next morning we were driven in cars to Kozie G6ry. Turning into the
wood we drew up not far from a large dug up site. It had the shape of a long
ditch dug out probably along the whole length of the grave and right to its bottom
but not to its full width which was made evident /x del. Р.9./ by the feet and the heads
of the corpses visible to both its sides.
The sectional view of the grave showed
that the bodies were lying in good order ranged in a few layers one on top of the
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The grave excavated in the hilly site of Kozie Gory had in its upper
other.
part a dry soil composed of a mixture of sand and clay but in its lower part showed
signs of subterranean water seeping through the soil. Not far away we were
shown preliminary works for the unearthing of a second grave in which only the
In both the graves local Russians
top layers of bodies had been uncovered.
were employed for digging out the bodies.
On the very spot and very close to the graves stood a small provisional hut in
which worked the exhumation team under the supervision of Dr. Butz, professor
of forensic medicine of the Wroclaw University.
Prof. Butz was in uniform in
the rank of a colonel.
The works were only barely started.
Nor far from the graves, on a clearing
in the wood, about 200 bodies already unearthed were lying awaiting dissection.
The bodies were numbered and ranged in a few rows. Near Dr. Butz's hut a number
of other bodies were lying about probably those already examined by the pro
fessor.
Parts of the uniforms taken of the bodies were hanging about on neighbor
ing trees and branches. The whole gave the impression of a job only just started
and not quite organized as yet. Dr. Butz asked us to choose any of the bodies
we wished and that he would order them to be exhumed and examined in our
We pointed to a body in the middle of the grave. The dissection
presence.
showed a skull pierced through by a bullet with both the entry and the exit holes
From a pocket cut open with a dissecting knife Dr. Butz pulled out a
visible.
postcard addressed to a cavalry captain whose name I no longer remember.
The card was written by his wife from the county of Grodzisk and was addressed
to Kozielsk.
Among the bodies already identified which were lying around the hut were the
bodies of General Smorawinski and General Bohatyrewicz.
Answering my request
Dr. Butz cut off one of the shoulderstraps from the uniform of General Smorawin
ski and tore off the ribbon of the Virtuti-Militari Cross from Gen. Bohatyrewicz 's
I took these back with me to Warsaw together with a few buttons
overcoat.
and a pinch of earth from the grave. I had these relics in my care till the Warsaw
rising during which they were burned together with the whole flat and house in
which I lived.
We then walked round over the whole of the area of the graves and we soon
Their sides were slightly
learned how to discern the graves as yet untouched.
hollow, their surface uneven and they were covered up by young pine trees un
doubtedly planted upon them in order to conceal them. Those small trees were
all of an equal size and were clearly discernable against the background of the
fairly young but wild and unkept pine wood surrounding them. The little pines
planted over the graves were healthy and must have been growing upon the
graves for more than one year.
From Dr. Butz I also received a list of names of those bodies which he was
There were about 30 of them. I added supplementary names
able to identify.
to this list and checked it again in Gruszczenka on our way back.
During our stay in Kozie G6ry German propaganda operators transmitted
their observations about our visit there and several times they coaxed us to
speak to the microphone and declare that the crime had been perpetrated by
We evaded these suggestions every time, finally however, urged
the Bolsheviks.
and bored by the incessant coaxing I did say one sentence into the microphone
in which I stated that in my opinion the bodies lying in these graves were those
of the prisoners of war from Kozielsk of whom nothing had been heard since

April

1940.

The man who had introduced himself to us as Wasowicz made a long and
pompous speech to the microphone.
Before leaving Kozie G6ry I asked the Germans to leave us alone for a while at
I had
the graves because we wanted to honour the memory of the fallen victims.
agreed the day before with Dir. Seyfried to make this move. The Germans with
drew and, as we stood over the graves, Dir. Seyfried uttered the following sentence:
"I call upon the Polish Delegation to honour by a short silence the memory of our
countrymen fallen here who had given their lives so that Poland could live". I
wrote down these words and later on I included them into the statement sent to
the Polish Red Cross with a request that a copy be sent to the Office of Propaganda.
Apart / x
del. P. 9. / from the episode with the radio propaganda we were
unmolested by the Germans,
/хх/del. P. 9./. We were given complete freedom
of our movements and our talks with the local inhabitants were conducted in
absolute freedom.
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On our way back to Smolensk we stopped in the village of Gruszczenka where, in

a house by the road, we were shown various objects and documents from Kozie
G6ry already classified. Some of them were displayed in glass cases.
I would also like to mention that during our visit to Kozie G6ry certain members
of our group talked to representatives of the local inhabitants.
I listened to these
without taking active part in them myself. These people confirmed in full the

German version both as to the Kozie G6ry site being an old place of execution
and about the Bolsheviks having shot the Polish officers. I did not participate
in these talks myself, because the circumstances in which they took place i. e. the
hurry and the nervousness, made difficult both a methodical questioning and
coherent answering.
Upon my return I wrote a report
We returned to Warsaw on the same evening.
Through Buczkowski I sent a copy of this report
to the Polish Red Cross.
together with further comments and the list of the first identified bodies to Hubert
and another one through "Koral" to Julian Piasecki.
When delivering my letter
to the Polish Red Cross I .asked that a copy of it be sent to Dr. Grundman of the
"Propagandaamt". The reason for doing so had nothing to do with any sort
By means of
of "co-operation" with the Propagandaamt in the matter of Katyn.
sending a copy of my report to Grundman I wanted on the one hand to force the
German authorities into entrusting the investigating of the Katyn case to the
Polish Red Cross while at the same time I hoped that by doing so I would succeed
in breaking the reluctance shown in the matter of Katyn by the Polish Red Cross
and other institutions.
In order to bring home my point even more drastically I made a few extra copies
which I distributed to trustworthy persons. It is difficult for me to say today who
had read and who remembers this report of mine. However, I know for sure,
that from among those who have remained in Poland it was read by the following
personalities of the literary world: Jerzy Zagorski, Marian Buczkowski
Wilam
Horzyca; of those residing in other countries, Jozef Targowski and Alfred Wysocki
must have read it as also did Mr. Wieslaw Wohnout and Lieut. Witold Tr6scianko
who are at present in England.
This report contained a description of our trip to Katyn and my impressions of
what I saw there. In its conclusion the repoit stated that in all probability in the
graves were buried all officers from Kozielsk and maybe other victims as well.
Further to that I stated that "I bad made no other statements in this matter
neither do I intend to do so", and finally I appealed that the carrying out of a
thorough investigation of the Kozie Gory graves should be entrusted to the
International Red Cross Commission.
I give these details about my report because when a warrant for my arrest was
issued in 1945 I told my daughter to ask the Polish Red Cross for a copy of it.
I had not a single one left because it was burnt together with all my documents in
Warsaw.
The Red Cross answered that it had no such letter. If that was really
true it would be rather interesting to find out what had happened to it.
A few days after mv return from Katyn I was informed through Hubert that
my report was instantly passed on to General Rowecki who requested that I be
had rendered service to the Polish cause by the attitude I had taken
told that
in the Ktayn case". The report was to have been radioed to London.
These
informations had been passed on to me by Marian Buczkowski who was my
Liaison with Hubert. Buczkowski cooperated with the propaganda unit of the
Warsaw Underground Army in which he acted as the commander of section "R".
After the entry of the Bolsheviks into Poland and after a warrant for my
arrest had been issued I still remained in Poland for a while.
The prospect of my
eventual trial rather interested me because I believed that I could drag out to
light the Katyn case during the proceedings. Seeing however that such a pos
sibility was becoming more and more remote and that the search after my where
abouts considerably slackened;— that, on the other hand, the Polish Red Cross
had lost trace of my report and that the majority of those Poles who had visited
Katyfi had signed a declaration which the Public Prosecutor's Office had given
them to sign and which contained the statement that they had been taken to
Katyli by the Germans under duress and, when there, they had come to the
conclusion that the Katyfi massacre had been perpetrated by the Germans — I
realised that under no account would I be given an opportunity to let myself be
heard.
I therefore left Poland in December 1945 to arrive to Italy in January
1946 and finally land in England in October 1946.
/ — / Ferdynand Goetel.
London, 19-th December 1946.
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copy of exhibit 42]

Report of Mrs. Janina Dowb6b-Musnicka
Mrs. Janina Dowbor-Musnicka, born in 1910, daughter of General Joseph
was a member of the Poznan Aeroclub.
She married Col.
Dowb6r-Mufinicki,
In January 1941, Mr. Rafal Bninski, from
Lewandowski in the summer of 1939.
Samostrzel in the district of Poznafi who had escaped from Soviet imprisonment
to territories incorporated into the Reich and later on had found his way through
to Warsaw and who was a good friend of the family Dowbdr-Musnickifi,
related
to me in Warsaw that Mrs. Janina born Dowbor-Musnicka was imprisoned by
She had been taken prisoner by the Russians because
the Soviets in Kozielsk.
after the outbreak of war on September 1-st 1939 she took an active part in it
and while on duty on a reconnaissance flight over Eastern Poland was shot down
by the Red Army and taken prisoner as a Lieutenant of the Polish Airforce and
As to the conditions and her mode of life in the Kozielsk
deported eastward.
camp Mr. Bninski informed me that she was kept in separate premises and that
she was taking active part in the secret religious activities of the camp taking
part in clandestine. Services and baking out wafer altar Bread for which reason
she was persecuted by the camp authorities who carried out several searches of
her premises.
Mr. Rafal Bninski lost his life later on having been shot by the Germans dur
ing the occupation.
Mrs. Alexandra Zofia Ostromecka,
/Signed/
born Dowb6r-Musnicka, daughter of Gen
Dowb6r-Musnicki,
eral
Konstantine
brother
of General Joseph
Dowb6r-

Musnicki.

Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. What are they?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. I have here a document which gives instruc
tions by the NKVD about Baltic prisoners
Mr. Dondero. Let me ask tins: Do those instructions follow the
line of the type to which Father Braun testified in the United States?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. As to the disposition of Baltic and Polish prisoners?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. They were to be disposed of, or liquidated or
killed, or whatever word you want to use?

Mr. Pucinski. That is correct, sir.
Mr. Flood. Then mark it for identification as exhibit No. 43.
(Instructions referred to marked "Exhibit No. 43 for identifica

tion.")
(Exhibit No.

43 is as follows:)
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Copy of Exhibit 43]

[Large red stamp:'

SECRET]

Ministry of National Defence.

•CoUNTER-EsPIONAGE DEPT.
Ref. No. 6076/W/43.
London, the 12th December 1943.
Soviet instruction about the Deportation of the population from the occupied
Baltic States.
To the Chief of the Political Dept. of the Min. of Nat. Def.
For your information I send enclosed a photo-copy of the Soviet "Instructions
regarding the manner of carrying out the deportation of the anti
Soviet ele
ments from Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia".
This instruction has been published in a Lithuanian publication issued by the
Committee for the investigating of the results of Soviet occupation of Lithuania,
which appeared in Kowno in 1942, under the title of "LITHUANIAN AR
CHIVES, Vol. I."
Chief of the Counter-Espionage Dept. of the Min. of Nat. Def.
Orlowski,
Signature
P. S. C. Lieut. Col.

-

Encl.

1.

Send to: Chief of Special Dept. of the General Staff of the C.-in-C.
(The above Instructions were strictly carried out also in occupied Poland.)
[Translation

Moscow's Instructions

copy]

for the Extermination

of the Baltic States

of the Baltic States and their wiping out of the
prepared an atrocious instruction in the matter of
This is a most important
carrying out the destruction of these three nations.
We give below photocopies of the full text of this
and revealing Document.
Aiming

at the liquidation

•earth's surface — Moscow

has

instruction.

[Translation

copy]

Plan of extermination of the Baltic States.

Instructions

[STRICTLY SECRET]

hegardino the manner of conducting the deportation of the anti-soviet
element8 from lithuania, latvia and estonia
situation
The deportation of anti-Soviet elements from the Baltic States is a task of great
Its successful execution depends upon the extent to which
political importance.
the county operative triumvirates and operative staffs are capable of working out
a meticulous plan for putting the operations into effect and of foreseeing in ad
Moreover, the principle should be applied
vance all the indispensable factors.
that the operations must be conducted without noise and panic, so as not to permit
any demonstrations and other excesses to be raised not only by the deportees, but
also by a certain part of the surrounding population known to be hostile to the
Soviet administration.
Instructions regarding the manner of conducting the operations are described
They should be adhered to, but in individual cases those conducting the
below.
operations mav and should, depending upon the particularity of given circum
stances of the operation and provided they evaluate correctly the situation,
make such different decisions which would better suit the same purpose, viz., to
execute the entrusted task without noise and panic.
1. General

Manner of issuing instructions
The instructing of operative groups should be done by the county triumvirates
on the eve and within as short a time as possible before the beginning of the
•operations, taking into consideration the time necessary for traveling to the place
of operations.
Trie county triumvirates will previously make ready the necessary transport for
transferring the operative groups to the villages where the operations are to be
carried out.
8.
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In regard to the question of allotting the necessary number of motor-lorries and
carts for conveyance, the county triumvirates will consult the leaders of the
Soviet rarty organizations on the spot.
Premises on w hich the instructions will be issued must be carefully prepared in
advance, and their capacity, exits, entrances and the possibility of strangers
entering them must be taken into consideration.
During the time of the issuing of the instructions the building must be securely
guarded by administrative workers.
In case anyone from among those participating in the operations should fail to
report for instructions, the county triumvirate should immediately take measures
to substitute the absentee from a reseive force, which should be provided in
advance.
The triumvirate through its representative should notify those assembled of the
decision of the government to deport a listed contingent of anti-Soviet elements
from the territory of the respective republic or region. Moreover, a brief explana
tion should be given as to what the deportees represent.
Special attention of the /local/ Soviet-party workers, assembled for instructions,
should be drawn to the fact that the deportees are enemies of the Soviet people and
that, therefore, the possibility of an armed attack on the part of the deportees
should be reckoned with.
S. Manner of obtaining documents

After the issuing of general instructions to the operative groups, they should be
supplied with documents regarding tte deportees. Personal files of the deportees
should be previously collected and grouped according to the operative groups of
townships and villages, so as to avoid delays in issuing them.
After receiving the personal files, the senior member of the operative group
acquaints himself with the personal files of the family which he will have to deport.
He must chock the number of persons in the family, the supply of necessary forms
to be filled in by each deportee, and the existence of transport means for moving
the deportee, and he should be given exhaustive answers to any questions in
matters which are not clear to him.
At the time of issuing of the files the county triumvirate must explain to each
senior member of the operative group where the deported family is to be re-settled
Routes to be taken
and describe the route to be taken to the place of deportation.
by the administrative personnel with the deported families to the railway station
for embarkation must also be fixed. It is also necessary to point out the places
where reserve military groups will be held in case it should become necessary to
call them out during possible excesses.
Possession and the state of arms and ammunition of the whole operative per
sonnel must be checked. Weapons must be completely ready for use, loaded,
Weapons should be used
but the cartridge should not be kept in the chamber.
only as a last resort, in case of the operative group being attacked or threatened
with an attack, or when resistance is shown.

a

is

If.

Manner in which deportation should be carried out.
Should a number of families be deported from one spot, one of the operative
appointed senior in regard to deportation from the village, and his orders
workers
are to be obeyed by the operative personnel in that village.
Having arrived to the village, the operative groups must get in touch /observing
the necessary secrecy/ with the local authorities: Chairman, secretary or members
of the village Soviets, and should ascertain from them the exact dwelling places of
After that the operative groups together with the
the families to be deported.
loc.il authorities go to the families which are to be deported.
The operation should be started at daybreak.
Upon entering the home of the
person to be deported, the senior member of the operative group should gather
the entire family of the deportee into one room, taking all necessary precautionary
measures against any possible excesses.
After having checked the members of the family against the list, the where
abouts of those absent and the number of persons sick should be ascertained,
Regardless of
after which they should be called upon to give up their weapons.
whether weapons are surrendered or not, the deportee should be personally
searched and then the entire premises should be searched in order to uncover
weapons.
During the search of the premises one of the members of the operative group
should be left on guard over the deportees.
small quantity of hidden weapons, they should be
Should the search disclose
Should a large number of
collected and distributed among the operative group.
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weapons be discovered, after having removed the locks, they should be piled
into the wagon or motor-lorry which brought the operating group. Ammunition
should be packed and loaded together with the rifles.
If necessary, a convoy for transporting the weapons should be mobilized with
an adequate guard.
Should weapons, counter-revolutionary pamphlets, literature, foreign currency,
large quantities of valuables, etc., be disclosed, a short record of the search should
be drawn up on the spot, which should describe the hidden weapons or counter
Should there be any armed resistance, the question of
revolutionary literature.
arresting the persons showing armed resistance and of sending them to the county
branch of the People's Commissariat of Public Security should be decided by the
county triumvirates.
A record should be drawn up regarding those hiding themselves before the
deportation and of the sick, and this record should be signed by the chairman of
the Soviet-party organization.
After the search the deportees should be notified that by a decision of the
Government they are being deported to other regions of the Union.
The deportees are permitted to take with them the following personal and
household belongings of not more than 100 kilograms in weight:
1/. Clothing,
2/. Footwear,
3/. Underwear,
4/. Bed linen,
5/. Dishes,
6/. Glasses,
7/. Kitchen utensils,
— an est imated month's supply for a family,
8/. Food
9/. The money in their possession,
10/. Haversack or box in which to pack the articles.
It is recommended that large articles should not be taken.
Should the contingent be deported to rural districts, they are permitted to take
with them small agricultural implements: axes, saws, and other articles, which
should be tied together and packed separately from other articles, so as to load
them into special freight cars, when embarking on the deportation train.

In order not to mix them with articles belonging to others the name, father's
name and village of the deportee should be written on his packed property.
When loading these articles into the carts measures should be taken to prevent
the deportee from using them as means of resistance during the movement of the
column along the highway.
At the time of loading the operative groups together with representatives of
the Soviet-party organisations shall prepare a list of the property and the manner
in which it is to be preserved in accordance witlyinstructions they have received.
If the deportee hps his own means of transportation, his property is loaded
into his vehicle which, together with his family, is sent to the designated point
of embarkation.
If the deportees do not have their own means of transportation, wagons are
mobilized in the village by the local authorities upon directives of the senior
member of the administrative group.
All persons entering the home of the deportees during the execution of the
operations or found there at the start of these operations must be detained until
the conclusion of the operations, and their relationship to the deportee should be
This is done in order to disclose policemen, military police and
ascertained.
other persons hiding from investigation.
Having checked the detained persons and ascertained that they are persons in
whom the contingent is not interested, they are liberated.
Should the inhabitants of the village begin to gather around the home of the
deportee during the operations, they should be called upon to disperse to their
homes, and crowds should not be permitted to be formed.
Should the deportee refuse to open the door of his home in spite of the fact
that he is aware that members of the People's Commissariat of Public Security
are there, the door should be forced.
In individual cases neighbouring operative
groups performing operations in that vicinity should be called upon to assist.
The conveyance of the deportees from the villages to the gathering place at the
railway station must in all event be done during daylight; moreover, efforts should
be made that the gathering of each family should take not more than two hours.
Throughout the operations, in all cases which might arise, firm and decisive
action should be taken without the slightest confusion, noise and panic.
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It is categorically forbidden to take any articles away from the deportees —
except weapons, counter-revolutionary
literature and foreign currency — or to use
the food of the deportees.
All members of the operation must be warned that they will be held strictly
responsible for attempts to appropriate individual articles belonging to the
deportees.
Manner of separating deportee from his family.
a large number of deportees must be arrested and placed
in special camps while their families will be re-settled at special points in distant
regions, it is necessary to execute the operation of deporting both the members
of his family as well as the deportee simultaneously, without informing them of
the separation confronting them. After having made the search and filled in the
necessary documents of identification in the home of the deportee, the adminis
trative worker shall draw up documents for the head of the family and place them
in his personal file, but the documents drawn up for the members of his family
should be placed separately in the personal file of the deportee's family.
However, the moving of the entire family to the station should be done in one
vehicle, and only at the station should the head of the family be placed separately
from his family in a railway car specially intended for the heads of families.
While gathering together the family in the home of the deportee, the head of the
family should be warned that personal belongings of the men should be packed
into a separate suitcase, as a sanitary inspection of the deported men will be made
separately from the women and children.
At the stations the possessions of the heads of the families subject to arrest
should be loaded into railway cars assigned to them, which will be designated by
special operative workers appointed for that purpose.
6.

In view of the fact that

6. Manner

It

of convoying

the deportees.

strictly prohibited for the operatives convoying the vehicle-drawn column
of deportees to sit in the wagons of the deportees. The operatives must follow
along-side and at the rear of the column of deportees. The senior operator of the
is

convoy should periodically go up and down the entire column to check the correct
ness of movement.
The convoy must act particularly carefully in conducting the column of de
portees through inhabited spots as well as at the encounter of passers-by; they
should see to it that there are no attempts made to escape, and no exchange of
words should be permitted between the deportees and passers-by.
7.

Manner of embarking.

At each point of embarkation the members of the operative triumvirate

and a
person specially appointed for that purpose shall be responsible for the embarka
tion.
On the day of the operations the chief of the point of embarkation together
with the chief of the echelon and of the convoying military forces of the People's
Commissariat of Internal Affairs shall examine the railway cars furnished to see
whether they are supplied with all necessities — /bunks, bed pans, lanterns, rail
ings, etc./ and shall discuss with the commander of the echelon the manner in
which the latter will take over the deportees. The embarkation station shall be
encircled by the soldiers of the convoying troops of the Peoples' Commissariat
of Internal Affairs.
The senior member of the operative group shall deliver to the commander of
the echelon one copy of the list of deportees in each railway car. The com
mander of the echelon will thereupon call out the deportees according to this roll
and will carefully check each family and designate their place in the railway car.
The possessions of the deportees should be loaded into the car together with
the deportees, with the exception of the small agricultural implements, which
should be loaded into a separate car.
The deportees will be loaded into railway cars by families; it is not permitted
to break up a family / with the exception of heads of families subject to arrest/.
An estimate of 25 persons to a car should be observed.
After the railway car has been filled with the necessary number of families, it
should be locked.
After the people have been taken over and loaded into the echelon train, the
commander of the train will bear responsibility for all the persons turned over to
him and for their reaching their destination.
After handing over the deportees the senior member of the operative group
shall draw up a report to the effect that he has performed the operations entrusted
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to him and address the report to the chief of the county operative triumvirate.
The report should briefly contain the name of the deportee, whether any weapons

and counter-revolutionary
literature were discovered, and how the operations
ran.
Having placed the deportees on the echelon of deportees and after submitting
reports of the results of the operations performed, members of the operative group
will be considered free and will act in accordance with the instructions of the
chief of the county branch of the People's Commissariat of Public Security.
Deputy People's Commissar op State
Security op the U. S. S. R.
Commissar of State Security of the Third Rank.
signed: / Serov / .
Correot: / signed / Marhkin.

Mr. Flood. Colonel, the Catholic priest, Father Braun, who testi

before this committee in Washington, made reference in his
testimony to certain instructions in writing given to the NKVD
I now show
having to do with the disposition of Polish prisoners.
you exhibit No. 43, and ask you whether or not that is a copy of
such instructions?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. We now offer in evidence exhibit No. 43.
There have been handed to me two additional exhibits in the form
of notices signed by Timoshenko. I ask that the stenographer mark
the original notice for identification "Exhibit No. 44," and the photo
stat thereof for identification as "Exhibit No. 45."
(The documents referred to were marked "Exhibit No. 44 for
identification" and "Exhibit No. 45 for identification."
Exhibit No;
44, the original, was returned to the witness, exhibit No. 45 is as
follows:)
fied
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20ENIERZE!
-

W clugu statnidh dni armja polska zostala
estatecznie ro/gromiona. Zolnierze miast: far.

nopol, Galicz, Równo, Dubno

*n-r,

w tości
przeszli na

nasz.
60,000 osób dobrowolnie
Strone.
Zoinierzel Co pozoslalowam? () co i zkim
walczycie? Dla Zego marazacie zycie? Opor
()icerowie pedza was
wasz Jest bezskateczny
na bezsensowila rzeź Oni nienawidza was i
wasze rodziny, lo oni rozstrzelali waszydi delegatów, których posialisciez propozycja o pod
daniu sie. Nie wierzcie swyn olicerom. Ofice
dicq
rowie i generatowie sa waszymi wrogami,
onl waszej Sinierci.
Zolnierze: Bijcie aicerów i generatów. Nie

podporządkowujcic sie rozkazoin

was/yd

of

cerów, Pedzcie idi z waszej Ziemi, Przediodicic
Smialo do nas, do waszych braci, do Armji Czer
wonej, Tu zhaidziecie uwage i titaskiwość.
Pamietajcie, ze tylko Arinja Czerwona wyz
woli narod polski z nieszczesnej wojny, i uzys.
kacie mozność rozpoczqć pokojowe zycie.
Wierzcie

nam!

-

|

.

Armja, Czerwoma:Zwiazka

Radzieckiego-to wasz jedyny przyjaciel.

Dowódca fronta Ukraidskiego S, TIM0SEENKO

**

2%

||
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copy of Exhibit 45]

Proclamation to Polish Soldiers Issued in September 1939 by Marshal
Timoshenko, Soviet Commander in Chief of the "Ukrainian Front",
After the Crossing of the Polish Frontier by the Red Army

Soldiers: In the last few days, the Polish Лггоу has been finally destroyed.
The soldiers from the towns of Tarnopol, Halicz, R6wno, Dubno, numbering

\

over sixty thousand, have crossed over to us of their own free v ill.
Soldiers,
What are you fighting for? Why are you risking
what has been left to you?
Your officers are driving you to sense
your lives? Your resistance is useless.
It was they who had shot
They hate you and your families.
less slaughter.
Do not
the delegates whom you sent to us with a proposition of surrender.
It is the officers and generals who are your enemies and
believe your officers.
they wish your deathl
Do not obey the orders
Soldiers — strike against, your officers and generals!
of your officers.
Drive them out of your land. Do not fear us, come over to
lis, to your brethren, to the Red .Army. Here you shall find care and esteem.
Remember that only the Red Army will deliver the Polish Nation from this
unfortunate war and you shall have an opportunity to restart your lives anew.
Believe us — the Red Army is your only friend!
/Signed/
S. Timoshknko.
С.-Ш-С. of the Ukrainian Front.

Mr. Flood. I now show you exhibit No. 44, Colonel, and ask
you whether or not that is the copy wliich you have had in your
possession until you presented it to the committee today, of the
Timoshenko order urging Poles to desert to the Russians discussed
in his testimony by General Komorowski yesterday before the com
mittee?

Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. I now show you exhibit No. 45, and ask you whether
or not that is an exact photostatic reproduction of exhibit No. 44?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. We now return to you exhibit No. 44, and offer in
evidence exhibit No. 45. Is that all?
Colonel Lunkiewicz. That's all, sir.
Mr. Flood. We appreciate very much, Colonel, the time that you
have spent with this committee in assisting us all week long at these
very long and very important hearings held here in London, and
especially do we thank you for your patience and industry in assem
bling from the vast library of documents on this subject in the posses
sion of the Polish Government in London these particular documents
which you have presented to us for identification today, and for the
time and trouble you have taken in the photostating of these im
Now I understand you have an additional state
portant exhibits.
ment you desire to make?

Colonel Lunkiewicz. No, sir.
Mr. Flood. I am sure you appreciate the committee understands
fully that you arc acting as the so-called head of an organization
operating under General Anders and the Polish 'Government, an ex
tensive organization that has been accumulating these documents,
analyzing them and preparing them for this presentation.
Colonel Lunkiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you express our compliments to your fellow
workers as well.

Colonel Lunkiewicz. Thank you very much.
It is my duty to
; it is my duty toward my friends and comrades who are buried
in Russia. It was my duty to help you in your very difficult task.
Mr. Flood. Thank you very much.
do it
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FURTHER TESTIMONY OF MAJ.

JAN KACZKOWSKI

Mr. Flood. Major, yesterday you testified in connection with your
duties as chief of the Aid or Assistance Bureau of the Polish Govern
ment in rendering aid and assistance to the friends,, relatives, and
families of Polish officers missing in Russia, and you now appear
today for the purpose of identifying and presenting to the committee
a list of names which was accumulated by your organization; is that
correct?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Upon which was predicated one and perhaps the first

source of information, that list of names of the Polish officers missing
in Russia; is that correct?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. I now show you two volumes of such list of names
Volume 1, which contains the names
presented to the committee.
alphabetically arranged from A to L, and volume 2, containing the

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now will the stenographer mark for identification as

exhibit 46, volume 1, and as exhibit 47, volume 2. (The documentsMajor, I now show you exhibits Nos.
were marked accordingly.)
46 and 47 and ask you whether or not they are, in two volumes, the
list of names just described as having been compiled by your organi
zation of the names of the missing officers at Katyn?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. They will be offered in evidence.
Mr. Machrowicz. Major, that is the first list that was made thebasis of the list which v as later identified by Adam Sawczynski?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Dondero. Where did you get the names to make up these

two volumes?

Major Kaczkowski. All soldiers who came to the Polish Army in

Russia have been

Mr. Machrowicz. May I suggest it has been testified previously
that all the various Polish soldiers and officers were instructed to
assemble from their memories and from whatever records they had,
the lists of all the officers whom they knew of in any of these threecamps.
Is that correct?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That information was all put together in one
booklet and is contained in these two exhibits; am I right?
Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. That is the testimony which in part you gave to us
yesterday?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. P^i.ood. Supported by your two colleagues who worked in the

bureau with you?

Major Kaczkowski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Who also testified yesterday

tes'im-my?

Major Kaczkowski. О. K.

Mr ^ucinski. I

and corroborated

your

should like to point out that there are 9,989t
name? n th se two volumes.
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Mr. Flood. You have now pointed it out. Thank you very much,
Major. Because the last two exhibits are so voluminous, they will not
be published as part of this record but will remain as part of the

archives of this committee's records when those eventually are turned
over to the Library of Congress.

TESTIMONY OF JOSEPH MACKIEWICZ (THROUGH ROMAN C.
PTJCINSKI, INTERPRETER), 44 MARLBOROUGH
PL. LONDON,
NW.

8,

ENGLAND

Mr. Pucinski. This witness tells me he will testify in Polish.
Chairman Madden.

State your full name and address.

Mr. Mackiewicz. Joseph Mackiewicz, 44 Marlborough Place,
London, N. W. 8.
Mr. Flood. Is this witness testifying under his own name?
Mr. Pucinski. Yes.
Chairman Madden. Before you make a statement, it is our wish

that you be advised that you run the risk of actions in the courts by
At the same time
anyone who considers thai he has suffered injury.
I wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the United
States and the House of Representatives do not assume any responsi
bility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings which
Now the interpreter will
may arise as the result of the testimony.
repeat that admonition in Polish.
(This was done.)
Mr. Pucinski. The witness indicates that he understands the in
structions and admonition.
Chairman Madden. The witness will be sworn: Do you swear by
God the Almighty that you will, according to the best of your knowl
edge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
so help you God?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mackiewicz.
Machrowicz.
Mackiewicz.
Machrowicz.
Mackiewicz.
Machrowicz.
Mackiewicz.
Machrowicz.
Mackiewicz.
Machrowicz.
Mackiewicz.

I

do.

Your name is Josef Mackiewicz; is that correct?

Yes; that is correct.
You are a journalist and author?
Yes; that is correct.
Were you ever at Katyn?
Yes; I was.
In what year?

/

1943.

That was about May 20th; is that correct?
I do
was subsequently to the 20th of May.

It

not recall the exact date.

Mr. Machrowicz. How did you happen to go there?
Mr. Mackiewicz. I was invited to go there by the Germans, and

I contacted the commanding officer of the Polish Underground Army
in Vilna — I cannot recall the name at this time — and inquired of them
whether or not I should go to Katyn.
Mr. Machrowicz. When I said that you were there in May, I do
Was it 1943?
not remember whether I mentioned the year.
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you had an opportunity to see the graves
and the bodies?

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correctMr. Machrowicz. You have made a record of your findings?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
93744— 52— pt. 4
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Mr. Machrowicz. Since that time you have made a careful study
of the entire Katyn incident; and, as a result of your investigations
and the facts which you have assembled, you have written a book
on it; is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now I would like to state also to you that I
myself and several other members of the committee have had the
opportunity to read your book, and we find the information there
At this time I would like to direct your testimony
very valuable.
Are you familiar with it?
rather to the Russian report.
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; I am.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you made a careful study of it?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; I did.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you made attempts to determine the
authenticity of statements made in it?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; I have made such an analysis, and I have
reported some of it in my books.
Mr. Machrowicz. Now would you care to give this committee the
benefit of any observations that you wish to make regarding the
official report made by the Russian authorities?
do not know whether you have the Russian
Mr. Doxdero.
report, but may
suggest that if it is possible to put in the Russian
report, it should be put in, and then from that let him begin to point
out discrepancies.
Mr. Machrowicz. I may say that we have it in our files in Wash
I do not know whether you brought it with you, Mr. Puington.

I

I

cinski?

Mr. ruciNSKi. Yes; we did. It is part of exhibit 4 in part III.
Mr. Mac irowicz. Show it to the witness. [The Russian report

was handed to the witness.]

Mr. Machrowicz. Now, Mr. Mackiewicz, would you care to give
us the benefit of any observations which you wish to make regarding
that report and point to the section of the report to which you have
reference?
Mr. Mackiewicz. I would like, if it is agreeable, to avoid any com
ments on any portions of the Russian report which deal with the medi
cal findings, because I myself am not a doctor — if that is agreeable.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is very good, Witness. Go ahead.
Mr. Mackiewicz. First of all, I would like to make some general
The Russians accused the Germans of this crime in
observations.
1941.

Mr. Machrowicz. I wonder if the interpreter got the answer cor
rectly. Did the Russians make the accusation in 1941, or did the
Russians accuse the Germans of having committed the crime in 1941?
Mr. Pucin'ski. The witness clarified his statement by saying that
the Russians have accused the Germans; that they committed this
crime in 1941.

Mr. Flood. Witness, will you talk more loudly, because certain
members of the commit tee understand Polish as well as the interpreter,
and they would like to hear the original Polish.
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
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Mr. Flood. So, will you talk louder instead of just talking to the

interpreter?

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Yes; thank you.
Mr. Mackiewicz. The Bolsheviks claim that the Germans

com

mitted this massacre in 1941. The Germans claim that the Bolsheviks
did this in 1940. But why are they saying that the Russians did this
in 1940? Because if they themselves, the Germans, had committed
these massacres in 1941, it would have been more convenient and
easier and simpler for them to claim that the Russians committed this
massacre in June of 1941. Then there would be eliminated the entire
difference in the medical examinations of these bodies and the medical
findings, the dates of the documents.
They would not have to subject
themselves to the Russian accusation that they have fabricated many
of the details as to the crimes committed at Katyn.
Mr. Dondero. When he says "documents", does he mean the
documents found on the bodies?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct. More so since when the
Russians were retreating in 1941 it is known that they committed
many murders and mass atrocities in their retreat, as, for example, the
mass murders in Provieniska in Lithuania, in Berzewez; in Willejka;
in Lwow. In neither one of these instances of mass atrocities com
mitted by the Russians did the Germans accuse the Russians of
And I
committing these atrocities prior to the summer of 1941.
stress that it was known at that time that the Russians in their retreat
been very simple for the Germans to claim that the Katyn massacre
was committed in the summer of 1941 by the Russians.
It is therefore
difficult to imagine that the Germans, who themselves had committed
many atrocities, would not have orientated themselves in this partic
ular situation and recognized the convenience of placing the date in
June of 1941.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness says he would like to know whether
this particular point that he makes is understood by the committee.
Mr. Machrowicz. You might state to the witness that I think it is
very clear, and I believe the committee follows him thoroughly.
Mr. Mackiewicz. The Germans, it is known, did not commit any
It is then
mass atrocities against4the soldiers, against entire camps.
reasonable to ask, why would they make an exception in this case
and at a time when they were at war with the Russians to murder
those who were being held prisoner by the Russians? In connection
with this, I would like to stress or place emphasis on the camp at
Ostashkov. In Ostashkov there were more or less 6,500 people, and
there they kept primarily the police, who were for the most part
dressed in uniforms which differed considerably from the Regular
Army uniforms.
When the Germans invaded Poland — particularly
that part of Poland which they called Ostland — they retained part of
the Polish police force which was there, and they continued to search
for additional Polish soldiers and recruits from among the police
that were in this Ostland district beyond 1941. I recall that in August
of 1941 they gave considerable publicity to a recruiting campaign to
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Mr. Mackiewicz. That

is

is

a

I

is

is,

recruit former Polish policemen so that they could keep order and
maintain order in that area as civilians. Why then would they want
to kill off some 5,000 Polish policemen who were in the camp of Ostashkov and who were very definitely and bitterly opposed to Bolshevism.
Mr. Dondero. Before he goes on, ask him to state for the record
whether or not it is not the fact that Ostland refers to east Poland;
that
Ostland
German for east land.
Mr. Mackiewicz. No.
am speaking of that part which took in
Lithuania, White Russia, part of eastern Poland and Latvia.
That
has become known and popularly referred to as Ostland.
Mr. Dondero. However, that
the east part of Poland, mostly?
correct.

Therefore,

the Germans

did

is

to

6

1

if

1
1

it

not murder these policemen in Katyn because these policemen were
not found in Katyn. Nobody had noticed tham or observed them,
and certainly they would have been observed, because they were in
different uniforms.
Neither the Germans nor the Russians claimed
that at Katyn there were the bodies of policemen.
In connection with
this
important to consider the number of bodies found at Katyn.
The Russian communiqu6 claims that there were found at Katyn
,000 bodies, but actually there were found only slightly more than
The Bolsheviks, there
4,000, and these policemen were not there.
fore, used the figure 11,000, because even
assuming that those 4,000
that were found in Katyn had been murdered by the Germans, the
Furthermore, the latter
question arises: What happened to the rest?
of the correspondence becomes associated here. The Russians claimed
that they had found correspondence on these bodies which indicated
that these men had corresponded with their families in Poland up to
1941.
If there were 11,000 bodies in Katyn, each one of them then
most probably had some family in Poland ranging anywhere from
people.
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The number of potential witnesses in Poland who could have been
summoned to testify that they had corresponded with any members
of their family in these camps up to and including 1941 would have
reached the figure, roughly, of 20,000 to 30,000. The Germans, who
tremendous propaganda to their own
had, of course, capitalized on
advantage, would have taken into consideration the fact that, in a
country where the people were generally adversely disposed toward
the Germans, the news that the Germans had lied would have cer
tainly spread very quickly through Poland, and the Germans would
These are
have never permitted to be compromised to that extent.
the general observations that
wanted to give you.
There
one
more that
The Ger
would like to raise: the question of the Jews.
mans had conducted very active anti-Semitic action, and they tried
to prove that the Jews and the Bolsheviks were one and the same.
As proof of this,
can present to you
little brochure that was pub
lished by the Germans, in which they pointed out
Mr. Machrowicz. Would you tell the witness that that brochure
in the hands of the committee?
The committee has already ana

lyzed it.

is

frequent reference that
Mr. Mackiewicz. In this booklet there
Katyn were the Jews. If, therefore, they had falsi

the murderers at
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fied the documents found on the bodies, it would have then been very
simple for them to have destroyed those documents which in them
selves indicate that among the victims at Katyn were many Jews,
because that obviously would have hurt and curtailed the propaganda
value; but the Germans did not want to jeopardize the truth of their
allegations to that extent or to such an extent that they actually named
and showed the Jews who were included among those killed at Katyn;
for instance, Waltenberg, Mantel, Lippman, Glikman, and so forth,
and there are others with first names which indicate clearly that they
were Jewish, such as Abraham Engiel, David Godel, Samuel Rozen,
Izaak Guttman, and so on. Now I would like to point out some
specific points in the Russian report. The Russian Commission
claims that these Poles had been brought to the rail station at Gniezdowo in the year 1940, that they were not murdered but instead placed
into three camps, No. 1 ON, No. 2 ON and No. 3 ON, at a distance of
from 25 to 45 kilometers to the west of Smolensk, and that during the
time of the German offensive they fell captive into the hands of the
Germans.
This, of course, is a lie, because there were no such camps
in that locality. The Russian Communique does not specify exactly
where were those three camps.
Naturally, if those three camps had
actually existed, they could have notified Ambassador Kot, General
Sikorski, General Anders and Mr. Czapski, who had conducted a long
search for these men.
Mr. Machrowicz. What you mean there is that they would have
answered the many requests by those people whom you have just
referred to by giving the exact location of the prisoners.
Is that what
you have reference to?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct. Furthermore, the Russian
communique or report claims that the commanding officer of the
Russian camp No. 1 ON was a major of the NKGB, Wietosznikow,
and that when the Germans were approaching that area, the com
manding officer had communicated with the commanding officer of
the transport forces in Smolensk, Iwannov, with a request for rail
Since he was un
cars in order to evacuate these Polish prisoners.
successful in obtaining these railroad cars, consequently these Polish
prisoners fell into the hands of the Germans, but Wietosznikow him
self remained with the Russian forces and did not fall into captivity
Therefore, if Wietosznikow, who was the command
of the Germans.
ing officer of the security forces, knew about the whereabouts of
these soldiers, why did not Stalin and Molotov and Vishinky know
about their presence virtually within the shadow of Moscow? and as
a consequence, for 2 years they ostensibly searched to find an answer
as to the whereabouts of these soldiers.
Wietosznikow certainly
must have reported to his superiors as to what happened to these
prisoners, and when Czapski made his frequent inquiries to the
NKVD, they would have immediately told him that these men fell
captive to the Germans.
Mr. Flood. And that is especially so when we have in mind certain
evidence of telephone conversations that Stalin purported to have
in the presence of the Polish negotiators with the Chief of the NKVD
on just this very problem.
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Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; and the NKVD ostensibly told him that
they do not know where these men are. Assuming that Wietosznikow
с mid not get the rail cars from Iwannov as he had requested, he could
h ive evacuated the soldiers from these prison camps by foot, especially
when you consider that the claim is that Wietosznikow appealed to
Iwannov for these cars on the 12th of July; but the official Soviet
communiqi^ of the 23d of July 1941, claimed that the Russians were
still in control and possession of Smolensk.
Mr. Macfrowicz. Witness, in that connection Wietosznikow
claims he was unable to secure the necessary care to evacuate these
prisoners; am I right?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; he claims that.
Mr. Machrowicz. Then he remained in Russia, as you have stated
a few moments ago ; is that not right?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes. Ho himself ran away, but he claims that
he left the camps there.
Mr. Machrowicz. Would it not have been his duty to report to
his superior officers then that he was unable to get the cars and unable
to evacuate the officers?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Undoubtedly it would have been.
Mr. Machrowicz. And, therefore, as a result thereof, the higher
echelon of the Russian authorities would have known right then in
July 1941 of the fate of these Polish officers; is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
mentioned that.
Mr. Machrowicz. Despite that, even after 1941, in response to the
numerous requests by the Polish authorities, the Russians continued
to state that they do not know the whereabouts of these officers; is

I

that right?

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. It is also interesting to observe at that point on this

detail and others of a
the Germans had and
mentation and list of
that came under then

like nature to keep in mind the peculiar genius
have for keeping a complete record and docu
all names and all possessions of any prisoners
charge.

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. And the Germans, because of that very interestingpsychological quirk, could not even resist keeping a list and even the
details of the physical characteristics of people they executed?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. And especially, despite their many other bad habits
during warfare, they paid great attention to keeping a list of names of
all prisoners of war of any category?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And regardless of what records the Germans kept of
civilians, even though they were good, they made especially good
records of all military prisoners?

Mr. Mackiewicz. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. And it is difficult to imagine that the Germans would

have in their custody several thousand Polish military officers and
that there be no record any place of such prisoners of war, contrary to
all German practice?
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Mr. Mackifwicz. Undoubtedly, they would have had such records.
Mr. Flood. And, so far, we have not been able to discover anv

Wehrmacht records of such Polish prisoners in that area during this
period?

Mr. Mackiewicz. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. You may proceed now with your statement.
Mr. Mackiewicz. The Russians admit, in their report, that they

unloaded or detrained these Poles at the railroad station at Gniezdovo
in the spring of 1940, but they do not explain in their report why they
selected Gniezdovo to unload these men when they were planning to
intern them in camps which were up to 45 kilometers away and there
were many closer stations to those alleged camps that existed there.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words what they claimed they did is
that they took them off at Gniezdovo and drove them by trucks or
automobiles 15 to 30 miles, when they could have taken them all
that distance by train; is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. No; they do not claim in their report that they
transported them by truck; they merely claim that they unloaded
them at Gniezdovo. But the question of how they were taken to
these alleged camps is moot.

Mr. Machrowicz. But they do not explain in their report how

15 to 30 miles from Gniezdovo when they could have easily
been taken there by train, is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct. Undoubtedly, they would
have taken these men by train to these camps if they actually had
not been loading them on trucks and taking them to the Katyn

they got

Forest.

Mr. Dondero. Let me ask there: Were there similar buildings or

camps at other places?

I

Mr. Machrowicz. I believe, for the record,
might state that the
witness has testified that there is no record of any of those camps.
Is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. There actually were no camps in the location
that the Russians claim that they had taken these men to, and I had
substantiated that to my satisfaction on the basis of my conver
sations with inhabitants of the general area and my conversations
All of them told me that there had never been
with Kriwozercow.
would like to call your
any such camps in that area. Furthermore,
attention to one more little detail.
The attitude in Poland and in Russia was so bitterly anti-German
in 1943 that when they released the news of Katyn, that
the Ger
mess
mans, in the spring of 1943, the announcement gave birth to
of various versions of what happened, which could have refuted the
German version.
At that time, because communications, especially radio communi
cations, had been severely curtailed, many people had not heard
the German version.
As
consequence, the Russian agents, who
were very actively operating in all these parts, started rumors of
their own version, merely to destroy and discredit the German
version.
was in Katyn, there were with me two
As an example, when
One of these men told me that he had
Portuguese correspondents.

I
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to look at a little village, to which the Germans had
taken him, and then he asked me repeatedly whether I felt certain
that this was the work of the Russians. I asked him, "Why do you
ask?" He said that he had talked to a young girl in this village, who
told him that those murdered men "are really Jews who have been
dressed in Polish uniforms."
Even such fantastic stories were circulated when
in effect, and
in actuality, there were those three camps in this area, they would
have said tha^ the Poles were in these camps and the Germans came
by and captured these Poles and that they murdered them. Nobody
at all has ever heard of any such camps in that area.
Mr. Dondero. Do you mean by that that there were no German
camps in that area, or any camps, since this was on Russian territory?
Mr. Mackiewic7. There were no camps there at all.
Now, regarding the documents which the Russians claim that they
had found on these bodies and which bore dates later than the spring
of 1940, they have presented nine documents in all, from which the
first and second number represent post cards which were mailed
from Poland. So they could have very easily held these cards at
the post office and they could have taken them whenever they needed
They could have been authentic cards.
them.
Next, there are receipts or scripts of notes, ostensibly written in
these camps.
These could have very easily been fabricated, and the
last one
letter belonging to one Stanislaw Kuczynski, written on the
20th of June 1941.
This letter could have been actually written, but
Kuczynski actually had been interned at Starobelsk and he had been
evacuated from Starobielsk as early as December of 1939.
And
stress that he alone, Kuczynski, individually, had been re
moved from that camp on that date, and he disappeared and nobody
every heard from him, and he conceivably could have been held
captive in some other jail; he could have been executed without any
definite knowledge now as to when or what year.
He had never been
to Kozielsk and his body had never been found in Katyn.
Now, the Russians claim in one phase or one portion of their
communique that the Germans had very carefully examined these
In another portion of their report, they claim that the exami
bodies.
nation was only superficial.
But regardless of which
correct,
known that the Germans had examined only 4,143 bodies. But the
Russians insist on claiming that there were 11,000 bodies.
So, what
happened to the documents on the remaining 7,000 bodies which the
Germans never examined?
If the Germans claim they found, on 4,143 bodies, total of 3,940
reasonable to ask:
documents, letters, and other writings, then
Why could not the Russians find, on the bodies of 7,000 of these Poles
who had not been inspected by the Germans, more than nine letters?
It perfectly clear, then, that the Russians were retreating and the
is

it

is
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been taken
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reasonable,
Germans were advancing,
unquestionable then,
that
the Russians were retreating and the Germans were advancing,
these 11,000 soldiers in those three camps certainly would not have
sat by and done nothing.
Mr. Machrowicz. In other words, what you want us to understand
that after the Russians retreated and before the Germans took over,
there would have been some period of time when there was no control
over these camps?
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Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. And some of these prisoners

have had a wonderful opportunity to escape?
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would certainly

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. They would not just wait for the Germans to

pick them up.

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes. I am personally convinced that during
that time of the retreat and advance, there would not have remained
one single soldier in those three prisons.
They certainly would have
all scattered, they would have fled.
Mr. Machrowicz. I know that you made a very thorough investi
gation of these 11,000-some officers who were alleged by the Russians
to have been in these camps.
Have you heard of one who escaped?
Mr. Mackiewicz. No, I have not heard of a single one.
Mr. Machrowicz. Is it logical to assume that out of 11,000 officers,
with a certain period of time elapsing with no one controlling; that at
least one would have been able to escape and tell his story?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
I repeat and emphasize that if it were as they claimed, then all
11,000 would have fled and not one would have remained in those
camps, and you would not only find one but you would find thousands
of witnesses who could have told you exactly what happened and how
it happened. On the other hand, we haven't found a single one.
You must take into consideration the tactics which I had an oppor
tunity to personally observe, of the German method of advancing into
various military areas. They had advanced in panzer points, leaving
behind them vast territories completely unoccupied and unguarded.
There were instances when, during their spearhead panzer advances,
they left entire armies of the Russians behind and leaving them even
armed.

I will give one example, near Wilno, of a forest or a woods called
The Germans had advanced almost up to the very border
Rudnicki.
of Moscow, the city limits of Moscow, and still there were large
It is absurd to believe that the Germans
Russian units in this forest.
would have selected these three camps in their advance and quickly
placed a guard around these three camps to retain the prisoners in
them, when they had left entire armies behind them armed.
Mr. Dondero. Russian armies?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; Russian armies.
The country was virtually wide open for many, many long months,
and you could easily move around and walk from wherever to wherever
you wanted to. So these Polish prisoners could have escaped either
to the Russian zone or they could have moved back to their families
in their own homeland.
Mr. Machrowicz. To emphasize the absurdity of the Russian
claim and the fact that not one officer was found who escaped, is not it
a historic fact that not thousands but tens of thousands of Polish
officers and soldiers have actually escaped from various Russian camps,
Is not that
even as far as Siberia, and have joined the Allied forces?
true?

Mr. Mackiewicz. I do not know of any escapes by the Poles from
Russian camps, but I do know that many many Poles escaped under
much more difficult conditions. When there was not the hasty
retreat present they escaped from German camps and rejoined the
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Allied forces. To get a clear picture of the terrain and the conditions
that existed around Smolensk at that time, I call your attention to an
article that I had read in the Russian newspaper Izvestia, volume 224,
the 22d September 1945, written by one Mr. Isakowski, titled "In the
Smolensk Country," in which he describes how the Soviet Partisans
had operated in that area and how they had roamed throughout the
area destroying bridges and supply depots and various other under
activities. To consider that under these circumstances
ground
1 1,000 officers could not have escaped, not 1 single officer to have been
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able to escape, is absurd.
Furthermore, the official Russian report claims that a few of these
Polish officers did escape, but this was when the camps were under
the control of the Germans, and that the Germans had captured these
men and, according to the Soviet communique, they claimed that
all of these men had been recaptured.
This, of course, is not true,
because under the conditions that existed at the time which I previ
ously described they could not have captured all of them. I inquired
about this particular point in the Soviet report in my discussions
with Kriwozercow, and he said that there had never been any par
ticular hunt or search except one big man hunt for a Soviet woman
This is the only instance that he recalls.
I would like
partisan.
to call your attention also to that portion of the Russian еоттитциё
which quotes depositions from many witnesses.
You must under
stand the value of such testimony by Soviets testifying before a Soviet
commission.
It is known that since 1939 in all the judicial and legal
processes and hearings that have been held in Poland and in Hun
gary and in all these other occupied countries those who are accused
almost always inevitably confess their guilt to the crime.
These
people, of course, are accused and are indicted; so what can you
expect from witnesses who would not dare to testify to anything;
but what they have been told to testify? This
of course,
fact
notoriously known, and you must constantly keep that fact in mind
as you proceed to evaluate this report.
wonder
you would
Mr. Machrowicz. In that connection,
care to comment for the record on the testimony of one particular
Moskowwitness that you refer to in your book,
believe; that
skaja.
mention her in my book, and
want to make
Mr. Mackiewicz.
clear here that
do not even
personally had not talked to her.
a person like that exists.
know
not that
Mr. Machrowjcz. But you have read her statement;

right?

I

I

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes, have read her statement.
Mr. Machrowicz. What do you care to say about her statement?
Mr. Mackiewicz.
want to assert here that the testimony or the

;
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of this Moskowskaja
the most important point in the
Russian report, because the Germans uncovered these graves, ex
humed all these bodies, laid them out and then laid out all the docu
ments and letters which they removed from these bodies.
was there
and
saw this.
When we were brought there we were told by the
Germans that we are permitted
free hand to do whatever we want
we may examine these bodies, examine these documents, study these
documents, take these documents for souvenirs, we may have anything
that we see in that woods.

statement
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Mr. Pucinski. The witness corrects the interpretation to say
"not all the documents." The witness points out that documents

which were related to establishing the identity of a victim had all
been compiled and placed in the one pile, but all other items, such as
combs or cigarette holders, money, and various other personal belong
The Germans took all
ings, we were permitted to examine freely.
these personal belongings and just threw them into the woods, and it
wTas laying all around the woods there.
So, when I arrived there,
one of the first things that I observed was the large number of news

In some instances they were entire newspapers, and in some
papers.
instances they were clippings from newspapers; in other instances just
In some cases, tobacco was wrapped in news
pieces of newspapers.
I began examining these newspapers and I concluded that
papers.
either on the basis of the text of these newspapers or the actual dates
on these newspapers none of them were later than April or the spring

of

1940.

Mr. Dondero. Ask the witness what becomes of this woman.
Mr. Machrowicz. He is getting to it now. That is introductory.
Mr. Mackiewicz. The question is: In what possible or conceivable

was there

3

Mr. Mackiewicz.

I
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manner could 4,000 people who had all these documents and news
papers have ceased having these things as of April of 1940? The letters
they, of course, could have kept for souvenirs, but it is incredible that
such a large number of people could have been in the habit of saving
old newspapers; and, as a matter of fact, they could not have kept
them that long, because those newspapers were of a particular inferior
type of newsprint and they probably would not have lasted a year
and a half. They could not conceivably have had these newspapers
on their persons from 1940. There was no sense to it, nor was there
to keep these papers, and,
they did have a reason
any purpose to
for them, then these papers would have been so old and so badly worn
that that would have been obvious and apparent.
Chairman Madden. Ask him how long he was there at the graves
during the exhumation — week, or month, or how long?
days.
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Ask him he knows how long this exhumation
month?
week, or
of the bodies proceeded. Was
Mr. Mackiewicz. Approximately
months.
Mr. Dondero. Also ask him, just in
few words, describe the
country where these graves were found, the nature of the soil and
Chairman Madden.

the color.

if

I

Mr. Pucinski. Could first finish the testimony about this woman?
Mr. Dondero. Yes; go ahead.
Mr. Mackiewicz. Therefore,
the Russians claim that the Ger
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mans falsified the documents on these bodies, they not only would
later
have had to remove from these bodies everything that carried
date than the spring of 1940, but to believe that they would have
gone so far that they would have thought of getting thousands of
newspapers from that particular date and bring them and place them
This
on the bodies of these dead men
virtually inconceivable.
would have required tremendous effort and tremendous preparation.
was there and observed these corpses lying in the graves, they
As
The
were lying there like sardines, completely pressed together.
The tops
knife at the exhumation.
pockets had to be slit open with
of the boots had to be cut with knives, and from there they removed
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To substantiate the Russian claim that
these various documents.
these documents had been placed on these bodies by the Germans
and then these bodies buried, and then to believe that a month later
the Germans would have brought the people from the area in there
and said, "Look, we found these bodies here," is absolutely absurd.
That would have been a superhuman effort; and to all of the super
human effort, this vast project which the Russians claim that the
Germans staged and effected, they have only one witness, and that
witness is Moskowskaja, who claims that one morning when she was
going to the store and she left her home she had observed a Russian
prisoner named Jegorow, and this Jegorow ostensibly or allegedly
told her in complete detail how this plot was executed.
One of the fatal coincidences in this whole analysis of the Russians
is that they had made a mistake, they had erred, and they claim that
she had seen this Jegorow in March.
Mr. Machrowicz. Of what year?
Mr. Mackiewicz. March of 1943, and that this Jegorow gave her
the complete details, and then he proceeds to tell her what happened
in April of 1943. Obviously a man could not be describing to her in
March of 1943 what was happening in April of 1943.
Mr. Dondero. What was the month in which the Germans overran
the country?

Mr. Mackiewicz. In July 1941.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you want to complete your story now?
Mr. Mackiewicz. I maintain that everything that the Russians
claim in their official statement is a lie and that everybody who reads
that statement realizes that it is a lie to such an extent that nobodyhas noticed this error in the official Russian communiq^ and to the
extent that the official Russian сотпштциё was published on the 5th

March of this year with the mistake still included.
Mr. Machrowicz. I want to state, Mr. Mackiewicz, that you have
not explained yet, I think, what it was in March 1943 that Jegorow
told Moskowskaja about what happened in April 1943.
Mr. Mackiewicz. He told her that from camp 126, from the
German prison camp where Russian prisoners were held, also without
naming the exact location of this camp, 500 prisoners were removed
which the Germans ostensibly brought to Katyn, and it was these
500 prisoners who were assigned the task of going through the vast
process of exhuming these bodies and removing all the papers on the
bodies, under, of course, the German command and jurisdiction.
Mr. Machrowicz. These 500, according to the Russian report,
were Russians; is that right?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes, they were Russians and, like these 500,
were all executed, and that only this one, Jegorow, managed to
survive, and for reasons which are unknown the official Russian
communiq^ does not state why these 500 were shot and where their
graves are now, and this Jegorow subsequently was also captured by
the Bolsheviks, and he only had time to tell all of this to Moskowskaja.
Mr. Machrowicz. But in March 1943 he told Moskowskaja about
work done by these prisoners in April 1943; is that right?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. Did this Russian witness have a reputation for clair
voyance that you have ever been able to discover?
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Mr. Mackiewicz.

actually existed.
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suspect personally that this man bad never

Mr. Machrowicz. With regard to these

500 Russians, then accord
version
were
Russian
compelled
by the Germans to
to
the
they
ing
help exhume the bodies and to falsify the records; is that correct?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes, under German direction.
Mr. Machrowicz. And according to the Russian version, after
they completed this work, the Germans shot them — is that right?
Mr. Mackiewicz. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Five hundred of them — that is the Russian

version?

Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Have you ever heard anywhere in any Russian

version any statement
found anywhere?

that the graves of these

500

Russians were

I

have never heard of the whereabouts of these
Mr. Mackiewicz.
graves, and the official Russian communiqu6 makes no mention of
them either.
Mr. Machrowicz. So that these 500 Russians who were supposed
to have been compelled by the Germans to dig these graves, and were
then shot by them, just vanished into the air so far as the record is
concerned?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Yes, that is correct; and I want to stress here
that not only does the Russian report fail to say where these graves
are, but it also fails to say where this camp was from where these men
were brought.

Mr. Machrowicz. Camp No. 126?
Mr. Mackiewicz. Camp No. 126.
Mr. Flood. Did vou ever make an investigation

as to the where
abouts of one so-called Menshagin alleged to have been burgomeister
of Smolensk, appointed by the Germans and alleged to have been a
lawyer, who was alleged by the Russians to have made certain
statements with reference to the Germans killing the Poles?
Mr. Mackiewicz. No. I personally have never seen Menshagin,
and I have not had any contact with this man ; but just recently I have
read in a newspaper in Paris that a Russian who had fled from Russia
issued a statement that Menshagin's statement and testimony was
false.
Mr. Flood. Do you know whether or not there ever was such a
person at all as Menshagin?
Mr. Mackiewicz. No, I do not know that.
There is one more point that I have not covered in my testimony.
All of the Russian witnesses who are mentioned in the Russian communiqu6, when they mention the date of the murders, say that these
This is
murders were committed in August and September of 1941.
As an example, a witness named Fatkow
the witnesses' account.
testified that after September the mass executions had ceased. Wit
ness Aleksiejewa testifies that 'the Germans had committed these
executions toward the end of August
Mr. Flood. 1941?
Mr. Mackiewicz. 1941. The same statements are made by their
friends Michajlowa and Kochanowskaja, also Menshagin, of whom
Mr. Flood inquired, had ostensibly told Bazylewski that by the 15th
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There is not a single
September all of the Poles had been executed.
witness who has said that these men were executed either in October
or November. Meanwhile, in the official соттипюиё— in the state
ment of the Russian communiqu6 — the claim is made that these men
were murdered between September and December 1941, and none of
these witnesses even mentions August.
The question then arises, why should there be such a difference
between the conclusion reached in the official Russian communiqu6
Why does not the Russian
and the testimony of the witnesses?
communique place faith and trust in the testimony of its own wit
nesses, and say that these soldiers were executed in August or Septem
ber, but merely confines the period to that between September and all
the way through December?
The puzzle here is solved in this manner,
that the correspondence was taken by the Russians to Katyn from
Moscow. Observe that a considerable proportion or percentage of
the dead soldiers were dressed in warm clothing. Unquestionably
nobody would wear that sort of clothing in that area during August
and September when it is very hot in that region.
This was a point so conclusive that the Russians at the very last
moment had changed their official text to include the period from
September to December to explain why some of these people were
wearing winter clothing. If you tell them today that these Poles were
found buried in winter clothing, they reply:
"Well, yes, it is cold in that area during November and December."
There is no justification or any further explanation for the discrepancy
between the testimony of the witnesses, and the official conclusion
drawn in the Soviet report.
Mr. Flood. Now with reference to this newspaper produced by the
witness, I might say that I have taken this up with members of the
committee, and we feel that, in view of the fact that we have in
evidence the entire Russian reply, there is not much use in putting in
this newspaper other than to observe that we have before us presented
by this witness the newspaper Sztandar Mlodych published in Warsaw
on March 5, 1952, and to observe that on page 2 thereof begins the
printing of the Russian report on the Katyn matter, which finishes
on page 6 thereof, and that it is piinted in this Warsaw newspaper on
that date without any comment whatsoever.
Mr. Machrowicz. I would like to add an observation there, that
it is quite a coincidence that so many years after the original report
was filed, on March 5, 1952, immediately after the commencement of
the hearings by this very congressional committee, the Russian au
thorities evidently saw fit and necessary to republish their entire
reporti not only in this newspaper but in every other newspaper in
Poland.
Mr. Dondeho. I now ask the witness to describe to the committee
in a few words the appearance of the area — the soil, the trees, and
so on.

Mr. Mackiewicz. The woods consisted mostly of small fir trees,
The soil was sandy and
small bushes, and small trees; not large.
yellow in color. This was common where there were the seven graves.
Further over, where there was the eighth grave, the soil was more
clay.
Mr. Dondeko. Were the trees thick or thin?
mean were there
many or only a few?

I
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Mr. Mackiewicz. They were comparatively thin and sparse.
Mr. Dondero. That's all.
Chairman Madden. Is that all? Are there any further questions?
Ask the witness if anybody offered him any pay or emoluments or
compensation

to come here today to testify.

Mr. Mackiewicz. No.

Chairman Madden. Tell the witness that he has made a very
important contribution to the work of this committee, and the
members of the committee are very thankful for his testimony.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Chairman, there is one question that we
ordinarily ask every witness, which I think would seem rather super
fluous in this case, but I think it proper for the record we should ask
him, namely, whether he has come to any conclusion as to who was
guilty of the Katyn massacre.
Mr. Mackiewicz. I am convinced that the crimes were committed
by the Bolsheviks.
Mr. Flood. I might say we have had a great deal of testimony
having to do with the autopsies and post mortems, and I think we
should express our appreciation to this witness for the autopsy and
post mortem which he has carried out upon the Russian commission's
report.

Mr. Pucinski. Mr. Chairman, the witness says that he is
grateful to the committee, and that he has dreamt about the
and hoped that some day he might be able to make his deposition
state his conclusions and his findings before a body such as this.
Chairman Madden. The committee will now recess and
reconvene at 7:15.
EVENING SESSION

very
day
and

will

(The committee reconvened at 7:40 p. m.)
Chairman Madden. Give your name and address.
Mr. Кот. Kot, Stanislaw, 63 Rue do Richelieu, Paris.
Chairman Madden. Mr. Ambassador, in compliance with the rules
here, I am going to repeat this statement to you. Before you make a
statement, it is our wish that you be advised that you would run the
risk of action in the courts by anyone who considered he had suffered
injury. At the same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the
Government of the United States and the House of Representatives
do not assume any responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel
or slander proceedings which may arise as a result of the testimony.
We have read that same statement to each witness who has testified.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness indicates that he understands the state
ment and admonition.
Do you
Chairman Madden. Now you will be sworn, Ambassador.
swear by the God Almighty that you will, according to your best knowl
edge, tell the whole truth, so help you God?
Mr. Pucinski. The witness indicates that he does.

TESTIMONY OF STANISLAW KOT, PARIS, FRANCE
ROMAN PUCINSKI, INTERPRETER)

is

Chairman Madden. What is your name?
Mr. Кот. Kot, Stanislaw.
Chairman Madden. You are now a resident
that so?

(THROUGH

of Paris, France;
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Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you formerly hold any office in the Polish

Government?
Mr. Кот. When?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Machrowicz. Well, start in
Кот. Yes,

I

1939.

was Minister in the Polish Government.

Machrowicz. Minister of what?

Кот. I was taking the place of General Sikorski in Angiers,
France, and I had to deal with all of the matters pertaining to the
Polish Government both politically and nationally.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you subsequently appointed to any other
office?

Mr. Кот. When the Polish Government was transferred to London,
was formally appointed Minister of the Interior.
Mr. Machrowicz. Were you at any time the Ambassador of Poland
to Moscow?
Mr. Кот. After the Soviet-Polish pact was signed on the 30th of
July 1941, I was appointed the Ambassador of Poland to Moscow,
but I retained my title of Minister of Interior here; I remained in my
capacity as envoy of the Polish Government here in London. The
decision to send me to Moscow was a very hasty one and
retained
that position here also.
Mr. Machrowicz. When did you go to Moscow?
Mr. Кот. I loft here on the 3d of September 1941, through Arch
angel, and on September 4 I arrived in Moscow.
Mr. Machrowicz. And you remained in Moscow as the Ambassador
of the Polish Government until when?
Mr. Кот. Until the Polish Embassy in Moscow was evacuated on
The entire Polish Diplomatic Corps and
the 17th of October 1941.
the Russian Government, all of the diplomatic corps were transferred
to Kuybishev, and I rem.ained there until the middle of July 1942 in

I

I

Kuybishev.
Mr. Flood.- Mr. Ambassador, after you arrived in Moscow as the
Ambassador from the London Polish Government, there were many
duties that you had to perform as Ambassador?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. But, because of the circumstances connected with that
part of the protocol between the Soviets and the Poles dealing with
the release of all Polish prisoners from Russia, one of your chief con
cerns personally as a Pole and officially as an ambassador was to do
everything possible to get information and to obtain the release of all
Pole's?

Mr. Кот. That is correct.
Mr. Flood. From whom, if anybody, did you receive any particu

lar instructions with reference to obtaining the release of Poles?
Mr. Кот. I had received those instructions from General Sikorski
before I had left. London.
I must state here that the problem of the
disappearance of these Polish soldiers concerned us very much already
while we were here before my departure, and we had frequent con
These things may not
versations and conferences on that subject.
be well known, but they should be called to your attention.
Mr. Flood. I think what you are indicating, Mr. Ambassador, is
that as soon as the protocol, the rapprochement between the Soviets
and the London Polish Government was brought about in the late
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summer of

1941, the London Polish Council of Ministers immediately
became interested in the missing Poles?
Mr. Кот. Even before the rapprochement we were concerned over
these men and we held conferences as early as June of 1941 when

Sir Stafford Cripps arrived in London from Moscow. When Sir
Stafford Cripps returned to London from Moscow and it was evident

it

is,

that there was going to be a war between Germany and Russia, at
that time General Sikorski already told me that he was concerned
about the high ranking Polish officers who were interned in Russia.
Mr. Flood. In any event, at the time you got to Moscow as
Ambassador, you were very much concerned personally and officially
as to the whereabouts of missing Poles?
Mr. Кот. Considerably before that.
Mr. Pucinski. The witness is emphasizing it.
Mr. Flood. I understand that about "considerably before." I am
concerned now only with your arrival at Moscow, and your answer is
the same — Yes.
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Very well. As ambassador, your concern was not
only with soldiers but with all Poles, civilian and military?
Mr. Кот. There is no question about that. However, the point
or the question of the officers was particularly important, because
6 weeks prior to that, then General Sikorski already was thinking
and hoping to form Polish Armies in Russia, he had to find out what
officers would be available to him for service and duty in that Army.
Mr. Flood. We understand that very clearly. Now, as soon as
you arrived in Moscow, did you receive any communications from
General Anders with reference to the investigation on your part to
discover the whereabouts of the missing officers : Did General Anders
caution you not to press too hard for the moment with the military?
Mr. Кот. That is correct. The first day after my arrival in
Moscow I had a conference with General Anders.
how did
Mr. Flood. What I want to know
happen that
General Anders happened to be in Moscow the first day you arrived
there?

93744— 52— pt.

4

25

a

a

Russian prison
Mr. Кот. General Anders was released from
month earlier — from Lubianka — when, at the request of General
Sikorski, who could not find the chief of staff of the Polish forces,
Gen. Stanislas Haller, he had to see what staff officers were avail
able, and he selected Anders as the chief of staff or the commanderin chief.
Mr. Flood. Well, at your first conference with General Anders
after you arrived at Moscow as Ambassador, with reference to the
Polish officers, what did he say to you?
Mr. Кот. He told me that he has not been able to get any informa
tion as to the whereabouts of the Polish soldiers and cannot locate
them; that he had had frequent conversations with the top Russian
authorities on this question and that he had high hopes that those
Polish officers would be found.
Mr. Flood. General Anders told you at that time that he had
already had several conferences with high Russian military authorities
trying to discover the whereabouts of the missing Polish officers?
Mr. Кот. He told me that he had several conferences with the
military and that they understood the necessity and urgency for
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locating these Polish officers, but up to that time they had no given
him a satisfactory answer as to their whereabouts.
Mr. Flood. Did General Anders suggest to you at that time
that as Ambassador you should not press too hard on the Russian
military until he had at least another opportunity to contact the
Russian military authorities about the officers?
Mr. Кот. He suggested to me not to press the issue with the
Russians. He impressed on me that I should not even touch on that
matter with the Russian diplomats. I had no contact with the
Russian military; and that he had hope that he might work out some
He expressed a fear that if I made some
solution with the military.
official diplomatic enquiries about these Polish officers, then the
Russian military might be hindered in its efforts to help us.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, let us go now to the beginning of
your conversations with the Russian diplomats.
Mr. Кот. During my first conversations with the Russian diplo
mats, which were held on the instructions from General Sikorski,
had discussed at length the release of all Poles in Russia, but I had
purposely refrained from touching on the subject of the Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. Will you give us the date, if you can, remember, or
refresh your memory from your notes, of your first conversation with
Molotov and Vishinsky, with reference to the release of Poles, civilian
or military.
Mr. Кот. On the 20th of September 1941 was my first conference
with them, and at that time I expressed great concern and great
heartbreak ——
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. That conference was with Vishinsky
alone, was it not; not with them.
Mr. Кот. Yes, the conversation was only with Vishinsky, because
Vishinsky was the man who was in charge of the matters.
Mr. Flood. Let us develop this carefully.
Mr. Ambassador, your first meeting in Moscow, as Ambassador,
with the Russian diplomats, was on the date you gave, September
20th, and only Mr. Vishinsky was there for the Russians.
Mr. Кот. I had previously visited all of the top Russian officials,
including President Kalinin and Molotov, but my first official conver
sation on this subject was on the 20th of September 1941, with
Vishinsky.
Mr. Flood. Then the answer is "Yes"?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, of course there were interpreters

I

present?

Mr. Кот. Always. It has become traditional since the 16th
Century, in all Polish-Russian relations, that each country has its own

interpreters

and translators.

Mr. Flood. Even though the Russians understand Polish and the

Polish understand Russian?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. As you best recollect or refresh your memory from your
notes, will you give us the gist, the form of the conversation you had
with Vishinsky at the first meeting September 20th?
Mr. Кот. I have here in front of me the entire discussion that we
had that day according to the notes which were made by my transla tor.
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Mr. Flood. Will you let me see that document, Mr. Ambassador?
(A document was banded to Mr. Flood by the witness.)
Will you mark this for identification, through the stenographer, as
Exhibit No. 48?
(The document referred to was Marked "Exhibit 48.")
Mr. Flood. I show the witness a document marked for identifica
tion "Exhibit 48" and ask him whether or not this is a copy, in Polish,
of the minutes of the conversation between the witness Ambassador
and Vishinsky, for the Russians, on the date of September 20, 1941,,
prepared by the interpreter and secretary of the Ambassador witness,,
I also ask him if this attached document is a
as he has indicated?
true translation of the Polish version of exhibit 48?
Mr. Кот. Yes, it is.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, now show you Exhibit No. 48 for
the purpose of your testifying about the meeting, and may we ask —
as am sure you wish to-Mhat you refer only to those sections of the
minutes of your conversation which had to do with the missing Polish
The English translation of exhibit 48 will be inserted at this,
officers.
point in the record.

I

I

Ambassador КОТ Discussion of Sept.
(Translation from Polish of exhibit

20, 1941
48)

Conference between Dr. Kot, The Polish Ambassador to Moscow, and Mr.
Vyshinsky, Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, on September 20,
1941.

is

I

I

is

I

I

is

if
it

5

is,

Present: Director Novikov — interpreter, Mr. W. Arlet, secretary of the Embassy.
Ambassador (after a few words of welcome and introduction).
I suggest that
we discuss a series of problems of a practical nature which have arisen since our
There is no doubt that in the sphere of Polish
last discussion held 10 days ago.
affairs in the Soviet Union much is taking place. However, the information con
veyed to the Embassy by the Soviet authorities is completely insufficient.
In
military matters action is progressing smoothly.
Questions relating to the pro
tection of the civilain population are going less well.
News on the latter problem
is urgently needed, not only for the purpose of informing the Polish Government
in London, which is eagerly awaiting it, but also the Polish people in Poland,
Many real achievements made up to now have
England, and the United States.
not as yet reached the Polish authorities.
There is a constant lack of data con
cerning the numbers and the present location of Poles in several republics and
districts.
[As proof of the fact that Soviet authorities have given improper
information to the Embassy, the Ambassador exhibits a list of 13 persons released
from prison furnished by the Narkomindiel (Soviet Ministry for Foreign Affairs)
Many more persons on the Polish list, to which the list shown
on September 10.
by the Ambassador is an answer, have actually been released.]
Vyshinsky.
I acknowledge the necessity of furnishing the Embassy with the
required data. The Soviet authorities themselves are in a difficult situation in
this matter as they do not have at their disposal accurate statistical material.
Besides, the Polish population is now migrating in great numbers and
there
fore, difficult to keep track of in statistical numbers.
Despite this fact, the Em
bassy will receive, in the very near future, presumably not later than
days from
today, a list comprising the number of Poles released from prison, camps, places of
deportation according to republics, regions, and districts — in numbers of thousands
not possible to establish the more exact numbers for the time being.
do
not guarantee that this deadline will be met in the case of the more remote regions
which have not yet reported.
But, in any case,
shall order that reports be
forwarded to the Embassy as soon as we receive the data.
Ambassador.
That
our friendly request.
May call your attention to the
fact that details of what the Soviet authorities have done for Poles, residing in
the Soviet Union, might be used for propaganda purposes.
am especially con
cerned over the anxiety caused by the lack of news on the release of Poles staying
in the north, in what
for them a deadly climate, the Kloyma and Pechora
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regions, and the northern Yenisei region.
They should be immediately released
and transported to more suitable regions.
Vyshinsky.
I promise that I shall take an interest in this matter and make
every effort to see that these people are shipped away from these improper con
What, however, should be done with them after release and transporta
ditions.
tion from the north?
Technically they are already released, but what is to be
done with them later?
Ambassador.
I shall take the liberty of returning to this topic later. How
ever, as the subject of releases has been mentioned, I would like to know where
the peasants have been located after their deportation from Poland.
[Ironically:]
One hears so far of the release of [government] officials, counts, and Jews; but
there is no news as to where the peasants who were deported in entire villages
from Poland are being relocated.
In this connection, I have in mind a proper
utilization of their affection for land, love of labor and their skill. In the matter
of the deportation of the Germans from the Volga Republic, there might be the
possibility of settling Polish peasants there.
It might be of tremendous propa
The Germans are expelling Poles from their own land, and
ganda significance.
the Soviet Government is handing land from which Germans have been removed
over to Polish peasants. The moral significance of this fact could well stir the
entire world.
Two large kolkhozes were handed over to the Poles there, but it
was more in the nature of an unrelated fact: there simply happened to be present
on the spot a group of Polish civilians who had arrived in that region with people
enlisting in the army, and the group of civilians was placed in those kolkhozes.
am intent, however, on a broader plan — that the Polish peasants, who are excellent
workers, cease to fell trees in Siberia, for this is only a waste of their abilities.
Please enable me to discuss this plan with some competent authority of the Com
missariat of the Interior who would appreciate its political significance.
Vyshinsky.
I do not know whether or when the inhabitants of this or that
Polish village were deported.
I have heard about the deportation of settlers
[Polish farmers settled in Eastern Poland since 1920] and foresters, who appear
on the cost accounts of the Soviet authorities as separate groups.
One should
first prove that facts of this kind really occurred.
Ambassador.
Whole villages were deported from Galicia and from, among
others, the districts of Moscice, Sambor, Podhayce, and Rohatyn.
I-ocal com
mittees composed of Ukrainians decided upon the deportations in order, in this
way, to get rid of the Poles. The number of deported settlers was much smaller
than the number of deported peasants, most of whom had lived in these districts
for centuries.
Vyshinsky.
I have no responsibility for internal matters. I know, however,
that the kolkhozes cleared of the Volga Germans were immediately handed over
to peasants evacuated from front-line areas.
After all, they are not the sort of
Germans the Soviet Union is now fighting.
If they are being moved from the
Volga region, it does not result from any hostility of the Soviet administration
towards them, but is simply a preventive measure.
The Poles know the Germans well and they do not labor under
Ambassador.
the delusion that they can be separated into good and bad. They are simply
not to be trusted.
Vyshinsky. Surely in Germany there are many millions of people hostile to the
Hitlerite regime.
Ambassador. From the experience of Poles, who know the Germans, having
often travelled there, having relatives and friends there, and above all from a mass
of our compatriots in Westphalia and in other parts of Germany, we know that
only elderly people, over forty, are disappointed with Hitlerism.
The youth is
totally under its control. It is an illusion to believe in the German revolt against

I

Hitlerism.
Vyshinsky.

As our conversation has approached this subject, I want to state
that, in my opinion, two forces will decide the defeat of Hitlerism: one, external,
i. e. armed forces of the Soviet Union, England, America and brotherly nations
such as Poland, Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, which are joined now to the
Soviet Union.
After the military defeat the other force will go into action —
internal disaffection.
Hitlerism was opposed not only by Rauschning and Strasser
but also by the peasants, workers and millions of those who will take up arms
against Hitlerism and will complete the military defeat.
Ambassador. When I spoke of illusion, I had in mind the naive ideas of some
lords and even English professors regarding the existence of good Germans.
When I was given an honorary degree at Oxford University, a distinguished scholar
told me: "Hitler certainly does not know what his administration is doing in

Poland."
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Vtshinskt (laughing). I do not believe lords and professors. I am permitted'
to say this because I am a professor of criminal law myself, and a member of the
Academy of Science. Your Excellency, as a historian, knows better than I that
in the past there were many instances to prove that tyranny which is supported
by the masses always falls down in the end.
I agree with you, of couree, but we must not remain under the
Ambassador.
illusion that a revolt in Germany may take place soon.
Vtshinskt. I also agree, however, a military defeat may radically change the
situation in a short time.
Ambassador. Turning back to the condition of the Polish population in Russia,
would like to draw your attention to the lack of any plan and the complets chaos
accompanying the freeing of Poles from the prisons, camps, and places of com
would like the Soviet Government to suggest concrete
pulsory settlement.
These should be jointly worked out by the Mixed
proposals in this regard.
Perhaps certain regions could be selected, perhaps it would be
Commission.
possible to assemble a part of our population in special oamps made available for
that purpose, where it could work while enjoying the rights of free citizens.
Vtshinskt. There are no camps in our country, except forced labor camps of a
penal character. Our system of the administrative restriction of freedom provided
for three degrees: (1) individual deportation to a determined locality, where a per
son lives quite freely and has a choice of employment; however, he does not have
the right to leave the place and is under police surveillance, (2) settlement on
special farms, sometimes equipped, the so-called "special settlements" (specialnoje
posielenie) , where work is organized under normal conditions, and the deportee
has complete freedom of movement in the area, but is not allowed to travel farther
than the nearest market town, and is not permitted to change his occupation; (3)
placement in forced labor camps, with a total deprivation of liberty.
I repeat
there are no camps in the USSR where the inmates do not work.
Ambassador. At any rate I request that you should quickly prepare a plan and
submit it to us.
Vyshinskt. I shall take this matter up in the nearest future.
Ambassador. I request that a plan of resettlement and employment be jointly
agreed upon. Unfortunately the Embassy has no data to prepare a plan of their
own, because information received from Soviet authorities is totally inadequate.
[Saying this the Ambassador submits a summary list by separate oblaslii [regions]
of Polish scientists, artists and specialists, handed over to Polish representatives
in the Mixed Commission on the 17th day of the current month.] Such informa
tion is quite useless for us. It means nothing to us that in a given locality there
live a certain number of doctors, when their names and addresses are not given.
The number of lawyers is strikingly low; where are the judges, state attorneys,
police officers? The list is not only incomplete but without practical value.
Vtshinskt. I spoke with the Commissar for Health about the use of Polish
doctors.
It is possible. that the list prepared by us is not complete.
Ambassador.
In Volhynia, in one place alone, 800 doctors
Most certainly.
were captured.
Not only doctors but other professions are involved.
For ex
ample, justices and state attorneys.
Obviously Russia has no quarrel with these.
If it is anybody's, it is our business [he laughs].
Vtshinskt. I shall endeavour to supply detailed information in the shortest
I shall examine all aspects of the case.
possible time.
I would like to touch upon two other problems of basic signifi
Ambassador.
cance: the organization of the welfare of the Polish population and the problem
If you will permit me, I shall begin with the second.
of means.
Vtshinskt. As you wish.
Ambassador.
In the initial period when Polish citizens were released from
prisons and camps they were paid allowances of 15 rubles per day and given
In some places only persons leaving to
tickets to places of chosen settlement.
join the army were accorded that treatment, in some others they received no
money. Some, upon leaving a camp, received a lump sum, others received
nothing.
Letters and wires reach us with complaints that more and more often
cases occur in which, after being freed, our people have no means of existence and
are unable to leave the place. I would like to hear from you what the Soviet
Government is preparing to do to settle such cases, and to provide means to meet
these needs.
Vtshinskt. The released receive a free railway ticket and allowances of 15
rubles per day, according to government instructions.
If there are places where
this money was not paid, we shall look into it.
[Novikov intervenes, and ex
plains that instructions concerning tickets and allowances refer to persons re
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There is another group of expenses, which
is to cover transportation to and living costs in, a new place, of those Polish
citizens who were not imprisoned in prisons and camps, but settled in special
The first group of expenses is covered by the Soviet Government,
settlements.
the£second should be borne by the Polish Government.
Ambassador (laughs). Polish Government!
But we have no means, we have
no money. One part of Poland was occupied by Germans, the other by yrou.
Our government is abroad.
We have no control over Polish resources."
The
Polish population was brought to the USSR against their will.
You have thrown
masses of the population into extremely difficult conditions of life.
You have
uprooted them from normal and organized life, from farms, and workshops.
The Soviet Government is responsible for the presence of the Polish population
in this country.
It is obliged to provide the means to assist the Polish population.
Vyshinsky. We have borne expenses connected with freeing the Polish pop
ulation, we cannot bear the expenses for their moving from place to place.
Ambassador. There are 18,000 Polish citizens in Switzerland, who were not
brought, there by the government of that country, but came there as political
The Swiss Government, however, not only
refugees or interned prisoners of war.
pays their support, but also cares for their employment and studies.
Vyshinsky (who in the meantime had thought out a reply to the last part of
the Ambassador's declaration).
I cannot agree with any statement which
charges the Soviet Government with the responsibility for what happened, and
Once we shall go into the past we shall dig
judging its actions as guilty ones.
We do not consider the position of the
out many claims and counterclaims.
Soviet Government as not right, and we do not recognize the Soviet Government
responsible for the maintenance of those Polish citizens who have found them
selves here.
The Soviet Government is not, after all, the successor of the Polish
If the Polish Govern
Treasury, and has not taken over any of its obligations.
ment wished to present the problem in that manner, then it should have been
brought up during the negotiations of the agreement, and not now.
What we
did in 1939 was entirely the result of strategic motives.
The Germans threatened
our frontier, we had to keep them away from it at a distance.
By occupying
Polish territories we have not committed an act of aggression. The present war
After all, we expressed it quite openly, then as
entirely confirmed this premise
well as now, even in the press. If what had been done then, had not taken place,
the Germans would today be in Moscow, and perhaps even as far a^ the Urals.
[In the course of the translating of this statement made by Vyshinsky, who
became exited and spoke with a pronounced stress, Vyshinsky interrupts the
interpreter and adds.] It is better indeed that during the negotiations of the agree
ment, the question of the alleged guilt, of the Soviet Government for the events
of 1939, had not been brought up. We have never acknowledged this guilt, and
In regard to the merits of the financial problem, the Soviet
shall never do so.
Government, after all, covers the outlay of expenses for railway and river trans
It will, for example, be able to provide farm implements and seeds,
portation.
but we cannot agree that the problem be put in such a manner that the Soviet
Government is now to carry the financial burdens, because of political reasons.
The Soviet Government has conducted political actions which it thought nec
essary and it shall never agree with the statement that it had abused its power
towards one or another group of people.
Ambassador. I have not touched the problem of aggression or non-aggression
I have not come here
at all. These are not matters for the present discussion.
My Government, in concluding the agreement, did not take up
to debate them.
I was not making any
that discussion, in order not to obstruct the negotiations.
I have only stated the undisputable
political comments on the financial matters.
fact that the Polish population found itself in the USSR against its will, and you,
Mr. Minister, will not after all maintain that the prisoners or persons deported
to labor camps arrived here according to their own wishes as tourists.
Vyshinsky. Mr. Ambassador, you have nevertheless touched the problem of
aggression by saying that one half of Poland was occupied by Germany and the
We can not
I can not agree with such a formulation.
other half by the USSR.
If there can be any question of guilt,
be placed on the same level with them.
I hope that the Soviet Govern
then it is the guilt of the German Government.
ment together with the Polish Government shall one day make that claim in
Berlin.
Ambassador. The discussion of a political character resulted because of an
I said that the Polish Government has no money,
inaccurate translation.
because one part of Poland has been occupied by Germany, and the other by the
leased from prisons and labor camps.]
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USSR.
In that way the Polish national wealth disappeared. The interpreter
left out the first part of this sentence.
In the future, I suggest that he translate
in shorter passages.
(Vyshinsky

admits that this of course changed the meaning of the statement,
he therefore considers this discussion as not having

and emphasizes twice, that

taken place.)
Ambassador.
The Polish Government is willing to take upon itself part of the
obligations to render assistance to the population, because it is our population,
but we have no means with which to do it. A way out of this situation has to be
found.
Vyshinsky. Naturally, I agree with it entirely.
Ambassador.
If I were a representative of a wealthy country and had brought
with me bags of money, I would simply distribute it among the needy population,
■without regard to anything.
I hope the Soviet Government will take this situa
tion under consideration.
Even Solomon could not pour out of an empty vessel.
Vyshinsky. Of course, we shall think about it. I shall talk with our financial
experts about these matters; nevertheless, I would ask you, Mr. Ambassador, to
consider several sources from which the Polish Government could obtain money.
Part of the expenditure which is of an immediate character is
Ambassador.
already covered, or is being met by the Soviet Government.
It is a problem of
further expenditures for the care of people unable to work, those who are still
awaiting assignment to work, also for a wider assistance program.
I propose
therefore that the Soviet Government grant a loan to the Polish Government for
these purposes.
Unfortunately the financial resources of the Polish Government
will allow only the meeting of expenses for the upkeep of the Embassy and ita
personnel.
Vyshinsky. I shall discuss this proposal with the Government, and our finan
cial experts, and shall return to this matter at our next conference.
Ambassador (jokingly). I do not trust financial experts, I prefer to deal with
It would be desirable to submit this matter
politicians, with executive heads.
to Vice President Molotov or President Stalin. In order to solve this problem
After all, fiscal considerations
properly political reasoning must be applied.
should not be allowed to constitute obstacles in bringing together our two countries.
Vyshinsky (laughing). Our financial experts do not act at their own will, but
carry out strict Government directives.
They can be trusted.
Ambassador. I would like to turn now to the matter of the organizational
forms of care for our population in the U. S. S. R. Unfortunately the sending
of Embassy delegates will not yield basic results because of the shortage of personnel.
I could send 3 to 4 people to tour the country in order to find out at first hand
Such an inspection
about the needs of our population, and to report these to me.
tour is important and should take place as soon as possible.
It does not in itself,
however, solve the problem of care for the population on the spot. The represent
atives of the Embassy who would remain permenently on inspection duties in
the country would have to be completely trustworthy people. Our difficulty
lies in this, that we do not know these people as yet.
Vyshinsky. The list of candidates of trusted men or delegates which has been
The local Soviets submitted at
sent to the Embassy, came about in this way.
After all
our request the names of people whom they had been in contact with.
everybody has his reasons and it is difficult to decide whether, for instance,
Kubik is suitable or not. I am of the opinion that one has to start on a minor
scale and, without using the name "committee," select from among those people
who call on the Embassy, and who appear to be most active.
If it appears
from the correspondence that someone is able to present the needs of a local
group, and also prepare statistical data, he may be entrusted to deal with some
matters. After all, a trusted man need not be selected forever, he may be changed.
Moreover, the Embassy will be able to have, in the area, people known by their
names, and select them to become trusted men.
It is better to start with 10 to
I am not afraid
15 people and later the whole problem will develop on its own.
of committees, I had enough to do with them in my life [he laughs], but I believe
that it would be a waste of time to discuss, now, this or other organizational
forms. The people of whom we speak, in instances where they are not known
to the Embassy, could remain as trusted men of the local Poles although not yet
I would ask you, Mr. Minister, to intervene with
trusted men of the Embassy.
the local authorities that they do not interfere with the organizational phase
under the pretext that an unauthorized forming of committees is taking place.
While all that the trusted men do is simply select a few local Poles, or confer
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with them on problems of the given group and then together decide on the fairest
means of distribution in kind, or in money.
Vyshinsky. This can be done.
The conception of trusted men does not in
itself raise any objections, because it does not constitute any complications in or
ganizational methods. If a committee is set up, there arises immediately the ques
tion of its authority, its relations with the local authorities, and its scope of activi
ties. That is where complications may set in. In my opinion, I believe it still
would be better to work at once with men who are available.
Let the Embassy
become the Central Committee, you, Mr. Ambassador, the chairman [he laughs]
and the trusted men, act as representatives of the committee.
As regards the
list of candidates submitted, it will have to be, of course, supplemented.
We have
to find out the occupation of the particular people and receive their brief personal
data.
Ambassador. Thus, in the particular localities selected the people shall deal
with Polish affairs, but they will have to have advisers. And now still another
The date of the issuance of Polish passports set for November 22,
formal matter.
cannot be met.
The printing of the temporary passports has not even started.
I would ask you, Mr. Minister, to assure for us the allocation of a supply ot
suitable paper.
Vyshinsky. What kind of paper does it have to be [at the same time he ques
tions Novikov as to how the matter of printing the passports stands, and says that
it will have to be speeded up].
Ambassador. It should be a strong paper which will not tear but will wear
Although the form of the passports is entirely a matter for the Poles
well.
themselves, we have resolved to insert, in the temporary passports, a Russian
At the
text also for the convenience of the Soviet administrative authorities.
same time I would like to ask you, Mr. Minister, to issue instructions that the
question of selecting appropriate places for the passport and consular agencies,
which will deal with the issuance of passports to our people, be discussed with
representatives of the Embassy.
Vyshinsky. I shall take care of these matters. The date of November 22 can
of course not be maintained, and it shall be extended.
Ambassador. The question of American help for our people is very important;
a great many foodstuffs and relief goods have been collected. It is now a matter
I have heard that a delegation
of getting assistance from the Soviet authorities.
of the American Red Cross is to arrive here, and the problem remains, therefore,
that gifts intended for Poles should reach us and that their distribution be left
in Polish hands.
Vyshinsky. I give my assurance that this matter wall be settled.
Ambassador. Apart from the problem of the distribution of these gifts there
If the transportation is to be free,
arises also the question of transportation.
It would be a gesture on the part of the
American generosity will increase.
Soviet Government, which will be fully and properly appreciated by American
public opinion.
Vyshinsky. For transports of that kind we provide for reduced tariffs. After
all, free transportation would mean that the Soviet Government would have to
We have, after all, already agreed to exempt these transports from
pay for it.
customs duty.
Mr. Minister, I neverthe
Ambassador. Has this matter been settled finally?
less want to ask you to see to it that free transportation be granted.
Vyshinsky. As to exemption from customs duty, in principle a positive decision
As to free
has been reached. It now remains only to carry it out in details.
transportation it will be difficult.
Ambassador. A special form of American help which is of great propaganda
value are individual parcels. May this type of consignment be permitted into
the U. S. S. R?
Vyshinsky. I believe, yes. I shall consult with the Commissariat of Postal
and Telegraph Communications in this matter.
Ambassador. Polish organizations in America have collected a great quantity
A transport of them to the U. S. S. R. had already been planned
of used clothing.
The
when the Soviet Embassy in Washington began to make some difficulties.
clothing donated by the Americans is in good condition and of good quality.
The question of sanitation should not enter into this matter.
Vyshinsky. They could be disinfected.
Ambassador. It would be a pity to do that, the clothes may thus be ruined.
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Vy&hjnskt. I promise to instruct the Embassy in Washington not to raise
any difficulties.
The great volume of correspondence which is coming to the
Ambassador.
Embassy necessitates an increase of the Embassy staff. In addition to this matter
I have to ask people over to Moscow who are to become delegates of the Embassy,
in order that I may get to know them and instruct them accordingly.
I would
like to ask that the formalities connected with permits for their arrival be dealt
with in the speediest manner.
Vyshinsky. There is a state of war in Moscow.
Arrivals of all kinds must be
Mr. Ambassador, I am hot asking you to give me
limited as much as possible.
the number of people who are to arrive here, but to take into consideration the
existing state of war and the basic restrictions which are in force here.
Ambassador. In conclusion I would like to submit to you, Mr. Minister, two
lists of persons as to whose whereabouts I am very much concerned. The first
list pertains to political personalities, some of whom we would like to send over to
London in order that they may complete our National Assembly.
On this list
are also names of some Ukrainians whom we know to be positively anti-German.
Today, when the areas inhabited by Ukrainians are occupied by the Germans^
Let the
one has to counteract their attempts in solving the Ukrainian problem.
world know that there are also other Ukrainians who oppose the Germans.
Let
the Ukrainian population and also the local pro-Germans become aware of it.
The second list contains the names of private individuals without any political
Some are families of our Embassy officials and of other Polish
significance.
institutions.
Vyshinsky [accepts the list and promises to settle the matter].
Finally I wish to submit to you, Mr. Minister, my official as well
Ambassador.
as private wish.
Namely, whether I could be received by President Stalin in
The propaganda value of such a conver
order to present to him some matters.
sation would constitute a positive factor in our mutual relations, and would gain
wide publicity abroad.
Vyshinsky. Mr. Ambassador, from the manner in which you formed your
wish, I note that you are aware of how very busy Chairman Stalin is at the pres
ent time, but I shall of course submit your proposal to him.
Ambassador. I shall be very grateful to you, Mr. Minister.
[He gets up and
bids his goodbye.]
Mr. Minister, you will begin to hate me if I shall always
Perhaps we could see each other more fre
bother you as long as I did today.
quently and for shorter periods, instead.
Vyshinsky. Why more frequently, but briefly?
More often and longer, Mr.
After all, we should
Ambassador [he laughs]. It is very good that we meet.
talk all these problems over with each other.
If the Mixed Com
Ambassador (pointing at Novikov). This is all his fault.
mission would only work properly and speedily and if it consisted of people who
could make decisions in these matters, I would not have to come to you with
These, after all, are matters for them to deal with.
everything, Mr. Minister.
The conversation was conducted in a lively manner, in an informal, sometimes
light tone. It lasted from 6:00 P. M. until 9:30 P. M. Moscow, September 21,
1941.

I

was so embarrassed in my
Mr. Кот. In the first conversation
discussion by the instructions given me by General Anders, who was
While I did not say specifically that
not present at the conference.
I was inquiring about the Polish officers, did make an inquiry about
Poles in the northern part of Russia around Kolyma and Peczory and
Jenisielskow and Winni, where we had suspected that these Polish
We
officers were being imprisoned or detained, in these points.
suspected that our officers were being held at those points.
When General Anders arrived on the 24th of September
Mr. Flood. Just a minute. We will get to that in a minute, Mr.
Ambassador. All want to know at this point is: What did you say
to Mr. Vishinsky and what did Mr. Vishinsky say to you on Septem
ber 20? Then we will get on to the next meeting.
Mr. Кот. Vishinsky told me that the Embassy will receive a report
on the number of Poles who had been released but that his information

I

I
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*is not complete and he is still lacking information as to the camps in
the far north. But he promised to make an effort to release these
people from the far north, but he did not indicate or say to me at the
time that I was inquiring about the Polish officers but merely about
the Poles.

Mr. Flood. That was the extent, since it was just a detail of a
general conversation, of talk about the missing Poles on that day?
Mr. Кот. There were many other things discussed at this meeting',
but this particular phase of our conversation understood it to be in
regard to our Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. When was the first time, after September 20, that you
had your first meeting with Mr. Molotov?
Mr. Кот. With Molotov it wasn't until the 22d of October.
Mr. Flood. Your first meeting with Molotov was on what date in

I

October?
Mr. Кот. The 22d.

Mr. Flood. Between your first meeting with Vishinsky on Septem
ber 20 and your first meeting with Molotov in October, you had.
several other meetings with Vishinsky?
And Vishinsky was the man you always were in touch with until
you first met Molotov?
Mr. Кот. Always with Vishinsky.
Mr. Flood. Now will you go back to the second meeting you had
with Vishinsky? What was the date of the next meeting with Vishin
sky?

The 20th was the first; when was the next?

Mr. Кот. The 6th of October 1941.
Mr. Flood. Did you not have another meeting with Mr. Vishinsky

after September 20?
Mr. Кот. I did not have a meeting, but I did dispatch a note to
Vishinsky inquiring about the release of the Poles, and this note wassent on the 27th of September 1941.
Mr. Flood. So the first contact was a meeting on September 20
with Vishinsky, the second was a note dispatched to Vishinsky on
Now, do you have a
September 27, inquiry about the missing Poles.
copy of the dispatch that you sent to Vishinsky on the 27th of Sep
tember?

Mr. Кот. I do not have it here.
Mr. Machrowicz. Mr. Ambassador, that note of September

27*

dealt with a number of complaints you had received from various
Polish citizens, which you related to Mr. Vishinsky; is that correct?
would have to have that note in front of me. I. cannot
Mr. Кот.
remember the details of that note.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did it not deal with the complaint that Polish
citizens were kept at forced labor, that they were not given the right
to contact with the Embassy and were not given the right to move
from place to place?
Mr. Кот. I had filed and sent more than 50 notes on that subject.
would have to have the note to refresh my recollection.
Mr. Flood. But, anyhow, you are sure that in that note of Sep
tember 27 you did raise the question of the missing Poles, among other

I

I

things?

I

did not say officers, I merely
Mr. Кот.
as to the release of Poles from these camps.

demanded

information
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Mr. Flood. Did you get a reply from Mr. Vishinsky to that dis
patch of September 27?
Mr. Кот. No. But at my meoting on the 6th of October, I then
specifically raised the question of the Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. Between your dispatch of September 27 to Mr.
Vishinsky and before you had your first meeting with Molotov, did
you have any other meetings or communications, in any way, with
Mr. Vishinsky on the question of the missing Polish officers?
Mr. Кот. I will name them.
October 6, 1941, a conversation with Vishinsky; and I have the
minutes here.
In this
The 13th of October 1941, a note was sent to Vishinsky.
note the question of the military people is definitely raised and clearly
raised.

I

The 14th of October, a conference with Vishinsky.
have the
minutes of that in front of me. As a result of my conference with
Vishinsky on the 14th, General Sikorski sent a note to Bogomowo
here in London the same subject, because Sikorski and I had conferred
or contacted each other on this matter.
Mr. Flood. After the September 27 note, what was the next date
of contact with Vishinsky?
Was it October 6?
Mr. Кот. October 6.
Mr. Flood. Was that a note, or a talk?
Mr. Кот. A conference. And here are the minutes of that con
ference.
And here for the first time we mentioned specifically the
Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. October 6?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us at this moment, referring to the note
you have before you, the gist of the conversation with Vishinsky on
October 6, dealing with missing Poles or missing Polish officers only?
Mr. Кот. I complained that 9,500 Polish officers were evacuated or
were taken from Poland to Russia, and that, "Meanwhile, today, we
only have 2,000 Polish officers in the Polish Army; what happened to
the 7,500 Polish officers?"
To this, Vishinsky and his aide, Novikow, attempted to convince
But they did not give me any
me that what I am saying is not true.
arguments to support their allegation.
To this, told them that, "We have been making constant effort to
find those people," that we suspected that they were surrendered to
the Germans, "We have searched for these men in the German prison
camps, in occupied Poland ; every place where they could conceivably
have been found," that I would understand if we werp missing a few
tens of these people, or even a few hundred, but not several thousand.
To this Visliinsky and Novikow became somewhat confused and
they said, "Well, what do you think happened to these men?"
told them that, on the basis of our earlier speculation as to what
happened to these men, we believed that in the fall of 1940, we believed
these men were transferred by ship to the far north, we knew of a

I

I

shipment of 1,500.
Vishinsky replied that that information could not be correct and
he demanded to know where we received such information. To that
replied, "From Archangel."

I
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I further pointed out to him that on the terrain of the Soviet there
was a camp located at Ostashkov, in which were interned the gen
darmes and the police, "The camp actually no longer does exist, but
from among tens of thousands of Poles who have already reported for
duty to our Army, there isn't a single one from that camp."
further demanded to know what was happening to our Polish
officers who were still being detained in camps near Soswa, Kolyma,
and also a camp near Omsk.
To this Vishinsky replied, "They must
be among the 300,000 Polish nationals who already have been freed."
To this I said, "From those camps that I have named here, there are
no Poles among us." And I added, "For example, the doctors and the
professors of our higher institutions of learning who were in these
camps, they are now nowhere to be found."
Vishinsky was very unhappy about this.
gave them the impres
sion that if they would promise to give us the names of all those who
had been freed, then we would bo able to draw or reach some conclu
sion as to who has been released and who hasn't.
That was the gist
of the conversation that day.
Mr. Flood. Thank you very much.
Now, Mr. Ambassador, your next contact with Mr. Vishinsky was
on October 13, at which time you tell us you dispatched to him a note.

I

I

Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Do you have the gist of that note with you?
Mr. Кот. In this note I complained that up to that time

I

did not

get the promised list of names of those released and that, furthermore,
the people that
am looking and searching for are not being released,
and that the military and the reservists are not being released from
the prisons.
Naturally, I kept General Sikorski completely informed
as to the nature of my discussions.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, can you at this time give us excerpts
of your October 6 conference and also a copy of your note of October

I

13, 1941?

Mr. Кот. Here they

are.

(A document was handed to Mr. Flood by the witness.)
Mr. Flood. Mark this for identification as "Exhibit 49 and 49A."
(The document referred to was marked "Exhibit 49 and 49A" for
identification.)
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, I now show you exhibit No. 49
marked for identification and ask you whether or not that is the copy
of the minutes of the conversation between you and Mr. Vishinsky on
October 6, as you have just discussed?

Mr. Flood. We will offer those in evidence, and for the purpose of
the record, the committee, in its judgment, will determine to print
that part of those minutes dealing with the conversations about the
missing Poles as discussed by the Ambassador, after they have been
translated into English.
[Translation

of exhibit 49]

Кот Discussion of Oct.

6

Excerpt 2.
Conversations between the Ambassador of the Polish Republic, Professor Kot,
and the Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Vyehinsky, which took
place on October 6, 1941 (Present: Director, Novikov — interpreter, Secretary of
the Embassy, W. Arlet.)
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Vyshinsky. The lack of data regarding prisoners is sometimes due to the fact
that in the occupation part of the territory of the U. S. S. R. by the Germans,
prisoners were evacuated separately and the files with their records were moved
separately also.
[Novikov adds a few examples of such prisons.]
Apart from the fact that I am unable to trace a number of persons
Ambassador.
whose names have been listed on orders from London, and who will be sent to
join the National Assembly, I also wish to submit the following figures: A total
of 9,500 officers were imprisoned in Poland and deported to the interior of the
U. S. S. R., while at the present time we have in the army only 2,000 officers.
What has happened to the 7,500 men?
They cannot,
(Vyshinsky and Novikov both contend that this is impossible.
however, present any arguments to the contrary.)
We thought
Ambassador.
We have tried to find these people everywhere.
that they were handed over to the Germans, therefore we have tried to trace
them in Gorman prisoner-of-war camps, in occupied Poland, and wherever they
I could understand it if about thirty to ninety men were
might possibly be.
missing, or even several hundred, but never several thousand.
(Vyshinsky and Novikov, embarrassed, they themselves ask questions as to
what has happened to these persons.)
Ambassador.
In the autumn of 1940 a transport of 1,500 of our officers was
sent north from Archangelsk by ship.
Vyshinsky. This is surely wrong information.
Where do you get it from?
A prisoner camp was located at Ostaszkow
Ambassador. From Archangelsk.
in the Moscow province, in which our military police and policemen exclusively,
To be sure this camp does not exist any more, but among the tens
were kept.
of thousands of people who reported to join the army, not one prisoner from that
And what of the camps in which our officers are still being
camp is included.
kept, on the Soswa, Kolyma, not far from Omsk?
Vyshinsky. I am sure they are among the 300,000 or so Polish citizens who
have been freed.
Ambassador.
No officers whatsoever from the afore-mentioned camps are to be
found in the army; and what about the doctors and university professors?
Vyshinsky. During our previous conversation, Mr. Ambassador, I mentioned
591 Polish doctors of medicine (physicians); surely there must be 600 physicians
Perhaps some of them listed a different profession.
in all.
Ambassador.
Meanwhile we have about 30 of them in the army.
The general
health of army personnel leaves much to be desired, and there is no one to admin
ister medical treatment.
Vyshinsky. I promise to meet your request, Mr. Ambassador, and to assign
a greater number of doctors to the army.
The final conversation is conducted rather rapidly, since Vyshinsky is in a
hurry to attend another conference. The Ambassador mentioned the problem
of publishing, by radio, the names of Poles freed, the demands of the Home Front
(in Poland) relative to this problem, the intended transfer of part of the Embassy
offices of Gzelabinsk or Swierdlowsk, [Vyshinsky's
attitude towards the latter
idea was one of reluctance.
The Ambassador declared that he would return to
this matter], the question of Mr. Gruj's departure for Archangelsk as a delegate
of the Embassy, [Vyshinsky agreed, but at this point made an unfriendly remark
regarding the Consulate] and also expressed hope that the dates set "forth by
Com. Vyshinsky will be kept.
The conversation lasted from 6:30 to 7:45 in the evening.
.
Moscow, October

8,

AMBASSADOR:

1941.
[Translation

copy of Exhibit 49A]

Note of October

13th, 1941, from Ambassador Кот to Mr. Vishinskt,
Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs in Moscow, Drawing
Attention to the Incomplete Fulfilment of Soviet Obligations Con
cerning Polish Citizens, Under the Agreement ok July 30, 1941.

The Embassy of

the

Republic

of Poland.
D.538/41.

Moscow, October 13, 1941
Referring to the Note of the Charge d'Affaires ad iterim of
the Republic of Poland addressed to the Commissar of Foreign Affairs, No. 30/41
of August 22, 1941, and the Note Verbale of the Polish Embassy, No. D.467/41 of

Mr. Commissar:
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September 27, 1941, I have the honour, Mr. Commissar, to inform you of the
following:
In both the aforesaid Notes, as in my conversation with you, Mr. Commissar,
I emphasized particularly the need for the fulfillment by the Soviet Government
of the provisions of the Agreement concluded between the Polish Government
and the Soviet Government on July 30, 1941, and of the provisions of the Decree
of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of August 12, 1941,
concerning the release of Polish citizens from prisons, labour camps and localities
of compulsory residence at the earliest possible date, at least before the coming
winter, during which the departure from many of the camps would be most
difficult if not altogether impossible.
The question of release was also brought
up by the Polish delegation at the two meetings of the Mixed Polish-Soviet Com
mission, when emphasis was laid on the special urgency of this problem.
During my conversation with you, Mr. Commissar, on September 20, I re
ceived your assurance that the Soviet authorities would take care that Polish
citizens detained in distant Northern regions, where the climate is unsuitable
for Poles, were transported to more suitable districts before the winter season
During my conversation on October 7, I quoted figures relating to
sets in.
Polish citizens who were still detained in large numbers in camps and mentioned
the fact that certain categories among them had been transfered to very remote
Northern regions. In spite of repeated Polish requests and the assurances given
on behalf of the Soviets, this Embassy has not as yet received the list of localities
nor the exact numbers of Polish citizens released.
Contrary to the assurances that, except for a small number of individuals
suspected, indicted or convicted of espionage on behalf of Germany, whose names
and dossiers up to now have not been communicated to the Embassy, all Polish
citizens had been set free and that in a small number of cases only was delay
caused by purely technical considerations, the Embassy is in possession of infor
mation that there are still in a number of prisons and camps thousands of Polish
citizens who were not informed of the Agreement concluded on July 30, 1941, or
were informed that the provisions of this Agreement and of the Decree of the
Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U. S. S. R. of August 12 did not apply
to them.
By way of example, may I state that Polish citizens are still being detained in
prison at Saratov, Gorki, Balshov, Tschelabinsk, Kizel and in compulsory labour
camps in the Primorski Kray in the North-Eastem extremity of the Yakut district/
near the mouth of the Kolyma on the Arctic Ocean/, near Aldan, in the region of
Tomsk, Karaganda, in the mines of Karabash /Tschelabinsk district/, in the
Ivgiel camp /Svierdlovsk district/, in the Archangel district and in the Republic of
Komi, along the railway line under construction between Kotlas and Pechora
and at other points.
More detailed information concerning the numbers and conditions of these
As will be seen there
Polish citizens is given in the Annex to the present Note.
from the local authorities either did not receive detailed orders concerning the
treatment of Polish citizens after the conclusion of the Agreement of July 30, or,
in some cases, the local authorities were content to deal with the matter in a
purely pro forma way / the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs withdrew
police supervision of the 2,000 Polish citizens employed in the mines of KarabshVoloshynowski-Rudnik,
but left the persons concerned where they were which
actually made their position worse than before/, or with a partial execution of the
It is to be assumed that various considerations have dictated this
orders issued.
treatment and in some instances local authorities may have desired to secure for
themselves virtually unpaid manpower, whence the tendency to release sometimes
elderly, invalid or ailing persons, while the stronger and healthier are retained for
compulsory labour.
I have the honour to draw your attention, Mr. Commissar, to another char
acteristic feature of the conduct of local government authorities towards Polish
citizens who are released, or who approach them with the request for employment
This conduct, without doubt unknown to
or for the assignment of a residence.
the Central authorities, which should cease in the interests of good relations be
tween the Polish and Soviet Governments, consists in informing those concerned
that the blame for their difficult situation rests with the Polish Government and
their representatives in the U. S. S. R. Naturally Polish nationals are not misled
by this, but it arouses unnecessary mistrust among the Polish population.
Information issued abroad by the Polish Government, entirely in line w:ith good
Polish-Soviet collaboration, is to the effect that Polish citizens in the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics have been liberated from prisons and camps. I pre
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sented to you, on the 7-th of thia month, copies of communique issued by the
Polish Telegraph Agency in London and New York.
The Polish Government is
of the opinion that such official information should correspond to the real situation
of the Polish population in the U. S. S. R. In the common interest of both Govern
ments the Polish-Soviet Agreement should be fully carried out so that in foreign
countries no elements unfriendly to this collaboration and hostile to the U. S. S. R ,
should find in the difficult position of the deported Polish population a theme for
their propaganda.
The Polish Government could in no case agree that, as a result of the Agreement
of July 30, 1941, the lot of Polish citizens residing in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics should become worse or that local authorities should carry out its
provisions in a manner contrary to the declarations and statements of the repre
sentatives of the Soviet Government.
Consequently, in its Note, No. 30/41 of August 22, 1941, the Embassy presented
a number of proposals forming a logical whole with a view to the practical solution
of the problem of the Polish population in the U. S. S. R., in accordance with the
The fact that the sug
interests of this population and of both Governments.
gestions contained in point 2 were only carried out in part, and that points 3 and 4
were left completely unfulfilled, has meant that such Polish citizens as have been
released have not been able to improve their living conditions and a large number
of them have been forced to wander aimlessly and compelled to camp at railway
stations or in the open air in the localities newly chosen for their residence. In
view of the approaching winter which in some parts of the Soviet Union has al
ready set in, many of them are threatened with death by starvation.
Their
position is rendered still worse by the fact that the local authorities not only refuse
to carry out the suggestions of the Embassy, but do not even comply with the
assurances given by the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs contained in
the Aide-M6moire of August 28, 1941, with regard to free railway faree, travelling
subsidies, subsistence allowances and, most important of all, employment for the
persons released.
I also venture to draw your attention, Mr. Commissar, to the fact that the organ
ization of the Polish Army in the U. S. S. R. is not progressing in accordance with
the letter and the spirit of the Agreement of July 30, 1941, or with the intentions
of the two Governments.
The Supreme Command of the Polish armed forces in the U. S. S. R. has vainly
waited four weeks for a decision on the formation of further Polish divisions and
the designation of the localities in which this formation is to take place. In conse
quence, numerous Polish citizens reporting for military service and rallying en
masse to the Polish Army stream into the two already overcrowded camps, which
lack the necessary number of tents, adequate food supplies and medicines.
Thus
a situation, harmful alike to the troops and to the common cause is being created.
The local administrative authorities very often do not carry out the instruction
issued by the central authorities with regard to questions concerning the Polish
Army and create new additional difficulties, as for instance by declining to release
from prisons and camps all Polish citizens, military and reservists, and in many
instances by detaining the more physically fit elements, which reduces the military
Moreover, considerable numbers of Polish
value of the units already formed.
citizens enrolled in the Red Army and subsequently transferred to the so-called
labor battalions, have not up till now been directed to the Polish Army.
Thus the Polish contribution to the common struggle against Germany, con
trary to the intentions of the Polish and Soviet Governments and to the unani
mous will of the Polish citizens, is being weakened to the detriment of the cause
of all the Allies.
In the profound belief that the Soviet Government attaches no less importance
than the Polish Government to the development of friendly relations between the
two States, I have the honour to request you, Mr. Commissar, to take measures
to put into full effect all the proposals contained in the Note of the Embassy of
August 22, and in particular the immediate release from prisons, camps and
localities of compulsory domicile of all Polish citizens, the friendly treatment of
those who are unfit for military service and the acceleration of the decision con
cerning the formation of further large units of the Polish Army, in accordance
with the letter and Spirit of the Agreement of July 30, 1941.
I have the honour to be, etc.
/ — / Stanislaw Кот.
His Excellency A. J. Vishinsky
Deputy Commissar for Foreign Affairs, in Moscow.
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Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador,

we are now up to the point of the
on October 14, between you and Mr. Vishinsky.
Mr. Кот. In order to understand my conversation of the 13th,
must state here that
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. Your contact of the 13th was not a
conversation; a note.
Mr. Кот. On the 14th, I was saying that General Sikorski was
planning on coming to Moscow.
Mr. Ambassador, as the basis of
Mr. Flood. As I understand
on
the
14th,
talk
with
Vishinsky
you have advised us that you
your
had information from General Sikorski about his coming to Moscow
as soon as possible.
correct.
Because of the unfavorable results of
Mr. Кот. That
sent a dispatch to General Sikorski
my previous conversations,
advising him that he should not come to Moscow, for various reasons.
Among them, one of them, was the reason that they had not released
the Polish officers. There were actually two dispatches sent, one on
the 12th and one on the 14th.
Mr. Flood. You sent these telegrams of the 12th and th&14th to
Sikorski suggesting that he not come, for the reasons you have just
stated?
correct.
Mr. Кот. That
can,
Mr. Flood.
want to point this up,
you recall, or not.
Did the Russians invite Sikorski to come, or did Sikorski volunteer to
come — you know?
Mr. Кот. As early as July 30, 1941 when the pact was being signed,
General Sikorski said that he wanted to come to Moscow as soon as
the actual formation of the Polish forces would begin.
also reasonable to assume that the
Mr. Flood. But, of course,
Russians were most anxious to have Sikorski come and be of assistance
in the formation of Polish forces?
tried to find out and determine whether they really
Mr. Кот.
wanted him to come or didn't want him to come.
Mr. Flood. Anyhow, that was in the background, and now we
have the conversation of October 14 between you and Vishinsky.
expressed the opinion that
Mr. Кот. At this conversation,
had observed during
Sikorski should not come to Moscow because
our conversations that that was very important to them, his arrival.
Mr. Machrowicz. You do not mean, do you, that that
what
you told them?
Mr. Кот. The entire conference consisted of my openly telling
them this.
Mr. Flood. Very well. Then, as matter of fact, when suggested
to you just
minute ago that the Russians were anxious to have
Sikorski come, you agreed because that was the tenor of the conversa
tion with Vishinsky on the 14th?
Mr. Кот. It was my conviction or impression that they did want
him to come, but they were not so much concerned with the formation
of Polish Armv as they were with the exploitation, propagandawise,
Pole's arrival in Moscow.
all over the world, of
Mr. Flood. What was Vishinsky's reaction to your declaration
that you advised Sikorski not to come?
Mr. O'Konski. Just second; may interrupt there?
conversation
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He did not finish his entire statement to Vishinsky as to why he
urged to Vishinsky that Sikorski not come.
Mr. Flood. We will develop that. This whole conversation is
about that.
Mr. Кот. You must understand that the Russians are very clever
and that they never indicate <openlv whether they want or don't
You must
Tbey vacillate and maneuver around.
want something.
Understand this: There was an hour
study this whole conversation.
and 15 minutes devoted to this conference.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, we understand quite well. What
we would like you to give us, as you have been doing so excellently,
is the gist of the conversation and the atmosphere surrounding the
parties.
Mr. O'Konski. That is what want to hear.
pointed out to them that the proposal of Sikorski's
Mr. Кот.
trip to Moscow was suggested at the conferences with Churchill.
Vishinsky told me that he was well aware of that and that the Rus
sians had given complete instructions to expedite the general's arrival
told him that I must make clear to him the motives
in Moscow.
behind General Sikorski's proposed trip to Moscow, but to go into
that now requires a great deal of time and I don't know whether you
have the time to go into this.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, are you prepared to give us, in sub
without
stance, in a paragraph or so, the thought of the motive, that
too much detail?
emphasized that General Sikorski wanted to demon
Mr. Кот.
strate to the whole world that the Poles were ready and prepared to
time
fight with the Russians against Hitlerites, and this came at
when the tides of war were going bad for the Russians and the Germans
were already boasting to the world that they were going to defeat the
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Russian Armies.
emphasize further that the faith, the belief, of the Poles that the
Germane would not be victorious and that the Poles would help in the
great moral victory for the world.
struggle would be
Mr! Machrowicz. Just moment. Mr. Ambassador, am correct
that you finally told
in stating that the gist of your conversation
Mr. Vishinsky that you had hopes that by the time General Sikorski
would come, that these Polish officers would be released? Is that
correct?
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Mr. Кот.
emphasized further that the Polish soldiers must be
released by the time General Sikorski arrives in Moscow.
not true, Ambassador, that the conference
Mr. Machrowicz. Is
closed with Vishinsky giving you the assurance that he would give
you all the Polish officers under control, those that were still there,
but he said he could not give those that he did not have?
Yes.
could go into
Mr*. Кот. More or less, that
correct.
While the conversation was larger in scope, those
greater details.
words that you mentioned are in my conversation.
result of your
Mr. Flood. You mentioned to us before that, as
a communi
with
directed
Vishinsky,
October
Sikorski
on
14,
meeting
that
cation to Bogomolow here in London on the same question;
correct?
Mr. Кот. That
correct; to the Russian Ambassador attached to
03744 — 52— pt.

4

the Polish Government.
26
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Mr. Flood. And, as I understand
no answer was received from
the Russians to Sikorski's dispatch on that subject at that time?
Mr. Кот. There was, but didn't come until the 19th of November
of 1941, and the content of that reply will become evident from the
continued.
conversations that
Mr. Flood. Now you have the next meeting with Mr. Molotov.
What was the date of the meeting?
Mr. Кот. 22d of October.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. With Molotov?
Кот. With Molotov.
Flood. Who was present besides you and Molotov?
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Кот. Only Molotov's translator and my secretary, Mniszek.
Flood. Just you and Molotov? All right.
Кот. And the discussion lasted an hour and 15 minutes.
Flood. Will you just relate for us that part of your discussion
with Molotov dealing with the missing Polish officers?
made
Mr. Кот.
request that my efforts to contact the NKVD
be facilitated, that while my dealings with him were not diplomatic,
they were in an effort to find the missing soldiers.
mentioned to them our efforts to locate General
As an example,
Sikorski's adjutant, to whom he was very much attached.
Molotov
asked, "Is he here in Russia?"
replied that he was in
Russian
prison camp in Russia and later he was transferred into the depths of
Russia.
his name?"
Molotov asked, "What
replied, "Major Furman,
Molotov said, "Everything will be done to find him."
Jan Furman."
And immediately he instructed his translator, Narkomindielu, to
write down correctly that name. To this
replied, "If, by some
misfortune, this adjutant should not be alive, please inform us im
mediately because the worst thing that can happen to us
the
uncertainty."
also cited the names of two outstanding Polish generals, Orlik
Lukowski and Kmicic Skrzynski, about whom we have had to this
Also,
said
date absolutely no information.
had several other
names, with which
did not want to burden liim at that time.
Molotov said, "Please send me the list."
to Molotov: "General
Anders already has submitted list to competent military authorities.
Please give the proper instructions to expedite this matter. General
Sikorski
very much concerned about this in regard to his arrival
Molotov: "We will try to do everything possible."
here."
And then we discussed further affaire.
Mr. Flood.
am leading you up to the meeting with. Stalin, but
now, before you had the meeting with Stalin, you had one or two
other meetings with Molotov and Vishinsky.
Mr. Кот. No. Molotov left for Moscow, because all this happened
in Kubyishev, and my subsequent conversation with Vishinsky.
Mr. Flood. You had several subsequent conversations after the
meeting of October 22 with Molotov, you had several conversations
with Vishinsky, and in the early part of November, you tell us you
sent a note to Molotov.
Mr. Кот. The 1st of November.
Mr. Flood. November was the date of the note to Molotov.
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Mr. Кот. Yes ; my note on November 1 was about the failure of the
Russians to carry out the amnesty agreement and again pointing out
that General Sikorski should not come to Moscow.
Mr. Flood. That was the note to Molotov?
Mr. Кот. Yes ; November 1 .
Mr. Flood. Now, you had a meeting with Vishinsky on November
2?

Mr. Кот. Yes. Here we had a detailed discussion regarding the
question whether or not these Poles are in the Russian prisons or
whether they are not. We were at that time accused of giving exag
gerated figures and that we were exaggerating the number of men we
were seeking.

Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, we are now ready to talk about the
meeting with Stalin; but, first of all, I want to get the atmosphere and
the attitude of Vishinsky and Molotov from the first day you met with
them right down to the day you met with Stalin.
How did they act at
first? Was there any change? What do you think caused the change,
and what kind of change was it?
Mr. Кот. There was a change in attitude, but only in the last
moment.
could not understand, myself, what was the reason for
that change in attitude. On the other hand,
asked Ambassador
Cripps to support my efforts, and on November 4, Cripps went to
Vishinsky in an effort to intervene on the matter that I had talked
about.
Mr. Machhowicz. Before that, did not Ambassador Cripps, on
November 3, issue a note to Molotov asking for assistance, inter
vening on your behalf?
Mr. Кот. At this moment, don't recall, but Cripps did tell me the
And I sent a report to General Sikorski
details of his conversations.
informing him of this conversation.
Ambassador Cripps' intervention had no effect, and on the 8th of
November, received a note from the Russians informing me that all
of the Poles have been released. Then the Americans intervened —
specifically, a telegram from Harriman to Stalin.
Mr. Dondero. This was all in September, October, and Novem
In all of those conversations, did either Stalin, Molotov,
ber of 1941.
or Vishinsky ever say one word about these men falling into the hands
of the Germans?
Mr. Кот. No; never; not once.
Mr. Machrowicz. What happened as a result of Harriman's tele
gram?
. Mr. Кот. Harriman's telegram was sent on the 11th of November.
On the 12th, had a conference with Vishinsky, and for the first time,
Vishinsky was very pleasant . And he asked me if am prepared to
am objecting to Sikorski's trip to Moscow.
tell Stalin why
As regards the matter of the Polish officers during this conference,
he asked me whether we had submitted to the Foreign Office the list
of names to them. To this
replied, "Regarding these officers, Gen
eral Anders had submitted a list to the NKVD, but only the list
of prisoners who were in Starobielsk. But those who were in Kozielsk
and Ostashkov, the list of names is now in the stage of preparation."
Vishinsky replied, "I am again asking you about this matter because
The onlv thing that
these people, in my opinion, nave been released.
remains now is to determine where they are. If any of them are not
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free at this time, they will be released immediately. For me, this
problem does not even exist."
Mr. Dondero. Just for the sake of the record, let it be noted that
while all these conversations took place, these men were already in
their graves, and they knew it. That is my own comment.
Mr. Flood. It is significant, as I understand
that during all of
these conversations, Vishinsky and Molotov kept insisting that the
Poles produce lists of names of officers?
will come
Mr. Кот. Yes. That question always comes up.
had discussed my con versations with Stalin.
back to that, but after
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, you may like to take glass of water
and smoke
You have had quite
long stretch of testi
cigarette.
(There was

a

mony.

short recess.)

Mr. Flood. Do you feel ready now?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now we come to the date of the meeting with Stalin,

and what was that date?

Mr. Кот. November 14.
Mr. Flood. What year?
Mr. Кот. 1941.
Mr. Flood. Will you just detail for us or give us the outline of the
meeting with Mr. Stalin? Tell us who was present for the Poles and
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who was present for the Russians.
Mr. Кот. With Stalin was Molotov and
translator. With me
Arlet. Molotov virtually did
there was just the translator-secretary,
not participate in the discussion except for one instance.
Mr. Flood. How was the meeting with Stalin arranged? How did
Why?
you come to have
meeting with Stalin?
Mr. Кот. Because of my opposition to General Sikorski's arrival
in Moscow that was the basis for calling this meeting.
Mr. Flood. Who called this meeting?
Mr. Кот. Please remember that at this time General Sikorski
already was in Cairo, and he was being asked publicly there whether
He, on the other hand, on the basis
he planned to leave for Moscow.
of the dispatches that
sent to him cautioning him that the Soviets
want to exploit his arrival there for their own purposes and are not
willing to release our soldiers, Sikorski publicly announced that he had
not decided whether he would go to Moscow or whether he would
return to London.
It was my impression that Sikorski's arrival in Moscow meant so
much to Stalin that he had arranged this conference and invited me
in an effort to determine why was objecting to the general's arrival
there.
Mr. Flood. Very well. Will you tell us the gist of the meeting, the
conversation with Stalin; with particular reference to the missing
Polish officers?
Mr. Кот. In the general conversations, we discussed the entire
Polish-Soviet relationship. Stalin expressed his opinions as to the
empha
character of the Polish people, about the future of Poland.
sized that they did not want to permit us to form a large Polish Army
in Russia because they had reduced our rations to such
point that
we were forced to release 14,000 of our volunteers.
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We continued our discussion on this subject, and it
flict between myself and Molotov; and Stalin decided
At this time raised the question of the missing Polish
Shall I read now the part of our exact conversation?
Mr. Flood. Yes. I would like to hear that. If it
let the interpreter read it into the record.
(Following is the translation by the interpreter :)

I
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led to a con

in my favor.

officers.
is in Polish,

I have already taken much of your valuable time, Mr. President.
May I raise this question?
have one more matter.
(very politely). Please do, Mr. Ambassador.

Ambassador:

However,

Stalin

I

Mr. Flood. I want to emphasize this, Mr. Ambassador: What is
now going to be read into the record are the minutes of the con
versation which took place between you and Stalin, with particular
reference to the missing Polish officers.
Mr. Кот. Yes, sir.
Mr. Machrowicz. The interpreter is getting tired.
will help.
(Following is a continuation of the translation by Mr. Machrowicz :)

I

You are the author of amnesty for the Polish citizens in Soviet
Ambassador.
Russia.
You made that gesture.
I would be very grateful to you, Mr. Presi
dent, if you would see to it that that gesture would be executed.
Stalin. Are there still some Poles not released?
Ambassador. From the camp in Starobielsk, which was broken up in the spring
of 1940, we have not yet received a single officer.
Stalin. I will look into that matter. However, the matter of the discharges
is sometimes very curious.
What was the name of the commander of the city of
Lwow? If I am not mistaken, his name was General Langner.
Ambassador.
General Langner, Mr. President.
Stalin. That is right; General Langner. We released him last year; we
brought him to Moscow; we talked with him. In the meantime, he escaped out
side of the boundaries, as far as I know, to Rumania.
(Molotov confirms this.)
Stalin. Our amnesty knows no exceptions. But the same thing might have
happened with some of these military people as happened with General Langner.
Ambassador.
We have names and lists; as, for instance, we have not, to this
We are still missing the officers from
day, found General Stanislaw Haller.
Starobielsk, Kozielsk, and Ostashkov, who were sent away from there in April and
May of 1940.
Stalin. We released all; even those people who were sent to us by General
Sikorski so that they would destroy bridges and kill Soviet people, even those
After all, it was not General Sikorski who sent them,
people were released by us.
but his. Chief of Staff, Sosnkowski.
He resigned already.
And as far as the people whom General
Ambassador.
That is the best
Sikorski sent here, you can count on them to the fullest extent.
element.
Stalin (laughing). I know about that.
Ambassador. So my request to you depends on your giving instructions that
We have records
the officers whom we need, to organize our Army, be released.
as to when they were sent away from the camps.
Stalin. Do you have accurate lists?
Ambassador. All the names are entered in the records of the Russian com
manders of these camps when they daily call them for daily calls. Furthermore,
Not one officer of
the NKVD had special interrogations with each one of them.
the staff of General Anders' army, which he led into Poland, has been released.
(Stalin for a few minutes got up and walked slowly around the table lighting
He then walks with
a cigarette, listening attentively and answering questions.
Molotov arises
a fast step to the telephone on the bureau and calls the NKVD.
"That is not the way to get the connection."
and also walks to the telephone.
He then moves the telephone and sits at the conference table.)

Mr. O'Konski. In other words, the record should show that
Stalin did not know what connection to use to contact the NKVD.
Mr. Machrowicz. That is right.
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Stalin (speaking into the telephone). This is Stalin. Have all the Poles
already been released from jail? (Then there is a moment of quiet while he is
For the Polish Ambassador is here in my office and he
listening to an answer.)
tells me that not all.
(Again he listens to the answer and then puts the telephone aside. He returns
to the conference table.)
And then Stalin is talking

:

I

also would like to ask you a question, Mr. Ambassador.
When and where
do the Polish troops care to act against the Germans?
Do you have any material
on that matter?
If so, answer me.

I

I

am told that following that is another subject.
am now omitting
a number of questions and answers which do not relate directly to the
subject matter and am returning again to the conversation on this

matter:

(Stalin arises from his seat when the telephone rings and is listening most
probably to the answer to the question which he gave a few minutes ago regarding
the release of the Poles. He puts aside the receiver and returns, not saying one
word.)

That is the end of the conversation on that subject.
Mr. Flood. We are very grateful to our colleague, the gentleman

from Michigan, for his very excellent translation of those minutes.
Mr. Ambassador, you were present, of course, during all that time?
Mr. Кот. The conversation was with me.
Mr. Flood. You observed all of these movements of Stalin and
Molotov as described in the minutes?
Mr. Кот. Yes. I was very much interested.
Mr. Flood. Of course, you do not know whether Stalin actually
talked to anybody on that telephone, or not ; do you?
Mr. Кот. could be skeptical on that point.
Mr. Flood. What do you mean by "that point"?
Mr. Кот. I considered that or regarded that as some sort of a
theatrical gesture.

I

Mr. Flood. Play acting?
Mr. Кот. Since he had nothing to say to me later and he dis

continued that subject of the conversation and moved to another
subject, then I was led to believe that he was trying to create the
impression with me that he didn't know anything about these missing
officers and that he was just then beginning to make inquiries as to
their whereabouts.
Mr. Flood. What was the attitude of Stalin during the period of
time of your conversation when you talked about the missing officers?
How did he act, how did he seem to act? What was your impression
on just that one point?
Mr. Кот. Stalin is a man who is unequivocally calm and very cold.
He has unusual control of every one of his gestures and every word he
utters.
Stalin does not show normally how he reacts to any given
suggestion, the way he is thinking.
Mr. Flood. Very well. That terminates, then, the meeting on
November 14 with Stalin, insofar as the subject of officers is concerned?
I will instruct our interpreter to have the minutes of this entire
conversation translated and insert them into the record at this point
as exhibit 49B.
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49B

Minutes of the Conversation of Ambassador Кот With the President
of the Council of the Peoples' Commissars of the U. S. S. R., J. Stalin,
at the Kremlin on 14th November 1941, in the Presence of W. Molotov,
Commissar

for Foreign Affairs,

of the Polish

Embassy

and

of Mr.

W.

Arlet, First Secretary

(Literal translation from Polish)
Ambassador Кот. I hold it as a great privilege to be introduced to you, Mr.
President, with whose name is bound the historical moment of the reestablishment of mutual relations between Poland and the U. S. S. R.
Stalin. I am pleased to meet you, Mr. Ambassador; we, the Soviet people,
all of us, maintain that the relations between the Soviet and the Polish nations
ehbuld be as good as possible.
I hope, inasmuch as it depends on the Soviet
I think
people, that we shall be able to do everything we can in this respect.
that we can turn a new leaf in the history of the relations between our two countiies and base them on friendship.
Ambassador Кот. It was a great pleasure to hear you say that, Mr. President,
and on my part may I assure you that the leaders of the Polish state and of the
Polish nation are them; elves adherents of the idea of a deep and permanent
Soviet-Polish cooperation.
We simply do not see a single reason and no prob
lems which could become a source of any conflicts between us — neighbors.
Stalin. We are not only neighbors, we are also of the same stock.
Ambassador Кот. In view of the terrible lesson given to us and to the world
at large by Hitler the more so should you and we demonstrate this kinship of ours.
Stalin. You are quite right.
Ambassador Кот. It is held in certain circles that there exist problems which
divide us, such as for example the Ukrainian or the Lithuanian question.
But
it is precisely by means of our cooperation that these problems can be solved.
I think that they become one more reason of drawing us closer together.
Stalin (confirms by nodding).
Ambassador Кот. In the meantime, however, a war is being waged which has
absorbed every single Pole. We wish to engage all our possibilities on this side of
the fighting world. Our position is not easy: Polish territories are, under German
occupation, our Government is abroad, material means are practically nonexistent.
But in spite of all that the Germans themselves have to admit that the Poles
represent a formidable force. They know and are afraid of the fact that every
Pole under their occupation, when the decisive moment will come, will fulfill his
soldiery duty. The Polish nation bears its share of the struggle by its endurance
and perseverance which induces it to keep up the fight loyally till the very last
on the side on which all democratic values have been engaged.
You know no
doubt, Mr. President, the love of freedom of the Polish nation.
The Germans
failed to find a single quisling in Poland, nor did they succeed in forming a puppet
There is, however, one more character
government ['gouvernement fantome)].
istic value which Poland brings into the democratic block.
We are the only
Catholic nation which fights on the side of the Alliance of the Anglo-Saxon Powers
And this fact is of inestimable value as it makes it impos
and the Soviet Union.
sible for Hitler to assume the role of defender of faith.
At the same time the
attitude of Poland prevents the Vatican from openly backing the Axis States.
As far as we are concerned, however, our main ambition is to create the strongest
possible Polish Army abroad. After all this war is not only your war — it is our
war as well. And that is why we ask you to favor our endeavors to build up a
powerful Army. The Poles have given ample proof that they can and will fight
Hitler to the last. Our forces are dispersed over Egypt, Palestine and Great
Britain — they are fighting on the seas and in the air. However, our greatest
This is then the main problem,
manpower resources are in the Soviet Union.
which General Sikorski desires to settle with you. General Sikorski is a statesman
with a great temperament but also a soldier who knows how to force an issue.
Rigor of character and a strong will are his main traits. He has proved them in
his determination to conclude the Polish-Soviet pact in spite of a strong opposition.
He is highly esteemed by the leaders of all Allied nations. There is therefore
everv Teason to believe that, together with you, Mr. President, and with Churchill
and Roosevelt, he will be included within the privileged group of men who will be
called upon to decirle the future of the world.
Stalin. I well understand the necessity of forming a Polish Army. I have
met with Polish soldiers on many a battlefield and I am aware of their value.
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is obvious — I am ready to give all necessary assistance.
Be so good, Mr.
Ambassador, as to tell me exactly with what you are dissatisfied, and with what
are dissatisfied the Poles in Russia — and what are their wishes. If General
Sikorski wishes to come to the U. S. S. R. he will be our welcome guest and I
hope that we will be able to reach full agreement.
Ambassador Кот. Does this mean, Mr. President, that you are ready to listen
to our complaints and requests?
Stalin. Indeed I am.
Ambassador Кот. A friendly atmosphere should be the basis of cooperation
The Poles who since the sixteenth century have
and of good mutual relationship.
suffered so much from the hands of the Russians really need such a friendly
It is not so much a question of principles it is more the emotional
atmosphere.
approach which counts the most. There is a deeply rooted false notion among
This is definitely
the Russian people that the Poles are a nation of landlords.
untrue.
We are a nation of peasants, artisans, and working people — in fact a
I would like to emphasize the fact that
deeply and sincerely democratic nation.
this notion is very common among the lower Soviet executive functionaries
We would, therefore, be very
which creates various difficulties for the Poles.
grateful to you, Mr. President, if by using your authority you would remedy this
state of affairs, having already proved your good will by your readiness to
cooperate with us.
Stalin. There is one point which I would like to make clear for the sake of
historical exactitude.
It was not only the Poles who had suffered from the
hands of the Russians ever since the sixteenth century- — it was the Russians who
After all you have twice captured Moscow in
had also suffered from the Poles.
that time. Let bygones be bygones. I can well believe that isolated cases of
But this
improper treatment of the Poles by certain authorities do occur.
I know also that
unfriendly atmosphere will be stopped [Budiet likwidirowana.]
the Poles are a nation of peasants and working people. There exist at present
all the necessary circumstances to enable us to forget all our historical grievances
and to join hands in a common effort to fight our common enemy — Hitlerite
As far as the Polish Army is concerned — we have undertaken to set
Germany.
on foot 30,000 soldiers in 1941, which amounts to two infantry divisions, one
reserve regiment, an officers' training center and the respective staffs. The
First Division is to be equipped by us — the Second by the Poles. To put it
bluntly [Goworia grubo] — both divisions, the whole of those 30,000 soldiers have
to be fed by the Russian people. The Soviet Union has undertaken to do that
Is that correct? [Eto prawilno?]
and we shall keep our promise.
The Polish Army in the U. S. S. R.
Ambassador Кот. This is not quite so.
should be as large as manpower reserves we dispose of in the Soviet Union will
If we used every single man available we could form an army counting
permit.
In making this rough estimate I am considering only those physi
150,000 men.
We will certainly do our best to
cally fit — otherwise it could be even larger.
obtain equipment and maintenance from abroad.
Stalin. However, the existence of a protocol limiting the number of soldiers
to 30,000 for the year 1941 cannot be denied. This is not my last word [.la nie
I only stress the fact of the existence
szczitaju etowo naszim poslednim slowom].
of such a protocol.
There is one, if I romember
Ambassador Кот. This is not the only protocol.
rightly, dated the 12th of August, drawn up at the first meeting of the PolishThis protocol states clearly that the two divisions
Soviet Military Commission.
were only meant to be the first stage— that they would only be the nucleus of an
army, which was to be formed straight away.
Already the following month new
protocols were drawn up about the creating of further unite.
Molotov. But those later protocols have not been signed or ratified by the
I have here the document in question [holds up the paper and
Government.
points to the date, 1.X.1941.]
Ambassador Кот. (Pointing to the same date). Do show me, please, where it
As far as I
says that in the year 1941 — only two divisions were to be formed.
know the protocol states that the two first divisions have to be ready on the 1st
October 1941.
The meaning is completely different. There is no limit as to the
number of men in the army for the year 1941.
Molotov (reluctantly). Yes, indeed. In any case no other protocols have
been ratified by the Government.
Stalin. The Russians have not broken the agreement. If the Poles are dis
The Russians have
satisfied they have every right to forward further proposals.
not gone back on their word.
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Two of
Ambassador Кот. Our intention was to form further 3 divisions.
them were to be labor units which were created for the purpose of building winter
quarters for the army.
Stalin. But up till now you have only got one division.
Ambassador Кот. We have two of which only one fully armed, although it
It was
was agreed that both would be supplied with the necessary equipment.
only in September that the U. S. S. R. military authorities informed us that they
were unable to supply the second division with the necessary armaments.
Stalin. Yes, indeed. I seem to remember.
Ambassador Кот. Not being a soldier — I do not claim the right to discuss tech
I am concerned rather with the principle of the whole thing, than
nical matters.
with minor details.
Stalin. We, the Soviet people, wish to have the strongest possible and battlefit Polish Army.
[Как mozno bolszoj i wojennosposobnoj polskoj armii.] We
are willing to share with you everything we possess and what we feel our duty to
supply you with but the Poles must bear in mind that the U. S. S. R. is waging a
Don't forget that we have suf
war and that we have to equip our own reserves.
Consider the fact, Mr. Ambassador, that we may not be able
fered great losses.
to keep up with the necessities of equipment and maintenance of our front-line
armies, our reserves, and the Polish Army as well. We have to feed many millions
All we can do is to provide for two Polish divisons.
already engaged in fighting.
I have nothing against the raising of
One of them is fully equipped and ready.
five, six, or seven Polish divisions on our territories, as many as you can manage
with the men and equipment you have. But I repeat, we are fighting on a wide
The Poles themselves
spread front and we risk to fail to supply our own armies.
should make* every possible effort to find arms and equipment for their troops.
It is possible that the situation might improve and then — it will become a different
matter.
[Tonda rozgowor drugoj.]
If I have
Ambassador Кот. I thank you, Mr. President, for this statement.
well understood it means that we can form as many divisions as our manpower
resources will permit, subject to our obtaining the necessary food and equipment
supplies from abroad.
Stalin. Yes, that is what I meant.
Ambassador Кот. As all the candidates fit to bear arms will be enrolled — there
remains only one thing to be settled, namely the choosing of the places where
these units would be formed, chosen in a way which will make deliveries of main
tenance and equipment from abroad as easy as possible.
Stalin. I agree, in principle. A suitable place will be found. However, it
cannot be Uzbekistan, to where the Poles keep traveling illegally.
It was the place indicated
Ambassador Кот. We do not insist on Uzbekistan.
I was always much against
to our command by the Soviet military authorities.
all this disorderly shifting of the Polish population, but it had to happen as, in
It
spite of numerous requests, I was unable to obtain the plans of resettlement.
I have even
was the Soviet authorities which directed our people to Uzbekistan.
a telegram to that effect to prove it.
Stalin. Where is it from?
Ambassador Кот. From Nowosybirsk where the local Soviet authorities direct
It was only natural that all those who left prisons and
our people southward.
labor camps in the far north should in fear of the hard winter, strive to get to
I quite agree that such a disorderly mass movement is quite intoler
the south.
able in times of war, but for my part I was completely helpless in the circumstances
which have arisen.
Stalin. A suitable district will be chosen tomorrow.
Ambassador Кот. I have to renew my request to consider in choosing the
place, the suitability of climatic as well as transport facilities indispensable to
our being supplied from abroad.
Stalin. Are you talking about a place where the Army should be concentrated —
Haven't those been
or about the districts designated for the civilian population?
assigned to you?
Ambassador Кот. The district chosen for the formation of the first Polish
divisions has been overcrowded by the constant arrival of volunteers for the
Army. The Polish military authorities were forced, therefore, to direct those
people somewhere — which they did according to the indications of the Soviet
authorities which stipulated that the transports should be sent to the place where
This was apparently the Wrewskoje
the next divisions were to be formed.
Station in the Uzbekistan where sufficiently large barracks allegedly existed.
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Molotov. This particular place has not been approved by the Government
and therefore the sending there of those people was pointless. The Polish Embassy
and her employees have even been sending telegrams to various centers inhabited
by the Poles advising them to go to Uzbekistan.
Ambassador Кот. The Soviet authorities
kept directing those transports
It was they who requested from
southward, for example, to the Farab station.
General Szyszko-Bohusz the sending of a telegram to that effect.
Stalin. I am asking you once again, Mr. Ambassador, are we talking about a
place required for the formation of an army or about districts chosen for the
settlement of civilians?
Do we have to solve two problems or one?
Ambassador Кот. This is a very difficult question.
Stalin. Which districts am I to decide upon for tomorrow?
Ambassador Кот. The indication of both districts is, of course, a matter which
has to bo settled by the Soviet Government.
I have already formulated what our
wishes are in respect of the districts destined to form the Army. In choosing the
places for civilian settlements could you, please, take into consideration not only
the climate but also the possibility of employment in the place of settlement.
On the
There is, however, no necessity to make a decision about it — tomorrow.
contrary I would ask you, Mr. President, to postpone the decision in this matter
till the arrival of General Sikorski and after discussing it over with him.
Stalin. All right. I repeat once more that although we would like to see a
numerous and wrell-equipped Polish Army — we are at war and quite unable to
maintain at. present more Polish divisions.
It is likely that in 3 months time the
material situation will improve but for the time being we have to give priority to
our own divisions many of which have to be organized. It might happen that even
in 2 months times there will be a change for the better.
Ambassador Кот. I thank you, Mr. President; General Sikorski will be informed
about it.
Stalin. After all we are allies. And who wants a weak ally? We will share
with the Poles everything, like with brothers. We'll do for you whatever we can.
Ambassador Кот. I entirely realize your difficulties. However, in the matter of
maintaining the units which are about to be formed I have to ask you for a definite
promise of keeping up the supply of rations for some time at least.
Stalin. We will do for you whatever will be possible.
Ambassador Кот. After all there can't be any possible comparison betweeu
the needs of your immense army and our few divisions.
Stalin. And yet it happens that a man can lift 100 pounds and will collapse
under the weight of one more ounce. We'll do whatever human power will permit
us, but I don't want to give promises which I won't be able to fulfill.
Ambassador Кот (hands to Molotov the copy of the order of the pleni
potentiary of the Tied Army for the formation of the Polish Army, dated 8th
February 1941). Here is the copy of the order.
Molotov hands it to Stalin who srives it to the Secretary.
Stalin. What sort of order is it? Who has signed it?
The Interpreter. Panfilov.
Stalin. He has no right to issue such orders. [This is said with a clearly
displeased tone.] This is not an order at all.
Ambassador Кот. I have already taken up a great deal of your time, Mr.
But there is
President, when you have such important matters to attend to.
still one more important question — may I raise it?
Stalin. [Politely.] Certainly, Mr. Ambassador.
Ambassador Кот. You are the author of the amnesty for Polish citizens in the
U. S. S. R. You made that gesture. I would be extremely grateful to you if you
would use your influence to have it put into full effect.
Stalin. Are there still any Poles in captivity?
Ambassador Кот. From the camp in Staro'bielsk, which was dissolved in the
spring of 1940, we have not yet regained a single officer.
Stalin. I will look into the matter. But after release many things can happen.
General Langer,
What was the name of the commander of the defense of Lwow?
if I am not mistaken?
Ambassador Кот. General Langner, Mr. President.
Stalin. Exactly, General Langner. We released him last year. I had him
Later he escaped abroad, probably
brought to Moscow and talked with him.
to Rumania.
Molotov. [Confirms this.]
Stalin. There are no exceptions to our amnesty, but with certain servicemen
the same thing may have happened as with General Langner.
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Ambassador Кот. We have the names and lists. For example, General
Stanislaw Haller has still not been found; officers from Starobielsk, Kozielsk, and
Ostashkov, who were removed from these camps in April and May 1940, are still
missing.
Stalin. We have released everyone, even people who were sent to us by
General Sikorski to blow up bridges and kill Soviet people; we have set free even
those people. Actually it is not General Sikorski who sent them, but his Chief
of Staff, Sosnkowski.
Ambassador Кот. He has already resigned. As far as people sent here by
General Sikorski are concerned you may rely on them — they represent a first-rate
element.
Stalin (smiling). I know it.
Ambassador Кот. So my request to you, Mr. President, is that you should
give instructions for the officers, whom we need for the organization of the Anny,
to be released.
We possess records of when they were removed from the camps.
Stalin. Are there any accurate lists?
Ambassador Кот. All names are recorded by the Russian camp commanders
who held a roll call of all prisoners every day.
In addition the NKVD carried out
an investigation of every person.
Not one officer of the staff of General Anders's
Army, which he commanded in Poland, has been handed over.
Stalin (who stood up a few moments before and was slowly pacing round the
table, smoking a cigarette, but listening carefully and answering questions, walks
quickly to the telephone on Molotov's desk and connects himself with the NKVD).
Molotov (also gets up and goes to the telephone). It does not work like
that [he turns the switch and sits down again at the conference table.]
Stalin (telephoning). Stalin here. Have all Poles been released from prison?
I have with me here the
[Silence for a moment, while he listens to the reply.]
Polish Ambassador who tells me that not all [he again listens to the reply, puts
down the receiver and returns to the conference table].
I would also like to put
a question to you, Mr. Ambassador.
When and where does the Polish Army
want to operate against the Germans?
Do you possess any material in this
matter?
If so, will you kindly report about it to me.
Ambassador Кот. I am not a soldier.
That is a subject for General Sikorski.
I must explain that we Poles do not look upon the army as a theatrical perform
ance. Yet we do not wish to send to the front one or two divisions which would
be lost among the numerous Red Army divisions.
We desire to be entrusted with
some important sector of the front so that we, the Poles, may show what we have
to say to Hitler.
We wish our army to fight here in the East, and our agreement
should be sealed by the brotherhood of arms.
Stalin. The Czechs collected a battalion and wanted to fight, but I did not
permit it. I understand your attitude.
The Poles should form a corps or an
army.
(
Ambassador Кот. I take the liberty of stressing the fact that every item of
news about the formation of a Polish division is of great importance to bringing
about an atmosphere among the people in Poland which would be sympathetic
to a Polish-Soviet rapprochement.
Stalin. Of course, I understand it [rises as the telephone rings and listens —
probably to the answer to his inquiry of a few moments before concerning the
release of the Poles.
Puts down the receiver and, without saying a word, resumes
his seat].
Ambassador Кот. I wish to thank you, Mr. President, in the matter of the
The army and
further formation of our army and the release of our nationals.
In leaving
the release — these are the two vital words [Rises to take farewell].
I wish to tender you my wishes that the halo of the defender of Moscow which
surrounds you today, may in the future be transformed into the glory of the final
vanquisher of Hitler.
Stalin. Thank you, Mr. Ambassador. Would you tell me when the arrival of
General Sikorski is to be expected?
Ambassador Кот. Unfortunately
it is not possible to communicate directly
from here with Egypt. But I'll do it as soon as I get to Kujbyszew. It is prob
I will not take up any more of your preci
ably the question of another few days.
ous time, Mr. President, but I do want to assure you that the Poles remember and
won't forget that it is your name which is linked with the Soviet-Polish agreement
and the amnesty.
Stalin. I am personally anxious to be of help in the rebuilding of an inde
pendent Polish state, without being concerned with its internal structure.
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Ambassador Кот. I thank you, Mr. President, for this statement.
May I make
it and make it known to all. It would be of the greatest importance.
Or
would you consent to make this declaration publicly?
Stalin. I'll do it gladly at the first opportunity.
Ambassador Кот. I am very grateful to you, Mr. President.
It will be of great
I know that sometime ago
consequence. There is, however, one more thing.
you gave your consent to the creation of a Polish newspaper.
Unfortunately we
have encountered with many difficulties.
Stalin (turning partly to Molotov). Is there still no Polish paper?
Ambassador Кот. I am afraid not.
We are constantly being told that there
are no printing facilities; no type, etc.
Stalin (not hiding his dissatisfaction). Who said so?
Ambassador Кот. I would rather not mention names. But I would be grateful
to you, Mr. President, if you would give some instructions in this matter.
Stalin. I'll certainly do it. Do you know Wanda Wasilewska?
Ambassador Кот. Of course, I do. She was one of my pupils.
After all, by
profession I am a university professor.
Stalin. A year ago, yes, I remember well — exactly a vear ago, while talking
to her, I asked her to try and find some Polish officers, who would undertake the
I stress the fact that it was a
formation of a Polish Army on Soviet territories.
year ago, which means at the time when the pact of nonaggression with Germany
was still valid.
WasilewsKa failed to find such officers.
Ambassador Кот. I thank you once again, Mr. President, for taking such
May I hope to be granted another interview in case
interest in our problems.
of urgent questions arising in the future.
Stalin. Yes, of course. [He says good-by to the Ambassador.]
Ambassador Кот (turning to say good-by to Molotov).
As I still have many
important matters to discuss with you, Mr. Commissar, with which I do not want
to take up the President's time — could I come and see you tomorrow?
Molotov. Yes; please. [The Ambassador takes his leave and withdraws.]
The conversation lasted from 7 p. m. to 9:10 p. m. Molotov's interpreter
translated.
The Ambassador spoke in French; Stalin and Molotov in Russian.
Stalin who during the interview was composed and self-possessed spoke in a low
voice. Several times he showed his discontent when from what the Ambassador
told him it became apparent that he was not kept fully informed by the Soviet
authorities about what was going on. Initially his behavior was marked by a
He addressed
certain reserve and mistrust which little by little subsided however.
Several times he got
the Ambassador with courtesy throughout the interview.
up and paced up and down along the length of the conference table at the end of
which the Ambassador was sitting.
Molotov hardly took any part in the con
versation.
Kujbyszew, the 16th of November 1941.
a note of

Mr. Flood. When was your next communication, either m person
or in writing, with Stalin or Molotov or Vishinsky on this one subject
of the missing officers?
Mr. Кот. That same day, I requested an audience with Molotov
in the Kremlin.
presented
Molotov already was in Moscow and
him with a pro memoria, and I stressed and underlined that there
must be complete amnesty through the release of those people for

I

I

I

will add here that received a reply to this note, this pro memoria,
on the 1 9th of November, where they again stressed that the amnesty
is complete and that everybody has been released ; that the only people
whom they have not released are those who are being incarcerated for
criminal offenses and also those whom they consider as agents of the
want, at this time, to tell you what my reaction to my
Hitlerites.
conversation with Stalin was.
list of the
•ed a complete
names of the people that we were seeking, we cannot succeed, because
that was our weak point in these negotiations. And immediately
dis
upon my return to Kuybishev, on the 17th of November,
patched a letter to General Anders.

I

I
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I

I have an excerpt here of that letter, although do not have the
complete letter here with me.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, will you read into the record at this
point that excerpt which is material.
Mr. Кот. reacted very painfully that —■

I

I beg
Despite my frequent requests, I have not to date received a detailed list.
you to prepare, within a week, the information from all of those who were interned
in Starobielsk, Kozielek, and Ostashkov —
the list of names which they may recall —

and from this list prepare a master list of names.
have an opportunity to present such a list.

It

is conceivable that we may

General Anders, in turn, applied pressure to his own officers to get
this information, and he issued instructions that everyone who was in
these camps should try to recall
names for this list. But, since the human memory is weak, many of
those did not recall the names of the people that they were interned
with.
So at that time,
decided to transfer the preparation of this list to
the Embassy, to the press office of the Embassy, and I asked General
Anders to send me Czapski, and I assigned additional help to Mr.
Czapski. On the basis of all the information, we began preparing the
list.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment.
think it is important for us to point
out on the record at this time that all of the conversations you are
talking about and all of your service as Ambassador at the time you
mention, since the date of the transfer, is taking place at Kuybishev,
with the exception of the conversation with Stalin, which you went to
Moscow to fulfill ; is not that correct?
Mr. Кот. The first weeks were in Moscow, but after the evacuation
in Moscow, that is correct.
Mr. Flood. You went to Moscow to meet Stalin?
Mr. Кот. And also I talked to Molotov.
Mr. Flood. And then you went back to Kuybishev?
Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And your conversations with Vishinsky were at
Kuybishev?
Mr. Кот. Yes. And at this time I was supervising and most con-

I

I

Embassy, where I can keep a constant eye on it, and a constant vigil,
to make this list, so that when General Sikorski arrives he will have
such a list available.
Mr. Flood. Very well. Now, we come to your next communica
What was that date,
tion or talk with the Russians in December.
the first one in December?
Mr. Кот. General Sikorski was invited to Moscow, and either on
the 1st or 2d — I do not recall— we made the trip with General Sikorski
to Moscow.
Mr. Flood. Just a minute. Who invited General Sikorski to
Moscow?
Mr. Кот. Stalin. No one else could do that.
Mr. Flood. Do you havo any record of a note dated December 1?
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Mr. Machhowicz. Mr. Ambassador, did you prepare some ma
terial for General Sikorski for his talks with Stalin; which material
was dated December 1?
Mr. Flood. That is what I meant.
Mr. Кот. First,
prepared the list; which, incidentally, the night
before his arrival, we worked all night and it was removed from the
machines in the early morning hours for his arrival.
The list con
tained approximately 4,000 names of some 8,000 missing officers.
We considered even this list very large and important because we
now had the names of the people that we were seeking. And then
we also prepared a private note for General Sikorski's information
regarding soldiers.
Mr. Flood. Now, Mr. Ambassador, you were on the way from
Kyubishev to Moscow to meet with Stalin at the meeting requested
by Stalin to have Sikorski come there. Now, who was with Sikorski —
you, Sikorski, and who else?
Mr. Кот. General Anders, with his chief of staff, Okolnicki.
Mr. Flood. Where did General Anders come from?
Mr. Кот. General Anders previously had already flown to Tehran
to meet General Sikorski and returned to Kuybishev with General

I

Sikorski.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Flood. So, Sikorski, Anders, and Kot left for Moscow?

Кот. There were more people there.
Flood. I know; but those were the main ones?
Кот. General Anders' adjutant, Klimmkowski.
And with
me there was a press аиасЬё, Prusinski.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, I am not concerned too much with
who made the trip. Now, take us to the meeting in Moscow with
Stalin and Sikorski and tell us who was present at the meeting on
December 3d.

Mr. KoT.jFrom'the Russian side, there was only Molotov and his

translator.

Mr. Machrowicz. And Stalin?
Mr. Кот. And Stalin.
Mr. Flood. All right; for the Russian side, Stalin, Molotov, and

the Russian translator.
Mr. Кот. That is right.
Mr. Flood. On the Polish side?
Mr. Кот. General Sikorski, Ambassador Kot, and General Anders.
Mr. Flood. And, of course, a Polish translator?
Mr. Кот. No. General Anders was our translator, who speaks
very well in the Russian language.
Mr. Flood. You, of course, will give us a copy of the minutes later
on; but now, will you give us the gist of the conversations dealing
with the missing Polish officers at that time? And, Mr. Ambassador,
we would appreciate very much if you would let our colleague, Mr.
Machrowicz, read into the record that part of the minutes of the
meeting of December 3d which has to do with the missing Polish
officers.
Mr. Кот. I will, of course, give you that information, but want
to note here that the actual notes of this conversation were made by
was making the
myself.
General Anders was the translator, and
notes. My notes are based on that here. And, later, both General
Anders and
edited this memorandum.

I

I

I
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Mr. Flood. Of course, Mr. Ambassador, the fact that you made
these notes yourself gives them additional legal value.
Mr. Кот. Yes. But the conversation lasted for 2% hours. At
times it was exceedingly heated; and, since
am not a stenographer,
was not able to make all of the notes.
would say that the Ambassador, as usual, did very
Mr. Flood.
well.
Mr. Кот. Unfortunately, all of the conversation is not included in
this memorandum.
will now read and translate those portions
Mr. Machrowicz.
which the Ambassador has pointed to me as having relation to this
particular issue [reading]:

I

I

I

I

I want to affirm before you,
General Sikorski. I am returning to our matter.
President, that your statement regarding amnesty has not been executed.
Very many, and some of the most valuable people of ours, are still in labor camps
and prisons.
Stalin (making a note). That is impossible, for the amnesty concerns all, and
all the Poles are released.
(The last two words he directed to Molotov, and Molotov nods his head. Gen
eral Sikorski then asked General Anders to give the details as to those who have
not been released.)
General Anders. This is not in accordance with the true state of affaire, for we
have the most definite data that first there were released in those camps those who
were the least physically capable for heavy work.
General Sikorski. It is not up to us to furnish the Soviet Government an
accurate list of these people, for the commanders of the camps have such lists.
I have with me a list of about 4,000 officers (which he then placed on the table)
who have been taken away by force and who are now still in prisons and labor
camps. And even this list is not complete, for it has only those names which
I have given instructions to verify
we were able to assemble from memory.
whether or not they are in Poland, with which I have close contact.
I have
found that none of them is there, as also they are not in the camps of our war
These people are right here; none of them has returned.
prisoners in Germany.
Stalin. That is impossible; they ran away.
General Anders. Where could they run away to?
Stalin. Well, to Manchuria.
General Anders. That is impossible that all could have run away, especially
since all correspondence with their families has broken off from the time they
were taken away from their prison camps to the labor camps. I know absolutely
definitely from the officers who already returned, even from Kolyma, that there
are there still many officers mentioned here by name. I know that there were
even transports of Poles prepared already for departure and discharge, who, in
I even have information that our people are
the last moment, were stopped.
I know personally a great number of the officers
on the island Novaya Zemly.
There are among them my staff officers and commanders.
mentioned in this list.
Those people are being lost there and are dying in terrible conditions.
Stalin. They were certainly released; only, they have not yet arrived.
General Sikorski. Russia is large and also has great difficulties.
Maybe the
Those who are arriving and who
local authorities did not execute your orders.
are freed confirm the fact that the others are just vegetating and working.
If
any one of them would have gotten beyond the boundaries of Russia, he would
have surely reported to me.
Stalin. I want you to know that the Soviet Government has not the slightest
I even released the Sosnkowski agents who
reason to retain even one Pole.
arranged attacks upon us and who murdered our people.
General Anders. However, we are receiving reports of people well known
to us, with their prison numbers and cell numbers in which they are locked;
and I know the names of many camps where great numbers of Poles have been
retained and must continue to work.
Mr.

That is the end of tbc discussion, insofar

as

it relates to the lost

The balance of the discussion relates to other matters.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. The committee appreciates again
Congressman Machrowicz 's translation of the minutes as just given.
officers.
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Mr. Кот. The subsequent conversation was very dramatic, when
General Sikorski demanded that the welfare and the conditions of the
Polish Army in Russia be improved.
He insisted that they be fed
better and that they be given better clothing, and he asked that they
be permitted to go south to Iran to build themselves up and regain
their health, and then he assured Stalin that they would return to the
battlefield.
Stalin became very irritated and said, "If you do go south, you
will never come back; and, if you insist on going, then go and don't
come back."
This was the only time that I had ever observed Stalin in a state of
irritation. He said, "The whole world will laugh at us that we were
unable to reach some sort of agreement on this matter."
And he
attributed this lack of agreement to the efforts of the British, who, he
claimed, were trying to get the Poles to transfer to London.
General Sikorski protested very sharply to these charges and said
that the Polish Army was being formed in Russia for mutual assistance
to the Allies and that, even if his soldiers were removed to Iran, he
would bring them back personally and, if necessary, he would even
bring the soldiers from Scotland to participate in the battles.
Stalin then regained his composure and calmly began discussing the
possibility of where the Polish Army should be transferred in the
south, so that they could rebuild themselves and not go to waste
freezing in Russia.
will instruct our investigator to have the entire
Mr. Flood.
memorandum of this conference translated into English and insert it

I

as

exhibit 49-C at this point.

Exhibit

49C

Between Gen.
Minutes of the Conversation
President of the Council op Ministers of the
Joseph Stalin, President of the Council of the
at the Kremlin on the 3d December 1941,

Wladtsiaw Sikorski,
Polish Republic and

Peoples' Commissars,
in the Presence of
IN MoWSCOW, Me. W. MoLOTOV,
PROFE88OR КОТ, THE POLISH AMBASSADOR
Peoples' Commissar for Foreion Affairs, General Anders, О. C. of
the Polish Forces in the U. S. S. R. and Mr. Molotov's Secretary.
(Literal Translation From Polish.)

General Sikorski. I am exceedingly glad to greet you as one of the real creators
of contemporary history and to congratulate you on the heroism of the Russian
As a soldier I express my admiration of
Army in the struggle against Germany.
the heroic defense of Moscow, so efficiently directed by you who stayed on in the
capital. At the same time I thank you for the most generous hospitality which
I have enjoyed from the moment when I first set foot on U. S. S. R. soil.
Stalin. I thank you for your kind words and it gives me great pleasure to see
you in Moscow.
General Sikorski. I shall begin by saying that I have had nothing to do with
and shall never agree with the policy directed against Soviet Russia for the last 20
I therefore had a moral right to sign the agreement, which may be the
years.
crowning of the theories which I have held for so long. Moreover, in this most
important issue for the future I have the backing of the Polish Nation just as
much within our country as among the Poles living abroad in such large com
munities as in America where some 4\i million Poles reside, in Canada, in France
where there are 600,000 of them and in other smaller Polish communities scattered
all over the world. Those who disapprove of such a policy as mine are against me.
I do not want the slow realization of the terms of the agreement to weaken the
policy of close cooperation between our two countries. On the loyal fulfillment, of
the agreement depends whether we now stand at the cross-roads of history. That
Our agreement must
depends on yourself whose decisions are final in this country.
I am
be put into effect, so that our people will cease to be harassed and driven.
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well aware of the difficulties in which Russia finds herself. Four-fifths of the
whole armed forces of the German Reich has descended upon you. I realize this
and am therefore upholding your cause in London and in the USA.
Already
several months ago I have deposited materials emphasizing the necessity for
creating a second front in the West.
Stalin. Thank you, what you say is just and right.
General Sikorski. But it is no easy task we are faced with. There are great
difficulties, especially as regards shipping.
It is no easy task to ship across the
Channel a large number of troops and to capture and develop suitable positions on
the Continent.
This type of operations must be prepared very carefully and
thoroughly and in detail; pressure cannot be exerted for fear of a repetition of the
Dakar incident.
Stalin. You are right, should such an operation fail, it would shake the morale
badly.
General Sikorski. But I must return to our affairs.
I declare to you, Mr.
President, that your announcement of an amnesty has not been fulfilled.
A great
many, and indeed the most valuable of our people are still in labor camps and
prisons.
Stalin (makes a note) . That is impossible, because the amnesty applied to all
and all the Poles have been set free. [The last words are directed at Molotov,
who nods.]
That does
General Anders (at the request of General Sikorski gives details).
not correspond to the real state of affairs; we have absolutely accurate data show
ing that first Jews were ieleased from the camps, then Ukrainians, and finally the
The stronger ones were detained, only a
physically weaker Polish manpower.
small proportion of them have been released. I have people in the Army who
were freed only a few weeks ago from such camps and who affirm that in certain
The
camps there still remain hundreds, even thousands, of our compatriots.
Government's orders are not put into effect there, because the commandants of
the particular camps, having an obligation to carry out the production plan, do
not want to lose their best labor, without which the execution of the plan would
sometimes become impossible.
(Molotov smiles, nods his head.)
General Anders. Those people completely fail to understand the whole im
portance of our common cause, which is thus suffering a severe set-back.
Stalin. Those people ought to be brought up for trial.
General Anders. Yes, indeed.
General Sikorski. It is not our business to provide the Soviet Government
with exact lists of our people, about whom your camp commandants have complete
lists. I have with me a list of about 4,000 officers, who were forcibly deported and
who are at present still in prisons and labor camps; but even this list is not com
plete, containing only names compiled from memory. I ordered an investigation
to be made to ascertain whether they are in our country, with which we are in
permanent contact. It appears that none of them are there, neither are they in
These people are here; not one
camps for Polish prisoners of war in Germany.
of them has returned.
Stalin. That is impossible. They escaped.
General Anders. Where could they have escaped to?
Stalin. Well, to Manchuria.
General Anders. It is impossible that they could have all escaped, especially
since, from the moment of their transfer from prisoner of war camps to labor
I
camps and prisons, correspondence with their families has ceased entirely.
know definitely from officers who have already returned even from Kolyma that
many of our officers, whose names they mentioned, are still there. I know that
there were even convoys of Poles already prepared for release and departure,
who at the last moment were detained. I am informed that our people are to be
found even in Novaya Zemla. A great many of the officers named on this list
are personally known to me. Among them are my staff officers and commanders.
Those people are perishing and dying there under the most terrible conditions.
Stalin. They have certainly been freed, but have not yet arrived.
Perhaps the
General Sikorski. Russia is immense and so are her difficulties.
Those who have been
local authorities have not carried out their instructions.
If
released and have arrived say that the others are vegetating and working.
anyone had crossed the frontiers of Russia, he would certainly have reported
to me.
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Stalin. You must know that the Soviet Government has not the slightest
I have even released Sosnkowski's agents,
reason for detaining a single Pole.
who attacked and murdered our people.
General Anders. But reports are reaching us about people who are well-known
to us, giving the names of prisons and numbers of cells in which they are confined.
I know the names of a great many camps, in which a tremendous number of
Poles are detained and are forced to go on working.
Molotov. We have only detained people who committed crimes, carried out
diversionary activities, set up radio stations, etc., after the outbreak of war.
Surely you are not concerned with them.
Ambassador Кот. Obviously not, but I have already requested, on many occa
sions, to have lists of these people because very frequently these accusations are
levelled at persons whom I know to be good patriots and who are wholly innocent.
Molotov [nods his head].
General Sikorski. Let us not touch on matters dating from the war.
It
would be a good thing if you were to issue a public explanation with regard to
this matter, so as to bring about in Russia a fundamental change of attitude
These people are not tourists, they are people forcibly de
toward the Poles.
ported from their homes. They did not come here of their own will but have been
deported and have undergone untold sufferings.
Stalin. The people of the Soviet Union are friendly to the Poles. Mistakes
are only likely to be committed by officials.
General Anders. It is not only officials who carry out their instructions badly.
The point is that the Russian people should understand that it is not of their own
free will that Poles are concentrated in large groups in certain localities.
We are
particularly anxious to insure good relations with the local population.
General Sikoroski. I say in Kuybyshev a transport of our people which created
They must receive instant assistance.
an appalling impression upon me.
divide our people into two categories — first, those who can work and those ought
to be given work with as good conditions as possible.
Stalin. On the same conditions as Soviet citizens.
General Sikorski. Not even on the same conditions as long as they are just
bearable. It is in the interest of the common war effort to make proper use of
our people. You naturally understand, Mr. President, that a specialist in build
ing tanks who is cutting trees in a forest is not being made full use of, nor is an
eminent chemist, who is doing manual labor in the fields. The second categoryare those unfit for labor — old people, women, and children who ought to be con
centrated in localities with a suitable climate and conditions, so that our Embassy
Everyone should be immediately freed from the
may look after their welfare.
The unco
camps, leaving only those who have settled in tolerable conditions.
ordinated transfer of people here and there only creates bad morale, for they find
themselves in very bad conditions and so it appears to them that in making an
agreement with you I have done them a wrong. People are dying as a result of
Those corpses will greatly weigh on our future relations.
the terrible conditions.
These people must be helped and it is hardly worth-while haggling over a few
million rubles — a sum, which especially in wartime, is of no importance what
It is also
ever. A large-scale loan must be granted to the Polish Government.
imperative that delegates of the Embassy should be allowed access to all those
localities where there are large concentrations of Poles and that they be granted
genuine and not fictitious powers. For example, our delegate in Archangielsk is
not in a position to extend any assistance to the Polish people and his work is
limited to the dispatch of transports.
He cannot even distribute warm clothing
among them. I am most anxious to set up an office of the Delegate of the Embassy
in Vladivostok, in view of the fact that Poles in America have collected large
numljcrs of clothes for Poles in Russia, the despatch of which has been made
conditional upon the possibility of handing them over to the Delegates of the
Em bassy.
Stalin. I agree to the delegates, and in Vladivostok too.
Molotov. I do not think it is possible that your people are still in the camps.
General Anders. Nevertheless I state most definitely that they are; I repeat
By not
that the strongest are retained there because workmen are needed.
freeing our people they are doing a bad service to the common cause.
Stalin. That will be arranged. Special instructions will be issued to the execu
tive authorities, but it must be remembered that we are waging war.
General Sikorski. And you are waging it jolly well too.
Stalin. No, no. Only moderately well. Our transport was terribly over
strained.
We removed our wounded, we evacuated the population, we trans
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ferred 70 large factories.
We had to transport army units both ways.
I want
the Poles to understand the tremendous difficulties we were confronted with.
*
But things will improve.
The
be
General Sikorski.
Polish population ought to
transferred to districts
with a better climate.
Stalin. Let us consider which districts would be suitable for the Poles. To
Fergana and Uzbekistan we normally supply grain because we mostly grow cotton
there and we have even issued special instructions forbidding the cultivation of
From that point of view they are therefore unsuit
grain crops in these districts.
But the southern parts of the Semipalatynsk District would be more
able.
We can anyhow see how it looks on the map.
adequate.
[All present get up
and cross over to the map. Stalin points out on the map.] Therefore — Tashkent,
Alma-Ata, and the entire southern Kazakhstan.
Ambassador Кот. For those from the Far East perhaps Barnaul and Novosi
birsk would be better.
Stalin. Its very cold there, although a lot of bread.
Ambassador Кот. But where to send those who are now in the Archangielsk
and Komi districts?
[They sit down at the table.]
Stalin. Also to Southern Kazakhstan.
General Sikorski. As to the loan I think that a hundred million roubles would
solve the matter for a long time, also because it would not make a bad impression
and would prevent the raising of voices who might reproach you of making diffi
culties over such trifles.
Molotov. Haven't we already given 65 million?
Ambassador Кот. But that was for the Army.
General Sikorski. Hitler has taught us all how, without gold but merely by
hard work, great things can be accomplished.
Do not imitate the ministers of
finance in the West, Mr. Commissar, who had initially quarreled over every
million.
Stalin (nodding) . All right.
General Sikorski. That would be about all I wanted to say in the matter of
I now have various military problems I wish to
the Polish civilian population.
raise. Should I first speak about the military question as a whole, or shall we
discuss the various points one by one?
Stalin. As you wish, General.
General Sikorski. To us Poles war is not a mere symbol but we understand it
as a real fight.
Stalin. [Acknowledges with a gesture.]
General Anders. We want to fight here, on the Continent, for Poland's
independence.
General Sikorski. In the country wo have at our disposal a powerful military
organization which I have forbidden to boast about since over there one is shot
for a single word. [Stalin nods, General Sikorski describes various details of the
methods by means of which the Polish nation continues its fight against the
Our army fights everywhere.
In the United Kingdom we have a
Germans.]
We have a navy which
corps which needs men to complete its establishments.
We have in action 17 air squadrons which are supplied
functions most efficiently.
Twenty percent
with the newest British aircraft and which fight magnificently.
of the German air force losses over Great Britain were caused by Polish pilots.
Stalin. I know that Poles are courageous.
General Sikorski. If well directed.
Thanks to Providence, and of course also
due to you, Mr. President, we have General Anders who is my best soldier and
whose eight stars for his eight wounds speak best of his courage.
You put him
He is a loyal commander, not a
to prison for having attempted to join me.
politician, who will not allow his subalterns to indulge in politics.
Stalin. The best policy is to fight well. [Turning to Anders.] How long
were you kept in jail?
General Anders. For 20 months.
Stalin. How were you treated?
But you
General Anders. In Lw6w very badly — slightly better in Moscow.
know, Mr. President, yourself what "better" means in prison when you have been
sit ting there for 20 months.
Stalin. Can't be helped. Such were the conditions.
General Sikorski. I have a brigade in Tobruk which will be transferred to Syria
If needed
and transformed into a mechanized division with two tank battalions.
I can throw it over to the east. I have a number of warships. After I had
decorated with medals the crew of one of our submarines stationed in Malta for
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having sunk an Italian battle cruiser and a transport ship — the men got so excited
that the next thing they did was to enter a Greek harbor and in spite of a damaged
They re
periscope they sunk one more cruiser and yet another transport ship.
turned with no damage or loss.
That is how Polish soldiers will fight anywhere

when under good leadership.
Our country is occupied and the only reserve of
I wish to send as supplements to Scotland and
young men we have is over here.
Egypt some 25 thousand- — the remainder should be used for the formation of
It is of greatest importance to those in the country which look
about 7 divisions.
toward this army as to a symbol of their resistance and the nation's independence.
We want to fight and, therefore, our troops stationed in Scotland will be used as
the vanguard in the formation of a western front or they may be even transferred
In which case I would personally take over the command.
here to the east.
The present difficulties of maintenance, equipment, and training worry me be
Instead of sacrific
cause units formed in such conditions will be quite worthless.
ing their health and life for furthering our common cause they vegetate here
or perishto no avail. This war will be a long one. Great Britain and the United
States have disarmed to such an extent that their armament industry, especially
In
the American one will need considerable time to attain full capacity again.
But even already now
due course an avalanche of equipment will overtake us.
I have the assurances from both Roosevelt and Churchill that our divisions will
be armed together with yours without impairing the delivery of equipment to the
Red army, subject however, to the condition that the formation of our army
will take place in districts which will be easily accessible for our deliveries to
The
The present armament of our divisions is wholly inadequate.
reach us.
divisions in their present state are of no use in the field as they have not received
General Anders will explain this in detail.
the equipment they need.
(General Anders describes in detail the amount of equipment received already
and the general requirements of armament for Polish troops and underlines the
insurmountable difficulties he daily encounters.)
Russia had
Stalin (Asks about certain details as to artillery equipment).
entered the war with divisions which had establishments of 15,000 men but which
proved to be too heavy and we therefore changed to a type of a lighter division
counting only about 11,000 men.
General Sikorski. The present conditions in which the Polish Army is being
The soldiers freeze in summer tents, they lack food and
formed are inadequate.
I therefore suggest that the whole
they are simply sentenced to slow death.
army together with the rest of the Polish manpower of military value should be
transfered for example to Persia where the climate together with British and
American supplies will contribute to their swift recovery and will allow us to
organize a strong army, which would then return here and take over a whole
This plan has Churchill's approval.
On my part I am ready
sector of the front.
to make a separate declaration that this army will return to the Russian front and
that it could be even strengthened by a few British divisions.
General Anoers. [Proceeds with describing the state of organization of his
troops and declared that under existing conditions of maintenance, accommoda
tion, sanitary equipment, and climatic conditions the formation of units which
It is nothing else
would be capable of taking up the fight is quite impossible.]
but a poor vegetation in which the entire energy is directed into the effort to
After all the main issue is to form as
survive and to live pretty badly at that.
quickly as possible a battle-ready Polish Army which could fight for Poland side
This is quite out of the question in present conditions.
by side with the Allies.
That is why it is absolutely essential to transfer these troops to climatic conditions
which together with adequate maintenance and better deliveries of equipment,
In view of the difficulties with which Russia
would at last move things forward.
was struggling, the British and American facilities of delivering supplies should
All soldiers and all
Persia would be the most suitable region.
be considered.
Once we take up the
men capable of bearing arms should find themselves there.
It
fight the blow delivered by our Army cannot be merely a symbolic blow.
must serve its purpose and further our aim for which we are fighting all over the
world in our struggle for Poland.
General Sikorski. I would very much appreciate if the Soviet Government
I am a man who if he says "yes" he means
had confidence in my proposal.
"yes," and if he says "no" he means "no," if I say nothing that means that either
I cannot or I do not want to tell the truth.
Stalin. [In an irritated tone and obviously displeased.] I am an old and
experienced man. I know that once you leave for Persia you will never come
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back here. I see that England has plenty to do and is in need of the Polish
soldiers.
General Sikorski. We are bound to Great Britain by an alliance which she
I can even transfer
We also have our full sovereignty in England.
fulfills loyally.
my corps from Scotland to Russia and I assure you that the British will not make
me any difficulties about it. In the same way I can add to our Army over here the
units I have in Tobruk.
Ambassador Кот. A Pole fights the better the closer he is to his country.
Stalin. Persia is not so far off but the British can force you to fight with the
Germans in Turkey and tomorrow Japan may also join in the war.
We believe that not even the
General Anders. We want to fight for Poland.
It will be decided on the battlefields of
strongest air force or navy can end a war.
All of us, without exception, love our country and we want to
the Continent.
reenter it, before all others, we want to be ready to fight as soon as possible but
under present conditions we cannot prepare ourselves for this fight.
General Sikorski. England today, compared with what she was before is like
heaven to earth.
The British have now enough troops to defend their isles, they,
therefore, have no purpose to prevent our corps from leaving.
Molotov. [Suggests the summoning of General PanfiTov and instructs the
secretary to go and fetch him.]
General Anders. (Explains the difficulties of organization and the conditions
of life in Koltubianka, Tatiszczew, and Tockim, the nonfulfilmentl of delivery of
food, fodder, equipment, implements etc.) "This is nothing but a miserable
Its quite impossible to form an army
vegetation and months of wasted time.
under such conditions."
Stalin. (Irritated) If the Poles don't want to fight let them go. We cannot
retain the Poles.
If they wish, then let them go.
Genera] Sikorski. If we were given the chance to organize ourselves we would
be fighting already, but how much time has been wasted here through no fault of
In our present dislocation we have no means of training our soldiers.
ours.
[A silence.] May I therefore ask for some alternative solution.
Stalin. If the Poles do not want to fight here let them tell me straight forwardly — "yes" or "no".
I am 62 and I know that there where an army will be
formed there it will remain.
General Sikorski (sharply). Please find me another solution, because here the
conditions are such as to make it quite impossible to form an army and I do not
want to let my men perish to no avail. This is not an ultimatum, but in the con
ditions of a severe winter when gales and frost decimate my men I cannot just
watch and remain silent.
General Anders. The temperature has at times fallen already to 33 centiThe people are quartered in single-ply tents mostly without
grades below zero.
They wake up in the morn
stoves, which are not supplied in sufficient quantities.
ing with frostbitten noses and ears. This is not the organizing of an army, but a
doleful vegetation.
General Sikorski. One cannot throw against the Germans untrained soldiers.
The Polish Army must be adequately armed
We cannot risk being discredited.
and fight as an organized whole.
General Anders. As it is, I cannot but admire our soldiers who, in spite of the
acute sufferings they have gone through in the last 2 years and in spite of their
present abominable conditions — they had only received boots a few weeks ago
and up till that time 60 percent of them went about barefooted — in spite of all
that, they never complained — not even in spite of never receiving in full the food
rations which are due to them and, for a long time, not even getting their pay.
General Sikorski (curtly). You have insulted me, Mr. President, by saying
that our soldier does not want to fight.
Stalin. I am vulgar (in Russian, "grubyj") and I want to be told plainly —
do you or don't you want to fight.
General Sikorski (firmly). That we do want can be proved by facte not by
words.
General Anders. The reason why we are organizing ourselves is to fight —
According to my calculations I can have 150,000 men
here, on the mainland.
As things stand now we have only two divisions
the equivalent of eight divisions.
We do not
and with limited possibilities of making them battle-ready at that.
receive sufficient maintenance supplies and any promises given in that respect
are never kept.
Stalin (to General Sikorski). As you wish.
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General Sikorski. I do not wish to force such an issue.
I still await alternative
suggestions and I am ready to accept any reasonable solution.
Stalin (with irony). I see that the British must be truly in need of good
soldiers.
General Sikorski. This is not correct.
They appreciate us in England but
do not exploit us.
I also know Churchill very well and I know he wishes to do
everything he can to help Russia.
General Anders. I have 60 percent of soldiers of the reserve among my men,
but they need to recover after the 2 years of hardships and they must be trained.
The volunteers which join us also arrive in a deplorable state and must undergo
adequate training for which time and suitable conditions are needed.
Stalin (irritated). Which means that we are nothing but barbarians and
there is nothing which we can improve.
It boils down to this that a Russian can
only oppress a Pole but can do nothing to help him.
But we can do without
We can give them all away.
We will manage alone.
We shall reconquer
you.
Poland ourselves and then hand it back to you.
But what will people say to
that?
The world will laugh aloud that we cannot do anything here now.
General Sikorski. I still have not received an answer to my question — Where
am I to form an army which could take part in the fighting instead of having to
Please give me a positive counter
perish in atrocious climatic conditions?
I declare once more and categorically that we want to fight for Poland
proposal.
and arm in arm with you.
Stalin. Once you go to Iran you will have to fight maybe in Turkev against
the Germans.
Tomorrow Japan will join in and then against Japan.
Wherever
the British will order you to do so.
Perhaps in Singapore.
General Anders. We want to fight against the Germans here on the Continent,
for Poland.
Our men have not seen their country for so long and no other men
love their county as much as the Poles do.
The shortest way is from here.
General Sikorski. Polish patriotism needs no certificates to prove it. I repeat
that I am still awaiting a positive counterproposal.
Stalin. If you categorically insist — one corps, from two to three divisions, can
leave. While if you really want I will give you the place and the means to form
seven divisions.
However, I see that the British are in need of Polish soldiers.
Haven't I received requests from Harriman and Churchill in which they want
me to evacuate the Polish Army?
General Sikorski. Things are not so desperate with the British as to contend
that the Polish Army formed over here was going to decide about their fate.
They are slow but today they already represent a formidable force. It was I
who had requested Churchill to make the move about the evacuation of our
But I shall give you a proof of my good will and I am willing to leave the
Army.
army in Russia provided you allot us a suitable district for concentrating our
men" and give us an assurance of maintenance and dislocation which would create
conditions suitable for its training.
Molotov. Panfilov is ready. Have you anything against General Panfilov
coming in? [All nod their approval, enters General Panfilov, Deputy Chief of
Staff of the Red Army.]
(A conversation follows between Stalin, General Anders, and General Panifilov
Both sides
about the conditions in which the Polish Army could be organized.
quote a number of details.)
General Anders. I categorically state that I do not receive sufficient food,
The divisions have not received all the
and not enough fodder for the horses.
food thev were entitled to, neither have they been supplied with such an essential
thing as* the little stoves for the tents. Since the promise was made to supply
All
me with tractors months have gone by and they haven't reached me yet.
my pleas have no result while the promises from Soviet military authorities
Cases of typhoid fever have been reported from certain units
remain unkept.
For several months
but my urgent pleas for a sanitary train bring no response.
the soldiers haven't, received any soap, no tools, no building materials, no boards,
The soldiers do not receive any vegetables. A great number of food
no nails.
Transport equipment is quite insufficient
products is not added to our rations.
and in a verv poor state. A few weeks ago, all of a sudden, the number of food
rations had been reduced from 44,000 to 30,000 and in spite of the promise of
President Stalin to oui Ambassador that the rations will be raised back to 44,000
The camp in Tockim has not received
this has not yet taken place till today.
[He enumerates a number of
anv rations at all for the day of 1st December.
It is untrue that we haven't sent
other shortcomings in food and equipment.]
I perpetually reminded about it Colonel Wolkowyski our liaison
complaints.
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officer and I myself have sent numerous cables and a number of letters.
[Panfilov
I personally made several journeys in connection with these
remains silent.]
matters.
Stalin (very sharply to Panfilov.) Who is responsible for all that?
General Panfilov. The appropriate instructions have been issued, the orders
were given by General Chrulov.
Stalin. When did I order to increase the number of food rations?
General Panfilov. Two and a half weeks ago.
Stalin. Then why have my orders not been put into effect till now? Are
they to eat your instructions?
[All this part of the conversation is conducted
b
Stalin in a very sharp tone. Panfilov stands to attention blushing and
becoming pale in turn.]
General Sikorski. Only too great difficulties which we encounter and impos
sible conditions have forced me to adopt such a course in this matter.
Stalin. We can give the Polish Army the same conditions in which the Red
Army has to carry on.
General Sikorski. In hitherto existing conditions not even a corps can be set
on foot.
Stalin. I understand that they are bad; our troops are being organized in
I say that honestly that if you can get better conditions in
better conditions.
Iran, as far as we are concerned we are in a position to give you only such which
we give to our own army.
And the food that our soldiers get is better than that
of the Germans.
General Anders. If they get the full amount which is allotted to soldiers,
deem it sufficient but it must be really delivered without these perpetual short
I must be given the opportunity to manage
comings which we are faced with.
the supplies myself and to build up my own stock so as not to live from hand to
mouth and if a transport fails — to leave the men hungry.
General Sikorski. I restate once again our wish to fight alongside with you
against our common enemy- — the Germans.
Stalin. It seemed to me that the British were in need of your troops.
General Sikorski. No.
It was I who — seeing the difficulties which we encoun
ter over here — persuaded the British and the Americans to enable us to move our
soldiers into better conditions.
General Anders [gives detailed explanations about the numbers of Polish
soldiers located at present in the southern districts of the U. S. S. R. and names the
A discussion takes place about possible
respective places of their whereabouts.
The names of Uzbekistan, Turkestan and Trans-Caucasia
areas of concentration.
are mentioned]. I count on roughly 150,000 men, therefore on 8 divisions together
with non combatant services. Perhaps there are even more of our men but
amongst them quite a lot of Jewish element which is not keen on military service.
Stalin. Jews are poor soldiers.
General Sikorski. Many from among the Jews who have reported are specu
lators and men who have been sentenced for smuggling and they will never make
I have no use for these in my army.
good soldiers.
General Anders. 250 Jews deserted from Buzuluk at the false news that
Kuybishev was bombed by the Germans.
Over 60 deserted from the Fifth
Division the day before the announced distribution of arms to the soldiers.
Stalin. Yes. The Jews are no good as soldiers.
(A discussion follows between Stalin, Anders and Panfilov about the armament
and its deficiencies. Checking and counting from lists.)
General Sikorski. When will we be allotted new assembly areas and learn other
details about the formation of the units?
(Stalin deliberates aloud with Panfilov and mentions for guidance the names of
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Transcaucasia.)
General Sikorski. After completing the formation and training, all the units
should be assembled together into one whole so as to strike as an army because
only that will appeal to the imagination of the Polish Nation.
Stalin. It will take a long time.
General Anders. No — if everything will be carried out in a proper way the
formation of the units after the supplying of arms will not take long.
(Stalin raises the question of forming an army without the formation of separate
corps.)
We shall accept this suggestion,
General Sikorski. Maybe it would be bettlr.
but so much stronger will have to be the equipment and armament of the divisions.
Stalin. An organization without corps units is better because the commander
of an army which is divided into corps shifts over the responsibility upon corps
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commanders with the result that no one is responsible for anyone.
It would be
better if your army had simply seven divisions similar to what we have in our
armies.
General Sikorski. I shall look to it that the equipment from abroad reaches
With a little good will it can be done.
you in a constant stream.
Stalin. We will supply part of it, the British should send the rest. But sea
They can be delayed and this
transports often fail to reach us on schedule.
should be borne in mind.
General Sikorski. I must withdraw 25,000 men from here because I need them
for the air-force, the navy and the armored troops. Further to that we can set
on foot seven divisions.
It is here that we have our only manpower reserve.
Have you enough of aircraft?
Stalin. There can never be enough of aircraft. In numbers we are not worse
off than the Germans, as for quality we are even better.
On the other hand our
situation in respect of tanks is much worse.
General Sikorski. Lybia has already swallowed up a considerable part of the
German Air Force.
Stalin. For the last 2 months we no longer feel the superiority of the German
Air Force. They use very young and inexperienced pilots now. Their planes
are relatively slow. How many planes has your squadron?
General Sikorski. 27, of which 18 in the first and 9 in second line.
Stalin. This corresponds to our regiment.
General Sikorski. We could send a few air squadrons from Great Britain to
our army over here.
(Stalin: praises British airmen who are at present in Russia.)
General Sikorski. Our airmen have excellent eyes and a quick orientation.
Stalin. Slavs are the best and the most courageous airmen. They act swiftly
because they are a young race which has not used itself up as yet.
General Sikorski. The present war will rejuvenate the Anglo-Saxons.
The
British are not like the French who are in fact already done for.
Stalin. I do not agree to that.
General Sikorski. Perhaps the lower classes still have something in them but
the upper class in its majority presents but little value.
(Follows a lengthly discussion about Petain, Veygand, and others.)
Stalin. The Germans are strong, but the Slavs will overpower them.
General Sikorski. I would like to undertake a journey now to inspect the
troops and visit the assembly camps of the civilian population, after which
would like to return to Moscow so as to be able to see you once again, Mr.
President.
Stalin. By all means —do. I am at your service.
General Sikorski. I shall broadcast tomorrow in the name of the GermanThe text of my speech was to be sent to you by Commissar
occupied nations.
Wyszynski.
Stalin. Yes, I have read it. It will be very good if the transmission takes
place.
General Sikorski. I think it will do the world a little good. The В. В. C.
and America will take it up.
Stalin. In Russia, I have ordered to translate your speech into 40 languages.
I suggest that we
General Sikorski. May I ask you to introduce my speech.
I do not insist but I leave you, Mr. Presi
sign a common political declaration.
dent, a draft of the text.
[He hands over the draft of the declaration.]
Stalin. In principle I agree. I will read it and we shall settle it together
tomorrow.
General Sikorski. I take it for granted that the questions relating to the army
have been mutually agreed upon. In the mixed commission which should hold a
meeting as soon as possible in order to settle these matters General Anders will
Would you be so good as to appoint your trustees for the
deputize for me.
visiting tour of the camps.
Stalin. I quite agree. [He mentions Panfilov and Vishiiiski asking whether
they would be agreeable to General Sikorski.]
Ambassador
(General Sikorski answers in the affirmative and bids farewell.
Kot and General Anders do the same. They leave but Stalin retains General
Anders.)
(The conversation between Stalin and Anders lasts a few minutes. Stalin asks
Anders states that they
whether the cooperation with Panfilov is satisfactory.
got along quite smoothly but that Panfilov was unable to do much.)
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General Anders. Now that you have promised to solve our difficulties, Mr.
President, I do believe that the formation of our army will be satisfactorily
accomplished.
Stalin. I regret not to have met you before.
General Anders. It was not my fault that I had not been asked for an interview,
Mr. President.
Stalin. I would very much like to see you from time to time.
General Anders. Mr. President, I am at your disposal at any time and will
come when only you wish to see me.
(The conversation lasted two and a half hours.)
(These minutes were taken down to General Anders' dictation based on notes
made by Ambassador Kot throughout the interview.)
Kujbyshev, December 6, 1941.

Mr. Flood. You may

proceed, Mr. Kot.
Mr. Кот. As a result, we left with the impression that the fate of

our missing soldiers continued to be a mystery. We were led to
believe and understand that if Stalin was not returning these men to
us, then possibly these men were no longer in existence.
On the other hand, we reasoned that since it was such a severe winter
in Russia, it was conceivable that these men were somewhere in the
far north and that during the winter months they could not be brought
back and that as soon as the thaws would come and it became warmer,
conceivably they may rejoin our forces.
As a result, we considered this particular discussion and conver
sation without any aim, but formally we continued the discussions,
stating our objectives.
Therefore, that same day, the 3d of Decem
ber, we sent back a reply to the Soviet note of November 19, charging
again that the amnesty has not been applied to all of the Poles in
Russia.
Mr. Flood. Just a minute.
For the record: By sending a reply on December 3 to the Russian
reply of November 19, by the Russian reply of November 19 you mean
the Russian reply to General Sikorski's note to Bogomolow in London;
is not that correct?
Mr. Кот. Yes,
There were so many of
believe that is correct.
these procedural notes that I cannot recall all of them.
Mr. Flood. I want to enter in the record at this point a copy of
General Sikorski's note of October 15, 1941, to Bogomolow in London.
It will be marked "Exhibit 49d" after being translated into English.

I

Exhibit

49D

Note of October

15, 1941, From General WbADYSbAW Sikorski to Ambas
sador Bogomolov in London Concerning the Failure to Release a
Certain Number of Polish Officers From Soviet Prisoner of Wab
Camps (Translated From Polish to English)

No. 4684/XIV/6

Excellency,

London,

October 15, 1941.

May I request Your Excellency to convey to the Soviet Government the as
surance that the Polish Government appreciates the good will shown by the
Soviet Government in carrying out the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941.
However, certain difficulties nave become apparent which do not seem to have
any connection with those arising from military operations.
Thus; in view of
the approaching winter, the immediate release of Polish citizens deprived of their
freedom appears necessary as well as the finding of means of assuring their ex
istence.
The fate of several thousand Polish officers who have not returned to
Poland and who have not been found in Soviet military camps, continues to re
main uncertain.
They are probably dispersed in the northern districts of the
U. S. S. R. Their presence in Polish Army camps is indispensable.
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May I also request Your Excellency to draw the attention of the Soviet Govern
ment to the necessity of increasing the aid essential to the formation and develop
ment of this Army.
At the same time I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that in view of
existing military operations I have issued instructions to intensify sabotage and
subversive activities by Poles in German occupied Poland.
I have the honor to be, etc.
/ — / Sikorski.
His Excellency
Ambassador Bocomolov
16, Kensington Palace Gardens,
S. W. 8.

Mr. Кот. That same day I presented a pro memoria to Molotov.
The Soviets replied to my pro memoria on the 19th of November.
Therefore, I had to formally reply to that November 19 note on the
3d of November so that that note would not go unanswered.
And on the 9th of January 1942, they again replied to my note of
December 3.
But the exchange of these notes was virtually empty because both
sides maintained the same points.
On the 28th of January 1942, here in London, Ambassador RaczynI objected to this move
ski submitted another note to Bogomolow.
maintained that these types of notes seemed to devaluate
because
themselves.
Mr. Flood. Just a moment, Mr. Ambassador.
Before we touch on that: After you finished the conversation with
Stalin, at which Sikorski and Anders were in attendance on December
3, 1951, you then left Moscow and went back to Kyubishev?

I

Mr. Flood. Two or 3 days later?
Mr. Кот. The following day, General Sikorski had spoken over the
radio to the whole world, and later, there was a big reception at

Stalin's which lasted from 8 in the evening until 2 in the morning.
Mr. Flood. At the dinner given in Moscow by Stalin in honor of
Sikorski, I take for granted that Stalin offered a toast to Poland and
to Sikorski?
Mr. Кот. Yes. There were toasts presented to Poland and also in
principal tribute to the close harmony and to the plans for a strong
But in these toasts, there was no political
Poland of the future.
There were many speeches made. Stalin himself spoke
significance.
Molo
and even dwelt on some of his own experiences with the Poles.
tov presented toasts to everyone, including the lowest-ranking adju
tants.
Among these was Colonel Okulicki, who today is being held
in jail in Moscow.
After the banquet, there were informal discussions, and then we
were invited to view a film.
And then Stalin and Sikorski talked
with each other, but not very long.
And then there was the formal
This was signed by
signing of a declaration of friendly cooperation.
Stalin, for the Russians, and General Sikorski, for the Poles.
And
since it was late at night, we then went home.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, I think now that we have come
pretty much to the end of your experiences as Ambassador insofar
as the search for the Polish officers is concerned — is not that correct —
and you returned to Kyubishev — —
Mr. Кот. There is the second phase now when things got a little
hotter, but that is when the weather got warmer.
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Mr. Flood. At Kyubishev you continued as Ambassador to main
tain your contacts with Vishinsky and to still try formally to press
your case for the missing officers?
Mr. Кот. The contact was very active and very much alive because
General Sikorski was seeking permission to make a tour around
Russia to visit the various Polish Army camps, and he requested that
Stalin give him his confidante, who would escort him on this tour.
And Stalin assigned Vishinsky to this mission.
Vishinsky toured Russia for a week with us and, as a result, we
spent a great deal of time with Vishinsky and his aides.
But the
question of the missing Polish officers was not raised because we were
anxious to settle other matters, positive matters that we had to settle.
Mr. Flood. What I mean, Mr. Ambassador, is that there is nothing
further, as far as you are concerned, except formal negotiations with

reference to the missing officers?
Mr. Кот. The next point is on March 18, when General Anders
visited Stalin. But this, of course, General Anders will relate to you

personally.

My

next action begins in May.
Mr. Flood. By the way, when did you leave Kyubishev

Polish Ambassador to the Soviet?
Mr. Кот. The 13th of July.

as the

Mr. Flood.
Mr. Кот.

1942?
1942.

Now, the following action took place during May and June.

Mr. Flood. Where?
Mr. Кот. In Kyubishev.

First, I went to see the new British Ambassador, Carr, and sought
his assistance in this matter.
He promised to assist me by intervening,
I also asked or requested
and he inquired of his own Government.
the United States Ambassador, Admiral Stanley, and, at the same
time, I prepared a very long and detailed memorandum on the 19th
of May, in which I listed all of our pleas and charges regarding the
failure to release Poles — not only soldiers but civilians. Stanley had
attempted to assist us, and he made some efforts. But these were on
such wide and general terms that he did not specifically raise the
points that we were most interested in.
As to Ambassador Carr, I am not under the impression that he did
anything in particular or specific to assist us.
In this memorandum of May 19, 1 referred to 42 different notes that
we had sent to the Russians inquiring about the missing Polish officers
. and civilians.
On the 13 th of June I submitted another note regarding the war
prisoners, taking advantage of information obtained from two people
who were in Russian prisons but were released earlier.
On the 20th of June, I was again instructed by General Sikorski to
I replied by cable
renew my conversations regarding these matters.
to General Sikorski that I would like to wait a little while to see
whether there would be any results from the intervention promised by
the United States Ambassador and the British Ambassador. Seeing
nothing which would lead me to believe — since it was getting pretty
close to the date when I was supposed to leave Russia, I once more
raised the question of the Polish officers during my last formal visit,
when I went to bid my farewell to Vishinsky.

.
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Mr. Machrowicz. What was the date of that?
Mr. Кот. This was on the 8th of July.

Shall I read here what I said during that conversation with
Vishinsky? ТЫв is important.
Mr. Dondero. Was that July% 1942?
Mr. Machrowicz. That is right.
That was with Vishinsky, was it not?
Mr. Кот. With Vishinsky.
Mr. Pucinski. Reading from the notes which Ambassador Kofc
gave me here:
The second matter

is the matter of those Polish civilians who have not as yet
been released; among these, thousands of judges, prosecutors, police, and other
officials. And particularly lies heavy on my heart the matter of 8,000 officers, of
whom — and I say this with the full sincerity of my heart — not one of these has
been released.
Taking advantage of the summer period, which affords us the possibility of
communications, I beg you for the opportunity to establish contact with these
men.
These men are not criminals but war prisoners, and the best of our officers.
It is an impossibility for so many people to have disappeared at one time.
You cannot explain that, or convince anyone of that. The inability to find these
men continues to be the sharpest point in the Russo-Polish relations.
I repeat once more, with deepest sincerity and complete responsibility for my
statement, that not one of these has been given his freedom.
implore you, Mr.
Minister, that I do not want another answer similar to those which you have so
frequently given us in all of your notes to this date dealing with this painful matter
to us, but for actual help toward their discovery.
I am particularly appealing

I

this matter to you before my departure with you Mr. Commissar, and with the

Soviet Government.
Among other things, Vishinsky replied to this statement, "As to the matter of
detaining the Poles in jails or camps, or at hard labor, I can assure you, Mr.
Ambassador, thit I have personally attended to these matters and I have investi
gated them, and that, really, these people are not there. I see a tendency of con
I had judged that this really was
sidering our replies to you as purely formal.
different.
In the meantime, this does not agree with reality. Besides the small
group detained as Hitlerite agents, there aren't any others; there are none of the
Maybe they are beyond
■others up north, nor in the near north, or anywhere else.
the U. S. S. R. ; maybe a part of them has died.
"For instance, as a matter of fact, in a recent note from the Embassy, yoii your
self had canceled out a previous appeal for the release of a certain individual
Maybe the same thing
explaining to us that this person had been found in Poland.
All of these people are free. A part of them were
has happened with the others.
released before our war with the Germans and part of them later."

(The translation was continued by Mr. Machrowicz, as follows:)

As to the officers, I must state that I have received many letters
Ambassador.
from their families in Poland, full of fear for their fate, for they are not there,
not one of them.
Sokolnicki. If our prisoners have been released then please give us the lists
of those who have been released, also the dates and the places from which they
were released.

Mr. Flood. Will you identify Sokolnicki?
Mr. Кот. Sokolnicki was a legal aide of the Embassy, and he was

my translator, and who later was

to be the cb&rg6 d'affaires

after my

departure.

Mr. Machrowicz. Continuing, Sokolnicki states:

The Soviet authorities have many times made lists of these prisoners in camps,
and the furnishing of such a list to us could not present any difficulty.
Vihshinsky. Unfortunately, we have no such list.

Mr. Кот. The memorandum bearing this particular conversation
But at the
was not edited by myself; it was edited by Sokolnicki.
time, Sokolnicki, in a discussion with the Polish military аМасЬё,
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recalled one more statement that Vishinsky had made, which is not
included in this memorandum — and this is very important
Maybe these people are beyond the borders of the U. S. 8. R.; maybe part of
them have died, some of them have been released before the war with the German s .

Mr. Flood. Who was supposed to have made that statement?
Mr. Кот. Vishinsky.
Mr. Flood. As a matter of fact, that statement was contained in
the minutes, as read.

Mr. Ambassador, that finishes your immediate statement, does it?
Do you have any questions, Mr. Machrowicz?
Mr. Machrowicz. No questions.
Mr. Кот. One more reply from the Russians, a note on the 10th of

Julyr which
May.

is an answer or reply to my memorandum

of the 19th of

Their reply was very large and wide in scope, but as to any reply
or comment on the Polish officers, they maintain, as they always have,
their position that all of them had been released.
Mr. Machrowicz. I have just one question there, Mr. Ambassador.
In that note they give various reasons why you or the Polish Gov
ernment did not hear from these Polish officers; is that right?
Mr. Кот. You cannot answer that yes or no because all of their
But
replies are very loose and you cannot put your finger on them.
they describe in detail the difficulties that they encountered in releasing
these officers.

I

But there is
Mr. Machrowicz.
understand, Mr. Ambassador.
want you to answer
one question that is very important and that
for me. Did they, in that answer, or in any other note, notify you
that the reason that these officers have not been returned to you was
that they were captured by the Germans?
of

I

Mr. Кот. Never.
Mr. Machrowicz. At neither one of the prior notes or in that note

July

10th?

as I had been in Russia, in all my communica
tions with them and my dealings, there had never been the slightest
statement or hint that these men had been taken prisoners by the
Germans.
Mr. Machrowicz. In those notes, they gave you various reasons
at times, namely, that they may have been too far away and there
were no communications; that they may have died, that they may have
wanted to return?
Mr. O'Konski. That they went to Manchuria.
Mr. Machrowicz. But never was there &ny statement to you that
they were taken prisoner by the Germans?
Mr. Кот. Never.
In connection with this, want to make something clear. It was
But that was just a generaL
only Stalin that mentioned Manchuria.
When the Germans discovered these graves in Katyn
statement.
and the Polish Government at that time was preparing some sort of
a statement, I already was in London as the Minister of Information
in the Polish Government. At that time, a high dignitary of the Soviet
Embassy came to me and he told me that he is paying his visit to me
on instructions from the Kremlin, and he asked me to make a public
pronouncement that these Poles had been murdered by the Germans.
Mr. Machrowicz. When was this? Do you know the date?

Mr. Кот. As long

I
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Mr. Кот. More or less, as best as I can recall, it was the 16th of
April. It was the same day during the evening of which the official

statement of the Polish Government was released.
Mr. Machrowicz. But was it after the Goebbels announcement
the finding of the graves?

of

Mr. Кот. Yes.
Mr. Flood. The German announcement.
Mr. Кот. Yes, it was after that. But this was before the official

announcement of the Polish Government.
He asked me to make such a statement.
To this replied that,
cannot do such a thing, because
have been in Russia and
have
made frequent inquiries and
have asked Stalin, and why didn't
either Molotov or Stalin ever tell me that these Polish officers had
fallen into the hands of the Germans? How can you demand today
issue such an opinion when you have never indicated that to
that
me before?"
He was most dissatisfied with my attitude and he left.
Mr. Machrowicz. Do you know who this person was?
am not certain of the name today.
Mr. Кот. Unfortunately,
did not pay any particular attention to it then, but possibly, as go
have an idea who it was, but since
through my diaries, may find it.
don't think that ought to name it.
am not certain,
He was not personally known to me, but he was a counselor in one
of the Russian embassies ; either the Russian Embassy attached to the
British Government or to the Polish Government.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, this has been a very long and a very
illuminating and an extremely informative session for this committee.
We would like to ask you, as we have asked all witnesses: Have you
been offered any payment of any kind, or any gratuities of any kind, by
anyone, for coming here and testifying?
Mr. Кот. No; not at all.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, do you appear here and testify

"I
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voluntarily?

Mr. Кот. Voluntarily.

Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, in view of your long and distinguished
Minister of the London Polish Gov

career as an Ambassador and a

is,

ernment; in view of your long and wide acquaintance with the
Russians generally ; in view of your official capacity and the informa
tion that you have had an opportunity to examine and that has been
brought to your attention with reference specifically to the massacre
of the Polish officers in the forest at Katyn; what, in your opinion,
or which of the two governments, in your opinion, the Russian, or
the German, was responsible for this massacre?
Mr. Кот. In all of the efforts that I had made until the spring of
1942, I was convinced that these people were still alive, but during
that period, I reached the conviction that the whole mystery of this
affair can be traced to the fact that these people are not alive any
longer and they ceased living immediately after the evacuation of
the three camps in which they were interned.
That was the spring of 1940.
When the Germans announced the entire matter at Katyn from the
material that then became available, my suspicion that these men
had been killed immediately after the evacuation of those camps was
confirmed, and the method of their liquidation, that
those responsi
ble, points to the Russians.
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But always asked myself the question: What was the attitude of
the Germans to this matter? Because you must remember that in
1940 the Russo-German relations were very amiable and the Germans
knew everything as to what was happening to the Polish prisoners.
In occupied Poland, they knew of all the officers through their families,
what was happening to these officers who were interned in Russia.
Through their hands passed all of the correspondence from the
families in Poland to the prisoners and from the prisoners in Russia
to their families in Poland.
The fact that all the correspondence broke off in the spring of 1940
could not have been unknown to the Germans.
The Germans, before
then, had many negotiations with the Russians about the transfer of
Polish prisoners, particularly to those Polish prisoners in which the
Germans attributed considerable interest; specifically, to the Poles
from Western Poland, whom they considered within their own sphere.
And also among those Polish officers were Poles of German ancestry.
Therefore, the Germans had to know what happened to these Polish
officers; whether the liquidation was with the knowledge of the Ger
mans could never be established.
Please keep in mind that the German Embassy in Moscow and
several of the German military attaches knew what was going on in
Russia and especially with the Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. Mr. Ambassador, that is a very interesting analysis,
based upon your experience
and we, of course, are very glad to have
and knowledge of both the Germans and the Russians and their
However, at this moment,
methods of operation and their thinking.
that does not contribute directly in answering my question.
not concerned with whether or not the Germans
My question
knew what the Russians did or whether or not the Russians knew what
want to know
the Germans did —as interesting as that analysis is.
your opinion, as one man, because of your knowledge of
only what
all the facts and circumstances; what, in your opinion,
the answer?
very simple answer. Was the massacre committed, in your
It
opinion, by the Russians, or by the Germans?
Mr. Кот. In my opinion, by the Russians. But am convinced
was with the cooperation and knowledge of the Germans in
that
this matter.
very interesting; but you are satisfied that the
Mr. Flood. That
massacre itself was committed by the Russians, as
understand your
answer.
Mr. Ambassador, we realize there was considerable sacrifice for
you to appear here tonight and present this very important testimony.
was at our special
We know of your other engagements and that
invitation that you were kind enough to come here and go to this
Thank you very much.
trouble.
Mr. Кот.
value the work of this committee, not only from the
standpoint of legal procedures but from the moral service you are per
forming here for all of humanity.
am happy to have been here, and wish you great success in reach
ing triumph in the public opinion of the entire world.
Mr. Flood. The committee
very grateful for that expression
from the Ambassador.
The committee will adjourn until tomorow morning at 10 o'clock
(Whereupon, at 10:50 p. m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
At 10 a. m., Saturday, April 19, 1952.)

THE KATYN FOfiEST MASSACEE
SATUBDAY,

APRIL

19, 1952

House op Representatives,
The Select Committee on the Katyn Forest Massacre,

London, England.
The select committee met at 10 a. m., pursuant to recess, in room
111, Kensington Palace Hotel, De Vere Gardens, W. 1., Hon. Ray J.
Madden (chairman) presiding.
Present: Messrs. Madden, Flood, Machrowicz,
Dondero, and
O'Konski.
Also present: Roman Pucinski, investigator and interpreter.
Chairman Madden. The committee will come to order.
This is the fourth day of the meetings of the special congressional
committee for the investigation of the Katyn Forest massacres, held
in London. Present at the meeting are the Chairman, Congressman
Flood, of Pennsylvania; Congressman Machrowicz, of Michigan;
Congressman Dondero, of Michigan, and Congressman
O'Konski,
of Wisconsin.

TESTIMONY OF GEN. WLADYSLAW ANDERS,

7 WAVERTON STREET,
MIDDLESEX; LONDON,
(THROUGH INTERPRETER ROMAN PUCINSKI)

W. 1; SHAFTSBURY

ENGLAND.

AVENUE, KENTON,

Chairman Madden. General Anders, you are the first witness this
morning. If you will, give the reporter your full name and address,
please.

Anders. In London, Shaftsbury
General Anders. Wladyslaw
Avenue, Kenton, Middlesex.
Chairman Madden. General, I will read a statement here.
Before you make a statement, it is our wish that you be advised that
you would run the risk of aclkm in the courts by anyone who con
sidered he had suffered injury as a result of your testimony. At the
same time, I wish to make it quite clear that the Government of the
United States and the House of Representatives do not assume any
responsibility in your behalf with respect to libel or slander proceedings
which may arise as a result of your testimony.
Do you uaderstand that?
General Anders. Yes.
Chairman Madden. Now will you be sworn?
Do you swear, by God the Almighty, that you will, according to
your best knowledge, tell the pure truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth; so help you God?
General Anders. I do.
931
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Mr. Flood. General Anders, you, of course, have been identified
with the armed services of Poland; have you not?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us in what capacity, in what way; your
rank and so on?
was a Polish general since 1933.
General Anders.
Mr. Flood. It is important, because of your distinguished militarycareer, that the committee have a little bit of your military background.
I believe that at one time you were an officer in the old Imperial
Russian Army. Is that correct?
General Anders. That is correct.
I was born in the part of Poland
This part was under Russian domination and I was
near Warsaw.
in the Russian Army as a soldier, and later, I was an officer of the
was a student in Riga Polyteknikum in 1914.
reserve.
With the
I spent
beginning of the war, I was mobilized in the Russian Army.
all of the time at the German Front.
Mr. Flood. So you served as an officer in the Russian Army?
General Anders. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. In what branch of the service?
General Anders. I was in the Cavalry, later in the Military Staff
School, and then I was Chief of Staff of the Seventh Division of
Riflemen.
Mr. Flood. That was in the Imperial Russian Army in World
War I ; was it?
General Anders. Yes, sir.
Mr. Flood. What happened when the Bolshevik revolution took
place at the end of World War I?
was in the First Polish.
General Anders. After the revolution,
Lancer Regiment that was organized following the revolution.
Mr. Flood. Was the Republic of Poland formed?
Gen. Anders. It was not the Republic of Poland, but after the
first revolution it was the beginning of the formation of the Polish
I was in the
unity. And there were two Polish corps being formed.
First Polish Corps, in the First Lancer Regiment. After, I was Chief
It was during the time I was
of Staff of the Fisrt Infantry Division.
in Russia.
After I was in Poland in 1918 I participated in the revolution against
was Chief of
the Germans in Warsaw, and later, in Poznan, and
Staff in Poznan, of General Dowbar-Muszmicki, who was Commander
of the Poznan Army.
In April 1919 1 was nominated Commander of the First Polish
Lancers in Poznan. I was in the battle of Poznan against the Ger
mans, and from July 1919, I was transferred to the eastern front
against the Bolsheviks, who were attacking Poland.
Mr. Flood. And you engaged, as a military officer, in what became
known as the Polish-Russian War?
Gen. Anders. Yes, I participated in the Russo-Polish war until
its conclusion, with the exception of 6 weeks when I was hospitalized,
suffering from very serious wounds.
Mr. Flood. General, in your own words, will you take us down
briefly, stressing any military or diplomatic or civil governmental
positions you held in Poland; will you take us down briefly to the
beginning of hostilities in World War II?
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Gen. Anders. I returned to Poznan from the battle front in
January of 1921, together with my corps. In the fall of the same
year I was assigned to the Military Staff Command School in Paris*
the Ecole Superieur de Guerre.

I completed

the course of that school

by the fall of 1923 and after various assignments in France, I returned
to Poland in the fall of 1924. I was nominated Chief of Staff of the

General Inspector of the Cavalry, and subsequently, to 1926, in Sep
was nominated Commander of the Cavalry Brigade Rowne.
tember,
Mr. Flood. What was the form and nature of the Government of
Poland, and who headed it during these years?
General Anders. The governments had changed; up to May of
1926, the Government and the Premiers had changed several times.
had never participated in the political aspects of the Government.
Mr. Flood. Was this known as the Eepublic of Poland?
General Anders. Yes, it was known as the Republic of Poland.
When in 1926 there were the well-known incidents in Poland, the
Premier was Witos and the President was Wojciechowski.
In the
military struggles of that period, I was with the President and with
the Government.
Mr. Flood. General, we would like you to take us, as soon as
possible, to the outbreak of hostilities in World War II. Just as
rapidly as you can, bring; us to the outbreak of hostilities between
Germany and Poland in World War II.
General Anders. I had been assigned to various commands up
until 1939 in the eastern part of Poland. In March of 1939, when the
was mobilized and
threat of the German invasion became apparent,
was transferred to the western part of Poland, to the border of
eastern Prussia; and I was there at the beginning of the war, on the
I participated in those battles.
1st of September 1939.
Mr. Flood. That was in the area of the so-called Polish Corridor,
was it?
General Anders. No. That was more in the general direction of
Mlawa.
After the third day of battle, I was named the commander in chief
We participated in very heavy
of the entire group in that region.
battles.
Later, I was transferred to the outskirts of Warsaw and there I
participated in the battles, and then I received an order to transfer
in the direction of Lublin, and there we had to fight our way out of a
German encirclement.
After the battle in Lublin, I was again transferred or directed to
proceed south, and it was at this time that we received the horrible
I proceeded in the
news that Russia had attacked us from the east.
constant running battles toward the south, fighting constantly with
the Germans, and at dawn of the 24th of September, we had our last
battle against the Germans, and by 4 o'clock that afternoon, I found
myself battling against the Russians.
Mr. Flood. At that point, let me ask: By "battling against the
Russians," do you mean that the Poles and the Russians were engaged
in actual gunfire?
I was right in the middle.
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And up until that moment, there had been no declara
tion of war by Russia against Poland, or vice versa?
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General Anders. There was no declaration of war. As a matter of
fact, there were reports that the Russians were coming to help us aa
our friends.
Mr. Flood. Tell us what happened as soon as the hostilities ceased
between the Russians and the Poles.
General Anders. The battle had not ended. In the ensuing severe
battles, I was twice very seriously wounded.
Mr. Flood. By the Russians?
General Anders. Once by the Russians and twice by the Germans.
Mr. Flood. And
believe you subsequently became a prisoner of
the Russians; is that correct?
General Anders. Yes. I was transferred to a hospital in Lwow.
had been very seriously wounded.
Chairman Madden. General Anders, before you get into that phase
of it, let me ask you this: On the day that you started fighting the
Germans in the morning and wound up fighting the Russians in the
Did the Polish Army, in part, fight the
afternoon, what happened?
Germans from then on and part of the Polish Army fight the Russians,
or what procedure followed in that battle?
had to fight with one and then the other.
General Anders.
had attempted and my plans and my desires were to get my entire
Whoever got in my way, that was the one that
group into Hungary.
fought with or against.
Mr. Flood. As understand the situation tactically at that time,
the instructions from the Polish High Command to all field generals
were to extricate their commands in whatever way was possible, to
Is that right?
the south and across the border.
General Anders. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. Flood. And you were gradually being forced into a pocket by
the Germans on one side and the Russians, on the other, until the
situation became impossible?
General Anders. Not only was this a pocket, but the Russians had
My original
blocked my attempt to take my units into Hungary.
attempt, my original plan, was to try and negotiate with the Russians
for permission to evacuate my forces across the border, but when they
attacked us openly and began firing on my units and killing my men,
had no alternative but to fight back.
then
Mr. Dondero. General, at that time, did the Russian Army attack
or fire at the German Army?
General Anders. No. They were great friends.
Mr. Dondero. That came later.
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General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. All right, General, we now have you, unfortunately
Now what happened?
in a hospital in Lwow.
General Anders. During my stay in the hospital in Lwow,
I already know of the
oriented myself as to the general situation.
orders and the appeals issued by General Timoshenko to the Polish
forces for the enlisted men to murder their officers and transfer into
the Red Army.
Mr. Flood. Those are the appeals printed by Timoshenko and
published throughout the cities in that area, including Lwow; which,
I think you have been advised, were inserted in the records yesterday.
I show the witness exhibit No. 48 and ask him whether or not he
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exhibit No. 48 as an exact reproduction of the so-called
Timoshenko order of that nature?
General Anders. Yes. This is a photograph of the order.
That
was scattered all over the area, and I saw tens of these in the area.
knew then that the Russians were murdering large numbers of our
people, that they were evacuating larger numbers out of our country.
So I had drawn a fairly good conclusion as to what this ostensible
"friend" of ours looked like.
The entire effort of the Russians was to thwart or block any efforts
on the part of our people to cross the borders either into Hungary or
Rumania. I was arrested by the Russians and I was detained in a
jail in Lwow, called Brygitki, during December of 1939 and January
and February of 1940.
was then transferred to Moscow, to the
Lubianka prison.
Mr. Flood. Now that you are in the Lubianka prison in Moscow,
how long were you in the Lubianka prison until you were released
later in 1941?
General Anders. I remained, during that entire period, in the
Lubianka prison, with- the exception of 2 months, when I was trans
ferred to a prison in Moscow called Butyrki, and then I was returned
to Lubianka.
I was released on the 4th of August 1941.
Mr. Flood. While this investigation, General, is concerned pri
marily with the Katyn massacre and the question of missing- Polish
officers as related thereto, is there anything, briefly, which would be
important to this investigation, even in the nature of general obser
vations, that you would like to make to the committee, as far as
concerns the nature of any interrogations to which you were subjected
while in Lubianka, by the Russians, before release?
General Anders. That is a very lengthy subject because
had
been interrogated hundreds of times, sometimes for four or five nights
in a row. The interrogations frequently were most unpleasant.
can say, however, that the line of questioning during my stay in
Lubianka during 1940 and 1941 up until the invasion of Russia by
the Germans, the line of interrogation indicated that Russia will
wait until France, England, and Germany destroy each other and
then she will proceed to occupy the whole of Europe, and that Russia
will terminate the war there where she began it.
I asked, "Where will that be?" and I was told, "In Spain."
Mr. Flood. I take for granted these interrogations were by the
Russian NKVD rather than by the Russian military, since Lubianka
was an NKVD citadel?
General Anders. The military never interrogate prisoners in
Russia; it is always done by the NKVD.
Mr. Flood. Is there any other significant factor, before we come
to your release on August 4th, that the committee or the world
generally would like to know, do you think, in connection with your
interrogations at Lubianka, other than the very important promise
you have just stated?
General Anders. It is difficult to repeat here all of my conversation
and there isn't time for that, but, basically, you have to accept one
thing: the understanding that the desires and plans of Russia are
aimed at the occupation and control of the entire world; Soviet
Russia is only the core, the center of an attempt to occupy the entire
world.
identifies
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Mr. Flood. Then you are satisfied, General, that the result and
the nature of the investigations by the NKVD, of you, during your
incarceration in Lubianka, clearly indicated that regardless of any
alliances made by the Russians with Western Powers, it was merely
an alliance of expediency and world conquest was their ultimate end,
regardless of any alliances with anybody?
General Anders. Most certainly.
Mr. Flood. All right, General, that brings us now down to 1941
and the moment when the Germans attacked Russia ; which produced
your release on August 4. Will you now direct your attention to the
incidents bringing about your release from Lubianka on August 4,
1941?

I

General Anders. I would like to add one more thing before
go
was
into that. In 1941, before the war, there was a moment when
transferred to a general cell. Prior to this, for 7 months, I had been
in solitary confinement.
To this cell was brought a Polish army
captain named Kuszel. He was brought to the Lubianka prison from
the prison camp at Starobielsk; it was from him that I first learned
of the three large internment camps at Starobielsk, Kozielsk, and
Ostashkov.
Mr. Flood. I know it is a difficult question, General, but is it
possible for you to help the committee by telling us now what month
or what part of the month it was that Captain Kuszel was brought to
your cell?
General Anders. Kuszel had been taken from Starobielsk to Pavlishchev Bor; he was among that mora or less group of men who had
been transferred from Starobielsk to Pavlishchev Bor.
Mr. Flood. That is very clear, General, but what we would like to
know, if possibl >, is whether you could give us the day and the month
in 1941 when you first talked to Captain Kuszel.
General Anders. I had talked to him approximately during either
May or June of 1941.
Mr. Flood. Was there anything significant, other than the mere
fact, that Captain Kuszel told you?
General Anders. I learned from him first of all that the Staro
bielsk prison had been evacuated during the months of March and
April 1940, and that he and his small group that were taken to
Pavlishchev Bor had met with other Polish prisoners from Ostashkov
and Kozielsk, and the entire group numbered about 350.
Mr. Flood. I suppose, General, even though you were in solitary
confinement and in prison during the time you were in Lubianka,
you knew or heard or guessed that many Polish officers, and many
Poles of all categories, were in prison in Russia?
General Anders. Yes, I knew that there were many because I had
had occasion to observe already in Lwow the transfer of a large
number of Poles as prisoners.
I also had occasion to read the official
Russian communique, which stated that 181,000 soldiers were taken
prisoner into Russia, and in this group were included some 10,000
Polish officers.
Mr. Flood. And, of course, because of your record and background,
General, you speak and read Russian fluently?
General Anders. Yes, just as well as I do in Polish.
Mr. Flood. Now after the incident of your conversation in May
or June with Captain Kuszel, General, and your first knowledge of
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the three camps that we refer to all through this hearing, is there
any other detail of any importance which you would like to tell us
before we come to the day of your release?
General Anders. It was through Kuszel that I found out about
this rather small group being evacuated from these three camps,
but he had no knowledge of what had been done to the remaining
prisoners in these camps.
Mr. Flood. During this entire period of your imprisonment in
Russia or anywhere else, General, were you permitted any communica
tion at all with any other of your Polish brother officers?
General Anders. No, not at all.
Mr. Flood. All right, General. Would you now bring it up to the
date of your release, and detail for us, as best you can recall, the
incidents immediately prior and immediately subsequent to your
release from Lubianka?
General Anders. When the war started with the German invasion
of Russia, we had first learned of this act when the Germans began
bombing Moscow. At that time all of our windows were painted over,
and the building was sandbagged, and they discontinued permitting
us a slight walk through the prison.
The prison guards at Lubianka
told us and explained to us that these were merely training ma
neuvers

Mr. Flood. By "us" and "we," you mean your fellow brother
Polish officer prisoners?
General Anders. All of the prisoners in the prison. But you could
hear and imagine immediately that these were not training ma
neuvers, but something a great deal more serious.
Ten days after this attack, they had called me for another inter
rogation; they had not been interrogating me during that 10-day
period, and their attitude toward me was considerably changed;
they were very friendly. They told me that most probably we wul
have to reach some sort of agreement for mutual cooperation, that
we must forget about what had happened in the past, and our task
It was more or
now will be to fight together against the Germans.
less on June 20 — no, this was around July 20- — when I was again
called up for interrogation, and again they were very friendly, and
they improved my daily diet; they even took me to a barber and
permitted him to shave off my beard, and they even gave me some
cologne water.
Toward the end of July they informed me that negotia tions had been
cleared with the English, and said: "We are now arranging discussions
On August 4 was called out of my
with the Polish Government."
could immediately notice that this
cell in the regular manner, but
was something very important, because they had already stopped
twisting my arms behind my back, and there was present not only the
regular jail guards, but the commander of the prison, the head of the
NKVD.
was still limping at that time — —
Mr. Dondero. What was his name, if you know?
General Anders.
do not recall his name at this moment, but
think I could probably find that in my book; he was a colonel of the
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NKVD.
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Mr. Flood. If later the name of this officer recurs to you, General,
will you so advise the committee at your convenience?
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General Anders. Certainly.
They led me out of the cell. They
had, of course, to assist me because
was on crutches.
As we pro
could notice that the entire surrounding was becoming bet
ceeded,
ter; there were more rugs and nicer quarters.
Mr. Flood. At that moment were you on crutches as the result of
wounds received in combat, or as the result of physical abuse received

I

I

in Lubianka, or both?
General Anders. I was unable to walk because of wounds which I
suffered ; to this day I still have a bullet in my leg. I, of course, could
not restore myself to my normal health because of the extremely poor
diet in Lubianka.
I can give as an example the fact that normally I
weigh 90 kilograms, and when was released from Lubianka I weighed
not quite 59 kilograms.
Mr. Flood. Very well. They have taken you from the cell, and
they are taking you some place.
General Anders. Eventually I found myself in a large room in the
presence of two men, both of them dressed in civilian clothing.
They
introduced themselves, one as Beria, and the other as Merkulov.
Mr. Flood. Will you identify Beria and Merkulov by official
position?
General Anders. Beria was the commander of the NKVD, which
he is today, and Merkulov was commander of the NKGB, which was
commisariat of the interior security.
The NKGB was under the
command (or was subject to the command) of the NKVD, but sub
sequently the two agencies were separated and were given separate

I

commands.

Mr. Flood. What
NKVD?

was

the

NKGB

as

distinguished from

the

General Anders. The NKVD consists of all of the interior security
agencies; it takes care of all the affairs of the Ministry of the Interior
and all other agencies; but the NKGB was responsible exclusively
for the jails and the prisons.
Mr. Flood. Very well, General. We are now in the room.
General Anders. The conversation lasted a very long time. They
informed me that I had been nominated as the commander in chief
of the proposed Polish Army which was to be formed in Russia, and
that am from this moment a free man.
Mr. Flood. Did they indicate who had named you as commander
in chief?
General Anders. At first they told me that they had nominated
me. When I asked them, "What do you mean, you nominated me?",
they then told me that it was actually the Polish authorities in London
that had nominated me, and that they have agreed to that nomination.
Mr. Flood. Then what happened, General?
General Anders. The conversations consisted mainly of generali
ties, and the oft-repeated assurances that we must now cooperate and
work together, and that we must now fight together against the Ger
mans. They gave me tea, and they gave me cigarettes, and we dis
cussed for 4 hours.
Chairman Madden. General Anders, at that time was there any
word spoken regarding the possibility of the great number of Polish
officers that would be available for your army?
General Anders. No ; they merely told me at that time that all of
our prisoners would be released.
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Mr. Flood. Now, General, for the purpose of expediting our hear
ings, although we want to give you full leeway to present anything
think important, will you now bring us to the formation of the
olish Army under your command, and in your own way tell us of
?ou
your difficulties in a reasonable period of time so we can come at once
to the question of where are the Polish officers to help you staff an

army?
General Anders. I was released on August 4.
was given a
home, an apartment. A few days later they made it possible for me
to contact General Bogusz-Szyszko, who was sent to Moscow as the
chief of the Polish military mission from London.
It was from him
that I learned the details of the invasion of Russia, the beginning of
the war, and the agreements that had been reached between the
Polish Government and the Russian Government subsequent to that
attack. He gave me at that time the orders prepared by the com
mander-in-chief, General Sikorski, General Sikorski being also the
Premier of the Polish Government in exile, and I began to prepare for
organizing the army.
I had many discussions with Russian authorities, and shortly after
that one thing came up which to me was extremely important, and
that was the very small number of Polish soldiers and officers that the
Russians claimed they held in Russian territory.
They told me that
in all there were approximately 1 ,000 Polish officers available, and ap
proximately 20,000 Polish soldiers.
I had been reading the Russian press at that time, and I knew that
there had appeared in the Russian newspaper Pravda an article
This article appeared on the first anniversary
during the year 1940.
of Russia's invasion of Poland, and the article stated that there were
some 225,000, if I am not mistaken, of Polish prisoners taken at that

I

time.

I

Mr. Flood. Your conversations up till this time, gather, General,
on this subject of establishing the Polish Army, were with Russian
military authorities, and not with the diplomatic or political leaders?
General Anders.
had not carried out any conversations with the
diplomatic corps. However,
want to point out that even at the
discussions with the military, the NKVD were always present.
Mr. Flood. What I meant was that you had had no conversa
tions up to this moment with Stalin, Molotov or Vishinsky?
General Anders. No, that is correct.
Mr. Flood. Very well.
General Anders. Since the evening of the day when I was released
from prison, the Russians brought to me Lieutenant Colonel Berling,
from whom
had learned that evening the same information that
had previously learned from Captain Kuszel, and
knew then that
the approximate number of Polish officers in those three camps should
immediately began asking the
be somewhere around 15,000. So
Russian military authorities why their figure is so low, and what
Their answers repeatedly
happened to the rest of the Polish officers.
were that these men are in Russia, and if they are, they will be found.
It is interesting to note that have the minutes of at least six conver
sations that I had with them, and that in none of those conversations
did they raise the point of these officers.
Mr. Flood. General, do understand that you have here in your
possession the original minutes of the conversations with the Russian
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military authorities as you have just described with reference to the
missing Polish officers?
General Anders. The references to these Polish officers are not in
these minutes or protocols, because they had deleted all of those
conversations from the official minutes.
These conversations
had
been carried on in the presence of General Bogusz-Szyszko and also
of Okulincki.
Mr. Flood. Then, General, may ask you this: Does he have in
his possession any minutes made by himself or any of his attaches
during these conversations with the Russians during this period
having to do with missing Polish officers?
General Anders.
have here the originals of the six conferences
that were held. I do not have any notes of my own personal, because
there were tens and hundreds of these conferences; but General
Bogusz-Szyszko, who was present at these conferences, could confirm
that the point of the Polish officers had been raised. I have the
original of a memorandum prepared by myself and delivered by
Mr. Czapski to the NKDV in which I again raised the point of the
Polish officers. The memorandum was in the Russian and I have
the Polish version.
Mr. Flood. Excellent. We will get to that in a moment; but
just want to be sure that the general does not have in his possession
any minutes of the six meetings with the Russians during the period
we are just at — whether in those minutes there is any reference to the
Polish officers. Now, the general told us that the Russians deleted
such references.
I want to be sure we have no exhibits with reference
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to the officers?
General Anders. No, that is correct; there are none.
Mr. Flood. Now will you go on and describe your conversations
with reference to the officers?
General Anders. During my conversations with the Russians
repeatedly attempted to* find out how many of those people are
available. They told me that all of our officers have been grouped
found not
went to Griazowiec and there
together at Grazoviec.
quite 400 of our Polish officers who had been brought there from
Ostoshkov, Starobielsk and Kozielsk.
Mr. Flood. Can you tell us, General, if you recall the date of your
visit to the camp at Kozielsk?
[The witness consulted a book.]
General, we are not concerned about the exact day. The month and
the year, under the circumstances, will satisfy us?
General Anders.
believe it was in August of 1941.
Mr. Flood. All right, will you take it from there, then, General?
General Anders. 1 also found there a group of Polish officers who
had been interned in Lithuania and who had been brought to Griaz
owiec from those camps.
All told, there was a little more than a
thousand of the Polish officers brought from Lithuania, and it was
there that I learned more details from those Polish officers who had
been brought from Pavlishcher Bor as to the other Polish officers who
had been interned at the three camps.
This disturbed me very much.
was even more disturbed with the fact that these men told me that
since their evacuation from those three camps they had had abso
lutely no contact with the others who had been evacuated earlier,
since all of those who were at Griazowiec had carried on frequent
correspondence with relatives in Poland.
In the letters and corres
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pondence that came from Poland to these men in Griazowiec they had
been told that the people back in Poland had lost all contact with the
soldiers interned at the three camps since March and April of 1940.
Some of the men that I talked to already then told me that they have a
premonition that something horrible had happened to those men.
Г was convinced that these men most probably had been taken to
labor battalions far up in the north and that all communication with
instructed all of those at Griazowiec to immediate
them had ceased.
ly commence preparing lists of those names that they could remember
This, of course,
in the three camps where they had been interned.

I

was very difficult.

Mr. Flood. Did you recruit the officers who were at Griazowiec
into the Polish Army at that time?
General Anders. Yes, all of these щеп were immediately recruited
into the Polish Army, and many of them were assigned to the General
Staff of the Polish Army.
Mr. Dondero. How large a Polish Army were you able to establish
in Russia?
General Anders. First of all. the Russians had turned over to me
the 20,000 Polish soldiers and the possibly 1,700 Polish officers; but
when the Polish soldiers began to be released from the various prisons
in Russia, they began reporting to me in considerably larger numbers.
Mr. Flood. General, at what point now have you set up your first
headquarters?

General Anders. My first headquarters were set up at Buzuluk.
Mr. Flood. In what part of Russia?
General Anders. In the central part of Russia, near the Urals.
Mr. Flood. And there you had gathered the number of soldiers
that Mr. Dondero has just inquired about?
General Anders. Yes; but this number kept constantly increasing
until we transferred our headquarters to the region of Tazhkent.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell me the month and the year that you set
up your new headeraters at Tazhkent?
General Anders. In February 1942.
Mr. Flood. Now, General, the committee is concerned primarily
from полу on with your orders, your instructions and your efforts to
find out where are the missing Polish officers. What instructions did
you give, what sort of an organization did you set up, what contact
did you have with the Polish Ixmdon Government to do exactly that
Since the general has requested that he be permitted to
one thing,
have present, as well as the interpreter here of the committee, his own
personal interpreter (to which the committee have no objection)
may I suggest that that interpreter полу be sworn.
(Mr. E. Lubomirski лл-as sworn as follows:)
Chairman Madden. Do you solemnly эллтеаг that you will interpret
the testimony given by the witness полу on the stand truthfully, so
help you God?
Mr. E. Lt mfomirski. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Of course, you understand that the interpreter for
the committee will proceed as long as possible and that the general will
•consult his personal interpreter only from t ime to time.
General Anders. I think this is better, because Mr. Lubomirski
was with me in Мозсолу from 1941.
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Mr. Flood. But we will use our interpreter as long as he is physically
able to continue.
General Anders. The translation is excellent.
Mr. Flood. He has worked very hard.
General Anders.
had made all my reports; reported everything
to London; but
cannot find the officers who were interned in those
I knew personally many of the officers who
three particular prisons.
were interned in those camps who were in my various groups and under
I had repeatedly asked the Russians for the where
my command.
abouts of these men and their repeated answers were evasive, stating
that they would eventually be found. Eventually there were 73,000
Polish soldiers who had assembled at our assembly points. There
even arrived a group of soldiers from Kolyma, but of this particular
group of officers in these three .camps not a single one.
Mr. Flood. Why did you say "even from Kolyma"?
General Anders. Because Kolyma was a horrible place, and these
From a total
were the only people who came out alive from Kolyma.
of 10,000 Poles who had been sent to Kolyma there returned and

I

survived only

I

I

160.

Mr. Flood. General Anders, could you very brieffy explain what
you mean by Kolyma being a horrible place?
General Anders. I have described Kolyma in detail in my recent
book. I can tell you here, however, that, it was the most horrible prison
in Russia, where it was extremely unusual for anyone to survive longer
than one winter.
Mr. Flood. Where is it located?
General Anders. Kolyma is in the northeasternmost part of Russia,
away up near Kamchatka.
Mr. Flood. What is the type of temperature there in the worst
part of the winter?
General Anders. It is approximately 70° C. below zero.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you explain what that is Fahrenheit:
could you translate 70° C. to Fahrenheit?
General Anders. More than 100° F. below zero. In Kolyma the
main occupation is the mining of gold. The general opinion in Russia
is that you do not return from Kolyma.
Mr. Flood. You would not describe Kolyma as a camp of happy
workers, would you, under any circumstances?
General Anders. I doubt if a place like this has ever existed before
anywhere in the world.
Mr. Flood. It is so bad, you mean?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now will you take us back to what you did and what
kind of an organization you set up in conjunction with the London
Polish Government for the existing Polish officers?
General Anders. First of all, there were my personal efforts to
locate them.
I appealed to our Polish Ambassador in Moscow to
take up this subject with the Russian diplomatic staff.
Mr. Dondero. Who was he?
General Anders. Ambassador Kot ; and I know from his reports that
When
he had frequently taken this matter up with the Russians.
General Sikorski was planning to come to Russia, we succeeded in
obtaining a list of 4,000 names. I had set up and organized a special
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agency, a special office, which would seek the whereabouts of these
had named Major Czapski as the head of this bureau.
officers.
Mr. Flood. What is his first name?

I

General Anders. Joseph — Josef Czapski. Major Czapski had
visited these various camps where the Poles were being mobilized,
and he had also conducted frequent conversations and discussions
sent him to Moscow, where he
with the Russians, and finally
delivered the note that was prepared by myself to the Russian authori
wul be very happy to have the
ties on this matter of Polish officers.
and
it
to
this committee.
note
give
photostated
original
Mr. Flood. Do you have the original note in your possession now,
General, at this moment here?
General Anders. Yes, I do.

I

I see

please?
have here the Russian copy of that note in the
[Handing same to Mr. Flood.]
Russian copy was prepared by whom?
By Czapski under my order.

I

Mr. Flood. May
General Anders.

it,

I

Russian language.

I

a

is

Mr. Flood. This
General Anders.
Mr. Flood. Under your direction?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. And this
copy of the note transmitted by Czapski?
General Anders. By Czapski to General Rajchman in Moscow.
Mr. Flood.
ask the stenographer to mark this as "Exhibit No. 50."

a

I

is

is

I

Now, General,
show you
[The document was marked accordingly.]
this document which you have handed to me, as you have just de
scribed, marked for identification "Exhibit No. 50, "and ask you wheth
er or not this document in the Russian language
copy of the note
transmitted?
the copy of the notes.
General Anders. Yes; this
Mr. Flood. Transmitted by Mr. Czapski at your direction to the
Russian General Rajchman?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Now, General,
understand that you are willing to
have a photostatic copy of that document placed in the hands of the
committee

as soon as possible?

is

is

it

is

General Anders. Yes.
received, will you see
Mr. Flood. Mr. Pucinski, when that
marked and placed in the record as "Exhibit 50A" and you will
marked exhibit 50 to General Anders.
return the original which
Mr. Pucinski. Yes, sir.
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[Trandation

from Runian of Exhibit ЮЛ]

[On the top a pencil mark:] Memorandum submitted in Moscow to the Gen.
Raichmann in Lublianka [seat of N. К. V. D.] on April 2, 1942, by Capt. Czapski.

Memorandum Concerning the Polish Prisoners of War from Starobel'sk,
Kozel'sk and Ostashkov, Who Did Not Return
The prisoners of war, who from 1939 until April 1940, were in Starobel'sk,
Kozel'sk and Ostashkov (numbering more than 15,000, of whom 8,700 were com
missioned officers) did not return from exile, and the place of their confinement is
unknown to us; an exception are 400-500 men, that is approximately three percent
of the total number of prisoners of war, who were released in 1941, after one year's
imprisonment in Griasovets near Vologda or in other prisons.
Camp in Starobel'sk No. 1
Shipments of prisoners of war used to arrive in Starobel'sk camp from 30 Sep
tember to 1 November 1939 and when the clearing of the inmates of the camp
began, the number of the Polish Prisoners was 3,920 men including generals and
There were also several scores of civilians,
colonels who were kept separately.
All others were
about 30 cadet-officers (podkhorunzhii) and ensigns (khorunzhii).
commissioned officers, of whom at least 50 percent were of the regular army, 8
generals, more than 100 colonels and lieutenant-colonels, about 250 majors, approx
imately 2500 first and second lieutenants of all branches of the service and auxil
iary services. Among them there were 380 doctors, several professors of insti
tutions of higher learning, etc.
Kozel'sk No. 1 and Ostashkov were camps for prisoners of war, both formed
and cleared approximately at the same time.
The camp in Kozel'sk
On the day when the"clearing of the camp began — on April 3rd, 1940 — the
camp had approximately 5,000 prisoners, among them 4,500 commissioned officers
of all ranks and of all branches ofthe service.
Camp in Ostashkov
On the day when the clearing began — on April 6, 1940 — this camp contained
6,750 men, among them 380 commissioned officers.
The clearing of the Camp in Starobel'sk
On April 5, 1940, the first group, consisting of 195 men, was sent from Starobel'sk
Colonel Berezhkov the Soviet commandant, and commissar Kirshin official assured
the prisoners of war, that they are being sent to the distribution center, from where
they will be sent to the places of their residence, to Poland, both, to the German or
Up to April 26, inclusive, groups consisting of from 65 to 240
the Soviet part.1
men were shipped.
On April 25, after the customary announcement concerning the sending of more
than 100 men, a special list of 63 men was read, to whom the order was given to
stand separately during the departure to the station.
After April 26 there was an interruption m the clearing of the camps until May 2,
when 200 ment were sent. After that the rest of the prisoners were sent with
The group, which included me,
small groups on the 8th, 11th, and 18th of May.
among others, was sent to Pavlishchev Bor (Smolensky region), where we met
the whole "special group" of 63 men, who were sent on April 25. Thus we num
bered 79, almost all being commissioned officers from Starobel'sk, who were,
Adding to this number 7
after one year, released from Griazovecky camp.
more commissioned officers, who were shipped individually during the winter of
1939-40 from Starobel'sk, the total number of those commissioned officers who
were released will make 86 out of 3920 men, i. е., slightly more than 2 percent
of the total number of prisoners in Starobel'sk.
The clearing of the camps of Kozel'sk and Ostashkov

It proceeded in like manner.
missioned officers from Kozel'sk
portion between the number of
camps and the number of people
tion relating to Starobel'sk.

In Pavlishchev Bor we found about 200 com
The pro
and about 120 men from Ostashkov.
people brought to Pavlishchev Bor from these
confined there differed slightly from the propor

1 According to the numerous letters recelved'ln
nobody was then sent from Starobel'sk, Kozel'sk,

Poland in the winter of 1940-41, we know for sure that
and Ostashkov back to Poland.
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in Griazovets
сатур
a month's stay in Pavlishchev

Bor the whole of the camp, approximately
400 people, was shipped to Griazovets near Vologda, where we remained until the
About 1,250 commissioned officers and enlisted men also
day of [our] release.
arrived there, they were previously interned in Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia and
stayed as internees (not as prisoners of war) in Kozel'sk No. 2 from the fall of 1940
till the summer of 1941.
The camp in Griazovets was known to us as the only PW camp consisting most
ly of commissioned officers of the Polish Army, which existed in the U.S.S.R. from
June 1940 to September 1941, and the population of which, after their release,
almost in full number, joined the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.
Almost 6 months had passed since the "amnesty" to all Polish PWs and in
ternees was proclaimed on August 12, 1941. Polish commissioned officers and en
listed men, released from confinement to which they were subjected when trying
to cross the border after September 1939 or those arrested at places of their resi
But
dence, were arriving, in groups or individually, to join the Polish Army.
despite the amnesty, inspite of the explicit promise given by the President of the
Sovnarkom (Soviet of People's Commissars) Stalin himself, in November 1941,
to our envoy Kot that PWs be returned to us, despite of a strict order to locate
and liberate the PWs from Starobel'sk, Kozel'sk, and Ostashkov given by Stalin
on December 4, 1941, in the presence of the Commanding General of the Polish
Army Sikorski and General Anders, inspite of all this not a single prisoner of war
appeared from Starobel'sk, Kozel'sk and Ostashkov (except the group from
Griazovets mentioned before and a few scores of persons who were separately
interned and liberated as early as in September).
No appeal for help from the PWs interned in the camps mentioned above has
ever reached us.
Inspite of the interrogation of thousands of persons returning from all the camps
and prisons of the U. S. S. R. we shall have not obtained any reliable information
on their [the prisoners, in Starobel'sk] whereabouts, except for the following
rumors coming from second-hand sources: that from 6 to 12 thousands com
missioned and noncommissioned officers were sent to Kolyma via Bukhta
Nachodka in 1940;
That more than 5,000 commissioned officers Vere collected in the mines of the
Frants losif Islands; that there were deportations to Novaia Zemlia, Kamchatka,
and Chukotka; that in the summer of 1941, 630 commissioned officers, PWs from
Kozel'sk, were working 180 kilometers from Peslraia Dresva; that 150 commissioned
officers, clad in their uniforms, were seen north from the river Sos'va near Oar';
that some Polish commissioned officers, prisoners of war, were transported on
huge towed barges (1,700-2,000 men to a barge) to Severnye Ostrova and that three
such barges sank in Barents sea.
None of this information was confirmed sufficiently, although the information
on Severnye Ostrova and Kolyma seems to be the most probable.
We know that every prisoner of war was registered, and that the "case records"
of all us, with the numerous records on interrogations together with the docu
ments, identified and checked photographs, were kept in special files. We know
how carefully and exactly this work of the NKVD was conducted, so that none
of us, [former] prisoners of war, can believe for a second that the whereabouts of
15,000 PWs of which more than 8,000 are commissioned officers, could be unknown
The solemn promise of the Predsoto the higher authorities of the NKVD.
vnarkom Stalin himslef and his strict order to ascertain the fate of the former
Polish prisoners of war permit us to hope that at least we could know where our
brothers in arms are and, if they have perished, how and when it happened.
After

Number of commissioned officers of the Polish Army, former prisoners of war, who did
not return
On April 5, 1 940, the day of the beginning of the clearance of the camp of inmates
in Starobel'sk, the total number of commissioned officers, prisoners of war, with
the exception of some civilians and approximately 30 ensigns and cadet-officers
was 3,920.
The number of prisoners of war in Kozel'sk on April 6, 1940, the day when
clearing of the camp of inmates began, amounted to 5,000, among them commis
sioned officers constituted 4,500.
The number of prisoners of war in Ostashkov on April 6 1940, the day when the
clearing of the camp of inmates started, was 6,570; the commissioned officers
Total 8,800 commissioned officers.
■constituted among them 380.
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By deducting several scores of civilians from Starobel'sk the number pf com
missioned officers constitutes 8,700.
Some 300 commissioned officers from Griasovets, former prisoners of war from
Starobel'sk, Kozel'sk, and Ostashkov, have returned to the Polish Army and
furthermore several scores were released from prisons, into which they were sent
from the above-mentioned camps, and returned, which makes the total number of
returned commissioned officers not more than 400.
Consequently the following figure shows the number of commissioned officers
who did not return form Starobel'sk, Kozel'sk, and Ostashkov camps— 8,300 men.
All officers of the Polish Army, the number of which as of January 1, 1940,
amounted to approximately 2,300 persons, were formerly confined or interned in
Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia, but they were not prisoners of war (with the
exception of the above-mentioned 400 persons).
Being unable to define with similar precision the grand total number of all
those who did not return, we give solely the figures of the prisoners of war from
Kozel'sk, Starobel'sk, and Ostashkov, the majority of which are officers, because
we were able to determine their number with relative precision.
Because we were now expanding, by virtue of the decision of the Chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars Stalin and of General Sikorski, our army in
the south of the U. S. S. R., a continuously growing need is felt for these officers
who disappeared; we are losing in them the best military experts, the best com
manding personnel.
No special explanation is required to realize the extent to which the disappear
ance of many a thousand of brothers-in-arms obstructs the work of the creation
in our army of confidence in the Soviet Union, which confidence is so much needed
for a sound development of mutual relations between the two allied armies in
their struggle against the common sworn enemy.
Commissioner for the Affairs of
Former Prisoners of War in the USSR
Captain of the Cavlary Jozef Czapski
Moscow, February

2, 1942.

Mr. Flood. Very well, General.
General Anders. When General Sikorski arrived,

I

December 3?
General Anders. December

Molotov.

4

I

is

I

it,

informed him
of our entire efforts to locate these.
Mr. Flood. May I interrupt: when General Sikorski arrived where?
General Anders. General Sikorski arrived in Russia. I went to
meet him in Tehran in November of 1941.
Mr. Flood. And then you had a conversation with General Sikorski
in Tehran?
General Anders. To Kuybishev, in Kuybishev during our trip to
Moscow.
when General Sikorski
Mr. Flood. Then, as I understand
arrived in Teheran, you went to meet him in Teheran, and during
your stay in Teheran with General Sikorski, during your trip from
Teheran to Kuybishev, during your stay in Kuybishev, during your
trip from Kuybishev to Moscow, you discussed this question oi the
missing Polish officers?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. At Kuybishev you met, believe, Ambassador Kot?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did Ambassador Kot travel to Moscow with you and
General Sikorski?
General Anders. Yes, that
right.
Mr. Flood. That,
think, brings us to the meeting in Moscow on
was the meeting

with Stalin and

Mr. Flood. At the meeting at Moscow with Stalin, who was present
on the Russian side?
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General Anders. Stalin and Molotov, and I think Mr. Pawlov, the
translator; I am not sure.
Mr. Flood. On the Polish side who were present?
General Anders. General Sikorski, Mr. Kot, and I.
Mr. Flood. Were you serving as interpreter for the Poles' side?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you, in your own words, detail for us as best you
recollect or by referring to any minutes that you may have, the tenor
of the conversation that took place on that date with Stalin and
Molotov, and, as you recall, any atmosphere or attitude or conduct
that prevailed on either side?
General Anders. The Russians, as usual, never give the complete
So we prepared our own minutes;
minutes of political discussions.
that
General Sikorski, Mr. Kot, and myself. Three copies of these
minutes were made. General Sikorski had the first copy, the original;
Mr. Kot got the second copy. Excuse me — this was not the 4th
It was the 3d of December. The meeting was on the 3d of December.
Mr. Flood. By "the meeting" you mean the meeting with Stalin?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. When you referred to the meeting you meant the
meeting with General Stalin that we are discussing; and when you
said December
minute ago, after having consulted your notes
and the minutes of the meeting, you now wish to change that date
that right?
and make
December
correct.
General Anders. That
think you would like to know that at
Mr. Flood. Now, General,
the meeting of the committee and the hearings last night Ambassador
Kot was present and he presented us with copy of the minutes to
which you now refer; he confirmed that he had
and that
copy of
exhibit 49C. So you can proceed to
already in the record,
testify.
General Anders. Yes, that
No.
[indicating
right. This
carbon copy document].
The most important thing as far as the
missing Polish officers are concerned during this conference was when
General Sikorski personally inquired about these missing officers.
Stalin replied that he does not need to detain these officers and that
We inquired, "Well, where could they have
he does not have them.
gone?" To this Stalin replied: "They escaped."
inquired where
And Stalin replied: "To Manchuria."
could they have escaped?
This already was a great disturbance
said that this was impossible.
for us because we started becoming convinced that
Stalin says that
these men had been transferred to the far north and that they escaped
to Manchuria, we began to suspect that these men were no longer
alive.
At that particular time the idea that these men could all have
General Sikorski handed Stalin
been murdered was inconceivable.
a list of some 4,000 names.
Mr. Flood. Do you know from what source or from whom General
Sikorski had received that list?
General Anders. From me.
e

Mr. Flood. Proceed.
General Anders. W were under the impression at that time that

these men had been taken to camps in the far north and that most
probably the larger number of these people are no longer alive, but
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that it is possible that a portion of these men will be found. At
General Sikorski's departure
Mr. Flood. Just a moment.
Now, that was the gist of the con
versation at the meeting with Stalin on December 3?
General Anders. Yes, it was the gist. It was a long meeting and
there were other things but
am not going into those at this time.
Mr. Flood. If you recall anything of interest, the committee is
also interested in the attitude of Molotov and Stalin, their manner,
attitude, conduct, and the atmosphere among -the parties?
General Anders. During the moments when we made these specific
enquiries regarding these missing Polish officers, they appeared very
unclear.
After General Sikorski's departure, we kept revising and
improving and compiling more names to that list.
Mr. Flood. I understand that now you have returned to your

I

headquarters — where?
General Anders. To Buzuluk.
After escorted General Sikorski
back to Teheran, returned to Buzuluk.
Mr. Flood. And continued your directions to others in your com
mand and your own efforts to discover the whereabouts of the missing
officers?
General Anders. Yes, that is correct ; and
also urged Ambassador
Kot to continue his efforts from the diplomatic front to get some
information of these missing officers.
Mr. Flood. Did you at some subsequent date, after December 3,
attend any conference with Stalin on this same subject?
General Anders. I was at subsequent conferences with Stalin, and
this came about when I was at Jengi-jul and I had already some
At that time
received instructions and orders or
70,000 soldiers.
was advised by the Russians that they are reducing my rations to
provide for only 26,000 men. The Russian food portions were ex
tremely small — you had to feed not only 70,000 soldiers, but also
40,000 women and children, because you could not buy any rations
in Russia. This, therefore, was an effort to starve out the entire
had sent two telegrams to Stalin on this matter.
group of Poles.
Mr. Flood. What were the dates of the telegrams to Stalin?
do not recall the dates of those telegrams, but
General Anders.
have in my possession here the original reply from Stalin to my tele
received that telegram on the 9th of March.
grams.
Mr. Flood. Will you tell us in your own words the substance of the
first and second telegrams to Stalin?
General Anders. My telegram stated that the situation is impos
sible, that these people will starve, that this is not consistent with our
agreement, and that
urge him to investigate this matter; and if this
cannot be done, I am prepared personally to come to see him to
explain and describe the situation.
Mr. Flood. Will you let me see the reply? [The witness handed
the document to Mr. Flood.]
General Anders. Here is the original. Here is a translation.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Mr. Flood. Will you mark for identification

as

exhibit No.

51

this

document which is the original reply from Stalin as well as the trans
lation in English.
(The document was accordingly marked by the
General, I show you marked for identification ex
stenographer.)
hibit 51 and ask you whether or not that is the original reply of Stalin
to your telegrams as just described by you, as well as the translation

in English?
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General Anders. Yes, it is.
Mr. Flood. And do we understand that you will arrange

possible that the committee
document?
General Anders. Yes.
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as soon as

may have photostatic copies of this

Mr. Flood. Mr. Pucinski, when received will you see that they are
inserted as exhibit No. 51A.
At this time we will ask the Investigator
to read the English translation of the Stalin replies.
Obiginal Russian Telegram Marked as Exhibit 51A
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(Note. — Translation follows:)
Mr. Pucinski (reading):

.

Translation from Russian from Moscow No. 2806 to Tashkent NKDV. Please
send immediately by special courier to Jengi-jul to Wojkowyski, the following
telegram: "From Comrade Stalin for General Anders, Commander of the Polish
Army in U. S. S. R. to be immediately handed to the addressee." Then there is
the word "Usibehshaya S. S. R. Jengi-yul. Message for Military General Anders,
Commander Polish Army in U. S. S. R. : I received both of your telegrams concern
ing the food situation of the Polish Army and Lieutenant General Chrulev's
decision. After having analyzed all materials I came to the conclusion, that the
food situation of the Red army became complicated in connection with Japan's
attack on England and the United States of America.
The war in the Far East
has caused that Japan refuses to let pass grain into U. S. S. R. on American ships
and our own shipping tonnage is limited.
We hoped to receive from United
States of America more than 1 million tons of wheat and we received less than
100,000 tons.
In view of the above, we had to reconsider the maintenance plan
of the army, favoring the actually fighting divisions at the expense of nonfighting
divisions.
In spite of that I succeeded, though with great difficulties, to maintain
the present level of supplies to the Polish Army in U. S. S. R. up to March 20,
after which date it will be indispensable to curtail the quantity of rations for the
Polish Army to a maximum of 30,000 rations. If you deem it purposeful, you can
come to Moscow, I shall be ready to listen to you with pleasure. Respectfully
Colonel Wolkhowyski — the fulfillment of the above to be
yours, J. Stalin.
This telegram was received at Jengi-jul
reported to me immediately — Fiedolof.
on March 9, 1942, at 0720 hours.

Mr. Flood. As a result of these communications, I understand you
had another meeting with Stalin?
General Andkrs. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Did that meeting have anything to do with a discus
sion about the missing Polish officers, or was it concerned only with

the question of food supplies?
General Anders. I raised both the point of the rations and also
the question of the missing officers, and I have in my possession here
the minutes prepared by General Okulincki.
He was then Colonel
Okulincki.
He was mv chief of staff.
Mr. Flood. First of all, tell us the date of this meeting you are
now describing with Stalin?
General Anders. The 18th of March.
•
Mr. Flood. Where did it take place?
General Anders. At the Kremlin.
Mr. Flood. In the Kremlin at Moscow?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Who was present on the Russian side?
General Anders. On the Russian side, Stalin, Molotov, and a
secretary.
Mr. Flood. And who was present for the Poles?
General Anders. I and Okulincki.
Mr. Flood. I understand you have at present in your possession
minutes of that meeting; is that correct?
General Anders. I have the original minutes.

Mr. Flood. Made by whom?
General Anders. By Colonel Okulincki.
Mr. Flood. May I see theim'' Will the stenographer

mark this
exhibit 52. (The document was marked accordingly.)
General, I now show you, marked for identification "Exhibit 52,"
and ask you whether or not this document is the minutes of the
meeting you have now described, with Stalin and the others present?
General Anders. Yes.
document

as
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Mr. Flood. And do
understand that you will provide for the
committee a photostatic copy of those minutes with particular
reference to that part of the minutes having to do with the missing
officers only?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Will you now, as you best recall it and by referring to
the minutes, tell us of the conversation with Stalin at that date
having to do with the missing officers?
General Anders. I gave Stalin a new list which was a supplemental
list to the original, and informed him that none of the officers named
on that list has as yet reported to me. Stalin to this replied, "Well,
what good would they be to us? Why would we want to be keeping
them or detaining them?" And here for the first time he told us a
new version — that they must have fled and become separated when
the Germans invaded Russia.
Mr. Flood. At this time and up until this time, General, in any of
your conversations with any of the NKVD, with any of the Russian
military or with Stalin or any of the diplomatic or civil leaders of
Russia, in your requests for information about the missing Polish
officers, had anybody at any time said they were German prisoners?
General Anders. Never. And this to us was one of the most
disturbing factors, because we knew that the Bolsheviks had made
very long and lengthy and complete lists of all of their prisoners;
we knew that centralization has progressed so far there that every
thing is assembled eventually in Moscow. If you compare his first
statement that possibly these men had fled to Manchuria with the
theory that these men had been detained in prison camps which had
become overrun by the Germans, the question then becomes apparent:
Why were these men denied any correspondence?
And the further
Why would these men have been concentrated in such
question
large numbers when
known that the Russians never concentrated
such large numbers of any one nation. And why,
true that
these men had escaped or fled during the German invasion, has not a
single one of them reported either to his home in the homeland or to
our forces.
Mr. Flood. All right, General.
We are now on the conversation
with Stalin again and talking about the officers.
What new explana
tions did he have?
General Anders. Actually, none.
He id not want to discuss this
subject they did not want to give us an answer on it.
Mr. Flood. Was that the result then of the conversations you are
now describing with Stalin?
General Anders. Yes; essentially in brief form, that
it. Natur
ally they accepted our supplemental list, and assured us they would
continue searching for these men.
Mr. Flood. At that time did you specifically mention to Stalin
the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk, and Ostashkov?
General Anders. Yes at this time
named the three camps, and
had previously mentioned the three camps in my note.
Mr. Flood. And as understand
General, up till this moment,
despite the extensive search made by you and your colleagues of the
London Polish Government, and despite all the sources of information
coming to your headquarters, and that of the London Polish Govern
ment, of which you were advised, at no time and from no one was any
is
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I
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information obtained about any of the missing officers from Kozielsk,
Starobielsk, and Ostashkov?
General Anders. That is correct.
There was absolutely no infor
mation about these men.
[Translation

copy of Exhibit 52]

Minutes of a Conversation Between General Anders and the President
of the Council of the People's Commissars, J. Stalin, at the Kremlin
on March the 18th, 1942
summary

At 5:30 p. m. punctually at the appointed time Lieut. Gen. W. Anders, О. C.
Polish Forces in the U. S. S. R., accompanied by P. S. C. Colonel Okulicki was
received by President Stalin in the presence of Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. W. Molotov and a stenographer.
After greeting! had been exchanged.
Stalin. You have come to me to inquire why was the number of rations sup
I shall tell you quite frankly why: You see —
plied to the Polish Army reduced.
in October when Harriman and Beaverbrook were here we had agreed with
From
America that they would supply us with 2,200,000 tons of wheat monthly.
this source we should have received by now a million tons of wheat and 1,800,000
tons till the end of July 1942.
On this wheat we based the maintenance estimates
of our army.
The deliveries were to be made by American ships as our tonnage
is limited. Well, what we received up till now — would make a cat weep. [Trans
I don't blame
lator's note: idiomatic expression meaning practically nothing.]
The Japs let
anybody, but all that has reached us was barely 60,000 tons.
through our ships but the American ones which sail without a convoy are being
They have already sunk four. The war with Japan has reshuffled the
sunk.
The American tonnage can be written off as far as our supplies of bread
cards.
are concerned.
That is the reason why we had to revise [pieresmatret] com
We have been forced to form
pletely the plans of maintenance of our army.
rear-guard units and territorial troops of which you can find proof on the spot.
This had to be done in order to provide food for the front-line units which are
We have also greatly reduced our cavalry.
That is why General
fighting well.
Chrulew had ordered that you will receive rations for your full establishments
I would not
only up till the 20th of March and from then only 40,000 rations.
like people to say that Soviet authorities do not keep their promises, but until
conditions change, your army must be curtailed to three divisions plus one reserve
regiment.
General Anders. I do understand all that and that is why I have come here.
After having received General
There must be some way out of this situation.
Chrulew's cable, before your telegram had reached me, Mr. President, I did
not mention the whole thing to anybody.
After your cable was received I in
formed General &ikorski by whom I have been notified that 2,000,000 rations
The strength of our army amounts today to 75,000
have been directed to me.
to 78,000 men; I cannot allow those above your official figure to die of starvation.
I see the following way out: Give us maintenance for full establishments until
British food will reach us. I want to fly to London to discuss this matter.
General Sikorski has agreed to it and wants me to be there as soon as possible.
At this moment he's on his way to Washington where he will probably discuss
the problem of the maintenance of our army in the U. S. S. R. I want to do
something really good for Poland and I am trying to find the best possible solu-'
I hold that to disperse our military efforts would do no good and that is
tion.
why I endeavor to create the strongest possible Polish Army on U. S. S. R.
territory.
Stalin. The men who join your army, are they suitable? Are }rou pleased
with them?
On the average they are quite good as far as their
General Anders. Yes.
Physically they -are exhausted but they swiftly recover.
morale is concerned.
At the present moment we are suffering from an epidemic of typhoid fever. I
count greatly on the element from the labor battalions and those from the Red
Most of them are young.
Army.
Stalin. And do you know what ravages typhoid fever is making in Poland?
It should not happen here. We have enough soap and should be able *o quench
it. How many divisions have you organized?
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General Anders. Six, but not all of them have full establishments; two are
complete but the others will be ready soon — its only the question of the men
reaching us because the skeleton regiments and the command framework are
Teady.

Stalin. Is that possible? What a pity that in present conditions you cannot
have more than three divisions — one corps. If you manage to get help in main
tenance from America it will be possible to expand.
General Anders. General Sikorski is flying to America.
I'm sure he will do
all he can to get that help.
Stalin. Deliveries of food are only possible through England. The Americans
send their ships not in convoys.
The Japanese sink them while the British ships
sail in convoys and all arrive on schedule.
I have raised this matter with Roose
velt but he never answered to my suggestions.
If the British won't supply with
their own means American deliveries might fail.
General Anders. That food I have mentioned already, the 2,000,000 rations
I don't know
promised by Sikorski, will arrive most certainly through Persia.
the date yet. I am also sure that futher deliveries will follow.
Stalin. In that case I will give you food for 40,000 men.
General Anders. What am I to do with the rest?
Stalin. Perhaps the rest can go to work on the kolchoz farms?
General Anders. That is out of the question.
All Polish subjects capable of
bearing arms should find themselves in the Polish Army.
They know about
your agreement with General Sikorski and about your promise, Mr. President.
We cannot allow it because of the morale of the army.
Besides, the kolchozes
are also short of food and those remaining on them starve also.
Stalin. Hitherto the Polish troops had been feeding the civilian population
from the rations they received. I do not think it to be wrong and I understand
that the civilians must be helped somehow.
General Anders. I admit that this has in fact taken place; the Polish civilian
population is in such a deplorable state that we have to aid her even at the cost
of soldiery rations.
The initiative to do so came from the soldiers themselves.
Stalin. One cannot allow to reduce soldiery rations; the more so if you receive
a physically exhausted clement.
General Anders. I have already issued orders forbidding it.
Stalin. I cannot do otherwise. You will receive 44,000 rations. This will
be sufficient for three divisions and a reserve regiment.
You will have plenty of
time for organizing and training your army.
We do not press you to go to the
I quite understand that it will be much better to let you enter into action
front.
when we shall move closer to the Polish frontier.
You should have the honor to
cross it first and be the first to set foot upon Polish soil.
General Anders. In that case, if nothing else can be done, the rest should be
transferred to Persia.
Stalin. I agree — 44,000 of your soldiers will remain here and the rest will be
evacuated.
Can't be done otherwise. Others will say and go on saying that
we cheated you. I know — not the soldiers, but, for example, your Kot says so
If it was not for
to strangers, and others also say many unkind things about us.
the war with Japan the things we talk about now would have never arisen. We,
Soviet people, have the custom of fulfilling the promises we make.
Colonel Okulicki. And would not it be possible to supply us the food for the
full establishments until we receive the food from the British? This should not
last very long.
Stalin. Impossible. We haven't got the food. We cannot reduce the rations
We have now
supplied to the front.
The Germans have famished the country.
entered districts which were occupied for a long time and we absolutely cannot
count on local supplies; every 1,000 tons of food is of the utmost importance to
us and we, therefore, cannot give you more.
I decide today, 44,000 rations.
General Anders. This is most painful.
Stalin. Can't be otherwise. Bielorussia, to where the war has shifted now,
has been gnawed to the bone by the Germans.
The army must be given every
thing.
We cannot give you more than
An army which fights cannot starve.
44,000 rations.
General Anders. What can be done to transfer to Persia as quickly as possible
all those for whom there is no food over here.
This cannot be done in the next
few days. They must be fed till the time of their departure.
Molotov. How many men have vou got?
General Anders. The last figures date from March the 8th; they showed
66,000; about a 1,000 to 1,500 arrive each day, which means that we should reckon
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80,000 today.
This figure increases with every day and will increase as much
in the future.
At the present moment the problem of a speedy evacuation to
Persia should receive top priority. A transit base should be set up in Krasnowodsk, to which I have not received yet the consent, and maybe another one in
Ashabad.
Staum. How much food can the British supply to those evacuated?
General Anders. To start with 27,000 rations for 7 days subject to sending,
that food from Pahlewi to Krasnowodsk.
Stalin. Requests to be connected by the telephone with General Chrulev.
Where are you located at present?
Is there no malaria there?
General Anders. Just now there is an epidemic of typhoid fever.
Malaria,
diarrhea and enteric typhus take more time to break out.
Preventive measures
have been applied.
Stalin. What about equipment?
General
(General Anders hands over a list which Stalin studies with interest.
Stalin asks him how many rations the Poles receive. After
Chrulev rings.
Chrulev's answer Stalin returns to the table and says:)
Stalin. We prolong the supplying of rations for full establishments till the end
Which division was armed first?
of March.
[Takes his seat.]
General Anders. The fifth infantry division was equipped first, but later on we
divided the arms among all the units for training purposes.
(Molotov asks Anders for the numbers of the other divisions.)
Stalin. We changed the establishments of our divisions. We increased them
Instead of 16 guns they have now 20
and we strengthened their fire capacity.
We increased the numerical strength of the companies.
and 12 howitzers.
The
total establishment of a division amounts now to 12,700.
What guns did you
receive?
(Colonel Okulicki hands over a list of arms, type 1939.)
Stalin. Very good arms. Range up to 14 kilometers. Can be used as anti
tank guns. [He looks through the list.] Didn't the second division receive any
arms?
In spite of numerous interventions ever since General
General Anders. No.
Sikorski's visit we have received nothing, even though you promised it yourself.
Stalin. Indeed, we did promise you. The second division should be armed
forthwith. We produce a lot — 330,000 rifles a month and even that is not enough.
Has the third division been
[He studies the list of equipment once again.]
already formed?
There are four newly formed divisions practically
General Anders. Yes.
The organization of the skeleton and commands is complete. The
ready.
establishments of these divisions are not in full strength, but they grow rapidly.
Stalin. Have these divisions their numbers?
General Anders. Yes. from 5 to 10.
Molotov. How many divisions can you have out of the 44,000 men?
General Anders. I can't say that.
It depends on the establishments. If we
take the figure Mr. President quoted just now, it will make up 3 divisions and not
much will be left for the reserve regiment and supplementary units.
Stalin. It should be enough for 3 divisions and the reserve regiment. Have
you got any airforce units?
They are grouped all together and for quite a time
General Anders. Yes.
now ready to be evacuated.
Stalin. You want to evacuate them?
General Anders. According to the agreement with General Sikorski they were
to be evacuated together with seamen and 25,000 others.
Stalin. Where w ill the airmen go?
General Anders. To England where they will have favorable conditions for
training.
Stalin. By southern or northern route?
They are ready for
General Anders. By the southern route through Persia.
evacuation for a long time but in spite of persistent efforts we cannot get it
started.
Stalin. Do we obstruct in any way the sending of your airmen to England?
General Anders. I do not know for what reason permission for their evacua
They could
tion has not been granted till now but it does depend from you.
have been sent already long ago.
Stalin. Why? Did you communicate in this matter with Panfilov?
General Anders. Yes; several times. It even was promised but nothing hap
pened in spite of that. Lately I have been refused permission to set up a base in
Krasnowodsk.

with
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Stalin. The

airmen will be evacuated. Narkomindiel will attend to it imme
[He makes a note in his notebook.]
Molotov. It will be done.
General Anders. To complete the formalities quickly your authorized repre
sentative should be attached to us on the spot otherwise the whole thing will
drag on once again without bringing positive results.
Stalin. You are quite right. We shall send you such a man. I think General
Where is Zhukov?
Zhukov would be the best.
Molotov. Here in Moscow.
Stalin. I thought he was supposed to be in the South.
General Anders. He was with me all the time but he returned to Moscow a
few days ago. He cooperates with us from the very start and he will surely do all
he can to help us.
Stalin. What more do you need?
General Anders. First and foremost is the problem of organizing the evacua
tion and therefore we need the base in Krasnowodsk so as to dispatch immediately
those for whom we have no rations.
Stalin. Right. This will be done. What else?
General Anders. The next most urgent thing to do is to send drivers and the
necessary personnel to take over the trucks and equipment which are already
there.
Stalin. [Makes a note.] Anything else?
General Anders. I shall fix the technical details of the evacuation with General
In view of the new situation which will result I ought to be as soon as
Zhukov.
possible in London and may I therefore ask for an aircraft which would take me
to Cairo and perhaps also for a personal representative of yours who would
accompany me — maybe someone authorized to organize A. P.'s.
Stalin. [Makes a note.] Why do you need a Russian to go with you? They
will immediately say in London that we have sent a "guardian" from the CHEKA
That is how they look at it from over there and you may have
to spy on you.
more worries than help because of him.
General Anders. I'm not afraid of that and anyhow the whole question of the
evacuation, maintenance, etc., must be synchronized with the British General
Staff.
All right, but I still do not see of what use would a
Stalin. [Interrupting.]
Russian be there.
General Anders. Not there, but on my journey back he could be of great help
in Tehran if he will be empowered to make decisions.
Stalin. [Making a note.] Yes, the evacuation through Krasnodarsk may be
We could arrange it also from Ashabad over Meshed by a land route.
insufficient.
[He goes to the map, looks for an atlas, requests another map.] Our troops will
help you in that — they know the conditions existing there. [All of a sudden]—
:'I doubt whether the English will give you any arms at all".
General Anders. They already do. [He gives to Stalin a list of the first de
livery of British arms.]
makes some notes.]
Stalin. [Takes the list, studies
Molotov. This comes over through Persia.
already on its way and should arrive shortly.
General Anders. Yes, this transport
also some sanitary equipment, already in Persia, placed at my disposal
There
Apart from that there are large stocks of armament equip
to establish hospitals.
ment in Persia for the use of the Persian Army which could be easily shifted to us
you would give your consent to it.
do not object to that but most of what they had
Stalin. [Making a note.]
there were rifles of which we have already taken some. [He asks Molotov.]
Molotov. Yes, a 100,000 rifles.
have there were from
General Anders. According to the informations
250,000 to 300,000 rifles and further to that machine guns, antitank and antiair
craft guns. [He produces a list and wants to quote exact figures.]
Stalin. We did not take these and you may have them.
You must also
General Anders. All those arms are for German ammunition.
have captured a lot of German arms. Our soldiers are very well acquainted with
such arms; they can be, therefore, temporarily used for training until the British
arms arrive.
quite possible.
Stalin. [Making
short silence he
note.] This
[After
lot of Poles act as interpreters attached to German staffs.
suddenly says:]
General Anders. Every community and every nation has a certain number of
You have them also among you. [Stalin nodds.] But no
worthless individuals.
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-conclusion should be drawn from this fact. We have a way of dealing with such
people. [Stalin nodds. A map is brought. Stalin studies it. All gather around
him.]
Stalin. There is a route along the coast of the Caspian Sea which could be also
used.
[He points it out on the map.]
General Anders. I do not know this route, I only know about the one running
I
I would like to be in London in
through Meshed. [They return to their seats.]
the first days of April, to be there when Sikorski returns from Washington.
The
matter is urgent.
Stalin, "i ou want a plane for Cairo. [Makes a note] You'll get it. Is that
all?
'General Andees. Please return to the Polish Army all Poles from the labor
battalions and from the Red Army in accordance with your promise, Mr. Presi
dent.
Stalin. We can return them but they must be fed and you haven't the food
for it.
General Anders. There's plenty of excellent, young, soldiery element among
I'll retain the strongest within the frames of the 44,000 and I will evacuate
them.
the rest.
Stalin. [Makes a note.] All right. We will return them to you.
General Anders. Moreover, many of our people are still in prisons and labor
camps. Only recently released prisoners are reporting all the time. So far not
a single officer removed from Kozielsk, Starobielsk or Ostashkov has turned up.
You certainly must have them. We have collected additional information about
Where
them.
[He hands over the lists of names which are taken by Molotov.]
We have traces which point to them being on the Kolyma River.
can they be?
Stalin. I have already given all necessary orders that they are to be freed.
They say they are even in Franz Joseph Land, but there is no one there. I do
Perhaps they were in
not know where they are. Why should we retain them?
camps in territories which have been taken by the Germans and were dispersed.
Colonel Okulicki. Impossible— we would have learned about it.
Stalin. We have detained only those Poles who were spying for the Germans.
We even freed those who later on crossed over to the Germans as for example,

Kozlowski.

General Anders. Kozlowski has been sentenced to death by a field court martial.
approved the verdict and it will be most certainly carried out, maybe even by
our own men in the country.
Stalin. Where is Beck?
General Anders. Interned in Rumania.
Stalin. Well, the Germans will not hurt him, he is a friend of theirs. And
where is Smigly?
General Anders. According to informations which have reached us from the
He's got angina pectoris.
country he is in Warsaw allegedly very ill.
Stalin. He's hiding most surely.
General Anders. Of course.
Stalin. Well, Rydz-Smigly is not a bad commander. In 1920 he did well in the
Ukraine.
General Anders. Yes, but in this war as commander in chief he let the reins
out of his hands already after a few days.
Stalin. The reason for your defeat was your lack of good intelligence service.
General Anders. That is not true — our intelligence was quite good, the in
formations were very correct but there was no one who knew how to make use
I was stationed before the outbreak of Hostilities on the Prussian
of them.
I also knew very well
frontier and I knew in every detail what I had before me.
about the German concentration in Slovakia.
Stalin. Well, yes. For you Poles the work of agents on German territories
There are scores of Poles over there.
should not be very difficult.
I, for example, was informed by the Mazurians
General Anders. Quite so.
inhabiting East Prussia.
Stalin. The Mazurians are still holding out. That is excellent.
General Anders. Yes, they still hold on and they will do so most certainly till
the end. There is one more thing whichGeneral Sikorski instructed me to repeat
to you, Mr. President, namely that enormous stocks of winter clothing which had
been collected at the fall of winter all over the Reich, were burnt to the ground
This should be a serious contribution to the cause of victory.
in Poznan.
Stalin. That's not bad.
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General Anders. General Sikorski was supposed to fly on the 15th of Marchto Washington ; he requests from Churchill and Roosevelt the launching of a major
He claims that the formation of one division in
operation on the western front.
Everything on our pan
1942 is worth more than the raising of three in 1943.
does prove of our friendly attitude towards the U. S. S. R.
Stalin. Hitler is a confirmed enemy of the Slavs. He's afraid of the Slavs.
Our airman Lewoniewski, a hero of the U. S. S. R.,
[Quite suddenly and casually.]
a magnificent character, obstinately and against advice pursued his aim.
When
We would like to raise a monument
he was killed we sent money to his mother.
to his memory in his birthplace.
Colonel Oktjlicki. His brother, a very good airman of ours also got killed.
Stalin. Yes, I know about it.
General Anders. Hitherto the cavalry was the most important of anus.
Especially our hussars who today have passed on their wings to the air force,
But the spirit of the cavalrymen has remained.
and their armor to the tanks.
The Slavs are especially talented for the air force. Your airmen, for example, are
magnificant and our pilots hold first place in Great Britain.
Stalin. Yes, you are right. Everywhere the cavalry has a gallant spirit.
Have you any other problems?
It would
Colonel Okttlicki. There is very little time left for the evacuation.
be best to direct it through the base in Krasnowodsk, but instructions should be
dispatched forthwith otherwise the whole thing may be postponed and the food
will come to an end on the 31st of March.
Stalin. Quite right. We must speed it up. I shall issue the appropriate orders.
General Anders. So as not to take up your time, Mr. President, I shall discuss
the technical details with General Panfilov, if you empower him to deal with
these matters.
Stalin. All right. Let Panfilov handle them.
General Anders. Will you allow me, Mr. President, to recapitulate our con
versation. [Stalin nods his approval.]
We can then rely that the whole surplus
for whom there is no food will be quickly evacuated onto Persian territory.
Stalin. Yes.
General Anders. In connection with the evacuation and the reduced 44,000strong army the recruitation will not be stopped and Poles from the labor battal
ions and from the Red Army will be released and directed to the Polish Army.
Stalin. Yes.
General Anders. We can count on the armament lying now on Persian terri
tory. You have no objections to that. Can I announce that to General Sikorski
and to the British?
Stalin. Yes; I have no objections.
General Anders. In connection with my journey to London I can count on a
Soviet aircraft to take me there and back to Cairo?
Stalin. Yes; I will order that an aircraft be given to you but I am not going
to send anyone with you; there are people among you who do not trust us — they
would say that the Cheka is sending a supervisor.
General Anders. I am not concerned with the opinion of fools of whom there
I thought that your rep
Positive work is important.
are plenty everywhere.
resentative might be of help in Tehran.
Stalin. There are not only average stupid people among yours who think so;,
lately the chairman of your National Council, Grabski wrote a very unpleasant
article about us.
Colonel Okulicki. Today, our hopes about forming here the strongest possible
army which would fight its way through by the shortest route to Poland have
been shattered.
Stalin. It's hard — but it can't be otherwise. If it was not for the Japanese,
you could have done it— we keep our promises. Things have changed through no
fault of ours.
Only then will it
General Anders. We want our thrust to be a strong one.
bear full fruit, not only among our soldiers but, most of all, in the country itself.
Maybe it will be possible to organize part of them on Persian territory who, later
on, together with those who will remain in the U. S. S. R., would go to the front.
Stalin. (Nods approvingly.) Then you will get rations same as all our front-line
divisions do.
General Anders. We want to be the first to enter upon Polish soil: we know
that that is our duty toward our country and that our brethren over there await
At the present moment, following the decision you have
us with imDatience.
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taken, Mr. President, the most important thing is the evacuation which should
start as quickly as possible.
Stalin. Yes, indeed. I shall issue instructions to check the conditions of the
rail and sea transport involved and the military conditions, after which I shall
When will you fly off?
issue the appropriate orders.
General Andebs. I don't think I can manage tomorrow, I must talk things over
I think that
with Panfllov, but I would like to start the day after tomorrow.
He shakes hands several
that is about all.
(Stalin gets up and bids farewell.
times with the Polish С in c. Molotov also bids them farewell very warmly.)
Stalin. I wish you luck. (To a military bow he waves his hand in a friendly
way.)
End of conversation at 7 p. m. The pace of the conversation very brisk, the
whole atmosphere —friendly.

Okulicki,

Colonel,

Recorder.

Mr. Flood. Did you have any subsequent dealings with Stalin in

which this particular subject was discussed?
I did not have any further or subsequent
General Anders. No.
conferences with Stalin, but the results of this conference with Stalin
started the movement of the first evacuation of my troops from
Russia into the Middle East.
Mr. Flood. Then, as I understand the situation at this point,
General, you have now evacuated your troops out of Russia — a certain
number of them — into Iraq, and ultimately into the Middle East,
and eventually with the famous Second Corps under your command
into combat in Italy.
Now during all that period of time between
the date of the last conversation you had with Stalin, and until you
heard of the Katyn massacre as disclosed by the Germans, you con
tinued your efforts in every way possible to find the missing officers?
General Anders. Yes. At this conference Ave decided on the first
I remained further in Russia, but the Russians at that
evacuation.
time had completely cut off the flow of new people to our headquarters,
I had thousands of people who had already starved
to our camps.
to death; there was no medicine; they did not give us any arms.
We
were in an impossible situation. Then I continued my efforts to
evacuate my entire forces, and I received a message from the Russian
Government — I do not have it here, but I do have the original
Mr. Flood. Just a moment. What did that communication say?
General Anders. That the Russian Government, in deference to
the efforts of General Anders, agrees to permit the evacuation of all
the Poles to the Middle East.
Mr. Flood. And will you provide the committee, General, with a
photostatic copy of that Russian communication to be inserted at
this time in the record as exhibit No. 53?
General Anders. Yes.
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[Treniletlon from Russian]

For Immediate Delivery
From Moscow No. 2651/1224.
Yngi-yul to the Commander of the Polish Armv in the
Rush.
Governmental.
USSR, Lt. Gen. Anders.
The Government of the USSR agrees to grant the petition of the Commander
of the Polish Army in the USSR, Lt. Gen. Anders, concerning the evacuation of
the Polish units from the USSR to the Middle Kast Theater of Operations, and
does not intend to set up any obstacles whatsoever to the immediate carrying out
of the evacuation.
ok the Соттнси. of the People's Commissars, for the Affairs
of tre Polish Army in the USSR, Major of State Security.

Commissionkb

Czukov.
The copy is correct.
Deputy of the Chief Liaison Officer of the People's
Commisariat of the Interior of the USSR, attached to the Polish Army.
[Stamp over the Signature makes it illegible],
Captain of State Security.
[Stamp (referred to above) of the Chief Liaison Officer of the People's Commis
sariat for the Interior of the USSR, attached to the Command of the Polish

Army.]

Mr. Machrowicz. One question there, General.
Do you remember
who was the British liaison officer with the Polish troops at that time?
General Anders. Lieutenant Colonel Hulls.
Mr. Machrowicz. And he was the one who went with vour troops
to the Middle East?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That's all.
Mr. Dondero. From the very time that you took charge of these
officers and the army in Russia, General — from the time you began
your negotiations with Stalin till this present hour — these missing
Polish officers have never been heard from; is that correct?
General Anders. That is right.
Mr. Dondero. Xone of them have ever returned alive?
General Anders. Not one of them.
Mr. Flood. Can we. take you now to April of 1943, General, and
ask you how you first heard of the Katyn matter?
General Anders. Through the Berlin radio on either the 12th or
13th April.
Mr. Flood. Where were you?
We all listened to tbe broadcast.
General Anders. I was in Iraq.
Mr. Machrowicz. There is one point I want to get before we go
to 1943, General.
Did you at any time have any meetings with
Mr. Winston Churchill regarding these Polish troops?
General Anders. I discussed the matter with Mr. Churchill in
Moscow in 1942, some time in August.
Mr. Machrowicz. Would it be about August 22?
do not recall the exact date.
General Anders.

I

Mr. Machrowicz. Was it in Cairo?
General Anders. In Cairo, yes; I think it was at the beginning of

September.

Mr. Machrowicz. In the conversation in Cairo, did you discuss

with Mr. Churchill

your anxiety about the failure of these
officers to be returned to you?
General Anders. Yes, naturally.
Mr. Machrowicz. Did you ask his cooperation?

Polish
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General Anders. I asked him for assistance, not only in the case
of these officers, but also in improving the conditions of all the Poles
in Russia, and particularly the children.
Mr. Machrowicz. Could you very briefly recall what Mr. Church
ill's answer to you was?
General Anders. Actually it was indecisive.
He told me that con
ditions are very difficult at this time — "but if the opportunity arises,
why, these questions will be taken up".
Mr. Machrowicz. Because of the shortage of time, General, I am
to ask you a direct question: you can answer it "Yes" or "No."
foing
)o you remember Mr. Churcbill saying he would be the judge himself
as to what could be done, and what would be the right moment for
making the approach to Stalin?
General Anders. That is correct.
Mr. Machrowicz. Referring to your conference in August 1942,
with Mr. Churchill, and to save time, I am just going to refer to the

I

statements made in your own book, General, and
want you to
record whether or not these statements are correct.
You state in
your book that Mr. Churchill told you that the reason why the officers
were not returned was probably because the Russians were averse
to letting them go for fear of lies being spread around about their
treatment.
Do you remember that statement?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Machrowicz. That he thought it possible that the Russians
were averse to letting them go for fear of the stories they might spread
about their treatment?
General Anders. That was only part of the statement.
It was
part of their effort, because during 1939 and part of 1940 they had
repeatedly attempted to convert these Polish officers to communism,
and in some instances they succeeded — such, for example, as Berling — but in all those cases where they did not succeed in their attempt to>.
convert them, they murdered the men because they realized they-,
were all of them potential foes of Bolshevism.
Mr. Machrowicz. Again referring to your own statement in the
book, General, did Mr. Churchill at that time advise you not to be
antagonistic to the Russians because no good could come of such
action?
General Anders. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. Flood. What was your personal reaction, General, and what
was the general reaction at your headquarters and among your troops
from
and associates when you heard the German announcement

Katyn?

General Anders. There was not a single person in my group who
did not believe and was not convinced that in this particular case the
Germans for once have told the truth.
Mr. Flood. When you heard the Russian announcement 2 days
later — as I suppose you did?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. What was your opinion then?
General Anders. Nobody believed it . The Russian announcement
was of such a nature that it was self- evident that there was lie upon
lie, and that the entire announcement lacked any logic.
Mr. Flood. General, because of your very distinguished career as a
military leader of world repute; because of your past experience as an
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officer in the Polish army in Russia; because of your many years of
residence in Russia; because of your wide acquaintanceship
and
understanding of Russia and the Russians and the Communists and
the Bolshevik section of the Communists; because of the information
that you have been in a peculiar position to receive from all sources
with respect to the Katyn massacre; in your opinion, as between the
Germans and the Russians, who was responsible for the massacre of
the Polish officers at the Katyn Forest?
General Anders. There is absolutely no question here. The 15,000
Polish officers from those three camps were unquestionably murdered
We must remember that when the Russians were
by the Russians.
retreating under the heavy German advance, they absolutely did not
leave any prisoners to fall into the hands of the Germans.
They
evacuated them through forced marches if necessary, and they shot
any prisoners who could not retreat with the Russians during that
In many instances they murdered many prisoners in jails,
advance.
in the prisons, when the Germans were advancing.
Mr. Flood. You are aware, General, that in the mass graces at
the Katyn Forest were found only some 4,000 and so bodies?
General Anders. Yes, I know.
Mr. Flood. The records indicate that undoubtedly those were the
missing Polish officers from the one camp at Kozielsk; you are aware

of that?

Anders. I understand that.
Mr. Flood. There are still thousands of missing officers from the
General

camp at Starobielsk and Ostashkov that have not to date been
accounted for, or, if they are dead, their bodies have not been dis
covered ; you are aware of that?
General Anders. Yes.
Mr. Flood. Is it your opinion that the Russians have disposed of
the missing Polish officers at Ostashkov and Starobielsk in some
similar way to the manner in which the Russians disposed of the
missing officers at Kozielsk?
General Anders. Yes. There is no doubt, no question, that in
Russia there are many more similar Katyns.
Mr. Flood.
have this one final question, General: It has been
suggested to the committee (and the committee is examining this
possibility) that the massacre of these Polish officers at the three
camps was not so much a military atrocity in time of war as it might
be part of an over-all extensive conspiracy to remove the reserve
officers corps and the intelligentsia and the leaders of the Polish
Nation, committing what has come to be known as the crime of
Do you have an opinion on that suggestion?
genocide.
am deeply convinced that the murder of these
General Anders.
15,000 Polish soldiers is only a part of a deliberate and careful plan
created over a period of many years toward the extermination of all
am deeply convinced
the people who may oppose bolshevism.
that what has happened at Katyn and other Katyns is the aim of the
Bolsheviks throughout the world.
Mr. Flood. Do you have a final warning or a final message to the
world, General, as a result of your opinion in this matter?
General Anders.
have for many years cautioned and warned
the world to understand that bolshevism, whose chief aim is the

I
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complete occupation of the world, will continue in its efforts to
achieve that aim through all methods similar to Katyn.
Chairman Madden. General Anders, on behalf of the committee
want to thank you for coming here today and testifying. As you
know, our committee has taken testimony in Washington and Chicago,
and today and during this week in London.
Next week we are going
to Frankfurt, Germany. As you have probably been informed, Gen
eral, we have issued an invitation, sometime back, to the Russian Gov
ernment and to the Polish Communist Government to come before
our committee and testify, and they have rejected our invitation.
want to extend to you, and to the Polish folks here in London,
our thanks for the cooperation we have received in holding our
hearings this week here in Jjondon, and if there, is anything further
that you have to say to the committee, General, we will be glad to
hear it; but if you have nothing to say further, the hearings in Ixmdon
will now be adjourned.
General Anders. I would like to say at this time. Mr. Chairman,
that qpt only the Polish people, but the entire world should be thank
ful and grateful for the work being done by this committee, and
particularly to you gentlemen, because this is a matter which concerns
not only the Polish people, but one that concerns the whole world.
I would like to add one more observation, if I may. When I was
in Italy, and the Nuremberg trials were being held, the defense
attorney for Goering communicated with me. The defense attorney
for Goering wrote me a letter asking me to testify in behalf of General
replied to him
Goering. This lawyers' name was Otto Stahmer.
that I cannot be a witness for Goering, but if the military tribunal
will request my cooperation, I shall be happy to cooperate with them.
I was not summoned by the international military tribunal.
Mr. Machrowicz. General, in the letter of Dr. Stahmer to you,
he referred to the Katyn matter specifically; did he not?
He wanted me to testify
General Anders. Yes; that is correct.
In
as to my knowledge of Katyn, and that was the end of that.
into the
1949, when I published my book, which was translated
English language, entitled "An Army in Exile," I sent a copy of this
book, among others, to Mr. Jackson, who was the United States
prosecutor at the Nuremberg international military tribunal; and in
a letter written by himself to me, Mr. Jackson states that he has
read my book, and that he never received from me my offer to appear
before the military tribunal.
I have here a copy of the original letter
sent to me by Mr. Jackson.
Chairman Madden. The committee will now adjourn.
(Whereupon at 12:40 p. m. the committee was adjourned.)
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Introductory Note

Polish

nation's straggle for liberation from Russian rale

lasted for one hundred and
The

twenty-six years.

It ended with

the Treaty of Riga, signed on March 18, 1921, between Russia
and the Ukraine on the one hand, and Poland on the other.
Despite Poland's victorious defence in 1920 this treaty was based
on a compromise.

To establish

a true peace

and bring about complete understanding

in Eastern Europe

and good neighborly

relations with Soviet Russia, Poland advanced no claims during
the peace negotiations

that might have been difficult of accept

ance by the other party, and took no advantage of the defeat of
the Soviet forces on the Vistula and the Niemen in 1920.

That the Treaty of Riga was

compromise,

a

expression in the preamble which reads:

found official

"Poland on the one

hand, Russia and the Ukraine on the other, being desirous of

putting an end

of concluding

to the war, and

ing and honorable peace based on

a

decided to enter into negotiations

. .

In their

speeches

a

final, last

mutual understanding,

have

."

after the signature of the Treaty of Riga,

the Chairmen of the Polish and the Russian
great stress on the peace being
mutual understanding,

...

and not

a

Delegations

compromise peace,

a peace

based

imposed by force.

laid
on

Mr.

Jan Dabski, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chairman of
the Polish Delegation, said:
"By common agreement we have traced the frontiers
and have decided that neither party shall interfere in the
i
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internal affairs of the other; we have granted every privi
to national

lege

minorities;

we offer the greatest

facilities for the choice of citizenship;
understanding

possible

we have come to an

on many complicated questions concerning

economics and the settlement of accounts; we have laid the
foundations

for future relations both economic and politi

cal; we have endeavored to solve all questions in a fair and

just manner; we have each made concessions, not only in
order to reach agreement, but to render our future relations
easier."

Replying to this speech Mr. Adolf Joffe, Chairman of the
Russo-Ukrainian Delegation, an experienced diplomat who had
previously negotiated the treaties with the Baltic States, spoke in
similar terms:

"I have already experienced
peace

negotiations

carried on.

I

the

importance

to

any

of the atmosphere in which they are

should like to emphasize that although inter

national conditions changed several times during the Polish
and Russo-Ukrainian Peace Conference, the atmosphere in
Riga was invariably

one that favored the carrying out of

negotiations and rendered it easier to reach

a

satisfactory

conclusion."

The conciliatory character of

the

Treaty of Riga found ex

pression in the practical solution of a number of complicated
Polish-Soviet matters, first and foremost in the way frontier and
territorial

problems were settled.

Poland's

concessions in this

field went very far indeed, it being her sincere desire that the

Treaty should provide a basis for good neighborly relations be
tween Poland and Soviet Russia, and not be merely a temporary
armistice to be followed

in the more or less distant future by

retaliatory action or another war.

Throughout the world war,

the independence of Poland was the principal

aim of the sub

jugated Polish nation, which was firmly resolved to regain its
independence.

This was recognized by the
2
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part in the war. Already in 1916, the Central Powers adopted the
principle of independence for Poland, which was taken up by

Prince Lvov after the fall of the Czarist ^gime.

It found its

final and most realistic expression in the thirteenth of President

Wilson's Fourteen Points.
struggling

At that time the Communist Party,

for power in the territories that formerly constituted
in its programme the libera

the Russian Empire, also included

tion of all subjugated and enslaved peoples after the world war.
the Council of People's Commissars
of the Russian Federal Soviet Republic, under the chairmanship
•

On August 29,

of Lenin, issued

a

1918,

Decree annulling forever all agreements and

acts concluded by the former Russian

Empire with the Kingdom

of Prussia and the Austro-Hungarian Empire concerning the par
titions of Poland, as being inconsistent with the principle of the
of nations. This Decree, published on Sep
tember 5, 1918, in No. 191 of the Izvestia and again on
September 9 of the same year in No. 64 of the Official Journal
of Laws and Decrees recognized the indisputable right of the
self-determination

Polish nation

to be independent

and united.

The repudiation by the Soviet Government of all the parti
tion treaties and its formal notification
Germany and Austria, constituted as far
a

legal and political

return

to the Governments

of

as

Russia was concerned

to the status

quo ante of Polish-

Russian territorial relations, that is to the frontier which existed
before the first partition of Poland,

of

in other words the frontier

1772.

But the Polish Government

never claimed

frontier of Poland, either during the Polish-Soviet
1920,

or in the course

Poland's

territorial

of the

peace

essential to safeguard

strategic independence,

war of 1918-

negotiations

claims were exceedingly

stricted to territories

this historical
at

Riga.

moderate and re
her economic

and

to territories where Poles had lived for

centuries in close harmony with other peoples, notably Ukrain
ians, White Ruthenians, Jews, Lithuanians and Tartars, amongst
3
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whom

the Poles

had

formed

always

a

numerical

majority.

Polish culture, based on the concept of individual liberty, always
predominated and still predominates in those regions and in
Lw6w, Wilno, Nowogr6dek, Krzemieniec, Pinsk.
The Eastern frontier of Poland as agreed upon in the Treaty
of Riga, left to Soviet Russia 120,000 square miles of land which
such centres

belonged

to

as

Poland in

According

1772.

to

Soviet

statistics

1,500,000 Poles remained on that territory, the descendants of
families who had lived there'for centuries as farmers or craftsmen.

These Poles were deeply attached

to their traditions,

faith and

language, and had fought for more than 100 years against the
policy of russification pursued by the Czars, who spared no pains
to stamp out their nationality.

The number of Russians on Polish

territory did not exceed 150,000; they formed an alien element
composed mostly of former Czarist officials and their descendants
who, after the fall of the Russian Empire, preferred to remain in
Poland rather than return to their own country, although

they

had the right to do so.

Finally the frontiers agreed upon in the Treaty of Riga were
more favorable
Government

to Russia

ing peace conditions,
sars

than those

proposed by the Soviet

in their declaration of December 22,

1919 concern

and by the Council of People's Commis

in their declaration of January 28,

unrestricted recognition

1920.

The latter gave

and sovereignty of

to the independence

Poland and formally denned an armistice line which the Soviet
forces would not cross. It added : "There is not a single question,
territorial,

economic

or other, that could

not be solved in

a

peaceful way through negotiation, mutual compromise or agree
ment." However it left no doubt that the armistice line proposed
by the Soviet Government

was regarded by it

as

the future fron

tier between Poland and Soviet Russia.

In its North-Eastern
and in its South-Eastern

sector this
sector

line runs from 60

to 90 miles

from 30 to 50 miles to the East

of the frontier established by the Treaty of Riga.
4
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That the Polish-Soviet

frontier was settled in

mutual agreement and conciliation
the Treaty of Riga,

987
spirit

from Article

is plain

which reads:

a

III

of
of

and the Ukraine

"Russia

abandon all rights and claims to the territories situated to the

West of the frontier

II

of the present
Poland, on the other hand, abandons in favor of the

Treaty.

laid down

by Article

Ukraine and White-Ruthenia all rights and claims
tory situated to the East of this frontier . . ."
From the moment

the Treaty of Riga

attacked Poland on September

Germany

to the terri

was signed until
1939, no territorial

1,

claim was ever made against Poland by Soviet Russia.
contrary,

the Soviet Government

On the

repeatedly declared that the

Treaty of Riga, including Article III, constituted the foundation
of mutual relations between the two countries. From 1921 to
1939 those relations developed normally

tended and improved.
signing of the peace

and were gradually ex

Thus, during the years that followed the
treaty, a number of conventions were con

cluded in a spirit of good neighborhood.

Railway, postal, con
sular and passport conventions were signed, as well as a number
of commercial agreements. Various other agreements of a politi
cal nature

were concluded

with the object of strengthening

the peace ties between the two countries, and maintaining

in Central-Eastern

Europe.

was signed repudiating
on

July 25, 1932,

a

On February

9,

war as an instrument

Pact of Non-Aggression;

1929,

a

peace

Protocol

of national policy;
on

July

3, 1933, a

Convention for the Definition of Aggression; on May 5, 1934, the
validity of the Pact of Non-Aggression was extended until De
cember 31, 1945.

Both the Protocol of 1929 and the Convention

for the Definition of Aggression

were of multilateral

character

and signed not only by Soviet Russia and Poland but also by Rus
sia's other neighbors, notably by the Baltic States and

Finally, on November 26,

1938,

a

joint Polish-Soviet

tion was issued to the effect that relations between
States

would continue

Rumania.
declara
the two

to function with the fullest respect for
5
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all agreements and
commercial

concluded

treaties

by both parties and that

relations were to be extended.

this Protocol,

a

commercial

On the strength of

treaty was signed on February

19,

1939.

while the Poles were resisting the
overwhelming onslaught of the German army, the Government
of the U.S.S.R. unexpectedly declared that the Polish State had
On September

ceased

17, 1939,

to exist and,

the Soviet army to

without declaring war on Poland, ordered
enter Polish territory, on the pretext of tak

ing "under their protection the lives and property" of the
Ukrainian and White-Ruthenian population. A deliberate viola
tion of the Polish-Russian Pact of Non- Aggression.*

One result of the joint Soviet-German
was the treaty concluded

action against Poland

on September 28, 1939 between the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the German Reich in
which both contracting Parties implied that the Polish State
was non-existent, by using the expression "former Polish State."

They

partitioned

Poland's

territory,

recognized

as

final

the

frontiers drawn by them to suit their mutual interests, and de
clared that they would resist any interference

In
tember

a

communiqu6
17,

1939,

issued in Kuty, on Polish territory, on Sep

the Polish Government

against the unilateral

by other Powers.

violation

by Soviet

solemnly

protested

Russia of the non-

aggression Pact, against the entry of Soviet troops into Polish
territory and against the motives advanced by the Soviet Govern
ment to justify its action.

Subsequently

made by the Polish Government,

similar

forced to leave

protests were

Polish terri-

* There is a
striking analogy between the arguments employed by
Catherine the Great who justified the partition of Poland in the XVIIIth
century as necessary for the protection of followers of the Greek-Orthodox
Church in Poland, and those employed by the Soviet Government which,
although it condemned in 1 9 1 8 the criminal policy of the Czarist govern
ments regarding Poland and annulled the partitioning treaties, 21 years
later endeavored to justify its action against Poland in the eyes of the
world by putting forward a pretext similar to that used by the Empress
of Russia.
6
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tory by the advance of the Soviet forces, against the SovietGerman agreement of September 28, 1939; the cession of Polish
territory to Lithuania by an agreement signed on October
and against various Soviet regulations

1939;

cupied

Poland for

a

Soviet

citizenship

on

national

Polish

the forcing

elections

citizens,

in oc

introduced

census of the population,

10,

to

of

so-called

of Polish citizens for service

assemblies, conscription

in the Soviet army, all flagrant breaches of the general prin
ciples of international law, and specifically of the provisions of
the IVth Hague Convention of 1907.

The Soviet Government

must

negative value of such an arbitrary
35,000,000

inhabitants,

by side with the Allies,

which had

a

have

been

extinction

whose Government

aware

of

of the

a nation

was fighting

of
side

— an act

of violence against a nation
recognized by all world Powers

legal Government

except the Axis.
So now the Soviet Government

will of the people"

seeks a new argument:

the

justify the incorporation
of Polish territory in the Soviet Union. This has been exten
sively used in the Soviet press and set out in official notes to the
"freely expressed

to

Polish Government.

It

is therefore necessary to throw

in which the people of Poland's

light on the circumstances

eastern

territories occupied by

the Soviet troops "expressed their free will."

To provide an ex-fost facto excuse and

some

semblance of

in international

law for the stipulations of the
Soviet-German agreement, General Timoshenko, commanderin-chief on the Ukrainian front, and the members of the Soviet
justification

Military Council of the Ukraine, announced on October 6,

1939,

after the Ribbentrop-Molotov agreement,

"the

i.e.

eight days

National Assembly" and the "date of the
convocation of the National Assembly of the Western Ukraine."
date

of elections

to the

Pressed as it was for some legal excuse to justify in the eyes

of the world the partition of Polish territory by Germany and the
7
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U.S.S.R.,

the Soviet Government

did not at first realize that

the decrees of the military authorities of occupation, being of

a

strictly political character, — exceeded the limits of their authority
and were ultra vires in international

law.

When this was dis

covered, the search for a suitable legal excuse was renewed and it
was finally decided to make it appear that the initiative
elections emanated from the local population

for the

and not from the

military authorities of occupation.
On October 11, 1939, i.e. four days after the promulgation
of the "Decision of the Military Council of the Ukrainian Front
on the date of elections to the National Assembly"

and "the

date of the convocation

of the National Assembly of Western
Ukraine," the official organ of the Soviet Government, lzvestia,

published

a

despatch of the Soviet

Press Agency

Tass

dated

It reported that "the Temporary Administra
tion of the City of Lw6w had issued a proclamation to the

October

10.

people of the Western Ukraine calling upon

them to elect

a

People's Assembly of the Western Ukraine by universal, equal,
direct and secret suffrage, to decide the problem of the existence

On the following day the
Administration" of the city of Bialystok was also

of the Western Ukraine as
"Temporary

a

State."

reported to have made exactly the same announcement

to the

people of Western White-Ruthenia.
Before any attempt to decide whether the proclamations
the 'Temporary
by Tass, were

Administrations" of both cities,

a real

reported

expression of local public opinion, it must

be stated that as soon as they had occupied Eastern

Soviet authorities

as

of

Poland the

removed all members of the State and local

government administrations from office, placed most of them
under arrest and appointed so-called "temporary administra
tions" in their place, all in violation of the Hague Conventions.
Contemporaneous

reports published in the Soviet press show that

these "temporary administrations"

were in the majority composed

of Red Army officers appointed by the military
8

authorities,

of
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Soviet officials accompanied for the sake of appearances by socalled "representatives of the local working

class,"— not selected

by that class but appointed by the Soviet military authorities.

The Soviets were also well represented on the two com
mittees set up in Lw6w and Bialystok "for the organisation and
conduct of the elections."
these

According

committees approached

to a Tass

communiqud,
of the Supreme

the Presidiums

Councils of the Ukrainian and White-Ruthenian Soviet Socialist
Republics

with

a

request for delegates

to these

bodies.

In re

of the Supreme Council of the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic sent as its representatives to the Lw6w

sponse the Presidium

committee

M. S. Gretchuha, chairman of the Supreme Council

of the Ukrainian S.S.R. and A. E. Korneychuk, then member

of the Presidium

of the Supreme Council of the Ukrainian

Soviet Socialist

Republic, later appointed Deputy Commissar
for Foreign Affairs of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
and in February, 1944, appointed Commissar for Foreign Affairs
of the Ukrainian
the Supreme

Soviet Socialist Republic.

The Presidium of

Council of the White-Ruthenian Soviet Socialist

Republic was represented on the Bialystok committee by N. J.
Natalevitsh— chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Council
White-Ruthenian Soviet Socialist Republic, N. G. Grekhova, chairman of the Supreme Council of the White-Ruthenian

of

the

Soviet Socialist Republic, and

In

L. P. Pankov.

"Election Procedure" published on October 7, with no
indication whatever of the authority responsible for its issue, the
the

date of the election was fixed as October

election procedure, i.e.: the compilation

22.

of

Thus the whole

a list

war-torn country where part of the population

of voters in

a

had been mobi

lized and large-scale migrations had taken place,— the checking
of this list and dealing with complaints of persons not included
as voters, the organization

of 11,967 electoral zones and 2,424

constituencies, the choice of candidates, the printing of election
ballots, etc., etc. — was all accomplished in a fortnight,
9
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peacetime any European

country, where the political

tion already exists, normally
prepare for an election.

organiza

requires from six to eight weeks to

Yet despite the short time available,

96.71% of the total electorate was said by the Soviets to have
voted in the election
to the Assembly

According

in Lw6w, and 92.83%

to the Assembly

in Bialystok.
to Soviet

also

sources,

a

total of 2,411 persons

were elected to the two Assemblies,

votes

stituencies not having been returned.

As the number of candi

dates

equalled

the number

from thirteen

con

of persons to be elected, the voter

had no choice between several candidates and was obliged to vote
for a single candidate officially accepted by the election com
mittee.
Furthermore

the names of all the persons elected were never

made public by the Soviet authorities,

so it has been impos

sible to ascertain how many of the "local citizens" elected were

Polish and how many were Soviet citizens.
Despite the physical impossibility of compiling electoral lists
in two weeks, the Polish Government

is

in

possession

of proof

that Soviet citizens organized the elections, sat on all election
committees and voted in the election.
citizens

were actually

Lwow and Bialystok,
On October 15,

As

matter of fact Soviet

a

elected to the National

Assemblies

in

as reported by the Soviet press.

No. 286 of Pravda reported that
among candidates for the National Assembly of Western WhiteRuthenia were the following: Ponomarenko, a member of the
1939,

Military Council of the White-Ruthenian Front, Secretary of
the Central Committee of the Communist Party of WhiteRuthenia;

Kovalev,

General

chairman of the Temporary Administration

front, and Gaysin,

of Bialystok.

The

C.-in-C. on the White-Ruthenian

same paper on October

that in constituency

No. IV, that

is

19, 1939, announced

in Krzemieniec,

ing were candidates to the Lw6w Assembly:

the follow

V. Molotov, chair

man of the Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R. and
10
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Tass dispatch pub

in the Soviet Voice reported that

Grodno constituency, one of the candidates to the Bialystok
Assembly was a woman, N. G. Grekhova, chairman of the
Supreme Council of the White-Ru'thenian S.S.R., and, as has
already been said, delegate of White-Ruthenia to the Election
a

Committee.

The above

facts,

emanating

from Soviet sources, show the

conditions under which the elections to the Lw6w and Bialystok

National Assemblies took place. They were carried out under
the eyes of 700,000 Soviet troops who — as the Soviet press
pointed out — took an active part in canvassing voters. Disregard

of this procedure in the light of international
law, and in particular the flagrant violation of the IVth Hague
Convention of 1907, this is further proof that these elections
ing the illegality

were not "a free expression of the

will of the people"

as the

would have public opinion believe. For these
the resolutions for the incorporation of the Eastern

Soviet Government
reasons

Polish territories in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as
passed by the National Assemblies in Lw6w on October 27, and
in Bialystok on October 29,
Since
1941,

Germany's

are

null and void.

attack upon

the Soviet

Union in June,

and the Soviet press have frequently

Soviet politicians

pointed out that the entry of Soviet troops into Polish territory
on September

of self-defence on the part
since it resulted in the German army

17, 1939 was an act

of the Soviet Government,
establishing

positions at

Soviet frontiers.

Thus

a

fairly considerable distance from the
sort of foreground was created for the

a

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics which it was alleged would
greatly facilitate

fighting conditions

for its troops, who would

now be operating outside their own territory. This "foreground"
thesis ultimately gave birth to the claim that to eliminate any
danger from the West the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

must possess strategic frontiers and that such "security frontiers"
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follow

line considerably west of the Polish-Soviet
frontier agreed upon in the Treaty of Riga.
These "foreground" and "strategic frontier" theories, in
should

a

tended to guarantee the security of the Soviet Union, were dis
proved entirely by the Russo-German
substantial

Soviet

forces and vast

Although very
of war material

campaign.
quantities

were massed in the occupied Polish territories, Soviet resistance

in this

area lasted but a few days and the Soviet army sustained

serious losses in killed and prisoners.

When the Germans attacked the Soviet Union on June 22,
1941, the initiative for the re-establishment of relations came
from the Polish Government

on whose behalf the Prime

ister, General Sikorski, declared in

Min

on June 23, that the
and nation were ready to forget the recent

Polish Government

a speech

injuries inflicted by the Soviets on Poland when the
latter was engaged in a deadly struggle with the German armies.
past and the

By this conciliatory

move Poland contributed

ment and maintenance
frustrate
a

a

front of all the nations

common

in the struggle against Germany,

united
as

of

German

to the establish

and thus helped

efforts to represent the Soviet-German

war in defence

of European

culture

and

to
war

civilization

threatened by communism.

The Polish-Soviet Agreement of July
London through the good
stored diplomatic

offices

30, 1941, concluded

of the British Government,

relations between

in
re

Poland and the Union of

Republics which had been broken off by the
Soviets when their forces entered Polish territory on September
Soviet Socialist
17, 1939.

Even

before

this

Agreement

U.S.S.R. was signed and political

as

between

well

as

Poland

and

the

military collaboration

established, Soviet forces were hurriedly evacuating the Eastern
territories of Poland under pressure of the German

The Polish-Soviet

Agreement

provided

onslaught.

for friendly collabora

tion of the two States during the war, and for their political rela-

la

995
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The Soviet Government

tions after the war.
Soviet-German

Poland

treaties of

1939

ally agreed

the

concerning

as having lost their validity;

recognized
partition

the two Governments

the

of

mutu

of all kind in

to render one another aid and support

the war, and furthermore the Soviet Government
1) undertook

to

from prison

release

and labor camps all

Polish citizens, military and civilian,
2) agreed to the formation of a Polish Army on the territory
of the U.S.S.R.
As virtually the whole of Polish territory was in German
hands when the Treaty was signed, the only stipulations of the
Agreement that could be put into effect were

of Polish citizens

the masses

(a)

from

deported

those affecting

Poland

to

the

U.S.S.R., Polish prisoners of war and such Polish citizens as had
been conscripted for service in the Red Army during the occupa
tion; and (b) the formation of a Polish Army in Russia.

The Polish Government attached the greatest importance
a

to

satisfactory settlement of these matters, to which the Prime

Minister,

negotiations preceding
30, 1941.

prominence

in the

the signature of the Agreement

of July

General Sikorski,

gave special

The Polish Government

also showed the utmost good

will in facilitating the execution by the Soviet Government of
the obligations it had undertaken. In spite of the war, the Soviet
Government had it within its power to fulfill its obligations if it
had sincerely desired to do so.
9

*

*

into two parts. The first
contains six chapters dealing in detail with various aspects of

The present publication

Polish-Soviet

is divided

relations after September

17,

1939.

The second

part comprises official documents, many of which have never
yet been published, arranged in eleven chapters and covering all

of importance that have arisen between Poland and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in the quarter of a century

issues

from 1918 to 1943.
«3

Part

CHAPTER
Mass Deportations

I

1

from Poland by the

Soviet Authorities
Soviet Forces entered Polish territory on September 17, 1939,
and soon afterwards
occupied

a

Soviet administration

was set up in the

Its first and perhaps most important

districts.

of their freedom such Polish citizens

was to deprive
Soviet authorities

looked upon with suspicion.

A

object
as the

considerable

of persons were arrested during the first weeks, espe
cially just before the elections to the so-called "National Assem
blies" in Lw6w and Bialystok, which took place on October 22,
number

Those arrested were principally social workers and politi
cians of all shades of opinion, including the Left; civil servants
1939.

and local-government

officials, especially judges, attorneys and

policemen; university

professors, priests, businessmen and farm

ers.

Relatively

bers

of the

commissioned

few of them were deported at once, except mem
Polish armed forces, demobilized officers, non
officers and other ranks.

In this initial period

deportation occurred in the form of the forced recruiting of more
than 30,000 men of the working class who were sent to the

industrial establishments and mines in the Donetz Basin.
of Polish citizens began on the night of
and continued until the Autumn of that year.

Mass-deportation
February 8, 1940,

*7
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It involved both the urban and rural population throughout the
entire area occupied by the Soviets. In February, farm settlers,
private and state forestry employees and members of the police

Not only men but also their wives
and children were deported. The Polish Government is in pos
session of proof that during February 1940 alone, 70,000 persons
force were chiefly affected.

from the three provinces of South-Eastern

Wilno were deported

persons from the province of

From

some

villages

Poland and 30,000
to Russia.

without exception

all the inhabitants

were deported, whether Poles or Ukrainians.

This occurred for

Wojsztyce and Nadyma in
the district of Sambor, GrzymakSw and on the Rumanian border.
Persons already imprisoned were deported as well as social

instance in Strzalkowice,

Biskupice,

offi

workers, judges, public prosecutors, and local-government
cials, who had so far been left at liberty.

March

6 there passed

Between March 4 and

through the station of Baranowicze

ten train-loads of these unhappy

alone

beings, torn from their homes

and hearths to face an unknown and tragic future.

Again in April, the Soviet authorities organized mass-depor
tations from the entire territory. On this occasion the prin
cipal victims were families of persons who had gone abroad or
were missing, of Polish prisoners of war in Germany
soldiers,

policemen,

cated classes,

officers,

members

workers,

farmers and tradesmen previously

and of

of the edu
imprisoned

or

Former deportations had mainly affected Poles, but
this time a number of Jews, Ukrainians and White-Ruthenians

deported.

were also included.
affected,

Although inhabitants
the rural population

of the towns were

was also involved
principally
of
in the persons
small farmers and laborers from confiscated
estates.

From Lw6w and its neighborhood

deported,

from

Stanislaw6w

Drohobycz

4,000.

Large

5,000, from
numbers

some

Boryslaw

30,000 were
2,000,

from

were also deported from

the city of Pinsk, from the whole of Polesie and from the dis
trict of Braslaw. Seven hundred families were deported from
18
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to arrest large numbers of the

the Soviet authorities continued

In Lw6w

inhabitants of the territories under their occupation.
alone, some 25,000 persons were arrested

April

April

12 to

in April,

to the mass-deportations carried out

in four

days,

from

15.

In May, the number of deportations was smaller than in the
preceding

months, and affected the North-Eastern

particular

the Bialystok,

Poles

and Jews,

regions, in

Lida and Grodno districts.

considerable

numbers

Besides

of White-Ruthenians

During this period 250 high school boys were
deported without their families from Drohobycz in the South-

were deported.
East.

In June and July

1940, a fresh wave of large-scale deporta

tions took place throughout

In addition

occupation.

to permanent

from other parts of Poland,

who

Eastern provinces, were also taken.
already carried

out a registration

deported 85,000 of them from
other

thousands

from

Soviet

the entire territory under

residents, war refugees

had sought shelter in the

The Soviet authorities had
of these

Lwow and

persons and now
its

Volhynia and, following

neighborhood,
its

reoccupa-

tion by the Soviet armies, further thousands from the city and
district of

Wilno. Here

merchants,

professional

teachers

the

a

very considerable

men

and

women,

number

of small

intellectuals

and

were deported.

The fourth and last wave of deportations occurred just before
outbreak of the German-Soviet war. It affected chiefly

political
sons

prisoners and what social workers and educated per

had

remained

free, as well as children

from

summer

Many train-loads of deportees left
Wilno, Bialystok, Lomza, Czortkow, Lw6w and other stations
camps

and

throughout

orphanages.

the entire occupied area.

were driven on foot from Wilejka

Eight hundred prisoners
to Borysow. When so ex

hausted that they could no longer walk, they were shot by the
Soviet military escort.

Three hundred of them thus met their

death.
*9
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To sum up, persons affected by the four mass-deportations
may be classified as follows:

I. February

From towns:

civil

local

servants,

officials, judges, members of the police force;

government
from

1940:

the country:

farmers— Polish,

the forestry service, settlers

Ukrainian

and small

White-Ruthenian

and

(sev

eral entire villages were thus bereft of their population).

II. April
of

1940: Families of persons previously arrested,

who had gone abroad or were missing,
tradesmen (mostly Jews), farm laborers from confiscated
families

those

of the three nationalities.

estates and more small fanners

III.

June 1940: Virtually all Polish citizens from Cen
tral and Western Poland who had sought refuge in Eastern
Poland from the horrors of the German

invasion;

mostly

Jews, small merchants, professional men and women, in
tellectuals, teachers, etc.

IV. June

1941

:

All of the

above mentioned groups

had so far evaded deportation;

prisoners;

who

children from

summer camps and orphanages.
ceased

Deportations

with the German attack on the Soviet

Union, but that further deportations on
templated
Sovietskaya

is

apparent

from

an article

a vast scale were con

in the Russian

Ukraina No. 69 of March 23,

1941,

which

daily
stated

for deporting agricultural laborers from SouthEastern Poland to the interior of the Soviet Union would be
that the plan

carried out on

a

larger scale in 1941

than in 1940.

Deporta

tions were planned to the districts of Khabarovsk,
binsk,

Novosibirsk and Omsk in Siberia,

Altay, Chelaand to the Yakut,

Kirghiz and Kazakh Republics.

It

is thus evident that deportation

plans for 1941 had been

carefully prepared. They were only frustrated by the out
break of the German-Soviet war, and not by any change in the
policy of the Soviet authorities towards the population of the
occupied territories.
20
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It

is

difficult

to estimate

ported, but it undoubtedly

1001

the total number

of people de

exceeded 1,000,000, or more than

8% of the total population of that part of Poland occupied
by the Soviet armies. Of those deported 50% were Poles. De
portation figures for the various Polish regions are estimated
7 or

approximately:
1

from the provinces of Bialystok, Lida, Grodno and

)

Wilno,

more than 300,000 persons;

2) from Polesie and the province of Nowogrodek, more
than 200,000 persons;

3) from Volhynia, about 150,000 persons;
4) from South-Eastem Poland, about 400,000 persons.
were carried out under extremely drastic condi

Deportations
tions.

The victims were rounded up

at

night and allowed only

one hour to collect such baggage as they could carry themselves.

Transportation was usually in unheated freight cars crowded
without regard to the number they could reasonably accom
modate.

In

many of the weak and ailing,

circumstances

these

especially children, died in the

cars

of exposure and starvation.

Their bodies were removed from time

to time by Soviet guards,

either while the trains were standing in stations, or were simply

thrown out on
deportees

to the track, en route.

reached

their

destination,

When
some

at long last the

were

placed

in

prisons, others in labor camps, the remainder in settlements that
afforded

them neither

shelter nor work,

or else on collective

(kolkhozes) where they were housed in abandoned
cabins with no stoves, no windows and no floors, or simply in
farms

sheds

or stables,

and compelled

to labor

long hours in return

for most inadequate food. These people, torn from their homes,
insufficiently

clad, unaccustomed

to the severe

Russian climate,

and forced to perform heavy work irrespective of their qualifi
cations or education — died in vast numbers.

The Polish Gov

ernment has proof that the death-rate among the deportees and

in particular

among the children and the young

at least 20%.
21
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CHAPTER

2

Release of Polish Deportees in the U.S.S.R.
By the Protocol attached to the Polish-Soviet

July

30,

1941,

the Soviet

Government

Agreement

undertook

to

of

"grant

amnesty to all Polish citizens who are at present deprived

of

their freedom on the territory of the U.S.S.R. either as prisoners

of war or on other adequate grounds." The Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
complied

with this obligation

by issuing

formal

a

Amnesty

Decree on August 12, 1941.
Both

the international

contained

obligation

in the above

Protocol, and the Soviet Decree of August 12, 1941, were of a
general and unconditional character. They granted freedom to
all Polish citizens deprived of their liberty by the Soviet authori
ties,

the only requirement

for the release of any given person

being that the person in question was

a

Polish citizen, irrespec

tive of the reasons for which such person had been deprived
his or her freedom.

The Soviet Government

general character of the amnesty and in

Polish Ambassador

on

November

14,

a

acknowledged

of
the

conversation with the
1941,

Premier

Stalin,

Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars of the
U.S.S.R., declared that the amnesty granted to Polish citizens
extended to all without exception.

The liberation of Polish citizens from prisons, labor camps
and exile was begun at the end of August 1941.

who were then

set free immediately

Polish Embassy in Moscow
were still detaining

However, those

drew the attention of the

to the fact that the Soviet authorities

many Polish citizens in various camps and
22
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prisons. In view of this and of the necessity to set up a suitable
relief organization, the Polish Embassy asked the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs early in September 1941, to furnish
a

list of all Polish citizens still detained by the Soviet authorities,

and to inform the Embassy each time

a

request was renewed in conversations
sador,

14, 1941.

be furnished

Vishinsky

This

Ambas

the Deputy

Peo

for Foreign Affairs, on September 20, October

ple's Commissar

would

that the Polish

Mr. Vishinsky,

Professor Kot, had with

7 and October

person was released.

Despite

a

definite promise that this list

and reiterated requests,

although Commissar

the Polish Ambassador on November

assured

that the Soviet authorities possessed

2, 1941,

lists of all Polish citizens,

whether dead or alive, who had been deprived of their freedom,
the Polish Embassy never received any such list.

In

Note of October

a

13,

1941,

to Commissar

addressed

Vishinsky, the Polish Ambassador pointed out that Polish citi
zens, a list of. whom was appended to the Note, were not being
set free from the camps and prisons.

Vishinsky on November 12,

to Commissar

Speaking

Kot returned

1941, Ambassador

to this subject and again received the reply that

if for technical

reasons certain persons could not be immediately located it might

of missing persons
free in the first instance. Such lists, con

be advisable for the Embassy to supply lists
to be located and set

taining

the names of hundreds

cians, civil servants,
social

workers,

judges

artists,

of prominent

and lawyers,

writers,

journalists,

scientists, politi

priests and rabbis,

whom the Polish

authorities knew had been deported to the Soviet Union — were
presented

in vain

to

the People's

Commissariat

for

Foreign

Affairs on various occasions in September, October and Novem
ber, 1941.

As the Polish Embassy in Moscow was never given this
information concerning citizens detained or liberated, it was
compelled to undertake the difficult task of collecting from those
already released
93744

О— 52— pt.

information
4

88

about Polish citizens still deprived
23
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of their freedom. On the

basis

Embassy sent several Notes

of

the Polish

data thus obtained

to the People's

Commissariat

for

Foreign Affairs, giving the surnames and christian names of Pol
ish citizens still under detention, the names of the camps or pris
ons in which they were detained and in some cases even the exact
cell or hut within the prison or camp itself.

During the first
six months of 1942, the Polish Embassy intervened in this way
in respect of 4,514 Polish citizens, but received replies in respect
of only 1,547 persons, of whom, according to the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs, 1,026 had. already been set at
liberty,

although

indicated;

the date and place of their release

196 could not be traced and 325 were

were not

still detained.

This last group included 286 Polish citizens mostly with Jewish
names, whom
zens, refusing

the Soviet authorities
to acknowledge

claimed as their own citi

the Polish Embassy's

right to

intervene on their behalf.

Including
Embassy

interventions

in individual

the People's

approached

cases

in

1941,

the

for Foreign

Commissariat

Affairs in respect of 5,500 Polish civilians still detained. This
figure does not include any of the 8,000 officers taken by the
Soviet authorities in the Spring of 1940 to an unknown destina
tion from the prisoners of war camps in Kozielsk, Starobielsk and
Ostashkov.

The Embassy knew the names of

65

camps and

prisons on Soviet territory, besides groups of camps and centres
where Polish citizens were still detained.

At

a

most conservative

estimate, the number of Polish citizens deprived of their freedom
and known to the Polish- authorities

5% of the total number

by name, did not exceed

of Polish citizens detained.

The Soviet Government's unwillingness
visions of the Protocol

attached to the Agreement

1941, and of the Amnesty
November

8, 1941,

in

to execute the pro

a

Decree, found expression
note in which

of July 30,
as

early as

Mr. Molotov, People's

for Foreign Affairs, informed the Polish Govern
ment that all Polish citizens who had been detained by the
Commissar

4
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of war or on other adequate
grounds had now been released in conformity with the Amnesty
However, in later notes, sent in reply to Polish
Decree.
Soviet

authorities

as prisoners

interventions,

Embassy

Affairs announced the liberation of

a

in November and December

citizens

for Foreign
further number of Polish

the People's Commissariat

1941, and in January,

February and March, 1942. Thus, the People's Commissariat

Affairs officially disproved the statement contained
Mr. Molotov's Note of November 8, 1941.
Foreign

However, even

in

Polish citizens are known to

as late as 1943,

have been released from prisons and camps.
ment has indisputable

for

The Polish Govern

proof of this in the form of certificates

issued by the Soviet authorities to the persons released.

Having failed
a

to reach an understanding

on the subject of

quicker and more complete execution by the Soviet authorities

of the Protocol attached

of July 30, 1941, and
1941, the Polish Embassy

to the Agreement

of the Amnesty Decree of August

12,

on May 19, 1942, summarized the results of its interventions in a

Memorandum presented to the People's Commissariat for For
eign Affairs, emphasizing the failure of the Soviet Government
cany out their obligations in this matter. Besides arguments
of a general nature, the Memorandum referred by name to 39
to

representatives of Polish learning

and culture,

36 former

sena

of the Diet and prominent local government offi
high officials of the civil service and of the judiciary

tors, members

cials, and 84

—who had not been set free by the Soviet authorities, and about
whom

these

authorities

had failed

to supply

any information

whatever.

The reply of the Soviet authorities, received on July

10, 1942,

was purely formal and did not give the problem the

it deserved. It threw no light upon the fate of anv
of those whose release the Polish authorities had so frequently
attention

demanded.

In this memorandum of July

10, the Soviet authori

for the first time referred to the death in Soviet prisons and
camps of some of the persons the Embassy was endeavoring to
ties

locate.
»5
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CHAPTER

3

Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.
When the Polish-Soviet

Agreement

of July

30,

1941, was

of the Military Agreement of
the Polish Government hoped to form in the

signed and after the conclusion

August 14, 1941,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,

a

Polish Army of about

300,000 men.

This was

following facts:
1) According to figures published in the newspaper RedStar on September 17, 1940, there were 181,000 Polish soldiers
in

Soviet

based on the

prisoner-of-war

camps,

colonels, 72 lieutenant-colonels,

including

5,131

12

generals,

58

regular officers and 4,096

reserve officers.

2) About 100,000 Polish citizens of the 1917,
1919 classes,

ernment

1918

and

conscripted for the Red Army by the Soviet Gov

in the Spring of 1941, were serving with the Soviet

Forces.

3) The Military Agreement provided not only for voluntary
enlistment in the Polish Army, but also for conscription of Polish
citizens deported to the U.S.S.R.

This was

to be carried out by

Polish draft boards with the participation of Soviet authorities
(Article 6 of the Military Agreement) and the numerical strength
of the Polish Army was

to depend solely on the manpower

supplies available (Article 4 of the Military Agreement).
a6
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authorities

began

to

officers and other ranks from prisoner-of-war

camps, these men reported en masse to the Polish Army, then in
the process

of formation.

The influx of volunteers, despite

due to the vast distances in the U.S.S.R.

transport difficulties

and to the war, was so great, that before the end of October
1941

the number of officers and other ranks exceeded 46,000.

Major General Panfilov,
in the name of the Supreme Command of the Red Army, in
formed General Wladyslaw Anders, Commander-in-Chief of the
Nevertheless

as early as November

6,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
that the Soviet Government contemplated the supply of equip
Polish Armed Forces in

the

ment and food rations for only 30,000 men, and that therefore

of that number must be discharged. An
identical declaration was presented to Ambassador Kot by Com

all soldiers in

excess

missar Molotov.

Although Premier Stalin told Ambassador Kot on November
14, 1941, that the Soviet Military Authorities had no right to take
such a decision, it remains an indisputable fact that the Polish
Army in

of formation

received

blow by the
reduction of its food rations, which not only forced the Polish
process

Military Authorities

to stop

voluntary

a

severe

enlistment

for the time

being, but also to discharge 16,000 men from the ranks of the

Army.

It would have

seemed

that the problem

of the numerical

strength of the Polish Army was finally and definitely
the time of General
1941.

visit to Moscow, in December

Sikorski's

In the course of

settled at

the conversation

he had with Premier

Stalin, the strength of the Polish Army to be formed on Soviet
territory was established at 6 divisions, each of

1

1,000 men, with

of 30,000 men, thus bringing the total to 96,000 men.
It was moreover decided that 25,000 men would be evacuated

a reserve

Polish units fighting in Libya
and that 2,000 airmen and sailors would be sent to Britain. The
to the

Middle East

to reinforce

»7
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total number

of Polish soldiers

to be recruited

on Soviet ter

ritory was thus 123,000 men.

However, immediately after General Sikorski's visit the
organization of the Polish Army encountered new and unfore
seen obstacles.

Polish citizens

The Soviet authorities adopted
of Ukrainian,

the attitude that

White-Ruthenian

and

Jewish
origin from the Eastern half of Poland occupied by the Soviets
in 1939, were not Polish but Soviet citizens, and that only
persons of Polish origin could, by way of exception, be regarded
by the Soviet authorities as Polish citizens.
Soviet authorities

restricted both the number of volunteers for

the Polish Army and the number
scription.

This attitude of the

Moreover

several

of persons subject

to con

weeks later the Soviet authorities

with the principle of Article 6 of the Military
Agreement by setting up, in certain districts, recruiting boards
composed of Soviet members only, excluding the Polish military
acted inconsistently

authorities— although Article 6 laid down that the Soviet authori
ties were merely to "participate"

in

these recruiting

move provided unlimited opportunities

boards.

to prevent the

This

recruiting

of Polish citizens even of Polish origin for the Army on various
pretexts, as for instance physical unfitness.
Moreover, according to the Polish Government's

information,

many Polish citizens were called up for "work behind the lines"
and placed in so-called Labor Battalions.

In the Spring of

1941 the Soviet authorities had conscripted

for the Red Army the 1917,

1918 and 1919 classes

the territory of the Republic of Poland.

of men on

These men were taken

of the U.S.S.R.' From the population of the
Polish territories occupied by the Soviet armies, it may be as

to

the interior

sumed that these conscripts numbered more than 100,000 men.

In August and September

1941,

part of the Polish citizens

recruited on Polish territory were discharged from the ranks of
the Red Army following an order of the Soviet authorities, and
transferred to these Labor Battalions.
28
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General Anders approached Major
General Panfilov, the Representative of the Supreme Command
16,

1941,

of the Red Army, with

a

request that all Polish

scripted by the Soviet Government
ferred to the Polish Army.

citizens con

for military service be trans

On August

19, General

Panfilov

Anders that "wishing to satisfy the Polish
the Command of the Red Army is complying with

to General

replied

Command,

its request for a voluntary

transfer to the Polish Army of Poles

serving with units of the Red Army."

However, from many letters received by the Embassy it was
clear that the transfer of Polish citizens from the Red Army and
from Labor Battalions was never put into effect, that repressive
even

measures were

taken

transfer on hearing that

a

against

soldiers

who

applied

for

Polish Army was being formed in the

U.S.S.R.
Thus, only a limited number of men, from the conscripted
classes of 1917, 1918 and 1919, managed to get themselves
transferred

to

the Polish Army.

People's Commissariat

Moreover

the

Note of the

for Foreign Affairs of December

1, 1941,

clearly stated that Polish citizens of Ukrainian, White-Ruthenian
and Jewish origin, were being retained in the Labor Battalions,
which already limited the numerical strength of the Polish

Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Despite

repeated oral and written

representations

by the

Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev on April 16 and May 4, 1942, and
by the Polish military authorities on January 21, February 28 and

April
its

13, this matter was never satisfactorily

Note of May

Affairs repeated

14

the People's

its assurance that

settled, although in

Commissariat

for Foreign

only Soviet citizens were en

rolled in the Labor Battalions.

All

these factors greatly limited

formation

the strength of the army in

and moreover up to the middle

of March 1942 the

Soviet authorities had taken no steps to evacuate the 25,000 men
*9
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agreed upon

in General Sikorski's

conversation

with Premier

Stalin.

On March

18,

1942,

Premier

Stalin informed General

Anders that on account of difficulties in providing supplies, the
Soviet Government was obliged to limit the strength of the
Polish Army to 44,000 men. This decision reduced the agreed
strength of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. by 52,000 men and
of the bilateral understanding of Decem
1941, which fixed the strength of the Polish Army on

constituted
ber 3,

a breach

Soviet territory at 96,000 men. As a result of this unfortunate
decision the surplus over and above the 44,000 soldiers, which
then amounted

to 30,000,

was evacuated to the Middle

East

with the agreement of the British Government.
Although in the course of a conference with General Anders,
Premier Stalin had agreed to the continuation
normal recruiting

in the U.S.S.R. of

for the Polish Army, it was to be feared that

unless the Soviet authorities changed their attitude, the existing'
strength of the Polish Army could not be increased because:
1) recruiting

was limited to persons of Polish origin only;

recruiting was

3)

carried

out

by

the

Soviet

8,000 Polish officers were missing, and

preventing

authorities

2)

alone;

4) on the pretext of

unnecessary travel, a ban had been placed on the

of railway tickets to Polish citizens, who were thus forced
in their temporary residences. This prevented
to remain
volunteers from reaching the Polish Army.
sale

In view of the unsatisfactory news from the Soviet front,
General Sikorski sent a message to Premier Stalin on April 9,
1942, to

inform him that the Polish soldiers evacuated from the

U.S.S.R. would be immediately attached to Polish units in the
Middle East, and employed in the struggle against Germany
in which Poland was engaged with the other Allies and the
Soviet

Union.

General

Sikorski

emphasized

the importance

he attached to the increase of the fighting strength of the Polish
forces and said that he relied on continued
3°

recruiting

of Polish
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Socialist

Republics for the
of further surplus men to

Polish Army, and the evacuation
the Middle East, in view of the limitation of the numerical
strength of the Polish Army in the
to

U.S.S.R.

to 44,000.

As the Polish Government attached the greatest importance
the organization and development of the Polish Army in the

U.S.S.R.,

it returned

again and again to the problem

of

re

cruiting. Thus, independently of the above message, the Polish
Minister for Foreign Affairs sent an Aide-Memoire to Ambassa
dor Bogomolov on May 1, 1942, and a Note on June 10. In
Ambassador

addition,

May 4,

Kot presented

a

Note

to

M. Molotov on

1942.

Ambassador Kot's Note began by recalling the understanding
arrived at by General Sikorski and Premier Stalin on December
3

of the previous year, concerning

Army, and Premier Stalin's
General Anders, concerning

the strength of the Polish
decision,

imparted

to

the limitation of the number

of

subsequent

Polish soldiers in the U.S.S.R.

to 44,000.

This had been accom

assurance that recruiting for the
Polish Army would be continued, that Polish citizens serving
in the Red Army and in Labor Battalions would be transferred

panied

by Premier

Stalin's

Polish Army, and that the surplus number of soldiers
would be evacuated to the Middle East. The Note continued
by stating that after the evacuation of 30,000 Polish soldiers to
to the

East recruiting had in effect stopped, that Polish

the Middle
feeding

and

registration

centres had been closed,

of Polish citizens being conscripted
Battalions
ended

were

becoming

by expressing

Army or Labor
common.
The Note

to the Red

increasingly

the hope

that cases

that

the

Soviet

Government

would issue adequate instructions to enable recruiting for the
Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. to be continued and soldiers over
and above the fixed contingent

to be evacuated,

in the interest

of the war that Poland and the U.S.S.R. were waging in common
against Germany.

3>
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Replying, on May

13,

asking that the recruiting
continued,

Premier

the reasons

late

1942,

to General

Sikorski's

message

and evacuation of Polish soldiers be

Stalin said that he felt obliged
General

he had given

to recapitu

which were

Anders,

that the reduction of the contingents fixed for the Polish Army
resulted

from

the necessity to reduce
part in the fighting.

were not taking

supplies

units

to

As conditions

that

remained

the same, it was not possible to make any change in the contin
gents fixed in March, 1942, for the Polish Army.

Mr. Molotov's reply on May

14, 1942, to Ambassador

Kot's

Note went much further than Premier Stalin's message. Mt.
Molotov asserted that: 1) in the course of Premier Stalin's con
ference with General Anders the number of Polish soldiers was
reduced

to 44,000

and all soldiers in excess

were to be evacuated within

now

a

fixed period, so evacuation must

be considered to have ended;

tary enlistment

of that number

2) further recruiting or volun

for evacuation to the Middle East was imprac

ticable for the same reasons that had dictated the establishment

of the numerical
Ambassador

strength of the Polish Army at 44,000;

Kot's reference to

a

3)

declaration Premier Stalin was

said to have made during his conversation with General Anders,
to the effect that the recruiting

of Polish citizens would be con

tinued and that Polish citizens serving in the Red Army and the

Labor Battalions would
subsequently

be transferred

to the

Polish Army and

evacuated, must have been based on

a

misunder

standing, as Premier Stalin had never touched upon these ques
tions with General

Anders;

the Soviet Government

4) this being the

considered

state

further recruiting

of affairs,
for and

voluntary enlistment in the Polish Army for subsequent evacua
tion, purposeless— as would also be the resumption of the activi
ties of Polish military institutions,
such as feeding centres,
medical centres, registration officers' posts, etc. set up in connec

tion with recruiting for the army; 5) as regards the conscription
of Polish citizens for the Red Army or Labor Battalions, the
32
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that only Soviet citizens were liable for service in

the Red Army and in the Labor Battalions.

It

is obvious from the above that the decision of the Soviet

Government

the strength of the Polish

Army and
inconsistent with the

to curtail

further recruiting was utterly
Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, the Military Agree

prevent

reached on

ment of August 14, 1941, and the understanding
December

3,

General

between

1941,

Sikorski

and

Premier

Stalin. The stopping of voluntary
from all parts of the U.S.S.R. to the Polish Army was proof that
and conscripted enlistment

the Government

of the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics

wished neither the expansion of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.
nor of the Polish Army in the Middle East.

On June

13,

the Polish Government

1942,

issued a state

ment to the effect that Poland was not responsible either for the
failure of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. to attain the strength
in December

laid down

1941,

or for its not being

armed and equipped to go into action.

properly

The statement empha

sized, moreover, that the Polish Government

was unanimous

in

their desire that the Polish Army should remain in the U.S.S.R.
and fight side by side with the Red Army.
However,

weeks later without consulting

several

the Soviet Government

Government
the U.S.S.R.

the

Polish

decided to evacuate from

the remainder of the Polish Army, which then

numbered 42,000 men.

The Soviet Government

informed

the

British Government

of this decision and the latter notified the

Polish Government

of the Soviet move on July

2.

Taken un

awares by this entirely unexpected decision, the Polish Govern
ment, in cooperation with the British Government,

evacuated its

troops to the Middle East.

remaining

Before the remainder of the Polish Army left the U.S.S.R.,
General

Anders

insist that
tinue

a

was instructed

recruiting

the enlistment

by the Polish

Government

to

staff be left on Soviet territory to con
of Polish

citizens
33
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The Soviet authorities refused General Anders' request
they asserted, the Polish Government
ble to employ the Polish divisions
the Soviet-German

front,

because,

not having found it possi
formed in the. U.S.S.R.

on

of the Union

of

the Government

Republics could not permit the recruiting or
formation of any Polish units whatever in the U.S.S.R. Thus
Soviet Socialist

for the Polish Army was de facto stopped by the
Soviet authorities in March 1942, though this was not officially

recruiting

confirmed by

Mr. Molotov in his Note of May

14, 1942, to

Am

bassador Kot.

The evacuation of the Polish Army from the U.S.S.R.
entirely and exclusively initiated by the Soviet Government.

was

The

assertion that the Polish Army was unwilling to fight side by side

with the Soviet Army was without the slightest foundation. The
Soviet Government was not only informed of the importance at
tached by the Polish Government

to the formation

of

a

Polish

Army on Soviet territory, but was told that the Polish Army
would fight side by side with the Red Army on U.S.S.R. territory
against the German -forces.
Declaration

made by General

This was expressly
Sikorski

stated

in the

and Premier Stalin on

December 4, 1941, which established the principle of coopera
tion between the Polish Army and the Red Army, and in fre
quent public declarations by General Sikorski.
Moreover

the Polish Minister of Foreign

Affairs

stated

in

his Note of June 10, 1942, addressed to Ambassador Bogomolov,
that "it is possible that the Polish Army formed in the Near East
may, after it is equipped and trained, also be used on the front

of the U.S.S.R. in
That

is

case the

military situation should so require."
why the Minister of Foreign Affairs, in his Note of

August 27, 1942, to Ambassador Bogomolov, declared that the
Polish Government considered the allegation made to General
Anders that the Polish Army declined to fight side by side with
the Soviet Army as entirely unfounded and inconsistent with the
true state of affairs, and that they could not take into cognizance
34
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the motives alleged for the refusal to allow further recruiting

for

the Polish Army.

Replying
admitted

to this

Note on October

U.S.S.R. had encountered

of the Polish Army in the
number of difficulties and that

to reduce

a

the strength of the Polish

come from the Soviet Government;
the Polish

Ambassador Bogomolov

the organization

that

the initiative

3 1,

at the same time he accused

of showing

High Command

Army had

no desire whatever

send any units of the army to the Soviet-German

to

front, and of

continuing to keep all units far behind the lines. In the same
Note Ambassador Bogomolov stated that "the Soviet Government
did not consider it possible to press the Polish Command in this
matter but
in February 1942, the Soviet Government
enquired when the Polish formations would begin to fight

...

against the Hitlerites. Mention was then made of the 5th
sion which had completed

These

passages

its

Divi

training."

from Ambassador

Note might

Bogomolov's

justify the supposition that the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.,
particularly its 5th Division, was fully trained and equipped,
and that fully armed units were kept far behind the lines be
cause

the Polish Government

or the Polish

High Command

did not wish to use them on the Russian front.
Ambassador

Bogomolov's

statement concerning

the equip

ment and training of the Polish Army or any one of its divisions

in the U.S.S.R. was contrary to the true state of affairs. In the
Note that the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs addressed to
the Soviet Chargd d'Affaires
detailed

information

in London on December

was given

as

to

18, 1942,

the equipment

of the

Army. In this Note the Minister of Foreign Affairs
recalled that uniforms for the army were sent from Great Britain
Polish

after the signing

of the Polish-Soviet

Military Agree
ment, but that they had only reached the Polish Army on
October 23, 1941, until which time only 40% of the soldiers
shortly

were issued with boots.

In the initial period of
35
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the Army was to be supplied with arms by the Soviet Govern
ment.

It was not until October

22, 1941, however, that

Mr. Molo-

Kot, that the Soviet Union was experi
encing certain difficulties with regard to the supply of arms and
inquired whether the Polish Government could not obtain equip
tov notified Ambassador

ment from the United States and Great Britain.

A

similar decla

ration was made by Ambassador Bogomolov to General Sikorski
on October 25, 1941. On learning of these difficulties, the Polish
Government immediately approached the Governments of Great

Britain and the United
ment.

However,

States

with

a

request for arms and equip

transport difficulties

necessity of supplying.the U.S.S.R.

over long distances, the

itself, and of accumulating

arms and equipment in the Near East had all made it impossible
to equip the

Despite

Polish Army.
all

these

difficulties,

only

the

5th Division

was

partly armed and equipped— but even this unit was lamentably
deficient in comparison with

a

Soviet infantry division, and it was

in no way prepared for action. The Note of December 18, 1942,
sets out that the 5th Division was equipped as follows : it had not
a

single 45 mm anti-tank gun (though it was to have 18), not one

76 mm anti-aircraft gun (the establishment stipulated 4), no syn
chronized anti-aircraft machine-guns (establishment
mm

machine-guns

Division had never received the
18) or the ammunition

lishment

104 mm howitzers.

9).

(establishment

18), no 12,7

Furthermore,

76 mm

the 5th

infantry guns (estab

carriers for these and for the

The 5th Division was

also sadly deficient in

other equipment.

As regards the other divisions, it would be pointless to speak
of their equipment, as in all they had only 200 rifles, a fact that
obliged General

Anders,

who did not wish his men to remain

idle, to divide part of the 5th Division's equipment
remaining

units for training

As far back
Premier

as

March

among the

purposes.

18, 1942, General

Stalin detailed information
36
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of affairs and
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statement of the amount of arms possessed by the

Polish Army and the amount required

to complete its equipment.

This proves beyond doubt that the Polish Army

as a whole

and the 5th Division in particular did not go into action on the
Russian front, not because of any alleged reluctance on the part

of the Polish Government,

but

army was suitably

or equipped,

trained

because

no single unit of that
none

was ready for

action.

Prohibition by the Soviet authorities of conscription and
voluntary enlistment, the reduction of the strength of the
Polish Army by unilateral decision, the evacuation of that Army
without previous consultation with the Polish Government,
the refusal to allow depots for recruiting

to be

left on Soviet

territory, and finally the refusal to transfer to the Polish Army,

Polish nationals who had been forcibly conscripted in Poland
by the German army and were now Soviet prisoners of war, all
lead to the conclusion
the Military
Declaration

that the Soviet Government,

Agreement

of December

of August

14, 1941

contrary to

and the Moscow

4, 1941, had no desire to see a

Polish

Army on the territory of the U.S.S.R. participate in the fighting
on the Eastern Front side by side with the Soviet Army.

37
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CHAPTER 4
The Missing Polish Officers
According
the

Star,

Red

Defense

to official figures given on September 17, 1940,

published

of the U.S.S.R.,

the

by

People's

the number

Commissariat

in
for

of Polish officers taken

prisoner on Polish territory by the Soviet forces after September
17, 1939, amounted to 9,369, including 12 generals, 58 colonels,
72 lieutenant-colonels,
reserve

5,131

other regular

officers.

This number was increased by
rested

officers and 4,096

by

the

Soviet

hundred officers ar

several

during their occupation

authorities

of

Polish territory after actual fighting had ceased, and by 900 offi
cers interned in the Baltic States, when the latter were occupied
by the Soviet armies in June 1940. Thus the total number of
Polish officers who became Soviet prisoners of war amounted
approximately

to 11,000.

The Polish officers were placed in

some

ten prisoner-of-war

camps, of which the three largest were: 1) Kozielsk, to the East

of Smolensk, 2) Starobielsk, near Kharkov,
near Kalinin.

The officers interned in

these

and 3) Ostashkov,

three camps were permitted

with their families in Poland through the Polish
Red Cross. Early in 1940 many of them notified their families
to correspond

that the camp authorities

had

informed

them that all three

camps would soon be broken up, and they would be able to
38
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return home. During this period the Soviet authorities compiled
detailed

lists of the prisoners,

to ascertain

presumably

where

each of them wished to go on being released.

According

to

information in

possession

of the Polish Govern

of prisoners interned in these three camps
early in 1940 was as follows:
1) in Kozielsk: 5,000 prisoners including 4,500 officers ol

ment the number

various ranks;

2) in Starobielsk: 3,920 officers, including
100 colonels and lt.-colonels,

about 250 majors, 1,000 captains,

2,500 lieutenants and second-lieutenants,

approximately
cadets.

8 generals, about

Apart from

them eminent

these

and 30

there were also 380 doctors, some of

specialists, several

university

professors, judges,

officials and army chaplains;
3) in Ostashkov: 6,570 persons, mostly judges, public prose
cutors, civil servants and policemen,
police,

frontier

with 380 officers of the

guard and six regiments

of Frontier Defence

Corps.

The total number of Polish citizens interned in

these three

camps was 15,490, including some 8,700 officers.

The breaking up of

in April 1940.
Every few days, until the middle of May, groups of 60 to 300
persons were transferred from the three camps to an unknown
destination.

these camps began early

Only the prisoners from Kozielsk were transported

in the direction

of Smolensk.

The last group from the three

camps consisted of only 400 men who were assembled at the
camp at Yuchnowsk in Pavlischchev

Bor near the military station

of Babynino and later in June 1940 transferred to Griazovetz
in the district of Vologda. However, at a Jater date more than
1,000 officers and civilian prisoners arrived at this camp from
smaller prisoner-of-war camps, with some 900 officers who had
previously been interned in the Baltic States.

In May 1940, correspondence between the officers interned
in the three camps of Kozielsk,
93744 O— 52— pt. 4

Starobielsk
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their families in Poland ceased

abruptly,

and officers interned

in Griazovetz were forbidden by the Soviet authorities to men
tion names of their former colleagues in the letters they wrote
home.

When

after

of the Polish-Soviet

the conclusion

Military

of August 14, 1941, the Polish Government pro
ceeded to form a Polish Army on the territory of the U.S.S.R.
they expected that officers from these three camps would consti
Agreement

tute the command of the army. By the end of August 1941, the
officers from the camp in Griazovetz,

some

2,300 in all, had

reported to the Polish units stationed in Buzuluk, but not
one of the officers transferred

Kozielsk,

from

a

single

Starobielsk

and

Ostashkov to unknown destinations, appeared or gave any sign

of life.

So the Army was short of more than 8,000 officers,
officers and other ranks who would

7,000 non-commissioned

have been of the utmost value in fighting the Germans, to say

nothing of the civilians

This alarming

in the three camps.
led the High Command

also interned

state

of affairs

of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. and representatives of the
Polish Government in Kuybyshev and London to make frequent
representations
missing officers.

to the Soviet

authorities

for the release

of the

To Ambassador Kot, Mr. Vishinsky declared

that all Polish prisoners

of war had been released from the

camps and must therefore be free.

As there continued
October

of the missing officers, in
Ambassador Kot made frequent

to be no sign

and November 1941,

reference to them in the course of his conversations with Premier

Stalin, Mr. Molotov and Mr. Vishinsky, insisting that detailed
lists of all officers who had been interned by the Soviet authori
ties be furnished

him,

as he

knew that such lists had been com

piled by the Soviet authorities.

At the

same

time, on October

15, General

Sikorski,

in a

letter to Ambassador Bogomolov, drew the Soviet Government's
attention to the Polish Government's
4°

anxiety as "to the fate of
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Polish officers who have not

returned

to

Poland and have not been found in Soviet military camps." Re
plying on November 1 4, Ambassador Bogomolov assured General
Sikorski that ". . . all Polish officers on the territory of U.S.S.R.
Your supposition, Mr. Prime Min
ister, that a large number of Polish officers are dispersed
throughout the Northern regions of the U.S.S.R. is obviously

have

also

been set free.

based on inaccurate information."

When visiting Premier Stalin in Moscow in December

1941,

General Sikorski again intervened for the release of all Polish
prisoners of war, and as the Soviet authorities had not supplied
a list of their names, he took the opportunity
mier Stalin a list of Polish officers, compiled

to present to

Pre

by their former

rellow-prisoners and containing 3,845 names. Premier Stalin then
assured General Sikorski that the amnesty was of a general and
as civilians.

military personnel as well
conversation with General Sikorski,

character and included

all-embracing

In the

same

Premier Stalin while declaring that all the prisoners of war had
been released,

expressed the belief that they might have escaped

Manchuria. It is obvious that the trip across the entire terri
tory of the U.S.S.K. of men in Polish uniform was something
to

that could not possibly have taken place.

Un March
btalin

18,

1У42, General

an additional

Anders delivered

list containing

to Premier

the names of some

800

other officers.

The question of the missing officers was also dealt with
in the Note of the Polish Minister of Foreign
Affairs to Ambassador Bogomolov of January 28, 1942. After

exhaustively

calling attention to the fact that the administrative authorities
of the Soviet Union had not fully applied the provisions of the
Amnesty Decree of August 12, 1941, the Note laid special em
phasis on the failure

junior

to release

officers.

4»

many thousands of senior and
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In this Note the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs empha
sized that "investigations

out in Poland and

carried

in the

Reich have made it possible to establish definitely that these
soldiers are not at present in occupied Poland nor in prisoner-ofwar camps in Germany."

all the arrested officers

The JNote specifically requested that

be released from the prisons and camps

in which they were interned, adding that the Polish Government
attached the greatest importance to the loyal execution of the
provisions of the Agreement of

July

30, 1941 and to the develop

ment of friendly relations between both countries in the interest

of the common struggle against the
Ambassador

aggressor.

reply on March

Bogomolov's

13,

to the note

of the Minister of Foreign Affairs, introduced no new elements
to throw light on the question of the 8,000 missing officers. Am
bassador

Bogomolov referred to

Mr. Molotov's Note of Novem

ber 8, 1941, and to the Aide-Memoire of November

19, presented

Kot, containing the assurance that the amnesty
had been fully carried out in respect of all Polish citizens,
to Ambassador

civilian and military.

In regard

to

the Polish Government's

assertion that many Polish officers were to be found near the

River Kolyma,

on Franz Joseph

Land and in Nova Zembla,

Ambassador Bogomolov considered this devoid of all foundation.

In view of the utter failure of his frequent verbal and writ
of the whole question, Ambas
submitted a Memorandum to the

ten demands for an elucidation
sador

Kot, on May

19, 1942,

People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, in which he expressed
regret at the Soviet authorities' refusal to supply a list of prison
ers as the Polish

Government

had repeatedly requested for sev

eral months, and he gave expression to his great anxiety about
the fate of these officers.

When,

in April

1943,

foreign

news agencies published

a

report issued by the German
grave containing

military authorities that a massthe bodies of Polish officers had been discov

ered at Kozia Gora near Smolensk, and when the Soviet
4»

Govern
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соттишциё published by the Soviet Informa
tion Bureau in Moscow on April 15, that in 1941 Polish prisoners
of war were employed on fortification work to the West of
stated

а

where they fell into German

Smolensk

hands after the Soviet

forces withdrew from that region, the Polish Minister of Foreign

Affairs

sent a new

Note

to Ambassador Bogomolov on

Beginning with the statement that in
made on April 17, the Polish Government

a

April

20.

public declaration
had most emphati

cally condemned the attempts of the Germans to exploit the tra
gedy of Polish prisoners of war to further their own political
ends, the Note recalled the repeated representations made since
October

1941 by the

ment concerning

Polish Government

to the Soviet

the missing officers from Kozielsk,

Govern

Starobielsk

and Ostashkov. The Note went on to say that the Polish Govern
ment had never received a list of the prisoners nor any detailed
information

as to where they were,

while the verbal and written

declarations of representatives of the Soviet Government

were

confined to general assurances that all Polish officers had been
released
as

from prisoner-of-war

shown by its frequent

camps. The Polish Government,

interventions,

had never considered

the question of the missing officers closed, and as it appeared
from the communique of the Soviet Information Bureau, that
the Soviet Government
concerning

was in possession

the missing

communicated

concerning

Polish officers than had earlier been

to the Polish Government,

to the Soviet Government

of fuller information
it renewed its request

for detailed and accurate information

the fate of the prisoners of war and civilians at one

time detained in the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostash
kov. The Note ended by stating that Polish public opinion was
so

justly and deeply stirred that only irrefutable

outweigh

the detailed German

facts could

statements about the discovery

of the bodies of many thousand Polish officers in the vicinity of
Smolensk.
43
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The correspondence between the Polish Government

and

and the series of verbal interventions

the Soviet Government

by representatives of the Polish Government

(1) that

proved:

relations were re-established

from the very moment diplomatic

in July 1941, the Polish Authorities had considered the question
of the missing officers one of the fundamental problems, a
thorough elucidation of which was not only in the interest of
Polish-Soviet

relations, but also in the interest of the United

Nations; (2) although they
in prisoner-of-war

possessed

camps, the Soviet

lists of persons interned
never pre

Government

(3)

sented them to the Polish Authorities for examination;

Polish Authorities,

the search, supplied

to facilitate

authorities with a list containing

of the missing officers;

(4)

Ostashkov

the Soviet

the names of more than 50%

despite Soviet Government

in Kozielsk,

that the officers interned

ances

the

Starobielsk

assur
and

with their

had been released, their correspondence

in the Spring of 1940,
found either in the Soviet Union, in

families in Poland had ended abruptly
and they were not to be

Poland or in German camps; (5) furthermore the Soviet Govern
ment never informed the Polish Government that Polish officers
were working on fortifications
into German
from

a

hands.

This

near Smolensk

and there fell

the Polish Government

first learned

communiq^ of the Soviet Information Bureau on April

15, 1943.

The Soviet Government
officers

their

reason

for

made the question of the missing
severing

diplomatic

relations

with

In his Note of April 25, 1943, which Ambassador
Romer did not accept, Mr. Molotov omitted all reference to the
Poland.

frequent interventions

concerning

the missing officers and with

complete disregard of the above mentioned facts and Polish re
presentations, expressed his astonishment
ernment

did not consider it necessary

Government

for an explanation

alleged the Polish Government's
44

that the Polish Gov

to approach

of the whole
connivance

case.

the Soviet

He also

with the German
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common

campaign
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of defamation

of the

Soviet Union.

The Soviet Government made the

case

of the missing officers

political question, and entirely disregarded its human aspect
to which the Polish Government
attached the greatest im

a

portance.

The total number of soldiers and civilians interned in the
three camps in question exceeded 15,000. In addition to regular
army officers, there were thousands of reserve officers from all
professional groups in Poland, the very elite of the Polish
educated

class,

minated by

that class which has been so ruthlessly

the Germans

in the course of this war. The

exter
fate

of

these 15,000 persons was therefore the object of intense concern

not only
world or

to their relatives in Poland,

dispersed throughout

the

in the Polish Army, but also to the entire
Polish nation which for the last four years has fought so well
else serving

and sacrificed so much in its occupied homeland

for the future

victory of the Allies.

Faithful

to

these

principles

the

Polish Government

for

nearly two years made repeated demands on the Soviet authori
ties for an explanation of the fate of the missing prisoners of
war.

Not only did the Soviet Government

fail

to acknowledge

right of the Polish Government to concern them
with the fate of missing Polish citizens, but despite their

the natural
selves

responsibility

for the life and safety of prisoners of war they

constantly refused to supply any kind of relevant information
that might have thrown

light on this tragic affair.

45
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CHAPTER

5

Relief for Polish Citizens in the U.S.S.R.

The conclusion of the Agreement of July

30, 1941, between

Poland and the Soviet Union, made it possible for the Polish
Embassy in the U.S.S.R. to organize relief for Polish citizens.
However, in the Autumn of
1942 the carrying

1941

and early in the

Winter of

out of these plans was opposed by the Soviet

authorities, who did not agree to the Embassy's proposal that a
certain number of consulates be established, and would permit
neither organized assistance

by the Polish Red Cross, nor the

creation of Citizens' Committees

elected by the Polish citizens

concerned.

Meanwhile the condition

of the Polish population released
from prisons, camps and places of exile, was rendered more pre
carious by the approach of winter. The Soviet authorities con
tinued

for the settlement of released

Polish

the Embassy early in November,

1941,

to oppose plans

citizens, and informed

that the transportation of groups of Poles must cease, because the
rail facilities were absorbed by the requirements of the front.

The visit of General

Sikorski,

Commander-in-Chief, who came
1941,

brought

about

a

change

Polish Prime Minister and

to the

U.S.S.R.

in December

in the attitude of the Soviet
Polish requests, i.e., the
Polish settlements throughout

authorities as regards two fundamental
admission of Embassy Delegates to

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
credit to permit assistance

to be given to
46

and the granting

of

a

Polish citizens unfit for
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As

a

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

to the

result of General Sikorski's

reached on December
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23,

between

1941

and the People's Commissariat

visit an agreement was
the Polish Embassy

Affairs and Notes

for Foreign

exchanged establishing the "Rules regulating the scope of activity

of Delegates of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland." This
provided for the appointment of nineteen Embassy Delegates
with the joint approval of

and their staffs on Soviet territory,

Some days after this agreement had been

both Governments.
concluded,

a

new agreement with the Soviet Government

signed on December 31, for

a

was

loan of 100 million roubles for the

relief of the Polish civilian population.

Of the nineteen Embassy

Delegates, nine were regular Embassy officials with diplomatic
status

and the rank of secretaries

or attaches.

relief

work,

were

Embassy

them with passports
most important

as

made to surrender

and other personal documents.

Polish citizens deported

individuals.

to

to

extend
to

issue

This was

to Russia had been

their personal documents

in return either passports
as stateless

empowered

Polish citizens, and in particular

to

legal protection

Delegates

In addition

and had received

as Soviet citizens or Soviet passports

If in

camps or prisons they had been

left without any papers at all and on their release received only

jail delivery certificates valid for three months. Delegates were
under the direct control of the Embassy and supervised the local
representatives, whose duties were more restricted and who acted
as

the regional executives of the Delegates. These representatives

were appointed

from among responsible Polish

citizens in pro

vincial centres.
On December

the Embassy had at its disposal 387
representatives of whom 297 were Poles, 82 Jews, 8 Ukrainians
1,

1942,

and White-Ruthenians.

The Embassy Delegates began their work in the middle
of February

1942,

and organized relief for Poles in 46 admin is
47
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The efforts

trative districts including 2,600 Polish settlements.

of the Embassy Delegates and representatives soon began to
produce substantial results. In addition to distributing financial
to those most in need, in one year—by the middle

assistance

of

February 1943— they had established 83 kindergartens for 5,300
children, mostly orphans. This represented 7% of all Polish
children in Russian and about 70% of the orphans. They also
set up 175 elementary schools, and 176 feeding centres for
children. For adults,

58 homes for invalids,

13

hostels,

ing centres and 47 workshops had been organized.

15

feed

Medical aid

was supplied in 41 health and hygiene centres as well as in 10
and

hospitals

convalescent

centres for children were set up.
through

Moreover

homes.

43

educational

In short the Polish Embassy

its Delegates and representatives organized

807 social

institutions for deported Polish citizens, both adults and children.

Thanks

to the efforts

and of charitable

of the Polish and Allied Governments

institutions

in the United

States and

the

British Commonwealth, the first substantial shipments of relief
in kind for Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics began to arrive during the winter of 1941. From then
till the middle of 1943 these enabled the Delegates of the Polish
Embassy to supply Polish citizens with some 5,000 tons of food,

clothing and medical supplies, that were distributed
families having a large number of children.

The generous

assistance

chiefly to

of the United States Government

in extending substantial aid under the Lend-Lease Act to the
Polish Government for the families of Polish soldiers inducted
into the Polish Army in the

Mention should

and emphasized.

relief sent
Americans

U.S.S.R.

acknowledged
be made of invaluable

is especially

also

Polish citizens by organizations of
of Polish descent, as well as by numerous Jewish

to the deported

welfare organizations

A principle

to

in America.

which the Embassy and

hered was to grant financial

its staff

aid and assistance
48

strictly ad
in kind first of
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i.e., children, women

and old

people, who often made up more than half the Polish population

of the various centres because the Soviet authorities had
ported

de

the wives and children of Poles who were

en masse

prisoners of war in Germany or in the U.S.S.R., and able-bodied
men had voluntarily enlisted in the Polish Army being formed

on Soviet territory.
However relief work of the Embassy and its Delegates was
not sufficient to produce any basic change for the better in the
of the Polish deportees as a whole, because
of the impossibility of reaching many of the more distant local
material situation

ities. Transport difficulties brought about by the war prevented
the rapid dispatch of supplies where
Yet, thanks to the substantial
the Polish citizens
Republics

they were most needed.

supplies from abroad, many of

deported to the Union

of Soviet Socialist

received at least clothes or underclothing,

shoes and

foodstuffs of high quality.

During the initial period the work of the Delegates and
their staffs was not hampered to any great extent by the Soviet
authorities

who,

however,

as early as

Embassy with
intervening

a

1942, began to

It was during this period that

restrict the scope of their activity.
the People's Commissariat

March

for Foreign Affairs approached

the

demand that the Delegates should refrain from

with local authorities on behalf of Polish citizens,

large numbers of whom were still detained in Soviet camps and
prisons in violation of the Agreement of
Amnesty Decree of August 12, 1941.

July 30, 1941 and of the
The Soviet authorities also

began to place difficulties in the way of Polish citizens of Ukrain
ian and White-Ruthenian
assisted

and Jewish origin who were being

by the Embassy's relief organization.

authorities acted on

a

unilateral

In

so doing, these

decision of December

1,

1941,

declaring that such Polish citizens would henceforth be regarded
as Soviet citizens.

49
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As Polish relief increased in volume and the activity of the
Embassy Delegates developed, to the benefit of hundreds of
thousands of Polish citizens, the attitude of the Soviet authori-

Polish relief organization began to undergo a
Manifold difficulties arose, mainly with local authori

ies towards the

change.

who raised objections in matters that had been already set
tled, with the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs. The
usual explanation was that they were without instructions from
ties

the central

Numerous conferences held between

authorities.

March and July

between

1942,

representatives of the Polish

Embassy and of the People's Commissariat

Towards the

were almost entirely devoted to these difficulties.
end of May
abruptly

of the Soviet authorities

the attitude

changed
in the way of the

and they began to put obstacles
and

Delegates

Affairs

for Foreign

representatives

who wished

to

to

report

the

Embassy, and to arrest certain representatives, especially those

who had shown initiative
resentations,

the

and energy.

stereotyped

To all Embassy rep

was

reply

that

arrested

those

were engaged in activities hostile to the Soviet Union.

This hampering of the activities of Embassy Delegates came
to a head on

On that day the Embassy Delegates
and Archangel, although members of the Em

June 29,

in Vladivostok

1942.

bassy staff and carrying

were arrested
ties also

passports and identity cards,

by the State Security Police.

The Soviet authori

arrested the entire staff of the Polish relief office in

Archangel and
Embassy

diplomatic

sealed

the stores

without even informing the

that the Polish diplomats

had been arrested.

Embassy only learned of this from another source on
1942.

After the Polish Ambassador

protest, both diplomatic
Soviet authorities

failed,

had lodged

officials were set free on
however,

to provide

The

July 7,

a vehement

July

10.

The

any satisfactory

of their action, which was without precedent in
relations, and without producing any evidence
international
explanation

5°
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were carrying

on

activities hostile to the Soviet Union.

In the course of diplomatic negotiations of the Polish Am
bassador and Charge d' Affaires with Mr. Vishinsky, Deputy
People's Commissar

for Foreign

Affairs, the Soviet representa

tives gave assurances that the agreed Rules regulating

the scope

of activities of the Delegates of the Embassy of the Republic
of Poland remained in force and that the Soviet Government
did not intend

its benevolent

to change

Embassy's relief work.

The Soviet authorities demanded, how

ever, that the Embassy either recall its diplomatic
occupied
privileges.

posts

towards the

attitude

as Delegates,

or else

revoke

officials who

their

diplomatic

Having no choice the Embassy recalled all its diplo
and officially informed

matic officials to Kuybyshev

the People's

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs that this had been done.
the Soviet authorities
law concerning

respected the principles

How

of international

the personal immunity of diplomats and of the

archives of foreign States, may be judged by the fact that, after

Mr. Vishinsky, in the presence of the Polish Ambassador, had
formally

stated

that the agreement concerning

the relief work

of the Polish Embassy remained in full force and effect, all
Embassy Delegates, whether

enjoying

diplomatic

not, and the principal members of their staffs
by the Soviet authorities,

immunity or
were arrested

and their archives, money and seals

seized by the State Securities police.

Following very strong representations by the Polish Govern
ment, the Soviet authorities

decided to set free the diplomatic

officials, nine persons in all, while all the other Delegates, office
staff and

representatives,

totalling

109

persons— remained

in

prison until the end of October 1942, when 93 persons were re
leased. The remaining 16 persons have never been released.

On July
arrested,

20,

1942, when

all Embassy Delegates had been

their offices closed and their supply stores sealed, Com

missar Vishinsky announced

to

5"

the СЬа^ё d'Affaires

of the
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Polish Embassy, Mr. H. Sokolnicki, that the Soviet Government
would no longer permit the existence of the Delegates' offices,
alleging that instead of organizing

relief the Delegates were en

gaged in activities hostile to the Soviet
work.

Union and in intelligence

The Soviet authorities constantly reiterated this accusation

in response

further representations of the Polish Govern
ment or the Polish Embassy on behalf of the arrested officials,
to all

without furnishing any proof in support of the charge.
However, at the sanre time the Soviet authorities declared
their readiness to accept a new relief organization

for Polish

citizens, and said that they awaited Polish suggestions. As the
most experienced and valuable social workers were under arrest
and

a

feeling of terror was spreading among the Poles who feared

further

in labor camps and prisons, the Embassy
was unable to set up any kind of new relief organization.
Furthermore, the Polish Government could not negotiate under
mass detention

pressure, with more than

a

hundred Polish officials in prison.

The Soviet Government

had other reasons

than the alleg

edly hostile activities of the Embassy Delegates for closing the
Embassy's relief offices.

Their real grounds may be inferred

from the closing in August 1942 of kindergartens

and medical

centres, which could not be suspected of carrying on activities

First, despite their formal promises,
the Soviet authorities placed difficulties in the way of the pur

hostile to the Soviet Union.

of food rations by these institutions, and then began to
participate directly in their administration or to close up orphan
chase

ages, homes for invalids, feeding ceriters, etc.

districts of Kustanay,

Akmolinsk, Southern

palatynsk and Pavlodar,

For instance, in the
Kazakhstan,

the Soviet authorities

Polish children be transferred

to

Soviet

Semi-

insisted that the

orphanages.

These

actions constituted a flagrant breach of the assurances given by
the Soviet Government

to the

and to the Polish Government

Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
in London by Ambassador Bogo

ta
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who emphasized that the Soviet Government
obstruct the work of relief to Polish citizens.

molov,
wish to

The Soviet Government's
Government's

negative attitude

to

had no

the Polish

suggestion that 50,000 Polish children be evac

uated from the U.S.S.R.

and placed in Allied countries for the

duration of the war at the expense of the Polish Government
and Allied charitable institutions, is characteristic of the Soviet
Government's

attitude toward the Poles in Russia.

appalling death rate among
by hunger and

disease,

cuss the technical

Despite the

children, who were decimated

these

the Soviet Government

details of the suggestion

refused to dis

and rejected

the

principle of evacuation.
The arrest of the Embassy Delegates in July 1942, rendered
impossible the concentration of several thousand Polish special
ists

in the

U.S.S.R.,

the Polish troops were quartered in the

area where

and consequently

with

their evacuation

these

forces

Middle East. These specialists included technicians, doc
engineers, scientists and journalists, all of whom were em

to the
tors,

ployed

in the Siberian

lumberjacks

as

forests

or on other kinds

of hard physical work and dispersed throughout the vast area
of the Soviet Union. Thus the 30,000 Polish civilians evacuated
from Russia to the Middle East in August 1942, like the 12,000

Polish citizens evacuated in March and April 1942, included
only some of the families of Polish soldiers and persons who had
reached the vicinity of the Polish Army camps by themselves and
often quite accidentally.
Despite continued

efforts by the Polish Government,

the lot

of the Poles in the Soviet Union showed no substantial improve
ment because the Embassy's relief work was prevented from
reaching

all the centers in the Soviet

had been deported.

Moreover,

as

Union

to

which Poles

Polish citizens were forbid

den to change their place of residence or to use public trans
portation, they were de facto interned in their place of residence
and could

not

themselves

improve
53

their

conditions

or even
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attempt to leave the northern

regions where

and

the climatic

health conditions were most unfavorable.

Not until late October

1942, when 93

of the arrested mem

of the Embassy's relief organization

bers

the atmosphere

become

to establish

negotiations

the Soviet Government's

more

appropriate

released, did

were
for

renewal

a

Aware of

new form of relief.

some

to the system

objections

Delegates the newly appointed Polish Ambassador,

of

of Embassy

Mr. Tadeusz

of relief be entirely
reorganized. This suggestion was accepted by Mr. Vishinsky on
December 23, 1942, but was never put into effect for, in the
Romer,

suggested that the whole

system

Note of January 16, 1943, the Soviet Government unilaterally
proceeded in violation of the Protocol attached to the Agreement
of July 30, 1941, to declare that all Polish citizens present on
November
Soviet

1

forces

and 2, 1939, on Polish territory occupied by the
had

Despite the Polish Government's
1943,

acquired

automatically

Soviet

citizenship.

Note of protest of January 26,

the subsequent negotiations between Ambassador

Romer

Mr. Molotov concerning the Note of January 16, the Soviet
authorities forcibly took over the Polish Embassy's relief institu

and

tions and proceeded inmmediately

by moral and physical pres

It did

sure to force Polish citizens to accept Soviet passports.
not deem it necessary even to inform the Embassy

of

these

actions.

The purpose of

these

measures was to destroy the Polish

relief organization and to suppress all relief work as such. In
view of these facts the Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs on
March

Mr. Bogomolov, Ambassa
the Polish Government in London. This

30, 1943, pre ented a

dor of the U.S.S.R.

to

Note

to

Note recalled that the relief organization
bassy

of the Polish Em-

was set up by joint agreement with the Soviet Govern

ment, and it protested emphatically
that organization

against the withdrawal of

from the Embassy's administration

the methods employed by Soviet authorities.
54
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the return

by the

of all property belonging to the Polish State

taken over by Soviet authorities or institutions,

and compensa

tion for loss or damage already suffered or that might ensue in
the future from the taking over of that property.

Thus since early in

the

Spring of

1943,

hundreds of thou

citizens deported to the U.S.S.R. have been
of
the
protection of their legal Government, and of
deprived
help and relief from them, from the Governments of the
sands of Polish

friendly United Nations and welfare organizations throughout
the world which had spared neither funds nor efforts to succor
these

Polish

deportees.
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CHAPTER 6
Citizenship

of Polish Deportees and

Soviet Territorial Claims
By the Protocol attached to the Polish-Soviet

July

30,

1941,

the Soviet

Government

Agreement

undertook

to

"grant

amnesty to all Polish citizens who are at present deprived
their freedom on the territory of the U.S.S.R.,
ers
to

of
of

either as prison

of war or on other adequate grounds" without distinction as
the origin, creed or race of the citizens concerned. Similarly

the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme

Council of the

U.S.S.R.

of August 12, 1941, implementing
the amnesty
granted to all Polish citizens detained on Soviet territory, never
whatsoever between Polish
contemplated any discrimination
citizens of different origins.
Part of the Polish deportees, including persons of Ukrain
ian, White-Ruthenian

and Jewish origin, were released from
labor camps and prisons in the first months following the sign
ing of the Agreement.

citizens

of Jewish,

A

considerable

Ukrainian

and

percentage

of Polish

White-Ruthenian

origin
for service in the Polish Army during the initial

volunteered

period of its formation.

The first

case

of discrimination

by the Soviet

authorities

against Polish citizens of other than Polish origin occurred in
the Republic of Kazakhstan in October 1941. According to
information

received by the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev,

the
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of that Republic, General Shcherbakov,
issued an order in Alma-Ata, for the enlistment in the Red

Military Commissar
Army of
ported

aU

Polish citizens of military

by the Soviet

authorities

tories and in possession
Soviet

authorities

age

from

fit for service, de

occupied

of documents issued

showing

they were

Polish terri

to them by the

of Ukrainian,

White-

Ruthenian or Jewish origin.
As soon as it heard of this order the Polish Embassy in
Kuybyshev in a Note of November 10, 1941, declared it con
of July 30, 1941, and to
the Polish-Soviet Military Agreement of August 14, 1941, and
demanded that the right of every Polish citizen to serve in the

trary to the Polish-Soviet

Agreement

Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. be

The People's Commissariat
this Note on December

1, 1941,

respected.

Affairs replied to
that it could not agree with the
for Foreign

Polish Embassy that the calling-up by the Red Army of persons
of Ukrainian, White-Ruthenian and Jewish origin who had
left the territories of Western-Ukraine and Western WhiteRuthenia was inconsistent
1941, or

August

14, 1941.

with the Agreements of July 30,
In the opinion of the Soviet authori

ties, the wording of neither of these Agreements

grounds
November

for
10.

provided any

expressed in the Embassy's Note of
The Note of the Soviet Government further stated

the views

that in accordance with the Decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R.,

of November 29,

citizens of the Western districts of the Ukrainian

1939,

all

and White-

Ruthenian Soviet Socialist Republics who were present in those
districts on November 1 and 2, 1939, acquired the citizenship
laid down in the Citizenship of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics Act of August 19, 1938.
The

of the U.S.S.R.

as

Note ended by stating that "The Soviet Government's readiness
to recognize as Polish citizens persons of Polish origin, who re
sided until November
gives evidence of good

1

and 2 on the aforementioned

territory,

will and compliance on the part of the
57
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but can m no case serve

Soviet Government,

for an

basis

as a

of the Polish citizenship of persons of
other origin, in particular those of Ukrainian, White-Ruthenian or Jewish origin, since the question of the frontiers between
recognition

analogous

the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

and Poland had

not

been settled and is subject to settlement in the future."

In its reply dated December 9, 1941,

Note

to the Soviet

1) Polish legisla

quoted above, the Embassy pointed out that:

tion was founded on the principle of the equality of all citizens,
regardless of their origin or race, and that the Polish Embassy
was not aware of the existence of any Soviet laws, which intro
duced or sanctioned any discrimination

of this

or differentiation

kind. As the Agreement of July 30, 1941, and the Military
Agreement of August 14, 1941, made no reference to the prin
ciple of national origin or race in any of their stipulations rela
tive to Polish citizens, these provisions must apply to all Polish

2) The

citizens without exception.

of Polish citizen

possession

ship by any given person was governed by Polish law, namely
the Polish

State Citizenship

this and the reasons

stated

Act of January

30,

above, the Embassy

unable to accept the Soviet Government's

1920.

found

For
itself

statement that it was

Polish citizens only those of Polish
origin among the persons resident on November 1 and 2, 1939,
on the territory of the Republic of Poland temporarily occu
prepared to acknowledge

as

pied by the military forces of the Soviet Union.
zenship

of the Union

August

19,

1938,

of Soviet

could

Socialist

not be applied

to

3) The Citi

Republics

Act of

Polish citizens for

of the Republic of Poland
occupied by the Soviet Union from the latter half of September
1939 until June or July 1941, would be contrary to the pro
"its introduction

on the territory

bassy's

of the IVth Hague Convention of 1907." The Em
Note ended by pointing out that the Soviet Note con

tained

a

visions

one hand

self-contradictory

thesis, stating as it did that on the

the Soviet authorities
58

did not recognize the Polish
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White-Ruthenian

and

Jewish origin, and on the other hand that the question of the
frontiers between the U.S.S.R. and Poland had not yet been

While maintaining

settled and was to be settled in the future.
its fundamental
also pointed

attitude

as

the Polish Embassy

set out above,

would mean

out that the Soviet attitude

a

uni

lateral settlement by the Soviet Union at the present time of

a

which according to the statement of the People's
Commissar for Foreign Affairs itself was to be discussed in

problem

the future.

The People's Commissariat

for Foreign

this Note on January 5, 1942,

Affairs replied

stating that it saw no grounds

for changing its attitude as set out in the Note of December
1941.

As

to

to the Embassy's reference to the

vention of 1907, the People's Commissariat

1,

IVth Hague Con
for Foreign

Affairs

considered that the provisions of that Convention applied

to a

of enemy territory, and that the term "occu
pation" would be quite unjustifiable in the case of the WesternUkraine and Western White-Ruthenia, for the entry of the
state of occupation

Soviet forces in the Autumn of 1939 into Western-Ukraine and

Western White-Ruthenia
tion:

the incorporation

at the express

view

not an occupa

these territories in the

U.S.S.R. was

will of their people.

In consequence
Government,

of

was in their

of this attitude

Polish citizens

adopted

of Ukrainian,

by

the

Soviet

White-Ruthenian

and Jewish origin ceased to be treated by them as Polish citizens.
This was no mere legal controversy, but involved conse
quences

of the utmost practical

concerned.

importance

to

the persons

The Soviet authorities prevented them from en

listing in the Polish Army and made it impossible for them to
apply to the Polish Embassy for relief or legal protection. The
Embassy's interventions

for the release

detained contrary to the Amnesty

of Polish citizens, still

Decree in prisons and labor

camps, were refused where these persons were concerned.
59
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were also cases of Polish citizens being re-arrested on the pretext
that they had communicated

with agencies of the Polish Em

bassy and had thus

infringed the Soviet regulations forbidding
Soviet citizens, under severe penalty, to communicate in any

matter whatsoever with representatives of foreign States.
over and of particular

More

Polish citizens of Jewish
nationality who had relatives in Palestine, the United States and
Great Britain, they were prevented from leaving the U.S.S.R.,
exit permits being as a rule refused, though the persons con
to

importance

cerned had often completed all the necessary passport and visa

In many

formalities.
abroad,
visas

and

endorsed

cases

Polish

passports,

with British,

valid for travel

Palestinian

and

were confiscated when their holders applied

petent Soviet authorities

for exit permits

from

Iranian

to the com

the

Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.

To compel the Polish Government
the citizenship of persons forcibly

of the Republic of Poland
Republics,

to the

the Soviet Government

to accept its

view on

deported from the territory

Union of Soviet Socialist
also endeavored to limit the

of the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev to issue Polish
passports to Polish citizens, a sovereign right of every State.

powers

This was emphasized in
People's
bassy.

Commissariat

Note of June 9, 1942, from the
for Foreign Affairs to the Polish Em
a

In this Note the People's Commissariat laid down that it

was essential that lists of persons to whom the Embassy wished

Polish passports should be supplied to the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, which would then advise

to

issue

the Embassy of any objections the Soviet authorities might have

of the persons whose
names appeared upon the lists. The Soviet Note added that all
persons on the said lists to whose issue with Polish passports
to the issue

of Polish passports

to any

the competent Soviet authorities had no objection,

would then

with permits of residence as aliens.

In addition

be provided

the Soviet Note demanded that the Soviet authorities be supplied
бо
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with lists of persons who had already been issued with Polish
passports by the Polish Embassy.

To the above, the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev replied in
its Note of June 24, declaring that "in accordance with the
fundamental principles of international law, the Government

of the Republic of Poland asserts that the matter of Polish
citizenship rests with them and they do not consider it possible
that when verifying lists of Polish citizens demanded of the
Embassy, the Soviet authorities should decide the citizenship

Polish citizens

on

resident

Poland, and who between

of

of the Republic of
1939-1942 found themselves as is
the territory

known not of their free will on the territory of the Soviet
Union." The Note went on to point out that the issue of pass
ports to Polish citizens was carried out by the Embassy and its

in accordance with Polish laws and regulations in
force. According to the Constitution of the Republic of Poland
Delegates

Polish law, origin, religion, race or place of residence
within the frontiers of the Republic of Poland, have no in

and

fluence on the citizenship
cluded

thus,

"Taking

of any given person. The note con

into

consideration

tioned Note of the People's Commissariat

that

the aforemen

for Foreign

Affairs

is aimed at imposing a procedure in issuing passports, unprece
dented in relations between sovereign States,

the Government

of the Republic of Poland sees no possibility of discussing the
principles of this question on the basis of the suggested pro
cedure."

In replying

Note on July 9, the People's Commis
sariat for Foreign Affairs did not discuss the arguments con
tained in the Polish Embassy's Note of June 24, but confined
to this

itself to stating that it continued
bassy's

to insist on the

Polish Em

of the suggested procedure for the issue of
The Polish Government, unable to consent to such

adoption

passports.

a procedure

and unwilling

to aggravate the misunderstanding

6i
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over this matter, instructed the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev

to

suspend the issue of passports to Polish citizens.

Towards the end of December

1942,

the Polish relief crisis

appeared to have come to an end when

the Soviet authorities

gave their consent to the establishment

of

a

new form of relief

in place of the Embassy Delegates, and it was
then hoped that the conflict over Polish citizenship and the
issue of passports would also be satisfactorily setded.
These
organization

hopes proved vain as the Soviet Government
tude calculated

to increase and intensify

adopted an atti

the conflict.

On January 16, 1943, the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs sent a new Note to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev in
which it declared
Note of December

that despite
1, 1941,

the good

will shown

in its

when it agreed by way of exception,

Polish citizens persons of Polish origin (although
persons of Ukrainian, White-Ruthenian and Jewish origin were
to recognize as

thenceforth

considered

by the Soviet

citizens), the Polish Government

Government

had adopted

a

as

Soviet

negative atti

tude to the said declaration of the Soviet Government

and had

not only refused to take suitable action, but had put forward
demands conflicting with the sovereign rights of the Union
Soviet Socialist Republics

with regard

to the territories

of

in ques

In consequence of the above, the People s Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs had been instructed by the Soviet Govern

tion.

ment

to

December

that the declaration

state
1,

contained

in

its

Note of

1941, that an exception would be made in respect

of persons of Polish origin must be considered no longer valid
and that there was thus no longer any question of exonerating
these persons from the regulations

Thus the Soviet Government
lateral decision

applicable to Soviet citizens.
not only extended

to force Soviet citizenship

its

ing on Polish territory occupied by the Soviet authorities,
also asserted

the sovereign rights of the Soviet Union
62

uni

on all persons resid

but

to that
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territory, which meant in fact that the Soviet Government

raised

territorial claims to Polish territory.

The question of Soviet claims to Polish territory was first
raised in Mr. Molotov's circular Note of January 6, 1942, con
cerning the atrocities committed on the Russian population
the German

In that Note

armies.

the

City of Lwow was in

eluded among towns situated on Soviet territory.
ing receipt of

by

Mr. Molotov's Note, Ambassador Kot

Acknowledg
stated that the

of Lw6w among Ukrainian cities must have been

inclusion

the result of a misunderstanding,

for history, international

and the ethnical composition of its population
was and remains

a

Polish city.

Note, the People's Commissariat
January

17,

1942,

In reply

law

prove that Lwow

to Ambassador

Kot's

for Foreign Affairs stated, on

that it considered

the

Embassy's view ex

in the Note and in other documents, in which Lwow,

pressed

Brzesc, Stanislaw6w

and other towns of the Soviet Union were

included among towns situated on the territory of the Republic
of

Poland— unjustified,
Commissariat

People's

future

be

and
for

Foreign

its

the

Note of January

statements
16,

Embassy

that

the

Affairs would not in the

able to accept for examination

from the Embassy containing

In

advised

1943,

any further

Notes

to that effect.
the

Soviet Government

again stated, this time quite plainly, that their territorial claims
were not limited

to certain

towns in Poland,

but to the entire

territory which under the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact of Septem
ber 28, 1939, had fallen to the Soviet Union.

The tenor of this

Note was in flagrant contradiction to Article I of the Polish-Soviet
Agreement of July 30, 1941, which provided that "The Govern
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Soviet-German
as

recognizes the

treaties of 1939 as to territorial changes in Poland

having lost their validity."

In replying to the Soviet Note of January 16, 1943, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs presented on January 26, a Note
to the Soviet

Ambassador

to the

63

Polish Government,

in the
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of which he recalled

paragraph

Polish Government
ber

1,

FOREST MASSACRE

to take cognizance

of the

the refusal

of the Note of Decem

citi

1941, because the granting or withdrawal of Polish

zenship

was

an

exclusive

and

sovereignty of the Polish State.
fore maintained
citizenship,

their
16,

of the

attribute

The Polish Government

fundamental

attitude

and found with the deepest

Note of January

there

Polish

as regards

regret, that the Soviet

with the spirit of

1943, was inconsistent

of July 30, 1941, and the joint
of both Governments of December 4, 1941, which

the Polish-Soviet
Declaration

undeniable

Agreement

aimed at the re-establishment

of relations based on confidence

between both States, and left no doubt as to the nullification of
agreements of 1939, together with their

the Soviet-German

cal and legal consequences.
the Protocol

The Note recalled, moreover, that in

attached to the Polish-Soviet

30, 1941, the Soviet Government
citizens

deprived

spective of the

of their

politi

Agreement

of

undertook to release all

freedom

on

Soviet

July

Polish
irre

territory,

On the day the Agree
ment was signed there was on Soviet territory no category of
Polish citizens other than those whose Polish citizenship the
reason for their detention.

Soviet Government
referred

now refused

to above applied

status of Polish citizens.

to recognize, and the amnesty

precisely

to

The Note of

these
the

persons in their

Minister of Foreign

Affairs ended by declaring that the Polish Government
to recognize

any unilateral

decisions taken by the Soviet Gov

during the period in which Polish-Soviet
had ceased, for decisions of this kind were contrary
ernment

tional law, as for instance the
that therefore

relations
to interna

IV th Hague Convention of

and the Atlantic Charter to which the U.S.S.R.
and

refused

the Polish Government

1907

had adhered,

insisted

that the

Soviet Government should treat all Polish citizens in conformity

with the spirit and letter of the Agreement of July
Ambassador Bogomolov's reply of February 17,
Note of January 26, brought no new elements
64

30, 1941.
to the

Polish

to the problem
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under consideration, nor did it provide any relevant explanations.
It merely stated that the Soviet Government did not consider it
to discuss

possible

Polish

of citizenship

the problems

Government's

assertion

concerning

and that the

the

inconsistency

of the Soviet views with the IVth Hague Convention of 1907
and the Polish-Soyiet Agreement of July 30, 1941, as well as
the Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941—was without founda
tion.

In the opinion of the Soviet Government the people of

the western districts

of the Ukrainian

and White-Ruthenian

Republics had acquired Soviet citizenship
pressed will of the people."
When the Polish Government's

at the "freely

ex

attention was called to the

fact that despite all protests and although

Ambassador

Romer

was negotiating with Mr. Molotov in Moscow, the Soviet Govern
ment had proceeded to apply pressure to force Soviet citizen
ship on Polish citizens, the Polish Minister of Foreign
presented

Note

new

a

to

Ambassador

Bogomolov

Affairs

on March

29, 1943, in which he re-affirmed that in the light of the Agree
ment of

July

30, 1941,

must be regarded

Soviet Government
for:

binding both parties, the attitude of the
as

illegal and unjustifiable,

(a) it was inconsistent with the Protocol attached

to the

which granted amnesty to all Polish
citizens in the Soviet Union, and which as a bilateral legal act
referred

Agreement

to,

could not be modified or infringed by any unilateral
cisions, and

(b)

Soviet de

the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme

Council of the U.S.S.R. of November 29, 1939,

as to citizen

ship, enacted as it was in consequence of the Soviet-German
treaties

of 1939, and even containing

of them, must have been invalidated
Soviet Agreement

of July

the Soviet Government

30,

1941.

a direct reference to one

bv Article

I of

the Polish-

In view of the fact that

did not agree to suspend the enforce

ment of its order concerning

Polish citizens, the Polish Gov

ernment

had but one course, to protest emphatically

state that

it did not recognize this infringement of the sovereign
65

and to
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rights of the Polish State and that it reserved the fundamental

right
of

a

in the future any accomplished fact either
general character or affecting individual Polish citizens,
to repudiate

brought

about by the attitude of the Soviet Government.

In the course of the conversations which Ambassador Romer
had in Moscow between

February

20 and March

1943,

18,

with Premier Stalin and Commissar Molotov it was established
did not consider

that the Soviet authorities

all Polish citizens who happened

to be

Poland which the Soviet Government
in the U.S.S.R.,

but not domiciled

then initiated with
for issuing

Polish

in the Eastern part of

consider as incorporated
there.

view to determining

a

passports;

Soviet citizens

as

Ambassador

were

Negotiations

suitable procedure

a

Romer

that

insisted

the Soviet authorities define their attitude with regard to those
persons in the U.S.S.R.

whom they recognize as "indisputably"

In order

Polish citizens.

Govern

to make this clear the Soviet

ment supplied the Polish Embassy with extracts from the
Codes of the Russian and Ukrainian Republics.
was possible

to

learn

is

Soviet

In the light of

"persons domiciled."
"domiciled"

what

one residing

permanently

From these it
understood

legislation
these

documents
in

Civil

a

a

given

by

person
locality

or else attached to it by his work, property or principal source

of employment. The Soviet authorities were instructed to com
ply with this legislation, to revoke any orders incompatible with
it and to return the Polish documents that had been confiscated.
On April 16, 1943, the Polish Ambassador received a Note in
forming him that the competent Soviet authorities had received
the necessary instructions

(yid na

zhitelstvo^)

issuing

these

to

for supply

certificates of residence

Polish citizens on Soviet territory.

documents,

period of two months as

the local Soviet

authorities

time limit for acquiring

When
fixed

a

Polish pass
ports from the Embassy. This they considered entirely sufficient.
a

66
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of the U.S.S.R. raised no further

the Government

to passports

objection

FOREST

issued by the Embassy without

consulting the Soviet authorities on the citizenship of the per
sons concerned. In practice, however, only such Polish citizens
could apply for passports as had already been given a certificate
of residence by the Soviet authorities. Passports issued to other
categories of Polish

citizens would have made them liable to

prosecution by the Soviet authorities.

Although

the above

extent because

appreciable

of diplomatic

ernment

procedure

was not

of the rupture

applied

any

by the Soviet Gov

with Poland,

relations

to

it nevertheless

remains evidence of the fact that even Soviet legislation recog
nizes a great number of Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet
Socialist

Republics

as

"indisputably"

Polish citizens, with the

right to acquire Polish passports and leave the Soviet Union.
Ambassador

Romer's

conversations

with high Soviet

of

ficials and the procedure arrived at as described above prove
that the attitude of the Soviet Government
problem of Polish citizenship
Republics,

with regard to the
in the Union of Soviet Socialist

first defined in the note dated December

1,

1941,

and then on January 16, 1943, was once again changed.

However

the

Note of January

deeper implications.
Polish-Soviet

It marked

16, 1943, had much wider and

the beginning

of

a

new era in

relations, an era in which the Soviet Government

has been trying to deal unilaterally

with Poland,

the first victim

of the 1939 German aggression, and this in their own way with
out the slightest regard for international
sideration for the high principles

United Nations

are fighting

in defence of which all other

this war.

67

law and justice, or con

II

Part

CHAPTER

1

Polish Soviet Relation* Prior to the War
No.

i

of the Council of People's Commissars No. 698 issued in
Moscow, August 29, 1918, abrogating the agreements of the Gov
ernment of the former Russian Empire with the Governments of
the German and Austro-Hungarian Empires, the Kingdoms of Prus
sia and Bavaria, the Duchies of Hesse, Oldenburg, Sachsen-Meiningen, and the City of Lubeck.
Decree

Art. i
Art. 2
Art. 3.

All agreements and acts concluded by the Government
of the former Russian Empire with the Governments of the King
dom of Prussia and the Austro-Hungarian Empire in connection with
the partitions of Poland, are annulled for ever by the present Resolu
tion, in view of the fact that they are contrary to the principle of
the self-determination of peoples and to the revolutionary, legal con
ception of the Russian nation, which recognizes the inalienable right
of the Polish nation to decide its own fate and to become united.

Art.
Art.

4
5

Signed:

Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars:
V. Ulyanov-Lenin.

Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs:
L. Karakhan.
of
the
Council
of
Executive Secretary
People's Commissars:

Vlad. Bontch-Bruyevitch.

7'
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No.

2

Declaration of the Council of People's Commissars of the Russian
Socialist Federative Soviet Republic to the Polish Government and
the Polish Nation, issued in Moscow, January 28, 1920.
Poland is now confronted with a decision that for many years
to come may have grave repercussions on the lives of both nations.
Everything shows that the extreme imperialists of the Entente, the
and agents of Churchill and Clemenceau are directing at
present all their efforts to draw Poland into a futile, ill-considered
and criminal war with Soviet-Russia.
Conscious of its responsibility for the fate of the Russian working
masses and wishing to prevent new and innumerable disasters, sacri
supporters

threatening the two nations: —
1.
The Council of People's Commissars declares that the policy
of the U.S.S.R. towards Poland is based not on any occasional,
fices and devastation

considerations
of war or diplomacy but on the inviolable
principle of self-determination of nations and it has recognized and
the independence and sovereignty of the
recognizes unreservedly
Polish Republic and declares this recognition to be the basis of all
transient

with Poland from the moment of the formation of an
independent Polish State.
2.
While regarding the last peace proposal of December 22
forward
put
by the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs as still
fully valid, the Council of People's Commissars, which has no ag
its relations

gressive intentions whatever, declares that the Red Army will not
cross the present line of the White-Ruthenian front that passes near
the following points: Dryssa, Dzisna, Polock, Borysow,
Parycze,

Railroad Stations Ptycz and Bialokozowice. As regards the Ukrain
ian front, the Council of People's Commissars declares in its own
name and in the name of the provisional Ukrainian Government
that the army of the Federated Soviet Republic will not engage in
military operations to the West of the present line, running near the
of Budouwa, Pilawy, Dereznia and Bar.
The Council of the People's Commissars declares that the
3.
Soviet Government has not entered into any agreements or pacts,
with Germany or any other country, aimed directly or indirectly
against Poland, and that the character and spirit of international pol
icy of the Soviet authorities excludes the very possibility of similar
localities

agreements,

as

well

as attempts

to exploit eventual
7»

conflict between
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Poland and Germany or Poland and other countries in order to
violate Poland's independence and her territorial integrity.
4. The Council of People's Commissars declares that so far as
the
not

essential
a single

be solved in

interests of Poland and Russia are concerned

territorial, economic

question,

a peaceful

mise or agreement,
Estonia.

as

there is

or other, that could not

way, through negotiation, mutual compro
with
is now the case in the negotiations

While recommending to the
Affairs that it obtain at the next

People's

Commissariat for Foreign
Central

session of the All-Russian

Executive Committee in February, a confirmation by the Supreme
Body of the Republic of the above stated basis of Soviet policy
towards Poland, the Council of People's Commissars considers on
its part that by this categorical declaration it is fulfilling its duty
towards the peace interests of the Russian and Polish nations and
hopes that all controversial
tiations

between

Russia

matters

will

be settled by friendly nego

and Poland.

Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars:
V. Ulyanov-Lenin.
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs:
TcHITCHERtN.
People's Commissar for Army and Navy:

Trotsky.
No.

3

Treaty of Peace between Poland, Russia and the Ukraine, signed
at Riga, March 18, 1921.

Preamble
Poland— on the one hand— and Russia and the Ukraine— on the
other— being desirous of putting an end to the war and of conclud
ing a final, lasting and honorable peace based on a mutual under

standing and in accordance
Riga on October 12, 1920,
and have appointed for this
The Government of the

MM.

with the peace preliminaries signed at
have decided to enter into negotiations

as plenipotentiaries:
Polish Republic:
Jean Dabski,
Stanislas Kauzik,

purpose

Edouard Lechowicz,

Henri

Strasburger

Leon Wasilewski.
93744

o— 52— pt.

4

зв
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The Government of The Federal Socialist Republic of the Rus

of the
Government of the White-Ruthenian Socialist Republic of Soviets
and of the Government of the Ukrainian
Socialist
Republic of
sian Soviets,

■

on its own behalf and with the authorization

Soviets:

MM. Adolphe Joffe
Jacob Ganetski
Emmanuel Kviring
Leonide Obolenski and
Georges Koutshoubinski.
above-mentioned
plenipotentiaries met at Riga, and having
their
full
powers, which were recognized as sufficient and
exchanged

The

found to be in good and due form, agreed to the following

pro

visions:

Riga, March

18, 1911.

Article i
The

two

Contracting

ceased to exist between

Parties declare

that

a

state of war has

them.

Article

2

The two Contracting Parties, in accordance with the principle
of national self-determination,
of the
recognize the independence
Ukraine and of White Ruthenia, and agree and decide that the
eastern frontier of Poland, that is to say, the frontier between Po
land on the one hand, and Russia, White Ruthenia and the Ukraine
on the other, shall be as follows:

The frontier shall follow

of the Western Dzwina,
from the frontier between Russia and Latvia, to the point at which
the frontier of the former Government of Wilno meets the frontier
of the former Government of Witebsk; thence it shall follow the
the course

Governments of Wilno and Witebsk
from
the village of Drozdy to the town
running
of Orzechqwno, leaving the road and the town of Orzechowno to
Poland;
It shall then cross the railway line near the town of Orzechowno,
frontier between

as

far

the former

as the road

and, turning towards the south-west, shall run along the railway line,
leaving the station of Zahacie to Poland, the village of Zahacie to
Russia, and the village of Stelmachowo to Poland;
Thence it shall follow the eastern frontier of the former
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point of the districts of Dzisna,
Lepel and Borysow;
Thence it shall follow the frontier of the former Government of
Wilno at an approximate distance of one kilometre, as far as the
point at which this frontier turns westward near Sosnowiec;
as

as the meeting

Thence the frontier shall continue in a straight line towards the
sources of the River Czemica to the east of Hornowa and thereafter
follow the Czernica river as far as the village of WielkaCzernica, which it shall leave to White Ruthenia;
Thence it shall continue in a south-westerly direction, across
it shall

the Lake of Miadziol,

which shall be
left to White Ruthenia together with the village of Chmielewszczyzna; on the other hand, the villages of Starosiele and of Turowszczyzna shall belong to Poland;
Thence

to the village of Zarzeczyck

the frontier shall

run in a south-westerly direction to
the confluence of the River Wilja with an unnamed stream on the
west of the village of Drohomicz, leaving to White Ruthenia the
Uhly, Wolbarowicze, Borowe, Szunowka, Bezfollowing villages:
trock, Daleka, Klaczkowek, Zazantow, Maciejowyce, and the follow

ing to Poland:
Solone,

Komajsk, Raszk6wka, Osowa, Kusk, Wardomicze,

Milcz;

Thence the line shall follow the river Wilja to the road on the
south of the town of Dolhinowo;

Thence it shall pass to the south as far as the village of Baturyn,
leaving to White Ruthenia all that road and the villages of Rahozin,
of Tokary, of Polosy and of Hluboczany, and to Poland the follow
ing villages: Owsianiki, Czarnorucze, Zurawa, Ruszczyce, Zaciemien,
Borki, Czerwiaki and Baturyn;
Thence it shall run to the town of Radoszkowicze, leaving to
White Ruthenia the villages of Papysze, Sieliszcze, Podworany,
Trusowicze North, Doszki, Cyganowo, Dworzyszcze, and Czyrewicze, and to Poland the villages of Lukawiec, Mordasy, Rubce,
North,

Lawcowicze South, Budzki, Klimonty,
Wielkie Bakszty and the town of Radoszkowicze;
Thence it shall follow the River Wiaz6wka, to the village of
Lipienie, leaving the latter village to Poland, then running in a
direction, crossing the railway and leaving the sta
south-westerly
tion of Radoszkowicze to White Ruthenia;
Thence it shall run southward as from the town of Rak6w,
leaving to White Ruthenia the villages of Wiekszyce, Dolzenie,

Lawcowicze

and
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Mietkowa,

Wielka Borozdynka and Kozielszczyzna, and

to Poland

the villages of Szypowaly, Macewicze, Stary Rak6w, Kuczkuny
the town of Rakow;

and

Thence the frontier shall continue as far as the town of Wolma,
leaving to White Ruthenia the villages of: Wielkie Siolo, Malawka,
Lukasze, and Szczepki, and to Poland the villages of Duszkowo,
Chimorydy, Jankowce, and the town of Wolma;
Thence it shall follow the road from the town of Wolma as
far as the town of Rubiezewicze, leaving that road and the town to
Poland;
Thence it shall continue southward

as

far

as the

unnamed inn

situated at the point at which the Baranowicze-Minsk railway crosses
the Nowy Swierzen-Minsk road (see map, scale one English inch
to ten versts,

above

the

letter

M

at the beginning

of the word

Miezinowka;

and map, scale one English inch to twenty-five versts,
near Kolosowo) leaving the inn to Poland; the villages of Papki,
Zywica, Poloniewicze, Osin6wka, shall go to White Ruthenia and
the villages of Lichacze and of Rozanka shall go to Poland;
Thence the frontier shall pass across the center of the NieswiezCimkowicze road to the west of Kukowicze, leaving the villages of
Jazwina North, Bieliki, Jazwin, Ry(all three) to White Ruthenia; the villages
of Kul, Buczne, Dwianopol, Zurawy, Posieki, Juszewicze, Lisuny
North and Lisuny South, Sultanowszczyzna and Pleszewicze to
Poland;
Swerynowo, Kutiec, Lunina,

masze, and Kukowicze

Thence it shall pass halfway between Kleck and Cimkowicze
(between the villages of Puzowo and Prochody), leaving to White
Ruthenia the villages of Raj6wka, Sawicze, Zarakowce, and Puzowo,
and to Poland the villages of Marusin, East Smolicze, Lecieszyn, and
Prochody;
Thence it shall continue as far as the Warsaw-Moscow road,
crossing it to the west of the village of West Filipowicze, and leav
ing che village of Ciechowa to White Ruthenia and the village of
Jodczyce to Poland;
Thence it shall run south as far as the Morocz river, near
Choropol, leaving the villages of Stare Mokrany, Zadworze, Mokrany and Choropol to White Ruthenia, and the villages of Ciecierowiec, Ostaszki, Lozowicze, and Nowe Mokrany to Poland;
Thence it shall follow the Morocz river as far as its confluence
with the river Slucz of Minsk;
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Thence it shall continue towards the village of Berezce, leaving
the villages of Lubowicze, Chilczyce, and Berezce to White Ruthenia, and the villages of North Lutki and South Lutki to Poland;

Thence it shall follow the road from the village of Bukcza, leav
ing the road and the village of Bukcza to White Ruthenia and the
village of Korma to Poland;
Thence it shall continue as far as the Samy-Olewsk railway,
which it shall cross between the stations of Ostki and Snowidowicze,
leaving to the Ukraine the villages of Wojtkowicze, Sobiczyn, Michalowka, and Budki Snowidowickie, and to Poland the villages of
Radziwilowicze, Raczkow, Bialowiska, Bialowiz, and Snowidowicze;
Thence the frontier shall continue towards the village of Myszak6wka, leaving to the Ukraine the villages of Majdan Holyszewski,
Zaderewie,
Marjanpol, Zolny, Klomowa, and Rudnia Klonowska,
the villages of Derc, Okopy, Netreba, Woniacze,
Huta, and Myszakowka;
Nowa
Perelysianka,
Thence it shall continue as far as the mouth of the River Korczyk, leaving the village of Mlynek to the Ukraine;
and

to Poland

Thence it shall run up the River Korczyk, leaving the town of
Korzec to Poland;
Thence it shall continue as far as the village of Milatyn, leav
ing to the Ukraine the villages of Poddubce, Kilikij6w, Dolzki,
Naraj6wka, Ulaszanowka, and Marjanowka, and the villages of
Bohdanowka, Czernica, Kryl6w, Majk6w, Dblha, Friederland, Poreba Kuraska, and Milatyn to Poland;
Thence

it shall follow

the

road

leading from the village of

to the town of Ostr6g, leaving the villages of Moszczan6wka,
Krzywin, and Solowie to the Ukraine, and the villages of Moszczanthe town of Ostrog and the road to
ica, Bodowka, Wilbowno,

Milatyn

Poland;
Thence it shall ran up the River Wilja
Chodaki, which remains to Poland;
Thence it shall continue

far

as

far

as the

village of

as the town of Bialoz6rka, leav
of Wielka Borowica, Stepan6wka,
North Bajmaki and South Bajmaki, Liski, Siwki, Woloski, the
town of Jampol, the villages of Didkowce, Wiazowiec, and Krzywczyki, and to Poland the villages of Boloz6wka, Sadki, Obory, Szkro

ing to the Ukraine

as

the villages
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Pankowce, Grzybowa,' Lysohorka, Molodzk6w,
town of Bialozorka;

botowka,

Thence it shall continue

as far as the

and

the

River Zbrucz, leaving the

road and the village of Szczesnowka to Poland;
Thence it shall follow the River Zbrucz, as far as its confluence

with the River Dniester.

Article
Russia
territories

the Ukraine

3

all rights and claims to the
situated to the west of the frontier laid down by Article 2
and

abandon

of the present Treaty. Poland, on the other hand, abandons in favour
of the Ukraine and of White Ruthenia all rights and claims to the
territory situated to the east of this frontier. The two Contracting
Parties agree that, in so far as the territory situated to the west
of the frontier fixed in Article 2 of the present Treaty includes
districts which form the subject of a dispute between Poland and
Lithuania, the question of the attribution of these districts to one
of those two States is a matter which exclusively concerns Poland
and Lithuania.

Article

4

Article

5

Each of the Contracting Parties mutually undertakes to respect
in every way the political sovereignty of the other Party, to abstain
from interference in its internal affairs, and particularly to refrain
from all agitation, propaganda or interference of any kind, and not
to encourage

Each
protect

any such movement.
of the Contracting Parties

organisations

not to create or
with the object of encour
the other Contracting Party or of
undertakes

which are formed

conflict against
undermining its territorial integrity, or of subverting by force its
political or social institutions, nor yet such organisations as claim
aging

armed

to be the Government of the other Party or of a part of the terri

The Contracting Parties

therefore, under
their official representatives and
other persons connected therewith, from establishing themselves on
their territory, and to prohibit military recruiting and the entry into
of armed forces, arms, muni
their territory and transport across
tions and war material of any kind destined for such organisations.
tories of the other Party.

it,

such organisations,
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Decision of the Conference of Ambassadors, on the subject of the
frontiers of Poland, March 15, 1923.

The British Empire, Fiance, Italy and Japan, signatories with
the United States of America, as the principal Allied and Associated
Powers, of the Versailles Treaty of Peace:
Considering that by the terms of Article 87, paragraph 3, of
the said Treaty, it is for them to fix the frontiers of Poland, which
have not been specified by that Treaty;
Considering that on February 15, 1923, the Polish Government
to the Conference of Ambassadors a request inviting the
Powers there represented to avail themselves of the rights conferred
on them by the said Article;
addressed

That, for its part, the Lithuanian Government has already, in
its Note of November 18, 1922, shown itself anxious to see the said
Powers avail themselves of the said rights;
Considering that by the terms of Article 91 of the Treaty of
Peace of Saint Germain-en-Laye, Austria has renounced in favor
of the principal Allied and Associated Powers all its rights and titles
to the territories which previously belonged to the former AustroHungarian Monarchy and which, situated outside the new frontiers
as they are described in Article 27 of the said Treaty,
are not actually the subject of any attribution;
Considering that it is recognized by Poland that in so far as

of Austria,

the eastern part of Galicia is concerned,
tions necessitate an autonomous regime;

the ethnographical condi

concluded between the principal
Powers and Poland on June 28, 1919, has
provided for special guarantees in favour of racial, language and
religious minorities in all the territories placed under Polish sov
Considering

Allied and

that

the Treaty

Associated

ereignty;

Considering that so far as its frontier with Russia is concerned,
Poland has entered into direct relations with that State with a
view to determining the line;

That in

far

frontier between

Poland and Lithuania
is concerned, there is cause to take into account the actual situation
resulting, notably, from the Resolution of the Council of the League
so

as the

of Nations on February

3,

1923:
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Have charged the Conference of Ambassadors
tion of this question.

In
i.

with the regula

consequence, the Conference of Ambassadors:
Decides to recognize as the frontiers of Poland:

(0 With Russia:
The line drawn and delimited

by the agreement between the
two States and on their responsibility dated November 28, 1922.*

(2) With Lithuania:
The line below described (according
1 :

to

the German map, scale

100,000):

From the point where the northern administrative limit of the
district of Suwalki meets the frontier of Eastern Prussia (the point
common to Eastern Prussia, Poland and Lithuania) and as far as
the most southerly

Suwalki,

a

point of re-entry of the limit of the district of
at about seven kilometres to the north

point situated

west of Punsk, the northern administrative

limit of the district of

Suwalki;
Thence towards
Berzniki-Kopciowo,
of Berzniki;

the south-east
situated

about

as

far as a point on the road
to the south-east

two kilometres

A line

to be determined on the spot, leaving Punsk to Poland,
Lake
Galadus from its north-westerly
extremity as far
traversing
as a point situated about two kilometres to the north of Zegary, then
passing towards the east, then parallel with the line of small lakes
situated between Berzniki and Zegary at about two kilometres to
the east of these lakes;

Thence as far as a point about two kilometres 500 metres to
the east of Zelwa on the River Marycha, a line to be determined
on the spot;
Thence, down the course of the River Marycha as far as the
of a small tributary situated on the left bank of this
river and immediately above Studzianka;

confluence

Thence, a line to be determined on the spot as far as the source
of the River Igorka, then the course of this river which passes to
Warwiszki as far as its confluence with the Niemen;
Thence, down the course of the River Niemen
confluence of the River Grawe;

as

far

as

the

*
Polish-Soviet Delimitation of Frontiers Agreement, signed Novem
ber 28, 192a, under the Treaty of Riga.
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point where it intersects

the high road from Merecz to Rotnica;

Thence, a line to be determined on the spot as far as the con
fluence of the River Skroblis with the River Mereczanka;
Thence, the course of the Mereczanka,

as

far

as a

bridge about

300 metres to the south-east of Podkamien;

Thence and
to the north-east

as

far

as

frontier post

142

at about two kilometres

of Strzelciszki;

A line to be determined on the spot, leaving to Lithuania the
localities of Podkamien, Karpiszki, Strzelciszki, to Poland those of
Bortele, Kukle, and passing by way of the intersection of the roads
from Bobryszki to Olkieniki and from Orany to Wojtowo on the
railway from Grodno to Wilno;
Thence as far as a point to be determined on the course of the
River Wilja at about 800 metres to the west of Siurmance;

A line

to be determined on the spot, leaving to Lithuania the
of Kalance, Szpiengleniki, Giecieniszki, Uzuleje, Prybance,
Greczdwka, Ismance, Jagielany, Dergiance, Kopciszki, Zailgi, ChwosNiedzwied6wka, Janczuny, Daniliszki, Jerz6wka, Nowy
zczyzna,
Dwor, Promysl6wka, Walakiszki, Kurkliszki, Kalejkiemie, Wiluniszki, Kiermanczyszki, Bialolesie and Owsieniszki, and leaving to
Poland the localities of W6jtowo, Puszkarnia, Czarn6kowale, Kollocalities

Strazn,
Wejksztelance,
Lejpuny,
Ejgielance,
Markowszczyzna,
Skobsk, Wizgirdy, Dombrowo, Dembniaki, Stanislaw6wka, Kotysz,
Staszkuniszki, Lebiedzie, Mejluszki, Podworance, Glity, Pietkieniszki, Kiermeliszki, Kudrany, Poniewiezka, Mejdany, Miciuny, Lojciszki, Mejryszki,
Siurmance;

Barcie,

Jateluny,

Puzanowo,

Kazimir6wka

and

Thence, the course of the River Wilja as far as a point situated
about one kilometre 200 metres to the south of Sejmieniszki;
Thence and as far as a point to be determined at the south
western extremity of Lake Dubinskie to the south of Zaltynie;

A line

to be determined

on the spot, leaving in Lithuanian

ter

ritory Pospierze, Kejmince, Sketery, Olinowo, Рогу, Kontromiszki,
Kiele, Awizance, Nieczance, Bojary, Olany, Palki, Ollis, Okmianka,
Towkiele, Aleksandryszki, Gawejki, Zaltynie, and in Polish terri
tory the localities of Podworzance, Podgaj, Drawcza, Mejluny, Papiernia, Bortkuszki, Uzubledzie, Lip6wka, Poblyndzie, Zyndule,
Astyki, Szalkowszczyzna, Romaszkance,
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Zylwiszki, Szmilginie, Gawejki,

Pustylki, Gudejki, Stolewszczyzna,
Sidabry;

Thence,

a

be determined

line traversing

Lake Dubinskie

on the north-east

bank

as far

at about

as a

point to

500 metres to the

south-east of Olka;

Thence and as far as a point to be determined
bank of Lake Prowal to the east of Suraance;

A line

on the south

on the spot, leaving in Lithuanian ter
of
Olka.
Lake Bolosza, Labejszyszki,
Mlynek,
ritory
Janiszki, Szerejkiszki, Surgance, and in Polish territory the locali
ties of Jankuniszki, Purwiniszki, Szarkiszki, Matiejowo, Ormiany,
Skardzie, Nowosiolka, Grzybiance;
Thence and as far as a point to be determined on the southern
to be determined

the localities

edge of the lake on the bank of which is Antolkony
metres to the west of this locality;

A line

and at

500

on the spot, leaving in Lithuanian ter
of Madejki, Mazule, Szakaliszki, Andrulance,
Zukowszczyzna, Zemajtyszki, Prudziszki, Poluknis, Pozenis, Zwirbliszki, Sidoriszki, Melejszany, and in Polish territory the localities
of Maldziuny, Rutowszczyzna, Baranowo, Antoledzie, Bemiuny,
to be determined

ritory the localities

Lyngmiany, Antokalny;
And thence as far as the frontier of Latvia;
A line to be determined on the spot running towards the north
east then towards the north, passing between Lake Bolosza and
Lake Dringis, and leaving in Lithuanian territory the localities of
Auksztenis, Achramiance, Rejnie, Azany, Sadziuny, W.-Derewnia,
Suntupie, Kalniszki, Szablowczyzna, Mugliszki, Jurkokalnie, Smolweczki, Weragiszki, and in Polish territory the localities of Kozaczyzna, Mejluny, Wardzikiemie, Aliejuny, Sakiszki, Pozemiszki, Karaczuny, Smolwy, Paukszteliszki, Smolwy (north),

Dulkiszki,

Matej-

kiszki;

The

tracing of this line on the spot is left to the care of the
concerned, who will have every latitude to pro
two Governments
ceed, by mutual agreement, to rectifications of detail which they
may recognize on the spot as indispensable.
2.
Decides to recognize to Poland, which accepts all rights of
sovereignty over the territories comprised between the frontiers above
defined and the other frontiers of the Polish territory, with reserve
to the dispositions

of the Treaty of Peace concluded

main-en-Laye concerning

the

charges
82
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upon the States to which any territory of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy is transferred.
Done at Paris, March

15,

1923.

Eric Phipps.

R. Ротсагё.

Romano Arezzana.

M. Matsuda.

The undersigned, duly authorized, declares, in the name of the
Polish Government, his acceptance of the foregoing dispositions.
Done at Paris, March 15, 1923.
Maurice
No.
Note of April

Zamoyski.

5

J 923 from Hon. Hugh Gibson, Minister of

5,

United

the

States of America in Warsaw, to the Polish Minister of For
eign Affairs, taking cognizance of the Decision of the Council of
Ambassadors

of March

15,

1923.

Warsaw, April

5,

1923.

Excellency:

I

have the honor to inform Your Excellency that my Government

of the decision of the Council of Ambassadors
1923 with regard to the Polish frontiers, this
in
decision being
harmony with the assertions of territorial Sover
eignty of Poland.
In view of this the officials of the American Government charged
with the administration of the immigration law have agreed that for

has taken cognizance
at Paris of March

15,

of the present fiscal year the quotas of the regions of
Pinsk and Eastern Galicia shall be merged into that of Poland.
the balance

I

take the occasion to express, Excellency, the renewed
,,
^

of my' highest
consideration.
0

Hugh Gibson.

No.
Protocol

between

Estonia,

assurance

6

Latvia,

Poland,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, for

Ruviania,

the immediate

and

the

entry into

force of the Treaty of Paris of August 27, 1928, regarding renuncia
tion of war as an instrument of national policy* signed at Moscow,

February 9, J 929.

The Government of the Estonian Republic, the President of the
Latvian Republic, the President of the Polish Republic, His Majesty
*

Briand-Kellogg

Pact.
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the King of Rumania, and the Central Executive Committee of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, being desirous of promoting
the maintenance
of peace between their respective countries and
for this purpose of putting into force without delay, between the
peoples of those countries, the Treaty for the renunciation of war as
an instrument of national policy, signed at Paris on August 27,
1928, have decided to achieve this purpose by means of the present

Protocol and have appointed

as

their Plenipotentiaries

Who, having communicated their full

powers, found in good and

due form, have agreed as follows:

Article
The Treaty for

the renunciation

i
of war

as

an instrument

of

national policy, signed at Paris on August 27, 1928, a copy of which
is attached to the present Protocol as an integral part of that instru
ment, shall come into force between the Contracting Parties after
the ratification of the said Treaty of Paris of 1928 by the competent
legislative bodies of the respective Contracting Parties.

Article

2

The entry into

force in virtue of the present Protocol, of the
of
Paris
of
Treaty
1928 in reciprocal relations between the Parties
to the present Protocol shall be valid independently of the entry
into force of the Treaty of Paris of 1928 as provided in Article 3
of the last-named Treaty.

Article

3

1. The present Protocol shall be ratified by the competent
legis
lative bodies of the Contracting Parties, in conformity with the re

quirements
2.

of their respective constitutions.

The instruments of ratification shall

be deposited

by each

of

the Contracting Parties with the Government of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics within one week of the ratification of the present
Protocol by the respective parties.

As from the date of the deposit of the instruments of ratifica
Parties, the present Protocol shall
come into force between those two Parties. In reciprocal relations
between the other Contracting Parties and the States for which it
3.

tion by two of the Contracting
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the Protocol shall come into force as

and when their instruments of ratification are deposited.
4. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
shall immediately notify the deposit of the several ratifications to all
the signatories to the present Protocol.

Article
In

4

of the present Protocol, each
of
ratification by its legislative
bodies of the Treaty of Paris of 1928, shall immediately notify the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and all the
other Parties to the present Protocol, through the diplomatic channel.
order to give effect to Article
the Contracting
after
Parties,

1

Article
The
ernments

5

present Protocol shall be open for the accession of the Gov
of all countries. Notification of final accession shall be

made to the address of the Government of the

Union of

Soviet So

cialist Republics, which shall duly notify all the other Parties to the
present Protocol. Immediately on receipt of such notification of ac
cession, the present Protocol shall be put into force in reciprocal
relations between the acceding State and all the other Parties to
the present Protocol.

Article

6

The

entry into force, in virtue of the present Protocol, of the
of
Paris of 1928, in reciprocal relations between the acced
Treaty
ing State and all the other Parties to the said Protocol, shall be
effected in the way laid down in Article 4 of the Protocol.

Article

7

The

present Protocol has been drawn up in a single copy, an
authentic copy of which shall be communicated by the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to each of the signatory
or acceding States.

In faith whereof
signed

the present

the above-mentioned
Plenipotentiaries have
Protocol and have affixed their seals thereto.

No.
Pact of

N on- Aggression

7

Poland and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, signed at Moscow, July 25, 1932.
between

The President of

the Polish Republic, of the one part, and the
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
Executive
Committee
Central
publics, of the other part,
85
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Desirous of maintaining the present state of peace between their
of peace between
countries, and convinced that the maintenance
them constitutes an important factor in the work of preserving uni
versal peace;

Considering that the Treaty of Peace of March
stitutes, now as in the past, the basis of their reciprocal

18,

1921, con

relations

and

undertakings;

Convinced that the peaceful settlement of international disputes
and the exclusion of all that might be contrary to the normal condi
tion of relations between States are the surest means of arriving at
the goal desired;
Declaring that none of the obligations hitherto assumed by either
of the Parties stands in the way of the peaceful development of

their mutual relations or is incompatible with the present Pact;
Have decided to conclude the present Pact with the object of
amplifying and completing the pact for the renunciation of war
signed at Paris on August 27, 1928, and put into force by the
Protocol signed

at

Moscow on February 9, 1929, and for that pur
as their Plenipotentiaries

pose have designated

Who,

after

exchanging their full powers,

found in good and

due form, have agreed on the following provisions:

Article
The

i

two Contracting Parties, recording the fact that they have
war as an instrument of national policy in their mutual

renounced
relations,

reciprocally undertake

sive action

or

to

refrain from taking any aggres
territory of the other Party,

the

against
invading
either alone or in conjunction with other Powers.

Any act of violence attacking the integrity and inviolability of
the territory or the political independence of the other Contracting
Party shall be regarded as contrary to the undertakings contained
in the present Article, even if such acts are committed without
declaration

of war and avoid

all possible

Article

warlike manifestations.

2

Should one of the Contracting Parties be attacked by a third
State or by a group of other States, the other Contracting Party
undertakes
not to give aid or assistance, either directly or in
directly, to the aggressor State during the whole period of the
conflict.
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Parties commits an act of aggression
the
other
third
State
Contracting Party shall have the
against
right to be released from the present Treaty without previous
denunciation.
one of the Contracting
a

Article

3

not to be a party
Each of the Contracting
to any agreement openly hostile to the other Party from the point
of view of aggression.
Parties

Article

undertakes

4

The undertakings provided for in Articles

1

and 2 of the present

Pact shall in no case limit or modify the international rights and
obligations of each Contracting Party under agreements concluded
by it before the coming into force of the present Pact, so far as the
said agreements

contain no aggressive elements.

Article
The

5

Parties, desirous of settling and solving,
means,
exclusively by peaceful
any disputes and differences, of
whatever nature or origin, which may arise between them, under
two Contracting

take to submit questions at issue, which it has not been possible to
settle within a reasonable period by diplomatic channels,
to a
procedure of conciliation, in accordance with the provisions of the

Convention for the application of the procedure of conciliation,
which constitutes an integral part of the present Pact and shall be
signed separately and ratified as soon
with the Pact of Non-Aggression.1

Article
The

as

possible

simultaneously

6

Pact shall be ratified as soon as possible, and
the instruments of ratification shall be exchanged at Warsaw within
present

thirty days following the ratification by Poland and the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, after which the Pact shall come into
force immediately.

Article

7

is concluded for three years. If it is not denounced
of the Contracting Parties, after previous notice of not

The Pact
by

one

'The Convention for Conciliation between the Republic of Poland
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was 'signed at Moscow,
November 23, 1932.
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less than

six months

before

automatically renewed

for

a

the expiry of that period,

further period of two years.

Article
The

it shall be

8

present Pact is drawn up in Polish and Russian, both texts

being authentic.
In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Pact and have thereto affixed their seals.
Done at Moscow, in two copies, July 25, 1932.

Protocol of Signature No. i
The Contracting Parties declare
July 25, 1932, cannot be interpreted

7 of the Pact of
meaning that the expiry

that Article
as

of the time-limit or denunciation before the expiry of the timeperiod under Article 7 could have as a result the limitation or
cancellation of the obligations arising out of the Pact of Paris of
1928.

Done at Moscow, in two copies, July 25, 1932.

Protocol of Signature No.
On signing

2

the Pact of Non-Aggression this day, the two Parties

having exchanged

their views on the draft Conciliation Convention

by the Soviet Party, declare that they are convinced that
there is no essential difference of opinion between them.

submitted

Done at Moscow, in two copies, July 25,

No.
Convention

for the Definition

July
His Majesty

the

1932.

8

of Aggression,

signed

at

London,

3, 1933.

King of Rumania,

the President of the Estonian

Republic, the President of the Latvian Republic, the President of
the Polish Republic, the President of the Turkish Republic, the
Central Executive Committee of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, His Imperial Majesty the Shah of Persia, and His Majesty
me King of Afghanistan;
Being desirous of consolidating the peaceful relations
their countries;

existing

between

Mindful of

the

they are signatories,

fact

that

the

Briand-Kellogg

prohibits all aggression;
88
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Deeming it necessary, in the interests of the general security,
to define aggression as specifically as possible, in order to obviate
any pretext whereby it might be justified;

And noting
security,

that all States have an equal right to independence,
the defence of their territories, and the free development

of their institutions;

And

desirous,

in the interest

of the general

peace,

to ensure

all peoples the inviolability of the territory of their countries;
And judging it expedient, in the interest of the general peace,
to bring into force, as between their countries, precise rules defining
to

aggression,

until

such

time

as

those rules

shall become universal;

Have decided, with the aforesaid objects, to conclude the present
Convention, and have duly authorized for this purpose

Who

have agreed on the following

provisions:

Article i
Each of the High Contracting Parties undertakes to accept in
each of the other Parties, from the date of the
entry into force of the present Convention, the definition of
aggression as explained in the report dated May 24, 1933, of the
Committee on Security Questions (Politis Report) to the Conference
for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, which report
was made in consequence of the proposal of the Soviet delegation.
its relations with

Article

2

Accordingly, the aggressor in an international conflict shall, sub
ject to the agreements in force between the parties to the dispute,
be considered to be that State which is the first to commit any of
the following

actions:

Declaration of war upon another State;
2. Invasion by its armed forces, with or without
of war, of the territory of another State;
1.

a declaration

3. Attack by its land, naval or air forces, with or without a
declaration of war, on the territory, vessels or aircraft of another

State;

of the coasts or ports of another State;
5. Provision of support to armed bands formed in its territory
which have invaded the territory of another State, or refusal, not
withstanding the request of the invaded State, to take, in its own
4.

93744

Naval

blockade

o— 52— pt.

4

37
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all the measures in its power

territory,

to deprive

those bands of all

assistance or protection.

Article
No political, military,

3

or

economic

other considerations

serve as an excuse or justification for the aggression

Article

2

(for

examples

present

Convention

shall

Contracting Parties in accordance

be ratified

High Contracting Parties with

of Soviet

4
by each of the

High

with its laws.

The instruments of ratification
the

in

Annex).

see

Article
The

may
to

referred

shall

be deposited

by each of

the Government of the

Union

Socialist Republics.

As soon

instruments of ratification have been deposited
by two of the High Contracting Parties, the present Convention"
shall come into force as between those two Parties. The Convention
shall come into force as regards each of the other High Contracting
as the

Parties when it deposits its instruments of ratification.
Each deposit of instruments of ratification shall immediately
be notified by the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
of the present

Republics to all the signatories

Article

Convention.

5

The present Convention has been signed in eight copies, of
which each of the High Contracting Parties has received one.
In faith whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present

Convention

and have thereto

Done in London, July

3,

affixed

their seals.

1933.

Annex

To Article

3

of the Convention for the Definition of Aggression.
Parties, signatories of the Convention

The High Contracting
for the Definition

of Aggression.

Desiring, subject to the express reservation that the absolute
validity of the rule laid down in Article 3 of that Convention shall
be in no way restricted,

to furnish certain

ing the aggressor.
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Declare that no act of aggression within the meaning of Article
of that Convention can be justified on either of the following

grounds,

among others:

(a) The internal condition of

a

State:

structure; alleged defects
E.g., its political, economic,
in its administration; disturbances due to strikes, revolutions, coun
or civil war.
ter-revolutions,
(b) The international conduct of a State:
E.g., the violation or threatened violation of the material or
or social

rights or interests of a foreign State or its nationals; the
rupture of diplomatic or economic relations; economic or financial
boycotts; disputes relating to economic, financial, or other obligations
towards foreign States; frontier incidents not forming any of the
cases of aggression specified in Article 2.
moral

The High Contracting

Parties

further agree to recognize

that

any violations of
present Convention can never legitimate
international law that mav be implied in the circumstances com
the

prised

in the

above

list.

Protocol of Signature
It

is hereby agreed between the High Contracting Parties that
should one or more of the other States immediately adjacent to the

Union of

Socialist Republics accede in the future to the
present Convention, the said accession shall confer on the State or
States in question the same rights and shall impose on them the
Soviet

same obligations as those conferred

and

imposed

on the ordinary

signatories.1

No.

9

Protocol signed at Moscow, May 5, 1934, between Poland and the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics prolonging until December 31,
1945, the Pact of N on- Aggression of July 25, 1932.

The President of the Republic of Poland, and The Central
Executive Committee of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Being desirous of providing as firm a basis as possible for the
development of the relations between their countries;
Being desirous of giving each other fresh proof of the unchange'On July

22,

1933, the Republic

vention.
9»
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able

character

and solidity of the pacific

and

friendly

relations

happily established between them;
Moved by the desire to collaborate in the consolidation of world
peace and also for the stability and peaceful development of inter
national relations

in Eastern Europe;
conclusion on July 5, 1932, at Moscow, of
Noting
the Treaty between the Republic of Poland and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics has had a beneficial influence on the develop
ment of their relations and on the solution of the above-mentioned
that

the

problems;

Have decided
purpose

to sign

appointed

Who, having

as

Protocol, and have for this

the present

their Plenipotentiaries

their full powers, found in good
and true form, have agreed on the following provisions:
communicated

Article i
the provisions of Article 7 of the Treaty of
concluded at Moscow on July 25, 1932, between

In modification of

Non-Aggression
the Republic of Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
concerning the date and manner in which that Treaty shall cease
to have effect, the two Contracting Parties decide that it shall remain
in force until December 31, 1945.
Each of the High Contracting Parties

shall

be entitled to de

the Treaty by giving notice to that effect six months before
If the Treaty is not
the expiry of the above-mentioned
period.
nounce

denounced by either of the Contracting Parties, its period of
validity shall be automatically prolonged for two years; similarly,
the Treaty shall be regarded as prolonged on each occasion for a
further period of two years, if it is not denounced by either of the
Contracting
Article.

Parties in the manner provided

Article

for in the

present

2

The

present Protocol is drawn up in duplicate, each copy being
in the Polish and Russian languages and both texts being equally
authentic.

The

Protocol shall be ratified as soon as possible,
shall be exchanged between
the instruments of ratification
Parties
Warsaw.
at
Contracting
present

92
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The

present Protocol shall come into force on the date of the
exchange of the instruments of ratification.

In faith whereof

the

above-mentioned

Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Protocol and have thereto affixed their seals.
Done at Moscow in duplicate, in the Polish and Russian lan
guages, the 5th day of May, 1934.

Final Protocol
with the signature on this date of the Protocol
the
Treaty of Non-Aggression between the Republic of
prolonging
Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of July 25, 1932,

In

connection

having again examined all
the provisions of the Peace Treaty concluded at Riga on March
18, 1 92 1, which constitutes the basis of their mutual relations, de

each of the

High Contracting

Parties,

clares that it has no obligations and is not bound by any declarations
inconsistent with the provisions of the said Peace Treaty and in

particular of Article

3

thereof.

Consequently, the Government of the Union of Sqviet Socialist
Republics confirms that the Note from the People's Commissar,
G. V. Tchitcherin, of September 28, 1926, to the Lithuanian Govern
ment cannot be interpreted to mean that the Note implied any
intention on the part of the Soviet Government to interfere in the
settlement of the territorial questions mentioned therein.
Done at Moscow in duplicate, in the Polish and Russian lan
guages,

the

5th day

of May,

1934.

No.

10

Notes exchanged in Moscow on September 10, 1934, between the
Polish Government and the Soviet Government in connection with
the entry of the L7.S.S.R. into the League of Nations.
Moscow, September

10,

1934.
People's Commissar,
In connection with the eventuality of the entry of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics into the League of Nations, the Govern

Mr.

ment

of the Republic of Poland proposes to the Government of

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics a reciprocal recognition that
after the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has entered the League
the

of Nations the relations between

the Republic of Poland and the
93
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will in all their extent continue
on the basis of all existing agreements between them, including the
Pact of Non-Aggression and the Convention for the Definition of
Henryk Sokolnicki.
Mr. Mikolai Krestinski,
Director of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
in Moscow.
Moscow, September

Mr. СЬа^ё
In reply

10,

1934.

d'AfFaires,
to your Note of even date,

I

have the honor to com

to you in the name of my Government that the Govern
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics completely agrees
with the Polish Government on the question that, after the eventual
municate

ment of the

invitation to and entry of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
into the League of Nations, the relations between the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics and the Republic of Poland will remain
on the basis of the treaties existing between them, all of which,
including the Pact of Non-Aggression and the Convention for the
Definition of Aggression,

will continue

to preserve all their force.

M. Krestinski.
Mr. Sokolnicki,
Charge d'Affaires of the Republic of Poland in Moscow.

No.
Joint Communique
Polish and Soviet

11

issued in Moscow, November 26, 1938, by the
Governments on the subject of Polish-Soviet
relations.

A

held between M. Litvinov,
Affairs
of the U.S.S.R., and
Foreign
Polish Ambassador in Moscow, has led to the

series of conversations

People's

Commissar

M. Grzybowski,

recently

for

following statement:
1.
Relations between

the Polish

Republic and the Union of
Socialist Republics are and will continue to be based to the
fullest extent on all the existing Agreements, including the PolishSoviet Pact of Non-Aggression dated July 25, 1932. This Pact,
concluded for five years and extended on May 5, 1934, for a
Soviet
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further period ending December 31, 1945, has a basis wide enough
lo guarantee the inviolability of peaceful relations between the two
States.
2.

Both Governments are favorable

commercial

of their

to the extension

relations.

Both Governments agree that it is necessary to settle a num
ber of current and longstanding matters which have arisen in con
nection with the various agreements in force, and, in particular,
3.

to dispose

of the various

frontier incidents which have lately been

occurring.

CHAPTER

2

Soviet Aggression and Polish-Soviet

Conflict

arising therefrom
No.
Despatch of September
Ambassador in Moscow,

reporting his

17,
to

conversation

12

J939, from Mr. Grzybowski, Polish
of Foreign Affairs
with M. Potemkin, Deputy People's
the Polish Minister

Commissar for Foreign Affairs.
Moscow, September

Mr.

Potemkin sent for me today, September

17,

17, at

3

1939.

a.m., and

read me a Note from his Government, signed by Premier Molotov.

The Note

communicates

that the Soviet Government have ordered

their troops to cross the Polish frontier. The motives given in the
Note were of such a nature that I refused to take it into cognizance
and categorically protested against its contents.
In view of the
diplomatic representatives from Poland,
the
above information. I await instructions.
to
transmit
only
absence of Soviet

No.

I

agreed

13

Text of Note of September 17, 1939, read by M. Potemkin, Deputy
People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, to M. Grzybowski, Polish
Ambassador in Moscow.

The Polish-German War has revealed the internal bankruptcy of
During the course of ten days' hostilities Poland

the Polish State.
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cultural centres. Warsaw no
longer exists as the capital of Poland. The Polish Government has
япН_пр longer shows any_sign_of life. This means
disintegrated,
that the Polish State and its Government have, in fact, ceased to
exist. Therefore the Agreements concluded between the U.S.S.R.
and Poland have ceased to operate. Left to her own devices and
bereft of leadership, Poland has become a suitable field for all manner
has lost all her industrial areas and

a threat to the
and surprises, which may constitute
Government,
which hitherto
these
reasons
the
Soviet
For
U.S.S.R.
has preserved neutrality, cannot any longer observe a neutral attitude

of hazards

towards

The

these facts.

Government further cannot view with indifference
and White Ruthenian people,
who
are at the mercy of fate, are
live
on
Polish
and
who
territory
left defenceless.
In these circumstances, the Soviet Government has directed the
High Command of the Red Army to order the troops to cross the
Soviet

the fact that the kindred Ukrainian

frontier and to take under their protection the life and property of
the population of Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia.

At the same time the Soviet Government proposes to take all
measures to extricate the Polish people from the unfortunate war into
which they were dragged by their unwise leaders, and enable them
to live a peaceful

life.

No.

14

Communique issued on September 17, 1939, by the Polish Embassy
in London.
London, September 17, 1939.
at
Soviet troops crossed the frontier
a.m.,
September 17,
4
of Poland at many points and were met immediately with strong
resistance on the part of the Polish national army. A sharp en

On

counter in particular is being fought near the frontier in the region
of Molodeczno.

The

pretext which the Soviet

Government advance in order to
justify this flagrant act of direct aggression is that the Polish Gov
ernment has ceased to exist, and that it has abandoned the terri
tory of Poland, thus leaving the Polish population on territories
outside

the zone

of war with Germany without protection.
96
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Polish Government cannot enter into any discussion of the pretext
which the Soviet Government has invented in order to justify the
violation of the Polish frontier.
The Polish Government, responsible to the President of the
Republic and to the duly elected National Parliament, are function
ing on Polish territory and are carrying on the war against the
German aggressors by all the means in their power.
By the act of direct aggression committed this morning the
Soviet Government have flagrantly violated the Polish-Russian Pact
of Non-Aggression concluded in Moscow on July 25, 1932, in which
both parties mutually undertook to abstain from all aggressive
action or from attack against each other. Moreover, on May 5, 1934,
by the Protocol signed in Moscow, the above Pact of Non-Aggres
sion was prolonged until December 31, 1945.
By the Convention concluded in London on July 3, 1933, Soviet
Russia and Poland agreed on a definition of aggression, which
clearly stamped as an act of aggression any encroachment upon
the territory of one Contracting Party by the armed forces of the
other and furthermore, that no consideration of a political, military,
economic, or any other order could in any circumstances serve as a
pretext or excuse for committing an act of aggression.
Therefore, by the act of wanton aggression committed

this
morning, the Soviet Government stands self-condemned as a viola
tor of its international obligations, thus contradicting all the moral
principles upon which Soviet Russia pretended to base her foreign
policy since her admittance into the League of Nations.

No.
Communiqui

issued in

Kuty

Government, protesting

The Polish
Note presented
The Polish

15

on September
against

the

17,

1939, by the Polish

Soviet aggression.

in Moscow has refused to accept the
to him to-day by the Soviet Government.
Government has approved this attitude of their

Ambassador

who has asked the Soviet Government for his passports.
The Polish Government solemnly protest against the unilateral
violation of the Non-Aggression Pact by Russia and against the

Ambassador

invasion of Polish
Nation

territory at a moment when the whole Polish
effort to repel the German aggressor.

is making a supreme
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The Polish Government protests against the motives alleged in
the Note of the Soviet Government because the Polish Government
are carrying on their normal activities
cessfully

resisting

and the Polish Army is suc

the enemy.

No.

16

Note of September 18, 1939, presented by the Polish Ambassador
in Paris to the French Minister of Foreign Affairs*

On

the instruction of his Government

has the honor to communicate

the Polish

the following

Ambassador

to the Government

of the French Republic:
17,
1939, the Union of Soviet Socialist
To-day, September
Republics committed an aggression against Poland. At dawn large
Soviet forces crossed the Polish frontier at several points.
The
Polish troops resisted. In view of the superiority of the Soviet
forces, the Polish troops withdrew, fighting.
The Polish Government have protested to Moscow, and have
their Ambassador to demand his passports.
Government await from the Allied French Government
instructed
protest

against

the aggression

committed

by the

The Polish
a categorical

Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.
The Polish Government reserve the right to call upon their
Allies in regard to the obligations devolving upon them by virtue
of the treaties in force.

No.

17

German-Soviet Communique of September 18, 1939, concerning
military co-operation on Polish territory.

In

all kinds of unfounded rumours concerning
the respective aims of the Soviet and German armies operating in
Poland the Government of the U.S.S.R. and the German Govern
ment declare that the operations of these armies do not involve
order

to avoid

any aim contrary to the interests of Germany and of the

U.S.S.R.

or to the spirit and the letter of the German-Russian pact of non*
Polish

A

similar Note was presented to the British
Ambassador in London.
98
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aggression. On the contrary, the aim of these armies is to restore
peace and order destroyed by the collapse of the Polish State and
the conditions of
to help the Polish population to reconstruct

their political existence.

No.

18

German-Soviet Communique" of September 22, 1939, on the de
marcation line between the German and Soviet military zones.

The German Government and

the Government of the

Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics have established a demarcation line between
the Soviet and the German armies along the course of the river

river Narew; further the river
Narew to its confluence with the river Bug; then the river Bug
to its confluence with the river Vistula.
Pissa

to its confluence

with

the

No.

*—

19

Soviet-German Agreement signed in Moscow, September

The Government of
following
exclusively

the

U.S.S.R.

28, 1939.

and the German Government,

of the former Polish State, consider it as
their own task to restore peace and order in these terri

the collapse

and to assure to the peoples inhabiting them a peaceful
to their national characteristics.
existence which will correspond
With this object in view, they have concluded the following Agree
tories

ment:

The Government of

the

Article

i

U.S.S.R.

and the German Government

frontier between their respective State interests
in the territory of the former Polish State, a line which is marked
on the attached map and which will be given in more detail in a

establish,

as

supplementary

the

Protocol.

Article

2

Both countries
State

recognize as final the frontier between their
interests, as set out in Article 1, and will resist

respective
any interference with this decision on the part of other Powers.

Article
The German Government will
reconstruction
1,

on the territory

and the Soviet

3

out the necessary State
west of the line indicated in Article
carry

Government on the territory
99
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of this line.
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Article
The Government of

4

and the German Government
reconstruction as a reliable foundation

the U.S.S.R.

regard the above-mentioned

for the future development of friendly relations between their peoples.

Article

5

The exchange
subject
agreement
is to take place as soon as possible
instruments of ratification
This

is

to

ratification.

of
in

Berlin.

The

agreement enters into force from the moment of its signa

ture.
MOLOTOV

RlBBENTROP

No. 20
Polish Government's protest of September 30, 1939, against the
German-Soviet Agreement of September 28, 1939, presented by
the Polish Ambassador in London to the British Foreign Office*

In face of the flagrant violation of the sacred rights of the Polish
State and the Polish Nation constituted by the Agreement of Sep
Germany and the U.S.S.R., disposing of terri
tories of the Polish Republic for the benefit of the two aggressor
States, in the name of the Polish Government I make the most

tember 28 between

J
/

\

formal and solemn protest against this machination woven between
Berlin and Moscow in contempt of all international obligations
and all human morality.
Poland will never recognize this act of violence, and strong in
the justice of her cause she will not cease to struggle for the day
when, her territory liberated from the invaders, her legitimate rights
will be established in their entirety.
By the heroic resistance of her army, by the patriotic sacrifice
of all her population which has been demonstrated in the heroic
defence of the capital city of Warsaw, of Lw6w, of Gdynia, of
Modlin and of so many other towns, the Polish nation has clearly
proved to the world its steadfast will to live in freedom and independ
ence.
on the unanimous sympathy of all the countries
which respect liberty and good faith in relations between peoples,
Basing herself

*

A

similar protest was presented by Polish diplomatic representa
to the respective Governments to which they were accredited.

tives abroad
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and confident in the steadfast support which is guaranteed her by
her treaties of alliance, Poland will continue the struggle by all
means in her power, confident in her future and in ultimate victory.

No.
Soviet-Lithuanian

With

21

Agreement signed in Moscow, October

view to furthering the friendly relations

a

10,

1939.

established

by

the Treaty of Peace of July 12, 1920, between the U.S.S.R. and
the Lithuanian Republic, which are based on the mutual recogni

tion of political independence and non-interference in the internal
of the other State, the Presidium of the Supreme Council
of the U.S.S.R. on the one part and the President of the Lithuanian
affairs

Republic on the other part:
Being of the opinion that

and
the treaty of non-aggression
peaceful settlement of differences has continued, since it was signed
on September 28, 1926, to serve as the foundation of their mutual
and obligations;
Being convinced moreover

relations

that it is in the interests of the two

Contracting Parties to define the exact conditions of their guarantee
of mutual security and of a just decision as to sovereignty over the
city and district of Wilno, which were illegally detached from
Lithuania by Poland;
Have deemed it necessary to conclude the present Agreement
for the restoration of the city and district of Wilno to the Lithuanian
Republic, as well as a pact of mutual assistance between the U.S.S.R.
and Lithuania, and for this purpose have appointed
their Pleni
potentiaries

Article

1

In order
Lithuania,

returned to the Republic
with the territory of the
the U.S.S.R. and the
shown in the attached
exactly

U.S.S.R. and
Wilno are hereby
U.S.S.R. to be reunited
The boundary between

to strengthen the friendship between
the city of Wilno and the district of

described

in

a

of Lithuania by the
State of Lithuania.
Republic
map.

of Lithuania

the

is

This boundary line

supplementary
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No.

22

Polish Government's protest of October 18, 1939, against the SovietLithuanian Agreement sent to Allied and Neutral Governments
through Polish diplomatic representatives.

I

have

Your Excellency that the Polish
Pact of Mutual Assistance
the
between
U.S.S.R. and Lithuania,

the honor to inform

Government,

having

learned

of the

signed on October io, 1939,
have presented a formal protest to the Lithuanian Government against
the acceptance by the said Government of any territory ceded by the

U.S.S.R. which

does not belong to that

No.

Union.

23

Polish Government's protest of October 21, 1939, against the holding
of a plebiscite by the Soviets on Polish territory temporarily occupied
by the U.S.S.R. sent to Allied and Neutral Governments through
Polish diplomatic representatives.
By order of my Government, I have the honor to submit the fol
lowing for your Excellency's information:

The Polish Government

have just learned

that on Polish terri

tory temporarily occupied by the U.S.S.R. a plebiscite is to be held
to ascertain the will of the population on the question of the transfer
of such territory to the U.S.S.R.

The Polish Government

hereby

declare

that

holding of
is contrary to

the

in areas under military occupation
Therefore they will consider such a plebiscite
as null and void, and in no case will they recognize it as having
force of law.
such a plebiscite

International

Law.

No.

24

of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. issued in Moscow
on November' 1, 1939, concerning the incorporation of Western
Ukraine into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and its union

Decree

with

the

Ukrainian

Soviet Socialist

The

Republic.

Supreme Council of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
having heard the report of the Authorized Committee of the
National Assembly of Western Ukraine has decided as follows:
102
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1.

To comply with

Western Ukraine
Republics
Republic.
2.

1081

and

the petition of the National Assembly of
to incorporate it in the Union of Soviet Socialist

to unite

To instruct

it with

the

Ukrainian

Soviet

Socialist

the Presidium of the Supreme Council

date for the election

of representatives

of Western Ukraine

to fix a
to the

Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R.
3.

To

Socialist
Ukrainian

propose to the Supreme Council of the Ukrainian Soviet
of Western Ukraine to the
Republic the admission

S.S.R.

To instruct

Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian S.S.R.
to submit to the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. for examination
a plan for the demarcation
of boundaries between the provinces
Socialist
Soviet
and districts on the borders of the Ukrainian
4.

the

Republic and the White-Ruthenian

Socialist Soviet

Republic.

Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.

M. Kalinin.
Secretary

of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.

A. Gorkin.
No.

25

of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. issued in Moscow
November 2, 1939, concerning the incorporation of Western
White Ruthenia into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and its
union with the White Ruthenian Soviet Socialist Republic.

Decree
on

The Supreme Council of
having
National

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
of
the Authorized Committee of the
report
Assembly of Western White Ruthenia has decided as

heard

the

follows:

To comply with the petition of the National Assembly of
Western White Ruthenia to incorporate Western White Ruthenia
into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and to unite it with the
White Ruthenian Soviet Socialist Republic.
2. To instruct the Presidium of the Supreme Council to fix a
date for the election of representatives of Western White Ruthenia
to the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R.
1.

i°3
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propose to the Supreme Council of the White Ruthenian
Soviet Socialist Republic the admission of Western White Ruthenia

To

3.

White Ruthenian S.S.R.
To instruct the Supreme Council of

to the

4.

S.S.R. to submit

White Ruthenian
Council of the U.S.S.R. for ex

to the Supreme

the

of boundaries between the
of the Ukrainian Soviet
districts
provinces
Socialist Republic and the White Ruthenian Soviet Socialist Re
public.
Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.
amination

a

plan for the demarcation

and

on

the

borders

M. Kalinin.
Secretary

of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.
A. Gorkin.

No. 26
of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R.
issued in Moscow on November 29, /939, concerning the acquisi

Decree

tion of citizenship of the U.S.S.R. by the inhabitants of the
Western districts of the Ukrainian and White Ruthenian S.S.R.
1.

In conformity with

Citizenship of the U.S.S.R. Act
decreed that the following are henceforth
the

of August 19th, 1938, it is
citizens of the U.S.S.R.:
a) former Polish citizens who were on the territory of the
Western districts* of the Ukraine and White Ruthenia when
these became part of the U.S.S.R. (November 1 and 1, 1939).
b) persons who arrived in the U.S.S.R. on the basis of the agree
ment of November 16, 1939, between the Government of the

U.S.S.R.

who
Lithuania

and the German Government as well as those

arrived as a result of the cession by the U.S.S.R. to
of the city of Wilno and the district* of Wilno in accordance
with the agreement of October 10, 1939.
Former
Polish citizens resident in the Western districts* of
2.
the Ukraine and White Ruthenia who were not present in the
territory of these districts* on November 1 and 2, 1939, and do
»

Oblast.
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Soviet citizenship can acquire the citizenship of the
U.S.S.R. by the procedure provided in Article 3 of the Citizen
ship of the U.S.S.R. Act.
in Paragraph 1 of the present
3. Such persons enumerated
not

possess

of Soviet citizenship under the Decree
of the All-Russian Central Executive Committee and the Council
of People's Commissars of the R.S.F.S.R. of December 15th, 1921
may acquire citizenship of the U.S.S.R. by the procedure provided
in Article 3 of the Citizenship of the U.S.S.R. Act.
Decree

as

were

deprived

Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.

M. Kalinin.
Secretary

of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.
A. Gorkin.

No.
Polish

27

Government's Protest

of February 3, 1940, against the
conscription of Polish citizens by the Red Army, sent to Allied and
Neutral Governments through Polish diplomatic representatives.
By order of my Government I have the honor to submit the
following for Your Excellency's information:
The Soviet authorities have proceeded on the territories of the
Republic of Poland occupied by the armies of the U.S.S.R. to carry
out

military census of all men aged from 18 to 50 and of all
women who have attended nursing courses, and this as a preliminary
step to their military service.
Further to its protest against the decision to incorporate the
above mentioned territories in the U.S.S.R. and having regard
to the stipulations of international law in force, the Polish Govern
a

ment

protests

against

this new violation of international law and1

custom.

In drawing

to the fact that the use of force to compel
to serve in the army of a State which occupied

attention

Polish nationals

by violence part of the territory of Poland, will entail a large number
of victims, the Polish Government here and now hold responsible
therefore
93744

the Government of the

o— 52— pt.

4

38

U.S.S.R.
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No.

28

Polish Government's Protest of July 25, 1 940, against the annexation
of the district of Wilno, sent to Allied and Neutral Governments
through

Polish

diplomatic

representatives.

By order of my Government I have the honor to submit the
following for Your Excellency's information:
The Government of the U.S.S.R. has proceeded to annex the
also
of the three Baltic Republics. This annexation
territories
includes the territory of Wilno which was already illegally occupied
by Soviet troops in September 1939 and retroceded to the Lithuanian
Government in October 1939, and is now reoccupied by Soviet
troops simultaneously with

The Polish

the Lithuanian

Government

territory.

solemnly protests

against

this new

violation of international law by the U.S.S.R. and formally reserves
all its rights to the territories of the Republic of Poland occupied
This
by Soviet troops, whether in September
1939 or recently.

U.S.S.R. confers upon it no rights
thus occupied, and the Polish Govern
ment reserve the right to claim at the appropriate time reparation
from the Soviet Government for damages which the Soviet occupa
act of violence

whatsoever

committed

by the

to the territories

tion has caused or may cause to Poland and Polish nationals.

No.

29

Government's Protest of February 21, 1941, against the
forcing of Soviet citizenship on Polish citizens, sent to Allied and
Neutral Governments through Polish diplomatic representatives.
Polish

By order of my Government I have the honor to submit the
following for Your Excellency's information:
The Polish Government has recently been informed that the
Soviet authorities acting now on the Polish territories occupied by

U.S.S.R. are proceeding to register the population and are
forcing Polish citizens, under threat of reprisals, to renounce formally
their Polish nationality, to cease all activity aimed at the restoration
of the independence of Poland, and to declare that they will hence
the

forward consider themselves loyal citizens of the U.S.S.R.
The Polish Government protests against this new and flagrant
breach of the elementary principles of international law and justice
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U.S.S.R. which, in

agreement

with

the
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German

Reich,

invaded Polish territory in arms.
The Polish Government here and now declares that it will
consider null and void any declaration of the sort indicated above,
that Polish citizens may be driven to make under duress by Soviet
authorities.

CHAPTER

3

The Polish-Soviet Agreement of 1941

No.

30

Polish-Soviet Agreement signed in London, )uly 30, 1941.

The Government of the Republic of Poland and the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have concluded the
present Agreement and decided as follows:
1. The Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
recognizes lhat the Soviet-German treaties of 1939 relative to terri
torial changes in Poland have lost their validity. The Government
of the Republic of Poland declares that Poland is not bound by any

Agreement with any third State directed against the U.S.S.R.
2. Diplomatic relations will be restored between the two Gov
ernments upon the signature of this Agreement and an exchange
of ambassadors will follow immediately.
3.

The two Governments mutually undertake

to render one an

other aid and support of all kinds in the present war against Hitlerite

Germany.
4.

The Government of

the

Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics

of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics of a Polish Army under a commander
appointed by the Government of the Republic of Poland, in agree
ment with the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
expresses its consent

to the formation on the territory

publics. The Polish Army on the territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics will be subordinated in operational matters to
the Supreme Command of the U.S.S.R. on which there will be a
representative

of the Polish

Army.
107
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organization

and employment of this force

will

be setded in a sub

sequent Agreement.

This Agreement will

come into force

upon its
signature and without ratification. The present Agreement is drawn
up in two copies, each of them in the Russian and Polish languages.
Both texts have equal force.
5.

immediately

^Protocol
As soon as diplomatic relations are re-established the Gov
ernment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will grant
amnesty to all Polish citizens who are at present deprived of their
1.

freedom

on the territory of the U.S.S.R., either

as prisoners

of war

or on other adequate grounds.
2.

The

present

the Agreement of

Protocol comes into force simultaneously with

July

30,

1941.

Wladyslaw Sikorski
No.

I. Maiski
31

Communique issued by the British Foreign Office in London,

]uly

30, 1941.

An agreement between the Republic of Poland and the
Union was signed in the Secretary of State's room at the
Foreign Office on July 30. General Sikorski, Polish Prime Min
ister, signed for Poland; Mr. Maiski, Soviet Ambassador,
signed
for the Soviet Union. Mr. Churchill and Mr. Eden were present.
2. The agreement is being published.
3. After the signature of the agreement, Mr. Eden handed to
1.

Soviet

General Sikorski an official Note in the following terms:
"'On the occasion of the signature of the Polish-Soviet

Agreement of today, I desire to take this opportunity of inform
ing you that in conformity with the provision of the agreement
of mutual assistance between the United Kingdom and Poland
of the 25th of August 1939, His Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom have entered into no undertakings towards

Union of Socialist

Republics which affect the rela
tions between that country and Poland. I also desire to assure
you that His Majesty's Government do not recognize any terri
the

Soviet
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tonal changes which have been effected in Poland since August
I939-'
General Sikorski handed to Mr. Eden the following reply:
"'The Polish Government take note of your letter dated

July

30

and desire

ment that

to express sincere

satisfaction

His Majesty's Government in

the

at the state

United Kingdom

not recognize any territorial changes which have been
in Poland since August 1939. This corresponds with
the view of the Polish Government which, as they have pre
viously informed His Majesty's Government, have never recog

do

effected

nized any territorial changes effected in Poland since the out
break of the war'."

No.

32

Declaration of Friendship and Mutual Assistance signed in Moscow
on December 4, 1941, by General Sikorski for the Government of
the Republic of Poland and by Premier Stalin for the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The Government of the Polish Republic and the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, animated by the spirit
of friendly understanding and fighting collaboration, declare:
1.
German Hitlerite imperialism is the worst enemy of man
kind—no compromise with it is possible.
Both States together with Great Britain and other Allies, sup
ported by the United States of America, will wage war until com
of the German invaders.
2. Implementing
the Treaty concluded
on July 30, 1941,
both Governments will render each other during the war full
plete

victory and

final destruction

mili^y_^ssistance, and troops of the Republic of Poland located on
the territory of the Soviet Union will wage war against the German
brigands shoulder to shoulder with Soviet troops.
In peace-time their mutual relations will be based on good neigh-^
borly collaboration, friendship and reciprocal honest fulfillment of;
the obligations they have taken

upon themselves.
war
the appropriate punishment of the
victorious
and
3.
criminals,
Hitlerite
it will be the aim of the Allied States to ensure
a durable and just peace. This can be achieved only through a new
organization of international relations on the basis of unification of
After

a

the democratic

countries

in

a

durable alliance.
109
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national law backed by the collective armed force of the Allied
States must form the decisive factor in the creation of such an
organization. Only under this condition can a Europe destroyed
by German barbarism be restored and a guarantee be created that
the disaster caused by the Hitlerites will never be repeated.
For the Government of the
Republic of Poland

By authority of the
Government of the Soviet

Union

Stalin

Sikorski

CHAPTER 4
Release

of Polish Citizens and Prisoners of War
No.

33

Decree of August 12, 1941, by the Presidium of the Supreme Council
of the U.S.S.R. granting amnesty to Polish citizens deprived, of their
freedom on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

An

amnesty

is granted

to all Polish citizens on Soviet territory

at present deprived of their freedom
other adequate grounds.

as

prisoners

of war or on

Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.

M. Kalinin.
Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme
Council of the U.S.S.R.

A. Gorkin.

No.

34

Note of October 13th, 1941, from Ambassador Kot to Mr. Vishinsky,
Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs in Moscow, drawing
attention to the incomplete fulfillment of Soviet obligations concern
ing Polish citizens, under the Agreement of July 30, 1941.
Moscow, October

Mr. Commissar

13,

1941.

Referring to the Note of the Charg6 d'Affaires ad interim of
of Poland addressed to the Commissar for Foreign

the Republic

no
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Affairs, No. 30/41 of August 22, 1941, and the Note Verbale of the
Polish Embassy, No. D. 467/41 of September 27, 1941, I have
the honor Mr. Commissar to inform you of the following:
In both the aforesaid Notes, as in my conversation with you, Mr.
I emphasized particularly the need for the fulfillment
Commissar,
Government of the provisions of the Agreement
the Polish Government and the Soviet Govern
ment on July 30, 1 94 1, and of the provisions of the Decree of the
Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of August 12,
from prisons, labour
1 94 1, concerning the release of Polish citizens
by

the

Soviet

concluded between

camps and localities of compulsory residence at the earliest possible)
date, at least before the coming winter, during which the departure
from many of the camps would be most difficult if not altogether
impossible.

The

question of release was also brought up by the Polish
at the two meetings of the Mixed Polish-Soviet Commis

delegation
sion, when emphasis was laid on the special urgency of this problem.'
During my conversation with you, Mr. Commissar, on Sep
tember 20, I received your assurance that the Soviet authorities
would take care that Polish citizens detained in distant Northern
regions, where the climate is unsuitable for Poles, were transported
to more suitable districts before the winter season set in. During
my conversation on October 7, I quoted figures relating to Polish
citizens who were still detained in large numbers in camps and

mentioned the fact that certain

categories

among

them

had

been

to very remote Northern regions. In spite of repeated
Polish requests and the assurances given on behalf of the Soviets,
this Embassy has not as yet received the list of localities nor the
exact numbers of Polish citizens released.
transferred

Contrary to the assurances that except for a small number of
individuals suspected, indicted or convicted of espionage on behalf
of Germany, whose names and dossiers up to now have not been
to the Embassy, all Polish citizens had been set
communicated
free and that in a small number of cases only was delay caused by
the Embassy is in possession of
purely technical considerations,
still
in
a number of prisons and camps
information that there are
thousands of Polish citizens who were not informed of the Agree
ment concluded on

1941, or were informed that the provi
sions of this Agreement and of the Decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of August 12 did not apply to
them.

July

30,

Ill
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By way of example, may I state that Polish citizens are still
being detained in prison at Saratov, Gorki, Balashov, Tschelabinsk,
Kizel and in compulsory labour camps in the Primorski Kray in
the North-Eastern extremity of the Yakut district (near the mouth
of the Kolyma on the Arctic Ocean), near Aldan, in the region
of Tomsk, Karaganda, in the mines of Karabash (Tschelabinsk
district), in the Ivgiel camp (Svierdlovsk district), in the Archangel
district and in the Republic of Komi, along the railway line under
construction between Kotlas and Pechora and at other points.
More detailed information concerning the numbers and condi
tion of these Polish citizens is given in the Annex to the present
As will be seen therefrom

Note.
not

receive

detailed

orders

the local

concerning

the

authorities
treatment

either

did

of Polish

after the conclusion of the Agreement of July 30, or, in
some cases, the local authorities
were content to deal with the

citizens

matter in a purely pro forma

Internal
citizens

way (the People's Commissariat of
Affairs withdrew police supervision of the 2,000 Polish
employed in the mines of Karabsh-Voloshynowski-Rudnik,

but left the persons concerned where they were which actually made
worse than before), or with a partial execution of

their position
the orders

issued.

have dictated

It

is to be assumed

this treatment

that various

considerations

and in some instances local authorities

may have desired to secure for themselves virtually unpaid man
power, whence the tendency to release sometimes elderly, invalid
or ailing persons, while the stronger
compulsory

I

and healthier are retained

for

labour.

the honor to draw your attention, Mr. Commissar,
to
characteristic
feature of the conduct of local government

have

another

towards Polish citizens who are released, or who approach
them with the request for employment or for the assignment of a
residence. This conduct, without doubt unknown to the Central

authorities

authorities,
between

which should

cease

the Polish and Soviet

in the interests of good relations
Governments, consists in informing

that the blame for their difficult situation rests with
Government and their representatives in the U.S.S.R.
Naturally Polish nationals are not misled by this, but it arouses
unnecessary mistrust among the Polish population.
those concerned
the Polish

Information issued abroad by the Polish Government, entirely
in line with good Polish-Soviet collaboration, is to the effect that
Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have
112
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from prisons and camps.

I

presented

1091
to you, on the

month, copies of communiqi^s issued by the Polish
Telegraph Agency in London and New York. The Polish Govern
ment is of the opinion that such official information should corre
7th of this

of the Polish population in the U.S.S.R.
In the common interest of both Governments the Polish-Soviet
Agreement should be fully carried out so that in foreign countries
spond to the real situation

no elements

to this

unfriendly

U.S.S.R., should find in

collaboration and

hostile

the difficult position of the deported

to

the

Polish

population a theme for their propaganda.
The Polish Government could in no case agree that, as a result
of the Agreement of July 30, 1941, the lot of Polish citizens residing
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics should become worse or
that local authorities should carry out its provisions in a manner
contrary to the declarations and statements of the representatives of
the Soviet

Government.

Consequently, in its Note, No. 30/41 of August 22, 1941, the
Embassy presented a number of proposals forming a logical whole
with a view to the practical solution of the problem of the Polish
population in the U.S.S.R., in accordance with the interests of this
population and of both Governments. The fact that the suggestions
contained in point 2 were only carried out in part, and that points
and 4 were left completely unfulfilled, has meant that such Polish
citizens as have been released have not been able to improve their
3

living conditions and a large number of them have been forced to
wander aimlessly and compelled to camp at railway stations or in the
open air in the localities newly chosen for their residence. In view
of the approaching winter which in some parts of the Soviet Union
in, many

of them are threatened with death by
still worse by the fact that
the local authorities not only refuse to carry out the suggestions of
the Embassy, but do not even comply with the assurances given by
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs contained in the AideMemoire of August 28, 1941, with regard to free railway fares,

has already
starvation.

set

Their position

is rendered

travelling subsidies, subsistence allowances
all, employment for the persons released.
I also venture to draw your attention,

and, most important of

Mr. Commissar,

to the

fact that the organization of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. is not
progressing in accordance with the letter and the spirit of the .Agree
113
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1941, or with the intentions of the two Govern

ments.

The Supreme Command of the Polish armed forces in the
U.S.S.R. has vainly waited four weeks for a decision on the formation
of further Polish divisions and the designation of the localities in
which this formation is to take place. In consequence, numerous
Polish citizens reporting for military service and rallying en masse
to the Polish Army stream into the two already overcrowded camps,
which lack the necessary number of tents, adequate food supplies
and medicines.
Thus a situation, harmful alike to the troops and
to the common cause is being created. The local administrative
authorities very often do not carry out the instructions issued by the
central authorities with regard to questions concerning the Polish
Army and create new additional difficulties, as for instance by de
clining to release from prisons and camps all Polish citizens, mili
and in many instances by detaining the more
fit
elements, which reduces the military value of the
physically
units already formed. Moreover, considerable numbers of Polish
citizens enrolled in the Red Army and subsequently transferred to
the so-called labor battalions, have not up till now been directed
to the Polish Army.
tary and reservists,

Thus the Polish contribution to the common struggle against
Germany, contrary to the intentions of the Polish and Soviet Gov
ernments and to the unanimous will of the Polish citizens, is being
weakened to the detriment of the cause of all the Allies.
In

the profound belief that the Soviet Government attaches no

less importance than the Polish Government to the development of
friendly relations between the two States, I have the honor to
request you, Mr. Commissar, to take measures to put into full effect
all the proposals contained in the Note of the Embassy of August
22, and in particular the immediate release from prisons, camps

localities of compulsory domicile of all
friendly treatment of those who are unfit for
the acceleration of the decision concerning the
large units of the Polish Army, in accordance
spirit of the Agreement of July 30, 1941.
and

I

Polish

citizens,

have the honor to be, etc.

Кот.
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35

1941, from General Wladyslaw Sikorski to
Bogomolov, in London, concerning the failure to release
15,

a certain number of Polish officers from Soviet prisoner of war camps.

London, October

15,

1941.

Excellency,

May I request Your Excellency to convey to the Soviet Govern
ment the assurance that the Polish Government appreciates the good
will shown by the Soviet Government in carrying out the PolishSoviet Agreement of July 30, 1941. However, certain difficulties
have become apparent which do not seem to have any connection
with those arising from military operations. Thus the immediate
release of Polish citizens deprived of their freedom appears necessary
in view of the/approaching winter; as well as means of assuring
their existence.(The fate of several thousand Polish officers who have
not returned to Poland

and

who have not been found in Soviet

military camps, continues to remain uncertain. j They are probably
dispersed in the Northern districts of the U.S.S.n. Their presence in
Polish Army camps is indispensable.
May I also request Your Excellency to draw the attention of the
Soviet Government to the necessity of increasing the aid essential to
the formation and development of this Army.

At

the same time

I

have the honor to inform Your Excellency

that in view of existing military operations IJiave issued instructions
to intensify sabotage and subversive activities by Poles in German
occupied

I

Poland.

have the honor to be, etc.

Sikorski.

No.

36

Note of November 14, 1941, from Ambassador A. Bogomolov
General Sikorski, in reply to the Note of October 16, 1941.
London, November

14,

1941.

Mr. Prime Minister,
In reply to your Note of October

16,

the Soviet Government to inform you,

Mr. Prime Minister,

"5

1941

I

to

am instructed by
that all
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with the Decree of the
Presidium of the Supreme Council of the IhS.S.R. of August 12,
1 94 1, have been set free, and certain
specified categories of those
released have received material help from the Soviet Authorities
(free passes for railway and waterway travel, subsistence allowances
Polish citizens

to be set free in accordance

All Polish citizens released and not
during their journeys, etc.)called up by the Polish Army are given an opportunity to work on
conditions identical to those enjoyed by Soviet citizens and this
without any special obligation whatsoever on the part of the Govern
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
All Polish officers on the territory of the U.S.S.R. have also been
set free. Your supposition, Mr. Prime Minister, that a large number
of Polish officers are dispersed throughout the Northern regions of
the U.S.S.R. is obviously based on inaccurate information.
Concerning your reference, Mr. Prime Minister, to the necessity
of further aid from the Soviet Government in respect of the organiza
tion of the Polish Army, such aid is unfailingly being given in
with the Soviet-Polish Military Agreement to grant the
Government of the Republic of Poland a non-interest bearing loan of

accordance

65 million rubles to meet the expenses of the Polish Army during
the period ending January 1, 1942.
The Soviet Government have taken special note of your state
ment, Mr. Prime Minister, concerning your instructions for the

intensification of sabotage and subversive action in German occupied
Poland.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Bogomolov.

No.

37

Note of January 28, 1942, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Ambassador Bogomolov, concerning the failure to
set free a number of Polish citizens, and specifically
a number of
Polish officers.
London, January 28,

Mr.

1942.

Ambassador,

The Polish Government
cellency's

notice

that,

regrets to have to bring to Your Ex
according to information just received, the
116
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liberation of Polish citizens detained on the territory of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics in labour camps and other places of
detention has not been completely carried out. In a number of
the local administrative authorities

cases

in full

the provisions

In this

respect

I

of the Union do not apply

of the Soviet Decree dated August

12,

1941.

the honor to mention in particular the

have

painful fact, that of all the officers and soldiers registered in the
prisoner of war camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostashkov, 12
generals, 94 colonels, 263 majors and about 7800 officers of lesser
far not yet been set free. It must be emphasized
carried out in Poland and in the Reich, have
investigations

rank have
that

so

it possible to establish definitely that these soldiers are not
at present in occupied Poland, nor in prisoner-of-war camps in

made

Germany.
According to fragmentary information that has reached us, a
certain number of these prisoners find themselves in extremely hard
circumstances on Franz Joseph Land, Nova Zembla and on the ter
ritory of the Yakut Republic on the banks of the Kolyma river.
I must add that the question of the fate of Polish citizens,
civilians and military, has been the subject of several consecutive
interventions by the Polish Embassy at Kuybyshev, which will soon
to submit a new list of names of all these persons to
the Government of the Union. The same question was also the
subject of a conversation in Moscow on December 4, 1941, between

be in a position

the Polish
People's

Prime Minister

Commissars.

and

During

eral Sikorski was relieved

the Chairman

of the Council of
Gen

the course of this conversation

to receive an assurance that the necessary

instructions would be issued to the competent
and that all the prisoners would be set free.

Soviet

authorities

and spirit of this conversation and of
the understandings reached by our two Governments, I have no
doubt that Your Excellency will share my conviction that the
efficient and speedy execution of the provisions of the supplementary
Protocol to the Polish-Soviet Agreement signed in London on July 30,
Referring

to the letter

concerning the liberation of Polish citizens, imprisoned or
detained in prisoner of war camps or labour camps, rests on impera
tive motives of humanity and justice. Your Excellency will no doubt
1 94 1,

also share the Polish Government's opinion that special importance
should be attached to the favourable development of our mutual
117
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our countries

by the political leaders of both
united in the common struggle against the invader.
relations,

as desired

In

requesting Your Excellency to be so good as to bring the con
tents of this Note to the attention of Your Government, I take
this occasion to assure Your Excellency of my highest consideration.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Raczynski.

No.

38

Note of March 13, 1942, from Ambassador Bogomolov to Mr.
Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, in reyly to his Note
of January 28, 1942.
London, March

Mr. Minister,
In reply to your Note of January
by order of the Soviet

Government,

28, 1942,

to

I

13,

1942.

have the honor,

bring the following to your

notice:

The
in

Soviet Government cannot agree to the statements contained
Your Excellency's Note. According to these statements the

liberation of Polish citizens, including officers and soldiers, detained
on the territory of the U.S.S.R. in labor camps and other places
of detention,
the Note,

has

not been

completed,

because,

it is alleged

in

applied to their
extent
the
full
provisions of the Decree* of the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of August 12, 1941, concerning
the local

Soviet

authorities

have

not

Polish citizens.
In the reply by M. V. M. Molotov's Note of November 8, 1941,
addressed to M. Kot, and in the Aide-M6moire of the People's
Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs of November 19, it had already
been announced that the amnesty to Polish citizens had been strictly
the amnesty

carried

out.

to

An

appropriate

investigation

conducted

by competent

held on December 4, 1941,
between the Polish Prime Minister, General Sikorski, and the
Chairman of the People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R., J. V. Stalin,
Soviet authorities

\

completely

after the conversation

confirmed

the

above

"Ukase.
118

statement;

besides

the

People's
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Commissar in the spirit of his Note No. 6 of January 9,

1942,

addressed to the Embassy of the Republic of Poland, gave additional
detailed explanations on the carrying out of the amnesty in favour

of Polish

citizens.

As the Polish officers and soldiers were liberated on the same
basis as other Polish citizens under the Decree of August 12, 1941,
all that has been said above applies equally to the Polish officers
and soldiers.
As regards the statements contained in Your Excellency's Note,
alleging that there are still Polish officers who have not yet been
set free, and that some of them are on Franz-Joseph and Nova
Zembla islands, and the banks of the River Kolyma, it must be
stated that
based

on

learned

these assertions

are without

that there are certain

free Polish

citizens,

In

information.

inaccurate

isolated

the competent

foundation and obviously
any case, whenever it is

instances

Soviet

of delay in setting

authorities immediately

take measures necessary for their release.
The Soviet Government takes this opportunity

to declare

that

full

effect the measures concerning the liberation of
Polish citizens in accordance with the Supplementary Protocol to the
it has put into

Soviet-Polish Agreement of July 30, 1941, and that thus the Soviet
Government is doing in this respect all that is necessary for thefuture favorable development of Soviet-Polish relations.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Bogomolov.
No.

39

Communique issued on April 17, 1943, by the Polish Minister of
National Defence concerning the fate of Polish prisoners of war in
the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostashkov.
London,

On

September

Red Star, stated
September
the

Soviets.

17,

April

17,

1943.
1940, the official organ of the Red Army, the
that during the fighting which took place after
17,

1939, 181,000 Polish prisoners of war were taken by
Of this number about 10,000 were officers of the

regular army and reserve.
According to information in possession of the Polish Govern
ment, three large camps of Polish prisoners of war were set up in
the U.S.S.R. in November 1939:
119
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east of Smolensk,
near Kharkov, and

Starobielsk,
Ostashkov,

were

FOREST

near

Kalinin, where

police and military

police

concentrated.

of 1940 the camp authorities informed the
prisoners in all three camps, that all camps were about to be
broken up, that prisoners of war would be allowed to return to
their families and, allegedly for this purpose, lists of places to which

At

/

the beginning

individual

At

prisoners wished
that time there were:

to go after

their release were

made.

\i)

In Kozielsk, about 5,000 men, including some 4,500 officers.
2) In Starobielsk, about 3,920 men, including 100 civilians; the
rest were officers of whom some were medical officers.

In Ostashkov,
On April
1940,
5,

3)

some 380 officers.
the breaking up of these camps was begun and
groups of 60 to 300 men were removed from them every few days
until the middle of May. From Kozielsk they were sent in the
about 6,570 men, including

direction of Smolensk.

About 400 people only were moved from
all the three camps in June 1940 to Griazovetz in the Vologda
district.

When

after the conclusion of the Polish-Soviet Treaty of

July

30,

1,

the signing of the

it

1,

1

1

Military Agreement of August 14,
94
the
Polish
Government
proceeded to form the Polish Army
94
in the U.S.S.R.,
was expected that the officers from the above
and

a

mentioned camps would form the cadres of senior and junior officers
of the army in formation. At the end of August 1941
group of
Polish officers from Griazovetz arrived to join the Polish units in
Buzuluk; not one officerTiowever, among those deported in other
directions from Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostashkov appeared.
In
all therefore about 8,300 officers were missing, not counting another
7,000 N.C.O.'s, soldTers and civilians, who were in those camps
by

when they were broken up.
Kot and General Anders, perturbed
this state of
to the competent
Soviet authorities inquiries
and representations about the fate of the Polish officers from the
above mentioned camps.
Ambassador

affairs,

conversation with Mr. Vishinsky, People's Commissar for
Affairs,
on October
Kot asked what
1941, Ambassador
Foreign
had happened to the missing officers. Mr. Vishinsky answered, that
6,

a

In

addressed
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of war had been freed from the camps and therefore
be at liberty.

they must

In October and November, in his
Stalin, Mr. Molotov and Mr. Vishinsky,

conversations

with Premier

the Ambassador

on various

of the prisoners of war and in
occasions
sisted upon being supplied with lists of them, such lists having
been compiled carefully and in detail by the Soviet Government.
During his visit to Moscow, Prime Minister Sikorski in a conver
sation on December 3, 1941, with Premier Stalin, also intervened for
returned to the question

the liberation of all Polish prisoners

of war, and not having been
with their lists, he handed to

supplied by the Soviet authorities
Premier Stalin on this occasion an incomplete jist of 3,845 Polish
^officers which their former fellow-prisoners had succeeded in com
piling. Premier Stalin assured General Sikorski that the amnesty

was of a general and universal character and affected both military
and civilians, and that the Soviet Government had freed all Polish

General Anders handed Premier Stalin
a supplementary
list of 800 officers. Nevertheless not one of the
in either of these lists has been returned to
officers mentioned
the Polish Army.
Besides the interventions in Moscow and Kuybyshev, the fate of
Polish prisoners of war was the subject of several interviews be

officers.

On March

18, 1942,

Raczynski and Ambassador Bogomolov. On January
28, 1942, Minister Raczynski, in the name of the Polish Government,

tween Minister

handed
tion

a

Note to Soviet Ambassador

once

officers

had

Bogomolov, drawing his atten
fact that many thousand Polish

to the painful
still not been found.

again

Bogomolov informed Minister Raczynski on March
1943, that in accordance with the Decree of the Presidium of

Ambassador
13,

Supreme Council of U.S.S.R. of August
accordance with the statements of the People's
the

12,

1941, and

in

Commissariat for

Foreign Affairs of November 8 and 19, 1941, the amnesty had been
put into full effect, and that it related both to civilians and military.
On May 19, 1942, Ambassador Kot sent the People's Commis
sariat for Foreign Affairs a Memorandum in which he expressed his
regret at the refusal to supply him with a list of prisoners, and his
as to their fate, emphasizing the high value these officers
would have in military operations against Germany.
Neither the . Polish Government nor the Polish Embassy in

concern

Kuybyshev has ever received an answer
193744

O— 52— pt.

4

39
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who had been deported

missing officers and other prisoners
the three camps mentioned above.

from

We have become accustomed to the lies of German propaganda
In
and we understand the purpose behind its latest revelations.
information
con
view however of abundant and detailed German
cerning the discovery of the bodies of many thousands of Polish
officers near Smolensk, and the categorical statement that they were
murdered by the Soviet authorities in the spring of 1940, the neces
sity has arisen that the mass graves discovered should be investigated
and the facts alleged verified by a competent international body,
such as the International Red Cross. The Polish Government has
therefore

approached

this institution with a view to their sending a

delegation to the place where the massacre of the Polish prisoners
of war is said to have taken place.

No.

40

of the Polish Government of April 17, 1943, published
London,
in
April 18, 1943, concerning the discovery of graves of
Polish officers near Smolensk.

Statement

No Pole can help but be deeply shocked by the news, now
given the widest publicity by the Germans, of the discovery of the
bodies of the Polish officers missing in the U.S.S.R. in a common
grave near Smolensk,

and of the mass execution

of which they were

victims.

The Polish Government has instructed their representative in
Switzerland to request the International Red Cross in Geneva to
send a delegation to investigate the true state of affairs on the spot.
It is to be desired that the findings of this protective institution,
which is to be entrusted with the task of clarifying the matter and
of establishing responsibility, should be issued without delay.
At the same time, however, the Polish Government, nn
behalf of the Polish nation, denies to the Germans any right to base
on a crime

they ascribe to others, arguments

in their own defence.

The profoundly hypocritical indignation of German

propaganda

will

not succeed
reiterated

in concealing from the world the many cruel and
crimes still being perpetrated against the Polish people.

The Polish Government

recalls

such

facts

as

the

removal

of

Polish officers from prisoner-of-war camps in the Reich and the
122
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subsequent shooting of them for political offences alleged to have
been committed before the war, mass arrests of reserve officers sub

sequently deported to concentration camps, to die a slow death,—
from Cracow and the neighboring district alone 6,000 were de
ported in June 1942; the compulsory enlistment in the German
army of Polish prisoners of war from territories illegally incor
porated in the Reich; the forcible conscription of about 200,000
Poles from the same territories, and the execution of the families of
those who managed to escape; the massacre of one-and-a-half-million
people by executions or in concentration camps; the recent imprison
ment of 80,000 people of military age, officers and men, and their
torture and murder in the camps of Maydanek and Tremblinka.
It is not to enable the Germans to make impudent claims and
pose as the defenders

of Christianity and European civilization, that

Poland is making immense sacrifices, fighting and enduring suffering.
soldiers and Polish citizens, wherever it is shed,
cries for atonement before the conscience of the free peoples of the
j&orld. The Polish Government condemn all the crimes committed

The blood of Polish

against Polish citizens and refuse the right to make political capital
of such sacrifices, to all who are themselves guilty of such crimes.

No.

41

Note of April 20, 1943, from Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
demanding an explanation of the fate of Polish prisoners missing
in the U.S.S.R.
London, April 20,

Mr.

1943.

Ambassador,

Foreign telegraph agencies publish a report of the German
military authorities concerning the discovery at Kozia G6ra near
Katyn in the vicinity of Smolensk of a mass-grave containing the
bodies of the Polish officers allegedly killed in the spring of 1940.
During the first few days 155 bodies were identified among which
the body of Major General Mieczyslaw Smorawinski is supposed to
have been found.

This

although emanating from enemy sources, has pro
duced profound anxiety not only in Polish public opinion but also
throughout the world.
report,
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Govern
the
exploit
attempt
ment categorically
Germany's
own
for
her
tragedy of Polish prisoners of war in the U.S.S.R.
political ends. But more than ever the Polish Government un

In

a

public statement on April

17,

1943, the Polish
to

condemned

maintains its attitude that the truth about this case so
cynically exploited by Hitlerite propaganda must be fully elucidated.
You are no doubt aware, Mr. Ambassador, that after the conclu
sion of the Polish -Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, the Polish
Government repeatedly approached the civil and military authorities
of the U.S.S.R. with requests for information concerning the
alterably

of war and civilians who were in the camps of Kozielsk
(East of Smolensk), Starobielsk (near Kharkov) and Ostashkov

prisoners

(near Kalinin).
According to information of the Polish Government there were in
all at the beginning of 1940, 15,490 Polish citizens, including 8,700
officers, in the three above mentioned camps. From April 5, 1940,

/

/
I

\

\

until

the middle of May,

1940, the Soviet authorities

transferred

in the last batches, first

to

When
on August

Yukhnovski camp (rail
in June 1940, to Griazovetz

to the

way station Babynino) and subsequently
in the Vologda district.

\

proceeded

break up these camps, deporting the inmates in batches every few
days. Prisoners of the Kozielsk camp were deported in the direction
of Smolensk, and from all the three camps only 400 men were

after the signing of the Polish-Soviet military agreement
14, 1943, the Polish Government proceeded with the

organization of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R., the camp of
Griazovetz, to which in the meantime military and civilian prisoners
from other camps had arrived, was also broken up and from the
above mentioned group of 400 prisoners more than 200 officers
reported for service in the Polish Army before the end of August
1 94 1.

All

the

other

officers

however,

who were

deported

to an

unknown destination
Ostashkov

from the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and
have neither been found nor have they given any sign of

life. So it became apparent that more than 8,000 officers were missing
who might have supplied the cadres of senior and junior officers of
the army in formation and who would have been of inestimable
value in the military operations against Germany.
From October 1941, both Ambassador Kot and General Anders,
Commander-in-Chief of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R., con
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stantly intervened, both orally and in writing, in the matter of the
missing officers. Ambassador Kot discussed this subject with Premier
Stalin, with Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, and
with Mr. Vishinsky, Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
demanding a list of the prisoners detained in the three camps men
tioned above and an explanation as to their fate. During his visit
to Moscow in December 1941, General Sikorski also intervened in the
above matter in a conversation

with Mr. Stalin and on that occasion

On
handed him
March 18, 1942, General Anders gave Mr. Stalin, Chairman of the
Council of People's Commissars, a list of 800 officers. On January
28, 1942, 1 had the honour to send you, Mr. Ambassador, a Note in
a

I

list containing the names of 3,845 Polish officers.

of the Polish Government at the
of
Polish
officers. Lastly, on May 19,
failure to find many thousands
1942, Ambassador Kot sent the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs a Memorandum in which, reverting again to the question
which

emphasized

the anxiety

of the missing officers, he expressed his regret at the refusal to
supply him with the list of prisoners, and his concern as to their
fate.

I regret the necessity of calling your attention, Mr. Ambassador,
to the fact that the Polish Government in spite of reiterated requests,
has never received either a list of the prisoners or definite informa
tion as to the whereabouts of the missing officers and of other
deported from the three camps mentioned above. Official,
verbal and written statements of the representatives of the U.S.S.R.
have been confined to mere assurances that, in accordance with a
prisoners

of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R.,
dated August 12, 1941, the amnesty was of a general and universal
character as it included both military, and civilian prisoners, and
that the Government of the U.S.S.R. had released all the Polish
officers from prisoner of war camps.
Decree

I should like

to emphasize

that the Polish Government, as can

by

If,

be seen from their many representations
quoted above, entirely
independently of recent German revelations, has never regarded the
however, as shown
question of the missing officers as closed.
the communiqu£ of the Soviet Information Bureau of April 15,
1943, the Government of the U.S.S.R. would seem to be in posses
sion of more ample information on this matter than was com
municated to the representatives of the Polish Government sometime
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ago, I beg once more to request you, Mr. Ambassador, to communicate
to the Polish Government detailed and precise information as to
the fate of the prisoners of war and civilians previously detained

in

the camps of Kozielsk, Starobielsk and Ostashkov.
Public opinion in Poland and throughout the world has rightly
been so deeply shocked that only irrefutable facts can outweigh
the numerous and detailed German statements concerning the dis
covery

of the bodies of many

thousand

Polish officers murdered

near Smolensk in the spring of 1940.

CHAPTER

5

Organization of the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.

No.

42

Polish-Soviet Military Agreement signed
August 14, 1941.

in Moscow on

Military Agreement Between the Polish High Command
and the Soviet

High Command

The military agreement derives naturally from the political
agreement of July 30, 1941.
2. A Polish army will be organized in the shortest possible time
on the territory of the U.S.S.R., wherefore:
a) it will form part of the armed forces of the sovereign Re
1.

public of Poland,
b) the soldiers of this army will take the oath of allegiance
the Republic of Poland,

c) it will

to

with the Armed Forces of the U.S.S.R.
and other Allied States for the common fight against Germany,
d) after the end of the war, it will return to Poland,
e) during the entire period of common operations, it will be
be destined

subordinated

U.S.S.R. In
remain

operationally to the High Command
and personnel
respect of organization

of the
it will

under the authority of the Commander-in-Chief

the Polish Armed Forces, who
126
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concerning organization and personnel with the
Command
of the U.S.S.R. through the Commander of
High
the Polish Army on the territory of the U.S.S.R.
regulations

3. The Commander of the Polish Army on the territory of
U.S.S.R. will be appointed by the Commander-in-Chief of
Polish Armed Forces; the candidate for this appointment to
approved by the Government of the U.S.S.R.
4.

The Polish Army

on the territory

the
the
be

of the U.S.S.R. will consist

of units of land forces only. Their strength and number will de.pend on manpower, equipment and supplies available.
Conscripts and volunteers, having previously served in the
Polish Air Force and Navy, will be sent to Great Britain to comple
ment the establishments of the respective Polish services already
5.

existing there.

The formation of Polish units will be carried out in locali
ties indicated by the High Command of the U.S.S.R. Officers and
other ranks will be called from among Polish citizens on the terri
tory of the U.S.S.R. by conscription and voluntary enlistment. Draft
boards will be established with the participation of U.S.S.R. authori
6.

ties in localities

indicated

by them.

7. Polish units will be moved to the front only after they are
fully ready for action. In principle they will operate in groups not
smaller than divisions and will be used in accordance with the opera
tional plans of the High Command of the U.S.S.R.
8.

All

soldiers

U.S.S.R. will

of the

be subject

Polish Army on the territory of
to Polish military laws and decrees.

the

Polish military courts will be established in the units for dealing
with military offences and crimes against the establishment, the
safety, the routine or the discipline of the Polish Army.
For crimes against the State, soldiers of the Polish Army on the
territory
the

as

of the U.S.S.R. will be answerable

to the military courts of

U.S.S.R.
9.

The

far

as

and war equipment of the Polish units will
correspond to the standards established for the

organization

possible

Polish Army in Great Britain.
The colors and insignia of the various services and military rank
will correspond exactly to those established for the Polish Army in
Great Britain.
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The

10.

will

pay, rations, maintenance

1 1.

The

U.S.S.R.

will

receive

and sanatoria on an equal basis with the sol
and be entitled to pensions and allowances.

Armament, equipment,

12.

problems

of the U.S.S.R.

sick and wounded soldiers of the Polish Army

in hospitals

treatment

diers of the

and other materiel

with regulations

be in accordance

uniforms, motor transport

etc.

will

be provided as far as possible by
a) the Government of the U.S.S.R. from their own resources,

b)

the Polish Government from supplies granted on the basis of
the Lend-Lease Act (an Act to promote the defense of the

In

this case,

United States, approved March n, 1941).
the Government of the U.S.S.R. will extend all

possible transportation

facilities.

Expenditures connected with the organization, equipment
of the Polish Army on the territory of the U.S.S.R.
will be met from credits provided by the Government of the U.S.S.R.,
to be refunded by the Polish Government after the end of the war.
13.

and maintenance

This

problem

will

be dealt with

in

a

separate financial agree

ment.

Liaison will be established by
1) a Polish Military Mission attached
14.

the

2)

to the

High Command of

U.S.S.R.,

a Soviet

Military Mission

attached to the Polish

High Com

mand in London.

Liaison officers attached
by mutual agreement.

to other

commands

will

be appointed

15. All matters and details not covered by this agreement will
be settled directly between the High Command of the Polish Army
on the territory of the U.S.S.R. and the corresponding
authorities

of the U.S.S.R.
16.

Russian

This

is made in two copies, in the Polish and
both texts are equally valid.

agreement

languages,

Plenipotentiary of the Polish
High Command.
Szyszko Bohusz,

Plenipotentiary of the High
Command of the U.S.S.R.

Brigadier-General.
Moscow, August 14, 1941.

Major General.

A.
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of April 9, 1942, from General Sikorski to Premier Stalin,
Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars, concerning the
evacuation of part of the Polish Army to Iran, and recruiting in
Message

the

l/.S.S.R.,

delivered

to Ambassador

Bogomolov

on

April

Gask, April

13, 1942.

9,

1942.

General Sikorski was happy to learn that as a result of conver
sations held in Moscow, President Stalin has graciously expressed
his definite agreement to the evacuation to the Near East of Polish
for the Polish
soldiers over and above the strength contemplated
Army in the U.S.S.R. Pursuant to this decision about 30,000 men
have already arrived in Iran. They will immediately be incorporated
in Polish units and equipped to take part in the struggle carried on
by Poland, together

with the Soviet

Union

and the other

United

Nations, against Germany.
General Sikorski hopes that President Stalin agrees in view of
the probable development of the military situation in the Near East,
and as this theatre of operations forms an integral part of the front
on which the Soviet armies are so heroically fighting, that it is most
desirable to form strong Polish units in this sector.
General Sikorski has expressed his conviction to the British Gov
ernment and to the Government of the United States that it is es
sential the Western Powers should undertake offensive action against
Germany at a time when that country's principal forces are engaged
on the Russian front. In particular he emphasized this point of
view and the necessity of concentrating the main effort in the first
place against Germany, in his conversations

with President Roosevelt,
who said that he shared these opinions. In further conversations
with American officials General Sikorski returned to this subject,
insisting on the necessity of speeding up preparations for an offen
sive in Western Europe.
As Polish Armed Forces stationed on British territory may be
upon to take an active part in such an operation, General
Sikorski attaches great importance to the increase of their effectives

called

and fighting strength.

General Sikorski is happy to find that President Stalin fully ap
preciates this necessity. He is thus strengthened in his conviction
that, in spite of the difficulties that may have arisen, recruiting in
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Republics of Polish citizens for mili
tary service, and their evacuation will be resumed and happily com
the

Union of

Soviet

Socialist

pleted.

General Sikorski hopes that the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics by carrying out these proposals as well
as by respecting Polish rights and by a friendly attitude towards
Polish interests, will enable every Polish citizen capable of bear
ings arms to take part under the national flag in the struggle for
common

victory.

No.

44

Decision of the Polish Cabinet of April 30, 1942, to leave part of
the Polish Forces on the territory of the U.S.S.R.

The Polish Cabinet

expresses its approval of the fact that a
number of Polish soldiers have been evacuated from the U.S.S.R.

in accordance with the Agreement of December 1941, and hopes
that the Soviet Government will place no difficulties in the way
of the further recruiting and evacuation of soldiers and volunteers
for the Polish Forces, thus enabling the Polish Army fighting for
cause of the Allies to
The Polish Cabinet reaffirms

the common

increase its strength.
it would be in accordance

that

with Polish interests and with the policy that found expression in
the Agreement concluded with the Soviet Government on July 30,
1 94 1, to leave on Soviet territory
part of the Polish Armed Forces
which would subsequently fight on the Eastern front side by side
with the Soviet Army.

No.

45

Note of May 13, 1942, from Mr. 1. Tchitchaiev, Chargi d'Affaires
of the U.S.S.R., to Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign Af
fairs, containing a message from Premier ]. Stalin to General Sikorski,
Polish Prime Minister.
London, May

Mr. Minister,
In reply to

13,

1942.

the Message from General Sikorski, Prime Minister
of the Republic of Poland, to J. V. Stalin, Chairman of the Coun
130
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People's Commissars

of the Union of S.S.R.,

1109

I

have the honor

through your good offices:
J. V. Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars
of the U.S.S.R., having carefully studied General Sikorski's Mes
sage, thanks him for the information concerning his conferences
with the British Government and with Mr. Roosevelt, President of
the following

to communicate

for concerted action against
Germany and proposals for the participation of Polish armed forces
in this action. As regards General Sikorski's proposals for the re
the United States, regarding

preparations

sumption of recruiting in the U.S.S.R. of Polish citizens for mili
tary service and their evacuation, J. V. Stalin deems it necessary
to recall the grounds he submitted to General Anders on March 18,
last, on which the strength

of the Polish army was definitely fixed
connected with restrictions in

at 44,000 men because of circumstances

supplies for units not taking part in fighting. Owing to the fact that
up to the present moment these circumstances have not changed, it
is impossible to introduce any change whatever in the strength of
the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R., as determined last March. J. V.

Stalin does not doubt that Polish citizens called to their national
colors will make their contribution to the cause of the common
struggle against the Hitlerite aggressors.
I have the honor to be, etc.
Тснгтснагеу.

No.

46

Note of June 10, 1942, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, concerning further recruiting and evacu
ation of Polish Forces from the

U.S.S.R.

London, June

Mr.

10, 1942.

Ambassador,

I

the honor to acknowledge the receipt from Your Ex
cellency of the Message from M. J. Stalin, Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars, addressed to General W. Sikorski, Prime
Minister of the Republic of Poland, which was communicated
to
me on May 13, 1942, by Mr. Tchitchaiev, Counsellor of Embassy.
have

In reply

to this communication
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Your Excellency that General Sikorski, after having duly studied
the contents of the message, has directed me to submit to you cer
tain remarks

cellency will

in connection therewith and to request that Your Ex
be pleased to convey them to the Chairman of the

Council of People's Commissars.
The Polish Government fully appreciates the temporary difficul
ties as regards supplies in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
and for this reason has not insisted on an increase in the number of
food rations for the Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.

The

of General Sikorski's message was not to increase
the strength of the Polish Army, nor, as would have followed, the
supplies for the Polish Armed Forces on the territory of the Union
object

of Soviet Socialist Republics.
The Polish Government desires to be able to continue on the
territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the recruiting
of Polish citizens capable of bearing arms, so as to widen the cadres
of the Polish Army in Britain and in the Near East, and thus to
give every Polish citizen fit for military duties the opportunity of
active service in Polish units.

The Polish Government

are ready to undertake

temporarily the

for the number of men over and above the
established strength of 44,000, during their transit through the ter
ritory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on their way to
the Southern ports of the Caspian Sea, or, as the case may be, to
service

of supplies

Ashabad and Meshed. For this purpose a reserve of one million
food rations has been constituted in Teheran and this reserve could
be placed at the disposal of General Anders without delay in the
event that evacuation

be resumed.

The Polish Government are determined to use the Polish Armed
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, in the Near

Forces now in the

in Great Britain, in the struggle for the common cause
the Polish Army will thus serve the
enemy:
allied cause as a whole.
East and

against

The

the common

sustained by the Polish Armed Forces are
of
this
determination of the Polish Government;
eloquent proof
these losses include, among others, two* warships sunk while
escorting a convoy of war materials from Britain to the Union of
*

losses recently

Three,

according to later reports.
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part played by the Polish Air Force
is illustrated by the fact that 101 Polish bombers

Soviet Socialist Republics.

The

in recent operations
took part in the recent raids on Cologne and the Ruhr.
It is possible that the Polish Army formed in the Near East may
—after it is equipped and trained— also be used on the front of the

Union of

Socialist Republics in case the military situation
should so require. Certain units of this army have already taken
a noteworthy part in the defence of Tobruk, and in fighting in the
desert.

Soviet

The

fact that the Polish Army has not yet fought side by

side with the Red Army is solely due to the armament

difficulties

by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as well as
the shipping difficulties that beset Great Britain and the United

experienced
States.

If

Government insists on the full execution of the
concluded
agreements
by it with the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, it does so solely in the well understood interest of all.
The strength of the Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist
the Polish

Republics was fixed at 96,000 men; besides which 25,000 men were
to be evacuated to the Near East, exclusive of the 2,000 trained

Thus

Polish armed forces recruited
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics from Polish citizens was
sailors

and

to amount

airmen.

the total

At

to 123,000 soldiers.

present the contemplated

strength

of cadres in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is only 44,000
men, not counting the 30,000 already evacuated. The Polish Gov
ernment is of opinion that in order to arrive at the stipulated num
ber of 123,000 men, a complement of 49,000 men should be recruited
and, should it prove impossible to attach it to
the Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics— should
be evacuated to the Near East.

on Soviet

territory,

Referring to his conversations in Moscow with the Chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars,
General Sikorski appeals to
Premier Stalin and asks him to make possible continuation of
recruiting of Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, and the evacuation

to Iran and Palestine of contingents

over and above the number of 44,000 soldiers.

I

Raczynsxi

have the honor to be, etc.

No. 47
Minute of Mr. E. Raczynski's conversation

on

July

2 and

July

4,

1942, with Sir Alexander Cadogan, Permanent Under-Secretary of
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State for Foreign Affairs, concerning the evacuation of the remainder
of the Polish Army from the U.S.S.R., and the Polish Government's

Memorandum presented on the occasion of these conversations

July

on

3, 1942.

London, July 4, 1942.

of Sir
Alexander Cadogan, the Permanent Under-Secretary of State, who
notified me of the contents of a telegram he had received from Sir
Archibald Clark Kerr, British Ambassador in the U.S.S.R. who is at
present in Moscow. The Ambassador had received from Commis
On July

2,

I

visited

the Foreign Office at the request

with Mr.
Churchill's conversation with Mr. Molotov in London when Mr.
Churchill made a suggestion to transfer part of the Polish Forces
sar Molotov a statement of Premier Stalin, in connection

from Soviet territory to the Middle East. Mr. Stalin now suggests
that three Polish divisions "well trained, but not yet fully armed"
be moved to that region. Sir Alexander Cadogan asked me to notify
him as soon as possible of the Polish Government's decision in this
matter.

He

added

that the British Government would be satisfied

with such

a solution and would be prepared to take immediate steps
to receive these Forces and to assure them the necessary equipment.

I

reply in the shortest possible time.
On the evening of July 4, I delivered the enclosed Memorandum
to Sir A. Cadogan. The Memorandum defines the conditions which
in the opinion of the Polish Government should be fulfilled in the
event of the Polish divisions leaving Soviet territory.
promised

Sir Alexander

a

Sir Alexander undertook to communicate the contents

of the

Memorandum to the British Ambassador in Moscow and to in
struct him to submit the Polish conditions to the Soviet Govern
ment.

Sir Alexander

for which

added

that he was not aware of the reasons

Soviet Government had chosen to negotiate with
us through the intermediary of the British Government, on grounds
which he was in no position to judge. He thought that at the pres
ent stage this method should be maintained until the situation
the

in the course of the British Ambassador's introductory ne
gotiations with Mr. Molotov. In the light of these negotiations we
should be able to consider the most suitable steps to be taken next.

cleared

I

agreed to such an attitude.
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Memorandum
1.

The Polish Government

are gratified

portunity to help in the defence
troops from Russia.

to be afforded

an

op

of the Near East with the Polish

They are, however, compelled to draw the attention of His
Majesty's Government to the duty of the Polish Government to
assist their citizens in Soviet Russia. The presence of Polish troops
in Russia has up to now enabled the civilian Poles to obtain the
2.

necessary means of existence.

Therefore the Polish Government feel they are entitled to
His Majesty's Government's collaboration in obtaining
for
hope
from the Soviet Government the fulfillment of the following request:
a) After the departure of three Polish divisions from Russia the
Polish recruiting center shall remain in Russia and recruiting
of all Polish citizens able to carry arms shall be resumed until
3.

such time as the complete

mobilization of all available

men

shall have been effected.

military services of women and boy-scouts shall
leave Russia together with the aforesaid three divisions as
well as the families of the officers and men leaving Russia.
c) The necessary measures shall be undertaken to begin the
from Russia of 50,000 Polish children accom
evacuation

b) Auxiliary

panied by 5,000 mothers or guardians who would be given
refuge outside Russia through the collaboration of the Briti-

The Polish Embassy in the Soviet Union
whilst maintaining fully its protection over Poles remaining
in the Union on the basis of arrangements now in force, will
ish authorities.

be -given the opportunity to cooperate

through its appointed
in this evacuation.
President Roosevelt has
expressed his. personal' interest in the fate of these children
and has pledged the assistance of American authorities in
facilitating the withdrawal of a first contingent of 10,000
from Russia in order to save them from starvation.

representatives

Finally, the Polish Government hope for the collaboration of
His Majesty's Government in the further search for the Polish offi
cers missing in Russia. These officers would prove of great service
in the formation of Polish divisions after the withdrawal of three
4.

divisions.

The

matter

is urgent as it is only in the short summer
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months that access is possible to the Northern regions to which these
officers have presumably been removed.

London, July

3, 1942.

No.

48

Note of August 27, 1942, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Ambassador A. Bogomolov, concerning the con
tinuation of recruiting for the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R.
London, August 27, 1942.

Mr.

Ambassador,

The Government of

the Republic of Poland has been informed
Commander-in-Chief of the Polish Armed

by General Anders,
Forces in the Union of Soviet
of the Union

Socialist

Republics,

that

the

au

of Soviet Socialist Republics have

adopted
Government's efforts and
to maintain a reserve depot on the territory of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics so as to be able to continue recruiting
Polish citizens for the Polish Army.
The authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics ex
thorities

attitude

a

negative
endeavours

towards

the

Polish

plained their refusal as follows:
"As the Polish Government does not find it possible to use the
Polish divisions formed on the territory of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics on the Soviet-German front, the Government of

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics cannot allow the formation
of any Polish units whatsoever nor any recruiting in the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics."
the

As regards the adoption by the Government of the Union of
Socialist Republics of such an attitude in a matter as im

Soviet

Government as the problem of carrying on
of
Polish
citizens
for the Polish army, I have the honor
recruiting
to inform Your Excellency of the following:

portant

to the Polish

The political Agreement of July
Military Agreement of August 14,

30,

1941, and particularly the

1941, provided for the organi
Polish Army on the territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, by voluntary enlistment and by normal recruit
ing. In view of the explicit terms of this Agreement, the Polish
Government was entitled to expect that the organization of the
army would not meet with any difficulties from the Government of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and that its executive au
zation

of

a
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thorities would in the measure of their possibilities extend their
help to the Polish Embassy and the Polish Army Command in their
efforts to form an Army of Polish citizens capable of bearing arms
and

willing

to

fulfill their duty

to their country

in its Armed

Forces. Unfortunately actual events have not justified these hopes
of the Polish Government, and the facts given below will show
that the authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have
of the
not lent their support to the development and organization

Polish Army.
Thus, when in November last, before the recruiting boards
were set up, and the strength of the Polish Army already amounted
to 46,000 men, the Military Authorities of the Union of Soviet So
cialist Republics informed the Polish Command that the strength
of the Polish Army could not exceed 30,000 men and that the
establishment
and rations for the Army had been limited to that
Although Ambassador Kot immediately intervened with
Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, this unilateral

number.
decision

was not changed

forced to discharge
had enlisted
hampered

and as a result the Polish Command was

from the ranks of the Army 16,000 soldiers who

as volunteers.

This

was the first serious setback that

the organization of the Polish Army.

It would have seemed that the problem of the numerical strength
of the Polish Army was finally and definitely settled in December
of last year during General Sikorski's visit to Moscow. General
Sikorski together with Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars, established the numerical strength of the
Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics at 96,000
men, exclusive of 25,000 men to be evacuated to the Near East to
reinforce the Polish units fighting in Libya, and the 2,000 airmen
Thus the total number
of Polish soldiers to be recruited on the territory of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics was to amount to 123,000.

and sailors to be evacuated to Great Britain.

Hardly had three months elapsed, however, before this decision
agreed upon by both parties, underwent an unexpected unilateral
Thus in March 1942, the Chairman of the Council of
change.
informed General Anders, Commander-in-Chief
of the Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
that the strength of the Polish Army could not exceed 44,000 men
People's Commissars

and that the surplus over and above that number would be evacu-

93744
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The decision to reduce the strength of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics from 96,000

ated to the Near East.

Polish Army in the

to 44,000 men was a

new obstacle

to the organization

of the Polish

Army.

The Polish Government,

thus faced with an accomplished

fact,

received this decision with genuine regret. The Polish Government
had hoped that thanks to the continuation of recruiting for the
that had been promised to General Anders, a considerable
number of soldiers over and above the established strength of 44,000
army,

would also be evacuated to the Near East

to reinforce

the

Allied

armies fighting the enemy. These hopes were openly expressed in
General Sikorski's message of April 9, 1942, to the Chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars, delivered to Your Excellency

in my Aide-M£moire of May 1, 1942, to Your Excel
lency; in Ambassador Kot's Note of May 4, to the People's Com
missar for Foreign Affairs; and in my Note of June 10, 1942, to
Your Excellency. I should moreover like to add that in accordance
with the Declaration made on December 4, 1941, by General Sikorski and the Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars,
which established the bases of cooperation between the Polish Army
and the Soviet Army, and in accordance with the frequent public
statements made by General Sikorski about the common struggle
of the Polish Forces and the Armed Forces of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics against the German forces, I stated in my Note
of June 10, that even those Polish soldiers who had been evacuated
from the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics would take part, after

on

April

13;

they had been adequately equipped and trained
necessity arise, in fighting on the territory of the
Socialist
the

should the
Union of Soviet
and

Republics, side by side with the soldiers of the Army of
Soviet Socialist Republics.

Union of
The

answer sent by Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for For
eign Affairs, on May 14, 1942, in reply to Ambassador Kot's Note
of May 4, surprised and astonished the Polish Government. The

reply in question contained a statement that the Chairman of the
Council of People's Commissars in his conversation with General
Anders never touched upon the problem of continued recruiting
for the Polish Army, and further that the recruiting, supply and
medical centres of the Polish Army, intended to facilitate the dispatch
of volunteers to that Army, must also be closed.
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This

decision to reduce the strength of the Polish Army, the re
allow
to
recruiting and voluntary enlistment, already restricted
by the ban on Polish citizens leaving their places of temporary
residence and the suspension of railway passes, prove that the Gov

fusal

ernment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics did not desire
an increase in the strength of the Polish Army on the territory of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or in the ranks of the Polish
units fighting in the Near East.
The negative attitude of the Soviet Government to the further
of the Polish forces is also proved by the fact that
development
8,000 Polish officers, who in the spring of 1940 were
interned in the prisoner of war camps of Ostashkov, Starobielsk and
Kozielsk, are still missing despite frequent interventions by the
more than

Polish Government, and although incomplete lists of the names
of these officers were delivered to the Chairman of the Council of
People's Commissars by General Sikorski in December, 1941, and
in March, 1942, by General Anders.

Taking into

consideration

all the aforementioned
indisputable
of the Polish Army on the ter

facts concerning the organization
ritory of the Union of Soviet

Socialist
Republics, I have the
honor to inform you, Mr. Ambassador, that the Government of
the Republic of Poland considers the allegation
that the Polish
Army declines to fight shoulder to shoulder with the Army of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as entirely unfounded and

with the true state of affairs, and that the Government
of the Republic of Poland cannot take into cognizance the motives
alleged for the refusal to allow further recruiting for the Polish
inconsistent

Army.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Raczynski.

No.

49

Note of October 31, 1942, from Ambassador A. Bogomolov to Mr.
Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs, concerning the or
ganization of the Polish Army in the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics.
.

Mr. Minister,
In reply to your Note of August
to inform you of the following:
139
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27, 1942,
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have the honor
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1) As is known, in accordance with the Polish-Soviet Agreement
of July 30, 1941, a Military Agreement was signed on August 14,
1941, between the High Command of the U.S.S.R. and the High
Command of the Republic of Poland, with a view to forming on the
territories of the U.S.S.R. a Polish Army for the prosecution of the
war against Germany in common with the Soviet armies and those
of the other Allied countries.

To carry out this purpose the representatives of the Soviet and
Polish High Commands started from the necessity of completing the
formation of the Polish Army in the shortest possible time, with a
view—as was emphasized on many occasions by the representatives
of the Polish High Command, Generals Anders and Szyszko-Bohusz
—to the earliest possible participation of these units in active warfare.
Such a plan for the organization of the Polish Army necessitated
the immediate setting up of recruiting boards and that Polish citizens
the Soviet Union be at once notified of the formation of
a Polish Army, and of the possibility as Polish citizens of joining this
throughout

Army as volunteers.
As is known, all this was undertaken at the time (the end of
August) with the fullest possible cooperation of the Soviet military
and local civilian authorities.
Also, at that time an agreement was reached between the Soviet
and Polish Commands that the strength of the Polish Army be
fixed at 30,000 men (two rifle divisions, one reserve regiment, a
military school for officers, the staff and staff offices), and it was
decided that the formation of the two rifle divisions and a reserve
should be completed by October 1, 1941. This date was
upon
decided
to meet the desire of the Polish Command for the
quickest possible organization of a Polish Army. For the same rea
regiment

son, and in accordance with a proposal of the Polish representative
(General Anders), it was agreed to send one or the other of these
divisions to the Soviet-German front as soon as it was ready.
The Soviet military authorities, acting upon instructions from
the Soviet Government, cooperated with the Polish Command in

of

all

the fullest possible measure to assist it in the most successful solu
tion of
the intricate problems connected with the formation

Polish Army, namely:

of

a

military
food supplies, stocks, billeting
units, staffs and the various staff institutions, billeting facilities for
officers, supplying newly formed units with arms, etc.
I4o
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of

for

As regards the method of providing the Polish forces with sup
plies, the Soviet Government arranged to ensure that the Polish
Army should be included within the Red Army supply system,
which greatly facilitated the whole task of forming the Polish units.
Thus, food supplies were to be the same as those
the Red Army
front,
behind the
until the advance
the Polish units into the
be is

of

of

by

to

in

front line. Forage, fuel, grease, training ammunition, were also
quantities equal
sued
Red Army standards. To this should
military barracks, staff bil
added that the use
the Polish Army
communication, transport, lighting, etc. was paid for
lets, means
to

normal rates fixed for the Red Army.
these arrangements connected with the formation and

main

non-interest

a

through

by

tenance

the Polish Army were financed
65

All

of

according

of

by

1,

In

to

all

of

bearing loan
million roubles made
the Soviet Government
expenses
the Polish Government. This loan fully covered
January
army
connected with the
until
1942.
fact the finan
cial credit given
the Soviet Government for the organization
an

formation.
of

Regardless

the fact that the organization

of

in

military units

2)

of

to

15

to

of

the non-interest bearing loan, for
this loan did not include considerable grants amounting
addi
tional
million roubles made
the officers corps
the Polish
the army exceeded the amount

to

of

of

be to

of

1

of

by

the Polish
divisions was not completed within the period originally fixed,
October
that year, which indeed could not but create many
difficulties and adversely affect the further development
the Polish
Army, the Soviet Government expressed itself fully agreeable
the proposal
the Polish Government that the Polish Army
96,000 men, including officers, non
increased
the strength
December

1941, the Soviet Government gave

its

officers and men.

result,

in

As

a

commissioned

be

to

the schools

officers, the service

of

for

of

to

of

to

expanded
this increase and the Polish Army was
11,000 men each.
from two divisions
six divisions
Furthermore the Soviet Government consented that the effectives

consent

supplies,

the reserve units

the same easy

the loan for the

million roubles

to

65

the Polish Army from

on

maintenance
lion roubles,

of

the Soviet Government also raised the amount

of of

to

in be

of

In

at

of

and complementary units, and the staffs and personnel
the staff
offices, originally fixed
3,000,
30,000.
increased
view
this large increase
the strength
the Polish Army,
300

terms (non-interest bearing
141
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repayment over a period of ten years beginning from the sixth year
after the end of the war, etc.).

This

increase in the strength of the Polish Army to 96,000, made
services,
necessary the establishment of a number of complementary

administrative and economic. All these were set up at the
time of the transfer of the Polish Army to the Soviet Republics
of Uzbek, Kirgiz and Kazakstan, as desired by the Polish Command.
Climatic conditions were the main reason for this transfer to the
both

Southern regions of the U.S.S.R., but it was also connected with
the need for more space than was afforded in the central regions for
the Polish divisions already organized, and the tens of thousands
of Polish citizens to be recruited. This necessarily involved a tre
mendous amount of work, for camps had to be erected, quarters
found for the staffs, locations for the military schools, sanitary in
stitutions and accommodation for the officers, etc.
As may be well understood in these circumstances, the execu
tion of this programme of more than trebling the size of the Polish
Army from that contemplated in the original plan (from 30,000
to 96,000) was fraught with many difficulties as regards organiza
tion, transport and materials, these difficulties were particularly com
plicated and increased by the barbarous warfare waged on the Soviet
nation by the German occupants.
But all these difficulties were
overcome and by February-March of 1942, the Polish Army had
reached a strength of nearly 70,000 men.
Such an increase in the strength of the Polish Army in a rela
tively short period, and the increase by more than four and a half
times of the expenditure for the maintenance of that army, from 65
million roubles to 300 million roubles, is ample proof of the Soviet
Government's interest in the creation of a Polish Army and in assist
ing the Polish nation to take its honorable place in the war against
tne Hiderite

brigands.

3) However the further development of the Polish Army met
with certain difficulties caused by such unforeseen circumstances as
the non-delivery of wheat to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
from the United States and England as a result of the outbreak of
war in the Pacific Ocean.
Since the U.S.S.R. could not receive supplies of foodstuffs it
became necessary to cut down the quantity distributed to the nonfighting divisions of the army, so as to ensure supplies to the fight
142
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ing forces. As the Polish Commander-in-Chief showed no inclina
tion to direct any of his divisions to the German-Soviet front, and
continued to keep the Polish Army well behind the fighting lines,
to treat these units as a
the Soviet Government was compelled
non-fighting force, and accordingly the decision to cut down the
rations of non-combatant units was applied to them.
In view of these circumstances the Soviet Government took the
following decision as regards the Polish Army: from April i of

that year the number of rations to be reduced to 44,000 and the
Polish Army over and above these 44,000 to be sent to Iran in

with the wish of the Polish Government.
This decision was taken by the Soviet Government on March
Already at the beginning of April about 30,000 Polish men

accordance
18.

and officers left the U.S.S.R. and proceeded immediately, under
instructions of the Polish Government to Iran. Some three months
after this evacuation of the Polish military units to Iran, the re
maining 44,000 men and officers followed in their footsteps, having
been sent outside the U.S.S.R. frontiers by the Polish Government
—to Iran, Syria, Palestine and North Africa.
Thus the question of the Polish Army's participation together

with the Soviet Armies in the campaign against Hitlerite Germany
was removed by the Polish Government from the agenda. The Polish
Government came to

on this problem, despite
the
solemn
declaration it made
its previous assurances and despite
in this respect on December 4, 1941, that "the army of the Republic
a negative

decision

of Poland which is now on the territory of the Soviet Republic
will wage war against the German brigands shoulder to shoulder
with the Soviet armies." Such a decision by the Polish Government

was however not unexpected.
In spite of the repeated assurances
of the Polish Commander-in-Chief that he was determined to bring
his detachments into action as soon as possible, in actual fact the
date of the despatch
standy

of these detachments

to the front was con-

postponed.

Indeed when the Polish Army was first being organized the
date for its readiness for action was fixed, as is well known for
October I, 1 94 1, and the Polish Command in this connection
declared

it

was

considered

advisable

to send individual

to the front as and when their organization was
they

were

ready for action.

Though

43

the

divisions

completed

preparations

and

connected
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different divisions were

even if it were not
i,
it could nevertheless
October
delayed,

possible to fulfill this obligation by
have been done later. However, the obligation has not been ful
filled, and not once has the Polish Command raised the question

of sending the organized divisions to the Soviet-German front.
The Soviet Government did not -consider it possible to press
the Polish Command in this matter, but nearly five months after
the organization of the Polish military divisions had begun, namely
in February 1942, the Soviet Government became concerned as to
when the Polish divisions would begin to fight against the Hiderites.
Mention was then made of the 5th Division, which had completed
its training.

At

the same time the Soviet

Government emphasized

that it was important, both for political and military reasons, that
Polish Units which were in readiness should be sent as soon as
possible to fight against the Germans. When raising this question
the Soviet Government based itself on the clear and explicit pro
visions of the Soviet-Polish
14,

Military Agreement concluded on August

1941, point 7 of which reads as follows:
"Polish units will be moved to the front only after they are
fully ready for action. In principle they will operate in groups
not

and will be used in accordance
the operational plans of the High Command of the

smaller

with

than

divisions,

U.S.S.R."
Regardless of this categorical provision of the
ment, excluding the possibility of any reservation

Military Agree
whatsoever

or

the propriety of moving to the front separate units
ready to go into action, the Polish Government adopted an entirely
different attitude in this matter. In reply to the Soviet Government's
refusal

as to

question, General Anders informed the Soviet Commander-in-Chief
that he considered it inadvisable and purposeless to send single
divisions,
although the Poles were fighting even in brigades on

fronts.
Incidentally, General Anders
Polish Army would be ready to
the Germans by June 1 of the
nor at a much later date did the
other

Command and the
fight the Germans
Polish Government
the Soviet-German

gave his promise that the whole
take part in the campaign against

year. Neither by June 1
Polish Army, or rather the Polish
Polish Government show their willingness to
on the Soviet-German front.
Furthermore the
even formally declined to move their units to
front on the grounds that "the employment of
present
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divisions would give no result," that "the possible readiness
for action of one division does not correspond to our expectations"
(telegram from General Sikorski of February 7).
4) While refusing to send its army to the Soviet-German front,
single

Government at the same time obstinately demanded
of the Soviet Government to carry out on Soviet terri
recruiting for the Polish Army.
tory supplementary
However, as not a single Polish detachment had taken part in
active warfare, the Soviet Government was unable to give its con
Polish

the

the consent

J. V. Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars
of the U.S.S.R., in a message addressed to General Sikorski, and
V. M. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, in a Note
of May 14, drew the attention of the Polish Government to these
sent.

circumstances.

Nevertheless the Polish Government repeated its request to
recruiting for the Polish Army amongst
carry out supplementary
In its Note of
the Polish citizens residing on Soviet territory.
June

10, however,

jected

use of the

Union,

that

was nothing

Soviet-German

In reply

the Polish Government explicitly stated a pro
fighting forces organized in the Soviet

Polish

else but a refusal

to use them

on the

front.

to this statement,

transmitted

by

Mr. Raczynski, Polish

Minister of Foreign Affairs, to Mr. Bogomolov, Soviet Ambassador
to the Polish Government in London, the Soviet Government in
formed the Polish Government that in view of the fact that in
spite of agreements between the U.S.S.R. and Poland, the Polish
Government did not deem it possible to employ the Polish divisions
organized in the U.S.S.R. on the Soviet-German front, the Soviet
Government could not permit the further organization of Polish
units in the U.S.S.R.

The

Government used every
organization and development of the
Polish Army on the territory of the Soviet Union, that the Soviet
Government made all the necessary arrangements, and supplied all
the necessary means and facilities for this purpose.
above facts prove

means to ensure

The

that the Soviet

a successful

of July 30, 1941, and the declaration of De
cember 4,
clearly and explicitly defined the aims of the Soviet
Government and the Polish Government, to unite the forces of
the Soviet and Polish nations in the common struggle against the
agreement
1 94 1,

Hiderite brigands and occupants,

to create a Polish Army imbued
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with this high ideal and to give it an opportunity to fight shoulder
to shoulder with the Red Army for the independence
of their
motherland, their homes and their native soil.
The Soviet Government did everything that was necessary for
the realization of this aim.
path.

The Polish Government

The Polish Government

showed

took a different
to send their

no inclination

divisions— neither the first divisions formed,

nor those subsequently
Soviet-German front, they refused to employ the
Polish Army on this front against the Germans hand in hand widi
the Soviet divisions, and thereby declined to fulfil the obligations
they had undertaken. Therefore, the Polish Government must
assume full responsibility for the breach that has occurred in the
formed— to the

organization on Soviet territory of their army
the Polish citizens in the Soviet Union.

continued

from

among
I have the honor to be, etc.

Bogomolov.

No.

50

Note of December 18, 1942, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister
of Foreign Affairs, to Mr. V. Valkov, Charge d'Affaires of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, containing a reply to the Soviet
Note of October 31, 1942, concerning the organization of the Polish
Army in the U.S.S.R.
London, December

Mr. Charg6 d'Affaires,
In respect to the negative attitude adopted by
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics with

18,

1942.

the authorities

regard to the
of
Anders
to
have
one
reserve
efforts
General
depot left on the
territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to continue
the recruiting of Polish citizens for the Polish Army, I had the

in my Note of August 27, 1942, addressed to
Bogomolov, the consistent and sustained efforts of the
Polish Government to organize a numerically strong army of
Polish citizens, fit for military service and anxious to fulfil their

honor to represent
Ambassador

duty to their motherland in the ranks of the armed forces. To
recall these continued efforts of the Polish Government I quoted
in my Note a series of facts and referred to the abundant correspond
ence in the matter between

the representatives

ment and the Government of the

of the Polish Govern

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
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I wish to emphasize that in his reply of October 31, 1942, to my
Note mentioned above, Ambassador Bogomolov neither questioned
nor denied any of the facts quoted by me. On the contrary, Am
bassador Bogomolov,
referred in his Note to the decision taken
on March 1 8, 1942, to reduce the Polish forces to 44,000 men, a
decision which, as I had the honor to remark in my Note of
August 27, 1942, was taken unilaterally by the Soviet Government,
consultation whatsoever with the representatives of
the Polish Government, and which was contrary to the bilateral
Polish-Soviet understanding of December 3, 1 941, on the formation
of a Polish Army on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist
without

any

Republics of 96,000 men, apart from the evacuation of 25,000 in
fantry and 2,000 air and navy personnel. He also emphasized that
"the further development
of the Polish Army met with certain
difficulties caused by such unforeseen circumstances as the non
delivery of wheat to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics from
the United States and England as a result of the outbreak of war
in the Pacific Ocean." So without questioning in any way my state
ment concerning the negative attitude of the Government of the

Union of

Republics with regard to the numerical
of the Polish Army, moreover, himself emphasizing
development
that the reduction of that Army in March, 1942, was due to the
outbreak of war in the Pacific Ocean and not to any fault on the
arrives
part of the Polish Government, Ambassador
Bogomolov
Soviet

Socialist

at the end of his Note at a conclusion which

I

completely

fail to

namely, that it is the Polish Government which should
bear the entire responsibility for the discontinuation of the organi
zation of their army from among the Polish citizens living on the
understand,

territories of the

Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics.
in
further
detail the various statements made
discussing
Ambassador
by
Bogomolov in his Note of October 31, 1942, I wish
first of all to observe that a considerable part of this Note is devoted
to the enumeration
of all measures and facilities granted by the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to make
Before

of a Polish Army. Ambassador Bogomolov
in
this
list
the
includes
setting up of recruiting boards, the notify
ing of Polish citizens of the organization of a Polish Army, the
of Soviet military authorities with the Polish High
collaboration
possible

the creation

Command for the most satisfactory solution of various problems
connected with the organization of the Army, viz.: furnishing ap
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propriate premises, barracks, food and other supplies, munitions
for training purposes, etc., as well as a non-interest bearing loan
originally of 65 million roubles, raised subsequently to 300 million
roubles, granted to the Polish Government by the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to cover the cost of all
the above mentioned services and deliveries in kind. The Polish
Government fully appreciated the efforts the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics made to this end, efforts un
doubtedly great and complicated in view of the war waged on the
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics— and this is why
If, however, there were
they pressed no demands in this respect.
serious shortcomings
in matters concerning barracks for the army,
territory

food supplies, fodder for horses, which led to repeated representations

by General Anders and by General Sikorski on December 3, 1 941, in
his talk with Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars, those complaints were not made as a reproach to the
authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics nor to place
their efforts in doubt, but to draw their attention to the fact that
these shortages and failures to deliver supplies must evidently impair
the rapidity with which the Polish Army could be made ready

for

action.

In his Note of October

31,

at 30,000

and

Bogomolov men
tions that in accordance with the understanding between the Soviet
and Polish High Commands, the strength of the Polish Army
was

fixed

men

1942, Ambassador

that

the

formation of two Polish

rifle divisions and of one reserve regiment should have been com
pleted by October r, 1 94 1, and further, that in accordance with
the proposal made by General Anders it was agreed to send the
divisions

as

and when formed

to the Soviet-German front without

delay.
Ambassador

Bogomolov's

assertion

that

the

strength

of the

Polish Army was fixed at 30,000 men is obviously contrary to the
Polish-Soviet Military Agreement of August 14, 1941, to which
Ambassador
Bogomolov frequently refers in his Note. Article 4,
of the above mentioned Military Agreement, reads as follows:

"The Polish Army on the territory of the U.S.S.R. will con
sist of units of land forces only. Their strength and number
will depend on the man-power, equipment and supplies avail
able."
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As results from the above text, the Military Agreement— that is
the basic document governing the organization of the Polish armed
forces— does not fix any restriction as to the strength, making it de
More
pendent solely on the man-power and equipment available.
over, at the signature of the Military Agreement, the Polish Govern
ment deliberately abstained from putting forward any definite figure
as to the strength of the Army, on the assumption
that the Polish
armed forces fighting against the Germans would include all Polish
citizens capable of bearing arms and eager to fulfil on the fields of
battle their duty to their motherland. The Polish Government

of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics a numerically strong Polish Army could be raised
in view of the man-power available there. These hopes of the

were

fully convinced

that on the territories

Polish Government were based on three factors:
to
1. The number of Polish citizens, prisoners of war according
the figures published in the Red Star, the organ of the Red
Army, on September

17, 1940 was 181,000 men, including
colonels,
72 lieut. colonels, 5,131 officers of
58
lesser rank and 4,096 reserve officers.
12 generals,

2.

In

the Army of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics there
were about 100,000 Polish citizens from the classes of 19 17,
191 8 and 1919, conscripted on Polish territory in the spring
months

3.

of 1941.

Among those deported from Polish territory, there were con
siderable numbers of men of military age, who could join
the Polish Army in formation, as volunteers
or regular
recruits,

according

to the provisions

of Art. 6 of the Military

Agreement of August
Several

months

14, 1941.
after the conclusion of the

to be exact, on December

3,

Military

1941, a bilateral decision

Agreement,
was reached

by General Sikorski and Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars, with regard to fixing the strength of the
Polish Army on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics. As I mentioned above and in my Note of August 27, 1942,
the Polish armed forces were to consist of 96,000 men, apart from
27,000 men evacuated to the Middle East, or a total of 123,000 men.

As Ambassador Bogomolov in his Note refers to an alleged fixing
of the strength of the Polish Army at 30,000 men during General
Anders's negotiations with the Soviet High Command, this refers
probably to the so-called

Protocol No. 2, of August
149

19,

1941.
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to recall in this connection the explanations communicated
by Ambassador Kot to Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council of
desire

People's

Commissars,

on November

14,

1941, and

on November

15, 1 94 1, to Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
which were taken into cognizance. Consequently Protocol No. 2
did not contain any limitation of the strength of the Polish
Army— as this would have been contrary to Art. 6 of the Mili

Agreement signed a few days previously— but provided for
gradual formation of the Army by stages, according to the
influx of recruits and the supply of technical equipment, which
could be delivered to the Polish Army in formation only by the
tary

a

authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and without
which the formation of any armed force whatever was completely
inconceivable.

This Protocol,

as emphasized

by Ambassador

time

limit,

preparedness

October

of

two

at the wish of the Polish

Command-

in his Note— fixed a short

Bogomolov
for the organization and military
divisions and one reserve regiment.
This

1,

1941,

for the organization and
extraordinarily
period provided
military training of the Army, on the initiative of the Polish
Command, is irrefutable proof of the eager desire of the Polish
Army to take part in war operations on the Eastern front at the
short

that the problem
possible date. It is obvious, however,
the military training of two divisions and one reserve regiment
in a period of six weeks from the date of the signature of the
earliest

of

Military Agreement has no connection whatsoever with the totally
different problem of the strength of the Polish Army, as a separately
organized entity that was to be formed in accordance with the
Agreement of July 30, 1941, and of the Military Agreement of
August 14, 1941. Therefore I must consider as wholly unjustified
the assertion as regards a definite fixing of the strength of the
Polish Army at 30,000 men during the negotiations with General
Anders. Equally devoid of all foundation is the attempt to represent

understanding of December 3, 1941, which actually for the
time fixed the number of divisions to be formed on die
territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the number
of soldiers to be evacuated, as a concession made to the Polish
the

first

Government.

In

the above mentioned Note, Ambassador
burden the Polish Government with

Bogomolov tries to
responsibility for the fact
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above did not achieve their military

1941, and that these and other divisions

were also not ready to fight at a later date, and finally he asserts
that the Polish Government deemed it undesirable to send single

divisions to the front, and even refused to send their Army to the
Soviet German front.

I wish

Mr. Charge d'Affaires, to the
Government of the U.S.S.R., at the time of the
conclusion of the Military Agreement with the Polish Government
were well aware that the Polish Government disposed of con
siderable man-power out of which many army divisions could be
formed, but that on the other hand, they did not possess their
fact

that

to draw your attention,

the

own armament

or munition factories.

Therefore Article

Polish-Soviet

12

that

of the
"arma

Military Agreement explicitly provided
transport, etc., will be provided
possible by (a) the Government of the U.S.S.R. from

ment, equipment, uniforms, motor
as

far

as

their own resources,
granted

The

(b)

the

Polish

Government

from supplies

on the basis of the Lend-Lease Act."
first care of the Polish Government when proceeding
of the Polish Army was to take measures to

the creation

with

fully

provide the troops with the necessary equipment in the shortest
possible time. Thanks to the efforts of the Polish Government a few
weeks after the conclusion of the Military Agreement shipments of

uniforms for the Polish Army were already despatched from Great
Britain. General Anders received the first consignment of uniforms
and boots from Soviet authorities only on October 23, 1941, and up
to that

date

barefoot.

the

During

soldiers were in rags, and 40% of them went
the initial period of the formation of the Army,

arms were to be supplied by the Government of the U.S.S.R. But
it was only on October 22, 1941, that Mr. Molotov, People's Com
missar for Foreign Affairs, notified Ambassador
Kot that the

Union of

Socialist Republics had some difficulties as regards
and asked whether there was any possibility that the
Polish Government might obtain armaments from the United States
and Great Britain. An identical statement with regard to armament
difficulties was made by Ambassador Bogomolov to General Sikorski
Soviet

armaments

and myself on October 25, 1941.
If I mention this matter here it is not with the aim of imparting
any blame; I merely record facts which show that in spite of the
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will

on the part of the Polish Government, Polish armed forces
could not be adequately armed within the period of time originally
best

fixed and that the Polish Government cannot assume any responsi

bility on that score.
The Polish Government informed by the representatives of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of the difficulties concerning
the arming of the Polish Army, immediately approached the Gov
ernments of Great Britain and of the United States with a request
for arms and equipment. As you are aware, Mr. Charg6 d'Affaires,
of continuing

the necessity

supplies

to the

U.S.S.R. on

the one

hand, and the imperative need of massing arms and munitions
in North Africa on the other, together with complications arising
from the great length of the journey were responsible for the fact
that the arms could not be delivered at the dates fixed.

it was only possible to arm and equip the 5th Divi
sion of the Polish armed forces on the territory of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, and even that division very inadequately
compared to a Soviet infantry division, so it was in no case ready
As

a result

to fight.

The division did not

possess

any

of the eighteen

45

for, it had no 76 mm
anti-aircraft guns (establishment 4), also it did not possess any
synchronized anti-aircraft machine guns (establishment 18) nor any
mm anti-tank guns the establishment

called

12,7 mm machine-guns (establishment 9). The 5th Infantry Divi
sion had not received any 77 mm field guns, although according to
the establishment it should have had 18, and finally it was without

munition carriers for 77 mm guns or 104 mm howitzers. As for the
37 mm anti-aircraft guns, it had only four instead of the six
called for in the establishment.
Finally the 5th Division was also
very short of equipment: the division had only 10%

of

motor-cars,

56% of field kitchens, 80% of two-horse carts, 45% of ambulances,
60% of one-horse carts and 85% of the horses provided for in the
establishment.
As far as the other divisions were concerned there
was actually no question of their being armed, as all they had was
only 200 rifles, a number insufficient even for training purposes,
so that in order to prevent the soldiers from remaining idle, General
Anders was obliged to distribute among them part of the firearms
of the 5th Division.

When

on March

man of the
and

18,

Council of

1942, General Anders informed the
People's

simultaneously presented

Commissars

him with
152
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of additional arms required to complete
"You will have

the needs of the Polish Army, Premier Stalin said:

enough time to organize and to train your Army. We do not press
you to go to the front. I understand that it will be better for you
to go to the front when

You should

frontiers.

we shall have advanced

have

Polish

to the

the honor to be the first

to step on

Polish soil."

quently

by me above prove that if neither the Polish
such as the 5th Division fre
took part in the
Ambassador
Bogomolov,

whole nor any part of

mentioned

it,

facts quoted

as a

by

The
Army

it

it

was not because the Government
fighting on the Eastern front,
of the U.S.S.R. deemed
to exert pressure on the
impossible

Command, but because no part of this Army was either
did not
properly trained or adequately armed, consequently,
meet the explicit and simple requirements set down in Art.
of the
7

it

Polish

Military Agreement, in the following words:
will be moved to the front only after they

"The Polish units
fully ready for

are

action."

In his Note

Bogomolov also refers to the second
"In principle they (the Polish
part of this Article, which reads:
in
will
not
smaller
than divisions and will
operate
units)
groups
in
be used
accordance with the operational plans of the High
Command of the U.S.S.R.," and at the same time he expresses the
Ambassador

I

opinion that the sentence quoted above excludes the possibility
of any reservation whatever or refusal as to the propriety of moving
to the front separate units ready to go into action. Although
have

a

already had the honor of proving that for lack of armaments none
of the Polish divisions had reached the stage of full readiness
for action, and consequendy none was in
position to participate

a

is

I

in the fighting,
now take the liberty of drawing your attention,
Mr. СЬа^ё d'Affaires, to the fact that the interpretation of this
to say, that Polish
part of this Article may be twofold, that
division might be or must be
military units not smaller than
moved

to the front.

In

order to avoid

a

1,

1

a

any possible misunderstand
uniform interpreta
ing in the matter and to give to this Article
tion which would exclude all ambiguity, General Sikorski on August
instructed General Szyszko-Bohusz
to have
23, 94
further talk
with the High Command of the Red Army to explain that the

ti

1

»8744 O— 62— pt.

4
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publics would operate as a whole under Polish Command and that
individual Polish divisions would not be sent to the front. Request
ing such an interpretation of Article 7, General Sikorski took the
not only military considerations
but the prestige of
that the Polish Army should operate as a whole
and have a special sector of the Eastern front entrusted to it under
He also took into consideration the propaganda
a Polish general.
value that the taking over of a particular sector of the front by
that

stand

Poland demanded

the Polish Army

would have in Poland and in the whole world.

The throwing up

to the front of one Polish division and the splitting

up of the Polish Army into single units would cause not only
unfortunate consequences in the organization of the Polish Army,
but would also have undesirable effects for the U.S.S.R., as far as
propaganda

was

After carrying out his instructions,
informed General Sikorski on September

concerned.

General Szyszko-Bohusz

1 94 1, that he had been officially informed, on September
10,
U.S.S.R.,
of
the
the
the
Government
Chief
through
Deputy
by
of Staff, General Panfilov, that the said Government interpreted

11,

of the Military Agreement in accordance with the sug
of
the Polish Government and recognized
gestion
entirely the
necessity of using the Polish Army at the front as a homogeneous
whole. Also in his conversations with the Chairman of the Council
Article

7

of People's

General Sikorski made explicit reserva
employing individual Polish divisions at the front
and against splitting the Polish Army into single units which would
be lost in the immense Red Army.
tions

I

Commissars,

against

am obliged to take the most emphatic

exception

to the assertion

of Ambassador

that the Polish Government removed
Bogomolov
from the agenda the question of the participation of the Polish
Army in the common fight together with the Soviet forces against
the Germans. The Polish Government were and continue to be

firmly resolved to respect all Polish-Soviet agreements, the Agree
ment of July 30, 1 94 1, the Military Agreement of August 14, 1941
and the Polish-Soviet Declaration of December 4, of the same year.
Evacuation of

of the Polish Army, agreed upon in the nego
tiations between General Sikorski and the Chairman of the Council
of People's Commissars, resulted from the necessity of the speediest
possible arming of the Polish troops so that they might be thrown
a part

into the battle against Germany. An evacuation of part or even the
whole of the Polish Army did not exclude a continuation of recrait
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ing of Polish citizens fit for military service as clearly provided for
in the Military Agreement and did not depend on the earlier or
later participation of the Polish Army in the battles at the front.
In accordance with the provisions of the above mentioned Agree
ment, recruiting should be continued until the man-power resources
of Polish citizens residing in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
are exhausted. The recruiting was stopped without agreement with

Polish Government, in spite of the fact that being informed
of the difficulties in feeding the troops in the rear of the Army,
on June i о of the current year, they made a proposal to the Soviet
the

Government to supply food rations for recruits over and above the
figure of 44,000 pending evacuation to the Middle East. As you are
well aware, Mr. Charge d'Affaires, this offer was not accepted by
the Government of the U.S.S.R. and the recruiting of Polish citizens
for the Polish Army was stopped.
In the final paragraph of his Note of October 31, Ambassador
Bogomolov asserts that in my Note of June 10 of the current year,
the Polish Government declared themselves in favor of such a use
of the Polish armed forces formed on the territory of the Union of

Republics that meant nothing else than a refusal to
use them on the Soviet-German front. Desirous to demonstrate that
Soviet

Socialist

the above assertion can be based only on a misunderstanding, I take
the liberty of quoting the paragraph of my Note of June 10, re

ferring to the use of the Polish Army on the Eastern front among
I wrote then: "The Polish Government are determined to

others.

U.S.S.R., in

the Near East

for the common

cause against
in the above

use the Polish Armed Forces now in the
or in Great Britain in the struggle
the common

enemy."

Moreover, I did not preclude

mentioned Note

the possibility of the return of evacuated units
of the Polish Army to the fighting on the Eastern battle-front, as

shown by the following sentences: "It is possible that the Polish
Army formed in the Near East may— after it is equipped and
trained— also be used on the front of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics in case the military situation should so require. Certain
units of this army have already taken a noteworthy part in the
defence of Tobruk and in the fighting in the desert. The fact
that the Polish Army has not yet fought side by side with the
Red Army is solely due to armament difficulties experienced by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics as well as to the shipping
difficulties that beset Great Britain and the United States."
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As you

see,

Mr. Charg6 d'Affaires,

the excerpts from my

Note

of June 10, quoted above, are perfectly clear and unequivocal and
assertion concerning the
they contradict Ambassador
Bogomolov's
alleged declaration of the Polish Government against the use on
the Soviet-German front of Polish armed forces organized on the
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. All the facts
quoted by me above irrefutably testify that the Polish Government,
attaching great importance to the possibility of forming a Polish
Army on the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
fulfilled with complete loyalty all the obligations they assumed,
territory

spared no efforts to make that Army as strong
as possible.
The Polish Government also did every

and most zealously

numerically
thing in their power and spared no steps to obtain as soon as
possible from the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics and from the Governments of Great Britain and the
the necessary arms and equipment for the Polish
Army to enable it to take part in the fighting on the Eastern front.

United

It

States

is through no fault of the Polish Government that their efforts

in this direction, owing to a whole series of unforeseen circum
stances, did not bring the hoped for results within the time fore
seen, as a consequence of which the training of the Army and its
On the other hand, the
readiness for action were also delayed.
decision to reduce the strength of the Polish Army and to stop
recruiting for that Army was taken by the Government of the
U.S.S.R. alone without any attempt at consultation with the Polish
Government in the matter. Consequently, full responsibility for
be borne solely by the Government of the
Socialist Republics.
Bearing in mind that the interests of the United Nations in
the present war against the aggressor States demand that all avail
able man-power be utilized to wage a most successful war against
of Polish
them, and in view of the fact that many thousands
citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics capable of
those decisions

Union of

must

Soviet

bearing arms have not yet been recruited for the Polish armed
forces, and, moreover, the possibility that when those Polish units
already organized enter into action in the near future, casualties and
losses must ensue which will necessitate replacements in the fighting
ranks,— the Polish Government cannot alter their opinion that the
continuation of. recruiting for the Polish Army on the territory of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, interrupted several months
ago, is

in

I have

the common

interest of all

the honor to be, etc.

Allied Nations.
Raczynski
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CHAPTER 6
Transfer to the Polish Army of Poles forcibly conscripted
by the German Army and subsequently taken
prisoner by the Red Army.
No.

51

18, 1942, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, concerning the
transfer to the Polish Army of Poles, forcibly conscripted by the
German Army, and now in Soviet Prisoner of War Camps.

Note of January
to the People's

Referring to its Notes D. 713/41 of November 8, 1941, and
D. 48/42 of January 7, 1942, the Polish Embassy has the honor
to submit the following for the information of the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs:

In the second half of December, 1941, groups of prisoners of
war, soldiers of the German Army, passed through Tatishchevo and
Saratov, among them were many Polish citizens forcibly conscripted
by the German Army. These prisoners on seeing Polish soldiers

of the 5th Infantry Division at stations en route asked their country
men to report their fate to the Polish authorities and to make
endeavours to have them set free from prisoner of war camps and
enrolled in the Polish Army in formation on the territory of the

Union of

Soviet

Socialist Republics.

Submitting the above for the information of the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs, this Embassy has the honor to renew
its request that instructions be issued with a view to collecting in a
separate center prisoners of Polish nationality who were forcibly

mobilized

by

German authorities of occupation,
and after
to their identity, etc., have been investigated
and
the

particulars as
their nationality ascertained,
Polish Army.
Kuybyshev, January

18,

make it possible

to enlist them in the

1942.

No.

52

Note

of January 23, 1942, from the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev, refusing special
treatment to Poles, prisoners of war from the German Army.
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to the Notes of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland

of November 8, 1941, No. 713/41 and January 7, 1942, No. 48/42,
and of January 18, 1942— No. 164/42, the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs has the honor to communicate the following:
In the Notes mentioned above the Embassy referred to the trans
fer to the Polish Army in the U.S.S.R. of Polish citizens, prisoners of
war from the German Army, on the assumption that these prisoners
surrendered of their own will, supposedly wishing to join the Polish
Army in formation on the territory of the U.S.S.R.

The

Commissariat considers itself obliged to declare,
agree to the Polish Government's proposal and that

People's

that it cannot

it sees no grounds for adopting any regime for German prisoners
of war of Polish nationality other than the regime established for
all German prisoners of war.
Further to the above, the People's Commissariat deems it neces
sary to inform the Embassy that an overwhelming majority of
Poles— soldiers in the German Army— were taken prisoner with arms
in their hands, having actively resisted the Soviet forces, and not

of voluntary surrender.
Kuybyshev, January 23rd, 1942.

as a result

No.

53

Note of February 6, 1 942, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
containing a reply to the Note of the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs of January 23, 1942, and demanding the transfer to
the Polish Army of Poles, prisoners of war from the German Army.

In reply
Affairs No.

to the Note of the People's
13

of January

Commissariat for Foreign
Embassy has the

23, 1942, the Polish

honor to submit the following:

When it approached the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs with the request that Poles be separated from prisoners of
war, former soldiers in the German Army, taken prisoner by the
Red Army, this Embassy was prompted by the following considera
tions:
The conscription of Polish citizens by the German Army con
stitutes a flagrant

breach of the fundamental rules of international

law, and should be met, in the common interest of all Allied States,
not only by condemnation, but also by counter-action both on the
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of the Polish Government and on the part of the friendly
Government of the U.S.S.R. The Germans are endeavoring to
mobilize every force to combat the Democracies, and spare no effort
to put at the disposal of the German High Command the greatest
part

possible man-power, including even hostile elements. One of the im
portant tasks of both our Governments is to counteract this action.

The

Poles, constituting as they do an element decidedly hostile
to the Germans, are, as a rule, distributed on conscription by the
German Army among different units, in small groups or singly so as
to prevent
to the

any organized resistance, as for instance mass desertion
Forces. That the Germans do not trust the Poles

Allied

conscripted
by force is illustrated by the fact that Poles are not
admitted to commissioned and non-commissioned rank in the German

Army, nor to branches of the service requiring individual action,
as for instance
tanks, air force, signals, but are given auxiliary
duties in supply columns or in infantry units, where an individual
soldier surrounded by a mass of Germans would face immediate death
hands should he lay down his arms.
has, for its part, undertaken appropriate
steps on the German occupied territory of the Republic of Poland
to deal with the disastrous results of the conscription of Polish
at their

The Polish Government

citizens by the German Army, issuing secret instructions to Poles to
surrender to the soldiers of the Red Army at the earliest opportunity.

The Polish Government intends to extend this action
possible. The principle of deserting from the ranks of

as

soon as

the German
Army, encouraged on the territory of the Polish Republic, is not
fruitless: as best shown by public statements of Soviet authorities.
Among others, a report in the Comsomol Pravda No. 308 of De
cember

30,

1 94 1,

fully

supports

the attitude

Note, and requires no further comment.
forwarded herewith.)

adopted

(A

in the present

copy of this report is

Besides, last November the Soviet authorities

organized

a meet

ing of Slav prisoners of war, former soldiers in the German Army,
at which a resolution accepted by all the Slav nations oppressed by
Germany was passed. This resolution, signed on behalf of the Poles
by Kurt Klauzen, a worker from Bydgoszcz and former soldier of the
German Infantry Division, and Ryszard Slibo, from Chorzow,
former soldier of the 29th German Infantry Division Qlzviestia
1 06th

November

29,

1941)—

fully

corroborated
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to the People's Commissariat in the
731/41 of November 8, 1941, D. 48/42 of January 7,

Embassy's reasoning, submitted

Notes D.

D. 164/42 of January 18, 1942.
opinion
In the
of the Embassy, to restrict to propaganda in the
Soviet press the results of this action, aimed at encouraging Poles
to surrender to the soldiers of the Red Army, is not enough in the
present period of friendly collaboration
between both States, a
1942, and

which aims at the fullest mobilization of every force
for the fight against the common enemy, and to which expression
was given in the Moscow Declaration of December 4, 1941.

collaboration

At
the

the same time the Polish Embassy has the honour to draw
of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs

attention

in

undesirable consequences which would ensue should
formation reach occupied Poland that Poles conscripted by force
are treated by the Soviet authorities on being taken prisoner, in the
to the

same manner as German prisoners-of-war.

Information of this kind
would immediately be utilized by German propaganda not merely
to hinder the Polish Government's action with regard to desertion
by Polish citizens, but also endanger the principle of Polish-Soviet
collaboration on the territory of the Republic of Poland.
This being the state of affairs, this Embassy has the honor to
request the People's Commissariat for Foreign
hitherto negative attitude
the transfer

in in

of

1942.
1942.

54

Kuybyshev, February

6,

23,

of

of

of

an

to

in

to

its

Affairs to reconsider
Polish prisoners,
former soldiers
the German Army,
the Polish Army
the
Republics,
expressed
Union
Soviet Socialist
attitude
the
January
Note
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs

to 15,

No.

of

15,

of

London, December
1942.
the Union
Soviet Socialist

of

the territory

several occasions recently broadcast news
16o

of

on

on

Mr. Chargé d'Affaires,
Radio stations
Republics have

in

by

of

to

of

of

V.

of

of

1942, from Mr. Raczyński, Polish Minister
Note
December
Foreign Affairs,
Valkov, Chargé d'Affaires
Mr.
the
U.S.S.R., concerning the transfer
Poles,
the Polish Army
prisoners
war from the German Army, and the cessation
tendentious broadcasts concerning the part played
Poles
the
German Army.
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mass participation of Poles in the German Army, and even of the
formation of special Polish units allegedly commanded by Polish
officers.

This information

the impression

was given in such a form as to create
that there existed voluntary cooperation between the

Poles and the German Army against the Red Army.
At the same time the Polish authorities have had the opportunity
to ascertain by reports from Poland that many Polish officers and
other ranks, residing in territories illegally incorporated in the Reich,
have been forcibly conscripted by the German Army and sent to
various German fronts. Poles, thus mobilized, have found themselves

in Fieldmarshal Rommel's army in Libya, and in German units
which took part in the fighting at Dieppe. Availing themselves of
the first opportunity, these men surrendered
to Allied units and
are today in the ranks of the Polish Army, preparing to fight against
their age-old enemy.

The Government of

the Republic of Poland have therefore
Romer to explain to the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics the real reasons for the existence
of a certain number of Polish soldiers in the German Army. At
instructed

Ambassador

Romer has instructions to submit to the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics that the
aforementioned
broadcasts throw a false light upon the part played
in the German Army by the forcibly conscripted Poles, whose only
the same time Ambassador

their efforts against the German oppressor.
intervention by Ambassador Romer, the
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Lozovsky,

desire is to concentrate

Replying

to a verbal

^Deputy People's
stated, that from investigations
the

authorities of the

carried out among individual prisoners,

U.S.S.R.

estimate

soldiers at three hundred thousand.

the

number of Polish

The Government of

the

Union

of Soviet

Socialist Republics possesses information to the effect
that these soldiers are under strong German supervision.
Desiring
to influence these soldiers by propaganda,
the authorities of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics have distributed to them appeals

in Polish.
and proclamations
As can be seen from the statement

of Mr. Lozovsky, Deputy
Commissar for Foreign Affairs, anti-German sentiments prevail
among the soldiers referred to, a fact the Polish Government never
doubted.

The lowering of Germany's war potential
aim common

to all the United Nations.
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by the German Army against their
to international law ought in the common interest

conscripted

and contrary

to belong primarily to the Polish Government. The success of appeals
addressed to Polish soldiers in the German Army would beyond
all doubt be greater if the Polish Government were in a position
to assure them
sent

to special

that on surrendering they would be separated and
camps under the care of Polish Authorities and

would be able subsequently to transfer to the ranks of the Polish
Army.
I am deeply convinced that a considerable number of Poles
forcibly conscripted by the German Army and ordered against their
will to fight the Allied Armies could already find themselves in the
ranks of the Polish Army, thus contributing to strengthen
fighting for the common cause.

the forces

I

should like to express the hope that in view of the
of this problem, the Government of the
increasing
importance
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will take into account the Polish
Government's suggestion and reconsider the attitude hitherto adopted
Therefore

towards
taken

as

Poles who are already Soviet prisoners of war, or may be
such in the future, and will consider issuing orders to

that broadcasts on the territory of the Union of Soviet
Republics should cease to interpret the tragic fate of the
victims of this forcible conscription in a way that may prove a
source of misapprehension
harmful to them.
the effect
Socialist

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Raczynski.

No.

55

Note of January 11, 1943, from Mr. V. Valkov, Chargi d' Affaires
of the U.S.S.R., to Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign
Affairs, containing the refusal of the Government of the L7.S.S.R.
to separate Poles, prisoners of war from the German Army and to
transfer

them

to the Polish Army.

London, January

Mr. Minister,
On behalf of

the Government of the

U.S.S.R. I

n,

1943.

have the honor

to remind you that on the question of German prisoners of war
of Polish nationality, which is the subject of your Note of December
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1942, the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs has already
had occasion to communicate
to you, in the Note of January 23,
15,

1942, that for reasons indicated in this

Note it does not find it

possible to apply to Poles among German prisoners of war any
regime other than that established for all German prisoners of war

in general.

The

of the Soviet Government, as set forth in the
Note of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of January
23, 1942, was confirmed twice:
by the People's Commissariat in
Kuybyshev and by the Soviet Embassy in London.
attitude

In reply
question

I

to your Note

of December

15,

1942, on the

have the honor to inform you that the Soviet

ment cannot

see any

reason to reconsider

same

Govern

their decision.

In

regard to the Soviet radio broadcasts concerning the creation
of Polish units in the German Army under the command of Polish
officers, it is necessary to mention that the radio broadcast, the only
one of its kind to take place in the course of the last two months,
was based on positive facts. In the above broadcast the undeniable
fact was recorded of the presence in the German Army of whole

exclusively of Poles under Polish
commanders whose names were given in the broadcast: Maritime
Regiment, Colonel Polkowski; Commander of the 4th Company,
Colonel Rakowski.
I have the honor to be, etc.
groups

and

units, consisting

Valkov.

CHAPTER

7

Citizenship of Poles in the U.S.S.R.
No.

56

Note of November 10, 1941, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
to the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, concerning con
scription by the Red Army, of Polish citizens of Ukrainian, White
Ruthenian and Jewish origin.

The Polish

Embassy

has the honor to submit

the information of the People's

the following for
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs:
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According to information received, the War Commissar for
Kazakhstan at Alma-Ata, General Shcherbakov issued orders that
all Polish citizens deported by the Soviet Authorities from occupied
Polish territory and possessing documents issued to them by these
authorities, endorsed to the effect that they are of Ukrainian, White
or Jewish origin are to be enrolled in the Red
they meet the age and fitness requirements.

Ruthenian

if

Army

After an intervention by the interested parties and by repre
sentative of this Embassy, General Shcherbakov declared that he
was acting on instructions from the Central Authorities, who are
alleged to have directed

him .to treat

as

citizens of the U.S.S.R.

all

of the Republic of Poland of other than Polish origin
possessing Soviet passports.
Among others the following Polish
citizens, despite protests on their part, were among those con
citizens

it would

sent

and

scripted

seem

to

the

Far East:

Aleksander

Rotstein, Silberspitz and Kotok.
This same discrimination between

Polish citizens according to
origin or race, devoid of any impartial basis and contrary to the
provisions of the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, is being
practiced by the military authorities in Alma-Ata, who also explain
reporting to them to settle various formalities
with their enlistment in the Polish Army in the Union

-to the Polish citizens
connected

of Soviet

Socialist Republics, that they are acting on instructions
from the Central Authorities. Only Polish citizens of Polish origin
are given permits to travel to centers where the Polish Army is
while Polish citizens of Ukrainian and Jewish
categorically refused permits by the aforemen

being organized,
origin are, it
tioned

seems,

authorities.

The Polish
missariat
the

Embassy has the honor to request the People's Com

for Foreign Affairs to cause instructions to be given to
to apply impartially to all Polish
residing in the area under his authority, the principles

War Commissar in Kazakhstan

citizens

resulting from the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, and
the Polish-Soviet Military Agreement of August 14, 194т, which
guarantee

the right to serve in the Polish

Army in the U.S.S.R.

to every Polish citizen who is capable of bearing arms.
Kuybyshev,

November

10,

1941.
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Note of December I, 1941, from the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs in reply to the Note of the Polish Embassy of
November 10, 1941, concerning the conscription by the Red Army
of Polish citizens of Ukrainian, White Ruthenian and Jewish origin.

In reply to the Note of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland
No. D. 740/41 of November 10, 1941, the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs has the honor to state the following:
Referring to the fact of the conscription by the Red Army in
the Kazakh Soviet Socialist Republic, as Soviet citizens, of citizens
of Ukrainian, White Ruthenian and Jewish origin who left the
territories of Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia, the
Embassy of the Polish Republic calls in question the existence of a
legal basis for this order, considering that it is contrary to the prin
ciples of the Soviet-Polish Agreement of July 30, 1941 and the

Soviet-Polish Military Agreement of August 14, 1941.
The People's Commissariat cannot agree with this point of
view of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland. No foundation to
support the point of view expressed in the Note of the Embassy
of the Republic of Poland, referred to above, can be found in the
Agreement of July

or in the Military Agreement of August 14,
the Decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of November 29, 1939, all citizens
of Western districts of the Ukrainian and White Ruthenian S.S.R.
who found themselves on the territory of the said districts on
November 1 and 2, 1939, respectively, acquired the citizenship of
1 94 1.

In

30,

accordance

with the Citizenship of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics Act of August 19, 1938. The Soviet
Government's readiness to recognize as Polish citizens persons of
Polish origin, who resided until November 1 and 2, 1939, on the
the

U.S.S.R. in

with

accordance

gives evidence of good will and com
of
the
Soviet Government but can in no
part
case serve as a basis for an analogous
recognition of the Polish
citizenship of persons of other origin, in particular those of
Ukrainian, White Ruthenian or Jewish origin, since the question
aforementioned

pliance on

territory,

the

of the frontiers between
settled

and

With
issudd

is subject

regard

the

U.S.S.R.

to settlement

Polish Embassy's reference to an order
by General Shcherbakov, according to the

to the

in Alma-Ata

and Poland has not been
in the future.
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information of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs no order
was issued calling the aforementioned citizens to the ranks of the
Red Army, but orders were given to call them up for work behind
the lines, as is also done in the case of other citizens of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Kuybyshev, December i, 1941.

No.

58

Note of December 9, 1941, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs concerning Polish

to the People's

citizenship.

The Polish

Embassy

acknowledges

receipt

of the Note of the

People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of December 1, 1941, and
has' the honor to bring the following to the notice of the People's
Commissariat:
1) Polish legislation is founded on the principle of equality
before

law of all citizens, regardless of their origin or race.
Embassy is also not aware of any Soviet laws which
introduce or sanction any discrimination or differentiation
the

The Polish

would
of this kind.

The Agreement of July
of August
relative

origin

14,

1 94 1,

30, 1941, and the

Military Agreement

do not introduce in any of their provisions

to Polish citizens (amnesty, military service) the notion of
or race, and thus they concern all Polish citizens without

exception.

In this

this Embassy sees no possibility of chang
ing its attitude as expressed in its Note of November 10, 1941,
which stated that it was contrary both to the Agreement of July
30, 1941, and the Military Agreement of August 14, 1941, that only
Polish citizens of Polish origin should be able to enlist in the
Polish Army, while Polish citizens of Ukrainian, White Ruthenian
and Jewish origin were enlisted in the Red Army by the War
state of affairs,

Commissariat in Kazakhstan.
2) The fact of the possession of Polish citizenship by a given
person is regulated
by Polish law, in particular by the Polish
State Citizenship Act of January 20, 1920. For this reason and for
the reasons stated above under Paragraph 1, this Embassy has
the honor to declare that it finds itself unable to take into cognizance
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the statement included in the Note of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs of December i, 1941, to the effect that the
Soviet Government is prepared to recognize as Polish citizens only
persons of Polish origin from among the persons who found them
selves on November 1 and 2, 1939 on the territory of the Republic

of

Poland

occupied by

temporarily

the

military

forces

of

the

Union.
3) The Citizenship of

Soviet

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Act of August 19, 1938 cannot be applied to Polish citizens, for its
introduction on the territory of the Polish Republic occupied by
the Soviet Union from the latter half of September,
1939, until
or
to
the
1
be
would
1,
provisions of the
July, 94
contrary
June

IVth Hague Convention of
4) The Polish Embassy

1907.
does not connect

the matter

referred

to in Note

D. 740/41 of November 10, 1941, with the problem
of Polish-Soviet frontiers. The People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs points out in the Note in question that it does not recognize
as Polish citizens persons of Ukrainian,
White Ruthenian and
Jewish origin who possessed Polish citizenship before November 1-2,
1939, 'Ъесаиве the problem of the frontiers between the U.S.S.R.
and Poland has not been settled, and is subject to settlement in
the future." The Polish Embassy is bound to state that such a

fully the fundamental
self-contradictory.
Maintaining
above in Paragraphs
1-3, this Embassy has the
honor to point out that such a view would be tantamount to a
thesis

attitude

is

expressed

unilateral settlement by the Soviet Union at the present time of a
problem which, in accordance with this same statement of the
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, is subject
in the future.
People's

Kuybyshev, December

9, 1941.

No.
Note of January
Affairs

to the

to settlement

59

from the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Embassy in Kuybyshev, concerning Polish
citizenship.

5, 1942,

Polish

In reply to the Note of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland
No. 902/41 of December 9, 1941, the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs has the honor to communicate
167
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out in the Note
of the Embassy of December 9, 1 941, on the question of the former
Polish citizens forming part of the population of Western Ukraine
and Western White Ruthenia— Ukrainians, White Ruthenians and
1.

note of the considerations

set

Jews— the People's Commissariat cannot see any reason to change the
attitude set forth in its Note of December 1, 1941.
2. The assertion of the Embassy that the law concerning citizen
ship of the U.S.S.R. of August 19, 1938, could not be applied to
the territories of Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia
in the period between the middle of September 1939 and the mid
dle of

July 1 94 1, as this would be incompatible with the provisions
IVth Hague Convention of 1907, is incorrect. The provisions
IVth Hague Convention of 1907, which the Embassy evidently

of the
of the

has in view, refer to the regime of occupation on enemy territory,
whereas the assertion of "occupation" in respect to Western Ukraine

White Ruthenia

and Western

White Ruthenia in

is,

and Western

of all founda
tion, alike from the political as from the international point of view,
because the entrance of the Soviet forces into Western Ukraine

Union of

case,

devoid

the autumn of 1939 was not an
of the districts mentioned to the

but an attachment

occupation

in this

Socialist Republics as the result
expressed will of the population of those districts.
Kuybyshev, January
1942.

of the freely

5,

Soviet

9,

1942, from the People's Commissariat for Foreign
to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev on the

issuing

The

60

the U.S.S.R.

of

Affairs

June

of

Note

of

No.

Polish passports in the U.S.S.R.

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs taking into con
sideration that the Polish Embassy and, under the arrangement relat
People's

ing to the scope of action of the Delegates of the Embassy
of the Polish Republic, its Delegates in the Republics and
Districts of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and its represent
proceeding

the honor to state that
indispensable

the

issue

Polish

competent

national passports, has
Soviet authorities find

order this matter, the Embassy
Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs
People's
lists of Polish citizens to whom
proposes to issue

should present
alphabetical

to

it

are

that,

to

properly

to the

it

atives
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national passports. These lists, made out separately for each district
inhabited by Polish citizens, should be presented in four copies
with a Russian translation attached to accelerate the procedure.

The

lists should include all persons

above

the age of 16.

These

lists should indicate:
a.

Surname, name and father's name;

b. Year and place of birth;
c. Origin;
d. Religion;
e.

Present address

in full;

and place of residence until November 1939;
If covered by the Amnesty Decree of the Supreme Council
of the U.S.S.R. of August 12, 1941, when and where arrested
and sent out, number of jail delivery certificate, when and by
what office of the People's Commissariat of the Interior it was

f. Citizenship
g.

issued;
h.

If

not a permanent inhabitant of Western Ukraine or White
Ruthenia, when and how arrived on the territory of the

U.S.S.R.;
i.

Whether
marriage;

married or single. If married, place and date of
citizenship of husband and wife since the time of

marriage;

j. Present and past citizenship and place of residence of parents.
These lists may be drawn up in descriptive form or in the form
of questionnaires.

All objections of competent Soviet authorities to the issue of
Polish national passports to these or other persons included in the
lists will be notified by the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
to the Embassy on the return of these lists.
Persons included in the above mentioned lists to whom the
Soviet authorities raise no objection will receive, on
competent
presentation of their Polish national passports, permits of residence
for foreigners, issued by Militia Headquarters of the respective coun
ties through the Militia Office of their district or town.
The People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs also has the
honor to inform the Embassy that it is indispensable to include
in the above mentioned lists all persons who have already
issued with Polish national passports.
Kuybyshev, January 9,
ЙШ44 o— 52— pt.

1942.
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No.6l
Note of June 24, 1 942, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev to the
Peoples Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, replying to the Soviet
Note of June 9, 1942; on the issuing of Polish passports (^excerpt).
Referring to the Note of the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs No. 107 of June 9, 1942, the Polish Embassy, on the instruc
tion of its Government, has the honor to submit the following for
the information of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs:
In accordance with the fundamental principles of international
law, the Government of the Republic of Poland assert that the
matter of Polish citizenship rests with them and they do not consider
it possible that, when verifying lists of Polish citizens demanded
of the Embassy, the Soviet authorities should decide the citizenship
of Polish citizens resident on the territory of the Republic of
Poland and who between 1 939-1 941 found themselves, as is known,
not of their free will on the territory of the Soviet Union.
In particular this attitude of the Polish Gqyemment is also in
accordance with the Agreement concluded on July 30, 1941, between
the Government of the Republic of Poland and the Government of

Socialist Republics. . . . The issue of passports
to Polish citizens is carried out by the Polish Embassy and its rep
resentatives under existing Polish laws and regulations.
According
to the Constitution of the Republic of Poland and Polish law, origin,
religion, race or place of residence within the frontiers of the
Republic of Poland have no influence on the citizenship of a given
the

Union of

Soviet

person.

Taking into

that the aforementioned
consideration
Note of the
Commissariat
for
Affairs
is
at
aimed
Foreign
People's
imposing a
in relations between
procedure in issuing passports, unprecedented
sovereign States, the Government of the Polish Republic see no

possibility of discussing the principles
basis of the suggested procedure.
Kuybyshev, June 24,

of this

question

on the

1942.

No.

62

Note

of January 16, 1943, from the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs of the U.S.S.R. to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev,
claiming as Soviet citizens all persons who on November 1-2, 1939,
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found themselves on Polish territories occupied by the armed forces
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The

People's

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs has the honor

to inform the Embassy of the Polish Republic of the following:

In connection with

of Notes in the years 19411942 between the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs and the
Embassy, concerning the citizenship of persons who previously lived

in

the Western

the exchange

of the Ukrainian

districts

and White Ruthenian

Soviet Socialist Republics, the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs informed the Embassy on December 1, 1941, that all in
habitants of the above-mentioned

districts

who found themselves

on the territories of these districts at the time of their entry into the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (November 1-2, 1939), had
acquired Soviet citizenship in accordance with the Decree of the
Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. dated November 29, 1939, and
the Citizenship

In

its Note

of the U.S.S.R. Act of August 19, 1938.
of December 1, 1941, the People's Commissariat

for Foreign Affairs informed the Embassy that the Soviet Govern
ment were prepared, by way of exception, to regard as Polish
citizens persons of Polish origin living in the territories of the
above-mentioned

districts

on

November

1-2,

1939.

The

People's

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs is bound to state that despite
the good-will of the Soviet Government thus manifested, the Polish
Government has adopted a negative attitude to the above statement
of the Soviet Government and has refused to take the appropriate
putting

forward demands

contrary to the sovereign

rights
of the Soviet Union in respect to these territories.
In connection with the above, the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs, on instructions, from the Soviet Government, gives
steps,

notice that the statement included in the Note of December
regarding

origin

on

1,

1941,

the readiness to treat some categories of persons of Polish
an

exceptional

basis

must

be

considered

as

without

of the possible non-application to such
persons of the laws governing citizenship of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics has ceased to exist.
validity and that the question

Kuybyshev, January

16, 1943.
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Note of January 26, J 943, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R., in
reply to the Note of January 16, 1943, concerning Polish citizenship
in the Soviet Union.
London, January 26, 1943.

Mr.

Ambassador,

In

in Kuybyshev
Government notified its refusal
the Note of the People's Commissariat
cognizance
I, 1941, in which the Soviet
affairs of December
9,

the Note of the Polish Embassy

1 94 1,

the Polish

of December
to take into

for Foreign
Government
declared its readiness to exonerate, by way of exception and favor,
certain categories of persons of Polish origin from the applica
tion of the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of November 29, 1939, as well
as from the laws which confer upon them the status of citizens of the

Union. The

Note of the Polish Embassy pointed
out that the conferment or withdrawal of Polish citizenship was an
exclusive and inalienable attribute of the sovereignty of the Polish
State, whose laws, moreover, make no distinction between the origin,
aforementioned

race or faith of its citizens.

Since then a year has passed during which the aforementioned
categories of Poles residing in the Union have been treated in
However, the
with their status as Polish citizens.
accordance
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs has informed the Polish
Embassy in Kuybyshev by its Note No. 12 of January 16, 1943,
that the Soviet Government considers it necessary to cancel the

People's

contained in the Note of December 1, 1941, and that
in consequence the possibility of exonerating from laws governing
Soviet citizenship the said persons of Polish nationality has now
declaration

ceased to exist.

Maintaining its point of view in principle on the question of
citizenship, the Polish Government records with deep regret that the
Soviet communication of January 16, 1943, is incompatible with the
spirit of the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, and the joint
Declaration made by both Governments on December 4, 1941.
These documents were based on the mutual conviction of the two
Contracting Parties, that the re-establishment between them of nor
mal and confident relations in the interest of their cooperation in
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struggle against the common enemy and of their good
after the war, calls for the nullification of a recent
neighborliness

the present

pact that was contrary to these arrangements. Thus these documents
leave no room for doubt as to the annulment of the Soviet-German
Agreements of 1939 and their political and legal consequences.
I must recall that according to Paragraph 1 of the Supplementary

Protocol to the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, the Soviet
Government undertook to set free all Polish citizens detained on
Soviet territory

for whatsoever

reason.

On July

30, 1941, there were

on Soviet territory no other categories of Polish citizens than those
to whom this status is now denied by the Soviet Government. So it
was precisely to these persons in their status of Polish citizens,
that the amnesty applied. It must be emphasized that the point men
tioned above which was the subject of laborious negotiations, con
stitutes one of the essential clauses of the Agreement of

The Polish Government

has always

refused

July

30,

1 94 1 .

to recognize

the

validity of the unilateral decisions of the authorities of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics, taken when there were no Polish-Soviet
relations; among them was the decision concerning the forcing of
citizenship of the Soviet Union upon Polish citizens. It may be
added that decisions of this kind are incompatible with international
defined by the IVth Hague Convention of 1907, and with the
provisions of the Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941, to which the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics adhered in the Declaration of
the United Nations, dated January 1, 1942.
law

as

Always desirous for its part to maintain with the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics the best of relations, based on the observance of
all treaties and arrangements existing between the two countries, the
Polish Government

see themselves

obliged to insist that the Soviet

Government grant to all Polish citizens residing in the Soviet Union,
a treatment in accordance with the spirit and letter of the Agreement
of July 30, 1 94 1, and the principles of equity and liberty on which
rests the collaboration of all Powers united in the struggle against
the common enemy and oppressor.
I have the honor to be, etc.

Raczynski.

No. 64
Note of February 17, 1943, from Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of
the U.S.S.R., to Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
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a

reply to the Note of January 26, 1943, concerning
Polish citizenship in the Soviet Union.

Mr. Minister,
With reference

London, February
to your Note of January

17,

26, 1943,

I

1943.
have the

honor to inform you that the Soviet Government do not regard it as
possible to reconsider the subject of the citizenship of those persons
who on November 1-2, 1939, found themselves on the territory of
the western districts of the Ukrainian and White Ruthenian Soviet
Socialist Republics, since this matter remains wholly within the
sovereign rights of the Soviet Union over these territories.
As to your assertion regarding the incompatibility of the Soviet
Government's statement of January 16, 1943,* with the spirit of the

Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30, 1941, the Declaration of De
cember 4, 1 94 1, the IVth Hague Convention of 1907 and the
Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941, such an assertion is devoid of

The

all foundation.

Soviet Government also emphatically reject the

in the Note of Janu
citizenship upon the

statement of the Polish Government contained

ary 26, about the alleged forcing of Soviet
above-mentioned
persons, as entirely unfounded and a distortion

of

the true state of affairs.

The

Government consider it imperative to recall that
citizens of the western districts of the Ukrainian and White Ruthe
nian Socialist Soviet Republics acquired Soviet citizenship exclusively
on the strength of the freely voiced will of the population which
Soviet

found its expression

in the unanimous resolutions adopted by the
in question, and the Decree of

assemblies of the districts

people's
the Supreme

Council of

the

Union of

I

have the honor to be, etc.

No.

Socialist Republics,
with these resolutions.
Bogomolov.

Soviet

issued on November 29, 1939, in accordance

65

Note of March
to

8, 1943, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, concerning the
forcing of Soviet citizenship upon Polish citizens.

the People's

The

Embassy of the Republic of Poland has the honor to inform

the People's
*

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs that reports from

i.e. in the Note of the People's Commissariat

the Polish

Embassy in Kuybyshev.
>74

a

for Foreign Affairs to
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number of places in the U.S.S.R. indicate that local Soviet authori
ties are employing methods of compulsion described in the Embassy's
Note No. 307/21/43 of March 6, 1943.
In the town of Syzran, district of Kuybyshev, officials of the
People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs are threatening with im
prisonment or confinement in labor camps all Polish citizens who
to accept Soviet passports. Endeavours are also being made
to persuade those who resist by the argument
that "Poland no
longer exists," which is flagrantly inconsistent with the obligations
refuse

undertaken by the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. Those refusing to accept Soviet citizenship are as a rule
kept in confinement without food or water until they sign a docu
ment agreeing to accept a Soviet passport.
Similar reports are coming in from the Krasnoyarsky Kray, and
the Kirov, Kuybyshev and Akmolinsk districts.
In the town of

Kuybyshev three inmates of the Embassy's Home for Invalids are
still under detention without food or drink.
Fragmentary information which has succeeded in reaching the
indicates that many hundreds of persons have been affected

Embassy

by these arrests.
The Polish Embassy has the honor to renew its request to the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs to instruct local authorities
immediately to abandon the use of force and to set free Polish citi
zens who have been deprived of their freedom without committing
any offence

whatsoever.

Kuybyshev, March

8, 1943.

No. 66
Note of March 29, 1943, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
containing the protest of the Polish Government against the forcing
of Soviet citizenship upon Polish citizens.
London, March 29,

Mr.

1943.

Ambassador,

It has come to the knowledge of the Polish Government that the
Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, on the
strength of the Notes of the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs addressed to the Polish Embassy at Kuybyshev on December 1 ,
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16, 1943, and in disregard of the reservations
the
Polish Government on each occasion, and invoking
expressed by
the Decree* of the Presidium of the Supreme Council of the

1941, and January

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of November
to

proceeded

29,

1939, has

citizenship upon Polish citizens who
in considerable numbers and not of their will on

force

Soviet

find themselves
the territories of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
In these circumstances the Polish Government deem it necessary
to declare once more that in the light of the Polish-Soviet Agreement
of July 30, 1 94 1, which is binding on both parties, they consider the
principles underlying the attitude of the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics in this matter as unjustified and
unfounded, because:
a) The aforesaid attitude is contrary to Paragraph 1 of the
Agreement of
Supplementary Protocol to the above-mentioned

July 30, 1 94 1, granting amnesty to all Polish citizens within the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which bilateral legal in
strument

cannot

be infringed

or changed by any

unilateral

Soviet order.

b) The Decree* on citizenship of the Supreme Council of
die Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of November 29, 1939,
resulting from the Soviet-German treaties of 1939 referring to
territorial changes in Poland, and invoking expressis verbis one
of these treaties, must obviously have lost its validity together
with

from the moment of the German
Soviet Socialist Republics on
aggression against
June 22, 1 94 1, as recognized by the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics in Article 1 of the Polish-Soviet
Agreement of July 30, 1941.
In view of the fact that regardless of the outcome of the present
these

same

treaties
the

Union of

in Moscow between the two Governments which seek
on their attitude in this matter in the spirit of mutual

conversations
agreement

friendliness

collaboration that underlies their present rela
tions, the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
has not agreed to the suspension, at least during the course of the
conversations in progress, of the execution of its orders in respect of
Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Polish
and

Government find themselves regretfully compelled
*

Шач.
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mined protest against this and to declare that they cannot recognize
this infringement of the sovereign rights of the Polish State; they
reserve to themselves the fundamental right to call into question in the
future all de facto conditions, both as regards general matters and
those affecting individual citizens,
resulting from the aforesaid
attitude of the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics; and the right to claim compensation for any losses sustained
by Polish citizens in consequence of this attitude.

I

have the honor to be, etc.,

Raczynski.

No.

67

Excerpts from the Civil Code of the Russian S.F.S.R. and the
Ukrainian S.S.R. containing the definition of domicile as interpreted
by Soviet Law, delivered to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev on

April

Civil

Code

2, 1943.*

of the R.S.F.S.R.

II. Subjects of the law (persons).
11. A place of domicile is a place where

a person remains con
stantly or for the greater part of time in connection with his or her
official employment,
or usual occupation, or the presence therein

of his or her property.
By the place of domicile of persons under age or in custodv is
meant the place of domicile of their legal representatives (parents,
adopters,

guardians
art.
115,
770).

Civil

or trustees)

Code

(November

14,

1927)

(G.U. No.

of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

II. Subjects of the law (persons).
11. A place of domicile is a place where

a person remains conor
for
the
of
time
in
connection
with his or her
standy
greater part
official employment,
or usual occupation,
or the presence therein

of his or her property.
By the place of domicile of persons under age or in custody is
meant the place of domicile of their legal representatives (parents
or guardians).
*

Cf : Minute

Document

of Ambassador Romer's conversation with Mr. Molotov,

87.
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CHAPTER 8
The Execution of Wiktor Alter and Henryk Ehrlich
No.

68

Note of March 8, 1943, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
■protesting against the execution of W. Alter and H. Ehrlich.
London, March

Mr.

8,

1943.

Ambassador,

Excerpts have been published in the American and British press
from the Ambassador of the Union of Soviet Socialist
in
Republics
Washington addressed to Mr. William Green, President
of the American Federation of Labor, containing information on the
of

a letter

of Wiktor Alter and Henryk Ehrlich, who were sentenced
by the Soviet authorities on the charge of complicity in
subversive action against the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics,
giving assistance to Polish Intelligence and appealing to the Soviet
execution
to death

army

to cease

bloodshed

and

conclude an immediate

peace

with

Germany.
In connection with the above information the Polish Government
refer to Notes regarding Wiktor Alter and Henryk Ehrlich addressed
by the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Kuybyshev to the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, and beg to state as follows:
1. The
Councillor of the capital city of Warsaw, Henryk
Ehrlich (born in Lublin in 1882), and ex-Councillor and Sheriff
of the city of Warsaw, Wiktor Alter (born in Mlawa, province of
Warsaw, in 1890), were released from prison on September 13,
1 94 1, by the competent
authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist
with the provisions of the Polish-Soviet
Agreement of July 30, 1941, and a Decree of the Presidium of the
Supreme Council of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics of
August 12, 1 94 1, granting amnesty to all Polish citizens domiciled
Republics

in

and detained

publics. The

accordance

in the territory of the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
fact of their release was communicated to the Embassy

of the Republic of Poland at Moscow in a Note of the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs on September 23, 1941, which clearly
proves that Messrs. Alter and Ehrlich had been recognized by the
Soviet authorities as Polish citizens.
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were widely known and

distinguished leaders of the Jewish Socialist movement in Poland;
furthermore Mr. Ehrlich was a member of the Executive Committee

of

the Socialist Labor International, and Mr. Alter a member of the
Executive Committee of the International of Trade Unions.
In consideration of his services with the Jewish labor movement

in Poland, the Polish Government had intended to appoint Mr.
Ehrlich a member of the National Council, and with this aim in
view had taken steps to facilitate his journey from the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics to Great Britain. Mr. Alter was to be
appointed assistant at the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev in relief
work for Polish citizens on the territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics.
The political and social activities of Messrs. Alter and Ehrlich for
many years well-known throughout Poland and in international
labor circles,

their patriotism and loyalty as Polish citizens during
the German invasion of Poland and also in the light of the desola

tion caused throughout the Polish nation and the Jewish population
by that invasion, are absolute guarantees that they could not even
indirectly have been sympathizers with or tools of any action whatso
ever in favor of Germany, and even less so in favor of Hitlerism.

At

the same time the charge that Messrs.

Ehrlich and Alter worked

against the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics at any period
whatever in conjunction with the alleged Polish Intelligence must
be firmly rejected

as

being entirely imaginary and contrary

to fact

On the contrary, it was well known to the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics that during the period between
their release from prison and their re-arrest in December
1941,
Henryk Ehrlich and Wiktor Alter proceeded, with the knowledge
and consent of the Soviet authorities, to organize in Moscow an
International Jewish Anti-Fascist Committee, the object of which
was to unite all Jewish masses throughout the world in the war
effort against Germany and Hiderism.

On
firmly

the strength of the above statement, the Polish Government
the motives put forward in the letter of the

repudiate

of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics in Washing
ton to Mr. Green and protest against the execution by shooting of

Ambassador

the Polish citizens

I

Henryk Ehrlich
have the honor to be, etc.,

and

Wiktor Alter.
Raczynski.
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Note of March 31, 1943, from Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the
U.S.S.R., to Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister of Foreign Affairs,
in reply to the Note of March 8, 1943, protesting against the
execution of W. Alter and H. Ehrlich.
London, March

31,

1943.

Mr. Minister,
In reply to your Note of March

8, 1943, I have the honor to
inform you that the Soviet Government reject the entirely unfounded
of
protest of the Polish Government concerning the execution

Ehrlich and Alter, sentenced on account of their activities directed
against the U.S.S.R. at the end of the year 1941, which went so
far

as to appeal to the Soviet armies to cease this bloodshed and to
conclude an immediate peace with Germany; this at the time of the
hardest struggle of the Soviet armies against the advancing armies
of Hitler.

I

have the honor to be, etc.,

Bogomolov.

CHAPTER 9
Relief Organization for Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R.

No.

70

Rules regulating the scope of activities of Delegates of the Embassy
of the Republic of Poland in the U.S.S.R., coordinated as a result
of negotiations

between

the People's Commissariat

of the Polish Embassy
Foreign
for
Affairs on December 23,

representatives

and
1941.

Rules Governing the Scope of Activities of Delegates
of THE
Embassy of the Republic of Poland
General Provisions.

The

of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in
the republics and districts Ooblasts') where more important con
1.

Delegates
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centrations of Polish citizens exist, are the executive representatives
of the Embassy authorized to carry out, in close collaboration with
the Soviet authorities, such duties towards Polish citizens as arise
from the Agreement of July 30, 1941.
2. The functions of Embassy Delegates are temporary. They act
as long as concentrations
of Poles exist in a given locality, or until
they have completed their duty toward Polish citizens, in their
as Delegates.

capacity

Duties of Embassy Delegates.

The
1.

duties of Embassy Delegates include the following:

To inform

the Embassy

of the requirements

and situation

of

Polish citizens.
2.

To supply Polish citizens with information

according

and guide them
to the spirit of the Polish-Soviet Agreement of July 30,

1941.

To

Polish citizens in a given area, to record their
their fitness for military service, for work, and their
professional qualifications; to search for missing members of their
families and their near relatives.
4. To cooperate with local Soviet Authorities in directing Polish
citizens to suitable work in accordance with the labor legislation
in force in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
3.

register

movements,

5.

To

exercise due care that Polish citizens unfit for work are

assured the minimum means of subsistence,

by distributing among

them aid in the form of money or in kind, except in cases where
the Soviet authorities are obliged to assure them means of livelihood

in accordance with existing Soviet legislation.
6. To organize cultural aid for adults and education for youth.
(pass
7. To supply Polish citizens with essential documents
ports, certificates,

To

etc.).

receive, dispatch, store and distribute shipments of aid in
kind from abroad for the relief of the Polish civilian population.
8.

for regions or localities where
9. To seek out representatives
Polish citizens are resident. These representatives perform in the
districts allotted to them the duties provided under Paragraphs 2, 4,
4, 6 and 7 of the present Regulations, and on instruction of the
Delegates the duties provided for in Paragraphs t, 3 and 8. Candi
dates for representatives
selected by a Delegate
are subject to
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approval by the Embassy. The Delegate
over the activity of the representatives.

In

10.

exercises direct supervision

areas where there are no Embassy

are performed

by travelling Embassy

Delegates,

their duties

Delegates.

Cooperation with Soviet Authorities.
1.

Delegates, their deputies
by the Polish Ambassador.

and travelling Delegates
Their names are immedi
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs,

Embassy

are appointed

notified to the People's
which on its part notifies their nomination and the character and
scope of their activity to the Soviet authorities of the given Republic
or district, instructing them to accord all necessary assistance to the
ately

Embassy
2.

Delegates.

The

Delegates requires their
officials of the Soviet authori

scope of activity of Embassy

with the competent
and in particular with the local representatives
of the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs, Ohlispolkoms,
and the district and regional officials of the People's
Rayispolkoms,
Commissariat for Internal Affairs. The Embassy Delegates shall
close collaboration

ties in their district,

acquaint

with the situation

the local Soviet authorities

ments of Polish citizens
arising from the situation

and require

and settle with them all practical

questions

of the Polish population.

No.

71

Note of July 6, 1942, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev to the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, protesting against the
infringement of the diplomatic immunity of the Embassy
in Archangel, and against the arrest of his staff.

Delegate

The Polish Embassy has the honor to call the following to the
attention of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs:
After the re-establishment of diplomatic relations between the
Polish Government and the Soviet Government as a result of the
conclusion of the Agreement of July 30, 1941, the "Rules governing
the scope of activities of Delegates of the Embassy of the Republic
of Poland" were established by an exchange of Notes, No.
for Foreign Affairs, of December
People's Commissariat
and No. D. 1078/41 of the Polish Embassy of December
On January 23, 1942, during a conversation which
establishing

in greater detail

the
182

legal

48 of the
23, 1941,
24, 1941.
aimed at

status of these Delegates,
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their privileges and rights, their personal security and the immunity
of their archives, correspondence and offices, Mr. Vishinsky, Deputy
Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars of the U.S.S.R.
stated to

Mr. Kot,

that when dealing with

the Polish Ambassador,

the problem of Embassy Delegates, the Soviet authorities realized
it was indispensable to grant them a special position in relation to

who received instructions to treat the Delegates

the local authorities,

foreign Embassy and as official persons. When
asked by the Polish Ambassador whether this statement would be
considered
a guarantee
that the Delegates would enjoy personal
immunity, immunity of their archives and official correspondence,
of

as representatives

a

freedom to organize their offices and to choose their office staff and the

liberty to travel, the Deputy Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars declared that the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs had done all in its power to secure these conditions for
them,

and

requested

difficulties of

the Ambassador

to inform

him should any

a local nature arise, adding that these difficulties would

be removed.

On July
Embassy

2,

1942,

Delegate

at about

4 p.m.

Mr. J6zef Gruja,

in Archangel, 2nd Secretary

bassy, was obliged to go on official

business

Polish

of the Polish Em

to Murmansk,

leaving

as his deputy in Archangel (in agreement with the local
authorities) Mr. Waldemar Kuczynski, one of his officials. A few
hours after the Embassy Delegate had left, three officials of the
People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs accompanied
by two
women employed in the local Inturist Hotel, entered the office of

behind

Archangel Delegate, carried out a thorough search and for
several hours questioned the officials present in the Delegate's office.
Finally, according to information received by the Embassy, the
the

of the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs took the
of
liberty
removing all the archives and official correspondence of
the Embassy Delegate in Archangel, his seal and his money, and

officials

of the Delegate's office, that is to
Delegate, Waldemar Kuczynski, the store

after having arrested the officials
the acting Embassy
keeper, Anna Witkowska,
say,

the assistant storekeeper, Marjan Pytlak,
Zdzislawa W6jcik, they drove these persons away
to an unknown destination, leaving with Mr. Kuczynski's wife pre
viously prepared documents concerning the search they had carried

and office-worker

out.

In view of

the fact,
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the action described

above was taken by officials of the

People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs, a considerable number
of hours before this Embassy was informed, on the night of July 3-4,
1942, of the unilateral decision of the Soviet authorities that the
maintenance of an Embassy Delegate in Archangel would serve no

further purpose because his principal tasks had been carried out—
this at a time when even from the Soviet authorities' point of view
there existed a Polish Embassy Delegate in Archangel who was act

*

ing legally, i.e., in accordance with the Polish-Soviet agreement,
concluded by Notes exchanged on December 23 and 24, 1941 and
on January 8 and 9, 1942;
That, in connection with the above, the action taken by the
officials of the People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs, the entry
into the office of the legally officiating Polish Embassy Delegate,
the carrying out of a search therein, the violation of the immunity
2.

and the carrying away of the archives and official correspondence
a seal and money belonging to the Polish Embassy
in the

and

U.S.S.R.,

constitute a flagrant violation of the rights enjoyed by
Polish Embassy Delegates and their offices, expressly guaranteed by
the Deputy Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars of
the

U.S.S.R.;
3. That the Polish

acting Delegate Mr. Kuezynski,
in the temporary absence from Archangel of the Embassy Dele
officials of the Delegate's
gate, and the three afore-mentioned
Office were deprived of their liberty seems all the more unjustified
as the Soviet authorities had not only failed to raise any objection
citizens,

or complaint against the activities of the Office of the Archangel
Delegate, but even expressed, through the medium of Mr. Novikov

in his conversation, on March 9, 1942, with Mr. Arlet, 1st Secretary
of the Embassy, their appreciation of the activities of that office.

The Polish

Embassy is obliged:
regard the action taken by the Soviet authorities in Archangel
as altogether inconsistent
with the rules and customs accepted in
international relations, and as entirely opposed to the principles of

To

friendly collaboration, which found their expression in the Agree
July 30, 1941, and the Declaration of December 4, 1941;
To protest against this action of the Soviet authorities; and

ment of

To

ask the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs to cause:
1.
the immediate release of the officials of the office of the

Polish Embassy

Delegate

in Archangel, that is the Polish citi
184
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W. Kuczynski, M. Pytlak, A. Witkowska and Z.

zens Messrs.

W6jcik;
to Mr. J. Gruja, 2nd Secretary
return
to Archangel, of all the
of the Polish Embassy, on his
of the Polish Embassy
archives and official correspondence
the
seal
and money, constituting
in
and
of
Archangel
Delegate
2.

the immediate

the property
3.

restoration

of the Polish Embassy;

that investigations

Soviet officials, guilty of taking the action
Note, be punished.
Kuybyshev, July

6,

and that the
described in this

be immediately ordered

1942.

_No.

72

Note of July 19, 1942, from Mr. Sokolnicki, Charge" d' Affaires of the
Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev, to Mr. A. ]. Vishinsky, Deputy Chair
on the unilateral
man of the Council of People's Commissars,
decision

to close

the offices

Polish Embassy
%

of various Delegates
Delegates

in

the

Kuybyshev,

and the arrest of

U.S.S.R.
July

19,

1942.

Mr. Chairman,
on

In the course of your conversation with the Polish Ambassador
July 8, 1942, when you discussed with him the latest actions

of the Soviet authorities with regard to the network of local offices
of Embassy Delegates established in accordance with the corre

sponding agreements between this Embassy and the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs, reference was made to the unilateral
decision of the Soviet authorities to close the offices of the Delegates
in Aldan-Yakutsky, Vladivostok, Archangel, and Saratov; the arrest
of Mr. M. Zalenski, 1st Secretary of Embassy, acting Embassy Dele
gate in Vladivostok; the arrest of the entire staff of the office of the
Embassy Delegate in Archangel; searches carried out in the offices of
in Vladivostok and Archangel; the violation
of the immunity of the Embassy's archives in the offices of these
Delegates; the seizure by the local authorities of a number of docu
ments, of money and of seals belonging to the Embassy, and the
the Embassy

Delegates

closing and sealing of the Embassy's stores. In the course of this
conversation the Polish Ambassador asked a question, which I now
again put to you, that is do the above actions of the Soviet authori03744 O— 52— pt. 4
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in the policy of the Soviet Government as
initiated on July 30, 1941, in respect of that portion of the Polish
population, which as a result of well known events found itself
forcibly on the territory of the Soviet Union. It is the opinion of the
ties denote

a

Ambassador

that

change

if

this action on the part of the Soviet Authorities

of the entire welfare and relief organiza
tion for Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R., created with such difficulty

was aimed at the destruction

in agreement with the People's Commissariat, then
it would be better to state this clearly instead of creating a fictitious
situation in which one cannot be certain of the fate either of people
or of institutions.
by this Embassy

It was to be inferred from your reply, Mr. Chairman, that the
Government did not propose to change the attitude that

Soviet

it had hitherto adopted towards Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R. and
their relief organization set up by this Embassy, and that general
conclusions should not be drawn from specific cases based on
misunderstandings of local officials or resulting possibly from crimi
nal actions of individuals.
During the ten days that have passed since the aforementioned
took place, this Embassy has been informed of new

conversation

facts, which seem to signify that the organization of Embassy Dele
gates on the territory of the U.S.S.R. is actually being closed down;
this is accompanied

by the arrest of those members of this Embassy's

staff who have been most active in bringing relief to Polish citizens
in their districts, the seizure by the local authorities of official

and documents of this Embassy, the blocking of this
Embassy's accounts in branches of the State Bank of the U.S.S.R.,
the closing and sealing by the Soviet authorities of warehouses
containing relief goods from the Allied States addressed to the
Embassy of the Republic of Poland in the U.S.S.R.
archives

Apart from the arrest of Mr. M. Zalenski, 1st Secretary of Em
bassy; Mr. Gruja, 2nd Secretary of Embassy and the staff of the Dele
gate's office in Archangel, already the subject of separate diplomatic

I

am obliged,
further facts to your notice:
correspondence,

On July

Mr. Chairman,

to bring the

following

this Embassy received news of a search having
been carried out by the local authorities in the office of the Embassy
Delegate in Barnaul, the arrest of the Embassy Delegate Dr. J.
Mattoszko and his staff, M. Siedlecki, D. Wajgetner, J. Kowalewski
16, 1942,
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and

Bartosz,
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and of the seizure by these same authorities of the

and seal of the Delegate's office and the closing of the
current account in the local branch of the State Bank

On July 17, 1942, this Embassy received news of a search having
been carried out by the local authorities in the office of the Embassy

Delegate in Samarkand and the arrest of Mr. M. Heitzman, Attache
of Embassy, who enjoys diplomatic immunity, and of the Delegate's
staff, K. Kazimierczak, F. Kowol, K. Jaroszewski, and F. Mantel.

On July

this Embassy received news of a search having
been carried out by the local authorities in the office of the Embassy
Delegate in Kirov, where is located the greatest clearing warehouse
on the territory of the U.S.S.R. for goods arriving from Allied States
18, 1942

for the Polish Embassy
Wisihski, the Embassy

in the U.S.S.R.

At

in Kirov

the same time

Mr. A.

appointment to
this post received the approval of the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs on June 26, 1942, was arrested, together with his
staff,

Delegate

T. Slucki, F. Dubrowski,

S.

whose

Fink and Z. Piotrowski.

On July 19, 1942, this Embassy received news that the office of
the Embassy Delegate in Petropavlovsk had been de facto deprived
of its freedom of action, while stores of relief goods sent to the
Polish Embassy from Allied States, located at the station of Mamlutka, were closed and sealed by the local authorities.
On the same day, this Embassy received similar information
concerning the office of the Embassy Delegate in Syktyvkar, where
Dr. Winiarczyk, the Embassy Delegate was arrested.
Further details of the aforementioned steps feken by the Soviet
Authorities with regard to the local offices of this Embassy are as yet
to me.
I do, however, possess information to the effect
that telegrams addressed to this Embassy and containing reports on
these events, are not delivered to this Embassy and that this Em
bassy's telegrams to certain of its Delegates and representatives are

unknown

The

dispatches in question included those sent
and intercepted and not delivered to Attaches
of Embassy Ploski and Lickindorf and to Secretaries of Embassy
Glogowski and Gruja, which contained instructions in accordance
with the contents of this Embassy's Note to the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs, of July 10, 1942, No. D. 287Г/42.

being intercepted.

by the Ambassador

This

constitutes

privileges,

a

new infringement of diplomatic immunity and
by law and international custom.

established
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Though

I intend

receipt

of more

on

to return to each of the matters just mentioned
concrete

and

information,

detailed

I

have,

to limit myself at present

perforce,

of the
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Soviet authorities in

to protesting against the action
closing down the Embassy's relief

that the Delegates and their staffs who
have been arrested, be immediately set free, and that the archives,

organization; and
and money

seals

At

to insist

belonging to the Embassy

the same time

structions

issued

by

I

have to state, that

the

Soviet

be returned.

of in

as a consequence

Authorities

during

the last

three

weeks:

Four out of the twenty, that is 20% of the offices of Embassy
Delegates established in agreement with the People's Commissariat
1.

for Foreign Affairs, namely the offices of Embassy Delegates in
Vladivostok, Archangel, Aldan Yakutsky and Saratov have been
closed down by unilateral order of the Soviet authorities;
According to information so far received by this Embassy,
other offices of this Embassy's Delegates, namely those in
Barnaul, Samarkand, Kirov, Petropavlovsk and Syktyvkar are de facto
no longer able to function because the Soviet authorities have
2.

five

arrested most
3.

In diis

if not all of their
way

staff;

authorities have actually paralyzed
of all the Embassy Delegates, appointed in

the Soviet

the activity of 45%
accordance with a joint agreement

between

the Embassy

and

the

People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, and operating in districts
where there are at present more than 170,000 Polish citizens,

according to the a* yet incomplete registration figures;
4. In view of the fact that the offices of nine Embassy Delegates
have been prevented from functioning, the issue of food and clothing
to tens

of thousands of Polish citizens, some of them in very difficult
has had to be stopped in the districts served by these

circumstances,

Delegates. The same applies to the distribution of financial aid to
Polish citizens, unfit for work. Food, clothing, and medical stores,

worth millions, and consisting of goods sent to the Polish Embassv
in the U.S.S.R. from Allied States are left entirely unprotected.
Further shipments of food, clothing and medical supplies which are
on their way to the offices of individual Delegates, will no longer
go to persons duly authorized to receive them. Preventive inoculation
Homes for orphans and
against typhus will have to be suspended.
the aged, maintained by individual Delegates, will be left without
suitable care;
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In view of

the fact that the relief activities
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of this Embassy's

or actually rendered impossible, the
for
every consequence of this action rests with the
responsibility
Soviet authorities;
agencies

are being formally

In view

stopping, closing and sealing by
the Soviet authorities of food, clothing and medical stores, collected
6.

of

the

effective

at great expense and effort by the Polish Government, as well as
by the Governments and peoples of the Allied States, destined
for Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R. and delivered to Soviet ports by

Polish and Allied sailors, who sacrificed much and risked their lives
this task,— the responsibility for the destruction and
to accomplish
deterioration of these goods which may ensue, must also rest with the
Soviet authorities.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Sokolnicki.
No.

73

Note of September 1, 1942, from Mr. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
concerning the closing of the Delegates' Offices, and the new
organization of relief.
London, September

Mr.

1,

1942.

Ambassador,

have elapsed since the arrest of the Delegates of
of the Republic of Poland in the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, their staffs and representatives.
One hundred
and thirty Polish citizens recognized by the authorities of the Union

Many

weeks

the Embassy

of Soviet Socialist Republics as possessing official status and who, as
I may state, have in the majority of cases carried out their duties
of bringing help and relief to their countrymen with sacrifice and
under difficult conditions, are still in prison. The Polish
Government has made several interventions on their behalf either
through your good offices, Mr. Ambassador, or through the Polish

devotion

Embassy

in Kuybyshev.

All

these interventions have

so

far been

without result.

The Polish Government
tailed

information

imprisoned.

is not, of course,
the

fate

in possession of de
and treatment of those

concerning
From the scarce and of necessity fortuitous information
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reaching us, it is to be feared, that their fate is particularly hard.
At the same time the relief organization for Polish citizens in the

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, only just
difficulty, has been closed down.
I need not repeat, for I have done

created

with great

orally and in writing more
than once, that the Polish Government consider that bringing relief
to Polish citizens, who, neither of their own fault nor of their own

will, find

so

territory of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, is their fundamental right and duty which they
will not and can not surrender. These citizens, in a foreign country,
themselves

on the

in strange conditions and surroundings, torn away from their homes
and occupations, deprived of any funds whatever— have become more
than anyone else the victims of a situation difficult for all, a situa
tion caused by war, and therefore in greater need of help than
others. Moreover, Mr. Ambassador, you are fully aware how difficult
it was from the very first moment after the conclusion of the
Agreement of July 30, 1941, to find and agree upon a form of relief
administration. I shall confine myself to stating that the organization
finally accepted was the result of prolonged negotiations between
the Polish Embassy and the authorities of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, and that the principle of entrusting specifically
the responsibility for the entire organization to no one else but
Embassy Delegates, who were endowed with an official status, and
initiated by the People's Commis
sariat for Foreign Affairs, after the authorities of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics had rejected the plan to set up Consulates, to
restore the activities of the Polish Red Cross or to form Social
Embassy's

representatives,

was

Welfare Committees, chosen by the Polish citizens concerned. Once
which lasted until last February and
the laborious preparations,

is,

March, were completed, the field organization set up enjoyed com
parative freedom from interference during the first period of its
however, particularly significant, that the moment
activity. It
its work commenced to develop, when relief in the form of food,
clothing and medicine began to reach Polish citizens, the local
authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics began to show

a

distrust of the Delegates, and to place difficulties in the way of the
Delegates and their staffs. Subsequently, when supplies arrived and
their distribution started on
large scale, there followed the arrest
of the Delegates, the seizure of their archives and the closing down
of all these activities.
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desire to state here with all firmness
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and with that frankness

which ought to characterize our mutual relations, that the assump
tion that the problem of re-establishing the relief organization can
be separated from the problem of the arrested Delegates would be a
of the relief and welfare
denial of reality. A re-establishment
organization without the release of all those arrested, and the return
of the archives, is impossible not only in principle, but also for
purely practical reasons. The deportation and imprisonment of the
and their staffs, i.e., of people enjoying the fullest con
fidence of the Polish citizens under their protection,
inevitably
caused uneasiness and confusion in the minds of those citizens.
Delegates

the lack of faith in the probable

Were there no other obstacles,

effectiveness of their work and the fear of persecution

by the Govern
ment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, on grounds in
to the general public, would make it impossible to
comprehensible

work of relief, while their
predecessors were suffering the torture of imprisonment for precisely
the same work.
find persons

suitable to manage

the

Far be it from me to criticise or even to judge the administrative
arrangements and legal principles in force in the Union of Soviet

It

Socialist Republics.
no outsider

has the right to mix or interfere.

agree with me,
ciples

is an internal affair of your country, in which

Mr.

in question

You will, however,

that the arrangements and prin
differ in many respects from those accepted in
Ambassador,

other European States, particularly the countries of Central and
Western Europe or on the American Continent. I am only mention
ing this in order to suggest that it is conceivable that some of the

carried on in good faith by the Delegates, and in complete
accord with Western European conceptions,
laws and customs to
which they were used and among which they had grown up, may
activities

have come into formal conflict with the more rigorous and unfamiliar
regulations in force in the Union of the Soviet Socialist Republics.

I

reject the allegation of any
undertaken by the Delegates to the
detriment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The supposi
must,

however,

categorically

action having been consciously

tion that any of these persons, numbering more than one hundred
and selected with the utmost care, should have undertaken of their
own accord and independently, action inconsistent with the line in
dicated by the Polish Government, is devoid of any traces of likeli
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As regards the general line laid down for the entire field
relief organization by the Polish central authorities through the
hood.

intermediary of the Polish Embassy, this was exclusively directed at
the concentration of all the efforts of this organization to assure the
utmost aid and relief to the Polish citizens dispersed throughout
Socialist Republics. The Polish Government
always considered and continues to consider this activity an integral
and important part of the common struggle against the enemy, who
the

Union of

has adopted

Soviet

as one

of his most cruel but at the same time most

of total warfare the biological extermination of
nations whose love of freedom opposes them to him. It is to this
struggle, in which Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
effective

methods

lics stand together,

that the Polish Government subordinates

all its

undertakings.
One of the basic conditions of the victory of our common cause
is the establishment of relations of confidence and sincere collabo
the United Nations. Prompted by this principle the
Polish Government has endeavored to give the least possible pub
licity to the difficulties which it has encountered in protecting the
ration between

welfare of its citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics; in
so doing this Government has trusted that these difficulties will be
rapidly overcome by mutual good will. The prolongation, however,
of the period of the forced inactivity of the relief and distribution
organization has created circumstances which, quite independently of
the will of the Polish Government, make further silence on this

The piling up and even partial deterioration
subject impossible.
of relief goods in stock, received originally from America, and the
inability to distribute them among those for whom they are intended,
oblige the Polish Government to warn the institutions donating them
of the state of affairs created by the arrest of the Delegates.
News of the stoppage of the distribution of aid to Polish citizens
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has already reached
Polish territory occupied by the Germans, and is spreading feelings
of understandable anxiety and bitterness, reflected in reports received
by the Polish Government from its agencies, political organizations
and individuals. It would, of course, be entirely contrary to the in
in the

tentions

of the Polish Government, should this anxiety

exercise a

detrimental effect on the preparedness for action of the people in
occupied Poland, or should it arouse sentiments likely to impede
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the development of future good-neighborly relations between Poland
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, in conformity with the

Declaration signed in the Kremlin on December 4, 1 941, by General
Sikorski, Prime Minister of the Polish Government, and Premier
Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's Commissars.

If I

insist again, Mr. Ambassador, on the release at the earliest
possible moment of the arrested Delegates of the Polish Embassy,
their staffs and representatives, and at the same time express my
readiness to persuade them to leave the territory of the Union of
Soviet

Socialist Republics

soon

as

as

they

are released,

I

do

so

not merely in defense of my imprisoned countrymen and colleagues,
as is my right and duty; I come forward not merely in the interest

of those hundreds of thousands

of Poles, who from one day to
another have found themselves deprived of the aid and care which,
in the present wartime conditions, constituted for
them the sole means of safeguarding their lives; I address myself to
you in the name of those supreme interests for which Poland and the
not infrequently,

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics are fighting in the
United Nations, and in the name of what I believe to be
aim of both our nations,
operation

I

ranks of the
the common

the laying of foundations for future co
based on good neighborly relations.

between our countries,

have the honor to be, etc.,

Raczvnskt.

No.

74

Note of September 5, 1942, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
to the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs on the release of the
arrested Embassy Delegates, representatives and staffs.

With

to the statement made by Mr. J. Vishinsky,
of the Council of People's Commissars of the
July 20, 1942, his personal Note of July 20, 1942,
of July 24, 1 942, and the Aide-M6moire of the People's
for Foreign Affairs of July 27, 1942, the Polish Em
honor to. communicate the following:

reference

Deputy Chairman

U.S.S.R.,

on

Note No.

1 38

Commissariat
bassy has the

This

the

allegation contained
in the Statement of July 20, 1942, that all the arrested Delegates
of the Embassy, and their staffs, instead of loyally carrying out their
1.

Embassy

categorically

rejects

duties of bringing relief to Polish citizens— were engaged in actions
hostile to the Soviet Union and in intelligence work.
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It

is impossible

that all the Delegates

without exception,

most

of the members

of their staffs and many of their representatives
who were continuously and consistently instructed by the Embassy to
with the Soviet authorities in accordance with the Agree
ment of July 30, 1 94 1, and the Declaration of December 4, 1 941— in

cooperate

the spirit of the common

struggle

Hiderite Germany, could

against

have at the same time carried on actions

hostile to

a

State

allied

with the Republic of Poland. Most of these persons, and especially
the Delegates, are well known personally to this Embassy and have
always shown exceptional ability in social work and devotion to the
welfare of the Polish population in the U.S.S.R.

The

charges brought against those arrested, lacking any semblance

of proof, must have been based on some tragic misunderstanding,
highly injurious to the persons arrested. Indirectly— in view of the
wholesale
and simultaneous arrests— it shatters the entire relief
organization of the Embassy and in consequence adversely affects,
both from the moral and the material point of view, all Polish
residing on the territory of the U.S.S.R.
This Embassy again asks the People's Commissariat for Foreign

citizens

Affairs to cause the immediate
asserts

that

release

their official activities,

of all those arrested,

carried

on

and

in conformity with

the Rules governing the scope of activity of Embassy Delegates, for
instance furnishing this Embassy with information concerning the
requirements
a basis
2.

and condition of Polish citizens,

can in no way provide

for their being charged with intelligence work in the U.S.S.R.
Embassy cannot agree with the statement of the People's

This

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs alleging that up to now the activi
ties of the Delegates have shown their lack of usefulness.
The tre
tasks which the Delegates had to perform were in no way
decreased as the same masses of Polish citizens still remain, requiring
mendous

h'elp and feeling its lack today more than ever. The institution of
the Embassy Delegates was created out of practical considerations,
and in future the only really practical solution of the problem of

relief for Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R. must be based on some
intermediary organization or other to go between

the central body—

working in Polish centers
throughout the vast territory of the U.S.S.R.
3. This Embassy cannot consider as closed the matter of the
arrest by the Soviet authorities of Secretaries of Embassy Zalenski

the Embassy— and the field representatives
dispersed
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to whether

the
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diplomats.
Avoiding formal
authorities were or were not

informed of the diplomatic status of these officials who, in point of
fact, were well known in the localities where they worked and who
diplomatic identification cards issued to them by the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, this Embassy wishes to
state that it has not as yet received appropriate satisfaction either
for their illegal arrest or for their equally illegal detention in Soviet
possessed

prisons.

The

also to correct a fundamental inexactitude

wishes

Embassy

contained in Paragraph 7 of the Personal Note of July 27, 1942,
stating that this Embassy agreed to deprive of their diplomatic rights
and privileges, as from July 6, persons with whom Note No. 128

of

the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs was concerned.

No.

the proposal contained in Note

for Foreign Affairs "that Embassy
posts, be relieved

To

of the People's Commissariat

128

occupying diplomatic
either of their duties as Embassy
Delegates

by the Embassy
or of their diplomatic posts," this Embassy replied in its
Note No. 8. D-287/42 of July 10, 1942, protesting against a uni
lateral decision
in a matter settled by mutual agreement, and
Delegates

informing
decision
matic

the

for

Commissariat

People's

Foreign

Affairs

of its

to recall from posts as Embassy

status, of which

decision

Delegates persons of diplo
those concerned were immediately

informed by telegraph.
4. The Embassy cannot agree that the return of the official seals,
archives and money of the Embassy held illegally by the Soviet
be made conditional on the completion of whatever kind
of investigation, and once more requests the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs to return them to this Embassy without further
authorities,

delay.

Kuybyshev, September

5, 1942.

No.
Aide-Memoire
Kuybyshev

75

10, 1942, from the Polish Embassy

in
of September
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs concern
ing the fate of Polish children in the U.S.S.R.
to the People's

Агое-Мймопш.

The

fate of Polish children is a subject of special concern

Polish Government which

is sparing
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them

to survive

the present

war.

In

Germany which by mass

view of the methods applied by Hitlerite
murder, systematic persecution and de-nationalization is endeavor
ing to destroy the youth of Poland, every Polish child outside the
homeland and especially in Allied and friendly countries is of
priceless

value to the future of the Polish nation.

One of the ways by which the Polish Government is endeavor
ing to provide effective relief is the dispatch from abroad of food
stuffs and clothing for Polish children. Last year the extent of such
relief in the U.S.S.R. was quite considerable, but unable as it was to
satisfy all needs in the past,

it will

also not be able to satisfy them

in the future.
Conditions for effective relief to Polish children in the U.S.S.R.
were created by the following orders issued by the Soviet authorities
in agreement
1.

with

the Polish

Granting of special

Embassy:
food quotas to Polish citizens,

to non-working members of families (izhdiventxy)

especially
which in practice

chiefly favored children;
2. Permission for the Embassy to establish relief institutions in
etc.
the form of orphanages (diet-dom), kindergartens (diet-sad'),
The order granting food quotas for Polish citizens was only
out in part and irregularly by the local Soviet authorities.
In practice the carrying out of this order varies considerably in
different districts and generally the izhdiventzy receive no food
carried

h»4 the bread ration. As

rations at all, or at the best, in kolkhote*,

the average food ration for a working person amounts to 400 grammes
of bread as well as soup, he is in no position to give anv of this

ration to other members of his family who are not working.
On the whole, while the Embassy Delegates were still function
ing, the development
satisfactorily.

At

of orphanages

present,

however,

and

kindergartens proceeded

the Embassy

is continually

re

ceiving information that local Soviet authorities are closing the
orphanages and kindergartens established with «uch great difficulty,
and even the soup kitchens, especially in the Kazakh S.S.R. The
number of children in relief institutions
stead of increasing according to needs.

is

constantly decreasing

in

This being the case the Embassy's concern for the fate of Polish
children during the approaching winter is easily understood. Par
ents cannot be expected to be able to feed their children from the
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modest food rations they receive, and it is doubtful whether it

will

to set up new relief institutions for children in view of
conditions.
existing
In order to save Polish children from the consequences of this
state of affairs the Embassy deems it necessary—
be possible

and kindergar
1. To develop the present system of orphanages
tens in the various districts and regions, and to extend the system of
food quotas to all Polish citizens unfit for work, especially to all
children. The Embassy is of opinion that it would be especially
desirable to supplement the existing relief institutions for children
by setting up in the most suitable places ten or twelve large orphan
ages, each to accommodate
1500 to 2000 children. The provision
ing and administration of such institutions would be considerably
easier and more effective. They would remain under the direct con
trol of the Embassy which would supply the staff and provide spe
cial food for the children from foreign relief consignments.
The
local Soviet authorities would provide suitable premises for these
>
institutions and the essential foodstuffs.
2. Since whatever the efforts of the Embassy and the Soviet
authorities the proposed measures could not, in existing war con

ditions,
Embassy

provide for all Polish
renews

its

suggestion

children

requiring

to evacuate

a

assistance,

certain

the

number of

Polish children from the U.S.S.R. to those Allied countries which
have already declared to the Polish Government their readiness to
support these children for the duration of the war. If such evacua
tion were extended over a long period and consisted of small par
ties of ten to fifteen children and guardians at a time, it would not
require the provision of special transport. The Embassy, on its part,

would provide food and medical assistance for the children on their
journey.
Kuybyshev, September

10,

1942.

No.

76

Note of September 16, 1942, from the People's Commissariat for
Foreign Affairs to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev on the closing
of Embassy Agencies.

In reply

to the Note of the Embassy of the Republic of Poland
of September 5, 1942, the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
has the honor to communicate the following:
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The question of
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Dele

the reasons for the arrests of Embassy

of the Embassy and the closing of
their offices was exhaustively dealt with in the declaration made by
Mr. A. J. Vishinsky to Mr. Sokolnicki, Polish Charg6 d'Affaires, on

gates and local

July

representatives

27, and in a series of subsequent

representatives

conversations

the

between

of the People's Commissariat and the representatives

of the Embassy, and for this reason the" People's Commissariat sees
no necessity to return to this question. The People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs can only confirm that, in spite the repeated
of the Embassy concerning the loyalty to the U.S.S.R.
of all its delegates and the alleged lack of grounds for their arrest,
the investigation of their actions now in course provides considerable
evidence entirely corroborating information in possession of the

declarations

Soviet authorities,

as to

their intelligence work hostile to the U.S.S.R.

In view of

the reasons stated above, the request of the Embassy
for the immediate release of the arrested persons cannot be granted,

this question can only be decided after the conclusion of the
investigation and will depend upon its results.
as

2.

The

Paragraph
of Mr. A.
People's

of Embassy delegates in the field, raised in
Note,
of the
was fully exhausted in the Personal Note

question
2

J. Vishinsky to Mr. Sokolnicki on July 27, 1942, and the
Commissariat does not see any reason to reconsider its

point of view in this matter.
3. The question of the arrest of Messrs. Zalenski, Gruja and oth
ers raised by the Embassy in the first part of Paragraph 1, of its
Note, was also exhaustively dealt with in the Notes of the People's
Commissariat No. 130 of July 10, 1942, No. 138 of July 24, 1942.
and in the Personal Note of Mr. A. J. Vishinsky to Mr. Sokolnicki of

July

27, 1942.

As to the question

raised in the second part

the above mentioned Note

of

the Embassy,

of Paragraph

the People's

3

of

Commis

sariat deems it necessary to make clear that in Paragraph 7 of the

Note of the People's Commissariat of July 27, the assent of the
Embassy was given only to the cessation in future of the state of
affairs under which diplomatic collaborators

discharging the duties

of local

Embassy

of the Embassy,

Delegates,

retained

while
their

This viewpoint of the Embassy
diplomatic rights and privileges.
was confirmed in the Note No. D. 2871/42 of July 10, 1942, con
cerning Embassy Delegate Mr. Heitzman in whose case the Em
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bassy consented not to claim diplomatic immunity for him during
the period of his activity as Embassy Delegate in Samarkand.

To

in Paragraph 4 of the above men
Note, the People's Commissariat has already given answer
in the Note of July 27, 1942 and for the time being does not see
4.
tioned

the question raised

any reason to change its attitude as therein denned.
Kuybyshev, September 16, 1942.

No.

77

of October 16, 1942, handed by Mr. Novikov of the
Commissariat
People's
for Foreign Affairs to Mr. Sokolnicki, Polish
Charge d'Affaires, concerning the termination of investigations in
respect of the arrested members of the staff of the Polish Embassy.

Aide-Memoire

Investigations in respect of the arrested Polish citizens have now
been brought to a close.
The cases of 15 persons, namely: F. A. Meller, G. A. Ochnik,
G. Malinowski, R. Iliniczowa, J. F. Lubowicki, G. G. Rylko, M. B.
Ryczak, M. J. Matuszek, В. B. Kon, S. G. Wachtel, F. J. Mantel,

Z. A. Piotrowski, A. A. Juszkiewicz, G. A. Winczewska, and M. W.
Nowosad, have been dismissed and orders have been issued to re
lease these persons from detention.

The cases of 16 persons, charged with intelligence work hostile
U.S.S.R., namely: J. J. Mieszkowski, Z. J. Bochniewicz, M.

to the

S. Sawicz,

W.

S. Mattoszko, G. S. Zohowski, A. P. Saraniecki, Z.

M. Kuczynski, M. T. Twarkowski, В. I. Szwajzer, E. G. Stawinski,
W. J. Janczuk, W. F. Bugajski, S. A. Winter, F. W. Bednarz, L. M.
Artamanowa-Pest and

W. W. Zarudny— have

been referred

to the

courts.

In respect to the remaining 78 persons, a decision was reached
at a special meeting of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Af
fairs whereby these persons compromised
by actions hostile to the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
the U.S.S.R.
Kuybyshev, October

are subject

to deportation

from

16, 1942.

No.

78

Note of November 17, 1942, from Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister
of Foreign Affairs, to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
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on the arrests of the Delegates
bassy

Mr.

and representatives

in

the

U.S.S.R.

of the Polish Em

London, November 17, 1942.
I have already had the honor to inform you in my Notes of
July 11, July 24, and September 1, 1942, and in conversations
with yourself, that I consider the charges brought against the diplo
Ambassador,

of the Republic of Poland in Kuybyshev, its Delegates, representatives and office staffs, to be entirely
unfounded. The Memorandum, you delivered to me, Mr. Ambassa
dor, on October 31, repeats these same charges in a form derogatory
matic

the dignity

to

I

officials

of the Embassy

of Polish officials

am obliged to take categorical

and Polish authorities, to which
exception.

For my part I desire therefore to further state that, fully main
taining the attitude previously adopted, I most categorically reject
the supposition that the distinct instructions of the Polish Govern
ment along lines of collaboration with the

Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics in the struggle against the common enemy, were not
out by persons who devoted themselves with much sacrifice

carried

welfare of their fellow citizens dispersed throughout the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and many of whom had al
the

to

ready had opportunity to give proof of their efficiency and loyalty
in carrying out duties entrusted to them in other posts.

After

thorough examination of the matter, for which it is
as already stated in Ambassador
Romer's conversa
indispensable,
tion with Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
a

on October 31, 1942, to have all the documents

and archives seized

from the Embassy Delegates and their representatives by the police
authorities of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, returned to
the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Kuybyshev, I shall reply to
each of the points raised in the Memorandum you delivered to me.

At the same time I should like to express my deep conviction,
that an early settlement of this incident would be desirable in the
interests of the satisfactory development
of mutual relations be
tween Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and
should simultaneously include the resumption of relief work for
Polish citizens in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the
release of those Delegates and representatives who are still under
arrest.

I

have

Raczynski.

the honor to be, etc.
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Note of January 23, 1943, from the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs on the evacuation
of Polish children from the U.S.S.R.

to the People's

The Embassy of the Republic of Poland has the honor to notify
the People's Commissariat tor Foreign Affairs of the following:
In the course of the conversation he had on September 5, 1942,
with Mr. Lozovsky, Deputy People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
Mr. Sokolnicki returned once more to the subject of the evacuation
from the U.S.S.R. of a certain number of children possessing Polish
citizenship. In compliance with Mr. Lozovsky 's request Mr. Sokol
nicki despatched an Aide-Memoire on September 10, 1942, which
included suggestions for the evacuation of a certain number of Polish
children in small groups at a time, the whole plan to operate over a
long period. In reply to this Aide-M6moire a representative of the
People's

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs

informed

a

representa

tive of the Polish Embassy

on September 28, 1942, that the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs had no objection to the evacuation
of a certain number of orphans possessing Polish citizenship and that

it awaited concrete information from the Embassy concerning the
number, destination, and method of evacuation of these children.
On the basis of diis statement, the Polish Embassy advised its
Covernment that the decision

of the Government of the U.S.S.R.

one. Accordingly the Polish Government approached
the British Government, which agreed to receive up to 10,000 Polish

was a favorable

children in India and in British Africa as soon as possible. Orphan
arranged for in those
ages and distribution centers were immediately
countries as well as in Iran, and preparations were undertaken for
providing the children with food and medical aid.
At the same time, in compliance with a request of the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, the Polish Embassy began to elab
of specified groups of children from
a number of localities in the U.S.S.R., whereby about 1000 were

orate a plan for the evacuation

per month during the initial period.
the course of a conversation
which took place

to be evacuated

In

on October
of the Polish Embassy notified a repre
sentative of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs that sev
eral groups of children were now ready to leave. Having taken into
26, 1942, a representative

￼ 93744 O— 52— pt. 4
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cognizance this information, the representative of the People's Com
missariat for Foreign Affairs requested the Embassy to submit the

plan, and in particular data concerning the num
ber of children and the dates and localities of their departure.
As
a result of this conversation
it was definitely settled that owing to
the difficulties involved in drafting a comprehensive
and detailed

entire evacuation

plan within a short time, the Embassy would submit to the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs a plan for the first stage of the
evacuation while the subsequent ones would be communicated to
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs as and when further
groups were made ready for departure.

In

the course of a conversation

which took place on November
3, 1942 in Moscow, Mr. Molotov, the Deputy Chairman of the
Council of the People's Commissars, notified Mr. Romer, the Polish
Ambassador, that while he did not in principle object to evacuation,
he considered

it expedient that it be carried out

as soon as possible.

When speaking to Mr. Vishinsky, Deputy People's Commissar
for Foreign Affairs on November 12, 1942, Mr. Romer, the Polish
Ambassador, presented the final plan for the evacuation of 19,000
children, pointing out that by an extension of the existing relief
arrangements, 10,000 orphans and semi-orphans could be accommo
dated in the orphanages and kindergartens
organized by the Em
above
statements
of
the
made
In
view
by representatives
bassy.

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, the reply given
of the Council of People's Commissars
Chairman
the
Deputy
by
at this conversation that the total evacuation was to be reduced to
of the People's

the 600 children who were in Ashabod, or whose names had previ
ously been notified to the People's Commissariat for Foreign Af
fairs,

came as a complete

surprise.

This

statement

by the Deputy

of the Council

of People's Commissars fundamentally
and rendered useless the preparatory
plan
changed
work which the Polish Government had undertaken on what ap
Such being the state of affairs, the
peared to be firm grounds.
Chairman

the evacuation

Embassy

reported

appropriate

the position to its Government and

is awaiting

instructions.

Without determining

the final settlement

of this problem, on
of
the
Embassy
presented to
1942
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs a plan for the evacua
tion of 600 children. In the course of the conversations which took

November

13,

a representative
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place on November 27, 1942, December 21, 1942, and January u,
1943, representatives of the Polish Embassy provided representa

Commissariat tor Foreign Affairs with detailed
information concerning the number of children in Ashabad at the
tives or the People's
respective

dates, the number of children

en route,

details

regard

ing the groups from among the children included in the quota ot
600, who were to leave ana the names ot persons who were to act
as guardians,

in

the course ot each ot the atoresaid

conversations

representatives of the Pohsh Embassy requested the People's Com
missariat tor Foreign Atfairs to issue suitable instructions to enable
the children who had been m the bmbassy s orpnanage in Ashabad
tor some time to leave that town since they were all included in
the 600 listed for evacuation.

According to intormation in the possession of the Embassy there
are at present in the orphanage in Ashabad 555 children ready to
turthermore, the lollowing groups of children are
be evacuated;
ready to leave:

40 in Tayshet, Irkutsk district; 40 in the Zyriensk
regions ot the Novosibirsk district; 30 in Tomsk,

and leguldetz
Novosibirsk district; 30 in Semipalatynsk; 40 in Syktyvkar, Komi
A.S.S.K. The Embassy has at tne same time to state that trom
September

29, 1942 up to the present day only one group,
children has so far lett Ashabad.

num

bering
Since all the details concerning the evacuation of the children
included in the quota of 600 have already been submitted to the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in an exhaustive form,
61

and since it must be considered inadvisable from the point of view
of hygiene to accumulate too great a number of children in the
orphanage in Ashabad, the Polish Embassy has the honor to re
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs to issue final
instructions which would enable the departure for other countries
quest the People's

of the children who have in most cases been in Ashabad for sev
eral months, and of the five groups mentioned above— in all 594
children.
Kuybyshev, January 23, 1943.

No.

80

Note of March 30, 1943 from Mr. E. Raczynski, Polish Minister of
Foreign Affairs to Mr. A. Bogomolov, Ambassador of the U.S.S.R.,
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protesting

against

of the relief institutions of the
Polish Embassy in the U.S.S.R.
the sovietisation

London, March

Mr.

30,

1943.

Ambassador,

The Polish Government

information to the effect
Socialist Republics
has proceeded to take over the administration of the relief institu
tions (orphanages, homes for invalids, etc.) of the Polish Embassy
in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
has received

the Government of the

that

Union of

Soviet

The above-mentioned institutions were set up on the strength
an
of
agreement between the Polish Embassy and the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics contained in the Note
of the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of February 12,
1942. In this Note the Polish Embassy was assured that the afore
said institutions

food allotments Qondy) from ap
propriate Soviet organizations, and was encouraged to set up these
institutions on the understanding that from then on the responsibil
ity for the welfare of Polish citizens would rest with the Polish
would receive

In a verbal statement made by a representative of the
Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs to a representative of
People's
the Polish Embassy on September 26, 1942, the Government of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics expressed its consent to the
further extension of the network of the Embassy's relief institutions.
Embassy.

In

accordance with die above, the Embassy set up on the ter
of
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, at considerable
ritory
effort and great expense, several hundred relief institutions, and
supplied them throughout their existence with substantial quanti
ties of foodstuffs,

clothing and medical supplies from abroad, either
Government, or presented as a gift by
Allied Governments and scores of welfare associations in Allied and
neutral countries.
To the surprise of the Polish Government the Soviet authori
purchased

by

the Polish

ties have recently

institutions and,

begun

I

to take over

state with

the administration

of these

Government

did
regret,
not even deem it necessary to inform the Polish Embassy thereof.
In taking over the administration of these relief institutions the
the

Soviet

authorities are at the same time dismissing some of
the employees and inmates and are introducing different educa
tional methods for those children remaining there.

local

Soviet
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The Polish Government also learned with regret that inde
pendently of the outcome of the present conversations in Moscow
between the two Governments, with a view to reaching an agree
ment on their attitude

in this matter, in the spirit of mutual friend
collaboration
and
ship
underlying their present relations, the Gov
ernment of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics has not agreed
to the suspension, at least during the course of the conversations
now in progress, of the execution of its orders in respect of Polish
citizens in the Union of Soviet

In

Socialist Republics.

the Polish Government find themselves re

such circumstances,

gretfully compelled to lodge a determined protest against the very
fact of removing the relief institutions from the administration of
the Polish Embassy, as well as against the procedure adopted by
the Soviet authorities

In

in the matter.

the legal and de facto status
the basis of a bilateral agreement

of institutions, functioning on
between the two Governments and disposing of property belonging
to the Polish State, no changes could be' made unless by mutual
agreement of the two parties.

At

the same time the Polish Government reserve their right to

demand

from

Republics
State

the

Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist
of all property belonging to the Polish

the restoration

or to institutions

circumstances,

taken

by Soviet authorities in these
for all damage and loss already

over

also compensation

sustained, or which may in future be sustained or brought to light in
connection with the taking over of the Embassy's relief institutions.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Raczynski.

CHAPTER 10
Soviet

Territorial Claims
No.

81

Note of January 9, 1942 from Mr. Kot, Ambassador of the Republic
of Poland, to Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs,
on the status of Lwow as a Polish city.
Kuybyshev, January

9,

1942.

Excellency,

I

have the honor to acknowledge
receipt of Your Excellency's
Note of January 6, 1942, in which you brought to the notice of
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all Governments maintaining diplomatic relations with the Soviet
Union, the facts concerning the unheard of treatment of the de
fenceless civilian population by the German Army in the territories
temporarily occupied by it as a result of recent war operations.

While fully sharing

the Soviet Government's view that respon
for
these
inhuman
and barbarous actions of the German
sibility
forces rests with the criminal Hiderite Government of Germany, I
have the honor to remark that this responsibility is also shared to a
large extent by the obedient and zealous executors of that Govern
ment's will, that is to say German officers, non-commissioned
officers

and other ranks, and members of the various formations of the Ger
man National Socialist Workers Party who take part in the war
I
operations and in the administration of the occupied territories.
have the honor to recall that in my Note to your Excellency of

November 27, 1941, I already pointed out the bestial treatment of
the civilian population on the territories of the Republic of Poland by
the Germany Army, and I supplied facts as to pogroms and execu
tions in Lw6w, Brzesc nad Bugiem, Stanislaw6w, Komarno and

other localities.

At

the same time

I

Your Excellency's
inclusion of Lw6w among "other

have the honor to draw

attention to the fact, that the
Ukrainian cities" in your Note of January 6, 1942, must be the
result of a misunderstanding, for from the historical point of view
and from that of international law, and as far as the ethnological
constitution of its population is concerned, Lw6w was and remains
a

Polish city.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Кот.

No.

82

Note of January 17, 1942; from the People's Commissariat for Foreign
Affairs to the Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev on the status of Lw&w,
Brzesc and Stanislawdw.

With

reference

to the Personal Note of

Mr. Kot,

Ambassador

of the Republic of Poland, of January 9, 1942, the People's Commis
sar for Foreign Affairs has the honor to present to the Embassy
the following declaration on behalf of the Government of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics:
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Commissar deems

unjustified the statement by
the Embassy in the above mentioned
Note and in certain other
documents, in which the towns of Lwow, Brzesc, Stanisiawow and
People's

of the Ukrainian S.S.R. and the White
S.S.R. belonging to the Union of Soviet Socialist Re
publics, are referred to as cities which are on the "territories of the
Republic of Poland."
While finding it impossible to enter into a discussion on the

others

on

the territories

Ruthenian

historical and legal bases on which the city of Lw6w or any other
town on the territories of the Ukrainian S.S.R. and the White
Ruthenian S.S.R. belong to the Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lics, the People's Commissar deems it his duty to inform the Em
bassy that in future he will not be able to accept for consideration

Notes of the Embassy containing declarations
Kuybyshev, January

17,

of this kind.

1942.

No.

83

Declaration of the Polish Government of February 25, 1943, con
cerning Polish-Soviet relations.

The Polish Government,

at a meeting in London on February 25,
over by General Sikorski, discussed Polish-Soviet relations

presided
and issued the following declaration

The Polish Government

:

affirm that neither before

the outbreak

of this war nor during it has the Polish nation ever agreed to any
co-operation with the Germans against the Soviet Union. In her
relations with the U. S.S.R. Poland has not ceased to be ready to

Union in the prosecution of the war and
in maintaining friendly, neighborly relations after the victory.
The Polish Government repudiate most definitely the malicious
co-operate with the Soviet

which accuses Poland of indirect or direct inimical ten
dencies towards Soviet Russia.
It is absolutely absurd to suspect
Poland of intentions to base the eastern boundaries of the Polish
Republic on the Dnieper and the Black Sea, or to impute to Poland
propaganda

any tendencies

to move her frontier farther to the east.

The Polish Government,

representing

Poland

in the bound

aries in which Poland, first among the Allied nations, took up the
fight imposed on her, have, from the moment of the conclusion of
the Polish-Soviet Treaty of

July

30, 1941, maintained the unchange
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able attitude that so far as the question of frontiers between Poland
and Soviet Russia is concerned, the status quo previous to Septem
ber i, 1939, is in force; and they consider the undermining of this

which is in conformity with the Atlantic Charter,
mental to the unity of the Allied nations.
attitude,

The Polish Government consider

close

co-operation

as

detri

and con

all the Allies to be an indispensable factor for vic
permanent peace, and condemn all acts and suggestions
tending to wreck or weaken the common front of the United
Nations.

fidence

between

tory and

a

The declaration of

the Polish Government is fully supported by
resolution passed unanimously by the Polish National
Council on February 26:
"The National Council, maintaining, in unanimous agreement
the following

with the Government, its attitude

that the difficulties which

exist

in creating mutual trust in the collaboration between the United
Nations must be removed, declares that the integrity of the territory
of the Polish Republic within its frontiers of September 1, 1939, and
its sovereignty,
are inviolable and indivisible. No unilateral acts
or illegal activities, from any quarter whatever, directed against either
the territory and sovereignty of the Republic of Poland or the rights
of its citizens residing in Poland or outside her territorial boundaries,
can in any way alter this state of affairs."

No.

84

Soviet Declaration of March I, 1943, in reply to the Polish Govern
ment's Declaration of February 25, 1943.

The Soviet news agency issued on March 1 the following of
ficial Russian statement replying to the Polish declaration:
The declaration of the Polish Government in London bears
to the fact that the Polish Government refuses to recognise
the historic rights of the Ukrainians and Bielo-Russian peoples to

witness

be united within the national States.

Continuing
perialist States,
Ukrainian and
known fact of

the aggressive policy of im
which partitioned among themselves the traditional
to regard

as legitimate

Bielo-Russian lands, and disregarding the universally
the reunion of the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian
within
national States which has already taken place,
their
peoples
the Polish Government thus comes out as an advocate of a partition
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of the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian lands in favour of the policy
of plundering the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian peoples.

The leading Soviet circles are of the opinion that the denial
of the right of the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian peoples of reunion
with their blood brethren bears witness to an imperialist tendency,
whereas

the references

of the Polish Government to the Atlantic

Charter have no foundation whatever. The Atlantic Charter does
not entitle anyone to encroach on the national rights of the Ukrain
ians and Bielo-Russians, but on the contrary it has its origin in the
principle of the recognition of the national rights of peoples, in

cluding the Ukrainian and the Bielo-Russian peoples.
Even the well-known British Minister, Lord Curzon, in spite
of his inimical attitude to the U.S.S.R., realized that Poland can
not put forward

a

claim to the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian lands,
still show no understanding in this

but the Polish ruling circles
matter.

The

of the Polish ruling circles that Poland until the
of
this
war refused to collaborate in any way with Ger
beginning
many against the Soviet Union does not correspond with reality.
The whole world knows of the pro-Fascist policy of rapprochement
assertion

with Germany of the Polish Government and its Minister
who tried to oppose Poland to the Soviet Union.

Beck,

If

the present war teaches us something it is above all that the
Slav peoples must not quarrel among themselves, but must live

in friendship in order to rid themselves of the danger of the Ger
man yoke. The Polish ruling circles have learned nothing if they
put forward claims on the Ukrainian and Bielo-Russian lands, and
thereby cultivate enmity between the Polish people and the peoples
of the Ukraine and Bielo-Russia. Such a policy of the Polish lead

ing circles weakens, in the first place, Poland herself and breaks
the united front of the Slav peoples in their struggle against Ger
man invasion.

The

declaration

of the Polish Government bears witness

to the

fact that the present Polish ruling circles do not reflect in this mat
ter the genuine opinion of the Polish people, whose interests in the

for the liberation of their country and for the restoration
strong and united Poland are indissolubly linked with the
strengthening to the utmost of mutual confidence and friendship
with the brotherly peoples of the Ukraine and Bielo-Russia, as well
as with the Russian people and the other peoples of the U.S.S.R.
struggle

of

a
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No.

35

Communique of the Polish Telegraph Agency of March 5, 1943,
concerning the Eastern frontiers of Poland and containing a reply
to the Soviet Declaration of March I, 1943.

The Polish Telegraph Agency
Ciovernment
the

has been authorized by the Polish

to issue the following reply to the Russian statement

:

Until the conclusion of agreements between the LI.S.S.R. and
Third Reich concerning the partition of Polish territories, the

Treaty of Riga and its frontier clauses, approved in 1923 by the
Conference of Ambassadors and by the United States, were never
called in question
cancelled

by

the

by Russia. The Russo-German agreements were
Polish-Soviet agreement of July 30, 1941. The

of any return to the German-Soviet frontier line of that
year requires no further comment.
The so-called "Curzon line" was proposed during hostilities in
1 9 19-1920 solely as an armistice line and not as a frontier.
question

The polling

ordered by the Soviet-occupying authorities in East

ern Poland in 1939 was contrary to international law. It constitutes
one of those unilateral acts which are not recognized by the Allied

Therefore it cannot form a basis for any legal acts, and
in particular, deprive Polish citizens of their title to Polish
citizenship or to relief organized for their benefit by the Polish Gov
nations.

cannot,

ernment with the aid of the Governments of Great Britain and the
United States.

All German

proposals previous to 1939, which were aimed at
the
co-operation of Poland in military action against Rus
gaining
sia, were repeatedly rejected, and this led finally to a German at
tack on Polish territory in September 1939.
The declaration of the Polish Government of February 25, 1943,

unanimously supported by the entire Polish nation, was not intended
to produce controversy
which would be so harmful at the present
It only stated the indisputable Polish rights to these ter
moment.
ritories, in which the Polish nation will continue to live in harmony
with its Ukrainian and White Ruthenian fellow-countrymen in ac
cordance with the principles proclaimed by the Polish Government.
The Polish Government, categorically rejecting the absurd insinua
tions concerning alleged

Polish imperialistic claims in the East, has

and continues to express, to the Soviet Government its
readiness for an understanding based on friendly mutual relations.
expressed,
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The Crisis in Polish-Soviet Relations
No,

86

Letter of February 9, 1943 from General Sikorski, Polish Prime
Minister, to Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's
Commissars, concerning the conference to take place between Premier
Stalin and Ambassador Romer.
London, February

Mr. President,
The great victories won by the Red Army
enemy fill the whole world with admiration. I

9, 1943.

over our common
also wish to con

gratulate you most sincerely as Supreme Commander of the Soviet
armed forces. I never doubted their success, for I always recognized

their true value.

I

that for the moment the forces I command are only
in
this struggle on distant fronts and not by the side
taking part
of your forces on the Eastern front of Europe. Awaited with im
patience, the final crushing of Germany is near. It will also bring,
1

regret

am certain,

the independence of Poland.

to offer to the oppressor

tinues

a

Meanwhile

she con

heroic resistance that the recent

offers of the enemy,

seeking to win the collaboration of the Polish
people by promising to give up the reign of terror, fail to weaken.
Thus the outcome of the war presents itself to us in a reassur

ing light. However, I see myself obliged to point out to you the
increasing concern of the Polish Government and of public opinion
in Poland at more and more serious difficulties that go up against
the path of the Polish-Soviet entente inaugurated in 1941 by you,
Mr. President, and by myself. These difficulties threaten to com
promise this entente and to disserve the interests of our two countries
and of our common cause. They seem neither justified nor in
evitable

in

and

a broad

I continue

to believe

that

if examined by both

sides

spirit of understanding and of mutual conciliation, they

can be removed.

Such at least is the desire of the Polish Government which re
firmly convinced of the advantages of a policy of rapproche

mains
ment

and collaboration between

Poland and the Soviet Union,
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much in view of the prosecution
of future good neighborly relations

of the war against Germany as
between our two countries. To

in ac
to be lasting, to be considered
cordance with the great principles that are common to all in the
present struggle, this policy cannot, however, neither because of
be acceptable

to

the Poles,

existing conditions nor of the disproportion of forces involved, con
sist in the elimination of difficulties that arise by asking Poland
to abandon
The
any principles or to make unilateral sacrifices.
country has endured and the way she has
known how to meet them, in the sight of the whole world, entitle
her— I have no doubt— to special consideration
of her interests and
exceptional

trials

my

her aspirations at a time when the war of liberation is entering
into a decisive phase.
It is in this spirit that I recently had the opportunity to ex
views with President Roosevelt
and with the American
Government on the subject of the conduct of the war and of the
steps its conclusion may call for, including the final elimination of

change

of the
and the task of economic reconstruction
of
are
the
tomorrow.
These
same
subjects of
Europe
problems
consultations of the Polish Government with the British Govern
the German danger,

ment

and

of the Governments in London

of various

countries under German occupation.
I have not failed to emphasize, on various

occasions,

European
that the

Polish Government would be desirous

of examining on the same
with the Soviet Government, within the
framework of our mutual relations formed by the Agreement of

bases the said problems

July

If

30,

1 94 1,

and of our joint Declaration of December 4,

you share my point of view in this matter,

if you will

I

1941.
shall be obliged

a moment of your precious
time to receiving
Romer, who returns to his post after having been in
touch with his Government and with myself and who, enjoying
my full and complete confidence, is charged by me to acquaint you

devote

Ambassador

with the details of my recent negotiations and with the point of
view of the Polish Government. This interview will also give him
an opportunity

in my name of the Polish-Soviet
have alluded in this letter and which seem

to speak to you

difficulties to which

I

to me to deserve your serious attention.

I

have the honor to be, etc.

Sikorski.
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Excerpts from the Minutes of the negotiation conducted by Mr. Tadin Moscow, with Premier Stalin and

eusz Romer, Polish Ambassador

Mr. V. Molotov,

People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, concerning
the Polish citizenship of persons deported to the U.S.S.R. and the
Embassy's
1.

relief organization.

Excerpts from Ambassador Romer's conversation with Mr.
Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, at the
Kremlin on February 20, 1943.
Romer:

We find

historical moment

The

ourselves

far

as

steps we take now

as

will

at present,

Mr. Commissar, in

a

Polish-Soviet relations are concerned.
decide the course of those relations

Bearing this in mind, I think, we ought
of such issues as cannot he settled today
On the other hand
and which would only strain our relations.
what we should discuss is the problem of relief for the Poles in

for many years to come.
to avoid

the

the discussion

U.S.S.R.

whose

fate is causing

the Polish Government special

concern.

Molotov:

The

basis of this problem is our Note of January

16, last, in which the Soviet Government declined to recognize as
Polish citizens persons who on November 1 and 2, 1939 found
themselves in the western districts of the Ukraine and White

Ruthenia.
Romer:

What

are the reasons,

Mr. Commissar, for

this change

in the attitude of the Soviet Government?

Molotov:
will did

not

The

reasons are explained in the Note.

meet with

an appropriate

response

Our

good

from the Polish

Government. Now we simply confirmed this.
Romer: Truly, Mr. Commissar, I fail to see any motive for
this sudden decision which fundamentally changes the problem of
relief for the Polish population.

Molotov: Mr. Ambassador, December 1941 went by and so
did the whole of 1942 and in spite of this the Polish Government
never accepted the proposals put forward by the Soviet Government.
Romer: The January Note came unexpectedly at a time when
concerning relief for the Poles were well advanced and
reaching their final stage. I fail to understand what new develop
ment occurred to bring about such a decision on the part of the
Government of the U.S.S.R.
negotiations
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has been discussed not only with you,

Mr. Ambassador, but also widi your predecessor. The problem
could not have come as a surprise after our Note of December i,
1 941; on the other hand, however,
the attitude of the Polish Gov
ernment has remained unchanged ever since.
tinue.

Romer:

This

matter

This could not con
An

is for us of paramount importance.

attempt to deprive us of hundreds of thousands of Poles who are in
the U.S.S.R. not of their own will, and this at a time when the

population of Poland is being decimated as a result of the atrocities
committed by the German occupants, is for us a most painful blow
and cannot but have a serious effect on Polish-Soviet relations.

Molotov:

It

Mr.

is not proper,

Ambassador,

this

to connect

The Gov
problem with that of German persecutions in Poland.
ernment of the U.S.S.R. has waited long enough for a reply to the
proposals it advanced, only by way of exception and good will.
Romer:

I point out

that this matter has never been raised be

fore in the course of my conversations

with you and with Commissar

Vishinsky.

Molotov:

On

the

tenure of office, we have received

not recognized.

Romer:

Am

I

Mr.

contrary,

Ambassador,

during

your

Notes in which our attitude

to understand,

Mr. Commissar,

that

was

the atti

tude of the Soviet Government to this problem is connected

with

the future Polish-Soviet frontier, or is- it confined to citizenship?

Molotov:

Our Note merely

concerns

citizenship, which in turn is connected
frontiers of the Soviet Union.

our attitude

towards

with the problem of the

Romer: I cannot share your attitude with regard to citizen
Mr. Commissar. The Government of the U.S.S.R. could not
unilaterally force Soviet citizenship upon Polish citizens. In our
ship,

in the eyes of impartial foreign observers, the matter
could only have been settled on the basis of an agreement between
the two Governments concerned.

eyes, and

Molotov:
cisions
.

taken

No foreign
by the

will
Supreme Council of
observers

be able
the

to change

U.S.S.R. with

de
re-

gard to the incorporation of the territories in question, which took
in which the people freely exi place on the basis of a plebiscite
\ pressed themselves.
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1193

not wish to go deeper into the discussion of
But I shall make two remarks. First—JsihaL_yxai_igdo

fenred toas^ a_ plebiscite took place within the frontiers set up by
thejSoviet-German treaty, which the Soviet Government later sol

emnly renounced in the Polish-Soviet .Ajjeement. Second— Soviet
legislation governing citizenship is contrary to its territorial principle
as it grants Soviet citizenship not according to domicile, but accord
to where a given person happened to be at a given time. TJie.sc
arejnerely incidental remarks independent of the fundamental at

ing

titude of my Government to this problem

Molotov:

Our Note

as a

whole.

citizenship of per
sons who found themselves on the territories in question on Novem
ber

refers

i and 2,

1939. Persons
date are Polish citizens.

Romer:

to the Soviet

who arrived

there subsequent

to that

Does it not then seem unnatural, even from the So

viet viewpoint, that persons who have no connection whatever with
these territories should be considered Soviet citizens against their

own will?

Molotov: I do not agree with your view. In accordance with
Soviet legislation, the Soviet Citizenship Act also applies to persons
who came to Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia from
the Western districts of Poland.

Romer:

I

want to make it quite clear, Mr. Commissar.

Am

I, therefore,

to understand that the relief work to assist our people
in the U.S.S.R. is to be regarded as at an end?

Molotov:

We

this problem in our Note of Jan
uary 16, 1943. Exceptions were made in respect of persons whom
we recognize as Polish citizens, that is those who arrived in the
territories

after November 1 and 2, 1939.
one
then be able to count the num
would
Practically,

we consider

Romer:

examined

to be Soviet

citizens in the U.S.S.R. on one's fingers. Do you
consequences will result from the ap
of
the
Note
of
plication
January 16, 1943, and in what position
the Poles in the U.S.S.R. will find themselves?
ber of Polish

Mr. Commissar, what

Molotov:
Ambassador.

Their position will

All

continue to do

as

a

before,

Mr.

we shall

for our own citizens.

Romer:
decision

not suffer as a result of

that was being done for them

it,

realize,

Irrespective of the deep and painful impression which
of this kind would make on the Polish Government and
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on our people in occupied Poland and abroad, representing as it
an entirely un
does, in the present extremely hard circumstances,

justified attempt to force foreign citizenship upon a considerable
part of our nation, and this against their will, sentiments and tra
ditions which are bound up with the struggle for independence and
our most sacred ideals, I want again to draw your attention to the
impression this will make abroad, and especially in the countries
which collaborated with us in bringing relief to several hundred
thousand Polish citizens, and who from one day to the next will
learn to their surprise that these people have ceased to be Poles
and no longer

require their assistance.
As you are aware, Mr. Ambassador, there have been
for many years considerable number of Poles in the U.S.S.R., Soviet
citizens and who have never considered
themselves treated any

Molotov:

of other origins. There was never any
question of restricting their rights, for our Constitution severely pun
ishes all actions contrary to our principle of national equality. But
as regards the subject referred to by you, Mr. Ambassador,
I wish
worse

Soviet citizens

than

rests with the Polish

once more to state that the entire blame

Now,

Gov

and agreed
not to apply our legislation, showing our good will to recognize Poles
as Polish citizens. The Polish Government did not appear to be will
ernment.

as early as 1941, we made a concession

ing to accept our good will, on the contrary it rejected our proposals.
We waited a month, two months, a year— and the attitude of the
Polish Government remained unchanged, nor has it changed since
Thus, the Polish Government bear
your arrival, Mr. Ambassador.
the entire responsibility for the consequences.

Romer:
rejected
the

the

I

that the Polish Government never
Government's readiness to recognize Poles in
Polish citizens, but it could not accept the terms

must point out,

Soviet

U.S.S.R.

as

was conditional,

and in particular it had
to reject the attempt to distinguish between Polish citizens and di
vide them into categories for discriminatory treatment, that is un
known to Polish law. I must emphasize once again that this is
on which

the

first

problem

this readiness

time

since

I

am Ambassador

has been raised, and

by the Note of January
Government.

Molotov:

I

have

I

16, 1943

already

Government, Mr. Ambassador.

in the U.S.S.R. that this
for the change made

sec no reason

in the previous attitude of the Soviet
stated

It
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The problem

is so fundamental and its consequences
inform my Government of your decla
have
to
so serious, that
ration, Mr. Commissar, and at the same time refer the matter to

Romer:

I shall

by ourselves. For the time I only renew my
request that you transmit the letter of Prime Minister General Sikorski to Premier Stalin and beg him to receive me so that I may
renewed

consideration

submit to him the matters I have already referred to and learn
his views on the difficulties in Polish-Soviet relations.
Molotov: I shall forward the letter, Mr. Ambassador, and
when I find out about your visit to J. V. Stalin, I shall let you
know.

romers conversation with
Premier Stalin, Chairman of the Council of People's Com
missars, and Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign
Affairs, at the Kremlin during the night of February

excerpts

2.

from

ambassador

26-27, T943-

Romer:
Soviet

I should still like

to discuss

which unfortunately

relations

the problem of Polishthrough a crisis,

are passing

We have just ended a friendly discussion on a
anxiety.
number of important subjects dealing with military collaboration
But such ' collaboration can actually bear
between our countries.
fruit only as and when accompanied by mutual friendly feeling.
causing

First of all in this connection, the fate of Polish citizens in the
Soviet Union is of special interest to the Polish Government and
public opinion. The Soviet Note of January 16, 1943, introduced
new and unexpected elements and implications which have filled
us with deep concern and which it is my duty to elucidate in this
conversation

with you, Mr. President.

Stalin:

I

Romer:

As

am listening, please.
a result

of the Agreement of July 30, 1941, the

amnesty proclaimed by the Soviet Government affected a vast num

of Polish citizens, not excluding national minorities, whose
Polish citizenship was only called into question on December 1,
1 94 1, in a note of the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.

ber

Set free from camps and prisons our citizens began to rally en masse
to the Polish Army then in formation. With the assistance of the

Governments of the United States and Great Britain, and of a
number of social welfare organizations and institutions, the Polish
93744
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Government organized relief work on a large scale for their families
and for those who remained at work in their places of exile. The
need for this relief did not in the least imply a desire to assure
to the Polish population an existence in any way privileged as
with their surroundings, nor even an allegation, never
put forward by us, that Polish deportees received worse treatment
at>, the hands
of the Soviet authorities than the local population.
Their position was worse for other reasons. They had been deported
at an hour's notice and as a rule with no money, clothing or food,

compared

torn away by force from the surroundings in which they had grown
up. Frequently they were separated from their families and were
taken under most difficult circumstances

to distant, foreign countries,

differing greatly from that to
They were settled among an alien
people whose language and customs were foreign to them, and
where they lacked the adequate living quarters and vegetable gardens
at the disposal of the local population. They were made to do work

often

with extremely

severe climates

which they were accustomed.

of which they had no previous experience, for instance intellectuals
were given heavy manual work which they had never done before.
They were also suffering from disease. For these reasons relief
in the form of food, clothing and medical
an

absolute

Stalin:
Ambassador?

supplies

was and remains

necessity.

Whom do you refer to as the Polish population, Mr.
The whole Polish population which found itself in

Western Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia?
Romer:
According to Polish legislation, I consider as Polish
citizens all those persons who possessed Polish citizenship in 1939.
There is a difference of opinion between our two Governments
the more so since, as was made clear by the Soviet
Note of January 16, 1943, and its interpretation which I heard from
Commissar Molotov several days ago,— the Soviets extended their

on this subject,

citizenship to all persons who were in the disputed territories on
November 1 and 2, 1939, even if they found themselves there quite
temporarily and by accident and had no connection whatever with
the place where they were staying.
Molotov: That is not exact. There is reference

in the Note

permanent and
Citizenship Act which differentiates
residents: the former have become citizens of the Soviet
Union by virtue of the law, while the citizenship of the latter is
a matter for individual examination.
between

to the

temporary
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Romer:

The

that all persons

note of January

present

16,

1197

1943, states quite explicitly

in the disputed territories

acquired Soviet

citizenship.

Stalin:

But at the same time there is reference to the Soviet

Citizenship Act.
Romer:
May I remark that we have received a number of
Notes from the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs stating
that all residents in these districts have become Soviet citizens. The
Polish Embassy in Kuybyshev has even received a written warning
that intervention on behalf of individual persons will not be con
sidered until evidence is produced showing the whereabouts of such
persons on November

1 and 2, 1939.
Distinction is made between those who happened to be
in those territories and those who lived there permanently.
Molotov: Citizens of a number of States could have been there

Stalin

:

at the time, as for example Rumanians, Hungarians, Frenchmen and
others, but obviously they did not acquire Soviet citizenship on this
account.

Our Constitution

which, however,

distinctly for such eventualities,

have to be examined

This

Romer:

provides

individually.

is an entirely new situation to me.

I

find this

interpretation, which I hear for the first time, extremely interesting.
Hitherto, ever since its note of December 1, 1941, the Soviet Govern
ment

to the attitude that especially that
of Polish citizens who found themselves in the territories

has adhered

category

consistently

in question

at the time specified acquired Soviet citizenship.
Stalin: Excuse me, Mr. Ambassador, but persons whose pres
ence in these territories was merely transitory did not automatically

acquire Soviet citizenship.
I can quote a whole series of concrete cases of the
Romer:
attitude hitherto held by the Soviet Government. I do not remember
them all, but a classical example is that of the two Warsaw city
councillors, Alter and Ehrlich', who despite our objections and rep
resentations

were classified

Molotov:
Romer:

as Soviet

citizens.

There may have been individual

What

cases.

interpretation in this
matter, Mr. President? All Soviet Notes and statements have in
dicated hitherto that in practice all Polish citizens in the U.S.S.R.
have lost their citizenship. We cannot agree to that.
is then the official

Soviet

Stalin: The Polish Government persists in considering as
Polish citizens all Poles now in the U.S.S.R. That is wrong. Truly,
Я.Ч744
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number of Soviet offices have overstepped their authority in certain
cases, but we must put a stop to extremes. I must more
over point out that it also depends on the person concerned what
a

individual

citizenship he wishes to choose. Thus everybody must be asked.
Take, Mr. Ambassador,
the example of Wanda Wasilewska, a
Pole from Warsaw who considers herself a Soviet citizen. The
people's

wishes

must

be

cannot force

one

consideration,

given

citizenship upon them. There is in our Note a reference to the
Citizenship Act. I must admit that not all Soviet bureaus have
acted along uniform lines and correctly.
But not all the
Poles who lived and Vvere domiciled in Polish territory will be
Polish citizens. That has to be stopped. There are some who are
always

coming over to us

Romer:
tories of the

Many Poles, Soviet
U.S.S.R. for many

years.

in

have lived

citizens,

We

do

the terri

claim them,

not

nor have we ever raised this question.
Stalin: I was thinking of Poles domiciled in the western parts
of the Ukraine and White Ruthenia.
Romer: I therefore note, Mr. President, that you recognize
the

will of

important element in
On our part we shall gladly
criterion for we have no desire to have citizens who

each

person concerned
his or her citizenship.

determining

agree to such a
do not wish to be Polish citizens.

I

as

an

must, however,

emphasize

that

number of practical issues are bound up with the citizenship
Of these I will mention the continuation of relief to our
problem.

a large

people and permission

for individuals to go abroad without of course

burdening Soviet railways engaged in war transport. I have in mind
particularly Polish children and the families still left in the U.S.S.R.
of soldiers serving in the Polish Army in Great Britain and in the
Near East, and also families of Polish State officials and welfare

The fact that they are separated from their bread winners
can neither be explained nor understood by any one
workers.

Romer:

Reverting to the subject of citizenship, in view of
consequences involved for hundreds of thousands of

the practical

our people

and

thus

also for Polish-Soviet

this be settled not unilaterally

relations,

I

must

insist

but by mutual agreement be
that
It is unthinkable that a large and
tween our two governments.
valuable portion of our Nation be thus abruptly cut off against
its

will from

the rest.
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Stalin:

If

we consider

the Ukrainians

and

White Ruthenians

reunion (vossoyedinienie)
nations, we must recognize that
has taken place between the lands they inhabit and Soviet White
a

as

Ruthenia and Soviet Ukraine. Surely the Ukrainians are not Poles!
Surely the White Ruthenians are not Poles! We have not joined
a single Polish province to the Soviet Union. All Polish territories
have been occupied by the Germans.

Romer: Since you refer to the
provinces, Mr. President, I must recall
within the boundaries

It

in

our Eastern

that they were carried

out

up by the German-Soviet agreement which
solemnly repudiated in the Polish-Soviet Agree

was subsequently
ment of July 30,

Stalin:

plebiscites

set

1 94 1.

German attack on the U.S.S.R. which
the German-Soviet agreement invalid, and especially the

rendered

non-aggression

was

the

pact.

At

the time the Soviet Union took our territory we
in opposite camps, and we have not recognized any acts of
violence committed at our expense. Since July 30, 1941, we are
in the same anti-German camp, which entitles us to expect that

Romer:

were

no changes will be made in the lands that are ours or in our funda
mental rights without our agreement. In default of this we must
maintain the attitude that the former Polish-Soviet frontiers, estab
lished by the Treaty of Riga, remain always in force. . . .

Romer:

We

of friction between

have a friendly discussion on all subjects
our two Governments, a friction that is of no

must

It is in such a
party but only serves Germany.
the problems connected with relief for Polish citizens
in the U.S.S.R. and with their departure should be discussed.
benefit

to either

spirit that

Stalin:
Romer:

What problems?
This is a historical

moment which will decide the
for many years to come. We must
the decisions it calls for with mutual and full understand

course of Polish-Soviet relations
approach

ing and good will, excluding for the time being from our discussions
such matters as cannot now be decided and which, if raised, merely
lead to friction

in Polish-Soviet

relations

and provoke

public con

troversies.

Stalin:

The

the subject and so

Government keeps consistently
should the Polish Government.
Soviet
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is easier to remain silent when

one

is acquiring
of the Soviet

than when one is losing it. As a result
Note of January 16, 1943, we are threatened with a loss of several
hundred thousands of our citizens who are all the more important
to us as we have lost so many at the hands of the Germans.
Furthermore we are threatened with the loss on Soviet initiative
something

of the whole eastern part of our territory.
Polish public opinion is embittered.

Stalin:

The territory we

have

No wonder,

lost is larger

than

then,

that

the whole

of Poland.

Romer:

But the Red Army has already reconquered
vast
And,
will
and
moreover,
undoubtedly
everything.
regions
regain
these territories are only a small part of the Soviet Union.

Stalin: Mr. Ambassador, after the Red Army has beaten the
Germans on Russian soil it will enter Polish territory and help to
chase the Germans out of Poland and then it will immediately
return these lands to the Polish Government, and then, Mr. Am
bassador, will you say that this will be a unilateral action adversely
affecting good mutual relations?
Romer: It will not be as bad as that.

Stalin:

Mr. Ambassador, we want a strong Poland; we shall
the
whole of German-occupied Poland regardless of the
give you
fact that we are being insulted (niesmotria na to tshto nas rugayui).
But we can take these insults on our shoulders!

Thank you, Mr. President, for these words. I shall
And do you agree with me as to the need for

Romer:
remember

them.

coming to a mutual agreement regarding the problem of the citizen
ship of Poles at present in the U.S.S.R. and of further relief and
assistance for them

from our own resources?
There will be Poles who wish to acquire Soviet citizen

Stalin:
ship.

Molotov:

We

are, of course,

referring to citizens other than
White Ruthenian terri
tories. This problem should furthermore be examined for the pur
pose of determining the citizenship of persons whose presence in
those from Western Ukrainian

or Western

those territories

Romer:
the persons

was only temporary.
According to what Mr. President has said, the

concerned

must be given

consideration.

will

of

Since on the

of an understanding between the two governments it will
be made possible for such persons to express their wishes quite
strength
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have no doubt that the atmosphete will be easily and
since all those in whom we are interested will never
cleared,
smoothly
reconcile themselves to the thought of parting with their Polish
freely,

1

citizenship.

Stalin:

It

must nevertheless

be carried out in accordance

with

our legislation relating to citizenship. The problem of persons
serving in the Red Army presents another difficulty. Out of a desire
to evade further service, they may express their wish to go, say to
Australia in the capacity of Polish citizens. Desertion might thus
be facilitated. Apart from the will of the persons concerned, other
considerations

will

therefore

have

to be taken

into account.

The

nationality of such people and their origin will have to be looked into.
A problem of vital interest to me in this connection
Romer:
is that of our children. There are several tens of thousands in the
Soviet Union and they will be of great value to the future of
Poland. From the point of view of bringing to agreement
our conflicting views on citizenship, we attach great importance
to the fate of the orphans. We should like to make it possible for
these orphans to go to other countries where they would find favour
resurrected

conditions of existence and education and be
financial burden to the Polish Government.
able

a

minimum

Stalin:

In accordance with our legislation this depends on a
of
factors.
It is difficult to generalize.
variety
I think that the problem of citizenship can only be
Romer:
means
of a formal, bilateral agreement.
resolved by
Stalin: We cannot infringe our
Molotov: Obviously not.

laws.

We

have seen that in the past Soviet legislation did
not preclude a large measure of elasticity in its application. I think

Romer:

that on such a premise a way would be found to an understanding
on the basis of mutual good will.

Stalin:
will

If

conversations

take place

then

all these problems

be cleared

negotiations

up.
Do you see any possibility, Mr. President, of such
being begun?

Stalin:

If

I

Stalin:

Thus

Romer:

you, Mr. Ambassador, see such a possibility,
make no objection.
Well, we shall go into this matter further.
Romer:
according

to you

газ

we have

as

subjects

for our
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the question

negotiations,

of propaganda,

and the problem of frontiers Qvvpros

the question

of citizenship

granitfach).
differently and emphasized that in
order to improve our relations it would be better to avoid discussing
frontiers for the time being; on the other hand I suggested that we
should begin negotiations on the subject of preventing unfriendly

No, I

Romer:

understood

on both

propaganda

о

the problem of citizenship and

sides, on

its

practical consequences.
Stalin: Very well, Mr. Ambassador.

Molotov:

A

of the Polish Government was pub
Its contents are unfriendly to the Soviet

declaration

lished in London yesterday.

Union.

Stalin:
is

in

than a newspaper reply. It
(eto zayavlenye). Where Soviet
there is no Soviet Government prepared to

The
an

fact

declaration

is more

official statement

territory is concerned
And
waive Qotkazalsia by~) any provisions of our Constitution.
and
Western
White
Ruthenia
Western
Ukraine
of
the adherence
to the Soviet Union has been included in the Constitution.

On

Romer:

the other hand you

will

not find a single Pole

who

would deny that Wilno and Lw6w are Polish. I myself so declare
it in your presence, Mr. President, with the fullest conviction.

I understand your viewpoint. We

Stalin:
are quits.

also have ours.

We

Perhaps we should act similarly to the Polish Government

as regards

frontiers and also publish

a statement

Romer: In the interest of our common front in the fight against
Germany which occupies first place in your thoughts and in ours,
I insist on agreement, by means of Polish-Soviet negotiation, on
it;

the standpoint and behavior of both parties in the difficult sphere
of citizenship and the problems arising from
also for mutual
cessation of public statements and propaganda unfriendly to one an
other.

Would you authorize

me,

Mr. President,

to suggest this to my

Government?

You are right, Mr. Ambassador.
congratulate you on
idea. The matter must be examined, we must find out

I

Stalin:

your good
whose citizens these people

May

I

Romer:

are, each case must be considered.

count on our being enabled

relief work until our negotiations
cluded?
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do not know,

Ambassador,

1203
on the

that depends

Commissariat for Foreign Affairs.
It is a vital problem for us. We could thus avoid in
Romer:
the event of the suspension of our relief work all consequences which
such as England and
might arise in other countries interested in
we could reach an understand
America.
would be much better

It

if

it,

People's

I

ing without intermediaries.
Stalin: You are right.
in advance, but negotiations

I

Am

be started.

in Moscow with

Commissar?

the People's

Stalin: Yes,
Molotov:

convenient for you, Mr. Ambassador,

I

If

do.

it

Mr. Molotov,

can

to conduct these negotiations

is

Romer:

cannot promise you anything definite

am

at your disposal.

shall report the above to my Government and ask
shall take the liberty of communicating
consider the attitude of the Presi
case,

I

Romer:

as an assurance

with good will and

examined

hope that the negotiations

will

to an understanding which

will be
will lead

remove all existing difficulties.

Excerpts from Ambassador Romer's conversation with Mr.
Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, at the

Romer:
versation

1943.

Before entering upon the actual

I

to-day

subject

of our con

to you

regret to have to communicate

a

Kremlin on March

9,

3.

under consideration

that the problems

I

dent

I

I

for instructions, whereupon
with Mr. Molotov. In any

number

of events which to my painful surprise have recently occurred in this
territory.

The

of the Embassy continued
throughout the whole second half of 1942 and increased in number
in January and February last. In these two months twenty-one
arrests of local representatives

representatives

were

arrested

whose

previously, had been
Commissariat for Foreign

names,

regularly made known to the People's
Affairs, and who, for the most part, had been confirmed in their
functions.
formed

The

Embassy

has not, in one single

instance,

been in

of these arrests, nor of the reasons thereof.

The authorities

have begun to carry out the instructions con
Note
of
the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs
tained in the
225
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concerning citizenship. They are forcing Polish
citizens to accept Soviet passports. At Kirov, employees at the local
Embassy warehouse were summoned to take out Soviet passports.

of January

16 last,

The

vast majority of these employees refused to do so and were
arrested together with their families. One of our largest warehouses
serving a wide expanse of territory in the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics was thus deprived of its staff and immobilized. In this
connection it must be noted that the fate of shipments of relief
goods sent from abroad for the Polish population and already under
way from Archangel has not yet been ascertained.
A similar procedure was applied at Kirov and Kustanay with
regard to all Polish citizens living there; the number of those arrested
already amounts to about two hundred.
same principles are applied with regard to families of mem
bers of the Polish armed forces now on active service in Great

in these circumstances

The

Britain and the Near East.
Foreign

Affairs

military

men

refused

to leave

to

Thus
allow

the Soviet

Commissariat for
group of families of Polish

the
a

People's

Union, although

before

my

de

parture from Kuybyshev, to be precise on December 23, 1942, that
is to say before the issue of the Soviet Note of January 16, 1943,
I had received the most formal undertakings from Deputy Commissar
Vishinsky on behalf of the Soviet Government that the permission
would be granted. I personally attach great importance to this matter,
as it gives me the measure of how assurances given to me are carried
out.

On

the other hand, the Polish citizenship of Mrs. Wolska

from

Warsaw has been questioned; she is the wife of the Embassy Dele
gate at Alma-Ata, who was arrested and then expelled from the
and to the
Soviet Union. The same applies to Mrs. Bardecka
Pajonk family whose bread-winners have been deported abroad by
the Soviet authorities.
The Polish citizenship of Mrs. Eleonora
Winczewska has been likewise challenged although she is a Polish
citizen from Warsaw who in 1939 was living as a refugee in Wilno,
that is to say on territory not within

of January

16, 1943.

living at the Embassy
and that she, as well

I

the scope of the Soviet Note

must emphasize that Mrs. Winczewska is now
with the full consent of the Soviet authorities

Mrs. Wolska, is under my protection.
Throughout the territories of the U.S.S.R., Polish welfare institu
homes for invalids, etc., are being
tions, such as orphanages,
as
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for invalids and the orphanage

home

at Bolshaya

Konstantinovka in the Kuybyshev area, organized by the Embassy
on the basis of a special agreement with the People's Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs, were taken over in the following circumstances.
On February 22, 1943, a Commission composed of members of
district and regional authorities arrived on the spot and demanded
the handing over of the administration of the institution. They
that these proceedings

declared

In

other similar cases

had been agreed to by the Embassy.

the authorities declared

that the Embassy

no

and the adult inmates

of

longer existed.
Subsequently, the whole personnel
the institution were summoned

to accept Soviet passports.

Terrorized

and yielding to direct threats twelve old and ailing persons accepted
the Soviet passports. All the other adults in the institution number
is,

ing about thirty, were ousted from the building. Later a school
mistress arrived. She
according to information received, of VolgaGerman origin. Lessons are in Russian only. The children, regard
less of nationality, refuse to be taught in Russian and, despite orders

I

I

and threats, they sing religious hymns and national songs in Polish.
Before
should like
report on these cases to my Government,

Mr. Commissar, whether

you have any knowledge of
whether
and
they have occurred with the knowledge
and consent of the Soviet Government?
to ask you,
these facts

Molotov:

I

I

tion, Mr.

have not heard anything about the facts you men
Ambassador.
will now reply to your statements, dividing

in two parts:
First:
would advise that the Embassy instruct its representa
tives throughout the country to conform to the Note of January
16, was applied,
not excluded that local authorities may have
remarks

is

it

I

my

misunderstandings because
applied the principles laid down
in our Note will make
possible to avoid all incidents.
it

if

less

As regards specific cases in which the Note of January
was applied,
not excluded that local authorities may have
it

not

as

is

out wrongly. For instance, inhabitants of Warsaw do
matter of law become Soviet citizens.
Such cases of

a

carried

a

16

it

Second:

were quite accidental.

If

faulty interpretation of the

Note

but they
may have occurred,
mistakes were made, they will be rectified.

I

I

can assure you of this, Mr. Ambassador.
On the other hand
request that the Embassy cooperate with us in this matter.
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Komek:

1

must

that the Note of January

remark

16 does

not

anything about the taking over by Soviet authorities of Em
homes for invalids, and
bassy institutions, such as orphanages,
say

that we were never

notified about this.

I must further

emphasize

in this connection that the local authorities are taking over property
owned by the Polish State and I don't know on what grounds this
As for the Note of January 16, it refers exclusively
to the legal position of persons regarding themselves and also re
garded by us as Polish citizens and on whom Soviet citizenship
is now being forced.
is being done.

I

must

emphasis on the fact that this action is ex
to me and that it cannot fail likewise to affect

lay special

ceptionally painful
the Polish Government and the Polish people. As you, Mr. Com
missar, now appeal to us to cooperate in this matter, I must record
that

Soviet authorities are proceeding excludes
on our part

the way the

cooperation

such

On what legal grounds are orphanages and other
institutions being taken over by the Soviet administration?
Molotov: If we establish that Soviet citizens are found there,
then these institutions become subject to appropriation by the Soviet
Romer:

Embassy

authorities.

I

desire,

Mr.

Ambassador,

to leave

no room for mis

understanding in these matters.
Romer: These institutions and everything belonging to them
are the property of the Polish State. As far as citizenship is concerned,
from our point of view, these people are Polish citizens
and, in part, would also seem to remain Polish citizens, even from

however,

Soviet viewpoint.
inadmissible
the

The

state of affairs

thus

created

is quite

I am forced to inform mv Government about these
we
facts.
are to discuss in a friendly spirit questions relatinc
to citizenship, in accordance with what was agreed on in my
conversation with Marshal Stalin, then I must ask you. Mr. Com
missar, what interest can the Soviet Government possibly have in
Romeb:

If

arousing Polish public opinion, and also in exciting public opinion
I
abroad where these facts will undoubtedly become known.
have precise information showing that the local authorities deal
with these matters drastically. I think the only reasonable solution
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corresponding to the spirit of my conversation with Marshal Stalin
and with you would be the suspension of all steps of this nature
by the local Soviet authorities, at least for the period of the nego
tiations we are to conduct.

Molotov:

The

local

authorities who received

instructions on

16, must put them into opera
For these authorities the question is not controversial at all
and it is their duty to carry out their instructions. The wav in
But I
which this was done may, indeed, have provoked friction.

the grounds of the Note of January

tion.

must assure you, that it is the intention of the Soviet Government
that conditions of life of the Polish population not only shall not

suffer any deterioration

I

Romer:

must

but on the contrary be improved.
state once again, that the manner in which

out by the local authorities has been
extremely ruthless, and they are applied to matters that have not been
re
agreed upon between us, although the authorities concerned
I see no grounds
ferred to an alleged consent of the Embassy.
these instructions are carried

whatever for taking over welfare institutions of the Embassy
Polish State property assigned to them

Romer:

How

Mr. Commissar,

do vou contemplate,

and

the problem

of further relief aid and of handling shipments from abroad of food,
clothing and medical supplies, as well as their distribution through
at least to those Polish

the Embassy

bv both Governments

regarded

Molotov:

The

Embassy

But if difficulties

Romer:

Molotov:

We

citizens whose

citizenship is

incontestable?

as

may continue to assist these people.
are already now being made?

shall elucidate

this matter in

a

spirit of collabora

tion.

It would

Romer:

be better to settle this matter at once.

informed that the activities

of the Embassy

warehouse

I

am

at Ashabad

through which all shipments of relief goods pass on the southern
route are paralysed, since our chauffeurs are not allowed to drive
from Ashabad to Badjigiran and the Soviet Embassy in Teheran
visas valid for several crossings

refuses

to grant

sixteen

chauffeurs of Iranian

of the frontier to

nationality who were also to bring
Owing to this, our Ashabad

these goods to Ashabad from Iran.
warehouse
Soviet

which

Union

serves the

is virtually

greater

part

immobilized.
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Molotov:

It

Mr. Ambassador, that your views
of relief work in the interests of the

seems to me,

as to the complete

cessation

Polish population are exaggerated. This work can be continued and
in point of fact is functioning in numerous places. 1 will have the
case of Ashabad investigated.

The main

object at present is to ensure that the change

over to

new forms of organization, as regards relief work in aid of the
Polish population, should not lead to a deterioration of the condition
of that population. The Soviet Government is also anxious that not
only its material conditions should not be depressed but that its
cultural requirements should also be safeguarded. The Soviet au
thorities have already received detailed instructions to this effect. . . .

Romer: And what in your view will be the possibilities of
distinguishing between the two categories of people, those who
for both sides are and remain indisputably Polish citizens, and
those whom the Soviet Government now considers Soviet citizens?

Molotov:
with within

This problem

It will

is purely practical.

be dealt

the scope of our legislation.

I

Romer:

have

precise

Mr.

information,

Commissar,

that

Polish citizens are being arrested for not accepting Soviet passports
and I am unable to reconcile this procedure with the stand taken
by Marshal Stalin in his conversation

Molotov:

You

is difficult.

moment

simplify

Truly

orders

of Soviet authorities,

hostile

action

In

Romer:

this

there

with me.

matter,

Mr.

is friction.

we shall deal

Ambassador.

If

a

with

The

Pole resists the
that

as

the cases on which we have most detailed

with

a

reports,

Soviet authorities failed to take into account the will of in
dividuals. Whereas, during my conversation with Marshal Stalin,
the latter laid emphasis on the fact that precisely this factor would
have to be taken into serious consideration.
We, on our part, give
the

due attention
missar,

will

to this circumstance,
not, for instance,

and

therefore

you, Mr. Com

have to deal with any claim on our

part with regard to the citizenship of Wanda Wasilewska, of whose
case

mention was made.

Molotov:

Your

reference

to Marshal Stalin is incorrect.

Com

rade Stalin spoke of two factors and you, Mr. Ambassador, mention
Stalin said that one must take into consideration: first,

only one.
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Soviet legislation; and second, the will of the citizen. As to Wanda
Wasilewska, she voluntarily accepted Soviet citizenship although
she was born in Warsaw.
Romer: I very well remember the stand taken by Marshal

I must emphasize that the Soviet authorities only count
with the one of the two factors which, according to the Marshal, were
to influence the determination of citizenship, namely, Soviet legisla
tion; but they totally ignore the second factor, the will of the

Stalin and

Therefore, even in the light of Marshal Stalin's
explanations, the procedure applied by the authorities is unfair and
unjust.
Molotov: We will verify all these facts, and I will inform
person concerned.

you of the outcome.

I

Romer:

must now ask you to give me some explanation re
garding citizenship laws in force in the Soviet Union and also to
clear up some points which come to my mind in connection with
the Note of January 16.

Molotov:

I am listening.
Leaving aside, for the moment, the Polish stand in
the matter of citizenship, and we know it is opposed to that of the
as possible,
Soviets, I would like to be informed, as accurately
Romer:

Soviet guiding principles, so as to be able to eliminate from
our further discussion that special category of persons whose Polish
about

citizenship is not questioned by the Soviet side. I know from Marshal
Stalin's declarations and from your own that such a category of
actually exists according to your views and that it consists
of individuals who found themselves fortuitously in the contested

persons

territory on November i and 2, 1939. A definition of this category
of persons, for which I ask, would restrict the field of our con
troversial

discussion.

Molotov:
tioned,

the Note of January

16, 1943,

two laws are men

Law of the U.S.S.R. of August 19, 1938 and
of the Supreme Council on citizenship of November

the Citizenship

the Decree
29,

In

They

1939.

govern

this

matter.

I will

endeavor

to give you

in writing, shortly, a legal definition of the category
who do not come under these laws. For the moment

of persons

I

can only
explain that the persons we regard as Soviet citizens are those who
resided at the time we have in mind in the territories of Western

Ukraine

and Western

Union. In

so

far

as

White Ruthenia which

entered

the inhabitants of these territories
231
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citizens or

a second

been

there

likewise, for instance

other

nationals,

state— tor such

or a third

persons

may

have

Japanese, British, Rumanians or
and insofar as this
already mentioned,
to include persons who were there fortuitously and

I

as

is not understood

have

who consequently after all may not have acquired Soviet citizen
ship—these cases must be cleared up individually— persons belonging
to all remaining categories have become Soviet citizens. As regards
military families there may be cases, for instance, the wife of a

of the Polish armed forces now in Iran may not wish to
join her husband and desire to retain her Soviet citizenship. When
such a person acquires Soviet citizenship, the different citizenship
of her husband cannot constitute an obstacle. Cases bearing on
member

citizenship must be dealt with individually. True, persons originat
ing from Warsaw, Poznan and other Polish territories are Polish
citizens, but, as I say, their cases ought to be treated individually,
for these persons may wish to acquire Soviet citizenship and if they
acquire can no longer be regarded as Polish citizens.
Romer: May I request you to send me the text of the Decree
of the Supreme Council of November 29, 1939?*

Molotov:
Romer:

Affairs

of

I will send it to you.
the notes of the People's Commissariat for Foreign
December 1, 1941 and January 16, 1943, the terms
Yes,

In

citizens of the oblasti** of Western Ukraine

and Western

White

Ruthenia are used, whereas the Law on Citizenship makes use ex
clusively of the terms: Citizens of the Soviet Union and citizen
Republics forming the Union. How then should
one understand the term citizen of an oblast which is unknown in
of

the

various

law?

Molotov:
oblasti.

Mr.

all Republics are made up of
Thus, for instance, there can be a citizen of the Kiev ohlast
Ambassador,

of the U.S.S.R.

Romer:
instance,

that

The law
there

says

can

nothing about this.

be any

such

thing

I
as

do not think, for
a

citizen of the

Kuybyshev oblast.

Molotov:

Yes— yes— there can be such a thing as a citizen of

Kuybyshev oblast. But in that case he will be
the R.S.F.S.R. and so in all Republics.
the

*

See Document

** District.

No. 26.
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the Soviet law on citizenship mention is made of
citizens of the State, and not of a province, therefore, the use of the
term: citizen of an oblast in both notes of the People's Com

In

Romer:

for Foreign Affairs is not clear to me, the more so as at
the time in question, the territories referred to did not form a part
of the Soviet Union. To whom does the term ^employed in the
missariat

Notes actually refer?
Soviet citizens of the oblasti of Western
Ukraine and of Western White Ruthenia and of the Ukrainian
Soviet Socialist Republic and of the White Ruthenian Socialist

Molotov:

The

Republic were until November i, 1939 in various legal positions,
for some were only becoming Soviet citizens while others were
already

citizens.

Now, what

persons were actually implied in the term
of
the
used in the Notes
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs,
which, as we see, causes such a confusion of legal concept.

Romer:

Molotov:

No law

can provide for all practical cases.

is no such thing in the world as a perfect

There

law.

Romer:

as

Has one not to do here, simply with Polish citizens,
the inhabitants of those territories at that time must have been

considered

even

Molotov:
population

there

Romer:

by Soviet legislation?

You are quite, right, we do not deny this.
formerly possessed Polish citizenship.

We

can therefore

stand on the ground that in the light

of Soviet interpretation, we were
and Polish citizens.

Molotov:

1

The

dealing with

Polish

territories

do not know what inferences you are making

in

connection with this matter, or what you are aiming at. Not all
oblasti entered the Soviet Union at the same time. From part of the
oblasti, the Soviet

Union

was formed

in

191 8.

Other oblasti belong

ing to this Republic were incorporated in 1939. The Ukrainian
Republic was not erected at one stroke, but step by step. We cannot
help

that.

Romer: To fix the interpretation of these questions is a matter
As has become manifest, it is im
of great practical importance.
possible to decide upon fundamental principles of citizenship, quite
independendy of territorial questions, and the Note of the People's
Commissariat for Foreign Affairs of December 1, 1941 is a signal

2.33
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proof of this. It states clearly that the unsolved question of frontiers
between Poland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics will
be settled in the future.

Molotov:

does your question aim at, Mr. Ambassador?
merely quote a sentence from the Note of December
to throw light on the problem of citizenship, in the Soviet

i,

1 94 1,

What

I

Rqmer:

interpretation.

Molotov:

The

to future settlement.

question

of frontiers will certainly be subject
discuss this matter. Do you
conversation on this subject now?

We will further

wish to enter into a
Romer: No, Mr. Commissar,

perhaps

as I already told Marshal Stalin,
do not think that it would serve a good purpose for our two govern
ments at present, in the interest of an improvement of their

I

relations.

Molotov: The territorial boundary of the Soviet Union as
confirmed in 1939 by the Supreme Council, is the frontier of the
Soviet Union; however we shall not decline* to discuss in more
terms the subject

concrete

I

mean

pretation

a

few. In

in writing.

Romer:

of frontiers. Rectifications are possible.

the matter of citizenship

Thank

you.
conversations,

I should

I will

send you an

inter

prefer, as a means of facilitating
would send me a draft of this

if you
so
that
we
could still discuss it before it is given
first,
interpretation
final form. I should like, in particular, to emphasize that the dis

our further

cussion

on citizenship which we have had was only of an informa

tive nature and that it merely aimed to enlighten me as to the stand
point and views of the Soviet Government in this matter, without

affecting any change in the fundamental viewpoint of the Polish
Government on this subject. I should like it to be well understood,
that in asking you these questions, I do not cease to support entirely
our different viewpoint in this matter. I shall inform my Government
of the regrettable incidents I communicated to you at the beginning
of our conversation
to-day and shall also advise them of your
assurance that these facts will be investigated without delay and
that the result will be made known to me.

Molotov:

I shall

do so immediately after

planations.
*

In Russian: "Nie otkazyvayemsia."
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up all matters in
an amicable way, to avoid further incidents that can only complicate
the situation.
is always

better

to clean

I understand.

Molotov:

Do you wish to inform me of the date of our next
Romer:
interview, Mr. Commissar, or is it more convenient to you for me
to suggest it?

I

Molotov:

am at your service,

Mr.

Ambassador.

Excerpts from Ambassador Romer's conversation with Mr.
Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, at the
Kremlin on March 18, 1943.

4.

In

Romer:
you promised

the course of our last conversation,

three days ago

to send me an explanation in writing

concerning the

manner in which Soviet laws on citizenship are to be interpreted,
and also on a number of events affecting our interests, which
occurred in Sovjet territory.

I

Molotov:

must also ask you a question. Did you receive the
Decree of the Supreme Council of the U.S.S.R. of November 29,

(The

1939?

Ambassador

nods

question.

I shall now

answer

your

I

had not at hand the above Decree.
On reading
saw that the matter of citizenship
quite explicitly
dealt with. The text refers to inhabitants of the districts of Western
Ukraine and Western White Ruthenia. Within the meaning of this
last conversation

I

is

it,

During our

assent.)

Decree,

therefore,

any person

who was not an inhabitant of these

everything there

Romer:

is

it

says

remains

a

Polish citizen. The Decree deals with this ques
tion quite exhaustively and does not require any further elucidation;

oblasti

to say

To

again emphasize

the great importance

I

conversation,

I

revert to the written interpretation of Soviet legis
lation on citizenship which you promised to give me during our last
attach to re

All this

not clear, and consequently the local

83744

O— 52— pt.

4

f

authorities interpret their instructions in
fashion.

47

a35

a

and 2, 1939.

is

ber

1

1,

ceiving it. The Decree actually speaks of inhabitants whereas the
Soviet Notes of December
1941, and January 16, 1943, mention
who
themselves
on
the contested territories on Novem
found
persons
divergent and arbitrary
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Molotov: There is no intrinsic difference in the texts, although
different expressions are used. We base ourselves on the Decree.
1 see no need for issuing an interpretation in writing, since obvi
inhabitant is perfectly understandable. We refer
that
inhabitants,
residing on this territory. What is
permanent
not clear in this?

is

to

the

term

it,

ously

Romer:

is

is

valuable to me in
Your explanation on this point
itself, but the whole matter nevertheless still presents certain doubts.
to define the Soviet principle in accordance with
The question
is

is

established.
which permanent residence
no one law in the world that could be
Molotov: There

I

If

a

cases

it

law,
arising from life. However detailed
controversial
will never decide all possible individual cases.
think,
shall
be
able
to
discuss
them.
we
arise,
Personally,
questions
applied to all

that the law

is

quite clear.
relevant,
But the application of the law
our
citizens
to
still
greater hardships.
exposes

so as

it

is

Romer:

During

Is
it

Molotov:

necessary

our last conversation

the more

to explain what inhabitant
you

did not have

the

text

means?

of the

Do you really require additional explanations, although in
we sent you the text of the Decree?
Romer:
propose, Mr. Commissar, to postpone this discussion

Decree.

until later,

so

that

the concrete

cases

I

I

the meantime

intend to present

to you

may furnish practical illustrations.

Romer:

agree, this will be more appropriate.
have to bring to your notice are very

I

Willingly
The facts

I

Molotov:

I

a

painful, because they do not show that the Soviet authorities act
in
way consistent with the spirit of friendship that ought to be
shall divide these facts
the rule between our two governments.

mass procedure

ordered

by

that this

a

sion

is

into the following categories:
First: The forcing of Soviet citizenship about which we already
have information, fragmentary but sufficient to draw the conclu
the central authori

applied to the entire Polish population in the U.S.S.R.
carried out on lines of moral and physical com
procedure
pulsion that arouse my deepest indignation, as being inadmissible in
relations between Allies and in the midst of
hard war against our
We
have
that
Polish
citizens,
common enemy.
men and women,
proof
ties and

a

is

This

subjected
on end,

to this procedure
that

they

are detained

for examination

are even deprived of food
236'
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Such arguments are made use of for this purpose,
as statements that there is no longer any Polish Embassy in the
U.S.S.R., or that Poland no longer exists. Those who resist are

their resistance.

thrown into prison. Local authorities do not, as a rale, investigate
the place of origin of a given person, and consequently do not
respect the differentiation implied in the interpretation of the Soviet
law on citizenship that I received from Marshal Stalin and from you.
Second: The taking over by the Soviet authorities, Mr. Com
missar, of the relief institutions of the Polish Embassy, a proceeding
likewise carried out on

These institutions— they number
created and operated on the basis of agreements
between the People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs and the Em
about

a mass scale.

570— were

exclusively to the latter and had at
their disposal, in all cases— in larger or smaller measure— Polish
State property, equipment, supplies of food, clothing and medicines,
school utensils, etc. On grounds unknown to me and in a totally

bassy; they were

subordinated

inadmissible manner, the Soviet authorities are taking over these
institutions and disposing of them and also of Polish property with
out the consent of the Embassy, to whom the rightful ownership
of and control over these objects belongs. They do not even give
any warning of what they intend to do. As regards the taking over
the home for invalids and orphanage at Bolshaya Konstantinovka, in
the Kuybyshev district, under conditions I described to you during

our last interview,

the Embassy has received a Note from the
Commissariat
for Foreign Affairs, dated March 10, giving
People's
as justification for all this that no Polish citizens were found there.
This allegation has no foundation in truth. It was precisely Polish
citizens refusing to accept Soviet passports who together with the
manager of the establishment were expelled from it. The citizenship

of children was obviously decided by higher authorities without any
investigation, despite opposition put up by the children themselves.
I am therefore compelled to state once again, that methods of actual
terrorism

were

by the local authorities, methods wholly
incompatible with the spirit of Polish-Soviet friendship and col
employed

laboration.

Molotov: Mr. Ambassador, it is very easy to speak about
friendly understanding in the matter of incidents that have occurred,
but here I do not see anything of this sort on your part. Your re
proaches on this subject are unfounded and out of place. I shall not
reply to them.

1
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Polish State property, 1 already told you the
last time and I repeat once more, that all losses will be made good.
If the Embassy should obstruct our action, the result will be any
thing but good. I see that you do not want to get reconciled to our
standpoint, and the Embassy still continues to follow its old line of
I Iowever,

as regards

This

procedure.

has nothing to do with assurances

of friendship.

I

must remark that the Embassy's attitude towards these problems
is strange, for it does not issue instructions in accordance with our
laws. No good can result from this. All this is quite incomprehensible
to me.

Mr. Commissar, I shall answer
statement with facts. I will now submit

Romer:
later when

Your expostulation,

I substantiate my
to your consideration a further series of facts, and,

in doing

so,

I

would— in connection with point three— emphasize tbat the Embassy
has been exposed of late to various vexations and difficulties. Even I,
have

personally,

trouble when

I

speak

over

the

Long distance telephone calls of the Embassy
An ever increasing number of telegrams from outlying
are not delivered
to the Embassy.
Callers leaving the

Kuybyshev.
attended
places

to.

are forced

Embassy

Worse,

with
are not

telephone

cases

to show

their identity papers and are arrested.

are known in which such

persons

have been beaten

If you so desire, I can give further particulars as well
of the incidents. Families of Embassy officials and of
of institutions under it in outlying districts are forced

up in public.
as the dates

employees
to accept Soviet passports.

(The

Ambassador

deals at length with the cases of Mrs. Zagorska,

Mrs. Kasinska, Mrs. Maksvmowicz, Mrs. Emchowicz, Mrs. Winczewska, Mrs. Wolska and of Messrs. Kulyba, Cygler and W6jtowicz, and
shows that none of the persons involved originated from the contested
territories or were resident therein.)
I will now revert to the matter

touched

on by you,

Mr. Com

concerning the taking over of relief institutions by the
I am obliged to emphasize, once more, that the
Embassy never agreed thereto and was not even notified by the
People's Commissariat for Foreign Affairs in this matter, and that
a policy of accomplished
The institutions
fact is being applied.
are closed down before the question of citizenship of the staff and
missar,
Soviet

authorities.

has been established.
This is not indicative of any good
on the part of the Soviet Government.
I suggest, on my part,
that the local authorities discontinue this action at least until our

inmates

will

238
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they

are intended

At the
Whilst

to bring about a friendly settlement of pending difficulties.
present juncture it is difficult to arrive at an understanding.

we are discussing questions of principle, things are happening out
there in the provinces that are apt to change the whole situation.
The Polish Government cannot be indifferent to these happenings.

I would like

Molotov:

are actually aiming?

to ask,

We shall verify

Mr.

Ambassador,

the individual

at what you

facts mentioned

by you. (Molotov repeats this twice.) What more can you wish?
If you start by not recognizing our laws, then all attempts to achieve
an understanding will be futile. From the conversations we have
had hitherto I have gained the impression that you continue un
interruptedly to maintain your standpoint of not recognizing the
Decree of November 29, 1939.

I will

make

I

several

remarks:

the impression that what you actually have in
mind is that we should ask each individual inhabitant of Western

First:

Ukraine

have

and Western

White Ruthenia what citizenship he

wishes

to retain. Here I must state that there can be no question of any
individual citizen, who acquires Soviet citizenship by virtue of the
Decree declaring his or her consent. That would be contrary to
Soviet legislation.
Second:
Within the meaning of the Decree the place of birth
a given citizen is irrelevant; what is relevant, however, is whether
that citizen resided in the territory of Western Ukraine and Western

of

White Ruthenia.
Third: I should like

to emphasize

that

if

the Embassy

hampers

our action of issuing passports to Soviet citizens in accordance with
our Decree, and if it induces such persons not to accept Soviet
a

If,

passports, then no good will come of it. There will be unnecessary
however, the Embassy will cooperate with us in
incidents.
help
ful spirit then we shall be able to investigate individual cases very
mistakes. You certainly do not
information
as to how this whole
possess,
general
action
being carried out.
Romer: On the contrary, Mr. Commissar, have
large num

carefully and rectify any possible
Ambassador,

ber of facts affecting not only Embassy

officials.

I

a

I

is

Mr.

can for instance

a

mention the case of Mrs. Sigmund, born and domiciled in Warsaw,
now residing at Kustanay,
daughter of the well-known writer
Adolph Nowaczynski.
239
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Molotov:
Romer:

We will verify

these facts.

Persons who know beyond any doubt that even

within

the meaning of the Decree they may retain their Polish citizenship
and who consequently refuse to accept Soviet passports, are sentenced

to imprisonment for this in violation of every principle of law. I can
in this respect refer to the cases of three employees of the Embassy's

warehouse

Kirov who were sentenced each to two years in prison.

at

What I want

is that the local authorities should not consider the ques

tion of citizenship from different angles, and that we should draw
practical conclusions from the facts, Mr. Commissar.

Molotov:

Right!

I wish

Romer:

definition of that special
category of persons who even from your viewpoint, for all that it
does not as we know correspond to our own, remain Polish citizens
within the meaning of the Decree.

Molotov:

I

to obtain a precise

agree with you,

Mr.

Ambassador,

that persons not

falling within the scope of the Decree may be classed separately
as Polish citizens.
However as Soviet legislation on citizenship is
on
the
Polish
side, I must remark that our authorities
questioned

will execute
What I am

the

demonstration,

Romer:

legal

concerned

that are binding upon them.
enactments
with is that no obstacles, in the nature of a

be placed

The

in the way of these orders.
never did anything of the sort, but on

Embassy

the contrary always advised Polish citizens to loyally obey orders
of the authorities.
On the other hand, our citizens must have the

possibility of appealing to the superior authorities and also to their
Embassy, against decisions which they consider legally unjustified.
I may add that, as bearers of Soviet passports thrust upon them
by she£r force, they are— under severe penalties— deprived of the
possibility of applying to the Polish Embassy and that they would
likewise not be in a position to appeal against the unjust decisions

of which they may be victims. I am, therefore, first of all anxious
to make sure that Soviet authorities do not wrongly interpret the rules
down by the law. Besides, I should like to point out once more,
that the local authorities compel the Polish population by various

set

means to accept Soviet passports

and that they destroy and deride
their national identity papers, which justifies the terms used by me
in presentine this matter. I recall that according to the statements
of Marshal Stalin, the free will of the persons concerned was also
to be an important factor in deciding the question
240
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you authorize me to assure my Government that in the future,
the method
at least pending the termination of our conversations,
of compulsion in the question of citizenship will be abandoned?

I

Molotov:

Mr.

do not agree,

I cannot

Ambassador,

agree.

The authorities

are carrying out the Soviet law on citizenship, and
cannot remain passive in the face of resistance. You refer

they

to your conversation

of will. The case of Wanda

an expression

tioned then,
Polish or

with Comrade Stalin and you

say,

you had the

that he made the matter of citizenship dependent upon

impression

a

Wasilewska was men

and the question was whether she wished to be a
Such individual cases may arise, when

Soviet citizen.

Polish citizens not falling within the scope of the Decree are con
But it appears, Mr. Ambassador, that you wish that every
citizen be asked his opinion.
cerned.

Romer:

I

should like to further discuss the category of persons

of incontestable

Molotov:
Romer:

citizenship.

We will verify these cases.
The local authorities undoubtedly

are acquainted with

of successive Soviet legal enactments of various dates, the
Amnesty Decree, the Note of December i, 1941, the Note of
January 16, 1943. The contents of these documents differ in each
a series

This leads to a variety of interpretations and is a source of
case.
confusion for local authorities, as they do not know how to proceed
with regard to Polish citizens, and unnecessary incidents arise. In
my view— quite apart from the conflict of principle existing be
tween us— the local authorities ought to receive more precise instruc
tions.

If

Molotov:
Mr.

remark

local

authorities have applied the law wrongly,
these facts. But, I should like to

we shall check

Ambassador,

that the Decree

on Citizenship

the Soviet Note of January

16,

of November 29, 1939, and

1943, constitute the basis of action

by our authorities.

Romer:

I

our conversation

revert to the discussion

A

we had at the beginning of

more precise definition of the terminology
in
as
to who is a resident of the contested
used
Soviet legislation
territories will contribute to remove friction and difficulties.

Molotov:

to-day.

I

do not see any need or necessity to further elaborate
such a definition. We shall never reach an ideal formula. Every

body understands what is meant by inhabitant.
with these cases individually.
241
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Romer:

be no question of individual cases since
the authorities apply the law to all and compel even persons, incontestably Polish citizens in the meaning of Soviet law itself, to
accept

There

can

Soviet passports.
These facts must

Molotov:

be verified.

I

am in possession of accurate information. Nine days
ago you promised to send me an interpretation in writing. The facts
occurring throughout the country are becoming more numerous and

Romer:

causing

many

unnecessary

Molotov:

additional difficulties.

There will be no difficulties; the local authorities

apply the laws correctly
of Embassy institutions
taken over by Soviet authorities. Would
and relief establishments
be
to
authorize
me to assure the Polish Government
willing
you
that this action will be suspended at least for the duration of the
Romer:

1

revert

now

to

the

matter

now proceeding between us?
Molotov: The principal consideration by which we are actu
ated is that the condition of the Polish population should not be

conversations

impaired.

I

do not exactly

know how far the transfer of these in

stitutions to Soviet administration has been accomplished.
But I can
state that the entire property of the Embassy and all the possessions
of the Polish State will be restored in full or compensation paid.

Romer:

In

each of these 570 institutions are objects belonging
|o the Polish State. I make the formal proposal that the action of

taking over these establishments

be stayed

until we

reach an agree

ment.

Molotov:

The

interests

of the Embassy

shall be safeguarded

in any case.

Romer:

But here we deal with the infringement of property
rights and management of these Embassy institutions.
Molotov: To avoid misunderstandings, let me quote an ex
if butter was taken away, the same quantity of butter will
ample:
be returned.

Romer:

Is the Administration

of the said institutions being

changed?

Molotov:

You will understand that at present a large number
of persons belonging to the management have turned out to be Soviet
citizens.

242
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appear to be fairer, if the questions them
selves were first cleared up and deductions reached later, after this

It would

Romer:

has been done.

on

as heretofore.

Meantime the institutions should be able to carry
Moreover, there are many children there whose

citizenship has not yet even been verified.
Molotov: There are institutions where the employees may
have been ill or unable to fulfill their duties, and others which do
not function properly. For this reason the Soviet administration was
bound to intervene and appoint people who will better fulfill their
tasks.

The

procedure,

Mr.

Ambassador,

is of no importance,

what

really counts is that the population should not suffer.
Romer: Only the Embassy could decide who worked well in
its own institutions.

I

really do not

the local authorities can interfere

in

see any

valid grounds on which
And I must further

the matter.

remark that the Embassy issues instructions to these institutions,
supplies them with funds and assistance in kind, and that it is not
even notified when they pass into other hands.
dented and most harmful confusion.

Molotov:

The main thing, Mr.

This

Ambassador,

causes unprece

is that the material

condition of the population should not suffer.
Romer: Have any instructions been given out by the central
authorities for these institutions to be taken over? Why were we
not notified of this in advance?

I repeat once more that the central authorities, act
on
the
ing
grounds of the decision of the People's Commissars of
January 15, 1943, gave categorical orders to the local authorities
Molotov:

that the taking over of these institutions by the Soviet Administra

tion must not entail any hardship on the population. But I wish to
emphasize that the Embassy will have very little to say in the matter
of institutions whose staff and inmates are now for the most part

The majority of these people acquired Soviet citizen
virtue
of
our Note of January 16, 1943. Today is March 18,
ship by
and the whole matter is now about to be closed.
Soviet citizens.

Romer:

How could it happen

that the Embassy was not pre
nor of the orders issued under it

viously notified of this decision
which do not respect Polish State property?
Besides, this is wholly
contrary to our previous agreements, under which the relief institu
tions of the Embassy were called into being.

Molotov:

The authorities

have
243
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the situation of the Polish

that

population must not suffer

any deterioration.

It

Romer:

and it was precisely thanks to
in the field that the Polish population
was provided with substantial
relief.
Molotov: The Embassy will not lose a farthing.
is also our concern,

the work of the Embassy

That

Romer:
of principle

But the violation

is inadmissible.

Molotov:

obey

matter, in truth, is secondary.

who are found to be Soviet citizens must
of the authorities who are— as a matter of factin not allowing the situation of the population to de
Persons

the orders

concerned
teriorate.
spective

The authorities

have been instructed to see to this, irre

of the sentiments

I

Romer:

of individual persons.
must emphasize once more that the taking over, by an

officially recorded act, of relief institutions belonging to the Embassy
is illegal and incompatible with their interests, as well as with those
of persons benefited by them.

Molotov:

What

are you aiming at?
the transfer of these establishments

I want

Romer:

Administration

I

to be suspended.

repeat

to the Soviet

my question

may assure my Government that this will be done?
Molotov: I have already told you that the central

I

whether

authorities

formally ordered the local authorities to take over these institutions.
Apart from this, these institutions have now become Soviet institu
tions, since the persons serving them are now Soviet citizens. The
inviolability of the property of the Polish State will be safeguarded.
Romer: How do you contemplate the question of further relief
in kind now due to arrive, bought or ordered abroad by the Polish
Government and already shipped with the collaboration of Allied
Powers, or donated by friendly Governments and welfare institu
I am now looking at the
tions in allied and neutral countries?
practical

side of the problem.

Molotov:
if

In principle, I

it serves the interests

discuss

this

matter

Romer:

give me an assurance

Molotov:

I

I

am ready

to

Mr. Commissar,

to

separately.

Finally,

citizenship will not

regard all assistance as being desirable

of the Polish population.

I would like

to ask you,

that compulsory methods
be

in the matter of

applied.

this demand as unfounded, since our Ad
ministration is proceeding in accordance with the instructions.
regard
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Then I have no other choice but to appeal to my Gov
And may I count on receiving a written interpretation of

Homer:
ernment.

the term inhabitant, as contained in the Decree
1939?

Molotov:

I

have

already

of November 29,

this question, Mr. Am

answered

bassador.

No.

88

Note of April 25, 1943, from Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for
Foreign Affairs, to Mr. Romer, Polish Ambassador in the U.S.S.R.,
severing relations between the Soviet Government and the Polish
Government.
Moscow, April 26, 1943.

Mr.

Ambassador,

On behalf of
Republics,

I

the Government of the

Union of Soviet Socialist

have the honor to notify the Polish Government of the

following:

The Soviet Government consider the recent behavior of the
Polish Government with regard to the U.S.S.R. as entirely abnormal,
and violating all regulations and standards of relations between two
Allied States. The
Union launched by

slanderous

campaign

the German

Fascists

hostile

to

the

Soviet

in connection with the

murder of the Polish officers, which they themselves committed in
the_ Smolensk area on territory occupied by German troops, was
at once taken up by the Polish Government and is being fanned

in

every way by the Polish official press.
Far from offering a rebuff to the vile. Fascist

slander of the

U.S.S.R.,
address

the Polish Government did not even find it necessary to
to the Soviet Government any inquiry or request for an

explanation on this subject.
Having committed a monstrous

crime against the Polish officers,
the Hiderite authorities are now staging a farcical investigation,
and for this they have made use of certain Polish pro-Fascist

whom they themselves selected in occupied Poland where
everything is under Hitler's heel, and where no honest Pole can
openly have his say.
elements

For the "investigation," both the Polish Government and the
Government invited the International Red Cross, which
is compelled, in conditions of a terroristic regime, with its gallows
Hitlerite
and

mass extermination of the

peaceful population, to take part
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in this investigation farce staged by Hitler. Clearly such an "in
vestigation," conducted behind the back of the Soviet Government,
cannot evoke the confidence of people possessing any degree of
honesty.

The

campaign against the Soviet Union
commenced simultaneously in the German and Polish press, and
was conducted along the same lines, leaves no doubt as to the
fact

that

the hostile

existence of contact and accord in carrying out this hostile campaign
between the enemy of the Allies— Hider— and the Polish Government.

While the peoples of the Soviet Union bleeding profusely in a
hard straggle against Hitlerite Germany, are straining every effort
for the defeat of the common enemy of the Russian and Polish
peoples, and of all freedom-loving democratic countries, the Polish
Government, to please Hitler's tyranny, has dealt
to the Soviet

The

a treacherous

blow

Union.

Government is aware that this hostile campaign
against the Soviet Union is being undertaken by the Polish Govern
ment in order to exert pressure upon the Soviet Government by
Soviet

making use of the slanderous Hitlerite fake for the purpose of
wresting from it territorial concessions at the expense of the interests
of the Soviet Ukraine, Soviet Byelorussia and Soviet Lithuania.

All

these circumstances

compel

the Soviet Government to recog

nize that the present Government of Poland, having slid on the
path of accord with Hitler's Government, has actually discontinued
allied relations with the U.S.S.R., and has adopted a hostile attitude
towards

the Soviet

Union.

On the strength of the above, the Soviet Government has de
cided to sever relations with the Polish Government.

Molotov.
No.

89

Note of April 26, 1943, from Mr. Romer, the Polish Ambassador,
to Mr. Molotov, People's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, stating his
reasons
between

for refusing to accept the Soviet Note severing relations
the Government of the U.S.S.R. and the Government
of Poland.

Moscow, April 26, 1943.
People's Commissar,
You were good enough to receive me today at 0.15 a.m. at your
own invitation and for the purpose of reading to me a Note dated

Mr.
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25, 1943, signed by yourself and addressed to me, notifying
me of the decision of the Soviet Government to sever relations

April

with the Polish Government. Upon hearing the text of the Note, I
declared that there was nothing I could do but accept with regret
the news of this decision of the Soviet Government, which will be
held fully and exclusively responsible for this step. At the same
time, however, I most emphatically refused to be a party to the
motives and conclusions set forth in the Note that was read to me,
and which

ascribed

to the Polish Government in an inadmissible

form, conduct and intentions entirely inconsistent
thus making it impossible for me to accept your
moreover, that contrary to the allegations contained
Polish Government had striven for close on two

with the facts,
Note.
I stated,
in the Note, the
years to obtain

from the Soviet Government information concerning the fate of the
missing Polish officers, and had as recently as the 20 inst. returned
to this matter in a Note to Ambassador

Bogomolov.

Since despite my refusal to accept the Note,
at my^ hotel in a sealed envelope of the People's

I

received

it later

Commissariat for
have
the
honor
to
Affairs,
I
return
it
herewith
in con
Foreign
formity with my attitude as set forth above.
I have the honor to be
PiOMEH.

No.
Statement

90

of the Polish Government of April 28, 1943, concerning
of the Soviet Government to sever relations with the
Polish Government.

the decision

The following statement was issued on April 28, 1943, by the
Polish Government in London:—
The Polish Government emphatically declare that their policy
aiming at a mutual friendly understanding between Poland and
Soviet Russia on the basis of the integrity and full sovereignty
of the Republic of Poland was and continues to be fully supported
by the Polish nation.
Conscious of their responsibility towards their own nation and
towards the Allies, whose unity and solidarity the Polish Govern
ment consider

to be the cornerstone
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to approach the Soviet Government with a proposal for an
understanding, in spite of the many tragic events that had taken
place from the moment of the entry of the Soviet Armies on the
territory of the Republic, that is from the day of September 17, 1939.
Having settled their relations with Soviet Russia by the Agree
ment of July 30, 1 94 1, and by the Declaration of December 4, 1941,
first

Government have strictly discharged their obligations.
in
close union with their Government, the Polish nation,
Acting
making unheard of sacrifices, fights unswervingly in Poland and
the Polish

It

abroad against the German invader.

produced

no traitor Quisling

and accepted no collaboration with Germany. In the light of facts
known throughout the world, the Polish nation and the Polish

Government have no need to defend themselves from any charge of
contact or understanding with Hitler.

In

a

public statement of April

17,

1943, the Polish Government

denied to Germany the right to abuse the tragedy
of Polish officers for her own perfidious aims. They unhesitatingly
denounced the effort of Nazi propaganda to create mistrust between
categorically

the Allies.
Ambassador

About the same time a Note was sent to the Soviet
accredited to the Polish Government asking once again

for information
missing

which

would

help to elucidate

the

fate

of the

officers.

The Polish nation and the Polish Government look to the
future. They appeal in the name of the unity of the Allies and
of elementary human principles for the release from the U.S.S.R.
of the thousands of families of soldiers of the Polish Armed Forces,
engaged in the fight or preparing in Great Britain and the
East

to take their part

orphans

tens of thousands

of Polish

and children for the education

full responsibility
slaughter,

in the fight,

Middle

and

of whom they would take
who now, in view of the German mass

are particularly precious

to the Polish people.

The Polish

Army, in waging the war against Germany needs as reinforcements
all Polish men able to fight who now find themselves on Soviet soil.

The Polish Government
right

to plead

the

appeal for their release.

cause of all

these

persons

They
before

reserve their
the

world.

Finally, the Polish Government appeal for the continuation of relief
for the mass of Polish citizens who remain in Russia.

In defending

the integrity of the Republic

accepted the war with the

Third Reich,
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of Poland, which

the Polish Government never
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do not claim, in accordance

with their statement

1227
of

February 25, 1943, any Soviet territories.

It

is and

will

be the duty of every Polish Government to defend

the rights of Poland and of Polish citizens.

The principles for which

United Nations fight, and the strengthening by all means of
their solidarity in this struggle against the common enemy, remain
the unchanging bases of the policy of the Polish Government.
the
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